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BASSANTIN, or BASSINTOUN, JAMES, son
of the ' Laird of Bassintin in the Mers,' (Merse?) (Biog.
Brit.) He was educated at Glasgow, and afterwards tra-

\ tiled, but finally settled at Paris, where he taught mathe
matics and astronomy. Of his personal life we know no-

thing, but that he was addicted to astrology, and gave Sir

Robert Melville (see his memoirs or Bios. Brit.) some pre-
dictions a little after the time of Queen Mary's escape into

England. He returned to Scotland in 1562 and died 1568.

(See ASTRONOMY, and place the date there given, 1557, in

brackets ; it is the date of publication of a work.) He was
of Murray's party, and a zealous Protestant.
He wrote various works, as follows:!. Paraphrase tur

r.latrnlabp, Lyons, 1555, reprinted at Paris, 1617. 2. Ma-
t/irimitiru Gencthliaca. 3. De Muthesi in Grnere. 4. Mu-
tica secundum Platonem. 5. Aritlimetica. To these works
we cannot find dates. 6. A work on Astronomy, in French,
(pivsently to be noticed,) translated into Latin by De
'lournes (Tornesius), under the title of Asti-onomiu. J. Bas-
tantini Scott, &c., reprinted 1613.
There is also a Discours Astronomique, published in 1557,

at Lyons., it:id Lalande gives the title of a Latin version pub-
lished at Geneva in 1599, and again in 1613. Delambre
doubts whether this Discours Astronomique be any other
than the original of No. 6 in the list above ; and we incline

to think he is right, for, independently of the coincidence of
editors and dates, this Discours Astronomique appears to

l>e the work of Bassantin's which was best known. It was
the only one in De Thou's library, and is the only one in Uiat

of the Faculty of Advocates, at Edinburgh. It is the only
work mentioned by Weidler, while No. 6 is the only one
mentioned by Vossius. Vossius observes that the original
was written in very bad French, and that the author knew
' neither Greek nor Latin, but only Scotch.'

The trigonometry of Bassantin uses only sines. His

planetary system is that of Ptolemy, and he was much in-

debted to Purbach. He adopted the trepidation of the

equinoxes. (See ASTRONOMY.) He used the sphere in

actual computations ; and, in his treatise on the planisphere,

appears to nave followed the plan, if not the work, of Apian.
(See Bins. Brit. ; Delambre, Hist, de I'Astron. Mod., &c.)
BASSEIN, a town and port in the province of Aurunga-

bad, situated on the point of the continent of Hindustan

opposite to the north end of the island of Salsette, in 19 20'

N. lat., and 72 56' E. long. Bassein was once a city and
fortress of importance, but, sharing the fate of many places in

India, it has suffered from the wars and revolutions to which
that country has been exposed, and is now fallen into decay.

In the year 1531 Bassein was ceded to the Portuguese,
under the provisions of a treaty concluded by them with

the sultan of Cambay, and for more than two centuries it

remained in the undisturbed possession of that nation. In
1 750 the town wag taken by the Maharattas, from whom it

was captured by the British in December, 1 774 ;
and in the

following March was formally yielded to its conquerors by a

treaty made with the MaharatU chief, Ragoba. By the

B A S

treaty of Poonah, Bassein was, however, again relinquished
to the Maharattas. In November, 1 78fl, the fortress was
regularly besieged by the British army under General
Goddard, and, after sustaining the attack for four weeks,
surrendered at discretion. By the treaty concluded in May,
1 782, with the Maharatta chiefs, Bassein was once more re-

stored, together with Ahmedabad and our other conquests
in Gujerat, and the town long remained in possession of the
Maharattas. In 1802 the Peishwa Bajee Rao fled to Bas-
sein from his rival, Holkar, and sought the protection of the
British government, with whom he concluded a treaty on the
last day of that year. It was hoped that this treaty would
have broken up the federal union of the Maharatta chiefs,

by separating from it the Peishwa, who had been its nominal
head

; but this chief having subsequently been induced to

join his former rivals and to organize with them a plan of

hostility to the English, the whole of his territories were de-

clared forfeited, and were taken into possession by the Com-
pany's government in June, 1818, he becoming a stipendiary
of that government, and recognizing this appropriation of

his territories. Bassein has since that time remained in

the hands of the English, under whom the fortifications

have been allowed to go to decay, and the town and port
have become of little importance. At a recent date, the

town contained a great number of houses in ruins.

The state of cultivation exhibited in the surrounding
country is, on the contrary, flourishing. To the north and
north-east of Bassein are forests of teak-wood, from which
the ship-building establishments at Bombay are supplied.
A considerable part of the agricultural population are pro-
fessors of the Roman Catholic religion, which it is probable
was introduced among them by the early European settlers

from Portugal.
(Rennell s Memoir of a Map ofHindustan; Mills's His-

tory of British India ; Treaties presented to Parliament by
command of his Majesty, 1819; Report of Committee of the

House of Commons on the Affairs of India, 1832, political
division.)

BASSETERRE is the capital of the island of St. Chris-

topher's in the West Indies. The town is situated on the

south side of the island, at the mouth of a small river. It

contains about 800 houses, many of which are very good, a

spacious square, and a small church, and is defended by
three forts. It was founded in 1623. The district of Basse-

terre contains 17 square miles, with a population of 6620

souls. It is divided into two parishes, St. George's and St.

Peter's, and sends six members to the assembly the for-

mer four, the latter two. This name was given by the

French to the district from its being the lower portion of the

island. The vale of Basseterre is exceedingly beautiful and
well cultivated. The anchorage is in an open bay, and a con-

tinual heavy surf beats on the shore, which is a sandy beach.

As this prevents any wharf or quay being erected, the goods
are shipped in a boat called a '

moses, manned by expert

rowers, who, watching the lull of the surf, pull on shore,

laying the broadside of the boat to the beach so as to roll

NO. 205. [THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.] VOL. IV. B
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out or admit the cargo. Thorn article* which are parked in

water-tight rask*. a* rum. Sec., an generally floated u(f or
on shore. The town lies in 17 19^ N. lat., 6i 49J' W.
long. [See CHRISTOPHKR'S. ST.]
BASSETERRE (Guodaloupe). the most considerable

town of the \elvm island, and the centre of iU comnicn-c.
lie* on the western tide, near the south end of the island.

It consul* of one principal long street, running alonj: tlir

em-shore, and is defended by Forts Royal and Matilda.
The anchorage is in an open road, quite' unsheltered, and

iiiminliuu*, and there is a constant swell.

Thli western island is divided longitudinally into two

parts, of which the western division is called Basseterre,
and the eastern Cabesterre.
The town lie* in 15 59^ N. lat., 61 47J' W. long. [See

GtIADALOtIPB.1

BASSETERRE, a small town on the south-west point of
the island of Marie Galante. It is defended by a small fort,

which lies in 15' 52* N. lat.. 61 22' W. long. [See MAKIK
GALANTB.]

< Jefteries's Wat India ; Bryan Edwarda's West Indies ;

Colombian Navigator.)
BASSET-HORN, a musical instrument, which, notwith-

standing its name, is a clarinet [see CLAKINHT] ofenlarged
dimensions and extended scale, said to have been invent .!

in Germany in 1770, but known to have been produced in

an improved state twelve years later by M. Lotz of Prcs-
livirg : and subsequently, in its present perfect condition, by

i irothers, Anthony and John Stadler, of the imperial
Austrian chapel. The basset-horn is longer than the clari-

not, and the bell end is wider. On account of its length, the
tube, which consists of five pieces, is bent inwards, forming
a very obtuse angle. The scale of this instrument embraces
nearly four octave*, from c the second space in the base, to
o in altissimo, including every semitone

;
but its real notes, in

relation to its use in the orchestra, are from f belgw the base

? \t
v.

:

r .^. to c, the second leger
line above the treble,

The basset-horn takes an intermediate place between the
clarinet and bassoon, and, on account of its vast compass,m iy perform the functions of both. Its capabilities and
beauty are htrikingly displayed in Mozart's Requiem ; and
in the aria. Nun /mi di finre, in his Clernensa di Tito ; as
well as in other works of the same great composer, who well
understood its value.
The Italian name for this instrument, and that by which

it is
irenerally designated in scores, is corno baitetto, or

rather l<ao horn, the termination etto being a diminutive.
The unfltncts of this term must at once be obvious : but,

unhappily, the musical nomenclature abounds in obscurity,

BASSEVELDE, a commune and market -town in the

province of East Flanders, four leagues north of Ghent.
The market occurs weekly, and a fair is held every year in
the month of September. The tanning of hides and oil-

cnuhing arc carried on here, and lace-making gives em-
females of the place. The soil consists, for

tne ' !' clay and sand. Towards the south-east of
mmune, the land is marshy, and a considerable num-

ber of cattle are kept. The population in 1831 amounted to
J750. (Meisser's Dictionnmre Oeograpftique de la Ftaiuln-
Orientate, 1834.)

BA'SSIA, a genus of tropical plants, belonging to the
natural order Sapntetf, containing several interesting spe-
cies. It has a calyx of four or five leaves, a monopetal.ms
why corolla, with its border generally eight-parted, and n

it number of stamens. The ovary terminates in a long
ins from six to eight one-seed, d cell-.

fruit has a pulpy rind, with not more than three or four
mainder being abortive.

The
species are found in the East Indies and in Africa,
hy are of great economical importance on M

the nhiirnlance of a sweet buttery substance which i-
d by their .cods when boiled. We shall mention brielh

or which anything useful is known.
/('<.., hutyrarta. the Indian butter-tree, also the /

Phuttrara-tTM, is found wild on the Almora hills in
In. where it grow* to a considerabi irunk some-

times measuring fifty fret in height, and five or six i

circumference. It has broad, oval, long-stalked leave*,

from six to twelve inches long, smooth on their upper sur-

l*oJn>airy on their under. The flowers, which are largo
and pale yellow, hanir down, near the tip* of the brunches,
from the axils of the leave*, and generally grow three to-

gether. They are succeeded by smooth, pulpy fruits about
as large as a pigeon's egg, usually containing two or three

roundish lifht-hrown seeds. From these is produced
a

fat like suhstam-e, which is a kind .e butter,

concerning which we find the following infortnltion in

the Atidtie Researches, by Dr. Roxburgh: 'On opening
the shell of the seed or nut, which is of a fine chestnut

colour, smooth and brittle, the kernel appear* of the size

and shape of a blanched almond. The kernels are bruited

on a smooth stone, to the consistency of cream, or of a fine

pulpy matter, which is then put into a cloth bag, with a
moderate weight laid on, and left to stand till the oil or fat
is expressed, which becomes infmediately of the consis'

of hog's-lard, and is of a delicate white coluur. Its uses are

in medicine, being highly esteemed in rheumatism and con-

tractions of the limbs. It is also much valued, aud used

by native* of rank, as an unction, for which purpose it is

generally mixed with an utr (aromatic oil) of some kind.

Except the fruit, which is not much esteemed.no other part
of the tree is used. After the oil has been expressed, the

dregs are employed by the poor a* food. This phulwara
butter will keep many months in India without acquiring

any had colour, taste, or smell, and might no doubt In

stitutcd advantageously for animal butter. The timber is

of no value, being nearly as licht as that of the Semiil, or

cotton-tree (Bombax fiepiap/iylium).

/'" -tin, the Indian oil-tree, is a large tree, a
ii-al like the list, but its leaves are narrower, and iu

(lower* much more flethT. It u a native of i ula of

India, and is found in plantations alone the southern
tiiiinde!. \ i the

Illiij ir Im: It-, fruit

is M'ilii.vi.'i lire a valuable oil, which i-.

by tin-
|K Hirer n.itives of India for their lamps, for *oap,

and, instead of better oil, for cookery. Tho (lowers also are.

I and eaten by the Indian peasants, or bruised and
boiled to a jelly, and made into small balls, which are sold
or exchanged lor fish, rice, and various sorts of small gram.
The woot\ is as hard and durable as teak, so that this i

of the most generally useful trees found on the continent of
India.

Bairia lati/olia, the Ma/itca, Madhaca, or Madhoofa
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tree, has oblong leaves, and a corolla with a very protube-
rant tube. It is a native of the mountainous parts of the

Circars and of Bengal, where it forms a middling-sized tree

Its wood is hard and strong, and proper for the naves o;

wheels ; its flowers are eaten raw by the natives and by
jackals, and they yield by distillation a strong intoxicating

spirit. From their seeds a considerable quantity of greenish

yellow oil is obtained, which is found useful for the supply
of lamps ;

it is, however, inferior to that of the last species.
It is curious that this oil stains linen or woollen cloth as

animal oil does, while the fatty substance of the B. buty-
racea possesses no such property, but when rubbed on cloth

leaves no trace behind.
A fourth species is believed to be the Shea-tree, or African

butter-plant, which is so very important an article of African
internal commerce ; and which it would apparently be ex-

tremely desirable to introduce into the West Indies and

Bengal, a"s a new source of internal wealth. This is the

plant which is frequently spoken of by Park, particularly at

pages 202 and 203 of his Travels in Africa:
' The people were everywhere employed in collecting tne

fruit of the shea-trees, from which they prepare a vegetable
butter, mentioned in the former part of this work. These
trees grow in great abundance all over this part of Bambarra.

They are not planted by the natives, but are found growing
naturally in the woods ; and in clearing wood-land for culti-

vation every tree is cut down but the shea. The tree itself

very much resembles the American oak, and the fruit, from
the kernel of which, first dried in the sun, the butter is pre-

pared, by boiling the kernel in water, has somewhat the ap-

pearance of a Spanish olive. The kernel U enveloped in a
sweet pulp, under a thin green rind ; and the butter pro-
duced from it, besides the advantage of its keeping the

whole year without salt, is whiter, firmer, and, to my
palate, of a richer flavour than the best butter I ever tasted

made of cow's milk. The growth and preparation of this

commodity seem to be amongst the first objects of African

industry in this and the neighbouring states, and it consti-

tutes a main article of their inland commerce.
BASSIGNY, in France, a district partly included in the

former province of Champagne, and partly in Le Barrois,
now forming part of the department of Haute Manic. It

was bounded on the north by the district of Vallage in

Champagne, on the east by Le Barrois and La Tranche
Comt<:, on the south by Bourgogne, or Burgundy, and on the
west by Champagne. It was, according to Expilly (Dic-
tionnaire de Gaules, 1762), 16 leagues, or 44 miles long,
and 13 leagues, or 35 miles broad ; but he does not state in

what direction these dimensions were taken. The superficial
contents he gives at 155 square leagues*, or 1184 square
miles. In the Dictinnnaire Universal de la France, the

greatest length is given at 20 leagues, or 55 miles, from
north to south, and the greatest breadth at 16 leagues, or

44 miles; and these dimensions are independent of a small

portion of the district separated from the rest by a part of

the province of Burgundy. Several important streams, as

the Meusc and the Aube, take their rise in this district. The
surface is varied with hills and plains. The air is temperate
and healthy, and the soil produces corn, wine, and fruit.

There is a considerable extent of wood, and good pasture
land. Game, poultry, and fish are abundant.
There are the vestiges of several Roman roads in this

country. In the time of the Romans, Bassigny was inha-

bited by the tribe of the Lingones, from whom the city of

Langres derives its name. Langres (population in 1832,
59CO for the town, or 7460 for the commune) was considered
as the capital, but Chaumont (population in 1832, 6104 for

the town, or 6.118 for the whole commune) disputed this

title with it. The most important places after these are

Montigny le Roi and Nogent le Roi (population in 1832,
2314 for the town, or 2401 for the whole commune), Le Val
rtes Ecoliers, and Bourbon les Bains. The last-mentioned

town contains about 3500 inhabitants, and is celebrated for

its mineral waters, and its vast military hospital for more
than 500 men. [Sec LANORKS, CHAUMONT, and BOURBON
LHS BAINS.] (l)ictinnnnire Universe! de la France; Ex-
pilly, Diclionnaire des Gaules, fyc.)

BASSO-RILIEVO. The Italian term hasso-rilievo, or
the French bas-relief, is commonly applied to any work of

iculpture connected more or less with a plane surface or back-

ground, and in this general sense is opposed to insulated

The ftnuanu,,,,!;, OT gommoi, league of the French, is the twenty fifth

put via.

detached figures, or sculpture in the round. In its more par-
ticular meaning basso-rilievo, low or flat relief, is

"Usually
appropriated to figures which have a very slight projection
from the ground. Alto-rilievo, on the other hand, is not

only rounded to the full bulk, but has generally some portions
of the figures quite detached; and mezzo-rilievo (a style
between the two), although sometimes rounded to a con-
siderable butk, has no part entirely unconnected with the

plane surface or ground. A more accurate definition of the

styles to which these designations refer will result from the

explanations that follow. The terms used by the Greeks
and Romans to distinguish these kinds of relief cannot per-
haps be determined with complete accuracy ; and it may be
here remarked, that those writers are mistaken who sup-
pose the word Toreutike (ropsi/rucij) to have been applied
by the Greeks exclusively to alto-rilievo, since Heyne, and
indeed other writers before him, have proved that the term
was appropriated to carving, and chiefly chasing in metal,
in any kind of relief. The Latin word corresponding with it

is ceslaiura. The Greeks seem to have employed the term

anaglypta to denote works in relief in general ;
and the

ectypa scalptnra of Pliny (xxxvii. 10) also means work in
relief. The term glypta (from yXu^w, to cut into, to hollow
out), with other words formed from the same verb, appears
to denote sculpture in the concave sense, intaglio. He-
rodotus, in a passage of his second book (cap. 138), where
we have little doubt that he is speaking of the sunk

Egyptian reliefs (which will be mentioned in another part
of this article), couples a word formed from the verb

f\v<j>ii>

with the word typus (TVITOS) : typus itfeelf (perhaps) always
means a work in relief properly so called. (See Herod, iii.

88. Cicero ad Atticum, i. 10.) Italian writers of the time
of Vasari, it appears, used the term mezzo-rilievo for the

highest relief, basso-rilievo for the less prominent, and

stlaccjqio for the flattest or least raised. Whatever the

origin of this kind of sculpture may have been, and there

is no doubt of its being very antient, an idea will be best

formed of its style, as practised by the Greeks, by supposing
it to be derived from, the partial insertion of a statue in a

perpendicular plane. Alto-rilievo is often literally nothing
more than this. Applied, however, to a flat surface, the

disposition of the limbs, and the actions of the figure become

necessarily more or less parallel with that surface, in order

sufficiently to adhere to it. The attitude is thus, in a cer-

tain degree, adapted or selected. In inserting or embedding
a figure in a flat ground, it is obvious, that although it may
e buried less than half its thickness, as in alto-rilievo, it

annot be buried more, nor indeed (the structure of the

figure strictly considered) quite so much, without ceasing to

present the real boundary or profile of the form. In the less

prominent kinds- of nliuvo it is therefore still required that the
outline should present the real form, and this principle in its

further application excludes, in a great measure, the unreal
forms of perspective and foreshortening, which would sup-
pose that the objects are no longer parallel with the surface

on which they are displayed. Attempts at foreshortening
must in most cases fail to satisfy the eye. The work can

only be seen in front, and the appearance it presents is

therefore required to be at once intelligible, for no uncer-

tainty can be removed by an inspection from another point
of view, as in walking round a statue. The bulk, or tuick-

ness, need not, however, be real, provided it appear so. The
compression of the bulk, which constitutes the various de-

grees of mezzo and basso rilievo, thus follows the compres-
sion or flattening of the action, the characteristic of alto-

rilievo. Lastly, the modifications of which this branch of

sculpture was susceptible, were adopted, as we shall see,

according to the varieties of light, situation, dimensions,
and use.

The Greeks, as a general principle, considered the ground
of figures in relief to be the real wall, or whatever the solid

plane might be, and not to represent air as if it was a picture.
The art with them was thus rather the union of sculpture
with architecture than a union of sculpture with the con-

ditions of painting. That this was founded on the most ra-

tional principles will be evident from a few simple considera-

tions. The shadows thrown by figures on the surface from
which they project at once betray the solidity of that surface.

In the attempt to represent, together with actual projection,
the apparent depth of a picture, or to imitate space, figures
which are supposed to be remote are reduced in size ; but

although thus diminished in form, they cannot have the

strength of their light and shade diminished, and if deprived
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of shadow liy inconsiderable relief, they rent I" lie apparent
at all when the work is seen (rum it proper puint of view,

that it, at a sufficient distance ; having no distinctness

whatever in the absence of colour, but by means of light and

shade. In short, the art, thus practised, has no longer an

independent style, and only betray* its inferiority by pre-

senting defects which another mode of imitation can supply.

A passage in Yimivius proves that the antienu were not

unacquainted with perspective ; and the same author states

that perspective scenic decorations were first employed by

Aiiatharcus at Athens, in the time of /Eschylus. How-
ever greatly the science may have been advanced by the

moderns, this may be sufficient to prove that the absence of

perspective in Greek bassi-rilievi was not from an absolute

ignorance of its principles, but from a conviction that they

would be misapplied in sculpture.
In carefully keeping within the limits, however narrow,

whieh denned the style of nlievo, the great artists of anti-

quity failed not to condense into that style the utmost per-

n compatible with it, while the various applications of

the works suggested abundant variety in their treatment and
execution. Tin- 1'ntish Museum contains unquestionably
the finest existing specimens of this liranch of sculpture in

tin' rilievi which decorated the Parthenon, or Temple of

Minerva, at Athens. We have here to i-.m-nler the judi-
cious adaptation uf their vtvles for the situations they occu-

pied ; but in regard to their general excellence as works
of imitation, it may also be well to remember that these

sculptures were the admiration of the undents themselves.

Seven hundred years after they were produced Plutarch

spoke of them as '
inimitable works.'

The figures whii-li adonu-d the pediment are separate
statues, although in their original situation, casting their

shadows on the tympanum, they must have had

of bold alti-rihe\i: the circumstance of their being thus

completely detached must have given the greatest distincl-

ne~s to their forms, and as they occupied the highest part
of the building, their gigantic sire and complete relic: ;

them fully efl'cctivc at a considerable distance. The s< ulp-
tures which adorned the metopes, or spaces between the

miliiiiiiimilMiiimiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiuimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiTi imiliiii Illlllllifiiiiuiliiliinui

triglyphs, are in alto-rilievo. Those in the British Museum,
representing combats with Centaurs, were taken from the

south side of the building : the subjects were varied on the

other sides, but they mostly related to the warlike exploits
nf the Athenians. It has been well observed that the subjects
of combats, usually chosen for the metopes in Doric temples,
afforded opportunities of composing the figures so as to pro-
duce diagonal lines, which effectually distinguished the

groups from the architecture, and at the same time had the

effect of reconciling the vertical forms of the triglyphs with
the horizontal lines of the epistylium and cornice. The

compositions
in question all fully occupy the space destined

for them, and are calculated, from their treatment and relief,

to produce the utmost possible effect. Those works which
received the open light were thus boldly relieved from their

ground to insure the masses of shadow which make them
conspicuous: the principle, applicable to external architec-

ture, that projection commands shade, was thus extended to

external decorations; and care seems to have been taken
to keep the light on the figures as unbroken as possible,
especially as the whole series of metopes occupying the
external frieze was more or less crossed by the shadow
of the cornice. This precaution necessarily limits the atti-

tudes, for many actions equally natural with those adopted

would have projected shadows on the figure itself, thus

tending to confuse the forms. A statue which can be seen
from various points, and sometimes in various lights, might
thus be unfit as to its composition for that intelligible

display in one view and under a constant light which
nlievo require*. On the principle that high relief is fittest

for the open light, the rilievi of the
temple

of Phigalcia,
which lire also preserved in the British Museum, arc bold
in their projections. These works adorned the interior of
the cello, but as the temple was hypccthral, or lighted from
the open sky, the principles of external decoration were
applicable. Had the temple been imperfectly Lighted, a
(latter kind of relief would have been preferable, and this
leads us to consider the stylo of basso-rilievo, properly so
called, the must perfect existing specimen of which is also
in the British Museum. It adorned the external wall of the
celln of the Parthenon, within the

peristyle
or colonnade,

and was consequently always in shade : the strongest light
it could ever receive would probably be the reflection from
the pavement below when the sun was highest ;

but as re-
'. lights are uncertain, and may proceed from various

points, the sculptures in question were calculated to be
equally distinct in whatever direction the light was thrown.
Their great elevation, and the peculiar angle at which they
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were seen, owing to the narrowness of the space between
the exterior columns and the cella, may also be mentioned
in considering the reasons which rendered projection unad-
visable. That this confined view was not, however, the sole

reason, may appear from the hold relief of the Phigaleian
marbles, which, in the interior of the narrow cella of the

temple they adorned, must have been seen, on the side

walls, at a very inconsiderable distance compared with their

height. The Phigaleian temple was built, according to

Pausanias, by Ictinus, the chief architect of the Parthenon
;

and although the sculptures are inferior, as works of art,
to the generality of Greek specimens, their style of relief

is precisely the point where the architect may be supposed
to have influenced their execution.
As projection commands shade, so flatness commands

light, and the llattest relief is hence fittest for an invari-

ably dark situation. The same principle is observable in

architecture in the treatment of mouldings in interiors,
the form and projection of which differ materially from the

corresponding members in the open light, and which are
intended to be seen at a distance. The flatness which in-

sures light would, however, be altogether indistinct and
formless unless the outlines were clear and conspicuous
at the first glance. The contrivance by which this is effected

is by abruptly sinking the edges of the forms to the

plane on which they are raised, instead of gradually round-

ing and losing them. The mass of the relieved figure

being sometimes very little raised in its general surface,
its section would thus almost present a rectangular pro-
jection. In many instances the side of this projection
is even less than rectangular ; it is undercut, like some
mouldings in architecture which require to be particularly
distinct, and thus presents a deeper line of shade. But
if the figure can thus command distinctness of outline, not-

withstanding the inconsiderable light it may receive, it

is obvious that its lowness or flatness of relief will in such

alight greatly aid its distinctness: above all, this contri-
vance gives the work thus seen in an obscure situation the
effect of rotundity. Indeed, it is a great mistake to suppose
that the Hat style of relief was intended to appear flat, and
it is a great mistake to apply it in situations, as in the open
air, uhere it must appear so, and be indistinct besides. The
conventions of the arts are remedies, adopted in certain
situations and \mder particular circumstances, and are sup-
posed to be concealed in their results : their ultimate resem-
blance to nature, and their successful effect in those circum-
stances, are the test of their propriety and necessity. The
absence of all convention in alto-rilievo (as opposed to the
flat style), thus fits it for near situations, if not too near to

expose it to accidents. The excellent sculptures which de-
corate the pronaos and ppsticum of the Temple of Theseus,
although under the portico, are in bold relief. They were
not only nearer the eye, and seen at a more convenient

angle than the flat rilievi of the cella of the Parthenon,
but the reflected light which displayed them would neces-

sarily be much stronger.
Lateral portico of the

Parthenon.
End portico of the Temple

at Theseus.

It is also to be remembered that only the end porticoes,
where the sculpture could be more conveniently seen and was
belter lighted, were decorated with rilievi ; the side walls of the
rolla were unornamented, and undoubtedly bold relief would
have been less adapted for them. The Temple of Theseus
w*s built about thirty years before the Parthenon; and it

is not impossible that the satisfactory effect of the flat rilievi

on the cella of the latter might have suggested a similar

treatment, or some modification of it, in the Temple of
Theseug, had it teen erected later. It may be observed in

general, that alto-rilievo can seldom be fit for interiors, not

only from its
liability to accident, but from the difficulty of

displaying it by the full light which it requires. A super-

ficial light, especially if in a lateral direction, necessarily
throws the shadows of one figure on another. Instances of
this occur in some of the palaces in Rome where works of

sculpture have been injudiciously placed. A room, for ex-

ample, lighted in the ordinary way will have its walls (at

right angles with that occupied by the windows) adorned
with a frieze in considerable relief; the figures nearest the

light consequently project their shadows so as to half conceal
the next in order.

The conditions of proximity and distance, as well as the

quantity and direction of light, were carefully attended to by
the Greek sculptors, and suggested new varieties of relief.

The end of the art, as far as relates to execution, is accom-

plished when the work is distinct and intelligible at the
distance whence it is intended to be viewed. Hence the
conventions which are intended to correct the defects of

distance, of material, want of light, &c., are evidently un-

necessary where the work admits of close inspection. The
style of mezzo-rilievo, which in its boldest examples pre-
sents about half the thickness of the figure, is, on many
accounts, least fit for a distant effect: the figure is nowhere
detached from its ground ;

at a very little distance its sha-
dowed side is lost in its cast shade, and its light side in the

light of its ground ; the outline, in short, soon becomes in-

distinct; but the semi-roundness of the forms is directly
imitative, and thus again the absence of all conventional
treatment fits the work for near situations. The style was

preferred to alto-rilievo in such cases, as the latter would
have been more liable to accidents, and would besides in

some measure deform the outline or profile of any object
which is circular in its plan. The figures which adorn

sculptured vases are thus in mezzo-rilievo : these works pro-

bably ornamented interiors where any indistinctness in their

distant effect or in an unfavourable light might be obviated

by closer inspection. Two specimens may be seen in the

second room of the Gallery of Antiquities in the British Mu-
seum. The celebrated Medicean and Borghesan vases, the

finest known examples, are in like manner ornamented with

mezzo-rilievo. The same consideration applies to all works,
however unfit for a distant effect, which can, or in their ori-

ginal situation could, only be seen near. Even the mixed

style of relief in the sculptures which occupy the internal

sides of the Arch of Titus at Rome, would hardly be objected
to, since the objects represcntea are distinctly seen, and can

only be seen, at the distance of a few feet. The style of

semi-relief (much purer than that of the Arch of Titus)

adopted by Flaxman in front of Covent Garden Theatre may
be defended on the same principle, since the utmost width of

the street is hardly a more distant point than a spectator
would naturally retire to in order to see them conveniently.
The still flatter style which has been introduced on the ex-

terior of several buildings in London cannot, however, be de-

fended on any grounds ; and there can be no doubt, from the

reasons adduced, that bold relief is generally fittest for the

open light. The mezzi rilievi on the miniature ehoraio
monument of Lysicrates (casts from them are in the British

Museum) may be admitted to have been fitly calculated for

their situation because they must have been seen near; but
there was in this case an additional consideration to be
attended to; the building is circular, and alto-rilievo was
avoided in order to preserve the architectural profile : on the
other hand, the frieze of the small temple of Victory, which
was rectangular, was adorned with alti-rilievi ; and in this

case it appears that they did not even extend to the angles.
The objections to sculpture on monumental columns will be
obvious from these considerations ;

it has been observed,
that in attempting to preserve the architectural profile, as in,

the Trajan column, and its modern rival in the Place Ven-
dome at Paris, the sculpture thus slightly relieved soon

becomes indistinct, nor indeed would this indistinctness be
obviated at a considerable height even by alto-rilievo, the

figures being necessarily small, while the evil is only in-

creased by substituting the dark material of bronze for

marble.

We proceed to consider the varieties of style in this art as

affecting composition. In rilievo, and in sculpture generally
(a colourless material, or a material of only one colour being

always supposed), it is evident that shadow is the essential

and only source of meaning and effect. In works placed in

the open air, and visible in one point only, as in the case of

alto-rilievo, a certain open display of the figure is generally

adopted ;
the shadows, or rather the forms which project

them, are so disposed as to present at the first glance an
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intelligible and eaily recognised appearance, and the im
\ii-w. or chingini: (In

light. the altitudes inure tlian in i

. nml, a* will al n u- than in u basso-rilicvo

. . h.Aicu-r distinct thu outline U in !.:!

tiii- c;,ii-i iinpn --, .1 nml meaning ut
1

the figure i

xtrerue outlines arc in a groat

DiMMire suppressed: it i, in fail, by their being so sup-
ral form becomes so distinct. This i

also the case when one form i* relieved on another; it wit

be wen that the nearest ohject is very tin.

. lliat its khadow may not interfere with tin

luoro iui|H>rtant shadows of the outlines on the ground, ant

i) ut'lcil hap|M)ii that the HIM 'ion is

l*a*t r. ,.i-.cd. It wili thus be evident that, owing to this

power of suppressing the accidental shades and preventing
them from rivalling or being confounded with the essential

ones, the choice of attitudes becomes less limited, and many
a composition which in full relief would present a mass
of confusion from its scattered and equally dark shades,

may be quite admissible mid agreeable in basso-rilievo.

Accordingly the attitudes of statues, which ore generally
unfit for alto-rilievo, frequently occur in the tint style.

Visconti even supposes that certain figures in the b*Jki-

rilievi of the Parthenon suggested the attitudes of cele-

hrnted statues afterwards executed; as, for instance, the

Jason, or Cincinnatus, and the Ludovir-i Mars. As a re-

markable proof how much the attitudes were limited in alto-

rilievo compared with the flat style, it may be observed, that

the contrasted action of the upper and lower limbs, which

gives so much energy and motion to the figure, is perhaps
never to be met with in the fine examples of alto-riliuvo,

whereas in the (lut style it is adopted whenever the subject
demands it. In the annexed (ketch of an early Greek
hasso-riliovo, representing Castor managing a horse (from
the third room of the gallery of the British Museum), the
action of the upper and lower limbs is contrasted, as is the
case in all statues which are remarkable for energy and

elasticity of movement : the statue called the Fighting Gla-
diator may be quoted as a prominent example. Th
position of the lower limlw, or the alternate action in which
one of the arms would cross the body, never occurs in alto-

rilievo, because the shadow of the arm on the body or of one
of the lower limbs on the other could then no lone-'r he

suppressed, nx it is in this case, but would rival the shadows
of the whole flgnre on the ground. Among the metopes
of the Parthenon, the Phigaleian marbles, and the nlli-

rilievi of the Temple of Theseus, there is not a single 111-

tUnceof the contracted action alluded to; while in tl.

latter examples, the contrary position, or open display nf the

tgure, reocatedly recurs, even to sameness, Jl must however

he admitted, that this open display ofthe figure, although not

presenting
the most energetic action. . it is

intelligible, and hence the finest cxhibitim

quite compatible with the limited attitude

sculptors Uul wisely confined tl.

which compelled this limitation being ;itirely ob-

viated in basso-rilievo, by the power of supp:
sure the shadows within the contour,

vantage taken of the latitude which was thus !

gained.
A better example cannot be referred to than the flat

rilicvi already mentioned from the cella of the Parthenon.
(See the next illustration.) The subject ta the

Panathcnaic procession, and although no perspective dimi-

nution is admitted, several equestrian figures are

partly relieved one upon the other. The conl

which results from the number of similar forms in the .

tituu of the horses' limbs, as well as in t: >1 the

horsemen, must be admitted ;
but perhaps the sub;

thus better expressed than by simp! . and
Uiis treatment contrasts finely with the single figures. In
a procession of horsemen moving two or three :.

are at once aware that the figures are similar, and tl..

is satisfied, as it would lie in nature, not in out

each individual figure as if it had a separate principle of

action, but in comprehending the movement ami

for one indicates the whole. Where the figures thus

each other they are treated as a 'line of the

whole group is distinct and hold, beii: u

sunk to the ground, but the outlines which come v.

the extreme outline arc very slightly rein

the principle here applied is precisely the same as that

observable in a single figure in the same sixle of relief: the

outline of the whole form is distinct. <>r rather n

when- it i^ most important, and the internal markings are
seldom suffered to rival it, but are made MI

general effect. The relative importance of the objects is,

indeed, the only consideration which is suffered to interfere

with this principle : thus loose drapery i* sometime*, slightly
relieved on the ground, while a significant form is IIOA

then strongly relieved even on r.nother figure. In com-

paring the slight varieties of treatment in these rilicvi, it is

to be remembered that the end p Aider

than thu lateral colonnades. It is undoubtedly to this cir-

that the difference of treatment alluded to is to

be referred ; the figures in the end friezes are more sepa-
rated from one another, and consequently somewhat
relieved than the compact processions on the side walls.

The fact that these hassi-nlievi. as well n- n:..-: of tlie

sculpture of the antients, were partially painted, has been pur-

posely left ciitt i.l i he account, because the \. .uices

resorted to are calculated to supply the absence of colour.

The custom in the best ago ofOn > painting archi-

ccturc and sculpture may be <!

where; it may be, ho i-ked, that while the

antifiit sculptors added colour after having employed every

expedient which could supply iu want, ti -, in

'together rejecting it, often tail to make use uf those MTV
nvaattons which its absence de un-

it npp'-nr- that the principle -nig the relief

within the extreme contour which, with the strong marking
of the outliii.- it-r'.l, mainly constitutes llicMjleof basso-

rilnvo, wan employed by the antients in works of <<

durable relief, in interiors, in particular lights, and probublv
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at some distance or elevation. The real projection which
works thus strictly belonging to the class of bassi-rilievi

may sometimes present, points out the essential difference

between basso and mezzo rilievo : a work, even if in very
slight general relief, which has the parts that are nearest
the most relieved, belongs to mezzo- rilievo; while a work
which has the nearest parts least relieved, constitutes basso-

rilievo, whatever its general projection may be. In the

former, the outline is thus less apparent than tho forms
within it; in the latter, the outline is more apparent than
the forms within it. The early Greek and Etruscan rilievi,

which, however (lat, have the nearest parts the fullest, while
the outline is scarcely, if at all, rectangular in its section,
have thus the principle of mezzo-rilievo. They are even
fitted for near inspection, and cannot be said to present any
unsatisfactory convention : for the hulk, however really thin,
is proportionate in its relief, and is so far directly imitative;
inasmuch as the eye consents to a diminished scale of bulk
as easily as to a diminished scale of height, while the indis-

tinctness of the outline has the effect of rounding the form.

Such works are besides fitted for near examination, be-

cause they can scarcely command any shadow. Various

specimens may be seen in the British Museum.
The antique vases of Arezzo were ornamented with

figures in this kind of relief. Certain silver vases mentioned

by Pliny were of the same description. The Egyptian in-

taglio, for so it may be called, rather than rilievo, belongs to

the same style. The Egyptian artists, instead of cutting away
the background from the figure, sunk the outline, and

slightly rounded the figure, on the principle of mezzo-rilievo,
within. Thus no part of tin work projected beyond the ge-
neral surface, and the architectural profile was preserved.
There arc, however, many very antient examples at Thebes
of Inures slightly relieved from the ground, somewhat on the

principle uf MMO-rilievo as practised by the Greeks, that

in, with the nearest parts least relieved, and with outlines

rectangular in the section. Many of them, probably, in

their original situations, and when the buildings were entire,

ornamented interiors. Some Persian rilievi, in the British

Museum, approach the same style. The Egyptian rilievi

were painted in brilliant colours, and would have been in-

oir.rtive in the open light without such an addition.
The distinctions of the three styles of relief, according to

theGreek examples, may now ba thus recapitulated. In the

relief, however decided tho shadows may and must

of necessity be, on the plane to which the figure is attached,
the light on the figure itself is kept as unbroken as possible,
and this can only be effected by a selection of open atti-

tudes ; that is, such an arrangement of the limbs as shall

not cast shadows on the figure itself. In basso-rilievo tho

same general effect of the figure is given, but by very dif-

ferent means : the attitude is not selected to avoid shadows
on the figure, because, while the extreme outline is strongly
marked, the shadows within it may be in a great measure

suppressed, so that the choice of attitudes is greater. Mezzo-
rilievo differs from both : it has neither the hmited attitudes

of the first, nor the distinct outline and suppressed internal

markings of the second : on the contrary, the outline Is

often less distinct than the forms within it, and hence it re-

quires, and is fitted for, near inspection. Its imitation may
thus be more absolute, and its execution more finished, than
those of either of the other styles.
Most of the coins of antiquity are executed on the prin-

ciple of raezzo-rilievo
;

and though often far bolder in this

relief than modem works of the kind, are treated in a mode

corresponding with their minute dimensions, which require
close examination. The outline thus gradually rounds into

the ground, and is never abruptly sunk, while the nearest

parts are most relieved. Thus, conventional methods are

always wanting in works that admit of close inspection,
where the eye can be satisfied without such expedients.
The comparatively strong relief of the heads on the antient

medals is again a contrivance for their preservation, and

presents a new variety in the style of rilievo. Coins are

exposed to friction, and the forms they bear are thus liable

to be soon effaced. The earliest means adopted to prevent
this was by sinking the representation in a concavity, in

which it was thus protected. This plan was soon aban-

doned, for obvious reasons; and the method ultimately

adopted was that of raising the least important parts most.

Accordingly, the parts that are rubbed away in many fine

antique coins are precisely those which can best be spared ;

the hair has generally a considerable projection, so that the

face and profile are often perfectly preserved after 2000

years : a better specimen cannot be adduced than the cele-

brated Syracusan coin representing the head of Arethusa
or Proserpine. In addition to the propriety of its style,

this head is remarkable for its beauty ;
and is classed by

Winkelmann among the examples of the highest character

of form,
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The ordinary stylo
of mezto-rilievowai also used for gems,

and indeed for all work* in this branch of sculpture winch

required clow inspection, and needed no conventional eon-

(rn.ir.ii-. A Hal style of relief, which it oractimos oliserv-

ablc in cameo*, wa* adopted only for the take of displaying a

ubiect on a different coloured ground ; the layers of colour

in the stone employed, generally the inrdonvx, being very
thin. The difference of colour in the ground has, however,

V.-i-i nf giving roundness to the figures relieved on it,

la if. their whole effect becoming apparent, the internal

markings disappeared. The figures on the Portland Vase
are treated on this principle ; and as it was intended to

imitate a precious stone (for which indeed it was at first

taken), the thinness of the outer layer of colour is also

imitated. Such works, however, reduced to one colour in

a cast or copy, ore totally, wanting in effect and style. The

impressions from intogli, or engraved gems, which were used

for seals, are never in the Hat style of relief ; but however

slightly raised, are on the principle ofmezzo-rilievo as above

defined. The gems of Dioscorides, the finest of antiquity,
are in mezzo-rilievo, and often of the fullest kind ; as for

instance, the heads of Demosthenes and lo, and the figures
of Mercury and Perseus. The same may be observed of

other celebrated gems, such as the Medusa of Solon, the

Hercules of Cneius, &c. It is supposed that the same
artists who engraved on gems, and who frequently inscribed

their names, also executed the dies for coins. The hitter

are among the finest antique works of art
;
but of the many

thousand existing specimens there is but one which bears

the name of the artist, viz., the coin of Cydonia in Crete, the

inscription on which proves it to be the work of Ncvantus.
It was observed, that in the antique coins the least important

parts are the most raised, and the reasons which dictated

this practice limited the view of the head to the profile ;

but as the same reasons were no longer applicable in en-

graved gems, the impressions from which could be renewed
at pleasure, the front, or nearly front view of the bead was

occasionally attempted, and seems to have been preferred by
Dioscorides and his school. The head of lo before men-
tioned, considered with reference to this specific propriety
of its style, as well as with regard to its general merits, is

placed by Visconti in the first class of antique engraved
gems. Thus the most skilful artists of antiquity seemed
to consider the style of any one of the arts to consist chiefly
in those points which were unattainable by its rivals. It

may be here observed too, that they generally limited their

representation to the most worthy object, viz., the human
figure, when the dimensions on which they were employed
were necessarily confined. Indeed the principles of imita-

tion itself were, as it were, condensed, and true character

often exaggerated as the materials appeared less promising ;

so that the genius of antient art is as conspicuous in minute

engraved gems as in colossal sculpture.
Mezzo-rilievo of the fullest kind was also fitly employed

(as well as alto-rilievo, when in situations not exposed to

accidents) to ornament tombs and sarcophagi. These
works, placed in the open air, decorated the approaches to

cities, as the sepulchres were always without the walls.

The Appian Way was I he most magnificent of these streets

of tombs in the neighbourhood of Rome, and must have

exhibited, literally, thousands of sepulchral monuments.

Though generally the work of Greek artisU, and often

interesting from being copies of better works now lost, the

haste and inattention with which such prodigious numbers
were executed, tended to degrade the style of their sculp-
ture. In these rilievi, even in lh<* better specimens, build-

ings and other object* are occasionally introduced In-hind

the figures, thus approaching the spurious style of relief

in which the effects uf i are attempted to be

expressed : a great variety, of various degrees of excellence,
are to be seen in the British Museum. The greater part
of what are culled Roman bassi-rihcvi arc of this kind,
and may be considered a middle style between the pure
Greek rilievo and the modern Italian. It was from antique
sarcophagi, fine in execution, but with these defects in style,
that Niccola da Pisa, in the 13th century, first caught
the spirit of antient an. Many of the works from \\ In.-h

he is believed to have studied are still preserved in Pisa.

D Agincourt gives a representation of one of the best.

In imitating the simplicity of arrangement, and, in a remote

degree, the purity of forms which these works exhibited,
the artist was not likely to correct the defects alluded to

which had been already practised in Italy and elsewhere.

Various degrees of relief, background figures and obiecN.

and occasional attempts at perspective, are to be found

in the works of the 1'isaui and their scholars ; yet their

works, which are to be regarded as the infancy of Italian

art, and which undoubtedly art rude enough in work-

manship and imitation, are purer in style than those of

the succeeding Florentine masters, who attained so much

general perfection in sculpture. The rilievi of Donatella

are mostly in the style culled by the Italians stiar

the flattest kind of mezzo-rilievo, according to the definition

before given, which he probably adopted, as he worked in

bronze, from the facility of casting; yet in such a style,

commanding little distinctness from its inconsiderable pro-

jection, he introduced buildings, landscape, and the usual

accessories of a
picture.

But this misapplication of

nuity was carried still farther by Lorenzo Ghiberti, .

celebrated bronze doors of the baptistery, or church of San
Giovanni, at Florence, which exhibited such skilful <

positions, in which the stories are so well told, and in which
the single figures are so full of appropriate action. In these

works the figures gradually emerge from the ttim-riatu

style to alto-rilievo. They ore among the best specimens of

that mixed stile, or union of basso-rilievo with the prin-

ciples of painting, which the sculptors of the fifteenth

tury and their imitators imagined to be an improvement on

the well-considered simplicity of the antients. In these and
similar specimens the unreal forms of perspective buil'i

and diminished or foreshortened figures, w Inch in pi<

create illusion when aided by appropriate light and shade,
and variety of hue, arc unintelligible or distorted in a real

material, where it is immediately evident that the objects
are all on the same solid plane. Even Vasari, who wrote

when this mixed style of rilievo was generally practised,
remarks the absurdity of representing the plane on which
the figures stand ascending towards the horizon, according
to the laws of perspective ;

in consequence of which ' we
often sec,' he says,

' the point of the foot of a figure,

standing with its back to the spectator, touchingthe middle
of the leg,' owing to the rapid ascent or foreshortening of

the ground. Such errors, he adds, are to be seen ' even

in the doors of San Giovanni.' Lorenzo Ghiberti, like other

Florentine sculptors, first learnt the practice uf his art from
a goldsmith, and the designs of the artists who competed
with him for the honour of executing tho doors of San Gio-

vanni were submitted to the judgment of goldsmiths and

painters as well as sculptors.
The taste of the Florentines in basso-rilievo was thus greatly

influenced by the prevalence of a style most applicable to

the precious metals, in which a general sparkling ctl>

best insured by avoiding uniformly violent relief, which

projects considerable shadows, and especially by avoiding
unbroken flatness. The background is thus filled with

slightly relieved distant objects, so as to produce everywhere
a more or less roughened or undulating surface. The same
end seems to have been attained in the antique silver vases,

by the introduction of foliage. The style continued to be

practised with occasionally greater absurdities than those
before alluded to, and perhaps less redeeming excellence, till

the close of the last century. The sculptor Falconet says
of the antique bassi-rilievi, that ' however noble their compo-
sition may be, it does not in any way tend to the illusion of

a picture, and a basso-rilievo ought always to aim at this illu-

sion.' He leaves no doubt as to the literal meaning he intends

by citing the Italian writers who applied the term tjuadro

indiscriminately to picture and basso-rilievo. Sculpture in

this country was indebted principally to Flaxtnan for the
re\i\:il of a puier taste in the application of basso-rilicvo

to architecture. In works of decoration, intended to bo
executed in the precious metals, in which, as before ob-

served, moderately embossed and general richness of surface

is so desirable, in order to display the material as well as

the work, he, however, united his own purity of taste and
composition with an approach to the mixed style of relief

practised by the Florentine masters, who. in this branch of

sculpture, perhaps never equalled his shield of Achilles.

BAS8OMP1BRRE. FRANCOIS DE, Marshal of

Frame, and Captain-General of 'the Swiss Guards, was
born in Lorraine, on the 12th of February, l'i/"'.i. The
family name was originally Betstem, or, as Mr. Croker con-

jectures, Bassenstein gallicised into BtMompierre. His
education was, all things considered, excellent for the limes
in which he lived: it reminds us, in many particulars, of

Montaigne's education, which that amusing writer lias
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described in his Essays, being, like it, domestic, conducted

in a feudal castle in a remote district, and embracing a

much greater range of subjects than is comprehended in

our modern ' courses of study.' Bassompierre tells us, for

example, in his memoirs, among other particulars of his

studies, that in his seventeenth year he devoted one hour a

day singly to the study
'
of law, of casuistry, of Hippocrates,

the ethics and politics of Aristotle,' and that, like our own
Lord Herbert of Cherbury, whom he resembled in his ad-

miration of the usages of chivalry, he prided himself on his

early proficiency in martial exercises, particularly
'

riding
the great horse.'

In 1598 Bassompierre arrived, in the course of his

travels, at Paris, having first visited Italy and Germany.
His reception at the court of France was Mattering beyond
example. His family was of the highest order of nobility :

his father Had commanded a regiment of cavalry, called

reiters (riders), under the French king, Henry IV., and,
like his master, had been wounded at the battle of Ivry ;

and Bassompierre's person and address were those of a

knight of romance. Bassompierre was first introduced to

the French king's notice in a ballet, which some young
courtiers had got up to amuse Henry on his recovering from
an illness, in which the illness, and still more the mode of

cure, were held up to laughter. Bassompierre took a part
in the ballet, and quickly caught the attention of Henry.
The result was a warm friendship on both sides; and Bas-

somp;orre became for life a devoted Frenchman.
The incidents of Bassompierre s career are only interest-

ing to the general reader so far as they illustrate the man-
ners of the times. Bassompierre was young, ardent, and

accomplished, and distinguished for his personal beauty and

courage ;
and the court of France was at that time one

scene of gaiety, intrigue, and licentiousness. His career

may accordingly be briefly described as that of a ' chartered

libertine,' who united the wily arts of the courtier with the

intrepidity of a soldier. In many respects the court of Henry
resembled that of Charles II. of England. It is but justice,

however, to the French king to state, that unbridled as he-

was himself in the indulgence of his amorous propensities,
and baneful as was the effect of such an example upon the

morals of his court, the general features of its prolligacy
were less sordid and disgusting than those which disgrace
the history of 'the English court during the times which fol-

lowed the Restoration.

In IGO'J Bassompierre was on the point of being married
to the most beautiful woman in France, the daughter of the

Constable de Montmorency. He was preferred among a
host of suitors by Mademoiselle de Montmorency herself,

and had obtained the consent of her father and the king,
who had not then seen the lady. In a few days afterwards

Henry saw her, and, though then fifty-seven years of age,
became '

madly and desperately
'

in love with her him-
self. After a sleepless night the king sent for Bassom-

pierre to attend him in his cabinet.
'
I was thinking,

:iipierre,' said he, 'that the best thing you can do is to

marry the Duchess of Aumale and revive the dukedom in

your own person.'
' What, sire, would your Majesty have

me marry two wives ?
'

was the answer. ' The truth is, my
friend,' said Henry,

' I am myself desperately, madly in love

with Mademoiselle de Montmorency, and should hate you
if you obtained her heart, while you would be sure to hate

me if she fixed her affections on me. Now, I have too great
a regard for you to risk our friendship by your union with

her, and therefore I think it better to give her in marriage
to my nephew the Prince of Condi-, who is young and a

hundred times fonder of the chace than of the ladies. This

union will be the solace of the old age upon which I am
just entering, and I shall seek no thanks from her but her

affection. I assure you I seek no more.' (Memoires, torn. i.

;!.)
Bassompierre knew that it was useless to refuse

is consent to this proposition, and he was too prudent a

courtier to incur the loss of the king's friendship.

Bassompierre served in all the civil wars, mostly of a re-

ligious character, in which France was engaged in his time,

and rose through successive steps to the highest military

honours, having been appointed by Henry captain-general of

tli" Swiss Guards, a high court appointment, and promoted
to the rank of marshal in the next reign. He does not seem
t> have possessed much military talent, and was distin-

guished in the camp chiefly by his playful humour and

courage. He assisted at the siege of Rochelle, under the

eye of Cardinal Richelieu, and is reported to have said on

i:

that occasion,
' We shall be fools enough to take the plaoa

for the cardinal,' meaning that the capture of that last
fortress of the Huguenots would so strengthen the hands of
Richelieu as to place the party of the queen-mother and the
Guises at his mercy ;

and the result proved that Bassom-
pierre was right.

Bassompierre stood so high in the favour of the indolent

monarch, Louis XIII., as to convert the favourite Luynes
into a fierce enemy. After some coqueting and countermin-

ing on both sides, Luynes succeeded in inducing Louis to

give Bassompierre a cold reception at court. Bassompierre
sought an explanation with the favourite. Luynes told him,

frankly that he was jealous of his influence with the king ;

that he (Bassompierre) must see, from the reception lie had
met with, that he had now a superior in influence, and there-

fore he must make up his mind to take a military appoint-
ment at a distance, an embassy, or be forbidden from the

presence. Bassompierre accepted the offer of an embassy,
and Luynes declared himself his devoted friend. He was

accordingly sent ambassador extraordinary to Spain, and
afterwards to the Swiss, in the years 1624 and 1625. The
particulars of these embassies are detailed in his Ambassades
and his Memoires, but do not possess general interest. In
1626 he was sent to England, at the instance of the Car-
dinal Richelieu, in order to enforce the observance of the

treaty of marriage between Henrietta Maria and Charles I.,
so far as it applied to the toleration of the Roman Catholic

worship. The circumstances which gave rise to this embassy-
lire explained by the following letter:

'Stecnie [Buckingham], I have refceaved your letter by
Die Greame, this is ray answer. I command you to send all

the French away tomorrow out of the toune if you can by
faire meanes (but stike not long in disputing), otherwise
force them away, dryving them away lyke so manie wylde
beastes untill ye have shipped them, and so to the Devill go
with them. Let me heare no answer bet of the performance
of my command. So I rest,

' Your faithfull, constant, loving friend,

'August ~th. 1626.' 'CHARLES REX.
(Elhs's Original Letters, first series, vol. iii. p. 244.)
This violent dismissal of the queen's household was re-

sented as an affront by the king of France, her brother, and

Bassompierre was despatched as ambassador extraordinary to

seek an explanation. Charles refused to give him an audience
till he had dismissed Father Sancy (concerning whom see

D Israeli's Commentaries on the Reign of Charles I., vol. i.),

who had come over in his train. Bassompierre firmly re-

fused, and stood upon his privileges as an ambassador. The
king was placed in an awkward dilemma, dreading, in par-
ticular,

' a scene with his wife,' should he admit Bassom-
pierre to a public audience. Buckingham explained to

Bassompierre the difficulties of his master's situation, and
threw himself upon the Frenchman's good nature to extri-

cate him from them. Bassompierre accordingly suggested
that the king,

'
after allowing me to make my bow, and

having received with the king's letter my first compliments,
when I should.commence to open to him the occasion of my
coming, the king may interrupt me and say,

" Sir you are

come from London (to Hampton) ; you have to return thither;
it is late, anil this matter requires a longer time than I can
now give you. I shall send for you at an earlier hour," &c.,
&c., and after some civil expressions about the king, my
brother-in-law, and the queen, my mother-in-law, the king
will add,

"
I can no longer delay the impatience ofthe queen,

my wife, to hear of them from yourself," &c.' Charles had
the meanness to go through this humiliating ceremonial to

the letter. A few days afterwards he admitted Bassompierre
to a private audience, in which he gave vent to his angry
feelings. Bassompierre replied with equal warmth, and
taunted Charles with a breach of the treaty of marriage.
Charles, whose pride refused to plead the real cause, the

necessity of yielding to the religious prejudices of his par-
liament, contended that the treaty was

' one of stale and not

of religion.' Angry threats and recriminations followed,

which induced Charles to exclaim,
' Why then do you not

declare war at once?' With great firmness and dignity

Bassompierre replied,
'
I am not a herald to declare war,

but a marshal of France, to make it when declared.'

The remainder of Bassompierre's career is soon told. He
attached himself warmly to the interests of the house of

Guise, and the queen-mother Mary de' Medicis, who was

the great obstacle to Richelieu's attaining absolute power,
and he paid the penalty of his adhesion. The immo-

NO. 20G. [THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.] ,
VOL, 1V.-C
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Aiate cause of hi* incurring the cardinal's

was, as he tell* us in lii!- Meminrrs, hit neglecting to keep
an appointment t' dinner. On the day preceding tl.e

numonlilr Itay nf the Dujirt (la Jourm'-e del Dupo-
30th of November, 163u. Basnompierre met the cardinal

ie of the passages of the Louvre. Ho accosted him,

and Richelieu feigned to receive the courtesy a* a favour to

a '

poor disgraced minister.' HasKonipierre, in the fulness

of his benevolence, condescended to iinile hmi-rlf'iu clmo

with the cardinal, and the offer was accepted. It hn|<;

however, unfortunately that two noblemen, enemies uf the

cardinal, met Bassompierre in the course of the dm
debauched

' him to dine with them, and the '

poor disgraced
minister' was forgotten.

On the -ir.l of February, 1631, Bassompierre was ar-

rested, by Richelieu's orders, and sent to the Bastille,

where he was confined for twelve yeans: thut is, till the

death of the cardinal. He tells us, that the day before he

was arrested he burned upwards of 6000 love-letters which

he hod received at different times from his female admirers

a pretty decisive proof of the reputation which induced

Madame de Montpensier, when recalling the brilliant vicious

of her youth, to designate him as ' cet illustre Bassompierre.'

(See the Preface to the translation of Uassompitrre '*

lith Embassy, ascribed mi personal knowledge by Mr. D Is-

raeli to the Right Hon. J. W. Croker.)

He employed his time during his imprisonment in writing

his Mi'mtiites and reusing hi- Ambastadet ; but both are so

very dull and jejune, that we cannot help regarding him as

one of those men whose fame has been mainly owing to the

advantages of a good person and address. There is not a

single passage in all his writings which would lead us to

hide that he was 'the wittiest man of his time;' and

even those anecdotes and buns moti which arc attributed to

him in the French Ann, are not calculated to impress us

with a high notion of his mental accomplishments.
Bassompierre died of apoplexy on the 12th of April, 1646,

three years after his liberation from prison. It is alleged
that he was offered the guardianship of the young monarch
Louis XIV., hut age, or, as Mr. Croker conjectures, the

wholesome discipline of the Bastille,' had cured him of al"

ambition as a courtier, and he declined the perilous honour

(Memoires de Mareschal de Bassompierre, 4 tomes, Am-
sterdam, edition 1723; Bossompierre's Embassy ta Eng-
land, translated, with notes, London, 1819; Memoin of

Henry the Great of France, 2 vols. London, 1829 ;
and the

works referred to in the text.)

BASSOON, a musical instrument of the pneumatic kind

blown through a reed. It consists of four pieces, or tubes

of wood, bound together and pierced for ventages, of a brass

craned neck, in which the reed is inserted, and of severe

ke\s. The whole length of the tubes is 6J feet, but bj

doubling up, this is reduced to four. It may be considerci"

as a base oboe [see OUOK] ; and its compass is from B Ha

below the base staff, I "ton flat in the
- treble staff.

This instrument is used in every kind of music, for the

tidiness of its tone and extent of its scale render it invalu-

able to the composer. Handel seems to have been the firs

who gave importance to it, and in the air Thou didst blow
in the oratorio of Israel in Egypt, exhibited its qualities ii

so advantageous a manner, that it immediately afterwards

began to assume a rank ill the orchestra which has ever

since been increasing.
The bassoon was invented as early as the year 1 539, three

years after Luscinius had published hisMusurgia. who con

sequent!/ does not mention the instrument. Mersenne
describes it and all its varieties

; but a long time elapsec
before it came into use. The word is derived from the

Italian baitone, which is now rarely used. The common
Italian term ufagott'i, a fagot, or bundle of sticks, b< c.ni-i

the- tubes of which the instrument is composed are bourn

together. The Italian vorA fagotto is always emploi -

musical scores.

HAS SOON, DOUBLE, a bassoon of increased dimen
sion, the scale of which is on octave below that of the ordi-

nary bassoon. The double-bassoon was introduced at the
commemoration of Handel in 1784, but not found to n

the intended purpose, and. has now fallen into utter disuse

be Serpent [see SSUMIMT] well supplying tire place which

t was in.MM to nil.

UASMiKAH. [Soe BASRA.]
BASSUS, in entomology, a genus of the order Hymen-

optera, and family Hraronidtr. These are fnur-wi:

-iih long and narrow bodies. They frequent the

lowers f uml.cilifcrouE plants.

BAST. FREDERICK. JAMES, a scholar of consider-

able eminence, was born in the stnte of Hcsse-l)arui>

about the year 1772. He received his earliest in-iructi n

'mm his father at Bouxvillcr, but afterwards studied in the

I'mversity of Jena, under Professors Griesbach and St.

His first literary essay was a comment: ito's

l/Hi/m.won, which wa- followed in 1 7'J6 by a specimen
intended new edition of the IxMtcrs of Armtanettu. II'-

lived at this time at Vienna, where he was in the suite of

M.de Jan, the resident from Hesse- Darmstadt ; and where,
in the Imperial Library, he had found a manuscript of

Aristomctus, which afforded most important readings for

improving the text of that author.

The lundgrave of Hesse- Darmstadt afterwards made him

secretary of legation at tin: congress of Rndstadt : and

finally placed him in the same capacity with the Baron de

Pappenheim, his minister at I'aris. To mark his approba-
tion of Bast's literary studies, the landgrave also bestowed

upon him the reversion of the keepership of the I

Darmstadt, a post which he preferred to more brilliant

honours that he might have claimed, but which were less

suited to his literary taste.

Bast, uniting the labours of philology with those of diplo-

macy, profited very much during his stay in Pnris by tin-

collation and copying of a considerable number of Greek

manuscripts.
It was a most advantageous residence for

him, as the best classical treasures of the Vatican had at

that time been recently transported to France.

Of the importance of his critical researches some estimate

may be formed from his Letire Critique d M. J. ]'. Ituiiw
node tur Antoninus Liberalts, Partheniu*, et Aritltnete,
8VO. Paris, 1805. This work, of rather more than 250

}<

was originally intended for insertion in Millm's Mtisu\in

Encyclapedique, and was on that account written in French.

bnt growing upon the author's hands, it became a book,
and stands in the first rank of treatises on verbal cril,

It was in a volume of the Vatican, No. 398 of the Greek

manuscripts, which had once belongs! to the electoral library
at Heidelberg, that he found the manuscripts of Antonimi-
Liberalis and 1'arthenius : and the same volume contained

seventeen other manuscripts, some of them ineditcd, of

each of which, in the Letter to M. Boissonade, Bast has

given a notice.

Schajfer's edition of Gregorius of Corinth, anil some other

grammarians, published at Leip/iir, I

tains Bast's Notes on that author, with a PtlBOgfapUeal
tation (accompanied by seven Plates of i

from Greek manuscripts), which is considered to

ter-pieee of erudition. The remarks
various kinds of connections and contractions which he met
with in the numerous M8S. which lip consulted,

extracted from the body of his works by John Hodgkin, the
editor of the Calligraphia ft I\e<-ilograptiia Grrcca, and
will shortly he published for the use of those who are en-

gaged in the labour of rending or collating Greek MSS.
Bast died of ap.iplcxy at Paris, Nov. 15, 1811. His Notes

upon Arista'iictus were published in a variorum edition of
that author by his Una M. Jo. Fr. Boissonade. 8vo. I

tiao, 1822. (See the Jtiograjthie I

torn. Ivii. 8vo. Paris, ln:M, and the works above quoted.)
BASTAN. [See BAZTAN.]
BASTARD. The conjectures of etymologists on tlie

origin of this word are various and nn . Its root

has been sought in several languages : tl- ~,ixon,

German, Welsh, Icelandic, and Persian. For the grounds
on which the preten-ion- of all these languages are respec-
tuely supported, we refer the curious to the glossaries of

Ducange and Spehnan, the more recent one of Boucher,
on the title Bastard in Dodd and Gwillim'*

edition of Bacon's Abridgment, vol. i. p. 746.

Among Knglioh writers it is applied to a child not born
in lawful wedlock: and as such he is technically d

g'hshed from a mu/irr ( fi/ius mulierafu*), who is the legi-
timate offspring of a mulierot married woman.

Oi;i ancestor- MTV early adopted strict n.. lions on the

subject of legitimacy : and. when the prelates of the 13th
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eenlury were desirous of establishing in this country the I is then made, in which the male offender is adjudged to be_!_ _1* .1 1 I !_ 1_ _ . _1 -1J 1 *
'

..1 i _ _1 C- il ,1 _ 1 3 A. -i ! .

rule of the canon law, by which spurious children are legi-
timated upon the subsequent intermarriage of their parents,
the barons assembled at Merton (A.D. 1235) replied by the
celebrated declaration,

' that they would not consent to

change the laws of England hitherto used and approved.'
It has been observed that this sturdy repugnance to in-

novation was the more disinterested, inasmuch as the lax

morality of those days must probably have made the pro-

position not altogether unpalatable to many to whom it was
addressed. The opposition, therefore, seems to have been

prompted by a jealousy of ecclesiastical influence which was
at that time ever watchful to extend the authority of the
church by engrafting on our jurisprudence the principles of
the Canon Law.
On another point our ancestors were less reasonable

; for

it was very early received for law not only that the fact of

birth after marriage was essential to legitimacy, but that it

was conclusive of it. Hence it was long a maxim that no-

thing but physical or natural impossibility, such as the con-
tinued absence of the husband beyond seas, &c., could pre-
vent the child so born from being held legitimate, or justify
an inquiry into the real paternity.

Their liberality in the case of posthumous children was
also remarkable : for in the case of the Countess of Glou-
cester, in the reign of Edward II., achild born one year and
seven months after the death of the duke, was pronounced
legitimate; a degree of indulgence only exceeded by the

complaisance of Mr. Serjeant Rolfe, in th<f reign of Henry
VI., who was of opinion that a widow might give birth to

a child at the distance of seven years after her husband's

decease, without wrong to her reputation. (See Coke upon
Littleton, 123, b. note by Mr. Hargrave ; Rolle's Abridg-
ment, Bastard; and Le Marchant's Preface to the case of
the Banbury Peerage.)
The law now stands on a more reasonable footing, and

the fact of birth during marriage, or within a competent
time after the husband's death, is now held to be only a

strong presumption of legitimacy, capable of being repelled
by satisfactory evidence to the contrary.
Another curious position of doubtful authority is also

found in our old text writers
; namely, that where a

wi.luw marries again so soon after her husband's decease
that a child born afterwards may reasonably be supposed to

be the child of either husband, then the child, upon attaining
' i vrars of discretion, shall be at liberty to choose which of
the two shall be accounted his father. It was to obviate
this embarrassing state of things that the civil law prescribed
an ' annum luclus,' or year of grief, during which the widow
was prohibited from contracting a second marriage ;

and
our own law provided the now obsolete proceeding on a writ

de venire inspiciendo.
The legal incapacities under which an illegitimate child

labours by the law of England are few, and are chiefly eon-

fined to the cases of inheritance and succession. He is re-

garded for most purposes as the son of nobody, and is therefore

heir-at-law to none of his reputed ancestors. He is entitled

to no distributive share of the personal property of his parents,
if they die intestate

;
and even under a will he can only take

where he is distinctly pointed out in it as an object of the

testator's bounty, and not under the general description of
'

son,'
'

daughter,' or '

child,' by which legitimate children

alone are presumed to be designated. Ho may, however,

acquire property himself, and thus become the founder of a

fresh inheritance, though none of his lineal descendants can
claim through him the property of his reputed relations. If he
dies without wife, issue, or will, his lands and goods escheat
to the crown, or lord of the fee. In the former event it is

usual for the crown to resign its claim to the greater part of

the property on the petition of some of his nearest quasi
kindred.

Stri'-tly speaking, a bastard has no surname until he
has acquired one by reputation, and in the meantime he is

properly called by that of his mother.
The first English statute which provides for the mainten-

ance of illegitimate children, is the 18th of Elizabeth, cap. 3,

which confers mi justices of the peace the power of punishing
the parents, and of requiring from one or both of them a

weekly or other payment for their support. Under this and
later acts of parliament, the usual practice has been for the
mother to apply for relief to the parish offlcera, by whom
she is carried before certain magistrates to be interrogated
respecting the paternity of the child. An order of filiation

the reputed father, and is ordered to contribute a weekly
payment, or is bound to indemnify the parish against the
future expenses of maintenance.

In this state of things, the commissioners lately appointed
by his Majesty to inquire into the administration of the

poor-laws, recommended the total abolition of punishment,
and the exemption of the reputed father from all liability
to the support of the child. The proposal was supported
by arguments not devoid of plausibility, and is said to be
sanctioned by the favourable experience of other countries ;

it was however strenuously opposed in both Houses of Par-
liament, and was eventually so modified as to leave the law

nearly as it stood before the passing of the late act. (See
the Report of the Commissioners, p. 165, 343, 8vo. ed., and
stat. 4 and 5 Will. IV., chap. 76.)

According to late official tables, the proportion of illegiti
mate to legitimate births was in the year 1830 as one t

twenty in England ;
the proportion in France is as one to

thirteen, and in Paris alone as one to three. The proportion
in Wales was as one to thirteen in the year 1830; but in
no city or town in the British islands is the proportion com-
parable with that of Paris. In Denmark the illegitimate
are one in ninety-six ;

in Norway one in fourteen
; and

in Hamburgh one in five. (Reports of Poor-Law Com
mi.moners.)
The civilians and canonists distinguish illegitimate child-

ren into four or five classes not recognised in the English law ;

it may however be worth while to remark, that the familiar

term natural, applied by us to all children born out of wed-
lock, is in that classification confined to those only who are
the offspring of unmarried parents, living in concubinage,
and who labour under no legal impediment to intermarriage.
Children of the last-mentioned class are oy tne civil and
canon law, capable of legitimation by the subsequent union
of the parents, or by other acts which it is needless here to

particularize. (See Heineccius, Syntag, vol. i., p. 159
;
Rid-

ley's View, &c., p. .350, ed. 1675 ; Godolphin'o Repertorium
Canonicum, chap. 35.)

By the Athenian law (passed in the archonship of Eu-
cleides, B.C. 403), as quoted by Demosthenes {Against
Macartalus, cap. 12), illegitimate children were cut out from
all inheritance and succession

;
nor could a man, who had

legitimate male offspring, leave his property to other per-
sons, and consequently not to his illegitimate children. A
previous law of Pericles (see his Life by Plutarch, cap. 37)
declared that those only were legitimate and Athenian
citizens who were born of two Athenian parents. This

law, which was repealed or violated in favour of a son of

Pericles, was re-enacted in the archonship of Eucleides.

(Athcnicus, xiii. 577. Demosthenes Against Eubulides,

cap. 10.)

The repute in which spurious children have been held
has varied in different ages and countries. In some they
have been subjected to a degree of opprobrium which was
inconsistent with justice ;

in others the distinction between
base and legitimate birth appears to have been but faintly

recognised, and the child of unlicensed love has avowed his

origin with an indifference which argued neither a sense of

shame nor a feeling of inferiority. When the Conqueror
commenced his missive to the Earl of Bretagne by the words,
I, William, surnamed the Bastard,' he can have felt no

desire to conceal the obliquity of his descent, and little fear

that his title would be defeated by it. Accordingly, history

presents us with many instances in which the succession

not only to property, but to kingdoms, has been successfully
claimed by the spurious issue of the ancestor. It is, how-

ever, very improbable that in any state of society where the

institution of marriage has prevailed, children born in con-

cubinage and in lawful wedlock should ever have been re-

arded by the law with exactly equal favour. (See Ducange,
Glossary, tit. Bastardus.)
Those who may bo curious to learn what fanciful writers

have urged in proof of the superior mental and physical
endowments of illegitimate issue, may refer to Burton's

Anatomy of Melancholy, vol. ii., p. 16 (ed. 1821) ; Pasquier
Recherches, chap.

' De quelques memorables bStards ;' and
Pontus Heuterus de Liberu Ilnmiuii Xatiritate. See also

Shakspcare's Lear, act 1, scene 2 ; and the observations of

Dr. Elliotson in his edition of Blumenbach's Physiology, in

notes to chap. 40.

BASTARDY. The Scottish law of Bastardy differs con-

siderably from the English, chiefly in consequence of its

C 2
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having adopted much of the Roman and pontifical doctrines

of marriage and legitimacy.
Thus, iu England, in the case of a divorce in tiro spiritual

court,
' d rin<-uto malnmuiiii,' the issue born during the

coverture are bastards. But agreeably to tlio judgment of

the canon*, Dfcrft. (Sreg., lib. iv., tit. 1 7, c. 14, the Scottish

writers, proceeding on the bona fides of the parties, incline

to a different opinion, in/avorem prolit;
and it will be re-

collected that when Secretary Lelhington proposed to Mary
Queen of Scots a divorce from Darnley, .lames Earl of

Bothwoll, to quiet her fears for her son, allegit the

exampill of himself, that he ccissit not to succeid to hit

father's heritage, without any difficultie, albeit thair was

divorce betwixt him and his mother.' The
point

has not,

however, received a judicial determination, ana cannot there-

fore be regarded as settled, though of the tendency of the

law there can be little doubt. Even in the case of a mar-

riage between a party divorced for adultery and the adul-

terer, which by slat 1600, c. 20, following the civil law, is

declared ' null and unlawful in itself, and the succession to

oe gotten of sik unlawful conjunctions unliablc to succeid

as heires to their said parents ;' the issue are not accounted

bastards, 'though,' as Stair adds, b. iii., tit. 3, sect. !-'.

'

they may be debarred from succession.' Of course, tin-

issue of every legal marriage are lawful, and therefore the

children not only of marriages regularly solemnized, but

also of every union acknowledged by the law as a marriage,
are alike legitimate. The same may be said of children

legitimated by the subsequent intermarriage of their pa-
rents ; but the situation of these is, as we shall immediately
see. somewhat anomalous.

The Scottish law has adopted two species of legitimation,

which, in the language of the civil law, they call legitima-
tion prr tubtequen* matrimonium, and legitimation per re-

tertfituin principit.
The former of these was introduced into the Rumau

jurisprudence by a constitution of the Emperor Constan-
tine the Great, but did not become a permanent method of

legitimation till the time of Justinian. It was afterwards

taken up by the Roman pontiffs and disseminated by the

ecclesiastics throughout Europe. At the parliament of

Merton, however, the doctrine met with a repulse from the

barons of England.
Though the English law was preserved inviolate, yet the

ecclesiastics did not cease to press the point among the people,
and to this day we may remark traces of the custom in some
of the remoter districts of the i-land. The doctrine was cer-

tainly no part of the antient common law of Scotland any more
than of England ; but it is now settled law there, and its

rise and establishment are at once accounted for, when we,

consider the former strong or rather paramount influence of

the canon and civil laws in that country. The principle on
which the doctrine rests is the fiction of law that the parents
were married at their child's birth. If therefore the parents
could not have then legally married, or if a mid impediment
has intervened between the birth and the intermarriage,
the fiction is excluded, and previous issue will not be legi-

timated by marriage. Further, it is held that if the child

was born, or if tin- intermarriage took place, in a country
w hndi does not acknowledge the doctrine of legitimation by
subsequent marriage, the child will remain a bastard; the

character of bastardy being in the one case indelible, and
the marriage in the other ineffectual to create legitimacy.
On the other hand, a child legitimated per tubsequeru ma-
Irim'iniiim is entitled to all the rights and privileges of

lawful issue, and will, as respects inheritance and the like,

take precedence of subsequent issue born in actual wedlock :

yet in England the judges liavc held, that a child born in

Scotland before marriage and legitimated in Scotland by
subsequent marriage, th mgh in point of fact the first-Irani

son, and in status and condition, by comity, legitimate
in England, will not succeed to land in England. (Set
Doe di-m. Birtwhistle v. Vardill, 5 Bam. and Cress. 438 ;

and opinions of the judges in dom. proc. 10th June,
1830.)

Legitimation per rficriptiim principit proceeds on a less

abstract and more generally-acknowledged principle than
the preceding. Though therefore it is said to have been
invented by Justinian, and copied by one of the popes of

Rome, yet concessions in the nature of'1/.-tters of legitimation
are not peculiar to the Roman law. The form of these letters

seems to have been borrowed by the Scots immediately nut

of the old French jurisprudence : their clauses arc usually

very ample, capacitating the grantee for all honours and
ottVos VMtsoever, ;m<l to dual! acts iii judgmi'iit or outwith,
and, in short, imparting to him all the pulil;. nyiiis of lawful

children and natural born subject-., together with a cession of

the crown's rights by reason of bastardy ; but as the crown
cannot affect the rights of third persons without tin

letters of legitimation do not carry a right of inheritance to

the prejudice of lawful issue.

As, in the Mosaic law, a bastard was debarred from the

congregation, so, according to the canons, he is, in

incapable of holy orders ; and, indeed, it has been the
\

of most nations to incapacitate bastards in divers ways, that

if men will not be deterred from immorality by a sense of

the injury accruing to themselves, they may by a .

deration of the evils resulting to their offspring. But w hat-

ever may be the operation of those incapacities, they are

felt by all to be wrongs indicted on the innocent, and at

Justinian properly observed when he made legitimation ;

subsequent matrimonium a perpetual ordinance,
'

indigni
non sunt qui alieno vitio laborant.' Accordingly the doc-
trine is now obsolete in England and ne

land. The only remaining incapacity in Scotland M-.

be want of power to make a testament in the particular
of the bastard having no lawful issue. Letters of legitima-
tion were former!) m-ec-^ary in all cases : but it is now held

that as the crown's right of succession i- excluded by the

existence of issue, a bastard who has lawful issue ma
pose of his goods by testament in any way lit- tliinl.

With the above exception only, then, there ;

between a bastard and another man ; and so lie may dispose
of his heritage IB liege pniulie, and of his movcablcs inter

vivo*, and (if he has lawful issue) by testament, and he

may succeed to any estate, real or personal, by .-|

filiation. To his lawful children also lie may appoin

tamentary guardians; and his widow has her pr,i\isions
like other relicts. It is to be noted, however, that i

eye of law a bastard is ntiliiti* Ji/ini ; and being thus of km
to nobody, he cannot be heir-at-law to any one, n<

he have such heirs save his o\vn lawful i- ore a
1 die*, k-axiin: no heir, the crown, as nllimiiK lucres,

takes up his properly, which, if it be land holdcn in capitc, is

at once cmiMilidated with the superiority : but if it be holden
of a subject, the crown appoints a donatary, who. to com-

plete his title, must ul ;

a process in the nature of the English trrit f r.w/nv .

thereupon he is presented by the king to the superior us

his va-

But though bastards are legally nullitis ftlii, yet the law

takes IK. lice of their natural relationship to several purposes,
and particularly to enforce the natural duties of their

parents. These duties are comprised under the teria

aliment, which here, as in the civil law, comprehends both
maintenance and education ; including under this latter term,
as Lord Stair says (b. 1, tit. 5, sec. G), 'the breeding of them
for some calling and employment according to their car

and condition.' These were at least the principles on u hich
the courts proceeded in awarding aliment to children. In
determining who is the father of a bastard, the Scots
courts again proceed on the principles of the civil law. In
Scotland there must first be semi-plenary evidence qf the

paternity, and then, when such circumstantial or other

proof of that fact is adduced as will amount to srmiptena
probatio, the mother is admitted to her oath in supplement.
The whole aliment is not due from one parent but from
both parents. This is the principle : and therefore in de-

termining what shall be payable by the father, the ability
of the mother to contribute is also considered. The
lute amount of aliment, however, is in the discretion of the

court, as is likewise its duration. Where, the parlies arc

paupers,
the bastard's settlement is not the father's but the

mother's parish, and if that is unknown, the parish of

its birth.

The mother of a bastard is entitled i

ly during
its infancy ; and it would seem that afterwards the father

die tho rearing of the child into liis own bund, and

also, pt'ih;-.;'-,
Humiliate to ii tutors and curators. This last

power has been denied if it docs not exist it ought to bo
now bestowed by act of parliament, and by the same means
the lost remnant of a bastard's civil incapacity removed by
his being |>crniitted

to make a testament, though he have
no lawful issue.

HASTKNM'.S, a village in France, in the department
of Landcs and in the canton of Amou, which is a small
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town near the southern boundary of the department, on the

Luy de Beam.
This village is remarkable for a kind of earth which has

the property of bitumen when used with wood, and which
forms an excellent cement for stone. It is easily worked,
as warm bitumen is worked, without attaching itself to the

finders ; and as it is impervious to water, it is used for

sealing bottles of liquor : but it is chiefly as a cement for

stone that it is valuable. It acquires, when exposed ftn

some time to the air, such hardness, that the stones joined
by it cannot be parted, but must be broken when it is re-

quired to demolish the structure in which they have been
used.

This bituminous earth is found on the slope of two hills,

which extend in a direction N.E. and S.W. It is covered
with common earth, which is easily removed ; for the slope
of the hills being pretty steep, the earth, when disturbed,
rolls down by its own weight, leaving the surface of the
bituminous substance bare. This bitumen has the appear-
ance of a hard black stone, and considerable labour is re-

quisite to detach pieces of it from the mass. (EncyclopeJie
^Ifthndiqne, Geog. Physique ; Expilly, Dictionnaire ties

Gaules et de la France.)
BASTI'A is the principal to\vn in the island of Corsica,

and was formerly the residence of the governor, but of late

years the prefect of the department of Corsica has resided
at Ajaccio. Bastia is situated on the eastern coast of the

island, in 42" 43' N. lat., arid 9 26' E. long. Its port is not

very safe, n >r adapted for vessels of large burden : a singular
rock at its entrance has very much the appearance of a lion

in repose. The natives call it
'
II Leone ;' it is of very con-

[Rock called the Lion of Butia.]

siderable dimensions, and lies completely isolated in the sea.

Its shoulders and neck are covered with creeping plants,
which invest them with the appearance of a bushy mane ;

the fore-legs are thrown forward, the neck is raised, and
the head has an air of fierceness about it. This singular

object lias every appearance of being the work of nature
;

indeed there is no evidence at all to show that art was in

any way concerned in giving the rock this singular form.

Tlic composition of the rock is a calcareous stone, of the

same character as the rock on which the citadel of Bastia

is built: and there can be little doubt that they are parts
of the same mass, though the sea appears to cut off the

connexion. This lion is of much use as a breakwater when
the north winds drive the waters before them. The town is

fortified with walls and bastions, but it has large suburbs
outside the fortifications. Hich hills rise behind the town,
above which the higher range which runs through the

i>!,md from north to south is seen. The view from Bastia
over the Tuscan Sea is very fine. It embraces the islands

of Elba, Capraja, and Monte Cristo, and the distant coast
of Tuscany. Tho streets of Bastia are narrow, and the
hou-irrs lofty, and built after the Italian fashion. The popu-
lation of Bastia is about 10,01)0. The Cour Royale, or court

of justice, civil and criminal, for the whole department, sits

nt Bastia. There is also a society of instruction which has
fur some years actively employed in spreading informa-

tion, especially among the country-people. Bastia has also
\ rnll-.Pi., or superior school. The cathedral of Bastia con-
tains nothing remarkable, but there is a new small church
called Ciippcllft di Santa Croce, the construction of which is

remarkably elegant. The people of Bnstia speak Italian,
but most of them are also acquainted with French. Bastia
carries on a litilr Imde, chiefly with I.i'ghorn. It exports
wine, timber, ana c,.ttlc. Toboceo and English manufac-

tures are smuggled into Corsica from Leghorn. A road
leads from Bastia to Ajaccio across the island, and another
leads along the eastern coast to Bonifacio, at the southern

extremity of Corsica. Bastia is 32 miles W. by S. from the
nearest point of the island of Elba, and 56 from Piombino
on the coast of Tuscany. (Benson's Sketches of Corsica.)
BASTIDE, LA, the name of a number of places in

France, all of them in the southern departments. The
Dictionnaire Universal de la France enumerates sixty-
one villages and three towns, of greater or less importance,

bearing this designation ;
and in the Dictionnaire des

Gaules, &c. of Expilly fifty-six are enumerated. The word
bastide is derived from the verb bcitir, to build (which was

formerly written bastir), and is applied to a gentleman's
country seat. The most considerable places bearing this

name are as follows :

LA BASTIDE DE CLARENCE, or CLAIRKNCB, a town in

the department of Basses Pyrenees (Lower Pyrenees), a little

way S.E. of Bayonne : 43 25' N. lat., 1 15' W. long. It

is on the right bank of the little river Joyeuse, that Hows
into the Adour. It was built by Louis X. (Hutin) before
he ascended the throne of France, while he was yet only
King of Navarre. The district belonging to the town con-
tains two mines, one of copper, the other of iron. This last

yields spathose ironstone (fer spathique see Aikin's Diet,

of Mineralogy and Chemistry.) The population, as given
in the Dictionnaire Universel de la France, 1 804, our latest

authority, was 2071.
LA BASTIDE DE SEROX is in the department of Arriege,

between St. Girons and Foix, a short distance W.N.W. of
the latter town. It had, in 1832, a population of 1652. The
whole commune contained 291 1 inhabitants. Several of
the small streams in the neighbourhood bring down par-
ticles of gold. A grey argillaceous earth is found near this

place, which, from the goodness of the colour, is used in

colouring the houses. It is also used to make crucibles for

glass-works : 43
J
1' N. lat., 1 28' E. long.

LA BASTIDE. ST. AMANS, or ST. AMAND, in tho depart-
ment of Tarn, S.E. of Castres, near the bank of the Taur,
had a population in 1804 of 2140 : 43 29' N. lat, 2" 27'

E. long.

HASTILE, or BASTILLE, the name used in France
to denote a fortress or state- prison. There have been three
of that name at Paris, the Bastile du Temple, the Bastile

of St, Denis, and that of the Kue'St. Antoiue. We shall

only treat of the last, which has obtained historical cele-

brity, and is usually denominated The Bastile. This for-

tress stood at the cast end of Paris, on the north side of the
Seine. It was originally intended for the protection of the

city, but afterwards was used as a state-prison. Hugues
d'Aubriot, Provost des Marchands in the reign of Charles V.,
laid the first stone on the 22nd of April, 136!), by the order
of that king. There had previously been a fortitied en-
trance to Paris on the same spot, on a small scale, which was
built by Etienne Marcel, the predecessor in office of Hugues
d'Aubriot. The Bastile consisted at first of two round
towers, with an entrance between them : afterwards, to

render it stronger, two additional towers, parallel to the two

first, were built, and the whole connected by walls. The
building, however, was not completed till 1383, in the reign
of Charles VI., when four more towers were added, of the
same dimensions, and at equal distances from the first four,
and the whole eight were united by masonry of great thick-

ness, in which were constructed a great number of apart-
ments and offices. The entrance to tho city by tho original

[View of the Bastile, from * Print in tho Britiih Museum.]
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Rate was dosed, and tnc rood carried without the building.

In 1634 afosso. 120 feet wide and 2J feet deep, was dug all

round ; and beyond that a stone wall, 36 feet high, wa*
built all round. Thus the Baitile became, from a fortified

(rate, on* of the strongest fortresses of the kind in Europe.
The towers contained several octagonal rooms one above the

other, earh having one window pierced in the walls, w huh
were rather more than six feet thick. Tnis window was

without any glazing, was wido internally, but narrow like a

loop-hole on the outside : in the centre was a perpendicular
bar of iron, and two cross-barred grating* between that and
the internal

part.
The entrance to each of these rooms was

secured by double door* eight inches thick, strapped with

iron, and placed at the distance of the thickness of the walls

from each other. There wero no fire-place* or chimneys in

rooms. The only article of furniture, if it may be so

called, was an iron grating, raised about six inches from

the floor, to receive the prisoner's mattress, and prevent its

decay from the damp of the stone floor. To each tower

there was a way by a narrow winding staircase. The apart-

ments constructed in the walls, connecting the towers, were

r and more commodious than the others, and were pro-
\-ided with fire-places and chimneys, but with similar pre-

cautions for preventing the escape of prisoners. They were

usually assigned to persons of some importance, or to those

who were treated with indulgence. The rest of the Bas-

tile consisted of two open courts : the larger, 1 02 feet by
7-2, called the Great Court

;
the smaller, 72 by 42 feet, French

measure, called the Court of the Well, was separated from

the first by a range of buildings and offices, having a passage

through them. The height of the building within was 73 feet,

but greater on the outside next the fosse. (See the plan
in the British Museum.)
In modern times the establishment of the Bastile consisted

ofa governor, a deputy-governor or lieutenant du roi, a major,
an aide-major, a physician and surgeons, a certain number of

invalid soldiers and Swiss in the pay of France to perform the

military duty of the fortress, with turnkeys to watch over

the prisoners, and cooks and other dom-stics. The olllec of

governor was very lucrative, and the pay and perquisites

supposed to amount to 60,000 francs per annum. The other

officers were but indifferently remunerated. No. Ilieer or

soldier could dine out willu nt permission of t'.ie governor, or

sleep out without on order from the prime minister. The
invalids were usually about 100 men, with two captains and
a lieutenant, who wero well paid. The men had ten sols

per diem, with wood, candles, washing, and other alloy

The average expense of the Bastile is said to have been

60,000 francs per month. The governor and deputy-governor

superintended the general management of the i

major and his deputy kept all the accounts, including a par-
ticular list of all the prisoners, in seven columns, containing,

1. Name and quality of the prisoner ; 2. When ho entered :

.'). By whom the order for his detention signed; 4. When
i reed : .5. By whom the order of discharge signed;
>e of detention ;

7. Observations or remarks. The
is said to have been filled up only under the direc-

tion of the minister or of the lieutenant of police. Pri-

soners were almost always taken to the Bastile by an exempt
of police and two or three armed men in a hackney coach,

id observation, and were conducted direct to t

1

vernor at his hou<e, to whom the exempt delivered the

Irtlre de cachft and took a receipt for it. The prisoner was
led into the body of the fortress, a sign beii,

made to all the soldiers on duty to cover their faces with

their hats during his passage. This was invariably done

whenever a pr; >r left the Ba.stilc. On his

arrival at hi-, nx>m the prisoner was requested to empty his

pockeU. A list was made "I th' iv the major, and
1 by the prisoner. His watch, rings, and every other

article wore taken from him. He v

days without the means of writing; alter which he under-

went an examination before the lieutenant of police, or some
. officer. The interrogators usually began by inform-

.0 prisoner that his lileu:i<m r, and that

'upended on himself; that

few, they were authorised to promise his discharge,
wise be would be given over to an extraordin.:

: that they had writtun and oral t

that bin accompli*--

nig was indulgent : and that

:. as his fr,

ticulur. If by these moans they succeeded in extracting the

evidence they wished, they then informed him that they had
not yet a precise authority for his discharge, but that

-hortly to obtain it, would : it, and that he
should shortly hear more about it. According to circum-

stances these examinations were repeat -i. and no means
winch cunning could suggest were omitted to entrap and
intimidate the prisoner, to draw from him his secret if ho

bad one, or to make him commit himself, or his family, or

friends, by dangerous admissions or indiscreet replies,

treatment of the prisoners depended entirely on the will at'

the governor, who was interested in their being detained, as

he contracted with the government for their maintenance,
and derived a profit from it ; and he being the only eluinnel

by which the prisoners could communicate with tie-

or with the government, he could suppress their aj

if he thought fit. We have the concurrent testimony of

almost all the prisoners who have written their im ;

that the food was bad and scantily supplied, and that all

other necessaries were of the worst description. The dura-

tion of a
prisoner's

detention was arbitrary. No term was
ever specified. The longest wo have been able to disc

from the registers published after the taking of the Bantile,

is that of Isaac Armet de la Mottc, who was removed to

Charcnton (a lunatic asylum and prison), after a confine-

ment in the Bastile of fifty-four years and five months. In
this registry there are several others of thirty years and

upwards. The first historical mention of any imprisonment
in this fortress is that of Hugucs d'Aubriut himself, who
having given offence to the clergy, and being accused by
them of blasphemy and impiety, was sentenced to be im-

prisoned fur life, but being transferred to another prison, he

regained his liberty in the insurrection of a faction called

the Mailliotins. The only prisoners who t\

escape from the Bastile were two persons of the name of DC
la Tude and D'Aligre. They were confined together in ono
of the apartments constructed in the walls oftheBl

By unravelling their linen, stockings, and other pa
their dollies, and by saving from time to time the billets of

wood allowed for their firing, they contrived to make two

ladders, one a rope-ladder, near 180 feet long, with rounds

with tlaiinel to prevent any rattling

against the walls; the other a wooden ladder, n'

long, consisting of a centre piece, in joints, to he fastened

:uiis and mortices, and through which passed w
i i hold it together. The first .. le them to

descend from the platform, or the top of the Bastile, into

the fosse
;
the second to ascend the rampart into the garden

of the governor. The ladders, as well as the tor>ls they had
formed for making them, were concealed, when the tun

i them, under the floor of their apartment. They
cut through the iron gratings in the chimney, which they
ascended, and taking a>!\antnge of a dark night, got

upon the platform. Having first lowered their wooden
ladder, they fa-tcncd that of rope to one of the cannons of

the fortress and descended into the fosse. Finding a patrolc
with a light in the governor's garden, they altered their

plan, and with a handspike formed of ono of the iron bars of

the chimney grating, made a hole in the wall next the Hue
St. Antoine, through which they effected their escape on
the 26th of February, 1756. After the. revolution ol 17v
La Tnde claimed and received these ladders, ami l\w\

publicly exhibited at 1'aris in the autumn of that year. Of
all the prisoners in the Bastile none have excited curiosity
so strongly as the person usually < ,i!' n with the

Iron Mask. The extraordinary secrecy observed with re-

to thr* person, ami the attention said to have been
shown him, have given rise to a variety of conjecture -

cerning him, more especially as no person of impor
was at that time missing in Kurope. He has been sup
to have been a twin-brother of Loin* XIV.. the r, 1, Crated
Due de Beaufort, the unfortunate Duke of Monmouth, the

Intendant Fouquet, and Ercolo Matthioh, prime minister to

the Duke of Mantua. Our si.;.re dues noi permit us to

B opinions, or to enter into details respecting
them, further tl: e th it the last mentioned

.'ulation.

The Bastile was besieged and taken throe times: in 1418,
by th >r> IV. : and on the
lltli July, 17*9, by the Parisians, from which day the
French Kr\olutin may ! dated. Its demolition was de-

. nl Committee of Paris on the Ifiih,

and e-:\n wd into immediate effect. The materials wero em-
ployed in the construction of a new bridge, called the Bridge
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of Louis XVI., and there is not now remaining the smalles

vestige of this edifice.

(Dulaure, Higtoire de Paris; Remarques Historique
fur la Bastille ; La Bastille devoilee ; Memoiree de Lin

gitet ; Memnires de la. Tude.)
BASTJMENTOS, a port in Colombia, in the departmen

of Istmo, to the north-east of Porto Bello, and near thi

harbour, 10 \tf N. lat., and 79 40' W. long. It is forme

by some islands which line the coast at a distance of abou
500 paces : two of them are tolerably large, but the rest s<

small that they rather deserve the name of rocks. The;
are all uninhabited, the soil being in general barren, but in

some places it is overgrown with wood, in which fine timbe
occurs. The harbour formed by them is safe, and resorte<

to by vessels in distress, and in time of war by cruisers

The bottom of the narrow sea between the islands and the

shore is quite level, and affords excellent anchoring ground
(Alcedo.)
BASTINA'DO is derived from the Italian bastone, a

stick, baitonare, to beat with a stick, &c. The word woult

have been more correct in the form bastonifa, but long use
has confirmed our etymological error.

The bastinado is the chief governing instrument of a

great part of the world, from Corea and China to Turkey
Persia, and Russia. It is administered in different ways
and called by different names, as the bamboo in China, the

knout in Russia, &c.

According to our modern acceptation, the term bastinado
does not include all these methods of stick-beating, but is

confined to the Turkish and Persian method, which is to

beat the soles of the feet with sticks. This excessively painful
punishment is thus inflicted. Two men support between
them a strong pole which is kept in a horizontal position ;

about the middle of the pole are some cords with two run-

ning knots or nooses
; through these the naked feet of the

sufferer are forced, and then made tight in such a manner
that the soles are fairly exposed ; the sufferer is then thrown
on his back, or left to rest on his neck and shoulders with
his feet inverted, which are forthwith beaten by a third man
with a heavy tough stick. When the presiding officer or

magistrate gives the word, the heavy blows cease, the maimed
feet are cast loose from the cords and pole, and the victim is

left to crawl away and cure himself as best he can.

According to the letter of the penal code of the Ottoman
Empire, this punishment can only be indicted on the men of
the fourth and last class of society, which comprises the

slaves, and the rayahs or tributary subjects of the, empire,
as Jews, Armenians, Greeks, &c. The other three classes,
viz.: ]. The Emirs, or issue of the race of the prophet
Mohammed, and the Oulemas, or men of the law ; 2. Public

functionaries, civil and military ; 3. Free citizens and private
individuals who live on their rents or the proceeds of their

industry, were all exempted by law from this cruel and de-

grading punishment. By the original code the number of

blows to be given was from three to thirty-nine ;
but a later

clause permitted them, in certain cases, to be carried to

seventy-five, and in practice, when the passions are inflamed,
the Turks seem to dispense with the ceremony of keeping
any account of the blows, and the men lay on till they are

tired, and the sufferer's feet reduced to an unsightly jelly.
As late as 1828, it was a very common thing to see a poor
Greek or Jew crawling about the streets of Constantinople
on his hands and knees, in the greatest agony, and unable
to use his wounded feet many days after the infliction ; at

times they were crippled for life.

The punishment, called zarb in Turkish, was generally
inflicted in a summary manner, without examination or any
form of trial, at the will or caprice of the sultan, his repre-
sentatives, and the officers of justice and police. The most

frequent dispensers of it were probably the Meuhtessibs, or

the commissaries of police at Constantinople, each of whom,
from time to time, and always unexpectedly, made the round
of the quarter of the city assigned him, to see that the pro-
visions were sold at the exact prices despotically and most

absurdly fixed by the government, and to ascertain whether
the weights and measures in use by the dealers were all just.
Tills officer generally went on horseback, followed by an
armed mob of irregular soldiers, and preceded by his basti-

nado-men (falacadjii), whose office was to execute the sen-

tence the moment it was uttered. If the offending dealer
were absent, then his shopman or journeyman was punished
as his substitute, the commissary only requiring a victim ad
terrorem, and not having patience to await the return or

arrest of the master. The punishment was always inflicted on
the spot, in front of the shop in the open street. Sometimes,
instead of being bastinadoed, the offender or his journeyman
(accomplice or not as it might be) was nailed by the ear to the

door-post of his shop, and so exposed till sun-set
; at other

times there was substituted the punishment of the portable
pillory, called khang or cang by the Chinese (who make
great use of it as well as of the bamboo), and styled tahta-
kulah by the Turks, who probably derived the instrument
from the Tartars, who may either have borrowed the inven-
tion from or given it to the Chinese. [See GANG.]
Under the old system the greatest violence, caprice, in-

justice, and corruption prevailed in the administration of

justice. The man with money in his hands could always
save the soles of his feet by bribing the authorities, and the

pain of the bastinado was seldom inflicted except on the

very poorest of the baccals, or shop-keepers, and destitute

and unprotected rayah subjects of the Porte. Sultan Mah-
moud is said to have recently introduced some improve-
ments

;
but under a despotic government, like that ofTurkey,

a summary and rapid mode of proceeding will always obtain
more or less.

Although the privileges of the free Turks, or Osmanlis,
civil and military, were not always respected, yet their pashas
and men of authority or dignity were never subjected to the
bastinado like the khans, begs, and others in Persia, where
the shah would frequently have his vizier, or prime minister,

cudgelled on the feet in his presence, and the vizier would
do the like with the highest of the ministers and officers

under him. The Osmanlis were always a more sturdy and
proud-spirited people than the Persians, and thought that

only Jews, Christians, and other tributary subjects could be
beaten with propriety. It appears, however, that in the
time of Busbequius the Janissaries were basted with clubs.'

That excellent old traveller says
' Their lighter offences

are chastised by the club And here let me acquaint
you with the patience of the Turks in receiving that punish-
ment: they will receive sometimes a hundred blows on their

e^s, their feet, and buttocks, so that divers clubs are broken,
and the executioner cries out,

" Give me another !
"

Yea,
sometimes the chastisement is so severe, that several pieces
of torn flesh must be cut off from the wounded parts before

anything can bo applied to cure them. Yet, for all this,

hey must go to the officer who commanded them to be
lunished

; they must kiss his hand, and give him thanks;
lay, they must also give the executioner a reward for beating
hem As some relief to their misery, they count
hose parts wounded with the rod or club to be free from

my purgations and expiations after this life.'

(See D'Ohsson, Tableau General de FEmpire Othoman ;

iusbequius, Embassy to Solyman the Great ; and Modern
Travellers in Turkey, &c.)
BA'STION. This term is applied to a species of tower

which constitutes the principal member of the fortifications

mmediately surrounding a town, or position to be defended.
The rampart by which it is formed is disposed on four sides

)f a pentagon, two of which, technically called the faces,
neet in an angle whose vertex projects towards the coun-

ry ;
the other two, denominated the flanks, connect the

ipposite extremities of the faces with the curtain, or that

lart of the rampart which coincides in direction with the
ides of a polygon supposed to inclose the town: the fifth

ide of the pentagon is generally unoccupied by a rampart,
.nd is called the gorge of the bastion.

From the infancy of the art of war the defenders of a
srtress must have felt the necessity of having the walls

isposed so as to afford means of observing the enemy
vhen very near their foot

; for, when these means were

wanting, the enemy was enabled to plant his scaling-"

adders against, or even to make a breach in the wall itself,

alii almost perfect security. This was inevitably the case

hen the ground-plan of the enceinte, or inclosing rampart,
.as a simple polygon, since the men stationed on the ram-
art for its du fence, behind the parapet by which they were

rotected, were incapable of seeing the exterior ground
?hich lay near the base of the walls. Thus, according to

lie old story in Pausanias (iv. 20), when the Messcnians
re re besieged in their hastily erected fort on Mount Ira, the

,uards being driven from their posts by violent rains, and
here being no towers or projections from the walls to shelter

iiem, the Spartans gained possession of the parapets by
>scalade. To avoid such a surprise, it was the

practice
o.

be antient engineers to construct either machicoulis on
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the top of, or projecting towers at certain intervals along;,

tbe wall* of fortresses, that from thence the U-sii-y.-d might

get a view of and be able u> annoy the enemy, when ut

and most critical period of the siege the latter

should h.ivc gained the otherwise undefended ground. The
walls of Messene, built by Epaminondos (Pans, iv. 31).

which were all of (tone, and furnished with bati'inm-nts

and towers, were reckoned by Pausanias among the best

specimens of Grecian ruriific.it ion.

From the account* given by antient writers of their forti-

fled places, and particularly from the precepts of Vitruvius

(Arcnitectura, lib. i. cap. 5), we learn that the projecting
towers were sometimes square or polygonal, but generally
circular, and that their distance from each other along the

wall* was regulated by the range of the weapons emplo\cd
in the defence. In the fortifications of cities this distance

seems to have varied from 80 to 100 paces, according to local

circumstances, and the power of annoying the enemy by
the arrows and javelins discharged from the towers ; but,

from the greater distance at which modern arms will take

effect, the bastions, measuring from the vertices of their pro-

jecting angles, arc now generally, and agreeably to the rules

of Vauban, placed at 360 yards from each other. It was a

maxim with the antient engineers that the projecting

quoins of walls were detrimental to the defence, from the

facility with which they might be destroyed by the battering-
ram ;

and it is on this account that Vitruvius recommends
iwers to be circular, or to have faces forming with each

i tlier obtuse angles. These towers were placed indifferently

at the angles, or at any part on the line of the inclosing ruin-

part : in the latter case, when they were of a square form,

one side was parallel to the length of the rampart, and in

the former, one face was almost always perpendicular to a

line bisecting the angle between two adjacent sides of the

polygon surrounding the town
;
that is, to what would be

now called the capital of the bastion. It must have fre-

quently happened, therefore, that this face was nearly un-

seen from any other part of the rampart, and that the enemy
made his assault against it in order to avoid, as mu< h as

possible, being exposed to annoyance from the defenders of

the neighbouring works. It is true that the smallness of

the towers rendered it impossible for the enemy to be wholly
c tncealed at their front; but the desire of entirely depriving
tin- enemy of the benefit arising from the undefended nature

of that ground probably induced engineers to dispose the

faces of their towers like those of a modern bastion, so that

two of them might form a projecting angle, whose vertex

Was on the capital.
There is no reason to believe that any material change

took place in the manner of constructing the towers of for-

tresses during all the long period in which the antient arms
were employed; but it is easy to conceive that the invention

of fire-arms would render it necessary to enlarge the tower

for the purpose of receiving the guns, and to increase the

thickness of the rampart, that it might be able as well to

resist the concussion produced by the discharge of the ord-

nance placed upon it, as the shock of the enemy's artillery

when fired against it. On this account, also, the ramparts
were constructed of earth, and their exterior surface was
formed at such an inclination to the ground as would enable

it to stand unsupported, except where it became necessary t

prevent an escalade ;
in which case a facing of stone, brick,

or timber was made sufficiently high and steep to create

a serious impediment to any attempt of that nature. An
opinion that the bastions arc the weakest parts of a fortress

remained in force, however, long after the modern artillery

was introduced in sieges. On this account they were at first

made very small, when compared with the extent of the

wall between them ; and the line of each face, when pro-
duced towards the town, was made to intersect that wall, in

order that the fire from the part intercepted between this

produced line and the flank of the next bastion might co-

iipcrate with that made from the latter in defending the

ditch in front of the former bastion. But when the ramparts
of a town were found to disappear almost instantly under
the weight of shot discharged from large ordnance, it be-

came necessary to employ ordnance of corresponding size on
the walls; and the dimensions of the bastions were finally

augmented to those at present assigned. The lengths of

the faces vary from 100 to 120 yards, and the Hanks are

usually about 50 yards long ; but the magnitude of the pro-

jecting angle in front, called the salient or ftun/ml angle, to

distinguish it from the angles formed by the luces and

flanks which are denominated shoulder angle*, evidently

depends upon the kind of polygon on winch the rnctintr is

fohbtructfd. K.irli face of a bastion, if produced tin

the town, now falls at tbe interior extremity ut the Hank of

the collateral bastion, so thai the defence of a bastion de-

pends wholly upon the fires from those on its right and
left,

ll is to Italy that we must look for the (mention of tho

modern bastion : the wars which rajcd in (hat counin
the commencement of the twelfth century, and ..

more systematically conducted there than in any other

of Europe, gave rise to this, as well as to many other inven-

tions for military purposes. Tho precise date of it-

formation is quite unknown : but if we omit the n.

story related by Folard, that the Turkish commander, Ai h-

met Pacha, caused bastions to be constructed about O;i
when he took that place in 14M>. we may observe thai

spoken of under the name of Balvardo, as an HI;

ot nival importance in the military art, by Tart.i;/

(Juesiti ed inventi diverti, which was published in l

and in the same work is given a plan of the tort;:

Turin, which exhibits a bastion at each of the four am:.
the rampart. Both Yasari, in his Lirr\ <ifthf Arch.
aud Mallei, in his Verona Uluttrata, ascribe the invention

to San Mic.hioli of Verona: one of the bastions of th;.. \-\\\

has on it the date 15-7, and its construction is still ascribed

to that engineer, who, in (act, was about that time emj :

in the erection or repair of several of the fortresses in Italv.

From the word Balvard.i, denoting a stronghold, the earliest

Krcnch engineers gave to this work the appellation of 1

rartl; and such is it- n in the treatise of Errard,
which was published in 15U-4. The term Bastion u\ .

to have been taken from the Italian writers, for Muggi, in

his treatise Delia J-'orliJicatione delle Citta, applies the term
BaiKoni to redoubts constructed of earth ; and, according
to 1'ere Daniel, the French subsequently gave to such
works the name of Halt/lies, or Bustides. Froissart also

uses these terms in speaking of the forts executed during
the siei;e of Ventadour by the Due de Berri, under (

VI. It should be remarked, however, that Errard a,

the name of Bastion indifferently to works in the situation

of those now so called, and to those to which the name of

Racelin is generally given ;
and doubtless it denoted origi-

nally any work of earth constructed on the exterior of one
more antient.

It appears that it had been the practice from the earlie-t

times to form a rampart, or bank of earth, in front of tin-

walls of fortresses, in order to secure the latter from the

destructive effects of the ram ; and it is easy to conceive

that, by forming such a bank in front of the old towers of a

place, so as to connect those previously existing in front of

the adjacent curtains, t :e work would assume a figure like

that of a modern bastion
;
and indeed would very much

resemble one of the detached bastions in what is called tin-

second system of Vauban
; the original tower of the fortress

occupying the place of the interior bastion of that sy-tcm,
and constituting a sort of retrenchment to the new work.
The construction was proposed in 1584 by Castn

ingly as if it had been his own idea ; but probably he meant
only to recommend the adoption of a kind of work which
must have been then a novelty.
The Italian engineers, immediately after the invention of

the bastion system of fortification, became celebrated for

their skill in military architecture, and th<

been extensively employed in the construction or repair of
fortresses beyond the Alps : one of the first of their labours
in the north of Europe was the fortification of Landivci,
with bastions, for Francis I.; and the like works were exe-
cuted about New Hcsdin, on the frontiers of Artois, for

Charles V. In 1*68, the Duke of Alva employed Patriot to

in the construction of the citadel of Antwerp, a regular for-

tress, whose bastions still rv-i within those subsequently
erected at that place; and, during the reign of Elizabeth,
Gcnebella was brought from Flanders to this country in

order to luperintend the formation of a bastioncd enceinte
about the antient castle of Carisbrook, in the Isle of Wight.

Albert Durer, tho celebrated engraver, proposed, in 1.', jr.

to fortify places with circular towers only, like those of tho
ant lents, but of larger dimensions

; and in most of the plans
published during the sixteenth century by Italian engineers,
there appears to be a union of the old and new methods:
fir the angles of the polygons are furnished with round
towers, and these arc protected exteriorly by bastions.
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The guns mounted on the flanks of a bastion, by firing

along the ditch in front of the curtain and of the neigh-
bouring bastions, created a serious impediment to the pas-

sage of the enemy across the ditch in attempting an assault,
and it became necessary for him to silence that fire by a bat-

tery placed for the purpose in the direction of the ditch ; but
the establishment of this battery necessarily compelled the

defenders to augment the number of guns in their bastions.

To get room for these guns, engineers were induced to form
their bastions with a double and even a triple Hank on each

side, the flanks receding from each other, from below up-
wards, in the manner of terraces, towards the interior of the

bastion ; and, to prevent the enemy from dismounting the

guns in the lower flanks by other batteries raised in the

prolongations of those Hanks, it became necessary to mask
them by extending the rampart of the face beyond them,
and giving it a return towards the curtain ; this return was

frequently rectilinear, but generally in the form of an arc of

a circle, like a portion of a round tower, and the projection
with its return received the name of orecchione or orillon.

Besides masking the lower Hanks from the effect of any en-

filading, or lateral fire, it concealed one or more guns on the

upper flank from the fire of an enemy's battery directly op-

posed to that flank, while it permitted those guns to defend
the main ditch and the breach made by the enemy in face

of the collateral bastion.

The desire of avoiding the exposure of the flanks of the

bastions gave rise to the practice ofmaking them form a right,
and even an acute, angle with the curtain; but a better judg-
ment subsequently rejected this disposition, as the musketry
fire from the defenders of the flank was thereby liable to in-

jure the men stationed on the curtain. The lower flanks,

also, were eventually suppressed, because they contracted too

much the interior of the bastion to which they belonged ; and
because the enemy's fire, soon destroying the parapets of

those above, masses of brickwork fell among the defenders

below, and obliged them to quit their guns at the very time
that their service was most required. The nrilloru, moreover,
are now considered useless, as they contract the length of the

flank ; and the guns which they protect from a fire in their

front are liable to be dismounted by a fire from their rear.

In what are called the second and third systems of Vau-
ban, the principal bastions are detached from the enceinte

by a ditch in their rear, and consequently the capture of

those works would not immediately compel the surrender of

the fortress. In these systems, a small bastion of brickwork,
closed by a parapet wall at its gorge, is constructed at each
of the angles formed by the polygonal wall surrounding the

place. The fire from the parapets of these tower bastions, as

they are called, would have a powerful effect in preventing
the enemy, after he has breached and stormed the great

baslions, from erecting batteries in them to destroy the in-

terior walls ; and, in order to preserve the artillery of their

flanks uninjured till the end of the siege, engineers placed

it in casemates [see CASEMATE], from whence the guns
might pour a destructive fire upon the assailants when
crossing the ditch of the enceinte. In one of the systems
of Coehorn, each principal bastion is attached to the en-
ceinte, and contains an interior one for the purpose of pro-
longing its defence. At the shoulders of the former are
constructed towers of masonry, serving as orillons and con-

taining galleries whose front walls are pierced with loop-
holes, to allow a fire to _be directed along the interval

between the parallel faces o'f the two bastions.

Bastions are now made either solid or hollow: that is,

either the interior is filled with earth up to the level of the

platforms of the guns, or it is left coincident with that of the
natural ground. Of the two methods, the former is generally
preferred, because it affords some facilities for the formation
and defence ofinterior parapets or retrenchments. In almost

every system of fortification the ramparts of the faces and
flanks of bastions have been made rectilinear on the plan ;

a few cases, however, occur in which the flanks have been

curved, with their convexity towards the interior of the work.
This seems to have been devised to allow room for a few
more men to fire over their parapets than a straight wall
could afford, and to prevent the distant batteries of the

enemy from easily dismounting their artillery by firing along
the interior side of the parapet. On some occasions these

advantages may be worth obtaining, but as the soldier placed
behind a parapet always fires nearly in a direction perpen-
dicular to its length, it is evident that the curved flank may
cause the lines of fire to tend towards the right or left of

the main ditch, and thus endanger 'the safety of the de-

fenders stationed in the neighbouring works.

The desire of lessening the effect of what is called the

enfilading fire, or that which an enemy may direct along
the interior side of any parapet, has led Bousmard to give a
small curvature to the faces of his bastions, the concave part

being towards the interior ; but it is evident that, by this

construction, the lines of fire directed from the collateral

flank for the defence of the face, instead of grazing the latter

in its whole length, can only be tangents to the curve, each

line of fire meeting it in but one point. It is therefore pro-
bable that the injury inflicted on the enemy would be found

so much less than that arising from the usual construction,

as to neutralize entirely the advantage of the diminished

enfilade fire of the enemy.
This last mode of firing would be most effectually pre-

vented by the formation of semi-circular bastions, detached

from the enceinte, in the manner lately proposed by Mr.
Bordwine ; but the ingenious author of that system is, in

consequence, compelled to abandon, in a great measure, the

advantage of having the exterior of his walls well defended

from those which are in collateral situations. The batteries

however which he proposes to raise in the interior of his

bastions cannot fail to produce a powerful defence towards

the rear, for the rampart of his enceinte.

Pig. \.
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Pig. 1. The line A B represent one Bide of the polygon

supposed to inclose the town fortified. The semicircular

work at A is half a round tower; and A C is part of tln>

curtain, or connecting wall between two such towers, ac-

'.t; to tin- antient manner of fortifying places ; a e re-

prctentt a sort of /mate braye, or elevation of earth pro-

i; the antient walls of a place. D represent* half A

'. tin- anL'lc, A, of the polygon, accord-

iiii; to the method ofthe flrst Italian and French engineers,

with an orillon and triple flank. The prmagnnal llgure

tbout B it the plan of a modem bastion, of which the part

on the left of the rapilal, B K, represent*
what is called a

hollow, and that on the right a solid bastion. An imaginary
line from/ to f is the gorge, and the rampart, /, is the
curium joining the right Itnnk of one bastion to tin- left of

the ncv. The space, K (i K, is the mam ditch; and II

and K are respectively the position* of a counter and enli-

lading IrtlMcry which might be constructed liy the enemy to

silence tlie fin- from the triple Hank of 1). The oui

I*. <'. y, K, 8, [TKNAILI.K, CAPONNIKRR, RATSLIN, Co-
YKRKII WAY, and GLACIS] will be described under those

words.

Fig. 2 represents a section supposed to be made from

B to L, perpendicularly across the rampart on the left face

of B, and the main ditch in its front. M and N are section^

through the revetments, or walls which support the earth

un the sides of the ditch.

. 3, V reprrsonts the plan of a detached bastion : T
is a tower bastion at an angle of the polygon which sur-

rounds the place.
( \ itruvius. De Architectural ; Maggi, Delia Forti/ira-

tinne dette Oitta, Venetia, 1584; Errard, La Fortttiratinn

r'-ttirite en art, Par. 1600; De Ville, L'lngenieur Parfait,

Par. 1672; Vauban, (Buvrei Militaires, jiar Koissac, 1'ar.

1795; Belidor, La Science de FIn%enieur, Par. 1729; 1'ri-

tach, L Architecture Militaire, Par. 1668; Cormontaifftie,

(Even* Posthumes, Par. 1809; Montalembert, La Forti-

fication Perpendiculaire, Par. 1776-98; Bousmard', Essai

Gtntral de Fortification, Par. 1814 ; St. Paul, Traite Com-

plct de Fortification, Par. 1806 ; Savftrt, Cmtrx Klrmcntairf
de Fortification, Par. 1830 ; Mandar, De tArrfu

Furterenes. Par. 1801; Dufour, De la Fortification P,I-

manente, Geneve, 1 822
; Carnot, De la Dtyentc drs PI,ic<-\

Forte*, Par. 1812; Col. Pasley, Course of Elemental

ii/lcation, Lond. 1822; Maloiiie, Permanent Fortify
Lond. 1821; Capt. Straith, A Treatite on Fortijicatt'in,

Croydon, 1833.)
BAT. [See CHKIROPTKRA.]
BATA'RA (Zoology), D'Azara's name for the Jinsh-

hrikn, forming the genus TlmmnnfMhu of Vieillot A
very good account of these birds, which appear to hare been
found between the northern and southern points of Canada
nuil Paraguay, will be found in the Memoirs of Dr. Such
and Mr. Swainson, published in the Zoological Jmtrnal.
The latter zoologist considers the typical group to consist of
the species with long tails : and of this division, Thamno-
philut yigonii. Such ( Vanf>a striata, Quoyand Gaimard),
may be taken as an illustration.

Dr. Such staten this to be the- largest species yet known,
and gives thirteen inches as the length of the body. The
bill is black and very much compressed. In the male
(which is the sex here figured) the back, wings, and tail are

black, broadly banded with fulvous, and the uuchr part of

the
body

is a dirty whitish-brown. On the head is a rufous

crest which is blackish at the apex. In the female the
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bands are whitish and the crest blackish, and the under

part of the hody ash-colour.

Thamnophilus ncevius, the spotted shrike of Latham, is

an example of the round and comparatively short-tailed

division.

Leach thus describes it from a specimen in the British

Museum: Black
;
back and belly ash-coloured; the former

anteriorly spotted with white
; quills of the wings externally,

and the tips of those of the tail, white ;
under part of the

body ash-colour, of which colour the back partakes in a

considerable degree.
BATA'TAS, the Malayan name of a convolvulaceous

plant, the root much eaten in the south of Europe before

the cultivation of the potato, which both became a substitute

for it and appropriated its name. It has generally been
considered a species of convolvulus : but Professor Choisy, in

his recent classification, lias erected it and a few others into

a peculiar genus, ditinguished by having an ovary with
four cells, in each of which there is only one seed.

[Uitatu/l

The only species of any general interest is the Batatas
edulit, the Convolvulus Batala-i of authors. This plant,

originally found wild in the woods of the Malayan archipe-
lago, has been gradually dispersed overall the wanner parts
of the world, where it is still an object of culture for the sake
of its roots, which, when roasted or boiled, are mealy, sweet,
and wholesome, but slightly laxative. It is a perennial

plant, with long creeping stems, leaves variously lobed and

angled, and pale purple (lowers about an inch long. It is

impatient of cold, and consequently unfit for cultivation in

th northern parts of the world
;
but it is a productive agri-

cultural plant in many warm countries. It is partially cul-

tivated in the south of Spain and of France, whence its roots

nre sent to the markets of Madrid and Paris, where they are

held as a delicacy. They, however, have the great fault of

keeping badly, being very apt to become mouldy and to de-

cay, unless extraordinary pains are taken to preserve them
dry. Sometimes they are raised in the hothouses of curious

persons in this country, by planting them in rich soil in a

li.irk-bed, when plenty of roots weighing from one to two

pounds are easily obtained.

liA'TAVI, or BATA'VI (the forms Badai and Betavi

also occur in inscriptions), the name of the antient in-

habitants of South Holland, and some adjacent parts.
The Batavi were a Germanic tribe of the race of the

Catti, who, some time before the age of Ceesar, left their

native district, and settled on the banks of the Vahalis, the

present Waal, a branch of the Lower Rhine. They occupied
the district between the Vahalis and the Mosa above their

junction, and also the island formed by the northern arm of

the Rhine (or Rhine of Leyden), the Vahalis and Mosa
after their junction, and the ocean; which island now con-

stitutes part of the province of South Holland. Caesar (De
Bell. Gall. iv. 10), who mentions their country by the name
of Insula Batavorum, appears to consider it as belonging
to Germany, and not to Gaul

;
the limits of Belgic Gaul on

that side being placed at the southern branch of the Rhine,
or Waal, after its junction with the Mosa, or Maas. They
seem to have occupied also a small portion on the banks of
the Rhine, and not within the island. Csesar did not carry
the war into the country of the Batavi. Under Augustus
the Batavi became allies of the Romans. Drusus, the
brother of Tiberius, resided for a time among them, and
dug a canal, Fossa Drusiana, which connected the Rhine
with the modern Yssel. Besides the Batavi there was. ano-
ther people on the same island, probably in its north-western

extremity, called by the Roman historians Canninefates.

They were of the same origin as the Batavi (Tacitus, Hist.
iv. 15.), but not so numerous, and their name became gra-
dually lost in that of the larger tribe.

The chief place of the Canninefates \vas Lugdunum Bata-
vorum, now Leyden ; and that of the ijatavi was Batavodu-
rum, afterwards called Noviomagus, and now Nymegen.
This is Mannert's opinion, though others have placed Bata-
vodurum at Duurstede, and made it a different place from

Noviomagus. The other towns of the Batavi were Arenacum,
generally supposed to bo Arnheim, but placed by others near

Werthuysen : Carvo, on the northern branch of the Rhine,
probably near Arnheim

; Grinnes, near the junction of
the Waal with the Maas

; Trajectum, the modern Utrecht
;

and Forum Hadriani, in the western part of the island near
the sea. The name of the Batavi can be traced even now
in that of Betuwe, which is a district of the antient Batavo-
rum Insula, between the Rhine, the Waal, and the Lek.

[See BKTUWK.] Beyond the n< -hern branch of the Rhine,
and between that and the Flevtum, or Yssel, in the pro-
vince now called North Holland, were the Frisii and the

Frisiaboni, tribes belonging to the great Frisian stook which
inhabited the land north-east of the Yssel. Pliny places
two other tribes, the Sturii and the Marsucii, on the islands

off the western coast at the mouth of the Mosa, which islands

now form part of Zealand.
After the death of Galba, the army of the Rhine having

proclaimed Vitellius, and followed him on his way to Italy,
the Batavi took the opportunity of rising against the Romans,
whose alliance had become very burthensome to them.
Claudius Civilis, a man belonging to one of their principal
families, though bearing a Latin name, acted us their leader.
At one time the insurrection seems to have spread among
the neighbouring tribes of Germans as well as of Belgian
Gauls, but the speedy return of the legions suppressed the
movement. Civilis resisted for a lime, but the Batavi were
at last subdued. Still it would appear that they obtained

conditions, for we find them afterwards restored to their for-

mer state of free allies of Rome. (Mannert, Geschichte der
alien Deutschen.) It appears, however, that subsequently,
under the reigns of Trajan and Hadrian, the Romans had

completely established their dominion over the Batavi ; for we
find in the Antonine Itinerary and the Peutinger Table, two
Roman roads across the country, one from Lugdunum east-

waul to Trajectum, and following the course of the northern
Rhine to its separation from the Vahalis, and another from

Lugdunum southward across the island to the Mosa, and
then eastward along the bank of that river and the Vahalis
to Noviomagus. We also find places named after the

emperors, such as Forum Hadriani, and fortified camps,
such as Castra Batava, which some, however, suppose to

have been the same as Batavodurum. (See Mannert, Geo-

graphie der Onecken und Homer.) There was another

place in Upper Germany, or, more properly, in Noricum,
called also Castra Batava, near the confluence of the Inn
and the Danube, which was colonized by Batavi, apparently
in conformity with the policy which led the Romans to

transplant thuir subjects and allies from their homes to

foreign countries [See ARMY.] The Batavi were em-
D2
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ployed by Agricola in his war* in Britain. (Tacit. Agric.
\\\vi.) In tome inscription* they are called ' friend* and
brothers of the Roman people,' or of the

' Roman emperor*.'
The date of one of these inscription* it determined by the

name of the Emperor Aurelius. (Gruter. Ixxi.)

In the latter part of tho third century, during the civ d

war which desolated the empire, the Saliun Franks invaded

tho country of tho BaUvi, and established themselves in it

They armed pirate vessel*, which were encountered and
defeated at sea by Carausius. Constantiu* and Constantino

waged war against the Franks of the Batavmn island, but

could not drive them out of it. Tho Frank* lost it, how cv cr,

under Julian, by an irruption of Frisians, who came from

the northern country near the Zuiderzee, and drove the

Salian Frank* beyond the Maas. After this the Insula

Batavorum formed part of the country called Frcsia, whi.-b,

in tlie time of the Merovingians, extended southward as

far as the Scheldt. Under Charlemagne it formed a duchy

bearing allegiance to the empire,
' Ducatus Fresim usque ad

Mosam.' It afterward* became divided into Western Frisia,

called Fresia Hwreditaria, which was subject to hereditary

counts ; anil Eastern Frisia, or Fresia Libera, which remained

independent. The Yssel formed the division between the

two. About the eleventh century we first finil \Yestern

Frisia called by the name of Holland, some say from hohi

land,
' a low hollow land,' and it* count* took the name of

Counts of Holland. The country of the antient Batavi

formed the southern part of their dominions ; but the islands

at the mouth of the Maas, and between it and the Scheldc,
were the subject of frequent contentions and wars between

them and the Counts of Flanders. (D' Anville, Etatsformes
en Europe aprct la Chute de IEmpire Romain; Meyer,
Res Flandricie.) Although the name Batavi has fallen into

di-use, it has always been employed by modern authors

writing in Latin to signify the Dutch or Hollanders generally.
BATA'VI A, one of the districts, or residenees.of the island

ofJava. It is bounded on the north by the Java Sea, on the

west by the regency of Bantam, from which it is divided by
the river Tjikande, on the south by the residence of Buiten-

zorg, and on the east by the river Tjitarum, which forms
the western boundary of the district of Crawang. The di-

mensions of the district of Batavia are about twenty-four

leagues from exst to west, and about six anil a half leagues
from north to south, the capital being situated nearly in the

middle of the northern boundary.
The district of Batavia is divided politically into four de-

partments, one of whii-h consists of the city and its suburbs.

Near to the sea-shore the country is Hat, but rises with a

gentle acclivity towards the south to the mountain-range,
which intersects the island from the western to the eastern ex-

tremity. This district is well watered. The river Jaccatra,
which joins the sea at the town of Batavia, dividing it into

nearly equal parts, has a bank or bar at its month which

prevents tho entrance of any but the smallest boats. This

disadvantage generally attends all the rivers on the north

coast of Java, which, as they have their sources on the

north side of the mountain- range, and How in a pretty-

direct line to the sea, are not of great length. They serve,

however, together with numerous rivulets, to irrigate the

lands, and this is of the greater benefit, as one of the chiel

productions of the district is rice. There are many sugar

plantations
in the district of Batavia, and their number lias

been very greatly increased of late years since the island was
restored to the Dutch. This species of cultivation has been

encouraged by the local government, as affording the mean*
of remitting to the parent state the surplus revenue of the

colony. Cotton, pepper, and coffee (the last to a considerable

extent), arc likewise produced in thi* district. The popula-
tion, according to the census taken in 1821, was 182,651.

Stavorinus's Jjiyages ; Count Hogendorp's Coup dtXil
tur [lie de Java, $c., 1830.)
BATA'VIA is a city on the north coast of Java, situated

at the bottom of an extensive bay, about 60 miles E.S.K. of

the Straits of Sunda. It was formerly a native village called

Jaratr.i, and though probably visited by the Portuguese,

they did not firm any commercial settlement here. The
English and Dutch had factories, the former of which was

lished in 1618, and the latter in 1612; hut the Dutch,

having conquered the country, founded tho present town
unilcr the name of Batavia, and removed the government
from li.intam in 1619. It finally became the capital of their

East Indian empire, and the residence of the governor
ra! ; and the English, having taken part with the natives in

opposing the Dutch, retired from the place. Being called in

to aid various parties in their civil wan, the DuUh obtained

still more power on the island, but they ilnl nut enjov undis-

turbed possession for several years, and were fiv<|uvnily at-

tacked by the natives. The town rose rapidly to import
and became the emporium of all ihc produce, t'India, t'hinn,

and Japan, as no ship was allowed to proceed dun t
'

II

land without first touching at this port, except the euUee

ships from Mocha. It remained uninterruptedly in the

hands ofthc Dutch till 1811, when Holland having l>eooiue

a province of the French empire, Butaviu fell into tlie bund*
of the French, from whom it was taken by the English, and

by the treaty of 1815 was restored to the Dutch, who relumed
to the government in the following year.

Batavia is an important place, from ite excellent bay and it*

advantageous position for European commerce. It stand* at

the mouth of the river Jacatra, in the midst of swamps ami
marshes, surrounded by trees anil jungle, which prevent the

exhalations from being carried oil' by a free circulation of tin'

air, and render the town peculiarly obnoxious to marsh mias-

mata. Besides this, all the principal streets are trav.

by canals, planted on each side with rows of trees, over

which there are bridges at the end of almost even street.

They have also booms, which are drawn across at sunset to

prevent the passage of boats in and out. These canals are

the common receptacles for all the filth of the town. In the

dry season their stagnant and diminished waters emit a
most intolerable stench, while in the wet season they over-

ll'iw their banks, and leave a quantity of offensive slime,

these united causes it is not surprising that Ba-
t.ivia has been considered the most unhealthy spot in the

world, and has been designated the storehouse of diea-e.

According to Raynal, the number of sailors and soldiers

alone who died in the hospitals averaged 1400 annually lor

sixty years, and the total amount of deaths in twcniv

years exceeded a million of souls : but this looks very hko
an exaggeration. During the French occupation, the walls

of the town were removed by General Daendels with the

view of admitting a freer circulation of air, and with the

materials the cantonment of Weltevrceden was built, a short

distance from the town inland. ,

The city is about three quarters of a mile in length, north

and south, and about half a mile wide. It was enclosed by
a wall of coral rock, with a stream of water on each side,

within and without. There are now only three churches in

the town, and one theatre : at the southern part is a lame

square where the stadthaus stands, in which the courts uf

law are held, and all public business transacted. Tho
streets are generally at right angles to one another, and
the houses mostly of brick stuccoed. They are well built,

clean, and spacious, and their construction is suited to the

country. The doors and windows are lofty, und the ground
floors are covered with flags of marble, which are kept con-

stantly wet, and impart a coolness to the dwelling. Few
Kiirnpeaiis, however, sleep within the town, as the night
air is considered very baneful. The inhabitants (pos-ibly
as an antidote against the noxious cfUuvia arising from
the swamps and canals) continually burn aromatic woods
and resins, and scatter about a profusion uf odoriferous

flowers, of which there are great abundance and variety.

During the
prosperity

of the Dutch East India Company.
Hatuvia obtained the title of Queen of the East, as the re-

sources of al| other districts were sacrificed to its excit

commerce; but its splendour has greatly decreased, owing
chiefly to the increa.se nf the British empire in India.

Whole streets also have been pulled down in consoqi.
of the European settlers removing their residences from the

town to the high grounds in the neighbourhood.
In tho north-east quarter of the town is the citadel, a

largo square inclosure with a bastion at each angle, but
without any outworks; within the citadel are residences

for tho Governor General and chief olliiers. with warehouses
for the most valuable of the Company s goods in case of

danger. In addition to these defences there are several

small batteries and redoubts in and around the town, besides

fortified houses, so placed as to command the navigation of
the principal canals. Most of these work* are merely for

the purpose of keeping the natives in awe, and are il.-calcu

lated to withstand an invading army, as was proved in 181 1.

But if the fortifications of Batavia are not formidable in

themseher,, they become so from their situation among
swamps and morasses, where, by the destruction of a few
road* that cross them to the town, the approach of heavy
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artillery would be impracticable ;

and towards the bay the

water is too shallow to admit even of a boat coming within

gunshot-range of the castle, except by the narrow entrance

to the river, which may be closed by booms.
The diversified population of Batavia and its suburbs

within two miles, according to the census of 1 8 1 5, amounted
to 47,417, and consisted of Dutch, English, Portuguese,
Chinese, Moors, Arabs, Malays, Javanese, and negro slaves :

of these classes the Chinese are by far the most numerous
and important. In 1824 another census was taken, when
the number was 53,861, ofwhom 14,708 were Chinese. This
does not include the military establishment at Weltevreeden.
The Chinese farm the revenues, are the principal artisans,

and exclusively manufacture the sugar and arrack. They
have a separate quarter outside the town, the suburbs of

which occupy a larger space than the city itself: they suffer

greatly from disease, and the mortality among them is very

great, owing to the closeness of their apartments and their

gross manner of living. Many junks arrive annually from

China, bringing about 1000 settlers. In 1742, in conse-

quence of a supposed organised plan of insurrection on the

part of the Chinese, the Dutch government perpetrated a

most cold-blooded massacre, in which more than one half of

the Chinese were murdered.
The country around Batavia is very beautiful and fer-

tile, though (lat in the vicinity of the town. Markets are

regularly held, one within and the other outside the city,

which are remarkably well supplied with fruit, which is the

most abundant article of vegetable luxury ; the principal
sorts are, pine-apples, oranges, shaddocks, lemons, limes,

mangoes, bananas, grapes, melons, pomegranates, custard-

apples, papaws, mangosteens, and rombusteens, with many
others mostly unknown in Europe. Fowls, ducks, and

, are plentiful and cheap ; turkeys, pigeons, and wild-

fowl are, in general, very scarce, and butcher's meat inferior

and dear: of fish there" is an abundant supply, and turtle

are sometimes found. The chief imports are opium and

piece goods ;
the exports sugar, coffee, and spices : salt

also forms an important article of colonial commerce ; near

Batavia there are some very extensive works for making
salt from sea-water.

The anchorage of Batavia is a bay, about eleven miles

long and six deep, capable of containing any number of

\ easels of the largest size ; it is studded with coral knolls

and protected by several small islands, averaging half

a mile in diameter, all of which arc occupied, and have
their different appropriations ; one is a convict establish-

ment ; another an hospital ;
a third is covered with ware-

houses for articles of small value ; a fourth (Onrust) is the

naval arsenal, which is well fortified.

These islands protect the bay from any heavy swell ; and,
as the bottom is very tenacious, it becomes a perfectly safe

anchorage. But when the sea-breeze blows strong it causes

a cockling sea, which renders the communication with the

t:,wu unpleasant, and sometimes dangerous, as the only

landing-place is up the river; the channel of which is

formed by wooden piers, projecting half a mile into the sea,

and across it is a shallow bar. The river Jacatra abounds
in large alligators. During the easterly monsoon, which
blows from April to October, the weather is uniformly fine

and warm ;
but the north-west monsoon is always accom-

panied by heavy rains and strong winds. The summer range
of the thermometer is from 70 to 74 in the mornings and

evenings, and 80 at noon. The rise of tide is about six feet.

Batavia lies in 6 9' S. lat, and 106 52' E. long.
(Raflles's Jliitory of Java; Staunton's Embassy to

China ; Cook's Voyages ; Crawfurd's History of the Indian

Archipelago ; Horsburgh's East India Directory ; Hogen-
dorp's Coup d(Eil, &c. There is a plan of Batavia, for the

year 1G69, in Mandelslo's Travels.)

BATAVIAN REPUBLIC. [See HOLLAND.]
BATH, the chief city of Somersetshire, celebrated for its

natural hot springs, is about 108 miles from London, in

51 22' 32" N. lat., and 2" 3 1' 30" W. long. The town lies

in a valley, divided by the river Avon. Geologically it is

placed upon the great western oolitic range, which attains

its greatest elevation on Lansdown, above Bath, where its

summit is 813 feet above the level of the sea. This range
i intersected in the neighbourhood of the city by deep
transverse valleys, but re-appears on the south of the Avon,
where its elevation U so broken that its continuity is de-

stroyed. Its foction near Lansdown is a bed of upper, or

great oolite, varying from 40 to 1 JO feet in thickness, form-

ing the brow of the hill
;
then a gradual slope of fullers-

earth-clay ; next a terrace of inferior oolite with its under-

lying sand and sandstone, which falls with a precipitous slope
and rests on lias clay, or blue marl, and then on lias rock.
The freestone or oolite, worked from quarries situated to

the east and south of Bath, has furnished almost entirely
the chief building materials for the city. The soil upon the
declivities of the hills is generally rich, and the lower grounds
afford very fine pasturage. The country about is wooded

;

and from the inequality of the ground presents a great va-

riety of agreeable landscape. From the sheltered position
of the city, its temperature is mild. The following table

is made up from observations continued through fifteen

years, the temperature being noted from a thermometer

placed in a north aspect, and fifteen feet from the ground,
compared with tables given by Dr. Clark in his work on
climate

Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar.

Near London . 40'93 37'GG 34'16 39'78 4!'51

Oxford . . 43-60 37'00 3G'90 37'10 -12'1U

Bath . . 45'35 42'25 37'75 4I-25 4140
In the summer months, the same observations give the

mean temperature of Bath at 61 '20 in June, 64'20 in July,
and 62'70 in August. The mean annual depth of rain

which falls there is 35'30 inches, and the number of days
on which rain or snow falls is 162, every day being noted
wet on which sufficient rain fell to mark the pavement.

This city was a Roman station, mentioned by Ptolemy,
under the name of Aqua; Calidee, and by him placed with

Venta and Ischalis in the country of the^BelgoB. It is also

placed in the 14th Iter of Antoninus, in connexion with

other stations, thus, Ab Isca Venta Silurum, M.P. ix.

Abone, M.P. ix. Trajectus, M.P. ix. Aquis Sulis. M.P.
vi. Verlucione, M.P. xv. Cunetione, M.P. xx. Spinis,
M.P. xv. Calleva, M.P. xv. The stations preceding and

following that of Bath are much disputed, and their actual

position is very doubtful. In the Nutitia, Bath is not

mentioned. It was intersected by the antient Roman road

leading from London into Wales, and by the road called the

Fosse, which ran from Lincolnshire to the south coast of

England. These two roads joined near the bridge crossing
a small stream in the parish of Bath Easton, about two
miles from Bath. They then continued in one course

through a great portion of the parish of Waleot, separating

again near Waleot church. The Fosse entered the nort'h

gate of the city from Waleot- street, passed through the

town, up Hollowayand on to llchester. The other road ran

up Guinea Lane, and on to the station of Ahone. Close

to the spot where these roads separated, and towards the

river, numerous coins, vases, and sepulchral remains have
from time to time been found. The Roman remains dis-

covered in Bath and in its neighbourhood have been con-

siderable. At Box a tessellated pavement of large dimen-
sions is at this time lying open, proof of the existence of a
villa on the spot. Several such remains have been found
in the country around Bath, especially at Bath-Ford, Dithe-

ridge, Horsland near Warley, andatWellow. In the city of

Bath itself, the foundations of extensive buildings have often

been traced. On the eastern side of the Fosse, near the -

north end of Stall-street, portions of a large temple were

discovered, and are still preserved in the Bath Institution.

Its front was towards the west, and consisted of a portico
with fluted columns, crowned with Corinthian capitals.
Towards the east of this building stood the principal
baths, the remains of which were discovered in 1755. In
other parts of the city, altars with inscriptions, tessellated

pavements, ornamented bricks, urns, vases, lachrymatories,
fibula), coins, &c., have been turned up, but none of the

inscriptions throw any light upon the history of the place.
No city in England can produce such a collection of local

Roman remains as is now deposited in the Bath Literary
and Scientific Institution : there is nothing like it in the

kingdom, except at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, where the col-

lection is from the whole of the northern field. The new
town is many feet above its antient level : in some places
more than twenty. The walls, as they existed until a late

period, are presumed to have been built, to a great extent,

upon the base of the Roman walls. There are accounts
and engravings of Roman inscriptions and sculptures incor-

porated in the walls, none of which are now existing.
The modern city of Bath is of great beauty. Its streets

are very regular, clean, and, at night, well-lighted. Its

best buildings, such as the Upper Rooms, the north sidti
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of Queen-square, the Crescent, and Circui, were built ultout

tliu middle or the lut century, from designs uf the two
i .111 ).>t l.irty yoars

have hardly produced a build-

any architectural value, though the raaten

building arc cheap, and the (tone U worked with great dMtt.

The architecture of the later building* ia generally of a
bald character.

The city ia governed by a corporation, under charter*

in-anted by Queen Elizabeth, Sept. 4, 1590, and by George
III . 1794. The first of these charter* direct* 'that tin-

corporation shall consist of a mayor, aldermen, not exceed-

ing in number ten, nor fewer than four, and a common
council of twenty members. There are. also a recorder,

town-clerk, and two sergeanU-at-mace. The local court of

record has cognizance of all personal actions whatsoever

arising within the city and its suburbs or precincts, without

restriction as to the amount of the sum in dispute. The
non-residence, however, of the recorder, the legal adviser of

the magistrates and one of the presiding judges; the attor-

neys of the court being the two sergeants-at-mace and un-

professional persons ;
and the ease with which a cause may

be removed to any of the superior courts, by writ of cer-

tiorari or habeas corpus, destroy all its advantages. A
court-leet, and court of quarter-sessions are also held by
the magistrates, who, though without power to try persons
charged with felonies under the charter of the city, arc

perhaps enabled to try them under the 4 and 5 Will. IV.
c. 27, sec. 3. By the charter of 1794, eleven instead of two
members of the corporation are empowered to act as jus-
tices of the peace within the city. The members of the

corporation, though self-elected, must be chosen from the

freemen ; and as the freemen by purchase were consi-

dered to have a claim to be elected before the freemen

by servitude, the price of the freedom, shortly before the

Reform Act passed, was 250/. The property of the body
is very extensive, including lands and houses in the best

part of the city ;
all the hot-springs but one ; nearly all

the cold-springs which supply the town with water ; and
the tolls of the market; altogether producing, in 1832, a
rental of more than 12.000/. per annum. In 1832 the public
debt of the corporation amounted to 55.8G3/.
The charter boundaries of the city include part of the

parishes of Walcot and Bathwick, and the parishes of St.

Peter and St. Paul, St. James, and St. Michael. The
parliamentary boundaries of the city, under the Boundary
Act, include, in addition, the remaining parts of the parishes
of Walcot and Bathwick, and the parish of Lyncombe and
Widcombe. The new limits comprised, in 1831, a popu-
lation of 50,800 persons (21,035 males and 29,705 females),

charged with assessed taxes to the amount of 62.000/.

a-year ; 331 acres of ground, and above 7000 houses, more
than 5000 of which were taxed at the annual value of \0l.

The power of electing the parliamentary representatives ol

the city was formerly in the corporation only. Under the
Reform Act, the number of registered electors, in each ol

the last three years, has been about 2800. The inhabitants
of Bath are exempt from serving on tho juries of the county.
A community of Religious existed here from the earliest

ages of Christianity in Britain, who had their house near to

the springs and batiks. The constitution of the society
underwent several changes, and at last tho house and all it's

possessions, which were extensive anil valuable, were sur-

rendered to the crown by William Holloway, the last prior,
June 29, 1539. What is now culled tin 4bbe; Church was
the church of this community, and was connected, on the
south Hide, with the conventual dwellings. An older church

having fallen into decay, the building of the present ediiice

was begun by Bishop Oliver King, in the reign of Hcnn
VII., at the time of whose death it was unllnished, iu.!

continued to be so when the priory was ehssohcd. Allti

h.i\ing been in n dilapidated state for many years, its re-

pair was undertaken by Chapman, in 1 572, continued by the
munificence of Thomas Bullot, steward of the household of

Queen Elizabeth, and was nearly completed by Bishop
Montague, about the year ICO'J. This edifice is of the

shape of a cross, with a very handsome tower rising from
iili,'. Its length from east to west is 210 fed, ami

fr >m north to south lie. The west front is decorated with
numerous figure*, now murh impaired by time, intended to

ruprcM-nt .1;. '-..h's dream. The east window is remarkable
for I til very lately appropriately

aupportcd b;,
two square tower*, which h.nc i>ccii en:

irto ill-designed octngunal pinnacle*. Tin; building iUcll

U an example of tho pointed -t>U' nt the latest pcrUI MI

which it pre\ ailed, and was completed with L'I< at simplicity
and taste. In 1834 its whole dr-ign ami charnclcr \\rre

materially changed, and its most peeuh.
- <le

i. The inii lufigured by the multitude

of monuments with which it is covered. It is the parish
church of the parish of St. Peter itnd Si. Paul.

The ecclesiastical division of Bath is into the pr
already named, each of which has it .1 church.

There are also the following chapels connected with tin'

Established Church : Queen Square, Margant's. All

Saint H, Kensington, Octagon, Laura, St. Mark, Trinity,

St. Saviour, Christ Church, Magdalen' a, St. John's 11 -

pital. Records also exist of eleven chapels which i

I'. !! destroyed. The Independents, Quakers, Monn
Methodists, Unitarians, Roman Catholics, Jews, and Hap
lists, have all places of worship in the city, the m:i;

of which are laruc and handsome buiM
There are charitable institutions in this city of anticnt

and modern date of every kind. The oldest is the hospital
of St. John, founded in 1180 by Reginald Fitzjocchnc. in

it is laid, for the benefit of the sick poor resorting to Hath.

The beneficiaries now are a master, six brethren, and six

sister*. The patronage ol'ti.i- ma-tership was granted h\

Queen Elizabeth to the corporation of Bath. Its endow -

ments are large, and the annual value of iu property in

1818, chiefly leased on lives, in consideration of fine>.

11,395/. The master receives two-thirds of the fines and

income, and the brethren and sisters the remainder. Tin-

chief establishment, however, for tho sick poor is called the

General Hospital. It was opened in 1 7-18, and is regulated

by act of parliament. No patient can be admitted unlcs->

his case has been certified as proper for the trial of the hot

waters, previous to his coming to Bath, and no inhabitant

of Bath is admitted into it. This last regulation, though

wisely framed, is to some extent traded in the adn

of persona dwelling in the suburbs, but beyond the charter

limits of the city. The charity is well endowed, and ,;

cords have had the character of having been kept with

care, fidelity, and exactness. There is also another lurne

hospital called the United General Hospital, or Casualty
and Dispensary, which affords to the sick poor of the city
the advantages of the use of the hot waters, and gi\i >

asM-tancc in cases of ordinary illness and casualty. It is

well governed, and the whole of its arrangements are good.
There is a small collection of books in the vestry of the

abbey church and some antient MSS. In the year 1826 a

literary and scientific institution was founded, compn
partly by purchase and partly by benefactions, an cxt<

and well-selected library of reference both in science and
literature. The institution also contains a small museum
and laboratory, with rooms for the delivery of le< tines.

There is also a Mechanics' Institute, which has a tolerable

collection of books, and which has been almost entirely sup-

ported for some years by the class for whose use it was

designed.
Tho chief institution for instruction is the free grammar-

school, founded by Kdward VI., and endowed with part uf

the lands of the dissolved priory of Bath. It was dc-

for the gratuitous instruction of the children of the inha-

bitants of the town without distinction. The school-house

is a large and handsome building with spacious pn ;

The schoolmaster may he a layman; but if in 1

must be presented to "the rectory of Charlcoinbe, the

of which was, in ]s:i4, about 3007. a-year. His salary, as

master, is 84/. a-year ; but as the school is well attended,

and only ten free scholars arc admitted, the value of the

olli.-e is much increased by the payments of day-scholars
and boarders. The lands of the school arc. very badly lit,

producing, in 1834, a rent of only 37C/. a-year, though their

annual value, in 1822, was about I838/. There are several

other schools which afford the elements of . such

as reading, writing, and arithmetic, supported chiefly by

voluntary subscriptions.
i memorable' John Hales, of Eton, was born

in St. James's parish, and Benjamin
!

'id to have

been the actual writer uf Austin's I'm/age rtmini lli<~ If'tiritl.

was a native of this city, which

Buthonia, who passed some time in the cast di.ring the

reign of Henry I., and brought
'

.d, among
MSS.. a tronsloti n . I Kuclid, being tin

of the work known in this country.
The gaieties of Bath are celebrated, but IUITO much de-
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elined during the last twenty years. The Assembly Rooms
are a handsome suite, the ball-room being nearly 106 by
nearly 43 feet, and 42 feet G inches high, and the tea-room

70 by 27 feet : they were erected by Wood. The theatre is

probably one of the best of its size in England ; for it Mr.
Palmer obtained the first act of parliament passed in this

country for the security of theatrical property. It is justly
remarked by Seneca,

'

Ubicunque scatebunt aquarum ca-

lentium vente, ibi nova diver-soria luxurieo excitabuntur:'
' wherever warm springs abound, new places of amusement
are sure to arise up.'
There is no manufacture of importance in this city. It

was formerly celebrated for its cloth, and at the Restoration
no less 'than sixty broad looms were employed in the parish
of St. Michael's. The paper-mills in the neighbourhood
are of some note, and paid, in 1832, to the excise 10.575A
The city is well-supplied with coal from extensive beds

lying a few miles distant. The river Avon was made navi-

gable to Bristol under an act of the 10th Anne, and there

is a water-communication with London by the Kennet and
Avon Canal, which joins the Thames at Reading.
The remarkable peculiarity of Bath is its natural hot

springs. They are four in number, and rise near the centre

of the city ; and, with the exception of a spring belonging to

Lord Manvers, are vested in the corporation. The tempera-
ture of three of the springs is as follows : Hot Bath 1 1 7,
King's Bath 114, and Cross Bath 109 of Fahrenheit,

yielding respectively 128, 20, and 12 gallons a minute.
The specific gravity of the water is T002. As it flows

from the earth it is transparent, but in a short time yields
a Alight precipitate and loses its transparency. When fresh

drawn it has a slight chalybeate taste. The King's Bath
is 60 feet 11 inches in length, and 40 feet in breadth, and
the Queen's Bath, a square of 25 feet, is supplied from it.

The daily quantity of water discharged into mese basins is

184,320 gallons. There are private baths attached to the
Hot and the King's Bath, admirably arranged and con-

structed, and capable of having their temperature regu-
lated. Bathing is far from being a practice among the
inhabitants. The public baths are not much frequented,
and the private baths, though they occasion few charges for

their support, but that of linen and attendance, are expen-
sive. The encouragement of their general use, and the

effect of low prices, as connected with the advancement of

local interests, are not yet understood. The baths yielded
to the corporation, in 1831, a rent of 1442/., and the pump-
room a rent of 416/. a- year. The waters have been very
accurately analyzed by Drs. Falconer and Gibbes, and by
Mr. R. Phillips. According to the last of these writers,
whose experiments were very carefully made, a quart of

water taken from the hot springs contains

Carbonic acid . . . 2'4 in.

.Sulphate of lime . . 18

Muriate of soda

Sulphate of soda
Carbonate of lime
Silica ....
Oxide of iron . .

29-60394
39606

30

mating (he muriate and sulphite of soda in a crys-
tallized state, a pint of water contains

Cailxmic acid . . . . li in.

Sulphate of lime ... 9 grains.
Muriate of soda . . 3

Sulphate of soda . . . 34
bonate of lime . . . T"O

Silica ..... J
Oxide of iron . . . sV >

A considerable quantity of carbonic acid gas escapes through
th" water.

Taken internally the water acts as a stimulant. Its use
is most siicct.-s';il in ca-es of palsy, rheumatism, gout, le-

prosy, cutaneous disease, and especially in cases of scrofula

affecting the joints, such as the knee, elbow, hip. It cannot
bo used without danger in cases accompanied with fever,

rovijli, or pain in the chest, open sores or ulcers, or in cases
where there is reason to suspect internal suppuration, he-

morrhage, rupture, mania, or plethora. From its improper
internal use mischievous results are frequently produced.

The earliest work on the hot springs is by W. Turner,
dated 1562. The writer, a divine and doctor of medicine
and the first English writer on natural history, was born at

Morpeth, and was imprisoned for preaching the doctrines
of the Reformation. Obtaining his liberty, he went abroad,
where he continued during the greater part of the reign
of Henry VIII. On his return he was preferred, and re-

ceived from Edward VI. the deanery of Wells. Other
treatises have been written by Venner, 1617; Guidott,
1691, 1708: Pierce, 1697; Oliver, 1716; Cheyne, 1725;
Wynter, 1728; Quinton, 1734; Kinnier, 1737; Randolph,
1 752

; Charleton, 1754 ; Lucas, 1756 ; Steven, 1758 ; Suther-
land, 1763; Falconer, 1770, 1789; Gibbes, 1800; Wilkin-
son; Phillips, W06 ; Daubeny, 1834.

(See Collinson's History of Somersetshire, vol. i. ; War-
ner's History of Bath; Lysons's Reliquiw Romance;
Wood's Essay towards a Description of Bath, 1742, 1749,
1760; Charity Commissioners Reports ;

' On the Climate
of Bath,' Bath Magazine, vol. iii. p. 289 ; On the Oolitic
District of Bath, by Lonsdale

;
Transaction.'! of the Geolo-

gical Society, vol. iii. p. 241
; Municipal Corporation In-

quiry, 1833; Turner's History of England, 8vo. vol. iv.

p. 438 ; MS. Communicationfrom Bath.)
BATH, a town in Lincoln county, state of Maine, in the

United States of North America, situated in 43 54' N. lat.,

and 69 47' W. long. This town is built on the west side
of the river Kennebec, at the head of the ship-navigation on
that river, and sixteen miles from the sea. It is distant thirty-
five miles north-east from Portland, which town was, until

1832, the seat of government in the stale. With the ex-

ception of Portland, Bath has more shipping belonging to

its port than any other town in Maine; the amount of re-

gistered and licensed tonnage in 1831 was 26,237 tons:
the population, according to the census of 1830, was 3773.

BATH, KNIGHTS OF THE, so called from the an-
tient custom of bathing previous to their installation. The
origin of this order of knighthood has been described as of

very remote antiquity ; but as Camden and Selden agree
that the first mention of an order of knights, distinctly called

Knights of the Bath, is at the coronation of Henry IV. in

1399, there can be little doubt that this order was then
instituted. That bathing had been a part of the discipline
submitted to by esquires in order to obtain the honour
of knighthood from very early times, is admitted

; but it

does not appear that any knights were called Knights of the

Bath till these were created by King Henry IV.
Froissart (see Lord Berners's Translat. edit. 1812, vol. ii.

p. 752), speaking of that king, says,
' The Saturday before

his coronation he departed from Westminster, and rode to

the Tower of London with a great number ;
and that night

all such esquires as should be made knights the next day,
watched, who were to the number of forty-six. Every esquire
had his own bayne (bath) by himself; and the next day the

Duke of Lancaster made them all knights at the mass-time.
Then had they long coats with strait sleeves, furred with

mynevcr like prelates, with white laces hanging on their

shoulders.'

It became subsequently the practice of the English kings
to create Knights of the Bath previous to their coronation, at

the inauguration of a Prince of Wales, at the celebration of

their own nuptials or those of any of ths royal family,
and occasionally upon other great occasions or solemnities.

Fabyan (Chrnn. edit. 1811, p. 582) says that Henry V., in

1416, upon the taking of the town of Caen, dubbed sixteen

Knights of the Bath.

Sixty-eight Knights of the Bath were made at the coro-

nation of King Charles II. (see the list in Guillim's He-
ra/dry, fol. Lend. 1679, p. 107); but from that time the

order was discontinued, till it was revived by King George I.

under writ of Privy Seal, dated May 18, 1725, during the

administration of Sir Robert Walpole. The statutes and
ordinances of the order bear date May 23, 1725. By these

it was directed that the order should consist of a grand-
master and thirty-six companions, a succession of whom
was to be regularly continued. The oflicers appropriated to

the order, besides the grand-master, were a dean, register,

king of arms, genealogist, secretary, usher, and messenger.
The dean of the collegiate church of St. Peter, Westminster,
for the time being, was appointed ex offlcio dean of the

Order of the Bath, and it was directed that the other officers

should be from time to time appointed by tho grand-master.
The badge of tho order was directed to l>e a rose, thistle,

and shamrock, issuing from a sceptre between three im-

perial crowns, surrounded by the motto Tnajuncta in vno
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to be of pure ((old, chased nnd pierced, and to be worn

l.y the knight-rlcct. pendant from a red riband placed

obliquely O\CT
the^ight

shoulder. The collar to be of gold,

weighing thirty ounces troy weight, and composed of nine

anperial crowns, and eight roses, thistles, and shamrocks

i; from a sceptre, enamelled in their proper colours,

tied or linked together by seventeen gold knots, enamelled

white, and having the badge of the order pendant from it.

The star to consist of three imperial crowns of gold, sur-

rounded with the motto of the order upon a circle gules,

with a glory or ray issuing from the centre, to be embroi-

dered on the left side of the upper garment.
The installation dress was ordered to be a surcoat of white

satin, a mantle of crimson satin lined with%hite, tied at the

neck with a cordon of crimson silk and gold, with gold

tassels, and the star of the order embroidered on the led

shoulder; a white silk hat, adorned with a standing plume
of white ostrich feathers; white leather boots, edged and
heeled ; spurs of crimson and gold ; and a sword in a white

leather scabbard, with cross hilts of gold.
Each knight was to be allowed throe esquires, who are to

be gentlemen of blood, bearing coat-armour ;
and who,

during the term of their several lives, ore entitled to all the

privileges and exemptions enjoyed by the esquires of the

sovereign's body, or the gentlemen of the privy chamber.
In 1815, the Prince Regent, being desirous to comme-

morate the auspicious termination of the long and arduous

contests in which the empire had been engaged, and of

marking, in an especial manner, his sense of the valour,

perseverance, and devotion manifested by the officers of the

king's forces by sea and land, thought fit to advance the

splendour and extend the limits of the Order of the Bath :

upon which occasion his Royal Highness, by virtue of the

royal prerogative, was pleased to ordain that thenceforward
the order should be composed of three classes, differing in

their ranks and degrees of dignity.
The first class to consist of knights grand crosses, which

designation was to be substituted for that of knights com-

panions previously used. The knights grand crosses, with

the exception of princes of the blood-royal holding high
commissions in the army and navy, not to exceed seventy-
two in number; whereof a number not exceeding twelve

iiii^ht be nominated in consideration of services rendered in

civil or diplomatic employments. To distinguish the mili-

tary and naval officers upon whom the first class of the said

order was then newly conferred, it was directed that they
should bear upon the ensign or star, and likewise upon the

bodge of the order, the addition of a wreath of laurel en-

circling the motto, and issuing from an escrol inscribed
Ich dien ; and the dignity of the first class to be at no time
conferred upon persons who had not attained the rank of

major-general in the army, or rear-admiral in the navy.
The second class was to be composed of knights com-

manders, who were to have precedence of all knights
bachelors of the United Kingdom: the number, in tin 1

first instance, not to exceed one hundred and eighty, ex-
clusive of foreign officers holding British commissions, of

whom a number not exceeding ten may be admitted into

the second class as honorary knights commanders ; but in

the event of actions of signal distinction, or of future wars,
the number of knights commanders may be increased. No
person to be eligible as a knight commander who does not,
at the time of his nomination, hold a commission in his

Majesty'* army or navy ; such commission not being below
the rank of lieutenant-colonel in the army, or of post-captain
in the navy. By a subsequent regulation in 1815 no per-
son is now eligible to the class of K.C.B. unless he have
attained the rank of major-general in the army or rear-

admiral in the navy. Each knight commander to wear his

appropriate badge or cognizance, pendent by a red riband
round the neck, and bis appropriate star, embroidered on
the left side of his upper vestment. For the greater honour
of this class, it was further ordained that no officer of his

Majesty's army or navy was thenceforward to be nominated
to the dignity of a knight grand cross who had not been

appointed previously a knight commander of the order.

The third class to be composed of officers holding com-
missions in bis Majesty's service by sea or land, who shall

be styled companions of the said order; not to be entitled

t the appellation, style, or precedence of knights bachelors,
but to Uke precedence and place of all esquires of the Umi. !

Kingdom. No officer to be nominated a companion of the

order unless he shall previously have received a medal or

other badge of honour, or shall have been specially men-

tioned by name in despatches published in the London
Gazette as having distinguished himself.

The bulletin announcing the re-modelling of the Order
of the Bath was dated Whitehall. January -', 1 .^15.

By another bulletin, dated Whitehall, January G, 1815,

the Prince Regent, acting in the name and on behalf of

his Majesty, having taken into consideration the eminent

services which had been rendered to the empire by the

officers in the service of the Honourable East India Com-

pany, ordained that fifteen of the most distinguished offi-

cers of that service, holding commissions from his Ma-

jesty not below that of lieutenant-colonel, might be raised

to the dignity of knights commanders of the Bath, exclu-

sive of the number of knights commanders belonging to

his Majesty's forces by sea and land who hod been nomi-

nated by the ordinance of January 2. In the event of future

wars, and of actions of signal distinction, the said number
of fifteen to be increased. His Royal Highness further or-

dained that certain other officers of the same sen ice, holding
his Majesty's commission, might be appointed companions
of the Order of the Bath, in consideration of eminent scrxices

rendered in action with the enemy ; and that the said officers

should enjoy all the rights, privileges, and immunities se-

cured to the third class of the said order.

(See Observations introductory to an Historical Essay
ttpon the Knighthood of the Hath, by John Anstis,

4to. Lend. 1 725 ; Selden's Title* of Honour, fol. Loud. 1 6 7
1

.'.

pp. 678, 679; Camdcn's Britannia, fol. Lond. 1637, p. 1 r.';

Sandford's Genealog. Hist. fol. 1707, pp. 267, 431. 501, 562,

578 ; J. C. Dithmari, Comtnentatio de Honoratissimo Or-

dine de Balneo, fol. Franc, ad Viad. 1729; Mrs. S. S.

Banks'* Collections on the Order of the Bath, MSS. Brit.

Mus. ; Statutes of the Order of the Bath, -Ito. Lond. 1 /-' i.

repr. with additions in 1812; Bulletins of the Campaign
1815, pp. 1-18.)

BATH, a place for the purpose of washing the body,
either with hot, warm, or cold water: the word is derived

from the Saxon bafc. The Greek name is balaneion (0X0-
viiov), of which the Roman balineum, or balneum, is only a

slight variation : the elements bal and bad in the Greek
and English words are evidently related. The public baths

of the Romans were generally called Thermer, which lite-

rally means
' warm waters.'

The bath was also in common use among the Greeks,

though we are not well acquainted with the construction

and economy of their bathing-places. At Athens there

were both private and public baths: the public baths appear
to have been the property of individuals, who kept them for

their own profit or let them to others. ( See ISICUR, On the

Inheritance of Dicteogenes, cap. vi. : ditto of Philoctemon,

cap. vi.) Lucian, in his Hippian (vol. iii. ed. Hemsterh.),
has given a description of a magnificent bath. Though he
does not tell us whether it was built in the Roman or the

Greek style, we may safely conclude that he is speaking of

a bath in a Greek city. His description is not precise enough
to render it certain that this bath in its details agrees with

those of Rome and Pompeii ; but the general design and

arrangement appear to be nearly the same.
We learn from Seneca that the Roman baths were

very simple, even mean and dark, in the time of Scipio
Africanus ; and it was not until the age of Agrippa, and
the emperors after Augustus, that they were built and
finished in a style of luxury almost incredible. Seneca

(Epist. Ixxxvi.), who inveighs against this luxury, observes

that ' a person was held to be poor and sordid whose baths
did not shine with a profusion of the most precious mate-

rials, the marbles of Egypt inlaid with those of Nuinidia
;

unlos the walls were laboriously stuccoed in imitation of

painting ; unless the chambers were covered with glass, the

basins with the rareThasian stone, and the water convened

through silver pipes.' These it appears were the luxuries
of plebeian baths. Those of frcedmcn had '

a profusion of

statues, a number of columns supporting nothing, placed as

an ornament merely on account of the expense : the water

murmuring down steps, and the floor of precious stones.'

(Sen. Kpist. Ixxxvi.) These baths of which Seneca speaks
were private baths.

Amminnus Marccllimis reckons sixteen public baths in

Rome. The chief were those of Agrippa, Nero, Titus,
Domitian, Antoninus Caracalla, and Diocletian. These
edifices, <IiflVriiiK, of course, in magnitude and splendour,
and in the details of the arrangement, were all construoinl
on a common plan. They tood among extensive gardens
and walks, and were often surrounded by a portico. The
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main building contained large halls for swimming and

bathing, some for conversation, others for various athletic

and manly exercises, and some for the declamation of poets
and the lectures of philosophers : in a word, for every species
of polite and manly amusement. These noble rooms were
lined and paved with marble, adorned with the most valu-

able columns, paintings, and statues, and furnished with

collections of books for the studious who resorted to them.

(See Pompeii, published by the Society for the Diffusion of

Useful Knowledge, vol. i.) These baths, which were called

Thermte, are now all in ruins. The test preserved are

those of Titus, Diocletian, and Antoninus Caracalla. (See

B A T

Life fif Anlun. Caracal!, by J&\. Spartianns.) We here
subjoin a plan of the baths of Caraealla, which were finished,
according to Eusebius, in the fourth year of that em-
peror's reign. The most complete and elegant baths had
generally the following apartments: An apodyterium, or
room for undressing ; an unctuarium, for the ointments

;

a sphseristerium, or large room for exercises; a caliihi

lavatio, or warm bath
;
a laconicum, or hot room for sweat-

ing; a tcpidarium, or warm room with a tepid bath; and
a frigidarium, which contained the cold bath : to these may
be added rooms for feasting and conversation. (Cameron Oil
Roman Baths.)

sooaooooooooooooooooooooo ooo OQoo&ooQOQQOC'OooooooQ'!
[Plan of the Baths of Caracalia from the measurements of Palladio.]

Seal* of E*sliik ft.-t.

100 SCO 800

A. a 'circular room, over which was a roof of
copper; B. the Apodyterium ; C, the Xystus; D, the Piscina; E, Vestibules on the tide of the Piscina,

which served for the spectators and to contain the clothes of those who bathed; F, Vestibules at entering the Thermic; on each skip were libraries;
(*, G, Rooms where the wrestlers prepared for the exercises of the Palaestra, with a staircase to ascend to the upper story ; H, H, the Peristyles, which
we find in all the Roman Therma1

, having in the middle a Piscina for bathing; I, I, the Ephebium or place of exercise
; K, K, the Klicotheaium, or

Elvothekitun ( EXa*-3w0y-3>jxj0v) ; L, L, Vestibules, over which there is another room with a Mosaic pavement; M, M, Laconicum; N, N, Warm
Bulb ; O. O, Teptdarium ; P. P, FrigMarium ; Q, Q. Rooms for the spectator! anil for the use of Hie wrestlers ; R, R, ExhcdiK for the philosophers ; S,

Stadium; T. T. Places for heating the water; I', V. Cells for bathing ; W, W. Rooms for conversation; X. X, Cisterns of three stories to receive
rain-ater: Y, Y, lite Conisterium ; X. /, Recesses for ornament, and which served for the spectators to sit in; 1, Theatre for the spectators to see the
exercises in the open air; 2. Apartments of two stories for the use of those who had the care of the baths; 3, 3, Kxhedrffi, where the pymnastir exerci:

were taught; 4,4. Rooms for those who exercised in the Stadium; 5.5. Atria to the academies ; 6, B, Temples ; 7, 7, Acarlemii s; 8, 8. Arcades for them
ters to walk in, detached from the uoise of the Paltestra; 9,9, Covered Haths; 10, 10, Stairs, &c., which led to the tup; 11, 11, Stairs by which you ascended
the Patoitra.

Flaminius Vacca informs us that in 1471 there was to be
seen in these baths an artificial island formed of marble, full

of the remains of figures which had been carved on it. Near
the island was a ship, with many figures in it, much broken.

There was also a bathing vessel of granite. Two labra of

granite, found in the same place, are now employed as

fountains in the great square before the Farnese Palace at

Rome. In these baths were also found the Farnese Her-
cules and the great group of statues known by the name of
the Farnese Bull. Besides the great granite column now
in the palace of S. Lorenzo at Florence, Piranesi tells us
that he saw, in the peristyle, two fountains enriched with
the remains of bas relief*.

'

mas-
,ded to

The provincial towns had also their baths, both public
and private. The public baths of Pompeii, which were dis-

covered in 1 824, in a very perfect state, throw much light
on what the Roman writers, and especially Vitruvius, have
written on the subject. The following description of them
is taken from the second Tolume of the Pompeii, (published

by the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge), with

a few verbal alterations, and some omissions. These baths

occupy a space of about 100 feet square, and are divided

into three separate and distinct parts. One of them was

appropriated to the fire-places and to the servants of the

establishment ; the other two were occupied each by a set

of baths contiguous to each other, similar, and adapted to

NO. 208. [THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.] VOL. IV, E
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the tame purpose*, and supplied with heat and water from

the Mine fiirnace, and from the same reservoir. The apart-

ments .iii.l passage* are pavod with white marble in mosaic,

.xmjeclured that the more spacious of the two sets of

bath* was for the use of the men, the smaller for the women.

Vilrmius (lili. v. cap. 10) says that the raldanum for il.e

women should be contiguous to that for the men, and l>c

exposed to the game aspect : l'r thus the same hynocaiistimi.

or store, may suffice fur both. Annex.-il i< the plan of

these Pompeian baths, situated near the Forum.
I 1IK in a.

[Plan of the Baths discovered in Pompeii, from the Altuco Bortonico.']

1. Piscina ; 9, Street, over which was, an aqueduct to conroy tin- water from
the Piscina to the batht : 3, Entrance to the baths of the men ; 4, Watercloset ;

5, Cot tile, court, or vestibule to the baths; 6, Channel to collect the rain-

water from the portico; 7 Colonnade round thive sidt-s of the vestibule; 8,

Seats under the colonnade (Scholar) ; 9, Oecns or exhedra ; 10, Passage lead-

ing out of the baths; 11, Watercloset ; 13, Entrance from the street of For-

tune ; 13* Passage leading into the Apodyterium ; 14, Apodyterium ; !

16, Passage leading to the street; 17. Entrance from th<- s-tnvt uf the arch
;

18, Wardrobe ; 19, Priuidatium ; SO, Niche in the Frucidarium ; SI* Alvcus
or TMae of the Frigidarium ; 83, n hronto spout, through which the water ran

into the Alveus ; 23, Pipe out of which the water escaped ; 24. Passages which
teatl from the Apodyierlum to the furnaces ; lift. Apartment for ih<% t-tokt-rs ;

96, Doorway leading from this npartment to the street of the arch ; 37, Fur-

naoe; **. Calidarium, or boiler for hot water ; Sy, Tcpidarium, or rccept ivW

! li^idarium.or reservoir for cold water ; 31. Stairs lending
to the boilers ; 3d. Patsafte mhich \<-An from the boilers lo the court, where,
the fuel for the stoves was kept ; 33, the rourt for fuel ; 34, Columns u Inch

supported the roofof the court ; 35, Stairs which lend to the arched roofs of the

baths; 36, Door opening into the street of the Forum; ;7. Tepid.irium ; 38.
Place where the brouxe brazier was found : ;> n,i. .1

or hollow floor; 40, Laconicurn ; 41, I,ubrum ; -1^, Hut lUth ; 43, Kntranre
to the baths for the women ; 44. Vestibule with seats ; 45, PuaaffO leai

the Apodyterium ; 40, Apodyterium ; 4?, Seat* in the same ; 4H, Fri^idarium ;

49, Teiiidiirium; 60, Culilaiium with a hollow pnvrnii-ut; 51

52, Labrum ; S3, Hot Bath ; 54, a small room, use unknown
; 65, Street, called

the street of tho arch ; 56, Stairs ; 57. 58, Two small voids without any com-
mUDioatiou .

[Section of the Apodyttrium and Frifidarium of the Mrn'i BaUu.J

I. Wto&TW elovd with (nal paM of nUai: 1, Deooratxl Arrhitolt : 8. a plara for a Unp ; 4. S.-al of Ih* ApolyU-iium with atalMd ,Uti, wninj
M a touted ; t, lluln in which wen ptgt lit the drtam ; 6, a Winilow ; 7, Couioal Criling of the Prigidarium j 8. Niche. ; 9. Alvcu. ur marble va-.

t. There were three entrances to the furnacea whii-hTim piM-ina or reservoir was separated at Pompeii from
itlm themselves by the street which open-, into the

a. The
pipe*

which communicated hente.'n tin-

voir and the bath passed over an arch thrown aero

1 I he warm nnd vapmir-batlis. The chief entrance
1 iipiin n court of an irregular figure, fit lor containing

wood and other necessaries for the use of the establish?
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covered in part by a roof; the rafters of the roof rested at

one end on tho Literal walls, and at the other on two co-

lumns, constructed with small pieces of stone. From hence
a very small staircase led to the furnaces, and to the upper
part of the baths. Another led to the small room, called

the prcefurnium, into which projects the mouth of a furnace.
In this room were the attendants on the furnace, or stokers

(fornacarii), whose duty it was to keep up the fires. Here
was found a quantity of pitch, used by the furnace-men to

enliven the flres the stairs in the room (25) led up to tho

[Section of the CaUarium of the Men's Baths.]

1, Window; 2, a circular aperture by which tho temperature was regulated; 3, another window; 4, Laconicum ; 5, a place for a lamp; 6, Labnini ;

7. Leaden pipe through which the water of the Labrum was either introduced or marte its escape ; 8, Hollow walls of the Caldarium; 9, Hollow pavement
covered with Mosaic; 10, Small piers which support the pavement; 11, The communication between the hollow pavement and the furnace; 12, Hot Bath;
13, Steps to ascend the bath. (iltaeo Barbonico, vol. ii.)

coppers. The third entrance led from the apodyterium of

the men's baths by means of a corridor (23). There is no
communication between these furnaces and the bath of the

women, which was heated from them. The furnace was

round, and had in the lower part of it two pipes, which trans-

mitted hot air under the pavements, and between the walls

of the vapour-baths, which were built hollow for that purpose.
Close to the furnace, at the distance of four inches, a round

vacant space still remains, in which was placed the copper
(caldarium) for boiling water ; near which, with the same
interval between them, was situated the copper for warm
water (tepidarium) ; and at the distance of two feet from
this was the receptacle (30) for cold water (frigidarium),
which was square, and plastered round the interior, liko the

piscina or reservoir. A constant communication was main-
tained between these vessels, so that as fast as hot water
WHS drawn off from the caldarium, the void was supplied
from the tepidarium, which being already considerably
heated, did but slightly reduce the temperature of the hotter

boiler. The tepidarium in its turn was supplied from the

piscina, and that from the aqueduct. The t-n:;s frigida-

rium, tepidarium, and caldarium were applied to the apart-
ments in which the cold, tepid, and hot-baths were placed,
as well as to tho vessels already described under these re-

spective names. The furnace and the coppers were placed
between the men's baths and the women's baths, as near
as possible to both, to avoid the waste of heat consequent
on transmitting the fluids through a length of pipe. The

coppers and reservoir were elevated considerably above the

baths, to cause the water to flow more rapidly into them.
The men's bath had three public entrances (3,12,17).

Entering at the principal one (12), which opens to the street

leading to the forum, we descend three steps into the (5)

vestibule, cortile, or portico of the baths, along three sides of

which runs a portico (ambulacrum). The seats (8), which
are arranged round the walls, were for the slaves who ac-

companied their masters to the baths, and for the servants

of the baths themselves, to whom also the apartment (9)

appears to have been appropriated. In this court was found
the box for the quadrans, or piece of money, which was paid

by each bather. Another door (17) leads to the same ves-

tibule by means of a corridor. From the Street of the Arch
(55) we proceed through the passage (17) into the apodyte-
rium, or undressing-room [14), which is also accessible by
another corridor (13) from a street called the street of the

arch : a vast number of lamps were found here. Tho ceiling
of this passage is decorated with stars. The apodyterium has
three seats, made of lava, with a step to place the feet on

;

holes still remain in the wall, in which (it is conjectured) pegs
were fixed for the bothers to hang their clothes upon. This
room is highly decorated with stuccoed ornaments, relieved

by colour. In the centre of the end of the room is a small

opening or recess, once covered with a piece of glass ;
in this

recess, as is plain I
1 urn the appearance of smoke, a lamp has

been placed. In the archivolt, or vaulted roof, immediately
'above, is a window two feet eight inches high, and three

feet eight inches broad, closed by a single pane of cast glass
two-fifths of an inch thick, fixed into the wall, and ground
on one side : the floor is paved with white marble worked
in mosaic, and the ceiling divided into pannels. In this

room there are six doors, one leading to the prsefurnium,
another into a small room, perhaps designed for a wardrobe,
the third by a narrow passage into the street

; the fourth
to the tepidarium ;

the fifth to the fri<;idarium ; and the
sixth, along the corridor .o the y.'rtibale or portico of tho
bath.

The frigidarium (19), or cold-bath, is a round chamber,
with a ceiling in the form of a truncated cone ; near the

top is a window from which it was lighted. The plinth,
or base of the wall, is entirely of marble, and four niches are

disposed round the room at equal distances ; in these niches
were seats (scholco) for the convenience of the bathers.

The basin (alveus) is twelve feet ten inches in diameter,
two feet nine inches deep, and entirely lined with white
marble ; two marble steps facilitate the descent into the

basin, and at the bottom is a sort of cushion (pulvinus), also

of marble, to enable those who bathed to sit down. The
water ran into this bath in a copious stream, through a

spout or lip of bronze four inches wide, placed in the wall

three feet seven inches from tho edge of the basin. At
the bottom of the alveus is a small outlet, for the purpose of

emptying and cleansing it ; and in the rim there is a waste

pipe to carry oflf the superfluous water : like the apodyte-
rium, the frigidarium has been highly decorated, and is

remarkable for its preservation and beauty. The tepidarium
(37), or warm-chamber, adjoining the apodyterium, was so

called, from a warm but soft and mild temperature, which

prepared the bodies of the bathers for the more intense heat
of the vapour and hot-baths, and vice versa, softened the

transition from the hot-bath to the external air. This apart-
ment is decorated with niches, divided by telam<Jnes [see

ATLANTKS]. The room was highly enriched, both with stucco
ornaments and colour, and was lighted by a window two
feet six inches high and three feet wide, in the bronze
frame of which were found set four very beautiful panes of

glass, fastened by small nuts and screws, very ingeniously
contrived with a view to their being removed at pleasure.
In this room a large bronze brazier and three bronze
benches were found. A doorway led from the tupidarium
into the caldarium, or vapour-bath (39) ;

at one end was the

laconicum, where a vase (41) for washing the hands and
face was placed, called labrum ; on the opposite side of tht
room was the hot bath, called lavacrum. Vitruvius, in ex-

plaining the structure of the apartments, says, (cap. xi.

lib. v.)
' Here should be placed the vaulted sweating-room,

twice the length of its width, which should have at one end
the laconicum, made as described above, at the other end
the hot-bath.' This apartment is exactly as described,
twice the length of its width, exclusively of the laconicum
at one end, and the hot-bath at the other. The pavement
and walls of the whole were made hollow, to admit the heat.

Vitruvius nevei mentions the laconicum as beintr separated
E2
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from the vapour-bath : it may therefore be presumed to

li.i\ i- ben always connected with it in hi* time, although in

the therina' constructed liy the later emperor* it appear*

always to have formed a separate apartment. In the baths

.ipt-u they are united, and adjoin the tcpidorium, in this

respect exactly agreeing with the description of Vitruvius.

The laconicum is a largo semicircular niche, seven feet

wide, and three feet six inches deep, in the middle of which

was placed a vase, or labrum. The ceiling was formed by a

quarter of a sphere ;
and it had on one side a circular open-

ing one foot six inches in diameter, over which, according to

Vitruvius, a shield of bronze was suspended, which, by means
of a chain attached to it, could be drawn over, or drawn
aside from the aperture, and thus regulate the temperature
of the bath.

The lacomcum at Pompeii does not exactly correspond
with the luroiiieum painted on the walls of the baths of

Titus, and the laconicum described by Vitruvius. In the

laconicum of Pompeii there is no cupola, such as we sec

represented in the painting of the baths of Titus, nor aper-
ture in the floor, although the flue in the hypocaustum runs

beneath it. The brazen shield also is applied to regulate
the escape of heat through the roof, not to admit or exclude

the smoke and flame coming direct from the furnace, as

appears to have been the case in the baths of Titus. The

latter was a clumsy and dirty way of heating a room, and

strangely at variance, if it were really practise.!,
with the

implied elegance and luxury prevailing in every- part of the

Roman baths. The cupola in the baths of Titus might.

however, have been & contrivance similar t our modern
stoves for heating with hot air. Where this cupola did not

exist, the room probably was heated, as at Pompeii, by a

large brasier. The proper meaning of the word laconicum,
liether it should be applied to the cupola and clypcus, or

to the room in which they were plarcd, has been much
ili-puicd. It seems pretty certain that the name laconicum,
wlueii meant, iii the first instance, the small cupola with

the clypeus, became afterwards the name fur that part of

the room for which it was originally placed, even afier the

cupola had fallen into disuse, possibly from the discovery of

a better method of heating the room.

Where the ceiling of the laconicum joined the ceiling of

the vnpour-bath, there was immediately over the centre of

the vase, or labrum, a window three feet four inches wide ;

and there were two square lateral windows in the ceiling of

the vapour-bath, one foot four inches wide, and one foot

high, from which the light fell perpendicularly on the labrum
as recommended by Vitruvms that the shadows of those
who surrounded it might not be thrown upon the \i---rl.

(Vitruv.)

r

_Kr]>ref*nution of Maths, from the pAinting* discovered in the Batha of Titus. j

The labrum was a great basin, or round vase of white

marble, rather more than five feet in diameter, into which
the hot water bubbled up through u pipe in its centre; it

served for the partial ablutions of those who took the vapour-
hath. It wag raised about three feet six inches above the
level of the pavement, on a round base, built of small pieces
of stone or lava, stuccoed and coloured. In the Vatican
there is a magnificent porphyry labrum, found in one of the

imperial baths; and Baccius, u great modern authority on
baths (see bis work De Thermit, Venice, Ii88, and Rome,

i. speaks of lubra made of gloss. This apartment,
like the others, is highly enriched. The hot bath (J2) on
the plan, occupied the whole end of the room opposite the
laconicum and next to the furnace. It was four feet four
inches long, and one foot eight inches deep, constructed

entirely of marble, with only one pipe to introduce the water,
and was elevated two steps above the floor, while a single
step led down into the bath itself, forming a continuous
bench round it for the convenience of the bathers.
The Romans, who, according to Vitruvius, called their

vapour-baths caldaria, or sudationes concamcratoe, con-
structed them with suspended or hollow floors, and with
hollow walls communicating with the furnace, that the smoke
and hot air might be spread over a large surface, and rea-

dily raise them to the required warmth. The temperature
was regulated by the clypeus or bronze shield already de-
scribed, which acted as a ventilator.

In the baths of Pompeii, the hollow floors are thus con-
structed : upon a floor of cement, made of lime and pounded
brick, were built small brick pillars, nine inches square,
and one foot seven inches high, supporting strong tiles,
fifteen inches square; the pavement was laid on these tiles,

and incruHled with mosaic. The hollow walls, the void

spaces of which communicated with the hollow of the sus-

pended pivement. were, constructed in the following man-
ner. Upon the walls large square tiles were fastened, by
means of iron clamps. These tile* were made in a curious
manner ; while the clay was moist, some circular instrument

was pushed through the tiles, so as to make a hole, at the

same time forcing out the clay, and forming a hollow pro-

jection or pipe, about three inches long, on the inside of the

tile : these being made at the four corners, iron clamps

passed through them, and fastened them to the wall.

The sides of the apartments being thus formed, were after-

wards carefully stuccoed and painted. The hollow space in

the walls of the bath at Pompeii reaches to the top of the

cornice: but the ceilings are not hollow, as in the baths

which Vitruvius described, and which he distinguishes, for

that reason, by the name of concameratic. The ceilings of

the apod} luriuin, tepidarium, and the culdarium arc arched.

[Tiauivrisv Seclion of the Apoitytrium.J

The women's bath resembles very much that of the men,
and differs only in being smaller and less ornamented : for

nn account of it, we refer to Cell's Pompeii, the Miueu Jinr-

. and I'ompeii published by the Society for the Dif-

f Useful Knowledge.
V itruvius recommends a situation for baths, which is de-

fended from the north and north-west winds, and he gays
that the windows should be opposite the south, or, if the

nature of the ground will not permit this, at least towards

the south, because the hours of bathing among the Romans
being from after mid-day till evening, those who bathed
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could by these windows have the advantage of the rays and
the heat of the declining sun. Accordingly the baths just
described have the greater part of their windows turned

to the south, and are constructed in a low part of the city,

where the adjoining buildings served as a protection from
the north-west winds.

The baths at Rome were on a much larger scale. The

public baths of Caracalla were 1500 feet in length, and
1250 in breadth- 'at each end were two temples, one to

Apollo, and another to Esculapius, as the tutelary deities

of the place (genii tutelares), sacred to the improvement of

the mind, and the care of the body ;
the two other temples

were dedicated to the two protecting divinities of the Anto-
nine family, Hercules and Bacchus. In the principal build-

ing were, in the first place, a grand circular vestibule, with
four halls on each side, for cold, tepid, warm, and steam
baths

;
in the centre was an immense square for exercise,

when the weather was unfavourable to it in the open air
;

beyond it a great hall, where 1600 marble seats were placed
for the convenience of the bathers

;
at each end of this hall

were libraries. This building terminated on both sides in a

court surrounded with porticos, with an odeum for music,
and in the middle a spacious basin for swimming. Round
this edifice were walks shaded by rows of trees, particularly
the plane ; and in its front extended a gymnasium for run-

ning, wrestling, &c. in fine weather. The whole was
bounded by a vast portico, opening into exhedrao or spacious
halls, where the poets declaimed, and philosophers gave
lectures to their auditors. This immense fabric was adorned,
within and without, with pillars, stucco-work, paintings, and
statues. The stucco and paintings arc yet in many places

perceptible. Pillars have been dug up, and some still re-

main amidst the ruin ; while the Farnesian bull and the fa-

mous Hercules, found in one of these halls, announce the

multiplicity and beauty of the statues which once adorned

the Thermse of Caracalla,' (Eustace's Classical Tour, vol.

i. p. 226.) For an account of the baths of Titus and Dio-

cletian, see the same author.

On entering these baths the bathers first proceeded to

undress. They next went to the elseothesium (the oil-cham-

ber), as it was called in Greek, or unctuariuni, where they
anointed themselves all over with a coarse cheap oil before

they began their exercise. (Plin. xv. c. 4 & 7.) Here the

liner odoriferous ointments which were used on coming out
of the bath were also kept (Plin. 1. ii. Epist. 41.) and the
r"mi was so situated as to receive a considerable degree of

heat. This chamber of perfumes was full of pots, like an apo-

thecary's shop ; and those who wished to anoint and perfume
the body received perfumes and unguents. In the repre-
sentation of a Roman bath, copied from a painting on a
wall fprming part of the baths of Titus, the unctuarium,
called also elax>thesium, appears filled with a vast number of

vases. The vases contained a great variety of perfumes and
balsams. When anointed, the bathers passed into the

sphccristerium, a very light and extensive apartment, in

which were performed the various kinds of exercises to

which this part of the baths was appropriated. (Plin. lib.

i. Epist. 101.) When its situation permitted, this apartment
was exposed to the afternoon sun, otherwise it was supplied
with heat from the furnace. (Plin. 1. 11. Epist. 41.) After
the exercise, they wont to the adjoining warm-bath, wherein

they sat and washed themselves. The seat was below the

surface of the water, and upon it they scraped themselves

with instruments 'called strigiles, which were usually made
of bronze, but sometimes of iron or brass. (Martial, lib. xiv.

Epig. 51.) This operation was performed by an attendant

slave. The use of the
strigil

is represented on a vase,

found lately on the estate of Lucien Buonaparte at Canino.
The vase is large and shallow, and painted within and
without. (Vol. i. p. 183. Pompeii.) From the drawings on
it we learn that the bathers sometimes used the strigils

themselves, after which they rubbed themselves with their

h*ands, and then were washed from head to foot, by pails
or vases of water being poured over them. They were
then carefully dried with cotton and linen cloths, and
covered with a light shaggy mantle, called gausape. Effe-

minate persons had the hairs of their bodies pulled out with

tweezers. When they were thoroughly dried, and their

nails cut, slaves came out of the elsoothesium, carrying
with them little vase* of alabaster, bronze, and terracotta,
full of perfumed oils, with which they had their bodies

anointed, by causing the oil U> be slightly rubbed over

every part, even to the soles of their feet. After this they
resumed their clothes. On quitting the warm-bath they
went into the tepidarium, and either passed very slowly
through or stayed some time in it, that they might not too

suddenly expose their bodies to the atmosphere in the
frigi-

darium
;

for these last rooms appear to have been used
chiefly to soften the transition from the intense heat of the
caldarium to the open air.

' It is probable that the Romans resorted to the baths,
at the same time of the day that others were accustomed to
make use of their private baths. This was generally from
two o'clock in the afternoon till the dusk of the evening, at

which time the baths were shut till two the next day. This

practice however varied at different times. Notice was given
when the baths were ready, by the ringing of a bell ; the

people then left the sphseristerium, and hastened to the

caldarium, lest the water should cool. (Martial, lib. xiv. Epig.
163.) But when bathing became more universal among
the Romans, this part of the day was insufficient, and they
gradually exceeded the hours that had been allotted for that

purpose. Between two and three in the afternoon was, how-
ever, the most eligible time for the exercises of the pa-
laestra. Hadrian forbade any but those who were sick to
enter the public baths before two o'clock. The thermos
were by few emperors allowed to be continued open so late
as five in the evening. Martial says, that after four o'clock

they demanded a hundred quadrantes of those who bathed.

This, though a hundred times the usual price, only amounted
to nineteen-pence. We learn from the same author, that
the baths were opened sometimes earlier than two o'clock.

He says that Nero's baths were exceeding hot at twelve

o'clock, and the steam of the water immoderate. (Mart,
lib. x. Epig. 48.) Alexander Severus, to gratify the people
in their passion for bathing, not only suffered the thermae
to be opened before break of day, which had never been

permitted before, but also furnished the lamps wilh oil, for

the convenience of the people.' (See Cameron On Roman
Baths, p. 40.)

[Coin representing the Baths of Alexander Severn*.]

The thermae were constructed at a vast expense, and prin-

cipally for the use of the poorer classes, though all ranks

frequented them for the sake of the various conveniences
which they contained.

'

Nothing relating to the thermal has more exercised the
attention of the learned than the manner of supplying the

great number of bathing vessels made use of in them with
warm water. For, supposing each cell of Diocletian's baths

large enough to contain six people, yet, even at that mode-
rate computation, 18,000 persons might be bathing at the

same time; and as no vestiges remain of any vessels in the

thermst, to give the least foundation for conjecturing in

what manner this was performed, it has been generally re-

ferred to the same, process described b* Vitruvius on a
similar subject.

' Baccius has more professedly treated this subject than

any modern author. He imagined that the water might be
derived from the castellu, which he observed to be situated

without the thermae ;
but as these castella were upon a level

with the thermal themselves, he thinks for that reason they
were obliged to make use of machines to raise the water to

such a height, as he observed it to have been by the ruins

of Diocletian's baths. What led Baccius into this way of

thinking was the number of pipes which he saw dug up
under the open area, where there had never been any build-

ings, all of them surrounded with Hues from the hypo-
caustum. He therefore imagined that the water was heated

on the outside of the therma); but this supposition appeared
so full of difficulties, as, upon reflection, to discourage him
from inquiring any further into the subject.' (Cameron.) By
the assistance of two sections of the castella of Antoninus,
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drawn 1>> Piraneu, Cameron endetvoun to thou DM method

adopted by the Romans to heat the large b xlion of water

which their , \trniive thornue mutt hare required.

To have a clear conception of the manner in which this

WM executed, it will be necessary to refer to a plate of these

two sections.

.

ditto.

[Vim in ihc Floon nd W.1U- [Specimen of Hollow pave .

From Cnim-roii )
menl. From Cameron.]

' The pastcllum of the therms) of Antoninus Caraoalla

was supplied with water by the aqueduct of Antoninus.

Two of the arches of this aqueduct are represented at A
;

B is a cistern which received the water from tho aqueduct;
C is an aperture for permitting the descent of the water from

the receptacle to the chamber below ;
D is a receptacle with

a mosaic pavement, wherein the water was exposed to the

heat of the sun ; E is another aperture through which the

water passed into the lowest chambers placed immediately
over the hj pocaustum ; F, the hypocaustmn ;

O O, doors

for introducing the fuc4. A transverse section through the

mid'lle of the same castellum is given at H.
'

By the plan of this castellum, it appears that there were

twenty-eight of these vaulted rooms placed over the hypo-
causlum : thry were placed in two rows, fourteen on a side,

and had all a communication with each other. The sections

show, fhat over these were twenty eight other rooms, having
likewise a communication with each other, although only
one of them had any communication with the chambers
below, through the aperture at E. Upon the top of all was
a spacious receptacle, not very deep, but extending the

wlmle length of the castellum, in which the water was con-

siderably heated by the influence of the sun, before it passed
into the several chambers. This receptacle received its

water from the cistern B, and not immedintely from the

aqueduct. The use of this cistern appears to have eonsi-h <\

in promoting a more gentle flow of the water into the re-

ceptacle, that its surface might not be ruffled by the least

agitation, as that would very much have counteracted the

purposes to which the receptacle was applied, nothing c<m-

Intuiting so much as tranquillity in the water to acquire all

the ndvantages from the influence of the sun its situation

would permit. When there was no offlux from the inferior

Hi unbcrs, there could be no demands forwatcr from the re-

ceptacle, which would have been liable to overflow were
there not an 8|>crtiire in the side of the cistern, through
which the water ran off in different direction* from that

which was used for bathing. I>uring all this time the

water in the receptacle would be in the most perfect stntc of

rest The cistern, therefore, answered two material pur-

poee*, as it prevented any agitation in the water of the re-

ceptacle, and likewise carried off what was superfluous.
The twent) -eight vaulted chambers, placed immediately
over tho hypocaustum, would now iK-gin to be heated, which
h'Mt they would acquire so much the quicker, as only one
of them had any communication with the external air by
the aperture* (' and K. They therefore evidently we;

structcd upon the same principle m 1'apinius's digester, the

itrength of the walls and of tho roof being sufficient !

the force of the rarefaction of the air in the water, and e-m-

scquently to prevent any loss from evaporation. Tines were
still necessary to give the water a heat sufficient for bathing.
The arched cbamlwrs were also supplied with Hues, N N, from

'Snlioni of the Cn.tcllum of Anton'uui Cracalb Fmm Cameron.]

the hyjrx-austum, and served as a reservoir of tepid water for

thosc'bclow. The water they received was likewise, heated

by the sun. When tho time for bathing was come, the

were turned to admit the hot water from the lower chambers

into the labra of the baths, to which it would run with :

velocity, and ascend a perpendicular height in the then mi',

equal to the surface of the receptacle in the castellum. The
current would be accelerated by the great tendency the

water would have to expand itself after having been con-

fined in the chambers. The pressure of the column of tepid

water was equal to, if not greater than the diameter of the

column of hot water which ran out from the chambers below.

To prevent the water cooling as it passed through the tubes

underground, they were all carefully surrounded with flues

from the pra-furnium, so that these tubes were in the centre

of a funnel, and always considerably heated before the water

entered them. Each of these chambers was, within the walls,

forty-nine feet six inches long, by twenty-seven feet six inches

wide, and about thirty high ; the number of superficial feet

in the bottom of the rooms being 38,115. If we allow thirty
feet for the mean height, the whole quantity of water in

these lower rooms will amount to 1,143,430 cubic feet, and
the like quantity must he allowed for the upper rooms:

allowing, therefore, eight cubic feet of warm water us suffi-

cient for one man to bathe in, and that water preserve;! in a

bathing heat in the labrum half an hour, the whole con-

sumption of hot water, in this given time, for is.dtui
[>

would be 144.000 cubic feet. By this calculation there

would he a sufficient quantity of water for three hour-, or

until five in the evening, for 1 OH, 000 people. The water,

however, would gradually cool as it flowed in from the higher
chambers.

' We have no intimation from the antients when they firs'

fell upon this expedient for heatinu such law l-o

water, whether it was the imcnlion of the Romans or hr

from the Hast. We may reasonably suppose, that as it WHS
not necessary In-fore- the public warm-baths were built in

Rome, it w B antient than the time of Aim"
in whose reign we are told by Dion Cassius (lit). Iv.) tint

Mcctcnns first instituted a swimming-bath of warm water,

or n ealida piscina.' (Cameron.)
But few Roninn citizens i um-tance were with-

out the luxury of a private hath, which varied m their

struct ion aeeonl!i '-'c or prc<li;:!iliiy
of their owner.

'Amongst many articles of luxury for which I'lim censure*

the ladies <>| his tiui", lie ta',- I their bathing-rooms

being paved with silver. Kven the metal lines of the i

cau.-tmn were i;ilt.' (Sec Cameron On H'IHIHII Jliil/m.

an account of the private baths, see I'nmprii. vol. i. p. 199.)
The I'ersian manner of biilhinu, in some respects, is n,.t

unlike that adopted by the antient Romans. .Sir R. Ker
Porter dcscrilws it in the following terms :

' The bather

having undressed in the outer room, and retaining nothing
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about him but a piece of loose cloth round his waist, is con-
ducted by the proper attendant into the hall of the bath ; a

large white sheet is then spread on the floor, on which the
bather extends himself; the attendant brings from the cis-

tern, which is warmed from the boiler below, a succession ol

pails of water, which he continues to pour over the bather
until he is well drenched and heated; the attendant then
takes his employer's head upon his knees, and rubs in with
all his might a sort of wet paste of henna plant into the
mustachios and beard

; in a few minutes this poma.lo dyes
them a bright red. Again he has recourse to the little pail,
and showers upon his quiescent patient another torrent o(

warm water ; then, putting on a glove of soft hair, yet pos-
sessing some of the scrubbing-brush qualities, he first takes
the limbs and then the body, rubbinsr them hard for three-

quarters of an hour: a third splashing from the pail prepares
the operation of the pumice stone ; this he applies to the
soles of the feet. The next process seizes the hair of the

face, whence the henna is cleansed away, and replaced by
another paste called rang, composed of the leaves of the in-

digo plant. To this succeeds the shampooing, which is done
by pinching, pulling, and nibbing with so much force and
pressure as to produce a violent glow over the whole frame.
This over, the shampooed body, reduced again to its pro-
strate state, is rubbed all over with a preparation of soap con-
fined in a bag till it is one mass of lather. The soap is then
washed off with warm water, when a complete ablution suc-
ceeds by his being led to the cistern and plunged in. He
passes five or six minutes enjoying the perfectly pure ele-

ment ; and then, emerging, has a large dry sheet thrown
over him, in which he makes his escape back to the dressing
room.' (Sir R. Ker Porter's Travels, vol. i. p. 231.) For a

representation of shampooing in a Turkish bath, see the
first volume of plates belonging to the great French work
on Egypt. (Etiit Moderne.)
The Russian baths, as used by the common people, bear

a close resemblance to the laconicum of the Romans. '

They
usually consist of wooden houses, situated, if possible, by the
side of a running stream. In the bath-room is a large
vaulted oven, which when heated makes the paving-stones
lying upon it red hot, and adjoining to the oven is a kettle
fixed in masonry, for the purpose of holding boiling water.
Round about the walls are three or four rows of benches, one
above another, like the seats of a scairold. The room has
little light, but here and there are apertures for letting the

vapour escape ; the cold water that is wanted is let in by
small channels. Some baths have an ante-chamber for

dressing and undressing, but in most of them this is done
in the open court-yard, which has a boarded fence, and is

provided with benches of planks. In those parts of the

counlry where wood is scarce they sometimes consist of

wretched caverns, commonly dug in the earth close to

the bank of some river. In the houses of wealthy indi-

viduals, and in the pa.aces of the great, they are constructed
in the same manner, but with superior elegance and con-

venience. The heat in the bath-room is usually from 32 to

40 of Re'aumur, and this may be much increased by throw-

Ing water on the glowing hot stones in the chamber of the

oven. Thus the heat often rises to 44 of Reaumur. The
bathers lie quite naked on one of the benches, where they
perspire more or less, in proportion to the heat of the humid
atmosphere in which they are enveloped ; while, to promote
perspiration, and more completely open the pores, they are

first rubbed, then gently flagellated with leafy bunches of

birch. After remaining for some time in this state, they
come down from the sweating-bench and wash their bodies

with warm or c<>ld water, and at last plunge overhead in a

tub of water. Many persons throw themselves immediately
from the bath-room into the adjoining river, or roll themselves
in the snow in a frost of 10 or more. The Russian baths
are therefore (cnncamerata; nidationes) sweating-baths : not
of a moderate warmth, like the Roman tepidaria or caldaria,

but very violent sweating-baths, which, to a person not

habituated to the practice, bring on a real, though a gentle
nml almost voluptuous swoon? (Tcoke's Russia.) [See
BATHIJJO.]
The savage tribes of America are not wholly unacquainted

with the use of the vapour-bath. Lewis and Clarke, in their

-'o up the Missouri, have described one of them in the

ing terms :

' We observed avapour-bath orsweating-
li'iusn in a different form from that used on the frontiers of

the United States or in the Rocky Mountains. It was a

hollow square of ix or eight feet deep, formed in the river

bank by damming up with mud the other three sides, and
covering the whole completely, except an aperture about
two feet wide at the top. The bathers descend by this hole,

taking with them a number of heated stones and jugs of

water; and, after being seated round the room, throw the
water on the stones till the steam becomes of a temperature
sufficiently high for their purposes. The baths of the
Indians in the Rocky Mountains are of different sizes, the
most common being made of mud and sticks like an oven;
but the mode of raising the steam is exactly the same.

Among both these nations it is very uncommon for a man
to bathe alone

;
he is generally accompanied by one, or some-

times several, of his acquaintance ; indeed it is so essentially
a social amusement, that to decline going in to bathe when
invited by a friend is one of the highest indignities that can
be offered to him. The Indians on the frontiers generally
use a bath which will accommodate only one person, and is

formed of wicker-work, about four feet high, arched at the

top and covered with skins. Almost universally, these baths
are in the neighbourhood of running water, into which the
Indians plunge immediately on coming out of the vapour-
bath, and sometimes return again and subject themselves to

a second perspiration ;
and the bath is employed by them

either for pleasure or health, being in esteem for all kinds of
disease.'

In France there are baths in all the towns ; and bathing
is practised more than in Germany or England, where baths
are rare. There are but few baths in London, and those
established there would not suffice for a small fraction of
the population, if bathing were a common practice. Still of

late years baths have increased both in London and Eng-
land generally.
Antient Roman baths have been found in several of the

Roman villas in England; that at Northleigh in Oxford-
shire, near Blenheim, is the most perfect. (See the account
of the villa at Northleigh, Oxfordshire, by Mr. Hakewill.)
Baths have been discovered also at Wroxeter in Shropshire,
and near Amndel in Sussex. In the former, the suspended
pavement was very perfect : in the centre of a chamber in

:hnt near Arundel is an octagon bath sunk in the door, the

:>ulvinus of which is quite perfect. There are also some
:urious Roman baths at Vallogne in Normandy.
(See Montfaucon, Antiq. t. iii. pi. 2

; Cameron's Roman
Baths ; Cell's Pompeii ; Museo Borbonico ; Pompeii, by the

Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge ; Eustace's,
"laiftcal Tour.)

BATHGATK, a burgh and parish in the county and

wesbytery of Linlithgow, 18 miles west of Edinburgh, 24
sast of Glasgow, and 6 south of Linlithgow. The great road

>etween Edinburgh and Glasgow passes by the southern

extremity of the town. This road is distinguished for its

singular levelness and firmness, and it may also claim a not
nconsiderable antiquity, it being no doubt the same passage
which was travelled by the monks of the abbey of Newbotle
under the grant made to them in 1333, by Walter the

Steward of Scotland, that they might freely pass with their

carriages through his barony of Bathgate from their mo-

nastery to the monkland. (Chalm. Caled. vol. ii. p. 865.)

Jathgate has been on the increase for many years past,
which may be ascribed to a branch of the Glasgow cotton

manufactures being established in it; to extensive coal

and lime works in the immediate vicinity ; to its admi-
rable situation for grain and cattle markets (both well

attended) ;
to the great intercourse through it between the

two cities above mentioned ; and to other causes. It is a

very healthy place, has a fine southern exposure, and is

seen at a considerable distance to the west and south. The
streets of the town are well-paved, the houses generally
well-built and covered with slates or tiles, and the inhabit-

ants are copiously supplied with excellent water, brought
from the neighbourhood in leaden conduits. Gas-works
were lately erected tor lighting the town. The public build-

ings are, the parish church, a very plain edifice
;
three cha-

pels for Dissenters (Relief and Burghers) : a fine academy ;

parish school
; jail ;

two masonic lodges, &c. The Earl of

Hopetoun is patron of the parish. The academy, which
stands on an elevation, a little to the south-east of the town,

overlooking the great road, was erected about t'.vo years ago
from funds bequeathed by the late John Newlantls, Esq., of

Kingston, Jamaica, a native of the town. These are vested

in the parish minister, and three neighbouring proprietors

(Sir William Baillie, Bart., Mr. Majoribanka, and Mr.

Gillon, M.P.), whose attention U> the trust reposed in them
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is deserving of much praise. The system of education

adoptel in this institution is of the moct approved kind, and

the m-.inncr in which it is oondurlcd reflect* great credit on

the rector and other teacher*. Instruction, in all the useful

nd learned branches, is obtained gralii ; ample funds, for

paying the teachers' salaries, being placed by Mr. Newlands
in his trustees' hands for that benevolent purpose. All the

youths of the parish, with the exception of such as have

not been three years resident, enjoy the benefit of it. The

railway, between Edinburgh and Glasgow, is to pass i-l..-.- t .

the town, and will, when completed, be of incalculable ad-

vantage to the district. The population of the town in 1831

was 2492, and it has increased since; the population of the

parish was 3593. Under the Reform Act, the voters in the

burgh join those in the county in electing a representative in

]<:irliament. Tins circumstance has tended much to raise

the place into importance.
Buthgate has been a '

free burgh of barony
'

since 1 663,

in which year King Charles II. granted its charter ; anil in

1824 an act of Parliament was obtained, erecting it into a

free and independent burgh,' and vesting the magistracy
in a provost, three bailies, a treasurer, twelve councillors,

town clerk, and procurator fiscal. These are chosen by the

free votes of the burgesses : the qualification is less than

that fixed by the Reform Act. Nowhere, in so short a

(ten years), have the benefits of popular and annual

election of magistrates been so well exemplified. At a small

expense to the inhabitants, the streets and wells are now

kept in the best order, and the police of the town properly

preserved. Bathgatr has been a sherifidom from a remote

period. In 1530-1 Sir James Hamilton, of Pinnart, ob-

tained a charter of the office of sheriff of Renfrew, within

the parish and barony of Bathgatc, on the resignation of

William Lord Sempil, hereditary sheriff of Renfrewshire ;

and in June, 1663, King Charles II. granted the barony to

Thomas Hamilton of Bathgate, with the oflice of sheriff of

Bathgate. In 1 747, when the heritable jurisdictions were

lit up, the sheriffship of Bathgate was hereditary in

the noble family
of Hope of Hopctoun, heritable sheriff of

the shire of Linlithgow : and since the Jurisdiction Act
the two shires have been under the same sheriffs, whose
commission from the Crown styles him '

Sheriff of the

Sheriffdom of Linlithgow and Bathgate.' In the immediate

vicinity, and near to the new academy, is the site of an
antient castle, traditionally said to have been given by King
Robert the Bruce to his daughter Marjory, along with ex-

ten-ive possessions in the neighbourhood, as part of her

dowry, upon her marriage with Walter, the Great Steward
of Scotland. From these illustrious persons the Stuart race

sprung ; and from them the present royal family of Great

Britain. (Communication from Hathgate.)
(Further particulars will be found in Sir John Sinclair's

Statistical Account nf Scotland; Penney's Linlilhgoto-
shire ; Chambers's tiazetleer, <Jr., <<:.)

BATHING, means the temporary surrounding of the

body, or a part of it, with a medium different from that in wliii-h

it is usually placed. The means employed for this purpose
are generally water, watery vapour, or air of a temperature
different from that of the common atmosphere. The objects
for which these are employed are usually the prevention of

disease, the cure of disease, or the pleasure derived from
the operation. To understand in what way those ends are

accomplished, we must observe that the human frame is

endowed with a power of maintaining, \uthin certain limits,

a nearly uniform temperature in whatever circumstances it

is placed. The general temperature of an adult in a state

of perfect health is from 97 to 98 of Fahrenheit's thermo-

meter; that of a new-born infant about 94. In some cases

of disease the temperature rises far above this standard,
even to 106, while in others it links far below it. The
power by which the body maintains a uniformity of tempe-
rature is the property of developing animal heat, the perfec-
tion of which function is intimately connected with the state

of the nervous system, and through that, with the circulation.

When the body is well nourished and the circulation vigorous,
the- temperature is high, and nearly equal over all parts of the

body, provided the supply of nervous energ)' be adequate.
If anything impairs the vigour of the circulation generally,
or of an artery going to a particular limb fas when it

in the operation of aneurism), the temperature of the whole
or of the part will be low. On the other h.ind, if the whole
nervous system be impaired, a lower temperature will

]

generally, and especially at the extremities : or if a particular

limb, such as a paralysed limb, have an imperfect share of

nervous energy, a lower temperature of the part will c\i-t.

The
respiratory

functi intimately eonm-eted with

the development of animal hc.it, anil the s'.-.in assists in re-

gulating it, especially in reducing it u: ii. Whon
the body is placed in a medium of a temperature much
lowerthan itself, the heat is abstracted from ' with

more or less
rapidity, according to the difference of tempera-

ture, and, if the medium he air. accord mm to its state of

humidity or dryness; the effect of which would he a reduction

of the temperature of the whole body, were it notcountri

by an increased development oi animal heat. Again, when
the body is surrounded by a medium much higher than

itself, the exhalation from the surface. Kith of the skin and

lungs, is gn-atly augmented: that from the former being
thrown off in the form of perspiration, that of the latter in

the form of vapour. The evaporation attending these pro-
cesses causes a reduction of temperature. As illusti,.

of the truth of these two positions, we need not do more
than allude to the nearly equal temperature of the body
maintained by Sir Joseph 'Banks, Sir Charles Blagden. l>rs.

Fordyce and Solandcr, in their experiments, when the heat

of the room was 260 of Fahrenheit (see Animal Phy*i<}!ny,

Library of Useful Knuu-tfilfr, part i. p. 3), anil that main-

tained during the winter by the members of the expeditions
under Captains Ross, Parry, and Franklin, when the ther-

mometer frequently fell to 51" below zero of Fahrenheit.

In a moderate temperature the animal heat is generally

prevented from rising too high by means of the irufnfible

]>crspiration, the quantity of which varies with circums:..

According to the experiments of Seguin, the largo--! quan-
tity from the skin and lungs together amounted to thirty-two

grains per minute, or three ounces and a quarter per hour,
or five pounds per day. The medium quantity was fifteen

grains per minute, or thirty-three ounces in twenty-four
hours. The quantity exhaled increases after meals, during

sleep, in dry warm weather, and by friction, or whatcvri

stimulates the skin
;
and it diminishes when digestion is

impaired, and the body is in a moist atmosphere. These
last-mentioned circumstances prove the sympathy which
subsists between the skin and the internal organs. The skin

must not, therefore, he regarded as a mere covering
of the

body, but as an organ, the healthy condition of which is of

vast importance to the well-being of the whole frame, but

especially of the stomach and lining membrane of the lungs,
with which, as raucous membranes, it has the closest sym-

pathy. It also sympathizes with the kidneys, the quantity
of discharge from which is regulated by the action of the

skin. Hence in summer, when the perspiration from the

skin is abundant, the secretion from the kidneys is less : and

when, in winter, the secretion from the skin is diminished,
that from the kidneys is increased.

The perspiration is the channel by which salts and other

principles, no longer useful in the system, are removed from
it. According to Thenard, it consists of a large quantity of

water, a small quantity of an acid, which according to cir-

cumstances may be either the acetic, lactic, or phosphoric;
and some salts, chiefly hydro-chlorates of soda and

j

Taking the lowc.st estimate of Lavoisier, the skin appears to

be endowed with the power of removing from the system, in

the space of twenty-four hours, twenty ounces of waste ; the

retention of this in the system is productive of great injury,
and tin- inconvenience is only lessened by the inrr

action of some internal organ, which becomes oppressed by
the double load thus cast upon it Even the retention , -f

the pcr-pii-cd matter close to the skin, from i

( hanging the clothes, is the source of many cutanoou

eases, particularly in spring and summer.
The gnu; \avuhuity of the skin, and the manner in

which the vessels of this part are influenced by affections of

tho mind, as in blushing, when it becomes red from more
blood being sent to it, and during fear when less blood <j:

it. and more to the vicarious organs, as the kidneys, point out

how an exposure to a cold and damp atmosphere and how
mental emotions are concerned in producing morbid action of
this organ. The skin must also be regarded as a net-work of

nervous filaments, and the ir,.-t extensive organ of sensa-

tion : in thin w.iy it enables us to judge of heat and cold,

though not with absolute certainty, a^ the sensation con-
.\ ill depend upon the temperature of the medium in

which the body or any of the limbs may have been placed

immediately before. To understand this doctrine, it is ne-

cessary to be acquainted with the action of heat and cold on
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the human system ;

in our explanation of which, we will

endeavour to be as concise as possible. We treat first of

cold ;
in doing which it is necessary to distinguish between

the immediate primary action of cold on the organ or part
with which it is brought into contact, and the secondary
action, depending upon the organic activity residing in the

part, or that train of effects usually denominated re-action.

The primary effect is always the same, consisting in the

abstraction of heat from the part, and the consequent re-

duction of its temperature, while the internal development
of heat becomes greater, so that the organic life strives ever
to maintain an equilibrium between the conllicting powers,
in order that it may not be limited or disturbed in its

healthy action. Yet it must be remembered, that both the

external and internal degree of the primary action of cold,

as also the period in which it slowly or suddenly shows
itself, and the time, whether longer or shorter, that it lasts,

occasion a variety of effects, both in the part to which
it is applied, and those more immediately sympathizing with
it. as well as in the whole system. The degree of primary
action of cold can vary in endless degrees, from the lowest,
where it scarcely affects the sensibility, to the highest, when
it utterly destroys life. This difference of degree depends
upon the concurrence of several circumstances, partly re-

lating to the action of the cold itself, and partly to the nature
of the organic life upon which the cold operates. The essen-

tial conditions which must be here borne in mind are, that

the continual evolution of animal heat is closely connected
with the development or exercise of animal life

;
and that

the power or extent of action of external media, having a

lower temperature than that of the animal they surround,

depends less on the absolute degree of their temperature
than upon the quantity of caloric which they can abstract

in a given time.

The relative power and quickness of abstracting heat,
with which different external media are endowed, depend
upon different properties, such as their density, conducting
power, capacity for heat, &c., and display themselves through
the diversity of sensations which, at the same absolute tem-

perature, they occasion. Thus, air at the temperature of 65
Fahr. feels pleasant, while water at the same degree feels

somewhat cold. The organs of the body also differ in their

power of sustaining the same temperature ; hence, in the

employment of vapour-baths, it is of importance to know
whether the watery vapour is to be breathed or not, since,
where it is to he breathed, the temperature must be much
lower. The following table is given by Dr. Forbes as an

approximation to what may be deemed correct as a measure
ot sensation in the cases where water and vapour are used.
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of croup, when ill other remedie* hare failed, cold affusion

has sometimes restored the functions of life to new action.

The cooling or refrigerating effect of cold bathing is mot
desired in diseases where the animal heat rises above the

proper standard, a* in fevers, both continued and eruptive,

especially scarlet fever; also in tome local inflammations,

particularly of the brain. For the principle* which should

regulate our practice in this application we must refer to Dr.

1 other writers, only remarking that in the hot and

restless stage of scarlet fever, when the heat is steadily above

the natural standard, the skin hot and dry. and neither sleep
iv >r perspiration can be procured, a plunge into cold water

will be followed by both, to the relief and often recovery of
the patient. (See Bateman On Cutanrou* Dittattt, edit.

,
;> l-^ii.) In applying cold locally, as in inflammation

I' the brain, one rule is of the utmost importance to be ob-

I, viz., that the application of the cold shall be continu-

t he re fore a second set of cold cloths or bags of ice should

be applied before the former has become warm. This plan,

especially pursued during the night, along with judicious
internal treatment, will save many children from perishing
under the most insidious and fatal disease of childhood

water in the brain.

The cases already mentioned are mostly acute diseases,

where the cold nffusion is employed to avert an imminent

but temporary danger. It is generally in chronic diseases

that the cold bath is employed for a length of time, and

in these it is chietly the secondary effect, the glow or reao-

ti in, which is desired. The rules to be observed in order to

obtain this effect are founded upon the strength, which is

generally inferred from the age, of the individual. The de-

gree of reaction is, for the mot part, dependent upon the cold-

ness of the water and the length of time the person remains

in the bath. Very cold water, in which the person remains

but a short time, will, in general, produce a greater degree
of re-action than a more moderate temperature in which he

remains longer. But here everything depends upon the

general power of the individual, the state of the system,

especially of the skin at the moment of immersion, and the

natnrc of the bath, according as it is fresh or salt water, and

also the season of the year. As the immersion of infants and

young children in tub's of water must be considered AS bath-

ing, we deem it necessary here to explain the principles

upon which the temperature of the bath for them should be

regulated, especially during winter. The experiments of

Dr. Edwards (see Edwards On the lnfhun<x of Physical
Agents on Life, London, 1832) have proved that ' the power
of producing heat in warm-blooded animals is at its minimum
at birth, and increase* saccesMvely to adult age: It is clear,

therefore, that water of a higher temperature than what feels

cool to the hand of the nurse should be used, particularly in

winter, when the power of regaining a proper degree of heat

s necessarily less. The attempt to harden children by ex-

posure to too great a degree of cold is of the most injurious

nature : it either produces acute disease of the lungs, which

arc then very sensible to external impressions, or disease

of the digestive organs, leading to disease of the mesenteric

glands, scrofula, water in the brain, or, if they sur\i\e ;i

few years, to early consumption. Delicate and feeble per-
sons of all ages require a higher temperature of the bath,

and a shorter stay in it than others. If the re-action

does not speedily take place, means must be employed to

ensure its so doing, or the use of the cold bath must be

abandoned. A tepid or temperate bath may be used in the

early treatment of feeble persons, and the cold bath gradu-

ally substituted for it, or a glass of wine, or, what is far

preferable, strong coffee or chocolate may lie taken before

entering the bath. Where the arrangements are such as to

admit of it, a brief stay in a warm bath before going into the

has a good effect. Nor, in general, is danger to lie ap-

prehended from such a proceeding. Thou;:h in most oases

moderate exercise is advantageous before bathing, unless

the person has an opportunity of springing out of bed into

the bath, still he should never think of undressing and

going into the water when fatigued, or when the skin is

covered with perspiration. It is a good rule to wet the head
before taking the plunge. For a person in good health,

early in the morning is the best time to bathe ; for one more
delicate, from two to three noun after breakfast is preferable ;

but no one should bathe immediately after a full meal, par-

ticularly if there be a tendency of blood to the head, and a

disposition to
apoplexy.

Exercise while in the bath, such as friction of the limb*

nd chest, or swimming, is advisable, but not even this can

prevent evil continence* if the hathcrremain too long in the

water. To cay nothing of the risk of cramps and convul-

sive action of the respiratory muscles, from the blood being

pent up in the large internal vessels, which may occur while

the person is in the water, the foundation may be hud for

future internal disease if the blood do not soon revisit the

surface, either from the natural powers of re action or from
friction with coarse dry cloths. Friction should follow the

use of the bath in most instances, except where the bath has

been in the sea, in which case the salt particles, if all

to remain in contact with the skin, stimulate it mure.

The oases of disease for which cold bathing is a valuable

remedy are, morbidly increased irritability and sensibility,

accompanied with general debility. If the sensibility be

extremely high, it is best to begin with the tepid or

bath, and pass gradually to the cold. Where there is a

tendency to colds and rheumatism, the cold bath it an ex-

cellent preventive ; for this purpose it should be used con-

tinually throughout the year, and the chest should be sponged
with cold water, or vinegar and water may be substituted in

winter, when there are not facilities for using the complete
bath. Before beginning this practice, careful investigation
of the state of the mucous membranes of the chest and in-

testinal canal should be made, as it will certainly prove
hurtful where chronic inflammation of these organs exists.

If tubercles are suspected to exist in the lungs, cold bathing
should be dispensed with. Though cold Imthiog is very
useful in a tendency to scrofulous diseases, it is \ery hurt-

ful when these are really developed, though tepid and warm
bathing are allowable.

Where the increased irritability shows itself in the mental

functions or in the muscular system, as in hvpochondriasis
or hysteria, cold bathing is very useful ; and especially in

the hypochondriasis of literary persons, accompanied with a

disposition to indigestion, and a dry harsh skin. In actual

indigestion, especially if complicated with sub-acute inflam-

mation of the mucous membrane of the stomach or intes-

tines, cold bathing is very injurious.
In case* of torpor and loss of power, cold battling is of

much service; in a relaxed state of the skin, subject to de-

bilitating perspirations, it is often the most effectual

remedy ; in weakness of the limbs, or of any member, and
after sprains or paralysis, the local cold bath is very useful.

The astringent as well as tonic effect of the cold bath is

employed to prevent the prolapsus or descent of different

parts : hence, in a tendency to hernia (or even when it has

occurred, ice laid upon the tumor, and frequently reii.

has restored the bowel to its place, or at least warded off the
inflammation till other means could be tried); in loss of

power of the sphincter muscles, or of the contractile
|

of the bladder, pumping cold water on the back is

useful ; but it should be used only for a minute at a time.

In chronic haemorrhages, cold applied locally or generally
has a good effect.

The cold bath, like every other powerful agent, when im-

properly used, is capable of producing much mis. -hid '; in

some states of the system it must be carefully avoided. In

infancy and very advanced age it is less admissible than al

other times, and even
quite improper if the debility be ;_

It is inadmissible during, or immediately before, certain

conditions of the female system; also when there is i

tion of blood in the veins or internal organs: hem.
not suited to chlorosis. In any organic affection of the

heart, or aneurism, it is altogether improper.
Of the cold shower-bath and douche we shall only observe

here, that their effects are more speedy, and extend ni"

the internal organs: consequently they arc only to he used

for a very short time, whenever recourse is had to them.

A glow of the surface is sooner felt afler the shower

than the- common bath ; and as soon as this is perceived
the person should withdraw himself from the stream. If

the douche falls upon the head, it produces almost in-

stantaneous and most powerful effects. If its use be pro-

longed, it quickly lowers, then destroys, the sensibility,

induce- famlings, and places the patient in the most immi-

nent danger. \\> died --upcnnteiideiice is therefore required

every stage of its employment
\Vhen the body is surrounded by media of a temperature

in some cases lower, and in some higher than its own, it re-

ceives caloric, instead of parting with it. The difference of

density and humidity is the cause of its receiving it from

some media which are of a lower temperature than its own.
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as well as from most which are higher. This depends upon
the capacity for caloric, and the conducting power of the

surrounding medium. Thus, dry air at 70 Fahr. will impart
heat to the body, while water at 92 will abstract it, though
water at 96 may impart heat. The tepid bath, therefore,

being so close upon the limit of abstracting or imparting
heat, cannot exercise a very powerful effect upon the func-

tion of the development of animal heat
;
neither does it

much affect the circulation, which it rather retards than

quickens ; but its influence is mostly confined to the skin,
which it cleanses, softens, and renders more fit to execute

its duties. The cases in which the tepid bath is to be pre-
ferred to that of a different temperature, are those of a febrile

character joined to an irritability of the skin, which is gene-
rally dry and harsh; some cutaneous diseases, where, by
friction, the scales are removed and a new surface presented ;

and, lastly, as preparatory to the cold bath in delicate per-
sons, or for those whose peculiarities of system render them
unable to bear a warm bath of a high temperature. It is of

much use in the form of tepid sponging of the surface in the

advanced stage of fevers, and in convalescence from acute
diseases. In this case vinegar is often added to the water
with increased good effect.

The primary effect of the application to the surface of the

body of water of a temperature varying from 93 to 98, is,

in consequence of the communication of warmth, the same
as that of dry heat, viz., a stimulating, enlivening, and

expanding effect. Hence there is a quickening of the cir-

culation and respiration, as well as the direction of a greater

quantity of fluid to the surface, manifested by the swelling
and redness of the part. There results also a freer and
more lively action of the muscular system, and increased

sensibility and activity of the nervous system. Diminished
exhalation from the skin takes place, while a greatly in-

creased absorption occurs ;
the exhalation from the lungs,

however, is increased. An increased quantity of heat is

thus introduced into the system, felt first in the superficial,
but afterwards in the most internal parts of the body.
The secondary or ultimate effect is somewhat different.

The increased action of the arteries gradually subsides, the

pulse becomes fuller and slower, and the greatest quantity
of the blood lodges in the veins, particularly in the great
venous centres, such as the vena porta and the liver, which
it stimulates to increased secretion of bile. Corresponding
changes occur in all the other organs ; and if the application
of the warmth be continued for a longer time, the increased

energy and elasticity of the muscles disappear, and a sense
of fatigue, with atony, and a tendency to sleep, succeeds.
The final result of the action and re-action is an aug-

mented secretion from the skin, and a corresponding diminu-
tion of urine, and of the secretion from the mucous surfaces.

The warm bath may be employed to effect two opposite
ends, to stimulate, or calm and soothe. It accomplishes the

first when its temperature is high (98), and its use is con-

fined to five or ten minutes ; the second when it is about
93

J

, and continued for three-quarters of an hour, or an hour.

Employed in this last way, Marcard found that it always
diminished the velocity of the circulation, and that the

longer the bath was continued the slower the pulse be-

came
; also, that the more the pulse deviated from a state

of health, the more it is diminished by the warm bath. The
bath may even be prolonged till it induce fainting and other

consequences of a depressed circulation. Short of actual

fainting it may be beneficially employed to produce great
relaxation of the muscular system, so as to enable disloca-

tions or hernias to be more easily reduced. The state of re-

laxation bordering upon fainting is very favourable to the

process of absorption ; it may, therefore, be advantageously
employed in dropsy arising from weakness of the absorbents.

As the warm bath has generally the effect of equalizing the

circulation, and relieving internal congestion, it is much re-

sorted to as a remedy in spasmodic and convulsive diseases ;

but here the utmost caution and discrimination are necessary.
If the spasmodic actions result from an inflammatory state

of any of the nervous centres, more harm than good will be

iiy a bath. The inflammatory condition must first be
removed or greatly lessened by bleeding, purgatives, and
otht'r appropriate means, before the bath can be safely used.
These cautions do not so strictly apply to the convulsive ex-

citement which often precedes the eruption of small-pox, or

even measles, which is often greatly relieved by the warm
batli, which may also be repeated during the early stages of
the eruption. (See Marcard, Uber die Bader, Hanover,

1 793, or Duncan's Med. Comm. 2nd Decade, part x. p. 1 53.)
The convulsions of infants during teething are almost in-

variably attempted to be removed by the warm bath, but in

many instances more harm than good i.- done. The con-
dition of the brain must be carefully inquired into by the
medical attendant, and the state of the gums investigated
before this measure should be had recourse to. If there be

congestion of blood in the brain this must be removed before

any good can result from a bath, and after ils removal the
convulsive actions will generally subside. The same good
effect will follow free scarification of the gums, if a tooth be

preparing to protrude. [See ANTISPASMODICS.] Even
when the bath is properly applied, the good which might be
derived from it is often frustrated by inattention or igno-
rance. The bath is prepared at random, and the tempera-
ture is never sufficiently regarded. If above 96 it cannot
fail to be injurious.

During the existence of all active inflammation, at what-
ever age, the warm bath may be pronounced an unfit mea-
sure

;
and even after the acuteness may have been reduced

by active antiphlogistic means, the warm bath is a doubtful

remedy, if we except a very few cases. Of these, inflam-
mation of the peritonaeum is the best marked exception ;

but even here the bath is a very secondary means towards

lowering the action of the system, though it may assist the
flow of blood from leech bites, and may be continued til! a

tendency to faint show itself.

In acute rheumatism, after venesection, the warm bath

may perhaps be employed, if we can ensure its being fol-

lowed by copious perspiration. For this purpose the patient
should have the bath close to his bed, remain in it for half
or three-quarters of an hour, be well rubbed with warm
flannel cloths, replaced in bed between warm blankets, take

diaphoretic medicines, and drink bland, warm fluids, such as

gruel or weak tea, and maintain the perspiration for twenty-
four or forty-eight hours.

In a disposition to gout or rheumatism the warm bath is

more proper than when a paroxysm of these diseases occurs.

In such cases the natural warm baths are preferable : those

of the Queen's Bath, or Cross Bath at Bath, the temperature
of which is from 94 to 96, are well calculated for such cases.

In few chronic inflammatory diseases are warm baths al-

lowable, if we except some of those of the digestive organs,

especially sub-acute inflammation of the mucous membrane
of the stomach and intestines. Indigestion is often the most
common symptom accompanying this state, and it is almost

always benefited by a course of warm or tepid bathing.
The other states to which warm bathing is unsuited are

great general torpor, but especially of the skin; also when
there is a tendency to profuse secretion from the skin ;

when
there is great plethora or fulness of the vascular system,

especially of the veins
;

in tendency to active haemorrhage ;

in aneurism, or any disease of the heart
; also in cases of a

tendency to apoplexy : lastly, in extreme atony, or exces-

sive irritability of the nervous system. In the very extreme
cases of derangement of the nervous system the warm bath
is unfit ;

in more moderate derangements of it, a more ap-

plicable or useful remedy cannot be found. In cases of ner-

vous exhaustion from intense literary employment, or

official or parliamentary duties, the warm bath is of great

service, more particularly when, in addition to the warm
bath, the cold douche is employed, directed upon the head
for a few seconds, while the patient is in the bath. In the

milder cases of mania it has been found of great use.

In cases of contractions of the joints from rheumatic or

gouty inflammation, the warm bath, or, what is better, the

local vapour bath, is of service in restoring the flexibility of

the limb.

It may be briefly stated that the warm bath is much
more serviceable when there is a tendency to disease, con-

stitutional or accidental, or in convalescence, than in any
other circumstances. It is therefore rather to be considered

as a preventive than remedial measure. But its value in

this point of view is very great ; and it is to be regretted
that it is not sufficiently appreciated and used. It is ex-

ceedingly beneficial as a means of allaying the irritation of

the vascular system, which occurs in young persons dis-

posed to consumption, when the disease is beginning slowly
to impair the integrity and hcalthfulness of the lungs or

other important organs. To prevent the development of

the morbid deposit in the lungs is of infinite impnrt:m<-r :

and this will be best accomplished by keeping up a <

Vigorous action of thy skin. The bath must b<; pcrso\ered
F '2
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in for a length of time. Proper bathing-rooms should \>-t

ell-oonstnicted house; but as this is rarely the

i cuuntry. a good substitute may be obtained by
some of the recently-invented bathing-machines,

which combine facilities for using the different kind* of bath

in the same apparatus. The best which we have seen i*

that made by Read. Regent Circus, which possesses an

.itus for applying the douche while in the warm balh,

and may be used as a cold, a shower, a warm, a douche, or

a >apoiir-bath: it is therefore called The Univerial Hath.

Baths should be attached to all Urge manufactories, as a

-hment for the workmen, to ensure cleanliness, and as

a means of warding off many diseases : in lead-works,

painters' and plumbers' establishments, they would pro-

tect the men from painters cholic ; and in otter establish-

ment*, they would preserve the workmen from many cu-

us diseases.
' A multitude of chronic inflammation!)

of the skin are produced by uncleanliness, or other agents,

which directly irritate the skin; and it is to the want

of cleanliness in the inferior classes that Willan attri-

butes the frequency of cutaneous diseases in London. In

France, advantages' are placed within the reach of the poor
to which the rich alone aspire in other countries. The num-

ber of gratuitous baths which arc given at the hospitals of

St. Louis and La Charite is truly prodigious: in 1822 it

amounted to 127,752 for the out-patients only of the hospi-

tal of St. Louis.' (Rayer On Diffuses of the Skin.) Why
some portion of the funds of hospitals and dispensaries in

London, and other large towns, should not be applied in a

similar way, we can see no good objection. There is as

much philanthropy and benevolence in preventing disease

as in curing it.

A partial warm bath, such as the foot-bath, is of much
service in warding ofi" many complaints. After (jetting the

feet wot, plunging them into warm water will often prevent

any ill consequences ; and even when the first chill and

slight shiverings, which usher in colds, fevers, and other

inflammatory complaints, have been felt, the disease may
be cut short by the use of a foot-bath, continued till free

perspiration
occurs. In inflammatory diseases where the

head and throat are much affected, the employment of a

foot-bath, at a later period, often gives great relief, by

causing a revulsion of the blood from the upper to the lower

part of the body.
Water of a temperature from 99 to the highest which

can be endured, is termed the hot-bath. When a person in

health enters such a bath, it greatly excites the nervous sys-

tem, and, through that, the heart and arteries ; causes heal

and constriction of the skin, with disturbance of the internal

organs generally, but especially those of secretion. This

state of uneasiness is lessened by the breaking out ol

perspiration, which is succeeded by i;reat languor, torpor
and disposition to sleep. In such a hath little absorption
takes place through the skin, and the body is found to

have lost weight. The hot-bath is a powerful stimulant

and can never be used by persons in a state of health

The same cautions which were stated under the head

of the warm-bath apply to it in a greater degree. The
few cases to which it is suited arc chronic affections o

the nervous system, such as paralysis, when all vascular

fulness of the brain or spinal chord has been removed
The waters of the King's bath at Bath, and some of the

baths OB the continent, are very beneficially employet
m such cases ; but careful discrimination must be made
to suit the temperature to the degree of sensibility remain

itifr in the paralysed part. Where the power of raotior

is lost, the sensation is sometimes increased. Here the

hot-bath would be very hurtful. On the other hand the

sensation may be lost, while the power of motion icmains

Here equal care must be observed not to use too high a

.i-raturc. Erythema, erysipelas, mortification, or deatl

ina> follow the use of too high a temperature or a stay too

prolonged even in a proper temperature.
Smlilen retrocession or repulsion of some cutaneous or

eruptive diseases is relieved by the use of a hot-bath lor a

few minutes, the eruption often coming out favourably after

it Some chronic cutaneous diseases, in which grout thick-

ening or torpor of the skin exists, ore benefited by the hot-

Vapour-baths are either natural or artificial. Several

natural \a|> .ur-baths exist in the Neapolitan States, in

rland (I'feflers in the country of the Orisons), and in

i. Tin artificial vapour-baths arc much in use in the

last and in Russia, where they are public, or intended for

several persons to use at the tame tmir : and occasionally in

Britain, where they are always solitary or lor a .single indi-

vidual. The Russian baths are described in l.yall's Cha-
racter (if the Ruiaans, p. ll'j liJ. The bathing-room
contains tiers of benches, like an amphitheatre, the seats

learest the bottom being the coolest, those higher up hotter.

The temperature varies from 112 to 22-T. Persons eom-

nencing the use of such baths occupy the loner seats, and
ascend as they become accustomed to them. While ex-
rased to the vapour, the body is unshed or rubbed with soap
or bran, and beaten with fresh birch-twigs. The head is

surrounded with a cold cloth, or cold water i> da>hed our
he head. When the person does not wish to breathe the

leated vapour, a sponge which has been dipped in cold

water is held to the mouth and nose. On first employing
the vapour-bath, the .person usually remains about fifteen

minutes, but afterwards three-quarters of an hour, and at

Pfcffers the temperature of which isonly 100, sometimes four,

eight, ten or sixteen hours. After coming out of the bath,
the bather goes into a room heated with dry air, where he is

rubbed, puts on a flannel dress, and then reposes upon a couch
for some time, where he may drink warm drinks to promote
the perspiration.
'As soon,' says Dr. E. D. Clarke, 'as the inhabitants of

these northern nations have endured the high temi>eralure
of their vapour-baths, which is so great that Englishmen
would not conceive it possible to exist an instant in them,

they stand naked, covered with profuse perspiration, cooling
themselves in the open air. In summer they plunge into

cold water, and in winter they roll about in the snow, with-

out sustaining injury, or even catching cold. When the

Russians leave a bath of this kind, they moreover drink co-

pious draughts of mead, as cold as it can be procured.'
(Travels in Russia, part i. p. 143.) The absence of all

risk in exposing the person to such extremes of temperature
is explained by the experiments of Dr. Edwards, who found
that '

after an exposure to cold, sufficient to diminish the

power of producing heat, continuance in a high temperature
tends to the recovery of this power ; for, in exposing ani-

mals to successive applications of cold, their temperature
will fall the more slowly the longer they shall have been

subjected to the influence of warmth. It follows, therefore,
that the effect of the application of a certain degree of heat is

continued after the cessation of the cause. Hence, we see

that those who are liable to frequent exposure of severe cold

are rendered more capable of supporting it, by subjecting
themselves in the intervals to a high temperature, a

practice adopted by northern nations, and justified by fads.'

(Edwards on the Influence nfPhi/sirul . traits on Life, p. 1 .' ."

The vapour-bath is distinguished from all other means of

introducing more heat into the body, chiefly by the circum-

stance, that as a portion of the vapour is converted into

water, by coming in contact with the surface of the body, it

communicates a quantity of sensible caloric to it. It is

without doubt the most powerful HUMUS of supplying a
|

heat to the greatest portion of the surface of the body, in-

ternal as well as external : for when breathed, the cxtensi\c

surface forming the interior of the lungs is influenced by it

in the same way as the skin. On the skin it exerts a pecu-
liar influence. It does not cause that constriction c,l the

skin, which follows the application of dry air, nor does it

exert that pressure upon the surface, which, in the e

warm water, retards the breaking out of the
perspiration.On the contrary, moisture of the skin, followed by profuse

perspiration, occurs immediately upon entering the vapour-
bath.

In Russia, where such baths are used on a large scale,
their employment is not found to be productive of weal.

The subsequent exposure to cold restores the tone of the
skin which had been lost, and the process leaves the person
with a general sense of good health, strength, and power,
both ot the internal organs and of the skin. These prac-
tices,' says Dr. Clarke.

' seem to dslight them, and to add

strength to their constitution.'

The vapour-bath, by attracting the blood more speedily
to the surface, and by being followed by more profuse per-
spiration, i more powerful than the warm water-bath. It

is employed as a remedy in gout and rheumatism, and in

the numerous consequences of these when they have as-

sumed the chronic form. Many cases of rheumatic and

gouty contraction of the joints have been removed by
persevering in the use of vapour-baths, as employed by
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the continental nations. In scrofulous diseases, especially
when they affect the skin and the glands, benelit is derived

from the vapour-bath, unless there be a manifest tendency
to active inflammation, and great irritability of the nervous

system. In some chronic affections of the nervous system,
especially when connected with the repulsion or imperfect

development of cutaneous diseases, the vapour-bath is of

great use : and also in some affections of the respiratory

organs, such as dry catarrh, asthma, spasms of the muscles
of respiration, if these are r.ot complicated with inflamma-
tion or organic disease of the lungs or heart.

The use of the vapour-bath would be found to ward off

many acute diseases resulting from exposure to cold, if had
recourse to immediately after exposure to the exciting cause ;

as after travelling, or falling into the water in winter.

The local application of warm vapour is very serviceable
in many recent diseases. Catarrhs, sore throats of an in-

flammatory kind, inflammations of the eyes and ears, are

greatly alleviated by such means. But when the lungs are

inflamed, though Mudge's or other inhaler is much recom-

mended, yet the effort required to draw in the vapour is in-

jurious. The head, from which a flannel cloth may fall

down, in such a way as to hinder the vapour from escaping,
should be held over a bason full of warm water, and the

vapour inhaled in the ordinary mode of respiration. The
vapour-bath is very improper for plethoric persons,

those

predisposed to congestion, or to apoplexy, and also for indi-

viduals in a state of great debility.
The employment of heated air, as an application to the

body, causes the primary action of heat to manifest itself

more than the secondary. The hot air-bath is therefore

powerfully stimulant to the skin and nervous system, and
is of great service in all cases where the production of animal
heat is less than natural, as in the cold stage of fevers, and
exhaustion of the nervous power. It has been employed
beneficially in congestive fever, and after great and conti-

nual mental exertion. It proved less useful in the Asiatic

cholera than was anticipated. A convenient apparatus
for applying it was invented by the late Dr. Gower, called a

Sudatorium, and also others by Jones of the Strand, London.
Medicated baths rarely possess greater power than that

possessed by the water alone ; but there are a few exceptions.
The admixture of common salt makes the water more sti-

mulating and tonic.

Sulphurous vapour-baths fall under the head of medicated

baths, and a few remarks may be here made respecting
them. Nightraen, and other individuals who live much in

an atmosphere charged with sulphurous exhalations, are

rarely affected with chronic diseases of the skin, while other

trades seem to predispose to their development, such as the

baker's itch and grocer's itch. It is chiefly for the cure of

cutaneous diseases that the sulphurous vapour-baths are

employed. In many of these they are very useful, espe-

cially those belonging to the genus scabies and genus

impetigo of Bateman. A caution is requisite for their safe

employment, that the vapour should not be applied to more
than a fourth part of the body at one time, lest the disease

should be suddenly cured, and the internal organs suffer by
the repulsion. The person who uses the sulphurous vapour-
liath must be careful not to breathe any of the vapour.
This kind of bath has been used in rheumatic affections,

sonic diseases of the stomach, and in chronic paralysis. It

may sometimes be a useful addition to internal treatment,

but alone can be of little avail, till the state of the internal

organs be improved, especially the liver, the action of which
is almost always faulty in gout and rheumatism.
The nitro-muriatir; bath of Scott is of use in chronic in-

flammation of the liver, such as occurs in warm climates.

The iron-baths in Nassau and the Hartz are more tonic

than the simple cold-bath : but none of the iron can be ab-

sorbed at the low temperature of these baths; it is only there-

fore by their direct action upon the skin, and the sympa-
thies of this with the internal organs, that they are more

beneficial. We have no knowledge of the effects of the mi-

neralized mud baths, called by the Italians Lutatura.

(See Gainlner On Mineral Springs, p. 404.)

Though unacquainted with the results of employing hot

sand or aahes, as done by the Turks, we can conceive them
useful in allaying cramps and neuralgic pains, as heat ge-

nerally dots in whatever way applied. A collection of the

opinios of antient writers on the subject was published in

. \teenth century. (De balneit omnta qute extant apud
Gra-con, Latinot, et Arabet, fol. Tenet, apud Junt. 1553.)

The best modern treatise is that of Marcard, in German, an
abstract of which may be found in Dr. Beddoes's Treatiei
on Consumption. A French translation of it was published
in 1802. The natural baths will be treated of under the
article WATERS, MINERAL. (See Osann, Encyclop&dis-
ches Worterbuch der Med. Wissenschaft, art.

'

Bad,' vol. iv.

Berlin, 1830, and Osann, Darstellung der Heilquellen Eu-
ropas, 1829.)

BATHURST, ALLEN, EARL BATHURST, eldest
son of Sir Benjamin Bathurst, governor of the East India

Company in the years 1688-9, and treasurer of the house-
hold to the Princess Anne of Denmark, was born at West-
minster in November, 1684. His descent was from an
antient family of Luneburg, who resided at a place called
'

Batters,' and settled in England in very early times at
'

Batters Hurst' in Sussex. Of their property at this place
the family of Bathurst were deprived, and the castle de-
molished during the civil wars of York and Lancaster.
In 1699 Allen Bathurst was entered at Trinity College,

Cambridge, of which his uncle, Dean Bathurst, was then

master; and, six years after, commenced his political life

as representative for the borough of Cirencester. As a mem-
ber of the legislature he actively promoted the union of the
two kingdoms, and concurred in the opposition to the Duke
of Marlborough and his adherents, of which Harley and St.

John were the leaders. In pursuing this course he pro-
bably acted from conviction and not as a political partizan,
since, upon the dismissal of the Whig ministry, he accepted
no place under government, though his abilities and con-
nexion with some of the principal Tories entitled him to notice.

He was, however, in 1711, made a peer of Great Britain by
the title of Lord Bathurst, Baron Bathurst of Battlesden,
in the county of Bedford. In the upper house he exerted
himself in the debates on many of the important questions
that were there agitated. In 1716 he opposed, as a violation

of the constitution, the Septennial Bill. He distinguished
Limself in 1 723 as a zealous defender of Bishop Atterbury,
when the bill for

'

inflicting pains and penalties' on that

prelate was discussed in the House of Lords. In 1727 he

opposed a war with Spain which then threatened the coun-

try; and in 1731 supported the bill to prevent pensioners
from sitting in the House of Commons. On other occasions

also of public interest, in moving the address to the king
for discharging the Hessian troops in the pay of Great
Britain ; in resisting the undue taxation of the poor, on the

bill for the revival of the salt duty ; in advocating the mo-
tion of the Earl of Oxford for the reduction of the forces,

and in the debate on the mutiny bill, Lord Bathurst took

an active and decided part ; and, during the whole period of

which this narration is a brief review, he showed himself a

steady opponent of Sir Robert Walpole's administration.

Lord Bathurst was married, in 1704, to Catherine,

daughter and heiress of Sir Peter Apsley, by whom he had
four sons and five daughters. In 1742 he was made cap-
tain of his majesty's Band of Gentlemen Pensioners, which

post he resigned in 1 744. He was appointed treasurer to

George III., then Prince George of Wales, in 1 757, and this

office he held till the death of George II., in 1760, when he
declined the acceptance of any further employment, on
account of his age. In consideration, however, of his pre-
vious services, he received a pension of ZOOOl. per annum
on the Irish establishment, and was advanced to an earldom
in 1772. He died at his seat near Cirencester on the 16th

September, 1775, aged ninety-one.
In his private character Lord Bathurst was generous and

affable
;
that he possessed knowledge and acquirements as

a man of letters may be inferred from his long and intimate

acquaintance with Pope, Swift, Prior, Rowe, Congreve,
Arbuthnot, Gay, and Addison ; and the sincerity of his

political friendships was manifested in his firm and stre-

nuous opposition to the attainder of Bolingbroke and Or-

mond. Mr. Pope acknowledged his obligations by dedicating
to Lord Bathurst the 3rd Epistle of his Moral Essays, and
in the following lines pays a happy compliment to the judg-
ment and integrity of his patron :

The sense to value riches, with the ait

T enjoy them, and the virtue to impart,
Not meanly imr ambitiously pursued,
Not sunk by sloth, nor raised by servitude ;

To balance fortune by a just expense.
Join with economy magnificence ;

With splendour, charity i with plenty, health;
O teach us, Bathurst I jet unspoil'd by wcallh.

That secret rare, between the extremes to movo
Of maJ food-uature, and of mean telf-love.'
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The only surviving on of Lord Bathurst, Henry, the

second earl, born in 1714, was made Chief Justice of the

Common Pleai in 17J4. and in 1771 wag appointed Lord

Chancellor with the title of Baron Apsley. He resigned

the seals in 1778, and died in 1794. IK- was the author of

a pamphlet in 4to. entitled The Case <if Mitt Sword/eger,
ami i 'f s work on the Theory of Evidence, 8vo.

BATHURST. a settlement of the English on the west

f Alr;..t. is -ituuti.il <m the south-eastern extremity
of the island of St. Mary, nt the mouth of the river Oam-
l.ia, in 166'\V. long., and 1328'N. lat. The greatest

length of the island is about four miles, but its general
brcn<lih does not exceed one mile and a half, and in some

place* it is much less. The surface of the island is a low

plain, with a slight descent from the north and east sides

towards the centre, which during the season of rain is much
inundated. The town itself does not stand more than twelve

or fourteen feet above the level of high-water mark. The
settlement, although in its infancy, has made rapid advances

in improvement. Many fine and substantial government
buildings hove ben erected ; and the merchants residing
there have vied with each other in the elegant and conve-

nient arrangement of their dwellings and warehouses, all of

which are built with stone or brick, and roofed with slates

or shingles. The population of this settlement has been

greatly increased, not only by British merchants, but by a

Urge influx of the inhabitants of Goree, who have emigrated
to Bathurst. This emigration was caused by the people not

finding employment under the French government, and also

by their being excluded from the trade of the Gambia,

except through the medium of St. Mary's, or of the small

factory belonging to the French at Albreda, beyond which

they were not allowed to ascend the river. The inha-

bitants are abundantly supplied with beef, mutton, poultry,
fish, fruit, milk, butter, palm-wine, and all the African

vegetables, by the natives of the surrounding towns, who,
Hie of the advantages they derive from the settle-

ment, llock 1 1 it in great numbers, and consume a large

proportion of the European articles imported into the colony.
i, ivory, bees'-wax, and hides are brought to Bathurst in

considerable quantities by the native traders, and by the in-

habitants of Goree who have settled there. These products
are annually shipped for England by the British mer-
chants. (Gray's Travels in Western Africa in 1818, 1819,
IS.'O, and 1821.)

1! ATHURST, in New South Wales, one of the counties
into which that part of the territory of the colony which lies

west of the Blue Mountains has recently been divided. At
first the whole of this part of the country was distinguished
1>\ thu name of Bathurst, but it is now divided into several

counties, of which one only retains the original denomina-
tion. The country west of the mountains was not dis-

covered until 1813, but has since rapidly risen into notice

on account of its excellent cool climate, and its fine rich

pastures, tlats, and downs. The climate mid soil are in

many parts well adapted to agriculture, which has partially
bri'ii attended to, with the very best results in some places;
luit thu distance from n market, and the want of easy access
to the coast, prevents any settler from raising produce be-

yond the wants of his own establishment. As all the rivers

ic-yond the Blue Mountains run westerly, and terminate in

the immense interior swamps, the outlet of which is yet un-
ueertained, the absence of a water communication with

Sy.liH.-y and the eastern coast has obliged the settlers to

.iit- their attention chiefly to the rearing of sheep and
cattle. By fur the greater proportion of the wool exported
from the colony comes from this territory, and, with cheese,
forms the only article which interior settlers have to give in

exchange for tea, sugar, clothing, and other things which

llii-y require. This must be understood as applying gene-
rally t the appropriated territory beyond the Him- ftltnm-

l, including, besides Bathurst properly so called, the
..tie* of Westmoreland and Roxburgh at least. The
.<of 1833 seems to include the entire transmontane po-

pulation under the head of Bathurst, as no mention is made
of other counties. The result (rives a population of 3454, of
whom 2000 are convict*. The total number of females, free
mid coin ;. N. driu* not exceed S23. In the restricted sense,
Bathiirsl is the westernmost county of the colony, extending
55 miles in length from N.N.VV. to S.S.E., with 42 miles of
extreme breadth from E. to W.
The small town of Bathurst is 744 yards above the level

of thu sea, ou the west bonk of the Macquaric river, at

UM distance of 122 miles from Sydney, to which there is a

carriage road. It is yet in its infancy ; but us no situation

west of the Blue Mountains can bo preferable, it will, no

doubt, ultimately become a place ,.f considerable import-
ance a tort of capital to the interior. It-, healthiness may
be estimated from the fact, that only one death took place
in the first twelve y :u>of tin- settlement. It now possesses
a very fair proportion of respectable settlers in comfortable

circumstances, who have established a society, called The
Bathurst Literary Society,' with the view of forming a

library for the use of the members, and of promoting tin-

improvement of the community by the discussion of inte-

resting topics. A hunt, called The Bathurst Hunt,
established several years since by the gentlemen of thu

place,
for the purpose of coursing the native wild

The recent accounts of the ravages of these animals in the

pastoral districts of New South Wales show the great im-

portance of this object beyond the mere purposes of sport.
Mr. P.Cunningham mentions among the signs of the rapid

progress which Bathurst lias made, that it possessed several

years ago a boarding-school, in which Greek, Latin, and
other branches of education, were professed to be taught.

(Cunningham's Two Years in New South ff'alfs; Bre
Excursions in New South Wales; Strutt's Expeditii"
Australia; Dawson's Present State of Australia; Art/'

South Wales Calendar, 1 834.)

BATHURST INLET is a deep bight on the eastern

shores of George the Fourth's Coronation Gulf. It runs to

the S.E. about 76 miles, and was explored by Captain
Franklin in his overland journey to the Polar Sea in 1819.

(Franklin's Firtt Journey to the Polar Sea.)
BATHURST ISLAND, one of the North Georgian

group, in the Arctic Seas, was so called by Captain Parry.
who first discovered it in his passage to Melville Island in

1819. Its appearance was high, barren, and rugged, the

highest part exceeding 600 feet, and the shores generally

j
steep. There was no opportunity of landing on it. The

'

southern coast only was traced for a distance of 75 miles

from 97 50' to 103 W. long., lying in an E.S.E. and
W.N.W. direction, on the parallel of about 75 N. lat.

(Parry's First Voyage in 1 81 9-20.)
BATMAN (pronounced BAWMAN),a person allowed by

the government to every company of a regiment on foreign
service. His duty is to take charge of the cooking utensils,

&c., of the company. There is in the charge of the batman
1 a bathorse (pronounced bawhorse) for each company, to con-

vey the cooking utensils from place to place. For the pur-

j

chase of this horse the officer commanding the company is

allowed a sum of money, and forage is also provided at the

; government expense for the horse. For regiments on duty
in the kingdom the batmen and bathorses become um
sary, as the soldiers are billetted on the inns, public -houses,
and beer-houses.

BATMAN, a weight used in Persia, and at Aleppo,
; Constantinople, Smyrna, and other places in the Levant.
In the Turkish dominions a batman contains six okes, each

weighing 400 drachms. At Constantinople, silks from
: Persia are weighed by the batman of six okes. In !'

there are two sorts of batman : the batman of Cherray, and
i the batman of Tauris. The former is exactly double the
latter. The batman of Cherray weighs 88,771 English

grains. (See Kelly's Universal Cambist, 4to. Lond. 1831,
vol. i. pp. 4, 72, vol. ii. pp. 226, 278.)

BATN-EL-HAJAR (i. e. 'the Womb of Rocks'), or

Dar-el-Hajar ('the Mansion of Rocks'), is tho name of a

stony wilderness, stretching along the Nile from the district

of Succot in the south, to \Vadi Haifa in the north. In the

map of the course of the Nile, drawn by Col. W. M. Lt-ake.
which accompanies Bun-khardt s Travels in Nubia, it is

laid down between 21-22 N. lat. and 30 35'-31 ! ()' E. Ion.

of Greenwich; in Riippeirsmap, between '.'I 10'-5(>'N. la!.,

and 30 40'-31 10' E. long. The Nile, during its pi-

through the upper part of this district, as far as V

d, is often forced into n narrow channel by the

approach of the mountains on both sides; and towards
the north ol"\V.1di Mershed navigation [, interrupted In Ire-

i|iieni
- -"'Us, and : n. ill islands. A few spots only

admit of cultivation, which consist of narrow strips of land
situated along the Nile: but even here the banks arc j;ene-

rally so lii^-h, that tlie annual inundation* of the river do not
reach the plains, and the soil must b<; irrigated by means ol'

vhcols. The mountains of Batn-el-Hajar consist of

ivc rocks, principally of greenstone and gramvacke,
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and towards the south of Seras, of granite ; they differ

in this respect from the hills accompanying the Nile below
Wadi Haifa, where the prevailing rock is sandstone. The
mountains on the eastern side of the Nile reach their

greatest elevation towards the south : the Jabal Lamoule,
above Wadi Ambigo, is noticed by Burckhardt as one of

Ilie highest. Another group of high hills called Jabal

Bilingo, is found farther towards the north, between Wadi
Attar and Seras. In his route from Wadi Attar to Wildi

Ambigo, Burckhardt had to cross over a high mountain pass
in the hills, named Jabel l)oushe.

The small strips of level land on the banks of the river

were formerly populous and well cultivated, but are now

thinly inhabited. The number of the present male in-

habitants of the whole district of Batn-el-Hajar is esti-

mated by Burckhardt not to exceed 200. They consist

partly of Beduins of the tribe Kerrarish ; partly of Arabs,
who pretend to be Shertfs, or descendants of the family
of Mohammed, from Mecca. The chief of the latter, who
is distinguished by the title of melek, or king, is tributary
to the governors of Nubia, and resides at Wadi Attar, or

Attyu, the principal village of Batn-el-Hajar. In conse-

quence, however, of the frequent incursions of the Sheygya
Arabs (who live on the southern banks ofthe bend of the Nile

in Dongola, at a distance of eight days' journey from Succot

across the desert), the greater part of the Shertfs have now

quitted this neighbourhood, and have settled partly in the

district of Succot, and partly in Dongola. Most of the Sho-

rtfs speak a little Arabic. They are described as being re-

markably well made, with fine features, and of a dark brown
colour. They go naked, and the women are in the habit of

wearing leather amulets round the neck, and copper orna-

ments on their arms and wrists. They dwell chiefly upon the

little islands of the river, where they are less exposed to

the attacks of the predatory Arabs than on the banks of the

river.

Riippell, who in 1823 passed through the part of Batn-el-

II ajar situated on the western side of the Nile, describes

that district as consisting of a chain of syenite hills along
the banks of the river, and beyond them, as far as the eye
could reach, a tract of moveable sands, the dreary uniformity
of which was but seldom interrupted by projecting dark
cliffs of primitive rock. On the western bank of the river,

towards the south of Wadi Haifa, Riippell found many de-

serted villages and monasteries: the local appellation of the

latter is Sullf. Nearly the whole of the western part of

DSr-el-Hajar is now uninhabited. At Semne (in 21 30'

N. lat.) Riippell saw the ruins of a large and apparently
antient village or town, with several temples in a mixed
Roman and Egyptian style of architecture. (See Edward

Riippell's Reiten in Nubien, &c., Frankfurt, 1829. 8vo.

pp. 12, 13.)

The vegetable productions of Batn-el-Hajar are few.

Date-trees are occasionally found in the wadis or valleys
that intersect the hills and slope towards the Nile. At
WSdi Seras Burckhardt saw a few cotton-fields and bean-

plantations. Dhourra is scarce. The principal food of the

inhabitants consists of beans, and the grains of a shrub

called krrkedan, which grows wild here. Another legumi-
nous plant, the symha, is used as food for camels, and
from its grains an oil is prepared which the natives use

instead of butter.

At the southern extremity of Batn-el-Hajar, the village
of Wndi Okame, or Ukme, is situated: this place is often

visited by pilgrims who perform their devotions at the tomb
of a Mohammedan saint, Sheikh Okashe, who is buried here.

At a distance of two hours' ride S.S.W. of Okame is the

island of Kolbe, the residence of the chief of Succot.

(J. L. Burckhardt's Travels in Nubia, Lond. 1819. 4to. p.

42-50.)

BATOLITES, in zoology, a genus of fossil shells esta-

blished by Montfort, and placed by him among his coquilles
unii-alvet cloisonnees. Cuvier, however, who quotes the

observations of M. Deshayes and of M. Audouin, considers

them as cylindrical and straight hippurites, and places
them under hi* family of ostraci'-s or ostraceans, among
those fossil bivalves which are supposed to have had their

valves connected by no ligament but by mere muscular
adhesion, and immediately before the oysters. Montfort
states that these shells acquire a very great length, and that

they constitute masses of rock in the High Alps. [See
BIKOSTRITES and HIPPURITZS.]

BATRA'CHIANS. [See FRORS.]
BATRACHOMYOMA'CHIA (Varpaxofimpaxia), the

battle of the frogs and mice, is the title of a Greek poem,
consisting of 294 hexameter verses. This poem, though
generally ascribed to Homer, and printed with the editions
of the Iliad and Odyssey, undoubtedly belongs to a late

age, and is attributed by Plutarch and Suidas to Pigres, of
Halicarnassus, in Asia Minor. Pigres is called by Suidas
the brother of that Artemisia who was the wife of Mausolus.
[See ARTEMISIA.] This poem, however, is probably the

composition of some still later writer of the Alexandrine
school. Some critics consider it a satirical poem : as it is

not very long, the reader may form his own opinion without
much trouble. (See Parnell's Translation into English
verse.)

BATTA, an allowance made to military officers in the
service of the East India Company, in addition to their pay.
As the officers of King's regiments serving in India re-
ceive their pay according to the scale fixed by his Majesty's
regulations, and which pay is below the emoluments derived

by officers of similar rank in the regiments of the East India

Company, the allowance of batta is made also to them by
the Company, and is so adjusted as to preserve an equality
of income between the two services.
The scale of allowance under the name of batta varies not

only with the circumstance of the regiments being in the
field or in cantonments, but also according to the part of the

country in which they are stationed.

Batta was originally given with the intention of enabling
officers to provide for field-equipment, and for those extra

expenses which they must incur when marching, but it

early lost this character when it was continued to officers in
cantonments. In November^ 1828, the distinction was made
between the amount allowed when in actual service, and
when in cantonments : before that time no difference was
made. The effect of the alteration is this : that at particular
stations of the army, where an officer formerly got full batta,
he now gets half that batta, with an allowance for house-rent,
which is inferior to what the other half of the batta would be.
The half-batta of a lieutenant-colonel is 304 rupees (about

30/.)per month ; his allowance for house-rent is 100 rupees.A major's half-batta is 228, and for house-rent 80 rupees per
month; captain's half-batta, 91, and house-rent, 50 rupees;
lieutenant's, 61, and 30 rupees ; ensign's, 4G, and 25 rupees.
Colonels of regiments, not being general officers on the staff,

nor holding offices specially provided for, are allowed the
full batta of 750 rupees per month at any station, but they
have not any allowance for house-rent. It was estimated,
that by carrying into effect the regulation of November,
1828, the government of the East India Company would
save 12.000/. per annum. (Report of Committee of the
House of Commons on the Affairs of India, 1832, part 5,

Military.)
BATTALION. This name is applied to a certain division

of the infantry ia an army, corresponding, nearly, to the chi-

liarchia in a Greek phalanx, and to the cohort in a Roman
legion. The number of men composing a battalion is vari-

able, but in the British service, according to the present
establishment, it is, in general, about 750. One battalion
in most cases constitutes a regiment, but some regiments,
as those of the guards, consist of two battalions, and the

regiment of artillery consists at present of eight, besides the

brigade of horse artillery. It seems, therefore, that, origi-

nally, the name of regiment was applied to the body of
men organized for a particular district, or a particular
branch of service; and that, when the numerical strength
of the regiment exceeded what was considered convenient,
it was divided into two or more battalions.

The phalanges of the Greeks, and the legions of the

Romans, with their respective constitutions and divisions,
will be described under the words PHALANX and LEGIOX.
The destructive effects of fire-arms among dense bodies

of men necessarily caused the close order of battle used in

antient warfare to be abandoned: though, down to the
middle of the eighteenth century, an opinion that the troops
could not otherwise resist effectually a charge of the enemy,
and the desire to form them with facility into a column for

attack, induced commanders of armies to draw up the bat-

talions in a line from four to six files deep. But the nume-
rous casualties which still occurred, led subsequently to the

practice of forming the line in three ranks ; and in the latest

regulations for the disposition of the British army, it is pre-
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scribed that the battalions arc to be drawn up in two rank*

only. The argument in favour of this method, which, it

may b observed, was recommended, in 1783, by Turpin, the

commentator of Vegctius, is, that in action two ranks of men

only can fire at once, and as the third ranK can be no other-

wise employed than in loading, and handing the muskets
t" the nu-n in their front, this service scarcely compensates
for the loss occasioned by the exposure of so many men to

the enemy's fire. A foreign writer, however, contends that

with soldiers as well disciplined as those of Russia, three

ranks would l>c more advantageous than two : since the

men in the middle rank are enabled to fire a second time

with the muskets obtained from those in the third rank,

immediately after they and the front-rank men have made
their first fire, so that a much less interval takes place be-

tween the vollies than that which occurs when the line con-

sists of only two ranks.

Dining the wars which arose out of the Revolution in

France, the armies of that nation became habituated to a

formation in close columns instead of a line of small depth.
This practice, which seemed to be a return to the tactics of

the anticnts, possesses some advantages when an attack is

to be directed against on enemy's line which is too far ex-

tended to allow the divisions to succour each other in time :

and the great merit of Napoleon consisted in manosuvring
so as to lead his opponent to fall into this error, and then

overwhelming him by numerous consecutive and powerful
attacks directed against the weaker part of his line. The
system, however, seems to have been persevered in too tena-

ciously by the French generals ; for, against steady troops,
their columns not only suffered serious losses in making the

assaults, but were incapable of keeping up a fire equal to

that which might have been produced by a more extended

order. Such was the error committed by Marshal Soult at

the battle of All/uera. According to Napier (History of
the Peninsular n\ir),

'
that general persisted beyond reason

in fighting with dense columns, and thus lost the fairest

field ever offered to the arms of France. Had the fifth corps
ofthe French openedin time,' the historian observes, 'nothing
could have saved the British army from a total defeat.'

A battalion is now generally divided into ten companies ;

and, for convenience in performing the movements which

may be required, each company is subdivided into two equal
parts, and each of these into sections. The battalion is

commanded by its own colonel ; and several battalions or

regiments are, on service, united under one general officer :

these constitute a brigade, and may be considered as a small

legion. According to the present regulations each man oc-

cupies in line twenty-one inches, and, as no intervals exist

between the companies, the extent of a battalion formed two

deep is about 219 yards. Six paces are left between every
two battalions, and the same interval only separates one

brigade from another.

The company of grenadiers occupies the extreme right,

and the light infantry company the extreme left of the bat-

talion : these are called the Hank companies, and the others

take their places from right to left, according to the num-
bers by which they are designated. The captain, or officer

commanding each company, is stationed in the front line on
the right of his company ; and immediately behind him, in the

rear rank is his covering Serjeant. The lieutenants, ensigns,

and the Serjeants of the companies form a third, or what is

called a supernumerary, rank in rear of the others, at the

distance of three paces. The two regimental colours are

placed in the front rank between the two centre companies,
and two non-commissioned officers are in the rear rank
behind them; a Serjeant is stationed in the front, between
the colours, another stands opposite to him in the rear rank,
and a third in a line with both, in the supernumerary rank.

These lost-mentioned Serjeants serve to direct the march of

the battalion when it moves parallel to its front ;
for w hich

purpose, on that occasion, they form themselves in a line in

that direction, and march before the battalion at the dis-

tance of six paces.
The commander of the battalion places himself in front

when he has to superintend the ordinary c\erc-Uc, other-

wise his station is in the rear. The lieutenant-colonel is

behind the colours in rear of the supernumerary rank
;
the

iiinj >rs arc in rear of the second battalion companies on the

right and left Hanks respectively, and the adjutant in a line

with them, opposite to the. centre. The situations of the

Slaff"o(ti}c battalion, the musician*, Sec., together with the

particulars above briefly stated, are fully described in the
treatises on the field exercises and evolutions of the British

army.
Originally the grenadiers performed the duty of throwing

hand-grenades, or small iron shells charged with powder,
among the enemy ;

and the firelocks of the fusileers and

light infantry were different from those of the other troops ;

.'ept the riflemen, who use pieces with barrels rifled,

or grooved, all the infantry of the line carry the same kind
of musket.
The principal evolutions of a battalion consist in revers-

ing the front of the line, taking a position at right-angles to

its actual front ; forming a column by bringing the different

companies or their subdivisions parallel to, and directly in

rear of each other, either at open or close intervals ; forming
ac.ilumn en frhflnn, or with the divisions parallel to, but in

positions receding from, each other towards the right or

left, in the manner of steps; or, lastly, forming a hollow

square. By changing the front, a retrograde movement in

line may be made
; by forming the line perpendicularly on

either flank, an attempt of the enemy to turn it may be op-
posed. Columns are formed for the purpose of marching
along roads or through defiles, or advancing in a body to-

wards an enemy's position ; a movement en < chelon allows

troops to gain ground obliquely towards the front or rear
;

and a hollow square is formed in order to resist an enemy in

every direction, when the battalion is in danger of being
surrounded.
A regiment of cavalry now consists of three squadrons :

each squadron of two troops, and the numerical strength of
each of these is about 80 men : but from that number one-
sixth is to he deducted for the men not under arms. The
cavalry arc formed two deep, and each file occupies three feet

in front; no interval is left between the troops, but that
between every two squadrons is one-fourth of the actual

strength of each. A regiment of cavalry, when complete,
will thus occupy about 233 yards in front.

(Turpin de Crisse
1

, Commentaires stir let Inititutiont
Militaires de J'egece ; Daniel, Histoire de la Milice Fnin-

foise ; Okounef, Examen Raisonne des Proprietes dts
Troii Armes ; Bismark on the Tactics of Camlry, trans-

lated by Major Beamish ; Regulations for the Formations,
Field Exercises, and Movements of his Majesty's Forces,
corrected to 1833. For many particulars relative to the

present
state of the British army, the Monthly Lists may

be consulted.)
BATTARDEAU. [See COFFERDAM.]
BATTAS. The large portion of the island of Sumatra

which is known as the Battas country, is situated between
the equator and about 2" 30' N. lat. With the exception of
the principality of Siak on the north-east coast, and of some
settlements at the mouths of rivers, which are in possession
of Malays, this country includes the whole of the space be-
tween those parallels. On the south-east it is bounded by
the principalities of Rawa and Mcnancabow, and on the
north-west by the kingdom of Atcheen.
The Battas country, which by the inhabitants is called

Batak, is divided into several provinces, which are subdivided
into districts. The names of the principal provinces are

Toba, Mandeling, Angkola, Humbang, Si Nambila, Looboo,
Manambin, Palampungan, Barumim, Sama Jambu, 1'an-

garan, Lambung, Silendung, Butur, Holbang, Linton, Dairi,

Alas, Kuraw, and Ria.

The most populous of these districts are those situated

about the centre of the country, and particularly Toba, Si-

lendung, Holbang, and Linton. The great Toba l.nke,
which lies in a direction nearly north east from the Dutch
settlement of Tapanooly (which is in 1 40' N. lat., and 98
50' E. long.), has never yet been visited by any European.
Messrs. Burton and Ward, Baptist missionaries <>n the island,
to whom this lake was pointed out from some high land at a
considerable distance, describe it as being from KO to 70
miles long, with a breadth of from 1 .'> to 'JO miles. The sur-

face of the lake was described to those gentlemen as lieing
sometimes so rough as to prevent the passage of boats to

and from an island in the middle, on which a periodical
market is lii-ld. Several streams, one of them of consider-
able size, flow into the Toba Lake, and it' it lie true, as their

guide stated to Messrs. Burton and Ward, that its waters
rise and fall twice in the course of the twenty-four hours, it

is probable that further examination would s'how it to be an
arm of the sea.
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Our information with regard to the people forming the

Battas tribes is so scanty, that any statement we can give

respecting their system of government must be liable to un-

certainty. It is said that the supreme government over the

whole of the districts is exercised by one chief, who lives

at the north-western extremity of the Toba Lake. By
this chief a deputy is appointed for each district, who, as-

sisted by a council composed of the leading inhabitants, con-

ducts the political affairs of the district
;
he frames laws,

declares war, makes peace, and administers justice. The

authority of these deputies is very much controlled by the

councils with whom they act, so that the different districts

may be considered as so many oligarchies. The more mi-

nute functions of government are otherwise performed, each

village forming, in this respect, a distinct community, and

possessing within itself the power of framing regulations for

its own municipal government. The inhabitants of the dif-

ferent districts are so little held together by the authority of

the chief governor, that it is not unusual for two or more vil-

lages to be engasred in war against each other, while the

rest of the nation is at peace. It is probably owing to their

system of government, as well as to their inland situation,

and to the ease with which their few natural wants can be

supplied, that these people have retained unaltered their

primitive habits and character. Compared with the Malays
of the coast, although they arc less enterprising, the Battas

are more industrious. A great part of the necessaries of

life required at such of the Malayan settlements as are

wiihiu their reach is supplied from the Battas country.
These people consider themselves to have been the earliest

settlers on Sumatra, and they have a tradition that their

forefathers came from a country lying to the east of that

inland, but their belief upon this subject is very vague, and

they exhibit so many points of resemblance to Hindus,
that it appears more probable they must originally have
come from India. The resemblance here spoken of is shown
in their persons: they are of middle stature, well made, and
have prominent noses. Their religious notions, likewise,

savour strongly of Hindu origin. They believe in the ex-

istence of a Supreme Creator of the world, who has com-
mitted the charge of its government to three sons, who,
in their turn, have delegated to inferior gods the duties of

their otlicc. The names of these gods are said to have a

strong resemblance to those of the Hindu mythology. This

system of faith is burthened with numerous superstitions.
The people bi-lieve in the constant interposition of good and
evil genii in their worldly affairs, and every village has its

peculiar demons or spirits, chiefly composed of the souls of

the deceased inhabitants. As might be supposed, under
the influence of such a belief, the person who exercises the

office of priest, and who is frequently the head man or rajah
ot the village, is a person of great consequence, to whose
advice and assistance recourse is had upon all occasions.

The Battas do not appear to have any idea of an existence

beyond the present, and their religious prejudices and fears

being thus limited to merely the objects of sense have little

or 11 1 influence over their moral conduct.

The well-ascertained fact of their cannibalism has occa-

1 them to be considered brutal and ferocious in their

nature, an opinion which appears to be by no means well

Ion tided ; they are, on the contrary, quiet and timid to a greater

decree than even Hindus. Their principal food is rice

;i >i. 1 batatas. Meat they seldom or never taste, but when
do indulge 111 it they are not particular as to the de-

'iun or condition of the animals they eat. According
to Marsden, their indulgence in anthropophagy is limited

to the devouring of persons slain or taken prisoners in war,
and of certain classes of criminals, llobbcrs, if taken in the

fact, are publicly executed and eaten forthwith, but if they
elude immediate detection, a slighter punishment than loss

<jf life is awarded. Men taken in adultery are subjected to the

same re voliing punishment, with this additional circumstance,

that they may lie eaten piecemeal without being previously

put to death. It is not considered lawful to eat the bodies

of persons taken or slain in the wars or feuds which occur

between different villages or districts, but only such as fall

nit i their power in what may be considered as national con-

uiit has very recently (1835) been received

in Europe of the killing, and probably also the eating by
the Battas, of t\w> English missionaries, who were proceed-

ing through the country in the direction of the great Toba
Lake. It appears that the tribe among whom the mission-

aries fell were at the time engaged in war with another

tribe, and they might easily, under those circumstances, put
a wrong construction upon the unusual appearance of

strangers among them. It is said to be the opinion of per-
sons near to the spot, and therefore better able than we can
be to form a correct judgment on the case, that if the two
missionaries had taken the precaution to send a messenger
before them, to explain the pacific object of their journey,
they would have met with hospitable welcome, instead of
the melancholy fate that has befallen them. Dr. Leyden,
in his work on the languages and literature of the Hindo-
Chinese nations, states that the Battas frequently also eat
their aged or infirm relations, as an act of pious duty.
When, among them, a man becomes infirm and tired of

life, he is said to invite his children to eat him : he ascends
a tree, round which his friends and descendants assemble,
and the whole of them join in singing a dirge, the burthen
of which is 'The season is come, the fruit is ripe, and
it must descend.' The victim then descends, is deprived
of life, and his remains are devoured in a solemn banquet.
This practice of the Battas eating their aged parents has
been compared with the usage of the Padsei of India men-
tioned by Herodotus (lib. iii. 99) ; and Dr. Leyden has con-

jectured, perhaps rather hastily, that the Padoei and the
Battas are the same people. A similar practice prevailed
amongst the Massagetso (Herod, i. 216), and among the
antient Tupis of Brazil.

Slavery exists among the Battas. The classes who are
reduced to this state of degradation are their own country-
men, and generally orphans, prisoners Jaken during their
intestine wars, or debtors. To satisfy a debt, no matter how
contracted, and probably the result of a game of chance (for

these people are great gamesters), not only the man himself,
but his whole family also, may be sold into slavery.
The custom of the country authorises every man to have

as many wives as he can purchase ; and, as usually is the
case where such a custom prevails, the wives perform all the

drudgery, and are in fact considered to be little better than
slaves. It is not often that a man has more than two wives
at the same time.

The Battas have a written language, which bears a con-
siderable resemblance, both in sound and construction, to

that of the Malays : it has by some persons been considered
a dialect of the Malayan tongue. The spoken language is

somewhat different a circumstance which may very na-

turally arise, in progress of time, among a people of whom
only a very small proportion are able to use or understand
the written characters. It is said that not more than two

persons in one hundred among the Battas are able to read.

Such books as they have are chiefly upon astrology, omens,
and other subjects of a superstitious nature. Many persons

among them shuw skill in poetry ; and it forms part of their so-

cial amusements to undertake contests in improvising, which

they keep up for hours together with considerable spirit.

It is principally in the Battas country that the camphor-
trees of Sumatra are found: none, it is said, grow south of

the equator. The camphor which these trees yield is con-

sidered to be so good in quality, that it sells in the markets
of China for more than ten times the price paid for that pro-
duced in Japiiii, and which is yielded by a different plant.
The camphor-tree of Sumatra grows without cultivation,

and attains to a size equal to that of the largest timber trees,

being frequently above fifteen feet in circumference. Cam-
phor in the Battas language is called Kapur, of which the

European name is a corruption. In Eastern markets it is

known as Kapur Baroos, the latter word being the name of

the town on the coast of Sumatra whence it is shipped.

Benjamin, or benzoin, is almost exclusively a product of

the Battas country. Marsden says that large plantations of

the trees by which it is yielded (the Styrax benzmn) are

cultivated by the natives. The other vegetable productions
of this part of Sumatra are common to the whole island.

[See SUMATRA.]
The entire population of the Battas country has been esti-

mated at 1,500,000 souls, but this computation must be

altogether conjectural.

(Marsden's History of Sumatra; Asiatic Researches;
Porter's Tropical Agriculturist ; Library of Entertaining
Knowledge, Vegetable Substances used in the Arts.)

BATTENS, pieces of wood of various lengths, 7 inches

wide and generally not exceeding 2J inches in thickness

when imported. They are used for floors, and are also

placed upright against walls to fix the laths on which the

plastering is set. East-country battens, as imported, are
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7 niche* wid* and 24 inches thick, which, when planed up
and shot, are cut into two boards each 1J inch thick.

Such battens are used for the best floors; but in attics, and

rooms of less importance, for economy, the batten is cut into

thiee boards. When used for walls, the 7 and 2} inch bat-

ten* are cut into six piece* lengthways, being then some-

thing less than 2$ inches wulo and 1 J inch thick, allow-

ing made for the sawing. Battens are usually placed
at the distance of seven inches asunder, but sometimes

eleven or twelve, which is, however, considered slight work ;

if double laths are used, it will then be sufficiently strong

to carry the plaster. The battens are nailed to the bond-

timbers of the wall ; or, if there are no bond-timbers, to

wooden plug* placed at equal distances. Walls of brick

and stone, when not sufficiently dry to be finished in the

usual way, require battens for the lath and plaster : and it

is of the utmost importance to employ fattens in exposed
situations, especially on the sea coast, where the driving
rains will often penetrate the walls.

Battens from the British possessions in North America,
when 6 and not exceeding 16 feet long, nor above 7 inches

wide and not above 2J inches thick, pay a duty of I/, per
120. Battens of the same dimensions from foreign coun-

tries pay 101. per 120. The duty increases with the length,
and also with the thickness, of the battens. The net re-

venue from battens in 1833 was 116.215/. The difference

between battens and deals is this : battens are never, and

deals are always, above seven inches wide. Battens are

always at least six feet long, and batten-ends always under

that length. The duty on battens and batten-ends is dif-

ferent: battens, 1 1. British North American, ID/, foreign:

batten-ends, 7*. 6rf. American, 3/. foreign. (Government
Statistical Tables, 1834.) The lie&t battens are from Chris-

tiunia : the worst, from America.

BATTERING-RAM. [See ARTILLERY.]
BATTERSEA, a parish in the county of Surrey, situated

four miles south-west of St. Paul's Cathedral, and forming
one of the suburbs of the metropolis. In Domesday Book
it is called Patricesy, and as the same survey mentions

that it belonged to the abbey of St. Peter, Westminster,
this probably indicates the true etymology of the name.
The parish comprehends an area of 3020 acres, pretty

equally divided between arable land and pasture. Much
of the former is occupied by market-gardeners, Battersea

being specially noted for the quantity of vegetable pro-
duce which it raises for the London market. The manor
of Battersea was given by the Conqueror to Westminster

Abbey in exchange tor Windsor ; after the dissolution ol

monasteries the manor passed through various hands, and

in the year 1627 it was granted by the king to Oliver St.

John, Viscount Grandison, from whom it descended to the

celebrated St. John, Viscount Bolinghroke, and in 1763 was

purchased of the St. .John family in trust for John Viscounl

Spencer, and is now the property of the present Earl

Spencer. A church is mentioned in Domesday Book, hut

the existing parish church is a modern structure, opened in

1777. It is situated on the banks of the Thames, and is o!

brick, with a tower and small conical spire. It has neithei

aisles nor chancel. A new church has recently been erected

liy the commissioners for building churches. The living ol

liitteiMM is a vicarage in the diocese ol Winchester, rated

in the kind's books at 13/. l.Vv.2$rf. The tithes which accrue

from the gardens render the living one of the most valuable

in the neighbourhood of London. Battersea lies too low on
the Thames to bo one of tho most agreeable suburbs ol

London for residence ; it nevertheless contains a large num-
ber of respectable houses and neat villas. Lord Boling broke

was born and died in the family mansion at Kattcrsca, ol

which Pope was a frequent inmate. The house was very
large, having forty rooms on a floor; but it has long since

been taken down and the site otherwise appropriated. The
village possesses a free school, which was endowed by Sir

Walter St John, in 1 700, for twenty boys; and both he and
his lady afterwards left further sums for apprenticing some
of the number. Battersea is connected with Chelsea 1>v a

wooden bridge across the Thames, erected in 1771. The
population of this extensive parish was 5540 in 1831, of

whom .1021 were females. (Lyson's Environs of London.)
HATTERY. in I.T.V. [See ASSAULT.]
BATTERY. This name is given to any number of

pieces of ordnance placed behind an Bpaulemtnt, or eleva-

tion of earth, cither to destroy the works or dismount (he

artillery of an enemy.

It may bo said thai the antienu made use of a species of

ordnance in the operation* of attack ami defence : and the

aattering-rams, the balit, and the calapullir. which, when

placed on the natural ground, ur in buildings of Umber, or

elevated on mounds of earth, servuihhe lx.-sicgers to demolish

the wall* of fortresses, or to drive the deicndci- in.m them,

may be considered as corresponding to the u\,n-. in

&c.t which constitute the armament of a modern bait'

Vitruvius slates (De Architectural, lib. x ) ih..t ( Viros of

Chalcedon was the !irt who covered tin1 ram with a shed,
in order to secure the men who worked it from the ai :

darts, and stones thrown by the enemy ;
and he adds, that

the con- if the shed was subsequent!} unproved by
the eiiL ; Philip and Alexander. The tettudines

a.nd heli-polct were buildings of this nature, for the
;

tion of the men and military enniiirs, and in t

they correspond to the epaulemens which cover the onl)..

at present employed in the attack of a fortress. (See the de-

scription of the helepolis (Ain-oAic) of Demetrius. Plutarch,

Life of Demetrius, cap. 21.)

Wliilc the same species of artillery continued to be used
in warfare, it is evident that no material change could take

place in tho nature of tho edifices constructed to cover it;

but from the epoch of the invention of gunpowder, the

wooden sheds or towers were superseded by masses of earth,

whose thickness was necessarily made greater than the

depth to which a cannon-shot can penetrate into them. In

modern times the designation of a battery varies w ith the

purposes to be accomplished, the nature of the ordnance

employed, and the manner in which the firing maybe made.

A breaching battery is one which may he placed at be-

tween 50 and 1000 yards from any wall or rampart, in order

to demolish it : and the effect is produced by firing dn

or, as it is called, point blanc at the object: such a buttery

generally has its front parallel to the face of the wall to be

breached.

An enfilading battery is one whose epaulement is per-

pendicular to the produced line of the enemy's rampart :

so that the shot from the guns may graze the interior side of

that rampart or its parapet, in the direction of its length.

When shot discharged from pieces of ordnance make suc-

cessive rebounds along the ground, the firing is said to he

a ricochet and the battery a ricoehetting battery : and this

mode of firing is employed when it is intended to dismount

artillery by enfilading a rampart. The effect is produced by
giving to the axis of the gun an elevation of between six and
nine degrees above a line passing from its chtimiier through
the crest of the enemy's parapet in front : and, according to

the latest experiments, the distance at which a battery
should be placed from the nearest extremity of the rampart
to be enfiladed by ricochet firiinr i> between 400 and 600

yards : at a greater distance than the latter much of the

ammunition would be expended without eli>

A gun battery is one in which gnus onlv are employed.
for either of the purposes above mentioned, or to <1

any ground, by a fire of round, or solid shot.

A howitzer battery, is one in which howitzers arc em-
ployed. This species of ordnance throws shells, or hollow
shot, generally at a small elevation of the axis to the horizon ;

and it serves to produce, by the bursting of the shells, a

breach in a rampart of earth : or, when lired it rirnrhel, to

destroy the pallisades or other obstacles which might impede
the troops in assaulting an enemy's work. Howitzers are

also used in conjunction with guns, to form breaches in

ramparts of brick or stone.

A morlar battery is one in which shells are thrown from
mortars at a great elevation of the axis of the piece ; so that,

by the momentum acquired in falling, they may crush the

roofs, and by their explosion complete the destruction of

magazines or other buildings. This is called a vertical fire.

By employing large charges of powder, a very extensive

ranee has been produced by mortars ; for, at the siege of

Cadiz, during the late war. the French are said to have sent

shells to the distance of more than three miles from the

battery.
When the battery is mounted on a natural or artificial

eminence, in order to allow the guns to fire from above
downward, or to make what is called a plunging fire

against or into the works of the enemy. .

. s a

rin-'i/ifr /inttfri/ : and when the guns arc elevated on a

platform, or on tall carriages, so as to be enabled to fire over
the superior surface of the parapet or rpauletnetit, the bat-

tery is said to be en barbette. This kind of battery is
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usually executed at the most advanced points of a fortress,

for the purpose of allowing considerable variation in the di-

rection of the artillery towards the right or left
; by which

means the reconnoitring parties of the besiegers may be

annoyed while at a distance and in motion.
In the formation of any of the field batteries above men-

tioned, while they are beyond the range of the enemy's
musketry, they may be executed without cover for the

working parties, like any simple breast-work, after the outline
has been traced on the ground by the engineers ; but, when
the men employed in the work would be much exposed
to annoyance from the enemy's fire, it becomes necessary
that they should be protected by a mask of gabions. [See
GABION.] These being planted on their ljases along the
exterior side of the intended trench in front of the battery,
form a cover, even while empty, which a musket-ball cannot

pierce. Within this line of gabions the excavation is com-
menced, and part of the earth obtained from the trench is

thrown into and beyond the gabions, till the covering mass
is thick enough, if necessary, to be proof against a cannon
ball : the men thus work in comparative security to raise
the epaulement with earth, which they do generally to the

height of about seven feet from the ground, and to the thick-
ness of eighteen or twenty feet, not including the breviths
of the slopes given to the exterior and interior sides. The
exterior slope is generally left with that inclination which
earth, when thrown up, naturally assumes, that is at about
4 j to the horizon ; but the interior slope being necessarily
more steep, in order to allow the guns to be brought close

up to it, is retained by a revctement or covering, either of

f'lxcinfs [see FASCINHS] or bags of earth.

The embrasures, or openings in the epaulement, through
which the guns are to fire, are, at the neck or interior ex-

tremity, about two feet wide, and at the exterior about half
the thickness of the epaulement : each of their sides or
cheeks has a small declination from a vertical plane, so that
the breadth of the opening at top is rather greater than at

the bottom, or on what is called the sole of the embrazure, in

order that the flame from the muzzle of the gun may be
less liable to damage those sides : for the same reason the
latter are lined with fascines, or, which is preferred, with

gabions, at the neck of the embrazure. The interval be-
tween two embrazures is called a merlon ; and the part
between the sole and the ground within the battery is called
the gettouillere.
The fiuns rest on platforms, generally of timber, either of

a rectangular or dovetailed figure, about fourteen feet long
and seven feet wide ; each of these is constructed by em-
bedding five steepen/ in the ground, in the direction of its

length, and covering them with planks, which are closely
fitted to each other, and fastened down by screws.

Besides the epaulement in front of the battery, a wing is

constructed of the same materials on each side, in order to

protect the interior from any enfilading fire of the enemy.
A magazine is always formed either within or near the rear

of the battery, to contain the ammunition for its service
;

this is generally a rectangular pit sunk to about three feet

below, with sides and a roof of timber rising about as much
above, the natural ground : the roof is covered with earth

of a thickness which may be capable of resisting the momen-
tum of a shell, and the descent to the floor of the magazine
is by an inclined plane towards the rear. Traverses, or ele-

vations of earth, secured at the sides generally by gabions,
are formed at interval* in the interior of the battery, to

. ilVil protection for the men against such shot or shells of

the enemy as may fall there.

Howitzer and mortar batteries ore executed nearly in the

siimo manner as the others, but the former of these hcM.nn,
and the latter never, have embrazures ; the level of their

interior is also generally sunk three feet below that of the

n itural ground, consequently no trench is required on their

exterior to furnish earth, which can be obtained in sufficient

quantity from within.

BATTICALO'A, an island situated near the entrance

of an inlet of the sea, on the east coast of Ceylon, 7" 44'

:t., 8T 52' E. long. It contains a small fort and gar-
rison, and is the head station of the assistant government
agent of the district of Batticaloa. The island cannot be

approached by ships of any size, as the entrance to the inlet,

which extends north and south nearly thirty miles, is closed

by a bar, over which the depth of water is only six feet.

The country in the immediate neighbourhood of Battiualoa
is flat and fertile ; some scattered hills appear in the dis-

tance, among which two called Friar's Hood and Funnel Hill,
serve as excellent landmarks to those who are sailing round
the island of Ceylon. It was here that the Dutch admiral

Spilbergen landed, in 1602, when a communication was
first opened between the King of Candy and Holland. At
that time this district was under the immediate rule of a

petty prince, who seems to have owed a divided allegiance
to the Portuguese and the Candian emperor.

Batticaloa is also the name of a district of Ceylon, now
under the charge of an assistant government agent, com-
prising an area of 13,060 square miles, the population of

which, according to the census of 1832, amounted to 29,424.

BATTICE, a commune and market-town in the province
of Liege, situated three leagues N.N.W. of Verviers, and
bounded on the north hy the communes of Mortier, St.

Andre', and Charneux ; on the east by that of Thimister
;

on the south by those of Dison, Petit Rechain, Grand Re-
chain, and Xhendelesse

;
and on the west by Soumagne,

Melin, and Bolland. The town has a weekly grain- market
which is much frequented, and two fairs are held there on
the 15th May and 15th November every year. The coun-
try is well watered by numerous small streams. The soil is

generally a sandy clay, and in some parts is stony ; it pro-
duces rye, barley, spelt-wheat, oats, beans, and trefoil. A
considerable quantity of butter and cheese are made and
sent away, partly to other districts and partly to foreign
countries. Some coal-mines, which are opened in this dis-

trict, and cloth-weaving, furnish employment for a consider-
able part of the inhabitants. A description of sand is found
in one part of the commune, very useful in making cement
for plasterer's work. There are three very old castles, those
of Crevecoeur, Bosmel, and Xhenemnont

;
the two latter

are now occupied as fiirm-houses : population 4280. (Meis-
ser's Dictionnaire Geo^rapMque de la Province de Liege.)
BATTLE, or BATTEL, a parish and market-town in

the hundred of the same name in the rape of Hastings,
county of Sussex. It is fifty-two miles S.E. from London,
in a pleasant country, where the land rises in wooded swells

The name of the place was antiently Epiton, and acquired
the present denomination in consequence of the great
battle between the English and Normans, in which the
former were defeated, and their king (Harold) killed, on
the 14th October, 1066. The Conqueror commenced, in

the following year, an abbey upon the site where the battle

had raged most fiercely, the high altar of its church being
upon the precise spot where, according to some authorities,

Harold was killed, or where, as others say, his standard
was taken. But as the whole neighbourhood does not afford

any other spot equally eligible for such a structure, Mr.

Gilpin is of opinion that accident did not determine the pre-
cise spot, though it might the general situation of the erection.

When the abbey church was finished, the Conqueror made
an offering of his sword and coronation robe at the high
altar, in which was also deposited the famous roll or table

of all the Normans of consequence who attended William
to England. Copies of this catalogue have been preserved ;

but modern antiquarians in general concur in the opinion
of Dugdule, that the list was often falsified and altered by
the monks to gratify persons who wished to be considered

of Norman extraction. The abbey was dedicated by the

founder to St. Martin, and filled, in the first instance, with
Benedictine monks from that of Marmontier in Normandy.
All the land for a league around the house was given to it,

besides various churches and manors in different counties,
which were enlarged by royal and private donations in sub-

sequent reign*. Its prerogatives and immunities were

placed on the same footing with those of Christ Church,

Canterburj : the monks and their tenants were exempt from

episcopal and other ecclesiastical jurisdiction ; they had the

exclusive right of inquest in all murders committed within

their lands, the property of all treasure discovered on their

estates, the right of free warren, and the church was made
a sanctuary in cases of homicide, besides other privileges.
The abbot, who was mitred, and a peer in parliament, had
also the royal power of pardoning any condemned thiefwhom
he should pass or meet on going to execution. In the reign
of Edward III. the abbot obtained the king's leave to fortify

the abbey. The Conqueror's intention seems to have been

that the foundation should maintain 140 monks, but provision
does not appear to have been actually made for more than

sixty. At the dissolution of the monastery, in the 26th

of Henry VIII., it* income was valued at 880/. 14s. 7%d.,

according to Dugdale, or 987J. Os. 10K, according to Speed.
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A pension of 66/. 13*. 4J. was settled upon the abbot, with

f mailer um on sixteen other officer* and monks. The

bite and demesne! of the abbey were given to a person

named Gilmer. who pulled down a considerable portion of

the building* in order to dispose of the materials. He
afterwards sold the estate to Sir Anthony Browne, who

began to convert part of the abbey into a mansion, which

was finished by his ton, the first Lord Montague. This

afterwards fell to decay ;
and when the property was sold

to Sir Thomas Webster, the ancestor of Sir Godfrey Wei.

bter, the existing proprietor, the present dwelling was erected

on one side of the quadrangle of which the old abbey

appears to have consi-u 1.

Battle Abbey stands on a gentle rise, with a fine sweep
if it of meadows and woods, confined by wooded hills,

which form a \allcy winding towards Hastings, and there

ting the sea. The ruins show the antient magnificence
u-tnre : their circuit is computed at about a mile,

and Gilpin considers that the style proves that the greater

part mubt have been rebuilt 'in the time of the later

Henries, when our architecture began to assume a lighter

and more embellished form. The remains occupy three

sides of a large quadrangle, the fourth having probably

been taken down to admit a view of the country when

what is now the middle side was converted into a dwelling

The two wings are in ruins. The side of the quadrangle
that faces the town contains the grand entrance, which is

a large square building, embattled at the top with a hand-

some octagon
tower at each corner. The front is adorned

with a series of arches and neat pilasters ;
and this entrance

is altogether a very rich and elegant specimen of Gothic

architecture. This pile is locally called
' the Castle,' anc"

until 1794, when the roof fell in and rendered it unfit foi

the purpose, it was used as a town-hall by the people o

Battle. The side of the quadrangle opposite this entrance

consists only of two long, low, parallel walls, which formerl;

supported a row of chambers, and terminated in two elegan
turrets. The remaining side, which forms the existing

mansion, has undergone the greatest dilapidations. Hen
stood the abbey church, though the ground-plan canno

now be traced; the only vestiges of it are nine elegan
arches, which seem to have belonged to the inside of i

cloister
; they are now filled up, and appear on the outsid<

of the house. Contiguous to the great church are the ruin

of a hall, which appears to have been the refectory in ordi

nary use by the monks. There is another building of the

same kind a little detached from the abbey, and which i

of great beauty, although its dimensions, 1C6 feet by 35, ait

not in good proportion. It has twelve windows on one sid

and six on the other, and is strongly buttressed on the out

side. This appears of older date than the remaining por
tions of the abbey : it is now used as a barn

; its origina

purpose was probably to accommodate the numerous tenant

to whom the monks gave entertainments at stated times

The floor of the hall is raised, and there is an ascent to :

by a flight of steps. Underneath are crypts of freeston

divided by elegant pillars and springing arches, which form
a curious vaulted building, now converted into a stable.

The town of Battle owes its origin to the abbey. Unde
the encouragement of the monks, houses to the number o

150 were gradually erected in the vicinity : and to the tow
thus formed, a market, to be held on Sundays, was grante

by Henry I. At the commencement of the seventeen!

century Anthony Viscount Montague obtained an act o

parliament for changing the market-day to Thursday, o

which it is still held. The present town consists of on

street, running along a valley from north-west to south-eas

The church it dedicated to St. Mary, and is a very ham:
some edifice, consisting of a nave, chancel, two aisles, an
a substantial tower. The windows of the north aisle arc

decorated with numerous figures, portraits, and devices i

painted glass. The incumbent is styled
' Dean of Battle

though the living is, in fact, a vicarage in the archdeaconry
of Lewes and diocese of Clnchester, charged in the king'
book at 24/. 13*. 4rf. The lord of the manor is patron . Th
number of houses in the parish was 515 in 1831, when th

population amounted to 2999 persons, of whom 1 538 wen
females. The only manufacture for which the place i

remarkable is the excellent gunpowder, well known t

sportsmen by the name of Battle powder. It is eon
to be surpassed only by that of Dartford : there arc Severn
extensive mills in the neighbourhood for the mruui.x
ture of it. Besides the weekly market, there is one on

n A T

to secoml Tuesday of every month fir rattle, at which, n*

ell as at the fairs, oi: In ;nul .'jml N\embcr,
ni.iei-.i':.lo business is transacted. 'l'ht> town possesses

ehwiqr-wbaol for f >rty boys. The Burrcll MSS. in the

inti-h Mueum state that the hundred of B.mle '

i< a

ranchise, the inhabitants whereof are exempt from nttcnd-

ng assizes and sessions, or serving on juries, and the lord

.ppnints a coroner thereof.' The petty sessions are holdou

at Battle.

(Camdcn's Britannia ; Dugdale's Monatticon ; Gilpin's
Jbtervationt on the Coast* of Hampshire, Snrr, and

Pennant's Journey from L/mdon to the lilt of
'izht.)

BATTLE-AXE, a military weapon of offence used in

liflerent countries from the remotest linn's. Sir Samuel

Meyrk'k vs, as it was suggested liy, so it immediately fol-

the invention of the hatchet. The two Greek names
f.ir the battle-axe (iji'vij (arinf), and iriXirrr (;x'/rAtu), occur

in Homer in the same verse, //. 0. 1. 71 1. What was the

precise
difference between the two weapons we are not told

liy antirnt writers, but it seems probable that the <urinr was
similar to our hatchet, while the pelekut, which is usually
translated in Latin by biprnnix, had evidently two heads or

: for Homer mentions another instrument of the same
kind in the 23rd book of the Iliad, called 'll/niriXirov (htmi-

pelekon), or the half-axe. Suidas interprets 'lljmrt.Vn-n

(hfmipeleka), by <ii /lofoaro/ioi aivat, one-edged axes.

Kn-ter's note on 'H/jurtXira.) Thepelettut, atbipennix, was
also called securis Amazonica, the Amazonian axe, from its

having been supposed to have been used by those female

warriors. The best representation of the antient form of

this bipenni* is probably to be found in Pctit's Dissertatin

de Amazonibiu, 8vo. Amst. 1687, where it appears on the

reverse of a coin of Thyatira, as well as upon the reverses

of two coins of Marcus Aurelius. Numerous other coins of

Treat antiquity bearing the bipennit are referred to in

Ka-ehe's Lexicon Rei Nummariee, torn. i. col. 502, et srq. ;

Supplem. torn. i. p. 596.

Among the nations and tribes who joined the great expe-
dition of Xerxes, we find battle-axes among the Sae;r (He-
rodot vii. c. Ixiv.), and the Egyptians {ibid, c. lxx\i\.i.

Brenmis, at the siege of the Roman capitol by the Guuls,
was armed with a battle-axe. The Vindelici fought agi
Drusus with the battle-axe. (Horat. Carm, iv. 4.) Tacitus,

speaking of a later period (Hist. ii. 42), describes Otho's
forces as cutting through helmets and breastplates with their

swords and axes (gladiis et securibus). In the Roman
armies, however, we do not find the battle-axe in ordinary
u-o. It seems to have been considered as the weapon mure

peculiarly used by uncivilized nations. Aroraianus Marcel-
linus (fol. Par. 1681, lib. xix. c. vi.), under the year 359,
describes a body of Gauls as furnished with battle-axes and
swords.

The introduction of the battle-axe into this country has
been frequently attributed to the Danes

;
but proofs of an

earlier use of it in our islands are deducible. Mr. Hayman
Rooke, in a memoir printed in the Arrhtrologia of the So-

ciety of Antiquaries, has engraved a fragment of a battlo-

nxe found among some Druidical remains at Aspatria in

Cumberland, in June, 1789 (Archernl. vol. x. p. I 13); nnd
in the same volume, pi. xl., are two representations of the
old Galwegian bill or battle-axe, each two feet MX inches

long, found in a moss near Terreaglcs. Remains of others

arc stated to have been found among the barrow- on the
downs of Wiltshire, and in the north of Scotland. The Danes
and Norwegians, however, probably made more use of this

instrument than any other nations of their time.

At the battle of Stamford Bridge, between Harold of

England and Harold Harfager of Norway, when the Nor-

wegians gave way and the English pursued them, a total

stop is stated to have been put to the pursuit for some hours

by the desperate boldness of a single Norwegian, who de-

fended the pass of the bridge with his battle-axe. He killed

more than forty of the English, and was himself at List slain

only by stratagem. (Hen. Hunting!. 1. vii. 21 1.)

That the battle-axe was used in England in the Saxon
.\c lime the authority of different MSS. of the ninth

century, anil the English arc represented as using it, in the

Bayeux tapestry. The pole-axe, with an edge on one side

and a sharp jxiint on the other, is believed to have come in
with the Normans.
When King Stephen was taken prisoner by the Earl of

Gloucester, we arc told by Gcrvas of Canterbury that he
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bad broken his battle-axe in pieces before he took to his

sword, and was even then brought down by a stony. (Script.
x. Twysd. col. 1354.)

During the middle period of English history we read but
little of this weapon, though it appears to have been con-

stantly used. The Welsh infantry at the battle of Agincourt,
in 1415, found it particularly serviceable in despatching
those whom the archers had wounded with their arrows. In
Strutt's Manners and Customs of the English, vol. ii. pi.

xliv., Henry V. is represented as setting Richard, Earl of

Warwick, to keep Port Quartervyle, at the siege of Rouen,
by the delivery of a battle-axe.

Toward the close of the sixteenth century, the battle-axe,
as a weapon of war, seems to have fallen into gradual dis-

use : although the occasional placing of a pistol in its handle,
in some specimens which remain, seems to bespeak a wish
on the part of the warriors of that period that it should
be retained with an improved use.

Grose, in his Military Antiquities, vol. ii. pi. xxviii. fig.

4, and pi xxxiv. fig. 3, has engraved a Lochaber axe, and
an antient battle-axe. Sir Samuel Meyrick, in his en-

graved illustrations of antient armour now at Goodrich Court
in Herefordshire, pi. Ixxxiii., has engraved numerous spe-
cimens of battle-axes and pole-axes from the time of Henry
VI. Fig. 1 represents a German pole-axe of the time o'f

Henry VI., furnished with a ring to which a thong might
be fastened, in order to twist round the arm of the person
wielding it. Yis. 2, a battle-axe of the time of Henry VIII.,
to which was once attached a match-lock pistol. The whole
is of iron, and came from Ireland. Fig. 3, a Venetian pole-
axe of the same period, the blade beautifully engraved, and

having on it the lion of St. Mark. Fig.4, another specimen.
Fig. 5, a battle-axe of the close of the reign of Henry VIII.

Fig. G, a Jedburg axe, or Jeddart staff of the same period,
found in a river in Scotland. Such weapons were implied
by the single word

'

staves,' which included all kinds of arms
whose handles were long poles. Fig. 7, a Lochaber axe as

old as the last described, if not of greater age. Fig. 8, a
battle-axe of the commencement of the reign of Queen
Elizabeth. Fig. 9, another of the middle of that period.
Figs. 10, 1 1, two of the close of her reign. Fig. 12, one of
the commencement of the reign of James I. Fig. 13, ano-
ther of this period, furnished with a wheel-lock pistol. Fig.
1-1, a Polish pole-axe, having on the blade a crown, and the

letter S. twisted round the number III., for Sigismund III.
;

its staff ornamented with a brass bead, and its form exactly
like those of the Anglo-Saxons in the Bayeux tapestry. Fig.
15, a Dutch battle-axe, having on it the date 1685, the
handle being ornamented with ivory.

In Sir Samuel Meyrick's engraved Illustrations, vol. ii.

pi. 93, fig. 7, he has given the blade of a battle-axe of

its full size of the time of Queen Elizabeth, made in Ger-

many.
The battle-axe was used at a very early period in naval

fights, chiefly to cut the ropes and rigging of vessels. (See
Schoffer, Mil. A'<it>. ii. 7.)

BATTLE, WAGER OF. [See APPEAL.]
BATTLEMENT, a parapet wall, commonly employed

in castellated and in ecclesiastical edifices of that kind which
are distinguished by the general name of Gothic. [See
GOTHIC ARCHITKCTURE.] The battlement isof very remote

antiquity, as remains of them still exist in Greece and Italy.
(Sec- M:i/ois' Pnni]:fii and Stuart's Athens.) The modern
battlement, however, is better known as belonging to build-

ings from the eleventh to the end of the sixteenth century :

but it was not in general use in ecclesiastical edifices until

the middle of the twelfth century.
The battlement is generally indented, with a coping

sloping both ways from about the centre ; the lower part
between the coping and the cornice of the building is often

pierced and decorated. Although by the word battlement
is eenerally understood the whole indented parapet wall, the

term may perhaps with more propriety be applied to express
rather the higher part of the wall, in contradistinction to the

indent, interval, or embrasure. It is possible that the term
battlement may have derived its name from the facility
afforded to soldiers of doing battle under the protection
afforded by the higher part of the indented wall. Battle-

ments offer in their proportions, and in the details of their

mouldings and ornaments, a great variety of examples.
Mr. Rickman has endeavoured to distinguish the different

periods in which the pointed-arch style of Gothic architec-
ture changed the form of its detail ;' and in this endeavour

he has taken great pains to describe the characteristic fea-
tures of the Norman, early English, decorated English, and
perpendicular English styles of battlements.

As to Norman battlements, he says it is very difficult to
ascertain what was their precise form. He considers them
to have been only plain parapets ;

but remarks (hat there
are instances in some castellated Norman buildings of a

parapet with here and there a narrow interval cut in it,

which appears original.
It is more probable, then, that the Norman battlement \vs

a plain parapet, but without intervals ; and, if decorated,
the decoration probably consisted of the semicircular arch, the

peculiar feature of the Norman style. In support of this

opinion we may mention the upper part or rim of a Norman
font, decorated with semicircular-headed pannels, in South

Hayling Church, Hampshire. The Norman church of

1'Abbaye aux Dames, at Caen in Normandy, has a parapet
decorated with pointed-arched-headed pannels, which at the
introduction of the pointed-arch style most probably sup-
planted the old semicircular-arched pannel, similar to that

at Hayling Church,

Early English Battlements. During nearly the whole

period in which this style was in use, the parapet was seldom
indented ; and in many buildings it was plain, in others

decorated. At Salisbury it is executed with a series of

arches and paanels, and in Lincoln Cathedral with quatre-
foils in sunk p.annels. A battlement of equal intervals

Battlement.

'refolled archrs
and corbels under

battlement.

[Salisbury Cathedral.]

occurs in small ornamented works erected about the close

of this period, when the early English style gave way to

another more decorated, denominated by Mr. Rickman the

decorated English style.

Decorated English Battlement. During this period the

parapet wall without indentations continued frequently to

be used
;
but it is often pierced through in various forms,

generally consisting of quatrefoils, and quatrcfoils in cir-

cles. Another form, however, which is not so common,
may be considered more beautiful. This is a waved line,

the spaces of which are trefoilcd. In St. Mary Magdalen
Church, at Oxford, there is a good example of this kind of

[Mary Magdalen Church, Oxford,]

battlement. Of the plain battlements, that which was most
in use in this period has the embrasures or intervals narr w,
and is surmounted with a capping moulding placed in a

horizontal position as at Waltham Cross
; but there are

[Waltham Cross, as restored from the iintient fragments, by W. B. Clarke."

some battlements of the same date with the capping run

ning both vertically and horizontally, of which there is a
fine specimen in the tower of Merton Chapel, Oxford. In
some smnll works of this style a flower is occasionally used

as a finish above the capping, moulding, or cornice, but it is

by no means common. The nave of York Cathedral pre-
sents a fine example of the pierced battlement so prevalent

during this period : it consists of arches or arched pannels
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trefoiled or cinquefoiled, and the interval is a quatrcfoil in

n rirrle ;
the whole is covered with a moulding running

.,'iizontally and vertically.

Perpendicular English Battlements. In the balllemenU

belonging to this period, parapets without indentures still

rontiuued to be used occasionally : the serpentine line \viih

the trefoil was also still in use, but the line dividing the tre-

foil was more frequently made straight, and tK- dnisioiu

were consequently formed into triangular pannels. But in

the early and best works the trefoils arc not divided by

straight lines. One of the finest examples of pannelled

parapets is at the Beauchamp Chapel, at Warwick, consist-

ing of quatrefoils in squares, with shields and flowers.

There are many varieties of pierced battlements belonging
to this period. Those erected in the early part of it have

commonly quatrefoils, either in the lower compartments or

above the panncls of the lower compartments, forming part

of the higher pannels. Two heights of pannels are also

frequently employed in battlements of this period. At

I.oughborough there is an example of a fine baitlement,

consisting of rich pierced quatrefoils in two heights. Such

battlements have generally a moulded cornice running
round the battlement and the embrasure. A few edifices of

a later period have pierced battlements ornamented with

p .'imed compartments, as in the lower of Lincoln Cathedral,

[From tltr tower of Lincoln Cathedral, from a sketch by G. Moore, Arch.]

the Tomb-house at Windsor, the Lady Chapel at Peter-

borough, and the great battlement at King's College Chapel,
t ambridge. Sometimes on the exterior of a building, and

often within, the Tudor or three-leaved flower, forming a

point at the top, is used on the battlement, as at the screens

in the choir of Exeter Cathedral ;
and there are a few in-

stances of the upper part of a battlement analogous in form

to it in small works erected long before this date, as at

Northampton Cross. But Waltham Cross, erected at the

[Northampton Croat, from an original ketch by 0. Moore, Arch.]

same time, is without this finish. Some battlements of this

period, especially in very rich designs, have, in lieu of the

Tudor tlowcr, a iinial on the top of pierced quatrefoils, as at

Woolptt and Blithborough Churches in Suffolk.

Of plain battlements in the perpendicular style there ore

many varieties. Some are formed with nearly equal in-

tervals, and with a plain coping placed both horizontally
and vertically. Castellated battlements have the embrasures
between the battlements nearly equal to the width of the

battlements themselves : sometimes they have wide battle-

racnt.s and narrow embrasures, with the coping moulding
placed horizontally and the sides cut plain. Another bat-

tlement consists of a moulding running round the battlement

and the embrasure, while u rapping is set upon the hori-

zontal putt of the embrasure ami battlement, as at York
Minster. The most common battlement towards the close

[Turret of King'. Colic,;* thai <>!, C..mUi.l^. .]

of this penod has a broad comioe consisting of f.

mouldings running both vertically and horizontally, the

embrasures being very often much narrowed and the battle-

ment enlarged.
As the battlements of the perpendicular style were liable

to frequent alterations, they cannot alone be deluded on to

determine the age of a building. (Riekman's Attempt i<>

Discriminate the Styles o/ Engltuli Architecture.) Be-

tween the periods which are distinguished by the appella-

tions of early, decorated, and perpendicular English, there

are some minute shades of difference in the detail and pro-

portion of battlements. This will be apparent on an ex-

amination of the antient edifices of Great Britain.

The battlement, which was originally designed for the

protection of the besieged, became afterwards merely an

ornament to an edifice. A most remarkable example of

[ButtiMi, with battlement*, at Loddon Church, Norfolk.]

the excessive use of it as a decoration is shown in the an-

nexed cut, representing the top of a buttress at l..tdd,.;i

Church, Norfolk.

(For representations of battlements, sco Britton's Ca-

Uiedrals ; and J'iews nf Collegiate anil Parochial Chit.

in Great Britain, by .1. P. Neale.)

BATURIN, a town founded by Stephen Balhory when
King of Poland, at present situated' in the Russian province

oflschernigoff, orCzerniechoff, and in the circle ol B

It occupies a picturesque position on a hill, and is skii i>

one bide by the Seyiua, in the midst of a beautiful expanse
of country which is remarkable for its fertility. The town
is surrounded by a wall of earth, and contains a handsNine

convent, eight churches, and about 5000 inhabitants. Tho
environs are well cultivated. The soil and climate are fa-

vourable to the partial growth of the filbert, vine, and mul-

berry; and the trade of the district, which is promoted by
fairs held in the place, depends ehiclly on

agricultural pro-

duce. Baturin was for some time a favourite r<

the Atamans of the Cossacks, among whom none lias ac-

quired greater notoriety than the trailer MftMppa, who sold

himself to the Swedes in 1708. The Kn>sians, to whom
AH has belonged since the year 1604, afterwards burnt

it in revenge for the treachery of Mazeppa. It ha-

i. -limit, and wa.s with its dependencies, including at

that time nearly 9300 male inhabitants, granted by ihe

Kiuprcss Elizabeth to Prince RazunioHsKy, ,Ui"se de-

vciidaiiU are its present proprietors. The palace uf liiu

Atamans and its once handsome grounds are now goi

decay. Baturin lies, accordingto Hostel, ill Sl 4"/ N. Int.,

and 50 40' E. long.
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BAUD, a town in the department of Morbihan on the

road from Pontivy to Hennebon and Lorient, 15 miles from

Pontivy, and 269 miles W. by S. of Paris; 47 53' N. lat.,

3 l' W. long. It is near the river Evel, which flows into

the Blavet a few miles below the town. The population of

the commune amounted in 1832 to 5120, but what propor-
tion belongs to the town itself we are not aware.

In the environs of this town is found the staurolite, a

mineral composed chiefly of silex and alumine, and whose

crystals frequently penetrate each other at right angles or

obliquely, so as to form across. It is found also in the ad-

jacent department of Finisterre, and in one or two places in

the south of France.

BAUDOUR, a town and commune in the province of

Hainault, situated two leagues west of Mons. It is bounded
on the north by the commune of Villerot, on the south-

west by Hautrage, on the south by Boussu and St. Ghislain,

on the south-east by Quaregnon and Jemappes, on the east

by Ghlin, and on the north-west by Erbisceul. The surface

of this commune is much varied. Near the town, on the

west, is a hill covered with wood ; to the south are large
meadows, and on the north considerable sand-hills. The
central part contains a coal-mine, but it is not worked.
Potter's clay is found in considerable quantities, and gives

employment to many of the population in making earthen-

ware. In the wood of Baudour, already mentioned, is a con-

siderable deposit of pulverulent phosphate of iron. The soil

generally is of very moderate fertility. Wheat can be grown
only in a few spots. The rotation of crops on such lands

is wheat, barley, rye, trefoil, oats, and then fallow. Some

hops are likewise grown, and different kinds of common
fruits. There are two salt-refineries in the commune.

Population of the commune, 2577. (Meisser's Dictionnaire

Gtagraphique de Hainaut, 1833.)

BAUGE', a town in France in the department of Maine
et Loire, on a cross-road between La Fleche and Saumur,
1 miles S. of La Fleche and 1 58 miles S. W. of Paris

; 4 7

33' N. lat., 7' W. long. Bauge is on the right bank of

the little river Couanon or Coucsnon. Strictly speaking, it

consists of two towns, about half a mile or a mile from each
other. One of these is named Bauge le Vieil (Old Baugf),
or Bauge le Chateau, while the other, which is the principal,
has for its distinctive name Bauge la Ville. There are some
manufactures of cloth, serge, drugget, sail-cloth, cotton yarn,
&c. The chief trade of the place is in its manufactures, and
in timber and cattle. There is a fine bridge of freestone over

the Couesnon.
The English, under the Duke of Clarence, brother of

Henry V., were defeated before Bauge le Vieil in the year
1421. The French were commanded in this encounter by
the Mart-dial de la Fayette. There is an hospital in this

place ;
and also a castle, built by Foulques, or Fulk Nera,

in the eleventh century.

Baug6 is the capital of an arrondissement containing 668

square miles, or 427,520 acres, with a population in 1832 of

81,690. The population of Baugi', without any distinction

of the two towns, is given in the same return at 3553 for the

commune, or 3433 for the town itself. We suppose this re-

fers only to Baugd la Ville
;

for in the Dictionnaire Univer-

xel de la France, 1804, the )>opulation of this place is given
at 2904. and that of Baugc le Vieil at 1874 : together, 4778.

In the arrondissement a considerable quantity of paper is

made.

BAUHIN, JOHN, a distinguished botanist, was born at

Basle according to Sprengel, or at Lyons according to others,

in 1 j41. His father, who was a physician of great reputa-
tion, having destined him also for the medical profession,

placed him, towards the completion of his studies, with

Fuchsius, a botanist of considerable eminence in his day,
and afterwards with the celebrated Conrad Gesner, whom
he accompanied in his various excursions through Switzer-

land. He afterwards visited several other parts of Europe
for the purpose of becoming acquainted with their vegetable

productions, and with a view to collecting materials for his

Historia Piantarum, afterwards published. In 156G he
fixed himself at Basle, where he was elected professor of

rhetoric. A few years subsequently he was appointed prin-

cipal physician of the Duke of Wirtemberg, in which situa-

tion he died at Montbclliard in 1C 13.

During his life he published little of importance, but he

occupied himself with great industry in reducing the scat-

tered knowledge of the botanists of his day into a single and
connected history of the whole vegetable kingdom, which

he arranged upon the plan sketched out by Lovel. This work
was not printed till nearly forty years after his death, in 3
vols. folio, published at Yverdun in 1650-1, under the care
of Dr. Chalre, his brother-in-law. This work, although by
no means free from errors, was a most important performance
for the time when it appeared, and may be considered the
first step towards reducing systematical botany into order.

It is now consulted only by those who are curious in the

history of botanical discovery, but it will always remain
the key to the botanical works which preceded it. In the
words of Sprengel, the author deserves great praise for his

diligence in collecting and describing plants, disentangling
their synonyms, and ascertaining with precision their native

places.

BAUHIN, GASPARD, the brother of John, was bom at

Basle in 1560. After receiving the usual college education,
he visited several parts of Europe, with a view to examine
their vegetable productions, and to render himself conversant
with the state of medical science. Upon his return to Basle,
he appears to have gained great reputation as a learned
man and a skilful naturalist, and he had honours showered

upon him with a profusion which marks strongly the force
of public opinion in his favour. We find him described
as holding the offices of professor of Greek, of anatomy and
botany, and of the practice of medicine, dean of the faculty
of medicine, chief physician to the town, and rector of the

university. He died in 1624.

His works consist of several medical treatises, especially
of a set of anatomical plates, partly original and partly-

copied from Vesalius and Eustachius ; but his reputation
chiefly depends upon his botanical publications. He ap-
pears to have been better furnished with materials than his

brother John, and to have had more command of good artists

for embellishing his works, which consist partly of descrip-
tions and figures of new plants, in his Phytopinax, pub-
lished at Basle in 4to., 1596, and in the Prodromes Theatri

Botanici, which appeared at Frankfort in 1 620 ; and partly
of collections of the synonyms of the botanical writers who
had preceded him. The latter appeared in his Pinax Theatri
Botanici in 1623, of which a second edition was published
in 1671, and which is a complete key to the knowledge of

the day. He also commenced a very important work, in

which all the plants at that time known were to be reduced
to the natural orders

;
but of this, called Theatrum Botani-

cum, one volume only was published, containing the grasses,

sedges, and liliaceous plants. He also published a catalogue
of the plants growing wild about Basle, a work which both
Haller and Sprengel describe as being remarkably complete.
Although the writings of the two Bauhins are now little

consulted, except by those who occupy themselves with the

not very important subject of the history of European species,

they must be considered as men who, by their zeal, learn-

ing, and good sense, aided by unwearied industry, have

largely contributed to the .advance of botany, and have been

surpassed by no one, unless by Linnaeus, in their own de-

partment of the science. They do not appear, however, to

have been men of much originality of mind, or to have in

any way extended the sphere of botanical science : they can

only be considered useful pioneers, but as such they are

entitled to the gratitude of posterity ; for, as De Candolle
has well remarked, if they did not succeed in discovering

any sufficiently methodical manner of classifying their

knowledge, they at least rendered tlie want of some fiood
classification more apparent than it had ever been before.

BAUHI'NIA.a genus of plants belonging to the natural

order Leguminosm. Linnaeus applied the name very happily
to commemorate the merits of the two Bauhins, for the genus
is remarkable for its leaves being generally divided into two
twin lobes.

The species arc usually twining plants, found in the woods
of hot countries, and often stretching from tree to tree like

living cables, forming with other plants an almost insur-

mountable obstacle to the traveller who would penetrate the

recesses of a tropical forest. Some of them, however, are

small trees, as for example B. porruta, which is called in

Jamaica mountain ebony, because its wood is sheathed with

black. Their flowers are often very beautiful ;
for which

reason they have long been cultivated in the hot-houses of

Europe, but they are too impatient of the wretched treat-

ment they receive in the toys which we call stoves to flourish

and produce their noble blossoms. So long as plants are

cramped in earthen pots, and are treated like the feet of

Chinese ladies, we must not hope to seu in Europe those
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noble flowers which are described by the travellers who have

1 the forests of America and India.

BAUMANSHOHLE is a remarkable cavern in northern

Germany, situated in the south-eastern range of the Harz,

not far from the village of Uiibeland, less than two miles

from Elhingerodc, a town of the kingdom of Hanover, and

nearly six from Blankenburg, a town of the dukedom of

Brunswick. This cavern, which is considered one of the

most remarkable natural phenomena of the Harz, is in a

calcareous rock, and consists of six distinct large chambers,

besides a smaller one. These six caverns taken together
measure in length nearly 800 feet, and their entrance is 136

feet above the bed of the Bode, a small river which runs

through a narrow valley at the foot of the calcareous rocks.

The first cavern rises 'to upwards of 33 feet, and is the

largest and most striking. The water penetrating through
the rocks which form the roofs of the caverns, brings down

with it calcareous matter, which hardens and forms stalac-

tites. These stalactites are of great beauty in the third

cavern, and among them is the sounding column, which

emits a loud sound when beaten. This cavern was disco-

vered in 1C 7-2, by a miner, called Baumann, who entered

it in hope of flnd'ing metallic ore*.

BAUME.orBEAUME, the name of two towns in France,

and of several smaller places. The towns were distinguished
as Baume les Dames, and Baume les Messieurs, or Baume
les Moincs, from celebrated religious establishments which

existed there : that in the former place was for females, and

that in the latter for men.
BKAUUK-LKS-DAMKS is situated on the right or N.W.

hank of the river Doubs, and in the department to which

that river gives name. It is iJ5 miles E.S.E. of Paris,

through Besancon, from which it is distant 18 miles E.N.E.

47 22' N. lat., 6 21' E. long.
The religious establishment to which this town owes its

designation was of the order of St. Benedict, and of great

antiquity. According to some it was formed by two brothers,

St. Romaln, abbot of Condat, and St. Lupicin, abbot of

Leucone. (both in Frauche Comte, with part of which the

department of Doubs coincides,) about the middle of the fifth

centun : and these appointed their own sister as abbess. Pi-

ganHde la Force (.Vnin-elle Description deUi I'runre, Paris,

I 7J.| say* its origin is uncertain, end that all that is known
.t it was considerable in the time of Charlemagne, and

of his son Louis le Dcbonnaire. The nuns were all of noble

birth, and Mrict examination into this point was instituted

when any desired to enter. The abbey however was far

liom rich. There appears to have been also in this town a

convent of Capuchins
This little place has been much injured by the passage

of troops in time of war ; and, though it is the capital of an

arrondissi-iueiit, had not in 1832 a greater population than

2209 for the town, or 2467 for the whole commune. It is

how ever an agreeable place, surrounded by meadows and by
vineyards, the produce of which is well esteemed. The pil-

lar* of the high altar of the church attached to the Bene-
(ii. Hue abbey mentioned above now adorn the Pantheon, or

church of St. Gencvicve, at Paris.

me leg-Dames contains one or two factories of eotlon

good*, considerable iron works, with a miMiufactory of wire-

em! pins, large pottery and glass works, and a paper-mill
There are a library, ncoHix"" " r high school, and an agricul-

tural MHJcty. In the environs of the town are quarries o

marble, gypsum, and slate; and mines of iron and coal

Baume-les-Dame* is also called Bauuic-lcs-Nones, am

II A I)

3aume-sur-lo-Doubs. The arrondusemcnt of Baume com-

jrehends >,.;.! square miles, or 405,120 acres, aud it had in

1832 a |.u|
-illation of C I

BAQMI-LBi-MoiNKi is a small place, about four or Tire

niles north-east of Lons-h B ipital of tin- depnrt-
ment of Jura. The Benedictine convent from wliic-h it

derived its name was originally a lucre cell, when it was
-il to the runk of an abbey by Count Demon, abbot of

Giny, early in the tenth century. Others carry the foun-

dation of tiie abbey limber, and aM-rihe to Bi-rnon a great
reformation in the establishment. Pope Kugcnius III. re-

duced the establishment to a simple prion. it on

the abbey of Clugni, in n-ir, but the title of uM>-

stored Mime time alter. Proof of nobility w 7, in

order to be received into this establishment as a monk.
The population of Buumc-lcs-Moines, as uiveii in the

Dictioniiaire L'nirerselde la Francr, Paris, ISO I, our latest

authority, was 855.

BAUMGARTBN, ALEXANDER GOTTLIEB, was
born in Ul-1 at Berlin, where his father was preacher to

the court of Prussia. He studied at Halle, ana became a

warm admirer of Wolfs philosophy, though it was at that

time considered heretical, and Wolf himself had in i

quence been obliged to leave Halle. Baumgarten applied
himself to the study of lo(jic and of belles Ictlres, on which

he afterwards gave lectures at the Orphan institution of

Halle. Having eXatnrned whtt had been taught till tl.'n

under the name of belles lettres, he endeavoured to reduce

that branch of study to fixed principles. He invented the

word (esthetic, which he applied to the theory of taste, or tha

science of the beautiful. Previous writers who had written

on this subject had mostly limited their in IM to

the beautiful in works of art ; Baumg.irtcii extended his

researches to the qualities that constitute the beautiful in

general, whether in natural or artificial objects, and to our

faculty of perceiving the same. He divided the science of

aesthetic into theoretical and practical : he developed his

ideas first in his treatise, Ditputalio de norwiilli* ml /'

pertinentibut, Halle, 1735, and afterwards in his .Ksthrtica,

Frankfurt on the Oder, 1750. Esthetic has tin

a distinct science, and is taught as such in the German uni-

versities. The other works of Baumgartcn arc M'-l/ir/it/-

sica ; sftthica Philosophic* ; Initin I'.'ii/'*' ipliirr I'mclietr.
' He examined chietly the general rights of man, \\

reference to civil and political law, or to the law of n.i-

and, like Wolf, he confounded the object of natural law

with that of morality.' Such is Buhle's judgment in his

History of Modern Philosophy, iv. ch. 8.

In his metaphysics, Baumgarten maintained Wolfs prin-

ciple of the
'
sufficient reason,' and also that of the ' hannonia

prECslabilita' of Leibnitz, though somewhat modified in h,s

definition of it. In 1740 Baumgarten was appointed pro-

fessor of philosophy at Frankfurt on the Oder. Hi-,

slant application undermined his health, and after liii.j.

in a vealc ttate fbr wvera] \carshediedin !"<>.;. II

a profound thinker, remarkably methodical in the anange-
inent of his thoughts, and precise in his exposition < I thrin.

His elder brother, James Sigismund, studied also at Halle

and beeaiii. I of theology in that university. Ho
wrote Instructions tin M^ral T/ii'ulni>y,Svo. 1738; .Ibridq-
mcnt of Kccleriastical History, 3 vols. 8vo. 17 IJ: /

Linear lircriarii Anliquitatum Christiana' urn, 17-47, and
other works on ecclesiastical studies. He introduced im-

portant ameliorations into the study of theology at Halle.

He died in 1757.

Another Baumgarten, Martin of Breitenbaeh, patrician
of Nuremberg, no relation to the preceding, travelled in the

east in the beginning of the sixteenth century and left an

account of his journey, which was published
after his death

under the title of Persgrinatio in .Kxyiiluin. Arabian,
I'li/i/^liiitim, i'l Xyritim. fin-la nit nix 1 j<>7 ft 15DH. in litcem

i i/i/, i it Crintujili r, 4tu. Nuremberg, I

BAt'T/KN, or BUD1SSIN (in the Wend language
BUD1SHYN), a well-built town near the eastern b u-ders

of the kingdom of Saxony, situated on the Spree : it is the

capital of the circle of Upper Lusatia. Bautzen is known to

have exinlid before the times of the celebrated Witlikind,

and to have been defended by a strong castle, now in :

It is the seat of a provincial government, a consistory, and
other public establishing.)U ; and the re-idem e i i a titular

K"IU.MI Catholic bishop. Ai .-dilice* , 1 n.ite, it con-

tains a royal palace called the Orlenbnrg, now u.,od as public
i (which was burned down in 141'J, and rebuilt by
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Matliias, King of Hungary): a Roman Catholic chapter-
house : a spacious town-hall and public library ;

a house of

assembly for the states ;
a nourishing and richly-endowed

gymnasium ;
a seminary for educating teachers, with a

primary school attached to it : a large cathedral church,
founded in 1213, and usixl both bv the Catholics and Lu-
thenms in common, for which purpose it is divided by a

screen of trellis-work : a Protestant church for tlie Wend
rogation ; three other churches ; an orphan asylum ;

five hospitals ;
a mechanics' school, &c. There are manu-

factures of woollens, cotton, linen, stockings, yarn, gun-
powder, pnper, copper and iron-ware, beer and spirits, &c.,
in and about Bautzen ;

and it carries on considerable in-

ternal trade. It was the birth-place of Meissncr the poet,
who died in 1805. In the neighbourhood of Bautzen is

Klein Wclke, a Moravian colony with seminaries for boys and

girls : and also the battle-fields of Hochkirch, and Kittlitz

or Wurschen, the one fought in 174G, and the other, which
was attended by the conflagration of thirty villages, on the

2nih and 21st of May, 1S13, between Napoleon and the
allied Russians and Prussians. The town contains about
1400 houses and "'200 inhabitants, but with its suburbs

nearly l.f,''H!i. It is in 51 10' N. lat., 14 30' E. long. :

a!) nit' 3H miles E.N.E. of Dresden.

BAVARIA (THE KINGDOM OF) derives its origin
from one of the most ancient duchies in modern Europe ;

the name appears to come from the Boii or Boioarii, its

early inhabitants, and the appellation is retained in the

modern German name of Baiern. It is composed of the

greater part of the former circles of Bavaria and Franconia,
of certain districts of Swabia, the principalities of Anshach
and Baireuth, the bishoprics of Bamberg, Wiirzburg, Augs-
burg, Eichsta'U, and Freisingen, and some parts of those of

Mainz, Fulda, and Speyer (Spires). Its extent is at present
more than one-half greater than in the year I 777, when the

elector Charles Theodore inherited it, and added to it his pa-

irimony in the Palatiuate.comprising 4240 square miles. The
electorate it.-clt'did not previously exceed 16,674 square miles,
hut this accession, and the subsequent acquisition of the

Deux Pouts territory in 1799, increased it to 21,550 square
miles. Above seven-eighths of the territories which now

compose it lie in the south of Germany, east of the Rhine,
and form a compact state, commonly designated the Tern-

ton/ of the Danube and Main, which extends from 47 19'
to 5u'

J
41' N. lat., and from 8 51' to 13 44' E. long.; its

circuit, taken in straight lines, is estimated at nearly 1130
miles, but followed out in all its curvatures, at upwards of
1530. Tiiis portion of the Bavarian dominions, in which
seven out of the eight provinces are comprised, is bounded
on the south by the Tyrol and Vorarlberg, and at its south
eastern extremity by the Austrian circle of the Salzach,
in the province of the Upper Ens

;
in the est, part of

the same province and of Bohemia border on it
;

its north-
eastern frontier is skirted by the kingdom of Saxony, and
its northern and north- western, by the principalities of
Reuss and the states of ducal Saxony; and in the west,
it skirts the

1

dominions of Electoral Hesse, Hesse-Darm-
stadt, and Baden, until its borders reach the Tauber, at

Mergentheim, whence the whole boundary to its south-
western point on Lake Constanz is formed by the king-
dom of Wiirtemberg. The other portion of the Bavarian
dominions, the Territory of the Rhine, which is si-

tuated on the west bank of that river, and is completely
disjoined from the preceding, by the interposition of the
Baden and Hesse-Darmstadt possessions, extends from
48" 57' to 49 50' N. lat. and from 7 6' to 8 31' E. long.
The French departments of the Lower Rhine and Moselle
bound it on the south, and the Rhine separates it from
the grand duchy of Baden on the east

;
the Rhenish do-

minions of Hesse-Darmstadt are its north-eastern neigh-
bour

;
the Prussian province of the Lower Rhine borders it

on the north and south-west : and in the north-west and
west it adjoins the domain of Meissenheim, belonging to

Hesse-Homburg, and the principality of Lichtenberg.
Area and Subdivisions. In consequence of the want of

official details, considerable difficulty has hitherto attended

every attempt to estimate the superficial extent of the
Bavarian territory ;

some have reduced it to 2s,(lOO square
miles, while others have exaggerated it to 37,000; and one
writer (Jacobi) to nearly 38,000. The documents, how-
ever, which have been lately brought before the Bavarian

legislature enable us to submit the following as a correct

statement of the total area of the kingdom of Bavaria. We
have availed ourselves of this opportunity to add some other

details for the purpose of rendering the statement still more

comprehensive.
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are attached on the east to the Ficbtclgebirgc* ami on the
\u--t border mi tlir Spessart ; they attain their hujlu-st ele-

vation in the Kreuiberg, which is -IIC'J foot alx

of the sen. The
Fichtelgtbir^*,

which is connected with
the Bohemian forest chain, lies in the north-eastern r.

the Upper Main : the chief component parts of this mass are

granite. :.'!i>-:--. quartz, and clayslato ;
the highest summiu

are the Ochsonkopf. or Ox's Head (5280 feet) and some

points of the Schneekopf, or Snow-peak, (3502 feet). Of
the Thiiringerwald, or forest of Thuringen, an inconsider-

able portion lies within the circle of the Upper Main, where
it goes by the name of the forest of Franconia (Frankcn-
wald). On the west side of the Rhine, a branch of the Jura,
the '

Vosgesus lions,' which loses the name of the ' Y
on entering Rhenish Bavaria, where it is Germanized into

the Wasgau, stretches in a north-easterly lino deep into the
centre of that province, and terminates in the canton of

Kiivhhuim, in which is situated its loftiest summit, the Kii-

ni">stuhl, one of the group of the Donncrsberg (Mountain of

Thunder), 9148 feet nigfa. Th< oof this chain U
chiefly old red sandstone, though in some parts, particularly
on the Donnersberg, which is crowned with a plateau above
100 acres in area, it contains hornblende and porphyry.
In those masses of Bavarian highlands the most elevated

points, not before indicated, nrc, the Zugspitz of the Noric

Alps, in the circle of the Isar, 9689 feet, and the Wetler-
schroffen, 9387; the Hochvogel of the Allgau range, in the
circle of the Upper Danube, 8-I7G; and the TeufeL
in the same circle, 9283 feet. The only Bavarian heights
which rise into the region of perpetual snow belong to the
Noric Alps. The Bavarian mountains are generally raw
nnd inhospitable, but well wooded. The Sudetsh branch of
the great Hercynian range comprehends the Bohemian
forest mountains (Bohmcr-Wald-Gebirge) which run along
the eastern confines of Bavaria to the extreme eastern

point where Hohenstein, about twenty-three miles north of
the Danube, is situated, and, separating the kingdom from
the Austrian dominions east of them, throw out several
arms into the circles of the Lower Danube and llegen.
Their highest summits on the Bavarian side are the Arber,
4824 feet, the Rachel, 4720, and the Dreisesselberg, 4054

Bavaria is, on the whole, a mountainous country ; not

only is it walled in by lofty mountains on the north and
south, but its interior is intersected in various directions by
elevated ranges. It contains, however, many wide and
fertile valleys, and numerous extensive plains, the face of
which is not nnfrequently disfigured by swamps and mo-
rasses, here called

' Moose' and '

Filze,' from their surface

being covered with a thick jungle of lichens (lic/ien-m
and reeds. Of these moors the largest are the Donaumoos,
eighty miles in area, between Schrobenhausen and lugol-

'

: tho Erdingermoos, in the circle of the Isar, up-
wards of 100 miles in area; the Isaraoos, between Isarock
and the banks of the Danube, thirty-five miles in length
and about three in breadth; the Eschenlohermoos, which
stretches from the banks of the Laisach to Mornau

; and
the Rosenheimermoos on the Inn. These moors, part of
which have latterly been drained, have hitherto been entirely

unprofitable. The greatest extent of plain stretches full

fifty miles in a south-eastern direction along the Danube
from Ratisbon to Osterhofen ; next to this in extent are the

Kfinigswiese (Royal Meadow), or Bockinger Heath, spread-
ing from Rocking to Scharding ;

the Riefs, in the heart of
which lies Nonllingen : the Hats of the Regnitz which en-
circle Nuremberg ; and that portion of the valley of the

Rhine, on its west bank, which spreads into a dead plain
round Landau, in Rhenish Bavaria. The most romantic

parts of Bavaria are the regions on the south-eastern bor-

ders, where Alpine heights, mountain-torrent*, lakes, and
glaciers, combine to give them the characteristics of the
Swiss or Tyrolese landscape.

Bivert, Lakes, SfC. The Rhine forms the eastern bound-
ary of the Rhenish subdivision of Bavaria, from a point
north-cast of Lauterbure to a point a little south of Worms

;

the principal streams which fall into it on the Bavarian side
are the Lautcr, below Lauterburg ; the Klingbach, south of
Sondemhcim ; the Queich, close to Gcrraenhcim

; the
Sneicr, near the town of Spcicr or Spires ; the Rehbach, &c.
The breadth of tho Rhine above Lautcrbiirg is 1400 feet :

.11 in this part of its course is estimated at four and a
half feet in every three miles and a quarter, and it flows at
the rate of about 395 feet per minute.
The Danube enters the south west of Bavaria from the

Wiirtemberg dominions about two mile* south of Ulm, and
in its north-easterly a i . the heart
of the kingdom as far as Regcns - past

.
i

.rg, and 1:

stadt, between which 1 has a fall

of 110 feet. In its course (wlm-h U about K>
on to Passau it has on its n-j'..t bank Straubing

and Yilshofen, and between Ratisbon and
a spot five miles below Dcckcndorf, not far frum !'.<

in the circle of the Lower Danube, a fall of lin

The course of this tortuous and impetuous river from
Ulna to Passau is stated by St. Bchlcn to be i

and a half German miles, or about 2*0 English : the prin-

cipal streams which arc tributary to it alt i:g this 1m
on its right bank, the Iller (after the latter h;.

the Blcibach), the Leiba, Miindel, Zusam, and I.< <!>. thu
I*ar bel.iw Dcgiicndorf (after it has been joined by the

Loisach, Amper, and Wiiini), and the Inn, near 1'

(after it has been increased by the inllux of the Alz,
ach, kc.). On its left bank the chief rivers which fall into

the Danube are the Wiirnitz near Donauworih, the Altmiihl
near Kehlheim, which rises not far from Hornau n.

Rctzat circle, the Rohrbach near Bubcnheim, the Sulz
near Beiliiiirrics. the Naab, winch Hows down from the

Bohmcrwald, is increased by the waters of the Hi
from tho region of the Pichtelzebirge, and joins the Danube
above Ratisbon : and lastly the Regen, which ;

from the Bi'dmienvald, and uniting with the black, while,
and lesser Regen, traverses the circle to which it gix

. and discharges itself into the Danube near IStadh-am-

Hof, opposite Ratisbon. During its course through tl..

varian territory the Danube receives no less than thirty-
eight rivers.

The Main originates in two streams, the red and white
Main, the white springing from the vicinity of Neubau, and
the red from the Ochsenkopf, part of the Fichtelgebirge in

the circle of the Upper Danube
;
these unite at Steinln

below Kulmbaeh, and flow in a general western

point a few miles west of Bam berg, Hamberg is 01

nitz, a larje stream which joins the Main on the left !

a little below Bamberg. The Main continues a general
western course to Schweinfurth, Kitzingen, Wiirzburg, and
AschafTenhurg, whence it passes into the territory
It is navigable above Bamberg, and in iu course thronirh
the northern circles of the Upper and I^nvcr Main receives
the Rodach near Staflfelstein, the Franconian-Saale at

Gmiinden, the Regnitz (as already mentioned), below Bain-

berg, and many other smaller streams.' There are three
other rivers of note which rise in the Bavarian territory
the Eger and Saale, both come from the Fich:.

the former runs eastward in the circle of the Upper Main
into Bohemia, and the latter northward from the Zetier-
wald in the same circle into Saxony ; and the Fulda, which
flows immediately into Electoral Hesse, and after its junc-
tion with the Wcrra forms the Weser.

Bavaria does not yet possess canals of any magnitude.
There is a canal in the neighbourhood of the Amnv
in the western part of the circle of the Isar, 13,COO 1

length, which enables timber-rafts to' avoid the hazardous
ition of that lake as well as to save a distance ol i

than five miles. A cut was made in 1818 betweeen Worth
and Knitlingcn (both on the Rhine), lO.Gi-l feet long and
sixty-two feet broad, with sluice-gates upon the Rhine at

each extremity. Another canal was finished in l.so;.

Uvecn Rosenheim and Kufstcin, which is 7400 feet long and
thirty-six broad, and by which nearly tw ilesot

highly fertile land have been brought under cultivation,
There is also a navigable, canal from Frankenthal to the
Rhine. In the year 793 the Emperor Chart. ,l\cd

upon uniting the German Ocean with the Black S, ,, b\ t

canal which would have run from the Altmiihl to the Reg-
nitz, and thus have established a navigable line between the
Danube and the Rhine through the Main

;
and there is every

prospect, from the active exertions of the Bavarian govern-
ment to forward this great object, that this undertaking will
now be accomplished.*

The official protpectm upon which, well u upon a law pnunl in July
1.ill (1834). company u forming for (In- imrpoic, iutrslli.it 'Hi, Junction
Canal between tlir Danube mnl Ulmn-, t.\ inf.in- ..I' the M.-iiu. incliulini; tha

;.Y.T AltriniM which in to lie made
navigable, will 1 ic .',92.543

..r turn!) three and a half (icrm.in mile in length (about
i 1"7 mflci). It i* to t:8M in the tlircct

TirD*rcial town in are
.ft al bottom, and a depth

of fi\ e feet. The width of the chamber! for the iluiccs is to be tuU L
>

.
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On the Boden See (Lake Constanz) are situated the

harbour and fortress of Lindau, the most south-western

point in Bavaria, but only a small portion of the surface

of this lake belongs to Bavaria. There are numerous
lakes within the Bavarian territory. The largest is the

Chiem-see (lake Chiem), which lies between the Inn and
the Ah, about thirteen miles south of Wasserburg and

twenty miles east of Rosenheim, in the circle of the Isar
;

its surface is about 22,400 acres ;
it is about thirty-five

miles in circuit, and its greatest depth is above 500 feet.

Three islands, or rather hills, rise above its surface, on two

of which are the remains of suppressed ecclesiastical com-
munities

;
its fisheries, which belong to the crown, arc ex-

tremely productive. In the western part of the same circle

is the Wurm, or Stahrenberger-See, a beautiful lake, about

sixteen miles south-west of Munich, fourteen miles in length
and about four in breadth. The Ammer-See, west of the

Wiirm-See, is a beautiful piece of water, about twelve miles

long and twenty-seven in circuit ; its area contains about

11,000 acres, and its greatest depth is 269 feet. There are

seven villages on its western banks; it abounds in fish, and
derives its name from the Ammer, Amper, or Amber, which

falls into it at its southern extremity and quits it in the

north-east near Eching. This lake is united by the river

with the Staffen or Staffel-See, a lake on the west side of

:\vn of Murnau, about five or six miles in circuit. The
Waller or Walchen-See (Lacus Wallensis), is another large
lake to the south-east of Murnau, containing about 13,500

anres. This lake appears to be an old crater, an opinion
which has gained more general credit from the violent agi-
tation of its waters during t'ua great earthquake of Lisbon

in November, 17.0.3. Its greatest depth is 612 feet, and it

lies 56 1 feet higher than the adjoining Kochel or Kechel-

See, which is also situated in the south-western part of the

circle of the Isar, on the road from Munich to Innsbruck.

The surface of the Kochel-See is estimated at about 1200

acres and its depth :it 240 feet
;
both these lakes are full of

fish. The most south-eastern of all the lakes in Bavaria

is the King's (Kb'nig)or Bartholomsmis-See, in the same
: its banks are precipitous, and it is surrounded by

mountains. The Konigsbach throws itself into the lake

from a lofty precipice. South-east of Munich, between the

I-ar and Inn, about thirteen miles east of Holzkirchen, is

the beautiful lake called the Tegern-See, with a royal resi-

dence, once a Benedictine monastery, on high ground at

its south-east extremity ;
it is encircled on all sides by green

valleys, woods, and mountains, and has an elevation of

2187 feet above the level of the Mediterranean: its length
is about a mile and a half, and its breadth about two
miles

;
its greatest depth is 337 feet. On its east side is

the Quirine spring, a spring of naphtha, discovered in 1430,
which flows from a layer of peat ; the liquid is of a greenish-
brown tint, inflammable, and affords, in some years, a supply
of about fifteen or sixteen gallons.

Climate. The climate of Bavaria is, on the whole, tem-

perate and healthy. It is cold and bleak in the mountainous

districts, but milder in the plains and valleys through which
the Main, Altmuhl, and Regnitz (low, particularly in the

parts adjacent to the first of those streams, where theThurin-

gian and other mountains shelter them from north winds. In

parts the chestnut and almond thrive
;
and the vine is

cultivated for wine; but the latter does not succeed so well

in the low country about the Danube, which suffers from

me cold in winter and oppressive heat in summer.
In the elevated regions of southern Bavaria, fruit cannot bo

raised. Tlie Rhenish possessions have a climate as mild and
salubrious as the country traversed by the Main, except
in some districts of the west, which are intersected by the

Vo^ges and their branches: here the winter still prevails,
while flowers and fruit-trees are blossoming in the rich

and sunny plains.
' In the plains,' says Crome,

' the

thermometer seldom rises above 86" Fahrenheit, or falls

; 50.' We give this fact as we find it stated in

Crome's work.

Vegetable Prnductions.'Fevi countries possess a more

productive soil than Bavaria ; yet, until very recently, few

people have turned their natural advantages to so little

anil their length IflO ; they arc to 1 divvied inte two pnrts liy
an iiitrrmeiliMe

Kate, o tint tii" rh.iml>er> may lie Illlril Tor a length 'of 90 or of 1^1 |. <!

. t of ihesp l.'iijths h.-ir.g (If siijnfd for the use of boats, loaded with lim
br for tm.M.- k I'.iu*.' Tlie estimated coit of this under
taking is :iinjut HIT .">*)'.

-
. \ anri th.r llavnrrm ynMTlinu-nt,

Without win pit-to formation of the company, havy dinx-lc'l tltc

works upor the Altmuhl tg be commenced.

account : ignorance and idleness have been the obstacles

jy which the improvement of husbandry has been checked.
^t is not many years since nearly one-third of the available
surface of the circles of the Isar, Lower Danube, and Regen
was lying waste and uncultivated ;

but a new spirit has

sprung up under the present enlightened government, agri
"

cultural enterprise has been roused, and antiquated habits
ind prejudices are rapidly giving way to improved methods
of cultivation. Large tracts of the Moose or moors have

already been brought under cultivation; and the quantity
of land under the plough has increased to nearly nine-twen-
ieths of the whole surface of the Bavarian dominions. Of
this quantity, six-sevenths belong to the provinces of Ba-
varia Proper, the area of which is more than nine-tenths of
that of the whole kingdom ; the remaining seventh belongs
to Rhenish-Bavaria, whose surface is considerably below
one-tenth of the whole.

Agricultural industry is principally directed to the culti-

vation of wheat, rye, barley, and oats, the produce of the

crops, however, varies considerably both in quality and
quantity, so much so indeed with respect to the latter, as to

range from three-fold to twelve- fold: on the average it may
be estimated at about 5j bushels per English acre. The
innual quantity of grain, therefore, which Bavaria raises is

between 5,800,000 and 5,900,000 quarters, which agrees
closely with the calculation made by Malchus, and is corro-
borated by the well-known fact, that the country produces
a much larger supply than its own consumption requires.
The circle of the Lower Danube, which comprises the larger

portion of Southern Bavaria, is comparatively the most pro-
ductive in grain ; the circle of the Retzat, and particularly
the Ansbach and Baireuth districts, are superior to the re-

maining provinces, which, with the exception of the Rhenish

possessions, whence corn is exported, scarcely raise more
grain in common years than what is adequate to their own
demand. In some districts rice, spelt, maize, and buck-
wheat are also cultivated

;
but there are parts in the neigh-

bourhood of the Spessart where the climate and soil are

unfavourable to the growth of almost every kind of corn-

seed.

Next to grain, the vine and hop-plant are important ob-

jects of cultivation. The former is grown in few districts,

except the circles of the Rhine and Lower Main. The
Lower Main produces the Franconian wines, mostly white,
known by the names of the Main, Were, Saale, and Tau-
ber wines, which indicate the districts where they are

made : the western declivity of the Steigerwald, and the

Plain of Geroldshofen, have their vineyards also. The
celebrated Steinwein is a produce of the Steinberg, in

the Mark of Wiirzburg; and the no less celebrated Leis-

tenwein is from the same quarter, namely, the southern

slope of the Marienberg, near the town of Wiirzburg.
Those parts of the circle of the Rhine which produce
the choicest wine, are the vineyards near Forst, Dei-

desheim, and Wachenheim, on the declivities of the Hardt
mountains. In favourable seasons, the quantity of wine

produced in the Lower Main is estimated at 63,000 fuder

(about 11,340,000 imperial gallons), and in the Rhenish

province, at 92,000 (about 16,560,000 gallons): the whole
amounts to about 27,900,000 gallons. Allowance being
made for failures in unfavourable seasons, the average yearly

produce may be estimated at 104,000 to 117,000 fuder

( 1 8,700,000 to 2 1 ,000,000 gallons), and their value at between

"50,000;. and 850,000/. The cultivation of hops has made
much progress in Bavaria

;
and the produce of the plantations

around Spalt and Heersbriick (in the Retzat), and Hb'ch-

stiidt, and other parts of the Upper Danube circles, is ac-

counted scarcely inferior to the finest Bohemian the quan-
tity raised every year is about 80,000 cwt., of which from

16,000 to 18,000 are exported, and the whole, at the average
market-price, may be estimated at an annual value of

about 7,500,000 or 8,000,000 florins (720,000/. to 766,000/.).
Considerable quantities of tobacco are grown in the circles

of the Rhine and Retzat, the former of which produces be-

tween 7000 and 8000 cwt., and the latter from 20,000 to

30,000 ; altogether more than adequate to the home de-

mand. The cultivation offlax and hemp has greatly in-

creased, particularly in the justiceship of Wasserburg, in

the south-east of Bavaria : but the country is still dependent
on foreign supplies of both articles. Oil, extracted from

linseed, rape, and other seeds, is a manufacture so much
on the increase, more especially in tho two circles of the

Main and In the Rhenish territory, that the exportation
H2
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frequently ie importation: much oil MM -

obuuied from poppies in ill.' Lower
nsumed arc of foreign growth. Tlie

raiisin:; of r has ...copied the attention of the government
me years paM. and it h tain extei.'

ceeded. The cultivation <f tins article lias been greatly

prora<itod by the Silk Committee of ti of Agricul-

ture, who imported some hundred* of mulberry tree* from

Italy, Hungary, and the Rhenish districts, in 18J4, and

distributed them in various quartets. A hundred thousand

of these tree* have also been raised from the seed brought
from Italy, and sown in the rnyal plantations

about

the English Garden at Munich, i'nnt it most cxtcn-

sively raised in the southern districts of the kingdom :

though the Quest sorts are probably those which are culti-

vated in the environs of the Main and the Rhenish terri-

tory, whence considerable quantities are exported. Liquorice

(ofwhich the Bamberi?, sort isconsidered the finest raised in

Germany), aniseed, coriander, cnmmlnseed, and saffron ore

cultivated in many parts. Madder forms an article of large

export from the circle of the Kliine ;
and generally the cul-

tivation of such roots and plants as afford a dye appears to

have been successful. The potato is far mure generally

cultivated in the northern and Rhenish districts than in the

southern : hay and other fodder for rattle are produced in

abundance. Iceland n o collected in Bavaria.

lln-isinn < if /'/,;,.-rty.' The soil,' says St. Bchlen. 'is

divided in very equal proportions. In the six old circles

(those of the Retzat, Regcn, Upper Main, and Isur, and of

the Upper and Lower Danube) there are 2,254,603 estates

held by GOG,98'J proprietors. The same may be remarked
of the circle of the Rhine : but of the Lower Main we have

no authentic returns. The rare occurrence of large pro-

perties is shown by the inconsiderable number of individuals,

who, as possessing freeholds rated to the land-tax at the

value of 8000 florins (about 7G5/.), are eligible to seats in the

legislature ;
for it appeared at the first election, that exclu-

sively of noblemen and persons holding property in towns,

the number of such individuals did not exceed 7181. The
laws of the land are favourable to the subdivision of estates.

In the circles of the Isar, Regen, and Lower Danube we iind

many comparatively large properties, between '200 to -100

tagwerken (1/0 and 340 acres) in extent ;
in these quarters

such subdividing are seldomest known, on account of the

thinness of the population. The state possesses, in landed

property and ground -rents, to the value of 209,5-18,4 10 florins

(about 20,08", OOO/.), which constitutes between a fifth

and a sixth part of the entire value of landed property in

Bavaria.'

Forest*. Timber, $<. The proportion of soil occupied
In woods and forests, as compared with the surface occu-

pied by arable land, is nearly 66 of the former to 100 of the

latter. Most of the mountains in Bavaria are finely wooded :

many of the more extensive plains also contain InrcMs

Those of the Spessart and Rhi'in mountains, in the circle of

the Lower Main, may be considered as the most valuable :

Ihe oak obtained from the Spessart is highly esteemed,
iind is exported to a large amount : but the beech of the

Rhiin is very little inferior to it in strength. It may be

observed, in general, that the woods in tint lowland* consist

of oaks and beeches, but, in the elevated regions, of juni-
. with firs, pines, and others of the same species. Kx-

t.-iiMve tracts of wretched woodland occur in some parts,

as, for instance, in the circle of the Isar, where th<

upwards of 103,000 acres of such land, intersected by ran^e-

of high barren rocks. The yearly produce of the Bavarian

;-, independently of fire wood and brush-wood, is esti-

mated at 2,370,000 klaflcre, and the quantity of timber thus

produced is so much beyond the domestic consumption, that,

in 18-.M, the value of the exports was 22I.350/. (2,309,C7G
tfnriiiK) greater than that of the imports. The quantity of

woodland belonging to the state forms one-third of the whole
Bavarian woods and forests; and their gross annual value

lor 1821. as reported to the legislature in IS-'*. was about
:t I I.1.10J. (3,593,005 florins). In consequence, however, of

the
heavy expenses attending their management, the rights

pOMiessod by individuals to certain proportions of ti

ings and other burthcnsomc contingencies, the net produce
ing to the state docs not appear to have 1.. in more

than about K.II.INII/.. or 1,67 1,4GG llorins. In this amount,
:.ould add, no credit is taken for the quantity of timber,

, for the produce ofthe IGr.i'Mi ai res which
ure appropriated to the consumption of the bait-works, and
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10 other publi.' purposes. The remaining two-thirds of the

Bavarian woodland* U-', : i: to i Umments. and

individuals. The largest forest* are tho-.- near

Kcmpton. which '-res and in tho

..! the Spes'wrt. which :u a rMelit

hut in RhtnMi Havana both tirulier and fu.

lively scarce. l'otashi', tar, turpentine, mid jumper I

arc anioii" tl
'-> -"i forests.

A ill inuls. Havana i-, full of river- and ..'.reams, the 1

of which arc' bordered with exo
have bri-n rendered still more productive in the two cm .

tho Mnin and that of the Retzat by artificial irrigation. The
mountains also abound in pa-lures, which have In en im-

proved in many purls by careful cultivation. No hrai

grazing, however, is so extensively pursued as tin

I entile: and in this respect the circles of the I

Danube and Isar lake Ihe lead : yet the whole stock is in-

adequate to the wants ofthe inhabitants, and by no in

commensurate with the capabilities ofthe country. In Isji

the slock aiiiountcd to ),^'Ji,tis7 heads; and supposing lliu

annual increase to have been at the rate of one in

three hundred for the thirteen years since elapsed, the pic-

-iock may be estimated at nearly 1,'JMl.lUiO. 1; may
bi- observed also that the imports of oxen, bides, and <

exceed the exports by about lf,.(IOO oxen, 2000 cwt. of ,

and -JjdO tons of cheese. Sulh'cicnt exertions have not v.t

been made to improve the breeds, though much good has

been done by the establishment of agricultural and v<

nary schools, and the distribution of prizes at the rural festi-

vals. Of sheep, the numbers in 1821 were 1,238,103, and

it i> calculated that they have increased to about 1,400,000

since that time. The neglect of this branch of agriculture

during the last fony \e:n>. which, we believe, is without a

parallel in any other German state, may be inferred from tho

fact, that in the year 1794, when the Bavarian dominion*
were but '20, U.'iO square miles, their flocks contained 1,U ;

sheep : whereas now, when the territory spreads over :>,.

:3.i square miles, they are not more than we have stated.

The majority of the Bavarian flocks are of the native i

but great pains are ai present ho.-towcd upon their mi]

ment, and the result has already been advui.: It on

the royal sheep grounds at Schlcis>hcim near Munich, and

\Valdbrunn, as well as in other parts of the . Much
also remains to bo done, we are told, towards imp.
the domestic breed of horses: their number, which

32J,'J!)I in the year 1621, is now said to have risen to

340,000, exclusive of such as are employed for military ser-

vice and in public establishments. The horses imp
into the country, however, still continue to c\

expirted, by several hundreds annually. Sw:ne aie icarcd

in all quarters, but more particularly in the neigliboi,:

of the Spessart and Rhiin monnl.uiis, where acorns are

abundant: though no accurate account of their nun, h

extant, Malchus U of opinion that they r.ui^e lulu'een

000 and 1,500,000. Of goats the slock is nut 1

and few mules or asses arc bred. Fowl, bo'.h wild ain.

. are plentiful: the rearing of bees has he"ii nci:

until of laic \cars. The lakes and rivers of Bavaria ali.'imd

with fish : in the circle of the Isar especially, where tho

largest inland waters exist, and along the banks of tlm

md Rhine, thousands derive a comfortable livelihood

from tin; li-heries. The most noted specie* are the salmon

Rhine, the trout of the I'ranconiaii streams, and the

crayli-h of the Altniiihl. Pearls are found in the II/ ai.d

n.mur >tn ams. The wolves and hears, winch used In

infeit the forests and highlands of Bavaria, are rapidly

diinin>>bing.

Metals <i>ul Minrrals. Every inducement has been held

out by the Bavarian government, both to natives and

strangers, with a view to encourage the working of tho

mines. The principal products are iron, coals, and

gold and silver are found in small quantities, only in the

waters of the Inn. Rhine. Danube, and I^ar: quicksilver,
to ihe amount of '280 or 2!IO ewt., in the circle of the Rhine;
and copper, which was formerly raised in several quarters,
is now confined to the works at Kahl and Kaulsdorl'. in

i ihe l"|'|"r Main, which produce about ;;o

civl. per iiniinm. There are two n,.. ill also on
. PHI w Inch small quantities of tin. lead, and

antimony liavu occasionally been obtained. Tl.e Upper
Mam, Rhenish Havana, K

'

er Danube, am!
f mining dislricls in Bavaria. There

ure, in the whole kingdom, ! I iron high-blast furnaces, of
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which 8 belong to tire crown ; 30 low-heat furnaces, 1 7

smeliin it-works, 332 forges and hammers for beating out

the metal, &c., 4 steel-works, ami 19 wire-mills, the annual

produce of which is about 1 1,150 tons of raw and cast-iron,

6990 tons of wrought-iron, 4300 cwt. of steel, 7200 of plate-

iron, and 4000 cwt. of wire; but as the whole quantity of

metal raised is not sufficient for the consumption of the

country, the deficiency is made good by importations. Of
this native iron, the Isar mines at Neukirchen average

yearly about 5500 tons, and the Upper Main about 4000.

Bavaria possesses likewise 136 pits of iron-stone, which is

raised in all of its eight circles, to the average extent of

41,500 tons a year. The coal-mines are in the districts of

Stadsteinach and Wundsiedel in the Upper Main, and of

Kaiserslautern in Rhenish Bavaria
;
the number of shafts

at work in these parts is fifty-one, of which eight are the

properly of the crown, and the remainder of private indi-

viduals. The whole quantity raised is about 35,000 tons

a year, which might be greatly increased by working
the rich beds in which other districts of Bavaria are

known to abound. Black-lead (or graphite) is worked in

several places, particularly at Obernzell, whence much is

scut to America for the purpose of making crucibles : the

whole number of mines in activity is thirty-three, and the

quantity produced, about 200 tons per annum. The sulphur
raised in various parts is not sufficient for the home con-

sumption. Porcelain-earth is another Bavarian product;
the best is obtained in the justiceship of Wunsiedel in the

Upper Main, and of a quality said to be the finest in Ger-

many, if not in Europe. Salt has been a monopoly of the

crown for several ai:^ ;
and in the last century the pans

and works of Schellenberg alone, from which the govern-
ment supplied the country, produced 241,000 tons. The
public salt-works are at present seven in number, and are

established at Berchtesgaden, Roscnhcim, Reichenhall, and
Trauenstein, in the circle of the Isar (average produce about

28,600 tons a year). Orb and KisMiigen in the Lower Main

(average about 3000 tons a year), and Tiirkheim in the

Upper Danube (average about 4 '20 tons a year). The whole

supply amounts to between 32,000 and 33,000 tons per an-
num : the expense is estimated at about two shillings and

sixpence per ton, and the portion retained for domestic con-

sumption at 30,000 tons. On an average of four years, the
clear annual profit accruing to the state appears to have
been 2,217,375 llorins (about 213, OOO/.). There are, accord-

ing to Stein, three hundred different sorts of marble in the
circle of the Upper Main alone. Alabaster and rock crys-
tal, the agate, jasper, and garnet, cornelians, and asbestos,
should be added to the list of Bavarian minerals.

Bavaria is abundantly supplied with mineral waters, but
fi.-w of them are of any note. Among the saponaceous
springs we may instance the well of the Virgin (Marien-
Irunnen) at Mochlingen : there arc alkaline waters at the

monastery of Heilsbrunn in the Rctzat, as well as at Baklcr
in the Wiirzburg territory; muriatic springs at Benedict-
beuern and Kissingen, and at the Wildbad at Rothenhurg ;

sulphuretted-alkaline waters at Ahach ; and chalybeate
springs in various quarters, particularly the Fokberger Baths
ai.d Alexander Baths in the circle of the Main.

Inhabitants. It appears from the tabular statement given
above that Rhenish Bavaria surpasses every other part of
the kingdom in density of population, the number of inha-
bitants to the square mile being 230

;
in the Lower Danube

it is 186; in the Upper Main, 171 ; in the Lower Main,
nearly Ifi3; in the Retzat, 138; in the Upper Danube,
nearly 132; in the Regen, 123; and in the Isar, although
the capital with a population of 80,000 souls and upwards
lies within it, not quite 100. The comparative numbers of

the two sexes are as follow :

In the year 1819, 1,788,495 males; 1,908,900 females.

1825, 1,929,025 2,052,912

1828, 1,980,278 2,056,739

From the average of these three years the proportion of

males to females is 125 of the former to 132 of the latter, or

1000 to 1056; which is a little less than the proportion
given by Malchus, who states the excess of females over
TH .!.:; as being

' not quite 5 j per cent.' According to Rud-
hart's statement in 1826, the number of dwelling-houses

.10,482, and the number of families inhabiting
tl.oin 787,318; each family averaging between four and
five individuals. The proportion of the population in (owns

Iwviiig 500 families or upwards is also estimated by him at

one-seventh of the entire number of inhabitants ; and so
low a proportion cannot be matter of surprise in a state which
is so pre-eminently agricultural. The average proportion
of births and deaths for the three years 1819, 1825, ami
1S28, is 143,576 of the former to 108,345 of the latter;
whence we have an average increase, on these three years,
of 35,231 souls.

The number of parishes is 8155, and that of public and
private buildings of all descriptions was, in 1833, 1,271,507,
the value of which was estimated at 778,908,699 florins

(about 74,645,4 1 7l.). The number of such buildings insured

against fire was 1,136,977, and their estimated value was
551,026,798 llorins, or 52,806, 730/.

According to Von Zedlitz, the inhabitants of Bavaria con
sist of 4,113,5uO Germans, 60,000 Jews, and 6500 French,
or persons of French extraction, who are mostly scattered
about Landau and in the circle of the Rhine; the German
part of the population is divided into native Bavarians,
Franconians, Swabians, and Rhinelanders.

Religion. We know of no classification of the inhabitants

according to their religious tenets of a more recent date than
that given by Von St. Behlen for the year 1828, at which

period they were composed of

2,880,383 Roman Catholics,
1,094,633 Protestants,

57,574 Jews, and
4,427 of other persuasions.

The 'Edict of Religion' of the 16th May, 1818, does not

recognize any predominant national church, but establishes

full liberty of conscience, and gives both/to Roman Catholic
and Protestant an equality of civil rights ; the privilege of

private worship is secured to individuals of every persuasion,
and that of public worship may be granted by the king
upon the application of u sufficient number of families. All
matters connected with the temporal concerns of religious
communities, are conducled by the section for ecclesiastical

affairs in the home department ; but the exercise of judicial

power in the Catholic Church, with reference to members of
their own body, is entrusted to the archbishops, bishops, ab-

bots, and deacons. The king is the temporal head of that

church, and no laws, ordinances, or other public acts relating
to it can be promulgated without the royal sanction.

By the concordat concluded with the Pope, on the 5th

June, 181 7, two archbishoprics, Munich and Bamberg, and
six bishoprics, Wiiizburg, Eichstiidt, and Spires, under the

former, and Augsburg, Ratisbon, and Passau, under the

latter, were instituted. The Roman Catholic Church in Ba-
varia possesses 191 deaneries, and 2512 cures of souls. The
Lutheran Church, which is most prevalent in the circles of

the Retzat, Upper Danube, the two Mains, and Rhine, con-
tains 37 inspections, consisting of 1 036 parishes or ministries,
under the conduct of the three consistories of Baireuth,

Ansbach, and Spires, which are subordinate to the ' Inde-

pendent Superior Consistory' of Munich, the latter being
itself subject, to a certain extent, to the control of the home
department. We observe that the king of Bavaria does not
allow his prelates to use the prscfix 'Dei gratia' in their

titles, considering it a peculiar attribute of royalty ; but he

permits them to substitute, as an appendix to their official

designation, the words ' Divind gratia.' The revenues of the

Roman Catholic Church arise from estates and endowments,
over which its hierarchs exercise unlimited control : out of

these revenues the archbishop of Munich receives an annual

stipend of about 1920/. (20,000 llorins), and the archbishop
of Bamberg, about 1440^. (15,000 florins) ; the bishops of

Augsburg, Ratisbon, and Wiirzburg, 9601. (10,000 llorins)

each, and those of Passau, Eichstiidt, and Spires, about
765/. (8000 llorins) each. Several monasteries and convents
have been allowed to spring up again of late years, for the

professed purpose of instructing young persons in religious
and worldly knowledge, of assisting in the ministerial office,

and taking charge of the sick. The present number of reli-

gious establishments is thirty-four, ofwhich fourteen are very
recent revivals of suppressed communities. In the year
1832 there was not one such establishment in the circle ol

the Retzat ;
but there were twelve in the Upper and Lower

Danube, seven in the Isar, four in the Regen, ten in the

Upper and Lower Main, and two in the Rhenish territory.
The higher orders of the clergy, including deans of chapters,
are nominated by the sovereign ; and, on the representation
of the bishops, the circulation of such books as they may deem
adverse to

' the true faith, good manners, or church discipline
is prohibited. The president of the Lutheran Consistory
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has a seat and rote in the Senate or Council of the King-
'if-ruf/ii: uu<l tin- 1'rotestant rloriry arc main-

tained by the state at an expense of about 2S.OO'o/. (290,000

;ir. An annual grantof alnmt O.I.OUO/. (1,000,000
i ho support of the inferior Roman

i Lutherans, there arc

uboui :incd Lutherans in Havana; hut the mem-
bers of the two persuasions in Rhenish Bavaria came to an

nit; in 1818, when the vote of every individual

wa taken, and it appeared by the result, that -10,16? wore

in favour of the union, and only 539 against it. Sin

!

they
have formed one single religious community.

imdiT ill" designation of the Protestant Evangelical Chris-

< 'Unroll.
1

There are a few Mennonitcs and Ilerrn-

buthcrs in the Bavarian States, and since the elevation of

the present king's second son to the new throne of Greece,

a number of Greeks have taken tip their abode in Munich,

they have a separate school for their children, and

are allowed the use of one of the churches. The Jo i-\\

p-irtion of the population are mostly settled in tin- Rctzat

nirl Lower Main; they enjoy full liberty of conscience, but,

under the edict of the loth June, 1813, are not admitted to

participate in civil rights and immunities, unless they become
naturalized and adopt distinct family names.

r.ltraH'in. This important department is under the im-

mediate superintendence of the '

Superior Board of Kduca-
tiMi and I -il Affairs' (Olirr-Srltnl-und-Kirchen-

rath), attached to the ministry of home affairs, and under

the subordinate direction of the several provincial govern-

ments, one member of which has particular charge of all

matters connected with scholastic institutions. Subordi-

nate again to the latter are the inspectors of district and

local schools; those for the local schools being in general
the ministers and elders of parishes. No child is excused

attendance at the schools, except such as have receiv.

inissi >n to pursue their studies under private tutors. There

are three universities, two Catholic, at Munich and Wiirz-

bure, and one Prutcstant at Krlangen ;
the two former are

attended by about 2200, and the latter by about 400

students. These three universities have eicrhty-six pro
cs, and between twenty and thirty tutors (tlorpntrn),

private lecturers, and others, besides excellent scientific col-

lections and auxiliary institutions. Next in rank are the

seven lycroa, thirty-four schools of studies, and twenty-
one gymnasia, of which Munich and Augsburg have two
each : the gymnasia are conducted by seventy-nine pro-

s :md 1 17 other teachers. The lycasa are attended by
about 700, and the gymnasia by about 3100 pupils. There
are also twenty one pro-gymnasia, and sixteen '

preparatory
Latin schools' in Munich, Augsburg, Ratisbon, \Viirzburg
Landau, Kaiscrslautcrn, &c. ; in the last (the Latin schools]

there are about 2300 pupils. The number of elementary, me-
chanic*', and Sunday schools exceeds 5000 ; hut we have no
return of them of a later date than the year 1821, at which
time there were 5008 school-houses, with 7114 masters an<

:

assistant*, nnd -IS9,iyfi pupils attending them. Bavaria

has eight seminaries for the education of teachers, and its

lature annually vote* about 3000/. (32,000 florins) for

nent of elementary schools, besides about

2350/. for the inspectors' expenses, and allowances to re-

tired masters. The whole public grant for forwarding 'edu
cation and intellectual culture' is 7(>7,811 florins (about

73.600/.) The seminaries for cdr.catiiii,' candidates fir cede
siastical preferment are seven in number. There are veteri-

nary schools at Munich nnd \Viirzburg: a royal aca j
.

the arts and sciences of nearly -ion members, and another
of the fine arts with cizht professors, and an agricultura

society, which distributes annual prizes all in Munich; an

academy of physics and medicine at AViirzburg, and another
of naturalists, as well as n medico-physical economical
nt Krlangen : a horticultural society (the Pcgncsian ordei

of flower.-) in Nuremberg, whore there are also soeir;

the promotion
of national industry and the propagation ol

Christianity ;
a botanical society at Ratisbon ; a school ol

the fine arts at Angsbunr, in connexion with the a-

in Munich; and mr. T associations of a useful cha-

racter. The largest public library in Bavaria is the 'Con
tral Lihruy' h, which contains upwa
500,000 volumes, including lfi.000 manuscripts, 400,000

pamphlets and diss* and 250,000 distinct

the ('niver-ity Library, in the tame city, has upwards o

1GO,0''0 volumes; that of Wiirzburg, abOTV 30,000; am:

that of Erlangen, between 40,000 and 50,000. No printing-

in he established without the i net ion of

he kins. Piracy of books, as veil as the sale of pn
works, is held to be a inivlemcai.

ealer in anliqui; library, pr
ind head of a lit

he control of the local p -lire in ese:\ |o\\ n,

:u'ht under judicial en

he l.ivs, morals or the public safety.
Cnnttitutinn. Mo-it c,f the elates, of which the kingdom

of Bavaria is composed, namely, the former duchy ol Hava-

na, the upper Palatinate, the duchy of Neuburg, and the

>rincipalitirs of Ansbae-h, Baircuth, B:im!

itirg. possessed rep;e-cntati\e constitutions tie

consolidation under one head. But t!i

erritories had succeeded in rendering these ropi
constitutions a dead letter; and in fact, they had

n a state of abeyance prev :

:erms of the constitution promulgated by the late king,
Maximilian Joseph, on the 1st of May, 18US. The convul-

si-ins which ntly affected the whole nf 1.:

rendered the constitution of Maximilian Joseph iin

with the new order of things : and the same kin;;, ther.

on the 26th of May, 1818, granted the Bavarians a new
constitution, which defines ami establishes their rights and

privileges. Its fundamental principles are con-

science and freedom of opinion, with the reservation ot

provisions against the abuse of either: the right of <

native-born subject to be employed in the publ:
without exception on account of birth or rank i

general liability to personal service in the national del.

equality of all before the law; the impartial and uninter-

rupted administration of justice: general liability to :

and an equitable distribution of them : and a 1

elected by all classes of resident citizens, and enjoyin_

right of discussing and approving laws, voting the
]

taxes, and requiring the redress nf all infi upon
the rights reeo<:iiis< d by the constitution. The kingdom of

Bavaria, by this charter, is declared a ' sovereign in

chical state,' and the legislative power is vested in two cham-
bers, conjointly with the king, as head of the state. The
succession is limited to the male line, according ;

of primogeniture, with a proviso, tint on the extinction of

direct heirs male, the next male descendants of the i

line shall succeed. No offices of hiizh rank in the or

military service, nor any oflicc under the crown or in the

church, nor any ecclesiastical benefice, can be

upon any individual who is not a native-born citizen or

legally naturalized. Feudal bondage is abolished, as In

it was previously by the edict of the 3rd of August, 1808.

No Bavarian, to use the words of the charter, can 1

prived of his natural and recognised judges. All ci.

ments for public worship (Kitltim) and education, and fur

charitable purposes are placed under the immediate protec-
tion of the state.

The legislature consists of two chambers, namely the Se-
nators (ReicluriHhf) and the I) puties. '1 ;

- com-

posed of the princes of royal blood, who have attained their

My, the great officers of the crown, -the he
houses in the cases of such principalities and carldoi

were parts of the Holy Roman Empire, a bishop named
by the king, the president of the Protestant Genera!

sistory. and lastly, of those individuals, whom the

may create member- of the chamber fur lil'c or h
1 haiuber of |)c| -is, 1, of such 1

prietors as exercise judicial powers in right of their propcr-
ntJirrrlich'- Qfricflttbarkeif), provided they h,..

seat or vote in the upper chamber;- '-', of depute
universities: 3, of ecclesiastics representing t'..

Catholic and Protestant churches; 4, ot from
iid market-towns; and 5, of such landed pivpi

as do not come within tin- classes air bed. The
number of members is in the proportion of oi.e t i ovo. y "000
families : of the- i iglith of the whole num-
ber must bo taken from class ] : one member from each of

the three ut one-eighth from class .1
;
one fourth

from class .| ; and two-fourths of the whole number from
J, The chamber is re

when the 1 . and then the members going
out are re-elidible. The chambers cannot proceed to ih-li-

unless two-thirds of the deputies are present : ami
both chambers commence nnd cl-o thoii' .; the.'

same time. All motions re-poeting the public bur:

arc, in the first place, brought under the consideration of
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the Chamber of Deputies ; in respect of any other subjects
the king determines before which chamber they shall be

first brought. No direct or new indirect taxes can be levied,
nor any augmentation or alteration of existing taxes be
made by the king, without the previous sanction of the legis-
lature

; and the same sanction is required before any new
law or any alteration, authentic exposition (authentische

Erlaiiterung), or repeal of an existing law, affecting the
freedom of persons or properties, can take effect. The
free right of complaint against violations of the constitution

is secured to every citizen, or district. The king is bound
to call the legislature together once at least in every three

years. Its ordinary session lasts two months; but it may
be extended or adjourned, or it may be dissolved, as he may
deem expedient: in the last case, anew election of deputies
must talse place within three months. The ministers,

though they are not members of the chambers, have the right
of being present at all deliberations. The king, upon his

accession to the throne, swears to
'

govern according to the

constitution and laws of the kingdom ;' and every prince of

royal blood, upon attaining his majority, solemnly makes
oath that he will rigidly observe the terms of this canstitution.

The Public Administration. At the head of public affairs

is a council of state, established by a royal decree of the
18th of November, 1S25: it is composed of the king, the

crown-prince, if of age, of such princes of royal blood in a
direct line as are also of age, resident in the capital, and

app )
; nted ol the council by the sovereign, of the ministers of

state, the field-marshal, and six councillors nominated by the

sovereign. The executive authority is vested in the heads
of thu following five departments, the royal household and

_;n affairs, justice, home affairs, finance, and the

army whose heads form the cabinet, and are assisted at

their meetings by a secretary-general. Each of the eight
circles or provinces has a provincial government consisting
of two boards: the one called the Chamber of the Interior,
takes charge of civil concerns, the police, the schools, &c. ;

the other termed the Chamber of Finance, manages the
affairs of the domains of the state, and every matter con-

1 with the financial department. The commissary-
general (General commissair) i.s president of both boards,
and in some circles he is assisted by a vice-president ; each
board consists of a director, and several members, called

councillors and assessors. The medical-police department
is attached to the Chamber of the Interior ; and a councillor
of medicine (Kreis-medicinal-rath) superintends it. Each
circle has also its official architect and surveyor.

The Legislature. The members composing the Cham-
ber of Senators are at present fifty- one: thirty attend in

ri^'ht of hereditary rank or dignities, or from the nature of

their family possessions; and twenty-one have been no-

minated by the king either for life (ten) or as hereditary
senators (eleven), the latter of whom are always land-

holders of noble blood, and must pay at least 144f. (1500
florins) clear in land or domanial taxes. St. Behlen observes,
that 'there are few noble families by whom this condition
is fulfilled.' The number named for life cannot exceed
one-third of the whole body of hereditary senators. This

chamber, which has a President and Vice- President, cannot

open any sitting unless one-half or upwards of the members
are present. The qualifications required for a member of

the Chamber of Deputies are that the candidate has com-

pleted his thirtieth year; that he is a Tree and independent
ciiizcn

;
that he is a member of either the Roman Catholic,

Lutheran, or Reformed- Lutheran church ; that no charge
of crime or misdemeanor has been proved against him :

and that he pays the house or land-tax on property of the

value of 765/. (8000 florins), at the least. This chamber
is at picsent composed of 123 members; namely, fourteen

landholders, exercising judicial powers on their estates ; three

deputies from universities ; eleven from the Roman Catholic

ecclesiastical bodies, and five from the Protestant; thirty from
cities and towns; and GO from the body of landholders not

exercising judicial powers. Its deliberations are conducted
under a President and Vice-President. At the commence-
iii' at r r.,r-i, -cssion, an accurate account of the state and

appropriation of the public income is submitted by the

executive : the national debt cannot be increased without
the consent of the legislature, and each chamber appoints
a commissioner to assist the Board for its liquidation. Con-
ditions arc not allowed by the constitution to be coupled
with the voting of any fresh taxes ; nor can any subject,
as to which the chambers are at variance, be discussed a

second time at the same sitting. District Assemblies were
likewise established in the year 1825 : these consist of the

burgomaster, a deputy from each town, or place, where a
market is held

;
of the headsman of each parish (Gemeinde-

Vorsteher) ;
a deputy, being the person who pays most

taxes, or a small land proprietor, from each parish ;
and a

certain proportion of landholders, tithing-men, and farmers
;

besides a representative for the financial department of the

district. A royal commissioner acts as president of these
assemblies

;
the functions of which are to assess the public

burthens and district rates equitably in each parish, and
to decide all local questions relating to any matter having
reference to these burthens and rates : such as their appli-
cation in support of establishments for the poor, the sick,

Sec., in making roads, &c.
Finance. The continued state of warfare, in which the

consequences of the French Revolution involved the Bavarian

dominions, and the sacrifices which were made first, in

support of Napoleon, and subsequently in shaking off his

yoke, involved the state in great financial embarrassments.
At the time of the peace of 1815, the state paper had fallen

from forty to fifty per cent, below its nominal value
; many

financial accounts were twenty years in arrear; and the

public income was not only of a precarious nature, and the

receipts subject to all sorts of irregularities, but seriously
prejudiced by neglect or obstacles to their collection. This
unfortunate state of things was aggravated by the failure of
the crops in 1 81 6 and 1817. The change of ministry, which
occurred in the last of those years, has proved eminently
beneficial to the kingdom in a financial point o view, for it

was the signal for the adoption of a series ofjudicious mea-
sures which introduced order and economy and have already
produced their natural results. It appears that in 181 9 the

excess of the expenditure over the income was 2,007,800
florins (about 1 92,4 1 5/.) ;

that the national debt amounted to

105,740,173 florins (10,133,430/.), and that the surplus fund
towards the redemption of this debt was 1,550, COO florins,

(148.542/.). In the same year the financial laws enacted by
the legislature, fixed the income for the year at 31,126,811
florins (2,982,986/.), and the expenditure at 31,017,596
(2,972,519/.). The improved administration of the Bavarian

finances, however, during the succeeding thirteen years,
enabled the government to report to the Chamber of

Deputies, in March last (1834), that the surplus revenue for

the financial year, 1829 1830, which had been 5,032,353
florins (482,267/.) at the beginning of that year, had
increased at the closeof it to 6,697,731 (641,865;.), which

surplus had been appropriated subsequently to the current

service of the state. They also reported, that in the year
1831-1832, the revenues had produced 29,217,009 florins

(2, 799,9f>3/.), and that the expenditure had been 27,095,883
florins (2,596,688?.), leaving a surplus, inclusive of 3534
florins from former years, of 2,124,660 florins (203, 613/.).
With respect to the national debt we find, that, between
the years 1819 and 1829, it had, from various circumstances

affecting the earlier part of this interval, increased from

10,133,430^. to 11.392.019/. or 118,873,250 florins
;
and the

additions, which raised it to 12,595,2762. (131,428,972

florins) in the year 1833, have been chiefly occasioned by
the extraordinary expenses attendant upon the convulsed

state of Germany since the change of dynasty in France,
in August, 1 830. The net public income of Bavaria for the

third financial period, 18321837*, has been fixed by the

legislature at 2,738,656/. (28,577,285 florins) ;
the charges

of management, both in collecting the taxes and carrying
on the crown monopolies (regie-aufwand), being estimated
at 971,6564. (10,139,025 florins), and having been previously
deducted. The expenses of management amount, therefore,

to nearly 26J per cent, on the gross revenue of 3,710,312/.

If we assume the population to be 4,200,000, the average
amount of revenue contributed by each individual will be

found to be 13*. Ojt/. per annum. The expenditure for the

same period, with a reserved fund of 52,4 O'jl. (546,840

florins), is fixed at a sum exactly corresponding with the

income, of which 2,329, 5 18i (24,308,014 florins) are to be

appropriated to the general expenditure of the state, and

409.138/. (4,269,271 florins) to the budgets of the several

circles (kreis-fonds). The subsequent items of receipt are,

among others, applied to the purposes of the general ex-

penditure : namely, from the immediate property of the

For Iho second financial period, 18231831. the income had been fixed by
the itate at 2,971,840;., or 29, 132,260 florins, and the clpcnditvire at

or 23,126,600 Hotini.
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sUte (national domains and forests. public farms, crown

m.inufiicliire* of glass, molasses. and porci-lain. as well as

lh.- pearl fisheries in tin- I').|MT Mam, Regcn, ami I

Dunn ;/. (7. ">.:. (is; llorinsi ; ('nun national royal-

tic and establishments (mines nnd suit-works, the post-

office. lotteries, mint, and tlie profit on the publication of

l.a\v and Government Journal') 373.870/. (3,901,252

florins); from indirect taxes, such as stamps, toll-

04/. (9,307,874 florins) : and from direct tuxes. 699,439/.

s.498 florins). Among the items of expenditure are,

for the royal household and foreign affairs, 48.560/. (506,705

florin*); education and civilization (bildtuig) 73.5SI/.

(767,811 Horins); public worship (viz. Roman Catholic,

100,269/.,and Protestant, 27. 77.)/.), in all 128,044/.(1,336, 116

florins); public safety, 39,675/. (414,000 florins) ;
the con-

struction i,f highway's, bridges, &c., 118.087/. (1,232,216

florins) ; interest and redemption of the national debt,

:>jl. (8,193,964 florins) ;
civil list, 287.500/. (3,000,000

florins) : and army expenses, S46.2JO/. (5,700,000 florins),

in Icpondently of the gendarmerie.
Military Resources. The Conscription Law of the 29th

of March, 1812, rendered every male in Bavaria, up to a

certain age, with tho exception of ecclesiastics and the sons

of noblemen, liable to ths ballot
;
but a new law of the 1st

of May, 1829, allows e\ci y Ba\ arian to enlist bcfween the

ages of eighteen and thirty: and such as have already
served six years may contract a fresh engagement in the

sen-ice until they reach their fortieth year. Every Bavarian

is liable to the Conscription Law after he has completed
his twenty -first year: anil from the first of January suc-

ceeding the ballot by which he has been drawn, his liability

vc in the army, if called upon, continues during the

two following years : the exemptions are confined to the only
.!' a parent, who has already lost two sons in the service,

and the surviving sons of every parent who has lost three

sons in a similar manner. The period of service is six

years : no Bavarian can settle or marry, or receive any
definitive appointment before he has done all that the law

rc-|-.:->cs with regard to his liability to bear arms. Certain

exemptions are granted in the case of ecclesiastics and
students, as well as in the case of sons, without whose aid

the subsistence of families would become precarious.
Bavaria, as a member of the German Confederation,

furnishes the largest contingent of any exclusively German
state. It forms the seventh corps of the confederate forces,

and < .IJ.fiUO men ; namely, 5068 cavalry, 26,215

infantry, 1380 sharp-.hn 1. T-, and 'Jill !) artillery, pioneers,
&c. ; lo which eighteen howitzers, and fifiy-lbur field-pieces
an 1 cannon are to be added. The real strength of the army,
however, supposing the present scale of Us organization to

remain, is now, and would, in the event of a war, be as

follows :

Ponce. W.-ir.

h comp. \

ery of 8 > SI

)

1

f

SIM 3456

Cavalry . . . 2 n-.'t-. of i

>inmits i

6 ilo. In (

Ar'.illfry. . . 2 r'j;t. cadi 2 bntUl.'of 6 con
t

Win* rom|w-UMIt to wrv>- ;i batu-ry
.

8 comp. of n)>|KT, 1 uf milieu, I of jiontuon- 1 r
- n

iiu'ii. .mil lurnrliOoTl . /

Mi9 BS,-.".'!

The effective strength of the army, however, as laid down
in the details which form the groundwork of the military
budget fir the third financial period <ls.3-.> 1837), is o'f

a somewhat different character, for they give as

Mnlly present, Officers and others on ser-

vice, including. I Field-Marshal, 2 Generals,

I i Licut.-Gcnerals, and 26 Major-Genorals, the

civil and medical employes, &c. . . 211!l

Sub.illern otlicers, engineers, &c. . . -II Oil

Infantry . . . (i!i!2

Cavalry ..... 5032

Artillery, sappers and miners, &c. , . 1470

it for 1 month only. In all

Constantly on Furlough. In all

19,643
2 I.'.'.' I

17.195

58,062

The difference of 2838 men between these numbers and
which have been given as the full war complement,

arises from the onn-sion in the last statement .1 (he civil

and medical cmpbycx, and others, not immediately bearing

arms. The infanlrv and cavalry form four divisions (head-

quarters, Munich, Aui "urg,
n-pectively), each of which consists of two brigades, or four

regiments of infantry of (he hu 1 of sharp-
-ho'iters, a brigade of two reuimcnt* uf cavalry, and two
batteries of heavy cannon, nnd one of field-pieces. The
artillery, pontoonmen, nnd artificers, as well as iln- i .rps of

engineers, sappers, nnd miners, constitute distinct dm
The Lnndwehr, or militia, is. under the ordinance of the

year 1826, composed of all Bavarians, who lm\e n..t

!y drafted into the ranks of the active army or hatt.dions

of reserve, are not under ninetreii or abou- sixty M-ars of

ai_'c. and are not noblemen or ecclesiastics. The number is

determined In the king according t-i the emergency : but
this force has not hitherto been completely

though there are staffs and head-quarters appoint
circle. On the scale projected it would amount
men and upwards, independently of any levies in the
Rhenish territory. There is a corps of geiis-d'armc-.

consisting of nine companies, one for Munich and m
each of the eight circles, and mustering in all about I7ini

men. Bavaria has a right to pass by a military road through
the territory of Baden, which gives Bavaria direct ace.

its dominio'ns on the Rhine.
The expense of the military establishment for the six

years, 1825-6 1830-1, was I i.r in,962 (lorins.which averages
6,953,327 florins, or 606,3G6/. per annum. In ]>.! 4 the

moveable property belonging to the Bavarian a run
estimated at 979,4157. (10,'J19,9S7 florins), and the immove-
able at 350.905/. (3,661,627 florins). The property and
funds for the relief of widows nnd orphans, invalids, &c., also

amounted at that time to ;iSj,-.'33/. (4,019,S2I florins).

The fortified places in Bavaria arc Landau, th.

of its fortresses, in the' circle of the Rhine : it is also one
of the fortresses immediately attached to the German Con-
federation

; Passau, on the Danube, in the circle of the
Lower Danube; Wiirzburg, in conjunction with the citadel

of Marienberg; Ingol>tadl, at the c >r.tluem, ::ilt.T

and Danube, in the Regen, at this moment in cor

construction: and Yoichhcirn, in the circle of the Lower
Main, a place of inconsiderable strength. Ba\arn also

\eral mountain strongholds, such a= Rosenberg,
near Kronach, in the Upper Main : Rothenberg a;;d \\ iil/-

burg, in the Retzat : and Wdlihaldsburg, in ;ir Kichstiidt,
in the Regen.

Nobility. The no\>ility of Bavaria form 2407 fami!:

whom there are not
lOOOjw

landed projM-ny : and
the relative proportion of their property as compared with
that of the remaining subjects oftb crown is as one 1.'

The registered nobles in is'23 consisted of 1 grand duke, 13

princes, 154 counts, 422 barons, and I "38 of inferior rank,
using the prefix of Von.' In all cases when: a nobleman
(-liters a menial service, or open .'\\\d< a shop or

warehouse, his title of nobility 1 c iidcd. In civil

and criminal matters he is exempt from the jurisdiction of
local courts ofjudicature, and none hut .1 noble is entitled to

establish a srignorial tribunal of justice : hut he does not

enjoy any advantage-;, with ro.-p'.'ct to taxation.

pre-eminence, or government appointments, wh,eh are not
common to his MloW subjects. The ro\al title is simply'

, by the Grace of God, King of Bavaria.' The order
of St. Hubert (111!), with 1 12 member.-, holds the lii-t

rank: that of St. George, instituted during the (,'ri:

follows next in precedence; the other orders arc, that of
Maximilian .Io-eph (1S06), a military, and of the Bavarian
crown, a civil order: of St. Michael (1G93), and the order
founded liy the present king in 1&27 for the faithful dis-

charge of civil or military duties after a service <T lifn v

Mamtfacturtt. In Barana. as in many oliic-r German
states, the profits arising from vast establishments, and the

concentration of productive pov.
i

itively un-
known; maiiufacturiim industry is ni'.st'v iii1i'u-cd o\er a

multiludi: of adventures on a small scale. Ba\aria is aKo
'lally an agricultural country, and hcin-o tin deficient

supply in many brandies ,,f j| s matmfactures. That of
linens, for instance, which is the chief, is i.ot confined to a
lew large establishments, but is sratt. red miT I he whole
state, nnd in many districts lh- agricultural popnl
partly maintain lliem-dves by \u .mng linen. The ma-
,|. my of the articles made arc of the i-oaix-r descriptions;
and a large proportion i ro the produce of the 1

Main (where upwards of 70<IO weavers and IdOO uppreniici-n
are employed upon them), and ot the Upper and Lower
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Danube. The finer sorts, particularly damask, are inferior

both in texture and finish to the Saxon or Silesian ;
still the

quantity exported exceeds the quantity imported by about

12.000J. a year. Linen-yarn is also spun in some districts,

but not to any great extent, and chiefly for exportation.
The manufacture of woollens and worsted hose is carried

on principally in the circles of the Regen, Darrabes and
Mains, the finest being produced in Ansbach, Baircuth,

Lindau, Munich, and the Upper Palatinate ; but this

branch of industry is in the hands of individuals, and not

carried on in large factories. The supply is very inade-

quate to the consumption of the country, and sometimes the

excess of imports over exports has amounted to 40,000/. per
annum. There is a similar deficiency in the domestic sup-
ply of manufactured cottons; the use of improved machinery,
however, is gradually increasing in many quarters, and ad-

ditions are constantly making to the number of spinning-
mills. The districts about Augsburg, Kaufbeueren, and Hof
are the most important seats of this branch of Bavarian in-

dustry, and numbers are also employed in hand-spinning.
The yearly importation of cotton goods is still said to be

100,0001., and that of cotton yarns to be 51.000/. more in

value than the exportation. The leather manufactories are

of considerable importance, but mostly carried on by num-
bers of small manufacturers, particularly in the minor town*
in the circles of the Retzat, Isar, Upper and Lower Dnnubes,
and of the Rhine. Bavarian calf-skins are in great repute
and largely exported, but sole leathers are not produced in

sufficient quantity for the home demand. Between the years
1819 and 182-1, the yearly value' of the leather exported
(20,396 cwt.) rose to is,G-10/., and that of the same article

imported (17,133 cwt.) to 49.2CO/. The supply of paper, of

which AschafFenburg, Nuremberg, Fiirth, Augsburg, and
Scliwabach furnish many fancy sorts, is beyond the domestic

consumption ; though the usual descriptions are indifferent,

there are still about 2800 cwts. exported to the value of about
7-UOO/. The number of paper mills is 150, of which 29 are

in the circle of the Upper Danube, 25 in the Lower Main, 27
in the Rhine, and 23 in the Regen. Schwcinfurt and

Mainberg possess large manufactories of paper-hangings,
which are of excellent quality and in much demand in other

German states. Straw-platting has increased considerably
of late years; even in 182-1 the exportation amounted to

3312owt. and 16,7401. in value; and there are some districts,

such as that of Weiler in the Isar, which gain between
3SOOI. and ASOOl. a year by this branch of industry. The 45

glass-houses in Bin aria, of which there arc 13 in each of
the circles of the Regen and Lower Danube, ;md 8 in the

Upper Main, produce window-glass, bottles, and other ordi-

nary glass-ware to such an amount, that the exports ex-
ceed the imports above 19,OUO cwt. and 55.000/. in value.

In the finer sorts the quality is much inferior to the Eng-
lish, and even the French or Bohemian. The number of

works for grinding and polishing looking-glasses is up-
wards of 100 : they export on an average 1 1,700 cwt. of the

article in a finished, and 5100 cwt. in an unfinished stale.

Nuremberg, Fiirth, Bamhcrg, and Augsburg are the prin-

ripal seats of this manufacture. The whole value of the

glass exported is upwards of lOd.OOO/. per annum. No op-
tical instruments made on the Continent are mure highly
valued than those made by Ut/schneider and Frauen-
hofer's establishment at Munich. The manufacture of

articles in wood, and the felling, hewing, and general ma-

nipulation of timber occupy thousands of hands. There
are nearly 2000 sawing-mills in Bavaria for the preparation
of boards, deals, and laths ; and almost as many families

are wholly supported in Ammergnu and Berchtcsgaden by
the manufacture of articles in carved wood, some of which
are very beautiful. There are nine porcelain manufactories at

work ;
that at Nymphenburg, not fur from Munich, produces

china which may bear comparison with the finest in Europe.
The number of earthenware manufactories is 14, but the

articles which they make are inferior to the English in

strength and finish. The Bavarian crucibles are in much
request; and the potteries employ nearly 2000 master-work-

men, besides labourers, &c. Of slate-works there arc above
.'i <o. The working of the metals cbielly consists in exten-
sive manufactories of iron-ware, -'specially nails and needles,
the export of which i* considerable. Schwabach alone pro-
duci-s annually 110,000,000 sewing, and above 300,000
knitt. ,. There is a manufactory of arms at Am-
bcn: which supplies th" army. The gold and silver-smiths

oi' Miiiiifh, Wiir/hiir.;, Nuremberg, and Augsburg, ore in

BAY
great repute. Fire-arms, fowling-pieces, &c., employ 1G7
workmen at Burglingenfeld and Neustadt. Nuremberg is

celebrated for its brass-wares. Munich and Augsburg pos-
sess cannon and other foundries. Fiirth contains many-
beaters of gold and silver, &c., and exports leaf-gold and
silver for gilding and plating to most European markets.
The brewing of beer, in many respects the most important
branch of manufacture in Bavaria, employs upwards of

5000 establishments, or taxed brewers, by whom more
than 9,300,000 aulms (95,790,000 gallons) of beer are

made, and more than 980,000 Bavarian bushels (759,500

quarters) of malt are consumed. A very favourable im-

pulse has been given to national industry by the institution

of the Polytechnic Society at Munich in 181G: its mem-
bers consist of operatives, men of science, and official per-
sons in all parts of the country ;

and its principal object
is to afford instruction, in their respective branches, to

mechanics and other work-people. An annual exhibition of

domestic products and manufactures, and an award of prizes,
form part of its plan. Similar societies exist in Augs-
burg, Nuremberg, and other towns. The Bavarian govern-
ment has likewise established mechanics' schools (Gewerbs-
Schulen) in most of the larger places ;

and there are va-
rious other institutions in Munich, Bamberg, Augsburg,
Ratisbon, Fiirth, Passau, Nuremberg, as well as elsewhere,
for the promotion of trade and manufactures. The royal
decree of the 2")th September, 1825, which granted full

liberty to individual skill and industry, has done much to

remove the tyranny of corporate monopolies ; but, owing to

peculiar circumstances, this decree has not hitherto come
into full operation.

Trade. Though Bavaria is an inland country, its trade
is greatly favoured by its geographical position, which has
rendered it in some degree a central point between the

Mediterranean, the Baltic, and the German Ocean, and a
medium of intercourse between the west and east of Europe.
This advantage is increased by its natural productiveness,
and by the navigable lines of the Danube, Rhine, Main, and
other streams, over which above IGliO larger and smaller

bridges have been thrown
;
as well as by the constant atten-

tion which the government has paid of late years to the

ifiaintenance and multiplication of public roads, the length
of which is estimated at upwards of 5500 miles. The
treaties of reciprocity, which have thrown the markets of

many neighbouring states open to the industry and enter-

prise of the Bavarians, have also given an additional sti-

mulus to their commercial activity. Though an agricul-
tural state, the export of its wrought produce and manu-
factures exceeds in value that of its raw produce by more
than one-half; a strong proof, observes Von St. Behlen, that

the mechanical industry of the country is more advanced
than its agricultural. The system of duties has been placed
on a liberal footing: great facilities are given to importation,
and scarcely any obstacles are thrown in the way of expor
tations. Salt is the only articletheintroductionofwhic.il

is wholly prohibited ;
and most articles imported from

countries with which commercial treaties have been formed
are treated on the same terms as native products, with re-

ference to internal duties or excise imposts. In the list of

duties, which for the period 1832 1837, are taken at a

yearly average of 178.790/., we may instance foreign wines

and liqueurs, which pay 10 florins per 100 tons; silks GO
florins per cwt.

;
china 40 florins

; vegetable oils 10 florins ;

coffee 1 5 florins ; sugar 12 florins, &c. The transit trade has

latterly declined, though it is still estimated to leave several

hundred thousand pounds of profit in the country : the lines

which it takes are, from Saxony into Switzerland : from the

northern states of Germany, through Ratisbon, and thence by
the Danube into Austria; from Strasburg into Saxony; from

the countries on the Rhine into Italy ; and from Frankfort

into Austria ; and the places through which it passes are

Bamberg, Wiirzburg, Ratisbon, Augsburg, Hot', Nurem-

berg, Marksteft, and some minor towns. The principal
articles of export are grain, about 380,000 quarters, in value

about 750,000^. ; salt; timber, of which about 48,0007. from

the Upper Main alone
; potashes, whereof 170 tons to Franco;

fruit; liquorice-root, of which the Upper Mum exports
1 7,000 Ibs. to Austria ; seed; hops; cattle, the whole export
of which amounts to 10,000 heads of oxen, and 200,000

sheep and swine; fish; llax, 500 tons; yarn and coarse

linens, of which the circle of the Regen supplies to the

exlent of 50.000/. in value: glass; leather; Nuremberg,
Furlh, and Berchto.-gaden light fabrics, beer, &o. Thu
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imports are principally wine ; cotton, 450,000 Ibs. : coffee.

. Migtir, 80.000 r\M. : rice, 8000 cwt.
; tobacco,

iicwt. : drills, Ji'UO cut .: sen fish, .V200 cwt. : copper,

410 tons; oil. 1 J.i'ixi < t. ; hides and skins, 560,000 \\<-.;

hemp and flax, 710 tons; silk and silk . ouo/.
;

woollens, 93.UOO/. ; lead, 175 tons ; furs, honey, and cheet*.

On the whole, the value of the exports is estimated at about

3.350.000/., nnd that of the imports at 3.2SO,OU(>/. With

respect to the former, the relative-prop rtion of raw native

produce exported is said to be about 700.00U/., and of iiianu-

es, inclu-ivc of salt, l.lill.OUO/.

History. OUT accounts of the anticnt Celtic Boii are few

and of little importance. If tradition, however, is to be cre-

dited, thry migrated from Gaul and took possession of the

country between the Upper Danube and the Alps, after

subduing the native inhabitants, about 600 years before the

Christian a-r.i. Shortly before this last epoch the land of the

Boii fell under the Roman yoke, anil a considerable portion of

the prr-.-nt trrntory uf Bavaria became a constituent part of

tin- Roman empire, under the name of Vindelicia, during the

irs. In the second century, when the North

poured down its barbarians upon the South, there was no

country in Germany which felt the pressure more si-.

than the land of the Boii ; and its inhabitants were long

kept in a stale of wretchedness and slavery by a constant

succession of barbarous invaders, till at last, between the

middle of the lillh and sixth centuries, the Heruli, Marco-

jnanni, Thurinjii, and other tribes, established themselves

permanently in Noricunt, which constitutes part of the

Bavaria of the present day, adopted the name of Boioarii,

and forced the owners of the soil to abandon their native

language and customs for those of the German race. The

country received the appellation of Boioaria, which has

since been corrupted into Baiern and Bavaria. On the dis-

: m of the Roman empire, Bavaria became a va-

the Ostrogothic empire, and, at a later date, of that of the

Franks, whose yoke however was so easy that the people
were permitted to elect their own dukes out of the patri-

'ian line of the Agilolfingers. These princes, whose s\i ay
1 for more than 250 years, were so little dependent

upon their foreign masters, Uiat they exercised every prero-

gative of sovereignty except t'uo right of making laws and

alienating lands, which were acts that required the sanction

of a body of legislators, consisting of priests, conn!-, j

and elders of the people. Thassilo, the last duke of the

Agilolfingian line, was, in the year 783, compelled to submit
in Charlemagne after an obstinate resistance, nnd was con-

demned to death at the assembly of May in that year, but was

subsequently pardoned and shut up in a monastery. From
this time, which was at the close of the eighth century,
the kings of the Franks and Germans governed the country

by their lieutenants, who were dukes or counts taken from
various families. In 1070 it passed, by imperial grant, into

the possession of the Guelphs ; and in 11 80, upon the ex-

pulsion of Henry the Lion, Duke of Bavaria and Saxony,
it was transferred by the Emperor Frederic to Otho, Count
ul' Wittelsbach, a native prince, from whom the

|

king U descended. One of the most important acqui-
sitions subsequently made was that of the earldom of the

Rhenish Palatinate, with which the Emperor Frederic III.

led this family in l-'lfi. Their dominions were after-

wards divided between contending relatives at various times,
until the dukedom of Bavaria was fullv severed from the

Upper and Rhenish 1'alatinates in 1329. Several other par-
titions en-ued. In I.'ill 7 the right of primogeniture in the

royal family was introduced, and finally received as the law
of the land in 1573. The treaty of Westphalia not only re-

sed the title of the Bavarian princes to the Upper
mate, of which they had re-possessed themselves iu

16-J1, but confirmed them in the electoral dignity, to which

they had 1 aperor of Germany in lii'J.l.

Upon the extinction of the direct AY'ittelSach line in the

person of Maximihr.n Joseph 111. in 1 777, the Elector Pala-
tine, Charles Theodore, succeeded to the sovereignty, and

1 the districts of the Inn, containing an area of 8-JO

square miles, to Austria; but by adding his patrimonial
possession* (the Palatinate, and the duchies of Juliers and
Berg) to the Bavarian territory, he increasr I ,K Mip

t to upwards of 21,000 square miles, nnd its popula-
tion to -J. : tions the trc

Luneville in 1101 added the lands on the left bank oi the

Rhine ; but the re-settlement of Germany, tw<

, deprived Uivaiu of the palatinate on the right bank,

to the extent of nl l it transferred

to it in exchange hiding tin

bishoprics of An.
"

irg, and !

sincen, parts of t :i>l IVsan.
The treaty of Pre%>huri:, which r. the

rank of a kingdom in 1 >iU>, transferred certain possessions
of Austria to the Bavarian "r.>vvii, among win. h were several

distric's in Svvabia, the T\r !. :ind

Trent, as well as the cities of Augsbm I The
additions thus made were about i-.MMl M|O. iVom

which, how r .ctionofal -fur

the abandonment of the Wiirzburii ten

All these changes and accessions inc.-casi-d the :r.

Bavaria, in 1806, to nearly ;tl.:>00 square mile's. 1:

same year, Bavaria relinquished the duchy nf Berg it:

change for the margraviate nf An-bach. be.- mber
of the Rhenish i 'ion, and received the en

Nuremberg, and the sovereignty over the media
lories of several former princes of the erapu
sation for the cession of some inconsiderable <'.

Wiirtrmbcrg. By the treaty of Vienna in 1800, the Bava-
rian dominions attained the greatest extent of ten

which they ever possessed. One of the consequences of

this treaty was, that, upon giving up the soMth of the Tyrol
to the Italian crown, and certain domains to Wiirtcm-

berg and Wiirzburg, Bavaria acquired nearly the whole
of Salzburg, Bcrchtogaden, the .

l

I Inn,
and part of that of the Hausruck, Baireuth. and R.iti-

by winch exchange her
\i
osM'ssions were increased to about

35,700 square miles. In conformity with the treaty oi

in 1812, the settlement with Austria on the 1 9th June, 181-1,

and the negotiations concluded with the same power on the

14th of April, 1816, Bavaria restored to Austria the Tyrol.

Vorarlberg, the districts of the Inn and Hausruck.
those portions of Salzburg which lie to the east of the

Salzach and Saale. Bavaria received in return Wiirzburg,
and certain parts of Fulda, of the grand duchy !

'

Baden, and of the territories of the old palatinate, Spin -

(formerly constituting portions of the French departments of

Donnersberg, Saar, and the Lower Rhine.)
The following nobles have seignorial domains within

the Bavarian dominions, extending over an area of about

1500 square miles: The Princes of Eich-tlidt. Schwarzcn-

berg, Fuirger-Babenhauspn, Leiuingen-Amorbach. 1J

stci n- Rosenberg, l.ovvcnstcin-Freuiiciiherir, Ottingen-Ot-

tingen, Ottingen-Wallerstein, Hohenlohc, Schil

Tliurn-nnd-Taxis, and Estcrhazy, besides thirteen oog

The first King of Bavaria was Maximilian Joseph, who
assumed the royal dignity on the 1st of January, 1806, and
was succeeded by his son Lewis Charles Augustus I., the

present king, on the 13th of October, 1

(Rudhardt's State nf thr Kininlom f Humi-iii. from
<>J)ii-ial miirrrx : Liechtenstern's Uist<-nj utxl S/.i/i^/i

/it ; Von St. Behlen's History, Statistic*, XT., nf thi-

Kingdom iif liavaria : Von Behlnben'l llururiii : <

merer; Hassel
; Stein; Hijrsehelmunn

;
Malcluis ;

enrieder : Eiscnmann, &c.)

BAVAY, a small town in the department of Nord, in

France, between Valenciennes and Maubcuge, 134 .

N.E. of Paris, through St. Quentin and Landrecies, 6

N. lat., r-17'E. long.
This place, though now decayed, was once of considerable

importance: and, under the name Bagncuni. was the chief

town of the Nervii, one of the nations of Gaul, who made an
obstinate resistance to the Romans under Julius Ciwir. I:-

importance is testilied by the fact, that the Romans brought
water to it across the valley of the Sanibro by means ol nn

aqueduct, from springs in the village of Florcsies, distant 10

or 1 1 miles. Bavay is at the junr \\ays
which traversed the surrounding country: tin-.

respectively from Bagacum to Turnacum (Tournav i, i

maracum (Carnbray), to Uurocortum or Remi (Reims), nnd
l-i AtuatucaorTunjiri (Toni;res): another road, known under
the title of the Chatusec df Urnnrhant (because repaired

by Brunehaut, queen of Austrasia), allbrded a communica-
tion from Bagacum to the road frcm Samarobnva (Amiens*,
to Autfiista Veromandiiorum (St. (Quentin) : and a sixth led

from 1! iiracum, in the direction of Mons and Antwerp. In

/i. .^fi't/iiilii/iii;
a seventh road is mentioned,

leadi:; ;sto Trevirorum, or Troves, but D'Anville
^ice this, nor is it marked in his map: though

\istence of a seventh r. to be implied 1.

seven laces of the stone mentioned below, Bagacum lost
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its rank of capital early in the fifth century, and was suc-

ceeded by Turnacum and Camaracum. Some have sup-
posed that it was destroyed about tins time by the barbarians.

The name was variously written, Bagacum in the Itinerary
of Antoninus, Baganum by Ptolemy, and Basiacum, Bava-

cum, and Bacacum in later authorities. In the middle ages
it was a mere castle. (D'Anville ; Le Grand Dictionnaire do

Martiniere.)

Bavay retains scarcely any monuments of its former great-
ness. A stone of seven faces, in the middle of the place (or

square) of the town, marks the convergence ofthe roads above
mentioned. It was substituted in the third century for a

more antient one of great height. Many excavations in the

neighbourhood, called trous Sarrasins, two subterraneous

passages for conveying provisions to the neighbouring for-

tresses, and a great number of wells from 8 to 12 feet dia-

meter, serve to show the former extent of the place. These
remains extend half a mile or more each way. The Dic-
tionnaire Universel de la France speaks vaguely of inscrip-

tions, tombs of Roman generals, and the ruins of an amphi-
theatre; but other authorities do not mention the last two.

The town in 1832 contained 1G35 inhabitants.

BAWTRY, a market town and township which is gene-
rally considered to be in the West Riding of Yorkshire ; part
of the town is, however, in Nottinghamshire. Bawtry is

partly in the parish of Blyth, and partly in that of Scrooby.
That portion which is in Yorkshire belongs to the lower

division of the wapentake of Strafforth and Tickhill ; the

portion which is in Nottinghamshire belongs to the wapen-
take of Bassetlaw. It is 153 miles N. by W. of London, 8

miles S.E. of Doncaster, and 44 miles S. by E. of York.

Bawtry is situated on a slight eminence which gradually

slopes towards the river Idle, eastward of the town. This
river was considered an important one previous to the im-

provements in inland navigation. Falling into the Trent,
the Idle formerly conveyed in boats the lead of Derbyshire,
the hardwares of Sheffield, and the agricultural produce of

the vale of the Don, to Gainsborough, Hull, Sic. A better

conveyance for these goods is now found by the navigation
of the Don and the Ouse. The road from London to York

s through tile main street of Bawtry, in which there

are some very respectable houses. The whole town is cleanly
and cheerful in its appearance. The population is 1149.

The chief employments of the people arc those connected
ttith agriculture ; and the retail shops are chielly supported
by the neighbouring rural district. The market day is

Thursday. The churr.h, which is small, is subordinate to

that of Blyth. There is a national school at Bawtry, which
is supported by subscription, and which furnishes instruction

to about 100 children ;
and there are two dissenting meet-

ing-houses. The mansion of the Dowager Viscountess

Galway is situated at the southern extremity of the town.

It is adorned with pleasure-grounds, which are interspersed
with flower-gardens, groves and plantations. An elegant

aviary on the lawn contains a choice selection of birds. (Com-
munication from a correspondent in Yorkshire.)

Dr. Hunter says (History of the Deanery of Doncaster)
that

' The position of Buwtry, on the great north road, occa-

sions it to have the appearance of activity and business.

Formerly, when the sovereign, or any member of his family,
travelled with more state than at present, they were usually-
met at Bawtry by the sheriff of the county with a train of

attendant^.'

BAXTER, WILLIAM, an eminent grammarian and

critic, nephew of the celebrated Richard Baxter, was born,
in 1650, ut Lanlugan in Shropshire. His education is slated

to have been so entirely neglected in his early years, that

at the age of eighteen, when he went to the school at Har-
row-on-thc-Hill in Middlesex, he knew not one letter in

a book, nor understood one word of any language but

Welsh : but he soon retrieved his lost time, and became a

man of great learning. He applied chielly to the study of

antiquities and philology.
His first publication was upon Latin grammar : De Ana-

, sire Artc Latino; Linguae Commentariolus : in usum
ctioris Adolescentia;, Vimo. Land. 1679. In 1695 he

1 Auarie ,n : Anacreonlii Teii Carmina, Gr. Lat. Sub-
ntiir etiam duo vetustissima Poctriie Sapphus ?!'

na O-l'i/'iu, una cum corrections Isaaci kostii : et ThtO-
criti Anacreonticum in mortuum Adonin, 12mo. Lond.

I ivi.-,; rcpriutrd with improvement* in 1710. In 1701, his

edition ut Horace made its appearance, typis J. L. ; of

which 3 second edition was finished by him but a few days

before his death, and was published by his son John, under
the title of Q. Horatii Flacci Eclogce, una cum scholiis per~
petuis, 8vo. Lond. 1725. This for a long time was consi-
dered the best edition of Horace which had been published
in England. It bore so high a character upon the Continent
as to be reprinted by Gesner at Leipzig, with additional notes,
in 1752 ; and again at the same place in 1772 and 1778.
It was again republished with additions by Zeunius in 1 788 ;

and lastly printed at Glasgow for a London bookseller in 8vo.
1797. In 1719 Baxter's Glossarium Antiquitatum Bri-
tannicarum appeared, dedicated to Dr. Richard Mead, ac-

companied with a portrait of the author, engraved by Vertue
from a picture by Highmore, painted when Baxter was in
his sixty-ninth year. . This work is stated to have been pub-
lished under the care of the Rev. Moses Williams, who also

afterwards published Baxter's glossary of Roman antiqui-
ties, containing the letter A only, under the title of Reliquice
BaxleriancE, sive JFillielmi Baxteri Opera posthuma.
Pr&mittitur eruditi Auctorts Vitee a seipso conscriptee
Fragmentum, 8vo. Lond. 1726. A few copies of this work
came out with the title of Glossarium Antiquitatum Roma-
narum, in 1731.

These form the whole of Baxter's printed works. He is

said to have had a share in the English translation of Plu-
tarch by several hands, published at the beginning of tho
last century ;

and proposals for printing an edition ofJuvenal
with his notes were circulated in 1732, hut-without success.

Bishop Squire used some of his notes in his edition of
Plutarch's treatise de hide et Osiride, published at Cam-
bridge in 1744.

Of smaller scattered pieces by Baxter, there are three
letters on subjects of antiquity printed in the Philosophical
Transactions, Nos. 306, 311, and 401; and four of his
Latin letters to Dr. Gcekie of Cambridge, who had been his

pupil, in the first volume of the Archceologia of the So-

ciety of Antiquaries.
Besides Latin and Greek, Baxter is allowed to have been

skilled in the British and Irish tongues, as well as in the
Northern and Hebrew languages. He was in corre-

spondence, also, with the most learned men of his time.
The greater part of his life was passed in the education of

youth. Nichols, in his Literary Anecdote's, states Baxter to

nave kept a boarding-school at Tottenham High Cross in

Middlesex
;
but Dr. Robinson, in the History of Tottenham

(8vo. Lond. 1818, p. 133), says he was the master of the
free grammar-school there. He certainly was resident at

Tottenham before 1697, and remained there till he was
chosen master of the Mercers' School in London, whirh
situation he held above twenty years, but resigned it before

his death. He died May 31st, 1723, and was buried at

Islington.
(See Nichols's Literary Anecdotes, vol. i. pp. 163-165,

329, 348, 349, 351, 363, vol. ii. pp. 24, 350
; Chalmers's Biogr.

Diet. vol. iv. p. 200-202 ; Robinson's Hist. Tottenham, p.

133-J35.)

BAXTER, RICHARD. This eminent Nonconformist
divine was born at Rowdon, a small village in Shropshire,
on the 12th of November, 1615

;
but he resided till 1625 at

Eaton Constantine, about five miles from Shrewsbury.
The contiguity of his birth-place to the seat of Lord Newport
was probably the means of introducing him to the notice of
that nobleman. His father's little property was so much
encumbered, as to prevent him from giving his son any edu-
cation beyond what could be obtained from the village school-

masters, who were neither competent teachers nor moral men.
To Mr. John Owen, who kept the free grammar-school at

Wroxeter, Baxter acknowledges some obligations. Though
he was captain of the school, his acquirements were very in-

considerable when he left it. His ambition was to enter one
of the universities to qualify himself for the ministry ;

but his

master, Mr. Owen, probably perceiving that he required
more regular instruction than he could expect to receive

from a college tutor, recommended him to Mr. Richard

Wickstead, chaplain to the council at Ludlow, who had an
allowance from government for a divinity student. Though
the defects in his previous education were but ill supplied

by this arrangement (Wickstead being a negligent tutor),

he had access to a good library, where he acquired a taste

for those studies which he pursued with such indefatigable

diligence in after life.
'

Here he continued for eightcf-n

months, when he returned to his father's house, and, at Lord

Newport's request, supplied fur a few months the place- of

his old master at Wroxeter grammar-school. Finding all
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l.o Iiopc of (joing to the uniM-rsily disappointed, he re-

1 hi* nrofi-sMonal studies under the direction of Mr.

1'i.in -i- (i.iri>olt. a clergvman of some celebrity, who con-

urse of theology, mid gave him

much valuable a^istance in his general reading. While

bo w.i* thus engaged, lie was suddenly diverted from liis

pursuits by a proposition frjm his friend, Mr. Wicl.

tn (r> his fortune at court. The project, singular as it vva<,

- not to have been unpalatable cither to the future

puritan-divine or to his father: theology was thrown aside,

and Baxter went up to Whitehall, sjiccially introduced

to Sir Henry Herbert, master of the revels as an aspirant
to royal favour. His reception was courteous and even

kind. For one month he mingled in the festivities of the

palace, a period which was sufficient to convince him of

the UMUitabtaMM of such a mode of life to his tastes, his

habits, and his conscience ;- he then returned h.mic, and

resumed his studies with a determination never to be again
diverted from them. Before he went to London, his rc-

ns were deepened by the perusal of Bunny's
Resolution, Sibbs's limited Reed, and other works of this

kind. Some books which he read after his return increased

that habitual seriousness which he derived from his natural

disposition, as well as from the example of his father

a protracted illness completed the preparation of his mind
for the reception of those impressions of religious duty under
which he acted through the remainder of his life.

While he was in this declining state of health, his anxiety
to commence his ministerial labours overcame every other

cMii-idcration. He applied for ordination to tho bishop of

Worcester, and obtained it, together with a schoolmaster's

license, as he had accepted the mastership of the free

grammar-school at Dudley,just
then founded by his friend

Mr. Foley of Stourbridge. He was then twenty-three years
of age, and at this time entertained no scruples on the

subject of conformity, having never examined with any
nicety the grounds of subscription. His attention, however,
was speedily drawn to the debatable points of the contro-

versy ; but,' at first, the bitter tone of the None, nformists

pave him an unfavourable impression of their character,

though he admired their fervent piety, mid their energetic
efforts to stem the moral corruption of the times. There
was much in his own views and temperament which cor-

responded with theirs; but it required lime and circum-

stances to develop the tendencies of his mind.

At the end of nine months Baxter removed from Dudley
to Bridgenorth, where he acted as assistant to the clergy-
man. A release from his school engagements must, to

such a mind as Baxter's, intent upon pastoral duties, have

appeared a sufficient inducement for the change, but, in the

then state of his feelings, it was of still greater moment to

him to he relieved from the prospect of having to renew
his subscription. Bridgenorth is the centre of a little dis-

trict comprising six parishes, exempt from all episcopal

jurisdiction, except a triennial visitation from the arch-

bishop. Here he expected to perform the humble duties of

curate without obstruction, happy in the society of a col-

league whose views harmonized with his own, ami still

happier in having a wide field for his exertions. But his

hopes were soon frustrated by the ' et cetera oath,' as it was
called, which enjoined all who had taken orders to swear
that they would never consent to

any
alteration in the cere-

monial or government of the church by archbishops, bishops,
deans, archdeacons, &c. Itdoes not appear that Mr. Baxter,

any more than his brother clergv man at Bridgenorth,
thought it necessary to observe the terms of this oath, for

a complaint was laid against them for non-compliance with
tho ritual in various particulars.

.icr left Bridgenorth after n residence of one vcar and
nine months, on an invitation from a committee of the pa-

>ner.s (1040) to become the officiating clergyman at the

parish church in Kidderminster, the vicar having agreed, in

order to settle disputes, to allow OO/. per annum to a curate
of their own choosing. The living was afterwards scqucs-

. the townsmen collected tho tithes, paid Baxter and
Baxter's curate, and gave the vicar 407. per annum. The
rin-n-ii-l -m-i'-i under which Baxter settled at Kiddermin-
ster were favourable to his views; but it was not without

lerable opposition from one portion of the commu-
nity, whoso vices ho publicly reproved, that he carried

some of his reforms into effect. Not satisfied with cor-

recting the more flagrant offences of the inhabitants,

nc visited them at their houses, became acquainted with

their families, gave them religious instruction in private,
and became their friend as well as their pastor. B>

'

means he soon wrought a complete change iji the habits of

the people. Though so strict a disciplinarian, his concilia-

tory manners won the hearts of all but a few who were irrc-

claimahlc. II i> preaching was acceptable to all ranks.

Wherever he went, hirge audicii. I him : and his

energy was so unremitting, notwithstanding his feeble
'

and constant indisposition, that he preached three or four

a week.

During the civil wars of that period Baxter held a posi-
tion by which he was connected with both tho opposite

.tc, and yet was the parti ther.

itachment to monarchy was well known, though his

adherence to the royalist party wa-. not so ecitain : while tho

deep stream of religious li-chng whi'-li ran thr.mgh the con-

versation of the parliamentarians drew hi^ sympathies to that

side. The undisguised respect paid by him to the rha:

of some of the puritans, made him and many others, wdio

were sincerely attached to the crown, the objects ofjealousy
and persecution. A clamour was rai-c d against them, and
the rabble, whose excesses had been cheeked by him, were

eager enough to become the trumpeters of the charge.

During one of these ebullitions of party excitement, Baxter

spent a few days in the parliamentary army, and was pi

ing within sound of the cannon when the memorable battle

was fought at Edge Hill. His friend*, not considering it

safe for nim to return to Kidderminster, lie retired ;

ventry, where he lived two \cars, preaching regularly to

the parliamentary garrison and to the inhabitants. After
the battle of Naseby.in 1045, he passed :i night "ii a visit to

some friends in Cromwell's army, a cin iimstanee which led

to the chaplaincy of Colonel Whalli
offered to him, which, after consulting his fnein:

try, l.e art-opted. In this capacity he v.as present at tho

taking of Bridgcwater, t'.io sieges of Exeter, Bristol, and
Worn ' '.doncls WhalVy and l';:insbi TO'. ]'.

no o| i f moderating the temper of the cham-
pions ''!' the commonwealth, nnd of restrainir.fz them within

the bounds of reason
;
but as it was known that the check

one who was unfriendly to the ulterior

objects of the party, his interference was coolly re

Among the soldiery he laboured with unceasing ardour to

diffuse a better spirit, and to correct those sectarian <

as he considered them,- anabaplism, antinomianism, and

separatism inclusive which in his view were so productive
of disputes and animosity.

After his recovery from an illness, which compelled him
to leave the army, we find him again ul Kidderminster,

exerting himself with renewed vigour to moderate conflict-

ing opinions. The conduct of Cromwell at this crisis ex-

ceedingly perplexed that class ofmen of whom Baxter might
be regarded as the type. For the sake of peace they j

.

to an authority which they condemned ns a usurpation,
but nothing could purchase their approbation of the mca-
snro by which it had been attained and va< supported
In open conference, Baxter did not scruple to denounce
Cromwell and his adherents as guilty of treason and rebel-
lion

; though he afterwards doubted i:'he was ri^ht in op-
' him ?o strongly. (See Baxter's I'rnilfiit ('""/Vv.vjrj/j.?

quoted in Orine.) 'file reputation of Baxter rendered his

countenance to the new order of things highly desirable, and

accordingly no pains were spared to
procure

it. At tho

suggestion of some of his noble friends, he. once pn
before the Protector, who afterwards invited him to an inter-

view, and endeavoured to reconcile him to the political

changes that hail taken place; but the preacher was uncon-
vinced by his arguments, and boldly told him that 'the
honest people of the land took their antient monarchy to bo
a blessing, and not an evil.' The necessity of an\ a'.torati. n
in the government did not come within tl I his

comprehension. He looked with a single eve to tin' dill

ofa deeper spirit of religion 1 in purified e.-.talilish-

nvnt, beyond which he was incapable of carrying his views
or lending his Fanction.

li, tl.'- disputes which prevailed about this time on the
t of episcopal ordination, Baxter tok the side of the
icrians in den uni: Us n,rr-,itv. With them, too, he

;iline and church government.
He dis-eiiU'd lioni them in their condemnation of episcopacy
as unlawful. On their great principle, viz. the suffiV

of the Scriptures to determine all points of faith nnd < n-

duct, he wavered for some time, but ultimately adopted it in
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its full extent. Occupying:, as ho did, tliis middle ground
between the Episcopalians and the Presbyterians, it was not

very obvious with which of the two panics he was to be
chissed. Had all impositions and restraints been removed
there is every reason to suppose that he would have pre
ferrod a moderate episcopacy to any other form of church

government ; but the measures of the prelatical party were
so grievous to the conscience, that he had no choice be
t>i ten sacrificing his opinions or quitting their communion.
The views maintained by Baxter, blended as they were

with the principles of monarchy, made them extremely po-

pular towards the close of Cromwell's career, when men
were beginning to find that they had only exchanged one

species of tyranny for another, and, as tome thought, for a

worse. In the sermon which Baxter preached before the

parliament on the day preceding that on which they voted

the return of the king, he spoke his sentiments on this sub-

ject with manly resolution, and in allusion to the political
state of the country, he maintained that loyalty to their king
was a thing essential to all true Protestants of every per-
suasion.

It was expected that on the restoration of the king mode-
ration would have prevailed in the councils of the nation,
and a conciliatory policy have been adopted with regard to

religious opinions. Some indication of such a spirit ap-

peared in the appointment of Presbyterian divines among
the king's chaplains, and Baxter along with the rest.

Many who had access to the king strenuously recommended
conciliation, and for a time their advice prevailed against
the intrigues of court influence. Among other measures
a conference was appointed at the Savoy, consisting of a
certain number of Episcopalian and Presbyterian divines, to

devise a form of ecclesiastical government which might re-

concile the difforences and satisfy the scruples of the con-

tending parties. Baxter and the Presbyterians were ex-

tremely desirous of bringing this commission to a successful

issue
;
and Baxter himself drew up a reformed liturgy,

which, with some alterations, he presented at this conference.

The Presbyterians would have accepted Bishop Usher's

scheme as a model, with any alterations which might be mu-
tually agreed upon ; hut the bishops were secretly opposed to

the arrangement, and finally frustrated it by carrying a de-

claration to this effect, that although all were agreed upon the

ends contemplated in this commission, they disagreed about
t!iu means. Having thus defeated the object of the confer-

ence, the next step was to sequestrate the livings of those

divines who had been inducted during the Protectorate.

Oaths and subscriptions, which had been suspended while

there was any prospect of a union of parties, were again
called for by the bishops and their adherents. In accord-

ance with this demand a law was passed in 1662, called

the Act of Uniformity, so strict in its requisitions upon the

debatable points of ceremonial worship, that it had the

effect of banishing at once two thousand divines from the

p-.ile of Ihe English church. Of this number was Baxter.

Previous to the passing of this measure he had refused the

bUhoprick of Hereford and other preferments offered him

by Clarendon, the Chancellor, asking one favour only in

lieu of them to be allowed to return to his beloved flock

at Kidderminster. The vicar, who was ejected in 1640, had
been restored

;
and was bound by the old agreement to pay

Baxter GO/, a year as a lecturer.
'

But Baxter was willing to

perform the pastoral duties without remuneration : all he

wanted was to watch ever those whom he had brought into

the fold of Christ; but this request was refused.

On the 'J5th of May, 1662, three months before the day
on which the Bartholomew Act, as the Act of Uniformity
was called, from its coming into operation on St. Bartholo-

mew's day, Baxter had preached in London his last sermon,
under a regular engagement in the church

; and, finding
his public duties at an end, he retired in July 1663 to Acton,
in Middlesex, where he employed most of his leisure in

writing for the press. Some of his largest works were

tho fruits of this seclusion. His two most popular trea-

tises, The Saints' Everlasting Rest, and A Call to the

UiK-nnuerted, were published before he left Kidderminster,
and rai-sed his fame as a writer to a higher pitch than

what he hud enjoyed even as a preacher. Several attempts
were made by the ejected ministers and their friends in

parliament t/> j;et the rigorous restrictions against them re-

moved, but without success. The persecutions continued

with unabated violence. Even those who, like Baxter, dis-

liked separation, and attended the worship of the church,

suffered penalties for having morning and evening prayers
at their own houses. In the midst of those awful calami-
ties, the plague and the fire, which raged with such fright-
ful devastation in two successive years, the services of the
Puritan divines to the inhabitants of the metropolis were
so conspicuous, that the current of opinion turned in their
favour, and led to new efforts in their behalf, which ended
for the time in the Indulgence granted in 1672. This drew
Baxter from his retirement at Totteridge, to which place he
had removed on the suppression of his ministry at Acton.
He settled again in London, and preached as a lecturer in
different parts of the city, but more constantly at Pinner's
Hall and Fetter Lane. His preaching, though highly ac-

ceptable to his more immediate friends, was never so popular
as it had been at Kidderminster. While he advocated tole-
rance from an intolerant communion he shone like a light
in a dark place ; but now that he was the apologist of con-

formity, while he was a sufferer for non-conformity, his
conduct involved a kind of consistency too refined for pub-
lic admiration. An ineffectual attempt which he made at
this time to combine the Protestant interests against Papal
ascendancy exposed him to various misrepresentations, to
remove which he published a vindication of himself in a
trac-t entitled An Appeal to the Light, but without eradi-

cating the unfavourable impressions.
His time was now divided between writing and preaching.

For a while he had a regular audience in a room over St.
James's market-house, and at other places in London. But
Fiis public duties were frequently suspended by those

rigorous enactments to which the Nonconformists were
subjected during the last two reigns of the Stuarts.

In 1682 the officers of the law burst into his house, at a
time; when he laboured under severe indisposition, with a
warrant to seize his person for ccming within five miles of a

corporation, and would have hurriedbim before a justice of
the peace in this condition, had they not been met by his

>hysician, whose interference probably saved his lite as well
as obtained his pardon. Two years later, while his health
vas still in a precarious state from a chronic disease, he was
igain harassed by distraints and penal proceedings. Still

ater it was his misfortune to be one of the unhappy victims
of Jefferies. He was apprehended on a lord chief justice's
varrant, on a charge of sedition and being hostile to epis-

sopacy. The charge was founded on some passages in his

"araphrase of the New Testament. On the trial, Jefferies,
not content with using language the most opprobrious to

he prisoner and his counsel, acted the part of prosecutor
as well as judge, and scrupled not to gain his ends by
ilencing the accused, by insulting his counsel, by refusing
o hear his witnesses, and by triumphing over his sentence,
le said upon the bench,

' he was sorry that the Act of In-

lemnity disabled him from hanging him.' His punishment
vas a fine of 500 marks, to lie in prison till it was paid, and
o be bound to his good behaviour for seven years. For the

ion-payment of this heavy penalty he was committed to the

Cing's Bench prison, where he lay until the 26th of No-
'ember in the following year (1686), having been confined
or nearly eighteen months. His pardon was obtained by
he mediation of Lord Powis, and the fine was remitted,

solitude of his prison was enlivened on this, as on for-

ner occasions, by the affectionate attentions of his wife.

3axter himself lived to see that favourable change in re-

"ercnce to religious toleration which commenced at the Re-
olution of 1688. He died on the 8th of December, 1691,
nd was buried in Christ Church.
The literary career of Baxter is not the least extraordinary

lart of his history. He published a body of practical and
lolemical divinity with a rapidity almost unequalled ; the
xcellence of some of his practical writings secured them an

unexampled popularity, and thus laid the foundation of a
lew theological system which still retains liis name. The
atalogue of his works is not easily described. It contains

learly 1 68 distinct publications: (see list in Orme's Life,
irefixed to the edition of his works, London, 1830.) Many
f these are only known to his admirers, but others are

nore^vead than any other productions of a religious cha
acter. His fame chiefly rests on his two most popular
works, and on his Methodiis Thealngia; and Catholic Theo

'igy, in which his peculiar views are embodied. Several

f his learned contemporaries have recorded their testimony
o the character of his writings. Sir Matthew Hale was a

onstant reader of them, and honoured Baxter with his

riendship. Bishop Wilkins praised him in the phrase that
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Johnson afterward* applied to Goldsmith :

'
lie hns rul-

ind I' Kane Harrow
: I, and

,ifft / hit

. which was publi-di- lurao

l*Jh (1696) by bis miimai. uhew
.slider iho title /. i

. 1 that review of his i s written in

the latter part of his life, which ( peaks of as one of

the most remarkable pieces of writing that have conic down

;,hia L'tcrtiriii.) Calamy's
Lift qf Rafter is a kind of abridgment of this work, which
abounds in notices of the men, the I. . the. habits,

and the opinions of the stirring period in which lie lived.

There are a few poems by Baxter, not long ago published
in a small volume. His li'urtil r>f > l>ecn lately

reprii

BAXTERIANS, a name which is applied to those who

adopt the tbeoloj m of Richard Haxter. The name
v almost extinct; but Baxterianism is still the resting

place of many who do not approve of the extreme.-, of Cal-

vinism. The Baxterians hardly ever attained the rank of

irate denomination, even when they were most nume-
rous ; and they are now completely scattered among different

.iiinions. Their writing am mod popular among (be
orthodox dissenters.

Baxterianism occupies a sort of middle place between
Arminianism and Calvinism. It is not correct to say, that

it reconciles the two schemes. It only connects them by
showing that portions from each maybe made to harmonize
with each other. Hence it would be more properly described

as a system of theology framed out of the systems of Calvin
and Arminius, and bee.imiu:; it-olt' the point of union be-

tween them. Its chief merit is supposed to consist in the

amalgamation of the Arrainian doctrine of free grace with
the Calvinistic doctrine of election. The Baxterians profess
to believe that a certain number, determined upon in the

divine counsels, are elected to salvation without respect to

their good works. To this extent they receive the doctrine

of effectual calling. But to make their view of the opera-
tion and comprehensiveness of divine favour complete, they
contend tlrat all to whom the gospel is preached are placed
in a condition for securing their own salvation. Hence they
think with Calvin that Christ died in a special manner for

the elect : and, in a more j_ DM, for all others who
come within the light of the gospel. The Calvinistic tenet

of reprobation forms no part of their system.
The grounds on which Baxter contended that the death

of Christ put all men in a state of salvation are briefly these :

1st, Because Christ assumed the human nature and bore

the sins of the human race ; 2dly, Becau-e pardon and life

were offered to all mankind on condition of acceptance,
' Whosoever believeth shall be saved ;' and, 3dly, 1!

it is not to the elect alone, but to all men, that the benefits

of the go>pel are proclaimed.
The arguments by which the learned divines of this school

prove the elect to have a superior interest in the death of

t over the non-elect, are deeply tinctured with that

metaphysical subtlety of which Bishop Burnet complains
as the great blemish of Baxter's writings. The hypothesis,
in a few words, may be thus stated : that Chri-t has made
n conditional gift of the !

.-ruing from his death
to all mankind ;

but to the elect the gift is absolute and
irreversible; from which ho draws the inference that, not-

withstanding tl. possession of these adv;n

decreed to the few, yet conditionally the benefit was
extended to all.

The Baxteriuns arc greatly opposed to Antinomianism.
Faith without works they hold to be an unscriptural and

rous tenet. Several of the minor doctrines of Cal-
vinism are adopted in a mixlified sense, among which may
be nil istiflcation and thepei-' if tbe saints,

They \ ot perseverance, but incline to

:i that it tnay be lost by too weak a degree of

In ;orian deviations from the system of Calvin
!ed leaning to more comprehen

B.ixtcr w-as himself irrciwing of tin-

of salvation, ai"i i to remove every ap;
exclu.niveness in the o|H-ration of divine favour fr in the

system which ho took such pains to adjust and
;

The most eminent divines who have embraced these o]

since the death of their author ore Watts and Doddridge
men who have both il! , their works and lives the
candid and amiable spirit of the school to which they be-

- Abriilgmrnt nf .)fr. Iin.rlfr't Ilittory qf hit

IJfg and Timei, -jml edit. 1713. A second volume contains
an account of other ministers deprived or silci,,

Act of 1662. In \7'2~ two volumes of I'ontinuutinn

published. Baxter's Catholic Theology ; Buck's Theolo-

Dietionary.)
HAY (1,'ihiti, Portuguese, Spanish; baia, Italian

; bate.
French ; metrbiufn, German), is a portion of the sea, of
such a form that it is wider at the part nearest the open
sea, and narrower the farther it advances into the main
land. According to this definition the term is rightly np-
plieil to the H.i- . the Bay of Bengal, <

Hay, and Botany Hay : but sometimes it is i.

nn gulf would seem to be more appropriate. This
latter term properly implies an arm of the sea, which, with-
out any or with only liltle diminution in breadth, enters

very deeply into the main land, as the Gulf of Botln
the Gulf oi' Finland. Smaller portions of the sea of this

description are called, in Scotland, firths, and in Norway,
where they are very numerous, fiords, in I

.Wording to this definition we should not say Hallin

but Baffin's Gulf. To introduce'greater precision int

graphy, it would still be ne<v-ar\ in distinguish both bays
and gulfs from cfase Sfas, by which we understand extensive

of the sea, enclosed on every side with land, and
united with the ocean only by straits or i:

the Mediterranean or the Baltic Sea and the Hod Sea. But
here, too, the common practice is not exact. We say Hud-
son's Bay where we should use the term IIu i, and
the same observation holds good for the Gulf of M
which as well deserves the name of sea as the Caribbean
Sea. Sometimes also close seas have received the name of

gulfs, as the 1'ersian Gulf.

BAY SALT. [See SALT.]
HAY TREK. [See LAURUS.]
BAYADEER (said to be a corruption of Baflodeira, a

Portuguese word, which signifies a dancing woman), a
name given to the regularly bred dancing girls in India, who
are also the regular prostitutes. Certain women make it

their busin I the handsomest girls they can find

amon<: the children of rtie lowest class of people ; and,
after having secured their beauty from the ravages of the

small-pox by inoculation, carefully instruct them in danciivj,

singing, and the acting of small i . ith the liltl

and manners which form the accomplished bayadeer. The
ii of training commences at the

, and continues two or three years. From the end of
this training to the ago of seventeen is the professional life

of a bayadeer. Towards its termination, their per
attractions being considered on the wane, they find it i

dient to transfer them to the more contracted
the temples. Some are devoted, under a vow of tin

rents, to the service of the temples from their birth. They
are brought up in the usual aceomp]ishm"nls. and tl.c

of their exertions and their infamy enter the

Miry of the temple with which r -,-d.

Thc-c girls a:v
j!>'iicrully inlrodived to any party that

requires their attendance, ese,,Med by a hand of inu-j.

A native baud consists of instrn:

and others like clarionets, with cymbals and kcttlc-d

which altogether produce a very wild, but not an Ul

and a somewhat mel.incholy harmony. The women dame
and sing ; and when one is desired to d

ornaments of her feet, which consist of silver chains, which
she fastens on her ankles. Then, rising from the ground,
she arranges her dre.-., v, hich u'onoralh e .n-i-N of all

hundred yards of liizht muslin, which terminates in innu-
!e. folds at a!

which covers part of the hiad.e : .and
falls in folds over the )i:-llieo;it. The hair i* seldom ,

.1. but is p-iried in tl e . n hy

I an unpb I

bunch of p 11 like a cluster .,nd ; , ring
! from one of the no-Mi!-, through winch it is

1. The ornament*, however, ore i more and
1

..an this.

The daticini: rutisi-ts in a certain m.'lhodical kicki:

.

:

it foot, which causes the chains on the ankles to p
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in unison with the music

; the dancer now advancing, then

retreating : sometimes with the hands up, and twisting them
about

;
at others, enveloping her head completely in the

shawl. The movements of the bayadeer are sometimes so

slow in this performance, that an inexperienced spectator

might suppose her about to fall asleep, when, in corre-

spondence with a change in the music, she becomes full of*

life, and exhibits a rapid and exhausting succession of vio-

lent action. She takes up her robe and folds it into various

shapes, then she lets it go, so that while she spins round
like a top, it forms a circle, bearing some resemblance to the

tail of a peacock. It is perfectly amazing for what a length of

time practice enables them to maintain this circular motion.

This part of the performance is sometimes dispensed with.

In different parts of the country these dances vary in the

proprieties of dress and attitude. In some parts they are

highly indecent, but this is not always, or perhaps gene-
rally, the case. The songs of the bayadeers, however,

commonly express, in very warm language, the sentiments
of amorous passion, as addressed by the female to her lover.

Such songs afford a striking contrast to those of the Per-

sians, who, according to Sir William Ouseley,
' never suffer

their females to make, either in prose or verse, any advances
or declarations of love.'

(Description, fyc., of the People of India by the Abbi':

Dubois
;
Morier's Second Journey ; Heber's Narrative of

a Journey, fyc. ; Ouseley*s Travels in various Countries of
the Ban.}
BAYAMO, in Cuba. [See SALVADOR, S.]
BAYAN KHARA MOUNTAINS is the Mongol name

of a very extensive range in Eastern Asia, in a corner of

the globe which has never been visited by Europeans, and

which, therefore, is only known to us by the accounts of the

Chinese geographers. According to them a vast mountain-
knot is situated nearly in the centre of the high table-land

of Eastern Asia to the. west of the lake Khoo-khoo-nor,
between 35 and 38 N. lat., and about 96 and 100 E.

long. This mountain-knot, called Kulkun, is considered as

the eastern portion of the Kuen-luen Mountains, which

traverse the high table-land from west to east about the

thirty-fourth parallel. From this mountain-knot high
ranges seem to proceed towards all the points of the com-

. three of which extend to the east in the direction of

the principal chain. The most northern, called Khi-lian

Shan, separates the basin of the lake of Khoo-khoo-nor
from the great desert of the Gobi. The middle chain, and
as it seems the highest of the three, called Siue Shan
(Snow Mountains), fills up with its numerous high and

steep summits the whole region between the lake of Khoo-
khoo-nor and the great river Hoango. The most southern
of the three, the Bayan Khara Mountains, first runs towards

the south, and the waters descending from its eastern de-

clivities give rise to the river Hoango. Soon afterwards the

range declines towards east-south-cast and separates in

Ihis direction the upper courses of the two great rivers

Hoango and Yan-tse-kiang, until branching off in nume-
rous ramifications, it obliges the Yan-tse-kiang to take a

southern and the Hoango a northern course. Thus these

rivers, which to the west of the 100th meridian run hardly
more than fifty miles from one another, attain under the

1 03rd a distance of more than ten degrees of latitude, which

they keep to about the 1 12th meridian, where they again

approach one another within about four degrees, or about 270

miles. AH the numerous mountain chains which occupy the

eastern parts of Tibet, and that portion of China which ex-

tends between the Hoango and Yan-tse-kiang are connected
with the Bayan Khara Mountains, and ought to be considered

as ramifications of this mass. The most remarkable is that

which, including the basin of the Hoango on the south,
divides Sifan from the Chinese province Kan-su : there it

is called by the Chinese Min-shan. Its eastern prolonga-
tion, which divides the province Sut-shuan from those ol

Kan-su and Shen-si, bears the name of Peling (Northern

range), and, forming the watershed between the two great

rivi'rs, it advances into the great plain of Northern China,
where the last offsets terminate at a distance of about 100

miles from the Whang Hay or Yellow Sea.

We know nothing respecting the mineral riches of the

Bayan Khara Mountains from the Chinese geographers,
but we are informed that those ranges which lie to the wes
of the 103rd meridian in many places rise above the line o

ternal snow, and that even glaciers are frequent among
them. They ate, however, rarely visited, on account of their

severe climate. (Klaproth's Asiatic Magazine, and Rit-
ers'sAsia.)

BAYARD, PIERRE DE TERRAIL, known by the
lonourable appellation of the

' Good Knight, without fear
,nd without reproach

'

(le ban Chevalier, sans peur et sans

reproche), was born, in the year 1475, at the Chateau de

Jayard in Dauphine. His family were for generations the
eudal lords of the territory whence they took their name

,

and were distinguished for their military prowess during the

wars of the English in France. Almost all his immediate
ncestors died on the field of battle: his great-great-grand-
ather fell at Poictiers ; his great-grandfather at Cressy ;

his

grandfather at Montchery; and his father also received

nany wounds in the wars of Louis XI. With a view to

>eing educated for the profession of arms, he was placed,
vhen thirteen years old, in the household of the Duke of

Savoy as page, in which capacity he continued for five years,

>erfecting himself in the various accomplishments then con-
:,idered essential to the character of a true knight. Bayard,
vhen only eighteen years of age, carried away the prize in

a tournament against one of the most experienced knights
n France. When he had completed his eighteenth year he
entered into actual service.

In the latter end of the
year 1494, Bayard accompanied

Charles VIII. in his expedition against Naples, and greatly
distinguished himself at the battle of Fornovo, fought on the
6th of July in the next year. He liad two horses killed

under him in this engagement, and he performed numerous
"eats of that romantic valour which have perpetuated his

name as one of the last and best representatives of the days
of chivalry. Bayard served also in the Italian wars of

Louis XII., which began in 1499. On one occasion he kept
a bridge over the Garigliano single-handed against 200

Spaniards, long enough to enable the main-body of the
French to make good their retreat.

Bayard was also present at the famous '

battle of the

Spurs,' fought at Guingette near Terouenne in Picardy, on
the 16th of August, 1513. Either from panic or mistaken
orders, the French gendarmerie, when retreating from the

English force, commanded in person by the then youthful
Henry VIII., (led before the English cavalry in disgraceful
confusion. The contest, in fact, was one of mere speed be-

tween the pursuers and the pursued, and hence the humorous

epithet, applied by the vanquished themselves, of the ' battle

of the Spurs.' But for the presence of mind and daring
valour of Bayard, the whole French army would have
shared in the disgrace of the gendarmerie. He retired

with fourteen men-at-arms, often turning on his pursuers,
till he reached a place where only two could pass in front.
' We halt here,' said he,

'
the enemy will be an hour gaining

this post. Go and tell them so at the camp.' He was

obeyed, and succeeded in gaining time for the French army
to re-assemble itself, but was himself taken prisoner. Henry's
reception of the knight was much more courteous than that

of the Emperor Maximilian, who was present, being, with
his troops, in the pay of the English king. The emperor
taunted him with the remark that he thought Bayard was
one who never fled.

'

Sire, if I had tied I should not have
been here,' was the prompt answer.

Bayard attended Francis I., then in the pride of youth,
and ambitious of the honours of chivalry, in the war under-
taken to recover Milan and the other Italian conquests of

his predecessor. The bloody battle of Marignano, Sept. 13,

1515, which lasted two days, was fought with a fierce-

ness that made Trivulzio, the French commander, who had
been in eighteen pitched battles, exclaim that

'
all other

fights compared with this were but children's sport; this is

the war of giants.' Bayard displayed his usual romantic

daring and prowess. When the battle was won, Francis,
who had fought by his side, and who had witnessed his

extraordinary valour, begged and received the honour of

knighthood at his hands upon the field.

The next great service which Bayard rendered his country
was the obstinate and successful defence of Mezieres, on
the Netherlands frontier of France, in 1522, against the

Count of Nassau, with a force of 35,000 men, aided by a

strong artillery. The garrison consisted of only 1000 men,
but such was the fame of Bayard, that many of the young
nobility of France considered it the highest honour to bo

engaged under him in the defence of this frontier town.

In 1524 Bayard had a command in the force which
Francis I. sent to Italy to act against the army of the Em-

peror Charles, directed by the celebrated Duke of Bourbon.
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The commaud-in-cbicf \v;is intruded lo Bonnivet, whose

only qualification was |MT~I>II:I| cmirago. After \

- and I'jriial successes. Bunmvct was COIL

to abandon his strong entrenchments at Biagraso, and
move nearer to the Aips, in expectation of reinforcements

from Switzerland. He was pursued by the imperial :

who attacked liis rear with great fury just as he had ren-heil

the banks of the Sesia. Bonnivct, while displaying much
valour in rallying his tro fl >!tdcd in thu arm by a

ball from an arquehuis. Ho sent to Bayard immediately,

tolling him that the i':iln of thu army was in his .

>'ii who Iv.id in vain throughout the campaign remon-
strated with Bunnivct on the course he was pursuing,

replied, 'It is now too late, but I cont.u. r. . my soul to my
Ci 1 : my li'b belongs to my country.' He then put him-

self at the head of the men-alarms, and kept the main-

body of the enemy occupied long enough to enable the

rest of the French forces to ir.akc g.nd tl,e.ir retreat. While
thus engaged he received a nurtal wound from a ball, and

fell from bis horse. He was pressed to withdraw from the

field, bul his answer was that he had never turned his

back upon an enemy. He ordered himself to be plan-;!

with his back against a tree, and his face to the enemy. In

this situation he was found by Bourbon, who expressed his

regret nt seeing him in this condition.
'

1'ily not me,' said

the dying man,
'
I die as a man of honour ought, in the

discharge of my duty : they, indeed, are objects of pity
who fight against their king, their country, and their

oath.' The Marquis of Pescar.i, commander of the Spanish

troops, passing soon after, manifested (we quote from

Robertson's Charles K.book iii.) his admiration of Bayard's
virtues, as well as his sorrow for his fate, with the gene-

rosity of a gallant enemy ; and, finding that he could not be

removed with safety from that spot, ordered a tent to be

pitched there, and appointed proper persons to attend him.

He died, notwithstanding their care, as his ancestors for

several generations had done, on the field of battle. 1'es-

cara ordered his body to be embalmed and sent to his rela-

tions ;
and such was the respect paid to his memory that

the Duke of Savoy commanded it to be received wi:h royal
honours in all the cities of his dominions. In Dauphinc,
Bayard's native country, the people of all ranks came out

in a solemn procession to meet it.

(See Mimoires du Chevalier de Bayard, $v., with notes

by Theodore Godefroy, and the contemporary histories
;
also

Brantome's works, and the Memnirrs de Bellay.)
BAYAZID I., surnamed ILDIK1M, or the Lightning,'

in allusion to the rapidity of his military achievements, was
the son of the sultan of the Osmans, Murad I. Ho was

born A. Heg. 748 (A. n. 1347), and <-ame to the throne in

A. Heg. 792 (A. D. 1389), after his father had been killed

in an engagement with the Servians near Cossowa. The
O<man dominions at this epoch extended from the Danube
to the Euphrates : and Bayazid at the bead of his army was
almost incessantly moving from one extremity of his em-

pire to the other, to reduce his Mohammedan neighbours to

obedience, or to add to his possessions by conquest* from
the Christian powers of Europe. Brussa and Adrianonle
were respectively the Asiatic and European capitals of his

dominions, and the erection of a magnificent mosque in each

of them is one of the earliest acts of his reign that we find

recorded. This seemingly pious act forms a strong control
with his tohaviour to Yacub his only brother, whom he put
to death almost immediately on ascending the throne, from
no other motive than an

apprehension
that the example of

either Eastern princes mint encourage him to rebel, and

dispute Bayazid's right lo the throne.

The conquests of the Osmans had, in the beginning of

the eighth century of the- Mohammedan oora (the fourteenth

after Christ), put an end to the Scljukide dominion in

western Asia, and on its ruins several small dynasties had

sprung up, the principal of which were thai of Sinopc and
mini on llie northern coasl of Asia Minor, and those

of Aidin, Zaruklian, and Kcrmiyan. These dynasties
Bayazid determined to destroy, and to embody their terri-

tories in his empire. Within the first year after his a

.Tig the throne he had conquered Zarukhan, Aidin, and part
<>f the northern coast of Anatolia : nor did his previous
marriage (in A. n. 1381) with a daughter of the prince of
Krrmnan prevent him from leading un expedition a

his father-in-law, whom he took prisoner and deprr
his territory. Bayazid had to encounter greater dilli>

in subduing the principality of Caramania. Timuriasli, hi*

general, had conquered part of the country, when Ala-cddfn
lite reigiiii,.- i, defeated him in a bailie and link

him prisoner. When . the

banks of the D.uuibo engaged in a war with Stcphnn, the

I' Moldavia, who had beon instigated l>\ K (riorum

Bayazid (i. c. 'Bajazid the I-amo'), a Musidman chief on
the borders of the Black SIM, to invade Wullachia and Bes-
sarabia. On receiving the news of Thnurtash's i!

Bayazid hastened from Europe into Asia, and wilhin a

short time snlidued the whole of Caramania, beside< which
he now added to his empire the towns of K ehr,

AkscraV, Larcnda, Siwas (Sehaslel, Tokat, and K

riyah. Soon after he took away the dominions of Kertu-
lum Bayazid on the Black Sea; and when Kwtimim
Bayazid allowed his son, Isfendiar, to retain possession only
of Sinopc.
The year 1391 is remarkable also for the capture of Phi-

ladelphia, or Alaihehr (i. e.
' The Variegated City'), the

last Greek town in Asia Minor that continued faithful to the

Byzantine empire. Its Greek commander made a \'\:-

resistance lo the besieging forces of Bayazid, and rejivscd
his invitation to surrender the fortress: while the Km per. r

Joannes and his son Manuel, then the confederates of the

sultan, were actually assisting in the siege.
In 1393 Bayazid undertook another expedition into

Europe, in which he took possession of the towns of S'a'

and Venishehr (Larissa), and for the first time besieged

Constantinople. He compelled the emperor to give up his

plan of adding to the strength of the capital by new fortifi-

cations, and lo assign a separate suburb to the Turks with a

mosque and a kadhi, or judge, of their own. Bayazid at

the same lime built the fort of Guzelje, or Anatoli hissar, on
the eastern side of the Bosporus, which secured to him the

command of that channel.
In '1396 Bayazid gained an important victory near

Nicopolis on the Danube over an army of a hundred thou-

sand Christians, including many of the bravest knights of

France and Germany, \\lio h:ul assembled under the stan-

dard of Sigismond, the king of Hungary, to check the I

progress of the Mohammedan power in Kuropc. The greater

part of the Christian forces were slain or driven into the

Danube. Sigismond escaped to Constantinople. S;\U-
lliousand Turks are staled lo have fallen in the same 1.

and when Bayazid became aware of the extent of bis lo>s.

he gave orders to put to death all the prisoners with ihc

exception of twenty-four nobles, who were subsequently ran-

somed. This great victory was soon followed by further con-

quests in Greece. The Morea was taken, and in 1397

(according to the oriental authorities quoted by M. vi n

Hammer, Gesch. des Osman-Reichs, i. 252) Athens fell

into the power of the Osmans.
The dominions of Bayazid and Ihosc of Ihe Tartar con-

queror Timur now touched each other in the neighbourhood
of Erzerum and on Ihe banks of the Euphrates. With
doubtful limits between the two empires, which bad never

been defined by treaty, a cause for war between two
j,

sovereigns eou'ld not long be wanting. Timur bad taken

possession of Siwas (the anticnt Sebaslc), on the Halvs,
then one of Ihe strongest and most flourishing cities

of Western Asia, and bad treated its inhabitants with great

cruelty. Bayazid was then engaged in his European do-

minions, which prevented him from resenting this violation

of his territory. About the same time two Musulman

princes, Ahmed Jclair and Kara Yussuf, whom Timur had

deprived of iheir possessions, tied for protection first to

Seifeddin Barkuk, the Sultan of Egypt, and subsequently
to Bayazid, who received them with kindness, and married
his son, Mustafa Chelebi, to a sister of Ahmed Jclair. Timur
sent two embassies for the purpose of demanding the sur-

render of the princes ; bul Bayazid refused to comply, and,

instigated by the advice of the princes, took possession
of Krzinjan,' a town situated on the Euphrates within the

dominions of Timur. Timur, who now determined to com-
mence an open war against Bayarid, begun the c.imi.aiLii

by taking Haleb, Atttakia, and other Suian towns that

:ibjcet to the Osmans. Ilow: , when bo
d information of the approach of Bayuzid from ibe

west. The two sovereigns at the head <>f their a:

met in the plains of Angora, Ihe capital of the anticnt

Galatia. A decisive battle took place (according to M. von
Hammer's calculations on the 19th of Xnll.aj, A. II eg.

801, i. e. the 20th of July, A.D. 14(11 ), in which the U-
were totally defeated, and Bayazid became a prison
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the hands of Timur. The conqueror, according to his

Persian biographer, Sherif-eddin, received Bayazid with

great kindness, assigned him suitable accommodations,
and continued to treat him with distinction till he died,
A. Hog. 806 (A.D. 1403). D'Herbelot (Bibliotheque Orient.,
art. Timour, .p. 876, edit. 177G) and M. Von Hammer ex-

press themselves satisfied with this account, and reject the
common report which would charge Timur witrujreat cruelty
towards his prisoner. But Sir William Jones (TforAs, vol. v.

p. 547) draws our attention to a passage in another contem-

porary historian, Ebn Arabshah's life of Timur, which had
been overlooked by D'Herbelot, and in which the Arabian
author expressly affirms ' that Timur did inclose his captive,
Ilderim Bayazid, in a cage of iron, in order to retaliate the

insult offered to the Persians by a sovereign of Lower Asia,
who had treated Shapor, king of Persia, in the same man-
ner

; that he intended to carry him in this confinement into

Tartary, but that the miserable prince died in Syria, at a

place called Akshehr.' (See Ahmedis Arabsiadse, Vita

Timuri, ed. Manger, torn. ii. pp. 225, 276, &c.)
We will not venture to decide a question on which there

is such conflicting evidence
;
but we must notice a curious

passage of Busbequius, who visited Constantinople as am-
bassador from the German emperor about the middle of the

sixteenth century, as it seems to have escaped the notice of

M. von Hammer. The passage is to the following effect :

that Bayazid, after his defeat, became a prisoner in the

bunds of Timur, who treated him with great cruelty ; that

his wife, who was also made a prisoner, was grossly insulted

before his face
;
and that from this time till the age of Su-

leiman I., who reigned from A.D. 1520 to 1566, the Osman
sultans have never married, for fear that the reverses of

fortune might expose them to similar insults. (Aug. Gidenii

Busbequii Legationis Turcicce Epistola Prima, pp. 26, 27,
ed. Lond. 1660, 16mo.)

Bayazid was succeeded upon the throne of the Osman
empire by his son Mohammed I. (Joseph von Hammer,
Geschichte des Osmanischen Keichs, vol. i. p. 216, &c. ;

Sherif-eddin's Life of Timur, translated by P. Do La
Croix.)
BAYAZID II., the eldest son of the Osman sultan,

Mohammed II., was born A.D. 1447, and in 1481 succeeded
his father on the throne of the Osman empire, which he

occupied till 1512. Bayazid was governor of Amasia when
his father died (3rd of May, 1481). Upon receiving the
news of his demise he hastened to Constantinople, but had
to establish his claims to the throne by a contest with his

brother Jem called Zizim or Zizymus, by Caoursin and
other contemporary European writers. Jem was defeated in

a battle at Yenishehr near Brussa, 20th of June, 1481, and
fled to Egypt, where he was kindly received by the Sultan
Kaitbai. In the following year Jem was induced, by the re-

presentations of his friends in Syria, to venture upon another

campaign against his brother; but he was again unsuccessful,
and took refuge at Rhodes. Here D'Aubusson, the grand-
master of the Knights of St. John, received him with marked
attention, but afterwards sent him to France, where he was

kept in close confinement till 1488. Towards the end of

that year the king of France, Charles VIII., surrendered
him into the hands of Pope Alexander VI., by whom he was

poisoned (Feb. 24, 1495).
A considerable part of Bayazid's reign was spent in war.

When Mohammed II. died, the Osman empire was engaged
in a conflict with Venice. Bayazid found it necessary in

1482 to conclude a peace which secured considerable ad-

vantages to the republic. In the same year, Keduk Ahmed
]'a-.lia, a military commander to whom the empire owed

many important victories, was murdered by Bayazid's com-
mand.

In 1 48"i Bayazid declared war against Kaitbai, the Mamluk
sultan of Egypt. Karagcis- Pasha, the commander of the

Oxman array, suffered two signal defeats, and in 1491 a

peace was negotiated upon terms by no means advantageous
or creditable to the Osman arms. In the same year the

fortresses of Depedelen and Bayendera in Albania were

taken by the Osmang. Bayazid was himself engaged in this

expedition, and near Depedelen had a narrow escape from
an assassin who had approached him in the disguise of a

monk. This incident, M. von Hammer observe*, gave rise

to the rule ever since most strictly observed at the Daman
court, that no one bearing any weapon is admitted into the

presence of the sultan.

The year 1490 is remarkable in Turkish history for the

first treaty concluded between the Osman government
and that of Poland

;
and in 1495 we find recorded the first

diplomatic relations between the sultan and the czar of
Moscow.
In 1499 another war broke out between the Osman em-

pire and Venice. A Venetian fleet was defeated in a battle
near the island of Sapienza, July 28, 1499

;
and Lepanto

(Naupactos), Modon, Coron, and Navarino, were besieged
and taken by the Osmans, while Iskandar Pasha, with a
land army, invaded and laid waste the country along the
river Tagliamento in the north of Italy. A combined
Venetian and Spanish fleet took possession of ^Egina and
Cephalonia, and captured twenty Turkish galleys. By the

treaty of peace, which was concluded in December, 1502,
the Venetians were obliged to leave the island of Santa
Maura in the hands of the Turks, but they kept possession
of Cephalonia, and obtained the privilege of appointing a
consul at Constantinople, and of trading in the Black Sea.

Bayazid was induced to yield a peace upon such conditions

by the rapid rise of the Persian power on the eastern frontier

of his dominions, under Shah Ismail, the founder of the
Safawi (commonly called the Sofi) dynasty. Shah Ismail
had encroached upon the Osman territory near Tokat, and
when forced to retreat by the governor of the province, had
taken possession of Merash. About the same time, Korkud,
Bayazid's eldest son, disgusted at the contemptuous treat-

ment which he experienced from Ali Pasha, the grand vizir,

quitted the empire and went to Egypt. Ahmed, though
younger than Korkud, had been appointed by Bayazid his

successor on the throne. Selim, a younger brother of

Ahmed, dissatisfied with the preference thus given to the

latter, revolted against his father (1511), at the same time
that an alarming rebellion, headed by Kuli Shah, also

named Sheitan Kuli, broke out in Asia Minor. Kuli Shnh
was soon obliged to retire, and his adherents became dis-

persed ; but the conflict between the princes, Korkud, Selim,
and Ahmed, continued, till at last Selim prevailed. Bay-
azid was obliged to resign the government in his favour, and

Selim, supported by the Janissaries, and the great mass of

the people of Constantinople, ascended the throne April 25,
1512. Bayazid quitted the capital, in order to spend the re-

mainder of his life in peaceful retirement at Demitoka, his

birth-place ;
but he died on his journey thither at Aya, near

Hassa, May 26, 1512.

(Joseph von Hammer's Geschichte des Osmanischen
Reichs, vol. ii. p. 250, &c.)
BAYAZID, a town of Turkish Armenia, situated at the

base of Mount Ararat, in 39 24' N. lat., 44 20' E. long. ;

50 miles S.S.W. from Erivan, and about 180 miles E. of

Erzerum. It is governed by a pasha of two tails, whose autho-

rity extends over a surrounding district ofconsiderable extent,
but its limits are not distinctly defined. Kinneir assigns to

the place a population of 30,000, of whom the great ma-

jority are Turks ;
but Stocqueler says that the population is

estimated at 3000, the greatest proportion of whom are

Armenians ;
and French writers estimate the population at

10,000. Whatever be the number, the majority are, un-

doubtedly, Armenians ; and our own information inclines us
to consider the French estimate of the population to be
nearest the mark.
The town is built on a declivity, the summit of which is

said by the inhabitants to be strongly fortified; but they do
not like to allow the fortifications to be inspected. The city
itself is also surrounded by walls and a rampart. Bayazid
has a very uninteresting appearance. The houses are small,

and, for the most part, inconveniently built. Were it not

for the pasha's palace, which is covered with white plaster
and rises high above the rest of the town, it would be diffi-

cult to distinguish it from the craggy elevation on the side

of which it is built, for the houses are composed of the -same

material as the rocks, and the soil affords not an inch of

verdure. There are three mosques, two Christian churches,
and a monastery of considerable celebrity in Armenia. Little

business is carried on at Bayazid. The inhabitants have no

encouragement to attempt manufactures, because Russian

articles of a much better quality than they can make, and
at a much cheaper rate, are obtained from Erivan. (Seo
Kinneir's Geographical Memoir of the Persian Empire;
Morier's Journey through Persia, Armenia, and Asia

Minor; Stocqueler's Pilgrimage through Khuzistan and

Persia.)

BAYER, JOHN, was born at the town of Rhain

(Rhainn Biorum; it is called lihain by Kastner, and appears

NO. 213. [THE PENNY CYCLOPAEDIA.] VOL. IV. K
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to be Rain, which U not far from the confluence of the Lech
and the Danube), in Bavaria, in 15 7-.'. He followed tin-

profession of an advocate at Augburg, where lie died in

1625, having livod a bachelor fifty-three years. He was an

astronomer, and a diligent inquirer into antiquity. The

preceding particulars are (or were) Mated iu hi* epitaph, in

;mrch of St. Dominic at Augsburg. (See Schiller,

Ctrlurn itrllalum Chtittianum. Aug. Ymd. 16'J" : or K;i*t-

11. -r. (j'ftrh. tier Math. vol. iv. p. 94.) Of bit life we can

find no account, except in ti . //ir Universtlle,

nJiirh Mates that he was a minister of the gospel, whose teal

got him into trouble, but \vlu> was withal so Rood an astro-

nomer, that he was ennobled by tint Emperor Leopold in

1669. With whom he has been confounded in this strange
e v.r cannot tell, but be himself, in the preface to Ins

chari- himself for employing his time in mathe-

matics, he b.ing a lawyer. There was a John Bayer who

published various works between liiv.2 uiid 16C7. one- of

which, Oslium vei A'.rium Salurer, <$c., might have con-

tained astronouiy. 1'erhaps this one may have been ton-

founded with John Ba\er of Augsburg;.

Bayer has innuortali/.i'd his n.uiio, as Delamhrc remarks,
at a very cheap rale. Ho published charts of the stars in

lCi'3, in which, for the first tune, he dislir. .< from

another bv allixing lct;ei>. \Vhen MamMecd and others

adopted tliis practice, which has since become universal, the

letters of Bayer were followed, winch has made his maps valu-

able ; otherwise they are not so good as those of Hevelius.

The first edition ol Bayer's maps was published at Augs-
burg in September, 1603, with the following title : Johannis

Baieri Uluiinani, J.C. Uranometria,nmnium asterismorum
continent schemata nova methodo delineata, (frets laminis

expresta. The title given by Lalande (Bibliogr. Astr.) is

incorrect He had obtained the constellations visible in the

northern hemisphere from the catalogue of Tycho Brain-,

and those about the south pole from Americus Vcsputius
and others. (Kepler, Tab. Rudolph, cited by Kastncr.) It

is not known whether he observed himself, but Riccioli, in

tli'- words ' snis viyiliis astronomicis aucta et emendata,'

implies that be did ; and Bartschius (Pluniiph. in Pref. ad

Led.) affirms that Bayer was not in possession of the more

recent observations of Tycho Brahe, and that his places were

erroneous in consequence. There are fifty-one maps by

Bayer, namely, two of the hemispheres, one of nine constel-

lations about the south pole, and forty-eight of single con-

stellations. The Greek letters are employed to denote the

stars, and where the Greek alphabet ends, the Roman small

It HITS are used.

The following is the list of Bayer's constellations, after

each of which is placed the letter with which the reckoning
ends; so that by looking at the numbering of the two

alphabets annexed, the number of stars reckoned by him

may be seen. In applying the letters he seems to have ar-

ranged the stars in order of brilliancy: thus a is the Uu-gcM
star in a constellation, that is, the largest in the npin

Bayer, observing with the naked .-v--. in and about 1000.

Bayer's names and spellings arc retained. The constella-

tions are all in Ptolemy.

1. a 8. 6 15. o
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differed from the old in the number and positions of the

stars, which he had altered, as well from many nights' ob-
servations of his own (whether of positions or of magnitudes
is not stated), as from various books which he had found

;

and that, for this reason, he (Bayer) was anxious that the
old Uranometry should never be republished. These maps
also represented the convex side of the sphere, that men
might see the fronts of these Christian constellations, it being
judged indecorous that the apostles should turn their backs.
Thus we see that Bayer committed a mistake again, as far

as Ptolemy's sphere is concerned. He should have drawn
the inside or concave of the sphere, in turning the fronts

towards the spectator. This work of Schiller's is also men-
tioned by Gassendi as follows :

' Cffilum Christianum a
J. Bayero affectum, et a Julio Schillero confectum.' (Gass.
yit. Peir. in ann. 1628.) It is remarkable that, in this edi-

tion, Bayer has abandoned his letters and taken numbers,
either of his own or from Ptolemy. The plates are remark-

ably well executed for the period, and the grouping of the
constellations is strikingly beautiful, but the stars are almost
lost in the shading.

Schiller states, that a
surreptitious

edition of Bayer was
offered for sale at Frankfort Fair in autumn, 1624 ; which,
by moans of the words nord methodo detineata, was made
to pass for the expected edition of 1627, that is Schiller's

own
; but it was struck from the same plates as that of

1603, and therefore probably could not be distinguh-hed
from the subsequent editions.

The second edition of the Uranometria (plates only, and
without letter-press) was printe'l at Ulm in 16-18, and the

third (plates only) at Ulm in 1666. In the meanwhile, the

letter-press of the first edition, with additions, had been

printed under the following clumsy title : J''.i-/>/irufio Cha-
rar.teru.rn eeneis Uranometrias Imaginum Taoulis insctitp-
torum addita. First edition, Strasburg, 162-1 ; second, Ulm,
1640; third, Augsburg, 1654: fourth, Ulm, 1697.

BAYER.GOTTLIEB(THEOPHILUS) SIEGFRIED,
grandson of John Bayer the astronomer, was born at

Kcenigsberg in 1694. lie applied zealously to the study
of the Oriental languages under the tuition of Abraham
Wolf, and of some learned Rabbis : he also took a peculiar
interest in the study of the Chinese language. Ai'ier tra-

velling in various parts of Germany for his improvement,
he returned to Koenigsberg in 1717, when he was appointed
librarian to the University. In 1726 he WHS called to

Petersburg to fill the chair' of Greek and Roman Antiqui-
ties, and was there much noticed by the minister, Count
Ostermann, and by the Bishop of Novogorod. His health
became much impaired by intense study, and he died in

February, 1 738. He wrote numerous works, some of
which are printed separately; others are inserted in the
Memoirs nf the Academy of Peiertburg and in the Acta
Eruditorum ; and some were left at his death in MS. Of
thiiM; that have been published separately the principal are:
I. Museum Sinicum, 2 vols. 8vo. Petersburg, 1730. The
greater part of the first volume is occupied by an interesting
preface, in which the author recapitulates the labours of
tho-ii! who preceded him in the field of Chinese literature

;

this is followed by a general Chinese grammar ; and by a

grammar of the popular Chinese dialect of the province of
Chin Chen, which, he says, (lifters but little from the lan-

guage of the learned or mandarins. This is followed by a

letter from some missionaries at Tranquebar, concerning
the Tamul language. The second volume contains a Chi-
nese Lexicon, extracts from several Chinese works, a com-

mentary on the Siao ul lun, or Origines Sinicoe, a treatise

on Chinese chronology ; and another on the weights and
measures of the Chinese. The plates of the Chinese cha-

rs in this work are said (Hiographie Universelte) to

be badly executed. 2. DP. Ilnrix Kinicit et Cyclo Hnrario
Commentations!, 4to. Petersburg, 1735. 3. Historia Os-
rh'ierin rt Eiti^srna ex mimis illuxtrata, 4to. 1734, fl'og.

. This work, which he dedicated to Joseph Simonius

uni, is much esteemed. 4. Historia Rrgni Grcccorum
mni, 17.18. [Sue BVCTRIA.] 5. De Nummis Rnmanif

i rrper/is. 6. De Eclipsi Sinica liber tin-

i whirh he examines and confutes the Chinese
.iit of a total eclipse, which a Jesuit asserted to have
.red at the time of our Saviour's death. (See Weidler,

p. 171.) Of his sratt'Trd 'li^-crtations, some are on the

;i nl I'rahmanic languages: one is

:!<r on some books in an

'^e, foTind near Hie banks of the Caspian

Sea; one is a translation from Confucius, and another,
De Imcriptionibus ludoeorum Gr&cis et Lotinis, &c. He
wrote also Historia Congregationis Cardinalium de Pro-

paganda fide, 4to., 1721, giving an account of that cele-

brated institution, in which, however, he displayed some-

what of a prejudiced spirit and sectarian intolerance. He
himself afterwards, writing to Lacroze, said that he was not

altogether satisfied with his work, and that he intended to

make more accurate researches on the subject. His Opus-
cula, which treat of several topics of erudition, were pub-
lished by Klotz, 8vo., Halle, 1770, wiih a biography of

Bayer. There is also a life of Bayer in the Bibliotheque

Germanique, vol. 1., from which Chaufepif has taken his

account of that writer in the Nouveau Dictionnaire His-

torique.

BAYEUX, a town in the department of Calvados, in

France, 17 miles W. by N. of Caen, the capital of the de-

partment, and 151 miles in the same direction from Paris,
49 ] 7' N. lat., 44' W. long. It is on the little river Aure,
and only about 5 or 6 miles from the coast.

In the earliest times this place was a chief seat of the

Druids. After the Roman conquest, if not before, it appears
to have borne the name of Arasgenus, and subsequently that

of Baiocasses (from the people whose capital it was), and

by contraction, Baiocae, and Baiocas. From these latter

forms, Bayeux, its modern name, has sprung. Roman relics,

vases, statues, and medals, have been dug up in considerable

numbers. Under the kings of France, of the Merovingian
and Carlovingian races, the town was of considerable import-
ance, and it had a mint. Bayeux was destroyed by the

Normans, and rebuilt and peopled by them. The dukes of

Normandy regarded it as the second place in their duchy,
and had a palace here. It was however pillaged and burned

by Henry I. of England, in the beginning of his reign. It

suffered severely in the invasions of France by Edward III.

and Henry V., as well as in the religious wars of the sixteenth

century. The bishopric was erected in the fourth century, as

it is believed
; and the bishops claimed, on account of the an-

tiquity of the see, superiority over the other bishops of the

ecclesiastical province of Neustria, or Normandy: but the

popes, to whom, in 1581, the question was referred, did not

allow their superiority ;
without however, so far as appears,

disputing the fact (the early origin of the see) on which
the claim was grounded.
The town is old, and ill built, with the exception of one

good street. The houses are chiefly ofwood and plaster, but

some are of stone. The antient cathedral is the oldest place
of worship in Normandy. It is in the form of a cross, with

pointed arches and two spire-crowned towers of unequal
height at the western end, and a central tower, which is infe-

rior to the two western towers in height. These towers are of

inferior architecture. ' The end spires,' says Dr. Dibdin,
' are

rather lofty than elegant ;
in truth they are, in respect to

form and ornament, about as sorry performances as can be
seen.' There are five porches at the western end, the central

one rather large, the two on each side comparatively small.

They were formerly covered with sculptured figures, but the

Calvinists in the sixteenth century, and the Revolutionists

in the eighteenth, have much mutilated and defaced them.
The interior of the cathedral is plain, solid, and rather bare

ofornament. Dr. Ducarel, who visited it in 1752, says that it

was not adorned with any statues or other ornaments, and
that the pictures and painted glass were very indifferent.

The walls and chapels of the choir were once covered with

large fresco paintings, now nearly obliterated. In each side

of the nave are richly-ornamented arches, springing from

massive single pillars.
The choir is rather fine, and the

flying buttresses of the exterior of the nave are admirable.

The lead was stripped from part of the roof during the

revolution for the purpose of making bullets, and the build-

ing in consequence exhibits indications of decay. There
is a crypt or subterraneous chapel, the walls of which are

covered with paintings, some probably of the fifteenth cen-

tury, and some still older. The extreme length of the

interior is about 315 English feet by 81 feet high, and about

1 j feet wide. The transepts are about 1 20 feet long, by 35

feet wide. The cathedral, after being twice or thrice rebuilt

by the Normans, was erected in its present form (except
one of the western towers, and some other parts evidently of

later origin) by Philip de Harcourt.who held the see in the

middle of the twelfth century : but it seems doubtful whether

some part does not belong to the earlier edifice erected by

bishop Odo, brother of William the Conqueror. The chapter-
K 2
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library consists of 5000 volume*, the remains of a much
: collection, which, bavin;: l en kept shut up in the

chtipter-house for ten years during tho revolution. n- in a

;.\ tin- wet. which penetrated to them
after the nx>f of tlie chapter-house had been stripped of its

There are now four churches ; heforc the revolution,

there were in Buycux and its suburbs fourteen, or, accord-

ing to others, eighteen parish churches, two priories, three

convents for men, and four for women : the bishopric was

very rich.

The chief articles of trade at Bayeux are cloth, linen,

serge, hosiery, and other woven fabrics, grain, hemp, cider,

and especially butter and lace ; the best butter is made

during winter and spring, put up into small pots, and car-

ried in large panniers to the adjacent parts of the country,
and even to Puris. It U shipped also in large qnanliii. s to

the French colonies. About three thousand females are.

constantly employed in the manufacture of lace. Il.ii-.

stout muslins, and especially porcelain, are also manufac-

tured here. The population, in 1832, was 9954 for the

town, or 10,303 for the whole commune.

Bayeux possesses a rnllfgf or high school, of considerable

reputation; there is a tribunal de commerce: a building

formerly occupied by the Lazarists as a seminary for the

clergy, is now used as a barrack. Bayeux is the capital of an
MTOndiMement containing 390 square miles, or 249,600

acres; the population, in 1832, was 60,414. There are se-

! paper-mills in the arrondissement.

Bayeux was, according to some, the native place of Alain

Chartier, one of the old French poets, who lived early in the

fifteenth century.
The country of Bessin, of which Bayeux was the capital,

was a subdivision of Normandy. It is productive in apples,
from which the inhabitants make a great quantity of cider,

partly for home consumption, partly to be sent to Rouen
and Paris. Towards the sea there is some rich pasture
land ; but the district generally is not fertile. Slate is quar-
ried in several places ; poultry and game, especially quails
and red-legged partridges, are plentiful ; and butter forms
a considerable article of trade, as already noticed. Fish is

also abundant, and the shad, the sole, and the oyster? of

the river Yire, are in good repute. The forest of( Vnsy, the

largest in the territory, shelters the wild boar, and nume-
rous foxes. The churches of the district are remarkable tor

their handsome steeples.
BAYKUX TAPKSTRY, a web or roll of linen cloth or

canvass, preserved at Bayeux in Normandy, upon which a

continuous representation of the events connected with the

imasion anil conquest of England by the Normans is

worked in woollen thread of different colours, in the form of

a sampler. It is twenty inches wide, and two hundred and
fourteen feet long ; and is divided into seventy-two cotn-

pai tinents, each bearing a superscription in Latin which indi-

cates its subject, or the person or persons represented. It is

edged on its upper, as well as its lower part, by a border re-

preseniiiiL' chiclly quadrupeds, birds, sphinxes, minotaurs,
and other similar sni

Attention was first directed to this singular monument by
M. Lancelot, in a memoir presented to the Academy of In-

scriptions and Belles I.ettivs, in 1~'2J, in consequence of his

discovering an illuminated drawing from a portion of it.

among the manuscripts in the library of M. Foucault, who
had lifen Intendantof Normandy. At the time of finding
it be did not know what it actually represented : whether
the original was a sculpture round the choir of a church,

upon a tomb, or on a frieze ;
whether it was a painting in

fresco, or on glass; or, lastly, whether it might not be a

tapestry.
He saw that it was historical, and that it related to

William Duke of Normandy and the conquest of England ;

and he wrote to Caen respecting it, but got no information.
Pere Mmitfaueon, upon reading Lancelot's memoir, saw

the value of this curious representation, and left no stone
unturned till he had discovered tho original. He wrote
to Caen and Bayeux, and sent a copy of the drawin<_' for

when, at last, (he canons of Bayeux reco^
it as a portion of the tapi-stry in their possession, which
tradition said had Iron worked by, or under the super-
intendence of, Matilda, the Conqueror's queen, which she
hud herself given to the cathedral, of which O.lo. th.

queror's hall-lir ither, was bishop, and which they, the canons
of Bayeux, were accustomed to exhibit to the inhabitants of
the city, in the nave of their church, at a particular season
of the year. M. Lancelot, in a second memoir, says it was

at that time traditionally called la Toilette de Due Guil-

liiiiiiir. Montfautoii sent an able arti.-t, of the name of Au-
toinc lie n in, to copy it; and at the opening of the second

volume ol hi- Mmiumriu </<' Ai JfaMfMM 1'ranfoise, pub-
lished in 1730, engraved the whole in a reduced form, ac-

.Mcd with a commentary u; .'in insciip'

which, throughout, explain the intention of the figures re-

presented in the ditVcient compartments.
M. Lancelot, upon the publication of the tapestry bv Mont-

f.uicon, senl a second memoir to Ihe Acadi in\ ol' inserip-
tiorts and Belles litres (as has been just mentioned), which

i.l 111 17. in, and published in the same year, in the

eighth volume of their transactions, in which he -

the earlii-t mention of this tajx-.tr) among the archn
the cathedral is in an inventory of jewels and i nuu.

belonging to the church, taken in 1J7G, where il is

' uno tente tics tongue- et rlroite de tellu a brodci..

villages et c-erpteanlx faisans representation du conquest
d 'Anu'leleire, laquelle- cst tcndtle environ la net' do 1'K

le jour et par les octaves des reliques."
Dr. Ducarel is the next who gives us an account of this

tapestry, in the appendix to his Aiiglo-Snrman .-(////'<//

(folio, London, 17f>7), where he has printed an eluli

description of it, which had lieen drawn up sme
before, during a residence in Normandy, by Sma' f

thieullier, Ksq., an able English antiquary. Ducarel tells us

that when he was in Normandy it was annually hung up 01

St. John's day, and wpnt exactly round the nave of the.

church, where it continued eight days. At all other times

it was carefully kept locked up in a strong wainscot pr
a chapel on the south side of the cathedral.

From this time till the autumn of 1S03, it received but
little further notice, when Bonaparte, then First Consul of

France, contemplating the immediate invasion of England,
ordered it to be brought from Bayeux to the National Mu-
seum at Puris, where it was deposited during some months
for public' inspection. The First Consul himself went '

it, and affected to be struck with that particular part which

represents Harold on his throne at the moment when he was
alarmed at the appearance of a meteor which presaged his

defeat : affording an opportunity for the inference that the

meteor which had then been lately seen in the south o.

France was the presage of a similar event. (Grntlr>n<iti'fi

Magazine, 1830, vol. Ixiii., pt. ii. p. 1136.) The exhibition

was popular : so much so, that a small dramatic piece v. as

got up at the Theatre du Vaudeville, entitled La 7<i/</>

tie la 'fine Mathildf, in which Matilda, who had retired to

her uncle Roger during the contest, was represented passing
her time with her women in embroidering the exploits i.t

her husband, never leaving their work, except to put up
prayers for his success. (Millin, M i^tizin Kticyi-l'i) iiliquc,

1803, torn. iv. p. 541.) After having been exhibited in

Paris, and in one or two large towns, the tapestry \\

turned to Bayeux, and lodged with the municipality. Mr.
Daw son Turner, in his Tour in Normanili/, written in I

-
1 s,

says, the bishop and chapter of Bayeux had then recently

applied to the government for the tapestry to be restored (o

their cathedral, but without effect. (Tour in Normandy,
8vo. Lond. 1820, vol. ii. p. 242.)

It was most fortunate that this curious monument escaped
destruction during the Revolution. Its surrender at that

lime was demanded for the purpose of covering the guns :

a priest, however, succeeded in concealing and prescn ini: it

from destruction.

The new decree of publicity given to the tapestry by its

exposure in the Frencli capital, again made it a subject of

discussion; and the Abbe de la Rue, professor of history in

the Academv ofCaen, endeavoured, in a memoir, afterwards

translated by Francis Douce, Esq. and printed in the seven-
teeiith \cilnme ol the Archtfolngia of the' Society of Anti-

quaries, to show that a mistake' had been committed by
tradition in the selection of the Matilda, and that its origin
ought not to have been ascribed to Matilda the Conqut
queen, but to Matilda the empress, the daughter of King
Henry I.

The next memoir on this curious-subject is comprised in a
slmrt letter from Mr. Hudson Giirney, printed in the

eighteenth volume of the ArrhrrotvffiafNlw saw the tapestry
at Bayeux in 1814, where it then went by the appellation of

the Toiledf Xt. .!> nn. which is explained by what Ducarel has
said, that it was formerly exhibited upon St. John's day.
Lancelot, Montfaucon, Ducarel, and Do la Rue, appear all

t<> have considered the tapestry as a monument of the Con-
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quest of England, intended to have been Continued to

Duke William's coronation, but from some cause or otber

left unlinisbed. Mr. Gurney considered it to be an apolo-

getical history of the claims of William to the crown of

England, and of the breach of faith and fall of Harold ; and
that, as it stands, it contains a perfect and finished action.

In the mean time, the Society of Antiquaries in 1816

despatched an excellent and accurate artist, Mr. Charles

Stothard, to Bayeux, who in that and the succeeding year
brought home aperfect fac-simile of the tapestry; the draw-

ings of which have been since engraved, coloured like the

original, and published in the sixth volume of the Vetusta

Monumenta, plate i. to xvii.

The appearance of the first portion ofMr. Stothard's draw-

ings gave rise to some Observations from Mr. Amyot, in re-

futation of an historical fact which the tapestry had been

supposed to establish : namely, that of Harold's mission to

Normandy by the Confessor to offer the succession to Wil-
liam. (Arc/ueol. vol. xix. p. 88.) These were followed by
C. Stothard's own observations while at Bayeux, pointing out

such circumstances as presented themselves to his notice

during the minute investigation to which the tapestry was

necessarily subjected (Ibid. vol. xix. p. 184), and again fol-

luwod by A Defence of the early antiquity of the Tapestry,
by Mr. Amyot (Ibid. p. 192), in which the objections raised

by the Abbe de la Rue against the tradition which made
the tapestry co-eval with the events it celebrates, are com-

pletely invalidated. The last account of this tapestry is in

Mrs. Stothard's Letters from Normandy, 4to. Lond. 1820,
let. xi. pp. 121-134 ; except a brief notice of it in Dibdin's

Bibliographical Tour, Svo. Lond. 1821, vol. i. pp. 373-391.

The work begins with the figure of a king seated upon
l.is throne, who is addressing one of two persons standing by
his.-ide: the inscription is simply

' EDWARD RKX.' It ap-

pears to be Harold taking leave. We next see Harold pro-

ceeding to Boseham attended by several followers
;
he carries

n hawk upon his fist, at that time the distinguishing mark of

nobility ; his dogs are running before him :
'
IBI HAROLD

DVX ANGLORVM ET SVl MIL1TES EQV1TANT AD I1OSHAM.'

A church is then represented, in front of which are two men
who appear about to enter : above is the word '

ECCLESIA.'
This church is Hoseham in Sussex. The parly next appear
feasting at a table in a house, previous to their embarkation.
Some persons are descending the steps from the apartment
where they have been dining; others are embarking in four

vessels. Harold enters first, still bearing the hawk and

carrying a dog under his arm. These last-mentioned

figures are wading through the water, naked from the waist

downwards :
' me HAROLD MAKE NAVIGAVIT ET VKLIS

VKNTO PLEN1S VENIT IN TERRAM WIDONIS COMITIS.' The
last of the four vessels next appears anchoring in France,
Harold standing at the prow : his name ' HAROLD' above.

Three figures are then represented upon land; one of them
is Harold in the act of being seized by order of Guy Earl of

Ponthieu, who is on horseback, followed by his people :
' Hie

APPRKHEN'DIT WIDO HAROLDVM KT DVX1T KVM AD BELREM
KT >bi KVM TENVIT.' Harold and Guy are next seen

mounted upon their horses, and attended both by Saxon and
Norman soldiers. The Saxons are distinguished by wear-

ing mustachios; the Normans have none. Harold and Guy
appear in conversation,

' vni HAROLD ET WIDO PARAHO-
LANT :' when messengers arrive from William Duke of Nor-

mandy to the Earl of Ponthieu ' VBI NVNTU WIJ.IELMI DV-
CIS VKNURVNT AD wiDONKM.' Between the Earl of Ponthieu
who is seated, and his guards who receive the messengers,
a tree divide* the subject, as other trees, in like manner,
divide all the principal events throughout the work. A
d'.vyrf, with the name of 'TVROLD' above, holds the horses

of Duke William s messengers. William's messengers are

again represented on horseback, bearing shields ;' NVNTII
v. M.IKLMI.' Next is a Saxon messenger mustached, kneel-

ing l William on his ducal seat :

' HIC VENIT NVNCIVS AD
VVII.GELMVM nvCEM.' Guy is seen immediately after, con-

diirtmg Harold to the duke: 'HIC WIDO ADDVXIT HAROL-
KVM .\I) \VII.GELMVM NOHMANNORVM DVCEM.' William
meets them, and returns with Harold to his palace :

' HIC
1MX VT1LOKLM CVM HAROLDO VENIT AD PALATIUM SVVH.'
Wu hswe then u female figure within the door of a church,
and a priest, and beneath them the words ' VNVS CLERICVS
ET .BLFGY. VA.' Mr. Douce says evidently Adeliza, Wil-
liam's daughter, who was allianccd to Harold. The next
event is William's warfare with Conan Earl of Bretagne,
in which it is apparent Harold assisted and rendered essen-

tial service to the Norman party :
' me WILLEM DVX KT

EXKRCITVS EIVS VENEHVNT AD MONTEM M1CHAF.US.' Sol
diers, mounted on horseback, arrive at Mount St. Michael
and pass the river Cosno: 'ET HIC TRANS IERVNT FLVMEN cos-
NONIS ET VENERVNT AD DOL.' Harold is depicted among
them, assisting some persons who had fallen into the quick-
sands while passing the river :' HIC HAROLD DVX THAHE-
BAT EOS DE ARENA.' We have then the words 'ET CONAN
FVGA VERTIT.' Conan is seen escaping from Dol and descend-

ing the walls by a rope. Troops are flying and approach
Rennes :

' REDNES.' The Norman soldiers are next em-
ployed in attacking Dinant: 'HIC MILITKS WILLKLMI
DVCIS PVGNANT CONTRA DiNANTES,' Conan delivers up
to them the keys of the town, which they succeed in taking :

ET CVNAN CLAVES PORREXIT. After this event William
rewards the services of Harold by giving him a suit of ar-

mour: 'HIC WILLELM DED1T HAROLDO ARMA.' William
and his party then arrive at Bayeux:

' HIC WILLELM VENIT
BAGIAS.' It is said that William, in order to secure to him-
self the succession of the Saxon throne, without having
Harold for a competitor, caused him to take a solemn vow
that he would never attempt the possession of the English
crown : this vow he obliged Harold (then within his power)
to make upon a covered altar, beneath which William had
placed the most sacred and precious relics. No sooner had
Harold sworn the oath, than the Norman duke uncovered
the altar, and showing him by what sacred things he had
vowed, enforced upon his mind the blasphemy he would
be guilty of, if he ever attempted the violation of his oath.

Harold is represented taking the oatii, while standing
between two covered altars 'VBI HAROLD SACRAMENTVM
FECIT WILLKLUOOVCI.' Harold next embarks for England :

'HIC HAROLD DVX REVERSVS EST AD ANGL1CAM TKRRAK
ET VENIT AD EDWARDVM HEGEM;' and is immediately after

represented as relating the events of his journey to the

Saxon king.
The next subject is the death and funeral of Edward the

Confessor. The funeral procession comes first :
' HIC

PORTATVR COHPVS EADWARDI REGIS AD ECCLESIAM PETRI
APOSTOLI.' The king is then represented in his bed, giving
his last directions to the officers of his court: his wile

Editha weeping by his side :
' HIC EADWAHUVS REX

ALI.OQVIT FIUELES.' Beiieuth he is represented dead and
laid out:

' ET me DEFVNCTVS EST.' The next subject is

the crown offered to Harold by the people:
' me DEDE-

RVNT HAROLDO couONAM itEGis.' Harold then appears

upon his throne, Stigand, Archbishop of Canterbury, at

his side: 'HIC RESIDET HAROLD REX ANGLORVM. STI-

GANT ARCHIEPISCOPVS.' The subject that follows is the

appearance of a cornet, at which the people are gazing :

' ISTI MIRANT STELLAM.' Harold is seen below it, listening
to a person who has approached him : his name above,
' HAROLD. Boats are represented in the border beneath.

The next subject which the tapestry represents is a ship,

bringing to William the news of Harold's having assumed
the English crown : 'HIC NAVIS ANGLIC A VKNIT IN TEK-
RAM WILLELMI DVCIS.' William and his half-brother, Odo
bishop of Bayeux (distinguishable by the tonsure), appear
consulting together and giving orders that ships should bo

built for the purposed invasion of England :

' HIC WILLELM
DVX IVSSIT NAVES EDiFiCAHE.' Accordingly several per-
sons are next represented as employed in cutting down
trees

; carpenters are constructing vessels, and others draw
them into the sea: 'HIC TRAHVNT NAVES AD MARK.' The
embarkation of the Normans forms the" succeeding subject ;

they carry with them on board the ships wine, arms, and

provisions :
'
ISTI PORTANT ARMAS AD NAVES ET TRAHVNT

CARRVM CVM VINO ET ARMis.' William going to his own
vessel is next represented :

' HIC WILLELM DVX IN MAGNO
NAVIGIO.' Numerous ships are then seen passing the sea,

loaded with troops and horses, and William arrives in

Pevensey bay (his own vessel known by the figure of a boy
holding a pennon at the stern

;
it bears a lantern at the

must):
' MARE TRANSIVIT ET VENIT AI> PEVKNKS^S.' The

troops and horses next appear disembarking : they pro-
ceed to Hastings, where they seize provisions :

' me
EXEVNT CAHALLI DE NAVIDVS ET HIC M1LITES FF.STI-

NAVERVNT HASTINGA VT CIHVM RAPERENTVR.' A figure
on horseback, bearing a pennon at the end of his lance,

is here distinguished by the words ' me EST VVADARD.

The Normans are now busied in cooking moats and regal-

ing themselves: 'HIC COQVITVR CARO ET HIC MINIS-

TRAVERYNT MINISTRI. HIO FECERVNT PRAND1VM.' The
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soldier* dine upon their shieMi. Odo Mtted at a tui.lc,

with Will;.mi on In* right li.iii.l, bestows hi* benediction

on the vian<ls : 'KT NIC KPISCOPV* CIHVM KT P'UVM
BKNBDICIT.' William, with Odo and Robert Karl of

Mort.ugiic, are seated under a canopy: 'ODO BPISCOPVS.
WILI.BLM. BOTDBHTVS.' A figure carry ing a pennon tliun ap-

pear* givingordr*thai I in- army should encamp at Hasting*:
1

IsTK IVSMt VT FODBRKTVR CASTFI.LVM AT HESTKNti A.'

The camp farming: 'c ASTRA.' William appears directing
tin- building of a cattle. The news is then brought to

William that Harold is advancing to oppose the Normans
;

William on a raised seat : 'me NVNTIATVM KST wn.i.r.L-

Mo OB HAROLD.' Two Normans setting lire to a house;
a woman nud child escaping from it: 'me DOSIVS INCBN-
DITVR.' The soldiers of William leave Hastings to meet
Harold in the Geld; and the duke now, for the first tune
since his arrival, appears in armour : the march of the horse-

men :

'

HIC MILITKS KXIERVNT OK UBSTBMOA KT VENKRVNT
AD PRKUVM CONTRA iiAKOLUVM RKGEM.' Odo is repre-
sented bearing a mace, but preceded by William on horse-

back with a club, who interrogates Vitalis, an individual of

his army, also on horseback, whether he has seen Harold's
forces : WILLELM DVX INTKRROOAT VITAL, si VIDISSET
KXKRCITVM UAKui.ni.' Harold also receives informal ion

relative to William's force: ISTS NVNTIAT IIAKOI.DVM r>u

KXERCITV WILLKLMI Dvcis.' William then addresses his

soldiers, who are proceeding onward to the battle : me WIL-
LELM DVX ALLOQVITVR SVIS MILITIRVS VT PRKPAlt AKKNT
SB VIRILITER KT MAPIBNTER AD PUKLIVM CONTRA ANOLO-
Rvii EXKKCITVM.' The Normans approach, mostly on
liui->eback, but intermixed with archers on foot. The
battle now ensues, in which the Saxons are cbietly on foot,

their shields distinguished from those of thu Normans by
being usually round with a boss in the centre. Lewine
and Gyrth, the brothers of Harold, are slain :

' HIC CBCIOK-
RVNT LBWINE ET OYRTH FRATRES HAKOLDI RHG1S.' The
obstinacy of the contest is next represented :

' HIC CKCIDE-
KVNT SIMVL ANOLI ET FRANCI IN PRELIO.' Odo is now
represented charging full speed and striking at a horseman
with a club or mace: 'HIC ODO KPISCOPVS BACVLVM TB-
NENS CONFORTAT PVERos.' This probably means that

Odo had to encourage the troops, upon a report tliat Wil-
liam was slain. The battle continues :

' HIC EST VYILLKLM
DVX.' The duke appears showing himself and giving
orders: 'HIC FRANCI PVGNANT KT CKCIDKRVNT QVI BRANT
CVM HAROLDO.' The death of Harold, the standard carried
before whom appears to be a dragon. We have then the dis-

comfiture and (light ofthe Saxons. Here the tapestry ends
with figures of persons retreating in great haste ; not com-
plete in its ornamental work, but, in all probability, complete
in its history.
This extraordinary piece of needle-work, for such it is,

though called tapestry, is now preserved in the hotel of the

prefecture at Bayeux, coiled round a machine, like that
which lets down the buckets of a well, and is exhibited In-

being drawn out at leisure over a table. The pla-
it, published by the Society of Antiquaries, in the fourth
volume of the I'i'tu.itit Monuments, will enable any one to

firm a very accurate notion of its actual
Plates i. to xvi. represent the whole, one-fourth si/e of (he
ori-mal. Tlie xviuh plate gives a portion of the true size.

Uihdin, in his BiUiogttpnual Tour, \ol, i. p. 377, has
tngravcd a view of it np-.n its machine.

It wa-. long since decided by the French antiquaries, that
this work is of the age of the (

'oii!|iir-st. The Abbe de la

Rue, alone, still maintains that it was executed in (lie tune
of our Henry the First. Those persons, however, among the

English antiquaries, whose particular learning and know-
lender them

competent judges of the authenticity of
this tapestry, unite in the conviction that its own internal
evidence corroborates the antient tradition which the
French antiquaries adopted. It

represents the minutest
manners and customs of the earliest Norman times in Knir-
Jand

; and was evidently designed while the particulars of the
contest were known and fresh in recollection. It embraces
several events ofwhich no other record now exists : amount
which may bo noticed the taking of Dinant. and the war be-
tween the Duke of Normandy and Conan Earl of Brei

lies any other notice exist of the service rendered by-
Harold to duke William, during his war in Britany. It M
not a little remarkable too, that in the compartment which
represents the funeral procession of Edward the Confessor,
a figure is portrayed placing a weathercock upon the spire

of Westminster abbey. indicating that the building wtt

scarcely finished at the limp of his decease. Duoiircl, as we

havenheady mention. this tapestry, when exhi-

bited at Bnyeux, went exactly round the na\e of the church.

. it is to ! remarked, makes tin- : >iciious ap-

pearance, ne \ I to Dnt-.e William, of any Norm:v
uted iii the tapestry ; and three figures, "

'

I, and I'ltal. apparently unini|K>rtai.'

were really unions' the chief of those whom Ouo br.

into the field. Wadard and Vitalis, with the son of a
]<

named Turold, are recorded, twenty years after the conquest,

among the under-tenants of Odo, as persons rewarded with

lands, in the Dome-d.iv Survey. Wadard held pr

under the bishop in no fewer than six counties: Vilalis

held lands under Odo ill Kent: and the son of Turold in

Essex. (Ellis's Introduction anil lindens t'i limn,

vol. ii. p. 403.) These circumstances cannot but appear
convincing, not only that the tapestry is of the a-

to it by tradition, and was worked expressly for the b:

cathedra! : but that, in all probability, it was a present from

Matilda the conqueror's queen, as a grateful memorial of

the effect i\e service which Odo had rendered in the conquest.
BAYLK, PKTBR, an eminent critic and cntro\

writer of tl nth century, was born at Carlat. No-
vember 18, 1647, in the Comt dc Foix, in France. Of his

early life we shall only state, that he displayed great ap!ilr.de
for (earning, and an uncommon passion for reading, and
that his educati -!i w-i- commenced under the care of Ins

father, the Protestant minister ot Carlat, continued at the

Protestant University of Puylaurens, where he studied from

February, llififi, to February, li;r,'i, and concluded at the

Catholic University of Toulouse. lie had not been there

more than a month when he made public profession of the

Roman Catholic religion, to which, it is said, !.

verted by the free perusal of controversial divinity at Puy-
laurens. It would seem that his creed was lightly taken up,
for, during his short resilience at Toulouse, he was recon-

verted to Protestantism by the conversation of his Protestant

connexions. Perhaps this facility of belief in early hf.

have had some effect in producing the scepticism of his

latter years.
In August, lfi"0, he made a secret abjuration of Catholi-

cism, and immediately went to Geneva, w here lie formed an

acquaintance with many eminent men, and especially con-

tracted a close friendship with James liasnage and Minutoli.

At Geneva and in the Pays de Vaud be lived four years, sup-

porting himself by private tuition. In Ifi'J he removed
first to Rouen, and soon after to Paris. The treasi

the public libraries, and the easy access to literary society,

rendered that city agreeable to him above all other p
He corresponded freely on literary subjects with his friend

Basnage, then studying theology in the Protestant Univer-

sity of Sedan, who showed the letters to the tlieo!

SOT, M. .Juricu. Uy these, and by the recommenda-
tions of 1! isnage, .lurieu was induced to propose llieir author
MS a proper person to fill the then vacant elurr of philosophy,
I i winch, alter a public iii-putatioii, Havlc was elected.

veinher 'J, lf>".~>. For Cue years be seems to have

almost entirely occupied by the duties of his olli'-e. In the

spring of 1 1181, however, he found time to wrile his cele-

brated letter on comets, in consequence of the t

of the remarkable comet of ItiSlt. which had cxciied great
alarm among the superstitious and vulgar. But the license

for its publication bemi; refused, it was not published till tho

following year, al'ter the author s removal to Rotterdam.

In July, 16S1, the I'niversity of Sedan, eor.trary to the

faith of treaties, was arbitrarily disfranchised by a decree of

Louis XIV. Thus deprived of employment, Bayle fortu-

nately obtained, through the agency of one of his pupils, a

pension from the magistracy-of Rotterdam, who were further

induced to form anew establishment lor education, in which

Bayle was appointed protessor of history and philosophy,
and .luiieu of theology. Bay li- delivered his first lecti;

December, li.sl. In the following spring the letter on
comets was anonymously printed; but its author was soon
discovered, and oi>t lined a considerable increase of reputa-
tion. The reader will readily gather from the liile (f.i'ltre

. . . . mi >/ t'.it prniiri' jKir j'luxii'urx 7-111 .w.v Im'i \ tie /a

/'Al/o.w,;///!/' <>/ TMotOftf, l/tlf
Iff ('<>m!-li"l Hi- fail

]:<iint lg

prfsage d'anrun mttlhtur. AITC jJu\ifiirx r<'-fti'.nn'i* mo-
rales tt fm/iliijiiPS, ft jihixifiir.t tilnerrnlinHx hix/nrit/ii

In ri'-fntutii'ti de qitfli/iift rrnw.v ji'ijmluirrx) that it

composed quite as much for the sake of the digressions and
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incidental discussion of various points, as for that refutation

of a popular superstition, which is its ostensible purpose.
In the same spring (1682) he wrote an answer to Maim-
bourg's Hiatoire du Ca/vinisme, a libellous misrepresenta-
tion of the conduct of the French Protestant Church. (Cri-

tique Generate de IHist, du Calv. de M. Maimb.) This \vas

composed in a fortnight, during the Easter vacation. It

iivt with great success, and having been condemned to be

publicly burnt in Paris, was bought and read in that city
with great avidity.
We pass over some minor works to mention that in 1684

Bayle commenced his Nouvelles de la Republique des
Let (res. The notion of a literary journal was not new ; the

J'lurnal des Savans had been set on foot in Paris in 1665,
and received with applause in Germany and Italy, as well as

France. The Nouvelles were published monthly, beginning
with March, 1684, and consisted of a series of reviews of

such works as the editor thought worthy of special notice,
and a list of new publications, with short remarks on them.
In May the states of Friesland offered to make Bayle pro-

i of philosophy in the University of Franeker, but he
declined the appointment, which was more lucrative than
the one that he held. On completing the first year of the

Nuucel'.es, Bayle affixed his name to the work, contrary to

his Usual practice, which was carefully to conceal the pa-

rentage of all that he wrote. We may here state, that,

whether from timidity, habitual love of secrecy, or the wish
to leave himself at liberty to take either side of a question,

Bayle generally employed the most elaborate devices of false

dates and fictitious prefaces, to divert public suspicion from
himself. These practices he carried to an extent, incon-

sistent, as we think, with a candid and manly spirit.

At this time men's minds were deeply steeped in the

bitterness of political and religious dissension. The revo-

cation of the Edict of Nantes, and persecution of the French

Protestants, had raised a violent indignation on the part of

those who were banished for conscience-sake, and a strong

sympathy in all Protestant countries for the sufferings of

their brethren. Bayle expressed his feelings on this sub-

ject with moderation in the Nouvelles ; but he made a hitter

attack on the dominant church in an anonymous publica-
ti"ii (Ce que c'est qne la France toute Catholique sous le

Regne de Louit le Grand), which he followed in the same
year, 1686, by a '

Philosophical Commentary' on the words
of St. Luke xiv. 23,

' Constrain them to come in.' In
these two works he laboured to expose the atrocious conduct
of the French government towards the Protestants, and the

odious nature of persecution in general. The pains which

Bayle bestowed upon this work, in addition to the fatiguing
task of writing his Nouvelles, brought on an illness in the

spring of 1687, which incapacitated him for literary exertion

(luring more than a year. He was obliged to give up his

periodical, which at his own request was continued, but
under a different name (Histoire des Ouvrages des Sfa-
vans), by Henry Basnage, brother to his friend. The Nou-
velles, however, continued to be published by another hand.

In 1690 there appeared a book, once celebrated, now for-

gotten, entitled Avis Important aux Refugiez, $c., contain-

ing a violent attack on the doctrines and conduct of the

French Protestants. This work Jurieu, whose former

friendship had long given way to jealousy of the reputation,
or dislike of the opinions, real or suspected, of his colleague,
chose to attribute, without any proof, to Bayle, upon whom
he published a violent attack. (Examen dun libelle inti-

.tvis Important, fyc.) Bayle retorted in La Cabale

f'linneriquf, Rotterdam, 1691, followed by La Chimerc de
la Cabale de Rotterdam demontree, $c. It is not necessary
to trace the progress of the quarrel, which was marked by
grt'iit asperity. The question whether Bayle was tho author
of the Avis, SfC., or not, si question deeply affecting his lite-

rary integrity, can hardly be regarded as determined.

Bayle always denied it. His friend and biographer, Des
Maizcaux, seems nevertheless to disbelieve his assertions,
and has, hypothetically, made a very lame defence on the

supposition that he was the author. The piece is inserted

in the collection of his miscellaneous works: there is, how-

ever, no direct evidence whatever to prove that he wrote it

hut the assertions of the printer, and of a person who cor-

n.Ttud the press, and said that the manuscript was in Bayle's
writing.
Whether Jurieu was right or wrong in 1m accusation,

his precipitate and violent conduct drew on him great dis-

credit, especially at Geneva. But he possessed much, in-

fluence in Holland, which he employed m inducing th

Consistory of Rotterdam to review his adversary's letter on
comets, which they condemned as containing dangerous and
antichristian doctrines. This was employed by the magis-
tracy of Rotterdam as an excuse for depriving him of hia

pension and license to teach
;
but the real cause, according

to Des Maizeaux, was the express command of William III.,
who exercised an overpowering influence in that body, and
who was led to believe that Bayle was deeply engaged
in advocating the views and wishes of the court of France.
The injury thus done to our author was slight, for his habits
were simple and unexpensive, and he rejoiced in being finally
delivered from the labour of teaching, and left at liberty to

attend to his chief work, the Dictionnaire Historique et Cri-

tique. His first scheme in respect of this undertaking was
to compose a dictionary, expressly to correct the errors of other

dictionaries ; and he proceeded so far as to publish a specimen
of the intended work (Projet et Fragmens dun Dictionnaire

Critique). But this specimen not suiting the public taste,
he altered his plan, and produced his dictionary in the form
in which it now is. The composition of it, together with
his paper warfare with Jurieu, engrossed his time until Au-
gust, 1695, when the first volume appeared; the second
volume, which completed the first edition, was printed in

1696, but bears the date of 1697. It obtained great popu-
larity, so that a second edition was soon called for; but it

gave great ffence to the religious, and incurred a public
censure from the Consistory of Rotterdam. Five principal
errors were alleged against it : 1. The indecency visible in

many passages ;
2. The tendency of the whole article on

David; 3 and 4. The support covertly given to the Mani-
chean doctrine of evil, and the sceptical tenets of the philo-

sopher Pyrrhon ;
5. Too studious commendation of Epi-

cureans and atheists, by which a tacit support was supposed
to be given to their tenets. The author submitted to the

authority of the church, and promised to amend the faults

in a second edition. According to promise, the article David
was replaced by another ; but the purchasers exclaimed

loudly against this interference with the work, and the

publisher finally reprinted the obnoxious article in a sepa-
rate form. It is to be found at the end of the second volume
of the editions of 1720 and 1730, &c. Little notice was
taken of the other objections. Instead of altering, Bayle
defended himself and his work in a series of Eclaircisse-

meats, subjoined to the second edition of 1702, and pub-
lished in subsequent editions of the book.

It is a singular property of this singular work, that, unlike
all other dictionaries, it has never been superseded, though
near a century and a half has elapsed since it was written.

The author did not intend it to be, like More'ri's antece-

dent dictionary, a book of general historical reference
;

we might rather suppose that, being disappointed in his

first scheme of publishing a work supplementary to, and
corrective of, other works, he had resolved to make available,

in the shape in which they could most readily be produced
the multifarious stores of his vast reading and extensive

memory. Consequently the dictionary contains much curious

and minute, and much trifling and almost useless informa

tion. The chance is against our finding exactly what we
want in it ; but if the subject is treated at all, we are pretty
sure to find something which we should hardly find else-

where. As a book for casual reading it is highly amusing, both

in respect of the matter and the style, in which his wit and

power of sarcasm are largely displayed : the form, however,
is highly objectionable, the text being usually meagre, and

serving as a vehicle to introduce numberless digressions,

criticisms, and quotations in the shape of notes. This is'

the more to be regretted, because the influence of Bayle's

example has caused two valuable English works, the Ge-

neral Dictionary, in 10 vols. folio, and Kippis's Biogruphia
Britannica, to be composed on the same plan.

After the publication of the second edition, which was

considerably enlarged, Bayle amused himself by preparing
the first volume of Reponses aux Questions d'un Provincial

intended, as he says,
'
to occupy a middle place between

hooks for study and books for recreation.' It is charac-

terized by a late writer (Biog. Univ.) as
' a work which the

author could not define, and which is undefinahle, because

all possible matters are treated in it without order, and in

separate chapters.' In 1704 he published a defence of his

Letter on Comets, which engaged him in a controversy,

which lasted for the rest of his life, with I.e Clerc, the

well-known author of the Bibliotheque Choisie, and a theo-
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logical writer named Jacquclot. To this discussion the

1 and third volumes of the lirpontr* -lions,

-V . 1704. wore dvvnt.-d. Controversy seems to

Bayle's pleasure ; and it is probable that the attacks made
an Us works made no impression on his tranqnilliu : but

hi- cncmici had nearly done him a serious injury by en-

procure his banishment from ]Inl1nd in

liy reviving the accu-ation that he was a secret

of France. It .. liable that the English ministry,

possessed with tins belief, would have demanded his banisli-

nient. hail it iui| been lor the Karl of Shafle-hury, who had

known Bayle in I loll and, and who interfered in his behalf. At
thai time lie was sulVering from uu affection of the chest, for

which, believing it to be hereditary nnd mortal, he ivfii-cd to

eall in mediral assistance. His last works were a fourth

\olurac of the Keponset, and l\ntrrtien de Marine ft T/if-

niittf, in answer to Le Clerc, and a second book under the

same title, in answer to Jac<iuelot. The last was not quite
finished: he was working on it the evening before his death,

which took place December 28, 1706, in the COth year of his

age.

Bayle's life and habits, in the relations of man to man,
were simple, temperate, and moral. Without n cynical
or affected

contempt,
he displayed a truly philosophical in-

diflerence to wealth : ami he lived independently, in virtue

of the moderation of his wants, yet not improvident!)-, for

he left a legacy of 10,000 florins to his niece. The worst

moral charge brought against him is that of literary dupli-

city ;
and of this he had no right to complain: fora man

wli > is known to conceal his authorship under the thickest

disguises of false namrs, false dates, and false prefaces,

not wonder if much which cannot be proved is believed

to be his. The same spirit of concealment attended him in

religion ; for whether he was Atheist, Kpiourean, or Chris-

tian, it is at least pretty clear from his writings that he

could not have been at heart a member of the strict church
to which he outwardly conformed.
Warburton says of Bayle,

' A writer whose strength and
clearness of reasoning can be equalled only by the gaiety,

easiness, and delicacy of his wit : who, pervading human
nature with a glance, struck into the province of jxirado.r
as an exercise for the restless vigour of his mind : who, with

a soul superior to the sharpest attacks of fortune, and a heart

practised to the best philosophy, had not yet enough of real

greatness to overcome that last foible of superior geniuses,
the temptation of honour, which the academic exercise of

wit is supposed to bring to its pos-c--or-.' (Uirine Le-

ffulinn, book i. sect. 4, vol. i. p. 33, 8vo. edition, 1733.)
The later folio editions of Bayle's Diclinnary arc comprised

ill four volumes. The supplement by the Abbe Chaufepie
occupies four more. Bayle's miscellaneous works, of which
we have not given any thing like a complete list, fill four

volumes also. (Life of Htiylt, by DCS Maizeaux, prefixed
to his edition of the Dictionary.)
liAYLK'X. the Hon. an BKTIM.A or B/ETULON. a

town of Andalusia, in the province of Jnen, 38 2' N. hit.,

3 45' W. Ion;.'. It is situated on a gentle elevation, com-

manding an extensive plain, which is bounded on the north,

cast, and west, by lofty hills, and on the south, south-east,
and south-west, by the river.- (tuadalon and Campana, The
soil is very fertile, and produces corn, fruit, oil and wine,
the two last in abundance. The town is mentioned in

public records of the eighth century. It contains one parish
church, an ancient castle, a palace belonging to the Count
of Bayleri, an hospital, and gome good houses. The inha-

bitants, who amount to 5996, are employed in agriculture,
rtie manufacturing of glass, bricks, and common cloth.

There are also twelve oil-presses or mills, and some soap
luanuf.ici'*

' >n the 19th of July, 1 SOS, an engagement took place
here, between the Spanish and French armies, the former

landed by (i'-nura! Cast.inos, the latter by General Du-
wh.i had nccupied IJaylen. At three o'clock in the

morning the battle l*gan, and was sustained with equal
rjurage on both sides until noon, when the French general
Hied f.r term-. A convention was agreed upon, by which

French were to lay dun their arms in tic field", and to

l>e c nee by the Spanish government. On
1

trd IK. ()()() Fn h soldiers defiled before the Spanish
army, laid down their arms, eagles, and other military

i'*. But unfortu-

nately th" circt of the war pirvented the

fulfilment of the latter part of the convention. The officers

were conveyed to France, but the men were- placed in l.i

where they remained some
, who had survived li -ilhieinenl

cut the cables of their prison shu cm
tt) the mercy of the v

trymen then besieging Cadiz, 'i : ob-

tained in the peninsula over the French, co.i the Spaniard*
'.'7s men in killed and wounded. Tin- lo-s mi i

Hell was 2COO men in kilic<l ami wound.
which latter was General Dupont liimself. (liitt/f:,

General CastaXot.)

BAYNK, AI.KXANDKK. of Rires, fi. or of

the municipal law of Scotland. T!
notice of this learned person we ha\-

by Bower (///*/. of ///

p. 197), and in the '

very little information <

winch it contains, there are doubts to 1

to be correc'ed.

Hi- was son of John Bayne of Logie in the county of Fife,
who was descended from the old I'Y

of Tulloch, to whom he was served heir in

6th of October, 1700. (fnrjms. Rflorn. ./' In the
10th of July, 1714, he passed a<. otlish bar

(Fac. Rec.), but docs not appear ever to have had much
practice. In January, 17-'-J, the faculty appointed him
senior curator of their library (Flic. Rec.), and on the v;-th t>f

November, same year, he was constituted by the t

council of Edinburgh professor of Scot- law in the unhi
of that city. The late settlement of this the earliest i

of Scots law is not a little remarkable, and can be am"
for only by a reference to the actual law and pra
Scots courts, to which, therefore, we shall here :

mcnt advert.

The common law of Scotland was substantially the same
with that of England till the erection of the Court < ;

sion in the beginning of the sixteenth century, when, in

consequence of the peculiar constitution of that court, the
old common law was superseded by the princi]
civil and canon laws, which thereupon became, in fact.

legal acceptation, the common law. The member-, .f il.e

Court of Session were, from its first institution,

together under the name of the college of justice ;
but it

does not appear that they ever adopted a collcuiate in

life, or that any domestic school of law was eM r erected

among them. The con-equence was, that till the In L"

of the last century, when, as we shall immediate!;
the sources ofthe Scottish law ceased to by sought in ti .,

man code. preparation was generally m:
'

sh b:ir

at some one of the foreign colleges, of which tin-.

and Italy were the most frequented, till the In-tre of theCu-
Jaeian School in the Low Countries, aiding the conn
which arose between Scotland and them at the Reforma-
tion, drew the student thither. On the erection of the

ver-ily of Edinburgh, however, attempts were made by tin:

Ixjueh and bar to remedy the inconvenience of foreign study,
the object of those attempts was to e.-tahlish a di;;ir

of civil law, they were long baffled by the v ais of

preparatory instruction in the language of that law.

only method of attaining a practical knowledge of the pro-
fession in those times was attendance on some lawyer of

reputation: and, accordingly, we not only find such indi-

viduals as Sir Thomas. Hope and others \\ho rose to celebrity
at the bar passing their early years in the capacity of clerk",

or, as it was then, in French phrase, called ' -emtor'
itc, but these servitors were privileged by the court to

act behind the bar, a station and privilege which their de-

scendants, the 'advocates first clerks,
1

enjoy to this day. In
the end of the seventeenth century private b cturcs on the
law began to be given in Edinburgh by members of tin-

faculty, and at length, in 1707, a chair of public lav

founded : and, in 1709, the chair of civil law. By tin- time,

however, the natural working of an independent judicature,
::ll more, the operation of the union with Kngland, by

which the Scots courts were subjected to an uiris-
diction common to bith parts of the island, cane.;

torn of law in many respects different from that of H
ami rcquirini; a separate chair fir its elucidation. JJut with
the predilections which habit an i , n to

ittish lawyer, the cm! law wa- cluiiL' I" Ri the jjuide
of the courts, and several circumstances impi.-.s i;-\u'

i'leii, that thechairof Scots lawtowhii
'

Carried with contempt by I: fin ulty !

ho was a member. The l-'aaillr contain no allu
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iion to his appointment. The only record of it which we havi

is in the Council Register, where, under date 28th Novem-
ber 1 722, there is this entry :

' Mr. Alexander Bayne having represented how much i

would be for the interest of the nation and of this city, to

have a professor of the law of Scotland placed in the uni-

versity of this city, not only for teaching the Scots law bu
also for qualifying of writers to his Majesty's signet ; am
being fully apprised of the fitness and qualifications of Mr
Alexander Bayne of Rires, advocate, to discharge such a

province therefore the council elect him to be professor
of the law of Scotland in the university of this city, for

teaching the Scots law and qualifying writers to his Majesty's
signet.' (Bower's Hist, ut supra.) We have not been able

distinctly to ascertain the estimation in which Bayne was
held by his learned compeers, any more than the true source
of the neglect with which his little works on the law have
been hitherto regarded : but only a year elapsed when his

despised chair began to work a change on the course of ex-
amination for the bar, and on the system of legal study. In

January, 172-1, Mr. Duudas of Arniston, D.F., proposed to

the faculty, that all Intrants should, previous to their ad-

mission, undergo a trial, not only in the civil law, as hereto-

fore, but also in the municipal law of Scotland (Foe. Rec.) ;

and though this was long resisted, it was at length deter-

mined by Act of Sederunt, 28th February, 1750. We ap-
prehend it is to Bayne, also, we ought to concede the im-

pulse given at this time to investigate the sources of the

Scottish antient common law.

In the beginning of 1726, the usual period of remaining
senior curator of the advocates' library having expired,
Bayne retired from the office, and the same year he pub-
lished the first edition of Sir Thomas Hope's Minor Prac-
ticki a work which, though delivered by the author to his

son orally, it is said, at his morning's toilet, is remarkable
for its legal learning, the breadth and boldness of its views,
the acutcness of its observations, and the subtlety of its

distinctions, but which had lain near a century in MS.
To this work Bayne now added a Discourse on the Rite
and Progress of the Law of Scotland, and the Method of
studying it. In 1731 he pub'ished a small volume of Notes,
for the use of the students of the municipal law in the Uni-

versity of Edinburgh. These Notes were framed out of the
lectures delivered from the chair, and impress us with a

very favourable opinion of the author's acquaintance not

only with the Roman jurisprudence, but also with the antient

common law. About the same time be published another
small volume, which he entitled Institutions of the Criminal
Law of Scotland, for the use of his students. The author
of such works, distinguished for their modesty not less than
for their learning, could not but exercise a salutary influence

on the youth by whom he was surrounded ; and his career,

though short, was sufficient to prove his talent and dili-

gence, and to make his chair an object of no inconsiderable

ambition.

In June, 1737, Bayne's death was intimated to the faculty

by the magistrates of Edinburgh (Fac. Rec.) ;
and in the

following month a leet of two advocates (Mr. Erskine and
Mr. Balibur) was delivered by the faculty to the magistrates
or their election of a successor.

Bayne married Mary, a younger daughter of Anne, only

surviving child of Sir William Bruce of Kinross, by her
second husband. Sir John Carstairs of Kilconquhar, and by
her he had three sons and two daughters.
BAYONET. [See ARMS.]
BAYO'NNE, a considerable town in the south of France,

in the departments of Basses Pyrenees (Lower Pyrenees)
and Landes, 43 30' N. lat., 1 30' W. long. It is 531 miles

S.S.VV. of Paris, through Orleans, Chateauroux, Limoges,
Bordeaux, and Mont-de- Marsan. There is an old road

from Bordeaux to Bayonne more direct than that through
Mont de Marsan, by which a considerable distance may be

i. This road leads through the pine forests of the

Landes
;
but the deep sandy soil renders travelling very

incommodious, which is probably the cause why this route

has been laid aside for one more circuitous but more con-

venient.

Bayonne is a town of considerable trade, for which it is

favourably situated, being at the junction of two navigable
rivers, the Adour and the Nive, whose united streams fall

into the Bay of Biscay two or three miles below Bayonne.
By these two rivers Bayonne is divided into three parts.
That part situated on the left, or south-west bank of the

Nive, is called Great Bayonne, that between the two rivers
is called Little Bayonne, and that on the north or right
bank of the Adour is called the suburb of St. Esprit (i.e. of
the Holy Ghost.) The latter is in the department of Landes,
the two former in that of Basses Pyrenees. The entrance
of the port is narrow, and a very dangerous bar crosses it,

on which, in westerly winds, there is a violent surf. The
harbour is however safe, the bar affording it 'shelter sea-

ward, and it is well frequented. The name Bayonne is a

compound of two Basque words,
' Baia' and '

Ona,' signi-

fying good bay or good port, and indicates the estimation in
which the harbour was formerly held.

Bayonne is fortified, and is in the first class of strong
places. Each part of it is surrounded on the land side by
an ancient wall, outside of which are the modern works.
Great Bayonne has a castle flanked by four round towers,
called the Old Castle

;
Little Bayonne has the New Castls,

flanked by four bastions
;
and adjoining to the suburb St.

Esprit is a citadel, the work of Vauban, which has been

itrengthened by works recently added.

Bayonne is a handsome place. The houses are well built
of stone, the streets are wide, and the places (open spaces)
adorned with good buildings. The different parts of the
town communicate by several bridges, two over the Nive,
and one handsome wooden bridge over the Adour. The
numerous vessels, large and small, by which the rivers are
covered, give animation to the scene. The public prome-
nade is also very beautiful. Of the public buildings the
Cathedral of Notre Dame may be mentioned, although there
is nothing in its architecture which caUs for particular
notice. The Mint is also one of the principal edifices in

Bayonne. The town has a school of navigation and also a
theatre.

The manufactures of Bayonne are not important ; that of
'lass bottles is the chief. The town is famous for hams,
Tor the liqueur which bears the name of the village of

Andaye, and for chocolate. In the preparation of the liqueur

Sayonne is considered to rival Andaye itself. Shipbuilding
s carried on with advantage, as the neighbourhood supplies
he materials. The trade of the town is very considerable ;

drugs, wines (those of the neighbourhood are accounted

excellent), brandies, and fir timber, are among its exports;
also masts, which are floated down from the forests of the
J
yrenees by the Nive and Adour, or their branches, and

sent to Brest and other ports. Of the imports Spanish
wool is the principal ; the quantity brought in yearly is

aid to be about 20,000 bales. Bullion is also brought in

rom Spain. The coasting trade employs the greater part
)f the vessels which enter or leave the port of Bayonne ;

a few ships are engaged in the cod fishery, but there is no
rade with the French colonies. The population of the

own, in 1832, was as follows :

Bayonne town 13,008 whole commune 14,773

St. Esprit . 4,108 5,895

Together .. 17,116 ,, 20,668
When Expilly published his Dictionnaire des Gaules

in 1762), above half the population of St. Esprit were

"ews, viz. 3500 out of 5800.

Before the Revolution Bayonne had only one parish
hurch, the cathedral ; for though there was in the suburb

f St. Esprit a collegiate church, it was not parochial, as

he suburb was in the parish of St. Etienne, the church of

which is at some distance to the northward. There were in

3reat and Little Bayonne eight religious houses (of which
hree were for females), and in St. Esprit a Commandery
f the Order of Malta, and a convent of Ursuline nuns.

An abbey of Cistertian nuns was situated without the walls

f that suburb.

Bayonne is the capital of an arrondissement, corapre-

lending 491 square miles, or 314,2-10 acres, and containing,
n 1 832, a population of 78,4 11. It is also the see of a bishop,
whose diocese includes the department of Basses Pyrenees,
and who is a suffragan of the Archbishop of Auch.

D'Anville considers Bayonne to be the Lapurdum men-
ioned in the Notitia Imperil ; but the correctness of his

pinion is disputed or doubted by some. The origin of the

ee cannot be traced higher than the tenth century. The

jishops of Bayonne bore the title Episcopi Lapurdenses,
iut this title, it is contended, only implies that they were

>ishops of the territory of Labour. Their diocese included

ome parts of Spain, but they were severed from it by the

ope at the instigation of Philip II., King of Spain, in the

NO. 214. [THE PENNY CYCLOPAEDIA.] VOL.IV.-L
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ixtoenth century, and placed under the control of the

Bishop of Pampeluna as the pope's vicar.

In the invasion of France by the allie* under the Duke
of Wellington, in 1814, tho citadel of Bayonne was invested

by a force uiul.T I.icutenant-General Sir John Hope. On
the morning of the Nth April, several days after hosti-

lities in the north of France the then great scene of war-
fare had been terminated by the abdication of Napoleon,

sortie look place from the entrenched camp formed by the
French in front of the citadel. The attack, though repulsed,
caused a severe loss (800 officers and men killed, wounded,
or taken) to the besiegers. Sir John Hope was taken

prisoner, and Major-General Hay, the general commanding
the line of outposts, was killed.

Bavonne was the scene of an interview, in 1364, between
Catherine do' Medici and the Duke of Alba, one of the
chief officers of Philip II. of Spain, at which it has been

supposed the massacre of the Hu<nienot or Protestants was
devised, though not executed till seven years after, on the

day of SL Bartholomew. When the massacre took place,

however, DOrther, commandant of Bavonne, refused to

execute the orders of the court. He replied to the king's
order in these words: 'I have found. Sire, in Bavonne,

only pood citizens and brave soldiers, but not one execu-
tioner.' Bayonne was the scene of the arrest of Charles 1 V.
und Ferdinand VII. of Spain in 1808.

BAYSWATKR, one of the suburbs of London, deno-
minated a hamlet, and situated three miles and a hull' vest
of St. Paul's. Like most of the other suburbs of the me-
tropolis which retain their old denominations of villages
and hnmlets, Bayswater has of late years been much en-

larged by tho addition of new streets and houses. At the

eastern extremity of Bayswater is the Queen's Lying-in-
Ho-pital, a retired building surrounded by an extensive gar-
den. The charity was originally established at Uxbridjji' in

1752, but was removed hither in 1791 ; it is supported by
annual subscriptions, and affords assistance to poor pregnant
women at their own houses, if within a limited distance, or

receives them into the hospital. The tea-gardens in Bays
water occupy the site of the house and botanical garden ol

Sir Joseph Hill, whose various writings and high-sounding
nostrums were popular in their day. In the neighbourhood
is one of the conduits formerly used for supplying the

city
with water. It belongs to the City of London, and still

serves to convey water by brick drains to some western

parts of the metropolis. There is also a reservoir of some
magnitude belonging to tho Grand Junction Water Com-
pany at Bayswater. The population is not stated separately
from that of the parish of Paddington, to which it belongs,
(Lysons's Environ* nfLondon ; Brewer's Middlesex, &c.)
BA'ZA, the Roman Basti, a city of Andalusia, in the

kingdom of Granada, 37 30' N. lat., 2 50* W. long. It is

situated near tho river Guadalquiton in a valley in the
Sierra de Baza, which, according to some geographers, is

a branch of the Sierra Nevada. The hoya or valley o:

Baza is very productive in grain, fruit, hemp, and llax

The city, which is of very old construction, was taken from
the Moors by Fernando the Catholic, in 1489, after a seven
months' siege. Baza is a bishop's see, has a cathedral,
three parishes, six convents, an ecclesiastical seminary, an

hospital, and six inns. The population amounts to 11,486
inhabitants. At the distance of two miles from the citj

several interesting antiquities of the Augustan age, belong-
ing to the city of Basti, have been dug up by the farmers
These monuments, on which a curious antiquarian would
set a high value, are only dug from the earth to be buried
in the house of some obscure farmer.

Baza is the capital of tho district which bears its name
and comprises fifty-four towns and villages and three cities

beside* the capital, viz., Purchena, Vera, and Mujacar.
The Sierra de Baza abounds in trees, which supply tin- in-

habitants with timber and fire-wood : it produces also lca<i

in great abundance, as well as marble, the most celebrated
of which is that of Macacl. Six miles from Baza is a hot

spring, called Los Bafiosde Benzalema(Benzalema's hath*)
the temperature of which i* .'to RAaumur. The inhabitants
of the district are exclusively employed in agriculture.
BA/AAH. The word bazaar Persian, and its primary

meaning is a market, nfnrnm. In Turkey. F.g\ pt. Persia.
and India this term distinguishes those parts of towns whicb
are exclusively appropriated to trade. In this exclusive np-

pri'prution they resemble our markets: hut mother r-s|,,.,-N

they approximate more nearly to our retail shops. We have

nterpreted the word in its large sense ; for although the term
lazaar is in this country commonly understood to mean an

assemblage of shops or stalls undercover, yet in fact it equally

applies to open places in which bulky commodities are offered

for sale. Such places sometimes occur in eastern towns, and
are used chiefly in the early morning, at least in summer,
for the sale of vegetables and cattle. If n place in the open
ground outside a town be commonly applied

to this use, it

will be called a bazaar, aud will be distinguished, as in all

other cases, by joining to the word ' bazaar the name Ot

the commodity sold. In large towns, however, such markets
are generally near or in the midst of the regular covered

bazaars; except the market for cattle, which is always out-

side or at the extremity of t lie town. In some places bazaars

are rather extensive squares, the sides of which are lined

with shops under arcades. In a few cases the covered

ways branch off with some regularity from these squares
as from a centre : and in one of the best specimens of the

open market, at Kermanshah in Persia, the
palace

of the

prince-governor occupies one of its sides. Wbtn, however,
as in this and some other instances, the principal open area

in the city is thus appropriated, its distinctive appellation of

the Maidan, or square, is retained.

The regular bazaars consist of a connected series of streets

and lanes, and, when of a superior description, they are

vaulted with high brick roofs. The domes or cupolas
which surmount the vaulting admit a subdued daylight ;

and as all direct ray-, of the sun are excluded, a

paratively low temperature is obtained. The description Oi

a good bazaar in Persia is a description of a good bazaar in

Turkey or India. Nevertheless, the Persian bazaars are

rather more light and lively than those of Turkey. They
are painted in many places, and sometimes decorated, parti-

cularly under the domes, with portraits of the heroes of the

country, with representations of battles or hunts, with figures
of real or fabulous animals, and with other subjects. The
approaches to the bazaars are commonly lined with low

shops, in which commodities of little value are exposed for

sale. These approaches are sometimes open to ihu sky ;

hut they are more generally covered ui a rude manner with
branches of trees, and leaves laid upon beams. In many
of the provincial towns of Turkey and Persia, the bazaar, as
a whole, would answer to this last description ;

and in others

it is nothing more than a mud platform continued along the

way side, about two feet above the footpath, on which little

covered shops are raised, that are mere boxes, scarcely

affording room for the vendor to sit down on a bit of carpet
or felt in the midst of his scanty stork.

In the best specimens of the vaulted bazaar the passages
are lined on each side with a uniform series of shops, the

floor of which is a platform raised from two to three feet

above the level of the ground, and faced with brick. As
the vault springs from the front of the line of shops, they
seem like a series of recesses, and the partition-walls be-

tween them appear like piers supporting the arch. These
recesses are entirely open in front, in all their height and
breadth

; they are scarcely more than very small <;

seldom exceeding six feet in breadth, rarely so deep as

wide, but generally from eight to ten feet in" height, and

occasionally more. But in the more respectable parts of

large bazaars there is generally a little door in the hack
wall which conducts to another small and dark closet, which
serves the purpose of a store-room. The front cell is the

shop, on the floor of which the master sits with his goods all

around him, the articles most in demand being placed so

within his reach that he has seldom occasion to rise, which,
if he is a Turk, ho rarely does without manifest ickici

Such a dealer offers a very singular contrast to our i.lc.is

of a shopkeeper, being the very personification of luxurious

repose as IK king Ins pipe: or, if in winter, when
these berths are chilly and uncomfortable, bending over a
brazier of burning charcoal. The neighbouring shopki
have much coniimimcutioii with one another, and generally
exhibit as much alacrity in promoting the interest of a
neighbour as can be compatible with attention to their own.
Indeed, a stranger might bcdUpnscd to imagine that all the
tradesmen in the same line ol business are in a general
partnership, so little anxiety does any on, exhibit to obtain
a preference, and so willingly does he inform a customer
where he may obtain an article more exactly suited t

wants than he can himself supply. This is more apparent
in Turkey than in Persia. Per.-ian, Armenian, and Jewish
shopkeepers are in general more civil and obliging than
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Turks, and exhibit more anxiety to obtain custom. The
writer has often been constrained by the former to turn
aside and smoke of their pipes, and eat of their onions and

bread, without being directly urged to make any purchase;
but it is more pleasant to deal with a Turk, though he
would not do this, because he deserves more confidence, yet
not implicit confidence, in matters of purchase and sale. A

French wnter (M. Aubert de Vitry) says,
'
It is not neces-

sary to offer a Turk less than two-thirds of the price he de-
mands ; to a shopkeeper of any other nation one-half may
be safely offered

; and in the case of the Jews there is no
limit to the abatement.' This is perfectly true ; and no
stranger in the East could have a better rule for his guidance
in such matters.

\

(Torkkh Buur, from the French work on Egypt.]

Business commences and terminates with daylight in

oriental bazaars. No trade or handicraft employment is in

general carried on in the East by candle-light. None of

tin? shopkeepers or artizans reside in the bazaars. When it

pets dark, every one shuts up his shop and goes home.
The fastenings of the shops are very slight ;

but the bazaars

are in general well watched, and frequently secured with

strong gates. In very warm countries it is usual for the

majority of the shopkeepers to close their shops at mid-day,
and go home to have their lunch and enjoy a siesta. The
bazaars have then a very deserted appearance. Larcenies

in the bazaars are scarcely known in Turkey ; hence the

shopkeepers do not hesitate to leave their shops quite open,
without anyone in charge, during their occasional absences;

but when a rather long absence is intended, and the goods
are of great value, a net, like a cabbage-net, is sometimes

hung up in front, or laid over the goods.
The peculiar principle of oriental bazaars is that all the

^ of a city are there collected, instead of being dis-

persed in different streets as in Europe, and that in this

collected form the different trades and occupations are

severally associated in different parts of the bazaar, instead

of being indiscriminately mingled as in our streets. Thus
one passage of the bazaar will bo exclusively occupied

by drapers, another by tailors, another
b^- cap-makers,

another by saddlers, and so on. In the 'oazaars of Persia)
and, although less usually, in thos><; of Turkey, the shops
of provisions for immediate use form an exception to the
rule. The shops of cooks and bakers are dispersed in dif-
ferent parts of the bazaar

; the preparations in the former
seldom extend beyond soups, and a sort of sausage without
skin, called kaboob, a highly-selsoned and savoury article,
which is much relished both in Turkey and Pers'ia. Not
only are trades carried on, but handicraft employments
are exercised in the bazaars of the East; and thus while
one part is very quiet, another resounds with the hammers
of carpenters, smiths, and shoe-makers. The stocks of the
individual dealers are seldom of much value. It would
bo difficult to find a shop which contains a greater stock
than that of a small retail tradesman in London

; but an
imposing effect is produced by the exhibition of the several
stocks in a connected form, so that the whole of a par-
ticular street in a bazaar will appear as one great shop
for the article in which it deals. This is the cause of the

reported splendour and riches of an oriental bazaar. Of
this kind of effect the bazaar for ladies' slippers in Con-

stantinople is a very remarkable instance : such an exten-

sive display on each side, through a long covered street,

L2
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of small slippers, resplendent with gold and silver cm-

broidery, no silk, and coloured stones, conveys an im-

pression of wealth, luxury, and populousncss which ten

tunes the number of shops in a dispersed form would not

Ci\o. Wholesale dealers have no open shops in the bazaars,

but they have warehouses in it or in iu vicinity, to which
the retailers resort a they have occasion. These ware-

houses are frequently in a large house or khan, occupied in

common by several wholesale dealers. The khans also, to

which the 'itinerant merchants resort until they have dis-

posed of their goods, are generally in or near the ba/aars ;

and they frequently make use of the same building with the

stationary merchants. The
principle

of association for faci-

lity of reference is the true principle of a bazaar
;
the vaulted

covering is merely a circumstance of climate. Therefore

Paternoster-row with its books, Monmouth-street with its

hoes, and Holywell-street with its old clothes, are more

properly bazaars than the miscellaneous shops assembled
under cover, which are in London designated by the name.

Besides the regular business conducted in the bazaars by
the professional shopkeepers, there is an under-current of

irregular trade, highly characteristic of oriental manners.
If a person not in business, or a stranger, has an article of

which he wishes to dispose, ho employs a crier, who takes it

through the bazaar, proclaiming, at the top of his voice, its

praises and its price. Many poor people also endeavour in

the same manner, without the services of the crier, to dis-

pose of such articles of their property, or produce of their

industry, as they desire to sell. These are mostly persons
who imagine they shall be able to obtain a better price from
the purchasers or idlers in the bazaar than they have found
the shopkeepers willing to give. There is also a class of

sellers who exhibit a little stock of wares upon stools, in

baskets, or on cloths spread on the ground. They generally
deal in but one commodity, which they profess to sell on
lower terms than the shopkeepers will take. It would seem
that in respectable towns a preference is given to this mode
of selling some one particular commodity. Much tobacco,
and most of the little snuff that is used, are sold in this way
at Bagdad; much opium is thus disposed of every morning
at Tadreez in Persia; and at Constantinople many women
post themselves in the bazaars, displaying embroidered
handkerchiefs and other needlework, often wrought by the

hands of ladies of quality, who arc enabled by the produce
to make a private purse for them-elves, and purchase some
little indulgences which they might not otherwise obtain.

If the truth be told, at Constantinople no small portion ol

this
supply to the bazaars of that metropolis is contributed

by the ladies of the imperial seraglio.
In hot weather, oriental bazaars are traversed by men

laden with a skin or pitcher, from which they deal out to

the thirsty a draught of excellently filtered water. Some-
times payment, seldom exceeding the fourth of a farthing,
is expected ; but frequently the men are employed to dis-

tribute water gratuitously, by pious individuals, who con-
sider it an act of charity acceptable to Allah.

The contrast between the deserted appearance of the

streets in an oriental town and the thronged state of the

bazaars surprises a stranger. The women, except those of

the lowest class, go little abroad
;
and of the men, the idle

resort to the bazaar for amusement or conversation ; and
those who are not idle generally have some business there in

the course of the day, which collects the visible
populationmuch into that part of the town, until the approach of even-

ing effects a more equal distribution. The bazaar is not
the seat of immediate traffic, but of all commercial

business ; there all public, mercantile, and private news cir-

culates, and there only free discussion can be carried on,
unrestrained by the presence of the emissaries of power vim
haunt the coffee-houses. Hence in the bazaar the timid
becomes bold, and the bold insolent Public measures as
keenly investigated, and the popular voice is often loudly
expressed even to the ears of princes or ministers if they
appear in the bazaars, as they sometimes do. Through the
medium of slaves, eunuchs, and other agents, a constant
intercourse is maintained between the innermost recesses of
the seraglio and the bazaar. This is particularly the cose
at Constantinople, and in the capitals of the Turkish pa-
shahcs, and it is doubtful whether any thing is transacted
in the palaces at night, which is not known in the bazaars
the next morning. This intercourse has often exercised an
inlluence upon public affairs which none but the most
minute inuuirers into oriental history would suspeet.

The various characteristic displays of oriental manner*
which the bazaars furnish, the nature of the goods exposed
for sale, and the splendid apjicaraiicc the) vuin times make,
the manner in which the arlizans conduct their various

labours, the endless \ariety of picturesque costumes which
meet the eye, and the babel-like confusion of tongues,
all combine to form a scene of unequalled singularity and
interest. No traveller who does not, in some oriental cos-

tume, sedulously frequent the bazaars and make many
little purchases for himself, ought to feel assured that ho
understands the people, or has materials for fairly c-ti-

mating their condition. The remarks here made are the

result of the writer's intimate personal acquaintance with

the bazaars of the East.

BAZAS, a town in France, in the department of Gimnde,
41 miles S.E. of Bordeaux, and 419 miles S.S.W. of Pans.
It is on a rivulet which flows into the Garonne, a few miles
to the N. of the town, 44 27' N. lat., 13 W. long.
Under the name of Cossio it existed in the Roman times,

and is mentioned by Ptolemy ; but in the latter period of

the Roman empire, the name of the people whose metro-

polis it was, the J'asatrs (called also Vasarii), prevailed over

the older designation: we read in Ammianus Marcellinus,
of Vasatip, as a place of some consequence in Novempo-
pulana ;

and in other authorities of Civitas Vasatas and
Civitas Vasatica.

Bazas early attained the rank of n bishopric, which how-
ever it has now lost. A bishop of Bazas sat in the council
of Agde in 506, and at the council of Orleans in 511. The
bishop of Bazas was, during part of the tenth and eleventh

centuries, the only bishop in Gascony.the towns having been

destroyed by the Normans, and the cathedral heinj; without

clergy. During this interval he took the title of bishop of

Gascony, Vasconensis Episcopus ; but when the churches
were again supplied with clergy, he shrunk into bishop of
Bazas.
The town is situated on a rock, and has little in it that is re-

markable except the cathedral, a fine edifice of the fourteenth

century. In front of the cathedral is a place (or an open
space), surrounded by a piazza. The walls of the town are

in ruins. Among the manufactures are druguets. leather,

glass, pottery, white wax, and wax-candles. The trade car-

ried on is in the above mentioned goods, wood of all kinds,

including timber for ship-building, and saltpetre. The
population in 1832 was 2165 for the town, and 4'J55 for the
whole commune.
The arrondissemcnt of Bazas comprehends C97 square

miles, or 446,080 acres. It had, in 1 832, a population of53,802.
The district of Bazadois was a subdivision of Guienne.

(Dictinnnaire Universe! de la fiance ; Piganiol de la Force,
Nouvelle Description de la France, $c.)
BAZOIS, the name of a small district in France, forming,

under the old division of that country, the eastern part of

Nivernois, now included in the department of Nievre. It

comprehended several valleys, and was bounded on the
N.E. by the mountains of Morvan. It is watered by several
small streams, the Airon, Aron, or Avron, a tributary of
the Loire, being the principal. It produces little corn, "but
there is abundance of good pasturage and wood. Coal is due.
The chief town of the district is Moulins in Gilbert. The
dimensions are usually given as nine or ten leagues, or about

twenty-seven to twenty-eight miles long, and as many bread.

BAZTA'N, or BASTA'N, a valley in the Pyrenees to the
north of Pamplona, extending twenty-three miles from north
to south, and two from cast lowest: but authorities differ

considerably as to the width of the valley ;
Miiiano states it to

be fifteen miles wide, and the dictionary of the Academy only
two. The truth probably lies between them. It is bounded
on the north and east by France, and on the south and west

by the valleys of Ulzama and Basahurua Menor. It is sur-

rounded on the north and cast by the heights of Otamlmrdi,
Otsondo, Auza, Ariete, Izpegui, and L'rriohiquia, and on
the south by those of Ernazabal, Arcesia, Velate, and Oc-
lumendi. Several streams descend from these mountains,
and form in the valley a river, which is called by the in-

habitants Baztan-zubi. This river, after it leaves the valley,
H the name of Bidassoa. The valley produces Indian

corn, wheat, pulse, mid (lax. The meadows and forests arc
held in common. Kvcry man is bound by law to plant a
certain number of trees every year.

Baztan is the sixth partido or district of the raerindnd or

province of Pamplona. It is governed by its particular
fucros or privileges, which wen collected in 'a body of rural
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.JITS called Ordenanzas del valle (laws or statutes of the

valley), approved by the supreme council of Navarra in

1 696. The inhabitants, in a junta-general held every three

years, appoint three individuals, out of whom the viceroy
of Navarra chooses one to hold the office of Alcalde. This
officer is tne civil and military chief of the valley, and also

the judge in minor offences. He is also the presidentof the

concejo, or common council of the capital. Every man in the

valley is a soldier, and is bound to provide himself with arms
and ammunition. It is the alcalde's duty to instruct the
men in the management of arms, and every three years he
holds a general review, on which occasion every man is

obliged to appear with a musket in good condition, half a

pound of gunpowder, and twelve bullets. In a privilege

granted by Alonso I. of Aragon, to the town of San-

giiesa, in 1 132, he is entitled king of Aragon and Baztan.
The Baztanesc, afterwards, on the separation of Aragon
from Navarra, became subjects of the kings of Navarra.
At the battle of Las Navas de Tolosa they fought so gal-

lantly that their king, Sancho VI., granted them a privilege
in 1212, by which every native of Baztan was declared an

hidalgo or gentleman. Any Spaniard from another pro-
vince, who can prove a noble origin, is admitted to the

rights of citizenship in the valley. The letters of citizen-

ship are granted by the junta-general of the valley. The
population of the valley amounts to 7065 inhabitants, dis-

tributed into fourteen towns and villages. The capital,

Elizondo, is situated on the banks of the Baztanzubi, which
divides it into two parts. According to Mifiano it con-

tains 1111 inhabitants. The principal buildings are the

town-house, where the junta-general is held, and the Casa
de Misericordia, or charity house, in which the poor and
destitute of the village receive support and employment.
This benevolent institution has ceased to exist for want of

funds. The house was inhabited by some poor families of the

town, and has been of late changed into a fortified place by
the Carlists : but it is at present occupied by the troops ofthe

queen (1835). The front of the town-house is ornamented
with the names of the illustrious persons who at different

epochs have made themselves conspicuous for their valour,
or for other eminent services. These names are written

on wooden scutcheons carved into the shape of a crowned

eagle with two heads. The Baztanese speak the Basque
liinijuage.

(See Academia de la Historia, Diccionario Geogrdjico
Histnricn de Espana ; Minano.)
BDE'LLIUM, commonly called a gum, but in reality a

gum-resin, the origin of which is a subject of doubt. It

would appear that there are two, if not more kinds, of bdel-

lium, the source of one of which seems to be ascertained
; tho

others are matters of controversy. The bdellium of the an-

ticnts, said by Pliny (book xii. chap. 9) to be brought from

Bactria and other parts of Asia, still comes from Asia. Adan-
son states that he saw in Africa the substance exude from a

thorny species of amyris, called by the natives niuuttoutt.

From its resemblance to myrrh, the analogy is in favour of its

being obtained from an amyris or balsamodendron. Indeed,

arcording to the recent statement of Mr. Royle, bdellium

would appear to be the produce of a species of amyris, or rather

balsamodcndron, a native of India, called by Dr. Roxburgh
Amyris Cnmmiphora (Fl. Ind. ii. p. 244), Amyris Agallocha

i/'tn Catalogue, p. 28), the native name ofwhich i*goo-
< Royle, Illustration! nf the Flora ofthe Himalayah, part

vi. p. 1 76.) The opinion of its being obtained from a palm,
either the Lontarus domestica (Gaertn.), or the Borassus

flabellifnrim*,
is very improbable. This substance occurs in

masses of variable size and shape, sometimes as large as a

walnut, in oblong or angular pieces of a yellow, red, or

brownish colour. The clearest pieces are transparent ; the

ml ur is weak and peculiar; the taste bitter, balsamic, and

resembling myrrh or Venice turpentine. It is tolerably
brittle at the ordinary temperature of the atmosphere, hut

with a sli'.'ht increase of heat the finer kinds may he

kneaded between the fingers. Its specific gravity is P37).
In potass it is completely soluble. Analysed by Pelletier,

100 parts yielded
!{ :n ..... 59
Gum 9'2

; n 30 -

6

Volatile oil and loss . . 12

100
John found also caoutchouc, tulphaUi, muriates, and phos-

phates of potass, and lime with salts of magnesia, but pro-
bably he examined a different sort from that of Pelletier.

Resembling myrrh in appearance, it also resembles it in
its effects upon the human system, and is often fraudulently
substituted fur it

;
it is, however, weaker, while it is more

disagreeable and acrid. [See BALSAMODENDRON.] It was
formerly used in many compounds and plasters, such as

diachylon. It is now disused in Britain ; but is to be found
intermixed with gum Arabic.
The Sicilian bdellium is produced by the Daucus His-pa-

nicus (Decand.), the D. gummifer of Lamarck, or perhaps
the D. gingidium (Linn.), according to Boccone (Museo di
Piante rare delta Sicilia, fyc. torn, xx.), which grows on the
islands and shores of the Mediterranean.
The Egyptian bdellium is conjectured to be produced by

the Borasxusjtabdliformis (Linn.), the Chamceraps humfiis,
or the Hyph&ne cuciphera (Pers.j
The bdellium mentioned in the second chapter of Genesis

is obviously a mineral, and has no reference to the substances
above-mentioned. It is supposed to mean pearls.
BEACIIY HEAD, in Sussex, is a high bluff chalk

cliff, forming a remarkable headland in the British Channel,
which may always be known by seven conspicuous white
cliffs to the westward of it. There is a telegraph and sta-

tion-house on the top ;
and a little farther to the westward,

on that portion of the Head called Belltout Cliff, a tempo-
rary lighthouse was erected in 1828, which has been found
so serviceable, that it has been replaced by a more durable
one of stone. The lights, like the old ene, revolve alter-

nately bright and dark at intervals of two minutes : their

elevation above the sea is 285 feet.

Caverns near Beachy Head. There are six caverns,
with entrances three feet wide, and flights of steps twenty
feet in height, terminating in an apartment eight feet

square, now cut in the cliffs, between Beachy Head and
Cuckmere. A place called Derby Cave has also been re-

paired, by which means mariners, who may be unfortunately
wrecked on that part of the coast, can find a place of refuge
from the sea. There is no danger a quarter of a mile imme-

diately off the Cape, but six miles to the eastward of it thero

are some dangerous rocks, on which the Royal Sovereign,
a first-rate, once struck. (British Channel Pilot, p. 51.)

BEACON, a sign or token ordinarily raised upon some
foreland or high ground as a sea mark. It is also used for

the fire-signal which was formerly set up to alarm the in-

terior of the country upon the approach of a foreign enemy.
The word, as used in England, is derived from the Anglo-
Saxon beacen or beacn, a sign or signal, whence bycnian, to

show or point out. Beac or Lee is the real root, which we
still have in beck, beckon.

Fires by night, as signals, to convey the notice of im-

pending danger to distant places with the greatest expe-
dition, have been used in almost all countries. They are

mentioned in the prophecies of Jeremiah, who (chap. vi.

v. 1) says,
' Set up a sign of fire in Beth-haccerem, for evil

appeareth out of the north, and great destruction.' In the

treatise De Mundo, attributed to Aristotle, we are told

(edit. 12mo. Glasg. 1745, p. 35), that fire-signals were so

disposed on watch-towers through the King of Persia's do-

minions that, within the space of a day, he could receive

intelligence of any disturbances plotted or undertaken in

the most distant part of his dominions; but this is evidently

an exaggerated statement, ^schylus, in his play of the

Agamemnon, represents the intelligence of the capture of

Troy as conveyed to the Peloponnesus by fire-beacons.

During the Peloponnesian war we find fire-beacons (<f>pvKToi)

employed. (Thucyd. iii. 22.) Pliny distinguishes this sort

of signal from the Phari, or light-houses placed upon the

coasts for the direction of ships, by the name of 'Ignca

proeni'.ntiativi,' notice-giving fires (Plin. Hist. Nat., edit.

Harduin, lib. ii. sect. 73), these being occasional only, the

phari constant.

Lord Coke, in his Fourth Institute, chap, xxv., speaking
of our own beacons, says,

' Before the reign of Edward III.

they were but stacks of wood set up on high places, which

were fired when the coming of enemies was descried ;
but

in his reign pitch-boxes, as now they be, were, instead of

those stacks, set up ; and this properly is a beacon.' These

beacons had watches regularly kept at them, and horsemen

called hobbelars were stationed by most of them to give

notice in day-time of an enemy's approach, when the fire

would not be seen. (Camd. Brit, in Hampshire, edit. 1789

vol. i. p. 173.)
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Stowe, in hit Annalt. under the ye*r 1326, mention*,

among the precautions which Edward II. took when pre-

paring against tlic return of the queen ami Mortimer to

England, that ' he ordained tokening* or beacon* to be set

up. that the aatne being flro<l might be teen far off, and

thereby the people to be raised.'

The Cottnnian MS. in the British Museum, Augustus I.

Tol. i. art 31, preserve* a plan of the harbour* of Poole,

Purbeck, Sir., followed, art. 33, by a chart of the coast oi

Dorsetshire from Lyme to Weym'outh, both exhibiting tin-

beacon* which were erected on the Dorsetshire coast against
the Spanish invasion in 1588. Art. 58 preserves a similar

chart of the coast of Suffolk from Orwell Haven to Gorl-

*ton, near Yarmouth, with the several forts and beacons

erected on that coast.

The power of erecting beacon* was originally in the king,

and was usually delegated to the Lord High Admiral. In

the c-ighth of Elizabeth an act passed touching sea marks
and mariners (chap 13), bv which the corporation of the

Trinity House of Deptford Strond were empowered to erect

beacons and sea marks on the shores, forelands, tie., of the

country according to their discretion, and to continue and
renew the same at the cost of the corporation.

Professor Ward, in his
' Observations on the Antiquity

and Use of Beacons in England' (Areho-ologia, vol. i. p. 4),

snys, the money due or payable for the maintenance of

beacons was called Beconagium, and was levied by the

sheriff of the county upon each hundred, as appears by an

ordinance in manuscript for the county of Norfolk, issued

to Robert de Monte and Thomas de Bardolfe, who sat in

parliament as barons, 14th Edward II.

The manner of watching the beacons, particularly upon
the coast, in the time of Queen Elizabeth, may be gathered
from the instructions of two contemporary manuscripts

printed in the Archeeologia, vol.'viii. pp. 100, 183. The

surprise of those by the sea-side was usually a matter of

policy with an invading enemy, to prevent the alarm of an
arrival from being spread.
An iron beacon or fire-pot may still be seen standing

upon the tower of Hadley Church in Middlesex. Gnmgh,
in his edition of Camden, fol. 1789, vol. iii. p. 281, says, at

IngleborOUgh, in Yorkshire, on the west edge, are remains
of a beacon, ascended to by

a flight of steps, and ruins of

a watch-house. Collinson, in his History of Somersetshire,
4tO. 1791, vol. ii. p. 5, describes the fire-hearths of four

large beacons as remaining in his time upon a hill called

Dunkery Beacon in that county. He also mentions the

remains of a watch-house for a beacon at Dundry (vol. ii.

]>. 105). Beacon-hills occur in some part or other of most
counties of England which have elevated ground. The
Herefordshire beacon is well known. Gough, in his addi-

tions to Camden, ut supr. vol. i. p. 394, mentions a beacon hill

at Harescorabe in Gloucestershire, inclosed by a transverse

vallation fifty feet deep. Salmon, in his History of Hert-

fordshire, p. 349, says, at Therfield, on a hill west of the

church, stood one of the four beacon* of this countv.

BEACON SKIF.I. I), a small market-town of Bucking-
hamshire, in the hundred and deanery of Burnhara, twenty-
four miles W. by N. of London, and thirty-one S.S.E. of

Buckingham. It is situated upon high ground, whence it

ha* been supposed that its name is derived from a beacon
that formerly occupied the spot. The town consists of four

streets, the principal of which, forming part of the road from

Uxbridge to High Wycombe, is
nearly

three quarters of a

mile in length. The substratum on which the town stands
is chiefly gravel, and the houses are built with Hints or brick.

The church, dedicated to All Saints, is built of flint and

squared stones, and consists of a nave, chancel, and side

-. with a tower at the west end. The remains of Ed-
mund Burke, who resided and died at Gregories in this

parish, arc deposited in the church ; and the chun
contains a white marble table monument in honour of

Waller, to wh "in tin- manor belonged, as it still doe* to his

descendant. Hull Court, the poets family mansion, is still

in existence. The church, a* well a* the manor, was for-

merly attached to Burnhum Pri,>ry. The living is a nvt"i\

in the archdeaconry of Bucks and diocese of Lincoln, valued
in the king's book at 2G/. 2. SJrf. ;

the advowson belting
t" Magdalen College, Oxford, which purchased it about the

I 705. Beaconsfield derives i:r. it advantage from its

situation on the highroad between London and Oxford ;

and considerable business in the sale of cult!.- i- done at its

market and fair*. The proximity of High Wycombo and

Uxhridge is, however, said to have rendered the market of

less relative ini| \v than in former times. Tho
market-day is Wednesday, and the fair* are held on Fe-

bruary 13th and Holy Thursday, the latter U'ing for cattle.

The number of houses in the parish was 341, according to

the returns of 1831, when the population consisted of I"b3

persons, of whom W'.il were femuh-s.

(Lysons's Magna Britannia; Beautiet of England and
n'alet.)

HEAD MOULDING. [See MOULDING.]
1 KAI) TREE. [See MKUA. and EL*OCARPU.]
BEADLE, the messenger or apparitor of a court, who

cites persons to appear to what is alleged against them. It

is probably in this sense that we are to understand the

bedelli, or under-bailiffs of manors mentioned in several

parts of the Dometday Survey. Spelman, Soniner, and
Watts, all agree in the derivation of beadle from the Saxon

bybel, a cryer, and that froiu bib, to publish, as in bidding
the banns of matrimony. The bedelli of manor* probably
acted as criers in the lord's court. The beadle of a forest,

as Lord Coke informs us in his Fourth Institute, was an
ull'iivr who not only warned the forest court* and executed

process, but made all proclamations.

Biithop Kennelt, in the Glossary to his Pumrhnil Antiqui-
ties of Oxfordshire, says that rural deans had formerly
their beadles to cite the clergy and church ollicers to \isiia-

tions and execute the orders of the court Christian. Pa-
rochial and church beadles were probably in their origin

persons of this description, though now employed in more
menial services.

Bedel, or beadle, is also the name of an officer in the

English universities, who in pro. ..,-., precedes the

chancellor or vice-chancellor, hearing a mace. In Oxford
there are three esquire and three yeomen bedels, each at-

tached to the respective faculties of divinity, medii-im- and
arts, and law. In Cambridge there are three esquire 1

and one yeoman bedel. The esquire bedels in the latter

university, beside attending the vice-chancellor mi public
solemnities, attend also the professors and respondents,
collect fines and penalties, and summon to the chancellor's

court all members of the senate. (See Dm .. in

vocc Bedellus : Kennelt. I'aroch. Anliq. vol. it. Gloss.
; Gen.

Introd. to Dwni'sifai/ Hook, 8vo. edit. vol. i. p. 247 ; Comb.
an/ <>.i-f. I'/iir. Calendars.)

BEADS ( Rosary Beads) are made of horn, ebony, i\"ry,

glass, box-wood, nnd other materials, and arc strung in chap-
lets used by the Roman Catholics for the purpose of counting
their prayers. The Rosary is a series of prayers said to

have been first instituted by St. Dominic about the year
1200, in honour of the Virgin Mary, and as an invocation to

her for spiritual assistance. It consists of a repetition of the

Ave Maria and the Paternoster or Lord's Prayer, both in

Latin. It is divided into dccads of ten Ave Marias, each
decad being preceded by the Lord's Prayer, and terminating
with the Gloria Patri. The full or great ro-.iry con-

fifteen decad-, hut the common rosary, which is recited ge-

nerally in the evening by pious Catholics, consists of only
five decads. At the end of the five decads they recite

the Creed, or Symbol of the Apostles, and afterward*

(in Italy at least) the Litany of tin; Virgin, which ig

different from the Litany of the Liturgy. The rotary is a

daily family evening prayer ; the head of the family gays
the first part of each Ave Maria, and the other members
repeat in chorus the remaining part. [See AVK MARIA.]
' The original rosary of St. Dominic is a recitation of fifteen

decads of Ave Marias, preceded each by a Pater, cachdecod

being devoted to the meditation of one of the inystti
the life of our Saviour. The first five my steri.

of the incarnation, nativity, &<:., and arc styled joyful mys-
teries. The next five arc those of the passion and death,
and are styled sorrowful. The remaining I'r.e are those of

the resurrection, ascension, assumption of the Virgin, &c.,
and are termed glorious. (Touron. /"/' <nic;
Quinderim Mysteria Jlusarii lieatec Murite I'irsinis, a R.
Schiamino.-sodelin. atqucincim, Rome, 1609.) The common
chaplct is called Corona,

' a crown,' in honour of the Virgin.
The bead* an- distinguished by their size and shape,

marking tin- l."nl - Prayer being larger than those
for the Ave Marias. Rosaries of very small glass beads are
worn by pious Catholics round their necks. Tho object of
St. Dominic was probably, while doing honour to the Virgin,
to fix at the same time the attention of the pious on the

contemplation of the principal event* of the Saviour's life.
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by allowing a certain time, marked by the recitation of ten
A vu Marias, to the meditation upon each event or mystery.
The name of rosary is figurative : it means a chaplet of

spiritual roses, divided into three sets, white, red, and da-

mask roses, corresponding to thy joyful, sorrowful, and

glorious mysteries. Such are the allegory and its explana-
tion. ( The Rosarie ofour Ladie otherwise called our Ladle's

Psalter, Antwerp, 1600.)
The Turks and other eastern nations have also chaplets

of beads made of amber or other materials, which they turn

through their fingers while sitting in a listless mood, but
not, as it seems, for any purpose of prayer. The Turkish

chaplet is called '
Combolo'io.'

BEAGLE, a small well-proportioned hound, slow but
gure, having an excellent nose and most enduring diligence,

formerly much in fashion for hunting the hare, but now
comparatively neglected, its place being occupied, where

hare-hunting is patronized, by the harrier. [See HARRIER.]

[The Beagle.)

These were the little hounds so much prized by
' the

good old English gentleman ;' for, at a trilling expense,
and greatly to the delight of the neighbouring rustics who
followed on foot, he could keep his ten or eleven couple,

not more than so many inches high individually, and,

mounted on his easy pad, would generally make certain of

killing his hare, though it frequently cost him two or three

hours to perform the feat. During this protracted chase

he had ample leisure for enjoying the sight of his admi-

rably matched pack, running so well together that '

they

might have been covered with a sheet,' and for gratifying

his ears with their tunable cry.
The hare distanced them immeasurably at first, and, in

the course of the run, she might be observed to sit and

listen
' sad on some little eminence,' but

I n louder peals, the loaded winds

Brought on the pothering stonn'

and, after exhausting all her speed, shifts, and doublings,

she almost always fell a victim to their persevering and de-

structive instinct.

A well-bred beagle of the proper size, which should not

exceed that above-mentioned, is a very pretty and sym-
metrical variety. This symmetry (the term is used in

relation to the purposes for which the dug is employed) was

the result of much care among amateurs, who spared no

efforts to bring it to what they considered the standard of

perfection.
Some prided themselves on the diminutive but still

effective size of their pucks. Daniel and others have not

forgotten to commemorate Colonel Hardy's
'

cry of beagles.'

They amounted to ten or eleven
couple,

and were always
carried to and from the field in a pair of panniers upon a

horse's hack. Small as they^vere, they rarely failed, though

tli.'y could never get near enough to press the hare in the

early part of the run, to stick to her and worry her to death

at last.

Such diminutive hounds are sometimes called 'lap-dog

beagles' and '
rabbit beagles.'

Tin: fairy pack above alluded to had a little barn for their

kennel, where also their panniers were kept. The door was

one night broken open, and every hound, panniers and all,

stolen
;
nor could the disconsolate owner ever discover either

the thieves or their booty.
HKAMINSTKK, or BEMINSTER FORUM, a mar-

ket-town in Dorsetshire, in the Bhdport division of the

hundred of Beaminster, 123 miles W.S.W. of London, and
14$W.N.W. of Dorchester. It is situated on the river Birt,
which issues from several springs running from the hills
with which the town is surrounded. Beaminster is of consi-
derable antiquity. In Domesday Book, Beminstre is classed

among the lands belonging to the bishopric of Sarum,
Begeminster was given by Bishop Ormund, in 1091, to

augment two of the prebends of his cathedral. The parish
consists of three manors, Beaminster Prima, Beaminster
Secunda, and Beaminster Parsonatus, all of which are held
by lease by the present lords under the church of Salisbury.
Leland thus describes Beaminster in his time: 'It is a

praty market town, and usith much housbandry, and lyith
in one street from N. td*S., and in another from W. to E.
There is a faire chapelle of ease in this town. Netherby
[Netherbury] is the paroch chirch to it, and Beminstre is a
prebend to the chirch of Saresbyri.' The town was almost

entirely destroyed by fire in 16-44, while Prince Maurice
was in quarters there. It was re-built by the assistance of

parliament, but in 1684 was again consumed
; and, finally,

in 1781, upwards of fifty houses, besides barns, stables, and
other buildings, were reduced to ruins. To these fires,

however, the town is indebted for its present very respectable
appearance, most of the houses being good modern build-

ings. The streets have lately been paved by a subscription
of the inhabitants, and the shops and some of the houses are
now lighted with gas. The church and free-school are the

principal buildings of the town. The church is dedicated
to the nativity of the Blessed Virgin, and although only a

chapel of ease to the vicarage of Neflierbury, is a large
handsome structure, standing on an eminence on the south
side of the town. It is supported in the inside by Gothic
arches and pillars of Ham-hill stone. The tower is nearly
100 feet high, and is decorated with sculptures, illustrative

of the woollen trade, for which the town was famous at the
time they were executed : there are also figures of one or

two of the kings, and a-number of roses, of which tradition

states that the figures are those of kings who reigned at the
times that repairs were done to the church, and that the

roses commemorate the union between the houses of York
and Lancaster. The town has a commodious workhouse,
which is maintained partly by the rents of a small estate,
and partly by the poor-rates. There is also an almshouse,
built about 1627 by Sir John Strode, and afterwards en-

dowed by him and his daughter, Lady Joan Tuberville, for

the maintenance of six poor women. The free-school was
founded in or about the year 1 684 by Mrs. Frances Tucker,
for the education of twenty of the poorest boys in Beamin-
ster, three or four of whom are to be apprenticed to the sea

service. The estate with which this school is endowed was
let in the year 1707, at 65/. a year, which is now increased

to 1GOA
;
the surplus has been employed in increasing the

number of boys at the school from 20 to 100, and in

providing fuel, which is sold to the poor at a reduced rato

during the winter. The Rev. Samuel Hood, the father

of Lords Hood and Bridport, was master of this school in

1715. The number of houses in Beaminster was 5C7 in

1831, when the population amounted to 2968 persons, of

whom 1573 were females. During the year 1834, the town
was visited with an extraordinary mortality, owing princi-

pally to the small-pox and measles, which raised the pro-

portion of deaths to one in twenty-six on the whole number
of inhabitants. The inhabitants are chiefly engaged in

the manufacture of sail-cloth, of iron, tin, and copper wares.

The market is held on Thursday, and there are fairs on

April 14, September 10, and October 9. The quarter-
sessions were held here in the reign of Elizabeth and the

seven first years of Charles I., but they were afterwards

removed to Bridport. (Hutchins's History and Antiquities

of the Counties of Dorset ; Beauties of England and
Wales ; Communication of a Correspondent, $c.)
BEAMS. [See MATERIALS, STRENGTH OF.]
BEAN. [See FABA, PHASEOLUS, and DOUCHOS.]
BEAN, a leguminous plant, extensively cultivated in the

garden and in the field, classed by Linnaeus in the Diadel-

phia Decandria, and by Jussicu among the Leguminosce.
There are two distinct kinds of beans cultivated

;
the one

is called the Faba vu/garis or Vicia. Faba, which is our

common garden and field bean ; the other is the Phaseolus

vulgaris, the French bean, haricot, or kidney-bean. We
here consider them only in an agricultural point of view.

The common bean, of which there are several varieties,

bears a pod containing several oblong rounded seeds, which
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arc used in the soft young state for the table, and in the

hard dry state for domestic animal* chiefly, either wh >!< <>r

ground into uu-.il. In tome place* bean-meal i* mixed with

other meal in making coarse bread ; or the bean* are boiled

into a mess with fat meat, in which stale they arc very

palatable and nutritious. The bean came originally tr->m

the east, and was cultivated in Egypt and Borbary in the

earliest ages of which we have any records. It spread
thence into Spain and Portugal, from whence some of the

best varieties have been introduced into this country. The
most common varieties of garden beans ore the Windsor,
the Toker, the long-pod, and the Magazan, all productive
and well tasted. In the field the tick Kan, the common
hone bean, and the small Dutch* or Heligoland bean, arc

preferred, being hardy as well as productive. The long-pod
is occasionally sown in the field, the Magazan and broad

Windsor bean seldom.

There is no plant in which the transformation of the

cotyledons into seed leaves is more readily traced than in

the bean. The Windsor bean, in particular, from the size

of its lobes and distinctness of its vessels, is admirably

adapted for observation, the parts being readily distin-

guished by the naked eye. If a bean is planted in moist

earth or soaked in water, in a moderate temperature, the

cotyledons will swell and soon burst the skin which enve-

lopes them, separating into two lobes, which open like the

shells of an oyster. In the part which forms the joint an

oblong body will appear, which is the embryo stem of the

plant. This increases rapidly in the earth, and pushes a

root downwards, and a stem upwards, which latter carries

the lobes with it till they rise above the ground, when

they expand, and are transformed into seed leaves. It is

curious to observe the force of vegetation in the young bean
when it is, as it were, imprisoned in a strong soil hardened
at the surface, as may be seen when a path crosses a field

of beans newly planted ; the cotyledons, under these cir-

cumstances, are drawn into the crevices made by the young
stem, where they often remain held fast till the first shower
releases them. The change in the cotyledons deserves

particular attention. As soon as the seed swells by imbibing
moisture, the oxygen, which is always present in the at-

mosphere and in water, acts upon the farinaceous substance

iti the seed, and takes a portion of carbon from it producing
carbonic acid, which is absorbed by the surrounding plants,
or (lies off in the state of gas: by this loss the remaining
substance becomes a mild fluid emulsion, analogous to the

milk of animals, which, being taken up by the minute
vessels of the radicle, nourishes and increases them. It

is thi alone which produces the first growth ; the earth is

the mere cradle to protect the young plant and to keep it

moist, by preventing the too rapid evaporation which the heat

and light of the sun would otherwise produce : when the

ground is entirely deprived of moisture, vegetation necessarily
->. The cotyledons are the reservoirs of nature to sup-

ply proper food for the plant in its infant state, as the

mother's milk does in animals of the class of mammalia,
and the yolk of the egg in birds and oviparous animals.

In proportion as the farina in the lobes is gradually ex-
hausted new vessels appear through the substance of the

lobes, conveying the newly formed juice from every part of

them into the root and stem, and, at last, the cotyledons ore

transformed into seed leaves. The fibres of the roots are by
this tune completely formed, and their extremities, called

ipongioles,* from their appearance when minutely examined,
have acquired the power of absorbing nourishment from
the soil. The plant may now be said to be weaned. The
stem is then considerably advanced in growth, having put
forth new leaves of a different form from the seed leaves :

these last, having now performed their part, wither and
soon fall off; if they are removed before this period, the

plant, having lost its nurse, languishes and dies.

The bean at this stage of its growth requires particular
attention. If the soil is rich and well prepared, it will grow
rapidly and luxuriantly, and bo soon out of reach of insects

or weeds, and capable of resisting the varying influences of
the atmosphere; but if the soil is poor and parched, ami
the supply of nutritive juices it scanty, the plant will soon

*Spo*pulii. At the rxtr'tmtlri of the tmalb-tt rumilicaliorn of the root!

My be tern, by meani of lllh muniltrn, (mill todiea, which r,

BltnraaOTU of the mipulr tbree of llir rout : they are called Ifvitgi;'
Iheit rrtrmblaocr to a ip-mft. Their

lueji
to draw in the juicci. by which

lite plant ii >iUlnnl anil incieaaM. They poneti a Thai power, by "h-h
they more reMdiljr alnorb aume fluids than other*. Mid are by tome thought
to have a |*>"ei of (election, w the lacteal* lure iu the wteitiuei of animals.

[Sea Root.]

show weakness and disease, and the only way to prevent a

total failure of the crop, is to supply by :irt t',.e deficiency of

nature. In very poor guilt manure may be applied in a

liquid state, or as a tupdrcmg: in those which arc nut

exhausted, tillage alone will enable the roots to spread, and
uive them a wider range to seek their food in. The weeds

destroyed, the whole powers of the soil are reserved

for the crop; and the air charged with fertilizing vapour*
being allowed to penetrate the surface, and hcini: retained

in the interstices of the soil, greatly assists in invigo-

rating the vegetation. These are the principles on
is founded the whole culture of leguminous plants,
whether in the garden or the field. Where labour is nut

spared and the produce is valuable, as where vegetables
arc raised as a kind of luxury for the tables of the nch,
the greatest attention is paid to the cultivation of I

o as to have them carlv and in regular succession during
the whole summer. They are even occasionally i

by artificial heat. In general they are sown or planted,
at various times, from the beginning uf winter to the

middle of summer, but they must be protected from
frost in the first case, and from too great lic.it and drought
in the latter. They are set in rows with wide intervals,

which are kept dug and clean, and in which les-or vegeta-
bles are advancing in growth, to be sheltered by the I <

and to succeed them when removed. In order to strengthen
the pods already formed, as soon as those which arc m-ar
the bottom of the stem are filled, the tops of the plants
are cut off, and the beans are gathered when the seed has

acquired sufficient consistency to be taken from the shells,

before they have acquired 'any farinaceous qualities. One
crop is made to succeed another by regulating the tin

sowing ; and thus beans are gathered for the table from May
to November, or till the frosty nights check the growth of the

plant. The cultivation of the field bean is only as perfect
an imitation of the garden culture as circumstances will

permit. As only one crop is required, and that in a per-

fectly ripe state, when the seeds are fully formed and hard,

they are sown at one particular season, so as to avoid the

danger from frosts and ungenial weather in spring, and at

the same time to have the crop ripe in good time to be har-

vested before the cold and wet season sets in. The Usual
mode is to drill them by a machine, at the distance of from

twenty to thirty inches, according to the richness of the

soil, or to dibble them by hand, either singly or by putting
four or five beans in each hole, increasing the distance of

the holes from six to twelve inches. Beans are tolerably

hardy, and will bear moderate dry frosts ; but they suffer

much from alternate frosts and thaws, which in this cli-

mate are so common in February. The end of February,
or the beginning of March, is therefore generally preferred
for bean-sowing. When the season is remarkably mild, as

was the case in 1834, early sowing is a great advantage.
The writer of this article planted a field of beans on the 1 st

January 1834, in a soil duly prepared ; they were reaped
in August, and produced a very ^ood crop: his neighbours,
who planted their beans in March, had not half the quan-
tity on equally good land, owing to the dryness uf the sum-
mer. But this was an experiment which succeeded : had
severe weather come on in February, the whole crop might
have been lost. As a general rule, beans may be sown
from the middle of February to the middle of March. The
sorts usually cultivated in the fields are the tick bean,
the horse bean, and the small Dutch or Heligoland bean.
In some situations the Mugazan and the long-pud have

produced good crops in the field : the first three arc how-
ever best suited for general cultivation. There arc several

varieties of these, which differ but little in their appear-
ance

; experience is the best guide in choosing the seed

which suits particular soils and situations. The small

round regular-shaped beans are generally preferred, as ob-

taining the best prices in the markets, especially in largo

towns, where there is a great consumption of beans by
hard-working horses.

The soil best adapted for beans is a rich strong loam,
such as produces good wheat. In such a soil the produce is

sometimes fifty or sixty bushels per acre, but an average

crop, on moderate land, is about half that quantity. On
very rich land beans have produced extraordinary crops, by
being sown broad-cast and very thick, the stems being drawn

up to a great height in favourable seasons. A small field

of very rich land, in the county of Sussex, was sown in

the year 1832 with four bushels of the small tick bean.
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which came up so thick, that the proprietor thought of

thinning out the plants by hoeing ;
but he was advised to see

what the produce would be, and when they were threshed

out, there were ten quarters and one bushel of beans.
He had the ground accurately measured, and it was fuund
to be one acre and twenty-nine perches, which makes the

crop above sixty-eight bushels per acre. They completely
smothered all weeds, and the subsequent crop of wheat

produced five quarters to the acre
; but this particular

example of sowing beans broad-cast we do not hold up for

general imitation. By cultivating the beans in rows, and
by careful hoeing and manuring, alternate crops of wheat
and beans may be raised for many years, without inter-

mission, or any necessity for change or fallow: this has
been long the practice in the richest part of Kent. In
this cage the beans must be drilled or set in rows, with
intervals of from twenty-four to thirty inches between
the rows

;
and the intervals must be repeatedly stirred

and hoed with proper instruments, so as to prevent the

growth of weeds and keep the soil in a perfectly clean
and mellow state; the weeds which rise in the rows are
removed by hand. Immediately after bean harvest the land
is scarified, or skimmed over with a plough having a very
broad share, whence the operation is sometimes called broad-

shartng. All roots of weeds and the remains of bean-halm
are collected and burned, or put in a heap with quicklime, to be
converted into manure. The ground is then ploughed once
or several times, according to circumstances, and wheat is

sown about the month of October, either broadcast or by
means of a drilling machine, in rows ten or twelve inches

asunder, which gives greater facility for hoeing and weeding
the crop when necessary. The wheat which follows beans is

generally good and heavy, and seldom runs to straw. After
wheat-harvest the stubble is ploughed up and turned in

with a very deep furrow ; the land is harrowed flat, and a

good coating of manure is put on in a moderately rotten

state, and this is covered with a shallow ploughing: the land
is well water-furrowed and left so till spring, when the beans
are drilled in the mellow surface produced by the winter's

frost. This is the most approved practice: but many expe-
rienced farmers vary it according to the varieties of soil, or

according to difference of opinion. Some put on manure for

the beans in spring, and some drill the beans in every second
or t:iird furrow after the plough ;

but all good farmers agree
in manuring the land for the beans and carefully hoeing
them. It is evident that a different method is required in

different soils, varied according to their texture and situ-

ation. Alternate crops of wheat and beans can only succeed,
for any length of time, on soils peculiarly favoured. In

general, a change of crops and occasional fallows, will be

indispensable to keep the land perfectly clean and in good
heart.

In cold wet soils beans require great care to ensure good
crops. Although they will grow well and seem to flourish in

thestiffest and most unsubdued clays, they will seldom pro-
duce much at harvest, unless the land has been well pre-

pared and the cultivation managed with skill. There is

no better criterion of the experience and industry of the far-

mer of cold, wet clays than the appearance of his beans at

harvest ; and he may be judged by this crop, a.s the farmer
of light, sandy soils may be judged by his turnips. The
cultivation of these two opposite kinds of inferior soils will,

in general, be profitable or otherwise in proportion to the

produce of the beans in the one and the turnips in the

other; the first being a substitute for clean fallow, and the

latter the foundation of all the succeeding crops. The bean,

by its strong and penetrating root, opens the stiff soil to

the influence of the atmosphere, by which the surface is

dried and at the same time mellowed. Although the nu-
tritious matter in a good crop of beans is great, and almost

equal to that obtained from a crop of wheat, it exhausts the

soil much legs : its succulent stems and leaves absorb much
nourishment from the atmosphere, and the latter falling off

and decaying, restore carbon and mucilage to the soil, and
make up for the inferior quantity of manure produced by the

taiui-halm in comparison with wheat straw. There is per-

haps no crop, bearing seed, which gives so great a return

with so small an expenditure of the nutritive juices of the

soil
; and certainly none that repays manure better, or

the land in a better condition for wheat or oats. It is a

very common practice- to plough a stiff soil in spring only once,
after it has borne clover, grasses, or wheat, and to drill

beans in the furrows immediately afler the plough, by hand

or by an instrument
;
in this case it is best to deposit the

beans as near the angle of the furrow as possible, and in

every second furrow only, that they may rise regularly at a

proper distance. In spite of the tough slues which the plough
turns over in a mass, the force of vegetation in the bean
makes it pierce through them, and, under favourable cir-

cumstances, a tolerable crop is sometimes obtained
; while

the more industrious neighbour, who has tilled his land
in autumn and again in spring, by repealed ploughings,
and made it fine and mellow, may be disappointed in

his crop by untoward variations of weather. The slovenly
farmer then laughs at the more perfect system of the other,

pretending that it is wrong to work strong soils so much and
make them too fine, as the term is. Thus the progress of a
whole district in rational and improved culture is arrested
or checked by the apparent evil of frequent ploughing. But
the conclusion is founded in error. There can be no rule

better confirmed by experience than that adhesive soils should
be stirred and divided as much as possible ;

but this must be
done with due regard to circumstances and seasons, and
the differences in soils: chalking, marling, or manuring,
are necessary, in order to prevent the divided soil from

setting into a hard compact mass. Light coloured clays
which consist of siliceous sand and argillaceous earth

only, without any intermixture oi' other substances, set the
harder in drying the more they are stirred ; after being
ploughed they soon have the appearance of stripes of un-
burned brick

;
and if a heavy shower has fallen after the

land has been harrowed, they become hard like a barn
(loor. It is ofno use to pulverise suchlaryl, until its texture

is altered by chalk, marl, dung, or ashes ; and the safest

way is not to stir it too much, as no good crop can be ex-

pected, at all events, till it be ameliorated. To prepare a

middling stiff soil for beans, it should be ploughed into

high and narrow lands in autumn, with numerous and deep
water- furrows, so that no water may lie on any part of it,

and, if possible, it should be manured with long dung before it

is ploughed. In spring, if there has been some frost, tho

surface will be loose and mellow ;
in this the beans should

be drilled or dibbled by hand, and a time should be chosen,

for hoeing them, when the ground is neither wet nor dry,
so that the hoe, whether hand-hoe or horse-hoe, may pene-
trate two or three inches below the surface to open the soil

and destroy the weeds. The hoeing of the beans is a most
essential part of the culture, and according as it is well or ill

executed the land will produce more or fewer crops after it

without its being necessary to have recourse to a fallow.

Objections have been made to the use of the horse-hoe and
scarifier between the rows in stiff soils, because, when the

ground is dry and caked, the hoe raises large clods and

lays the roots bare, sometimes even destroying the plants.
But there are means of preventing this : if the ground is

repeatedly hoed when not quite dry, it will not bind into

a hard crust or rise in clods ;
and should a sudden dry

wind, after much rain, bake the surface in spite of every
attention to it, a spiky roller, of such dimensions as to work
between the rows,' will effectually loosen the soil, so that

hoes and grubbers may follow without incmnenience. We
give a drawing of such an instrument, which has been found

very effective.

The cylinder may be used with or without the spikes, or

may be removed entirely ;
the instrument then becomes a

scarifier or grubber, according to the shape of the coulters

which are fixed to it. The front wheel is, of use, to move
the whole instrument upon, by lifting the stilts or handles

in the manner of a wheelbarrow, at the end of the rows,
when the horse turns out of one row into another. The
cross bar on the frame before the roller is to fix hoes or

coulters oh, when the roller is taken away.
When the beans have pushed their stenis, and the proper

leaves appear above the seed leaves, the intervals should

be carefully hoed, and, where it is practicable, three or four

bushels of gypsum per acre may be sown, if the soil does

not already contain this substance, and it will greatly stimu-

late the growth. The mode of its operation is not exactly
known, but experience has proved its utility. [SceMANURK
and GYPSUM.] A very small quantity of gypsum seems to

stimulate the growth of all leguminous plants and clovers,

but if this quantity be already present in the soil no additional

quantity seems to hare any effect. It has been recommended
to cut off the tops of the plants when the lower pods arc set, as

is frequently done in garden culture, to accelerate the filling

of them, an'd to prevent useless blossoms from drawing the

NO. 215. [THE PENNY CYCLOPAEDIA.] IV.-M
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[RolU-r ith Spikes.]

nourishment to tlie top. The reason for doing this in Bur-

dens is, that when a plant his borne pods a certain time it

is most advantageous to remove it, and the top blossoms, of

course, never come to perfection. In the field this is not the

case, there being no succession of plants ; and, unless the

top blossoms are very late, or the black dolphin (aphis) be-

gins to appear, which is shown bv the honey-dew on thu

top shoots, no advantage is gained by topping the plants,
and the labour is thrown away. When the leaves of the

beans begin to lose their green colour, and the pods to turn

black, the crop should be reaped with the sickle, and made
into small sheaves, tied with straw bands or tar twine, and
set up in the field to dry. In some places pease are sown
mixed with the beans, or the headlands are sown with pease,
the halm of which is used to tie the beans with ; but pease
rimir round the bean stalks and impede the setting of the

pods; they also interfere with the hoeing and weeding, so

that the practice is not to be recommended. Pease require a

liirhter soil and are best sown separately, except when they
are sown broad-cast mixed with beans, in order to be mown
in a green state as fodder for cattle or for pigs. Sowing
beans for this last-mentioned purpose is not much practised
in England, but is found very useful on the Continent, espe-

cially in Flanders ; in this case they are mown like tares soon

after the pods are formed. In order to have a succession

of this green food, they should be sown at different thin -s,

with a week or fortnight's interval. By this means a great
(lr;il of grass is saved, which may be reserved for hay ; the

cattle fed in the stables or yards thrive well on this food, and

produce a quantity of rich manure, chiefly in a liquid state,

which fills the tanks and reservoirs which we have repeat-

edly mentioned as indispensable appendages to every good
farm-yard. By having winter tares when the turnips are

consumed, pease and beans after the first crop of clover, and
summer tares to succeed them, cattle may be fed in the stables

all the year round with great advantage, the laud may be
tilled at the best season of the year, and prepared for wheat,
u well as by a clean fallow, while the green crop will fully

repay all the expenses. Three bushels of beans and two of

pease mixed together are required per aero when sown broad-

east, or drilled in each furrow after the plough. It is often

advantageous to cut in a green state those beans which were
town for a general crop, when food for pigs is scarce. They
will go nearly as far in this way in feeding store pigs as the
beans would have done when ripe, and the ground U left in

much better state for the following crop.

Although beans grow beat in a rather heavy soil, they
are often profitable on much lighter land, especially aftor
elover ley or grass, which is broken up after being depas-
tured two or three yean. This is an excellent preparatory
crop for wheat, and better than oats, which leave such land ful'l

of weeds. In thU case the land should be carefully ploughed
up.

For this purpose a skim-coulter, which has a small
wing attached to it, to slice off the grassy surface of the land
and turn it under the furrow, is a most useful appendage to
the plough. This makes very clean work, and a heavy roller

drawn across the stitches or lands loave* the whole surface

compact and solid, keeping tho moisture from evaporating
and facilitating the slow decomposition of the root* of the

grass. Thus a very good and clean crop of beans may be
obtained. If the (oil should be exhausted or very poor, a good
coat of manure spread over the grass and ploughed in will b

a great advantage to the beans, and to the wheat which is to

follow. On moderately light loams the most profitable rota-

tion of crops is that of turnips, barley, clover, beans, wheat
;

or, if it is in a rich state, turnips, barley, clover, oats, beans,

wheat, beans. Wheu land is in good heart beans are

often added to any rotation after wheat or before it, and
the fallow is thus removed a year farther on. This is like-

wise done when it is intended to change the course of

crops ; because beans are considered the least exhausting
of the crops which arc allowed to ripen their seeds, and this

practice U far less hurtful than the too common one of

taking another crop of oats after the wheat, by which more
harm is done than the value of tho crop cancompenstn
The diseases to which beans are subject are, the mildew,

which is a minute fungus that grows on the stems of

leaves, and is caused by cold fogs and frequent sudden va-

riations of weather, and the black dolphin, an insect of the

aphis tribe, which appears first in the form of a honey-dew
on the tops of the plants. For the mildew no remedy or

preventive has yet been found. Whenever it has at-

tacked the plants generally, before the pods arc filled, the
best method is to cut down the crop in its green state ; and
if it cannot be consumed in the farm-yard, to plough it into

the ground, where it will decay rapidly, and be an excellent

manuring for the succeeding crop of wheat. If allowed to

stand, the crop will not only be unproductive, but the weeds
will infest the ground, and spoil the wheat crop by their

seeds and roots, which will remain in the. soil. When-
ever the tops of the beans begin to be moist and clammy t<i

the feel, it is the forerunner of the aphis. They should then
be immediately cut off, and this, if done in time, may save
the crop from the ravages of the insects

; but the most cll'ec-

tual way to prevent any disease from attacking the plants in

their growth is to have the ground in good heart, and well

tilled
; to drill the beans at a sutnciont distance between the

rows to allow of tho use of the horse-hoe, and thus to accele-
rate the growth of the plants, and enable them to outgrow
the effect of incipient disease, which seldom attacks any
but weak plants.
The principal use of beans is to feed horses, for which

purpose they are admirably adapted, and far more nourishing
than oats. They should be bruised or split in a mill, and
given to horses mixed with hay and straw cut into chaff ; this

will ensure proper mastication and prevent that thickening
of the wind, as it U called, caused by indigestion, which
makes beans alone not so well adapted for the food of

hunters and race-horses. Great quantities of beans are
consumed in fatting hogs, to whom they are given whole at

first, and afterwards ground into meal. Bacon hogs may
be fatted entirely on beans and bean-meal ; but as this food

makes the flesh very firm, it is not so well adapted for de-

licate porkers. In the last period of their fatting, therefore

barley-meal is usually substituted for bean-meal. Bean-
meal given to oxen soon makes them fat, and the meat is

far better than when oil-cake is usod for that purpose.
mixed with water and given as a drink to cows it greatly

-s their milk. A small quantity of beans is gene-
rally mixed with new wheat when ground to Hour : the mil-

lers pretend that soft wheat will not grind well without

buns, and they generally contrive that there shall be no
deficiency in the necessary proportion. Thus a quantity of

beans i* converted into what ii considered as w beaten Hour-
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This practice is well Known to all bakers and dealers in

flour ;
and as there are means of discovering the quantity

of hean-meal in the flour, the ignorant and unsuspecting

only are deceived, and the price of the Hour to the skilful

purchaser varies according to the quality.
The proportion of nutritive matter in heans, compared

with other grain, is, according to Einhof, as follows:

By weight. Or in a bushel.

74 per cent. about 47 Ib.Wheat
Rye .

Barley
Oats .

Beans
Peas .

French heans

70

65
58
68
75

84

39
33
23
45
49
54

The French bean, kidney bean, or haricot bean (Phateo-
lus vulgaris), is chiefly cultivated for its tender and succu-

lent pod, being one of the most esteemed vegetables for the

table. The varieties are innumerable, differing slightly in

their qualities : they may be divided into two distinct kinds,

the dwarf and climbing ;
the former are the earlier, the latter

the more productive. French beans are much less hardy
than the common beans : a very slight degree of frost will

destroy them entirely. The early sorts are therefore sown
in sheltered situations, and occasionally protected by glass
frames or mats. The climbing beans require the support
of sticks or wires, round which they twine as they grow,
with this peculiarity, that the coils turn round the support
from the right to the left, contrary to the growth of some

indigenous twisting plants, which turn from the left to the

right, following the apparent diurnal motion of the sun.

The French bean, as an esculent vegetable, is wholesome

and nutritious in a fresh state, and may be readily pre-

served for winter store or sea voyages by salting in casks.

For this purpose the large, flat-podded, Dutch white runner

is preferred. In Holland and Germany, where large quan-
tities are salted in almost even- family, a machine is used

[Bean Cutter.]

for cutting them expeditiously, which greatly resembles a

turnip slicer, and may, with a slight alteration, be used also

for slicing cabbages when making the national German

preparation of Hour krout (sauer-kraut). It consists of a

wheel or disk, A, in which two or four knives are set at

a small angle with the plane of it, so as to shave off a thin

lice obliquely from the beans, which are held in a box, C,
with several partitions in which they are kept upright, BO as

to slide down in proportion as they are cut : thus six or eight
beans are sliced at once, and very rapidly, merely by turning
the handle B, and supplying the box with beans in succes-

sion. The sliced beans fall on the table below, and are im

mediately put in a cask with alternate layers of salt. When
the cask is full and well pressed down, a round board is put
over the beans and a heavy weight upon it. As the beans

are compressed, and begin slightly to ferment, the liquor is

poured off, some fresh salt is strewed over the surface, and a

linen cloth is pressed close upon it to keep out the air ; the

round board and weight are put over the cloth, and so the

beans remain till wanted for use. When any are taken out

they are washed in soft water to take out the salt, and gently
stewed with a little gravy, or with milk and a piece of butter.

They form a very wholesome vegetable dish at a time when
fresh vegetables are scarce. The dried seeds are also boiled

after being soaked in water for some time, and are usually
mixed with the preserved green beans in the same dish. This

use of the French bean is not common in England, but when
we take into consideration that they are extremely wholesome

and nutritive, much more so than pease, and that they are

an admirable corrective of the oily qualities of animal fat by
their farinaceous qualities, we shall regret that both the

culture and the use of them in the dry state are not extended

for the benefit of the labouring part of the community. The
cultivation of the French bean for the seed is confined in

this country to the gardens and nurseries, and to a few

spots in the Isle of Thanet in Kent, where they are raised

for the London seedsmen. This is the only place, as far as

our observation goes, where they are sow,n in the field. The

produce in seed is said not to exceed twenty bushels per

acre, but it must be observed that it is chiefly the dwarf

sorts which are sown. There is no doubt that the produce
of the runners would greatly exceed this quantity, and al-

though it might be expensive to support them with sticks,

the example of the hop grounds proves that, where the re-

turn is large, no expense or trouble is spared.
The best soil for French beans is a rich mellow loam,

rather light than otherwise ; but, provided the ground be

well stirred, they will grow in any soil. They may be

planted in rows, the dwarf sorts at two and a half or three

feet distance ; the runners at four feet. As soon as the

stems begin to rise above the seed leaves, the intervals should

bo well hoed with the horse-hoe, and the rows by hand. The
scarifier or grubber may be used to loosen the soil, and

when they are somewhat advanced in growth the runners

may have sticks to climb upon. A row of turnips may be

sow'n between every two rows of beans ;
or cabbages may be

planted for cattle. The crop may be harvested as soon as

the lower pods are quite dry and the seeds hard, and threshed

like other beans. The seeds when raw have a bitter taste,

and are rather tough under the teeth, which makes animals

refuse to eat them in that state, but when boiled they become

soft and pleasant. Oxen and pigs eat them readily. They
contain, according to Einhof, 84 per cent, of nutritive matter,

of which 50 is pure farina, the rest gluten and mucilage :

they are, consequently, superior to every other grain or

pulse cultivated, in point of nourishment ;
and when it is

taken into the account that they remain in the ground only

from May to September, and that a crop of cabbages or

turnips is growing in the intervals at the same time, it will

appear that the cultivation of this pulse on a large scale

might add greatly to the resources of agriculture.

BEAN GOOSE (Zoology), Anser ferus of Ray and

Fleming, Anas segetum of Gmelin, one of the wild geese,

which we must be careful not to confound with the Grey

Lagg, or true wild-goose, the Anser palustris noster of

Lister and Ray, and the species from which, as is generally

admitted, our domestic geese are derived. From that spe-

cies the beangnose is to be distinguished by its comparatively

small and short bill, which is more compressed towards the

end, and also differs in colour : for, in the bean goose the

base of the under mandible, and also of the upper one, as

far as the nostrils, together with the nails of both, are black,

the rest of the organ being of a reddish flesh-colour, in-

clining to orange ;
whereas the bill of the grey lagg is of

an orange-red, with the nail generally of a greyish white.

The wings, moreover, in the bean goose reach, when closed,

beyond the end of the tail.

Selby gives the following interesting account of its habits,

from personal observation :

' In Britain it is well known as a regular winter visitant,

arriving in largo bodies from its northern summer haunts,
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(luring Septem\>oror the beginning of October, and seldom

taking lU Anal departure l>o!ore tlie end of April or be-

M i\ . The \ arums UK-US, (luring tlieir residence

in this country, have each their particular haunts or feeding

illstricts, t>> which, on each ensuing season, they invariably

return, as I have found to be the case in Northumberland
and the southern parts of Scotland, where wild geese have

been known to frequent certain localities for a continued

series of years. The habits of this and the pnrcding
species* are very similar, and they show the same vigilance,

and use the same means of guarding against surprise: their

capture is therefore proportionality difficult, and it is only

b> stratagem that, when at rest on the ground or feeding.
.in be approached within gun-shot. In storm;.

ther, when they are compelled to lly lower than they usually

do, they may be sometimes intercepted from a hedge or

bank, situated in the route they arc observed to talv

in the morning, in passing to their feeding ground. At
night they retire to the water, or else (as I have often re-

marked in Northumberland) to some ridge or bar of sand

mi the sea-coast, sufficiently distant from the main land to

uflbril a secure retreat ;
and where the approach of an >

must become visible, or at least audible to their acute or

. lfore it could endanger their safety. The haunts or

feeding-grounds of these birds are more frequently in the

r districts than in the lower and marshy tracts of the

country, and they give the preference to open laud, or where

[llcan Goooe.]

the inclosiircs are very large. They feed much upon the
tender wheat, sometimes injuring these fields to a great
extent ; and they frequent also the stubbles, particularly
such as are laid down with clover and other grasses. In the

part of spring they often alight upon the newly-sown
bean and pea fields, picking up greedily such of the pulse
as is left on the surface ; and 1 am inclined to think that
their trivial name has been acquired from their apparent
predilection for this kind of food, rather than from the shape
and aspect of the nail of the upper mandible, to which it

.My attributed. They usually lly at a con-
siderable elevation, either in a diagonal line, or in two such
lines, opposed to each other, and forming a leading acute

angle, like the other specie's ; and when on w ing they main-
i loud cackling, in which the voices of the two sews

may be easily distinguished. The rate at which they move,
when favoured by a gentle breeze, is seldom less than from

!>
fifty miles an hour, a velocity which enables them

.< their roosting-place for removed from the distriet

frequent by day. The principal breeding' Millions, ot
sumii. -. of the bean goose are in countries within

it is said, however, that great numbers
annually in Harris, and some of the other outermost

tl is made in the marshy grounds,
:i:i-l formed of grasses and other dry vegetable materials;

ire white, and (ruin eight to twelve in number.
The trachea of this species increases in diameter to.
the middle, and the bronchia) are rhort and tumid. The

The Owjr Lagf, or Irot Wild Iww.

denticulated lamina' cf the sides of the bill an.' similar in

formation to those of the .In ice jxiluitris, and form thin sharp
ruttiir. .:iner in which they lix-k within

i her renders the bill an instrument beautifully adapted
food.'

In bulk, the bean goose is generally rather less than the

grey lagg, and it is. accordingly, sometimes called provin-
cially the tma!l grey goote, but it not unfrcquently equals
the cither in fcizo and weight.
The head and upper part of the neck incline to brown,

with a crrvish tinge, and the feathers of the latter hue are
so disposed as almost to produce a furrowed appearance.
The lower parts of the b.xly are ash-grey, with Iran-

darker shades ; and the back and scapulars are brown, with
tinire. the feathers being edged with white. Wing-

condaries brown, edged and tipped wiih

white; primaries grey-black : rump grc\ : up|>crt
white : tail brown, with the feathers deeply bordered and

tipped with white; legs and toes reddish, inclining to

orange, the intensity of the colour varying according to the
bud s age. [SeeGoosE.]
HEAR, GREAT, and LITTLE. [See URSA M\

ainl MINOR.]
BEAR (Zoology), the English name for a family of

Plantigrades (mainmiferous quadrupeds of the carnr.

order, which are supported in walking on the entire sole of
the foot), forming a natural group with six inci-or

and two canine teeth in each jaw, twelve molars in the.

upper and fourteen in the lower jaw ; pentadactylc o.

toed feet, armed with strong claws; and a short tail.

exhibit but a comparatively small carnivorous de-

velopment: for, notwithstanding their strength, tlieir denti-

tion, particularly in the form of the crowns of their n

teeth, indicates a propensity bordering on the frugi'

exclusively: and indeed it appears that, although tin

omnivorous*, they, for the most part, rarely devour tbsli.

unless pressed by necessity. Their claws, too, tl.

formidable weapons, are not retractile, and are more .

luted for diguing and climbing than for tearing prey. It is

their general characteristic to lay themselves up in ca\

hollows for the winter, which they pass in a dormant state,
iml without taking food. The female produces her young
:it this season.

EUROPEAN BEARS.

The Brown Bear, "Aprroc of Aristotle, the Ours of the

French, Orso of the Italians, Bar of the Germans. Jl/w-/i of
the Swedes, Ursui Arctos (Linn.) This appears to have
been the only species certainly known to Linnirus
POLAR BEAR]; and though zoologists are not without
their suspicions as to some of the species since recorded, the
number of those which can no longer be considered doubt-
ful will prove how much this department of natural history
has been enriched since his time. The brown be.

widely diffused. The mountainous districts of Europe, from
very high latitudes (Arctic Circle) in the north, to tin-

am! Pyrenees in the south ; Siberia, Kamtchatka, and even
i to the eastward, and a portion of the northern n
erica, form the range of its geographical distribution.

Africa and the Moluccas have been added ; but it is l.u

from improbable that these localities have been assigned to
it by travellers who have taken some other species for it.

'I'o the Kamtchatkans this bear seems to have given the
-arics, and even the comforts of life. The skin, we

are told, formed their beds and their coverlets, bonnets for
their heads, gloves for their hands, and collars for their
doirs: while an overall made of it, and drawn over tin-

of their shoes, prevented them from slipping on the ice.

The llesh and fat were their dainties. Of the intestines

they made musks, or covers for their faces, to protect them
from the glare of the sun in the spring, and used them as a

^Amtulle
well know tliifc and thui described tlie Imliil* orthr brar:

'II 01 jtexTof -rmptfxye* irn' xett
"yii.3 xf<rov tffilt, tuu ttvufa'im i-ri rat

0i)fa liat Titt iiy^irwr* rtu rvfimrtt' < re'vt frci>r rti; y i3oaTf .

r.r&ftt 01 xi fti\i. rattfjtf.ttt mttwywivr*' xcu xafxi'mrf, xa! pvpfttxtf'
Km fa(Kttffyi:. T. X. 1,1,. ,;a. r .V II, it it,,. War i. ,

mi], .'UK! In the upulencit of it* body climb* trcr and rAtt t

I nnu it r;iu, , Ac*h.' Ari*u4U thaVda*

'nk'.T 111 ill.- I'mrutll,, 1', .,,,, n. .|,,.,.. :!. , ,.> wrkiiix nrni
In Imuuagr wliU-h, thou|{h if ' TtvtbMn
i< llii' k

.1 a il aj tofrthcr ;,i lli,- liunk, till Ili-y mak- , ,,..1; |

. i. ami tli. n they'll I, .ml out lionry. !>,, and all'
( Ti ruj,*

Sec the admirable .ktciintiun of a bee hunt, p. 68,
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substitute for glass, by extending them over their windows.

Even the shoulder-blades are said to have been put in

requisition for cutting grass.
The Laplanders held it in great veneration, and, accord-

ing to Leems, called it the Dog of God, for it appears, that,

among the Norwegians, there had long been a proverb, that

it had the strength of ten men, and the sense of twelve.

They never, says the same author, presume to call it by its

proper name of Guouzhja, lest it should revenge the insult

on their flocks, but make mention of it as Moedda-aigja,
or the old man with a fur-cloak (senem cum mastruca).
The brown bear is a solitary animal. Its retreat, during

the period of hybernation, is the natural hollow of a tree,

or some cavern
;
and if these are not to be found, the

animal constructs a habitation for itself, sometimes by
diguing, sometimes by forming a rude kind of hut or den
witu branches of trees, lined with moss. Here it retires

when fut with the summer's food, and remains dormant,
without taking any sustenance, till the ensuing spring*.
Cuvier makes the period of gestation about seven months,

stating that they couple in June, and that the birth takes

place in January ; and the same number of months is as-

signed in the article in the old French Encyclopudie, taken
from observations of the bears kept at Berne. The cubs,
when first born, are not much larger than puppies. They
are long lived, for it appears that one of the Berne bears

Dad been confined there one-and-thirty years; and another,
born there, is spoken of at the age of forty-seven in the

menagerie at Paris. They are excellent swimmers, not-

withstanding their uncouth appearance. Mr. Lloyd, in his

Field Sports of the North of Europe, gives a very inte-

resting account of the habits of this species, and of his ad-

ventures in hunting it.

That the brown boar was at one time common in the

British islands there can be no doubt. The Caledonian
bears (another name for British with the Romans) were

imported to make sport for the Roman people, to whom
the excitement of witnessing the suffering of man and
b'-ii-t, in iis most distressing shape, seems to have been but
too welcome. From the well-known lines of Martial, de-

scriptive of the dreadful punishment of the malefactor

Laureolus, it appears that they were sometimes used as

instruments of torture.

Nuda Caledonio tic pcctora preebuit urso
Noil falsA pendent in cruet: Laureolus t>

Ray quotes authority for the brown bear having been one
of the Welsh beasts of chase, and Pennant adduces the

jilaces which retained the name of Pennarth, or the Bear s

Head, as evidence that it existed in that principality. In
the History of the Gordons it is stated that one of that

family, so late as the year 1057, was directed by the king to

carry three bears' heads on his banner, as a reward for his

valour in slaying a fierce bear in Scotland.

For many years it has been swept away from our islands

so completely that we find it imported for ba ting, a sport
in which our nobility, as well as the commonalty, of the olden

time nay, even royalty itself, delighted. A bear-bait was
one of the recreations offered to Elizabeth at Kenihvorth,
and in the Earl of Northumberland's Household Book we
read of 20s. for his bear-ward :

' Item. My Lorde usith and

araistomyth to gyfe yerly when his Lordshipe is at home
to hU bar-ward, when he comyth to my Lorde in Cristmas
with his Lordshippe's beests, for makynge of his Lordschip
pastime, the said xij days, xx*.' In Southwark there was
a regular bear-garden, that disputed popularity with the
Globe and the Swan Theatres on the same side of the

water. Now however, so much do tastes alter (in this in-

stance certainly for the better), such barbarous sports are

banished from the metropolis J.
The firm support afforded by the well-developed sole of

the foot enables the bears to rear themselves with compara-
' * While upon the "subject of hybernation, we must not omit to notice the

plug (in Norway termed the Tappen). found in the rectum of fat hybernat-
jns IMMH. It appear* that if the bear lose* this prematurely, it becomes

, nnd that in the ordinary course of things, the tappen is not voided
till the hybernutiou i* over.

Dr. Miiekland possesses one of th"fte em-eloped in the rectum, which was

presented to him by Mr. I.loyd, wliose work is hereafter alluded to, from a
bear nf Mr. Lloyd's own shooting.

t We are
ij'iiti- .in-;tre thut some commentators are of opinion ttiat Martial

i* here *p*Mkir)L of a mimic scene, and that the verses which follow those
i genuine; but the expression non falsii cruce' is pretty

i

1

tlu> rest of the verses are allowed to be Martial's, there is no
I'.-!" that he here describes a real spectacle. Whichever he the truth, the
horrible use to which these bears were occasionally put in the arrua U but too
e\iilent.

See Slat. 3 W, IV. cap. 19, .ec. 23.

live facility on their hind feet ; and this has been taken

advantage of to teach the animal to dance in an erect pos-
ture. The discipline put in force to produce this accom-
plishment is said to be so severe that it is never forgotten.
There is a well-known story, introduced with the happiest
effect in The Bride of Lammermoor, of a terrified gentleman
who was pursued by a bear. The bear gained on him
was close upon him with the resolution of despair he turned

upon his pursuer with his uplifted cane, when the enraged
animal reared itself up, the posture of attack, and instantly
began to shuffle a saraband.

Baron Cuvier, in his ' Ossemens Fossiles,' distinguished
the black bear of Europe under the title of Ursus niger
Eurfyfa;us, observing that the frontal bone was flattened,
and that the well-marked depressions and ridges of the

skull, for the reception of the strong muscles of the lower

jaw, were evidence of its being more decidedly carnivorous

than the brown bear : but, in the last edition of his Regne
Animal, he confesses his doubts about the data on which he
had come to this conclusion

;
and it is probably a variety

only. The usual size of the brown bear is about four feet

in length, by about two feet and a half in height. The
claws are two inches long, very much curved and nearly
equal. The gambols of the individuals kept in the Garden
of the Zoological Society in the Regent's Park are too well
known to need description.

[Ursus Arctos.]

Pyrenean Bear, Ursus Pyrena'iciu. F. Cuvier has

figured the bear of the Pyrenees and of the Asturias, whose

fur, in its youth, is of a yellowish white colour. The hair of

the feet is an intense black. This, it is considered, is only
a variety, though perhaps a distinct one, of Ursus Arctos.

AMERICAN BEARS.

American Black Bear, Ursun Americanus. Pallas first

described this species (the Sass of the Chippewayan Indians,

[Ursiu Amciicanui.1
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and the Musquaw of the Greet). whose general proportions
are smaller than those of L'mu Arctut, The head of the
American black bear is narrower, the can more distant, and
the muzzle more prominent, and it wants the depression
above the eye*. The fur is composed of soft smooth hairs,

which are of a glossy black for the greater part of their

length, instead of possessing the shaggy and
woolly

charac-

ter of the comparatively grizzled ftir of the brown bear, ex-

cept
on the muzzle, which is cluthed with short thickset

hairs, brown on the upper port and paler on the side. The
tail is apparently more prominent, and the sharper and more
curved claws are nearly hidden in the hair.

4 The Mack bear,' says Dr. Richardson,
' inhabits every

wooded district of the American continent from the Atlantic

to the Pacific, and from Carolina to the shores of the Arctic
Sea.' A friend informs us that it still occurs, though not

very often, in the Blue Ridge, in Virginia. Other authori-

ties place its southern boundary at the Isthmus of Panama.
Man has, however, gradually driven it from its haunts to

pake way for his works, and has compelled it to take refuge
in the mountains and (he immense inland forests. In Ca-
nada it is still abundant, and it is tolerably numerous on
the western coast as far as California. Dr. Richardson

gives the following interesting account of this species :

' The block bear is smaller than the other American bears

which we have to describe, the total length of an adult

seldom exceeding five feet. Its favourite food appears to be
berries of vat bus kinds, but when these are not to be pro-
cured it preys upon roots, insects, fish, eggs, and such birds

or quadrupeds as it can surprise. It does not eat animal
food from choice ; for when it has abundance of its favourite

vegetable diet, it will pass the carcass of a deer without

touching it. It is rather a timid animal, and will seldom
face a man unless it is wounded, or has its retreat cut oil',

or is urged by affection to defend its young. In such coses

its strength renders it a dangerous assailant. I have known
the female confront her enemy boldly until she had seen
her cubs attain the upper branches of a tree, when she made
oH, evidently considering them to be iu safety, but in fact

li aving them an easy prey to the hunter. The speed of the

black bear when in pursuit is said not to be very great, and
I have been told that a man may escape from it, particu-

larly if he runs into a willow grove or amongst loose gross :

for the caution of the bear obliges it to stop frequently, and
rise on its hind legs for the purpose of reconnoitring. I

have, however, seen a black bear make off with a speed that

would have battled the fleetest runner, and ascend a nearly

perpendicular cliff with a facility that a oat might envy.
This bear, when resident in the fur countries, almost inva-

riably hibernates, and about 1000 skins are annually pro-
cured by the Hudson's Bay Company, frcm black bears

destroyed in their winter retreats. It generally selects a

spot for its den under a fallen tree, and, having scratched

away a portion of the soil, retires to it at the commencement
of a snow-storm, when the snow soon furnishe.-i it. with a

close, warm covering. Its breath makes a small opening
in the den, and the quantity of hoar frost which occasionally
gathers round the aperture serves to betray its retreat to the
hunter. In more southern districts, where the timber is of
a larger size, bears often shelter themselves in hollow trees.

The Indians remark that a bear never retires to its den for

the winter until it has acquired a thick coat of fat
;
and it

is remarkable that when it comes abroad in the spring it is

equally fat, though in a few days thereafter it becomes very-
lean. The period of the retreat of the bean is generally
about the time when the snow begins to lie on thu pound,
*n<l they do not come abroad again until the greater parl of

the snow is gone. At both th*-,' periods they can procure
many kinds of berries in considerable abundance. In lati-

tude 65 their winter repose lasts from the beginning of
October to the first or second week of May ;

but on the
northern shores of Lake Huron the

period
is from two to

three months shorter. In very severe winters great numbers
of bean have been observed to enter the United Stati - ir..m

the northward. On these occasions they were very lc:m,
and almost all males : the few females which accompanied
them were not with young. The remark of the i

above-mentioned, that the fat bears alone Inherit'

phinsthe <!:cse migration*. The black Wars in

the north' -i
. wlit-n they aic

in gfxxl condition from feeding on the berries then in ma-
turity. The females retire at once b> their dens, and c

themselves so carefully, that even the lyncean eye uf un

Indian hunter very rarely detects them ; but the males, ex-
hausted by the pursuit ;.iles, require ten c r I

days to recover their i \n unusually early winter

wiil.it is evident, operate i , the males, by

:.ting them from fattening a second time :

'

migration ut such times to in. .re -out hern districts. It is

not, however, true that the black bean generally abandon
the northern districts on the approach of winter, as ha>

asserted, the quantity of bear skins procured during that

season in all parts of the fur countries being a sullicieiit

proof to the contrary. The females bring forth about i;

middle of January ; and it is probable that the period oi

their gestation is about fifteen or sixteen weeks, but I be
it has not been precisely ascertained. The number of cubs
varies from one to five, probably w ith the age of the mother,
and they begin to bear long before they attain their full

size.'

It will be observed that .he period of gestation attributed

to the brown bear is seven months. Cuvier says thai

couple in June, and produce their young in January.
I. en weeks is the probable time allotted to the American
black bear for the same purpose by Dr. Richardson, who had
the best opportunities of collecting evidence on the subject
The bears kept in the fosse at Berne furnished the pr

gestation for seven months; but it is so char:

the family for the females to conceal themselves, that, in a
state of nature, little evidence to bo depended u]x>n for its

accuracy can be obtained.
' No man,' according to Brickell,

'either Christian or Indian, ever killed . with

young;' and Dr. Richardson's numerous inquiries ;u

the Indians of Hudson's Bay ended in the di-c.nrry of only-
one hunter who had killed a pregnant bear. The same ob-
servation was long ago made by Aristotle, for h

chap. XXX. book vi., Kvovaav ft apurov tpyov tart X
'
it is difficult to capture a pregnant bear;' and ayain, in

chap. xvii. book viii., Kvovaa fl'iJprroc, >"; iVoMiric, i"i TOW
in' oXrywi' tlXijvrai,

' but a pregnant bear has never been
taken by anybody, or at least by very few ;

'

and this ac-

counts for his own error, for he makes the period of gesta-
tion only thirty days. Mr. Lloyd, in his 1'irlil-Xjmrtt o/
the North of "Europe, states that lie was present at the

death and dissection of one (Ursus Arctos) which had a cub
in her womb, she having previously produced three, and he
relates other instances, but they are very rare.

Upon the whole, though the American black bear may be
considered a well-defined species, distinct from the brown
bear (Ursui Arctos), it is not very probable that, in two

species so nearly allied, the period of gestation should be

only sixteen weeks in the one instance, while it is seven
months in the other. Cuvier says that the American
black bears produced young in the Paris menagerie : the

young were of a uniform bright ash colour, and without a
collar.

The value attached to the skin of the black bear, a value

very much decreased, for the skin that once fetched from

twenty to forty guineas is now hardly worth more than from

twenty to sixty shillings*, and the high esteem in which
the Indians held their flesh, caused great havock among
them. The importation into England in 1783 amount
10,!)(IO skins, and a-cended gradually to 25,000 in 1803,
since which time there has been a considerable decline.
That an animal from which the wild Indian derived so ;

benefit, an animal, moreover, particularly to be dreaded in

the perilous hour of the chase, and when encountered un-

ex|K'ctedly, should be the subject of much attention, or the

parent of particular customs, and the object of great
stitious regard, w:is to be expected. Accordingly we find

that, as the New Hollanders have their kangaroo dance and
dog dance, the Indians had their bear dance.
The limits of a work of this nature will not permit us to

KO at large into the subject of bear hunting, and the

in.uues wbich accompanied it among the different I

but, as it may I

011 the :nt (.t':in rye-witness, who
\isitcd the fur countries so. .11 after Canada had yielded in

(irr;it Britain. Alexander Henry thus writes in his

rrA. whil.-t at AVawatam's wintering ground near Lake
Michigan :

' In the course of the month of January I happened (>

. that the trunk of a very large (line-tree was much
torn by the claws of a bear, made both in going up and

Tl..- i. -tail
|.rlrr

of an Am<-ri,an bUrk lxr'i ikin in London, at prewnt
(ipnnc of 1839), ii from wo to three troiiwu.
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down. On further examination I saw that there was a large

opening in the upper part, near which the smaller branches
were broken. From these marks, and from the additional

circumstance that there were no tracks in the snow, there
was reason to believe that a bear lay concealed in the tree.

On returning to the lodge I communicated my discovery ;

and it was agreed that all the family should go together in

the morning to assist in cutting down the tree, the girth of

which was not less than three fathoms. The women at

first opposed the undertaking, because our axes, being only
of a pound and a half weight, were not well adapted to so

heavy a labour; but the hope of finding a large bear, and

obtaining from its fat a great quantity of oil, an article at

the time much wanted, at length prevailed. Accordingly,
iu the morning we surrounded the tree, both men and
women, as many at a time as could conveniently work at it

;

and there we toiled like beavers till the sun went down.
This day's work carried us about half-way through the
trunk

; and the next morning we renewed the attack, con-

tinuing it till about two o'clock in the afternoon, when the
tree fell to the ground. For a few minutes everything re-

mained quiet, and I feared that all our expectations would
be disappointed ;

but as I advanced to the opening there
came out, to the great satisfaction of all our party, a bear of

extraordinary size, which I shot. The bear being dead all

my assistants approached, and all, but particularly my old

mother (as I was wont to call her), took the head in their

hands, stroking and kissing it several times ; begging a
thousand pardons for takkig away her life; calling her
their relation and grandmother ; and requesting her not to

lay the fault upon them, since it was truly an Englishman
that had put her to death. This ceremony was not of long
duration, and if it was I that killed their grandmother, they
were not themselves behindhand in what remained to be

performed. The skin being taken off we found the fat in

several places six inches deep. This, being divided into

two parts, loaded two persons ; and the flesh parts were as

much as four persons could carry. In all, the carcass must
have exceeded five cwt. As soon as we reached the lodge,
the bear's head was adorned with all the trinkets in the

possession of the family, such as silver arm-bands, and
wri>t-bands, and belts of wampum ;

and then laid upon a
scalMd set up for its reception within the lodge. Near the
nose was placed a large quantity of tobacco. The next

morning no sooner appeared than preparations were made
for a feast to the manes. The lodge was cleaned and swept ;

and the head of the hear lifted up, and a new Stroud blanket
which had never been used before spread under it. The
pipes were now lit : and Wawatam blew tobacco-smoke into

the nostrils of the bear, telling me to do the same, and thus

appease the anger of the bear on account of my having
killed her. I endeavoured to persuade my benefactor and

friendly adviser that she no longer had any life, and assured

him that I was under no apprehension from her displeasure ;

but the first proposition obtained no credit, and the second

gave but little satisfaction. At length the feast being

ready, Wawatam mode a speech resembling, in many
things, his address to the manes of his relations and de-

parted companions ; but having this peculiarity, that he here

deplored the necessity under which men laboured thus to

destroy their friends. He represented, however, that the

misfortune was unavoidable, since without doing BO they
could by no means subsist. The speech ended, we all ate

heartily of the bear's tte*h ; and even the head itself, after

remaining three days on the scaffold, was put into the

kettle. It is only the female bear that makes her winter

lodging in the upper parts of trees, a practice by which her

young are secured from the attacks of wolves and other

animals. She brings forth in the winter season, and re-

mains in her lodge till the cubs have gained some strength.
The male always lodges in the ground, under the roots of

trees. He takes to his habitation as soon as the snow

falls, and remains there till it baa disappeared. The In-

dians remark that the bear comes out in the spring with

the name fat which he carries in in the autumn
;
but after

tba exercise of only a few days becomes lean. Except-

ing for a short part of the season the male lives constantly
alone.'

The following are considered to be varieties of this spe-
cies, which is almost equal to the polar bear in its powers of

swimming, and is said to be very fond of fish :

The Cinnamon Rear, which, with the black variety, may
be seen in the Zoological Garden at the Regent's Park.

The Yellow Bear of Carolina, a specimen of which was
in the Tower of London in 1 788, and is figured by Catton.

The Ours Gulaire of Geoffroy, with a white throat. The
white markings on the throat of Geoffrey's bear are, perhaps,
as Dr. Richardson observes, analogous to the white collar
which many of the European brown bears exhibit when
young ; and the Doctor cites Cartwright to show that the
cubs of the black bear on the Labrador coast are often
marked with white rings round the neck

;
and Pennant, to

prove the same as to the bears of Hudson's Bay. An Ame-
rican black bear was kept for some time in the Tower of

London in the same den with a hysena. They agreed very
well together except at meals, when the hytena, though
much the smallest, was generally master

;

' and the bear,'

says Mr. Bennett,
' would moan most piteously, and in a

tone somewhat resembling the bleating of a sheep, while
his companion quietly consumed the remainder of his

dinner.'

The Spectacled Bear, Ursus Ornatus of F. Cuvier, inha-
bits the Cordilleras of the Andes in Chili. Its fur is smooth,

shining, and black, with the following exceptions : Its short

muzzle is of a dirty yellow, or buff colour, and there are two
semicircular marks of the same hue, reminding the ob-
server of a pair of spectacles above the eyes ; the under

parts of the throat and neck and the upper part of the breast
are whitish. This species, which may be now seen at the
Garden of the Zoological Society in the Regent's Park, is

about three feet and a half in length.
Sir R. Ker Porter describes a bear brought from the

Andes and living at Caracas in 1 833 somewhat differing in

its markings from the ordinary individual* of Ursus orna-
tus ; but it is probably only a variety. (See Proceedings of
the Zoological Society, part i. p. 114.)

[UMUI orDitus.]

Before wo proceed to tho consideration of the true grizzly
bear, we must notice the

Barren-ground Bear. This, which appears to be the

grizzly be;ir of Hearne, aftd the brown bear, variety 8,

grizzly of Pennant, was stated by Dr. Richardson to be the

brown variety of Ursus Americanus ; but, in the Fauna
Boreali-Amerir-ana, he corrects himself, and seems in-

clined to consider it a variety of the brown bear (Ursus
Arctoe),

' From the inquiries I made,' writes the Doctor in the

last-mentioned work,
'

throughout the woody country from
Lake Superior to Great Slave Lake, being 1 of latitude,

I learnt that the natives of those districts are acquainted
with only two species of land bear, viz., the common black

bear, including the cinnamon-coloured and other varieties,

and the grisly bear, which is confined to the lofty chain of

the Rocky Mountains, and the extensive plains that skirt

their bases. The barren lands, however, lying to the north-

ward and eastward of Great Slave Lake, and extending to

the Arctic Sea, are frequented by a species of bear which
differs from the American black bear in its greater size,

profile, physiognomy, larger soles, and tail ;
and from the

grisly bear, also, in colour, and the comparative smallness
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r>( its claws. Its greatest affinity is with the brown bear of

Norway; but its identity with 'that species has not been

established by actual comparison. It frequent (lie *ea-

eoast in autumn in considerable numbers, lor the purpose
of feeding on fish. The general colour of this hear is a

dusky, or sometimes yellowish -brown, but the shoulders and

flanks are. in the summer season at least, covered with long
hair, which is frequently very pale towards the tips. The
Indians and their interpreters, who are not very pr.

their application of the few terms they ha- ss \a-

rieties of colour, often denominate them " white 1

Thc*c are. not improbably, the 'silver bears' (silber-btir

i, which Pennant considers to be the same

MTOtosc which inhabit the north of Kurope, thnu:rh he dc-

m as n variety of the American black bear.

U:. Richardson says'that the barren-ground bear does

not possess the boldness of the true grisly hear (f V*M\.'

as ullthe individuals seen by his party lied at once. 1 1

that it resorts lo the coast of the Arctic Sea in the month i.i

August, and that it preys indiscriminately upon animal and

able food.

To an eminence which had been much ploughed up by
th<- hears in quest of Arctnmys Parryi (Parry's marmot),
termed by Hearne '

ground hog,' according to the same

author, Hearne pave the name of Grizzle-Hear Hill; and

in the stomach of one of these bears which he openeil the

Doctor found the remains of a seal, a marmot, a largo quan-
tity of the long, sweet roots of some astragali and tttdyxnra,

ier with some berries, and a little gr.iss. Many long,

white worms adhered to the interior of the stomach. He
also observes that the tail of the barren-ground bear is

lunger than that of the black bear, which is conspicuous

nuugh.

Subgenus Dams.

The Grisly or Grizzly Bear. Ursus (Danis) ferox.
Cuvier, in the last edition of his '

Rcgne Animal,' expresses
a doubt as to the specific distinction of this formidable bear.
'
II n'est pas encore bien prouvt- pour nous quo 1'ours cendre,

Tours terrible de 1'Ameriquc Septentrionale, soil different,

par 1'cspece, de 1'ours brun d'Kurope,' says the note ap-

pended to Ursus ArclM ; and the species is not mentioned

among the others recorded in the work. This is certainly

great authority, but it is more than balanced : and with all

due submission to so great a name, an examination of the

animal will prove it to be as strongly defined a species as

any which Cuvier has himself admitted. These differences

indeed are so well marked, as to have induced Mr. Gray to

separate it from its conveners as a submenus.

[Unui tnoz.]

The Grizzle Dear of Urafrevillc, Grtsiy Bear of Mac-
kenzie, (j'rizzli/ Hi;,r of Warden, Ursus cincrr.iu of Des-

<u\ korribilit <<i s.i>..iA'.i,W(.i/.wy/
chee Afutquate of thcCrce Indian*, ILIilf >

iopun-
Indians, and Urtutferox (Lewis and Clarke wii

accurately described the animal, callnm it ulbn ' While
Bear'), is nearly double the size of the black licar. Lewis ami

Clarke give the measurement of one as nine f<t>t from nose
to t.nl, and state that they had seen one of larger dimension*,

hundred pounds i- rc)iortcd to be the weight to which
it attains. The length of the fore-foot in one of those mea-
sured by tho travellers above quoted is given as exceeding
nine inches, that of the hind-foot at eleven and three-quar-
ters without the talons, and the breadth seven inches. The
claws ot the lore-feet, whirh are a good deal longer and less

euned than those of the hind-feet, measure ; et in-

dividual more than six inches. This part of itsorgum/
is well adapted for digging, but not for climbing, and the

adult grisly bear is said not to ascend trees. The muzzle it

lengthened, narrowed, and flattened, and t

are highly dc\elo|H-d, exhibiting a great increase of size and

power. The tail is very small, and so entirely lost in the

liair which covers the buttocks, that it is a standing joke

among the Indian hunters, as Dr. Richardson ob"
when they have killed a grisly bear, to desire any one un-

acquainted with the animal to take hold of its tail. The
fur, or rather hair is abundant, Ions, and varying through
most of the intermediate gradations lie: . ami
blackish brown, which last is prevalent and more cr

grizzled. On the muzzle it is pale and short, on tin-

it i- darker and coarser. The eyes are small and rather

sunk in the bead.

Unwieldy as this animal appears, it is capable of great

rapidity of motion, and its strength i- overpowering. The
bison contends in vain with the grisly hear. The conqueror
drags the enormous carcase (weighing about one tho-.

1

pounds) to a chosen place, digs a pit for its reception, and

repairs to it till the exhausted store compels him to renew
the chase. And yet he will be satisfied with fruits and
roots ; and on his diet depends the aggravated or mil;

ferocity of his disposition. The bears on the we
of the Rocky Mountains, which feed for the most part on a

vegetable diet, are mild, when compared with those of tho

eastern side, whose appetite for blood is whetted by the

abundant supply of animal food which is I here offered lo

them. The accounts given of the tenacity with which the

grisly bear clings to life would be almost beyond belief,

were they not related by witnesses worthy of all credit. It is

recorded, that one whose lungs had been pierced with fivu

and whose body was suffering under five other

wounds, swam a considerable distance to a sand-bar in the

river, and survived twenty minutes; thai another, shot

through the centre of the hniL's, pursued for half a mile the

hunter by whom the wound was given, then returned more
than twice that distance, due; a bed for itself in the earth,
two feet in depth and five feet in length, and was appa-

rently in full life at least two hours after the shot was
fired

;
and that athird, though shot through the heart with-

in twenty paces, as he was rushing on the hunter, fell indeed,
but got up again.

' We then,' say the travellers,
' followed

him one hundred yards and found that the wound had been

mortal.' These, and many other instances are recorded by
Lewis and Clarke.

Numerous, indeed, and interesting are the relations of

contests with this ferocious animal. The following narra-

tive by Dr. Richardson is selected, as being comparatively
modern, and throwing some lighten its habits. 'A pai-ty
of voyagers, who had been employed all day in tracking a

canoe up the Saskatchewan, had sealed themselves in the

twilight by a fire, and were busy in preparing their supper
when a large grisly bear sprang over the canoe that was
lilted behind them, and seizing one of the parly by the

shoulder, carried him off. The rest lied in terror, wilh the

exception of a metif, named Hourasso, who, grasping his

gun, followed the bear as it was retreating leisurely with its

prey. He called to his unfortunate comrade', that In

afraid of hitting him if he fired at the bear, but the latter

entreated him to fire immediately, without hesitation, as

the bear was squeezing him to death. On this he took a

deliberate aim, and discharged his piece into the body of

the bear, who instantly dropjiod its prey to pursue Bourasso.

He escaped with difliculty, and the bear ultimately retreated

to a thicket, whore il was supposed lo have died; but llie

curiosity of the party not being a match for their fears, the

fact of its decease was not ascertained. Tho man who was
rescued bad his arm fractured, and was otherwise severely
bitten, hut finally recoveied. 1 have seen Hourasso, and
can add. that tlie account which he -. i\ < -i edited

by the trader* resident in that parl ol the country, wi

.uuliflcd to judge of iU truth from their knowledge of
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the parties. I have been told that there is a man now
living in the neighbourhood of Edmonton-house, who was
attacked by a grisly bear, which sprang out of a thicket,
and with one stroke of its paw completely scalped him, lay-

ing bare the skull, and bringing the skin of the forehead

down over the eyes. Assistance coming up, the bear made
olF without doing him further injury, but the scalp not being
replaced, the poor man has lost his sight, although he
thinks his eyes are uninjured. Mr. Drummond, in his ex-

cursions over the Rocky Mountains, had frequent opportu-
nities of observing the manners of the grisly bears, and it

often happened that in turning the point of a rock or sharp
angle of a valley, he came suddenly upon one or more of them.
On such occasions they reared on their hind legs, and made
a loud noise like a person breathing quick, but much
harsher. He kept his ground, without attempting to molest
them ; and they on their part, after attentively regarding
him for some time, generally wheeled round and galloped
off; though, from their known disposition, there is little

doubt but he would have been torn in pieces, had he lost

his presence of mind and attempted to lly. When he dis-

covered them from a distance, he generally frightened them

away by beating on a large tin-box, in which he carried his

specimens of plants. He never saw more than four tuye-

ther, and two of these he supposes to have been cubs
; he

more often met them singly, or in pairs. He was only
once attacked, and then by a female, for the purpose of

allowing her cubs to escape. His gun on this occasion

missed fire, but he kept her at bay with the stock of it,

until some gentlemen of the Hudson's Bay Company, with
whom he was travelling at the time, came up and drove her
off. In the latter cud of June, 1826, he observed a male

caressing a female, and soon afterwards they both came
towards him, but whether accidentally, or for the purpose of

attacking him, he was uncertain. He ascended a tree, and
as the female drew near, lired at and mortally wounded her.

She uttered a few loud screams, which threw the male into

a furious rage, and he reared up against the trunk of the

tree in which Mr. Drummond was seated, but never at-

tempted to ascend it. The female, in the meanwhile re-

tiring to a short distance, lay down, and as the male was

proceeding to join her, Mr. Drummond shot him also.

From the size of their teeth aud claws, he judged them to

be about four years old. The cubs of a grisly bear can
climb trees, but when the animal is fully grown it is un-
able to do so, as the Indians report, from the form of its

claws.'

The Rocky Mountains, and the plains to the eastward of

them, particularly, according to Mr. Drummond, the dis-

tricts which are interspersed with open prairies and grassy
hills, are the chief haunts of the grisly bears. To the

north they have been observed as far as 6 1 of latitude, and
it is supposed that they are to be found still farther. To the

south it is said that they extend as far as Mexico. The
cubs and the pregnant females hybernate, but the older

males often come abroad for food during winter. The fol-

lowing dimensions have been given of a den or winter re-

treat, ten feet in width, five feet in height, and six feet in

len trth.

The fine grisly bear now in the Garden of the Zoological

Society in the Regent's Park was presented to George III.

by the Hudson's Bay Company, and was long a resident in

tin; Tower under the name of Martin, and latterly of Old
Martin. His present Majesty William IV. graciously pre-
si-ntt-d it to the Zoological Society with the rest of the royal

tion.

The brown bear mentioned by Pennant, on the authority
of Condamine and Ulloa, as an inhabitant of the Peruvian

Andes, must not be forgotten; but it is not known whether
it belongs to this species. Cuvier thinks that the Peruvian
bears of Acosta and Garcilasso may have been the great
ant bears (Myrmecnphaga). It is not impossible that

these Peruvian bears may have been Spectacled Bean (Ur-
tus trnatus).

ASIATIC BEARS.

The Siberian Bear, Ursus cnllaris of F. Cuvier, ap-
proaches closely to the brown bear(f/r.su# Arclox). The
hair in quality and colour is much the same with that of the
brown bear, with the distinction of a large white collar

which passes over the upper part of the back and the

shoulders, and is completed upon the breast. It is not im-

probable that this may be a variety of the brown bear.

t

Thibet Bear. M. Duvauccl discovered this species, Ur-
sus Thibetanus of F. Cuvier, in the mountains of Sylhet,
and Dr. Wallich found it in those of Nepaul. The Thibet
bear has the neck remarkably thick, and the head flat-

tened, the forehead and muzzle forming almost a straight
line. The ears arc of a large size. Its clumsy limbs sup-
port a compact body, and the claws are comparatively weak.
Its general colour is black ; but the lower lip is white, and
there is a large mark of the same colour, somewhat in the

form of the letter Y, supposing the stem of the letter to be

placed in the middle of the breast, and the forks to pass up
in front of the shoulders. In bulk it is about intermediate

between the sloth bear (Prochilus labiatus) and the Ma-
layan bear (Ursus Malayanus). Mr. Bennett, in his Tower

Menagerie, gives a figure and description of one which was

brouglH from Sumatra, and could not be prevailed on to

touch flesh either raw or cooked, bread and fruits forming
his only food. In his disposition he was moderately tame,
and particularly fond of play.

[Trails Tlnbct;lt:u;.]

Isabella-coloured Bear, Ursus Isabellinus. Dr. Hors-
field has described this species in the Transactions of the

Linnrpun S cii'fy, from a skin forwarded from the mountains

of Nepaul. The skull had been removed, but the front

teeth in both jaws and the claws remained.
' Our animal,' says Dr. Horsfield,

'
is of a habit decidedly

different from that of several species of Ursus from tho

same part of the world, which have been recently added to

the systematic catalogues, namely, the Ursus Thibetanus,

the Urnus labiatus, and the Ursus Malayanus. All these

have a jet-black fur, a semilunar mark of a white colour on

the breast, and other peculiarities affording types of sub-

genera, among which Prochilus and Helarctos have beert

defined. Our animal, on the contrary, appears to resemble

NO. 216. [THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.] VOL. IV.-N
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tlie European bears in its structure, as far at least as can

IK- determined fiom the parts which have been preserved in

the specimen. Among these, the claws afford the bast

means of comparison : they are small, obtuse, and straight,

while those of the Asiatic bears above roeMiened we large,

strongly curved, acute, and fitted for eUmking.'
The Syrr'ait Bear, Urtut SyrHsn**. The she-bears which

came out of the wood,
' and Use forty and two' of the mockers

of Elisha (2 King* n. M. ft *ro.). art probably the llrst

bears on record. These bean of Syria may be oeraaionally

traced in subsequent history. Thus Matthew Paris, in

his England, relates how Godfrey (Dmx Godrfridiu), as he

was riding for recreat ion in n neighbouring wood daring the

siege of Antioch M*/ioe**'orri), saw a poor stranger,
who was loaded with a bundle of dry wood, fleeing from an

enraged bear, whereupon Godfrey gallantly went I* the

rescue, and the bear turning njwn him he wu unhorsed,
the horse being weunded by tie beer, and fought on foot,

when, after a severe struggle, in which be received a ntost

dangerous wound (* fere Mikrwn), he buried hjs

sword up to the hilt in his savage xfieisasi, and killed him.

The historian, in contmuetion, relates the great joy of the

army at Godfrey's recovery . (Hist, of England torn. ii.

p. 34, folio, London, 1640.)

[Unas SyrlKu.J

Haasclquist makes no mention of a bear in his catalogue
of the animals given in his travels in the Levant, in the

years 171''. . 1, and 1752: hut Scetzen, some twenty

years ago, was informed in the country that bears existed in

the mountain* ol

I ! -mprirh and Khrer.berg, in the Symbolee Physica; have

given a figure (here copied) and a description of a female

killed near Bischerre in Syria. The following is the sub-

ttance of the description.
Bear, of a uniform fulvous white (sometimes variegated

with fulvous) ; ears elongated ; forehead but slijrhtly arched;
fur woolly beneath, with long straight, or but slightly curled,

hair externally : a stiff inane of erected hairs (about four

Usenet long) between the shoulders.

The individual killed was neither young nor old, and
measured, from the nose to the

tip
of the tail, about four feet

two, the tail being six inches. Nothing was found in the

stomach, nor were any rntnzna (internal worms) discovered.

They saw her den (where there was much bear's dung),
formed by great fragments of calcareous rock, that appeared
to have been casually thrown together. They ate of the

flesh, which they found sapid, hut the liver was sweot and
nauseous. The gall appears to be in great esteem ; the
skins are sold ; and so is the dung, under the name of Bar
I'd dull, tho latter being used as n medicine for diseases of

in S) ria and Egypt.
Mount Lebanon is crowned with two snowy summit'', one

rail": :iiin, the other Makmel, both of which the
'IT* visited ; but there arc : .eept upon Mount

Ma'kinel. near the village of ]!IM herte, lo the gardens ol

whic-h they are uder in winter : hut in the sum
locr they remain in the neighbourhood of tho snow.
The Syrian bear frequently (non raro) prays on animals,

but for the most part feeds on vegetables. The fields of
drer ariftitnu (a kind ef ehick-pea). and other crops near
the snowy region, are often laid waste I

The skin is sometimes fulvous brown, and, as has been
stated, sometimes fclvons white, varied with i....

These changes ate supposed to have been occasioned by the

abrasion of tho long hair, whereby the woolly fur beneath
aad that of the head become exposed.

lu the British Museum is a yellowish bear presented by
tba Royal College of Surgeons, which has some points of

resemblance with Ehrenberg's description ; hut it is an
alliino variety of the brown bear ( L'ritu Aretot), and came
from Russia.

Those who are familiar with Athentrus will remember
the description of the procession of Ptolemy PI.

(lib. v. p. 201, Caeanb.) at Alexandria, in which one great
while bear (apcroc fun Xturi) /jiyuXij /mil makes a con-

spicuous figure. Some, and among them Baron t'uvier,

have thought that this was the Urtut muritimus. Khren-

berg thus writes upon this point, after referring to the

opinion of Cuvier: ' But since it is evident from Prosper
Alpinus, that white bears, of the size of ;

you will) were known in the hind of the Arabians ami in

. 1 would rather believe that Ptolemy's War \v:i-

tingtiished for its size (as it is written) than distinct in

species. There is scarce room for hesitatins to refer all

those evidences of bean seen in Egypt to our Syrian
To this we can add that, in Roae'llini'* work (plate M. ('.

No. 22) th'.-re is a representation of two me:: one,

a red mau with a red l^ard and Ion;: black hair with a filler,

clii'l in awhile tunic or frock bordered with bin

stripes and with blue tassels at the neck, supports on the

left shoulder a package nearly square, pinkish. and s]

with blue, and holds m the right hand a red vase. His

companion, of the same colour, dressed in the same
but with the fore-part of his head apparently shaven or

covered with a cap of the same colour as the skin (the hinder

part with the black hair cut close), carries on his left shoul-

der two elephants' tu-ks. and with his right hand leads a

large yellowish hear, high in tho withers and with a red

collar.

In the same plate, and immediately before the hoar-

leaders, is a dark-brown man, naked all hut the cincture

(which is white patched with nil leopard-like spots), a white
collar round his neck with a red centre-piece, and while

wristbands. He has no bean! : his head is covered by a

close skull-cap spotted with black: on his left shoulder he
bears a log (ebony r), and with his right hand leads a leo-

pard or panther.
There are also two men conducting n giraffe with a monkey

climbing up its neck
;
and there is an elephant with its

keeper, and a lion without any guardian.
The hear figured in Rosellini is led apparently in a pro-

cession, and Ptolemy's pompn occurs immediately to the

observer; but the modern opinion would refer these figurc<
to a date long prior to the Greek occupation of Kizypt. If

thi* opinion be correct (and it is considered the better one),
Rosellini's plato cannot relate to Ptolemy's pompa.

Subgenut Prochilut.

Labiated Bear, or Sloth Rear, Urtus (Prochilus) Labia-
tut. Illiger, it is true, founded this genus on imperfect
materials, for the individual which led him to separate it

had lost its incisor teeth, a loss to which it is said tie

TV subject*. M. de Blainville proved that it vas
a species of bear: and we think that, though Illigc;

scription, from the cause above alluded to, was ii,< or.cct. his

name is expressively characteristic of one of the subdivisions

of this family, and should be retained.

The uncouth animal, on its arrival in Europe some fnrty-

flve years ago, was taken for a sloth, and obtained the name
of Hradi/pus jientadarti/lnx and I'ninut,

' Five I'm

Sloth, Sloth Bear, or Ursine Moth.' By tin- two last i.

it is, or very lately was, shown in menageries ; and Bewick

gave an excellent portrait of it in his Quadrupeds, as ' an
animal which has hitherto escaped the attention of nutu-

In Hi.- ^inrivdhin of the Zn.li<nl Soclnly fur 1830-18.1], it i.

tin- jtkuUt of mam . tliii pedm whirli 1

ill lu-vci torn more than four inriwir l-rlh hi thr upper i

It ttaiiiliiii; n liltlc in fniU
th* nsU On<- *ipwnon, wav to }oung. that

rttffldvnt tnetoon eonld have fallen out ; nor vm tln-rc

any a]']- :ililiuii having rxitt "\ 111 tho pliu-tfi wllicll they fthouU
HUT* <K-

to reoora tliu urinal bom thr g'-uu t'rjui ; but v cinuot frrc ilh him
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ralists.* Meyer called it a Melurstis ; and Fischer a Ckon-

drorhynchus. It is the Bradypus ursinus of Shaw, though
it bears no relation to the true sloths either in structure or

habits
; the Ursus labiatus of M. Blainville

;
and the Ursus

longirostris of Tiedemann
; the Ours paresseux, and Ours

jongleur of the French, and Await of the Mahrattas. The
short limbs, the depressed air of the head, surmounted by
the hillock of a back, and the whole contour of the ap-

parently unwieldy mass, give the idea of deformity, and
make it a favourite with the Indian mountebanks or jug-
glers, who rely on the attraction of its ugliness.

[Ursua (Prochilus) labiatus/]

The cartilage of the nose is capable of extension, and the

lips of considerable protrusion, as may be seen if the spec-
tutor hold a morsel of fruit or biscuit at a proper distance

for exciting the animal to exert this faculty. The muzzle is

elongated, and, with the ends of the leeC is whitish or yel-
.1. The forehoad rises almost abruptly from the muzzle.

The fur, with the exceptions above noticed and that next

mentioned, is deep '..lack, with here awl there some brown

spots, and is rattier long, particularly round tl> head in old

individuals. Upon the under side at the nock and br<

a white mark, ri-bt-nibling the letters V or Y. In bulk it is

about the tire of the brown bear.

The food of this species IH a state of nature is said to con- 1

sist of fruits, honey, and the while ants, which are so de-

structive. It inhabits the mountaios parts of India, where
its retreat is stated to be in *i*iue caieru. Major (now

j

Culouel) Sykes noticed it in Dukiisn (L>ece*n).

la captivity it appears to be mild, but melancholy. A
pair were kept for some time in the garden of the Zoological

Society, and one still survives. They lived very sociably,
and oi'ten lay huddled together, uttering a kind of rattling
but low whine, or purring, which was continuous and mono-

tonous, but not entirely unmusical : indeed it was termed,

by more than one who heard k, tbeir song. The paw was

generally at the mouth when they made this noise*.

Submenus Helarctot.

Lady Banks received, as n present, in 1819, a Malayan
. which was brought from Bencooleu. This individual

was examined by l*r. Leach, but it does not appear that his

description, it' he wrote aay, was ever published. In 1821

Sir StamJ'ord Rallies gave, in the 13th volirme of the Trans-

action of the Linnean Society, hw interesting account of

the species, under the name of Ursug Malayanus. Soon
afterwards Dr. Horsfield described it as it is found in Su-

matra, by the same name.
The arrival of another species from Borneo, in or about

the year 1825, agreeing with the former in the arrangement
of the teeth, the extensibility of the lips, the great length of

the tongue, the shortness and smoothness of the fur, and
other characters, induced Dr. Horsfield to institute the sub-

's above mentioned. ' The range of both species,' says
Dr. Horsfield,

'

appears to be limited to within a few degrees
of the equator.'

Malayan RPUT. This species, the Bruan* of the Malays,
Rallies, PrnchilusMcuaufmutof Gray,

relax Mataytmut of Ilufeliuld, is jet-black, with the

muzzle of a yellowish tint, and has a semilunar white mark
upon the breast. Dr. Horsfield observes, that the largest

prepared specimen which he had examined measured four
feet six inches along the back.

[Ursos (Helarctos) Malayanus.]

The sagacity of the Malayan bear is said to be great, and
its liking tor delicacies extreme. The honey of the indige-
nous bees of its native forests is supposed to be a favourite

food ; and certainly the extreme length of the tongue is

well adapted for feuding on it. Vegetables form the chief
diet of this bear, and it is said to be attracted to the vicinity
of man by its fondness for the young shoots of the cocoa-nut

trees, to which it is very injurious ; indeed Sir Stamford
Rattles found those of the deserted villages in the Passumah
district of Sumatra destroyed by it. It has not unfrequently
been taken and domesticated.

In confinement it is mild and sagacious. Sir Stamford
Rallies thus describes the manners of one which appears to

have been deservedly a great favourite.
' When taken young,' writes Sir Stamford in l\\e Linnean

Transactions,
'

they become very tame. One lived for two

years in my possession. He was brought up in live nursery
with the children; and, when admitted to my table, as was

frequently the case, gave a proof of liis taste by refusing to

eat any fruit but mangosteens, or to drink any wine but

champagne. The only time I ever knew him to he out of
humour was on an weapon when no champagne was forth-

coming. It was naturally of an affectionate
disposition,

and it was never found neceatary to chain or chastise him.
It was usual for this bear. <tibe cat, the dog, and a small
blue mountain Wrd or lory f Kam Holland, to mess to-

gether, and eat out of the none Hsk'. His favourite play-
fellow was the dog, whose teasing Mid wwrying was always
borne and returned with the -utmost good humour and play-
fulness. As he grew p he became & very powerful animal,
and in his rambles in. Ac gar&B he wevid lay hold of tho

largest plantains, the stems of -which fce ewflu scarcely em-
brace, and tear them ap fcy the roots.'

There is an individual in the garden of the Zoological

Society in the Regent's Park. The specimen presented to

Lady Banks is preserved in the British Museum.
M. Lesson considers this species to be identical with tho

sloth-bear, Prochiius labial us. We cannot agree with him,
and we have had the best opportunities of examining both,
while alive and after death. Few species of bear are, in our

opinion, more distinct.

Bornean Bear, This, the Helarctos Eurytpilas of Hors-

field, differs from the Malayan bear principally in having a

large orange-coloured patch, deeply notched at its upper
part, upon the chest. In size it is supposed to be rather
less than the last. The iir ich was exhibited in

the Tower of London, and from which Dr. U or- field wrote
his description, measured, along the . mu/zlo to

tail, three feet nine inches. It was obtained in Borneo
when very young, and during the voynsre was the con-
stant associate of a monkey and oilier auioials. In confine-

ment its manners greatly re tbos* of the Malayan
bear. Its habits in a state -of nature do not appear to be

known, but are most probably similar to those of the Ma-
N2
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la>an specie*. Dr. Horsflcld gives the following account of

the Burnean bear in captivity , to the- corr, .. liirh

we can bear testimony, for we watched the animal nar-

rowly: 'Our animal has been shown to bo completely

plantigrade: it rests with facility on the posterior foot, anil

its robust thighs not only support it while sitting;, but cvon
enable it to raise itself without difficulty to a nearly erect

posture. But it is more generally seen in a sitting altitude,
at the door of its apartment, eagerly surveying the visitors,

and attracting their notice by the uncoulnness of its form
or the singularity of its motions. Although it appears heavy
and stupid, most of iu senses, particularly those of sight
and smelling, are very acute. The keeper has frequently
observed thai it attentively regards whatever passes before it

in tbe court But the olfactory organs are peculiarly strong,
and appear to be in a state of constant excitement Tbe
HeUtrclut has considerable command over the lleshy extre-

mity of its nose, and the parts adjacent, which it often dis-

plays in a very ludicrous manner, particularly when a morsel
of bread or cake is held at a small distance beyond its reach.

It expands the lateral aperture of the nostrils, protrudes its

upper lip by a strong effort, thrusting it forward as a pro-
boscis, while it employs its paws to seize the object. After

obtaining it and filling the mouth, it places the remainder
with great calmness on the posterior feet, bringing it in

successive portions to its mouth. It often voluntarily places
itself in an imploring attitude, turning the head in dilt'crent

directions, earnestly regarding the spectators and extending
the paws. The Halarctns readily distinguishes the keeper,
nnd evinces an attachment to him. On his approach it em-

all its efforts to obtain food, seconding them by emit-

ting a coarse, but not unpleasant, whining sound. This il

continues while it consumes its food, alternately with a low

grunting noise ; but if teased at this time, it suddenly raises
its voice und emits at intervals harsh and grating, sounds.
Our animal is excessively voracious, and appears to be dis-

posed
to eat almost without cessation. When in a good

humour, it often amuses the spectators in a different man-
ner. Calmly seated in its apartment, it expands the jaws,
and protrudes its long and slender tongue as above de-
scribed. It displays on many occasions not only much gen-
tleness of disposition, but likewise a considerable degree ol

sagacity. It appears conscious of the kind treatment it

receives from its keeper. On seeing him, it often places
itself in a variety of attitudes to court his attention and ca-

. tending its nose and anterior feet, or suddenly
turning round exposing the back, and waiting for
minutes in this altitude with the head placed on the ground.
It delight! in being patted and nibbed, and even allows
strangers to do so; but it violently resents abuse and ill

treatment, and having been irritated, refuses to be courted
while the offending person remains in sight.'

rlarctm) enryipilui.]

The individual whose manners are here so well described
fell a \ii tim to its vora, M g the hot weather of the
summer of

'

morning, und died
within ten minut. ]<, 5Um is preserved in
the Museum of the Zoological Society.

AFRICA* BEAR*.

The existence of bears in Africa has been more than
doubted. Even C'uvier, who saw the t tne

negative evidence on this subject, says, 'the exi-teiK-c of
bears in Africa is not so indisputable.'

Pliny (viii. 3G) observes, that it was recorded in the
Annals that Domitius ^linobarbus, the curule yiidile, in tbe

consulship
of M. Piso and M. Messala, B.C. f>'2, exhibited a

hundred Numidian bears, and as many ^Ethiopian hnntois
in the circus, and adds his wonder that the bears should
have been called Numidian, as it was evident that ni.

were produced in Africa. In the 57th chapter of the -

book he makes the broad assertion, that in Africa there
are neither boars, nor stags, nor goats, nor bears.

I 'isimis Lipsius and Vossius have tried to make out
that these Numidian bears were lions, and adduce, in proa
medals of -Tinobarbus with a man fighting a lion. But. as

C'uvier well observes, how could the Romans, who, a.

ing to this same Pliny, had seen such niultinul

have confounded the two animal-? He liirthc,

that Aldrovandus and Zimmerman support the annalist,

maintaining that a bear exists in Africa, but that it il

and that Solinus even asserts that the bear is finer there,
bring covered with longer hair, and of a very furious dispo-
sition.

Shaw speaks of bears of Barbary, but without particu-
lari/inn; them.

Desfontaines who remained so long at Algiers, and vi-

sited Atlas, never saw a bear, and only heard a vague
report that there might be some in the forests, des environs
de la Calle.'

'

Prosper Alpinus,' says Cuvier, 'attributes bears to

Egypt, but which were assuredly no bears at all, for he
states that they are of the sire of a sheep, and of a white
colour. Never did one of the naturalists of our expedition
see there any true bears.' [But see SYRIAN BKA.R.]

Poncet, indeed, says that one of his mules was wounded
in Nubia by a bear. But Bruce thinks that he confounded
the Arabian word dubbah, which signifies a hytcna, with
dubb (whence probably the name of the star in the con-

stellation), which signifies a bear. He goes farther, nnd
says positively that there is no bear in any part of Africa.

All these authorities are enumerated by Cuvier, who
alludes also to Dapper as placing bears in Congo, but with
no reliance on him.
The inclination of Cuvier's mind, then, seems to have

been against the existence of bears in Africa
;
and yet tho

record of the annalist quoted by Pliny, and the numerous
passages concerning Libyan bears in Herodotus, Virgil,
Juvenal, Martial and others, make a strong case for that
existence.

It was reserved for Ehrenbcrg to s .Ive these doubts in

great measure. In the work above quoted he thus writes
'Moreover, we ourselves have seen in the mountains of
Abyssinia, and therefore in Africa itself, an animal most
like to a bear (nay, why had I not said a bear?) and
hunted it repeatedly, but in vain. It is called by the na-
tives Karrai.' He then goes on to state, that he can give
'O those who are interested in the geographical distribution
of the bear, true tidings of a blackish plantigrade wild beast
nost like unto a bear, in the mountains of Al>\s-:m;>,

though neither Bruce nor Salt makes menli qi of it: and
that, according to the description of the inhabitants, the
mountains of Arabia Felix are inhabited by a similar or
the same blackish bear, said to be remarkable for its length-
ened muzzle. He adds,

'

Forskal, moreover, has brought
tidings of an indigenous Arabian bear.'

MARINE BEAR.

Thu/nrctos.

/'.,/,;/ /,' ,ir. Martens was one of the first who distin-
guished tin .../in actual observation. The bnwn

n stated, appears to ha\e been tho only
species kn.iwn to Linnirus. It is not, indeed, till his tenth
edition that he shows any suspicion that the Polar bear

-tinct; nnd, in his last, he only ventures to say, in a
notice appended to the description of Ursus Arctos, ''Ursui
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maritimus albus major arcticus. Martens. Spitzb. 73. t. o.

f. c. forte distincta species est, nobis noil visa, capite lor.giore,
collo angustiorc.'
The habits, and many parts of its organization adapted

to those habits, of the Polar or Sea Hear, I'Ours Polaire

of the French, Wawpusk of the Cree Indians, Nannouk of

the Esquimaux, Nennook of the Greenlanders, Ursus ma-
ritimus of Erxleben, Ursus marinus of Pallas, Ursus albus
of Brisson, Thalarctos maritimus of Gray, according to

the testimony of all zoologists, have confirmed the accuracy
of Martens.
An inhabitant of the dreary regions which surround the

North Pole with eternal frost, and of those coasts which are

rarely free from ice, the Polar bear is almost entirely car-

nivorous, in a state of nature. Animals of the land and of

the sea, birds and their eggs, the dead and the living, are

alike devoured. An admirable swimmer and diver, and of

great strength, he chases the seal with success, and is said

to attack the Walrus itself. Cartwright relates an anec-
dote in proof of his agility in the water. lie saw a Polar
bear dive after a salmon, and the bear dived with success,
for he killed his fish. Captain Lyon gives the following
account of its hunting the seal :

' The bear on seeing his

intended prey, gets quietly into the water, and swims until

to leeward of him, from whence, by frequent short dives he

silently makes his approaches, and so arranges his distance,

that, at the last dive, he comes to the spot where the seal

is lying. If the poor animal attempts to escape by rolling
into the water, he falls into the bear's clutches ; if, on the

contrary, he lies still, his destroyer makes a powerful spring,
kills him on the ice, and devours him at leisure.' The
same author informs us that this bear not only swims with

rapidity, but is capable of making long springs in the water.

Captain Sabine states that he saw one about midway be-

tween the north and south shores of Barrow's Straits, which
are forty miles apart, though there was no ice in sight to

which he could resort for rest.

The floating carcasses of whales and other marine animals
form a considerable part of its food, and the smell of the

burning hreng often brings it to the whale ships. Dr. Ri-

chardson says, that it does not disdain, in the absence of other

food, to seek the shore in quest of berries and roots. The
Polar bear moves faster on firm ground than might be sup-
posed from his appearance. Captain Lyon describes its

pace when at full speed, as 'a kini of shuttle, as quick as
the sharp gallop of a horse.'

This species is of a more lengthened form than that of
the others, the head is very much elongated and flattened,
the- ears and mouth comparatively small, the neck very long
and thick, and the sole of the foot very large. The fur is

silvery white tinged with yellow, close, short and even on
the head, neck, and upper part of the back ; long, fine, and
inclined to be woolly on the hinder parts, legs, and belly.
The sole of the foot exhibits a beautiful instance of adapta-
tion of means to an end, for it is almost entirely covered
with long hair, affording the animal a firm footing on the
ice. The claws are black, not much curved, thick and
short. Captain Lyon'* crew found none of the terrible

effects (skin peeling off, &c., &c.) from eating the llesh,
,i -ib' (1 to it by some of the earlier voyagers.

[Unw (ThalnrctM) m.intimui.J

The accounts given of the size, strength, and ferocity of
this animal by the early navigators are appalling; but the
accuracy of modern investigation has dissipated a good deal
of the awe with which it -was regarded, and has gone far to

prove, that the excited imagination of some of the narrators
has led them beyond the truth. That the polar bear when
pressed will attack man there is no doub't, and that such an
attack must be most formidable, every one who has seen
the fine specimen, killed in 70 40' N. lat. and 68 00' W.
long., brought home by Captain (now Sir John) Ross, from
his first voyage (1818), and exhibited on the staircase of
the British Museum, will allow. But when one informs us
that the skin of a Polar bear slain by him and his comrades
was twenty-three feet long ;

and another, that he and his

party were frequently attacked by them, that they seized
on the seamen, carried them off with the greatest ease, and
devoured them at their leisure within sight of the survivors

;

we must be permitted to pause before we give entire credence
to the stories.

The gallant adventurers who conducted the modern
northern expeditions penetrated far beyond the points
formerly reached, and had opportunities of observing num-
bers of Polar bears. The greatest length from nose to tail,

recorded by Captain Phipps, is seven feet one inch, the

weight of the beast being six hundred and ten pounds.
Captain Ross records the measurement of seven feet ten
inches, and the weight of eleven hundred and sixty pounds ;

and Captain Lyon states, that one which was unusually
large, measured eight feet seven inches and a half, and

weighed sixteen hundred pounds. The greater number of

ftill grown individuals are spoken of as tar inferior to these
in dimensions and weight.
The testimony of zoologists is to the same effect. The

adult female mentioned by Pallas was only six feet nine
inches from nose to tail

;
and that in the French menagerie,

alluded to by Cuvier, measured about six feet English on
its arrival, and gained nothing in size at the end of seven

years. The individual which lias been kept for a consi-

derable time in the garden of the Zoological Society is fa-

miliar to many of our readers, and furnishes another in-

stance of the average proportions of these animals.

Pennant states that Polar bears are frequent on all the

Asiatic coasts of the Frozen Ocean, from the mouth of the
Obi eastward, and that they abound in Nova Zenibla,

Cherry Island, Spitzbergen, Greenland, Labrador, and the
coasts of Baffin's and Hudson's Bays, but that they are un-
known on the shores of the White Sea. Captain (now Sir

Edward) Parry, saw them within Barrow's Straits as far as

Melville Island
; and, during his daring boat-voyage, be-

yond the 8'^ north latitude. Dr. Richardson says, that

the limit of their incursions southwnrd on the shores of

Hudson's Bay and of Labrador, may be stated to be about
the 55th parallel. Captain (now Sir John) Franklin learnt

from the Esquimaux to the westward of Mackenzie River,
that they occasionally, though rarely, visited that coast.

Captain Beechey did not meet with any in his voyage to

Icy Cape.
As the Polar bear resides principally on the fields of ice,

he is frequently drifted far from the land. ' In this way,"

says Dr. Richardson,
'

they are often carried from the coast

of Greenland to Iceland, where they commit such ravages
on the flocks, that the inhabitants rise in a body to destroy
them.' The same author gives the following observations,

confirmatory of Hearne, from Mr. Andrew Graham's MSS.
' In winter,' says Graham, ' the white bear sleeps like

other species of the genus, but takes up its residence in a
different situation, generally under the declivities of rocks,
or at the foot of a bank where the snow drifts over it to a

groat depth; a small hole for the admission of fresh air is

constantly observed in the dome of its den. This, however,
has regard solely to the she-bear, which retires to her
winter quarters in November, where she lives without food,

brings forth two young about Christmas, and leaves the

den in the month of March, when the cubs are as large as

a shepherd's dog. If perchance her offspring are tired,

they ascend the back of the dam, where they ride secure
either in water or ashore. Though they sometimes go
nearly thirty miles from the sea in winter, they always
come down to the shores in the spring with their cubs,
where they subsist on seals and sea-weed. The he-bear
wanders about the marshes and adjacent parts until No-
vember, and then poes out to the sea upon the ice, and

preys upon seals. They are very fat, and though very in-
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offensive if not meddled with, they are very fierce when

provol
The Esquimnux account of the hybernation of this

l\

is tliu^ rrl.iti 1 l>y Captain l.yon :

' From Ooyarrakhioo, a

man. 1 obtained in account of the bear,

:v-img to be passed over.

A 'in-lit of winter, the pregnant she-bears

are very tat, and always solitary. When a heavy fall of

snow sets in. the animal seeks some hollow place in which
she can lie down, and then remains quiet while the snow

n her. Sometimes she will wait until a quantity of

snow has fallen, and then digs herself a cave : at all <

it seems necessary that she should be covered by and lie

amongst snow. She now goes to sleep, and docs not wake
until the springsun is pretty high, when she brings forth

her two cubs. The cave, by this time, has become much

larger, by the effect of the animal's warmth and breath, so

that the cubs have room enough to move, and they acquire
considerable strength by continually sucking. The dam at

ill becomes so thin and weak, that it is with great dilli-

she extricates herself, when the sun is powerful enough
to throw a strong glare through the snow which roofs the
ileu. The Esquimaux affirm, that during this long confine-

ment the bear has no evacuations, and is herself the means
of preventing them by stopping all the natural passages
with moss, grass, or earth. ( See nntc on the bear's tapptn.)
The natives find and kill the bears during their confine-

ment by means of dogs, which scent them through the

snow, and begin scratching and howling very eagerly. As
it would be unsafe to make a large opening, a long trench
is cut, of sufficient width to enable a man to look down, and
see where the bear's head lies, and he then selects a mortal

part into which he thrusts his spear. The old one being
killed, the hole is broken open, and the young cubs may be
taken out by hand, as, having tasted no blood, and never

having been at liberty, they are then very harmless and

quiet. Females which are not pregnant roaai throughout
the whole winter in the- same manner ae the males. The
coupling time is in May.'
That part of these accounts which relates to the non-

hybernation of some of these bears is corroborated by Cap-
tain Parry, who saw them roaming in the course of the two
winters which he passed on the coast of Melville Peninsula.
That the Polar bear will subsist on vegetable diet was

proved in the case of twe which lived and throve for years
in the Fre.ncli menagerie without being allowed to touch
animal food. The individual kept in the Tower in the

reign of Henry III. seems to have been indulged indict
and recreation more congenial to its habits, for there arc
two of the king's writs extant in choice Latin, directing the
sheriff's of London to furnish four- pence a day for 'our
white bear in our Tower of London, and his keeper,' and to

provide a muzzle mid iron-chain to hold him when out of

the water, and a long and strong rope to hold him when he
is fulling in the Thames.*

FOSSIL BEARS.

The fossil remains of these animals, when first found,
ministered, as might have been expected from the spirit of
the :i !.-, of the marvellous,
and figured in l -riptions nf the time. The
caverns of th'- in iirMwurbood of the FTartz were ransacked
for them ; and i . irtue as i; nndor
the title of fossil I'nirnrns' Bones, procured a ready sale.

In tl Lit/., there is a figure of one of
these foil unicorns, the product of an imagination suili

But it was not till the year 1C72, as Cuvier observes, that

any notice, truly osteological, appeared on i : . w h'-n
i gave some representations of their bones brought

from a cave of the Carpathians, as those of dragons ; and,
by way of helping the evidence, informed his readers that

wore still to be found in Transylvania dragons alive
1
ing.

nm Mok evrkhi., tlutw mlijoin tUa given by Timlin

mitiliiu tandonfo lul.-m. rrirri|,hum ,>,!,, ciuo.1 nnd.im
Duo wtr. Albo ,, teuttmut UM)u Turrtm uaMrum Ix.nrionix il.Uh-i.

tMlrDdiun, rl fMUtom ifMlm tiufuli tlirbu* quamdiu fucriut ibulrm. h-
dmutoi <1 luilrDlnlionrra mam.'brrr f.-i.iii< .(".,!,. r

Rra VicKoBltibw
AW IM .trt.

.

nimi. Vnrct|.iniiu *<*>li
ft.it .,!.

' nnnd
. m

nu.lr> London!*, lubrrr bruin un.im muM-llum n mmm rMlirnnra f.-m-am.
*A 11-i.raihim t'r.nra ilium nlrm v|ium. f. uium loiiifam .-i

curopuUbttur, r.

These were the remains of the extinct bear of the

(Ursui tijflteut), iin minimi which im^t have a

a large ho: . some of whose bones are L'lven by
:i'tinn Hfs y.tiolithft ft dt Carernft

dins If Margrarint ilf Harruth (I 77 I). Kosemniillcr, in

1791 and I79S, ga\e the figure of a rrnnium from
lenreuth : and John Hunter, in the Philotnpliicul Trantae-
linn* (1791), described the bones found then- : and the

Margrave of Anspach the caves. In l-oi Ki'semmiller

again returned to the subject
The amount of information had now arrived to such a

point, that Blumenbach distinguished the sluills found in
the caverns as those of two distinct species, and gave them
severally the names of Urnu tpelteus and L'rsus arcloidru*,
which Cuvier adopted, expressing, however, his opinion
that they were only varieties of the same sp<

Without entering largely into a detail of all the caverns
where these remains were found, it may be as well shortly
to notice some of the different districts where they occur.
Those in the neighbourhood of the Hartz furnished tii.

unicorns' bones above alluded to. The princip.il of ihese are
those of Scharzfeld and Baumann, the hitter of which owes
its name (Baumanns Hohle) to a wretched miner, who, in

1670, lured by the hope of finding ore, sought its recesses.
There he wandered, alone and in darkness, three days and
three nights. At length he found his way out, but in so
exhausted a condition, that he only returned to the light
of day to die.

The caverns of the Carpathians supplied the dragons'
bones above mentioned.

In Franconia, near Muggendorf, the caves are numerous
and abound in bones. Here are the caverns of G.

rcuth, Rabenstein, Kuhloch, &c.
The south-west border of the Tliuringenvald has those of

Gliicksbrnnn and Leibenstein, near Memungen, and V

phalia those of K'.iiterhohle and Sundwick.
In these caves, it appears,

-

generations of
now swept from the face- of the earth alwolutely

extinct as species were born, lived, and died, for a

long series of years. Roscnmiillcr, Hunter, Blnmenbach,
Cu\ier, and Buckland, all agree in this point. The firM of
these found bones of a bear so young. Ih.it its death mu>t
have almost immediately followed its birth, anil other re-
mains of individuals which must have died in their y.uith.
It would be out of place here to give an account of the
remains of the other animals, many of them -,\\<n extinct,
found in the same places; but it is aurceil i.n all sides, that
rtie proportion of bears, in relation to the others, must
been great. Bnckland (Keliquiee Diluriante) thu-

pressively describes the scene in the cavern of Kiihlorh.
'

It is literally true, that in this single cavern (the si/e and
proportions of which are nearly equal to those of the into
nor of a large church) there arc hundreds of cart loads of

blapk animal dust, entirely covering the whole floor, to a

depth which, if we multiply this depth by the length and
breadth of the cavern, will be found i

teet. The wh^le of this mass has been again and
dug over in search of teeth and bones, which it still con;

abundantly, though in broken fragments. The sta>

these is very different from that of the bones we find in any
of the other caverns, Wiing of a black, or, more properly
speaking, dark umber colour Uuvogfcout, and many of
them readily crumbling under tbe toger into a soft (lark

powder, resembling mummy powder, and being of the same
nature with the black ear* in whick they are ;

The quantity of ramat matter accnmubud OB tW floor
is the mo* surprising *n* the ly thing . 1 ever

witnessed; and many rrundred, 1 nay say thousand,
in.liudnals must have contributed their remains' to make up
tlris appaHing moss of the dust of death, it rooms, in great
part, to be dernwd from comminuted and pulverised <

forthefleaky pnts of animal bodies produce, by their de-

cow^osnion. mil a quantity at permanent earthy resi-

duum, that we out* *eek far AM origin of thu MM p;
i* decay** haMt. T* owe is s *y, ttwt the Wack

oartfe lies in (fee state T IMM jxrwdur, and rises in <!n,t

under the feet.- it ate retains e large proportion of its

original nawal , that it M occasionally used 1

MMats a* MchiiMf -maawc Car the adjacent meadow*.'
'he fotUw^isnMedtytheftofeewjrin 11 i' ! : ! bava

stated, Th th total quantity f WBMal matter that lies

within this cavern cannot be computed at less than 5000
cubic feet

;
now allowing two cubic feet of dust and bouts
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for each individual animal, we shall have ki this single
vault the remains of at least 2500 bears, a number which
may have been supplied in the space of 1000 years, by a
mortality at the rate of two and a half per annum.'
The remains of Ursus spelaus are not confined, in Ger-

many, to the caverns, for, in 1820, the author last quotedmnd in the collection of the monastery of Kremsmin-
ter, near Steyer, in Upper Austria, skiills and bones of
B species in consolidated beds of gravel, forming a pudding

stone, and dug for building near the monastery. Necker
i Saussure found them also in the clefts of the rocks con-

taining iron ore at Kropp, in Carniola.
The remains of bears have been detected in the cave at
sdale, in that at Paviland, in Kent's hole, Banwell cave

&c. in England : and generally in the ossiferous caverns of
the south of France. The bones found in the largest pro-
portion at the Grotte d Echenoz, on the south of Vesoul byM. Tirana, and examined by Cuvier, were those of Ursits
spe/a-us. Bones of bears have been also found in the
osseous breccia at Pisa, Nice, &c.

Ti
G
T'n ^T Bear-~ Urslf-> spela-us (Blumenbach).1 he skull of this extinct species is considerably raised above

the root of the nose, so that the forehead, which presentstwo convex elevations, is a good deal curved. Its size is
ibout one-fifth larger than the largest of those of l\ie BrownHear (Ursus arctos), or of the Polar bear.
Ursus arctoideus (Blumenbach). The skull of this ap-

proaches nearest to the black bear of America, but it has
less vertical elevation, and the muzzle is more elongated

is equal in size to that of Ursus spelanu. The remains
these two fossil bears are found in the same localities

and Cuvier is of opinion, as has been observed, that thcv
are only varieties of the same species.A third species of cavern bear has been figured by Golc
us*, under the name of Ursa* priscus, in his work upo
the environs of Muggendorf, where it was found. Its sku

smaller, and differs less from the crania of livin- beai
tlian those of the preceding species.
Those dentelated canine teeth which were attributed t

ears under the name of Ursu Etruscan and Ursus cultrt

tr J,
'"""' Cr 'zet and Jobert ' and otnen

. an<l to cat
) by Bravard, belong, according to Kaup, neither to

bear nor to a cat, and he adds his doubt whether thei
elonged to an animal which had the least affinity either t

the one or the other.
He has formed a new genus for their reception, under thename of Machatrodus, and adds that these canine teeth and

even the dentelations on their concave edge, have a perfec
resemblance to the teeth of the Megalosaurus. PSee MA-
CHAIRODUS.]
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We ought not, perhaps, to conclude this article without
lernng to those hybrids which were supposed to be the

offspring engendered between a dog and a bear. Even, at
the present day there is an inclination to believe in the cx-
tence of such animals

; nay, it is said that there is a crea-
e now in England to which such a parentage has been
ributed. We need hardly observe that it is extremely
robable, to use no stronger term, that two animals dif-

fering so widely in their dentition and general structure,
i the periods of gestation and in their habits, should pro-e a mule; and yet whoever reads the following circura-
tantial account will, we think, come to the conclusion that
e animal described and figured i.y the author was actuallyeen by him. In the '

Histoires Prodigieuses cxtraictes de
usieurs fameux autheurs, Grecs et Latins, sacrez et pro-

phanes, divisi'es en cinq Tomes, Le Premier par P. Boais-
tuau, Tome Premier, Paris, 1582,' is the description and
ftgurc which, by the kindness of a friend, who possesses
this curious book, we are enabled to lay before our readers.

'

Histoire Prodigieuse d'un chien Monstrueux, engendrr
d'un Ours, et d'une dogue d'Angleterre, observe par 1'au-
theur a Londres, avcc plusieurs autres discours memorablea,
tur le naturel de cest animal.

CHAPITRE XXX.
'
Par-ce ilecteur) que ce fut en Angleterre, en la fameuse

fits' de Lodres, que i'observay premier le naturel et la figure
de cest animal, lequel tu vois icy depeinct, i'ay bien voulu
avant qu'en fairc plus ample description (pour n'estre ac-
cuse d'ingratitude) celebrer la memoire de ceux desquelz
'ay receu quelque faveur.' The author then mentions 'la
maieste de la Royne Elizabeth/ of whom he states that he

had a most gracious audience, speaks with gratitude of the
ivours winch he received from Mosieiir I

1

Admiral d'An^le-
terre Mosieur Sicile (Cecil), premier secretaire de la Royne
and de M5sieur le Cote d'Arfort (Hertford) : records the
liberality of '

Monseigneur le Cote de Candalle, de Mon-
seigneur le Marquis de Trans, & de Monseigneur le MarquisHe IMesle, qui estoient pour lors en ostage en Angleterre

'

and thus returns to his hybrid : Mais nun que nos
eprenons les erres de nostre matiere, cest animal mon-
streueux, que tu vois figure au cCmencement de ce chapitre

it engendrc d une Dogue d'Angleterre & d'un Ours de
orte qu'il participe de 1'une & de 1'autre nature : ce qui ne
semblera estrange a ceux qui out observe a Londres, come
les dogues & les ours sont logez en de peiits cachets, les uns
aupres des aulres : & quand ilz sont en leur chaleurs, ceux
"ui sont deputez pour les gouverner, enferment une oursa~ une Dogue cnsemhle, de sorte que pressez de lieurs
lureurs naturelles, ilz convertissent leur cruaute en amour,
&c de telles coniunctions, naissent quelquefois des animaux
seblables a cestuy, encore que soil bien raremet : entre
lesquelz i'en ay observe deux, quon avoit donne a Mon-
seigneur le Marquis de Trans : 1'un duquel il fist present a
Monsieur le conte d'Alphestan, ambassadeur de 1'Empereur:
1 autre qu'il a faict amener en Friice, sur lequel i'ay fait
retirer cestuy au naturel, sas que le peintre y ait rien
obmis*.'

The author then goes on to cite instances of hybrids
among quadrupeds, and thus continues :

' Mais afin de re-
tourner i la descriptio de nostre animal, duquel tu vois la

figure si mostrueuse, qui ressemble a un ours racoursy aussi
avoit les gestes, le rauglemct, & toutes ses autres facons de
faire plus aprochantes de Tours que du chic, mais ie te puis
asseurer que c'est 1'une des pis furieuses bestes que Ton
puisse regarder: car il n'y a espece d'animal auquel il ne
s^attache, soil Ours, Lyon, Taureau & autres semblables : &
si est si ardent en ses combatz, que depuis qu'il a mis la
lent sur quelque beste, il se feroit plustost demembrer que
laisser prise, come i'ay veu par experience a Londres quandon Ie fist combatre centre Tours.' M. Boaistuau then
alludes to the story of the hybrid engendered between a
tiger and a bitch presented to Alexander the Great in India,
and refers to A'lian, Diodorus Siculus, Strabo, Plutarch,
and others.

The author of this description, is the Pierre Boaistuau, ou
3oistuau, dit Launay, the subject of the following eulogy by
^acroix du Maine :

' Boaistuau a etc homme ties docte et
des plus eloquens orateurs de son siccle, ct lequel avoit
une fa$on de parler autant douce, coulaute, et agrdable
[u'autre duquel j'aye lu les ecrits.' He is also said to have
)een one of the first writers who recommended mothers to
uckle their children.

The probability is, that he was deceived by the English
lear-wards and dog-fighters of Elizabeth's time, and that
ome dog, selected for its bear-like appearance in certain

points, an appearance aided by cropping the ears and tail,
xnd other skilful artifices, was palmed upon him and upon
thers as a hybrid" engendered between a dog and a bear
BEARBERRY. [See ARCTOSTA'PHYLOS.]BEAR LAKE. The great sheet of water to which the
ame of the Great Bear Lake has been given is situated in
he north-west part of North America, near the arctic circle.

ts shape is very irregular, the entire lake being formed by
ve arms or bays whicljjiave a common centre. The great-
st diameter of the lake is in a direction north-east from

La mere qiii le portal esloit cliienue, & le Masle qui la couvrit esloil
lira.
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Port Franklin, which it placed on the south-western ex-

tremity of the lake, in 65 12' N. Int., and 12:i 12' W. lonsr.

The measurement from this point across the lake in the

direction just mentioned to the north-eastern part of Dease's

Bay, is about ISO geographical miles. The diameter taken

in the direction south-cast by cast, from the western shore

of Smith's Bay to the eastern shore of M'Tavish Ray, is

rather mure than 120 geographical miles. The depth of

I'm- threat collection of fresh water has not been ascertained,

but it is known to be very great; no bottom was found with

270 feet of line near to the shore in M'Tuusli Bay. The
water, which appears of a light-blue colour, is so transpa-
rent, that a piece of white rag let down into it was visible at

the depth of ninety feet.

The exact height of the surface of Bear Lake aliovc the

arctic sea has not been ascertained with exactness, lint a

careful computation made by Dr. Richardson leads him to

believe that it is not quite 200 feet above the ocean ; and in

this cose the bottom of the lake must lie below the surface

of the sea, as is known to be the case with other of the preat

lakes in this quarter of America, and with lakes in other

parts of the globe also. The bottom of the three great
American lakes, Huron, Michigan, and Superior, is said to

be 300 feet below the level of the Atlantic; and the lowest

part of Loch Ness in Scotland is more than "00 feet below
the level of the Murray Firth.

At the bottom of Dease's Bay, which forms the north-

eastern arm of the lake, it receives the water of Dease River,
which is the principal feeding stream. At the bottom of

Keitli Bay is the Bear Lake River, tlie outlet stream,
which flows in a south-west direction for seventy miles

to its junction with the Mackenzie River, in C4
J
59' N.

lat., which point is about 500 miles from the mouth of

that river iu the arctic ocean. The breadth of Bear Lake
River, throughout its whole course, is never less than -150

feet, except at one remarkable place, called the Rapid, about

midway between the lake aivl Mackenzie River. The
depth of the stream varies from one to three fathoms, anil

llo.is six miles per hour. It is joined in its course by
several considerable branches of muddy water. The rapid

just mentioned is caused by the river 'struggling through
a chasm bounded by two perpendicular walls of limestone
over an uneven bed of the same material.' The walls of

the rapid are about three miles long and 120 feet high.
The Bear Lake River Hows into the Mackenzie at a right
anulc, and its entrance is distinguished by a very remark-
able mountain, whose summit displays a variety of insulated

peaks, crowded in an irregular manner. From the base of

this mountain two streams of sulphureous water How into

the Mackenzie, and from the lower cliffs which front that

river a dark bituminous liquor issues and discolours the rock.

Great Bear Lake contains an abundance of fish. Captain
Franklin relates, that towards the end of summer and in

autumn the
produce

of from fifteen to twenty nets kept in

use at Fort Franklin was from three to eight hundred fish

daily, of the kind called the herring-salmon of Bear Lake,'
and occasionally some trout, tittamcg, and carp.

(Narrative of a Second Exjx'dition to the Shores ofth?
Polar Sea, 1825-1827, by Captain Franklin; ttppgraphi-
cal and Geographical Knlices (if the North-west Territory,
read before the Geological Society of London, by Dr. Rich-
ardson.)

BKAR'S-FOOT. [See HKLI.KBORUS.]
BEAR'S AVHORTLE-BERRY.the generic and specific

characters of which have been given under the article

AHCTOSTAPHYLOS Uvx URSI, was used in medicine by the

anticnts, fell into neglect, and was restored about the middle
of the last century. It possesses manifest astringent and,
.in'liT certain circumstances, diuretic properties. The leaves

arc the part of the plant which is used. These are destitute

of nmcll, but have an astringent, bitter taste. Analysed by
Mcixsncr, 100 parts contained

Gall' .....
Tannin, combined with gallic acid .

' .....
lorophyllc .....

K\tr;ictive, with malato and other salts

Ditto, with citrate of lime. . . .

< .
, and extractive ....

Liu'iiin ......
\Vater ......

I '20

3G'<10

.'!:) I

0'86

:;

COO

101-41

The leaves aie frequently intermixed with those of lh

J'ai;-iniiiiii ritix Itltr-n. or cow-berry, from which they may
be distinguished by not being spotted nor having the margin
rerolutc. The watery infusion of the cow-berry It

In-ati'.l with muriate of iron merely becomes green. Tlio

wat";'\ i;i:'n-i K of the bear-berry so treated throws d.>wn a

hhicut.-h-grcy precipitate ; also with lli. . ihe / '.i.--

einium iiltirinnxiiHi, or bog whorllo-borry. To di*lin

them from these last is more impirtant than from tin

going, as the leaves of the bog whortlc-Uerry are p nM.nous.

They do not possess the leathery texture, or the reticulated

character of the leaves of the Uca ursi. The leaves of the

Bu.rus xeaijternrfnt, or common box, are ol'ien fraudulently
intermixed with it. They may be distinguished le,

veins of the leaves running from the mid-rib to the margin,
not being reticulated like the Uva ursi, h-nim: an un-

pleasant smell, and yielding on analysis the principle called

li n. rin.

The power of the leaves is greatest over the mucous
membranes and the kidneys. The leaves rubbed with cold

water yield up all their tannin and gallic acid, and thus
afford an infusion of great efficacy iu haemorrhages from
the prostate gland. In cases of tendency to culculous dis-

eases, especially of the phosphatic diathesis. H i> uf '_'reat

use when persevered in : also in catarrh of the bladder. It

has been thought useful in consumption, and indeed its

tonic power may render it occasionally serviceable. It is

administered in powder, in the form of an infusion or de-

coction
;
but the best form in which it can be longest used is

that of extract, as recommended by Dr. Prout.

(See Prout On Diseases of the Urinary Organ*, second
edit., p. 185.)

BEARD, the hair wlkch grows upon the chin and con-

tiguous parts of the fac.d in men, and sometimes, though
rare'.y. in women.

AVithjmen
its growth is the distinctive

sign of manhood.
The fashion of the beard has varied greatiy in different

times and different
countries ;

and some of the learned in

curious trilles have spareu no pains to record the changes.
Hotoman \uote a treatise expressly on the beard, entitled

Poxunias (HOrUMAS), first printed at Leyden in 1JM>,
and which, on account of its rarity, was reprinted at length
by Pitiscus in his Lfrirnn.
The earliest notice of attention to its growth is probably

in Leviticus, where the lawgiver of the Jews (chap. xix.

27) says,
' thou shall not mar the corners of thy beard.'

Generally speaking, the growth of the beard was culti-

vated among the nations of the East, although it must lie

observed that most of the Egyptian figures in the antient

paintings are without beards. In Rosellini's work we havu
a series of portraits of Egyptian kings, nearly ail without
beards. (See Plate No. x. &c.) The antient Indian philo-

sophers called Gymnosophists were solicitous to ha\e long
beards, which were considered symbolical of wisdom. The
Assyrians and Persians also prided themtelves on the

leimih of their beards; and St. Chrysoslom informs us

(O/ii-ru, edit. Monf.iuc. torn. xi. p. 378) that the kings of

Persia had their beards interwoven or matted with gold
thread. The figures on the Babylonian cylinders are usu-

ally represented with beards; and those on the relief's from

Per.-cpoli- in the British Museum.
Aaron Hill, in his Account of the Ottoman Emjiire,

folio, London, 1 70'J, p. 45, draws this distinction between
the Persians and the Turks: 'the Persians HCMT shave
the hair upon the upper lip, but cut and trim the beard

upon their chin, according to the various forms their several

lead them to make choice of: whereas the Turks

preserve with care a very long and spreading beard, esteem-

ing the deficiency of that respected ornament a shameful
mark of servile slavery.' The slaves in the seraglio are
shaved as a mark of servitude.

The Chinese are said to affect long beards, but nature

having denied their natural growth, they are sometimes

supplied to the chin artificially. (See NoltveatUC Mi'ni'iiri'x

xitr I'Ktat tie la Chine, par le R. P. Louis le Comte, torn. i.

p. 209.)
Athentcus (xiii. p. 5C5, edit. Casaub. Lugd. 1657) ob-

tV'im Chrysippus's treatise lie honeslo et volujitntf,
that the Creeks wore their beards till the time of Alexander.
The first person who rut his beard at Athens, he adds, was
ever after called r.'.,iT,,r, tin- A/M/TV;. Plutarch, in his Life
of Thritftu, mentims incidentally that Alexander cut olf

the beard* of the Macedonian soldiers, that they might not
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be used as handles by their enemies in battle. The Greeks
continued to shave the beard till the time of Justinian,
under whom long beards came again into fashion, and so

continued till the taking of Constantinople by the Turks,
hi 1J53. The Greek philosophers usually made the beard
a distinguishing feature in their appearance, whence the pro-
verb IK Ttayuvog oo<t>oi, Persius (Sat, iv. 1) terms Socrates

magister barbatus, the ' bearded master ;' and Prudentius

(Ano/h. ii. 200) bestows the same title of barbatus upon
Plato.

Varro (De Re Rustica, lib. ii. c. 1 1, edit. Commelin. 8vo.

1 59i, p. 126) and Pliny, following his authority (Hist. Nat.
edit. Harduin, lib. vii. c. 59), say that the Romans did not

begin to shave till the year of the city 45-1, when Publius
Ticinius Mena brought over barbers from Sicily. Scipio
Africanus, Pliny adds, was the first Roman who shaved

every day. The first day of shaving among the Romans
was subsequently considered as the entrance upon the state

of manhood, and was kept with festivities like a birth-day.
This practice is alluded to by Juvenal (Sal. iii. 186).
Alexander ab Alexandra (Genial. Diet-, lib. v. $ 18) says
tiie Roman youth consecrated the first fruits of their beards
to some god, a custom which is illustrated by passages in

Martial, Statius, and other authors.

Augustus, and the Roman emperors his successors, till

Hadrian, shaved, as appears by their coins. Hadrian was
the first emperor who wore a beard. (See Dion. Casiius,
edit. 1 750, lib. Ixviii. p. 1 132.) Plutarch says he wore it to

hide the scars in his face. The emperors who followed

Hadrian continued to wear beards. (Pancirollus de Rebus
Memorabilibus, edit. Francof. 1660, p. 163.) Rasche, how-

ever, in his Lexicon Rei Num., notices the circumstance of

Augustus suffering his beard to grow as a mark of grief
for the death of Julius Caesar ; and says that certain coins

struck about this timo at Aria, A.UC. 710, present the

portrait of Augustus bearded. Dion. Cassius, lib. xlviii.

(edit. Hamb. 1750, torn. i. p. 551) says that Augustus put
off his beard about A.u.c. 717, with great ceremony and

feasting. Antoninus Pius and Marcus Aurelius wore

lengthened beards as philosophers ; though Aurelius, when
young, is represented without a beard. [See ANTOXINUS.]
Some of the Africans wore long l>eards, as may be seen

upon the coins of Juba. (See Rasche, Lexicon Rei Num.
torn. ii. p. 2, col. 1018.)

It would require no small space to enter minutely into the

history and vicissitudes of the beard among the nations of
modern Europe. The Lombards, or Longobardi, derived
their name entirely from its length : and Eginhard, the

secretary of Charlemagne, informs us that the Merovingian
or first race of French kings were equally solicitous to

nourish its growth ; though at a later period among the

French it should seem that the common people shaved the

whole beard.

The antient Britons, according to Caesar (De Bella Ga.lt.

lib. v. c. 14), wore no beards except upon the upper lip.

He probably spoke of the Kentish Britons only, or of the

tribes who immediately adjoined them. Strabo speaks of

the beards of the inhabitants of the Cassiterides, the Scilly

inlands, as in his time like those of goats. (Geogr. edit.

Falconer, Oxf. 1807, fol. lib. i. p. 239.)

Tacitus, speaking of the Catti, one of the antient German
nations, says, from the age of manhood they encouraged
the growth of the hair and beard, nor would lay them aside

till they had slain an enemy. (De Mor. Germanorum,
c. xxxi.)
The Anglo-Saxons, at their arrival in Britain, and for a

considerable time after, wore beards. Dr. Henry (Hist. Gr.

Brit. 4to. Edinb. 1774, vol. ii. p. 585), however, says that

after the introduction of Christianity their clergy were

obliged to shave their beards in obedience to the laws, and
in imitation of the practice of all the Western churches.

This distinction, he adds, between the clergy and the laity-

subsisted for some timo ;
and a writer of the seventh cen-

tury complains that the manners of the clergy were then so

corrupted, that they could not be distinguished from the

laity by their actions, but only by their want of beards. By
degrees the English laity began to imitate the clergy so far

n^ to shave all their beards except the upper lip.

The English spies who were sent by Harold to discover

the strength and situation of the Duke of Normandy's
forces returned with the account that almost all his army
had the appearance of priests, as they had the whole face

with both lips shaven. (See Malmesbury, lib. iii.) The

Nonnans, indeed, not only shaved their beards themselves,
but when they became possessed of authority, they obliged
others to imitate their example. It is mentioned by some
of our historians as one of the most wanton acts of tyranny
in William the Conqueror, that he compelled the English
(who had been accustomed to let the hair of their upper
lips grow) to shave their whole beards; and this was to

disagreeable to many of them, that they chose rather to

abandon their country than to lose their whiskers. (See
Mat. Paris, edit. 1640; Vit. Abbat. S. Albani, torn. i. p. 46.)
Ordericus Vitalis, p. 815, relates a curious anecdote of

Henry I. submitting to lose his beard at the remonstrance
and by the hands of Serlo, archbishop of Sees.

In the higher classes of society the beard, in a greater or

a less degree, was encouraged by the English fora series of

centuries, as is evident from the sepulchral monuments of
our kings and chief nobility, and from portraits where they
remain. Edward III. is represented upon his tomb at

Westminster with a beard which would have graced a phi-

losopher. Stowe, in his Annals, edit. 1631, p. 571, in his

account of the reign of Henry VIII. under 1535, says,
' The

8th of May the king commanded all about his court to poll
their heads, and, to give them example, he caused his own
head to be polled, and from thenceforth his beard to be
knotted, and no more shaven.' The practice of wearing the
beard continued to a late period ;

and the reader will readily
call to recollection the portraits of Paulet Marquess of

Winchester, Cardinal Pole, and Bishop Gardiner, all orna-
mented with flowing beards, in the reign of Mary I. The
commentators on Shakspeare show tl*dt in the reign of
Elizabeth beards of different cut were appropriated to dif-

ferent characters and professions. The soldier had one

fashion, the judge another, the bishop different from both.

Malone has quoted an old ballad, inserted in a miscellany
entitled Le Prince d"Amour, 8vo. 1660, in which some of

these forms are described and appropriated. (See Reed s

Shaksp. 8vo. Lond. 1803, vol. xii. p. -399.) Taylor, the

Water-Poet, in his Whip of Pride (Works, fol. 1630, p. 43),
likewise describes the fashions of the beard as they still

continued to subsist in his time :

' Now a few linos to paper I will put,
Of meu's beards' strange and variable cut;
In which there's some ilo take as vain a pride
As almost in all other things beside.

Some are reap'd most substantial like a brush,
"

Which makes a nat'ral wit known by the bush;
(And in my timo of some mm I have he.ird.

\Vii<,,e wisdom have been only wealth and beard.)
Many of tliese thf proverb well (loth lit,

Which says,
" Hush natural, more hair than wit."

Some seem as they were starched stilt and tiui.*,

Like to the bristles of some angry swine;
And some (to set their love's desire on <-dge~)

Are cut and pruned like 1o a quickset hedge.
Some like a spade, some like a fork, some square.
Some round, some mow'd like stubble, some stark bare;
Some sharp, stiletto- fashion, dagger-like.
That may with whisp'ring, a man's eyes outpike j

Some with the hammer-cut, or Human T.
Their beards extravagant reform'd must be ;

Some with the quadrate, some triangle fashion.

Some circular, some oval in translation
;

Some perpendicular in longitude,
Some like a thicket for their crassitude.

That heights, depths, breadths, triforme, square, oval, round,
And rules geometrical in beards are found.'

The barbers thus (like tailors') still must be

Acquainted with each cut's variety.'

The beard now gradually declined, and the court of

Charles I. was the last in which even a small one was
cherished. After the restoration of King Charles II., mus-
tachios or whiskers continued, but the rest of the face was
shaven

;
and in a short time the process of shaving the

entire face became universal.

The beard went out of fashion in France in the reign of

Louis XIII., and in Spain when Philip V. ascended the

throne. In Russia it continued somewhat longer. Butler,
in his Hudibras (part ii. canto i. Grey's edit. 8vo. Cambr.
1 744, vol. ii. p. 299), alludes to the beard '

cut square by the

Russian standard ;' which Grey illustrates by the following
extract from The Northern Worthies, or the Lives of Peter
the Great and his illustrious Consort Catherine, 8vo. Lond.
1 728, pp. 84, 85 :

' Dr. Giles Fletcher, in his Treatise of
Russia, observes, that the Russian nobility and quality ac-

counting it a grace to be somewhat gross and burly, they
therefore nourished and spread their beards to have them

long and broad. This fashion continued among them till the

time of the Czar Peter the Great, who compelled them to

part with these ornaments, sometimes by laying a swingeing

NO. 217. [THE PENNY CYCLOPAEDIA.] VOL. IV.-O
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an'l at others l>y ordering those he found

with \ \vc them pnlled iip by 111' -'':ncd

with n blunt r.\r . . which drew the skin after it, and by

these mcnn scarce n beard was left in the kingdom nt his

death : but such ti veneratr-li had this people for the

. that many of them carefully pp-servi-d tlit-ii

- in their cabinets, to be buried with them, imagining

perhaps that they should moke but an odd figure in the

grove with their naked chin*.'

Tin- loader vh i d.'.ire* further information on tlio 1

of bonnU mi-.y consult the lexicon* of Hoffmann and IV

f r the il.i- , times: and in Hulwer's Anthmfmmetamor-
.-;,(/ Ch,insflini!, 4to. Lond. lf.:.:i, p. l'J3-

.Mfi. Scene xii. is a whole chapter 'On the opinion and

practice of diverse nations concerning the naturall ensiijiio

of manhood appearing about the mouth ;' quoted from iu-

i-rable authors, antient and modern.

Shaving the beard in derision was, throughout the East,

i to be the greatest mark of ignominy which could

be inflicted upon an enemy; and t > pluck a man's beard

was the hiL'hest mark of Insult. The Eastern origin of some

of our old romances is, perhaps, in no circumstance more

viilile than in the descriptions which are BO frequently
. of giants cutting off the beards of princes who fell

intu their hands. Drayton alludes to this practice in his

Polyolliion, Song iv. :

Ami for trophy brought Hie giant' cot a<ray,
Mnit.. of ilw U-irtli ol Uagt*

See .il-o Warton's Observations on Spenser's Fairy Queen,
edit. 1762, vol. i. p. 2J.

The suffering of the heard to prow in the time of mourn-

ing i- n custom which has been already incidentally alluded

to. Levi, in his Succinct Account of the Ritrs and Cere-

tnnnim f the Jews at this fire/tent time, 8vo. Loirl.

that for the seven following relations, viz. a father or mother,

brother or sister, son or daughter, husband or wife, they
must not shave their beards, nor cut their nails neither of

their hands or feet, nor bathe for the term of thirty days ;

which term is called in Hebrew Sfiyloshim, which means

thirty days.
To beard, in modern English, means to set at defiance, to

oppose face to face in a hostile manner. Shakspcare, in

Henry IV. act iv. scene 4, makes Douglas say,
' No man to potent breathes upon the ground

II. i / u-i'H hrard kin.'

BEARING, the direction of the line drawn from one point
to another. It is a terra usually applied to the points of the

compass, as follows: If the line B A be in a N.W. direc-

tion from B, A is said to fow N.W. of B, or the bearing of

A is N.W. To take bearings is to ascertain the points ol

the compass on which objects lie. The following example
will serve to familiarize the word, by connecting it with a

simple problem of trigonometry :

Cape B is 20 miles from Cape A, and bears S.E. of it.

On board a ship S.Cape A is observed to bear N.N.E., and
B bears E. by N. : required the position of the ship. Draw
S I ). A C. both east ; then the angje D S B is one point of

the compass, and the angle D S A six points : consequentlyA S B is five points of the compass, or 5C 15'; but
CAS and A S D are together equal to two right angles,
or sixteen points, of which A S D is six points, t

fore C A 8 is ten points ; but C A B is four points, tlu-re-

S A B is six points, or 67 30': therefore, in the tri-

angle A B S, the side A B and two angles are known,
re the other sides, or the ship's distance from t!

i>c found. The easiest method of solving this

problem is by actual construction, the result* of which are

generally a* accurate a) the data.

In a manner romouhat similar,. the distance of a ship
from n N-adland might be found P.L' its bearings
nt two ilitlr i he course
mid the distance sailed in the int' If all the

hearings arc liy compass, n in tin- n-cond problem, the

magnetic variation need not be allowed fur, I ansc all the

bearings are equally wrong : but if one or more bo true

bearing*, taken from a map, n- t problem, then
the bearings observed by the compass must be

[See AZIMCTII: C'OMPASS, AZIMUTH.]
BE'ARN, one of the thirlv-two provinces into which,

previously t> tin- Revolution, Franco was divided. It

stitiiles now, with Lcs I
1

i-ques [see BASQUES], the

department of Hases Pyrenees or the Lower Pyrenees. The
name Beam is derived i'rotn Hotieharnum, an antient

in this country, llrst mentioned in the Itinerary of Antoni-
t> exact posit in is undetermined.

The greatest part of Beam lies amidst the Pyrenees, the

summits of which form its southern boundary, and separate
it from Spain. On other sides, with reference to the old ter-

ritorial di\i it is bounded by different parts of

Oascogne, or Oascony, vi/.. by Bigorre on the <

ies Masques on the west, anil by Artnairnao aivl '

losse on the north*. It is a very mountainous count i

may be supposed from its being occupied by tiie brain-

the Pyrenees. The Pic du Midi ('.1732 feet) and Mount
Billari (847 j feet) are upon nr within its frontier. From the

mountains numerous Bl . whn h drain different

vulleys, and fall into the Adour. of whose basin Hi'arn forms
a part. The name Gave, winch is suionuuous with river, is

common to the streams of this roui-try : they are distin-

guished from one another by some additional designation,
such as the name of a town on the bank. The rapidity ef

these Gavcs prevents their being used for navigation, but

they abound with fish, especially trouts, salmons, pikes, and
a kind of small salmon of exquisite flavour called lei:

The two principal streams are the Gave d'Oleron and the

'le Pan. The Ga\e d'Olcnm is formed by the

d'Aspe and the Gave d'Ossau, or d Osseau, which latter

rises in the Pie du Midi : these unite close to the town of

Olferon, and flow in a north-west direction. The Gave de
Pau rises in Mont Perdu in Spain, crosses the couu:

Bigorre, and Hows north west through Beam, passing i'au

and Orlhcs, till it unites with Gave d Oliroii. Their joint
stream falls into the Adour soon after their union. The
length of the Gave d'Oleron (measuring from the son:

the Gave d'Ossau) may bu estimated at 75 (o 80 miles, and
that of the Gave de Pau at 100 to 110 : these measurement*
are, however, only approximations. Some of the smaller

streams which flow into the Gaves d'Oleron and de Pau
contain particles of gold.
The soil is dry and in many parts unsuited to tillage,

though the banks of the Gave de Pau contain some plains
fertile in grain. Little wheat or rye is grown: but millet

and maize arc the principal kinds of grain cultivated, and
afford subsistence to the bulk of the people. The hills

yield a good deal of wine, of which those of .Jnrancon and
Can near Pau hold the first rank. Flax is also an article

of considerable importance in the agriculture of liei.ni, and
serves to supply the linen manufacture. Many of the

mountain-tops ore mere heaths covered with fern, which
the inhabitants use for manure ; hut some afford good pas-
turage, and others are covered with woods which yield timber
for the carpenter or the shipwright, and furnish the i

wliich are floated down by the tributaries of the Adour, and

by the Adour itself, to Bayonne, from whence tl.

to different parts of France. The horses of Beam are much
e.-teemcd ; they are small, but strong and lively.
The mineral treasures of this district are considerable.

Lead, iron, and especially copper are found in several place*;
and very fine marble is worked. Three brine springs, one
near the town of Saillies, not far from the left bank of the

de Pau; a second towards St. Jean Pied de Port-i-:

and a third near R<" venae, a lew miles south of Pau, supply
the neighbourhood with salt. Talc, bitumen, and asphnltiitn
are also found. There are mineral waters at Aigues-Caudca
or les Eaux Chaudcs in the Valley of Ossau. The tcmpe-

In tin- Map of Fr.inrc in I
l y for the Pif.

fu-i'ni ,.-
'

I'lialoiw li nut m*il
i'liult'1 in tli 1

\\v ini< rt Uii> ond ftiuf. ni Moniinf to Jlruro, with coniirlrnble
ilni'

;
hut iinifu the

lihraic,
'

i. uK-d with coniidfrnble Utltu.lr,
Ui ipring Qiul be txyoud the frontier! of Beam.
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rature of these waters is 35 of Reaumur or 111 nearly
of Fahrenheit ; they are recommended for disorders of the

head and stomach. The spring called the 'fountain of

Arquebusade
'

is recommended for the cure of ulcers and
wounds. There are other mineral waters at les Eaux Bonnes
in the immediate neighbourhood of those just mentioned;
and in one or two other places, as Eseot in the Valley of

Aspe, and Ogou or Ogeu, near Oleron.
The principal manufacture carried on in the district

seems to be that of linen. In the Voyage dans les Departe-
mens du Midi de la France, by Aubin Louis Millin (Paris,

1811), the number of weavers in and around Pau was esti-

mated at nearly a thousand, who were chiefly if not wholly
occupied in manufacturing the large square handkerchiefs

called, from the district, mouchoirs de Beam. The uni-

formity of price, pattern, and workmanship in these articles

made them appear like the production of the same manu-
factory. The hams which go by the name of Bayonne
hams, because exported from that town, are cured in Beam,
and are considered to owe their exquisite flavour to the salt

of Saillies already noticed.

The capital of B6arn was Pau, on the Gave de Pau, the

birth-place of Henry IV. of France and of many other emi-
nent persons. Pau had in 1832 a population of 10,597 for

the town, or 11,285 for the whole commune. Orthez or

Orthes, on the Gave de Pau, had at the same time 5195
inhabitants for the town, or 7121 for the whole commune.
Saillies or Salies had 4 730 for the town, or 8420 for the
whole commune ; and Oleron, at the junction of the Gavcs

d'Aspe and Ossau, had 5850 for the town, or 6458 for the
whole commune, or, including the suburb of St. Marie and
its commune, 9829. [See PAU, OLE'HON, ORTHEV

S, and

Su.iHS.] Besides these more important places there are
within the boundaries of the district Nay or Nai, on the
Gave de Pau above Pau, which carries on a considerable

in linen cloths and handkerchiefs, and gave birth
to Abbadie, a celebrated Protestant theological writer. We
have no authority for the population of Nay later than the
Dictionnaire Universel de la France (Paris, 1804), which
gives it as 2262. Navarreins, on the Gave d'Oleron, is a

led place, and contained in 1826 a population of 1385.
It owes its origin to Henry d'Albret, maternal grandfather
of Henry IV., and is of a square form, regularly built, in

the midst of a fertile plain.
The Bearnois are a lively race, of industrious habits, sober

and frugal, but they are charged with selfishness and dis-

simulation. According to Piganiol, who wrote above a cen-

tury ago, a number of the peasantry used to go to Spain, to

till the ground or gather in the hay harvest, and to bring
back their earnings to their own land. Their patois or

dialect is agreeable, copious, and expressive, well suited to

poetry or music.
"Beam was included in the country of the Aquitani, ac-

cording to the threefold division of Gaul laid down by Julius

Csar in the beginning of his Commentaries. It was sub-

jugated by the Romans, and upon the downfall of their

empire came into the hands of the Goths, from whom it was
wrested by the Franks under Clovis. It was, however, sub-

sequently lost by the Franks, but came again into their

possession in the time of Charlemagne. In 820, Louis le

Debonnaire, son of Charlemagne, conferred the vice-county
of Beam on the son of the Duke of Gascony.and it continued
in the possession of his family till 1134. By failure of the

male line of his posterity it passed into other families, as

those of the Viscounts of Gavnret, the Moncades, who were

among the chief nobles of Catalonia, and the Counts of Foix.

acquired possession of the district of Bigorre, and
intermarried with the royal family of Navarre. By this in-

termarriage the kingdom of Navarre, the principality of

Beam, and the counties of Foix and Bigorre came into the

hands of one possessor. On the failure of heirs male they
were conveyed by marriage into the family of D'Albret, and

augmented by the inheritance of that family. Of this fa-

mily sprang Henry IV..who inherited the country of Beam
and Lower Navorre, and, as it seems, of Foix, with the title

of king of Navarre ; but the country of Upper Navarre, south

of the Pyrenees, had been wrested from his great-grand-
father by'the ambition of Ferdinand V., King of Arragon.
On the accession of Henry to the throne of France, Bi'arn

was united with France, and has continued to be so united

ever since. It was one of the provinces which enjoyed the

privilege of a local house of assembly of the nobility, clergy,
and commons.

According to Expitly, the population of Beam was ascer-
tained in 1698 to be 198,000. Expilly estimated it at 210,000
in 1 762. From the entire change of the territorial divisions
of France, it is difficult to give the present population ; but
the three arrondissements of Pau, Oleron, and Orlhes, which
nearly coincide with Beam, had in 1832 a population of

277,106.

(Encyclopedie Method., Geog. Physique; Piganiol de
la Force Nouvelle Description de la France ; Voyage dans
les Departemens du Midi de la France, par A. L. Millin, &c.)
BEATIFICATION, an act by which the pope permits a

' servus Dei,' i. e. an individual who died in good repute as a
virtuous and holy man, to be worshipped, and his image to

be placed on the altar within the limits of some diocese, pro-
vince, or town, or within the houses of the religious order to

which the deceased belonged, defining at the same time the

peculiar mode of worship allowed, by prayers, masses, &c.,
until the time he may be duly canonized as a saint. The
distinction between beatification and canonization is this

the first is a mere permission to honour anil worship in some
particular district, and the object of this veneration is styled
Beatus; canonization is an injunction to venerate the object
of it as a saint,

'
Sanctus,' acknowledged by the whole church.

Originally it was the bishop of the diocese who allowed the
veneration or worship of deceased individuals whom he
deemed worthy of it, and when the worship extended to

other dioceses, and by degrees to the church in general,
'with the consent, tacit or expressed, of the supreme pon-
tiff,' then the worship, which was before that of simple bea-

tification, acquired the character of canonization. But
when, in after times, the question both of beatification and
canonization was referred to the Roman See, the pontiffs,
in granting the first, always made the distinction :

' dum-
modo propter prajmissa canonizatus, aut canonizata, non
censeatur.' (Benedict! XIV., Opera, vol. i. de Servorum
Dei Beatificatione.) In the same chapter Benedict XIV.
determines the regulations as to the proceedings, evidence,

&c., to be gone through previous to granting the writ of bea-

tification. It may be granted to two classes of individuals,

martyrs and confessors. After beatification has been ob-

tained, a new suit and fresh evidence of sanctity are required
in order toobtain the canonization of the same individual. In

May, 1807, five Beati were canonized, or declared Saints, in

St. Peter's church, by Pius VII. The ceremony is very

expensive, and therefore is not performed very frequently.
It is only since the pontificate of Alexander VII. that the

ceremony of beatification has been performed in St. Peter's

church, with great solemnity. Applications for the honour
of beatification are generally made by the friends or rela-

tions of the deceased, or by the brethren of the religious
order of which he was a member

;
evidence of his conduct

and merits is collected, and laid before a congregation of

cardinals and prelates ; counsel is employed by the appli-

cants, while another counsel opposes the petition and endea-

vours to find flaws in the evidence. This latter office is per-
formed by a legal officer of the Roman See, who has been nick-

named I'Awocato del Diavolo,
' the devil's advocate,' as he

performs what is considered an ungracious part, by opposing
the admission of a candidate into the category of the saints.

BEATON, CARDINAL DAVID, Archbishop of St.

Andrew's, and Lord High Chancellor to Mary Queen of

Scotland, was a younger son of John Beaton or Bethune of

Balfour, in the shire of Fife, by a daughter of David Mony-
penny of Pitrailly in the same shire : and nephew to Bishop
James Beaton, Lord Chancellor to King James V. He was
born in 1494 (Keith's Bishops, p. 36), and after passing

through his grammar education, was, on the 2Gth October,

1511, matriculated of the university of Glasgow (M'Crie's

Melville,, vol. i. App. Note M.), whence he was sent to

France *
to study the civil and canon laws. On the death

of Secretary Panter in 1519, he was appointed resident for

Scotland at the French court
;
and about the same time his

uncle the chancellor bestowed on him (then designated only
clericus S. Andreoo diocesis) the rectory of Cnmbuslang, in

the diocese of Glasgow. In 1 523 his uncle, now translated

from that sec to the primacy of St. Andrew's, resigned in his

favour the rich monastery of Arbroath in commendam, and
also prevailed on the pope to dispense with his taking the

habit for two years: this time he spent in France, and

then returned to Scotland, where we immediately find him

Until Crawford nml Keith sny ilri \vs iu his sixteenth y
Hie iirwcling iLite, furuUliud by Ur. M'Ciic's work, Uiii u

but from
tu be a
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in parliament M abbot of Arbroath ; and in October, l.v.T.

John Beaton of Ballbur and other* having been indicted

for an assault upon the sheriff of File, and found bail fur

their appearance, the abbot became bound to relieve John

WardlawofTorryofthecautionry. (Pitc. Trim. Trial*.) On
the fall of (he Earl of Angus, and the surrender of George
bishop of Dunkcld, he was appointed Lord Privy Seal, in

1528 the name year in which the great convent of 1!1. >.,!,-

friars at Edinburgh, in the immediate neighbourhood of

which Beaton anil his uncle had their magnificent abode,

was burnt down to the ground by a sudden fire. In Febru-

ary. 1 533. Beaton, now prothonotary apostolic, was sent am-
bassador to France, with Secretary Erskinc, to trcnt of a

league with that crown, and also of a matrimonial alliance

with the Princess Magdalene; and when the King of Scots

proceeded thither on the same object, Beaton was one of the

fords of live regency appointed by commission, of date J'Hli

August, 1536, to conduct the government in his absence.

On Queen Magdalene's decease, he was joined in an em-

bassy to the house of Guise, to treat of a match with M.n-y,
widow of the Duke of Longuevillc ; and we find that, agree-

ably to the common practice of that time, he, before going
abroad, obtained the king's special protection for his friends

and dependants iu his absence. (Reg. Privy Seal, x. 163-1.)
It is probable that, when in France on this occasion, he pro-
cured the papal bull of date 12th February, 15:17, for the

erection of St. Mary's College at St Andrew's. In Novem-
ber, 153", he was made a denizen of France, and on the 5th

of next month consecrated Bishop of Mirepoix in Langucdoc.
On his rcUrn home he was mode coadjutor in the see of St.

Andrew's, and successor to his uncle, who being now much
advanced in years, devolved on him the charge of church
affairs. He seems afterwards to have gone abroad again, for

on the 20th December, 1538, Pope Paul III. advanced him
to the cardinalate, by the title of Sancti Stephani in Monte
Coelio, the same style which was borne by Cardinal John de

Salerno, who presided at a council of the Scottish cler-iy in

1201; and on the 20th June, 1539, the King of France
directed new letters of naturalization in his favour, with a

further clause allowing his heirs to succeed to his estate in

France, though born and living in Scotland. About this

time also we find him '

legatus natus' of the Roman s, ,.

On the death of his uncle in the autumn of 1539, he was

fully invested in the primacy of St. Andrew's, the privy seal

being again returned to the Bishop of Dunkeld. These ac-

cumulated honours he no doubt mainly owed to the inlluence
of his deceased uncle ; but Beaton was already both an able
and zealous son of the church. His authority, zeal, and

ability now made him truly formidable : and that he might
devote them all to the politics of the church, with consent
of the king and pope, he devolved his diocesan duties mi
the dean of Restalrig, as his suffragan. On the 28th May,
I ") 10, he convened a large assembly of ecclesiastics and
others in the cloisters of St. Andrew's, and on their con-
viction of Sir John Borthwick for heresy in holding Pro-

t opinions, pronounced sentence of outlawry and for-

feiture ayainst him, with solemn burning of his ed'!i;j at the
market-cross of the city. But not liking the odium which
mu.-,t ensue to the clergy if they continued to put their sen-

execution, a promise was made to the king of
30,000 ducats of gold yearly, and 100.000 ducats more out
of the estate* of condemned heretics, if he would appoint a

judge in heresy. The avaricious James consented, and
d Sir James Hamilton, natural brother of the Earl of

Arran. to the ollice, in which, ho-.vi \or well fitted for it by
lj -> intolerance and ferocity, he fortunately did not long
remain, being attainted of treason and beheaded.
On the gOUl December, I.-1-J, the king died, leaving

an infant daughter, eight days old, hoir to the throne,
but for whoso safety or that of the kingdom during her mi-
nority he had made no provision. Heaton had in the inter-
val gone abroad

; for in the Lord Treasurer s accounts we
find a large sum entered '

for expenses made upon the
Grrat I'niiitrn. Jul. i 1. l.i-||, at her passing to France with

irdinal:' l>ut he returned before the death of . I

and on the king's demise he produced a testament, which
he allinned wax subscribed by his majesty, appointing him

i of the king-loin and guardian ID "the infant queen.
locument was a base forger) ; and as the nobility
\perieneed enough of Beaton'* rule, thev roused from

his inactivity James, Earl of Arran, next heir'to the qm-en,
pr.d appointed him to the regency. The power, however,
which Beaton failed to obtain directly, he obtained by his

address ; ami not only got the nobles to accede to his view*
of government, but also induced the timid regent publicly
to abjure the doctrines nf the Reformation.

In December. 1543, the great seal wa taken from the

Archbishop of Glasgow and bestowed on Beaton, w hon.

on very strong letters from the regent, POJH?
Paul III., by

bull of 30lh January following, constituted his lcaic <i

in Scotland. Thus he was placed at the head both of church
and state, including also the whole civil judicature .

kingdom, Iwing r.r offirio principal of the Court of Se
the supreme judicatory in civil causes: and as he did not

scruple to employ these exUiiMve powers for furthering Ins

own views, he appears to have IK.TII looked upon as :

of wild U-ast whom it was not murder to dcstioy.

king of England, in particular, whose friendship .

nounced at the instigation of the cardinal and the
5

faction, for an alliance with France, an\iouslv desired his
death ; and in the instructions of the English p:
of date 10th April, 1544, the Earl ot Hcrtfoio
inanded. in his inroad into Scotland, tn sack ami i!

Edinburgh and Leith,
' and this done, pass over to the

land, and extend like extremities and destruction to the
towns and villages there, not forgetting amoiiL"-t ail the
rest so to spoil and turn upside down the cardinals town of
St. Andrew's, as the up|>cr part may b- the nether, ai.

one stone stand upon another, sparing no creature alive

within the same, s|>ei -ially such as cither in friendship or

blood be allied unto the cardinal.' Henry soon found in

Scotland spirits congenial with his own ; for on the 17th of

the same month we find the Earl of Hertford communicating
to him a design by Wishart and others tosei/c or slay li

dinal, could they secure his majesty's protection and support.
Beaton was haughty to all ; but to the reformers he

was particularly oppressive. In the beginning of l/j.15-6

he held a visitation of his diocese, and had great numbers
brought before him, under the act which had passed the

parliament in 1542-3, forbidding the lieges to argue or

dispute concerning the sense of the holy script \\\

victiuns were quickly obtained ; and of those convicted,
five men were hanged and one woman drowned

, some were

imprisoned, and others were banished. He next proceeded
to Edinburgh, and there called a council for the afl'-iirs of
the church; but they had scarce assembled when I

were brought that George Wishart, an eminent reformer
and worthy man, was at the house of Cockbimi of Ormision.
The cardinal instantly left the meeting, and went personally
to the sheriff of the county to have Wishart apprehended,
which being done, Wishart was carried over by the cardinal
to St. Andrew's, and shut up in the tower there. The fol-

lowing month the Ix>rd Justice General of Scotland held a
court at Perth at the instigation of the cardinal, and 'con-
demned to death and <rart hang four honest men for eating
of an goose in lent. Likeways they caused drown ane young
woman because she w aid not pray to our ladie and' other
sands in the t) me of her birth.' (PitBCOttie, 453.) l;

afterwards returned to St. Andrew's, and called a conven-
tion of his clergy, at which Wishart was comh nim-d IT

.. and adjudged to be burnt: a sentene" which (so

;ily were the clergy bent on the accomplishment of
nds) \\as parsed in the face of a command 1 .

; thiit the trial should proceed at Edinburgh, and
was put in force by the cardinal and his demy in <}<''

of the recent, nnd without the aid of the civil 'power. For
this conduct the cardinal was loudly applaud

.s. The cardinal afterwards proceeded to the abbey
of Aril-oath, to I: .-,- ol his eldest daughter b\

Marion O-ihv ol' the house of Airly, with whom lie had
in scandalous concubinage, and there, with in-

ntery, he pave her in m;irriag to ihe , Id. -

of the Earl of Crawford, and with her -1000 rl.s ol dowry.
The marriage articles subscribed by him are \et c

(Keith's lli\t. p. 42.) lie then returned to St." Aii'l.

where, on Saturday, 2'.)lh May. loJfi, he was put to dentil
ill his own chamber by a party of reformers, headed by
Norman Leslie, heir of the noble house of Hollies, who, wo
find, had on the 21th April, i:>l .1, ^iven the cardinal a bond
of manrenl*, and who, on private grounds, had n p :

quarrel \\itii the cardinal. His death was l.ital to the ,

1 oligarchy, which, under him, trampled alike on law,
liberty, ;i:id n-.i-Mii.

Three works of the cardinal's are named : De Lfgalionibut
of manrrnt Tre long common in Scotlnml. Thrv woro in (lie

nature of the ot.l!i;nln,ui uf homage ouel frill) b> a 1,-iuint to hit f.-u.lal luni.
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siti's ; De Primatu Petri ; and Epistolcc ad dicei'sos. We
have said that he was at the head of the civil judicature of

the kingdom, being, in his capacity of Lord Chancellor,

principal of the College of Justice or Court of Session. We
now add, that in his time two remarkable alterations appear
to have been made in the customs of that court, and both

manifestly derived from the papal tribunals, with which the
cardinal appears to have been very familiar. The first of

these was the custom (continued to this day) of the judges
of the Court of Session changing their name on their eleva-

tion to the bench, in imitation, no doubt, of the like custom
on elevation in the papal hierarchy. The first judges of the
court were indeed called lords of session, as the judges of
the previous court were called lords of council

;
but the in-

dividual judges of the court of daily council were never de-

signated as the present judges of the Court of Session are,
nor were the early judges of the latter court so designated.
The first we have yet noticed bearing the present style
is James Balfour, parson of Flisk, whom we find called
' My lord of Flisk.' (Pitcairn's Criminal Trials, January,
1566.) The other change we have to notice was the ap-
pointment of lords ordinary to sit in the outer house to hear
and determine causes; in conformity, perhaps, to a like

practice in the tribunals of Rome. It is almost certain that

there was no such distinction as an Outer and Inner House
at the first institution of the Court of Session : no trace of

any sucli is perceived in the documents ofthat time, but, on
the contrary, every thing tends to demonstrate that all the

judges sat only in the council house; but soon after the

cardinal's time an outer house appears.
BEATS, in music (a term always used in the plural),

are the pulsations, throbbings, or beatings, resulting from
the joint vibrations of two sounds of the same strength and

nearly the same pitch ;
that is, of two sounds differing but

little, if at all, in intensity, and which are almost, but not

exactly, in unison. When two organ-pipes, or two strings
sounded together, are nearly, but not accurately of the
sa;ne pitch, i.e. are not in perfect tune, they produce throb-

bings that may be compared to the rapid beating of the

pulse ; and to these, Sauveur, the discoverer of the pheno-
menon, applied the term battemens, or beats, which has
since been adopted by all writers on the subject.

Dr. Smith has, in his Harmonics, entered fully into the

subject of beats, and founded hureon his well-known system
of temperament. [See TKMPKUAMENT.] In his ninth pro-

position he says, that '
if a consonance of two sounds he

uniform without any beats or undulations, the times of the

single vibrations of its sounds have a perfect ratio
; but if it

beats or undulates, the ratio of the vibration differs a little

from a perfect ratio, more or less, according as the beats are

quicker or slower.' His experiment in demonstration of

this is practical, easy, and satisfactory.
'

Change,' says Dr.

Smith, 'the first string of a violoncello for another about as

thick as the second. Then screw up the first string, and
while it approaches gradually to a unison with the second,
the two sounds will be heard to beat very quick at first,

then slower and slower, till at last they make a uniform
consonance without any beats or undulations. At this junc-
ture, either of the strings struck alone, by the bow or

finger, will excite large and regular vibrations in the other,

plainly visible ; which show that the times of their single
vibrations are equal.' For the vibrating motion of a musical

string puts other strings in motion, whose tension and quan-
tity of matter dispose their vibrations to keep time with the

pulses of air propagated from the string that is struck; a

phenomenon explained by Galileo, who observes, that a

heavy pendulum may be put in motion by the least breath

of the mouth, provided the puffs be often repeated, and keep
time exactly with the vibrations of the pendulum.

' Alter

the tension,' continues Dr. Smith, in pursuing his experi-

ment, 'of either string a very little, and the sounds of the

two will beat again. But now the motion of one string
struck alone makes the other only start, exciting no regular
vibrations in it; a plain proof that the vibrations of the

strings are not isochronous.' And while the sounds of both

are drawn out with an even bow, not only an audible but

a visible beating and irregularity is observable in the vibra-

tions, though in the former case the vibrations were free

and uniform. Now measure the length of either string
between the nut and bridge, and when the strings are per-
fect unisons, mark, at the distance of one-third of that length
from the nut, one string with a speck of ink. Then place
the edge of the nail on the speck, or very near it, and press

the string, when, on sounding the remaining two-thirds
with the other string open, a uniform consonance of fifths
will be heard, the single vibrations of which have the per-
fect ratio of 3 to 2. But on moving the nail a little down-
wards or upwards, that ratio will be increased or diminished

;

and in both cases the imperfect fifths will beat quicker or
slower, accordingly as that perfect ratio is more or less
altered.

Dr. Young remarks of Beats, that they furnish a very
accurate mode of determining the proportional frequency of

vibrations, when the absolute frequency of one of them is

known
; or the absolute frequency of both, when their pro-

portion is known
; for the beats are usually slow enough to

be reckoned, although the vibrations themselves can never
be distinguished. Thus, if one sound consists of 1 00 vibra-
tions in a second, and produces with another acuter sound a
single beat in every second, it is obvious that the second
sound must consist of 101 vibrations in a second. (Young's
Philosophy, i. 390.)

In tuning unisons, as in the case of two or more pipes, or

strings, the operator is guided by beats. Till the unison is

perfect, more or less of beating will be heard, as the sounds
more or less approach each other. 'When the unison is

complete,' observes Sir John Herschel,
' no beats are heard :

when very defective, the beats have the effect of a rattle of
a very unpleasant kind. The complete absence of beats
affords the best means of attaining by (rial a perfect har-

mony. Beats will also be heard when other concords, as

fifths, are imperfectly adjusted. (Herschel on Soiintl.)
Dr. Smith, in the learned work of wlrich we have here

availed ourselves, gives some useful practical rules for

tuning by means of beats, the substance of which will be
found under the head of TUNING.
BEATTIE, JAMES, a poet and metaphysician of the

18th century, was born in Scotland, at Lawrencekirk, a

village in the county of Kincardine, Oct. 25, 1735. His
parents kept a small farm, and were esteemed, not only for

their honesty, but for a degree of cultivation and intellect
not common in their station. James Beattie received his first

education at the village school. He entered the Marischal

College, Aberdeen, in 1749
;
obtained a bursary, or scholar-

ship, and other honours
;
and after completing his course

of study was appointed, August 1, 1753, schoolmaster to the

parish of Fordoim, at the foot of the Grampians, six miles
from Lawrencekirk. In this solitary abode his poetic tem-

perament was fostered by the grand scenery which sur-

rounded him
;
and his works evince the zeal and taste with

which he studied the ever-changing beauties of nature.
He attracted the favourable notice of a neighbouring pro-

prietor, the celebrated Lord Monboddo, with whom he ever
after maintained a friendly intercourse. In June, 1758, ho
was elected usher to the grammar-school of Aberdeen

; and
in 1 7CO, it seems rather by private interest than in conse-

quence of any distinction which he had then attained, he
was appointed professor of moral philosophy and logic in
the Marischal College.

II is first and chief business was to prepare a course of

lectures, the substance of which, as they were remodelled

by long study and frequent revision, was given to the world
in his Elements of Moral Science. His first poetical at-

tempts were published in London in 1 760, and received with
favour

;
but most of the pieces contained in this collection

(which is now very rare) were omitted by the author's ma-
turer judgment in later editions of his works. Some will

be found in the Appendix to Sir William Forbes's Life of
Beattie. The same tacit censure was passed by the author

upon \\isJudgmentofParis, published in 1765. In 1762
he wrote his oMOgron Poetry, which, however, he retained a

long time in manuscript, until it was published, with others

of his prose works, in 1776. The Minstrel was commenced
in ] 766 ; but during that year all his pursuits, except those

which were compulsory, were interrupted by a bad state of

health. June 28, 1707, he married Miss Dun, daughter of

the rector of the grammar-school at Aberdeen.

During this year he conceived the notion of composing
his Essay on Truth, written avowedly to confute the moral
and metaphysical doctrines advanced by Hume, which at

that time were supposed to be making numerous converts;
and which, perhaps, derived as much of their popularity
from the fashionable acceptation and high repute of their au-

thor, as from the arguments on which they rested. Beattie's

motives for engaging in this task will be found fully de-

tailed in a long letter to Dr. Blacklock (Forbes's Life, vol. i.
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p. 129), and
they

do credit to hi* sincerity and courage:
for it was no slight thing for a young and almost unknown
man to attack an author formidable at once from

. ami high standing in society ; and this he
ut with the uncompro-

hostility of one who believes his antagonist to bo not

01 ly a mistaken but a mischievous person. If Beattie could

t quite attain hi* own wish of being 'animated without

ng his temper,' something must be conceded to his deep
ing of the importance of the subjects in dispute. The

ever, was received with much anger by Mr. Hume
and his friends, as a viol, nt and persiiniil attack ; and that

:e' zeal might require
some tempering we may conclude

from knowing that an intended preface to the second edition

(published early in 1771) was cancelled by the advice of

some of his best friends. His work appeared in May, 1 7 70,

under the title Lssay on the Nature and Immutability
nf Truth, in opposition to Sophistry and Scepticism.
The

plan
of it is thus given by his biographer.

'
Dr.

Bealtie first endeavours to trace the several kinds of evi-

dence i:p to their first principles, with a view to ascertain

uulard of truth, and explain its immutability. He
shows, in the second place, that his sentiments on this

head, how inconsistent soever with the genius of scepti-

cism, and with the principles and practice of sceptical

writers, are yet perfectly consistent with the genius of true

philosophy, and with the practice and principles of those

whom all acknowledge to have been most successful in the

investigation of truth ; concluding with some inferences or

rules, by which the most important fallacies of the sceptical

philosophers may be detected by every person of common
sense, even though he should not possess acuteness of meta-

physical knowledge sullicient to qualify him for a logical

confutation of them. In the third place, he answers some

objections, and makes some remarks, by way of estimate of

scepticism, and sceptical writers.' Forbes, p. 1C7.

The Kuay nn Truth was only the first part of an intended

lecture on the evidences of morality and religion. Habitual
ill health, and an avowed dislike to severe study, prevented
Dr. Beattie from completing his design.
The first canto of the Mutxtr'l was published anony-

mously in 1771. It was mast favourably received by the

public, and honoured by the warm praise of Gray, the more
valuable because the praise was accompanied by a letter

of minute criticism. This is preserved in Forties's Life
(vol. i. p. 197). In the same year iie visited London, for the

first time since he had been known as an author ; and re-

ceived distinguished and flattering notice from Dr. Johns, n,

Lord Lytileton, and the best literary society of the metro-

polis.
It was the wish of his friends to obtain some permanent

provision for one who had no patrimony, whose literary pro-
fits were small, and whose only other resource was the scanty
income of his professorship; and it was thought that his

oils in the cause of revealed religion entitled him to

this mark of public favour. In 1773 he again visited London
to urge his claim, and ow ing to the powerful interest which
ho was then able to command, he obtained a pension of -20UI.

The King (George III.) received him with distinguished
favour: and the University of Oxford conferred on him the

honorary degree of D.C.L. During this visit, Sir Joshua

Reynolds painted and pre-eni.-d to him the well-known

portrait, which contains the allegorical triumph of Truth
over Sophistry, Scepticism, and Infidelity. In the same
autumn there occurred a vacancy in the University of Edin-

burgh, which it was thought would open the chair of moral

philosophy to Dr. Beattie; hut this preferment, though
strongly urged upon him, ho declined for the sake of p ace

and quiet. At this time ho was engaged in finishing the

second book of the Minstrel, which was published in the

following spring.
Several of Beattie'* friend*, and some eminent persons

So not appear to have been influenced by personal re-

gard, were desirous to induce him to take orders in the
h church, and more than one living was pressed upon

hi* acceptance. In 1774 he received the offer of a hung
near SOU/, per annum, from Dr. Thomas, Bishop oi

Winchester. It appears that Beattie took these pro-

posal* into serious consideration, and that he enter!

no objections on the *coro of discipline or doctrine: but

he refused them principally on the ground that his ac-

ceptance might give a handle to the opponents

religion for asserting that the Eitay on Truth was win ten

for the sake of preferment. 1'artly,' he say*,
' because it

might be construed into a want of principle, if, at the age of

thirty-eight. I were to quit, with : imrftit ni

than i -ii-ring my circuni^lai. hureh of

which 1 have hitherto been a member.' It is not superfluous
to praise this delicacy and independence of t. -ause

many persons whom it would be harsh to condemn as having
-o'.d their opinions for preferment, have a' vn a

culpable neglect of their own characters an 1 -st of

truth, by accepting preferment under circumstance* which

were almost sure to fix the imputation of venality upon
them. (See Beattie' s Letter to Dr. Portevs, Forbes, vol. i.

p. 359.)

The Essay on Truth was re-published in 1 776, with i

other essays : On Poetry at/d Mitnir, nv they affect the

Mind; On Laughlir mitt Linliriftui Comjii^iH n ; On the

I'tilitij of Classical Learning. These were followed at

intervals by otln .ations, chiefly taken

from his academical lectures: l)it\crtutinni> Mural and
Critind, o'i Mi-m'irij tind Jinnginatiun, on Dieanini:

the Theory of 1. ''< uinl liomm-

Attachment* of ,' .''?i/.\trnti
'

H* nf Xitlilimity,

l-'.i-idfni-i'snfthe. Christian l\'fli<;i">i, I7sfi :

of Mural SnV -lift; vol. i.coiitainii. -lural

Theology, 1 7'JO; vol. ii. conlaiii;i -, Po-
s _ -, and a Dissertation on the Xlure Truth: 17'.i.'l.

But he appears to ln\c engaged in no new investigations or

studies; and his letters explain the cause of tins to have

been ill health, and consequent disinclination to labour,

aggravated by mental depression, and a considerable -

ot domestic disquiet, produced by an hereditary ili-

tion to insanity in his wife. His hi' until 1790

without marked events, in the discharge of his acade-

mical duties; varied in his long sum 1
.

unfrequcnt visits to London, and to many persons emi-

nent by their talents or rank, who sought his society for the

sake of his powers as a companion, as much as for his repu-
tation. In 1790 he suffered an irreparable loss in the death

of his eldest son at the age of twenty-two, a young man of

great promise ; and his declining health received another

shock in 17% in the unexpected death of his only sun
:vr a week's illness, in the eighteenth jear of his

lie said, in looking on the corpse,
'

I have now done wiih

the world,' and he never again applied to study of any sort.

The closing years of his life exhibit a melancholy scene of

gloom and distress, bodily and mental. He was struck by

palsy in April, 179'.), and after one or two subsequent at-

-. expired August ISth, 1803.

In the relations of private life, and in his public duties

as a teacher, Dr. Beattie was most amiable ; and he com-

manded, in an unusual degree, the esteem and affection of

his pupils, as well as of a large circle of friends. 1 1

d to his honour, that long before the abolition of

the slave trade was brought before parliament, Beat!;,

active in protesting against that iniquitous traffic : and he
introduced the subject into his academical course, with the

express hope that such of his pupils as might IK' led by fc r-

tuue to the "West Indies would recollect the lessons of hu-

which he inculcated.

Of his writings, the Minstrel is that which now "probably
is most read. It exhibits u strong feeling for the beauties

of nature, which will probably prevent its being entirely lor-

uolten. Beanie's metaphysical writings have the reputation
of being clear, lively, and attractive, but ii"t prolbund.

on Truth was much read and admired at. the ii

its publication, but has fallen into comparative nrglect, with

the doctrines against which it was especial!) din

/'/>, by Sir W. Forbes, two vols. .|to.)

M'C.VIKK. a town in France on the right bank of

the Rhone in the department of (iard, .|:;
'

.V.. nf

b> Moulins, Clermont, Mendc and Niuies. It is in

43 46' N. lat., 4 30' K. long.

Bcaucairo seems to have existed in antient times under
the inline of Ugornum. It probably was at first a depen-

dency of Ntmes. In 1 7iM a Roman road leading Ironi

Ntmes towards Bcnttcaire v rod by M. Vergile de
tide. On this road v. 1 Human i

numbered, as it seems, in the direction from Ni i

Ninii's) as the capital of the di-tnet to rhenium. Some of

sir, nes not having been displaced alforded the

ining by actual measurement the length of

the Koman mile, which was found to be 752 toises 4 feet

ii measure, equal to 1004 yards 12 inches English.
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Some of the mile-stones had been removed, as it is supposed,
by Constantius, general and father-in-law of the Emperor
Honorius, and formed into a monument in memory of some

person or persons of distinction, who fell in a victory which
IIP rained (A.D. 41 1) over the Franks and Allemanni, who
attempted to force him to raise the siege of Aries. In the

seventh century Ugernum was regarded as a place of great

strength, and was perhaps rather a castle or military post
than a town of anv extent. (Millin, Expilly, D'Anville,
&c.)
In the eleventh century the name Ugernum gave place

to that of BeHi-Cadrutn or Belcadro (whence the modern
Beaucaire), derived either from the square form of the castle

or of the tiwers of the castle, or from the beauty of the dis-

trict in which it was placed ; for Cadre, or Ciiire, in the

dialect of Languedoc and Provence signifies a square, or

generally a space ; and Beaucaire may be translated
' hand-

some district' (beau qtiartier). (Millin, Malte-Brun.) The
n-ime Ugernum, though lost by the town, was traceable in

that of an island in the Rhone opposite to it, which was
("tiled Gernica, a corruption seemingly of Ugemint. This

island, liy the drying up of the branch of the Rhone which
surrounded it on the east side, is now united to the town
of Tarascon, the lower part of which is still called Ger-

negue.
In the middle ages Beaucaire was under the Counts of

Provence, until it was ceded in 1125 to the Count of Tou-
louse: and in the troubles which that illustrious family suf-

fered for their protection of the Albigenses it was twice the
scene of contest. In or ahont the year 1217 it opened its

gates to Raymond, son of Raymond VI., Count of Tou-
louse ; and the garrison placed in it by Simon Montfort
(leader of the Crusade against Raymond), which retired

into the castle, was forced to surrender. Louis VIII., King
of France, besieged it within ten years after, but in vain.

To the Counts of Toulouse Beaucaire is said to owe its cele-

brated fair, which constitutes at present its chief claim to

notice; but this is doubtful, though the fair, at any rate,

existed long before the year 1-163, when Louis XI. of France

granted certain privileges to those who frequented it.

Beaucaire is situated in a pleasant country ; and the view
across the Rhone, which is here a magnificent stream, to

the picturesque castle and town of Tarascon, is very fine.

Tarascon and Beaucaire are just opposite one another, so as

to appear like parts of the same town. The communication
between them was long maintained by a bridge of boats, or

rather by two bridges leading from each bank to a stone

causeway, the remains, as it seemed, of a former bridge ;

but the passage by these bridges of boats was dangerous
when the violent mistral or south wind blew. Of late years
a suspension bridge of three arches, 441 metres, or 1447
feet, long has been erected : five of these suspension bridges
have been erected of late across the Rhone between Lyons
and Beaucaire. The situation of Beaucaire on the banks of

the Rhone is highly favourable to its commerce. The quay
is well built, and convenient for the landing of goods. A
canal runs from Beaucaire to Aigues Mortes, and there

divides into two branches: one communicating directly with
the Mediterranean at the village of Repauset, the other

passing through several of the etangs or lakes to the port
of Cette. This canal enables boats to avoid the mouths of

the Rhune, the navigation of which is uncertain and dan-

gerous, and sometimes impossible.
The town of Beaucaire was, in the middle of the last cen-

tury, surrounded by walls, which were, however, useless for

defence. These walls probably still remain, for later au-
thorities speak of the beauty of the gate which leads towards
the Rhune. The streets are crooked and narrow

;
but for

this it would be considered a handsome town. The number
of houses is great in proportion to the population, which in

1832 was only 9967. These are fully inhabited only during
the fair, and during the greater part of the year the closed

apartments and almost deserted streets form a marked con-

trast to the activity which prevails at the fair time. The

high prices then obtained for lodgings and accommodation
of every kind, by enabling the inhabitants to subsist during
the rest of the year with little exertion, have been fatal to

the industry of the town. There are no manufactures, nor
are any great commercial undertakings entered into. They
cultivate a fw vineyards and olive plantations. M. Millin

says that they have scarcely a tailor or a shoemaker in

the town, and that for clothing they must either wait

the return of the fair, or resort to Tarascon for a supply.

( Voyage dans les Departemens du Midi de la France, Paris,
1808.)
There is an antient church, founded in the ninth century

by the Count of Narbonne the portal of which is adorned
with sculptures relating to the birth of Christ. Before the
Revolution there were two other churches, both antient :

two convents for men, one ofCordeliers and one of Capuchins,
and an establishment of priests,

' de la doctrine Chretienne,'
who had a college under their direction. There -were also

an abbey fir Benedictine nuns, two other nunneries (one of

Ursulines and one of Hospitalieres), and two hospitals. (Ex-

pilly, Diet, des Gaules et de la I'rance, 1762.)
There are some remains of the antient castle of which

mention has been already made. It stood on an eminence

commanding the town, and was demolished in 1 632, because
it had fallen into the hands of some rebels against Louis
XIII. It appears to have been an object of contention in

the religious wars of the sixteenth century, between the

Catholics and the Huguenots, or Protestants: the latter are

charged with having committed great disorders here in 1562.

(Piganiol de la Force; Kxpilly.)
The great fair of Beaucaire, in the number of persons

who resort to it, is equal to almost any in Europe. It is

said that the fair of 1833, confessedly the greatest for some
years, \vas attended by from 70,000 to 80,000 persons, and
that business was done to the amount of 160,000,000 francs,
or 6,400,000/. sterling. Mr. M'Culloch (from whose Diet,

of C'lmmerce we laku this statement) suspects exaggeration,
but Make Brun (Gmgraphie Universelle) speaks of 100,000
as the usual number of persons who resoy to it. They come
from the middle and southern parts of Europe, and from the
Levant.

This fair had its origin in the middle ages, and according
to some, was established by Raymond VI. Count of Tou-
louse

;
and there is no account that it has been suspended

since its establishment, except in 1721 and 1722, when the

plague devastated Provence and part of Languedoc. At
first the fair was held in the town, but the increasing busi-

ness rendered it necessary to hold it out of the town in a

neighbouring meadow, where tents were erected. This
alteration had taken place long before Martiniere published
his Grand Dictionnaire (vol. ii. 1730.) Its present extent

may be judged of by the statement given above. We take

the following particulars from M. Millin. ( Voyage dans les

Departemens du Midi de la France, Paris, 1 808.)

Long before the fair the principal merchants hire a house,
or an apartment; every room is filled with beds, and the

owner contents himself for the time with the garret. The
wool merchants and the drapers occupy, in alternate years,
the houses in certain streets, so that the householders in

each street have alternately a profit by the high prices that

the drapers are made to pay. The linen-drapers have their

Iuarter,

the leather-sellers theirs ;
the Jews occupy always

IB same spot. Not only are the shops filled, but stalls are

erected and covered with cloth
;
and benches of stone serve

for the display and sale of small wares. The names of

the dealers, their residence, and their trade, are written on

squares of linen, &c., which are suspended by ropes across

the streets, and form, by the medley of the colours and the

variety of their inscriptions, a singular spectacle. The town

being insufficient for the thousands who resort to it, a new
town of wooden huts and of tents is run up in a meadow on
the borders of the river, having also its public places, its

streets, &c. The merchants of tlio same country, or the same
town, usually occupy the same street, which has the effect of

bringing to the same spot wares of a similar kind. One
street contains the drugs, spices, and soap of Marseilles

;

another the pomatum and wash-balls of the perfumers of

Grasse
;
and a third the perfumes and liqueurs of Mont-

pellier. Goods of all sorts are exposed for sale, including
even cameos, medals, and other antiques. One whole street

contains nothing but onions and garlic. Not only are the

town and the meadow filled with a dense and busy popu-
lation, but the river is crowded with boats (arranged in regu
lar order according to their form, their cargo, and the place
from which they come), in which many persons take up
their habitation. Vessels of various forms from Genoa,
Catalonia, or Marseilles ; the boats which come from the

interior down the Rhone
;
and those which come from the

coast of the ocean by the Canal du Midi (which unites tha

ocean with the Mediterranean), may be seen there. The
vessel which first arrives salutes the town with a musket or

pistol shot, and receives in return u sheep, the skin of which,
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Muffed with straw, and accompanied with line*, indicates

j>rrior diligence or good fortune of the ship-master.
Besides the men-hauls who frequent the fair, the business

done, and tin- vast concourse of people draw a number of

other persons: there are notaries and legal gentlemen.
r.iembcrs of the medical profession to attmd to rases of

'.cut, and undertakers to bury the dead. A
small rh.ipi-1 occupies the extremity of the plain where the

h.;t - ninl tent* niv creeled : in this mass is said ; and as the

prcis cannot be all contained in the chapel, they kneel

in the meadow with their faces turned tow ards the altar. A
ureat number of rosaries are sold here.

Restaurateurs, cafes, billiard-tables, and places for danc-

ing offer their attractions; jugglers, showmen with wild

beasts, and rope-dancers, seek to profit by the opportunity ;

and gaming and debauchery are prevalent. Pickpockets
have taken place of the highwaymen who once infested the

.. and plundered lho-e who came to or left the fair.

The government of the fair is in the hands of the PrcTet

of the department, by whom it is solemnly opened.
The fair was originally established for three days, but the

intervention of three saints' days (Magdalen, St. Ann, and

Si . .lames), on which, though not reckoned as business days,
business goes on, extends the period to six days, viz., from

the 22d to the 2sth July. At its close the merchants

depart, the Jews and Catalonians being usually the last to

go ; and the town is left to its ordinary dullness till the

return of this extraordinary scene.

BEAUFORT, the name of several places in France, of

which one only is of sufficient importance to require notice.

Beaufort en Vallee (or Beaufort la I'ille), with its suburb

Beaufort en Franchise (otherwise Beaufort hori In }'////),

is in the department of Maine-et-Loire, about seventeen

miles, measured in a straight line, E. by S. of Angers, the

capital of the department. The town and suburb are sepa-
rated from each other by a branch of the little river Coesnon
or Couanon, which soon afterwards falls into the Authion,
one of the minor feeders of the Loire. The chief trade of

the town in former times consisted in corn ;
but the more

modern authorities speak of manufactures of coarse li

nens for the use of the army, hempen cloths, series, drug-
gets, and hats. Hemp is grown in the surrounding dis-

trict, which produces also corn and vegetables. Before the

Revolution there were in Beaufort la Yille two parish
churches and a convent of Recollcts, a class of Franciscans.

The population, in 1832, comprehending, probably, both

Beaufort la Ville and its suburb, was 3288 for the town,
and 5914 for the whole commune. 47 2i' N. lat., and

13' W. long, from Greenwich. (Piganiol de la Force,
Dictionnai'-e Universe! de /<i 1'ruiwf.)

BEAUFORT, CARDINAL. Henry Beaufort, Bishop
of Winchester and Cardinal of St. Eusebius, was a son ol

John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster (lather of Henry IV.),
b\ his mistress Catherine Swynford, whom he subsequently
married. His children by this woman, all born before wed-
lock, were legitimated by the name of Beaufort in the
twentieth year of the reign of Richard II. We arc unable
to state the exact year of Cardinal Beaufort's birth

; but
from the circumstance of his having been consecrated a

bishop when 'very young,' in 1397, and that he is spoken of

on his death-bed as 'an old man of eighty,' we infer that it

..bout the year 1.17(1. He studied at Oxford, Cu inl-

and Aix-la-Chapelle. In 1397 he was created bishop of Lin-
coln (he is erroneously called bishop of London in the l\ir

liantfiiturij History); became chancellor of the Univcr.-ity
of Oxford in 1.199; and in 140-1 succeeded the celebrated

William of Wyckhnm as bishop of Winchester. In the

parliaments of 1-10-1 and 1405 he officiated as lord ch.m-

ccllor, an office which he filled four times during his life.

The bishoprick of Winchester was then, as at present, one
of the richest endowments in the English church; and
Beaufort, from habits of frugality according to some writers,
from sordid covetousness according to others, multiplied his

riches so as to become the wealthiest subject in Enghnd.
He advanced l.is nephew, Henry V., by way of loan, out of

vn private purse not less than 28.000/. during hi-

in France; and also lent the infant king, Hei:ry VI. ,

I l.iiUO/., sums which, the circumstances of the times being
dcred, were of enormous magnitude.

On the death of Henry V. in 1 122, Beaufort (with his

brother, alti-r.vard- Duke ,>| K\e|er) was appointed guardian
of his infant successor : Beaufort was also a member of the

council of regency, of which the king's uncle, Humphrey.

Duke of Gloucester, was the novninai head. The struggle for

supremacy between these ambitions men, which soon as-

sumed the character ul '. r >utt ->. i the

|iriimnient feature u! the intern:.! : Knghnd from
the year 1424 to the jear of their death, in 1 117. The pre-
late being a man ' well skilled in all the means prml
suggests to the ambitious in accomplish their ends' (v.e

quote the words of Rapin). ultimately triumphed in the

struggle, which on more than one occasion threatened to

inllict upon the country all the ills of civil war. The quarrel
first assumed a warlike aspect in 1 I2li. The riti/.uns of

London were of the
parly

of the duke. Tt> 'icui

the bishop strengthened the garrison of the Tower, which
the council, under his influence, had intrusted to the care of

Sir Richard W\de\ile, a creature of his own. ]

currcd during a temporary absence of Gloucesteron the ( 'on-

I incut . On his return he demanded lodgings in the Tower,
but was refused, Wydevilc having orders to admit 'no one
more powerful than himself.' In his resentment the duke
ordered the gates of the city to be closed against the prelate.
The next morning the retainers of Beaufort attcmp'
force the gates a! London Bridge. The citizens Hew {,< .

and bloodshed was with difficulty averted by the Archbishop
of Canterbury and the Prince of Portugal, wh > happened
to be then in Engl .ml. prevailing upon the two parties to

suspend their feuds till the Duke of Bedford, the recent,
who had been written to, should arrive from Paris. The

bishop's letter to the Duke of Bedford on this occasion is

worth quoting :

'
I recommend me unto you with all my heart ; and as

you desire the welfare of the king our sovereign lord and of

his realms of England and France, and your own health and
ours also, so haste you hither : for, by my troth, if you tarry
we shall put this land in a jeopardy with afield: such a

brother you have here. God make htm a good man. For

your wisdom knoweth that the profit of France standeth in

the welfare of England. Written in great haste on Alhallow

Even, by y true servant to rny lives end,
HEN. WINTON."

(Hall's Chronicles ; the letter is also printed in the second
scries of Ellis's Hist. Letters.)
The Duke of Bedford hastened from Paris to reconcile

the rivals, but found it expedient to refer the matter to a

parliament summoned for the purpose at Leicester. This

parliament is known by the nickname of the 'parliament of

hats,' a nickname which, in its origin, aptly illustrates the

temper of the partizans of the bishop and of Gloui

and throws some light on the state of manners. In order
to prevent the consequences of strife among armed men,
the members of the parliament summoned at Leicester

were ordered to leave their swords and other weapons
usually worn by the gentry at their inns: their followers,

however, with a view to defeating this prohibition, attended

them with bats, or clubs, on their shoulders ; and when
these also were forbidden they concealed stones and plum-
mets of lead in their sleeves and bosoms. (Purliamentary
Jli\ii,rtj, vol. i. p. 354.)

Among other charges put forward by the Duke of Glou-
cester, in a bill of impeachment against his uncle Beau-
fort, was an accusation that he had hired an assassin to

take away the life of the late King Henry V., at the time
Prince of Wales ; and that he had encouraged the prince to

usurp the throne before the death of his father. Gloucester

professed to make this charge on the authority of Henry
himself; but the bishop triumphantly opposed to that ;

mony the fact that Henry had, to the last moment of his

life, honoured him with his friendship and confidence. After
much wrangling and recrimination, the matter was referred

to the arbitration of four spiritual and four temporal peers,
who awarded that Gloucester should be '

good lord to the

bishop, and have him in affection and love,' and that the

prelate should preserve to the dnkc ' trew and sad love and
affection, and be ready to do him such service as pcrlaineth
of honesty to my Lord of Winchester ami : ite to

do.' A formal public reconciliation then took place between
the tWO disputants j

but the
bishop

felt tin.- award to be so

much of a reproof, that lie resigned the chancellorship, and
obtained leave to go abroad, (The letter of leave is given
in the second seiies <.)' Ellis's ////. Letters.) Beaufort ac-

companied Bedford in his return to France ; and nt Calais
1 the welcome intelligence that the pope had raised

him to the dignity of cardinal, and had appointed him V
'! lattre, for the purpose of directing an English force in a
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crusade against the Hussites in Bohemia. [See BEDFORD,
DUKB OF.]

In 1429 Cardinal Beaufort succeeded in destroying the

power of his rival Gloucester, by having the young king
crowned, and by inducing the parliament to declare on the
occasion that the office of protector, filled by the duke,
was, ipso facto, at an end. From being at the head of the
council of regency, Gloucester was thus reduced to his rank
as a peer. From this time till his death the councils of the
cardinal predominated in the administration.
A powerful party, however, headed by the Duke of Glou-

cester, opposed itself to the administration of the car-

dinal. The spirit of the age was averse to the rule of

ecclesiastical statesmen
;
and the House of Commons in

particular had directed its attention to the question of church
reform, as essential to good government. In a meeting of

peers, in 1431, it was proposed that, as the dignity of car-

dinal was, by the law of the land, incompatible with the

possession of a bishopric in England, Beaufort should be

removed from the see of Winchester, and compelled to re-

fund its revenues from the day that he had accepted the

cardinal's hat. Gloucester followed up this motion with a

series of charges, to the effect that Beaufort had incurred
the penalties of praomunire in having accepted the papal
hull, contrary to the express prohibition of the late king, and
Vad exempted himself as legate from the jurisdiction of the
see of Canterbury. The same charges were renewed in a

more formal manner by Gloucester in 1434. (The articles

are given at length in Rapin and the Parliamentary Hiitory
from Hall.) He accused the cardinal, also, of having
amassed wealth by dishonest means, of having usurped
the functions of sovereignty, appointing embassies, and re-

leasing prisoners on his own authority, and estranging from
the person of the young king his relatives and the council

of the regency. That these charges were founded on truth

is evident from the fact that two acts of parliament were

passed, one in 1432, the other in 1437, indemnifying Beau-
fort against the penalties of praomunire, and pardoning him
for all crimes committed up to the 20th of July in the last-

named year. The arrest and probable murder of Gloucester
are usually ascribed to his fierce and courageous denunciation
of the ecclesiastical counsellors of the king. Gloucester's
death took place on the 28th of February, 1447.
The cardinal survived his great rival but six weeks.

His death-bed has been painted in immortal colours by
Shakspeare (Henri/ VI. Part 2), but the imagination of
the poet has supplied the darkest features of the picture.

Shakspeare represents him as expiring in an agony of

despair:

Lord Cardinal, if thou think'st on heaven's bliss,

Hold up thy hand, make signal of thy hope.
He dies, aud makes no sign.'

But we know from the authority, Hall, which Shakspeare
has followed in the less harrowing details of the scene, that

the cardinal's worldliness was confined to expressing his

regret that money could not purchase life, and that death
should have cut him off at the moment when his rival to

the great object of his ambition (the popedom) had been
removed. Hall's version is given on the authority of one

Baker, the cardinal's chaplain : and the last words are,
'

I

pray you all to pray for me.' His will, moreover, to which
two codicils are attached, on the 7th and 9th of April (he
died on the 1 Ith), is still extant (Nichols's Royal and Noble

Wills, p. 311), indicating a state of feeling more worthy of

a Christian prelate. His great wealth was distributed, ac-

cording to the provisions of his will, in charitable donations.

Not less than 40001. was allotted for the relief of the indi-

gent prisoners in Newgate, Ludgate, the Fleet, Marshalsea,

King's Bench, and the prison attached to the Southwark
manor of the diocese of Winchester ;

and the hospital of

St. Cross at Winchester still exists as a monument of his

munificence. Cardinal Beaufort was buried in the beautiful

chantry which bears his name in Winchester Cathedral.

(Hall's Chronicles; Turner's Modern Hittnry nf Eng-
land; Uapin's History; Lingard s History ; and Milner's

History of Winchester. In the two last-named works the

reader will find a much more favourable account of the

last moments nf the cardinal, given on the authority of an

eye-witness, in the Continuation nf'the History nf Cropland,
than we have adopted in the text.)

BEAUFORT, MARGARET, COUNTESS OF RICH-
MOND AND DERBY, is entitled to honourable mention
as an eminent patroness of literature, after the manner of

the age in which she lived. She was of royal descent, being
the daughter and heiress of John Beaufort, DuUe of Sotner>
set, grandson of John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, third
son of Edward III. This descent was not strictly legitimate,
the name of Beaufort having been first given' by John of
Gaunt to his natural children by Catherine Swynford, who
were legitimated by act of parliament under Richard II.

Margaret Beaufort was born in 1441
; and was thrice married,

first to Edmund Tudor, half brother to Henry VI., created
Earl of Richmond, by whom she had one son, afterwards

Henry VII. : secondly to Sir Henry Stafford, a younger
branch of the ducal house of Buckingham ; thirdly' to Lord
Stanley, afterwards E.irl of Derby. By the two last mar-
riages she had no issue. She died in 1509, and is buried at

Westminster, where her tomb may be seen in the south
aisle of Henry Vllth's Chapel.
The Countess of Richmond was rich, pious, charitable,

and generous. Her attention to the formal observances of

religion prescribed by the Papal church was strict even to

rigour. To her bounty Christ's College, Cambridge, founded
in 1505, and St. John's College, Cambridge, projected and
endowed by her, but not chartered till 151 l,owe their exist-
ence. The latter, however, was deprived of the greater por-
tion of its revenues, that which consisted of the foundress's
estates, by Henry VIII., who sued for and recovered them
as heir-at-law

;
and the wealth which this distinguished col-

lege now enjoys is chiefly due to the liberality of later bene-
factors. The Countess of Richmond also established a pro-
fessorship of divinity, with a salary of 20 marks, in each

university; the holders of which are called Lady Margaret's
professors. Their incomes have been increased, at Cambridge
by the annexation of the rectorial tithes of Terrington in

Norfolk, by James I. ;
and at Oxford, by the revenues of a

prebendal stall in Worcester Cathedral. The Countess of
Richmond also appointed a public preacher at Cambridge,
salary 10/., whose duties are now confined to the delivery of
one Latin sermon yearly.

Walpole has given this noble lady a place in his Cata-

logue of Royal and Noble Authors, as the translator of two
books : I . The Mirroure of Golde to the Sinfuil Soul, trans-
lated from a French translation of the Speculum Aureum
Peccatorum, printed by W. de Worde in 1522; 2. Trans-
lation of the fourth book of Dr. J. Gerson's Treatise on the
Imitation and Following the Blessed Life of our Most
Merciful Saviour Christ, printed at the end of Dr. William
Atkinson's translation of the three first books Pynson,
1504. The following treatises are said to have been pub-
lished by her desire or encouragement:

Scala Perfeccionis, Englysshed, the I^adder of Perfec-
tion, by Walter Hilton W. de Worde, 1494. fol.

Treatise concernynge the Seven Penetencyall Psalmes,
by Fisher, Bishop of Rochester, printed by W. de Worde in

1509, and Pynson, 1510. 4to.

The Ship of Fooles of this World, translated by Henry
Watson into prose, and printed by W. de Worde, 1517. 4to.

Bishop Fisher preached her funeral sermon, entitled

A Mornynge Remembraunce, printed by W. de Worde, and

reprinted in 1708, with a biographical preface by the Rev.
Mr. Baker. (Walpole's Catalogue, continued by Park,
180C ; and Kippis's Biog. Britannica.)
BEAUFORT, LOUIS DE, was born of a French fa

mily, settled in Germany or Holland, as far as we may pre-
sume from the scanty information we can find of his early
life. He was for a time tutor to the young prince of Hesse

Homburg; but he became known to the learned world by his

Dissertation sur I Incertitude des Cinq Premiers Sii-cles de
I'Histoire Romaine, 8vo. 1 738. He was one of the first modern
writers who carried the spirit of critical investigation into the

narrative of the first five centuries of the Roman common-
wealth

; he showed that both Livy and Dionysius could not
oe implicitly trusted, and that it required a process of very
acute and careful discrimination to separate the truth from
the legendary fables of early Roman history. Among other

things he maintained that Porsenna did really conquer
Rome after the expulsion of Tarquinius. Niebuhr remarks,
when speaking of Beaufort's dissertation (vol. i. p. 539,

note),
' that the critical examination of this war is the most

successful part of that remarkable little work.' His next
work was La Republique Romaine, uu Plan General de
FAncien Gouvernement de Rome, 1 vols. 4to. La II aye,
1 766. The author treats at length and systematically of the

institutions of that celebrated republic, of its senate, its

p-ipulus and plebs, its comitia, its consuls and tribunes, of
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the laws and tribunal*, of the religion of the country and

its minister!, of the various classes of society ami their ro-

|H'ciivi' right*, ami the ruinlitinn of the allies and subjects
ot Koine. Tin- w. r',i mot with proal approbation, and main-

1 its ground as one of th best works upon the Roman

repnK 'iihr's Hittory of Rome, which,

.IT. was left unfinishiil by the author. Auger's work,

nxfilntina de Rome, and Adrien

;<nirrrnfintnt de la Rlfiublique Romain?, 3 vols. 8vo.

Hamburg, 1796, are perhaps the only works written in the

last rentury that deserve to be mentioned together with

Beaufort's. !! An>te also Hittoire de Qerm<iniru*, 12mo.

1711, which he dedicatiil to the Landgrave of Hesse Horn-

bun;. Beaufort was a member of the Royal Society of

J-ondon. He ilied at Maestricht in 1795.

BEAUGENCY, a town in France, in the department of

Loiret, on the road from Paris through Orleans to Blois

and Tours, eighty-six miles 8.S.W. of Paris and fourteen

or fifteen miles S.W. of Orleans, in 47 47' N. lat., and
1 36' E. long, from Greenwich. It is situated at the foot

of a hill on the rijrht or N.W. bank of the Loire, over

which is an tintient bridge of twenty-two arches, according
to. the older authorities (Piganiol de la Force, Expiliy,

J-:ncycIoj>edif Methndique), or of thirty-nine, according to

the last edition of Malte Brun's Gtographie Universelle,

Paris, 1S3-2. This bridge is divided into two parts by :m
island in the centre of the river. The town contains the

remains of an old castle, the antiquity of which some would

rarry up to the time of the Gauls; it has been ruined by
time and by tho various sieves which the town has sus-

tained. Before the Revolution there was a chapter of the

regular cunons of St. Augustin, the successors of a much
larger number of religious of that order, who were esta-

blished here in former days. The monastery in which they
lived was destroyed by the Calvinists in the civil war of the

sixteenth century ; and though a part of the building was

repaired, the establishment seems never to have recovered

its greatness. There are two hospitals for the children and
tin- aged among the poor.
The manufactures of the town consist of leather, woollen

stuffs, and hats
; there are some distilleries, and several mills

for the supply of the town and neighbourhood with Hour.

A considerable trade is carried on in wine (which is ol

superior quality), brandy, corn, and the goods manufactured
in the place.

"

The population, in 1832, was 4182 for the

town, and 4883 for the whole commune. At Beaugency
are quarries of a calcareous freestone, which has been used
for the foundation of the cathedral of Orleans, and that ol

the bridges of Orleans and Tours.
Two councils were held in this town : at the latter of

these the marriage between Louis VII. (te Jeune) and his

queen, Eleanor of Guienne, was annulled on the plea of

relationship: her subsequent marriage with the Count of

Anjou, afterwards Henry II. of England, added largely to

the possessions of the English kings in France, (l)ictinn-

tmir? l.'iiivertel de la Franc?: Expiliy 's Dictionnui
. ft tie- In Fr.ince.)

BEAUHARNOI8, EUGE'NE. son of Viscount Alex-
andre Beauharnois, was born in September, 1780, and re

; Ins early education at the College <>! Si. (leimain-cn-
Ilis father was a member of the National Assembly,

in which he embraced the popular side, and afterwards

with distinction in the- army of the Rhine, in 17!'J. He was,
however, accused by the Jacobins, taken before the revolu-

tionary tribunal, condemned, and beheaded, in July, 17'JI.

when he was only thirty-four years of age. His widow
hine married, in 17 '.iii. Napoleon Bonaparte, who treated

her children, Eugene and Hortense, as il

1

they had been his

own. Eugene accompanied Bonaparte to Italy, and after-

. in 1 7!M. to Kgypt, where he acted as his aide-de-camp.
After Bonaparte became fir-t consul, Kugcno was made chcf-

.dron m the Consular Guards, in which capacity he was
;it at the battle of Marcngo. In 1801 he was

of the Guards. When Bo-

Kr.gene v
'

a prince of
ii.">, on being appointed viceroy of
:' Italy, which comp

ami the,:.
'

.pal proviti- s. he fixed his re-

was adopted by Napoleon in .Tallinn- ,

-oon after married An .'\i-ta Amelia, dan;.-;

.,en war broke out again be-

'ia and Franco, Eugene took the comi
Trench and Italian army on tins frontiers towards Carinthia,

but ho was obliged to retire before the superior force* of the
archduke John, and, after sustaining considerable loss from
the Austrian* at the b lc ..n the i IMT l.nciua, he
withdrew to the banks of the Ad. j ; lein-

forcementi. Upon tin nan army
in Germany, the archduke marched 1

of Vienna, and MTBS closely followed 1 A I attic

took place between the two arm if* near thu river 1'iave,

where the Austrian! were worsted, and obliged to hasten
their retreat. Eugene followed them through C'annlhia

andStyria, and on the-J7ih of May made his junction with

Napoleon's grand army at Eberidorf, near \ K-nn.i. Ho
wo* thence sent into Hungary to cluck the using rn mattt
of the

people
of that country. On the I lili of June he

defeated the archduke John at Raab in Hni
The battle of Wagraui in July following put an end to tho

war. After the peace of \ i, urncd to Milan,
from whence he repaired to Paris in Dei ember, :

present at the declaration of divorce between his mother
and Napoleon. He made a speech to the senate, in winch
he dwelt on the dutvof obedience to the will nf the em-

peror, to whom he and his family were under great obliga-
tions. In 1812, he joined Napoleon in the campat.
Russia with part of the Italian army, during which
vice he took the command of the fourth corps of the grand

army, and was engaged at the battles of Molu.ow and
of the Moskwa. In the disastrous retreat from M< s-

ngenc succeeded in keeping together the remnants
of his own corps, and maintaining some order and disci-

pline among them; and after Napoleon and Mural had
left the army, he took the cciniinand of the whole. At
Magdeburg he collected the relics of the yarn.us corps : and
on the 2nd of May, at the bailie of I.utzen, he commanded
the left of the new army which Napoleon had raised. Soon
after he returned to Milan to raise new conscriptions to re-

place the soldiers who had perished in Russia, and to make
every effort to defend Italy against the threatened attack of

Austria. Three levies of 15,000 conscripts each were or-

dered in the course of one year, in the kingdom of Italy
alone: but the people were tired of war, and il was found
difficult to collect the men. Tho news of the battle of

Leipzig added to the general discontent: and at the end of

October, IS 13, tho Austrian army entered the Venetian

territory, when Eugene was obliged to retreat to the Piave,

and, after some sharp lighting, to fall back on the Adige.
In March, 1 814, being attacked by the Austrian* on ono

side, and by Murat at the head of the Neapolitan army
on the other, ho withdrew to the Mincio, and removed his

family and property from Milan to the fortress of Mantua,
On the ictu of April, Eugene and Marshal 1'

the Austrian commander, signed the convention of Scbia-

riuo-Rizzino, by which hostilities were suspended, the

French troops remaining in Italy were sent a.vay, and

Venice, Legnago, and other fortieses, were delivered up
to Austria. Napoleon's kingdom of Italy was now i

end, and Napoleon himself had abdicated the crown of

France. Some endeavours were made by Eugene's friends

to obtain his nomination as king of I.ombardr, but a

strong party at Milan violently opposed it, and an insur-
i tivik place in that city, in which 1'rina, one ofPrmca
ne's ministers, was murdered by the people. I'pon

(his, Eugene ga\e up Mantua to the Austrian*, and returned
with his family to Bavaria.

As viceroy of the kingdom of Italy, Eugene was person-
ally liked by the people and by the army, for his frank

hearing and affable temper, and his humane disposition.

Entirely devoted to Napoleon, he implicitly obeyed and en-
forced his often harsh decrees, although he occasionally en-

deavoured to obtain some mitigation of them, lledisp

activity and regularity in the details of administration ;

hisvii, i w, is splendid, but he was frugal in bis

own expenditure. Some of the per-ons by wh"in he win
surrounded is of popular aversion, and thus oc-

casioned an unfavourable feeling toward- go-
vernment, lie was also accused of having, in s 1110 lit

of ill-humour dir for-

tunes, used harsh ami ~ to the II

around him, men who had devoted their lives to Ins

and iiis stepfather's service, who had f night the battles of

thu French empire, and who were now deeply stun

Ins unmerited reproach. '!'!.,-. limits may have contri-

buted to the revulsion of feeling that inuniftMted itself at

Milan in 1814.
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After leaving Italy Eugene lived chiefly at Munich, a1

the court of his father-in-law, with the title of Prince ol

Leuehtenberg. He visited Paris after the death of his

mother, and was very graciously received by Louis XVIII.
He also visited Vienna when the Congress was sitting and

was treated with marked attention by the Allied Sovereign
and their ministers, but especially by the Emperor Alexan-
der. Eugene retained, with the consent of the Pope, the pos-
session of some estates in the northern provinces of the

Roman states, which had formed part of the kingdom of

Italy. The restored king of Naples also agreed to pay him
five millions of francs. These grants were intended as a

compensation for the loss of the yearly income of a million

of francs assigned to him by Napoleon on the national do-

main of Italy. (Colletta, Storia del Reame di Napoli, vol.

iv.) Eugene died at Munich on the 2 1st of February, 1824,
at the age of 45 years. The Duchess of Braganza, Don
Pedro's widow, and Prince Augustus of Portugal, late hus-
band of the Queen Donna Maria, are his children. (Storia
d Italia di Carlo Botta; Storia dell' Amministrazione del

Ttenn d' Italia sotto il Dominio dei Frances! ; Biographie
des Cuntemporains.)
BEAUJOLAIS, LE, a district in France under the old

regime, and one of the subdivisions of the former province
of Lyonnais : it is now included in the departments of
Rhone and Loire. It was the most northerly of the sub-
tlivisions of the Lyonnais, and was hounded on the north

by the duchy of Bourgogne or Burgundy ; on the south by
the districts of Lyonnais (understanding that name in its

in ,-t restricted application) and Forez ; on the east by the
river Saone, which separated it from the principality of

Dombes, one of the subordinate territories of Bourgogne ;

and on the west by the river Loire, which separated it from
Forez. Beaujolais is about thirty-five miles from east to

west, and about twenty-five from north to south, as mea-
sured on the map of Prance in Provinces, published by the

Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge ; but a re-

ference to the great survey of France by Maraldi and
ui, in 183 sheets, shows the boundary on the south to

be so very irregular that no measurement would give much
clue to the size of the district. The dimensions generally

ued by the French geographers are ten leagues (or

twenty-eight miles) in length, and eight leagues (or twenty-
two miles) in breadth. This country is traversed from south
to north by the range of hills which extend from the C-
vennes northward to the Cote d'Or, and sepa.ru.te the basins
of the Loire and the Rhone. From this range a more level

country extends on one side to the Loire and on the other
to the Saune, watered by small streams which descend from
the mountains and fall into the rivers above-mentioned.
Of these streams the chief are the Azergue (which, when
its torrent is swollen, is very rapid), and the Ardiere, tribu-

taries of the Safme ;
the Rhin or Reins, and the Tram-

b.nizan, which How into the Loire, and the Trambouze, an
alHuent of the Rhin.
The district is very fertile, and some of the heights are

covered with fine wood, yielding deals and timber for the

carpenter and the shipwright. The agricultural produce
consists of corn, wine, and hemp : there is abundance of

pasturage for cattle. Considerable mining operations were
once carried on in Beaujolais; but these seem to have been

neglected for a long time, at least such as yielded silver.

The stone quarries of Pommiers, near Villefranche, which
for twelve centuries supplied Lyon with immense blocks of

stone of excellent quality, are now almost, if not quite
abandoned.
The chief towns in Beaujolais are Villefranche near the

SaTine (population, in 1832, 6460), which was the capital of

tlie district while it existed as a subdivision of Lyonnais ;

Beaujeu (in the interior, upon the river Ardicre), from

which the territory obtained its name (population, in 1832,
of commune, 1596; of town, 1520); Belleville, at the junc-
tion of the Ardii-re with the Saone ;

St. Symphorien de

Lay, on the road from Lyon to Roanne (population of com-

mune, in 1832, 4500) ; Thizy, near the Trambouze; Perreux,
near the Loire ;

and Amplepuis, on the Rhin (population
of commune, in 1S32, 4873. [See LOIRE, DEPARTMENT
ov; LYONNAIS; RHONE, DEPARTMENT OF; and VILLE-

FRANCHK.]
Beaujeu is seated at the foot of a mountain, and, as al-

ready noticed, on the bank of the river Ardiere. The lords

of Beaujeu had a castle here ;
hut when the lordship came

by inheritance to the house of Forez, the nobles of that

race patronized Villefranche, and Beaujeu gradually falling
into decay gave place to its younger rival. Expilly, in his

Dictionnaire des Guides, fyc., Pans, 1/62, assigns to it 3000
inhabitants. Its diminished population in 1832, given
above, shows its further decay. It had, up to the tirst

French Revolution, a collegiate church, a convent, and an
hospital. The church was worthy of note for the sculptures
and paintings which it contained. Beaujeu is in 46 10' N.
lat., and in 4 34' E. long.
The first lord of Beaujeu wasWischard or Guichard, who

lived in the reign of Robert* son of Hugues Capet (A.D.
996-1031), and the lordship continued to be held by his
descendants in the male line till 1263, when, in failure of
a male heir, it passed by marriage into the family of the
Counts of Forez, a younger branch of which family became
lords of Beaujeu. Several of these nobles distinguished
themselves in the wars of the middle ages. Humbert IV.,
of the first race, took an active part in the war against the
Counts of Toulouse, the protectors of the persecuted Albi-

geois; was made constable of France by Louis IX. (St.

Louis), whom he accompanied to the Holy Land : and is

said to have died in that expedition. Guichard VI., of the
second or Forez race, served in the wars of Philip VI. (of

Valois), King of France, against the Flemings, and his son,

Edward in those of the Baine Philip, and of John II., son
and successor of Philip, against Edward III. of England.
Edward of Beaujeu, who was in the battle of Crecy, fell in
an encounter, in which he defeated the English at Ardres
in 1351. Another Edward, one of the successors of this

lord, having thrown out of a window an officer \Vho served
him with a citation to answer a charge of rape, was arrested
and led prisoner to Paris

;
and only obtained his liberty by

purchasing, at the price of his lordships of Beaujolais and
Dombes, the protection of Louis Duke of Bourbon, into
whose family the territory of Beaujolais consequently came.
The failure of the direct line of the Dukes of Bourbon

caused a disputed succession. The claimants were Charles
de Bourbon, constable of France, and Louisa of Savoy,
mother of Francis I., King of France, whose claims were
derived by purchase from a daughter of that Lord Edward
who fell in the war with the English. Louisa, unhappily
for France, gained the suit ; the constable revolted, and in

the service of the Emperor Charles V., and in conjunction
with his generals, defeated Francis at Pavia and took him
prisoner. The house of Bourbon Montpensier gained pos-
session of the lordship of Beaujolais in the reign of Charles
IX. of France, and from this house it passed to the family
of Orleans, which appears to have held it up to the period
of the French Revolution.

BEAULIEU, the name of many places in France. In
the Dictionnaire Universel de la France (Paris, 1 804), thirty*
nine towns and villages so called are given. Two of the

villages are, however, beyond the boundaries to which
France was reduced at the downfall of Napoleon; but as

three small villages, also called Beaulieu, appear in the

Diclionnaire da Gaulfs of Expilly, which are not inserted

in our first-quoted authority, we may consider the name as

applying to forty places, large and small. It was also given
to several religious houses, whether in towns or in more
secluded situations.

Beaulieu, in- the department of Correze, is a small town,
which owes its origin to an antient Benedictine monastery
of the congregation of St. Maur, founded by Rodolph, or

Raoul de Turenne, Archbishop of Bourges, about the
middle of the ninth century, and enriched by Frolaire, sue
ccssor of Raoul, and others. It is on the right bank of the

Dordogne, in the southern part of the department, in 44

59' N. lat., and 148' E. long: population, in 1832, 2154
for the town, and 2415 for the whole commune. Some
have ascribed the foundation of the monastery to Charle-

magne, but erroneously. (Martiniere; Expilly, Diction-

naire Universel de la France, fyc.)

Beaulieu, in the department of Indre et Loire, may be
considered almost as a suburb of the town of Loches (see

LOCHES), from which it is separated by the two channels of

the river Indre, which divides a little above this part, and re-

uniting its waters just below, encloses a small island which
lies between the two towns. Beaulieu, previous to the

Revolution, consisted of three parishes, which seems to

indicate that it was once of greater importance. There

were also two religious foundations a Benedictine abbey
of the congregation of St. Maur, and a house of regular

canonesses of the order of St. Augustiu. The former of

P2
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these WM founded in the beginning of the eleventh ren-

tury by Fulk Nerr, Count of Anjou and Lord of Loches ;

tin- 1-it'ter was of much later onijin, having been founded in

The chief manufactures of the town are woollen

loth and leather: the tanneries are on the river Inilre.

The population, in 183.', was 1800 for the town, or V!-'-- lor

the \> : n une. The celebrated Agne* Sorcl, mis-

.f Charles VII., king of France, was lady of this town

ulieu. It is in 47 7' N. lat.. and l"0' E. Ion-;.

At the village of Braulieu. near the town of St. Germain

Lemhron. in the southern part of theile|>artmctH of I'u\-do-

. are some alkulme waters, the source of which is in-

termittent, though the times of (lowing and of cessation

have not been accurately marked.

BEAUMARCHAIS. I'IK.KKK AUGUSTS CARON
L)K, was liorn at Pans in January, \7M. His fatl.fr was a

watchmaker, and brought up his son to tlie same profession,

in which young Beaumarchais showed eonttdMvUe skill.

He tnarkably fond of music, and attained great

proficiency in playing on the harp uud the guitar, lieau-

marchais played before the daughters of Louis XV., who

being pleased with his musical skill admitted him to their

concerts, and afterwards to their parties. He now apj

at Versailles in a rich court-dress, which otl'eiided a h-uighty

nobleman, who meeting him one day in one of the galleries,

asked him abruptly to look at a valuable watch that he

wore, which was out of order. Beaumarchais excused him-

self, by saying that his hand was very unsteady ;
the other

ing, Heaumarchais took the watch and dropped it on

the lloor, simply observing :

'
I told you so.' Notwithstand-

ing this event lie continued to enjoy the patronage of the

Court, which gave him the opportunity of becoming con-

nected with some of the Fermiers Gincraux and great con-

tractors. It was his bad fortune to be involved in several

law suits, some of which made great noise in the world, and

gained considerable notoriety in consequence of the memoirs
or pleadings of his case, which Bcaumavc hais wrote and

published. These pleadings, which show considerable skill

and oratorical power, are inserted in the collection of his

works. But his fame as a writer rests on his plays, and

chieliy on the two,
' Le Barbierde Seville,' and ' \M Manage

de Figaro,' which are tot well known all over Europe, both

as plays and as operas, to require any particular notice

here. The character of Figaro was a happy invention,
and the other principal characters, in both plays, are

drawn with great skill. The '

Manage dc Figaro' alone

produced to Beaumarchais 80,000 francs. lie wrote a third

play,
' La Mere Coupable,' which may he considered a, a

sequel to the other two, but is inferior to them in many
respects, and objectionable in a moral point of view. He
also wrote '

Eugenie' and ' Les Deux Amis :' the subject of

the Cr>t is taken from an adventure which occurred to his

own sister, and which he relates in his memoirs. Goethe has
treated the same subject in his drama of Clavigo.' At the

beginning of the revolt of the English-American provinces,
Beaumarchais entered into a speculation for supplying the

colonies with arms, ammunition, &c. ; he lost M-MM

sels, three of which were taken in one day by
the English

cruisers in coming out of the river of Bordeaux, but the

greater number arrived in America, and Beaumarchais en-

riched himself by his undertaking. Among other specula-
tions he engaged to supply Paris with water anil with fire-

engines. When the French revolution broke out, Beau-
marchais showed himself favourable to the popular cause,
and entered into speculations to supply corn, nni-kcN.
&c. But his activity in that critical period exposed him
to suspicion; he was accused and acquitted, then aci-used

again, and being obliged to run away, he escaped to

England and afterwards to Germany. He returned to

France after the fall of Robespierre, anil then entered into

a new speculation in salt, by which he lost a large sum.
He died in May, 1 799.

Beaumarchaiit had considerable talent and other good
qualities, but he was very vain and fond of distinction. He
undertook an edition of all the works of Voltaire, uf whom he
wu a great admirer; but the edition, notwithstanding all

his pains and groat expense, proved very indifferent, bullia,

to correctness and execution. His correspondence, \vnich is

at the end uf In- works, contain* some well-written i

among others one to Citizen Baudin, of the Firnch !

lative Council, in which he inveighs against the iniquitous
ii adopted by the Directory of transporting to Guiana

tboae who were obnoxious to them, after the affair of the

18 Fructid. ft compUie* 4* Beaumarchais,
I vol. 6vo. Paris. 1809: ; '/<.)
BKAl MAK1S, a parish and borough, and the county-

town of the county of \ North Wales, in the hun-
dred of Dindai'lhwy. li is s;iua!cd on the picturesque bay
ii t Heaiimaris, at the northern entrance ..(' tbi trait,

at the distance of I J miles from the Mcnai bridge, :ij miles

from Bangor, and 'Jld miles N.W. from London. The ori-

ginal name of the site was Bonover. which was changed by
Kdward I., who may be regarded as the foun i.mn,
to Beaumaris. which, according to some authorities.

French compound (lienu and nmrais, a fine or beautiful

marsh), descriptive of the situation of the place; but ot]

very improbably derive it from Hi-maris, in allusion to its

situation at a place where two tides, .rsc.is meet. The former

explanation seems to agree best with tin.
1

existing name,
castle of Beaumaris is considered to have 1 , en the parent of

the town. After Edward I. had secured his conquests in

Caernarvonshire, by the erection of the castles of Caernarvon
and Conway, he built Beaumaris castle in 1295; a low marshy
.-pot was selected for the site, for the purpose ol having a

large fosse around the castle filled with water from the

A canal also was cut to enable smail vessels to

their lading under the walls, for the use of the (fan
Each of Edward's three castle, d.ll'ers in t:>rm. Tin
sent, from the lowness of its site and dilapidated state of the

presents n far less imposing appearance than the

other.--, li consists of an outer balhum or eiivi lope, flunked

with ten circular bastion towers, of which those at the

angles are the lamest, and having on the south side an
advanced work, called the Gunner's Walk. About the
centre of this fortified enclosure stands the principal body of
the castle. Its height far exceeds that of the envelope, and
at a distance appears to rise majestically from it, as from

It is nearly quadrangular, with a grand round
tower at each angle, and another in the centre of each

The interior consists of an area 190 feet square, with obtuse
corners. The centre of the north-west side conta.

hall, 70 feet long nnd 234 broad, with a proportionate
height: it has live large pointed windows, which form a
handsome front to the inner quadrangle. On the eastern
side of the area there are remains of a chapel, the sides of

which are ornamented with receding pointed arc lies. The
elegantly- groined roof is supported by ribs springing from

pilasters, between each of which is along narrow window.
There was a cormnunication between the several parts i.f

the inner court by means of a narrow surrounding gallery,
a considerable portion of which is still entire. Within re-

cesses funned in the thickness of the w.ill, in the sides of
this gallery, are several square apertures, apparently once
furnished with trap doors, which opened into r, unii beneath ;

but as there are no vestiges of descending steps, it is dif-

ficult to ascertain their use. It is conjectured that these

rooms, as well us tin: two circular ea-tcrn towers,

employed for the confinement of prisoners. The principal
entrance to the castle fares the sea, and is formed by two
circular bastion towers, between which a pointed archway
was fortified with four portcullises. The ruins of this castlo
are plentifully bespread with gilliflowen, which grow no-
where else in the island of Ang!'
The governor of the castle was generally also captain of

the town, and usually had twenty-four men under him.
There is nothing remarkable in the eaily history of the

castle, except the frequent quarrels between the garrison
and the inhabitants of the vicinity, whose complaints ulti-

mately occasioned it, removal in the reign of Henry VII.
In the year 1642 the garrisoned for Charles 1.,

for whom it was held by Colonel liiilkcley, the son of Lord

Bulkelcy the constable, until 10-18, when it capitulated on
honourable terms to General Mytton. The estimated an-

nual expense of the garrison in 1653 amounted to 170.3/.

The castle is still the properly of the crown. A hand-
some tennis-court, fives court, and howling-green have been
formed within its walls for the amusement of residents at

Beaumont.
When Edward I. built the town, he surrounded it with

wall,, made it a corporation, and gave it great privili
and some valuable lands. Among the privileges the follow-

ing arc mentioned : That the inhabitants should have a
free prison' in tin- castle; that no.iiws should dwell in

the town ; that if any of the burgc
- - - rip ,1, lestale or ill-

is should not be forfeited to the km;;, but
should be enjoyed by their heirs. The town did not, how-
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ever, send any member to parliament until the reign o
Edward VI. By the Reform Bill, the towns of Llangefn
Amlwch, and Holyhead, with Beaamaris, now send a mem
ber. The bill made no alteration in the boundary of th

borough, which embraced a district of about ten miles ii

circuit, and was therefore considered sufficiently extensive.
Beaumaris seems to have flourished under the royal fa

vour, and to have attained some commercial importance ;
fo

Sir John Wynne, in characterising the inhabitants of th
three castellated towns of the Menai, upwards of two centu
ries ago, speaks of ' the lawyers of Caernarvon, the mer
chants of Beaumaris, and the gentlemen of Conway.' An
inference to the same effect has been made from the loca
tokens which were, at a somewhat later time, in use among
the opulent tradesmen as a substitute for copper coin ; i

practice at that time common in places of considerable
traffic.

' At present,' says the Boundary Report,
'

it has
not any trade or manufactures, but it derives a considerable

profit from being the resort of visitors for sea-bathing
many of whom come from Liverpool.' The bay before the
town affords good anchorage for ships, having seven fathoms
water at the lowest ebb. Vessels often find security there
in hard gales, and occasionally undergo repairs upon the
beach. A few sloops belong to Beaumaris, but they are

chielly employed in carrying for other ports.
The town of Beaumaris consists of several streets, ol

which one, terminated by the castle, is well built, and the
houses are in general neat. The chapel, dedicated to the
Blessed Virgin, had formerly one aisle distinguished as the

chapel of St. Mary, and the other as that of St. Nicholas :

it is now known exclusively by the former name. It is a

spacious and rather elegant structure, consisting of a chancel,
nave, and two aisles, with a square embattled tower. It
was formerly a chapelry in the parish of Llandegfan, but is

now a distinct parish church. The town-hall is a commo-
dious modern structure ; the basement story contains a

prison. Above, besides the apartments for the transaction
of municipal business, is a handsome apartment, which
forms the finest ball-room in the principality. There is

also a county-hall, a county prison, and a custom-house,
which is the comptrolling-office not only to the different

parts of the island, but to those on the Caernarvon side of
the Menai. Near the town is a ferry, which belonged to
the crown until the reign of Elizabeth, who granted it to

the corporation. The other five ferries of the Menai had
previously been transferred to private hands by Henry VIII.
The last Lord Bulkeley, who did much for the improvement
of Beaumaris, made a fine road at his sole expense, from
the town, along the banks of the Menai, to the Menai
bridge, a distance of -4} miles.

In the year 1603 a free school was founded and liberally
endowed at Beaumaris by David Hughes, Esq., a native of
the town. Among the other establishments for education
is an extensive school, the pupils of which pay one penny
a-week. There are almshouses for ten poor persons, six of
whom are indebted for their provision to the founder of the
free school

;
the other four were added by the last Lord

Bulkeley.
The town, as re-incorporated in the fourth year of Queen

Elizabeth, is governed by a mayor, two bailiffs, chosen an-

nually, and chief burgesses, forming altogether a governing
body limited to twenty-four persons. These twenty-four
capital burgesses were the only electors of the parliamentary
representative previously to the Reform Bill. The market-

days are Wednesday and Saturday. The fairs are on Fe-

bruary J3, Holy Thursday, September 19, and December 1 9,

for cattle. The population of the borough, in 1 83 1 , amounted
to 2675, of whom 1444 were females, according to the Popu-
lation Abstract

;
but the recent report on Municipal Corpo-

rations estimates the population at only 2497.

(Pennant's Tour in Wales; Grose's Antiquities of Eng-
land and Wales, vol. iv.

; Beauties of England and Wales,
vol. xvii. ; Boundary Reports, part vii. ; Report on Muni-

cipal Corporations, &c.)
BEAUMONT, the name of above sixty towns and villages

in France, as we find by a comparison of the Dictionnaire
tift Qaulet, <$-c.,of Expilly (Paris, 1762), with the Diction-
naire Universe! de la France (Paris, 1804), of which only
the following are of sufficient importance to require notice.

Benumunt dv-Lomagne (so called, as being in Lomagne,
a district of the antient Armagune), a town in the depart-
ment of Tarn et Garonne, on the road between Montauban
and Aurh. It is on the left bank of the little river Girnone,
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an affluent of the Garonne. Coarse woollen cloths, hats, and
leather, are the chief manufactures of this little town, which,
in 1S32, had a population of 3126 for the town, and 4130
for the whole commune. It is in 43

3
53' N. lat., and 1 0'

E. long.
Beaumont sur Oise, in the department of Seine et Oise

is about 1 9 miles north of Paris, on the road to Beauvaisi
Abbeville, Boulogne, and Calais. It is on the left or south'
bank of the river Oise, over which there is a very handsome
bridge ;

and on the summit of the hill, on the slope of which
the town is built, there are the remains of an antient castle.
Some braid (passementerie) is mads here, and some trade
is carried on in corn, flour, and glass. The population in
1832 was 1892.

Beaumont had a collegiate church up to the period of the
Revolution. This town was pillaged by the Burgundians in
the year 1416, while Charles Duke of Orleans, to whom it

then belonged, was a captive in England. It is in 49 8' N
lat.. and 2 16'E. long.

Beaumont-le-Koger, in the department of the Euro, is

situated on the right bank of the river Rille, which falls
into the Seine near its mouth. The town was built, at least

augmented, by Roger, one of the lords of the territory in
which it is situated. Louis IX. (otherwise St. Louis) King
of France, obtained it of its former lords, and united it to the
domains of tho crown

; but a century afterwards it was
alienated by John II. to Louis, brother of Charles of Evreux,
King of Navarre. It returned, however, into the possession
of the French kings, having been ceded by Charles III.,

King of Navarre, who had inherited it< to Charles VI. of
France.

There is a large village called Vieille, on the opposite
>ank of the river, which may be considered as a suburb of
he town, with which it is connected by a stone bridge.
Beaumont had, before the revolution, a Benedictine priory,
dependent upon the abbey of Bee, as well as a parish church
dedicated to St. Nicholas. Formerly the townsmen manu-
actured woollen and linen cloths, and nails, and a consi-
lerable quantity of linen was bleached in the village of
Vieille. (Le Grand Dictionnaire de Martiniere, 1730.) At
iresent there is a large woollen-cloth manufactory emplny-
ng 400 workmen

;
also a glass-work, which employs 100.

This last manufactures annually 400,000 bottles, which are

chiefly destined to Bretagne. Population, as given in the
Dictionnaire Unicersel de la France (Paris, 1804), 1325.
rVe have no later authority.
There was formerly a strong castle here, built upon a

recipitous rock. West of the town is a considerable wood,
above seven miles long, from N.N.W. to S.S.E. and two
nd a half miles wide, which takes from it the name of
lie Forest of Beaumont. (Dictionnaire Universel de la
7rance, Paris, 1804.) Beaumont-le-Roger is in 49 4' N.
at., and 46' E. long.
Beaumont-sur-Surthe, otherwise Beaumonl-le- Vicomte,

> a town in the former province of Maine, and the present
epartment of Sarthe. It lies on the right (which, from the

inuous course of the river, is here the north) bank of the
iarthe

;
and on the road from Alencon to Tours

;
1 2 miles

. of Ale^on, and 127 miles W.S.W. of Paris
; 48 13' N.

at., and 6' E. long.
This town takes its distinctive adjunct of Le-Vicomte,

iceause built by the former viscounts of Mans. It was
onsidered a place of considerable strength ; and was se-

eral times taken and retaken in the wars which William
lie Conqueror, as Duke of Normandy, carried on with the
ounts of Maine. Henry IV. of France, during the life-

me of his father, and after the death of his elder brother,
ook from this town the title of Due de Beaumont.
There are not any remains of the fortifications now. The

manufactures of the town consist of linen cloth and serge,
'he population, in 1832, was 1918 for the town, and 2381
or the whole commune.
BEAUMONT, a commune of Ilainault, bounded on

10 north by that of Thirimont; on the north-east by Stre;
n the east by Brabancon and Clermont (the latter in the
rovince of Namur); on the south-east by Solre Saint

lery ;
and on the west by the commune of Leval-Chaude-

ille.

The district is watered by the little river Beaumont, known
[so under the name of Hantes, which falls into the Sambre.
n its course through Beaumont it gives motion to several

mills, iron works, and establishments for sawing marble.

The town of Beaumont, which is situated on the high
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mul from Mont to Chimay, is built on the summit of
|

pretty high hill, t the foot of which masses of rock are '

heaped together. This town is remarkable for the Ix-anty
of iU site, which command* extensive views over a di\cr>i-

fled country. A rattle market is held here on the 1 7th of

every month, and four fain during the year, at Easter,

June. September, and November ;
there are, beside*, two

market* weekly.
Beaumont, formerly called Mlimnntium, was, in the

1 1th rcntury. the capital of a considerable lordship. The
town was strongly fortified in the middle of ihe 1 Cth century.
It suffered mueti in the wan witli France, and its castle

was burnt by the French general. Count de Grand Pit-, in

1660. The Spaniard^ ceded the place to the French in

1684; but by the treaty of Utrecht, il rame into possession
of the House of Austria. The English having taken the

town in 1691, blew up the fortifications, of which nothing
now remains but some towers and subterraneous passages,
which show the former strength of the place.
To the north, west, and south of the town, is a group of

steep hills, the sides of which would be inaccessible but by
means of zigzag roads. Nearly the whole surface of the

commune is broken by limestone and schistose rocks. The
land fit for cultivation is of various qualities ; tho most pro-
ductive consists of a mellow clay on a substratum of calc.i-

reous rock ;
in other places the soil is composed of d

posed schistus on a substratum of the same in an und

posed state. The product ions are wheat, rye, incslin. barley,
oats, vetches, beans, potatoes, and various garden vegetables.
Soils of the best quality nre cropped without inter;.

during three, four, or five years, but other lands lie fallow

every third \ear.

A limestone quarry, in which building stone is worked,
yives employment to many of the inhabitants : others are

employed in sawing blocks of marble brought from Bar-

bancon and Cerfontaine, in Namur. N -. and other

woollens of coarse texture, are woven; and blond lace also

is manufactured in Beaumont. The population in 1S31 was
1869. (Meisser's Dictionnaire Gtographique de la Pro-
rincfilff [fiiinuult, 1833.)

BEAUMONT, FRANCIS, the dramatist, third son of

Francis, one of the judges of the Court of Common Pleas,
and of Anne, daughter of George Pierrepoint, of Holme-

Pierrepoint, in tho county of Nottingham, was born at the

family scat at Grace Dion, in Leicestershire, 1586. The
Beaumonts were not only an antient stock, probably of
Norman origin, to judge from their name, but claimed to be
descended of tho kings of France, a claim which antiquaries
have disputed. By an easy process, a like claim was made
to connexion with the blood royal of England. Neither of
the pretences, perhaps, had better foundation than in the

lilies and lion rampart which they bore in their coat of arms :

but whether just or not, the glory of the family consist- in

its literature
;
and the point, except as a matter of antique

colouring, would not be worth mention, but that even thing
becomes interesting in connexion with a great name. \\V

should look with curiosity upon the family seal of Beaumont,
if we had it in our hands, just as we do upon the A/JW/V in

the arms of Skaktpeaie. Our author's shit id is the same
as that which is borne by tbo family at present, and may be
seen in any flaronetagg.
At ten years of ase (for people went earlier 10 the univer-

sity in those days) Beuumont was admitted a gentleman-
commoner at Broadgate's Hall, now Pembroke College, Ox-
ford. He afterwords became a student in the Temple : mar-
ried Ursula, daughter and co-heir ot Henry 1-1. \, of Sun-
dridL'o, in Kent, by whom he had two daughters; died

before he was thirty, in the spring of the year 1615; and
was buried at the entrance of Sj. Benedict's ('hap.d, in

Westminster Abbey, without any m&cripti in. One of the

daughter* of Beaumont, Frances, was living at a great age
in the jear 1700, at which time she

enjoyed
an annuity

of J0100 from the Duke of Onnond, in whose family she
had resided (say the biographers) as a " domestic ;'" by
which is meant, perhaps a companion : though, from tho

greater dispersion ..f the younger branches of families in

those day*, and their inability to pin themselves on public
offices and pensions, we hear of them oftcner in trade-, and
other humble situation*, than we do now. This laih

to have had in her possession several poems of her")..-

writing, which were lost during a voyage she made from
Ireland.

The race of the Beaumonts, like that of the Fletchers,

which is an interesting coincidence, appears to have abound-
ed in the love ot i^x'try. The biographer* have no'

that there were lour Francis BcuuinutiU all living in 1615,
and that at least three of them were poets Francis the
dramatist ; Francis, his cousin, master of the Charter

House; and Francis a 'Jesuit;' the same, we presume-,
as Francis, one of tho sons of his elder brother Sir John,

probably too young to be a Jesuit at that time, but who
became one after his father's death. This Sir John Beau-
mont, author of Bottcort/i Ha/rf, was a poet of real merit,
as the reader may see by the collection of his verses in

Chalmers's English Poett. His son and successor, another
John, inherited his |ieti< -al tendency. L)r. Joseph Beau-
mont, master ol Peter House, Cambridge, who lived in the

time of the Charleses, and was Of a branch of the laiiiih,

though son of a woolstapler in Suffolk, is also knov

poetical antiquaries as one of the writers from whom Pope
thought a man might

'
steal wisely.' He is furthei

commended for his Ijain style, ami for his taste in paint-

ing. Some pictures cf his, we believe, are still extant in

1'eterhouse Chapel. The grandmother of the witty Villiers,

Duke of Buckingham, was a Beaumont, of the same antient

stock; the late Sir John Beaumont, the represents! i .

the race, and the friend of poets and artists, was himself an
artist : and as if all the blood connected with our drai-

was destined to bo sprightly, the famous Lady AVorth-y

Montague was a Pn-m-point, of the same race as Anne
Picrrepoint, Beaumont's mother.
As Beaumont's life was so short, and his writing* appa-

rently so numerous, it is naturally supposed that he paid
little attention to the law : n conclusion which might be
diawn from his poetical genius. He probably gave h

up to tlie literature and amusements of the town. 11

n -ds, in a celebrated epistle, his intimacy with lien

.Ions in, and the other men of genius who assembled at the

Mermaid Tavern ; where, he says, they used to leave an air

behind them, sufficient to make the two next companies witty.
:l.inV tliflilllcwit I hart U :

Since 1 saw you: fur wit U tike a tvt
1!. lil up .11 it-unift, wltirli men do the best
With Hi.' I.i-M c im.'l.'ni. What things have we seen
Done at the Mrrmaid ! heard words that hare been
So nimble, uid 10 full at subtil* <lam,
Aiifiliat.- -they came
I!. id miMiii lo put hi* whole wit in a jest,
And hail resolved to live a Toot the mt
Of ln dull lite ; then where there had been thrown
\\ii ul.le . no'.iirh to juslify th<- tmtii

For thr.-e days i> ;il, wit thai might warrant be
For the whole city to talk foolishly.
Till thai were canrcU'd ; and when that was gone,
W,- IrU an air behind its v

Wai al-li' 10 link.- the two next companies
Right \> illy ; though but downright fools, mere wise.'

At this greatest of all literary clubs, he would meet with

Shakspeare ; and perhaps it was here he becani'

quainted with the illustrious friend with whom he
destined to become all but identified. The date of their

I'M , I play is lfiU7, when our author was oneand-t, 1

Fletcher was ten years older. According to Aubrey, the

Boswell of those d ays, theirconnexion was, ine\er\ respect,

singularly close, lie sa\ s they not only lived in the same
house, which was near the theatre, on tho Surrey side 01

the river, but had their clothes, cloak, &c., between them,
with other things in common, for which the curious reader

must consult the original, which gave rise to a ludicrous in-

stance of pious fraud on the part of Mr. Chalmers, when,
with the alteration of a single, but important letter, he trans-

ferred the account to his General }>trlt<t<iry, ami his edition

of the tin ali.\h Putts. Aubrey was credulous, and perhaps
only repeated scandal which others laughed at

;
and as to

the clothes anil cloak, the two friends might have
seen to use them accidentally, upon somo one or two occa-

sions, which would have been cii :t for rumour to

convert into a practice. Ni>t but that a community of pn,-

|H;rty in such a respect, between tsvo such men. would bo
\er\ possible, and an evidence of a (lection. Tho friendships
of that age were ot a more romantic cast than at pr.

11 with more vigour into the prose of common
life, and tinctured the whole stream.

A natural curio-ity has existed, to know what were the dis-

tinguishing chat; I the portions furnished to their

common writing* by these illustrious friends. It has gene-
rally 1 .'d that Fletcher contributed the vivacity,
and Beaumont tlie judgment. We can discover no founda-
tion tor this opinion, except the report ; and suspect that

there never was any.
' I have heard,' says Aubrey,

' Dr.
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John Earle (since Bishop of Sarum) say, who knew thaw,
that his (Beaumont's) maine business was to correct the

overflowings of Mr. Fletcher's \vitt.' Yet Earle, in his

verses upon Beaumont, expressly attributes to him whole

plays, in which his genius is quite as exuberant as Fletcher's.

Their editors in general are divided as to the property ;
tradi-

tion seems to have distributed it between them at random
;

and Mr. Seward, in an elaborate attempt to discriminate it,

bewilders himself in refinements which end in giving them
each other's qualities interchangeably, and protesting against
his own distinction. If the miscellaneous poems attri-

buted to Beaumont be his, especially the Hermaphrodite,
(which Cleaveland claimed as a joint composition of himself
and Randolph), there would be reason to suspect that his

genius was naturally more exuberant than Fletcher's : and

'udging from the works which they are known to have pro-
duced separately, such as the Faithful Shepherdess, the

Alasque, and the Epistle just quoted, it appears to us that
there is nothing to show for concluding that each might not
have written either ; except, indeed, that in the only undra-
matio copy of verses extant in Fletcher's name (Upon an
Honest Man's Fortune), his muse is the graver of the two.
The Masque is shorter than the Pastoral; but contains
evidences of precisely the same moral and poetical ten-

dencies, such as we shall speak of presently, when we cha-
racterize their common genius. Perhaps Beaumont, upon
the whole, was the less lively of the two in company ; and
hence a fallacious conclusion might have been drawn, that
he was the more critically judicious. The verses we have

quoted do not look like it ; and Shirley has left a testimony
which argues for an equal division of property, even in talk.
' Gentlemen that remembered them,' he says,

'

declare,
that on every occasion they talked a comedy.' We are
therefore inclined to think, that the reason which Aubrey
gave for their strong personal attachment, applies with

equal force to this question, and settles it in favour of our
conclusion. ' There was a wonderful consimility of phansy,'
he says,

' between him (Beaumont) and Mr. John Fletcher,
which caused the dearenesse of friendship between them.'
The ' wonderful consimility of phansy' was seen in their

friendship, and in their plays. They loved one another fully
and entirely, and exhibited the only great spectacle existing
of two men writing in common, and puzzling posterity to

know which was which, precisely because their faculties

were identical. The case may be thought unlikely ; in other

words, the coincidence is unique; but who will deny that
such chances of coincidence must exist ? In this instance
the two men actually happened to meet

;
and here, we think,

ends the whole mystery.
Mr. Lamb, in his Dramatic Specimens, has assumed that

Fletcher is the author of many plays which have been attri-

buted to both writers
;
and he has criticised him by himself

accordingly ; we know not on what ground ; probably from

taking the authority of some edition for granted, fur he is

not likely to have read all the plays through, as Seward did,

for the purpose of assigning the respective property ; though
nobody could have brought the question to a likelier con-

clusion, had he done so.

Another, and apparently more perplexing mystery re-

mains, in the wonderful praises lavished by the writers of

those times upon the decency and chastity of a muse, which
to our eyes appears the strangest mixture of delicate sen-

timent and absolute prostitution. Beaumont and Fletcher
are the dramatists of all others whom a liberal modern
reader could the best endure to see in a castigated edition.

Their ideas are sometimes even as loathsome as they are

licentious. Schlegel has expressed his astonishment, how
two poets and gentlemen could utter the things they do,

nay, whole scenes ;
in some measure, whole plays ; and

Dr) den, who availed himself in his dramas of all the license

of the time of Charles II., said, in defending himself on
that point, that one play of Beaumont and Fletcher's (the

irn of the Country) contained more indecency than all

his put together. Yet these are the writers whom their

contemporaries, including divines as well as fine gentlemen,
compliment in the most emphatic manner upon their de-

corum and purity. Harris, then or subsequently Greek

professor at Oxford, and called a ' second Chrysostom,'

panegyrizes their muse for being
'
chaste.' Dr. Maine, cele-

brated for his piety as well as wit, speaks of their 'chaste

scene,' which

'

Tauclit love* no nohlc, so ri-form'il. to el'-nti.

Thai they wtiu brought foul tires, mill tlutlu-r cixnto

To bargain, went Ihetico vMth a holy flame,'

Sir John Birkenhead says that Fletcher (who was son of
a bishop) wrote

' As if his father's crosier awed the stage ;'

and Dr. Earle (afterwards a bishop himself), not content
with declaring that Beaumont's wit is

'

untainted with ob-

scenity,' protests that his writings are too 'pure,' and
'

chaste,' and '

sainted,' to be called plays.
The solution of this mystery gives us an extraordinary

idea of such plays of the time as have not come down to

posterity, and of the distinction drawn by our ancestors be-
tween license of speech and conduct

;
for the panegyric ap-

pears to be almost wholly founded upon the comparative
innocence of double meanings.

'

Here, ye foul speakers, that pronounce the air
Of stews and sewer*,'

cries the gallant Lovelace, the Sir Philip Sydney of his

day, speaking of the very comedy above-mentioned,
View here a loose thought said with such a grace,
Minerva might have spoke in Venus' fafe ;

So ut-il dismiis'd, that 'tw ns conceived by none,
But Cnp:d had Diana's linen on ;'

and so he goes on, objecting nothing to the thought, but
holding the example to be spotless, and desiring it to spread,
as if for its own sake. It thus appears, that other writers
used language, homely words, or grosser images, such
as Beaumont and Fletcher never uttered

; and if it were ob-
jected that Shakspeare, as well as several other dramatists,
did not allow themselves a twentieth part of the license
even of Beaumont and Fletcher, the reply would be, that
the accomplished duumviri more expressly set themselves
to represent the manners and conversation of high life and
the town elegance, and that their ingenuity in avoiding
cause of offence was therefore the more singular and me-
ritorious. In truth, the language permitted in the circles of
those days was very gross, and the license of behaviour cor-

responding. It is a great fallacy to suppose that loose
manners among the English gentry originated with the
court of Charles II. That of James I. was extremely
licentious

; and the consequences of it were only suppressed,
and that chielly in appearance, by the greater personal de-
corum of his son, and the powerful discountenance of the
Puritans. It was nothing but the old stream that burst
forth in the reign of Charles II., taking advantage of the
weak points and fallen influence of the Puritans, to contrast
its candour with their alleged hypocrisy, and pretend that

impudence itself was a virtue.

Beaumont and Fletcher were two open-hearted men and
genuine poets, spoilt by town breeding and the love of ap-

plause. It is a pity that two such poets could have been so

spoilt ; but still, in the best part of their genius, they sur-

vived the contamination, strong in their sympathy with
the great nature that bestowed it, and 'pure in the last

recesses of the mind.' Their muse is like some fair creature
of exuberant temperament but invincibly good heart, who
has retained the fineness of her disposition in spite of her
bad habits and of the very superiority of her animal spirits
to remorse, and who, in the midst of a vicious life, has still a
belief in innocence and virtue. Even the purest characters
in their plays are not free from an intermixture of things
which they ought not to know or talk about

; while the

practical chastity is overwrought, and put to absurd and

gratuitous trials, as if there could be no faith in it but from
the most extravagant proof. In short, a something not en-

tirely true to nature pervades almost all their writings,

running side by side with the freshest and loveliest passages ;

and while one half of a scene, or sometimes of a sprei-h, or

even a couple of sentences, gushes out from the authors'

heart, the other is brought from some fantastic fountain of

court manners and talk, and produced for the sake of town
effect. In this, we conceive, lies the whole secret of the

inferiority of Beaumont and Fletcher to Shakspeare, and
in some respects to Webster and others. To be sure, they
may have wanted, by nature, a certain robustness of moral
constitution like his, not unconnected perhaps with physical ;

but unlike any other great dramatists of their time, they
were born and bred '

fine gentlemen,' educated in all the

conventionalities and artificial manners of their time; and
the applause that they gained from the world of fashion

had too great an effect upon them, and divided their inspira-
tion with nature.

A selection from the works of Beaumont and Fletcher

would make as exquisite a volume, or two volumes, of refined

sentiment, lofty and sweet poetry, excellent sense, humour
and pathos, as any in the language, excepting Shakspeare
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and ChauMT. Nothing can surpass the tender delicacy of

tho pace'* scenes 111
'

Plnlaster,' the dignifled sentiment in

tin- Elder Brother,' the wit and happy extravagance in the

\\ ..man Hater' and the ' Little French Lawyer.' tho pa-
toral luxuriance in the

'
Faithful Shepherdess,' or the ex-

! and virgin poetry M- .tiered throughout the whole

collection, sometime* in the midst of the most artificial and

disgusting psjuy*
In lyrics they have no cijual, not ShaVspearo bSntelf,

nor Milton. A miniature volume of the truest lyrical poetry

might be collected out of their dramas, of compositions
which sing their own music. (Dramatic Works of Jleau-

mont ami Fletcher, 1778: Biographia Hritannii-a ; Chal-

mers's British Poett; Aubrey's Letters and Litet of
Eminent Men, &c. &c. ; and Lamb's Specimens of English
Dramatic Poets, which contains some masterly criticism on

those writers).

BEAUNE, a town of considerable size, and the capital

of a sub-prefecture, or arrondissement, in the department
of Cute d'Or, in France, lilies nearly under the S.E. slope

of the ridge of Cote d'Or, and upon the little stream the

Bouzoise*, which rises just above the town, and uniting
with the Meuzin, flows into the Saonc. It is 23 miles

S.S.W. of Dijon, and 206 miles S.E. of Paris; in 47 '." N.

lat.. and 4 50' E. long.
Beaune is situated in a fertile and agreeable country,

celebrated for the wines which it produces. Both the red

and white Beaunois wines are considered among the best in

this part of France. They include the growth of Meur-
sault, Mont Rochet, Pomard, and Volnay. The town itself,

considered apart from its suburbs, is of an oval form, sur-

rounded with an old wall ruined in many places, but the

ramparts afford to the townsmen a good promenade. Our
old authorities speak of four gate*, those of St. Nicholas, St.

Martin, La Bretonniere, and La Madeleine. Millin ( Voyage
dans let Dep. du Midi de la France, Puns, 1807) speaks
of the

' new gate,' which, he says, is of tolerably good archi-

tecture. This is either a new entrance, or a re-erection of

the gate of St. Nicholas.

The town is well built, with streets which arc described

by M. Millin as spacious. Before the revolution (we know
not what change has taken place since), the town and
suburbs consisted of five parishes, two in the town, and three

in the suburbs. The parish church of Notre Dame, in the

town, was collegiate before the revolution
;

it was the roost

antient in the diocese of Autun (in which Beaune was in-

eluded), and one of the handsomest in the- kingdom; but
whether from any injuries sustained by it during the revo-

lution, or from some other rause, it is now considered to he

surpassed in beauty by the church of St. Pierre (or St.

Peter), also in the town. Before the revolution, Beaune

possessed several religious establishments. There were mo-
nasteries of Carthusians, Jacobins or Dominicans, Corde-

liers, Capuchins, and Minims ; nunneries for Carmelites,
Dominicans. Ursulines, and nuns of the Visitation

; and an

abbey for Cistcrtian nuns. There was also a college, large
and well built, conducted by the priests of the oratory : :u

well as a commandery of the order of Malta. Several of

these establishments were in the suburbs.

Besides these institutions, now wholly or in great part

suppressed, Beaune possessed two hospitals, which, so far as

we can gather, still remain. One of these, for the sick.

foundeil in I 1 i:t by Nicholas Rollin, chancellorof the Duke
of Burgundy, and farther enriched and embellished by his

son Cardinal John Rollin, bishop of Autun, is of vast extent.

Its architecture contain* some remains in the Gothic style;
and it constitutes the most remarkable edifice of Beaune.
In the Dictionnaire des Gaules, Sic., of Expilly (Paris,

1762), it is described as consisting of nine wards (salles),

five of which were for the sick of the humbler classes, and
four for invalids of a wealthier class, who paid for the
attendance given them. How far this arrangement is still

continued we are not aware: but a later authority, M.
Millin, who travelled in 1804, attests that the hospital was
then very well kept up. Louis XL, king of France, when he
was looking over this hospital, is said to have replied to

ThU nm of UK rtw w |T!T (Von Ihi- rml Map of rranrt. hv MM.
M.r.ldl mil C...ini. II U e*lM in MTnl of our .ulhon
llouj.u-.0f Bourer. lly lll hjr M.rtinirrc m.
Bnunt ti un Ihi. rir*t. H hm-ln Ihry uttranmttd try Mara!
MbtlBBijMor A. II I;-;.. . l'.i. 1818.5 ud of tlw SocM? (.

fiuion of fvful Kn'. lodge, the rlvrr ii cllr.| Buuurirr, ami
put within two or lhrf niilrt of Hmmu. ThU lad diiirrnancy I

riw (ran llw MOM lio, urn o .li!T.-inl hmnchn of Ibo urac .trr.m,
.ml Uul Uid down u Uw ttoaoin la th lupt uf Drue ud ihc Socirt) ii

undMbtedljr Ibc principal.
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come one who was praising the charity of its f. under, the

Chancellor Rollin, 'It is ]ust that he, who has made so

many poor, should provide an hospital for their reception.'
The duties i.t attendance at this hospital were pcrloiiiied by
females bound by a religious vow, which they look only for

a year, and when any one nftheni to,,k her vows lor the Drst

time, she presented the establishment \viih twelve dozen

turkeys, and the same number of chickens, ul pigeons, of

partridges, and of ii..i

The other hospital is for orphans ol -

, and for

such poor persons as cannot maintain themselves. The
inmates are employed in carding and spinning wool. There
was formerly an establishment called La Cimmhi
Pauvres,' for affording relief to those destitute persons who
were ashamed to beg, and to teach children of both

some trade. We know not whether it still exists.

Besides the hospitals, Beaune bos a library, but it does
not contain any valuable treasures (M. Millin) ; a cuUtge.
or high school ;

an agricultural society : a theatre
; and a

Vauxhall. It has a Tribunal de premiere instance, a < urt

of justice which may perhaps be compared with our quarter
sessions, and a tribunal de commerce, a committee of lead-

ing merchants or dealers, which takes cognizance of disputes
in commercial affairs. Woollen cloths, serges and dm j

leather, cutlery, casks, and vinegar are among the ai

manufactured here. There are in the neighbourhood quar-
ries of granite, and of what our authority (the Dictinnnaire
Untiersel de la France) terms,

'

pierre polie,' polished stone,

perhaps marble.

Beaune has been asserted by some, but without reason, to

be the Bibracte of Caesar. (Comment de B. G., lib. i. and
vii.) It is not known to have existed in the time of the

Romans, and is first mentioned in the Chronicles of the

Monasteries of Burgundy. There are traces of a Roman
road in the neighbourhood running east and west (on the
east as far as the river Douhs), hut this passed to the north
o!' Beaune. The district was known under the designation
of Pagus Belnisus, in the time of the kings nt l'ia<

the Carlovingian race. Beaune was raised from being a

mere petty place, or a castle, to the rank of a town, by
Eudes III., duke of Burgundy, in the year 1203. Several
of the dukes of Burgundy held their court here

;
and here

also the parliament of Burgundy at one time sat. Whrn
the Burgundian States came into the hands of the French
kings, Louis XII., king of France, built a castle here, which
was considered the strongest place in Burgundy ; but it was
dismantled in 1602, by order of Henry IV., who (eared that
the party of the Marechal de Binin Would avail themselves
of it in their projected revolt. Only tho ruins of it now
remain.
The inhabitants of Beaune amounted, in 1832, to !'J7^

for the town, or 9908 for the whole commune. They are

reproached by the inhabitants of Dijon for their stupidity,
and the most ridiculous stories are current respecting them.

Piron, the dramatist, a native of Dijon, nearly lost his life

when on a visit to Beaune; so much had he irritated the
Beaunois by his sarcastic witticisms.

The arrondissement of Beaune comprehends 199 square
miles, or 127,360 acres, and had, in 1832, a population of
I I 7,'.i!>r>. There are in it 10 cantons, and 203 communes or

parishes. (Marliniere; Kxpilly ; Millin; Dictionnaire Uni-
Vertel (.' In J-'r-inrf.)

Then- is a small town (hourg) called Beaune (with tho
distinctive appendage Itt-RoiaiMt, to distinguish it from the

foregoing), inthe arrondissement of Pithiviers, in the depart-
ment of Loiret. It is on the road from Pithiviers to Mon-
targis. and upon a small stream which falls into the Loing,
an affluent of the Seine : in 48 5' N. lat., and 2 2ti' K.

It is said to have been once a place of greater importance,
nnd to have belonged to the nephew of Charlemagne, the
chivahic Roland (the Orlando of Ariosto), who gave it to
the monks of the abbey of St. Denis. The crowths of wine
in the neighbourhood, though tolerably good, are yet far in-
ferior to those of Beaune in the department of Cf)te d'Or.
The population given in the Dirttntinairf. l-niversel de la
I'l-nnr,' ( Paris, 1 s I ). was 2028. We have no later account.
The name of Beaune applies to several other places, all of

inferior importance.
BEAUNE, commentator on DCS Carles. [See DES

CAHI
\ I PRE'AU, a town in Franco, the capital of a sub-
:ure or arrondissement in the department of Maine

t Loire; perhaps about 213 road miles from Paris, It i
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in 47 12' N. lat., and 1 0' W. long. Beauprcau is on the

right bank of the liltle river Evre, a tributary of the Loire,
which falls into that river on its left or south bank, and is

situated in a rich soil. It is a place of considerable trade :

there are several manufactories of linens and handkerchiefs,
of flannels, and other woollen fabrics. There are also dye-
houses and tan-yards. The population in 1832 was 3207
for the whole commune.

Prior to the Revolution there were two parish churches,
and a third, a collegiate church

;
but the revenues of the

latter were small, and its clergy far from numerous. The
territory of Beaupreuu gave successively the title of baron,

marquis, and duke, to its possessors.
The arrondissement ofBeaupreau comprehends 560 square

miles, or 358,400 acres; and had in 1832 a population of

10-1.947.

BEAUSOBRE, ISAAC, was born in 1659 at Niort, in
the province of Poitou. His ancestors had emigrated from
France on account of their being Protestants, at the time
of the St. Bartholomew, but returned afterwards in conse-

quence of the edict of Nantes. Young Beausobre studied
at Saumur, was afterwards ordained, and took charge of the
Protestant church of ChaliUon sur Indre, in Tourainc.
When Louis XIV. renewed the persecution against the

Protestants, by the revocation of the edict of Nantes, in
1 68-3, the church of Chatillon was closed, and the gates
sealed by the King's officers. Beausobre broke the seals,
and preached as usual on the Sunday, in consequence of
which he was obliged to take refuge in Holland. From
Holland he went to Dessau, in 1686, as chaplain to the
Princess of Anhalt Dessau. His first work was Defense de
la Doctrine des Reformcs, Magdeburg, 1693. In 1694
he removed to Berlin, and took charge of one of the
French Protestant churches in that capital. He was after-

wards made chaplain to the court, inspector of the French

college, &c. He enjoyed the favour of the King, Frederic
William I., whose son, the Crown Prince, afterwards the
Great Frederic, also conceived great regard for him.
Beausobre passed the remaining forty-six years of his life at

Berlin, where he died in June, 1738, much regretted, both
on account of his personal character and his extensive learn-

ing. Ho wrote numerous works, the principal of which is

his Hittain critique de Maniciiee ei dti Manicheisme, 2 vols.

4 to. 1731 U. The first part of this work is historical.

The author derives his account of Manes, or Mani, from

Syrian, Persian, and Arabic authorities, and exhibits the

great discrepancy existing between their narratives and those
of the Greek and Latin writers. He characterizes the

history of Manes, which is attributed to Archelaus Bishop
of Cascar or Carcar, in Mesopotamia, as a romance pub-
lished 60 years after Manes' death. (Acta Disputationis
Arrhflui Jiptscopi Mesopotamia! et Manetis Heresiarchee,
in Zuccagni s Monumenta Ecclesi<e, Rome, 1698.) The
second part treats of the doctrines, rites, church discipline,
and morals of the Manicheans. Beausobre discards many
absurdities attributed to that sect, and refutes many odious

charges brought against it. He exposes and examines im-

partially their real tenets, their practices, and their supersti-
ii .ii-;. The work is full of varied and interesting erudition.

The second volume was edited by Formey after Beausobre's

death, with a short biography of the author by the editor.

Beausobre intended to add a third volume, relative to the

modern sects which have been accused of Manicheism.
He undertook, with L'Enfant, a French version of the

New Testament from the Greek text, which contains a

long and valuable introduction, and numerous explanatory
notes: " vols. 8vo. Amsterdam, 1718, reprinted in 1741.

The introduction was translated into English, London, 1726,
and is used in some colleges in the English Universities.

He also began a history of the Reformation on a very large
scale, which he left in an imperfect state. It was published
at Berlin in 17SJ, in 4 vols. 8vo. In conjunction with other

literary men, he began the journal and review called Bib-

li'ttheque Germanique, the first volume of which appeared
in 17 JO, and which was carried to the fiftieth volume.

Buausobre continued to the last to be one of the principal

contributor', and wrote nearly half of each volume. This
work was chiefly engrossed by notices of works of German
writers, and also of writers of the northern kingdoms, Den-
mark, Sweden, Poland, &c. The chief object was to make
these writers known to the rest of Europe through the me-
dium of the French language, in which the journal was
written. A sequel to thU work was begun after Beauscbrc's

death by Mr. Formey, under the title of Kouvelle Biblio-
theque Germanique. Beausobre wrote also Pemarquei
critiques et philologiques sur le nouveau Testament
published after his death at la Hayc (the Hague), 2 \-o\$
4to. His Sermons, in 4 vols. 8vo., are considered worth
to be placed by the side of the Sermons of Saurin. Beau
sabre left several other works in MS., complete and in-

complete, especially on the various sects of the dark ages,
the Paulicians, the Albigenses, &c.

BEAUSSE, or BEAUCE, or, as it is written in some
very old maps, BEAULSE, a district in the former province
of Orleannois in France. As this district never formed a
distinct jurisdiction, either civil or ecclesiastical, its limits

are very vague and undetermined. It included, at any rate,
the territories of Chartrain, Dunois, and Vendomois (Expillv,
Dictionnaire des Gattles) ;

and according to other authori-
ties it included also portions of Orleannois Proper, and
Giitinois, and even of Hurepoix and Mantois, which were in

the He de France. It extended from about 25 miles south
of Paris, on one side to the Loire, and on the other to the
Canal de Briare. (Dictionnaire Universal de la France,

edie Methodique.) The country consists of an
elevated plain, or table-land, marked in some maps as the
Plateau d'Orlcans, in which not a mountain is seen

; and
though it lies between two of the principal rivers of France
(the Seine and the Loire), yet the running waters are very
few. From the scarcity of springs and streams, the inha-
bitants are obliged to have tanks and pools to preserve
the rain water. They have also some wells, which the ele-

vation of the surface obliges them to rflake very deep, hut
the water is not good. Notwithstanding the want of water,
the country is however so productive in wheat, that it has

acquired the title of the granary of Paris. (Piganiol de la

Force.) A great quantity of slieep are also fed here
; and the

shepherds were formerly in high repute among the simple
peasantry for knowledge which was really neither within
their possession nor their reach. Mutton and wheat appear
to be the only products of the district of any consequence.
There are no vines or woods to any extent.

Chartres, the principal city in this district, contained
in 1832 13,576 inhabitants in the town, or 14,439 in tho
whole commune. The other chief places are Chiiteaudun,

formerly capital of Dunois (population 6461), and Vendumo
(population 6590 for the town, or 7771 for the whole com-

mune), capital of the Vendomois. [See CHARTKES, CHA-
TKAUDUN, and VENDUMI.]
The name Beauce, in a more restricted application, is

given to the district of Chartrain. The Latin form of it is

Belsia, or Belsa, and it occurs in the writings of Fortunatus,
an author of the latter part of the sixth century.
BEAUTY is that quality in visible objects in consequence

of which their colours and forms are agreeable to the human
mind. The word beauty (as Mr. D. Stewart observes,

Essay on Beauty, c. ii.) was first applied to objects percep-
tible by the sight; and, by an easy transition, it has been
extended to objects perceptible by the hearing ; as when
we speak of beautiful music, a beautiful tune, voice, &c.
The instances of words which properly signify an impression
on one sense being used to signify an impression on another

sense are very numerous : thus we sometimes pass from the

sight to the touch, as when we speak of lightness or heavi-

ness of form and of colour ;
from the touch to the hearing,

as a sharp, piercing, thrilling, penetrating, or heavy sound ;

from the touch to the smell, as a pungent smell
;
from the

touch to the sight, as harsh and soft colouring ;
from the

hearing to the sight, as monotony of colour, tone of a picture,

harmony of colours ;
from the taste to tho sight, as mellow

colouring ; from the taste to the hearing, as sweet music.

This proneness to transfer words from one object of sense

to another does not, however (as Mr. Stewart remarks), ex-

plain why the word beauty should be extended only to

agreeable sounds, and not to agreeable tastes or oduurs.

That, however, there is a closer affinity between the percep-
tions of sight and hearing than between those of sight and

any other sense, it is not difficult to perceive ;
and the fact

is satisfactorily traced by the same writer to the following
causes : 1. The picturesque effect which custom, in many
instances, gives to sounds; as when a tune calls up the

image of a person's home or the haunts of his childhood.

2. The expressive power of sounds, as in the case of the

human voice, when the expression of the countenance cor-

responds with the tones of the voice and the meaning of

the words which it utters. 3. Tho significant power of

NO. 219. [THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.] VOL. IV.-Q
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sounds, in consequence of conventional
speech.

In tins

\\d\ they every moment present pictures to the imagination:
and we apply to the description as to the thu.

(with hardly any consciousness of speaking figurali\cl\)
such words as lively, glowing, luminous, tp/rmii I. jnclu-

rfitjiir. 'To these considerations should be added (as the

same writer justly observes), as a c :IIL' power-

fully to the same end, thu intimate association which, in

our apprehensions, is formed between the eye and the ear,

as the great inlets of our acquired knowledge, as the only
media by which different minds ran communicate together,
and as the organs by which we receive tr,.m the material

world the two classes of pleasures which, while they surpass
all the rest in variety and in duration, are the most com-

pletely removed from the gro&sness of animal indulgence,
and tbe most nearly allied to the enjoyments of the intel-

lect. The unconsciousness we have in both these senses of

any local impression on our bodily frame may perhaps help
-lain the peculiar facility with which their perceptions

blciid them--. Ives with other pleasures of a rank still nobler

aud more refined.' (Ibid. c. vi.)

But although the epithet beautiful is never applied to

the perceptions of any sense except those of seeing and

hearing, yet it is extended to the results of some intellectual

processes, as when we speak of a beautiful chain of reason-

ing, a beautiful poem, a beautiful metaphor, a beautiful

language, a beautiful machine, a beautiful contrivance of

nature, &c. When thu word beauty is thus employed, it is

merely a vague term of praise, and is nearly svuoiiymous
with admirable. ' The word beauty (as Mr. knight re-

marks) is often applied to a syllogism or a problem ; hut
then it means clearness, point, or precision, or whatever else

be the characteristic excellence of that ti> which it is ap-
plied.' (Inquiry into the Principles uf Taste, p. 259.) As
iiie e fleet of beauty in visible objects is to produce admira-
tion, all beautiful objects are also admirable ; and thence it

was an easy step to apply the epithet beautiful to things
which produced admiration, although this feeling did not
arise from the cause which produces it in the contemplation
of visible objects. Similar transfers way be observed in

other words : thus the word law properly signifies n general
command given by one intelligent being to another; but
ln-c.iuse the eJTerl of such a command is to produce an uni-

formity of conduct in the persons to whom it is addi

the term laic has been extended to those operations of na-
ture in which an uniformity of phenomena prevails, although
the cause of the uniformity is altogether different. [See
ANALOGY.]

In the following remarks on the nature and causes of

beauty, we shall limit ourselves to the original and appro-
priate meaning of the word in question, viz., the beauty of
visible objects.
The beauty of visible objects consists of two parts, viz.,

the beauty of colour and the beauty of furin, which, al-

though closely connected with each other, arise from dif-

ferent sources, and from sources of a different clnu.i' t.-r,

inasmuch as the one appears to be, in most ca.-.es, a simple
emotion, and therefore an ultimate fact, of which no cxpla
nation can be given, while the other is a pleasure derived
from association, which is susceptible of analysis.
There cannot, in our opinion, be any doubt that certain

colours, and cirlain arrangements of colours, are naturally,
and in themsehes, pleasing to the eye. Children arc ob-
served to take delight in brilliant colours before theyh.nc
learnt to connect any agreeable ideas with them. The
analogy of the other senses would, a priori, lead to this

conclusion : for as there are certain odours, tastes, and
sounds, which are naturally pleasing or displeasing to the

nose, the tongue, and the car, so it may be presumed that
there are certain colours, and combinatio'ns of colours, which
are naturally pleasing or displeasing to the eye. Although,
as will be presently shown, one branch of beauty is entirely
founded on association, the feeling of beauty cannot be de-

, association aloiie.
'
It is the province of asso-

ciation (as Mr. Stewart has justly ol to impart to
one thing the agreeable or disagreeable effect of another;
but association can never account for the iirigin of :.

of pleasures different in kind from all the
re was nothing originally and intrinncally pleasing or

beautiful, the associating principle would have no materials
un which it could operate.' (Ettay i. c. 6.)

This origin of the feeling of beauty appears to us t<

sist in the pleasure derived from the contemplation of colours,

a pleasure, in most cases, purely sensual and organic, and
i- in.-apable of explanation as the pleasure derived to the

mind through thu medium of the ear from the harmony of
sounds. An instance of purely sensual beauty U

afforded by precious stnnti, which all ages and nations, an-

tient and modern, barbarous an-

in admiring. That their beauty does not arise from any
i -.lateral associations of their durability a.

evident from this, that in the unpolished state, v

;ually hard and durable, they excite no admiration.

The precious mrtali also are beautiful for the MI:

though they have other qualities besides their beauty v.

gi\e them exchangeable value: whereas the value of pre-
cious stones is almost exclusively owing to their beauty.
Flowers, the plumage of birds, the' rainbow, the setting MH'I,

the clear blue expanse of the sky or the sea, aKo derive

their beauty in great measure from the mere sensual im-

pression on the organ of sight. Indeed, there are only a few

cases (such as that of the beauty of complexion, which will

be mentioned below), in which the beauty of colour is de-

rived from association, and therefore admits of a resolution

into simpler elements.

The beauty of form belongs altogether to a different ca-

tegory, and is derived (as we shall attempt to show) from
an association inseparably connected with the form of any
object, and necessarily and instantaneously suggested by
it, viz., its adaptation 'to the purpose which it is intended to

fulfil. The beauty of form, as arising from this source, is

however subject to certain conditions, the chief of which is,

that the object should either possess the beauty of colour,
or at least should be of such a colour as is completely
inoffensive to the eye. The manner in which the organic
emotion works back upon the pleasure of a ci.iti MI is well

illustrated by the following remarks of Mr. 1'ayne Knight
' The habit,' he says, 'which we acquire of spontaneously

mixing associated ideas with organic perceptions, in con-

tcmplating objects of vision, is the principal reason why the

merely sensuul pleasures of this organ are in adult persons

very limited and feeble. Children are delighted with .

gay assemblage of colours, but as the intellect and imagina-
tion acquire strength h) '-011110! and exercise, they obtain

so much influence over the sense as to make it reject almost

every gratification in which one of them i:
. .:tici-

pate. But nevertheless the sense acquires" a similar i

live power, in its turn, by the same habit of association ;

and if there be anything in the object of contemplation to

offend or disgust, it effectually mars the gratification of
even other faculty. Thus, in the higher cla-

whethor in nature ur in art, the mere sensual g.

of the eye is comparatively so small as scarcely to be at-

tended to ; but )et if there occur a single spot, cither in

the scene or the picture, offensively harsh and glaring, all

the magic, instantly vanishes, and the imagination a\i

thu injury offered to the sense. The glaring and inhar-

monious spit, being the most prominent and obtri

irresistibly attracts the r.ttention, so as to interrupt tli

pose of the whole, and leave the mind no place to rest upon.
It is ii: pects the same with the sense of be-;..

The mere .iciiMial gratification arising from the melody of
an actor's voice is a very small part, indeed, of the pluasuro
which we receive from the rcpu scntation of a fine drama;
but, nevertheless, if a single note of the voice be absolutely

d and out of tune, so a- to offend and disgust th.

it will completely destroy the unVct of the must skilful

acting, and render all the sublimity and pathos of the finest

I)
ludicrous.' p. 'J5.

The beauty of form, although in strictness not comic
with the colour of an\ object, is nevertheless so far dependent
on it, that if the colour should be olfcnsiv . the,

pleasure derived from the beaut;. i.iuch impaired,
\en destroyed. Beauty of form, as arising from the

fitness of the form for its end, r. it the colour of

the object should be such as shall not interfere with the

effect produced by the mutual i.

There i-<, however, another condition for the existence of

beaut) 1 the perception uf itsfil;

B, the statement of which will complete ourclcfln.

of this kind of beauty. 1C, then, tho-r colours arc either
absent or present, whose absence or pr< :ial to

the perception of beauty ill any object, simply as an 01

impn s-io;i, the beauty of form in any object mainly di :

on on iaptatioii to the end for winch
destined, provided that this cud is agreeable to contemplate.
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and is such that the mind dwells on it u-ith pleasure.
Hence the form of the antelope, the swan, or the tiger, is

considered beautiful, because we take a satisfaction in con-

templating the movements which those forms are admirably
fitted to produce : but the form of the pis:'s snout is not
considered beautiful, because the mind flies with disgust
from the filthy purposes for which that animal employs it.

So likewise we call the outward form of the arms, legs, neck,
&c., of the human figure beautiful, when their form is suited

to their respective uses
; but no one finds any beauty in the

form of the human stomach, or intestines, or liver, though
equally well fitted for their several ends, because they sug-
gest the notion of processes which men do not willingly

contemplate. (Burke's Sublime and Beautiful, part iii.

s. 68.)
Perhaps, in strictness, it might be thought that the

simple emotion derived from the colour of objects is alone

properly entitled to be considered as the feeling of beauty ;

and that the beauty of form in any object, derived from a

sense of its fitness to its end, is only a pleasing association,
allied indeed to the feeling of beauty by a close analogy,
but still distinct from it. This question (which in fact is

merely verbal) we have not sufficient space to discuss at

length ; nevertheless it appears to us that all ages and na-
tions have agreed in speaking of the beauty o[fnrm as well
as of colour, and that we are justified in considering as

included in the feeling of beauty those emotions which are

susceptible o analysis, as well as those which are not.

Having made these general remarks, we will proceed to

explain, with somewhat more detail, the application of the

principles last stated.

The beauty of form, arising from a perception of utility,

or of fitness of certain means to produce a certain end, may
be observed both in animate and inanimate objects in the

works both of nature and of art. In animate beings we are

gratified by the recognition that a certain form is suited to

the wants of the animal, and that certain desired effects or

motions are produced with case and little effort. It is on
this principle that we admire the beauty of the human form,

every part of which is perfectly fitted for its intended pur-
. and that we admire tho motions of a horse, a stag, a

greyhound, or a cat, as being made without any apparent
trouble or difficulty, and as the result of a power which

accomplishes its end with the least possible expense of ex-

ertion. The same feeling which makeg us take pleasure
in movements and forms which indicate ease, leads us like-

wise to dislike those which express constraint and toil :

hence, both in nature and art, all forced and laboured atti-

tudes, all tension of muscle, all visible and overstrained

efforts to produce a certain effect, or to express a certain

feeling (which is the source of affectation in art), are offen-

sive to the taste. And thus all angular and jerking action,

and all heavy dragging of the limbs, are devoid of beauty,
as being signs of violent and toilsome effort, and as equally

removed, though in contrary ways, from that equable, flow-

ing, and easy motion in which grace consists. Nor is it

only in animals that the marks of ease are agreeable to us ;

the varied, (lowing, and irregular outline which characterizes

the free growth of plants, is beautiful on the same prin-

ciple: 'wherever (as Mr. Alison remarks) we find vege-
tables, or any other delicate body, assume a winding form,
we are impressed with the conviction of its being easy,

agreeable to their nature, and free from force or constraint.

On the contrary, when such bodies in the line of their pro-

gress assume angular forms, we have a strong impression
of the operation of force, of something that either prevents
them from their natural direction, or that constrains them
to assume an unnatural one.' (Essay on Taste, vol. i.

p. 33-1.) It was the perception of this fact which induced

Ilo^arth to imagine that beauty of outline consists in its

serpentine direction, which is true of those animate and

organized beings whose wants require them to assume this

shape ; but does not apply to other objects, such as buildings
or walks, in which convenience requires a straight or an-

gular form, and in which a straight or angular form is there-

lore beautiful. The beauty of proportion or symmetry in

the forms of animals is likewise derived from a sense of

utility ; for it is manifest that small limbs would not suit

tlic wants of a larjre body ;
that a large foot would be an in-

cumbrance to a small leg ; that a large hand would be an

iiH-umbrance to a small arm, &c. For the same reason

nt animals have different proportions, as their bodies

are formed on different scales and adapted to different pur-

poses; and thus the form or size which is beautiful in one
animal would be monstrous in another, as if the long neck
of the camelopard, an animal living on the leaves of trees,
were given to the lion, whose teeth and claws are adapted
to seizing and tearing the flesh of animals; or if the antlers
of a stag were fixed on the forehead of a clog. (Horace, Dp,
Arte Poet,, at the be" inning : on some exceptions to this

principle, See Hogarth's Analysis of Beauty, c. 6 ; Miiller's

Archceologie der Kunut, p. 11.) And thus the limbs of the
human body, or the features of the human face, are beau-
tiful only in their proper places, when they are taken in
combination with the other parts of the body, and so

manifestly suggest the notion that they are fitted to perform
their respective offices.

* Tis not a lip or clieek we beauty call,

but the joint force and full result of alt*

All incongruous combinations in animate beings are con-

trary to beauty : for example, the pink and white com-
plexion, which suits the delicacy and weakness of the
female form and character, is less becoming to man than
the dark-red and brown, which characterize the sun-burnt
cheek of a person accustomed to rural labours, to athletic

exercises, to field-sports, and to a military or naval life.

Feminine forms and colours are sometimes admired in young
men; and in women, as in gipsies, a dark complexion is

often extremely beautiful : but an effeminate appearance is

not in general more approved in men than an effeminate
mind : and muscular or athletic forms in women are com-
monly considered coarse and clumsy, a judgment confirmed

by the taste of the Greek artists, who, in representing
Diana as a huntress, with her dogs, her arrows, and her

garments girded up for running, never give her a masculine
form.

Hence the middle form in the different species of animals
is the most beautiful

;
that is to say, it is that abstract form

at which the painter or sculptor arrives by rejecting all the

faulty extremes, and which he takes as the type from which
the varieties of individuals diverge in different directions.

Thus the most beautiful size in man is between a giant and
a dwarf; or, to take an instance in a single feature, the
most beautiful form of the nose is when the outline is

straight : any deviation from this form on either side, so as
to make it like that of the fauns in Greek sculpture, or to

give it a protuberance, is injurious to the beauty of the hu-
man countenance. (See Miiller, Archceol. der Kunst, s. 329,
n. 5.) And as it is with the general form of the human
race, or of the several limbs and features, so is it with parti-
cular classes. Thus,

'

though the forms of childhood and
age differ exceedingly, there is a common form in childhood
and a common form in age, which is the more perfect, as it

is the more remote from all peculiarities.' (Reynolds' Dis-
course 3.) Reynolds, however, is mistaken when he goes
on to say that the middle form is beautiful because it is the
most common (see Idler, No. 82); for, as has been truly
remarked, there are many forms of frequent and ordinary
occurrence which are by no means beautiful. The beauty
of the middle form arises from its being that which is the

most suited to the purposes and wants of the animal : thus
if a nose, a mouth, or an eye was very much above, or very
much below the average size, it would either be inconve-
nient from its magnitude, or incapable of performing its

functions on account of its smallness. Having once esta-

blished this maxim in our minds, we forget, as in many
other instances, the principle on which it is founded

; and

although a nose, fur example, would be equally fitted for its

purposes if it deviated slightly from the straight line, yet we
consider that line alone as the standard of ideal beauty.
The reason why we are gratified by the perception of con-

gruity or fitness in the general structure of an animate body
and of its several component parts, by the appearance of

ease and grace in the movements of animals, and univer-

sally by all the marks of activity, vigour, energy, and health,
is that we are gratified by the absence of suffering, as we
are pained by its presence, as when a person not hardened

by custom to such sights witnesses an execution, a sur-

gical operation, the slaughter of animals, a field of battle

covered with the dead and dying, a hospital, &c. Hence
all those objects which suggest the notion of pain, dis-

comfort, or decay, are devoid of beauty. Such is the case

with animals, as the elephant or the hippopotamus, which
are heavy and cumbrous in their shape and appear to

drag their limbs with difficulty and effort ; suggesting
none of those impressions of joy and satisfaction in the

Q2
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animal, exulting in its strength ntul agility, whii-h are

occasioned by the unshackled movements of the horse, the

antelope, or the stag. (Sec the comparison of the horse

;it the end of the 6th Hind.) Hence likewise all ilcfurinity

in animals is inconsistent with beauty, ami is ugly in pro-

portion u the shape of the limb or body deviated from the

tttnndard form, and is unfitted for the purposes for which it

is intended.
' The disgust,' says Mr. Stewart,

' which mon-
strous animal productions produce seems to arise principally

from some idea of pain or suffering connected with their

existence ;
or from the obvious unfitness of the structure of

the individual for the destined purposes of his species. No
similar emotion,' he continues,

'
is excited by an analogous

appearance in the vegetable or in the mineral kingdom- : or

even by those phenomena which contradict the uniform

tenor o'f our past experience with respect to nature's most
obvious anil familiar laws.' (c. 7.) The reason of this dif-

ference is, that in inanimate objects which deviate from their

ordinary and natural form there is no cause for painful

.'.thy. as the object is unconscious of its defective struc-

ture. In the cultivation of flowers and ornamental trees,

tin' object indeed is for the most part to produce an arti-

ficial, and to a certain degree a monstrous size
;
which all

ii-a.st admit U> be more beautiful than the natural and unim-

proved state of the plant. But even in this respect there is

a limit: and although the size consistent with beauty in

the vegetable kingdom is indefinite, it is not quite unlimited.

An oak as high as a mountain would probably cease to be

beautiful : and even the diseased growths and protuberances
in trees would become displeasing to the sight, if they were

enlarged to an excessive size.

Vat the same reason that deformity in animals is incon-

sistent with beauty, all appearance of disease, decay, and
death is loathsome and hideous: as the ghastly look of a

Weeding wound, the convulsive movements of agony, the

pale, livid, or emaciated countenance of a person expiring
under the rapid progress of a pestilential disease, or wasting
nway with famine, atrophy, or consumption, the mouldering
remains of a dead

body,
or the empty frame of a skeleton.

Hence, when Uomeo is described by Shakspeare as de-

iing into the vault, in order to see Juliet's corpse, he

says, on discovering that the bloom had not faded I'rotn her

i.ic-e,

Orny love! mvuVt
IValli. that liatli liieVil the honey of thy brcalh,
Hnth had no power _yc/ upon thy beauty.
Thou art not eminuered: beauty's enaign yet
It crimson in tliy lipt, uuil in thy cheeks.
Anddealh'i pale flag i* not advanced there.'

The same feelings are transferred by us to the vegetable
kingdom, though with a great diminution of their intensity :

thus the yellow or brown colour of the faded leaf is for the

must part less beautiful than the brilliant and vivid green
of spring and summer vegetation ; nevertheless, there is

probably no person at all alive to the beauties of external

nature who has not admired the rich and varied tints of an
autumn landscape, produced by the irregular discolouration

of the leaf. When, however, decay has completed its work,
ali lieauty vanishes; and a tree quite bared of its Icavi > has

nothing more to recommend it to the eye than if it were

actually dcitd. And when a tree has through age or by
accident undergone a partial decay, its beauty is impaired,

though its wreck may still suggest agreeable notions of

power and grandeur, the memory of former vigour, of resist-

ance to time and the elements, or to the destructive agents
<.!' nature. Such arc in part the feelings excited by the

sublime picture of Milton :

' At nlien In . ven' fin
TIatti sca'hed Iho forest oak* or mountain pinen,
\Vtth *in(;ed lop their talely jrrowth, though bare.
Stands on tin- blojU.fl heath.'

In general, however, all appearance of poverty, meagre-
ness, or decline of vegetation is, unless compensated by

let-vailing circumstances, unfavourable to beauty. (See
- K**/iy on Reality, p. 29.)

The beauty derived from a perception of utility is not
confined to the works of nature, but is common to the works
of constructive art, in which the adaptation of means to ends
i equally observable, and in which there is a similar cor-

respondence of the constituent parts. Tims in buildings
IMC|I different part has a manifest and visible purpo
the column to support a weight on the ground, the arch to

support a wright over nn opening, the window* to admit

light and nir, the projection of tho roof to throw the ram-
valor from the walls, See. Every part of a building has

therefore its peculiar form and beauty, dependent on id

destination. And the same is the case with different /.

of building: the di]v. rn which would be beau-

tiful in n church or a pa hire, would be ills)
I ab-

surd in n cottage or a fortified castle.
' Grecian tn;

Gothic abbr\j, and feudal castles,' says Mr. l'a> I K

'were all well adapted to their re-j -. riieiini-

stanee.s, and situations: the distribution of tho pans sub-

servient to the purposes of the whole ; and the ornaments
and decorations suited to the character of the parts, and to

the manners, habits, and employments of the persons who
were to occupy'them : but the house of an Knghsh noble-

man of the eighteenth or nineteenth century is neither n

Grecian temple, a Gothic abbey, nor a feudal castle; and it

the style or distribution, or decoration of either he

ployed in it, such changes and modifications should !.:

admitted as may adapt it to existing circumstance* :
<

'

wise the scale of its exactitude becomes that of iu incon-

gruity, and tho deviation from principle proportioned :

fidelity of imitation.' (On Taste, part ii. ch. 2. }.
j I

also Lord Aberdeen on Grecian Architecture, p. '26-35.)

For a similar reason all ornament in architecture s'

be subordinate to use, and should grow out of and 1"

nested by it : whence professed architects, with whci

idea of decoration is predominant, often fail in their ait.-

to produce beauty, and in many cases seem rather to adapt
the building to the ornaments than the ornaments to the

building. Accordingly it may be observed, that engineers
whose attention is solely directed to the < of that which

they plan, often construct more beautiful buildings than

persons with whom beauty is the chief consideration. And
generally it may be observed, that all ornament, if accumu-
lated to an excessive degree, cither from a love of gaudy
magnificence, or for the sake of ostentation, is devoid "I

1

beauty.
' Tifi uv alone that RaneliAe* expense.
And sjil.'uilonr borrows all her rays from sense.'

For the same reason that neatness, freshness, and regu-

larity are pleasing to us in buildings, as being
with the ideas of comfort and enjoyment, we

require,*
ns

Mr. Knight has observed, 'that immediately adjoining the

dwellings of opulence and luxury, everything should assume
its character, and not only be, but appear to be dressed and
cultivated. In such situations neat gravel walks, mown
turf, and flowering plants and shrubs, trained and distri-

buted by art, are perfectly in character.' (ii. 2. 29.) In

laying out the direction of mads or walks, the beauty of the

line is likewise determined by its fitness. Thus in an open
and level plain a straight line is most agreeable to tin

in broken and irregular ground, the line which adapts itself

to the shape of the country, by constantly keeping the

level, is to be preferred. The pleasure which is felt in fol-

lowing the windings of a road carried through a mountain-

pass, and creeping round the declivities of tli

enhanced by a sense of skill in the contriver and exr

and of difficulty successfully overcome.
The beauty of furniture and dress is likewise in a great

measure derived from their fitness ; though, with regard to

dress in particular, our taste is liable t> lie determined by
many independent, and often conflicting, considc

novelty, fashion, &c., some of which will be mentioned be-

low. Symmetry of parts, which the eye often M> rigidly
exacts in architecture, in gardening, in the internal <!

tion of a house, in dress, tec., arises in great measure front

MI of utility: thus, for example, in the construction of
a house, the entrance is obviously best placed in the centre

of the wall, as it affords the easiest communication to (he

various parts of the building : the windows are most con-

venient if they arc at nearly equal distances from cae.h other,
and are not crowded together in someplace .rated

by v.ide intervals in others: tho columns best perform their

work if they are separated by equal spaces, and tin

support equal weights*. The pleasure derived from syiu-

The principle of the t*Jflr!cnl rca*m by hi< h Mr. Slrn.irt, c. 2 and 4,

explain* tlie brautv of pymnirlry in workf of art, appear* to u to U- im-Imlrd
in tli.it offline*!: fi>r if 'there ( no i -.v n why a door thouM lie pint ,-,,

one than tin- other rnd of a home, uhv a pi<-liin> tdiotild lie lump nearer on*
llrui the (illii-i i-ml (if a room, th.- imdille ; r\ nji niU lli.- line -.1

i
;.!(,. lien

in e.iw ul,.-ri- tin-rein nn r\irVnt filne in irirpilartlv. .jtiimctt>.
beautiful. 'An Intfultt aftiMtated tdtfiev (tty Mr. Stewart) wt ilown (ii

n diMil ful, romr) an idea of tiim or lolly in tlie do.igncr. . . . Tli-

nr \>-\ greater irregularity, would not only atUfy but delight the rye i:i MI
ant'i.-iit . mmidvntk :"

and l.i it' i^ tic projeetion* of tin- r..(k on whirli H is built. Tlie oblique i

Inw in a h<Mir would be intolerable ; but utility, or rallirr

reconcile! the eye to it at once in the cabin of a ship.' c. y.
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metry in works of art is, however, not confined to \tsbeauty,
but in part arises from the evidence which it affords of an
uniform and extensive plan having been conceived and

executed, and in part from that satisfaction which \ve take

in the perception of resemblances, as well in outward objects
as in the efforts of wit and imagination. It was probably
the latter feeling (combined, however, with an excessive

attempt to imitate in the garden the forms of architecture)
which gave rise to the style of gardening described by Pope,
in which

' Grove noils at grove, eaeh alley has its brother,
Ami half the platform just rellects the ttOtn'fSfiil. 4.)

This formal style of gardening was founded on a just sen-

timent of what is suited to the immediate neighbourhood
of a house, both in respect of the comfort of the inhabitants

and the agreement with architectural forms
;
but in clipping

shrubs into unnatural and fantastic shapes, and in laying
out the ground in over-minute and complicated patterns, it

sometimes carried a just principle to a vicious excess. (See

Walpole's history of the modern taste in gardening in his

Anecdotes of Painting; and Whately On Gardening,
}. 13947.)
The garden, in fact, forms the transition from the forms

of architecture to those of landscape, and is a sort of middle

term by which the hard, angular, and precise forms of art

are melted into the (lowing, irregular, and infinitely varied

outlines of nature. Hence the quantity and character of

the ornament in a garden ought to depend on the style of

the building to which it belongs : and thus a richly deco^

rated garden would not harmonize with a perfectly plain
house ; and, on the other hand, a large building loaded with

architectural ornament seems to require something more
than a few shrubs, planted irregularly around it, which

scarcely differ in character from the neighbouring country.
It is on this principle that small cottages and houses, which
make no pretension to architectural beauty, are much im-

proved by the growth of creepers and other plants upon
their walls, which, as it were, makes them a part of the

surrounding vegetation. On the other hand, in buildings

which, from their imposing size and elaborate execution,
have an independent character of their own, creepers usually

suggest a notion of discomfort and neglect, a feeling which
has no place if the building is not inhabited by man, and

which, therefore, is not awakened by the sight of an antient

mouldering ruin overgrown with ivy. (See Price On the Pic-

Inn-xiiiii; vol. i- p. 287, vol. ii. pp. 134, 170, 177, 218; Lord
Aberdeen On Grecian Architecture, p. 45.)

The perception of fitness or congruity appears to us to

mt for the beauty of form in nearly all cases, and occa-

sionally for the beauty of colour : there are, however, other

circumstances which contribute to produce or heighten that

feeling, or are conditions necessary to its existence. Such,
fir example, is the beauty of expression in the human coun-

tenance when the notion conveyed to the mind is that of

benevolence, cheerfulness, tranquillity, innocence, simplicity,
or affection. (See Bacon's Essay on Beauty.) The dis-

tinctness and rapidity with which the eyes express the emo-
of the mind contribute very powerfully to their beauty.

Novelly likewise is, to a certain extent, essential to the

perception of beauty ; and as the most beautiful object
1, by its continual presence, soon pall upon the sight,

an'd produce complete indilTerence, so objects, whoso beauty
will not bear close examination, and is only calculated to

pii.-;i-c for a time, are agreeable merely from their novelty
nnd freshness. This is the case to a great extent with

fashions in dress, which are continually changing, and in

which the newest fashion often seems the most beautiful,

although it may have no other recommendation than its

novelty. It does not, however, seem to us satisfactory to

explain the beauty of modes of dress by saying, that 'while

they were in fashion they were the forms and colours which

distinguished the rich and the noble, the eminent, the

envied, the observed in society ; they were the forms and the

colours in which all that was beautiful, and admired, and ex-

alted, were habitually arrayed. They were associated there-

fore with ideas of opulence, and elegance, and gaiety, and
all that is captivating and bewitching in manners, fortune,

nnd situation, and derived the whole of their beauty from
association^.' (Encycl. Britan., aut. 'Beauty,' Suppl.

vol ii. p. 186.) For, in the first place, there is always a cer-

tain regard to utility in all kinds of dress and ornament for

the person : colours are selected with reference to the colour

of the complexion or hair, different dresses become the

young and old, &c.
;
and those forms arc usually chosen

which, if not the most adapted to the motion of the limbs
and the display of the natural beauties, are at least con-
sistent with them. (Sec Hogarth's Analysis of Beauty,
c. 6, ad fin.) Caprice or bad taste may sometimes introduce
such fashions as hair-powder, pomatum, and hoops, and
habit may reconcile the eye to such monstrous disguises ;

but it seems incredible that any person should maintain
that modes of dress are in themselves indifferent, and that
the powdered and plastered hair and stiff hoop of an
English or French lady of the eighteenth century are in-

trinsically as beautiful as the loose and flowing locks and
graceful drapery of a Grecian statue. New modes of dress
are worn, not because they arc beautiful, but because they
are fashionable. Ladies not uni'requently lament that the
new fashion is ugly and unbecoming, though they abandon
the old fashion as being obsolete. Brilliant colours, more-
over, are almost universally considered beautiful for dress,

especially for female dress
;
and therefore they are worn by

the rich, who can afford a frequent succession of clothes :

the poor, who cannot, are consequently forced to clothe
themselves in dark and dingy colours, .which are not so soon
soiled and spoilt. So likewise fine, soft, and smooth textures
are not only more convenient, but more beautiful for

clothing, as being better fitted to show the form of the body :

in this respect the taste of all ages has agreed, from the

Romans, who admired the cobweb garments, the textilu

aura, which they imported from the East, and who bartered

gold for an equal weight of silk, down to the modern pur-
chasers of the delicate fabrics of Paisle/and Lyons: and
hence the rich clothe themselves in fine linen and woollen,
in silk, in velvet, and in lace; while the poor, unable to

purchase such luxuries, content themselves with coarser

and thicker textures. Mr. Alison, therefore, in the following
remarks, completely inverts the cause and the effect.

' The
colours (he says) which distinguish the ordinary dress of

the common people are never considered as beautiful. It is

the colours only of the dress of the great, of the opulent,
or of distinguished professions, which are ever considered

in this light. The colours of common furniture, in the

same way, are never beautiful ; it is the colours only of

fashionable, or costly, or magnificent furniture, which are

ever considered as such.' (Alison On Taste, vol. i. p. 3.0'J.)

In fact, however, the dress of tho rich is not beautiful be-

cause it is the dress of the rich, but it is the dress of the

rich because it is beautiful : costly furniture is not beautiful

because it is costly, but it is costly because it is beautiful.

The dress of tho poor is not plain because it is the dress of

the poor, but it is the dress of the poor because it is plain.
In countries where the peasants ornament their dress with

taste and fancy, as in some cantons of Switzerland, their

dress is thought beautiful
;
in countries, as in antient Ve-

nice, where the upper orders wore black clothes, black might
have been considered a mark of nobility and rank, but

could scarcely, even by the natives, have been considered

as beautiful : nor in this country does any one think a bar-

rister's wig and gown, or a clergyman's surplice, as having

any title to be called beautiful because they are the dress of

distinguished professions. (See Alison, vol. i. p. 107
;
Edin-

burgh Review, vol. vii. p. 293.)

Variety, likewise, is a condition of the beauty of colour

nearly allied to novelty. Combinations of colours, if they
are not so mixed as to be confused, and if their tints har-

monize well together, are for the most part agreeable to the

eye: while large and unbroken masses of an uniform hue,
such as long flat walls, wide expanses of sand or water, or

green plain, are devoid of beauty. The beauty of the hu-

man hair arises, in great measure, from the irregularity of

its movements, its flexibility and variety of outline, and the

changeability of its tint, as its glossy surface reflects the

light in different parts : while a bald head is not only de-

prived of this ornament, but also seems to be shorn of its

fair proportions, and to want something which belongs to its

integrity.
The most remarkable exception to the ugliness of uniform

colours is the beauty of the blue sky and the blue sea ; in

which cases the sensual delight derived from the soft and
at the same time brilliant colouring appears to compensate
for its want of variety. For when the sky and sea are of a

grey and dingy hue their beauty is gone, and we are then

conscious of the monotonous effect produced by a large un-

varied surface of a dull colour. Even, however, when the

sea is most brilliant in its colour, how much do a few white
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Mil*, ncndding alone it surface, add not only to the interest

but lo to the beauty of the scene !

ne writers hnvp thought that a certain rise is an es-

sential element of beauty : thus Aristotle, in his Pnrtic,

ay*, that Ix-auty consists in magnitude and prnporlirm ;

and. therefore, n" very small or a very large animal would be

devoid of beauty, the former because the eye could not rf>-

tm<:tit\H, the latter because the eye could not comprehend
(*. This notion of Aristotle's doubtless arose from

his predominant love of making the excellence of everything
to consist in a mean between two extremes : but in the case

which he puts the mean is the beautiful form, because it is

the b.-st Mutr.l to the nature and wants of the animal. That

beauty generally does not depend on the size of the object
which makes the impression on the sense, is proved by the

admiration which we equally bestow on the delicate frame
and brilliant plumage of a humming-bird, and on the vast

expanse of an Alpine view. Burke, on the other hind.

makes smallnem an essential clement of beauty (.Sublime

and Hrautiful, part iii. $ 13) ; but the arguments which he
adduces arc equally untenable, as being founded on a par-
tial view of the subject. Among other considerations he

alleges the practice of giving diminutive names to the ob-

<>f our affection : but this arises not from any sense of

the connexion of beauty with smallncss of size, but from
the incompatibility of the passion of love with that offeat
that is, so far ns fear means an anticipation of evil ; for by
u-in:r diminutive names, expressive of weakness and infe-

riority, men signify their consciousness that the persons
whom they love are things in their power, of which they
entertain no apprehension and do not stand in awe. [See
FKAR]
The feeling of beauty is, moreover, increased, if not

awakened, by antient recollections, which spread a charm
over places illustrated by the arts, the learning, and the civil

and military glories of former ages. It is, however, neces-

sary
to distinguish between the quality of beauty and the

feelings excited by interesting historical associations. There
is no doubt that the first time that a scholar beholds Athens
or Rome, he is affected far more powerfully and agreeably
than a person to whom antient history is a blank. But
these emotions cannot be considered as arising from the per-

ception of beauty. It seems to us quite conceivable that a

painter who did' not know that Pericles or Socrates were

Athenians, or that the Parthenon was the Temple of Mi-
nerva, should be as much alive to the beauty of the view of

Athens as the historian, though his feelings would not bo
no strongly moved by the sight before his eyes. (Sec
Knight On Taste, part 2. ch. ii. $ 70-73.) This distinetion

between associations which give an interest to an object,
which make us curious to see it, and those which make
it beautiful, has not always been sufficiently attended to.

Thus Mr. Alison cites Runnymedo and the Rubicon as

instances of beauty conferred or enhanced by historical as-

sociations. (Vol. i.'pp.25, 27.) But beauty never arises from
such a source as this. No man would think a plain green
field or an ordinary stream more beautiful than any other
such field or stream, simply because King John had signed
Magna Churta in the one, or Julius Crosar raised the stan-

dard of rebellion on the banks of the other. A sincere
Hman Catholic might be led into trains of the tendcrest

pathos and the loftiest religious enthusiasm by the sight of
n fragment of the true cross, but would find no beauty in it.

Tin- iron crown of Charlemagne, or the stone on which the
>-li kings were crowned at Scone, would suggest histo-

rical recollections of deep interest, but would he devoid of

henuty. The same may be said of badges of distinction, as

orders, crown*, coronets, mitres, &c. : they may call up ideas
of nobility, magnificence, grandeur, courage, or power ; and
yet they may not he beautiful. No one probably ever found

ny beauty in the Garter or the Cross of the legion of
>ir, however lofty or agreeable their associations may

be. Feelings of this kind may make the mind susceptible
to impressions of beauty, but cannot alone produce it. What
can have lens pretensions to beauty than a modern fortress,
with its bare walls and heavy unornamented masonry ? Yet

inseparably connected with all those idea* of power,
grandeur, martial prowess and courage, to which Mr. Alison

i -c! refers the origin of beauty.
I? fayifii */ T^Jii Irrl, *<:.. Par! c'i

ip. vll. : and o

'"I. hrr .i-vrr.il pn.3i{r nn> rilod >h<ni-in| tkw
OpinH'Oi ! the (im-h lo Qw

tlopc COBIKWoa of larflp tixr and lieautr.
i like manner, Includes an idea uf >iw above the ui.li

try t

Having thus attempted to give a general account of tho

origin and causes of beauty in outward objects, we shall

nr\i consider the slate of mind which if most favourable to

the perception of it.

In the first place it may be remarked that a certain de-

gree nfciiltiratinn it necessary to the perception of beauty.

Savage nation* appear to be nearly or quite destitute of any
notion of it, in the works both of nature and art, or at least

their admiration, a* in children, is confined to gaudy ami

shining trinkets and ornaments of tho person. The practice
of tattooing, however, is doubtless founded on notions of

beauty, more mistaken even than those which led the ladies

of Europe to cover their hair with powder and pomatum. In

the lower orders of eivili/cd uM i"ii- the same indi:

beauty may be generally obwrved, in proportion to their

coarseness and ignorance. The early development <>l

'

tin'

sense of beauty among the Greeks, which ii so

shewn both in their mythology mid poetry, and in t

of art (see PJiilolngical Miutfiim, vol. ii. p is a

proof of their early culture and of their [_ >nty,

even in a half savage state, to the barbarous nations by
which they were surrounded.

Another thing essential to the perception of bcai.

sensibility nf mind, arising from the development < i

social affections, and the cultivation of the benevolent

ings. The custom, prevalent in some countries, of planting
Mi i,\ ITS on graves, and of offering nosegays to the

.aiuts or of the Virgin, is a mark at once of a fceln

beauty and of sensibility of mind. On the other hand, per-
sons of a sour, phlegmatic, morose, and misanthro|m- tem-

perament, are little alive to the beauty of outward objects
or works of art. It was, doubtless, from a sense of the in-

compatibility of a feeling for beauty with absence of all -

and benevolent sympathies, that Milton represents tho

Devil as insensible' to the beauties of Paradise :

The Fiend
SAW nndrlightcil nil d.-liclil. nil kind
Of living creatures, new lo tight And strange.*

As on the ono hand, all the antisocial passions, as :.

jealousy, envy, fear, &c., are inconsistent with the r

lion of beauty ; so the social passions sharpen and facilitate

it, as love and pity, which, as Dryden says,
' melts (In-

to love.' Hence loveliness in the human race is intimately
connected with beauty, as the desire of sex is heightened
and simulated by the beauty of form, colour, and expres-
sion ; but it is not identical with it, for lovers are often not

only blind to the defects of their mistresses, but sometimes
even admire them on that very account *: whence love is

proverbially said to be blind.

A third requisite to the perception of beauty is srrrnity
and cheerfulness of mind, and the absence of overpowering
care or aiUiction, which engrosses the faculties ami pn
them from taking pleasure in tin: relations of outward ob-

jects. This inconsistency is well illustrated by the refln

of Hamlet, when he is oppressed with a sense of the painful
task imposed upon him by his father's spirit. (Act ii.

se. 2.) (See Alison On Taste, vol. i. p. 10.)

On the relation of the beauty of outward objects to the

beauty of works of art, more will be said under the heads of

the several arts. Here it is only necessary to observe, that
of the three arts of design, \'n.., architecture, sculpture, ami

painting, the two last are purely representat iri- arts, while
the first alone creates objects which have a use beyond the
mere gratification of the taste. The beauty of buildings
therefore belongs to the class of objects which we have been
abi.xc examining: while the beauty of pictures and statues,

though closely connected with (he same range of idea

forms a class apart, and requires the consideration of addi-

tional elements peculiar to itself. These arc derived in

great measure from the capabilities of the respective a.

dependent on the materials which they work with ami the

effects which they are thus able (o produce'. There are many
objects beautiful in nature which cannot be rcpin-riiied with

advantage by the painter or sculptor : on the other hand,
there are many ohjn

- iMr in nature which are

beautiful in a picture, hrcMiiM' a picture is an sbttraction. a

representation of the colour and outline of an object, without

nny "i 'inpanying circumstances nh.eh in tho re-

ality in '.i^gust to the other sonsos, and thus prevent
the mind from enjoying thai v.hich it miL'lit other

< rive through the organ of sight alone. Hence those
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things in nature which are peculiarly fitted to be subjects
fur a painter, are properly said to have picturesque beauty,
as those forms and postures which would appear to most

advantage in marble might, as has been truly remarked, be
said to have sculpturesque beauty. There are certain

general characteristics of these two arts, as that painting
best represents expression, while sculpture best represents
character ; that painting embraces a vast variety of subjects,
while sculpture confines itself almost exclusively to the hu-
man figure and some of the nobler animals, which may be
here pointed out ; but to determine the peculiar provinces of
these two arts respectively requires a separate investigation,
with reference not to the general subject of beauty, but to

the capabilities and advantages of each, and would be ma-
terially assisted by a knowledge of those mechanical pro-
cesses and mysteries of art which the professed sculptor or

painter can themselves alone possess.
(On the difference between painting and sculpture, see

Price On the Picturesque, vol. ii. pret. p. xii-xiv. ; Miiller,
Archteol. der Kunst, $ 27

; Philological Museum, vol. ii.

pp. 05-ysj

[On the relation of the beautiful and the sublime, see the
article SUBLIMITY.]
BEAUVAIS, a city in France, capital of the department

of Oise, upon the little river Tilt-rain or Terrein, at the

point where it receives the Avelon, another small stream.
The Tilt-rain is a feeder of the Oise. The town is on the

road from Paris to Abbeville and Calais, 4 1 miles N. by W.
of Paris, in 4'J 27' N. lat., 23 4' E. long. While the old

territorial division of France remained, it was included in

the lie de France, but was near the border towards Picardie.

Beauvais is a very antient town, and was known to the
Romans by the name of Ccosaromagus, which was afterwards

changed for that of Bcllovaci, the name of the Gallic tribe

whose chief town it was. The Bellovaci were distinguished

among the Belgic Gauls for number, valour, and influence
;

and took an active
part

in the resistance to Julius Caesar,
when he first carried his arms into that part of the country.

They agreed to contribute 60,000 men to the confederate

army of natives, but the skill and perseverance of the Romans
triumphed over all opposition ;

and the Bellovaci with their

neighbours submitted to a foreign yoke. Several writers of

great learning, Sanson, Scaliger, and Valois, have consi-

dered that Brutuspantium, the town into which the Bellovaci

retreated with their effects on Caesar's approach, was iden-

tical with Csesaromagus, or Beauvais
; and D'Anville him-

self was at first of the same opinion, though he afterwards
considered the site of Bratuspantium to be in the neighbour-
hood of Breteuil in Picardie. (D'Anville, Notice de I 'An-

cienne Gaule ; Expilly, Dictionnaire des Oaules et de la

France.)
Beauvais is of considerable size, but ill built ; the streets

are tolerably wide, but the number of wooden houses pre-

senting their gables Iff the street, and destitute of any regu-

larity, gives to the place a shabby appearance. The great

place, or square, has at one end the town hall, the front of

which is adorned with Ionic pilasters. But the building
which is most worthy of notice is the beautiful Gothic ca-

thedral. The edifice is, however, imperfect, having neither

teeple. The steeple was erected in the year 15G4,

but, within ten years after its completion, was destroyed by a

tempest; and this accident prevented the completion of the

c hurch. The choir is of great beauty, and appears more
1'il'u than that of Amiens, though not really so. It is adorned

with ri'-hly painted windows, as antient as the time of

, IX. ('or St. Louis) of France. (A.D. 12-26-1270.) (Mrs.

C. Stuthard's l.i-ttrri during a Tour in Normandy, tyc.)

Befere the Revolution Beauvais had, beside* its cathedral,

six collegiate churches and thirteen parish churches. There
were three abbeys for men ;

one of the Benedictines of the

Congregation of St. Maur, one of the order of St. Augustin,
a third occupied first by the Benedictines, and after-

wards by the Lazarists ;
a seminary for priests, directed by

the Lazaribts
;
seven convents for religious of both sexes,

viz., four for men and three for women ; a commandery of

the order of Malta : two hospitals, the HOtel Uieu and the

ital General. The bishops of Beauvais (who were also

temporal peers, with the title of Counts of Beauvais) entered

upon their bishopricUs with great solemnity. The church

of St. Etiennc is more antient than the cathedral. The
windows of this churc-h, and especially those of the chapels
which surround the choir, arc of great beauty : they arc of

the sixteenth century. M. Maltc Brun speaks of a large and

fine hospital erected not long since, but whether on the foun-
dation of either of those already mentioned is not stated.
The antient episcopal palace, a Gothic edifice, has been made
the seat of the prefect. The site of the old walls of the
town has been converted into a promenade, but some round
towers and the relicts of the wall are still standing near the
river Therein. There are a handsome theatre, a college, or

high school, a seminary for priests, and a public library of
no great extent. (Make Brun

; Balbi
; Expilly.)

Beauvais is a town of considerable note for its manu-
factures. There is a royal manufactory of carpets, founded

by Colbert in 1664, and still in the hands of government.
A certain quantity is made every year for the furnishing of
the royal palaces and the public establishments, and the

surplus is sold to the public. These carpets are in great re-

pute, and fetch a high price. Woollen cloths, shawls, flan-

nels, and coarse woollen fabrics of various kinds are made
;

and the washing and spinning of wool are also carried on.
Linens are manufactured to a considerable extent, espe-
cially the kind called demi-Hollande (half-Holland), from

being half the length of the Dutch linens. The linen

manufacture, as carried on in the town, includes the spin-
ning of the yarn, and the weaving and bleaching of the
linens. To the foregoing articles may be added braid,
and felt for the paper-makers. Printed cottons, formerly
one of the staple manufactures of the town, are now made
only to a small extent, but some cotton yarn is spun. The
fuel consumed in these manufactories is, partly at least,

peat, which is procured in great quantity at Bresles in the

neighbourhood, and in several other places in the depart-
ment. Within a few years courses of instruction in geo-
metry and mechanics applied to the arts have been esta

blished with success. There is a Tribunal de Commerce
or committee for deciding disputes in commercial affairs.

(Dupin, Forces Productives et Commerciales de la France.)
The population in the year 1832 was 12,867. The ar-

rondissement of Beauvais had, at the same time, a popula-
tion of 131,385, part of whom were employed in various

branches of manufacturing industry. Fans, toys, glass,

pottery, hosiery, ribbons are among the productions of the

irrondissement, which comprehends C94 square miles, or

444,160 acres; and is subdivided into 12 cantons, and
244 communes or parishes.

Beauvais was formerly a place of great strength. It was

unsuccessfully besieged by the English in 1443. Jean

Ligniere by his heroic valour succeeded in repulsing them.

Nearly thirty years afterwards (viz., in 1472), Charles le

Temeraire (the Rash), Duke of Bourgogne (Burgundy),
again attacked it with an army of 80,000 men, but the

valour of the inhabitants defeated the attempt. The women,
under the conduct of Joanne Lainc (called also Fourquet,
or Fouquet, or Jeanne la Hachette), displayed the greatest

courage in the defence of the place, and are said even to

lave exceeded the men. The exploits of Jeanne form the

subject of a picture in the town-hall; and, in memory of

this event, the women took precedence of the men in a

,-early procession, which was kept up till the time of the

Revolution. Beauvais has produced some persons of note,

as Lenglet du Fresnoy, a considerable writer on history,

geography, ecclesiastical affairs, &c. ;
and Philippe de

Villiers de 1'Ile Adam, grand-master of the Knights of

St. John of Jerusalem or Malta, distinguished by his gallant
mt unsuccessful defence of Rhodes against Soliman I. (tho

Magnificent), emperor of the Turks, in the year 1522.

The bishoprick of Beauvais was founded about the middle

of the third century. It comprehends at present the depart-
ment of Oise. The bishop is a suli'ragan of the archbishop
of Reims. Several councils have been held at Beauvais.

At one, held in 1114, the emperor of Germany, Henry V.,

was excommunicated.
The name Beauvais belongs to several other places in

France of little note.

BEAUVAISIS, or BEAUVOISIS, in France, the dis-

:rict of which Beauvais was the capital. It was formerly
ncluded in Picardie, but was taken from Picardie and an-

nexed to the He de France, with which it continued incor-

porated, till the old territorial divisions in Franc weere

superseded by the departments. The conterminous dis-

tricts were, on the north, the Araienois and Santcrre,
in the province or government of Picardie; on the south,
the Vexin Francois and the lie do France (taken in the

most restricted sense), both in the government of the He
de France; on the east, the Valois and the Quartier de
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Noyon, both in the same government ; and on the west, the

Vpxm Nurniaml. in Norniandic. (Maps in the Atlas of the

Encyclopedia Mittiodiqur.)
The BeauvaiMi ii watered by the Oise, which bou:

on the south-east ; by the Epte, which bounds it on the

west; by the Tin-rain, and some other streams of Im-

portance. The air is rather cold, but healthy ;
the surface

unequal, made up of plains and lulls, fertile* in corn, but

producing little wine. There is no want of wood, and the

pasturage is abundant. A considerable number of .-hi ep
are fed, and the butter and cheese made here are in great

request. There is plenty of game, poultry, and fish. Flax

and hemp are grown in great quantity. We have .seen [see

BEAVVAIS] that the linen manufacture is one important
branch of industry at Beauvais. There are some mineral

springs.
The principal places in Beauvoisis arc, Beauvui-,

the capital (population in 1832, 12,867), and Clerinont

(population in Ib32, 2715 for the commune, 259-1 for the

town itself), on a small feeder of the Oise, east by south of

Beauvais.

BEAUVOIS, AMBROSE MARIA FRANCIS JO-
11 PAL1SOT DE, a celebrated French naturalist and

traveller, was born at Arras on the 27th of July, 1752. His

fiilhcr, who was an advocate, educated him for the legal pro-

fession, but his bios for the study of natural history was so

strong that from an early age he was more frequently in the

fields with his friend and preceptor Lestiboudois than in tho

e.mrts of law. In the year 1772 he was appointed receiver-

general of crown rents, which he held fur about five .years.

Upon the suppression of this office in 1 777, he appears to

l..ive abandoned his profession, and to have determined

upon devoting himself exclusively to his favourite pursuits.
The French government had planned an expedition to

the west coast of Africa, for the purpose of founding a set-

tlement which might serve as a counterpoise to the mer-
cantile influence of the English in that part of the world.

Palisot de Beauvois eagerly embraced what appeared a fa-

vourable means of exploring a country rich in every branch
of natural history, and never before trod by the foot of an

European naturalist : without regarding the extreme in-

salubrity of a climate from which scarcely more than one

European in four ever returns, he obtained permission to ac-

company the expedition at his own charge. On the 17th

July, 1786, he sailed from Rochefort for Benin, in which,
mid the neighbouring kingdom ofOware, lie spent about

fifteen months, investigating its natural productions with

a zeal that even the dreadful fevers of the country, with

which he was attacked, were insufficient to destroy. While
here, he planned a journey across Africa to Abyssinia; but
after having penetrated the interior for a considerable dis-

tance, he was compelled to return in consequence of the

timidity (prudence?) of his companions, who were fright-
ened at the dangers of the route, and at the multiply ing
difficulties by which they found themselves opposed at

every step. On his return to the coast, he was attacked
so severely by scurvy and yellow fever, that, to use his own
\vords, ufter seeing more than live-sixths of his companions
perish, and having been himself .several times in the very

j.r.vs of death, it became indispensable for him to abandon
the country, leaving behind him the principal part of hi- col-

Ic-ctinn, which consisted of skins of animals, insects, dried

plants, and minerals, to be forwarded to France. Fortunately
a part of these had previously been sent to M . de Jussieu, and
a part was put on board the ship in which he embarked lor

St. Domingo, otherwise the whole fruit of so much zeal and

i.;ifl''.Tiiig would have perished ;
for what he left behind him

was soon after burned, along with the settlement, by an

English expedition. Upon his arrival at Cape Franc

St. 1 ) imingo, in 1788, his health became speedily re-esta-

blished. Here having an opportunity of witnessing tin? prac-
tical working of the slave system, he formed an opinion so

decidedly adverse to emancipation, that to his latest hour he
continued to oppose the granting of freedom to the negroes,

cvept under very strict conditions, and after the lap-e of

a considerable number of years, during which they might
be gradually prepared to make a proper use of their lib. m .

He seems to have been always extremely tender of the

interests of the colonists, from whom indeed he had re-

ceived the greatest kindness during his residence in tho

island. When it was found impossible any longer to keep
the blacks in subjection, M. de Beauvois was deputed by the

I'Vin-h authorities of St. Domingo to proceed to the United

biates, in the hops of obtaining assistance from the Ameri-

can government. Upon his return from this fruitless mission

1, he found the island in confusion; In- collections,
which had becoir. : -timed in the confla-

gration of Cape Francois; und the negroes, now become
the masters, who naturally saw nothing in him but a per-
.-ecutor, threw him into pri

While lying in prison, in daily . iken
out for execution, he was enabled t . :hc faithfulness

of a mulatto woman, to whom, some tin. -departure
for the United States, he had humanely granted her

dom : she not only effected his liberation. Dot procured him
the means of reaching the United State-. Th
life preserved by the devotion of one of that MTV race which
he thought worthy of little short of eternal beiiduge. On his

arrival at Philadelphia, penniless and friciidlc-s he learned

that his name had been in-crtcd in the list-, ol

tions, and that it was no longer safe to return to France.

One of the great fruits in De He.unois' character vv.t

unconquerable perseverance, and an cla.-liciiy of

which no misfortunes could destroy. Ui:di-niayi"l at his

apparently hopeless condition, he bethought him of accom-

plishments which in his happier days had made him l!.>'

delight of his friends, but which he had .

might be the only resource for procuring a mor.-el of bread.

By the teaching of music and languages he supported him-
self honourably ; and soon succeeded in attracting the no-

tice of the few persons who at that time, in Noiti.

occupied them.-elves with natural history.

l"pon the arrival in the United States of the French
Minister Adet, De Beauvois no longer found himself strait-

ened for means. He forthwith abandoned his occupations, and
determined upon exploring the more remote parts of North
America. He accordingly examined the Appalachian Moun-
tains, and penetrated into the country ofthe Creek and Chero-
kee Indians, still collecting objects of natural history in all its

branches. Among other things he discovered the jaws and
molar teeth of the great mastodon on the banks of the Ohio,
and he brought the tooth of a megulonyx from the u .

Virginia. Upon his return to Philadelphia loaded with :ir-

quisitions, he learned that his proscription had 1

and that, by singular good fortune, his patrimony had not
been sold. He immediately repaired to France, where he
found his affairs in lamentable disorder, and his wife un-

faithful. He divorced his wife, sold a parlion of his pro-

perty in order to free the remainder from inn

renounced the perils of travelling, and thenceforward de

him elf to the examination and publication of his eollci :

But of these he found only a miserable wreck. The V..

in Benin, and the negroes at Cape Francoix, had de-
1

everything ; he had only what he brought with him IV. in

Philadelphia, and the small collections \viiieh l.e hud for-

warded while in Africa to M. de Jussieu. These.

sullicud to occupy him, in conjunction with genera! '

of natural history, for the remainder of his hfc. In

1806 he was called to the Institute as the successor of

Adanson ;
in 1815 he was created titular councillor i

University of Paris by Napoleon, upon hit, return from I'.lba
;

and in January, Is^O, he died from an attack of diarrlm-a.

After his return to France, Palisot de Heauvois wu.s the

author of a considerable number of work-, -omc of .

were inserted in the transaction* of le.inu <i

in the Encyclopcdie Mi't/imlique, and the remainder

published separately. All these, except his .l\thi'ni>unii<;

may be supposed to have contributed more or less to the

progress of science
;
but the works on which his reputation

chielly depend are his 1'lore. d Oicare ;;nd il,' H-ttiii, pub-
lished in twenty parts, in folio, between IbO-l and Is-Jl ; hij

//JA-V/V of the same country, of which fifteen parts in folio

appeared between Isdl.j and lh'21 : and his Agrostogru,
which appeared in one volume 8vo. in 1812. In the ,

nfOw are are several extremely curious plants, especially one
called after the author Hrlvi.*in : and the work abounds in

good observations, showing De ]'. nave been well

versed in some of the more diliicult pans of botany. It

i- scarcely iiiir in un English biographer to say that the

book is extremely inea'jre in species, considering that the

bulk of what lie had collected for it was di -trou'd I-

own countrymen, in their zeal for crippling the i.

France by tin: destruction of the properly of peaceable French

subjects: or to complain that it affords no general view uf

the vegetation of this still unknown and most interesting

country ; fur the work itself was not completed when thu

author died. Whatever defects may bo found in the Hunt
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of Oware was more than compensated by the merits of the

Agrostographie. At the time of its publication all that

related to the systematic arrangement of grasses was in

great disorder. The genera of this important natural

order, with the exception of what had been done by Dr.
Robert Brown in his Prodromus Floret Novce Hottandice

(and this had been well done), were nearly as they had been
left by Linnaeus, although the number of species had prodi-

giously increased. It was necessary to recast the whole
order

;
in doing which new principles had to be established,

and antient prejudices to be unsparingly attacked. This
was done by Palisot de Beauvois in a manner which re-

flected the greatest honour both upon his skill and know-

ledge. It is true that men like Smith, and those of his

retrogressive school, cried out at the innovations of this

bold reformer, and were amazed at the unceremonious man-
ner with which what they had imagined imperishable was
assailed : all their criticisms, protests, sneers, and anathemas
were in vain ; the public accepted the new arrangement,
and it has become the basis of the more perfect system,
which at this day seems to be everywhere recognized as
the most conformable to reason and to nature.

If Palisot de Benuvois cannot be said to have been one
of the great luminaries which cast a light over the whole
extent of science, he certainly deserves the praise of having
been a sensible, well-informed, and skilful naturalist, who
did well what he undertook, and a most zealous and intrepid
traveller, whom neither danger nor difficulty could deter.

He was handsome in person, gentlemanly in deportment,
mild in manner, and indefatigable in his labours, and he
deserves to be recorded as one of those who have the most
contributed to the progress of natural science in these latter

days.
His biography, strictly speaking, ought to have been

Given under Palisot ; but we are unwilling to separate it too

widely from the genus (BELVISIA) which has been so named
to commemorate his merits.

(Bingraphie UniverseUe; Flore d Oware; and Essai
\ouvelle Agrostographie.)

BRAVER (Zoology), the English name for the genus
C'a.5<or(Cuv.),oneof the order of rodent or gnawing animals

(Rodentia, Cuv., Glires, Linn.), with two incisor, or cutting
teeth, and eight molars in each jaw, twenty in all; and
particularly distinguished from all the rest of that order

by a broad, horizontally flattened tail, which is nearly oval
and covered with scales. There are five toes on each of the

feet, but those of the hinder ones only are webbed, the
webs extending beyond the roots of the nails. The second
toe of these last is furnished with a double nail, or rather
with two, one like those of the other toes, and another beneath

it, situated obliquely with a sharp edge directed downwards.
There is also, as Dr. Richardson observes, a less perfect
double nail on the inner toe of the hind feet.

The incisor teeth of the beaver are broad, flattened, and

protected anteriorly by a coat of very hard orange-coloured
enamel, the rest of the tooth being of a comparatively soft

substance, whereby a cutting, chisel-like edge is obtained
;

and, indeed, no edge tool, with all its combination of hard
and soft metal, could answer the purpose better. In fact,

the beaver's incisor tooth is fashioned much upon the same

principle as that followed by the tool-maker, who forms a

cutting instrument by a skilful adaptation of hard ond soft

materials till he produces a good edge.
But the natural instrument has one great advantage over

the artificial tool; for the former is so organized that, as

fast as it is worn away by use, a reproduction and protrusion
from the base takes place, and thus the two pair of chisel-

teeth working opposite to each other are always kept in

good repair, with their edges at the proper cutting angle.
When injury or disease destroys one of these incisors, its

antagonist, meeting with no check to resist the protrusion
from behind, is pushed forward into a monstrous elongation.
SD hard is the enamel, and so good a cutting instrument is

the incisor tooth of the beaver, that, when fixed in a wooden

hamlle, it was, according to Dr. Richardson, used by the

Northern Indians to cut bone, and fashion their horn-tipped

spenrs, &c.,till it was superseded by the introduction of iron,

when the beaver-tooth was supplanted by the English file.

The power of these natural tools is well described by
Lewis and Clarke, who gaw their effects on the banks of

the Missouri. 'Tho ravages of the beaver,' say they, 'are

very apparent : in one place the timber was entirely pros-
trated for a space of three acres in front on the river and

one in depth, and great part of it removed, although tho
trees were in large quantities, and some of them as thick as
the body of a man.'

Dr. Richardson thus speaks of this part of their opera-
tions : 'When the beaver cuts down a tree it gnaws it all
round, cutting it however somewhat higher on the one side
than the other, by which the direction of its fall is deter-
mined. The stump is conical, and of such a height as a
bearer, sitting on his hind quarters could make. The largest
tree I observed cut down by them, was about the thickness
of a man's thigh (that is, six or seven inches in diameter),
but Mr. Graham says, that he has seen them cut a tree
which was ten inches in diameter.' The beavers have no
canine teeth. F. Cuvier once thought that the molars had
no true roots, but that they were increased from their bases
like the incisors. The source of his error was a skull in
which the molars were not entirely developed ; hut he has
since admitted that they have roots, and that they are inca-

pable of additional growth when once entirely formed.

AMERICAN BEAVER.

The American Beaver, Castor Fiber of Linnaeus, Castor
Americanus of F. Cuvier, Ammisk of the Cree Indians, and
Tsnutayc of the Hurons, is the animal of whose sagacity,
and even social polity, such wonderful tales have been told.

It has been represented as an accomplished architect, gifted

by Nature with a head to design and instruments to execute

well-planned houses containing chambers, each set apart
for its appropriate purpose. The lovers of the marvellous,
when they had once given the reins to their imagination,
soon converted its tail into a sledge and a trowel, and asto

nished the world with an elaborate account of the mode in

which the plaster was laid on with this, according to them,
masonic implement: nay, they even turned it into an in-

strument of office. With it the overseers (such officers, ac-

cording to the accounts given of their civil institutions, it

was the custom of the community of beavers to appoint)
were said to give the signal to the labourers whose employ-
ments they superintended, by slapping it on the surface of

the water. All this, and more than this, has faded away
before the light of truth. Their houses have sunk into rude

huts, in the construction of which their tails are never used,
their pile-driving (for, among other feats, they were said to

drive stakes of the thickness of a man's leg three or four

feet deep into the ground) has turned out to be a mere fable,

and their polity has proved to bo nothing more than a com-
bination of individuals, such as we see among many of the

inferior animals, impelled by an instinct common to all to

perform a task in the benefit of which all participate.

But, after discarding all exaggerations, there remains

enough to make the works actually carried on by these

animals a subject of deep interest, as we shall presently see.

Where there has been so much fable it becomes of im-

portance to select that account of the habits of the beaver

which accords with fact. Such an account, from the testi-

mony of those best informed on the subject, is to be found

in Hearne
;
and as Dr. Richardson, who had the best op

NO. 220. [THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.] VOL. IV. R
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portunities rbr forming a right judgment, has given it the

preference, we proceed to lay it before our readers in Hearne's

own simple language :

The beaver being so plentiful, the attention of ray

panions was chit-By engaged on them, as they not only fur-

nished ilcliri<>\is food, lmt their skins proved a valuable

i, being a principal article of trade as well as a

serviceable one for clothing. The situation of the bcaver-

. : ii- Where the beavers are numerous they

re found to inhabit lakes, ponds, and rivers, as well as

narrow creeks which connect the numerous lakes with

which this country abounds: but the two latter are

rally chosen by them when the depth of water and other

circumstances are suitable, as they have then the advantage

of a current to convey wood and other necessaries to their

habitations, and because, in general, they are more difficult

to be taken than those that are built in standing water.

They always choose those parts that have such a depth of

water as Will resist the frost in winter, and prevent it from

freezing to the bottom. The beavers that build their houses

in small rivers, or creeks, in which water is liable to be

drained off when the back supplies, are dried up by the frost,

are wonderfully taught by instinct to provide against that

evil by making a dam quite across the river, at a convenient

distance from their houses. The beaver-dams differ in

shape according to the nature of the place in which they
are built. If the water in the river, or creek, have but little

motion, the dam is almost straight ; but when the current is

more rapid, it is always made with a considerable curve,

convex toward the stream. The materials made use of are

drift-wood, green willows, birch, and poplars if they can be

got ; also, mud and stones intermixed in such a manner as

roust evidently contribute to the strength of the dam; but

there is no other order or method observed in the dams,

except that of the work being carried on with a regular

sweep, and all the parts being made of equal strength. In

places which have been Ion;; frequented by beavers undis-

turbed, their dams, by frequent repairing, become a solid

bank, capable of resisting a great force both of water and
ice ; and as the willow, poplar, and birch generally take root

and shoot up, they by degrees form a kind of regular

planted hedge, which I have seen in some places so tall that

birds have built their nests among the branches.
' The beaver-houses are built of the same materials as

their dams, and are always proportioned in size to the

number of inhabitants, which seldom exceeds four old and
six or eight young ones ; though, by chance, I have seen

above double the number. Instead of order or regulation

being observed in rearing their houses, they are of a much
ruder structure than their dams ; for, notwithstanding the

sagacity of these animals, it has never been observed that

they aim at any other convenience in their houses than to

have a dry place to lie on
;
and there they usually eat their

victuals, which they occasionally take out of the water. It

frequently happens that some of the large houses are found
to have one or more partitions, if they deserve that appella-
tion, but it is no more than a part of the main building left

by the sagacity of the beaver to support the roof. On such
occasions it is common for those different apartments, as

some are plsased to call them, to have no communication
with each other but by water

;
so that, in fact, they may be

called double or treble houses, rather than different apart-
ments of the same house. I have seen a large beaver-house
built in a small island that had near a dozen apartments
under one roof; and, two or three of these only exccpted,
none of them had any communication with each other but

by water. As there were beavers enough to inhabit each

apartment, it is more than probable that each family knew
their own, and always entered at their own doors, without

any further connexion with their neighbours than a friendly
intercourse, and to join their united labours in erecting their

separate habitations, and building their dams where re-

quired. Travellers who assert that the beavers have two
doors to their houses, one on the land side and the other
next the water, seem to be less acquainted with theso ani-

mal* than others who assign them an elegant suite of.apart-
ments. Such a construction would render their houses of
DO use, either to protect them from their enemies, or guard
tVm against the extreme cold of winter.

So far are the beavers from driving stakes into the

ground when building their houses, that they lay most of

toe wood crosswise, and nearly horizontal, and without any
other order than that of leaving a hollow or cavity in the

middle. When any unnecessary branches project inward

they cut them off with their teeth, and throw them ill among
the rest, to prevent the mud from falling through the TOOL

It is a mistaken notion that the wood-work i-. fust ivmp'.eti .1

and then plastered ;
for the whole of their houses, as well

as their dams, arc, from the foundation, one mass of mud
and wood mixed with stones, it' they ran be pn-iirrd. The
mud is always taken from the edge of the bank, or the

.1 of the creek or pond near the door of the house ; and
:

; their lore paws are SO small, vet it is held close up
between them under their throat: thus they earn both

mud and stones, while they always drag the wood with their

t<cih. All their work U executed in the night, and they
are so expeditious that, in the course of one night, 1 ha\e

known them to have collected as much as amounted to sumo

thousands of their little handsful. It is a great piece of

policy in these animals to cover the outside of their houses

every fall with fresh mud, and as late as possible in the

autumn, even when the frost becomes pretty severe, as by
this means it soon freezes as hard as a stone, and prevents
their common enemy, the wolverene, from disturbing them

during the winter; and as they arc frequently seen to walk

over their work, and sometimes to give a tlapwith their

tail, particularly when plunging into the water, this has,

without doubt, given rise to the vulgar opinion that they
used then- tails as a trowel, with which they plaster their

houses; whereas that flapping of the tail is no more than a

custom which they always preserve, even when they become

tame and domestic, and more particularly so when they are

startled.
' Their food consists of a large root, something resembling

a cabbage-stalk,* which grows at the bottom of the lakes

and rivers. They also eat the bark of trees, particularly
those of the poplar, birch, and willow ;

but the ice pre\ i

them from getting to the land in the winter, they have not

any barks to feed on in that season, except that of such

sticks as they cut down in summer, and throw into the v,

opposito the doors of their houses : and as they generally
eat a great deal, the roots above-mentioned constitute a prin-

cipal part of their food during the winter. In summer they

vary their diet, by eating various kinds of herbage, and such

berries as grow near their haunts during that season. \Ylu u

the ice breaks up in the spring the heavers always leave

their houses, and rove about until a little before the fall of

the leaf, when they return again to their old habitations,

and lay in their winter stock of wood. They seldom begin
to repair their houses till the frost commences, and never

finish the outer coat till the cold is pretty severe, as hath

been already mentioned. When
they

erect a new habitation

they bu!> in Jelling the wood early in the summer, but seldom

begin to build until the middle or latter end of August, and
never complete it till the cold weather be set in.

' Persons who attempt to take beaver in winter should be

thoroughly acquainted with their manner of life, otherwise

they will have endless trouble to effect their purpose, be-

cause they have always a number of holes in the banks,
which serve them as places of retreat when any injury is

offered to their houses, and in general it is in those holes

that they are taken. When the beavers which are situated

in a small river or creek are to be taken, the Indians some-
times find it necessary to stake the river across, to prevent
them from passing ;

after which
they

endeavour to find out
all their holes or places of retreat m the banks. This re-

quires much practice and experience to accomplish, and is

performed in the following manner: every man being
furnished with an ice-chisel, lashes it to the end of a small

staff about four or five feet long; he then walks aloiij; the.

edge of the banks, and keeps knocking his chisel against

the ice. Those who are acquainted with that kind of work
well know by the sound of the ice when they are opposite
to any of the beavers' holes or vaults. As soon as they

suspect any, they cut a hole through the ice big enough to

admit an old beaver, and in this manner proceed till they
have found out all their places of retreat, or at least as

many of them as possible. While the principal men are

thus employed, some of the understrappers and the women
are busy in breaking open the house, which at limes is no

easy task, for I have frequently known these houses to he
five or six feet thick, and one, in particular, was more than

eitfht feet thick in the crown. When the beavers find that

their habitations are invaded, they lly to their holes in the

banks for shelter ; and on being perceived by the Indians,

A'ufAor .Vow, tccaidinj la Pr. Kidwrdjcu ; a kiud of witi-lUy.
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which is easily done by attending to the motion of the

water, they block up the entrance with stakes of wood
and then haul the beaver out of its hole, either by
if they can reach it, or with a large hook made for that

purpose, which is fastened to the end of a long stick
In this kind of hunting, every man has the sole right to

all the beavers caught by him in the holes or vaults; and as
this is a constant rule, each person takes care to mark such
as he discovers by sticking up a branch of a tree, by which
he may know them. All that are caught in the house are
the property of the person who finds it. The beaver is an
animal which cannot keep under water long at a time, so
that when their houses are broke open, and all their places
of retreat discovered, they have but one choice left, as it

may be called, either to be taken in their house or their
vaults

; in general they prefer the latter, for where there
is one beaver caught in the house, many thousands are
taken in the vaults in the banks. Sometimes they are

caught in nets, and in summer very frequently in traps.
' In respect to the beaver dunging in their houses, as

some persons assert, it is quite wrong, as they always plunge
into water to do it. I am the better enabled to make this
assertion from having kept several of them till they became so
domesticated as to answer to their name and follow those to
whom they were accustomed in the same manner as a dog
would do, and they were as much pleased at being fondled as

any animal I ever saw. In cold weather they were kept in

my own sitting-room, where they were the constant com-

panions of the Indian women and children, and were so fond
of their company that when the Indians were absent for any
considerable time, the beaver discovered great signs of un-
easiness, and on their return showed equal marks of plea-
sure by fondling on them, crawling into their laps, lying
on their backs, sitting erect like a squirrel, and behaving
like children who see their parents but seldom. In general,

during the winter, they lived on the same food as the women
did, and were remarkably fond of rice and plum-pudding ;

they would eat partridges and fresh venison very freely, but
I never tried them with fish, though I have heard they will

at times prey on them. In fact there are few graminivorous
animals that may not be brought to be carnivorous.'

Having thus presented the reader with a narrative of the
habits of the American beaver in a state of nature princi-

pally, we now proceed to give one descriptive of its manners
in captivity. The account is from the pen of Mr. Broderip,
whose pet the beaver was, and is interesting inasmuch as the
faculties displayed by the animal must, from its extreme

youth, have proceeded from unassisted instinct.

'The animal,' says Broderip, 'arrived in this country
in the winter of 1825, very young, being small and woolly,
and without the covering of long hair which marks the

adult beaver. It was the sole survivor of five or six which
were shipped at the same time, and it was in a very pitiable
condition. Good treatment quickly restored it to health,

and kindness soon made it familiar. When called by its

name, 'Binny,' it generally answered with a little cry, and
came to its owner. The hearth-rug was its favourite haunt,
and thereon it would lie sti etched out, sometimes on its

back, sometimes on its side, and sometimes Hat on its belly,
but always near its master. The building instinct showed
itself immediately it was let out of its cage, and materials

were placed in its way, and this before it had been a week
in its new quarters. Its strength, even before it was half-

grown, was great. It would drag along a large sweeping-
brush, or a warming-pan, grasping the handle with its

teeth so that the load came over its shoulder, and advancing
in an oblique direction till it arrived at the point where it

wished to place it. The long and larga materials were

always taken first, and two of the longest were generally
laid crosswise, with one of the ends of each touching the

wall, and the other ends projecting out into the room. The
area formed by the cross brushes and the wall he would fill

icp with hand-brushes, rush basket*!, books, boots, sticks,

cloths, dried turf, or any thing portable. As the work grew
high, he supported himself on his tail, which propped him

up admirably, and he would often, after laying on one of

his building materials, sit up over against it, appearing to

rk, or, as the country people say, 'judge it.'

This pause was sometimes followed by changing the position

of the material 'judged,' and sometimes it was left in its

place. After he had piled up his materials in one part of

the room (for he generally chose the same place), he pro-

ceeded to wall up the space between the feet of a chest of

drawers which stood at a little distance from it, high enoughon its legs to make the bottom a roof for him, using for this
purpose dried turf and sticks, which he laid very even, and
filling up the interstices with bits of coal, hay, cloth, or any
thing he could pick up. This last place he seemed to ap-
propriate for his dwelling ;

the former work seemed to be
intended for a dam. When he had walled up the space
between the feet of the chest of drawers, he proceeded to

carry in sticks, cloths, hay, cotton, and to make a nest ; and
when he had done he would sit up under the drawers and
comb himself with the nails of his hind feet. In this

operation, that which appeared at first a mal-formation was
shown to be a beautiful adaptation to the necessities of the
animal. . The huge, webbed, hind feet of the beaver turn
in so as to give the appearance of deformity ; but if the toes
were straight instead of being incurved, the animal couid
not use them for the purpose of keeping its fur in order
and cleansing it from dirt and moisture.

'

Binny generally carried small and light articles between
his right fore-leg and his chin, walking on the other three

legs ; and large masses, which he could not grasp readily
with his teeth, he pushed forwards leaning against them
with his right fore-paw and his chin. He never carried any
thing on his tail, which he liked to dip in water, but he was
not fond of plunging in the whole of his body. If his tail

was kept moist he never cared to drink
; but if it was kept

dry it became hot, and the animal appeared distressed and
would drink a great deal. It is not impossible that the tztil

may have the power of absorbing water, like the skin of

frogs, though it must be owned that tlje scaly integument
which invests that member has not much of the character
which generally belongs to absorbing surfaces.

'

Bread, and bread and milk and sugar, formed the prin-
cipal part of Binny 's food

;
but he was very fond of succu-

lent fruits and roots. He was a most entertaining creature,
and some highly comic scenes occurred between the worthy
but slow beaver and a light and airy macauco that was kept
in the same apartment.' This narrative, with some addi-

.ions, appeared in The Gardens and Menagerie of the Zoo-

logical Society, to whose editor it was given by the author.
The work is full of useful and interesting information, and
the cuts are beautifully executed.

Little need be said of the value of the fur of the beaver in

commerce, a value greatly heightened by the proclamation
of Charles I. in 1638, expressly prohibiting the use of any
naterials except beaver-stuff or beaver-wool in the manu-
acture of hats, and forbidding the making of the hats called

demi-castors," unless for exportation. This proclamation
was an almost exterminating death-warrant to the poor
leavers. They were speedily swept away from the more
southern colonies, and the traffic became, for the most part,
confined to Canada and Hudson's Bay. The havoc made
among them, even at that period, may be imagined by an

nspection of the imports of 1743. In that year the Hud-
son's Bay Company offered for sale 26,750 beaver-skins,

and, in the same year, 127,080 were imported into Rochelle.

These, it will be remembered, are only the legal returns,

making no allowance for smuggling. In 1788 upwards of

170,000 were exported from Canada, and in 1808 126,927
were sent from Quebec alone to this country. The value

of these last has been estimated at 118,994^. Is. 3d. sterling,
at an average of 18s. 9rf. for each skin. These numbers, as

might be expected, could not be kept up without total exter-

nination
;
and we find, accordingly, that in 1827 the im-

wrtation into London from a fur country of more than four

:imes the extent of that which was occupied in 1743 (as

Dr. Richardson has observed) was but little beyond 50,000.

AVhen the reader looks at this statement, and considers the

)opulation of London alone, he will probably inquire of

vhat materials beaver-hats are made, so totally inadequate
o its wants must such an importation be, allowing for the

most complete adulteration. There is, however, another

odent animal Myopotamus Bonariensis (Mus Coypus,
jtm.) [see COYPU] now (spring of 1835) to be seen in

he gardens of the Zoological Society in the Regent's Park,
whose skins, under the name of Neutria skins, are imported
n great numbers from South America for the purpose of

nat-making ; nor are they the only animals that contribute

;o the manufacture of the so-called beaver hats.

Such a reduction as that above stated appears to have

startled the Hudson's Bay Company, who took measures

or insuring an adequate supply of beaver fur. But not-

withstanding their endeavours, and the care of the Iroquois,
R 2
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ttoe gr. atest bcavor token, who, according to Dr. Richard-

on, only trench the beaver dam* of a particular quarter

nice in five year*, anil always lenvo a pair t least in a dam
t . breed, it is not likely that these animals can ever be so

plentiful us they were formerly. The satnc author observes

that tin- Indian* farther north", when they break upa beaver

lodge, destroy as far as they are able both young and old.

In 1829 there wai an increase; for in that year 72,199

beaver tkiiu were imported from the British North Ame-
rican colonies, and 4200 from the United States.

The earliest notice of the European beaver (taorup) is in

Herodotus (book iv. c. 109), who d.'srt ibcs it as inhabiting a

large lake in the country' of the Budini, a. nation whom In;

places on the east side of the upper Don (iv. 21). He says
that the skin was used for clothing, and the testicles (ofwhich

we shall presently speak again) for affections of the womb.

Aristotle (book viii. c. 5) mentions the European beaver

under the name of tuaruip (castor), but only mentions it
;

while Pliny (book viii. c. 30 ami xxxii. c. 3, &c.) well describes

it. and is diffuse on the subject of the celebrated castoreutn,

so much valued us a medicine among the antients, and ulm li

long held a high place in the maturia medica of the moderns,

causing the persecution of this unfortunate animal before

its fur became an object of traffic. Pliny is very sage in

pointing out the frauds of dealers, and shows thereby that

he did not know what the castoreum really was. ' Cas-

torea testes corum,' writes Pliny (book xxxii. c. 3), and the

antients inform us that the animal used to bite off the part

(the testicles) when hunted, well knowing that with the pos-
session of the desired castorea the persecution would cease.

The only objection to this tale, which however absurd is

gravely stated by Pliny himself (book viii. c. 30), though he

afterwards (book xxxii. c. 3) says that Sextius, who appears
to have known something of the anatomy of the animal, de-

nies it, is, that from the organization of the animal such a dis-

tressing feat is all but impossible ; and we should not deem
the absurdity worthy of notice did we not daily see attempts
to revive old' fables, and the success which not unfrequently
follows, for a time at least, such attempts. Cuvier gives
the following account of the organs which secrete this sub-

stance :
' De grosses poches glanduleuses qui aboutissent

:"i leur prepuce, produissent une pommade d'une odeur forte,

employee en medicine sous le nom de castoreum.' Dr.

Richardson thus speaks of this substance :
' I have not had

an opportunity of dissecting a beaver, but I was informed by
the hunters that both males and females are furnished with
one pair of little bags containing castoreum, and also with u

second pair of smaller ones betwixt the former and the anus,
which are filled with a white fatty matter, of the consistence
of butter and exhaling a strong odour. This latter sub-

stance is not an article of trade; but the Indians occasion-

ally eat it, and also mingle a little with their tobacco when
they smoke. I did not learn the purpose that this secretion

is destined to serve in the economy of the animal ; but
from the circumstance of small ponds when inhabited by
beavers being tainted with its peculiar odour, it seems pro-
bable that it affords a dressing to the fur of these aquatic
animals. The cuitoreum in its recent state has an orange-
colour, which deepens, as it dries into bright reddish-brown.

During the drying, which is allowed to go on in the shade,
a gummy matter exudes through the sack, which the In-

dians delight in eating. The male and female rastoreum
is of the same value, ten pairs of bags of either kind being
reckoned to an Indian as equal to one beaver skin. The
cailureum is never adulterated in the fur countries.' As
the animal alluded to by Herodotus, Aristotle, and Pliny
was of course the European beaver, this part of the article

might perhaps have been looked for under the European
section ; but, as will be seen from the foregoing quotation,
the subject is so intimately blended with the history of the
American beavers, that it has been thought advisable to

give it the place which it now occupies *.

Dr. Richardson, who says that the call of the beaver in
the pairing season is a kind of groan, gives the following as
the dimensions of a full grown beaver killed at Great

In Umii'i description of th Feroe IiUn.li i. the following mceouul of a
onrwhal eiiraor.linary application of tin. .Irua. under the head of lltihrna

Mjrillcetiu (common or OtMmlud whale):- Tlio tYnwu nul.erm.n I<M|.T
tai'i a ireilt dtv, of llw and other luriie hlei. a. they would eaiiK
Ill-it bualt anil daih th^ra ID |deen. In order to drive away Hi
iir'. ifcfjr Hi a triece of caitomim Ui the fork on ohirh ilu-> iml uu tlii-ir

fi.hmj liu.-i. u lid II tivrnr remarkable, that hrn Iliii fork, wiili the <ton-iim
to it. lit pi ,cr.l in the watrr Iff,,;, tlip boat, the whale plunge im-

mediately lu the bottom and are never more teen. Oil of juniper U employed
fur ihe MOM porpOM.

1

Slave Lake, and now in the museum of the Zoological

Society :

Line*.

Length of head and body 40
head alone . . 3

tail, scaly part ..11 6

Distance from tip of nose to ante-

rior part of eye ... 2 10

Distance Crorn the posterior part of

the orbit to anterior part of the ear 2 J

He also gives the following account of the llesh, which,
a-, much has been said of its delicacy as food, U interesting.
'The Mesh of the beaver is much prized by the Indian*, :<nd

Canadian voyagers, especially when it is roasted in the -km,
after the hair has been singed oft". In some districts it re-

quires all the influence of the fur trader to restrain tho

hunters from sacrificing a considerable quantity of 1

fur every year to secure the enjoyment of this luxury ; and
Indians of note have generally one or two feasts in a sca>m,
wherein a roasted beaver is the prime dish. It resembles

pork in its flavour, but the lean is dark-coloured, the fat

oily, and it requires a strong stomach to sustain a full meal
of it. The tail, which is considered a great luxury, consists

of a gristly kind of fat, as rich but not so nauseating as the

fat of the body.'
Pennant says that the geographical range of the Ame-

rican beaver commences in latitude 60 or about the River

of Seals, in Hudson's Bay, and terminates in latitude 3U in

Louisiana
;
but Say places their limit at the continence of

the Ohio and Mississippi, about seven degrees further to the

northward of Pennant's southern boundary. Dr. Richard-

son observes that their most northern point is probably on
the banks of the Mackenzie (the largest American river

that falls into the Polar sea, and the best wooded, owing to

the quantity of alluvial soil by which it is bordered), as

high as 074 or G8 lat. ; and that they extend east and
west from one side of the continent to the other, with the

exception of the barren districts. He further states that

they are pretty numerous to the northward of Fort Franklin,
and that, from the swampy and impracticable nature of the

country, they are not likely to be soon eradicated from
thence.

The following are the varieties of the American beaver :

Var. a. Nigra, the black beaver. Heanie says that

thvse are more plentiful at Churchill than at any other t';ic-

tory in the bay, but that it is rare to get more than twelve

or fifteen of their skins in one vear's trade.

Var. /3. Vatia, the spotted leaver. Dr. Richardson did
not see one of these, and Say records that an Indian during
his whole life caught but three. They had a large whito

spot on their breasts.

Var. y. Alba, the white beaver. Hearne saw but one of

these albinos in twenty years, and that had many reddish
and brown hairs along the ridge of the back, though its

sides and belly were of a silvery white. Dr. Richardson

says that when the Indians find an individual of this kind

they convert the skin into a medicine bag and are very un-

willing to
dispose

of it : there is also a yellowish variel\ .

The little Leaver, as it is sometimes called, Castor 'libe-

thirnx of Linnaeus. Fiber Zibethiciu of Cuvier, Ondatra of

Laccpcde, the Musk-rat of Canada, and Musquash of the
Cree Indians, is an animal generic-ally different from the
true beaver. [See MUSQUASH.]

EUROPEAN BEATER.
F. Cuvier has pointed out some slight differences in the

skulls of the European and American beavers which 1.

examined, for the purpose of showing that they are distinct,

but, in our opinion, not conclusively. Baron Cuvier, in the
last edition of his Rcgne Animal, expresses his uncertainty,

notwithstanding scrupulous comparison, whether the bea-
vers which live in burrows along the hanks ol the Rhone,
the Danube, the Wescr, and otiier rivers, are sperilirally
different from those of America, or whether their vicinity
to man is the cause that hinders them from building. He
docs not appear to have been aware of the colony described

by M. de Meycrinck in the Transaction! of the Il-r/in

natural Rutory Uodtty tot 1829, as having been settled
for more than a century on the small river Nuthe, a short
distance above it! confluence with the Elbe in a lonely can-
ton of the Magdeburg district. This little association, it

appears, amounted in 1822 to fifteen or twenty individuals

only ; but they were co-operative and industrious beyond
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what might have been expected from their numbers. Bur-
rows of thirty or forty paces in length on a level with the
river, having one opening beneath the surface and another
on land

; huts eight or ten feet high, formed of branches
and trunks of trees laid irregularly and covered with earth

;

and a dyke of the same materials, so well wrought that it

raised the water more than a foot, were the results of the

persevering and ingenious labours of the little band. M. de

Meyerinck, indeed, who seems to have had his ideas raised

by the marvellous accounts of the architectural habits of
the American species, asserts that his colony differed from
them in many particulars ; but, upon reading his memoir,
and comparing it with the unvarnished account of those
who have most truly related the habits of the American
beavers, we think that these Europeans, considering their
numbers and the materials within their reach, will be found
not a whit behind their Transatlantic brethren.

In truth, the American beaver near the settlements is

sad and solitary ; his works have been swept away, his
association broken up, and he burrows like the European.
Such beavers are called terriers. Pennant indeed men-
tions them as a variety which wants either the sagacity
or the industry of others

;
but he is much nearer the truth

when he says, in the same paragraph,
' beavers which

escape the destruction of a community are supposed often to

become terriers.' We have read somewhere (in Henry's
Travels, we believe) that these solitaries are also called
'

old bachelors.'

If an additional proof of the sagacity of the European
beaver be required, we call the attention of our readers
to the following anecdote related by Geoffroy St. Hilaire
in the twelfth vol. of the Memoires du Museum d~His-
t'lire Naturelle. One of these beavers from the Rhone
was confined in the Paris menagerie. Fresh branches were

regularly put into his cage, together with his food, con-

sisting of legumes, fruits, &c., to amuse him during the

night and minister to his gnawing propensity. He had
only litter to shield him from the frost, and the door
of his cage closed badly. One bitter winter night it snowed
and the snow had collected in one corner. These were
all his materials, and the poor beaver disposed of them
to secure himself from the nipping air. The branches he
interwove between the bars of his cage, precisely as a basket-
maker would have done. In the intervals he placed his

litter, his carrots, his apples, his all, fashioning each with
his teeth so as to fit them to the spaces to be filled. To
stop the interstices he covered the whole with snow, which
froze in the night, and in the morning it was found that he
had thus built a wall which occupied two-thirds of the

doorway.
Upon the whole evidence, we are of opinion that the

American and European beaver are only varieties of the
same species.
That the beaver was formerly an inhabitant of the British

islands there is no doubt. Giraldus Cambrensis gives a
short account of their manners in Wales; but, even in his

time (he travelled there in 1188), they were only found on
the river Teify. 'Two or three waters in that principality,'

says Pennant, 'still bear the name of Llyn yr qfangc, or

the beaver lake. * *
I have seen two of their sup-

posed haunts ; one in the stream that runs through Nant
Francon, the other in the river Conwy, a few miles above
LUuirwit ; and both places, in all probability, had formerly
been crossed by beaver dams. But we imagine they must
have been very scarce even in earlier times. By the laws
of Hvwel Ma, the price of a beaver's skin, Croen Llostlydan
(broad-tailed animal), was fixed at a hundred and twenty
pence, a great sum in those days.'

FOSSIL BKAVKKS.

Castor trogontherium. Fischer has established this spe-
cies from a single skull found in the beds near the sea of

Azof. It is said to present the most striking analogy to

the cranium of the European beaver, from which it does

not differ except in its increased dimensions.

/''Mit7 beaver of the Upper Val d'Arno. Lyell, upon
the authority of Mr. Pentland, mentions a fossil beaver from

the Upper Val d'Arno, as being among the mammifers from

that locality, in the museums at Paris. We have no means
of judging whether this differs from Fischer's species.
BKCCAFI'CO (Zoology), the Italian name for Beccafigo,

or Fig-eater; Bec-figue of the French; Ficedula of the

1 ,:>tins
;
and %v*a\is of the Greeks. This name, as Charles

Bonaparte, Prince of Musignano, observes, in his Specchio
Compa.ra.two, is applied to different birds of the genus
Sylvia (Sylvan Warblers), whenever they are fat, and in a
good state for the table. These are generally fruit-eaters
in the season ; but the true beccafico, with its

'

carne
squisita,' is, according to the Prince, the Sylvia hortensis
of Bechstein.
The Beccafigo, or Fig-eater, of Willughby ; Ficedula

septima Aldrovandi, Pettichaps Eboracensibus, Beccafigo
Italis. of Ray ; appears to be the Lesser Pettychaps, Sylvia
hippolais of Latham

; Motacilla hippolais of Linnaeus.
The bird described by Willughby was shot in Yorkshire,
and, on dissection, grape-stones and other seeds were found
in its stomach.

[Sylvia hortensis.]

The Greater Pettychaps seems to have been first de-

scribed as a British species by Latham, who received it

from Sir Ashton Lever. The bird was obtained in Lanca-
shire. It has since become better known, and its arrival

with the other warblers in April and May, has been regu-

larly noticed. Montagu, who observes that he traced it

through the greater part of England, fixes the Tyne as its

northern boundary ;
but he is corrected by Selby, who says,

I have often seen it on the north of the river Tweed."
All who have heard the bird agree in their praise of its

song, which is little inferior to that of the nightingale.

Montagu states that it frequently sings
after sunset.

' Some of the notes," says that ornithologist,
" are sweetly

and softly drawn
; others quick, lively, loud, and piercing,

reaching the distant ear with pleasing harmony, some-

thing like the whistle of the blackbird, but in a more
hurried cadence." Selby corroborates this, observing that

its song, although inferior in extent of scale, almost equals
that of the nightingale in sweetness. It is seldom seen ;

for, like the rest of the tribe, it haunts the shadiest coverts,

and usually sings from the midst of some close thicket.

Lewin says that it makes its nest, for the most part with

fibres and wool, sometimes with the addition of green moss,
often in the neighbourhood of gardens, which it frequents,
with the White-throat and Black-cap, for the sake of cur-

rants and other fruits. Montagu, who has recorded this

habit, states also that it inhabits thick hedges, where it

makes a nest near the ground, composed of goose grass

(Galium Aparine, Linn.) and other fibrous plants, flimsily

put together, like that of the common White-throat, with

the addition sometimes of a little green moss externally.

Selby gives much the same description. It lays four, some-

times five eggs, about the size of a hedge-sparrow's, or

hedge-warbler's, of a dirty white, blotched with light brown

(Selby says wood-brown), the blotches being most numer-
ous at the larger end. Its alarm-call, according to Selby,
is very similar to that of the white-throat. Early in Sep-
tember it leaves us, and C. Bonaparte notes it as common
near Rome in the autumn.
The following description of the Greater Pettychaps,

whose length Montagu makes six inches, and its weight
about five drachms, is by Selby.

" The whole of the upper parts oil-green, with a shade of

ash-grey. On each side of the lower part of the neck is a

patch of ash-grey. Throat greyish- white. Breast and

flanks yellowish-grey, inclining to wood-brown. Belly and
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vent greyish-white. Orbits of the eve* white. Sides brown.

Bill wood brown. Legs ami cl.iw, MuMi grvy.

Thu female i* similar in pUuna-. to tin- mule bird.

"The young of the year have the region of Ihe eyes
Mc.id. upper pirt of the lurk. back, rump,

.wi-li-brown, passing
into oil-green.

.-rev, edged with oil-green. Checks and
.

'

.

.

; .
,, i . Throat, bi last, tide*, and

.low. Middle of the belly white.

Leg*, toes, and claws, pearl-grey."

Heccaflgoe," writes Willughby. after describing "the

fourth Beccaflgo of Aldrovand,"
" abound in Candy, as

Bellonius witnesses, and also in the island of Cyprus, where

ire salted up in great numbers, and transported into

other countries. \Vith us in England they are called by a

general name, Cyprus-bird*, and are in no less esteem

with our merchant* for the delicacy of their taste, than they

were of old with the Italians; and that deservedly (saith

Aldrovand us); for feeding upon two of the choicest fruits,

viz., figs and grapes, they must needs become a more

wholesome food than other birds, yielding a better nourish-

ment, and of more easy concoction. Beccafigos are ac-

counted best, and most in season in the autumn, as being
then fattest by reason of the plenty of meat that season

affords them. At which time they are highly prized, and

coveted by the Italians even now-a-days."
The passage in Aristotle, book is. ch. 49, where he speaks

of the metamorphosis of birds, and says that the SiwaXif

(flg-eater) is a i'm-iiXic at the commencement of autumn,
but a MiXoycofiv^of (blank-cap) at the end of that season,

may very probably relate to the change of plumage in the

Black-cap irarbler,
'

Atricapilla sive Ficedula Aldrov.

SrrXif et Mi\nyt6pv*os Grtucis. The Jilack-rap,' Hay ;

the young males of which resemble the female in plumage.

[See BLACK-CAP.]"

BECCARI'A, CESARE BONESANA, MARQUIS
OF, was born at Milan in 1731.: The political specula-

tions of France having spread to Italy, co-operated with the

instructions of Genovesi at Naples, and the perusal of the

political works of Montesquieu, in directing Beccariato the

Ktudy of moral and political philosophy ; and the patronage of

Count Firmian, the Austrian governor of Lorabardy, encou-

raged Bcccaria, Count Verri, Frisi, and others to form a so-

ciety in Milan, for the diffusion of literature and liberal

opinions. In his 27th year, Bercaria published
his first

work, entitled Del disordine e de remedh delle mnnete ncllo

ttatodi Milano, nel 1762, con 4 tavole, 8vo. Lucca, 1762:
' Of the Abuses of the Coinage in the State of Milan and

their Remedies.' In 1764 and 1765 the society, in imita-

tion of the '

Spectator' of Addison, published // Caffe, a

periodical, which was completed in two vols. 4to., and con-

sisted chielly of papers on men and manners, with occasional

discussions of important moral and political topics. The
best papers are by Beccaria his most humorous is on

smells, and his most original on style. The last is an

attempt to prove that nothing but the practice of proper
rules is required

for the attainment of excellence in elo-

quence and poetry. While this work was going on, Bec-

cana read in 1764, to the literary >>< MSS. ofliu

work on 'Crimes and Punihinc:.i ..' und in the same year,

at their request, published it uuder the title of Trultatodei

lulls pcne, 12rao. The work had great success.

In Italy three editions were sold within six, and six editions

within eighteen, months. In a few years it wa* tnu

into almost all the languages of Europe. It has been t vnv

ited into French. The Abbe Morcllet publi-

i.ilion in I'ftG. which w-as undertaken at the recom-

mendation of llrtleslierbes; the translation of M. Chailluii

i'.e LI-.V was published in 177.'!, in 12mo. In 1797 a second

a dl Morellet's translation was published, with notes

bv Diderot: and St. Anhiu's translation of Jeremy Bcntham's

'Theory of I'enal Lnw.' Tc-;im mials of approbation were

sut to' Bercaria by Catherine of Russia, the princes, ami

eople of Prussia and Tuscany ; and a learned society

.lie, in Switzerland, sent him a medal. It wa- trans-

m ISO.!, nit i modern Greek by Coruy, fur the ben. Tit

of Ins countrymen. An aii(iii)niuus Kn^hsh translation

appeared in I 7<>G, with a translation of a commentary attri-

bute'! t ' Y"'.i:iirc.

The unmethodical arrangement of this work renders an

analysis chllieult. In st>le it is clear, and occasionally

eloquent. It breathe* a fervid love of freedom and ol hu-

ll). In thought it is deep and original. We can ouly

attempt to sketch its leading doctrine. Law i the restraint

imposed by society. Pi counter-action which

society provides to prevent ite number* from uolutmg iu
restraints. It ought to be a system of me: .uter-

balance the inoti\c tocrinir. essity of this counter-

balance creates the right to punish a necessity bv v In. ii

punishment might to ue measured and regulated. The due

proportion between punishment and this necessity consti-

tutes justice. If punishment o\erstcp.-, iii.- n, r--,u it

becomes tyranny, and when it does not come up to it, the

motives to crime have a predominance, ami crimes ..i

sequent))
1

produced. Tins proportion sucirt) ulunc by its

laws ought to determine. Hence, since society, the maker
of the laws, is always in existence, the laws ought not

interpreted by any other than the legislative Imdy. Ifllio

interpretation of laws is left to judges, the rule of rigi

comes uncertain. To have a preventive influence on .

laws ought to be clearly expressed and well known. The
standard of crime is the injury which it does to society. Tua
best punishments are those which best prevent e,

Pecuniary punishments are bad, in so far as they are apt i >

induce exaction instead ofjustice. Punishments ought to

be immediate, to make the association between crime mid

punishment as close as possible. Transportation, by depri-

ving the community, injured by the crime, of the example of

the punishment, is therefore objectionable. The puiii-h-
ment of robbery ought to be pecuniary to counteract the

cupidity, and corporal to counteract the \i.>lcnce of the

crime. Infamy ought to be the punishment ofcrimes ;u.

honour. Since fanaticism is increased by corporal punish-
ments, its punishments ought not to be corporal ; and the

proper punishment of persons who will not submit to ti.

straints of the community, is to send them out of it.
'

fiseation is unjust, because it falls upon the family or hens
of the offender, who are innocent of his offence. If the

evil to the offender arising from the punishment is g,

than the good he obtains from the crime, an increase ol tiio

certainty is more influential than an increa.-c of tin; s<

of the punishment. Severity ih

and produces impunity, a fruitful source of crime. 1

the question of capital punMimunt-. No one can give M
society what he has not himself aright to take away li

HUtory shows that this punishment dues not piv\i i.t crime

the most sanguinary governments have always had the

most criminal population. Capital punishment is not ;

tinned example of the evil of crime, and the character of in-

dividuals and communities is not e':iair_'ed by momentary
but by continued impressions. Capital punishments cause

by their severity compassion for the criminal to predominate
over the terror of law and the fear of crime. For ii

nefit of every example, in the case of capital puni-hi
1

society first suli'ers the injury of a crime, and at

is only a succession, not a perpetuity of the exam
;

evil resulting to 'criminals from their misconduct : perma-
nent examples of a long and durable punishment. M

perpetual slavery, and hard labour, for instance, must i

sanly have im>!e influence than examples of short duration,

or examples scattered over different periods of time. The
feeling of indignation which the punishment of death c\-

imvd by the' contempt everywhere felt for the

executioner; and since these truths have a mm
ing on the government of communities, Bee i I'mm
the abolition of human sacrifices onco equally prevalent,
the triumph of his benevolent principles.
Such is an outline of the principal doctrine of this work.

It is far from being the only thing in the lu^u, how-

ever, which contains several chapters on subjects not

strictly connected with crimes and punishments. There are

some valuable remarks on (he processes and evident

which convictions ought to be founded the duties of na-

tions to each other in regard to their criminals espionage
tivo interrogations on the absurdity as well as

cruelty of torture on thw power of forgivuness with "Inch

the sovereign is clothed, and several other topics ; all of

which are handled with considerable acutenos* and origi-

nality. II<- (includes with urging the advantages

inipr<>
i ul education, und sums up in thi^

iiei.il liie'ivin: in order that a punishment may not be an
Moleiico of n:ii> or of many agnini-l a private member

of society, it should he public, immediate, and necessary
Uie least possible, in the case giren : proportioned to the

crime und determined by the laws.

curia's uocet in this publication was not unal-
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loyed. Accusations of impiety and sedition were brought
against him in Milan, from the effects of which nothing
but the powerful friendship of Count Firmian protected
him. In 1768 the Austrian government founded a pro-

fessorship of political philosophy for him at Milan, which
he filled with distinguished success. In 1769 he pub-
lished a 'Discourse on Commerce and Public Administra-

tion,' which was translated into French by J. A.Comparet ;

and in 1781 a Report of a plan for producing uniformity in

the weights and measures of Milan. He died of apoplexy,
in November, 1793. The lectures which he delivered as
a professor were published at Milan in 1 802, and they form
a part of the series of '

Italian Economists,' published at

Milan in 1804.

BECCARIA, GIOVANNI BAPTISTA, born at Mon-
(lovi, 1710, went to Rome and began theological studies in

1732, and was afterwards professor of philosophy at Palermo
and Rome till 1748, when the King of Sardinia invited him
to Turin. He published, in 1 753, Dell' Elettricismo natwale
ed artiftciale, Turin. In 1758 he published Lettere sulF

Elettricismo, addressed to Beccari, president of the Institute
of Bologna. In 1 759 he was engaged to measure a degree
of the meridian in Piedmont, which he began in 1760, and
finished before 1774, in which year the result was published
at Turin, in a work entitled Gradus Taurinensis. He
afterwards replied to some objections of Cassini in Lettere
d'un Italiano ad un Parigino, Florence. There are some

papers
of his in the Phil. Trans. 1766 1769. He pub-

ished also Experimenla atque Observationes, &c., Turin,
1769, Dell' Elettricismo artificial, 1772, of which an

English translation was published, at the recommendation
of Franklin

; Dell' ElettricitCt terrestre atmosferica A cielo

sereno, 1755; besides various other smaller pieces, of which
a catalogue is in Memorie storiche intorivi a gli studi del

P. Bei-.ca.ria, by the Abbe Landi. He left a large number
of manuscripts to M. Balbe, who wrote the account of him
in the Biographie Universelle, from which the preceding
is abridged. He died May, 1781.

Beccaria is principally known by his experiments on

electricity, to which he was led by Franklin's writings.
He showed that the passage of electricity is not instantane-

ous through the best conductors ; that water, in small tubes,
is a very imperfect conductor, and that its power in that

respect increases as the tube becomes larger : he also first

showed the electric spark in its passage through water, by
confining the lluid in small tubes. (See Priestley's History
of Electricity, v. i. p. 245, and the history in the Encyclo-
peedia Metropolitana.)
The Piedmontese measure of the meridian is not now

considered as entitled to much confidence. At the time it

was observed that the two ends of the arc were in the neigh-
bourhood of mountain masses, and though the local attrac-

tion had been for some time suspected, the discrepancy
between the degree deduced by Beccaria and that of others

required a supposition of more disturbance than was attri-

buted to Chimboracjo by Bouguer. [See ATTRACTION.] It

has been of late years remeasuredby Plana and Carlini, and
the astronomical part proved to be erroneous ; some anomaly
still remains, but of a degree which is more likely to have
been the correct amount, arising from local attraction.

The remeasurement is published, entitled Operations
'"/<>.?, &e. (See Rep. Brit. As., v. i., p. 166.)

BECCLES, a market-town of the county of Suffolk, in

the hundred of Wangford. It has a separate jurisdiction,
and U considered the third town in the county. Beccles is

situated on the river Waveney, which is navigable from Yar-
mouth : it is 32 miles N.N.E. from Ipswich, and 98 miles

N.E. from London. The manor of Beccles, with an adjoin-

ing common of about 1400 acres, formed part of the posses-
lions of Bury Abbey. On the dissolution of monasteries,
the manor, with the common, was granted to William Rede,
With a stipulation that the common was to be held for the

use <>f the inhabitants. The poor are still allowed to pasture
their cattle up;>n it on very easy terms. The management
of the common is vested in a corporation, called the Corpo-
ration of Becoles Fen. The town sustained great injury in

1585 from a fire-, which destroyed eighty houses, damaged
the church, and occasioned loss of property to the amount
of 20. OUO/., as estimated at the time.

Beccles has a corporation consisting of a portreeve and

thirty-six burgesses, distinguished as the twelves and the

I'lfat
i/ -fours, the oftice of portreeve being held in rotation

by the twelves. In consequence of its water communica-

tion with Yarmouth, the town carries on with the vicinity a
considerable trade in coals, groceries, &c. The market-day
is Saturday ; and the fairs are on Whit-Monday, June 29,
and October 2 : the last for horses and pedlary. The popu-
lation amounted, in 1831, to 3862 persons, of whom 2068
were females.

Beccles is a well-built town, consisting of several streets

which terminate in a spacious area, where the market is

held. The parish church, dedicated to St. Michael, appears
to have been founded about the year 1369. The porch is of
later date, and the steeple still later. The first legacy be-

queathed for the erection of the steeple is dated 1515, from
which time till 1547 there were many legacies towards
'

building Becclys stepul.' The church stands on an emi-
nence overlooking the level of meadows through which the

Waveney flows. The west end of the church approaches so

near to the edge of the cliff, that no room was left for the
safe foundation of the steeple : which is, therefore, placed at

a small distance from the south-east angle of the chancel.
It is a fine tower of freestone; but it appears never to have
been completed, the height not being proportionate to the

size, and a parapet at the top being wanting, which seems
to indicate that it was the intention of the architect to raise

it higher than at present. The church itself is a fine Gothic
structure. It consists of a nave, two aisles, and a chancel.
The porch is a Very beautiful specimen of the florid Gothic,

differing in its style both from the church and the steeple.
The living is a rectory, valued in the king's book at

2 ll. \Zs. 3^d. Beccles formerly consisted, of two parishes,
St. Mary Endgate and St, Michael

; but they were consoli-

dated in 1419; and St. Mary's church was afterwards de-

molished by order of Queen Elizabeth. The dissenters have
two chapels in the town.

Beccles has a handsome town-hall, in which the quarter-
sessions are held

;
there is also a well-managed gaol, a

theatre, and an assembly-room. A free-school was founded
here in the reign of James I. by Sir John Leman, alderman
of London, who endowed it with 100 acres of land for the

maintenance of a master and usher to instruct 48 poor boys
in writing and arithmetic. There is also a good grammar-
school, founded in the year 1713 by Dr. Falconberg, who
resided several years in the parish, and at his death be-

queathed for this purpose an estate at Gorton, in the same

county, of the yearly rent of 401. This school has ten ex-

hibitions at Emanuel College, Cambridge. (Beauties of
England and Wales, vol. xiv. ; Gentleman's Magazine,
vol. Ixxxvii., part 2.; Excursions in Suffolk, 1819.)

BECKER, FERDINAND WILHELM, was born on
the 24th of April, 1805, at Hbxter on the Weser, where his

father, the distinguished philologist, Dr. Karl Ferdinand

Becker, lived as a physician. In consequence of the political

changes of which Northern Germany was made the scene

by the French invasion, the family,removed from Hiixter

to Gottingen, and it was in the high-school of that town,
that Becker received his first classical education, while his

father led him to collect minerals and plants, and thus to

lay an early foundation for his subsequent studies in natural

science. In 1816 the family left Gottingen, and settled at

Offenbach, near Frankfort on the Main. Here Becker con-

tinued to devote his attention chiefly to botany, chemistry,
and natural philosophy, partly under the guidance of his

father, and partly by attending lectures on various branches

of natural science, and also on anatomy, in Senkenberg's
Institution at Frankfort. In 1820 Becker accepted the pro-

posal of a young Scotchman, whose acquaintance he had
made at Offenbach, to go as private tutor to his family at

Glasgow. After a year he proceeded from Glasgow to Edin-

burgh, where he obtained the situation of assistant librarian

in the Advocates' Library, and availed himself of the oppor-
tunities afforded by the university to pursue his studies in

medicine and in the natural sciences. Early in 1825 he re-

turned to Germany, and after visiting several of the uni-

versities, and the principal medical institutions there, he

proceeded to Berlin, where (in January, 1826) he took his

degree of doctor in medicine, and passed with high credit

through the examinations necessary to enable him to prac-
tise as a physician in the Prussian dominions. In the

autumn of the same year he returned to Edinburgh, at

the invitation of his kind friend, Dr. John Thomson, the

distinguished professor of pathology, who wished to avail

himself of Becker's assistance in several literary under-

takings, and especially in preparing an edition of Cullen's

works. In March, 1828, ho quitted Scotland, in order to
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accompany, in the capacity of physician, a German noble-

iii.ni on a journey through Italy and France, and remained
nith him for nearly n year at "Paris. Towards the end of

Berki-r returned to Genuany, and established hiui-i If

as phjkician nt Berlin, and in tin- following year as private
lecturer on racdirine, in tho university of that capital. His
lectures on various branches of practical medicine, especially
on general pathology, met with great approbation, and with

a success rarely experienced by public teachers in a ('

university, go soon after their first appearance. In 1833
the Prussian ministry for medical affairs intrusted him with

iperintcndenoe of an extensive inquiry concerning the

efficacy of vaccination; and he was devoting himself with

the utmost real to this difficult and important duty, when
ho died, after a short illness, on the '22dof June, 183-1. His

early loss was deplored by all who knew him, and his suc-

cess in getting into extensive practice so early was the best

pioof of the estimation in which he was held. His only
works, published separately, arc his inaugural dissertation

De Glaiulalit Thoraris almit.de Thyma (Berlin, 1826. 4to.),

nml an essay DC Hitton'cit Metlicinte Bxplieatiatu (Berlin,
1 830, 8vo.), and also a very able pamphlet on Cholera, pub-
lished in London expressly for the purpose of making
knuwn his ideas on the nature and treatment of that for-

midable disease, derived from extensive observation during
the zealous discharge of his duty in attending a district of

Berlin confided to his care ; but his contributions to \arious

German, English, ami French periodical publications are

numerous and valuable, and the preface to his German
translation of Andral'g Pathology (Berlin, 1 832, 8vo.) may
be considered as an original essay of high interest to me-
dic;\l science. Shortly before his death. Dr. Becker had
undertaken to furnish gome medical biographies for this

work : all that he lived to execute are Archiater, Archigenes,
AretsBUs, Astruc, and Athenscus of Attalia.

BECKET, THOMAS, was born of English parents, in

London, in 1117, where his father Gilbert was a merchant.
He was first educated at Merton Abbey in Surrey, and
afterwards in London, Oxford, and Paris. When employed
in the office of the sheriff of London, his manners and
talents recommended him to Theobald, archbishop of Can-

terbury, an acquaintance of his father, by whom he was
sent to study civil law, first under Gratian at Bologna, and
then at Auxerrc in Burgundy. On his return, his patron
gave him the livings of St' Mary-lc-Strand, and Otteford

in Kent ; and sent him to manage the business of the gee

of Canterbury at the court of Rome. His success in two

negociations, in restoring the legal ine power to the see of

Canterbury, and in obtaining from the pope the letters of

prohibition, by which the design of crowning Prince Eustace
the son of Stephen was defeated recommended him power-

fully
both to the archbishop and to King Henry II. Theo-

bald made him archdeacon of Canterbury, provost of Be-

verly, and a prebendary of Lincoln and St. Paul's ; and

Henry made him chancellor in 1158, Becket being the first

Englishman after the conquest who was appointed to any
hiLrh office. At that time the chancellorship had no sepa-
rate court of judicature attached to it ; yet the place was
one of great trust and dignity : the chancellor sat in the

courts of the justiciary, to gcal royal grants, to take care of

the royal chapel, to hold the custody of vacant baronies and

bishoprirks, to look after the exchequer and revenue, and
to discharge the duties which now devolve upon the secre-

taries of state. While performing these duties satisfactorily,
Bcckct conformed himself in dress, manners, and splendour
to the habits of a courtier. His table was sumptuous; his

retinue splendid. To please the military taste of the king, he

accompanied him in a campaign into France ; headed his own
1200 horse and 700 knights; took the command of them at

several sieges, and with his lance unhorsed in single combat
a French knight of distinguished bravery and skill. About
this time the king made him the tutor of his son. In 1160
Becket negotiated at Paris, advantageously for his master,
a marriage between Prince Henry and Margaret, daughter
of the king of France.
When he had been little more than four years chancellor,

the archbishop of Canterbury died, and the king, who was
then ir. Normandy, took measures which almost compelled
the monks and clergy to elect Becket to the vacant arch-

I>ric. Foliot, bishop of London, alone opposed him

openly : the rest were overawed by the throats of the king.

Being only in deacon's orders, he was ordained priest the

day before he was consecrated archbishop, in 1 102, in pre-

sence of Prince Henry and many of the nobility. His :

step on receiving his pall from Pope Alexander III. wa
send his resignation as chancellor to the king ; a step nt

which Henry showed his displeasure, on his return to Eng-
land, by receiving him coldly, and compelling him to i .

his archdeaconry, which he wished tn i.

Berket now changed his conduct. His biographers ascribe

his conversion to the Divine blessing on the ceremony of

consecration. The courtier changed into the monk ; his

manner of life became austere; In- submitted to mortifica-

tions; gave much away in charity, nml washed the feet

of the poor. In 1163 he was rc.-eived with <:re:;l dis-

tinction at the counr.l of Rhciras, and laid a complaint be-

fore the assembly, on the usurpation* by the laity of the

rights and property of the church of England. On his re-

turn he prosecuted the usurpers, demanded the custody of

Rochester eistle from the crown, claimed tie h. in

Earl Clare for the manor of Tunbridge, and even <

municated William, lord of the manor of Aynsford in Kent,
for ejecting by force of arms a priest collated to the n
of that manor by the archbishop.
He soon came to a rupture with the king. Henry, who

wished to subject the clergy to the authority of the civil

- for murder, feluny, and similar crimes, endeavoured,
in 1164, to get the consent of the archbishop to the cele-

brated Cnnstitutinnt of Clarend'/n. On Beckct's refusal

Henry took his son from under his care, and the archbishop

solemnly swore ho never would comply. When the com-

pliance of several bishops, the threats of the nobles, and the

interference of the pope, at last compelled him to violate

his oath and set his seal to these restrictions, he ex]);

his penitence by retiring from the court, and privately sus-

pending himself from officiating in the church, until lie ob-

tained the absolution of his holiness. [Sec CI.ARKNDON.]
Finding himself the object of the king's displeasure, he

attempted to escape to France, upon which Henry sum
moned a parliament at Northampton, in 1 105, and charged
him with breaking his allegiance. He was senten-ed to

forfeit all his goods and chattels; a penalty which was im-

mediately commuted into a fine of 500/. Next morning
he was ordered to refund SOU/, of the rents which he had
received as warden of Eye and Berkhamstead, and 5<K)/.

which he had received from the king before the walls of

Toulouse. On the third day he was requested to give an
account of all his receipts from vacant abbeys and bishoprics

during his chancellorship ; the balance due to the crown
was said to be 44,000 marks. Becket appealed to the pope
in vain, and his episcopal brethren deserted, abused, and

opposed him. During the trial, when many of his retainers

left him, he invited all the beggars in the neighbourhood to

his table; and on another occasion ho entered the parlia-

ment carrying the cross, to signify that he had put himself

under its protection, and refused to listen to the sentence of

the parliament. When all went against him, he escaped
from Northampton by night, and after lurking some tirno

on the coast, embarked at Sandwich in Kent, on the UHli

of November, 1164, and reached Gravelines in Holland.
After several changes, he lived for nearly two years at Pon-

tigny in France.
On his escape Henry confiscated his revenues, and used

all his influence to get him banished from Flanders and
France. The king of France and the pope, however, took

up the cause of Becket, though Henry sent a splendid em-
ba-.y of bishops and nobles to advocate his cause at the
court of Rome. In an interview with his holiness, Becket

resigned his see into his hands, which was immediately re-

stored to him. During his retirement he occupied himself

in religious exercises, but this was not sufficient to keep
him employed : he wrote to the king and the prelates of

England, telling them that the pope had annulled the

Constitutions of Clarendon, and he excommunicated several

violators of the rights of the church, not sparing some of

the principal officers of the crown. Exasperated at this,

Henry erased his name from the liturgy; banished alt

his relations to the number of 400, binding them by oath

to show themselves to their kinsman ; forced the Cistertian

monks to turn him out of the shelter they gave him, by
threatening to seize their property in England, and made it

a criminal offence to write or correspond with him in any
way. Bucket, on his part, wrote letters of severe recrimina-

tion to the prelates of England ; and about the beginning
of June, 1 166, prepared

himself by religious rites for the ex-

communication of the English king, which he was only
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prevented from carrying into effect by hearing of his dan-

gerous illness. After this, having obtained the legatrne

power of all England, except the see of York, he found

means, in spite of the watchfulness of the king's emissaries

at all the English ports, to send letters to the bishop of

London, commanding him to publish his appointment, and
to go over on pain of excommunication with all the rest oi

the prelates to France, and tender their obedience to their

legate. The terrified bishop implored the king to permit
his compliance ; but the king, it is said, produced secret

letters from the pope, nullifying the authority of Becket.
Several of the French and English nobles, the bishops of

the province of Canterbury, the pope and the king of France
tried to reconcile Becket and Henry ; but the obstinacy of
the former in refusing to make an unconditional submission,
and of the latter in upholding his innovations, rendered all

their negociations useless. They met themselves, for the

purpose, three times. The second interview failed because
the king refused Becket the kiss of peace. Next year Henry
ordered the ceremony of crowning his son, Prince Henry, a

prerogative of the archbishop of Canterbury, to be performed
by the archbishop of York. When Becket complained to

the pope, the archbishop of York and all the prelates who
assisted him were suspended.
At length, in 1 1 70, a reconciliation took place at Freitville

on the borders of Touraine, when the king restored Becket
to his see with all its privileges, and held the bridle of the

archbishop's horse while he mounted and dismounted.
Becket entered Canterbury amidst the shouts of the people.
But after all his sufferings he was rash enough to publish
the suspension of the archbishop of York and all the bishops
who had assisted at Prince Henry's coronation ; and the

kin;;, who was then in Normandy, is said to have expressed
his vexation that none of his followers had revenged him on
this insolent priest. Reginald Fitzurse, William de Tracy,
Hu'_rh de Moreville, and Richard Brito, four barons, accord-

ingly formed a resolution either to effect the submission or

the death of the archbishop. They set out by different

routes, and met on the 28th of December, 1 1 70, at Ranulp
de Brae's castle, six miles from Canterbury, where they
formed their plan. Early next morning they entered Can-

terbury with a body of men, whom they stationed at different

places to keep down the citizens. They had an interview
with the archbishop in his palace in the morning, when high
words passed between them

; and in the evening they entered
the cathedral while Becket and some of his clergy were at

vespers. When the alarm was given some of the priests
would have shut the door, but Becket would not let them
"make a castle of a church.' He boldly faced the conspira-
tors, and replied to their threats by declaring that he was

willing to die, and earnestly charging them not to hurt any
one but himself. The assassins trying to drag him out of the

church, he clung to n pillar near the high altar, collared De
Tracy, and almost threw him down. De Tracy aimed a blow at

him, which slightly wounded him, but broke the arm of Ed-
ward Grimes, his crossbearer. The archbishop then putting
himself in a devout posture, the blows of the other assassins

clove his skull and scattered his brains over the pavement.
After the murder the assassins retired to Knaresborough,

and soon found themselves shunned by every one. They
all ended their days as penitents at Jerusalem, and this in-

scription in Latin was put on their tomb :

' Here lie the wretches who murdered St. Thomas of

Canterbury.'
The pope suspended divine service in the cathedral for

a year. Two years afterwards Becket was canonized. In
1221 his body was taken up in presence of Henry III., and

(Irp isited in a rich shrine on the east side of the church.

It became the resort of pilgrims, and numerous miracles

were said to be performed at the spot ; but the shrine was

despoiled at the reformation of Hen. VIII., and the saint's

name erased from the calendar.

There are several MS. lives of Becket in the British

Museum, and in the libraries of Lambeth and Oxford.

In 1666 a pamphlet appeared, called The Prophecie of
Tliomai Becket, Archbishop of Canterbury, in the Reign
of Henry II., concerning the Wars between England,
France, and Holland, 4to. London.

Beckct's letters were published under the following title :

F.jiixtoler et Vita Divi Thomes Martyris et Archi-episcopi
Cantvariennia, #c., Bnixelte, 1604.

(See Lingard's Hittory of England, vol. ii. ; and" Lord

Lyttleton's History of the Reign of Henry II., vol. ii.)

BECKMANN, JOHN, a well-known German author,
was born at Hoya, a small town in the kingdom of Ha-
nover, in the year 1739. He went to the school at Stade,
and afterwards to the university of Giktingen, where he at

first studied theology, but soon acquired a taste for natural

philosophy and chemistry. In 1 763 he went to Petersburg!],
where he was made professor of natural philosophy and his-

tory, at the Lutheran gymnasium of that city. He resigned
this place in 1765, and made a journey through Sweden,
during which he became acquainted with Linnjeus, and
obtained a considerable knowledge of the working of the
mines in Sweden. On his return to Germany, he was ap-
pointed professor of philosophy at Gottingen, 1760, and four

years afterwards, 1770, ordinary professor of economy at
the same university, which place he kept till his death,
1811. Beckmann united an extensive knowledge of nature
with a decided turn for applying it to practical purposes ;

and he published several works which show this tendency of
his mind: among others, Principles of German Agricul-
ture, which passed through six editions; and a Technology,
which was reprinted five time5. Of his other works, the
most remarkable are, Contributions (additions) to the

History of Inventions, which, somewhat shortened, has
been translated into English ; and Introduction to the
Science of Commerce. He also published an edition of the
work attributed to Aristotle, entitled De Mirabilibus, and
an edition of the Collection of Wonderful Histories by An-
tigonus Carystius.
BECMAN, JOHN CHRISTOPHER, historian and

geographer, was born at Zerbst in Anhalt, September 2nd,
1641. Having finished his earlier studies at Francfort, he
travelled through Germany, Holland, and England. He
afterwards returned to Francfort, where he was made pro-
fessor of Greek in the university there in the month of

January, 1667, and afterwards professor of history. In 1673
he became librarian to the university, and was chosen pro-
fessor of Theology in 1690. He died at Francfort, March fitb,

1717. His chief works are : 1. Historia Orbis Terrarum

geographica et civilis, 4to. Franc, ad. Od. 1673, several

times reprinted, the third edition appeared at Leipsic in

1685; 2. Memoranda Francofurtana, 4tp.
Franc, ad Od.

1676; 3. Catalogus Bibliothecee publicec Universitatis

Francofurtante per cognomina auctorum dispositus, fol.

Franc, ad Viad. 1706; 4. Notitia Universitatis Franco-

furtance, fol. Franc, ad Viad. 1707; 5. Historia Anhaltina,
vii. part. fol. Zerbst, 1710, with numerous plates; 6. Acces-
siones Histories Anhultinee, with a continuation of the

liistory of the principality from 1709 to 1716, three vol. fol.

1716; 7. Historia Francofurtana, fol. (See Noiit. Univ.

Francof. p. 59 ; Biogr. Universelle, torn. iv. 8vo. Par.

1811, p. 33.)

BED OF JUSTICE. This expression (lit dejustice)

literally denoted the seat or throne upon which the king of

France was accustomed to sit when personally present in

:
>arliaments, and from this original meaning the expression
*ame, in course of time, to signify the parliament itself.

Under the antient monarchy of France, a bed of justice
denoted a solemn session of the king in the parliament, for

the purpose of registering or promulgating edicts or ordi-

nances. According to the principle of the old French

:onstitution, the authority of the parliament, being derived

entirely from the crown, ceased when the king was present ;

and consequently all ordinances enrolled at a bed of justice
were acts of the royal will, and of more authenticity and
effect than decisions of parliament. The ceremony of hold-

ng a bed of justice was as follows: The king was seated

on the throne, and covered ; the princes of the blood-royal,
:he peers, and all the several chambers were present. The
marshals of France, the chancellor, and the other great
officers of state stood near the throne, around the king. The
chancellor, or in his absence the keeper of the seals, de-

clared the object of the session, and the persons present
;hen deliberated upon it. The chancellor then collected

;he opinions of the assembly, proceeding in the order of

;heir rank ;
and afterwards declared the determination of the

king in the following words :
' Le roi, en son lit de justice,

i ordonne et ordonne qu'il sera procrde a renregistrement
des lettres sur lesquelles on a dclibere.' The last bed of

ustice was assembled by Louis XVI. at Versailles, on the

ith of August, 1 788, at the commencement cf the French

revolution, and was intended to enforce upon the parliament
of Paris the adoption of the obnoxious taxes, which had

been previously proposed by Calonne at the Assembly of

NO. 221. [THE PENNY CYCLOPAEDIA.] VOL. IV.-S
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~, -. 1 . rWMtutM to thu m iura, and the effect il

had in lea mhly of the States-General, nnd

ultim ;.^ to another article.

HKDA.ur 15KDK. :ui English monk, one of the brightest
orn imcnts i'!' the eolith century, and one of the most cim-

nont fathers of ; '> church, whose talents and vir-

prooured liim the name of the t'enerabte Hrd

oorn, according to gome, about the year 672, after Malmes-
iil.itiun in 675, according to Syraeon of Durham

,", upon the estates which afterwards belonged in the

two abbeys of St. Peter nnd St. Paul in the bishopriek of

Durham, at \Vcarmouth and J arrow, near the mouth of the

river Tj ne. We have his own authority that at seven years

of age" he was brought to the monastery of St. Peter, and

committed to the care of Abbot Benedict, under whom and

.accessor Ccolfrid he was carefully educated for twelve

. a favour which he afterwards repaid by writing their

In his nineteenth year he took deacon's orders, and in

his thirtieth year, at the instance of Ceolfrid his abbot, was

ordained priest, both times by John of Beverley, then bishop
of Haijustald, or Hexhara. who had been one of his early

preceptors. The fame of Bede now reached even to Rome,
and Pops Scruius made an earnest application to Abbot
Ceolfrid that Bede might be sent to assist him in the

promulgation of certain points of ecclesiastical discipline ;

but Bede, who was attached to his studies, remained in his

monastery, improving himself in all the learning of his age,

and directing his more particular attention to the compila-
tion of an 'ical Ilist'iry ';/' the Kngliih .\iitinn,

the materials for which he obtained partly from chronicles,

partly from annals preserved in contemporary convents,

and partly from the information of prelates with whom he

was acquainted. Making allowance for the introduction

of legendary matter, which was the fault of the age, few

works have supported their credit so long, or been so

generally consulted as authentic sources. Bede published
this history about the year 734, when, as he informs us,

he was fifty-nine years of age, but before this he had

written many other books on various subjects, a cata-

logue of which he subjoined to his history. By these he

obtained such reputation as to be consulted by the most

eminent churchmen of his age, and particularly by Egbert,

Archbishop of York, who was himself a very learned nun.

To him Bede wrote an epistle which illustrates the state of

the church at that time. It was one of the last, and in-

deed probably the very last of Bede's writings. In this letter

he expresses himself with much freedom, both in the advice

he gave to Egbert, and with respect to the inconveniences

winch he foresaw would arise from the multiplication of re-

ligious houses, to the prejudice both of church and state.

It appears from this epistle that Bede was much indis-

posed when he wrote it, and probably began to fall into

that declining state of health from which he never recovered.

William of Malmesbury in his history (De Ge^tis Iti'xii

lib. iii. c. iii.), and Symeon of Durham m his account of the

church of Durham (lib. i. c. xv.), chiefly from the relati m o|

one Cuthbcrt, a fellow monk, have preserved full accounts

of the manner in which Bede died: whence we learn that

the last stage of his distemper was an asthma, which he

supported with great firmness of mind, although in much
neb* and pain, for seven weeks, during which time he

did not in the least abate his usual employments in the mo-

nastery, but continued to pray, to instruct the younger
monks, and to prosecute the literary undertakings which

still in his hands. In the nights of his sickness, in

which, from the nature of his disease, he had little sleep, he

sung hymns and praises to God ; and though he expressed
the utmost confidence, and was able, on a review of his own
conduct, to declare seriously that he had so lived as not

to bo afraid to die, yet he did not deny his appTetMtukml
of death, and that dread which is natural to man at the ap-

proach of his dissolution. He was continually active to the

last, and particularly anxious about two works, one his

translation of St John's Gospel into the Saxon language,
the other some passages which he was extracting from the

works of St. Isidore. From the monks' relation it appears
that the day before his death he grew much worse, and his

feet began to swell, yet he passed the night as usual, and
continued dictating to the person who acted as his am.uni-

ensis, who, observing his weakness, said,
' There remains

now only one chapter, but it seems difficult to you to sp< ak.'

To which he answered,
'
It is easy ;

take your pen, dip it in

the ink, and write as fast as you con.' About nine- o'clock

he sent for some of his brethren, priests of the raona--

to divide amongst them some incense and other thin,

little value, which he had preserved m a chest. V>

he was speaking, the young man, Willierch, who wn>:

him, saul,
'

Master, thei.- is now b ..encc .n::

upon which he bid him write quick, and soon after the

scribe said,
' Now it i-, finished.' To which he replied,

' Thou
hast said the truth,

" consummation est." Take up my
head, I wish to sit opposite to the place where I have been
accustomed to pray, and where now sitting I HM> yet in-

voke my Father.' Being thus urding to his

desire, upon the tloor of his cell, he said,
'

Glory bu to the

Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Ghost,' und as be

pronounced the last word he expired. He died, according
to the best opinion, May 'Jiiili. 7:i5, though the <

has been contested. His body was interred in the church
of his own monastery at Jarrow, but long afterwards was
removed to Durham, ami placed in the same coflin or client

with that of St. (.'uthlxirt, as up|H>ars by a very antient

S.iV'ii poem on the relics preserved in the cathedral of

Durham, printed at the end of Symeon of Durham's history.

(Twvsdcn's J),;viii Si-rijitnret, col. ;!_'.>

Malmesbury' says, With this man was buried almost all

knowledge of history down to our times; inasmuch as there

has been no Englishman either emulous of his pursuits, or

a follower of his graces, who could continue the thread of

his discourses now broken short.' He complains, in addi-

tion, of the indolence and want of learning oi the monks in

Bede's monastery, down even to his own time, which he

exemplifies in the meanness of the lines so disgracelully
suffered to remain upon Bede's tomb :

l'n^li\ t<T i: "iltui :

DOM. Chritte, animam In c<*U* gaadtn) per n-vnm
;

llaqm- illi KiphiK ci.-brijn fonle, cni jam
Susjii: -tt-nlo semper amor*.'

' Hi'tr iii tlif ili-Oi iv*u ItiMf ilif ^riu>t; O give
His sonl with joy etpninlly to live:

And let him quart'. O ClirM. uf w icdum's xli,M

This was his wish, hi* lullil, jHMl'i'liial llu-im 1

.'

Warton, in the second dissertation prefixed to his first

volume of the History of English Poetry, has justly ob-

served that Bede's knowledge, if we consider his ,ige, was
extensive and profound; and it is amazing in so rude a

period, and during a life of no considerable length, that he

should have made so successful a progress, and such rapid

improvements in scientific and philological studies, ami

Irive composed so many elaborate treatises on different

subjects. It is diverting, he adds, to see the French cntu s

censuring Bede for credulity ; they might as well have ac-

cused him of superstition. There is much perspicuity and

facility in his Latin style, but it is void of elegance, und
often of purity; it shows with what grace and propriety he

would have written had his taste In-en formed on belter

models. Whoever looks for digestion of mal'

Warton. disposition of parts, and accuracy of narration ii>

this writer's historical works, expects what could not exist

at that time. He 1ms recorded but few civil trans ic;

bill beside* that his history professedly considers cci ,

tical afl'airs, we should remember that the building ul a

church, the preferment of an abbot, the canoni/aiion of a

martyr, and the importation into England of the slnn-l>one

of an apostle, were necessarily matters of much more im-

portance in Bede's conception than victories and revolu-

tions. He is fond of minute description : hut particularities
are the fault, and often the merit of early hi-toriaus.

The first catalogue of Bede's works, as we have 1

observed, we have from himself, at the end of hi-

tiral Ilixlury, which contains all he had written before tho

year 731. This wo find copied by Leland, who al-u men-
tions some other pieces he had met with of Hcde's, and

points out likewise several that passed under Bede's name,

though, in Inland's judgment, spurious. (I.el. </ S,rr/il.

////. ed. Hall, Oxf. 170'J, torn. i. p. 115.) Bale, in the first

edition of his work on British writers (Ito. Cippcsw. I .">!,

), mentions 96 treatises written by Kede, and in his

last edition (fol. 1559, p. 94) swells these to 143 tracts
; and

declares at the close of both catalogues that there were
numberless

pieces
besides of Bede's which he had not seen.

Pits has enlarged even this catalogue ; though, to do him

justice, he appears to have taken great pains in drawing up
the article on Bede, and mentions many of the libraries ni

which those treatises are to be found. The catalogues
given by Trittenheiin, or Trithemius (Catal. Scrijil. Kcrle-

tiatt. 4to. Col. 1531, fol. 50 b.), and Dempster (Hist. EC-
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clerical. Gentis Scotorum, edit. Edinb. 1829, torn. i. p. 69
are much inferior to these.

The Historia Ecclesiastica was printed for the first tim
about 14"-), in the type which passes for that of Conra
Fyner of Esling ; a copy of it is preserved in the Biblio

theque du Roi at Paris, and there is another copy in th

library of the Right Honourable Thomas Grenville in Eng
land. It is a volume of extreme rarity. King Alfrer

translated this history into Saxon, and the royal version

accompanied by the original Latin, was published first b;

Wheloe, fol. Cambr. 1644, and subsequently by Dr. Smith
canon of Durham, with greater care, fol. Cambr. 1722. An
English translation of this history was first published a

Antwerp in 1565, by Thomas Stapleton, a doctor of divinity
of the University of Louvain

;
another and better transla-

tion was published, 8vo. Lond. 1 723, immediately after the

publication of Dr. Smith's edition
;
and a third has since

appeared, translated by the Rev. William Hurst, 8vo.

Lond. 1814.

The first general collection of Bede's works was published
at Paris in 1544, in three volumes folio. They were printed
again at the same place in eight volumes folio, in 1554 ; in
the game size and number of volumes at Basle, in 1563:

reprinted at Cologne in 1612; and, lastly, at Cologne in

1C88. There is a very clear and distinct account ot the
contents of these volumes in the ' Notes to the Life of Bede

'

in the '

Biographia Britannica,' edit. 1747, vol. i. pp. 049-652
;

and other analyses may be found in the works of Casimir
Oudin, and Mabillon, and in Cave's ' Historia Literaria.'

Those treatises of Bede's which are mentioned in his own
catalogue of his works were published by the learned and
industrious Mr. Wharton, from three MSS. in the valuable

library in the archiepiscopal palace at Lambeth, under the
title of Bedae Venerabilis Opera qutcdam Theologica, nunn

primAm edita, necnon Historica antea semel edita. Acces-
scnmt Egberti archiepiscopi Eboraccnsis Dialogus de Ec-
clesiastica Institutione, et Adhelmi Episcopi Sareburnensis
Liber de Virginitute, ex codicc antiquissimo emendatus.'
4ro. Lond. 1693.

The antient and celebrated copy of the Latin Gospels,
written before 720, with an interlineary Saxon gloss, origi-

nally kept in the monastery of Lindisfarne, afterwards trans-

ferred to Durham, and now preserved among the Cottonian
MSS. in the British Museum (marked NKRO s. iv.), is re-

puted to have been once the property of the Venerable Bede.

(Besides the works which have been already quoted,
Symeon of Durham's Historia Ecclesia; Dunelmensis,
Tanner's Bibliotheca. Britannico-Hibernica, the Biogra-
pkia Britannica, Henry's History of Britain, and the life

appended to Smith's edition of Bede's History, are the

chief authorities for the present account.)

BEDARIEUX, or BEDARRIEUX, or EEC D'A-
R1EUX, a town in France, in the department of He-
rault, about 35 miles nearly due west from Montpellier. It

is on the left or east bank of the river Orb, which waters

the department in the western part, and at the foot of the

great chain of the Cevennes. The Ccvennes lie to the N.W.
of Bedarieux ;

and a branch from the principal chain,

running southward between the rivers Orb and Lergue
(the latter a feeder to the Herault), passes on the east side

of the town, which is thus nearly enclosed by the mountains.

It is in 43
J

36' N. lat., and in 3 12' E. long.

Bedarieux is not remarkable, except for its woollen ma-

nufactures, which were established long ago, and consti-

tuted in the early part of the eighteenth century the only
claim of the town to notice. (Martiniere, Le Grand Dic-

tionnaire.) Cloth, for the Levant, and for consumption in

the interior of France ; mixed fabrics of cotton and wool,

and of silk and wool, are made here. Leather, paper, oil,

brandy, and glass are also among the productions of the in-

dustry of liivtarieux. Population in 183-', of the town,

5781 : ofthcwholecommune, 5998. (Dictinnnaire Universel

ill' In France.}

BEDCHAMBER, LORDS OF THE, are officers of

the royal household, undur the groom of the stole. The

number of lord* i* twelve, who wait a week each in turn.

The groom of the stole does not take his turn of duty, but

attends his majesty on all state occasions. There are thir-

teen s;r.xitns u'f the bedc.hamber who wait likewise in turn.

The salary of the groom of the stole is 2000/. per annum, of

the lords i OOOl. each, and of the grooms 500/. They are in

the royal nomination.

Chamberlayne, in his Present State of England, 12mo.

Savoy, 1669, p. 249, calls them gentlemen of the bed-
chamber. ' The gentlemen of the bedchamber,' he says
'consist usually of the prime nobility of England. Their
office in general is, each one in his turn, to wait a week in

every quarter in the king's bedchamber, there to lie by the
king on a pallet-bed all night, and in the absence of the
groom of the stole to supply his place.' In the edition of
the same work published in 1716, he adds,

'

Moreover, they
wait upon the king when he eats in private ; for then the
cupbearers, carvers, and sewers do not wait. This high
office, in the reign of a queen, as in her late majesty's, is

performed by ladies, as also that of the grooms of the bed-
chamber, who were called bedchamber women, and were
five in number.'
The title of lords of the bedchamber appears to have

been adopted after the accession of the House of Hanover.
They are first mentioned by that title in Chamberlaync's
State of England, for 1 7 1 8.

Compare also the New Compan. to the Kalendar, 8vo.
Lond. 1820, p. 63.

BEDDOES, THOMAS, a distinguished physician, was
rn at Shiflhall, in Shropshire, in April, 1760. His father,

vho was a tanner, wished to bring up his son to the same
Business, but his grandfather, perceiving the abilities which
\e early manifested, prevailed upon his father to edu-
cate him for some profession. An accident which befell his

grandfather, and required the attendance of a surgeon, de-
ermined young Beddoes to study medicine. He received
he rudiments of his general education at firewood, or

Jrood, in Staffordshire, whence he was removed to Bridge-
north, and afterwards, in 1773, he was placed under the
are of the Rev. S. Dickenson, rector of Plym-hill, in Staf-
mlshire. In 1776 he entered at Pembroke College, Ox-
ard, and soon became distinguished for his learning, and
lis acquaintance with languages, both antient and modern :

n the latter he was entirely self-instructed. During his
esidence at the university, he also devoted much of his
ime to chemistry and geology. The recent discoveries of
Jlack and Priestley, in respect to the different gases or airs,

irected the attention of men of science more especially to

hese subjects, and Beddoes fully participated in the inte-

est which they excited. He also early formed high ex-
ectations of the uses of these discoveries, especially in the

reatment of diseases, and had that direction given to his

mind which ever afterwards induced him to trust greatly to

neumatic medicine. Mineralogy and botany also occupied
nuch of his attention while at Oxford. Having, in 1781,
aken his Bachelor's degree, he proceeded to London to

tudy medicine, and became a pupil of the celebrated Shel-
on.

In 1784, while residing in London, he published, but
without his name, a translation of Spallanzani's Disserta-

ons on Natural History. In the autumn of 1784 he re-

moved to Edinburgh, where he spent two winters and one
ummer. He was greatly distinguished among the students,
nd attracted the notice of Dr. Cullen, by whom he was em-

loyed to add notes to his translation of Bergman's Essays
n Elective Attractions, to which work Beddoes affixed his

.me.

In 1 786 he took his degree of Doctor of Medicine at

)xford ; and in the course of the following summer he
isited France, where he became acquainted with Lavoisier

nd other celebrated chemists. On his return from the

Continent he was appointed reader in chemistry to the Uni-

ersity of Oxford, where he maintained the current doctrines

f the day with much learning, ingenuity, and eloquence,
n his views respecting geology he embraced the theory of

lutton, and was a decided believer in the existence of a

entral fire, by the agency of which the crust of the earth

ad assumed its present form. In 1790 he published Che-
lical Experiments and Opinions, extracted from a work
ublished in the last century, in which he endeavoured to

btain justice for the views and discoveries of Dr. Mayow in

ineumatie chemistry.

Being of an ardent disposition, and entertaining great ex-

jectations of- the perfectibility of human nature, he eagerly

dopted the views of the partizans of the French Revolution ;

ind it is thought that the freedom with which he expressed
lis opinions gave so much offence to the superiors of the

Jniversity of Oxford, as to render his residence there no

onger agreeable. It is also probable that some of his re-

igious opinions contributed to determine him to resign his

eadership in chemistry, which accordingly he did in 1792.
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Upon retiring from Oxford he took up his abode with a

friend in Shropshire, whore he wrote a work, entitled Hit-

/ /.i<i.- ./--FiAint. intended U> check drunkenness ; and
several iiinlii-.il works, in which he embodied his peculiar

regarding the origin and treatment of several diseases.

The few and feeble attempts which had, for gome years pre-

-. been made to maintain the soundness of the basis ol

umorol pathology as the universal cause of diseases,

served rather to convince the examining and reflecting part
of the profession of its want of foundation, than to add to

the number of believers in it The application of chemistry
to the investigation of the composition of the fluids of the

human budy, and the different condition of these fluids which

n demonstrated to exist in different states ofdisease, seemed
to furnish new facts in its favour. Beddoes, with that zeal

which marked all his actions, stepped forward as its advocate,

and referred all diseases to the predominance or deficiency
of some elementary principle. He attributed scurvy to an

abstraction of oxygen, and consumption to an accumulation

of oxygen. The remedies which he proposed for the cure

of these diseases were in conformity with these views ; and
he believed that breathing an atmosphere charged with the

principle which was deficient would cure the one, and with

a principle opposed to that which predominated would cure

the other. Not only did he write in support of these views,

but he sought an opportunity of testing them by experi-
ment. At first he thought of London as the place best

fitted for his purpose, but ultimately fixed on Bristol for the

scene of his pneumatic hospital. In 1798 a pneumatic insti-

tution was established, in effecting which object Dr. Beddoes
was materially assisted by Mr. Richard Lovell Edgeworth,
one of whose daughters he married in 1794, and Mr. Gre-

gory- Watt. His publications at this time prove his activity,
11 as the particular direction of his thoughts. They

almost all refer to peculiar views respecting the possibility of

curing diseases by breathing a medicated atmosphere. That
the results did not correspond with the expectations of the

founder of tins new method is well known ; but the under-

taking was the means of bringing into notice the talents of

Humphrey Davy, who was recommended to Dr. Beddoes by
Mr. Gregory Watt, as a fit person to superintend the che-
mical laboratory connected with the Institution. The first

discoveries of this eminent chemist were given to the world
in a publication which came from Beddoes' s Institution :

i-iiiirnldl Essays on Heat, Light, and the Combina-
tions iif Liz lit, by Humphrey Davy, appeared among the

Contributions to Medical mid Physical Knowledge from
IIn' West of England, Bristol, 1799.

Many publications of Dr. Beddoes about this time referred

to the political topics of the day. in which he always em-
braced the liberal side of the question.
His principal medical publications after this date were :

a Popular Essay on Consumption, 1779, containing, if we
except the author's peculiar doctrines, many valuable re-

marks on the predisposing causes and means of preventing
that disease ; Hygeia, or Essays Moral and Medical,
which is a popular treatise on the 'Causes of Diseases,' and
the means of avoiding them, 3 vols. Svo. 1802. He also

wrote at an earlier date a work on Demonstrative Eri-

dcnce, 1792. An Essay on Fever was written in I MI;,
with many others of less note, which he continued to pub-
lish in rapid succession till 1808, when, in consequence of
an affection of the heart, he died in December of that

year, in the forty-eighth year of his age.
He is represented by his biographer and friend, Dr. Stock,

as an extremely amiable man, who had only truth for his

object, and the good of his fellow-creatures as the end of all

bin efforts. He was extremely enthusiastic in whatever he

undertook; but the ardour of his imagination, and the ten-

dency to hasty generalization which characterized his mind,
prevented him from examining carefully his data, or forming
the most correct conclusions. A passage in his E^tay
on Fever, in which he condemns the hasty views of other

d the unsuccessful practice founded on them,
the truest character of his own labours and writings.

If these systems,' says he,
' have superseded the invest lu- a-

tion of phenomena such as, when once ascertained, strike

uses too powerfully to leave the judgment in suspense;
if they have prevented us from anal) sing the mutual rela-

tions of these phenomena; if they have tempted ingenuity
to waste itself upon the means of correcting imaginary'!'-'
viations from the standard state of health

; we may surely
pass them by, after giving a moment of regretful admira-

tion, to the talenU by which some of them were con-
structed.'

(See Stork's Life of Rtddort, one vol. -Ito. Lond. 1810.)

BEDE-HOUSE, a term used for an alms-house. Hence
bede-man, or beid-man, a person who resides in a bcde-
house, or is supported from the funds appropriated for tliij

purpose. In the $tati*tic<d An-ount of .S .///;/,/, u,l. xiii.

p. 41-J, parish of Rathveii in Banlfshiie. it is said
'

There
is a bede-house still in being, though in bad repair; and six

bede-men on the establishment, but : m Ine in

the house.' In the Court of Exchequer i !, (his

term is used (o denote that class of paupers who enjoy the

royal bounty.
BEDKLJU WILLIAM, Bishop of Kilmore in Ire-land.

one of the most exemplary prelates of the seventeenth cen-

tury, was descended from a good family, and was born in

the year 1570, at Black Nolley in Ke\. He was matricu-
lated a pensioner of Emmanuel College, Cambridge, March
12, 1584, where he was placed under the care of Dr. ( 'had-

dcrton, for many years the head of that house. II..

early into holy orders, which he received from the suffragan

bishop of Colchester. In 1593 he was chosen fellow

college, and in 1599 took the degree of bachelor in divinity.
He then removed from the University to St. Kdnnindsbury
in Suffolk, where he had a church, to the duties of which
he assiduously attended for a few years, till an opportunity
offered for his going as chaplain to Sir Henry Wutton, the

English ambassador to the state of Venice, about tho \ ear

1C04. While he resided in that city he became intimately

acquainted with Father Paul Sarpi, who took him into Ins

confidence, and taught him the Italian language, of which
Bedell became so perfect a master, that he translated into

that tongue the English Common Prayer Book,' which w as

extremely well received by many of the clergy there,

cially by the seven divines who were appointed by the Re-

public to preach against the pope, during the time of the

Interdict, and which they intended to have taken for their

model had they broken absolutely with Rome, which was
what they sincerely desired. In return for the favours he
received from Father Paul, Mr. Bedell drew up an English
Grammar for his use, and in many other re- p.

him in his studies. He continued eight years in Venice,

during which time he not only studied the Hebrew lan-

guage, but entered deeply into rabbinical learning, under
Rabbi Leo. He made acquaintance also with the celebrated

Antonio de Dominis, archbishop of Spalatro, who \\,

pleased with his conversation as to give him his thorough
confidence, and showed him his famous book, DC lir-

publica Erclesiastica, which was afterwards printed at

London. Bedell corrected many misapplications of scrip-
ture, and quotations from the fathers in that work, and was

highly valued by De Dominis, who even accompanied him
to England. At Bedell's departure from Venice, Father
Paul expressed a deep concern, and said that both hi 1

many others would have come over with him to England if

it had been in their power; but that he might never be for-

gotten by him, he gave him his picture, with a Hebrew
Bible without points, a little Hebrew Psalter, in which he
wrote some sentences expressive of his esteem, the MS. of

his History of the Council of Trent, and the histories of
the Interdict and Inquisition; together with the originals
of the Letters which Father Paul had received weekly from

Rome, during the contests between the Jesuits and the

Dominicans concerning the efficacy of grace.
On his return to England Mr. Bedell retired immediately

to his charge at St. Edmundsbury, where he continued his

ministerial labours
; employing himself at the same time in

translating into Latin the Histories of the Interdict and
Inquisition, and the two last books of the Hi.\tory of t/n-

Council of Trent, Sir Adam Newton having translated the

two first. At this time he mixed so little with the world
that ho was almost totally forgotten. So little, indeed, was
ho remembered that some years after, when the celebrated

Diodati of Geneva came over into England, he could not,

though acquainted with many of the clergy, hear of Mr.
Hedcll. Diodati was greatly amazed that so extraordinary
a man, who was so much admired at Venice by the best

judges of merit, should not be known in his own country :

and he had given up all hopes of finding him out, when, to

their no small joy, they accidentally met each other in the
streets of London. Upon this occasion Diodati presented
liis friend to Morton, the learned bishop of Durham,
and told him how highly he had been valued by Father
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Paul, which engaged the bishop to treat Bedell with par-
ticular respect. At length Sir Thomas Jermyn, a Suffolk

gentleman, presented him to the living of Horingsheath
in 1615; but he found ditliculties in obtaining institution

and induction. Dr. Jegon, bishop of Norwich, requiring fees

on the occasion so large, that Bedell considered the demand
to partake of simony. He, in consequence, refused to pay
any thing beyond the expense of parchment, writing, and
wax

; and, declining to take his title to the living upon any
other terms, went home, but in a few days the bishop sent
for him, and gave him institution without the charge of

fees. Here Bedell continued twelve years, and during that

time published and dedicated to King Charles I., then
Prince of Wales,

' The Copies of certain Letters which have

passed between Spain and England in matter of Religion,
concerning the general Motives to the Roman Obedience,
between Mr. James Waddesworth, a late pensioner of the

Holy Inquisition in Sevil, and W, Bedell, a minister of the

Gospel of Jesus Christ in Suffolk,' 8vo. Lond. 1624; after-

wards reprinted by Bishop Burnet in 1685, at the end of

Bishop Bedell's life.

Various causes appear to have delayed the reward which
Bedell's merits deserved. He was a Calvinist, says Burnet,
in the matter of decrees and grace, and preferments were

generally at that time bestowed upon those who held oppo-
site opinions. His firm and faithful friend, Sir Henry
Wotton, too, had lost much of his influence at court

; and
his other patron, Sir Thomas Jermyn, was suspected of fa-

vouring the Puritans, and was therefore out of credit.

Bedell's fame, however, had reached Ireland, and, in 1627,
he was unanimously elected provost of Trinity College,
Dublin

;
a charge which he refused to undertake till the

king laid his positive commands upon him, which he obeyed,
and on August 10th of that year was sworn provost. He
held this office about two years, when, partly by the interest

of Sir Thomas Jermyn, and partly by the application of

Laud, bishop of London, he was advanced to the united sees

of Kilmore and Ardagh, and consecrated on the 13th Sept.,
1629, at Drogheda, in St. Peter's Church, in the fifty-ninth

year of his age. During his short residence at Trinity Col-

lege, he did much towards the restoration of order in the

college, which on his arrival he found in a very unsettled

state. He also rerised and improved the college statutes,

and introduced prayers in Irish, and a lecture in the chapel of

the university. (See Journal of Education, Nos. XI. XII.
' On the University of Dublin.') On going to his diocese, he
found it, says Burnet, under so many disorders, that there

was scarce a sound part remaining. The revenue was wasted

by excessive dilapidations, and all sacred things had been

exposed to sale in so sordid a manner that it was grown to

a proverb. One of his cathedrals, Ardagh, was fallen down
to the ground, and there was scarce enough remaining out

of the revenues of both sees to support a bishop who was re-

solved not to supply himself by indirect and base methods.

He found, too, the oppression of the ecclesiastical courts ex-

cessive, and pluralities and non-residence shamefully pre-

vailing. All these abuses he determined to rectify ; and

having recovered a sufficient portion of the lands of which

his sees had been dispossessed, to enable him to subsist, he

set an example for the reformation of further abuses by re-

signing (in 1630) the bishopric ofArdagh, which he had the

satisfaction to see followed in other instances.

Upon the arrival of the lord-deputy Wentworth, in 1633,

Bishop Bedell fell under his displeasure on account of a

petition
sent up by the county of Cavan, to which the bishop

had set his hand, and in which some complaints were made
of, and some regulations proposed for, the army. A recon-

ciliation, however, took place, and the lord-deputy received

him into favour. He then went on cheerfully in doing what

ho considered his duty for the benefit of the church, and was

very successful. He loved the Christian power of a bishop,

without affecting either political authority- or pomp. What-

ever he did was so visibly for the good of his flock, that he

seldom failed of being well supported by his clergy, and such

as opposed him did it with visible reluctance, for he had the

,1 of the good men of all parties.

In September, 1638, he convened a synod, in which he

made many excellent canons that are still extant ; but

offence was taken at this by some who were in power, and

who questioned the legality of the meeting ;
and some talk

there was, says his biographer, of calling him in question
for it either in the star-chamber or high-commission court ;

1-ut his archdeacon, Thomas Price, who was afterwards arch-

bishop of Cashel, gave such an account of the matter as
satisfied the state. Archbishop Usher is said to have ad-
vised those who moved to have the bishop brought up upon
this charge,

'
to let him alone, lest he should be thereby pro-

voked to say more for himself than any of his accusers could
say against him.'

Amongst other extraordinary things which he did, his bio-

graphers have agreed that there was none more worthy of
remembrance than his removing his lay-chancellor, and
taking upon himself to sit in his own courts, hearing causes,
and retrieving thereby the jurisdiction which antiently be-

longed to a bishop. The chancellor upon this filed his bill
in equity, and obtained a decree in chancery against the

bishop, with 100/. costs. But, by this time, the chancellor
saw so visibly the difference between the bishop's sitting in
that seat and his own, that he never called for his costs, but
appointed a surrogate, with orders to obey the bishop in

everything, and so his lordship went on his own way.
' Our bishop,' says the writer of his life in the Bingraphid

Britannica,
' was no persecutor of papists, and yet tlie most

successful enemy they ever had
;
and if the other bishops

had followed his example, the Protestant religion must have
spread itself through every part of that country. He la-

boured to convert the better sort of the popish clergy, and
in this he had great success. He procured the Common-
Prayer, which had been translated into Irish, and caused it

to be read in the cathedral in his own presence every
Sunday ; having himself learned that language perfectly,

though he did not attempt to speak it.
/
The New Testa-

ment had been also translated from the Greek into Irish,

by William Daniel, afterwards archbishop of Tuam, but
our prelate first procured the Old Testament to be trans-
lated by one King, and because the translator was igno-
rant of the original tongues, and did it from the English,
the bishop himself revised and compared it with the He-
brew and the best translations. He caused, likewise, some
of Chrysostom's and Leo's Homilies, in commendation
of the scriptures, to be rendered both into English and
Irish, that the common people might see that, in the

opinion of the antient fathers, they had not only a right
to read the scriptures as well as the clergy, but that it

was their duty so to do. He met with great opposition in

this work, from a persecution against the translator, raised

without reason, and carried on with much passion by those

from whom he had no cause to expect it. But, however, he

got the translation finished, and would have printed it in

his own house, and at his own charge, if the troubles in

Ireland had not prevented it ; and, as it was, his labours

were not useless, for the translation escaped the hands of

the rebels, and was afterwards printed at the expense of

the celebrated Robert Boyle.
When the rebellion broke out in October, 1641, the bishop

was so popular in his neighbourhood that he did not at first

feel the violence of its effects. His was the only English
house in the county of Cavan which stood unviolated, not-

withstanding that it and its out-buildings, the church and
its churchyard, were filled with people who had fled to him
for shelter, whom by his preaching and prayers he encou-

raged to expect and bear the worst with patience. This

went on till about the middle of December following, when
the rebels, pursuant to orders they had received from the

council of state at Kilkenny, required him to dismiss the

people who were with him, which he refused to do, declaring
that he would share the same fate with the rest. They
signified to him upon this that they had orders to remove

him, and subsequently seized him, his two sons, and Mr.

Clogy, who had married his step-daughter, and carried

them prisoners to the castle of Cloughboughter, surrounded

by a deep water, where they put all but the bishop in irons.

They did not suffer any of them to carry any thing with

them ;
and the moment the bishop was gone from his

house, Dr. Swiney, the popish titular bishop of Kilmore,
whose brother Bishop Bedell had converted, and who him-

self wished to be admitted to lodge with Bishop Bedell, took

possession of it and all that belonged to it, and on the Sun-

day following said mass in the church. After some time

the rebels abated of their severity, took the irons oft' the

prisoners, and suffered them to be as much at their ease as

they could be in so wretched a place, where the ruined state

of the castle exposed them to much severity of weather in a

rigorous winter. While thus confined, the bishop, his sons,

and Mr. Clogy, preached and prayed continually to their

small afflicted congregation, and upon Christmas-day the
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Lisbon administered the sacrament to them. It was re-

markable that rude and barbarous a the Irish were, they

gave them no disturbance in the performance of divn

and often told the bishop they had no quarrel with

him. but that the sole cause of their confining him was his

Kniihshman. After being kept in tins manner

for thru- weeks, the bishop, his two sons and Mr. i

were , 1 for two of the O'Rourke's: but though it

wms agreed that they should be safely conducted to Dublin,

"bels would never suffer them to be carried out of the

country, but sent them to the house of one Dennis Sheridan,

an Irish minister and convert to the Protestant reli-i n, t..

which he steadily adhered and relieved many who lied to

him for protection. Notwithstanding this the. Irish suffered

hint to live quietly amongst them on account of the great

family from which he was descended. While Bishop Ik-

dell remained there, and enjoyed some degree of health, he

Sunday read the prayer* and lessons, and preached
.If. The last Sunday he officiated was the 30th of

January, and the day following he was taken ill. On the

second day it appeared his disease was an ague, and on the

fourth, apprehending a speedy change, he called for his

sons and his sons' wives, spoke to them a considerable time,

i:a\e them much spiritual advice, and blessed them. Bishop
Burnct (pp. 210, 216) has detailed his conversation with

them. On the 7th of February, lC41-2,he breathed Ins hist,

in the seventy-first year of his age, his death being chiefly

occasioned by his la'te imprisonment and the weight of sor-

row which lay upon his mind.

As his body could not be buried as he hod desired, with-

out the new 'intruding bishop's leave, Mr. Clogy and Mr
Sheridan went to ask it. They found the bishop in a state o!

int.ixiriitioii, and a sad change in the house; butaftera

little hesitation leave was pi-anted, and on the 9th February

1641-2, Bishop Bedell was buried, agreeably to his owi

direction, in the churchyard of Kilmore close to his wife's

n. The rebels gathered their forces to pay honour to the

funeral, and would have suffered Mr. Clogy to bury the bisho]

according to the office prescribed by the church, but it was

feared the rabble might be provoked by it, and it was passei

over: the Irish, however, discharged a volley of shot at the

interment, and cried out in Latin,
' Recmiescat in pace ulti

mus Anglorum :' for, says Burnet, they had often said tha

as they esteemed him the best of the English bishops, so hi

should' be the last who should be left among them. Ed
mund Farilly, a popish priest, is said to have exclaimed a

hi* interment, 'Osit ammameacum Bedello.' His epitaph
as ordered by himself, was simply

'

Depositum Gulielm

quondam episcopi Kilmorcnsis."

The public character of Bishop Bedell did honour to hi

hinh office in the church, and his private life was perfectly

con-istent with the doctrines which he taught. His action

were such as rendered him beloved and esteemed while he

lived, and cannot but secure the highest reverence for hi

memory. The country, and the times in which he li\ei!

required such examples, and the respect paid him by 111

Irish sufficiently showed what might have been done

among them if all, or the greater part, of the Protestant

clercy had been such as he was.

'I'll,- It ,nkt of the Old Testament, translated by the care

and diligence of Bishop Bedell into Irish, were first pub-
lished, -itD. l.ndn, 16H5, with O'Domhnuill's translation

of the New Testament, 4to. London, 1681, appended : both

again printed in the Irish character, 12mo. 1690.

( ) Domlmiiill, pronounced O'Dunnell, is the true Irish name
of William Daniel, archbishop

of Tuam, mentioned above:

his translation of the New Testament was first published
in Dublin in Ifi02. (See Journal of l''.<lurntinn. No. XI.)

if original letters nf Hishop Bedell munrniin; the

itrps tahtn totoard a reformation nf religion at Venice

upon nrrarion nf the quarrel between that Statf and Ihe

I'nid V. were
printed

12mo. Dublin, 1742. They were

found among Archbishop Usher's manuscripts in the library
of Trinity College there.

". Bishop Burnet's Life if Pedell, 8vo. London, 1685 ;

Biogr. Hrilannii-ii. edit. 1747, vol. i. pp. r,.'is, ,; , i : Cfuinic.-

tn- of 111 '' at the end of Certain Discoursetby
Nicli. Barnard, D.D., Mo. Ixindon, 1659.)

HKDKSMAN. or BKKDMAN. from bede, a prayer, and
that from tho An^lo S.i\"ii l> an, to pray, was a common
mode of signature in the time of Henry VIII. nt the end of

letters; as of a prayer-man, or cue who prayed for another.

Sir Thomas More, in writing to Cardinal Wolsey, ordinarily

tyles himself
' Your humble orator and most boundcn heed-

man. Thomas More.
1

(Sec Ellis's Orig. Leltrrt I//MV

'. Ilitt. first ser. vol. i. pp. 1U-. 203, 206,

I, 211.) Margaret Bryan, tin- novcrm-** ni'ihe Ijwiy

ilirabclh, writinu' to bird Cromwell, s^iis herself in the

ame manner,
- Your da) ly Iitdt-W"iimn.' < Ibid, second ser.

ol. ii. p. 82.)

It was not out of use in Shakspeare's time, who in the

Two Gentlemen of Verona,' act i. scene i., says

For I will be thy bndnnui, Vtlcnlinr.'

Valentine answers
4 And on a love-book pray for my tuceeM.'

BEDFORD, a borough, and the county town of Bedford-

shire, situated on both sides of the river Ouse. which is

nn\igable to the German Ocean. Bedford is forty-eight

miles N.N.W. from London. Caraden states the town

to be of hisrh antiquity; but doubts if it was the I.

dorum of Antoninus, as some affirm, for it does not stand

on a Roman road, nor had Roman coins ever been found

there. Nevertheless the plough turns up many coins in

-
parts of the county, and the \ieinity of Slieflbrd in

particular has l>een remarkably productive in Roman pot-

tery, glass, and bronze. Camdcn proceeds to state that

lie 'hail read that the British name of the place WU l.if-

wiilur, or Lattidur; but he regards the latter us a t

lationofthe English name '

Lettuy, in British, signify-

ing public inns, and Lettidur, inns on a river

ford, in English, beds and inns at a ford.' This account

is not very satisfactory. 'Iciminit Magatilt,
1794, for a quotation bearing on this point from a work

called Ensl'ind lllintnitrd.) It is generally supr
however, that the town is the Bedicanford of t.

Chronicle. This signifies
' a fortress on a river,' a de-

signation of which tlie present name seems a corruption.

Bedford appears to have been the scene of a battle in 572

between the Saxon Cuthw ult'and the Britons. It afterwards

suffered greatly in the wars between the .Saxons ;md the

Danes, and was ultimately burned by Ihe latter in 1010.

Mention is made of a fortress or citadel 1 uilt on the south

side of the river by Edward the Elder; but it would .seem to

have hern destroyed by the Danes, or was found an inade-

quate defence, for Paine de Beauchamp. to whom the barony
was u'lsen h\ William Rul'us, thought it necessary to build,

adjoining to the town, a very strong castle, which was sur-

rounded by a vast entrenchment of earth, HB well as a lofty

and thick wall.
' While this castle Mo .1. >a\- Camdeii,

' there was no storm ol civil war that did not burst upon it.'

In 11.17 it sustained a siege against Kins; Stephen and his

army; but accounts vary exceedingly both as to who were

the defenders and what was their fate. Camden, without

entering into particulars, says that Stephen took the fort-

ress, with great slaughter; but Dugdale, who gives details

and quotes antient authorities, says that the king obtained it

by surrender, and granted honourable terms to the ;_MITIM>II.

In 121li, William de Beauchamp, being then po*., >.,-il of

the barony of Bedford, took part with the rebeiiioui 1

and received them as friends into the castle, which they
were advancing to besiege. When, however, Kinij John
sent his favourite, Faukes do Brent, lo summon the <

it was surrendered to him within a few days, and the king
gave it to him, with the barony, for h.

having repaired and greatly strengthened his castle. I i

which purpose he is said to have pulled down the colh

church of St. Paul's, presumed so far upon its impregnnhlo
chancier as to set all law and authority at defiance. His

outrages and depredations on his less powerful neighbours
tich, that in the year 1224, Martin Pateishul. Tl,

de Moullon, and Henry Braybrooke, the king's justices itine-

rant, then silting at hunsiaplc. felt it their duty to take

cognizance of his proceedings, and fined him in the sum of

thousand pounds, l-'uukes, being ^really provoked at

this, sent his brother at the head of a party of s. .M:

seize the judges and bring them prisoners to Bedford. They
had timely notice of his intention, and two of them escaped ;

but Bruybrooke wus taken and earned lo the ensile, where
he was shamefully treated. The king I Henry 111.), In HILT

highly incensed at this and the other outrageous conduct nf
;ii. determined to brills; him to punishment. He

therefor* matched to Bedford in person, attended by Stephen
bop of Canterbury, and the principal ,

of the realm. On this occasion the Church wus so pro,

by Faukes's sacrilege, that the prelates and abbots granted
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a voluntary aid to the king, and for every hide of their lands

furnished two labourers to work the engines employed in

the siege. Camden quotes from the Chronicle of Dun-

staple a curious account of the siege, written by an eye-
witness, from which it appears that the engines employed
in that age for the destruction of man were little less inge-
nious and effective than those now in use. Faukes de Brent
felt great confidence in the strength of the castle, and dis-

puted the ground by inches
;
but after a vigorous resistance

of sixty days, no alternative remained but to surrender at

discretion. The success of the besiegers is attributed chiefly
to the use of a lofty wooden castle, higher than the walls,
which gave them an opportunity of observing all that passed
within. Faukes himself was not in the castle when it sur-

rendered ; he took sanctuary in a church at Coventry, and,

through the mediation of the bishop of Coventry, obtained
the king's pardon, on condition of abjuring the realm. His
brother William, the acting governor of the castle, with twenty-
four knights and eighty soldiers, were hanged ;

but Culmo,
another brother, received the king's pardon. The king, acting
on the determination to uproot this

'

nursery of sedition," as

Camden styles it, ordered the castle to be dismantled, and
the ditches to be filled up. The barony was restored to

William de Beauchamp, with permission to erect a mansion-
house on the site of the castle, but with careful stipulations
to prevent him from construing this into leave to build a
fortress. The king's intentions as to the demolition of the

castle do not seem to have been executed to the letter
;

for

the ' ruinous castle of Bedford' is mentioned about 250 years
later; and Camden speaks of its ruins as still existing in

his time, overhanging the river on the east side of the town.

At present not one stone of the fabric remains ; but a few

years ago its site might be very distinctly traced at the

back of the Swan Inn. It forms a parallelogram, divided

by a lane
;
and the site of the keep now makes an excellent

bowling-green. The domain first became a dukedom when

given to John, the third son of Henry IV.

Bedlbrd is considered a borough and corporation by pre-

scription, and is so called in all legal proceedings. The
first charter on record was granted to the town by Henry
II., and the last by Charles II. The corporation eon-

SI-.N of a mayor, recorder, two bailiffs, thirteen common-
Oooncilmen, and an uncertain number of aldermen, as every
one who has served the oflice of mayor is afterwards reputed
an alderman. The manor of Bedford is vested in the corpo-
ration by virtue of antient grants, the earliest of which is

that of Henry II., which subjected the burgesses in return

to the payment of a fee-farm rent of 40l. per annum. This
was afterwards raised to 161.; but in the end was gradually
reduced to the sum of 16/. 5s. tid., which is now payable to

the representatives of persons who bought the rent of the

crown. The bailiffs for the time being are lords of the

manor, and have the right of fishing and taking game to

the extent of the bounds, which contains a space of upwards
of nine miles in circumference, comprising an area of 2200
acres. The Boundary Commissioners, in 1831, recommended
no alteration of the antient limit. The town has sent two

members to parliament ever since the year 1295. The right
of election was determined, in 1690, to be in the burgesses,
freemen, and the inhabitant householders not receiving
alms. Under this franchise, the greatest number of electors

polled in the first thirty years of this century was 914. In
1831 the borough of Bedford contained 1446 houses, with a

population of 6959 persons, of whom 3757 were females.

The neighbourhood of Bedford being very productive in

wheat anil barley, much business is done there in the corn

tr;id : there is also a very considerable trade, by means of

the Ouse, between Bedford and Lynn, in mat, coals, timber,

and iron. Lace-making affords employment to a great
number of poor females and children. The principal market-

day is Saturday, when the average sale of wheat is about

60u quarter* ; there was also a Tuesday market, but it has

been discontinued, and one on Monday for the sale of pigs
instituted. Fairs are held on the first Tuesday in Lent,

April 21, July C, August 21, October 12, November 17, and
December 19. That held in October is of the most import-

ance, and is called the Statute Fair
;
that in April is also a

pleasure fair; the others are only for the sale of cattle.

The town of Bedford lies nearly in the centre of the

biirimgli, with a broad belt of pasture-land on every side.

It has been greatly improved within the present century
under the authority of an act of parliament for rebuilding
the bridge, and paving, lighting, and watching the town

it is still increasing, and apparently improving ; many new
houses have been recently built, especially towards the
north-west. The communication between the parts of the
town separated by the Ouse is by a handsome stone bridge
of five arches, which was commenced in 181 1, on the site of
an old one of seven arches, which was popularly considered
to have been built with the materials of the castle demolished
by Henry III., but which Grose understood to have been
erected in the reign of Queen Mary out of the ruins of St.
Dunstan's church, which stood on the south side of the

bridge. The town is lighted by gas.
Bedford is divided into five parishes, with as many

churches. Those of St. Paul, St. Peter, and St. Cuthbert,
are on the north side of the river, and those of St. Mary and
St. John the Baptist on the south. The living of St. Paul's
is a discharged vicarage, endowed with a portion of the great
tithes, and valued at 101. in the king's books: patron, Lord
Carteret. This church is the principal architectural orna-
ment of the town. It is large, with a nave and south aisle

divided by early English or early decorated piers and arches.
The west door, and the tower and octagonal spire are of
the decorated character. The windows are mostly perpen-
dicular: all the tracery, except of one or two, had been cut

away, but has lately been in part restored. There is one
tomb, if not more, with brasses, in the church : the old pulpit
is of stone, ornamented with gilt tracery on a blue ground ;

but it has been removed to the chancel, and a more conve-
nient one of oak substituted. The livings of St. Peter and
St. Cuthbert are both rectories in the gift of the crown :

the former is rated in the king's books aVll/. 13*. \d., and
the latter at 5/. 9s. 4|rf. The church of St. Peter has a cu-
rious old Norman door, a fine antique font, and some curious
stained glass in the windows. The living of St. Mary, on the
south side of the river, is a rectory, charged in the king's books
at 1 1/. 4s. 9(/., patron, the Bishop of Lincoln. The church
is small, with a plain square tower, and with nave and aisles

mostly in the perpendicular style. The living of St. John
is a rectory, not in charge, of which the corporation is

patron. The tower is in the perpendicular style, but thu

windows and the interior of the church have been mo-
dernized. It was formerly an hospital, and contained a
master and 60 brethren.

It is calculated that about half the inhabitants of Bed-
ford are dissenters. There are, accordingly, several cha-

pels belonging to the Independents, the Methodists, the

Baptists, and the United Brethren (Moravians) : there is also

a small synagogue for the Jews. The old Independent meet-

ing-house, in Mill Lane, was established iu 1650, under the

ministry of John Gifford, who had been a major in the king's

army. John Bunyan, the celebrated author of the Pilgrim?t

Progress, was ordained co-pastor of this congregation with

Samuel Fenn, in 1671, and continued to fill that situation

till his death, in 1 688. His memory is still greatly venerated

by the congregation ; and the chair in which he used to sit

is preserved in the vestry as a sort of relic. The United
Brethren have had an establishment here ever since 1745 ;

but the chapel was not built till 1751. Adjoining t3 it is

the house for the single sisters, who live in community.
They chielly employ themselves in embroidering muslin
and cambric. The Moravians have also a female boarding-
school attached to their establishment.

The shire-hall, in which the assizes and sessions are held,

is a good stone building, erected in the year 1753. In thu

same part of the town a new county gaol was erected in

1801, towards the building of which the elder Mr. Whitbread
left a legacy of 5001. The prisoners sleep in separate cells ;

and the system of tread-mill labour and silence is enforced

on tho convicts. In this gaol the town-prisoners are now
maintained by contract. The house of industry is a large
and handsome brick building, completed in 1796. It is

fitted up with every useful accommodation, and great atten-

tion is paid to the health and comfort of the inmates
; but,

say the Lysons,
'
in point of economical contrivance, per-

haps it is inferior to some buildings of a like nature.' A
handsome building, erecting by the subscription of share-

holders, is now (1835) in progress, and is intended to con-

tain a public library, news-room, ball-room, billiard-rooms, a

savings' bank, and rooms for lectures, &c.
There is, perhaps, no English town of similar extent,

equal to Bedford in the variety and magnitude of its chari-

table and educational establishments. Besides the fifty-

eight alms-houses under Sir William Harpur's charity,
houses for eight poor persons were built by T. Christie, Esq.
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who bequeathed them a shilling each weekly, payable out of

the great tithes of St. 1'uul a. The county posee a spacious
hiualic asylum in St. Mary's parish, capable of arrommo-
daiini! - \:v -;\ patients. It wa* opened in 1612, being the

first county institution of the kind erected under the act of

parliament to that effect. Private patients pay from one to

three guinea* per
week ; and paupers from nine to twelve

shilling, the deficiency being made up from the funds of

the county treasury. An unusual degree of liberty is al-

lowed to the unfortunate inmates through the good manage-
ment of the superintendent.
The general infirmary is also a noble building, situated,

like the former, at a convenient distance from the town. It

wat erected in 1 803, chietly from funds bequeathed by Sa-

muel Whitbread, Esq. It was originally intended for fifty

patients, but has since been enlarged, and continues to be

supported by subscription. The Marquess of Tavistock,
after a contested election for the county, in which he refused

to expend a shilling, pave towards enlarging the infirmary,
the sum (2000/.) which would probably have been expended
in treating the electors. In cases of need, the surrounding
counties are allowed to participate in the benefits of this in-

stitution. A charity school for twenty children of the

parishes of St. Paul and St. Cuthbert, was founded before

1 737, by the Rev. Mr. Leith and others. Bedford is, how-
ever, chietly indebted for its charities to Sir William Harpur,
alderman of London, who, in the reign of Edward VI.,

founded a free-school for the instruction of the children

of the town, in grammar and good manners. The donor

conveyed to the corporation thirteen acres ofland in the

parish of St. Andrew, Holbom (London), for the support
of this school, and for portioning poor maidens of the town

;

the overplus, if any, to be given in alms to the poor. The
land having been let on building leases. Lamb's Conduit
Street, Harpur Street, Theobald's Road, Bedford Street,
Bedford Row, New North Street, East Street, Green Street,
and some smaller streets, were built upon it ; and thus
the property has gradually risen in value from below ISO/,

n year to upwards of 13,500/. which was its amount in 1833.

A property thus greatly increased in value has several

times required the interposition of Parliament to regulate
its distribution. It at present supports a grammar-school,
containing about eighty boys on the foundation, nnd as

many private boarders; a commercial school, containing
1 00 to 1 50 boys : and a national-school, containing 350 boys :

in the latter I 70 girls are received on half-holidays ;
a re-

gular girls' school, and an infant school are about to be added.
Besides which, the girls in the hospital for poor children,
another branch of the charity, are taught household duties,
needle-work, reading and writing, by the mistress. In these
schools provision is made for the gratuitous instruction of the

children of all resident parishioners of the five parishes of
the town of Bedford. Books, &c., are gratuitously sup-
plied. About twenty -five boys in the national-school are
clothed from a fund left by Alderman Newton, of Leicester.
A new building, for the English and national schools, con-

taining large school-rooms, a blue-coat hospital, for the board
and education of boys and girls, and a committee-room,
clerk's house, &r., have lately been erected in the Tudor style
of architecture, by the trustees of Sir \V. Harpur's charity.

Part of the income from Sir W. Harpur's charity is also

appropriated to the support of alms-houses, to the portioning

young
women in marriage, and to other benevolent objects.

The proportions in which the income is distributed will be
l>cttcr understood by reference to the following extract from
the account given of the expenditure for the year, from
October 1 833, to October 1 834 :

By Schools, viz. t. d.

Grammar . . . 1581 IS 5

English . . . 673 7 1

Preparatory, commercial . 105 1-1 11

National . 269 9 10
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mons, in contravention of the late king's testament, passed
an act, declaring, under certain well-defined limitations,
the Duke of Bedford,

'

or, in his absence beyond seas,' the
Duke of Gloucester, to be protector and defender of the

kingdom and the English church, and the king's chief

counsellor, during the minority of the young king. The
proceedings of the parliament on this occasion may be re-

ferred to as of great constitutional importance ; furnishing,
as they do, the first great constitutional precedent of the

right of parliament, in contradistinction to the king, and in

this instance, in contravention to the king's will, to name a

regent during the minority of his successor; and the equally
decisive constitutional precedent, of the right and power of

parliament to fix the limitations of that regent's exercise

of the prerogative. (See Hallam's Middle Ages, vol. iii.

p. 276, and P<irL Hist. vol. i.)

By the treaty of Troyes, which was concluded between
the court of France and Henry V., on the 21st May, 1420,
the English king was declared tobe regent of France and next
heir to the French crown. On his death-bed, Henry, anxious
to secure this splendid inheritance for his infant son, earn-

estly impressed upon Bedford and his council the necessity
of cultivating diligently the friendship of the Duke of Bur-

gundy, and to offer to him in the first place the regency of
France. This injunction Bedford obeyed to the letter. 'On
the death of Henry, he immediately offered the regency to

the Duke of Burgundy ;
and on his refusal, and at the ap-

parent solicitation of the French king, accepted the office

himself. He conferred with Burgundy as to the best mode
of observing the terms of the treaty of Troyes, and obtained
from him the warmest assurances of good faith as to its

observance. He also obtained the adhesion of the Duke
of Bretagne to that treaty, and at a meeting which he

brought about between that prince, the Duke of Bur-

gundy, and himself, at Amiens, in April, 1423, he pre-
vailed upon them to affirm their professions of friendship
with an oath, by which they swore to love each other as

brothers, and to afford mutual aid against the attack of ene-
mies. To make their union the more binding, Bedford
married a sister of the Duke of Burgundy, and the Duke
of Bretagne married another. Bedford led his young bride
to Paris, which he had made the centre of his government,
and vigorously applied himself to the consolidation of his

infant nephew's inheritance.

Had Henry lived a few months longer, he would have
been, in virtue of the treaty of Troyes, and the splendour
and extent of his conquests, declared king of France.
Charles VI., distinguished by the epithet of the ' Well Be-

loved,' with whom he had concluded that treaty, survived
' his dear son and heir' but a few months

;
and at his fu-

neral, Bedford had his infant nephew Henry VI. proclaimed
' Our Sovereign Lord, King of France and England.' The
south of France, however, was still in possession of the Dau-

phin and his party, who summoned all the adherents of the

antient monarchy to the standard, which that prince, as

Charles VII., had raised at Chartres, the place of his coro-

nation. All the country to the north of the Loire may bo

said to have been in the hands of the English ; while every

province to the south of that river, with the exception of

Gascony, warmly espoused the cause of the heir of their

native king:). The history of France accordingly for many
years presents a series of battles and sieges, which ended in

the expulsion of the English from all their conquests in

the French territory.
In the first year of the war, Charles VII. received a

great defeat at Crcvant. A still more signal disaster

befell him next year at the battle of Verneuil (16th August,
1424), at which Bedford commanded in person, and dis-

played all the qualities of a great general. The French

monarchy was only saved from ruin, after this decisive

battle, by the conduct of the Duke of Gloucester, Bedford's

brother, which deprived the latter of the aid of the forces of

the Duke of Burgundy, to which he was mainly indebted

for the victory at Verneuil. In his capacity of Regent of

France, Bedford was thwarted in every measure which

tended to effect the entire subjugation of that country,
either by the indiscreet ambition of nis brother, or the

jealous and parsimonious policy of the English parliament.
The administration of affairs in England turned altogether

upon the intrigues and contests of two opposite parties, one

headed by Cardinal Beaufort [see BBAUFORT, CARDINAL],
the other by the Duke of Gloucester ; and as the former

was the more powerful, and opposed to the war policy

of the latter, the supplies of men and money for the prose-
cution of the war in France were doled out with so frugal
a hand, that the offensive operations of the Duke of Bed-
ford were confined to besieging some towns still held by the
French king in the northern provinces ;

and it was only by
the fraudulent connivance of Beaufort, for which he re-
ceived a bribe of 1000 marks, that a force of 5500 soldiers,
which he had raised for a crusade against the Hussites in

Bohemia, and which were on their way through France
under the military command of the Cardinal, were sent as
a reinforcement to the English forces, so as to enable the

Regent to attempt to check the disasters that ensued from

raising the siege of Orleans.
The circumstances which deprived the Duke of Bedford

of the aid of the Burgundian forces were these: Gloucester
had married Jacqueline, heiress of Hainault, Holland,
Zealand, and Friesiand. She had previously been married
to the Duke of Brabant, first cousin of the Duke of Bur-

gundy, but despising his tame spirit she eloped from him,
and sought an asylum in England. Brabant, however, kept
possession of her territorial dominions, which Gloucester
claimed and sought to recover by force. For this purpose he
entered Hainault with 5000 English men-at-arms, besides
other forces, shortly after the decisive defeat of the French
king at Verneuil. The Duke of Burgundy hastened with
his troops to the aid of his kinsman

; and Charles VII. was
saved from ruin.

The siege of Orleans, memorable as one of the most ex-

traordinary incidents in history, was commenced on the 12th
of October, 1428. The fortunes of Charles hung upon the

issue, and he was in despair. He was saved by the assist-

ance of Joan of Arc, and the English raised the siege of

Orleans. [See ARC, JOAN OF.] This memorable effect of

superstition of supernatural confidence on the one side,
and supernatural awe on the other was followed by a suc-
cession of disasters to the English arms, which, while they
deeply afflicted, tasked all the energies of the Duke of Bedford.
With a force drawn from the garrison towns of Normandy,
and strengthened, as we have stated, by the troops which Car-
dinal Beaufort was leading to Bohemia, he marched against
Charles, who had just been crowned at Rheims, but failed

in provoking him to risk a battle. The Regent then chal-

lenged Charles to single combat denounced him as de-

luding the people with the impostures of ' a woman of a dis-

orderly and infamous life and dissolute manners, and dressed

in the clothes of a man ;' and offered to fight him hand
to hand, in order that the people might judge by the issue

whose claim was favoured by Heaven. Charles took no
notice of the letter, and moved steadily upon Paris. The
Regent hastened after him, and after breaking the spell of

the maid's charm, by repulsing her from the walls of Paris,

compelled the French army to fall back upon the Loire.

After various skirmishes, defeats, and successes, the maid
was captured, when attempting a desperate sally from Com-

pic'gne, on the 23rd May, 1430.

With the subsequent fate of the Maid of Orleans, we have
here no further concern, than to state, that the Regent
joined eagerly in bringing her to the stake.

In 1432 the Duchess of Bedford, sister to the Duke of

Burgundy, and the great cement of their friendship, died.

Within four months after the Regent married Jacquetta,

daughter of the Earl of St. Pol, a vassal of the Duke of

Burgundy. The precipitateness and secrecy, as well as

inferiority of the marriage, gave great offence to the Duke
of Burgundy. Cardinal Beaufort laboured to reconcile the

two princes ;
but as both were haughty and unbending, the

attempt altogether failed. In this temper of mind, and the

war having languished for upwards of two years, overtures

were made on the part of Charles to Burgundy ; and the re-

sult was a treaty of peace between them. This treaty was
the death-blow to the English interest in France, and so

affected the Regent that he died of mortification and anxiety
while it was pending, at Rouen, on the 1 3th September, 1 435,

a fortnight before the treaty between Charles and the Duke
of Burgundy was formally signed. An anecdote is told

with respect to his tomb at Rouen, which is worth notice,

as illustrative of the esteem in which he was held by his

contemporaries. We shall quote it in the words of Rapin.
' Louis XL, son of Charles VII., being one day in the

church at Rouen, and looking upon the Duke of Bedford's

tomb, a certain lord of his retinue advised him to demolish

that standing monument of the dishonour of the French.
"
No," replied the king,

"
let the ashes of a prince rest in
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, who, wen he alire, would make the boldest of ui

tremble. I rather wih more stalely monument were

raised to hi* honour."
'

Like moat of the immediate descendant* of John of

Gaunt, the Duke of Bedford was a natron of literature. II >

purchased and transported to London the Koyal l.ilirnry
of

Paris, which Charles V. hail increased to
' nine hundred

volume*:' and his brother Gloucester presented GOO books

to the University of Oxford, 1x0 of which cost 1000.

(H.illam' Middlt Agt, iii.. p. 588.) Gloucester indeed waa

the Knglish Mwrenas of his time, a circumstance which.

no doubt, influenced Shakspeare
in painting him an tho

Good Duke Humphrey,' and in blackening the character

of his rival Beaufort.

(Monstrclct s Chronicle*, and Rapin's Hittnry, which is

particularly full and accurate with regard to the transac-

tions in the reigns of the Lancastci ian princes, may be eon-

suited with advantage for the public life of the Duke of

Bedford. Dugdale'* Baronage also points to several events

in his career.)

BEDFORD LEVEL. This district comprehends nearly

the whole of a large tract of flat land, extending into the

six counties of Northampton, Huntingdon, Cambridge,

Lincoln, Norfolk, and Suffolk. It is bounded on tlie north-

east by the German Ocean, and on all other sides by high

lands.'which encompass it in the form of a horse-shoe. Its

length from Toynton in Lincolnshire, to Milton in Cam-

bridgeshire, is sixty miles, and iu breadth from Peter-

borough in Northamptonshire, to Brandon in Suffolk, is

nearly forty miles. The tract thus described, includes that

part of the south-cast division of Lincolnshire called Hol-

land, which consist-, of tlat, low, marshy land, and is sup-

posed to have been reclaimed from the sea by embankments
made during the Roman occupation of Britain.

The Bedford Level extends to the north only as far as

Tydd-St.-Giles ; its length thence to Milton, on the south, is

about thirty-three miles. The boundary line is irregular j

iU course on the south, from Brandon to Peterborough,

may be traced by Mildenhull to a short distance north of

Newmarket, then hy Milton in Cambridgeshire, to Earith,

on the borders of Huntingdonshire, Ramsey. Wondwallon,
and Yaxley, in the latter county. Returning from Peter-

borough to Brandon, on the north, the boundary line mutt

by Peakirk. six miles north of Peterborough, Crowland,

Whaplode Drove Chapelry, Parson Drove, Guj him. Sailer's

Lode on the Ouse, alxmt ten miles south of Lynn, and
thence by Methwold to Brandon.
The Level is divided into three parts, which are distin-

guished as the North, the Middle, and the South Levels.

The North Level lies between the rivers Welland and

Nene; the Middle Level between the Nenc and the Old
Bedford Rivers; and tho South Level extends from the

Old Bedford River to Stoke, Feltwell, and Mildenhall.

The area of these marshes has been variously stated.

Among the authors who originally wrote on the subject.
Sir Jonas Moore calls it 800.0UO acres, Colonel Dodsnn and
others estimate it at 40U.OUO; an actual survey made in

1605, and given in to Government upon oath, states it to be

307.-142 acres ; but according to the Lysons, subsequent sur-

veys have shown it to be 400,000 acres.

Peterborough Fen, which is the part of the Level that

runs into Northamptonshire, extends Between Peterborough
and Crowland, and contains between 8000 and 9000 acres.

One-seventh
part

of the Ix?vel is in Huntingdonshire. The
whole of the isle of Ely, which forms the north division of

Cambridgeshire, and a few parishes in the same county,
which lie south-east of the isle, are included in the Level.

Norfolk contains 63,000, and Suffolk 30,000 acres of the

Level ; tho remainder is in the south-east division of Lin-
colnshire.

This tract of land has, in tho course of some centuries,

undergone remarkable changes. There is abundant evi-

ilence to prove that it was once a forest, and that it then
became a stagnant morass. It is now, through human
industry, converted into rich pastures and fertile corn-fields.

From fact* which will be stated further on, it docs not admit
of doubt that this country was once dry land, at a level much
below the present surface ; and there is reason for supposing
that, at the time of the invasion of Britain by the Romans, it

consisted of one of those great forest* to which the Britons
ll 'I for shelter against their invaders. It was the policy of

the Romans to cut down and destroy these strong holds of

the native*, who were compelled by their conquerors to clear

BED
the wood*, and embank the fen*. (Tacit. Agrir. 31.) Tho

Kmperur Scverui, in the beginning of the third century of

our trra, caused read* to be made through these marshes.

One of these roads, 95 miles iu length, extended from Pe-

terborough to Denver in Norfolk ; it was 60 feet wide, und

composed of gravel three feel deep. This causeway is now
r..vcred w nh soil from three to five feet in thickness. Henry
of Huntingdon, who wrote in the middle of the twelfth

century, descriUos this funny country a* being
'

very

pleasant and agreeable to the eve, watered by many rivers

which run through, diversified with many large and small

lakes, and adorned with many woods and ilamW William
of Malmcsbury, who lived about the same period, dcscrilurd

the Lordship of Thorncy us abounding in I' .ml-

ful vines, and productive orchards, and having now
land in any part. He also expressed great admiration of

the works of urt found in the samo place. '\Vhat shall I

say,' In; writes, 'i<f the beautiful building* which it is so

wonderful to see the ground amidst those fens to boar?'

Up to the thirteenth century, the waters usually (lowed

iu their natural channels, and tho surrounding country s

either under tillage or in pasturage.

According to Dugdale, historians who were contemporary
with the event, have recorded, that in 1236, on the morrow
after Martinmas day, and for the space of eight days alter,

the wind raged so violently, that the sea rose much higher
than usual, broke in at \Yisbeach, and other places ol tin-

district, so that many people and cattle, together with

numerous small craft, were destroyed, and the surviving
inhabitants reduced to

great
distress. After an intcr\:il of

seventeen years, a similar accident occurred, and on this

oriM-inii an order was issued by the king, requiring the

inhabitants to repair the banks. This work appears to

have been inefficiently performed, for within a few \ears

the sea-hanks were again destroyed. Subsequent embank-
ments wero improperly made, either through ignorance, or

for the benefit of one part to the injury of all tho rest. An
instance of this kind occurred in the reign of Edward 1.,

when Walter de Langtnn, bishop of Lichfield, diverted the

course of the Nene, and obstructed the navigation, in order

that he might drain his own manor of Culdham. Mam
years afterwards the bishop's representatives were oomj
to destroy tho dams which he had constructed to thu injury
of others. From this, and other causes, tho waters fiom

the uplands were prevented from discharging themselves
into the sea, and this extent uf laud was at length u
to tho stale of a morass. For a long period the gi

part of the district was composed of an unhealthy stagna-
tion of putrid and muddy waters, which iu Mime

)

stood from ten to twenty feet deep. In those lew parts
where the earth was not covered with water, it was spongy
Mid boggy. Tho inhabitants of the Fens, and the tow. us

in their neighbourhood, could only have communication

by means ol boats, and this with some difficulty at all

times, in consequence of the sedge and slime with which
the ground was covered. In the winter, when there was
ice, vet not sufliciently hard to admit uf tratlic on its sur-

face, the inhabitants were completely isolated, and '

could

hardly get help of food fur soul or body.'
K.Milcnce has everywhere been found below the actual

surface not only of the presence of former vegetation, hut to

show that these places had previously been inhabited, and
that they were suddenly overwhelmed hy some violent cans,-.

In digging near Thorney, Lynn, and many other pi
trees of large sire were found buried in the moss, and lying
near their roots, which still remained as they grew, in lirm
earth beneath the moss. In the year 176-1, while digging a
little north of Boston (not in the Level, but in a continuation
of the fenny district), roots of trees were found in the firm

earth, eighteen feet below the then pasturage surf.ier.

About a mile west of Magdalen Bridge, over the Onsc, in

Marshland, Norfolk, furze bushes and nut trees were round

pressed Hat down seventeen feet below the surface, with
nuts still sound lying by them. In the process of i

vatinga pool at the edge of Conington Down, Huntingdon-
shire, in the beginning of the seventeenth century, the
skeleton of a large sea fish was found at a great depth be-
low the surface. When in pursuance of tin- first project for

draining those fens, the channel of the Wisbeach river wa
deepened in 1635 eight feet below the then bottom, a hard
Mony bottom w as discovered, on which were several boats
covered with sill. While digging a drain at Whittlesea
Moor, a perfect soil was found at the depth of eight feet,
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with swaths of grass lying upon it just as they were mowed.
At Shirbeck sluice, near Boston, a smith's forge was found
buried sixteen feet deep ; the remains of several antient
tan-vats were also found, and a large quantity of horns

;

there were also some soles of shoes of a peculiar shape,
sharp-pointed, and of the fashion which prevailed in the

reign of Richard II. At the setting down of a new sluice
a little beneath Magdalen fall, half a mile from Magdalen
bridge, on the marsh side, and sixteen feet deep in the earth,
a cart-wheel and a flat stone about eight feet Ion;; were
found. Not fttr from that spot the remains of a church were
discovered, about eight feet below the surface; and it is

stated by Dugdale that at Wigenhall St. Germans, the floor
of the church is seven feet lower than high-water mark of
the Ouse : which river, as it runs by the churchyard, is kept
by a strong bank from inundating the country.

The principal rivers or drains, which formerly passed
through this Level, were eight in number: the Glen, the

Welland, the Nene, the Ouse, the Cam, the Mildenhall or

Lark, the Brandon or Little Ouse, and the Stoke.
The Glen is a small stream which rises in the south of

Lincolnshire, and taking first a S.S.E. and afterwards a N.E.
course, falls into the Wellaud on its left bank, near its

mouth. The Welland comes from the S.W. to Market
Deeping, continues thence a short distance to the east, and
then takes a N.E. course until it joins the Fossdike Wash
near Fossdike. The Nene passes by Peterborough, con-
tinues thence to Wisbeach, and falls into the Sutton Wash-
way. This river has at different times had its channel so

altered ami diverted from its original course by numerous
cuts, that it is now scarcely possible to trace the line of its

natural bed. The Wisbeach river, or Old Nene, which
issues from Ramsay Mere, is a branch of this river.

The Ouse passes by St. Ives and Earith, after which it

takes an irregular winding course, first east and then nearly
north, till it falls into the Wash at Lynn Regis in Norfolk :

the Cam, the Lark, and the Little Ouse fall into it on its

east bank.
It thus appears that there are three main outlets for the

waters of this Level. These have constantly been liable to

have their mouths choked up by loose sand thrown up by
the tides.

The Level receives the waters of the whole or parts of nine
counties from the uplands, and the whole tract being flat,

with little or no descent, it has hitherto been a matter of

difficulty to provide a sufficient outfall so that the waters

may reach the sea without overflowing the country.
The practicability of draining this great morass seems

first to have been entertained in 1436, when the attention of

many wealthy persons was turned towards the subject.
Embankments were made, and ditches were cut at avast

expense, but the next winter proving wet and tempestuous,
the Ous-e, swollen by its tributaries into a torrent, swept
away the barriers, and reduced the whole country to its

former condition. These works having been thought per-

fectly secure, people were led to doubt the possibility of

effectually draining the marshes, and the practicability of

the undertaking became the subject of much curious con-

troversy.
In the reign of Henry VII. Bishop Moreton made an

attempt to drain the North Level and the northern parts of

the Middle Level by means of a cut, called Moreton's

Leame, which extended from Peterborough to Guyhirn, and
is now considered part of the Nene : this cut was forty feet

wide, and navigable. The earth of which the embank-
ments were made was loose and sandy, so that they crum-
bled away. Another attempt was made in the reign of

Kli/abeth, and a third in the time of her successor ; but

nothing effectual was done until 163-1, in the reign of

Charles I., when another attempt to drain these fens was
made by Francis Earl of Bedford, and it was in compliment
to this nobleman that the tract reclaimed has been named
the Bedford Level.

The lordship of Tborney, containing 18,000 acres, was
the property of the Earl, and except a hillock upon which

the abbey had been built, the whole of this tract was under

w:iti-r. The wish to reclaim this land induced him to

embark in the undertaking. As a compensation for the

risk and expense, he stipulated that he and his partners
in the work should receive us payment 95,000 acres of the

reclaimed land. Under this condition a charter was granted
to the adventurers, and the work waft partially accomplished
in the course of three years, at an outlay of 100.000/. A

cut, now called the Old Bedford River, was made from
Earith, communicating with the Ouse at Salter's Lode,
near Denver in Norfolk : this river is seventy feet wide, and
twenty-one miles long. The other drains then made 'were
Sam's Cut, from Feltwell to the Ouse near Denver, twenty
feet wide, and about six miles long : Devil's Leam, now
known as Bevil's River, from Whittlesea Mere to Guyhirn,
forty feet wide, and ten miles long : Moreton's Leam was
repaired and embanked anew : Pealdrk drain, from Pea-
kirk to Guyhirn, seventeen feet wide, and ten miles long.
South-eau dvain, from Crowland to Clows Cross, and thence
the Shire drain to the Nene, six miles below AVisbeach, being
antient drains, were enlarged. A small cut was also made
from the Lark to the Ouse. Four sluices were made

; two
at Tydd, one at Wisbeach, and the fourth at Salter's Lode,
to keep out the tide.

These embankments also proved defective, in consequence
of the loose nature of the earth of which they were formed

;

and the state of the country, owing to the civil wars, being
unfavourable for the prosecution of such projects, the whole
tract was again suffered to lie waste till 1G49, when Wil
liam, the son of Francis Earl of Bedford, agreed to make
another effort to reclaim the level upon the same conditions.
The sum of 300.000/. was then laid out in draining, em-
banting, &c., raid with more success than before

; the
95,OUO acres were allotted to the undertakers, but the sum
they had expended on the work was greater than the worth
of the land which they received. The New Bedford River,
which is 100 feet wide, was cut on the occasion last men-
tioned : it runs at a short distance from.Xind nearly parallel
to, the Old Bedford River.

A regular system was now established for preserving the
reclaimed land, and for improving the draining. A royal
charter was granted in 1664, by which the undertakers for

the draining were incorporated, and regulations were framed
for the management of the 95,000 acres allotted. This

corporation has since been kept up, and consists of a go-
vernor, six bailiffs, twenty conservators, and a commonalty.
The corporation is empowered to impose and levy taxes for

the preservation of its land, and for upholding the ways,
passages, rivers, cuts, drains, banks, &c. throughout the

Level, which are also the property of the corporation. The
governor and bailiffs must each possess at least 400 acres of

the land granted to the corporation to qualify them for

holding those offices. The qualification requisite for the

conservators is 200 acres : such of the commonalty as pos-
sess each 100 acres are allowed to have a voice in the elec-

tion of the officers of the corporation.
At the original allotment of the 95,000 acres, the adven

turers received assignments proportioned to the sums which
each had contributed

;
so that the whole assignment is not

held in common, but each owner holds his allotment or pur
chase subject to the laws and restrictions of the corporation.
At the time the charter was granted by Charles II., that

king reserved 12,000 acres for himself out of the 9">,0uo

acres
;
but this proportion was subject to the same manage-

ment as the rest of the allotment.

Various means have been adopted for the more perfect

draining of these marshes, but until within the last few

years the subject has not been well understood. In-

stead of making a few large and deep channels through
which the water would easily find an outfall, numerous
small cuts were made, requiring, to produce the same effect,

a much greater inclination than would have been requisite
for larger channels. It would be useless to enumerate all

these small cuts. The channels which it is necessary to

mention are, the sixteen feet drain, which runs about four

miles west of and nearly parallel to Old Bedford River, is

eight miles long; this terminates in the forty feet drain,

which runs from Old Bedford River to Ramsay Mere. The
Carr Dike, which is a Roman work, runs from Peterborough
to Peakirk. The Counter Drain runs parallel to and near

the Nene, from Peterborough to Guyhirn. Thu Cats' Water
communicates with the counter drain near Peterborough,
on the one side, and with the Old South-eau drain on the

other side. The Cats' Water was a very old drain choked

by earth and weeds, and served neither for the purpose of

draining nor navigation. It was cleared out and repaired

by the Earl of Bedford and his Company, with many smaller

drains which had been equally neglected. A great part of

Carr Dike is now disused, and the Cats' Water is little more

than a boundary fence to Thorney : no part of either is navi-

gable at present. The Well Creek runs from Salter's Lode
T2
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to Outwell. and consist* of two cuts forming on obtuse angle
with one another.

The original navigation from Lynn Kepis to Standground
Sluice, near Peterborough, was carried from Sailer's Lode

Sluice, through Well Creek and the Nene, to Flood Fern-,

and thence through Ramsay, Ugg. and Whitilosea Meres,

passage at all times tedious, and often difficult and dan-

gerous. In 1764 an act wan pasted for improving this navi-

gation, and a new line wan made from Sailer's Lode through
Well Creek to the town of Oulwell, thence through the Old

Nene or Wiabeach River by Unwell and March to Flood'*

Ferry, and thence to Ramsay High Lode. A out was also

then made from Outwell to \Vi-bearh, and the navigation

of the None from Wisheach to Peterborough was improved,

by which means a safe navigation was provided from Lynn
Regis to Peterborough by Outwell, Wisbeocb, and Guy-
him.

Hy far the greatest and most effectual modern improve-
ment in the draining and navigation of these fens bos been

completed under acts passed in 182" and 1 829 for improving
the outfall of the river Nene. for the drainage of the lands

discharging their waters into the Wiabeach River, for im-

proving the navigation of the Wisbeach River from the

upper end of Kinderley's Cut to the sea, and for embanking
the salt marshes lying between Kinderley's Cut and the sea.

The act of 1829 amended and enlarged the powers granted
in 1827. Under these acts a new tidal channel has been cut

for the discharge of the waters of the Nene into the sea.

This channel begins at Kinderley's Cut, near Buckworth

Sluice, about six miles below Wisbeach, and extends to Crab-

hole in Lincolnshire, a distance of six miles and a half; thence

the river has shaped for itself a natural channel, about

a mile and a half long, into the Wash. The excavation

of this channel was begun in 1827, and finished in June,
1 830, when the old channel was closed, and the water rush-

ing into the new one carried away the earth at the bottom
with so much force as to give to the channel ten or twelve

feet greater depth than had already been given by manual
labour. The sides of the channel were then secured by a

thick lining of stones. The whole course of this new cut is

through quicksands of the lightest and least cohesive na-

ture of any on this part of the coast. The width of the

channel at bottom is NO feet at Kinderley's Cut, and at

about half its length, at Scale's Corner, 200 feet. The sur-

face width varies from 200 to 300 feet. The depth, mea-

suring from the surface of the adjacent land to the bed of

the river, is about 24 feet throughout. The spring-tide
rises about 22 feet at the end nearest to the sea, and 1 8 feet

at the junction with Kinderley's Cut. A bridge has been
thrown over this channel at Sutton Wash, about eight miles

below Wisbcach, and an embankment has been made a mile
and a half in length across the sands, forming a new line of
road between Norfolk and Lincolnshire, in place of the
former dangerous ford through a tidal tcstuary, or the very
circuitous route through Wisbeach.

Nearly 1500 acres of marsh lands have been reclaimed
from the sea, by embankments made under the acts of

1827 and 1829, and are now (1835) nearly all under cul-

tivation : about 6000 acres more arc rapidly coming to a fit

state for inclosure.

The old channel afforded only a tedious and dangerous
paisagc, and that too at spring tides, and with a favourable
wind to vessels of about sixty tons burden, drawing about
six feet water. The new channel affords a safe ana unin-

terrupted communication between Wisbeach and the sea at

all variations of the tide, and in all weathers, fbr vessels of

the above burden, and at spring tides for ships of much
larger dimensions.
Wisbeach is the emporium for a large part of the counties

of Cambridge, Norfolk, Lincoln, and Northampton, and the

advantages of this improved communication arc conse-

quently very great ; but by far the most important effects

which are expected to follow from this extensive under-

taking will result from the judicious system of draining tin-

north level, which there is no doubt will be imitated with

equally good effects in the other levels.

In consequence of the more rapid discharge through this

new channel the Nene Outfall the danger of inundation
from a breach of embankment in greatly diminished, as

regards the fens on each side of the Nene, between Peter-

borough and Wisbeach, and the value of the adjacent
land is much increased. Its efficiency for draining the
land may be appreciated by the fact, that the tide in this

new channel ebbs out nearly ten feet lower than it did in

lli.- old channel, immediately opposite to the South Holland
and North Level Sluices, (both below Wisbrach.) which are

the outlets for the waters of about 100,000 acres of fen land.

Means are thus afforded for obtaining a perfect ihuinaM
for the whole tract of marsh and fen land 1\ ing between the

Nene and Wcllund, which hitherto has been only imper-

fectly drained.

A new sluice has been constructed for the outlet of the

waters of the North Level into the Nene Outfall, and laid

eight feet deeper than the sluice by which it formerly
drained into the Old River Channel. The width of the

water-way of the old sluice was seventeen feet; the width
of the new sluice is thirty -six feet, and a new main drain has
been formed, leading to this sluice from Clow's Cross, at

which point all the waters of the North Ixtvel are colleeted.

This drain commences and terminates nearly at the same

points as the Old Shire Drain, for which it is substituted ;

it is only eight miles and a quarter long, about two-thirds

ofthe length of the former dram, hut it i eight feet deeper,
and its capacity, taken in corresponding sections, is inure than

six times as great: it has a descent from ('low's ( r

four inches per mile. From Clow's Cross two new drains

diverge in different lines; one of them, called the New
South-eau, is much straighter and wider than the Old
South-nan, which it is intended to replace ; the New Wryde
proceeds first in a curve, and then in a straight line to the

counter drain. These cuts possess a superiority o\er the

old ones, fully equal to that slated in the comparison made
between Old Shire Drain and the New Main Drain. All
these drains may be navigated, and will afford u much
readier means of transit for goods, than any hitherto pos-
sessed by the districts through which they pass.
The works just described as having been executed under

the acls of 1827 and 1 829, were begun in 1828, and are now
(1835) completed. The Nene Outfall was made at the co.-t

of 200.000/., arid the drainage of the North Level, for which
the Act was obtained in 1830, occasioned a further outlay of

150.000/. The great supporter of both these Useful under-

takings was the present Duke of Bedford, who carried them

through with much patience and perseverance, under cir-

cumstances that would have discouraged a person of less

steady purpose, and one who could not look forward with
confidence to future advantage rather than present gain.

In this conduct he was ably supported by the exertions of

his confidential friend W. G. Adam, Esq., the accountant-

general. But even they could not have carried them into

effect without the scientific knowledge, great zeal and ac-

tivitv, and incessant labour which were displayed by Mr.

Tyclio Wing, his Grace's intelligent and able local agent,
the third of his name who in succession have managed that

property of the Russell family, and have enabled them to

direct their influence to the continual improvement of this

district.

Various auxiliary means have been used for the complete
drainage of the Level. In many parts windmills have been
erected for raising and carrying off the water through a
safe channel, and more recently steam-engines have been

employed for the same purpose. But the late improvements
have rendered windmills and steam-engines unnecessary in

the North Level, and if equal skill and enterprise were em-
ployed in draining the other levels, all the waters of these
marshes might find an outfall with equal facility.

(Sir Jonas Moore's
Hittory of the Bedford Lrrcl ;

Colonel Dodson's Design for the perfect Draining of the

Great Level of the Pent called Bedford Level ; BiirreU's

Rriff Relation as to the Practicability, Src. of draining the.

I.ei'fl ofthe Fens; Dugdale's History t\f Kmbanking and
Draining, <^e. ; Carter's Hittory of the County ^Cam-
bridge; Lysons's Afagna Britannia ; Priestley's Historical
Account of navigable Riveri, Cano.lt, <$-c. ; Afemoir of the

Nfnr Outfall and the North Level Drtdnasf, printed for

(private) distribution on the occasion ofthe public inspection
of those works, 23rd May, 1 834.)

BEDFORDSHIRE, an inland county of England, of

very irregular shape. It lies between 51 49' and 52' i!l'

N. lat., and 0" 8' and 41' W. long. It is bounded on the
N.E. by Huntingdonshire, and on the N.W. bv Northamp-
tonshire: nn the E. by Cambridgeshire, on the W. and S.W.
by Buckinghamshire, and on the 8.E. and 8. by Hertford-
shire. Its greatest length is 36$ miles, measured nearly
N. and S., and its greatest breadth is 22$ miles, measured

nearly E. and W. Bedford, the county town, is situated
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near the centre of the county, rather nearer to the N. and
W. boundaries. It is 46 miles, measured in a direct line

from London (i. e. from St. Paul's), from which it lies N. by
W., or N.N.W.

; but by the road through Barnet, Hatfield,

Hitchin, and Shefford, it is 50 miles. The area ofthe county is

463 square statute miles, or 296,320 acres ; or, taking the sum
of the areas assigned to the different parishes, 297,632 acres.

tt is the smallest county in England, except Huntingdon,
Middlesex, and Rutland. The population in 1831 was
95,483. (Population Returns, 1831; Enumeration Ab-
itract.)

Surface, Hydrography, Communications. Bedfordshire
has no high lands of any great extent. The range of the
Chiltern hills (under the name of the Dunstable and
Luton Downs) crosses it in a N.E. direction, near Dun-
stable, separating the basin of the Thames from that of
the Ouse. Another ridge, having the same general direc-

tion, extends from Ampthill to near the Junction of the
Ivel with the Ouse. Some hills, between which the Ouse
winds its course, and in which some of its feeders take their

rise, occupy the north-west parts of the county. Between
these hills and the Ampthill ridge is the vale of Bedford,
a corn district of considerable extent. The woodlands are

chieHy of modern origin, having been planted during the
latter part of the last century : they consist chiefly of oak,
Scotch fir, larch, and underwood of various kinds.
The chief river is the Ouse, which, approaching the

county from Buckinghamshire, and forming for a short dis-

tance the boundary of the two counties, crosses Bedfordshire
with so winding a course, that although the distance from
the point where it first enters the county, to the point
where it leaves, is, in a direct line, not quite 17 miles, the

length of the river itself, between the same points, is pro-

bably not less than 45 miles. The average depth of the
Ouse is considered to be about ten feet, and it is fordable in

several places. It is subject to sudden and destructive inun-
dations at all seasons. In its course through Bedfordshire
it is increased by many streams, which How into it on each
bank, but none of these are of any size or importance ex-

cept the Ivel. The Ivel is commonly considered to have its

source near Baldock, in Hertfordshire, but the principal
branch of it rises on the N.W. slope of the Chiltern hills,

a little to the N.E. of Dunstuble. and (lowing to the N.E.,
unites with the Ouse at the village of Tempsford, after a
course of about 30 miles. The streams which form another
considerable feeder of the Ouse cross the county in its

northern part. The river Lea, which falls into the Thames
just below London, rises on the opposite slope of the same
range of hills as the Ivel, and not far from the springs
of that river ; but only a small part of its course is in Bed-
fordshire. The Ouzel, a tributary of the Ouse, separates
Bedfordshire from Buckinghamshire, but is to be considered
as properly belonging to the latter county. The fish of

the Ouse are pike, perch, tench, bream, chub, bleak, cray-
fi>h, fine eels, dace, roach and gudgeon. Bleak abound

particularly about Bedford bridge. Eels are found in the

greatest abundance and of the largest size at Stoke mill,

near Melchbourne. The fish of the Ivel are, for the most

part, the same as those of the Ouse : it is particularly
famous for gudgeon.
The navigation of the Ouse commences at Bedford, and

that of the Ivel at Shcfford : by means of these rivers the

county communicates with Huntingdonshire, Cambridge-
shire, and Norfolk ; and, more remotely, with other coun-
ties. There are no canals in Bedfordshire, but the Grand
Junction Canal approaches close to its western border at

Leighton Buzzard. The great road to Manchester, Leeds,
Carlisle, and Glasgow, passes through it on the S.W. side,

and the high north road, through York and Edinburgh, on
the eastern side.

Geological character. The range of the Chiltern hills

consists of chalk, which occupies the south-eastern part of

the county ; and is skirted along its N.W. boundary by
a belt of indurated chalk-marl, much covered by the debris

of the chalk hills. This chalk-marl is known in the county
by the name of clunch, and is extensively quarried at Tot-
ternhoc near Dunstable. It affords, by burning, a good
lime. The chalk-marl is blended with a blue marl, which

may perhaps be identical with the weald-clay of Kent, Surrey
and Sussex, or with what has been denominated the Folk-
stone clay. Iron-sand, the lowest of the formations which
intervene between the chalk and the oolites, stretches

across the county in the same direction as the other forma-

tions, viz., from S.W. to N.E. Beds of fullers' earth, which
occur in it, have been extensively worked, and in Fuller's
time this mineral was known by the name of Woburne
earth. The same formation contains also a considerable
quantity of fossil wood. This iron-sand rises into a well-
defined range of hills.

To the iron-sand succeeds a tenaceous adhesive clay, of a
dark blue colour, becoming brown on exposure, and known
by the name of Oxford clay. This stratum forms the vale
of Bedford, and affords a strong clay soil, occupied chiefly in

pasturage. It supplies several brick-kilns in the immediate
vicinity of the town, in one of which part of a new species
of Plesiosaurus was discovered in 1833. Many vertebra of
fossil Sauri have been found at Nemenham Mill, near Gol-

diagton : and an entire Plesiosaurus, of large dimensions,
was discovered in 1833, in a brick-field about two miles
north-west of Bedford, near the Ouse. The appearance of
coal gave rise to some attempts to find that mineral, at
Elstow near Bedford, which ended in disappointment. In
the N.W. part of the county, the Cornbrash limestone ap-
pears, and is quarried in several places. The Oxford clay
and the Cornbrash limestone are parts of the oolitic series.

(Conybeare and Phillips's Outlines of the Geology of
England and Wales ; Smith's Map and Delineation of the
Strata of England and Wales.)

Several springs in the county are impregnated with dif-

ferent minerals, but none of them are of any note. Drayton,
in his Poly-Olbion (22nd song), as quoted by Fuller, speaks
of a brook at Apsley Guise, near Woburn, the earth on the
banks of which had a petrifying qualit/: but this account
has been ascertained to be incorrect. Drayton's lines are as
follows :

' The brook which on her bank doth boast that earth alone.
Which, noted oCttrs isle, convertcth wood to stone.
That little Aefieley's earth we antieutly instill

'Mongst sundry other things, a wonder of the isle.'

Late compilers, borrowing probably from Drayton and
Fuller, speak of a petrifying spring near Woburn.

Climate, Agriculture. The climate of this county, par-
taking of that of the interior of England, is not so wet as the
western coast, nor so much exposed to cold winds as the
eastern maritime counties. The air in general is mild and

healthy, somewhat keen on the chalky hills, and moister on
the cold, wet clays. The surface of the county is much
varied; but none of the hills rise high or abruptly, with the

exception of the chalky ridge, which is a continuation of the
Chiltern hills, and which appears high only by comparison
with more gentle undulations. Many of the slopes of the
hills are skirted with woods and coppice, which add much to-

the general appearance of the country when viewed from ail

eminence. The soil varies greatly. On entering the county
from the south the soil is composed of chalk, covered with a

very thin layer of earth, which is consequently nearly in a
state of nature, and only fit for sheep-walks. On descending
the hills there occurs a mixture of chalk and clay, known by
the name of

' white land,' which is stiff, but tolerably fertile-

Various kinds of loam, chiefly clay, succeed, till you arrive

at a sandy belt which stretches obliquely across the county
from Leighton Buzzard to Biggleswade and Potton on the:

Borders of Cambridgeshire. Along this belt runs the river

[vel, which falls into the Ouse at Tempsford. Between the-

course of the Ivel and the valley of the Ouse near Bedford!

ies a tract of stiff soil of various texture and quality, but.

quite different from the light soils found in the belt. Along;
the course of the Ouse, especially near Bedford, a gravelly soil

irevails, covered in some places with a layer of rich, brown
sarth, well adapted for every kind of agricultural produce;.

Proceeding north of Bedford the general character of the-

soil is stiff, wet, and poor, with very few exceptions. The
most fertile spots in the county are in the brown earth.

Before-mentioned in the valley of the Ouse near Bedford,
and in the sandy belt, where the soil washed down from the

nils has accumulated, in particular basins, on a porous sub-
stratum. These soils, composed of rich loam and of great

depth, are admirably adapted for market-gardens, for which
.he county has long been noted. The parish of Sandy in

lartii'ular, not far from Biggleswade, and some others, pro-
luce an abundance of vegetables, not only for the supply of
the neighbourhood, but also for distant markets. At the

same time there are spots, both in the chalky hills and in

:he sandy eminences, which are as barren and unproduc-
tive as any in England ; especially where a grey, loose sand

abounds, on which nothing but ling or heath will grow.
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Thwe are tcaroely of any ute but * rabbit warrens, al-

though MOM of them h.ive been brought into rullivitiinn.

AUuitf liic nv. r lvi-1. in tin- parishes of Tmgnth, Flclwick,

\\ i'-!.niiim. II. lion, Muulden, &c., coiiMdvrable <|uunlily

uf liTruKinous peat i found.

1 in thiii brief sketch it will be seen that there in scarcely

mi) county uf which the toil in so diversified, anil ulu-i.- . \

|>eriiucnts on i In- best mode of cultivating various toiU

could be made with more advantage. With tlio well-known

iMlronune ol the Duke* of Bedford, especially of tin- Lite

L)uke Francis, and oilier larue proprietors, and the example
nl their stewards and immediate U-auitls, one would expect
a greater pmuie*s ill the science and practice of agriculture
than will bo found in the county in general on rureful

ii ition. Many improvements have, no doubt, been

intrUieed since the rounty has been more generally in-

closed, which could not be expected \vhtlc the- system of

nniriioii I'M Ms precluded any deviation from the esta-

blished rotations of crops; but much yet remains to be

done before the county of Bedford can vie with the easteni

maritime counties, from the Thames to the H umber, in

tl.c cultivation of the land, or in the management of

stock. The poor, cold clays, which form a considerable

portion of the soil of this county, as they are cultivated

at present, -jive no ".real return to the farmer. The chief

produce is corn, and it requires much labour and expense
to obtain a very moderate crop. This, together with the

gradual depreciation in the value of corn when compared
vi. 1:1 stock, makes the rents very I..w. Most of the land

north of Bedford does not let for above 10*. an acre, and
some as low as 6s., in spite of considerable expense incurred

by proprietors in fencing and making ditches, an essential

improvement on this kind of soil. That a better system
could be adopted there can be no doubt, but old prejudices
interfere with ihe belter management of cold, wet clays ;

and while poor light soils, formerly considered as nearly
barren, have been greatly improved by the introduction of

turnips and the profit on sheep, the poor clays are still

mauaged nearly in the same manner as they were a century
ago ; and many practical and intelligent men imagine, that

no new method can be adopted with any chance of success.

The chief cause of this is, perhaps, the difficulty of convert-

ing such soils into good pasture after having been once
broken up ; but this difficulty, however real, is not insur-

mountable.
On this subject we must refer the reader to the article

GR VSS-LAND, in which the principles of this, important part
of agriculture will be discussed. In the account of the agri-
culture of BERWICKSHIRE, also, some useful practical ex-

amples are given.
It must be acknowledged by all those who are interested

in the letting of land, that there is a great difficulty at pre-
sent in finding responsible tenants, with sufficient capital,
who are inclined to take a farm consisting chiefly of heavy
nd cold arable land, however low the rent may be ; and

that, when a tenant is tempted by a very reduced rent in

take such a farm, he is soon discouraged and repents of his

bargain : whereas light lands, however poor, upon which

turnips can be made to grow, and sheep can be kept, soon

find respectable tenants.

In the light lands the system is well established, and nothing
is required but to follow the regular course of crops, and pay

attention to the theep ;
the crops are logs precarious,

and the weather does not so often interfere with the common
operations, of husbandry. Hence it is that the chief im-

provements have been made in the sandy soils
; and it will

require some new impulse to agricultuial speculations to en-

I'ither proprietors or tenants to adopt an improved sys-
tem on ihe wet clays. Hut, even according to the old system
of fallowing and cropping, the clay soils in Bedfordshire arc

. the must approved manner, us will be seen
iiio usual operations with those on similar

.'1 Suffolk. The old method in Bedfordshire,
which is Mill continued by many farmers, was to fallow the

land every third year, and as by this system there was no
means of raising a sufficient quantity 'of manure to dress

the land fallowed, recourse wa, had to'tho Folding of
sheep.

This system was well adapted to situations where ample
commons gave the means of keeping the sheep at a small

,-e: but where such commons Inve lieen ind -e.l,

and the sheep must necessarily be maintained on the farm,
it is e\ :.l. 'lit that, unlc-s lixxl tor the sheep be raised on the

field ou which they arc folded, one part of the farm it

robbed to enrich the other ; and the damage dona to ilia

sheep by folding thein n c.tl.l, vtei ri.ivsm raini weuther,
is probably not compensated by the troud winch their manure
doe* U) the following crop. >er, also, in \\hich the

fallows ure treated is not perfect. The old custom was to

give only three ploughing, which hud distinct names : the

first was called the/u//<>U', the second tin ring, aud lite ihird

laying ti/i. There seems to have been a p.

frequent ploughing of still' soil, and the drag or harrow*
were not much used. This is very (liilerciit from the

lice on stiff sods in the county of Esv\, where they never

think thov can plough enough. (Sec Bachelor's i'urr/y </
Bedforduiin, p.

The usual rotation was, first a fallow, of which as much
as could be folded over with sheep was sown with w.

the remainder was slightly manured, and sown w iih i

The second crop was beans or oats ; and then the Uad was
so foul and exhausted as to require another summer fallow.

Better rotations have been introduced since the common
fields have been divided and inclosed ; but the old and

faulty system, under which the ancestors of the present ra<-c

lived comfortably, and at low rents, is looked back to by
many as superior to those which have been introduced

since. The great fault lies in the want of balance

tween the land tilled for corn, and that which is devoted to

grass or green crops for cattle. Some farms are man
in a scientific manner, but the example 1ms not been very

generally followed.

There are a few meadows along the course of the rivers

Ivel and Ouse which are occasionally flooded. Where the

subsoil is gravelly and porous, the herbage is good and
abundant

;
where it is composed of clay, and there is not u

very ready channel for the water to run off, the herbage is

coarse and full of rushes. These meadows might be much
improved by banks and sluices judiciously placed. In no
other part of the county is there much good grass-land, a few-

spots near the larger towns excepted. It has been in;:

a reproach to the soil of the county, that there was no pas-
ture in it that would fatten a bullock. Whether this be cor-

rect or not, it is certain that no such rich grass is to be found,
as may be seen in some of the richer grazing districts.

There is nothing remarkable in the cattle and sheep in

this county, there being no indigenous breeds of either.

The cows are of every imaginable breed: and as there are

few extensive dairies, except some about Ampthill, no par-
ticular breed is kept so pure as to deserve a name. Some
few individuals have taken pains to introduce choice cattle,

but these are exceptions; and, in general, the few o\cn
that are fatted are bought of drovers at the different lairs,

and are chiefly Scots, Welsh, and short-horns. The sleep
are mostly Leicesters and South-downs, which have nearly

superseded the old horned breed formerly kept ;
for alth

these were more hardy, and suffered less from folding on

cold wet land, the improved breeds are much more profit-

able, especially in inclosed fields.

Formerly there were many rabbit-warrens on the poor,

light, grey sands, as this was considered the only ii

or deriving any profit from so poor a soil. Most of these

have been converted into farms, whether with much ad-

vantage in general we will not say, but in some c

with a decided improvement; and rabbits are now con-

sidered more as a nuisance to the adjoining lands, than
as a source of profit. An attempt was made lately to

breed tame rabbits, and to fat them for the London mai
with food raised purposelv for them. Many thousands were

kept on this plan by Mr. Fisher, in buildings raised on

purpose near Ampthill, but the speculation did not answer,
and the establishment was broken up. Whether this

species of industry might not be profitable tn cottagers on a.

small scale, Is a subject worthy of experiment. The chief

thing to be attended to in feeding rabbits is cleanliness and

air; and from their prolific nature, and the value of the

skin and flesh of the best sorts, it is highly prnhaMe that,

with good management, a considerable
profit

mieht be made
from them. The pigs reared and fatted in Bedfordshire arc

mostly of the Berkshire anil Suffolk breeds, but no great

pains are taken to keep up thoir distinguishing Qualities, and

they an- often crossed very injudiciously. No animal varies

more in its qualities than the pig, and the different breeds
:ic point in common, that of beinu' prolific. The

qtialit Miig parly, and on n small quantity of food,

only to very improved breeds, which are not kept
sufficiently distinct in this county.
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The farms in Bedfordshire are not in general of grea'

extent. Some few contain from 500 to 600 acres, but the

average size is under 200. Leases for long terms are not

common, which is an obstacle to improvement. Farms
held from year to year may be kept in good heart, and
well cultivated, on the common established system, pro-
vided there be a just confidence in the honour of the land-

lord, that he will not suddenly or capriciously remove a
tenant ; but no great and permanent improvements can
be expected to be made, except by a proprietor or a lessee
for a considerable term. A tenant, liable to be ejected at
a short notice, cannot obtain credit to borrow money to lay
out on his farm

;
and if he is prudent, will not lay out his

own capital on an uncertainty. Formerly there were many
small proprietors and yeomen occupying their own lands
to the amount of from twenty to fifty acres, but they are

mostly reduced to the state of cottagers and labourers. A
very few have had the good fortune to take advantage of the

high prices, and to sell their farms to the surrounding larger
proprietors ; but many, by increasing their occupations,
which required additional capital, have been led to mort-

gage their land, and have gradually been involved, till they
were obliged to sell their little property to pay the mortgage.
Thus a class in society, between the cottager and the large
farmer, has nearly disappeared.
An agricultural society was established at Bedford in

1803, under the patronage of the Duke of Bedford, which
has done some good, and distributed rewards and prizes,
both for improvements in agriculture, and to encourage
industry ; but the true stimulus to improvement is profit,
and of late years this has been entirely wanting. The dis-

heartened farmer has no spirit to try experiments, which

require some outlay, without a rational prospect of an ade-

quate return : and the example of rich proprietors is seldom
followed, until the real profit is well ascertained, which it is

often very difficult to do.

The following is a list of the fairs held in Bedfordshire :

Ampthill, May 4 ;
Nov. 30. Bedford, First Tuesday in

Lent; April 21; July 5; Aug. 21; Oct. 11; Dec. 19.

Biggleswade, Feb. 14; Easter Saturday; Whitsun-Mon-
day ; Aug. 2

; Nov. 8. Dunstable, Ash-Wednesday ; May
22

; Aug. 12 ; Nov. 12. Elstow, May 15 and 16 ;
Nov. 5

and 6. Harrold, Tuesday before Old May-day, Old
Midsummer-day, and Old Michaelmas-day. Ickwell, parish
of Northell, April 6. Leighton Buzzard, Feb. 5 : second

Tuesday in April ; Whitsun-Tuesday ; July 26 ; Oct. 24.
St. Leonard's, near Bedford, Nov. 17. Luton, April 18;
Oct. 18. Odell, Whitsiin-Thursday. Potton, Jan. 27;
last Tuesday in April; first Tuesday in July; Tuesday
before Oot. 29. ShefTord, Jan. 23 ; Old Ladv-day ; May
19; Oct. 11. Selsoe, May 13; Sept. 21. Tuddington,
April 25 ; first Monday in June

j Sept. 4 ; Nov. 2
; Dec.

16. Woburn, Jan. 1
; March 23

; July 13 ; Sept. 2.5.

Jiirisions, Tntrns, <. Bedfordshire is divided into nine

hundreds: viz., Stodden, Willfly.and Barford in the north;

Biggleswade and Clifton in the east; Wixamtree in the

i. ire; Redboruestoke in the west; and Manshead and
Flitt in the south. The names of all these appear in the

Domesday survey, together with the following three half

hundreds: Stanburge, Weneslai, and Buchelai, These
half hundreds are now incorporated with the hundreds. The
town of Bedford also formed a half hundred by itself. The
number of parishes is given in Camden's Britannia as 1 16 ;

but by the population returns they appear to amount to 124,
beside* emu district (Chicksands) which is extra-parochial.
Of these 124 parishes, one extend* into Huntingdonshire,
one into Hertfordshire, and one into Northamptonshire.

The number of market towns is ten : Bedford, the

county town, on the Ouse, is a parliamentary borough. The

population of its five parishes amounted, by the returns of

18.J1, to 6959. Luton, on the Lea, in the southern part of

tin; county, comes next in respect of population. The town-

ship of Luton contained, in 1831, 3961 inhabitants, and the

whole parish of Luton 5693. Leighton Buzzard, or Busard

(population of township, in 1831, 3330, of the whole parish
5 1 49), is on the Ouzel. Biggleswade is on the Ivel ; it had,
in 1831, 3226 inhabitants. Dunstable (population, in 1831,

2117), once a parliamentary borough, and still retaining

something of the form of a corporation, is in the south part
of the county, between Luton and Leighton Buzzard.
These are the only towns which have more than 2000 inha-

bitants. [Seo BEDFORD, BIGGLKSWADK, DUNSTABLE,
LKIOHTO.V BUZZAHO, and LUTON.] The others, with their
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population in 1831, are as follows. Woburn (population
1827), a short distance north by east of Leighton Buzzard,
and on the high road to Manchester and Liverpool ; Potton
(population 1768), in the east part of the county, on the
border towards Cambridgeshire ; Ampthill (population 1688),
on the road between Dunstable and Bedford

; Harrold (po-
pulation 995), on the river Ouse, in the north-west part
of the county, on the border of Northamptonshire; and
Shefford on the stream described as the principal branch of
the Ivel (population 763). The market of Toddington
(population 1926), between Dunstable and Ampthill, has
been discontinued of late years. Of these smaller places
we subjoin a few other particulars.

Woburn, 41 or 42 miles from London, is a well built and
well paved town, with broad and handsome streets. It owes
much of its appearance to the circumstance of its having
been almost entirely rebuilt since 1724, when it was de-

stroyed by fire. It has a good market-house, built by the
Bedford family after the great fire just noticed, and much
improved by the present duke, from picturesque designs of
Mr. Blore. The parish church and school-house have also
been enlarged at his Grace's expense, by the same eminent
architect

; and a beautiful lantern and pinnacles have been
added to the church tower. It has a parish church (the
living is a perpetual curacy, with a commodious glebe house,
in the gift of the Duke of Bedford), two dissenting meeting-
houses (Independent and Methodist), some alms-houses,
and a large free-school, conducted on the Lanoasterian sys-
tem. The chiefemployments of the poor are straw-hat and
lace-making. There are four fairs in the year ; and the
market is held weekly on Friday. A divisional or petty
session is held in the market-house every fortnight.

There was an abbey of Cistercian monks at Woburn,
founded by Hugh do Bolebeo, A.D. 1145. It was valued at
the dissolution at 43 dl. \3s. \\d. gross income, or 39 \l. \8s.8rt.

clear yearly value. (Tanner's Not. Man.) The lust abbot,
Robert Hobs, was executed for denying the king's supre-
macy ; and the site of the abbey was granted to John, Lord
Russell, afterwards Earl of Bedford. Part of the old abbey
remains, but has been converted into the Duke of Bedford's

magnificent mansion which still retains the name. The
present abbey was partly put into its present form about
:he middle, and partly towards the end, of the last cen-

ury, and occupies four sides of a quadrangle, presenting
"our fronts of above 2UO feet. The west or principal front is

of the Ionic order, with a rustic basement. The offices are
at a short distance from the mansion

;
and the park is finely

liversified with wood and water. The tree on which Abbot
Hobs was hung is still standing, and is carefully preserved.
The abbey is adorned with some interesting portraits, includ-

ng those of Queens Mary and Elizabeth ; another of Mary
with her husband, Philip of Spain; Lady Jane Seymour,
wife of Henry VIII., and mother of Edward VI.; Anne of

Denmark, wife of James I.
;

Sir Philip Sidney ; William
Lord Russell, beheaded in 1683 ;

Rachel Wriothesley, his

admirable wife; General Monk ; Cecil, Lord Burleigh ; and

many others. In the dining-room is a fine collection of

wrtraits by Vandyke ;
and in the breakfast-room a nume-

ous series of views in Venice, by Conaletti, painted ori-

nnally for Bedford House. In the sculpture gallery are the

mtique vase known as the Lanti vase, brought over to Eng-
"and by Lord Cawdor, and a very lar.ge marble antient sar-

:ophagus (brought from Ephesus), on the four sides of which
ire sculptured the sad story of Achilles dragging Hector's

jody, Priam's ransoming it at its weight in gold, and other

Mst-Homeric traditions of the woes of Andromache and

Astyanax. In the park is a farm-yard on the most exten-

sive scale, and furnished with every convenience. It ori-

ginated with Francis, brother and predecessor of the present
Duke of Bedford.

Potton, 50 miles from London, and 6 or 7 from Biggles-
wade, has a good corn market, though not equal to what it

was formerly ; the decline is attributed by some to a fire

which, in 1 783, destroyed above fifty houses, and did damage
:o the amount of more than 25,000^. The living is a vicarage
n the gift of the crown. It was once held by the celebrated

Stillingfleet, who wrote here his Origines Sacrec, a work
esteemed one of the best defences of revealed religion.

Ampthill, 45 miles from London, and 8 from Bedford, has

an inconsiderable market, and one annual fair. It has a

good market-house; and near the middle of the town stands

an obelisk of Portland stone, in which is a pump. Near the

town is Ampthill House, the seat of Lord Holland. Ampt-
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hill Castle, which Mood in the park of Amplhilt Houte.wai
the residence of Catherine of Aragon, queen of Henry VIII.

while the business of her divorce was
pending.

The site of

the castle is marked by a cross erected in 1 773 by the Earl

of Upper Ossory, who then possessed the domain. \\ uh

Araptlull Park is united Houghton Park, in which are the

remains of Houirhton House, built by the Countess of Pem-
broke, sister of Sir Philip Sidney. There is an alms-house

for a reader, twelve poor men, and four poor women, about a

mile from Ampthill. Divisional or petty sessions are held

at Ampthill ever)' alternate Thursday.
Harrold. anticntly Harwolde or Harwood (Tanner's Not.

Man.), or Harles-wood. (Fuller's H'nrthies <if England.)
Tin-, small town is not upon any main road, its distance

from London cannot, thercfore.be accurately given, but it is

about 9 miles N.W. of Bedford. (Jeflerv's .!/.;;> / Bed-

fordshire.) Its market, which is on Thursday, is liitle

more than nominal, and the only branch of manufacture

carried on in the place is that of lace. There is a bridge
over the Ousc with a long causeway. Thti parish church is

adorned with a handsome Gothic' spire. The living is a

vicarage in the gift of the Earl de Grey. Harrold had once

a small priory, built in the reign of Stephen, first both for

canons and nuns of the order of St. Nicholas of Arrouasia,

but afterwards it consisted only of a prioress, and three or

four nuns of the order of St. Augustin. At the Dissolution

its tutal income was -1 7/. 3s. .'i/., its clear income Id/. 1 b.v. '.'(/.

The site was granted in 1544 to William Lord Parr. (Tan-
ner's AW. Stun.) The priory is now a farm-house, the pro-

perty of Earl de Grey. The only part of the conventual

buildings which remains is the refectory, now a barn called

the Hall Barn.
Sheflbrd is 41 miles from London, and 9 from Bedford.

It is on the road between these two, and on the river Ivel.

Beside-, a market on Friday, it has four fairs, the two first

(on the 23rd of January and Easter Monday) are con-

siderable marts for sheep and cows. It is a parochial cha-

pelry ; the chapel has been lately much enlarged. There is

also an endowed Catholic chapel. The navigation of the

Ivel commences here. Robert Bloomfield the poet died

here in 1823. At Chicksands near Shefford was a priory of

Gilbertines, founded about A.I>. 1150, by Pain de Beau-

champ and Roais his wife. Its gross yearly value at the

l> - ilution was 230/. ;u. 4rf., the clear yearly value,
2I2/. 3s. 5d. (Tanner's Not. Mon.) The site was granted
to R. Snow, from whom it came to the Osborn family. The

pre-ent residence of the Osborns retains much of the mo-
nastic appearance, and indeed consists in part of the remains

of the conventual buildings ; this house contains some valu-

able portraits.

Toddington is between Dunstable and Ampthill, about

5 miles from Dunstable, and 38 or 39 from London, nearly
"
miles from Ampthill, and nearly 15 from Bedford. The

market, which a century and a half ago was one of the most
considerable in the county, has been discontinued, and the

market-house pulled down : it has five fairs. The Gothic

church contains some antient monuments in its north and
south transepts : but these transepts, as well as the monu-
ments in them, are in a very dilapidated state. A curious

frieze of grotesque animals runs under the eaves of the

church roof There was an hospital at Toddington, founded,
in the time of Henry VI., in honour of John the Baptist, by
John Broughton. It was for a warden, being chaplain, and
three poor men. (Tanner s Not. Mon.) There is a Wesleyan
meeting-house at Toddington.
Diviuoiufor Kccletiastical and Legal Purposes. The

number of parishes in this county has been already given
as 124, hut this will not represent the number of benefices,

for several of these have been consolidated. Some of these

consolidations are of recent date. Messrs. Lysons (Magna
Britannia) state, that of 121 parishes (they probably omit

the three that are partly in other counties) 63 are vicarages,

the great tithes of which were formerly, with few excep-
tions, appropriated to religious houses, and are now in lay
haii

The county is in the diocese of Lincoln, and is under the

jurisdiction of the archdeacon of Bedford. It is divided into

fix rural deaneries, viz., Bedford, Clapham, Dunstable,
Eaton, Fleete, and Sheflbrd.

It is in the Norfolk circuit. The assizes and sessions are

held at Bedford, which is alio the chief place for the election

cf the two members for the county. The other polling places
for the county are, Sharnbrook in the north, Biggleswade in

the east, Lcighton Buzzard in the south-west, I.uton in the

south, and Ampthill. Besides the two county members, two
are returned for the borough of Bedford.

Civil History and Antii/mltef. At the time of the

Roman invasion, Bedfordshire appears to have formed part
of the territory of the Cattiuuchlani ; a people conjectured

by Camden to be the same as the Canii, mentioned In

1'ivsar among the tribes who submitted to him during his

second invasion of the island. In common with the other

inhabitants of South Britain they fell un.ler the Roman do-

mination. Three roads, which may be referred to this pericd,
or a still more antient one, crossed this county, ami se\eral

camps or earth works still remain. Of the roads, the Wat-

ling Street runs in a north- west direction, and commie* in tins

county with the high road from London through Dunstablu
and Fenny Stratford (Bucks) to Coventry. It was, probably,
of British origin, though used and improved by the Romans,
who had on it their station of Durocobrivaj (Antoninus), or

Forum Diunao (Richard ofCircnccster), now DnnstaMe. The

Ikening or Ikcneld Street, also of British origin, runs in a

south-west direction through Dunstnble. The third road, a

Roman military road, coincides with the present high north

road from near Baldock to the vicinity of BlggleaWMS, where

the modern road makes a bend, while the antient one pursues
a more direct course through Tempsford Marsh or Cow (

mon into Cambridgeshire. It is supposed that a Roman
road from the Ile of Kly to Cambridge led from the

latter place through Bedfordshire towards Fenny Stratford.

On the edge of a low range of the Chilterns at Maiden
Bower, near Dunstable, are the remains of a British station

or town. These remains consist of a vallum, nearly cir-

cular, thrown up on a level plain, and inclosing a space of

about nine acres. The banks are from eight to fourteen

feet high. There is no ditch on the south side, and on the

south-west and west only a very small one
;
on the north-

west is a descent to the meadows. Some have assigned to

this work a Saxon or Danish origin. About u mile west-

ward of this is another remarkable earth-work, called To-
ternhoe Castle. It consists of a lofty circular mount, with a

slight vullum round its base, and a larger one of an irregular

form at some distance from it. On the south-east side of

this is a camp, in the form of a parallelogram, about Situ feet

long, and 250 feet wide (the length extending from north-

west to south-east), secured on three sides by a vallum and
ditch (very entire on the south-east side), and protected on

the fourth (the south-west) side by a precipitous descent.

The irregular work is supposed to have been of British, and
the parallelogram of Roman origin. At or near the village
of Sandy, or Salndy, about three miles north of Biggleswade,
is supposed to have been the British or Roman town called

luXr/r.ii by Ptolemy, and Salinas in the Chotography of

the anonymous geographer of Ravenna. A large Roman
camp (once perhaps a British post), called popularly Casar's

Camp, may be traced in the immediate vicinity of this

place. It is of irregular form, being adapted to the summit
of the hill, and incloses about thirty acres. There are cir-

cular inclosures of earth on the heath near Lcighton Bu//ard,
and at about four miles east of Bedford near the road to

Great Barford and Eaton-Socon. The last is small, but of

considerable height, with openings on the north and south

sides, resembling an amphitheatre.
In the contest maintained by the Britons against their

Saxon invaders, and again by the Saxons against the en-

croachments of the Danes, Bedfordshire appears to have
been the scene of violent contest. At Bedford a battle as

fought in 471, 572, or 580, between Cutha, or Cuthwulf,
brother of Ceaulin, or Cealwin, King of the West Saxons,
and the Britons: in which the latter were routed, and lost,

in consequence of their defeat, four principal towns, one of

which was Lygeanburgh, supposed to be Leighton in this

county. Yet although this success was gained by the West
Saxons, the county was comprehended in the subsequently
formed kingdom of Merr.ia. founded by a body of Angle?.
Olfa, King of the Mercians, is said to have been buried at

Bedford ; but his sepulchre was carried away by an inunda-

tion of the Ouse. In the Danish wars Bedford suffered

severely, having indeed been ruined by those fierce invaders ;

hut it was repaired by Edward the Elder, son and succi --!

of Alfred the Great. The same prince afterwards besieged
and took Temesford, now Tcmpsford, which the Danes had
fortified. In 100'J and 1010, during the war between

Ethelred II. and Swcyn, King of Denmark, the Danes in-

vaded this county. In the latter of these years they burnt
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Bedford and Temesford : but in 1011 the county returned

under the sway of Ethelred.

An account of the castle of Bedford, and the historical

circumstances connected with it, has been given in the

article BEDFORD.
It is supposed that all the other baronial castles in the

county of any note had been destroyed in the reign of John ;

and it is perhaps owing to this that we read of so few occur-

rences in Bedfordshire during the civil war of the Roses.

This county was the scene of few conspicuous events during
the civil war between Charles I. and his parliament.

Bedfordshire possessed several monastic establishments.

There were six '

greater monasteries,' i. e. monasteries pos-

sessing above 2001. clear yearly revenue at the time of the

Dissolution: viz., Elstow Abbey, near Bedford, for Bene-
dictine nuns, founded in the time of William the Conqueror
by his niece Judith ; gross yearly income 325/. 2.?. \d., clear

income 284/. 12s. \\d. Dunstable Priory, for Black Canons,
was founded by Kii:g Henry I. in the latter part of his

reign ; at the Dissolution the gross revenuewas 402/. 14s. id.,

and the clear revenue 344/. 13*. 3d. per annum. Wardon,
or Warden, otherwise De Sartis Abbey (Warden, ouce a

market town, is to the right of the road to Bedford, between
Shefford and that town), was founded by Walter Espec,
in 1 1 35, for Cistercian monks ; at the Dissolution it had
442/. 1U. llil. gross, or 389/. 16?. 6d. clear yearly revenue.

Woburn Abbey and Chicksands Priory, near Shefford, have

been already noticed. Newenham Priory, near Bedford,

was founded in the time of Henry II. by Simon Beauchamp,
who removed hither a priory of Black Canons from St.

Paul's, Bedford
;
the gross yearly revenue of Newenham

Priory at the Dissolution was 343/. 15s. 5d., the clear re-

venue 2'J3/. 5*. 11</. There were many minor establish-

ments, priories, nunneries, hospitals, &c.

Of these monastic establishments there are no consider-

able remains, except of Dunstable Priory, Elstow Abbey,
Xi-.venham and Chicksand's Priory, the last of which has

been already noticed. The parish churches of Dunstable
and Elstow were the conventual churches

;
indeed Dun-

sta'ile church is only the nave of the original structure.

These exhibit the Norman intermingled with the early

English style of architecture.

Among 'the parochial churches of this county are some
relics of early architecture. The nave of Pudington church,
in the north-west extremity of the county, has the semi-

circular arch and zigzag moulding characteristic of the

Norman, or, as some call it, the Saxon style : the same

style is also conspicuous in the south door of St. Peter's at

Bedford, and in the doors of the churches at Elstow, Flit-

wick, and a chapel at Mcppcrshall. The early English
is to be traced in the churches of Felmersham, on the

Ouse, not far below Harrold; Eaton Bray and Studham,
both in the southern extremity of the county ; Barton in

the Clay, between Luton and Bedford ; Leighton Buz-
zard : and, though in a small degree, Luton. The deco-

rated English style, which prevailed in the fourteenth century
and succeeded the early English, is to be traced in Low
Smidon and Ampthill churches; in St. Paul's, Bedford

;
in

Silsoc Chapel, and in some churches already mentioned.

Dunstablo, Leighton Buzzard and Luton churches are per-

haps the best deserving of examination of any in the county.
It does not appear that there are any remains of baronial

castles in Bedfordshire, except the earth works which mark
their sites, and which may be observed at Bedford, Eaton-

Socon, and other places.

Education, School*, fyc. The parliamentary papers of

1820 exhibit a return of the state of education in this

county. The return was ordered by the House of Com-
mons to be printed, April 1, 1819. There were then forty-

two endowed schools, exclusive of the Harpur free-schools at

Be Kurd, giving instruction to 2066 children, and possessing
a revenue of 13'25/. per annum: of these schools four were on

the plan of Bell or Lancaster, and had in them 655 children.

Of unendowed day-schools the return was as follows :

National and Lancasterian schools

Common day-gchools .

Dames' schools

School!.

6

42
46

Endowed
Unendowed day-schools 94

42

Total 13C

Scholars.

319
1149
849

'2317

2066

"4383

Of the 4383 children taught in the day-schools, endowed
and unendowed, 2587 received a gratuitous education, and
1 796 paid for their instruction. There were at the same
time seventy-seven Sunday-schools giving instruction to
5060 children.

An account of the Harpur charity will be found in the
article BEDFORD.
The free-school at Wohurn is not endowed, but has

been supported since 1582, by the successive earls and
dukes of Bedford. The school is now on the Lancasterian

system, and contains 150 boys. The master's stipend (50/.

per annum) is paid by the Duke of Bedford, who also keeps
the school premises in repair. (Reports of the Commis-
sioners appointed to inquire into Charities.)
The report of the National Society for promoting

the Education of the Poor, for 1832, gives an account of
the state of education in the county of Bedford, but the
account includes only schools connected with the Church
of England ;

and it is further incomplete from the circum-
stance, that from thirty-nine parishes or parochial ehapel-
ries no return had been made. The account states, that
there were forty-three Sunday and daily schools, and fifty-
two schools held on Sunday only. In schools of the former
kind 1287 hoys and 1254 girls were instructed; and in
those of the latter kind 1771 boys and 1957 girls ; making
a total of 3058 boys and 3211 girls, or 6269 children. The
population of the county in 1831 was 95,383.

Population. Bedfordshire is the most purely agricultural
county in England, having the smallest proportional number
of inhabitants engaged in manufactures and trade. Indeed,
it can hardly be said that the county contains any persons
engaged in manufactures. At the census of 1831 it was
found that thirty-eight males above twenty years of age
were so employed, but these few persons might with equal
propriety have been included among the class engaged in
trade or handicraft, their employment being for the most
part that of straw-platting. Bedfordshire is one of the very
few counties which has maintained, relatively to other

counties, the same position as regards the employment of
the people at each of the enumerations of 1811, 1821, and
1831. The proportions in which the inhabitants were em-
ployed at e^ch of those dates were as follows :

1811. 1821. 1831.

AgricuUure .

Trade, manufactures, &c.
Other classes .

63' 1

27-9
9-

61'9

27'8
10-3

56'8

2.5
'

7

17-5

100100 100

The proportions for all England were:

Agriculture . 34' 7 33' 27'7

Trade, manufactures, &c. 45'9 47'6 43'1
Other classes . 19'4 19'4 29"2

100 100 100

The diminution in the proportion of families in Bedford-
shire engaged in agriculture in 1831 was not sufliciently

great to place the county in this respect after any other.

The population of Bedfordshire at each of the four enu-

merations made in the present century was as follows:

1801 . 63,393
1811 . 70,213 increase 10'75 per cent.

1821 . 83,716 19-23
1831 . 95,483 13'93

showing an increase in the course of thirty years of 32,090

souls, or 50$ per cent.

The ages of the population were ascertained in 1821, at

which time there were in Bedfordshire,
MMes. Females. Total.

Under 20 years old . . 20,967 20,955 41,922
Between 20 and 40 . . 10,085 12,461 22,546
Between 40 and 60 . . 6,298 6,725 13,023
Above 60 years . . . 3,031 3,175 6,206

Ages unknown ... 4 15 19

40,385 43,331 83,716
The following summary of the population, as it stood at

the last enumeration in May, 1831, is taken from Mr.

Rickman's abstract of the returns, and exhibits a suffi-

ciently detailed account of the number and occupations of

the inhabitants of the county:
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violence (housebreaking) ; 86 offences against property with-
out violence; 68 of the offences in this class are described

as simple larceny ; 7 were malicious offences against pro-

perty (killing and maiming cattle, and arson) ;
of the re-

maining 44 charges, 12 were offences against the game
laws, and 32 were for trifling breaches of the peace. The
total number of convictions was 130, only 5 of which were
for capital offences, and the sentences upon these 5 convicts

having been commuted for transportation, 4 for life and 1

for fourteen years; no execution took place within the

county during the year. Of the 1 64 persons charged 1 58
were males, and only 6 females ; their ages respectively Were
as follows :

Females.
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but only the muter, and he did not weir the habit of his

order. However, it continued to the Dissolution, when.

being seiied by Hi-nn VIII., it was granted, in 1547. with

all it* revenues, to the mayor, commonalty, and citizens of

London, from which time only it became an hospital for the

cure of lunatics.

In the infant state of thin charily no other provision was

made for the unfortunate patients, beside* confinement and

medtral relief; it was left for the judicious benevolence of

succeeding times to improve the good work, and to supply

the subsistence and care which has restored so many dis-

tracted objects to their families and to society. There is no

account of donations received for this institution before the

year 1632. About 1644 it was under consideration to

enlarge the old hospital, but the situation had become

close and confined. The New Hospital of Bethlehem, as

it wa* then termed, was begun to lie built in April, 1675,

upon a plot of ground near London Wall, on the south side

of the lower quarter of what wag then called Little Moor-

fields ;
the design of the building was taken from the palace

of the Tuilcries, and was once admired. It is said U> have

been finished in the month of July, 1676. It has since,

however, given way to a fitter building for its purpose,

upon a distant, but more commodious spot, erected in 1814 ;

and the Hospital of St. Mary Bethlem is now placed

upon the other side of the Thames, in the parish of Lam-
beth. (See Shakspeare, Reed's edit. 1 803, vol. xiii. p. 378 ;

Tanner's Notitia Monastica, ut supr. ; Dugdale's Monas-
ticon Anizlicanum, new edit. vol. vi. P. ii. p. 621 ; and
f! .wen's Hiit. Aooounl of the Origin, Progress, $c., of
Belhlem Hospital, 4lo. Land. 1783. [For the treatment of

lunatics, see LUNATIC ASYLUM.]
BEDLAM BEGGARS was the nnticnt name for such

patients of the Hospital of Bcthlcin, after it became a lunatic

asylum, as, being partially cured, were allowed to go at large.

Kdgar, in
'

King Lear,' act ii. scene iii., when assuming the

character of Poor Tom, says

The country gives me proof ai.il precedent
Of torffam btvyirs, who, with roaring voices,

'

Strike in their numb'U und mortified li.irc arms

Pini, wooden pricks, unils, sprigs of rosemary,' \c.

Aubrey, in his ' Remains of Guntilismc,' an unpublished
work, preserved among the Lansdown MSS. in the British

Museum, part iii. fol. 231 b., tells us,
' Before the civil

wars, I remember Totn-a-Bedlams went about a-begging.

They had been such as had been in Bedlam, and come to

BOIUC degree of soberness, ami when they were licensed to go
out they had on their left arm an armilla of tin printed, of

about three inches breadth, which was sodervd on.'

B EDLIS (also wntten BETLI S, BIDL1 S, and BITLIS),
in the Armenian language named Paugesh, one of the most
antient cities of Kurdistan, is situated, according to Jau-
bert (Voyage en Armenia et en Perse, p. 475), in lat.

38 34' 30", and long. 40 10' E. of Paris (I. e. 42 30' E. of

Greenwich), on the southern side of the Nimrod mountains,
and at a distance of about twenty miles, in a south-easterly
direction, from the lake of Van. It extends across the

greater part of a fine valley, remarkable in the history of

the East for a signal defeat which the Osman sultan,
Suleiman the Magnificent, here sustained from the Persians
in Ij33. (See Malcolm's Hilt, of Persia, vol. L pp. 507,

i Tavernier (Persian Travels, book iii. ch. iii.) says
that the town is built like a sugar-loaf,

'
the ascent being so

strep on every side that there is no getting to the top but

by wheeling and winding about the mountain.'
The castle belonging to the town is situated on the top of

a high mountain on the western side of the valley. The
country around Bodlis is highly eultivatcd, and fertile in

grain, cotton, hemp, rice, olives, &c. The neighbourhood
abound* in game ; the surrounding hills are infc-tcd l>y

ii.'iis, wolves, and bears. The inhabitants of Bedlis, in-

cluding those of the neighbouring villages, are supposed by
Kinneir ((;>',graphical Memoir of the Persian Kmpirf. pp.
330, 331) to amount to 20,000, partly Kurds and Turks,
parti) Armenian and Syrian Christians. The Armenians
h.ive four churches and four monasteries, and enjoy more
liberty here than in other Mohammedan states.

The part of Kurdistan in which Bedlis is situated now
firms part of the Asiatic dominions of the Osmans. When
Tavernier visited this province in IC64, Bedlis was in the

possession of a powerful independent bey,who acknowledged
! "iilicr the supremacy of the grand seignior of Constanti-

HL| k-, Dor that of the shah of Persia ; and Tavernier ob-

serves that it wa* the interest of throe two sovereigns to

stand well with him, lest ho should intercept the passage
li.iin Aleppo to Taurir., which leads ihrmiuli the Mille\ nf

Bedlis ; the straits of the mountains being to narrow that

ten men might defend them ngainsl a thousand. The nxid

of the earavans that travel from Em-rum tn B.igdad still

passes through Bedlis. Colonel Montcith thinks it probable
that Xonophon may have ascended the puss nl Bnlhs

(Journal of the Royal Geographical St*".rti/. vol. in. p. 51),

and accounts for his not mentioning the Like of Van. liy

the circumstance that the road from Bedlis to TiebiMnd,
which he must have followed, lies on the bum hern side of

the Nimrod Mountains, whi'-h encompass the lake. Ac-

cording to Ouscley's Kim llankal (p. 165), there arc three

days' journey from Bedlis to Khullat, and as much to Mu-
farekein.

BKDMINSTER. [Sec BRISTOL.]
BEDNORE, a district situated on the summit of the

range of mountains called the Western Ghauts, in the

north-west quarter of the dominions of the rajah of M
and overlooking to the west the province* ofCanan
Malabar. The Western Ghauts are from 2ni'(t to 3Uii lot

higher than the chain of hills called the Eastern Ghaut-.

B GHAUTS.] The range, on the summit of whirl.

nore is situated, is elevated from 4000 to 5000 feet above

the level of the sea, and presents towards the went a very

rapid slope, which intercepts and breaks the clouds brought

there by the we-tern monsoon. The climate is in conse-

quence exceedingly moist, and it is calculated that nine

months out of the year are rainy, and to such a degree as

to oblige the inhabitants to p'rovide thcmsehes before-

hand, at least for six months of the time, with a stock of pro-
viM'Mis. By means of this excessive moisture vegetation is

rendered extremely luxuriant : the timber trees throughout
the district attain to great dimensions, and in some pat:
underwood and jungle arc quite impenetrable. In conse-

quence of the difference of elevation, the seasons are usually
one month more backward than in Canara.
The productions of the district of Bcdnore, which it raises

in sufficient abundance for exportation, are betel-nut, carda-

moms, pepper, sandal-wood, and a small breed of cattle.

The most important of these articles in point of quantity is

betel- nut. In return, Bcdnore imports rice, salt, oil, and
cotton goods from the low country. The roads, in conse-

quence of the prevalence of rain, are wretched, and almost

all the exports and imports are conveyed by men. without

the aid of any kind of carriage or beasts of burthen. A
great part of the external trade of the district is carried on

through the port of Mangalore.
Bednore district, together with Cuddapah, some Mah-

ratta provinces, the country of the Nairs, and other small

states on the Malabar coast, were conquered by Hyder Ally
in 1763, shortly after his usurpation of the musnud of My-
sore

;
but on the fall of Tippoo the creator part of the-'

quests were again severed from Mysore. Bednore is st;ll

attached to the rajah's dominions, but that prince is under
the protection of the East India Company, with whose go-
vernment he has concluded a subsidiary treaty.

(Rennell s Memoir nf a Map of Hindustan ; Buchanan's

Journey thrmi^h Mi/sure: Rrports of Committee of House
of Commons on the Affairs of India, 1832.)

BEDNORE, the capital of the district just described, is

situated in 13 50' N. lat.. and 75 6' E. long. This town
was originally called Biderbully, signifying Bamboo Village ;

but when the seat of government was removed hither from

Ikcry,
the name was altered to Bideruru, or Bamboo Piarc.

Previously to this event the place consisted of a temple dedi-

cated to cftlciatta (one of the titles of Siva) and a few sur-

rounding houses, governed by a Brahmin chief. On be-

coming the seat of thn rajah's government, the chief part of

the revenue of the country was expended there, and Biiic-

ruru became a town of magnitude. Its situation is favour-

able for trade, the pass leading from Mangalore through

Bednore being one of the best roads in the Western Ghauts.

When attacked and taken by Hyder Ally in 1 7B3, it is said

to have contained 20,000 good houses, besides meaner

dwellings. The ground on which it stands bein;; very un-

even, the town was never closely built, and it occupied an

area, the circumference of which was eight miles. The

place was defended by a circle of woods, hills, and fortified

defiles. Towards the centre stood the rajah's palace, built

on a high hill, nnd surrounded by a citadel. Hyder added
some new works, but as the palace was commanded by some
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neighbouring hills, it could never have been capable of

offering much resistance. While in the possession of

Hyder he made it his chief arsenal, and employed many
people in making arras and ammunition : much money was
coined there during his reign. This chief also held out
much encouragement to merchants, so that the trade of the

place increased greatly. He likewise attempted to introduce
the cultivation of silk, and caused many mulberry planta-
tions to be made, but with little or no success, owing, pro-

bably, to the dampness of the climate.

When the town was taken by Hyder Ally, he found in it

a considerable amount of treasure, and is said to have con-
fessed that to this acquisition he was in a great measure
indebted for his future success. Colonel Wilks has esti-

mated the spoil which then fell into the conqueror's hands
at twelve millions sterling, but this is doubtless a great

exaggeration, and seems to partake of the nature of eastern

hyperbole. Hyder changed the name of the town to Hyder-
nujrgur ;

he built a palace outside the citadel, and resided

in it for three years.
In the beginning of 1783 the town was taken by the

English, under General Mathews, on which occasion the
commandant of the fort, to make a show of offering an obsti-

nate resistance, burnt the palace. The attack made upon
Bednore by Tippoo Sultan in the month of April following,

appears to have taken the English quite by surprise. It is

said that nearly all the British troops were at that time dis-

persed in every direction in search of spoil, and Tippoo made
an easy conquest. The whole town was burnt during an

engagement which preceded the capitulation.
The palace was rebuilt by Tippoo, and the town was

partly restored ; but the materials employed, being only
timber and mud, could not be expected to last long in a

country where the rains are so excessive. At his death the

town contained about 1500 houses, and some additions have
been made to it since that time. No manufactures are car-

ried on here, and the chief support of the place is from trade,
for which it is well situated.

Bednore is 452 miles from Bombay, 1290 from Calcutta,
413 from Hyderabad, 445 from Madras, 382 from Poonah,
and 187 from Seringapatam, all travelling distances.

(Renneli's Memoir of a Map of Hindustan ; Mill's His-

tory uf British India ; Wilks's History of the South of
India; Buchanan's (Hamilton) Journey through Mysore,
Canara, and Malabar.)
BEDSTRAW. [See GALINUS.]
BEDU1NS. [See ARABIA.]
BEE, the name common to all the species of a very

numerous tribe of insects of the Order Hymenoptera.
In England alone about two hundred and fifty species

have been discovered. Kirby, in his beautiful monograph,
"
Apum Angliaj,'' divides them into two great groups Apis

and Melitlu, which differ principally in the proboscis. In

Apis the tongue (fig. 3, c), or central part of the proboscis,

Fig- 1.

ui'liT tide of the Heart of one of Ilir Audnruiiln (Wclittn, Kirby), i

ing the proboscis, ft, the tongue

is generally long, and the proboscis itself has two joints, one
near the base, and another about the middle

; that at the
base directing it outwards, and that in the middle directing
it inwards : when folded, the apex of the tongue points
backwards. In Melitta the tongue (fig. 1, a) is short, and
the proboscis has but one fold, which is near the base

; and
when folded, the apex of the tongue points forwards. These
two groups are also subdivided by Kirby, and the character

of each subdivision is given in detail
;
but he did not think

proper to give names to these smaller groups. It has, how-

ever, since been thought necessary to consider the smaller

groups as genera; and hence they have all been named,
the greater portion of them by Latreille. When the smaller

groups were considered genera, the greater ones becamo
families, and are named Apidce and Andrcenidce by Dr.

Leach.
The species of Andrjcnidse, which are very abundant

during the spring months, frequent grassy banks ; the males
are generally seen (lying about hedges. The females

usually construct their nests underground ;
for which

purpose they generally select a bank in a southern aspect
some species choose sandy situations, while others pre-
fer a heavier soil. The female having fixed upon a con-

venient spot, excavates a cylindrical hole, from live or six

inches to a foot in depth, and only just large enough to

allow her to enter
;
at the bottom it is slightly increased in

width, and rendered smooth by being lined with a glutinous
substance. The labour of forming these cells is consider-

able, for the soil is removed grain by grain, and deposited
round the entrance of the hole, so that a little hillock is

formed. The cell being completed, her next object is to

furnish it with pollen ; this is collected from flowers, and
carried on the tibia; of the hinder legs, which are thickly
furnished with tolerably long hair, among which the pollen
is carried until she arrives at the cell. When a sufficient

quantity of pollen is collected, and made into a kind of paste

by the addition of a portion of honey, it is formed into a

little ball, in which an egg is deposited ;
the mouth of the

cell is then carefully closed, to prevent the entrance of other

insects. The egg soon hatches, and becomes a larva, which
feeds upon the pollen until it is all consumed ; the larva

then turns to a pupa, and the pupa to the perfect insect. It

is remarkable that the Andrcnnidce seldom make their ap-

pearance after the spring months and early part of the

summer, although the eggs laid at that time have under-

gone all their metamorphoses (in many instances) by the

autumn. The newly-disclosed insect remains all the inter-

mediate time in a torpid state. We believe that the species

only live one year, for in the autumn we have found many
of them on the ground dead, and the inner part of their

body devoured : this is probably done by a spider which is

found in the same situations.

The habits of the species of Apida; are more variable
;

many excavate their cells in wood ; some, like the cuckoo,

make use of the nests of other species ;
others again do not

excavate cells, but make use of any hole already formed, or

of some other situation, convenient for that purpose. Of
this last description, a species of the genus Anthidium has

afforded a remarkable instance. This bee is nearly the size

of the hive-bee, but is broader in proportion, and is easily

distinguished from all the hitherto-discovered British species,

by having a series of bright yellow spots on each side of

the abdomen. A female of this species has been known to

build her nest in the lock of a garden gate. The nest con-

sists of a number of cells formed of down collected from the

anemone sylvestris, and probably from other woolly-leaved

plants, scraped off by the bee with its jaws.
The flight of this insect is exceedingly swift

;
but when

it has discovered a flower on which it intends to settle

(generally that of the blind nettle), it stops suddenly, poises

itself in the air for a few seconds, and then darts upon the

(lower, dislodging any bee which may have settled upon it

before.

Sometimes it appears more anxious to dislodge other

bees, and to prevent their gathering honey, than to collect

for itself, for it flies about from flower to flower, and pounces

upon all it meets with.

Anthuphora retusa is another bee, which, in its flight,

very much resembles the one just described. This bee is

considerably larger than the hive-bee : the male is brown,

sometimes inclining to an ochre colour, and is remarkable

for the three long tufts of hair which are attached to the

middle leg, two of them to the tip of the tibice (that on the
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posterior part being very long), and another to the tip of

tho tanu*. The female of this species U so much unlike

the malo, that it has Wu thought by many to lie a .1

i; is entirely bl.ick. except the outer -i'lc of the

hinder tibia-, which i 'covered with red hairs: it is without

llii> t,,:i - .. tlui intermediate leg. This specie* constructs

its cclU i. -of bantu, generally choosing those

which re perpendicular.
1 1 is to tins same family that the hive-bee belongs, to the

: v and economy of which we shall confine onrschc-.

The Api* meUifica, hive-bee, or honey-bee, has for many
age* justly claimed the attention and study of naturalists.

ig the earliest of its observers may In? cnum
Aristotle and Virgil : also An.-tomachus of Soli in Cilicia,

and 1'l.ilisi-us the Thasian. Anstomarhua, we are told by

Pliny, attended solely to bees for fifty-eight years ; and

Phili*cut, il i> said, spent the whole of his lime in forests,

investigating their habits. (Plin. xi. 9.) Both these ob-

servers wroto on the bee. In modern times the labours of

.Sua'iimerdam. Reaumur, Bonnet, Schirach, Thorley, Hun-
ter. Hul.er, iiii'l other?, have added greatly to our know-

ledge of this interesting species.
The honey-bee always lives in society with many of its

own species. In its natural state it generally constructs

it- nc.-t in hollow trees
;
but throughout Europe it is now

rather a rare occurrence to find it otherwise than domes-
ticated.

Each society or swarm is composed of three descriptions
of bees the male or drone, the neuter or worker, and the

female or queen.

Pig, 3.

The Ihnv deteriptlont of !!<< of a liive. n. :hr Male or Drone ; I. the
.ir or Wurkn : e, ttx i'rmnK- or Uuvrn. The !! ilrnotu the ua

tonl Uofth of each.

The Drone.nr Male Bfe, in general form, is almost cylin-
drical, the separation lid-.vc n ih.> thorax and abdomen

being much l>"-s distinct than in the fcmnlo or neuters.

The head is l:iri;r, rather narrower than the thorax: the

eyes are very large, ami meet at the vertex of the head, but

divide as tin y approach the forehead ; close to the point of

separation there are three stemmata. The antenna) are

thirteen-jointcd. The thorax is thickly covered above and

beneath with short pale brown hairs resembling \el\rl.

Tho length of the abdomen is scarcely 'greater than iu

breadth, and it is terminated ubluseh : il h.is only four

meats viable from the upper side, tin- an.il M-JJIIU iit.s .

hidden beneath the others. The ha.sul and apic.i,

are each thickly covered with pale hairs. The colour of the

abdomen is black above, having nient

of a light brown colour; the underside of the bud\ i al.-o

pale. The. lens are black; tho inner side of the hinder
- covered with pale down. All the claw* are divided,

the inner part being Dearly equal in length to

part. The wings are lar^i
1

, and rather longer than the body ;

the anterior wings are rather acute at the a)>e\.

The drone may be readily distinguished from the queen
aiul workers by its greater breadth, large eyes (which
in the top of the head), and the abdomen having onh lour

segments visible from the upper side. Tho wing* are much
longer in proportion than those of the worker or queen,
for in this sex they reach beyond tho extremity of the

abdomen.
The number of drones in a hive is remarkably irregular,

vary ing from six or seven hundred to two thousand ; but
the proportion is not regulated by the number of

tamed in the hive, for a small swarm will sometin
as many drones as a large one.

The time required to complete the metamorphosis of the

drone is as follows. In three days after the iie]>o>ition of

the eg^', the larva makes its appearance : about the middle
of the seventh day from this time, ihe larva having then

arrived at its full growth, spins iu cocoou, a silken sub-

stance with which it lines the interior of its cell : ihis is

accomplished in about a day and a half. It then turns to

the pupa, and ultimately to the perfect insect, having been
about four-and-twenly days from the laying of the e^g to

the coming forth m the winded state.

The Xeuter, or H'ttrker, is of a dark-brown colour, ap-

proaching to black : the head and thorax resemble those of

the female, hut the head has blaek hair on the vertex. The
abdomen is conical, and composed of six distinct segments:
the basil one is thickly covered with hair, the other seg-
ments are. sparingly clothed. The leg* are blaek : the

plantm of the hinder legs are transversely striated on the

inner side. The wings when closed nearly reach to the

ajiex of tho abdomen.
In about four days after the egg of the worker has been

deposited, the larva is hatched, and in five or six more (ac-

cording to the weather) it is full grown : it is then -

up in its cell by the nurse bees with a covering of farina

mixed with wax. As soon as the larva is inclose.! r

its cocoon, which operation requires about thirty-six hours :

it then turns to the pupa, and in about eight (lavs more to

the perfect insect; having been ono-and-tweiity days in

existence, that is, from the lime the eizg was laid until the

insect has attained its perfect stale. Tho number of workers
in a well-stocked hive is about fifteen or twenty thousand.
The occupation of these bees i.s to collect honey, pollen, and

propolis ;
to build tho combs, and to attend upon the young.

Fig, 3.

a, ll pnboMW at th* Mvc-bM : e. th* tanfrnc : ft. the hinder leg of the
nurkei-bro ; d, the put on which the pollen ! carried.
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Honey is collected by means of the proboscis. To a com-

mon observer tbis instrument appears to be a single tube,
through which it is thought the honey is conveyed to the
stomach by suction

; but if we examine the proboscis
through a lens of very moderate power, we find that it is

composed of five very distinct parts, a central stalk and
four lateral ones, two on each side. The central part is

that which is principally used in collecting honey : this part
is not perforated, but is a flat cartilaginous substance, and
is used as a tongue in lapping up the honey, which is then

conveyed to the pharynx, and is afterwards disgorged into
the cells of the comb, part being used for the purpose of

feeding the young, and the remainder stored up for the
winter's consumption.

Po/len is collected from the antherse of flowers, and is

carried on the outer surface of the tibiae, or middle joint of
the hinder leg : this part of the leg is very broad ; on one
side it is concave, and furnished with a series of strong
curved hairs on its margins, forming a natural basket admi-

rably adapted to the purpose for which it is used. This
substance mixed with honey forms the food of the Ian',
for which purpose alone it is collected.

In many instances it is only by the bees travelling from
flower to (lower that the pollen or farina is carried from the
male to the female flowers, without which they would not

fructify. One species of bee would not be sufficient to fructify-
all the various sorts of flowers, were the bees of that species
ever so numerous, for it requires species of different sizes

and different constructions. ' M. Sprengel found, that not

only are insects indispensable in fructifying different species
of iris, but that some of them, as /. Xiphium, require the

agency of the larger humble bees, which alone are strong
enough to force their way beneath the stile flag ;

and hence,
as these insects are not so common as many others, this

iris i? often barren, or bears imperfect seeds.'

Prnpolii is a resinous unctuous substance, of a reddish

colour, and is collected from the buds of trees : it is not only
used in lining the cells of a new comb, but it is sometimes
kneaded with wax and used in rebuilding weak parts. It is

also used in stopping all the crevices in the interior of a
hive. The workers which arrive laden with this substance
are relieved of their burthen by others ; these in their turn
distribute it among many, who employ it for the purposes
above-mentioned.
Nature has provided checks to prevent the too rapid in-

crease of the various species of insects. Among those of
the hive-bee, the hornet and wasp, and two or three species
of moths, commit great devastation. Wasps frequently take

possession of a hive, and after destroying, or causing their

weaker neighbours to desert the hive, consume all the honey
it contains, and sometimes even construct their own nests
in the hive.

Acherontia, alropos, or the death's-head hawk-moth, which
is almost as large as our common bat, sometimes makes its

way into hives, and consumes much of the bees' stores.

This insect has the power of emitting a peculiar sound, not
unlike that of the queen-bee : this sound is supposed to

have the same effect (that of rendering the workers motion-

less) as that emitted by the queen.
Two other moths commit great devastation in hives :

these are small species (Galleria alvearia, and G. melon-
el/a the honey-moth, and the honeycomb-moth), which, in

spite of the guards constantly kept at the entrance of hives,

gain admittance, and deposit their eggs in the combs. The
larvae hatched from these eggs form passages through the
comb in all directions, spinning a silken tube as they pro-
ceed, which it appears is too strong for the bees to destroy,
and of course they cannot sting the larvae. These larvae

generally oblige the bees to desert the hive after a short

time.

In attending upon the young the labour of the workers

appears to be divided : a certain number always remain

brooding over the cells and feeding them, while others are

employed in collecting honey. It is these last that are the

principal secreters of wax, and are called wax-workers : the

f;>rmer are called nurse-bees.

The Queen-bee is of a dark-brown colour: the head is

thickly furnished with yellow hairs, except on the fore-

head, where the hair is nearly black
;
on the vertex there

are three small convex simple eyes, or stemmata. The an-

tenna? are yellow beneath and brown above, and composed
of twelve joints, the basal joint is more than one-third of the
whole length, the remaining joints are bent forwards, and

at an angle withthe first. The thorax is covered with pale-
brown hairs. The abdomen is the shape of an elongated
cone and nearly smooth, exhibiting six distinct segments
above: the under side of the body and the base of each se<r-
ment above are of a paler colour than the remaining parts.
The legs are of a brownish yellow : the femora and tibioo of
the anterior, and the base of the femora of the posterior legs
are brown. All the claws of the tarsi are divided, the inner
division being much shorter than the outer one. The wings
are short and small in proportion, scarcely reaching more
than half the length of the abdomen.

This sex is furnished with a bent sting ;
in the neuter the

sting is straight ;
the male has no sting. The queen- bee

resembles the worker in the shape of the head and thorax ;

but the great length of the abdomen and the paler colour
of the legs and antennas are its chief distinguishing cha-
racteristics. There is but one queen in a hive, who is treated
with the greatest attention by all the other bees. It might
be wondered how they can distinguish the queen from any
other bee, the interior of the hive being quite dark : in this
the antennae are their sole guide, for if the workers be pre-
vented touching her occasionally with the antennae they
proceed as if she were lost. This has been satisfactorily
proved by some ingenious experiments by Huher. If by
accident the queen be killed, or if she die, "her dead body is

still treated with attention, and, for a time, even preferred
to any other queen.
The queen being accidentally or intentionally removed

from a hive, her absence is soon discovered and great dis-

order follows; but this is only temporary, 'for in a few hours

preparation is made to replace her loss. The larvae of
neuters from two to three days old are selected for this

purpose: the cells containing them are each enlarged by
sacrificing three adjoining cells, and in this space the
workers build a cylindrical tube which surrounds the young
larvae, which are then supplied with the same food as that

given to the ordinary royal larvae, and which is more pun-
gent than that given to common larvae. In about three

days time a perpendicular tube is constructed and joined to

the mouth of the cell just described; into this the larva

gradually makes its way, moving in a spiral direction. It

then remains two days in a perpendicular position, the head

being downwards, after which it turns to the pupa and then
to a queen. As several hatch nearly at the same time, the

strongest stings the others to death, and becomes ruler of
the hive. From this it is evident that the worker-bees
are imperfect females, requiring only a slight difference

of treatment in the larva state to become queens or fertile

females.

If the queen be removed from a hive, and a stranger be

immediately introduced, she is surrounded and kept pri-

soner until she dies of hunger ;
for the workers never sting

a queen. If, however, eighteen hours have elapsed since

the loss of the former queen, the stranger is better received,
for although she is at first surrounded, she is ultimately get

at liberty, and treated with all the usual attention
; but if

four-ami-twenty hours have elapsed before the strange queen
be introduced, she is at once admitted to the sovereignty of

the hive.

While the queen remains in a hive, the introduction of a

strange queen will occasion a disturbance, somewhat similar

to that which takes place when two or three young queens

escape from their cells at the same time : both the stranger
and tho reigning queen are surrounded by the workers, and
the escape of either being thus prevented, they are soon

brought into contact. A battle ensues, which ends in the

death of one of them, and the other then becomes ruler of

the hive.

The sole occupation of the queen is to lay eggs in the va-

rious cells prepared by the workers for that purpose, for she

takes no care of the young herself. Until she is about

eleven months old, the eggs laid are nearly all such as will

turn to workers, but at the completion of that period, which

most frequently happens in the spring time, the queen com-

mences the great laying of the eggs of males ; at this time

the queen will lay from two to three thousand eggs, some-

times from forty to fifty a day being laid during the months

of March and April. There is also another laying of tho

eggs of males in the autumn, but this is not so consider-

able. In the interval, the eggs of workers are almost exclu-

sively laid.

There seems to ho a relation between the laying of the

eggs of males and the construction of royal cells, for the
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workers alwavs commence tli<- construction of the Utter, at

the time that the female i> laying > C8BS that nrc '

"TH'O 'r, inJell* are very different from those of the malo

. T walker! and are generally suspended from &
of the comb: their number variet from two or time,

.i.tv. though the latter i* a very unusual MM*; 1|

form thev arc very m.u-h like a pear. havmR;
the th,,-k, >

end joined to the comb, the other end. at which part l

mouth or entrance of the cell i* situated, hanging down-

ward*.

Tlie qiwn'i cell! a. i"l< vlwr of the amo.

Ill these cells the queen deposits the eggs of future

queens, at intervals of at least a day. a 1 always dur.n

the period of laying the eggs of males. When the queen

is about to lav, she thrusts her head into n cell to ascer-

tain its fitness ; she then inserts her abdomen, and in a

few seconds withdraws it, leaving an egg at tin; bottom <

the cell fixed in an upright position by a glutinous

stance at one of its ends.

Fig.S.

.. tlie eg* i e. the lrra ; f, Ihe par*
oMhe^

worker-bee: on.t rf. the he.l of

The egg is about one-twelfth of an inch long, and of a

cylindrical form, with rounded ends. When the larva

emerges from the egg, it is immediately supplied with lood

by the nurse-bees. This larva may l)e seen lying in a

curved position at the bottom of the cell, where it continues

to grow until it has completely filled up the space ; when it

is faD grown it lies horizontally with its head towards the

entrance. The food given to the larva is a mixture of farina.

honev and water, which is converted into a whitish jelly by

elaboration in the stomachs of the nurse-bees : the propor-

tions of farina and honey vary according to tho age ot the

M.II.I" and we believe that the food is not given directly to

the larva, but disgorged into the cell, so that the insect is

surrounded with it. But when the larva is nearly lull

grown, its food i sweeter (probably containing a greater

proportion of honey), and is applied by the uum-beei

directly to its mouth, somewhat in the manner of a bird

aig its young.*
The drone and worker-bees are of a greyish colour when

they first leave their cells, and several days elapse before

thev are strong enough to fly; but the queen is kept pri-

soner in her cell (or some time after she has assumed the

imago state. The reasons for this imprisonment we shall

..tly show.

When the larvm in the queens' cells are about to change

into pupa), the old queen begins to exhibit signs ol agita-

tion running carelessly over the cells, occasionally thrust-

iuu' her abdomen into some of them, as if about to lay, but

withdrawing without havingdone so, or perhaps laying them

Vi.. |,MP fr.1 HIP Umrof wmpi (Wch *re wry rloMlf alliril I" I'"1

hp-lm- In li.ilut.) l.\ mrjm of lilllp pit nf
|iii|HT

mMWtt I" "

Minor ami ..irr; ihry ImmeilUtal) ownrd their

..1..-.I. i.n.l .iirkril HIP i.itriir from llir ii.-ip.-r.
ll.r IMMII.T.

a.p much Ihp Un nil Ihelr antpimir. ui>n wliirli. ir ll>.- Inrvir ri'.|inrc

f..l 1 1*) inimc.lim.-l> "|*.i tbeil mouth nn.l m >u|.|.lil trom the tongue of

i. the side of the cell instead of at the bottom. She i no

,n"cr surrounded by her usual circle of attendants, and her

ritation U-ing commu: ill -I'--' pa~e-. ;l < long"

L'ciicral confusion i> < r. a'.-.l ; till at last the great

f the bees nuh out of DM hi^-. with that qu^u at UMV

icud. It is Urns that the first swarm quits the hive, and i

s invariably conducted by the old qu-.Mi.

At any other lime the queen would have been unable t.

fiv the great number of eggs contained in her abdomen

rendering her too heavy: this however is sufficiently
r,

duccd after the great laying just described, to enable her tr

llv with ease.

An unerring instinct obliges the queen to leave the hn,

at this time, for two sovereigns never can <-o e\it in the

same community ;
and had she not left it, the young q.

(now just about to quit their cells) would inevil

been killed by her. Let us now observe what is going on

in the hive wliich has just been deserted by :ts queen.

would seem as if it were too much reduced by the deputa

of the swarm : but it must be borne in mind that this i\

never occurs except in the middle ol the day. and during

very fine sunny weather, when a large portion ol

are abroad gathering honey and pollen: and i

contain a numerous colony, these, on their return

with those which have not been disturbed miring the

neral confusion, and a considerable number of >

continually hatching, form a sufficient Block, and |-.

even enough to send off another swarm.

In two or three days' time from tho leaving of the fi

swarm, perfect order is restored in the hive
;
and the nurse

.ntinue to attend upon the young, carefully watching

the queen's cells, and working at the outside* bj

the wax from the surface. It is said that the wax

moved in order to facilitate the exit of the young queen
but although the removal of it may thus be ol service, we

arc not inclined to think it is done for that pnrpo-

The eg"s are laid in the royal .-ells at intervals of at least

adav, and it consequently follows that the completion and

closing of these cells must take place at different t

vc say completion, for at the time the queen Un

the cells arc only half formed, and resemble the cup ol an

acorn When the cells have been closed about SCUM,

the youn" queen cuts away with her jaws the
pi

silken covering at the mouth of the cell, and. if pern-,

would make her escape; but the bees guarding the cell

s,.lder the covering with some particles of wax. and keep

her prisoner about two days, in which time she obtains

sullicu nt strength to be able to fly immediately on quit

her prison It is difficult to imagine by what i

bees guarding the royal cells can judge of the Btness ofthe

ne'.osed female for liberation. The most probable conjec-

'ture is, that they judge by the quality of the sound emttt.

hv the prisoner at this time. This sound consists ol a 1111111-

'.er of monotonous notes, so rapidly repeated as

appear one continuous sound. The sound is produced by the

vibration of the wings, and probably become- sharper and

more audible as the bee acquires strength.

The young queen upon being liberated immediately ap-

proaches the remaining royal cells, and would destroy their

contents, by tearing them open ami mortally wounding her

rivals with her sting: but this is not permitted- for so long

as there is a suflicient number of guards, they bite and

drive her away. She has the power, however, of arresting

this ill-treatment for a while, by emitting a peculiar sound,

which has such an effect on the sentinels that they re-

main motionless: and she sometime- takes advantage ol

this, to make an attack upon the royal cells. But as the

sound ceases when she moves, the charm is dissolved, her

guards recover their power, and she is again driven bncli.

After a time, the young queen, owing to her strong de-

lire to attack the royal cells, and the constant repulses

she meets with, becomes extremely agitated, and by running

quickly over the cells and groups ol worker, communicates

her di'-order to a great portion
of the bees, so that a lame

number quit the hive and cluster about the out-ide and

niter a short time the y.nng queen leaves the hive with a

swarm. Thus it is that the second swarm is thrown oil.

seldom happen- that a hive sends off more than two or thn e

swarms: alter ulii-'h. unless the hive be an extremely popu-

lous one, there arc so few bees led, that there is not a sulli-

cient number to keep proper guard over the royal cells. The

young queens consequently make their escape, two or three

at a time, in which case a contest takes place between them,
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and the strongest remains queen of the hive, after destroy-

ing all the royal larvse and pupae that remain.
But if the hive be an unusually populous one, there may

be four or five swarms sent off, all accompanied by the same
circumstances as those just related. In case a hive is poorly
stocked at the time of the great laying of male eggs, no

royal cells are built, and consequently no swarms leave.

After the swarming, a general massacre of the drones takes

place : these defenceless individuals (for the male has no

sting) are stung to death by the neuters.

When a swarm quits a hive, it usually clusters on a tree

or bush in the neighbourhood, and if it be not hived it will

shortly leave this situation, and take possession of an old

tree or part of an old building. It is said that bees send
out scouts before leaving the hive, to search for a convenient
situation for their new abode, and that they may be seen

going backwards and forwards to the spot fixed upon, some
little time before the swarm departs. The clustering of the

swarm probably proceeds from a desire in the bees to be

congregated together prior to their last flight. As soon as

the bees have taken possession of a new abode, or have been

hived, they commence building the comb.
It has been stated that the first swarm is always con-

ducted by an old queen, and the following swarms by the

young queens as they are successively hatched. The latter

are in a virgin state, but not so the former, nor do these re-

quire farther intercourse with the male. About two or

three days after quitting her cell, and the fifth day of her
existence in the winged state, the young queen quits the

hive, and after reconnoitring its exterior, and making her-

.-If acquainted with its situation, by flying from it and

returning several times, she then soars high in the air,

forming spiral circles as she ascends. This ascent is gene-
rally preceded by a flight of drones, and it is at this time

(whilst on the wing) that the sexual intercourse takes place.
The queen is never observed to quit the hive but at this

time
; and hence it is supposed that this one intercourse is

sufficient to fertilize all the eggs she may ever lay. Huber
decidedly ascertained that it was sufficient for two years.
We; think it very improbable that a queen would live much
beyond that time. In about six and forty hours after the

intercourse with the male has taken place, at which
time a part of the comb would be constructed in the
new hive, the queen commences laying her eggs ; those

first deposited being such as will turn to workers, as before

described.

The construction of the Comb. In the Introduction to

Jiritinh Entomology by Kirby and Spence, after referring
to the various accounts of antient and modern writers on
this subject, it is observed, 'still the construction of the
comb of the bee-hive is a miracle which overwhelms our
faculties.' John Hunter, who was the first to discover

the true origin of wax, imagined that the waxen scales

(which we shall hereafter mention) bore some proportion to

the ditFerent parts of the cells, in the formation of which they
were used, and thus furnished a guide to their construc-

ting Some naturalists have conjectured that the an-

tennas, mandibles, and other parts of the body were used
to measure the work, and from this they have endeavoured
to account for the accuracy of their proceedings. The latter

conjecture appears incompatible with instinct
;
while the

well-authenticated mode of proceeding in the construction of

the comb throws great doubt on the former.

Upon examination of various combs, the partitions be-

tween all the ordinary cells (both at the sides and bottoms)
are found to be exactly the same in thickness, and the cells

hexagonal with angular bottoms. Exceptions to this ge-
neral rule are occasionally found, and it is by observing
these exceptions with attention by observing the various

mo'lifications of the work under extraordinary circumstances,
that some idea of the principles which guide the bee in its

operations may he formed. The royal cell is a remarkable

exception ; its form we have already described. In the

original construction of this cell, a profusion of material is

always disposed of, particularly at the junction of the cell

with the comb. The extra quantity of wax in this part, and
on the surface of the cell (which is also unusually thick)

is, however, soon reduced by numerous circular excavations,
the depth of which varies according to that of the wax, and in

the mass nearest the comb they actually becomecells, though,
in most instances, unfit for use. These cells are invariably

cylindrical, with concave bottoms, except they come in con-

tact with others, in which case the wax is always removed

from the interstices thus formed, either at the sides or at
the bottoms ; and the partitions are thus reduced to the
same thickness as those between the cells constructed in the

ordinary way. Hence we frequently find, in these parts,
cells with one side circular and the other angular ; the
situation of the angles being invariably determined by the

position of those cells with which they are in contact.

To work in circles or segments of circles appears most

compatible with animal mechanism acted upon by instinct,
for we observe that the works of almost all insects (perhaps
we may say almost all animals) proceed in circles or seg-
ments of circles. The cells of almost all the various species
of bees are of this construction, and we find that, under pe-
culiar circumstances, those of the hive-bee are so likewise,
as in the case of the queen's cell, and in some of those cells

close to it, and sometimes in other parts of the comb, in

cases where an accident has been repaired.
If some hive-bees could be made to work in a large solid

mass of wax, the first cell formed would most probably be

cylindrical, with a hollow circular bottom ; this would also

be the form of the following cells unless they came in con-
tact with each other

; and, in this case, supposing the cir-

cumferences of three cylinders were to touch, the bees work-

ing in each of these cylinders would cut away the wax at

a, a, a (fig. 7). But supposing the wax block were excavated

Fig. 7.

on one of its sides, into the greatest number of equal-sized

cylinders that it would admit of, it would then follow that

each cylinder would be surrounded by six others, this being
the only number of equal-sized circles which may be placed
round one of the same magnitude : by the same rule of re-

moving the wax from the interstices, each of these cylinders
would become hexagons. Again, supposing this block to be
a flat mass of equal thickness in all parts (the ordinary
thickness of a comb), this block being cut into cylinders
of equal diameter on both sides, and the base of each cylin-

der being exactly over parts ofthree opposing ones (as repre-
sented below), when the wax is cut away at the interstices,

Fig. 8.

as at the sides, it follows that the bottoms of the cells will

be each composed of three equal rhombus-shaped pieces.

Hence we have cells exactly like those of the hive-bee, but

not constructed in the ordinary way, though upon such prin-

ciples as analogy points out (a circular form being the basis

of the work*), and in such a way as we have observed they

do occasionally proceed.
Let us now examine the construction of the comb in its

usual way of proceeding :

The first operation is the formation of wax : this is not,

as many have supposed, the farina collected from flow-

ers, but is secreted by the insect at the time of building the

combs. For this purpose the wax-workers suspend them-

If wn allow that the basis of the work of the hive-ben be circular, the

royal cell forms no exception to tho general ruje, so far as the principle (

construction is concerned.

NO. 224. [THE PENNY CYCLOPAEDIA.] VOL. IV.-X
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elres in festoons from tho tup f Hit- liivo. Thnc

first reach the top fix them-chc- \>\ tin- claws ..f il

len to the roof, nnd arc Mlowrd l.y others which

themselves to them, until on inverted r,m or httoofl of

bees is formed, each end of which U attnchi-.l to the roof of

the hive. Hcfore the commenccmont of the new comb, the

interior of n hive preenU a ene< uf P-.to.ins of this de-

scription, intersecting each other in all directions, the bees

tvin:iiniii'_' i" i>erfi'et repose.

At thin time the wax is secreted ami makes

once in little scales which exude between

the under side of tho alxlomcn, eight scales being visible in

each bee. Tho wax being secreted, one of the bees com-

mences the comb; haung detached itself from the 1

it makes its way to the roof of tho hive, and lifter clearing u

pace by driving away the other bees, it detaches one of the

scales from the abdomen by means of its hinder legs : this

j then conveyed by the fore-legs to the mouth, where

it is masticated, and impregnated with u
frothy liquid by

tho tonsue, in which process il obtains a whiteness and

opacity which it did not before possess. The pan
wax are then applied to the roof of the hive. Another

scale undergoes the same process, and is attached to the

first. The bee thus continues labouring until all its scales

are disposed of; it then quits its situation and is followed by
another bee, which proceeds with its scales in the work

already begun, depositing the wax in a straight line with

the former deposition. The same operation is performed

hy many other bees, until a considerable block is deposited.

This block is generally about five or six lines* long, the

height two lines, and the thickness half a line ;
and it is

upon this that the formation of the cells commences.

We have seen that the foundation of the block is the

work of one bee, so likewise is the commencement of the

cells
;

the former is the work of what is called the wax-

workers, which, we are informed by Huber, do not possess

the power of sculpturing the cells : the cells are made by
the sculpturer-bees, who are smaller than the wax-workers.

No sooner is the block large enough to admit a sculpturer-be*
between the wax-workers, than the excavation commences.

There teems to be an instinctive desire to perform tho work

of excavation wherever there is room, even though there

nwy not be sufficient to forrfl a perfect cell : for we never

observe a solid piece of wax in any part of a comb. On the

contrary, if by any accident there has Ix-en space anocctipied

by cells, we find that the wax has heen excavated at that

pert as much as was practicable.
The bee, impelled by instinct to deposit wax nnd to exca-

vate, and also goidM by an acute sense of feeling in the

antenna; (probably through the elasticity of the wax), as to

the degree to which the excavation should proceed, forms

the comb : and in so doing it seems to act, not from choice,

but from a necessity imposed upon it by two antagonist

principles, one causing it to deposit and excavate wax, and

the other acting through the antenna-, and limiting the

decree of excavation.

It is to this desire for performing the work of excavation

that we attribute the small excavations aliout the royal

cells, which are said to be for the purpose of facilitating the

exit of the young queen. If the wax were removed for that

purpose, we do not see why the operation should not be

confined to that part througl'i which she makes her escape.
On the other hand, if from the wax of the royal cells being
thicker than it is in other parts of the comb, the workers
are induced to muke excavations, and desist only upon the.

thickness being reduced to that of the ordinary partitions,

it follows that it will at last become uniformly thin, as de-

'1 by Huber: the reason here -iveii dilferini: from

Iluber's, but we think more in accordance with the halnts

and economy of the animal.

In forming the cells, a hollow is flrad excavated on nne

ide of the wax block ; this excavation is rather Irs; tlnui

the width of a cell, nnd is immediately followed In two of a

similar description on the opposite side of the block. The

particles
of wax removed in excavation are knca>!c>l

jaws of the bee and dep ited mi the edges of the intended

celU; the iwo latter excavations (li. /i. fif. i:t) ai,

Murtly on each side of tho first (a, fig. 13), tli.-

it. In placing the two last-mentioned cells, the bees avoid

tle opposite part on account .it" Hie thinness of the wax, and
the size of the waxJdock will not admit of their being re-

i from the first.

A line U the twelfth of in Inch.

B-M1.
'

Front. Sid'.

Tli* front, tiilr, and tnck rlewi of thr lilock on which Ow 6 nt

UM oU art nude.

7 U
Tig. 12, Front view magnified. Fig. 13, Tranfverw c<-tion through th

The above arc representations of tlic block and it- exca-

vations at this period. Supposing the parts at which the

circles nearly come in contact with each other to be of the

thickness proper for the partitions of the cells, the parts

marked a in the front view and section (Jigt. 12 and 13)

being more than the necessary thickness, tue bees will (ac-

cording to the instinctive principles before mcnli

naturally remove what is there superfluous, thus forming
an angle, determined by two intersecting vertical planes,

at the bottom of the cell : inasmuch as at the same tune

the parts marked l>, in the back view and section (flgs. 11

and 1 a.), will also be removed. The partition between

two last-mentioned cells thus become* perpendicular and

of equal thickness, and is exactly opposed to the angle at

the bottom of the first cell.

By this time the r, : reti"ii of wax has taken

place in all the bees rompo-intr the le-tooiis, and they

are all anxious to disp.i-o of their -

sculpturer-bees are also active, consequently more wax is

added to the margins of the original block, and more

vations are funned. Supposing
the block to have inci

to double its original length and width, there would then be

room for parts of four more excavations, on the side on

which the first was made, thus :

Fig. 14.

the same operation of redueim; the wax in the thick
,

marked r. having taken place, the --ides < f the first cell

also beciiine straight and perpendicular, and by reducing
the wax at the ; the proper thickness in all the.

cells, the liottom of the first cell, and upper part* uf the two
cells beneath, in the diagram, become, two-sided. The work-

on the opposite side of the comb being in the same slate of

forwardness, ( for after the commencement it proceeds equally
at all parts), will appear thus

/'/!'. 1.1.

T
' i /
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In the above figure the angles at the bases of the cells

are cut into the partitions of the opposing cells, and hence
it is clearly seen that, from the position of those cells, the per-
pendicular partitions of the oells on this side must be longer
than those of the other, and (hat the cells themselves must
have three quadrilateral plates for their bases.

In carrying up the sides of the cell, the form is regulated
by the intersection of the surrounding circles, as represented
in fig. 16. But the circles described in Jig. 16, parts of
which are shown in most of the other figures, represent those
which are enclosed by the hexagons, whereas we believe
the natural circumference of each cell (supposing it to be

cylindrical) is that by which the hexagon is enclosed;
hence it will be necessary to imagine the circles partly in-

tersecting each other.

Fig. 18.

It has now been demonstrated that the cells of the first

tiers on each side are pentagonal ; that the bases of those on
one side are each composed of two plates, while those of the
other side are each composed of three plates ;

and that, ac-

cording to the laws laid down, they could not have been
otherw Ue : now as this accords with all the accounts given
of the proceedings in the construction of the comb, it seems
to prove that the laws which we have laid down, as guiding
their formation, are correct.

We have now followed the progress, of the work until the
commencement of the second tiers of cells : it is unnecessary
to describe the formation of these and the follow ing tiers. It
is shown, that, according to certain laws, the first tiers of
each side of the comb become pentagonal, and according to
the same laws it is clear that the second and following tiers
must become hexagonal ; for the two sides forming the lower

boundary of each cell of the first tier, also form the upper
boundaries (or partitions) of two cells of the second tiers.

As the upper part of the first tier is determined by the roof

of the hive (represented by the horizontal line in diagram
])), so is the upper portion of the cells of the second tier

determined by the lower portion of those of the first tier
;

thus, the upper portion of each cell of the second tiers being
composed of two planes meeting at an angle, and the work

continuing, as in the progress of the first tier, four more

planes will be constructed to form the lower portion, and

complete the hexagon. It is thus that all the ordinary
cells of a comb are hexagonal, and WO believe it is clearly
shown that they could not be otherwise, according to the

mode of proceeding in their construction. Their form de-

pends entirely upon the commencement of the work, which

inly throws the cell? in such a position, that each
cell must be surrounded by six other*, and consequently
have six sides, each sidu being the common partition of two
cells ; and, so long a* the cells are of equal diameter, they
must each be opposed to

part*
of three other cull* on the op-

posite side of the comb, m such a way, that supposing the

external surface of the bottom of ouch cell wore hemi-

spherical (which would be the ease were the wax not removed
from the interstice*), eaoh hemisphere would touch threo

others : bat the wax being removed from the interstices and
reduced to an equal thickness at all parts, and the bases

of the sides of a cell not being all in the same plane the

bottom of each cell i* thus formed into three equal rhom-
boidal pieces in three different planes, the three angles at

their junction l>ein^ respectively the lowest parts, or the

farthest removed from the mouth of the cell.

In working the cells, the wax is always found a little-

thicker on the edges, thus giving additional strength to

them. It has been asserted that this extra thickness is

added upon the completion of the cells ;
but us we have

never observed a cell, even though in a state of progress,

without it, we think the more probable conjecture is, that
the bees, in working the sides of the cells, desist upon arriv-

ing near the top, and thus leave that part thick, as it is
found to be.

The ordinary cells of a comb are of two sizes
; those de-

signed for the male larvae being rather larger than those
of the ordinary size in which the neuter larva; are reared.
The width of the former cells is about 3^ lines, and that of
the latter 2|. A comb is always commenced with the
small-sized cells. Hence, when the larger cells are con-

structed, instead of being opposed to three others, they
encroach upon a fourth, and their bases are consequently
composed of four plates instead of three: at first a minutu

lozenge-shaped piece is visible at the top of the basal part
(.fig. 1 7, a) ; this gradually increases in size as the one on
the opposite side decreases, Jig. 17, b.

When the full size of the cell is attained, the top and
bottom pieces (fig. I7,c,c) are equal ; but as soon as a suffi-

cient number of the larger cells is formed, the lower lozenge
gradually decreases while the upper one (fig. 1 7, e, e) in-
creases in size, until there are but three plates again
visible (Jig. 1 7, d, d).

Fig- 17.

It is almost always found that the excavations for cells,
formed by different insects, in whatever situations they may
be, are exactly proportioned to their size. Henee it is ex-

tremely difficult to account for the enlargement of the culls

of the bees, as just described. We will, however, venture an,

opinion, in hopes of calling attention to the subject.
In the former part of this account it has been stated, that

no sooner is a portion of the comb finished than the queen
deposits eggs in the various cells, and that the cells first

formed are always those of the smaller size, which are exca-
vated by what are termed the sculpturer-bees, or nurses,
which are less than the wax-workers.
We imagine, that when the eggs hatch, the small beos,

or nurses, are more particularly engaged in attending upon
the young, and that the large-sized workers then commence
the excavation of the cells themselves, and thus make cells

of a larger diameter than those made by the nurses.

Huber states that the description of bees called wax-
workers have not the power of sculpturing the cells : but
at the same time he owns that he was unable to follow

the proceedings in the construction of a comb for any consi-

derable time after the commencement. During the time of

his observations, however, he invariably found that the

smaller bees were the sculpturers.
The interior of a hive consists of a number of combs ar-

ranged perpendicularly; these are fixed to the roof of the

hive, and are parallel to each other, the space between them

being about half an inch. When the first comb has ad-

vanced in size, so as to consist of two or three rows of cells,

two other combs are commenced, one on each side of it;

the work proceeding as in the first : these again are fol-

lowed in their turn by two others. As the comb advances
in size it assumes a form nearly circular, and is still joined to

the roof of the hive only ; the work proceeds by adding wax
to the margin of the comb exactly at the junction of the

opposing cells, and this is no sooner deposited than it is cut

away and worked into cells. These cells are not equally

deep throughout the comb, but their depth gradually do-

creases as they approach the margin : a comb in its pro-

gress has the form of a double convex lens.

The form of the comb, as above described, is that of a new
one ;

but in the honey-storing season, the sides of tne comb
are joined to those of the hive, to give strength to nold the

additional weight ;
the cells are also lengthened, so that the

surface of the comb then becomes even. The cells are not

quite horizontal, the orifice being generally a little higher
than the base, most commonly four or five degrees, but

sometimes considerably more. When a comb is first com-

pleted, it is of a dull white colour, and of a weak substance ;

it is however soon strengthened, by adding propolis to the

margin of the cells, and lia.ng their interior with threads of

the same material.
X2
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The cells of comb are used for the purposes of storing

up honey for the winter, ami in them the larv:u are reared.

Pollen, or beo-broad, is also stored up in some of thu r.-IU

Many larva1 may be reared in the same roll, and as cadi

a coctHui, or web. on its sides which is never clewed
out, it thus becomes at lost too contracted to contain larvoo ;

it is then used for one or both of the other purposes above

mentioned. When u hive is well stored with combs having

empty cells, the workers disgorge the honey into these re-

o pudi-s ;
but in case cells are wanted, they retain the

honey, and wax is secreted fur the purpose of building
inure combs.

Honey is never consumed but in cases of the greate-t

necessity ; but as soon as a cull is filled, it is sealed up with
a waxen covering.

During th>- progress of a comb in building, the slightest

interruption is likely to alter its form : and as the -paee
between e.u-h it. always kept exactly the same, it frequently
happens that the whole of the combs are aflcctcd by any
accident happening to one. Fig. 18 illustrates an instance
of this sort, which we have seen

Fig. 18. Fig. 19.

but it also frequently happens that an interruption in one
comb is corrected in those that follow. A curious instance
of this nature we have also observed. See ./?,?. 19.

In both these instances the form of the comb was affected

by a stick being placed across the middle of the hive, to

enable the owner (as we believe) to remove the hive with
less danger of the combs giving way.
The latter case is so ingenious, that at first it appears

more like an operation of reason than instinct: it is never-
theless to be accounted for, upon the instinctive principles
with which these animals work. The course of the first

comb being altered, the two adjoining ones would naturally
follow its line: but if those next beyond them on cadi side
v.-eri! in a state of forwardness, the workers would be obliged
t') discontinue the two former, as shown in the figure, to
avoid coming in contact with the two latter; for it appears
to be a law in the construction of new combs, that a certain

space should be always left at the margins as well as be-
tween them.

In addition to the construction of the comb, the bees,
when in danger of attacks from their enemies, barricade
themselves. Sometimes the entrance of the hive is nearly
blocked up with wax and propolis, and at others a wall o'f

ihkl substance is constructed just behind that part; this
wall is perforated with holes only just large enough to
admit of the egress and ingress of the bees themselves.
The fortifications are occasionally much more ingenious
and complicated. Weak hives are sometimes exposed to
tin- attacks of strange bees, and in such cases fortifie

would be constructed ; but it is more particularly to prevent
the ravages of the Acherontia atropos that this care is

taken. As this moth only makes its appearance in the
ntitinnn, these fortifications arc removed in tlie spiing, a
time when they would be of the greatest inconvenience,
as the hive is then extremely populous. Hubor states

the entrances formed in 1804 were destroyed in the
spring of 1805. The sphinx (Acherontia atropos) did not

r that year; but it returned in great number- in
the autumn of 1807. By speedily barricading them
the beet prevented their threatened ravages ; hut before
the departure of swarms in May, 1808. they demolished the
fortifications, whose narrow passage prohibited live .

to Hi" multitude/
The facts related in the foregoing account are such as we

find, for the most part, wcH authenticated by the various
authors who have written on the subject; but there are

many more interesting circumstances related in each, which
we think not yet quite satisfactorily confirmed.
The principal authors who have written ujuii the subject

are a* follows :

Aristotle. History if Animals, book v.

1'liny. Natural History, book
Swammerdam. A translation into English, from the

Dutch and Latin original edition of his work, has l-i n made
by Thomas Floyd, entitled The Book <f \ t/,,:

History of Insects.

Reaumur. In the fifth volume of his .'. /><>ur
.w/Tir <i 1'IUstmre des Insectes. 1 "3-1-1 MJ.

Sehirach. Histoire Naturelle da la Reine tits Abcillct.
1771.

Hiem. Contemplation de la Nature.
Bonnet. Tom. v. 4to. edition, and torn. x. 8vo.
John Hunter. In the Philosophical Transactions for

1792.

Thorley. Female Monarchy ; being an Inquiry into tht
Nature, Order, and Gorernment ofttees.

\Vildman. A Complete Guide for the Management <>f

Her*. 1819.
Huber. Nouvelles Observations sur les AbttUfs. A

translation into English of this work was published in the

year 1821, entitled New Observations on the Natural lli-

tory of Bees.

Edward Bevan, M.D. The Honey-Pee; its Natural
History, Physinlny, and Management. Ib'jr.

BEK-EATER (zoology), the vernacular name for a spe-
cies of the genus Merops, Linn., one of the family M. n>-

pidaf, and of the syndaelylous tube, which ha\ e the ex;

toe nearly as long as the middle one, and both joined together
up to the penultimate articulation.

The birds of this genus take their prey, consisting of

bees, kc., like the swallows, while on the wing ;

and, as Cuvier observes, it is remarkable that they ;u

stung by those insects : the species are numerous, and

many are figured by Levaillant. Their nests arc formed in

the banks of rivers, where they dig deep holes; and their

geographical distribution is over the wanner regions of the
old continent, Java, &c., and New Hi Hand (1'ar.nuatlal,
none of the genus having been found in America, when-
their place appears to be supplied by the Af'tmots (Prio-
nites, Illiger). Their brilliant plumes of colours, which
change according to exposure to light, the prevalent hues

being azures and greens, remind the observer of the king-
fisher's gorgeous dress. A familiar example of the genus
occurs in the bird whoso English name is at the head of
this article the Guejrier vulgaire of the French, tin:

Mangia-api and Lnpo d'Api of the Italians, the M.'(^
of the Greeks, and Mernpn Apiaster of Linnx'us.
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In the south of Europe it is frequent fn the summer.

Sicily, Sardinia, Italy, the South of France, and Germany
possess it, and on the southern border of Russia it is nume-
rous. It is found in Turkey and in the Archipelago, and
in autumn migrates towards Egypt. It breeds in holes in

the banks of the Don and the Wolga, laying from five to

seven white eggs in a nest composed of moss, &c. Hasscl-

quist says that it is found in the plains of Galilee, and that

it is called Varuar by the Arabs ; and Temminck, that the

individuals found at the Cape of Good Hope differ in nothing
from those killed in Europe. Ray, in his edition of Wil-

litgftby, observes,
'
it is not unfrequent in the Campagn of

Rome : for that we saw it there to be sold in the market
more than once. It is not found in England that we know
of. Bellonius writes that it is so common in Candy, that

it is seen everywhere in that island. Aristotle tells us that
it feeds upon bees, whom all other writers of the history of

animals do therein follow. But it feeds not only upon bees,
but also upon Cicada, beetles, and other insects. Yea, as

Bellonius relates, upon the seeds of the nipplewort, bastard

parsley, turnip, &c., not abstaining from wheat and other

grain. From its exact agreement in the shape and make
of its body, bill, and feet with the king-fisher, we suspect
that it likewise preys upon fish.

' Bullonius. in the first book of his observations, writes

thus concerning the Merops. Flying in the air it catches

and preys upon bees, as swallows do upon Hies. It Hies not

singly but in Hocks, and especially by the side of those moun-
tains where the true thyme grows. Its voice is heard afar off,

almost like the whistling of a man. Its singular elegance
invites the Candy boys to hunt for it with Cicada, as they
<lo also for those greater swallows called Swifts, after this

manner : bending a pin like a hook, and tying it by the

head to the end of a thread, they thrust it through a Cicada

(as boys bait a hook with a lly), holding the other end of

the thread in their hand. The Cicada so fastened Hies,

nevertheless, in the air, which the Merops spying, Hies after

it with all her force, and catching it, swallows pin and all,

wherewith she is caught.'
The passage in Aristotle, mentioning the Merops as one

of the enemies most destructive to bees, is in the 40th chap-
ter of the 9th book of his History of Animals; and there

are others in the 1st chapter of his 6th book, and in the

13th chapter of his 9th, wherein he notices the peculiarity
of its making its nest in holes in the earth*.

The species may now be considered as an occasional visitant

to this country. In the third volume of the Transactions

of the Linnamn Society will be found the following extract

from the minute-book, recording the first instance of its

appearance :

'

July 2, 1794. The president communicated an account

of Mfrops Apiiister, the bee-eater, having been shot (for

the first time in Great Britain) near Mattishall, in the

county of Norfolk, by the Rev. Mr. George Smith. The
identical specimen was exhibited by permission of Mr.
Thomas Talbot, of Wymondham. A flight of about twenty
was seen in June, and the same flight probably (much
diminished in number) was observed passing over the same

spot in October following.' There is a specimen in the

British Museum with ' Devonshire' on the label.

BEECH-TREE. [See FAGUS.]
BEEDEK, :i e< in siderable province of Hindustan, forming

part of the dominions of the Nizam, and lying between 17

and 20 N. lat. It is bounded on the west by Bejapore and

Aurungabad ; on the north by the latter province and

Berar; on the cast by Gundwana and Hyderabad, which
last-named province forms also its southern boundary.
The province of Boeder is divided into seven districts,

viz.. Calberga, Naldroog, Akulcotah, Calliany, Beeder,

Nandeer, and Patree.

The surface of the province is hilly, but cannot be called

mountainous. It is watered by several small streams, and
is intersected by the Beemah, Manjera, Kistna, and Go-

davcry rivers. The Beemah, which is considered a sacred

river by the Hindus, is a principal branch of the Kistna, and
rises in the mountains on the north of Poonah. Passing
within 20 miles east of that city, it flows with many wind-

ings in a south-easterly direction, and after a course of

nearly 400 miles it falls "into the Kistna near Eidghcer in

Hyderabad. The Manjera rises about 50 miles south-east

from Ahmednuggur, and Hows in a south-easterly direction

Jiekkrr, in the lit chapter of th Ctli book, gives i'e

urne of the bird. (Set Btkkcr'i edit Berlin, 1939.)

, ta the Ba'otian

past the city of Beeder, and within a few miles of it to tho
north-east. When it has arrived within about 30 miles of
the city of Hyderabad it makes an abrupt bend to the
north, and joins the Godavery in 18 48' N. lat. and 77 55'
E. long., about 400 miles from its source. The Manjera is

not navigable in any part of its course.

The soil of Beeder is generally productive, and previous
to the Mohammedan conquest the province is said to have
been thickly peopled. Its numbers must since then have
much fallen off, as it is not now so populous in proportion
to its extent as the greater part of the British possessions
in India. The Hindus exceed the Mohammedans in the

proportion of three to one.
On the invasion of the Deccan, in 1295, the founder of

the Bhamenee dynasty, Allah ud Deen, took up his resi-

dence at Calberga, the capital of the district of that name, in

17 19' N.lat. and"o56'E.long. Although once the capital
of a Hindu and afterwards of a Mohammedan sovereign,

Calberga has since become a place of no importance. The
province was brought under subjection by the Moguls in the

reign of Aurungzebe, but was wrested from the successors
of that prince, in 1717, by Nizam ul Mulk, the sovereign of

Hyderabad, and has since continued in the occupation Of
the successive Nizams.

(Mills's History of British India ; Rennell's Memoir of
a Map of Hindustan ; Ferishta's History of the Deccan.)
BEEDER, the capital of the province of the same name,

is situated in 17 49' N. lat. and 77 45' E. long. We have
not any recently published description of this place. About
half a century since it was surrounded by a stone wall, six

miles in circumference, with round towers at intervals. The

space between this wall and the town is a level and open
place, a mode of building a town which is not uncommon in

India.

Beeder was founded near the ruins of an old city at the

end of the sixteenth century, by Ahmed Shah Bhamenee,
who gave to it the name of Ahmedabad, and transferred to

it the seat of his government from Calberga. Beeder is

situated 426 miles (travelling distance) from Bombay, 980
miles from Calcutta, 857 from Delhi, and 78 from Hydera-
bad.

(Mills's History of British India; Rennell's Memoir of
a Map of Hindustan.)
BEEF-EATER, a jocular appellation, as it is now used,

for the yeomen of the guard ; though it seems probable
that the name of buffetiers was formerly assigned to that

portion of the yeomen of the guard only who from time to

time waited at table at great solemnities, and were ranged
near the buffets. (See Antiq. Repert. edit. 1808, vol. ii. p.

398.) The French in the same manner called their valets

who attended the side-board buffets. Furetiere (Dictionn.

Universelle, torn. i. in voce) having defined buffet to be a

tort of cupboard for keeping vessels, china, &c. : also a side-

board furnished for the service of the table, adds,
'

Hujftt
se dit aussi des officiers ou valets qui servent au buffet.'

BEELZEBUB. [See BAAL.]
BEER. [See BREWING.]
BEER-ALSTON, a small market-town in the parish of

Beer-Ferris and hundred of Roborough, in the county of

Devon, is situate in a most picturesque country between

the rivers Tamar and Tavy, six miles S.S.W. from Ta-

vistock, fourteen N. from Plymouth, and 212 W.S,\V. from

London.

According to Risdon, it was given by William the Con-

queror to the French family of Alenson soon after the con-

quest, from whom it took its name. In the reign of Henry
II., 'this honour,' says Risdon, 'as well as Beer-Ferrers,

erroneously called Bere-Ferris, was held by Henry Ferrers ;

and Martin Ferrers, the last of that antient house, was put
in special trust to defend the sea-coast against the invasion

of the French in Edward III.'s time.' Towards the close

of the fourteenth century it belonged to Alexander Cham-

pernowne of Darlington, and through his grand-daughter it

descended to Robert Willoughby, Lord Brooke. It is now
the property of the Earl of Beverley.

Beer-Alston was an antient borough by prescription,

although it did not send members to parliament till the

reign of Elizabeth. The electors nominally held land of the

lord of the manor, at a rent of three-pence. But there really

were no landholders except the lord, who created burgage
tenures merely for the election. This is one of the flagrant

abuses abolished by the Reform Act, Becr-AUton being by

that act totally disfranchised. The election of members of
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parliament, u well as
portreeve*,

town-clerks, &e., took

,n the open air, under a large oak-tree. The number
of inhabitants in the borough alone is estimated at 3fiO,

but the return of the population is included in that of the

i, which in l.vJI amounted to 2198 ; but in 1831 had

-ed t li7ii. The living of Beer -Ferris, a rectory in

ad chapter of Exeter, is in tho urch-

:iry ot'T.'tne-s, and diocese of Bath and Wells nd

was rated in tho king's books at 247. 1*. OJ< Lord Voile-

- the present patron.
church possesses some curious monuments of the

.ampemowne families. Beer-Alston was

famous for its silver-mines, which at one time were

productive, but at present they arc not ct.n>idered

worth working. Perhaps to this and to the disi'ra::

of the Ixiroiigh is to be attributed the unusual di

of the population in this parish. It is a curious fact, tint

iniial v.ilue of real property, as assessed in 1815, in

the parish of Beer-Ferris, is, with the exception of Plymouth
and IMonport, the greatest in Devonshire, amounting to

5 or.

BKER-SHEBA, Jtttf -INS, the tce/l of the oath, is

called by the Septuagint ntipaafit, or <f>t>i.ap ipcurpov, and by
ilnis (.-Int. i. 12) Bqpvovai, and (vi. 3) Jiapaoufat,

BijpToi'/J.i (Ant. viii. 13. 7), and Bi)p<ro& (Vila cd. Haver-

c.i-.np. p. 18, $ 37). Beer-sheba is a very antient city in

the south of Palestine, the existence of which can be traced

from the days oftlic Patriarchs to the present century.
I-Vw places have been noticed in history during so many

centuries as Beer-sheba. Abraham called that place Beer-

sheba, because there they sware both of them, when he

made a covenant with Abimelech. And Abraham planted
a grove in Beer-sheba, and called there on the name of

the Lord, the everlasting God. (Gen. xxi. 14. 31.) About
B.C. 104, Abimelech went to Isaac from Gerar, and they
sware one to another

;
and it came to pass the same day,

that Isaac's servants came and told him concerning the

well which they had digged, and said unto him, we have

found water. And he called it Sheba: therefore the name
of the city is Beer-sheba unto this day. (Gen. xxvi. 23, 33.)

In this antient explanation, JQ$. seven, is considered as

equivalent to njO'.lJ. oath. Both words are, in Hebre
\ :

intimately related to each other, because the number seven

.nent occurrence in sacrifices and holy rites.

Beer-shcba VMS frequently the dwelling place of Abra-

ham, Isaac, and Jacob (Gen. xxii. 1 9 ; xxviii. 1 ; xlvi. 15),
of the sons of Samuel, Joel, and Abiah, who were judges
in Beer-sheba. (1 Sam. viii. 2.) Zibiah of Beershcba was

the mother of Jehoash, king of Judah. (2 Kings xii. 12 ;

2 Chron. xxiv. 1.) The prophet Elijah retired to Beer-

sheba when he lied before Ahab and Jezebel. (Jos. Ant.

viii. 13. 7.)

Beer-sheba belonged first to the cities of the tribe of

Judah. (Joshua xv. 28 ; 1 Kings xix. 3.) But it appears
from Joshua xix. 2. that, strictly speaking, Beer-sheba had

conceded to the Shimeonites.
' The second lot came

I'. rib to Shimeon, even to the tribe of the children of

Shimeon, and their inheritance was within the inheritance

of the children of Judah; and they had in their inheritance

Beersheba, Sheba, Molada,' &c. (I Chron. iv. 28.)

That Beer-sheba was situated in the south of Judah is cx-

ly mentioned in 2 Sam. xxiv. 27. v. 15. Hence the

name of Beer-sheba is frequently mentioned, when the whole

extent of Palestine is described, in the expression from Dan to

Beer-sheba, or vice versa,
' From Beer-sheba even to ;Dan.'

( I Chron. xxi. 2
;
2 Chron. xxx. 5 ; Judges xx. 1 ; 1 Sam. iii.

20; 2 Sam. iii. 10; 2 Sam. xvii. 11, xxiv. 15 ; 1 Kings v. '<:

2 Chron. xxx. 5.) If the kingdom ofJudah only is meant,
the following phrases are employed, from Geba to Beer-

sheba c2 King . xxiii. 8) ; from Beer-sheba to the mountain
of Ephraiiu. ('.! Chron. xix. 4.)

Under the reign of Uzziah, about the year'787 n.c., Beer-

sheba was notorious for idolatry. (Araosv. 5 ; viii. 14.) The

city was re-occupied by the Jews after their return under Ne-
hemiah from the Bab\l .>ni.-di exile, about 445 n.c. According
to Nchemiah (xi. 27, 30), the children ofJudah dwelled again

from Bccr-shcba unto the valley of Hinnom. A bout the

year 300 A.D. Kuscbius Pamphill describes Bccr-shcba as a

very large village, twenty miles south-west of Hebron, and

a garrison post. In the days of St. Hieronymus, about the

beginning of the fifth century A.D., we find it again de-
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srrilH-d in the same terms, apparently

taken from Eusehius.

(Quoest. ad Gen. xvii. 30, in ;. h. v.) In the duys
of the rrusade-, it is thus inenti .ncd by DC Yitriaco, or do

Vitry, in Gesta Dfi per Fruw-'/v, p. |n;u : Bcer-sheba is a
town at the foot of the mountains, an

ment of the plain omul: . the mountains mid

Ascalon, ten miles from .\ lie thu^ app^irs to

sign it a diflVrent position from that f 1 In a
similar manner J!cer->heba is mentioned b\ William "f

Tyre. Breitenbncli found, in the p!

castle called (Jallin, other travellers a village called (Mielin
;

but Scetzen assert* that the town is still extant, under
the name of Bir Szahca, under which name it is en'

in the maps of Kloden and Grimm. (Comp. Joseph. .///-

tiqiut.\\\\. 13,7; Zacbs Corretpondenz ; Relandi /'

linn, p. 484, 620; Hamelsveld liilil. Gfi^.m. 114,

Winers Biblishes IffitJirorterbuch ; and Gescnii Thesaurus,
sub vocc.)

This Beer-sheba, pn the southern frontiers of Palestine,

towards Iduraoca, should not be confounded with a 1

shoba (itijoTn&t, or HijpfuCij) in Upper Galiltca, ment:

by Josephus (Jiu-iJi U'ar, ii. 'JO, 6; iii. 3, 1, pp. 208 and
ml in Dr. Richardson's Traveti.

BEESHA, a genus of grasses nearly allied to Bam
with which it is actually combined by some naturalists, but

from which it differs, according to tho concurrent testimony
of all authors, in the otherwise incredible circumslin.

its seeds being enclosed in a fleshy pericarp.
Two species are known, both of which have the aspi

the spineless bamboos. Of these Beenha baccifera is found
on the Chittagong mountains of India, where it is i

Pagu tufla, growing in dry places on the sides of hills,

where the upper stratum of soil is sandy. Accord;

Roxburgh's flora Indica, the circumference of the ?

near the base is twelve or thirteen inches, and their height
from fifty to seventy;

'

beautifully erect, and without the

least flexure or inequality of surface ;
bare of branches,

except near the extremity : it perishes alter yielding its

fruit. It yields more or less tabashecr, of a siliceou.-

tallization
; sometimes it is said the cavity between the

joints is nearly filled with this, which the people call C/iy na
or lime.' (Flora Indira, ii. 197.)

Beesha fax is a smaller species, not above eighteen feet

high : it is found in Amboyna and other parts of the Ma-
layan Archipelago, where it is applied to many useful pur-

It is the Arundarbor cratium of Rumphius's Her
barium of Amboyna.
BKET, in Botany. [See BETA.]
BEET, a plant of the genus Beta, in the class Penlan-

dria, and order Digynia of Linnaeus., and, in the natural

order, Chenopodeee of Jussieu.

There are two distinct species of beet commonly cultivated,

each containing several varieties, the one talltd the Q'r/rt,

or Hortensis, producing succulent leaves only, the oilier the

Vulgaris, distinguishes by its large tleshy root. Tru
is chiefly cultivated in gardens as a culinary ^.ctalile, and
forms one of the principal vegetables used by agricultural
labourers and small occupiers of land in many parts of

Germany, France, and Switzerland. A variety known by
the name of Swiss chard produces numerous large suc-

culent leaves, which have a very solid rib running along tho

middle. The leafy part being stripped off and boded, is

used as a substitute for greens and spinach, and the rib and
stalk are dressed like asparagus or scorzr-nera : they have a

pleasant sweet taste, and are more wholesome than the cab-

bage tribe. In a good soil the produce is very abundant,
and if cultivated on a large scale in the field, this species of

beet would prove a valuable addition to the plants rai.-cd for

cattle. By cultivating it in rows, and frequently hoeing
and stirring the intervals, it would be an excellent sub-

stitute for u fallow on good light loams.

All cattle are very fond of the leaves of this beet, which
add much to tho milk of cows without giving it that bad

-vhich is unavoidable when they are led with turnips
or cabbages, and which is chiefly owing to the greater ra-

pidity with which the latter undergo the putrefactive fer-

mentation. If sown in May in drills two feet wide, and
thinned out to tho distance of a foot from plant to plant in

tho rows, I hey will produce an abundance of leaves, which

may l>e gathered in August and September, and will

grow again rapidly, provided a bunch of the centre leaves

lie lelt on each plant. They do not sensibly exhaust tho

toil. These leaves, when boiled or steamed with bran, cut
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chaff, or refuse grain, are an excellent food for pigs, or bul-
locks put up to fatten.

The second species, the Vulgaris, or beet-root, has been
long cultivated in gardens ; especially that variety called
the red beet, which, when boiled and sliced, makes such an
excellent addition to winter salad. It is a native of the
south of Europe, and hence alt the varieties are tender, and
estroyed by frost when in their young state. It thrives
st in a rich, light, dry soil, and, from the length of its tap-

root, requires a considerable depth. The white beet is an
llent root, and is preferred by many to the larger andmore common intermediate varieties. It has been lately in

great repute in France and Belgium for the manufacture o

sugar. It is not commonly cultivated in our gardens, and
we only notice it as being, with the red beet, the paren
of those varieties which have been introduced into field
culture.

The common field-beet for cattle, which has been longknown in Germany, was introduced into England at the
latter end of the last century ; and its introduction is gene-
rally attributed to the late Dr. Lettsom, a physician of great
reputation, and one of the Society of Friends. The German
name is mangold tcurzel, or mangold root, but it is com-
monly pronounced mangel wurzel, which means scarcity
root; and by a strange translation it is called in French
ratine dabundance, or root of plenty, as well as racing Je
disette, or root of scarcity. The name offield-beet is much
more appropriate.
The improved variety of this beet, which grows to a very

large size in good soil, has a red skin, and when cut through
appears veined with red, in concentric circles. The prin-
cipal part of the root rises often a foot and more above the
ground, and the leaves, which are large and succulent,
spring from the crown of the root. There is a limit, how-
ever, beyond which the root dues not improve in quality
as it increases, and the roots of a moderate size contain
more saccharine and nutritive matter in the same bulk
than the larger. This is particularly the case with those
varieties from which sugar is extracted. The soil best

adapted for the beet-root is a deep sandy loam, naturally
rich, or made so by repeated manuring. The manure
should be well incorporated with the soil, and if any is

added for this crop, it should be well rotted and ploughed
in deep. The application of liquid manure during the
growth of the plant greatly increases the roots ; but it is

also said to make them more watery, and for the sugar beet
it is not recommended. The seed, which should be chosen
from the most perfect plants, is sown in May : if sown
sooner, there is some danger from the frosty nights which
often occur about the beginning of that month ; or if the

spring is warm and genial, it gets too forward, and instead
of increasing in the root, it shoots up a seed-stalk, and the
root becomes comparatively useless. >. If it is sown later

than May, it never arrives at a full size before the approach
of winter : hence the first or second week in May is the best

time in our climate. It is found by experience that those

plants of beet which grow from seed sown where they are

to remain have larger roots, in general, than those which are

transplanted ; the seed is therefore usually drilled, or dib-

bled, in rows from twenty-four to thirty inches distant ; the

seeds are put in about an inch deep, and when they are

dibbled, the holes are about four inches asunder, and two
or three seeds are put in a hole. After they come up and
are out of danger of frost or insects, they are thinned out,

so as to leave the plants a foot asunder. Where the plants
have failed, the intervals are filled up by transplanting
some of those which are superfluous in other parts : in

doing this it is essential that the fibres of the roots be

not torn off in pulling up the plant ; and if they are taken

up carefully with some of the mould adhering to the roots,

it will well repay the additional trouble. If the ground is

well prepared, there is little fear of the plants not coming

up, or of their being destroyed by the lly, as is too often the

case with turnips. A sprinkling of liquid manure along
the rows, about the time that the plants first appear above

ground, will in general secure an abundance of them ; and
this may be done with much less trouble than would be

iii<;.l, by those who have never practised it. It requires

only a water-cart, with a large cask and two leathern hose,

kept at a proper distance from each other by a stick between

them, so that they may pour the liquid manure over two

rows at once. If the field be not above a mile from the

tank, a man and horse will water two acres in a day,

and if the distance is half a mile, four acres ; the expense
will be amply repaid in the crop.*
On a very large scale this may not be so practicable ; but

wherever a field 'of beet is near the home-stall, it should
never be omitted

; the evident advantage of it will soon re-
move any objection arising from trouble or expense. When
the plants are three inches above ground, they may be
thinned out a foot apart in the rows

; the intervals be-
tween the rows may be stirred with the plough, grubber,
or horse-hoe, and the intervals from plant to plant in the
row with the hand-hoe. The ground cannot be kept too
fine and open, provided the soil be not extremely porous,
and the weather very dry ;

in that case it must not be stirred
so much, for fear of the moisture evaporating too much.
It is a common practice to throw the earth from the rows
against the roots ; but the most experienced cultivators do
not approve of the method : on the contrary, they recom-
mend drawing the earth from the plants, or at least laying
the whole ground level. Where the soil is naturally rich
and deep, the drills may be made on the level ground : but
if the soil is shallow, or the subsoil of a barren nature, it is
best to raise small ridges, as is done for turnips on the North-
umberland plan, and bury the dung under them, by
which means the roots have more room to strike downwards.
As soon as the outer leaves begin to droop, they may be
gathered and given to cattle, but. a tuft should be left in the
centre to carry on the vegetation, or else the roots will
not increase. This practice of gathering the leaves is

strongly recommended by some, and thfey assert that the
root does not suffer in the least, although the leaves arc

reproduced ; but here we would give this caution, founded
on experience and observation. The drooping leaves, if not
gathered, will decay and fall off; they have performed their

oflice, and therefore to gather them before they wither is a
real economy : but to strip off fresh and growing leaves,
must injure the plant, and the juices required to replace-
;hem are so much taken from the growth of the roots.

When fodder is very scarce this may be a sacrifice worth

making, but if the object is to reserve the roots for winter
Food, the leaves should remain on the plant as long as they
!ook fresh and growing, until near the time of taking up
:he whole crop : the top may then be cut off an inch above
the crown of the root, and will be excellent food for the
cows and pigs.
The roots are generally taken up and stored for winter,

some time before there is any danger of considerable frost ;

he top having been removed, and the tap root cut off, the
mould which may adhere to the fibres is scraped off with

he back of the knife. The roots are then either stacked
n a barn or root-house, with alternate layers of straw, and
he sides and top protected from the frost by straw placed

all round, in which way they will keep well and fresh till

pring : or they are placed in trenches two feet deep and six

eet wide, with a layer of straw at the bottom and against
he sides ; they are heaped up in these trenches to the

leight of three feet above the ground, forming a ridge at

op, and then covered all over with straw, over which the

larth taken out of the trench is spread, and made smooth,

loping like the roof of a house. A small trench is dug
all round this heap, with a proper outlet to prevent any
water from soaking in; the heaps are made of any length,

according to the quantity of roots to be stored, and the

wo ends are secured with straw, and covered with earth

ike the sides. When it is required to take out the

oots for use, an opening is made at the end, a sufficient

[uantity is taken out, and the end is secured again with

traw and earth as before. When the roots have been

mt in dry, and some time has been allowed for a slight

fermentation, and the steam produced has been allowed

o escape before the heap was finally covered in, they
vill come out quite fresh and juicy till late in spring ;

mt if the proper precautions are neglected, they will often

ot or become inusty, and then the cattle will not readily

eat them. There are few crops so valuable for winter food

or cattle as the beet; Swedish turnips, or rutabaga, exceed

hem in the quantity of nourishment, weight for weight,

mt on good light soils the produce of the beet per acre is

much greater. On old pasture ground trenched up enormous

crops of mangel wurzel have been raised. When the

* ll'lhe water-cart contains 100 gallons, it will water onc-thml of an acre

i rows at three feet distance ; the burse will go over one mile anil half in an

inlinaiily shaped nelil to water an .-.ere, to which must be willed t;ce the

h-t , ni-.- "fiom the Unk, taken three times. This make* in all 11+6, or /{

"-liles for each acre, wlieit ilio distance is one mile.
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Regent's Park was forming, a part which hail been trcnchcc

was sown very thick with mangel wurzel seed, anil -m-!

the produce, that it was sold l>y auction, in loU, to ti

keepers in the neighbourhood, at the rate of 80/. per
acre.

It is said that the cows fed entirely on beet become too

fat, ninl i-i.- loss milk; but this would be no objection \vitl

tl.r cow-keepers who unite the fattening of their cows \\ ill

tlu- milking, and like to have them ready for the butcher as

soon as they are nearly dry. For bullocks they an
lent ; for horses Swedish turnips arc preferable. The pro

portional value of hay, potatoes Swedish turnips, and BMJ
in feeding cattle, according to Einhof, whose statements

Timer hits found to agree with his experiments, is as fol-

lows : 18 tons ofmangel wurrel arc equal to 1 5 tons of ruta

! '.M, or "4 tons of potatoes, or 3J tons of good meadow
hay, each quantity containing the same nourishment : but

the roots may be grown upon less than an acre, whereas
it "ill take two or three acres of good meadow- land U
produce the equivalent quantity of hay ; and of all

those root crops the least exhausting for the land is tin

beet. The white beet has been chielty cultivated for tilt

extraction of sugar from its juice. It is smaller than the

mangel wurzel, and more compact, and appears in r

ture to be more like the Swedish turnip. Wo have <;i\cn

it to cattle, and are satisfied with the result; but we havi

not made sufficiently accurate experiments to decide which
sorl is the most advantageous. It will probably be found
that the nature of the soil will make the scale turn in favoui

of the one or the other ; but for the manufacture of snu
the smaller beet, of which the roots weigh only one or two

pounds, are preferred by Chaptal, who, besides being a cele-

brated chemist, was also a practical agriculturist, and a
manufacturer of sugar from beet-root.

This manufacture sprung up in France in consequence ol

Bonaparte's scheme for destroying the colonial prosperity ot

Great Britain by excluding British colonial produce. It

having been found that from the juice of the beet-root a crys-
tallizable sugar could be obtained, he encouraged the esta-

blishment of the manufacture by every advantage which

monopoly and premiums could give it. Colonial sugar was at

the enormous price of four and five francs a pound, and the
use of it was become so habitual, that no Frenchman could do
without it. Several large manufactories of sugar from beet-

root were established, some of which only served as pretexts
for selling smuggled colonial sugar as the produce of their

own works. Count Chaptal, however, established one on his

own farm, raising the beet-root, as well as extracting the

sugar. We here give a brief account of the process, taken

chiefly from his own publications, especially the work en-

tilled La Chimie appliqtiee u I'Agriculture, 2 vols. 8vo,

Paris, 1829. The first operation is to clean the roots:

some effect this by washing, but Chaptal prefers scraping;
and paring them with a knife, although by this meai;
sixth part of the root is wasted, as the scrapings mixed
with earth cannot be safely given to cattle, and cv> n the

pigs cat but little of it ; but it adds to the manure, and is

therefore not altogether lost. Six tons of beet-root are thug
reduced to five, which are next to be rasped and reduced
to a pulp. This is done by a machine consisting of a

cylinder of tinned iron, two feet in diameter, and eighteen
inches in the axis, on which it is turned by machinery.
On the circumference of this cylinder arc fixed, by means of

screws, ninety narrow plates of iron, rising three-fourths of
an inch from the surface and parallel to the axis, at equal
distances all round

;
the outer or projecting edges of these

plates are cut into teeth like a saw
;
a slanting box is fixed

to the frame on which the axis of the cylinder turns, so that
the roots may be pressed against these plates. The cylinder
is made to revolve rapidly, and the roots are thus scraped,
the pulp falling into a vessel, lined with lend, placed below.
When two such cylinders arc made to revolve 400 times in

a minute by a sufficient power, whether water, wind, or

horses, two and a half tons of roots are ground down in two
honrv It is necessary that this operation should proceed
rapidly, or else the pulp acquires a dark colour, and an in-

cipient fermentation takes place, which greatly injures the

future results. As the pulp is ground it is put into strong
<ss bags, and placed under a powerful press to squeeze

out the juice. The residue is stirred, and subjected to a
second and third pressure, if necessary, till every particle of

juice is extracted. As the liquor is pressed out, it runs into

a copper, until it U two-thirds filled. The strength is ascer-

tained by nn instrument similar to the saccharometet

by brewers, called the j'c^e-/i<]iirur of Kcauinc *, wh.cli

shows the - i\it\ of the liquid. The lire is now
lighted, and by the tune the nipper is full the heat should

lie raised to 1 7"i
J

ol Fahrenheit's thermometer (6i of Kcau-
inui ), but no higher.

In the mean tune a mixture of lime and water has been

prepared by gradually pouring as much water upmi iOlb.

of quick lime as will make the mixture of the consistency
of cream. This is poured into the cooper when the 1

steadily at 17* . and is well mixed with the juice by stirring
it. The heat is then increased till the mixture boils, when
a thick and glutinous scumiiM's to the .surface,

as clear bubbles rise through this scum, the lire is suddenly
put out by water poured on it or by a proper damper,
scum hardens as it cools, and the sediment being di-p*

the liquor becomes clear and of a light straw colour.

scum is then carefully taken olV with a skimmer having
holes in it, and is put into a vessel till such time as tin-

liquor remaining in it can be pressed out. A cock is now
opened al>out five inches above the bottom of the boiler,

and all the clear liquor is drawn off. Another cock lower
down lets out the remainder until it begins to appear c!

what still remains is afterwards boiled again with v>.

extracted by pressure from the .scum. The clear liqi.

now subjected t > evaporation in another boiler which i-

and shallow. The Ixiltom is but slightly covered with tin:

juice at first, and it b"ils rapidly. As the water c\a|<
fresh juice is let in. When a cutain degree of iiispissalion
or thickening has taken place, so as to show live or MX de-

grees of strength on the pett-liqueur, animal chum
gradually added till the liquor arrives at -JIT. One bin

weight of charcoal is required for the juice of
'J.J tuns ol :

which is now reduced to about .100 gallons. The evaporation

by boiling continues till the saccharorneter marks 'J.j and
a regular syrup is obtained. This is now strained tin

a linen bng, and the liquor is kept flowing by means of

steam or hot air, and assisted by pressure-. In two or three-

hours all the clear syrup will have run through.
There are many nice circumstances to be attended to.

which can only be learned by experience, and an outline of

the process is all that we undertake to irive.

The syrup thus prepared is ayain boiled and skimmed
until it is sufficiently concentrated, which is known in the

following manner. The skimmer is dipped into the sirup
and drawn out; some of the thick syrup which adheres to

it is taken between the thumb and fore-finger and held

there till the beat is reduced to that of the skin : the linger
and thumb are separated, and if the syrup is of a proper
strength, a thread will be drawn out, which snaps and has

the transparency of horn or rather barley-sugar : this is

called the proof. The fire is then put out and the syrup is

carried to the cooler, which is a vessel capable of containing
all the syrup produced by four operationsor boiling-. IK:;

the sugar is to crystallize : ns soon as this coninu nces the

whole is well mixed and stirred, and before it becomes too

stiff, earthen moulds, of the well-known sugar-loaf shajH-,
and of the size called grfnt b<i*t<ir<{*, are filled with Iho

crystallizing mass, ol' winch a little at a time is poured into

each. When they are full, they are earned to the coolest place
>n the premises. As the cr\ stalli/ation goes on. the crust

formed on the top is repeatedly broken, and the whole is stirred

till the crystals are collected in the centre ; it is then allowed

:o go on without further disturbance. In three days it is

so far advanced, that the prcs which were put into the

lolcs at the point of the moulds may be taken out and the

nolasses allowed to run out. In a week this is mostly run

)(T. While syrup is now poured on the top of the moulds,
which filters through the mass and carries part of t he-

colouring matter with it. The process that follows is ex-

actly that in common use in refining West India sugars.

Although most of the operations arc nearly the same as

those by which the juice of the sugar-cane is prepared for use,
much greater skill and nicety are required in rendering the

uicc of the beet-root crystallizable on account of its greater

awness, and the smaller quantity of" sugar that it contains,

lut when this sugar is refined, it is impossible for the most

experienced judge to distinguish it from the other, either
by

he taste or appearance ; and from this arose the facility with
vbich smuggled colonial sugar was sold in France, under

Thr pjtfjiijvcvr ot He.inmr hen* rpf.-rn-r! to u an liy<lr<>nirIT. nf which
'

correipomli tii 1-000, the iiwcilie gwiiv t>f imrc water at 55 ot Fahren-
heit ; txf S5 to about IS 15.
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the name of sugar from beet-root. Five tons of clean roots

produce 9bout -li c\vt. of coarse sugar, which give about

160 Ibs. of double-refined sugar, and 60 Ibs. of inferior lump-
sugar. The rest is molasses, from which a good spirit is

distilled. The dry residue of the roots, after expressing the

juice, consists chiefly of fibre and mucilage, and amounts to

about one-fourth of the weight of the clean roots used. It

contains all the nutritive part of the root, with the exception
of 4i per cent, of sugar, which has been extracted from the

juice, the rest being water. Two pounds of this dry residue,
and half a pound of good hay, are considered as sufficient

food for a moderate-sized sheep for a day, and will keep it

in good condition
;
and cattle in proportion.

As the expense of this manufacture greatly exceeds the

value of the sugar produced, according to the price of co-

lonial sugar, it is only by the artificial encouragement of a

monopoly and premiums that it can ever be carried on to

advantage. The"prooess is one of mere curiosity as long as

sugar from the sugar-cane can be obtained, and the import
duties laid upon it are not so excessive as to amount to a

prohibition ;
and in this case it is almost impossible to pre-

vent its clandestine introduction.

By allowing the juice of the beet-root to undergo the
vinous fermentation and by distilling it, a more profitable re-

sult will be obtained in a very good spirit. A kind of beer

may also be made of it, which is said to be pleasant in warm
weather and wholesome.
Another mode of making sugar from beet-root, practised

in some parts of Germany, is as follows, and is said to make
better sugar than the other process. The roots having been
washed are sliced lengthways, strung on packthread and

hung up to dry. The object of this is to let the watery
juice evaporate, and the sweet juice, being concentrated, is

taken up by macerating the dry slices in water. It is ma-

naged so that all the juice shall be extracted by a very
small quantity of water, which saves much of the trouble of

evaporation. Professor Lampadius obtained from 110 Ibs.

of roots 4 Ibs. of well-grained white powder-sugar, and the

residuum afforded 7 pints of spirit. Achard says that about
a ton of rools produced 100 Ibs. of raw sugar, which gave
55 Ibs. of refined sugar, and 25 Ibs. of treacle. This result

is not very different from that of Chaptal.
BEETHOVEN, LUDYV1G VON, one of the three

great German composers who may be said to have flou-

rished in our time, was born on the 17th of December, 1770,
at Bonn. His father :nid grandfather were both musicians

by profession ;
the former occupied the situation of principal

vocal tenor, and the latter that of first base singer, and

subsequently kapellmeister, in the chapel of the elector of

Cologne. In the Dictionnaire des Musiciens it is said,

that he was the reputed son of Frederick William II. of

Prussia, but there seems to have been no ground whatever

for a rumour which, in all probability, originated in court

scandal. Beethoven's father was so much addicted to in-

temperance that he was often disqualified from performing
his duties ;

hence he neglected the education of his son, who,

however, by the assistance of friends, was enabled to gain
some knowledge of Latin, of French, of arithmetic, &c., as

taught in the schools of Germany.
From the earliest age Beethoven evinced a disposition

for music; or, in other words, he learnt the language of

music and his mother-tongue both at the same time : and

as modulated sounds seldom fail to make a deep impression
on a young fervid mind, when they are almost constantly

presented to it, as was the case in the present instance, he

soon acquired, and as speedily manifested, a taste for the art

of which they are the foundation. His father began to in-

struct him when he was only in his fifth year, but soon de-

livered him over to M. Von der Eden, esteemed the best

pianist in Bonn, who dying shortly after, the youthful pupil

wns transferred to M. Neefe, his successor, the Archduke

Maximilian of Austria defraying the expense of his tuition.

This excellent master initiated his pupil in the works of

Sebastian Bach, particularly in those extremely laboured

studies entitled
' Le Clavecin bien tempere ;' or the Forty-

eight Preludes and Fugues in every key. At the age of

thirteen he published at Mannheim and at Spires, in his

own name, Variations on a March, Sonatas, and Songs.

But at this time his genius displayed itself more decidedly

in musical improvisation. His extempore fantasias are men-
tioned by Gerber in his Lexicon (' Tonkunstler-Lexicon '),

as having excited the admiration of the most accomplished
musicians of the time.

The elector of Cologne now sent his protege, in the cha
racter of court organist (in which office he had succeeded
Neefe), to Vienna, to study under Joseph Haydn ; but
the great composer, being then on the point of setting out
for England in furtherance of his engagement with Mr.
Salomon, placed his intended pupil in the hands of the
eminent theorist, Albrechtsberger, who first gave him me-
thodical instructions in counterpoint. After having com-
pleted his time with that master, he returned to Bonn

; but
the capital of the Austrian empire had now more charms
for him than his native city. His patron, too, died, and war
raged in its worst form in the north of Germany ; Beethoven,
therefore, left for ever the place of his birth, and settled
in Vienna, which city and the adjoining country he never
afterwards quitted.
About this time (1791 ?), says the Chevalier von Seyfried,

Beethoven most successfully tried his strength in the quartet
style,

' a noble style, reformed, or, more properly speaking,
created by Haydn, enriched by the universal genius of
Mozart with greater depth and gravity, though not at the

expense of grace, and carried by Beethoven to a degree of

superior power that few will attempt to attain, and perhaps
none will ever surpass.' Happily for him he was at that
time on terms of intimate friendship with three artists in
the service of Prince Rasumowski ; and whenever he had
finished a work, he communicated to them his intentions in

regard to its character and expression. Hence it became a

saying in Vienna,
' Those who would well understand the

chamber-music of Beethoven must hear it executed by
Schuppanzigh, Weiss, and Liuke.' f
He now was strongly pressed to compose an opera, and

ML Sonnleithner undertook to arrange the opera ofLeonore,
"rom a French piece named I'Amour conjugal. Beethoven
then went to reside in the very theatre for which he was

writing, and laboured at his work with ardour and satisfac-

tion. This opera, better known under the title of Fidelia,

was not received with much applause ;
with the exception

of three, the performers were not equal to the tasks assigned
them. Moreover, the war and progress of the French
armies absorbed the attention of nearly every inhabitant of

Vienna. The next year the managers of the Karnthnerthor

Theatre gave Fidelia for their benefit. The work then

ook the form which it now bears ; it was reduced to two acts,

and preceded by an imposing overture in E major. The com-

poser also added the short march, the air of the jailer, and
he finale of the first act, cutting out a trio in B Hat, and a

luet for a soprano, with violin and violoncello obligati ac-

companiments, in c, nine-eight time, neither of which are to

ie found in the score.

In 180'J Beethoven determined to accept the place of

kapellmeister to the king of Westphalia, Jerome Buona-

larte, which was offered to him with many advantageous
conditions. It was then that three lovers and patrons of the

arts, the archduke Kodolph, and the princes Lobkowitz and

(insky, came forward, and, in terms the most flattering,

executed a deed by which an income of 4000 florins (about

100/.) was secured to the great composer, till he should

ibtain some appointment of equal value, the only condition

if which was, that it should be expended in the Austrian

dominions.

It is to be feared that untoward events frustrated, in a

considerable degree, the good intentions of Beethoven's

>atrons. Prince Lobkowitz was soon involved in such

Uter ruin that his palace in Vienna was converted into

an hotel. Prince Kinsky fell in the French war, and

the archduke remained his only protector. He now ex-

>ressed a strong desire to travel, and especially wished

o see England. He had been invited to this metro-

x>lis by the Philharmonic Society of London, who proposed
a him liberal terms, and he made preparations for the

ourney ;
but when the moment for decision arrived, he

could not summon up sufficient courage for, what appeared
:o him to be, so vast an undertaking. He was suffering

from an infirmity severe to all afflicted by it, but doubly so

:o a musician deafness. This calamity came on gradually,

but from the first defied all remedies and every effort of

skill, till at length the sense became so wholly extinct that

he could only communicate with others by writing. The

consequences of so severe a deprivation were, as his friend

Seyfried feelingly but candidly remarks,
' a habit of gloomy,

anxious distrust,' and a violent desire of solitude, the usual

precursors of hypochondria. To read, to stroll into the

country, were his most agreeable occupations ;
and a small,
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Tery select circle of dew friends formed liis only social

enjoyment.'

By slow degree*. irmliidie*. arising probably from a long-

continued mate of mental irritation, attacked a frame which

nature had made healthy and robust, and rendered re-

course to medical aid absolutely necessary. Throo of the

chief Vienna ph\ -ic-mis attended him, and nonlivti-d nothing
that could alleviate the sufferings of their patient. But

the hope of any cure soon vanished : symptoms of dropsy

appeared, and became more and more decisive in character.

He underwent the operation of tapping, which mitigated
the pain he endured. During the process he very charac-

teristically exclaimed. 'Better water from my body than

from my pen.' Six days before his death he said to Iris

friends Si. Schindler, an Aulic counsellor, and M Brenning,
*
Plaudit?, amid, comcettia finita */.' From about that

time to the moment of his decease he was in a state of

constant delirium ; and in tho evening of the 26th of

March, 18-27, he breathed his last. M. Schindler, in a

letter to Mr. Moscheles, says,
' The funeral ceremonies

were such as are due to the remains of a great man. It is

calculated that nearly 30,000 people were collected on the

glacis and in the street through which the procession was

to pass. The scene is not to be described in words; but if

you remember the immense concourse of people in the

Crater during the Congress of Vienna in 1814, you may
f>rm some idea of it Eight Hf<i>trfi-de-Chapelle
were pall -bearers; and in the whole there were thirty-six

torch-bearers, among whom were the poets Grillpartzer and

Castelli. as also all the first artists in Vienna.' At the end

of this letter, the writer mentions an extraordinary proof ol

the avidity with which the German phrenologists seize every

opportunity of pursuing their investigations.
'

Yesterday ,'

- ivs,
' the grave-digger came to announce to us that an

offer of a thousand llorins, convention-money (about 100/

English), had been made to him by letter, if he would de-

posit the head of Beethoven in a place fixed on.'
' In taking an inventory of M. Beethoven's property,' the

before-named gentleman adds,
' there were found, in a

half-mouldered chest, seven Austrian bank bills, value

about 1000/. in British money, and about 100 llorins in

paper money. The hundred pounds which the Philhar-

monic Society of London had seat him were found mi

touched.' This society, hearing that one to whom UHIMI

owed such deep obligations was suffering from sickness aw
straitened circumstances, with a most laudable feeling, im

mediately transmitted that sum for his immediate use, am'

were prepared to show a further proof of their gratitude, hut

it been necessary.
Beethoven died unmarried ; and he was never known to

form any attachment of a tender kind. His portraits are

faithful representations. He was of the middle size, stout

and his form altogether indicated strength. Notwithstand

ing tho strange kind of life he led, his only illness was
that uf which he died.

In reference to his projected travels, it has been observe'

by an anonymous writer in the Harmnnicnn (vol. i. 166)
that it may be doubted whether his presence would havi

added, either here or elsewhere, to his celebrity. His ex
treme reserve towards strangers prevented his displaying
those excellent qualities which, under a forbidding exterior

he was known to possess : and such were the contrasts in

his character, that occasionally his bluntness of remark
and his total want of reserve in offering his opinion of others

made him appear to be quite forgetful of the prescribe!
rules of society. But, continues the writer in the worl

mentioned, notwithstanding these foibles, which too often

accompany genius, his character for integrity ranked de

servedly high : his strong feeling of truth and justice pro-
duced a rectitude in his moral conduct which ensured him
the esteem of every honourable man. Though his early
education was rather neglected, yet he made up for tlv

deficiency by subsequent application ; and those who knot
him well state, that his knowledge of German literature was

very respectable, and that he was a tolerable proficient in

Italian, though of French ho knew very little ; indeed, he
had strong prejudices against that nation. Whenever he
could be induced to throw off the reserve arising, mos
likely, from his infirmity, his conversation became ' ex

tromely animated, full of interesting anecdote, and rcpluti
with original remarks on men and ni;uu.

But after his decease it was found that he was consciou:

of his own weaknesses, and in hit will had apolo,.'

hem. This curious document, so interesting to the ..d

mirers of Beethoven, to the lovers of art, and to

ihilosophcr, as developing the tilings of an illust;

composer, and throwing a light on Ins p,-i- >n:i! <! ir > UT, is

lated Heiligcnstadt, Oct. 6, 1802, and addressed t<

>rothcr Carl, and his nephew Ludwig Beeth

Beethoven's published works reach opera l.n. nt least;

.hey embrace every class and are in all shies. His vocal

nnsic is full of beautiful new melody, and equally distin-

guished by strong feeling and a just expression of the words.

His oratorio, The Mount nf Olirrt, his opera, Pidtlio, and
two masses, bear testimony to this : though, in our opi-

nion, his numerous songs, very little known in England
tlis two cantatas,

'
Adelaida,' and ' Ah ! perfido, spcritiur.i,'

with which all real lovers of music are acquainted. display
taste of a more refined kind than any of his other \

works can boast. Most of his pianof rtc music is ad-

mirable, and possesses every quality that vaM genius c

endow it with
;
while some is crude, wantonly difficult, and

betrays a wayward fancy. His quintets and quarti-'-
wliat may be termed his chamber music, are elaborately
written, and so original, they speak a language so uncom-

mon, that, on a first, and even second hearing, many
and impartial critics have confessed themselves Una 1

form a decisive opinion of their merits. On fiirthei

quaintanc-c, beauties of the rarest kind art! unfolded, and
the appetite for them increases in proportion a tln->

better known. We are, it roust be understood, alludii

the best of the class
;
the composer was not successful in

every production of the sort, thounh his failures were

paratively few. But the grandeur of Beethoven's co:

tions, and his marvellous skill in dcvr: i>:m nt. an-

manifest in his orchestral works, in his overtures, and

especially in hi.s symphonies. This is the field in which all

his faculties are called into action ; in which the wmid.

his imagination are displayed, and every resource of his art

is made contributory. And the power which he hero ex-
hibits is the more remarkable, as the ground seemed to be

so entirely occupied by Haxdn and Mozart, that no room

appeared to be left for a third.

Five years after the death of Beethoven, his friend the

Chevalier Ignaz von Sey fried published, in German, his

posthumous didactic work, under tho title of />'

Studies in Thnrnush-litut, Counterjmnt, and /.'

';/'
( ''imposition, collected from his autograph .l/.s>

This work, though deficient in method and desultory, con-

tains matter of much interest and importance, to the musician,

anl, as the record of his own experiences, is not only valu-

able but curious. Its utility, however, will be felt chiclly by

processors, especially composers, who, if they make a right

use of it, may profit largely by the practical remarks, illus-

trated by examples, embodied with the text, in which it

abounds. M. Seyfried has added to the work a biographical
sketch of the author, and that extraordinary will to which
we have above alluded.

BEETLE. This term has frequently K
name common to the species of the family &;n;il>,,

but it is more commonly and properly used to

those insects which are covered by a strong horny substance,

the abdominal part of the body being pruteclcd by two
sheaths under which the wings arc folded. Honco the.

term is synonymous with COLKOI'TKUA.

BE'FORT, BELFORT, or as it is written by Expilly,
BEDFORT, a town in France, formerly cap
district of Sundtgau, now capital tit an arrondissemenl ui

the department of Haul Rhin or U|>|>er Rhine. It i

tuatcd amid the Yosges, and on the bank of a little streai

Savoureuse, which runs into the Douhs. It is in -i;

N. lat., and 6 50' E. long., 248 miles E.S.E. of Paris.

An old fortress of the leudul ages, which from its strong

position had the name of Bui-fort, gave to this town both its

origin and its designation. It was at an curly jx-riod under
countsof iU own, and afterwards pu*scd under the dominion
of the house of Austria. By the treaty of Westphalia in

1648, it was ceded by Austria to France : and its important
situation, in a pass from Alsace to Francho C'omti , mdu<vd
Louis XIY. to strengthen it with new military works. The
task was committed to tho skill and science of Vauhan,
who was led by the nature of the ground to use a new
system of fortification. The ground euclosed by the new
fortifications was laid out in regular .streets, and occupi -d

by well-built houses, forming a ne.w toirn far superior in

appearance and symmetry to the old tuu-rt. The new town
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occupies the higher ground, the old town occupies the

lower. The antient castle, which Vauban repaired, is on a

steep rock, and is remarkable for the great height of its

walls. Previous to the revolution there was a collegiate
church at Befort.

The town is well situated for trade, being the centre from
which several roads branch out

;
the neighbouring country

furnishes wood and iron
;
and between the town and the

Vosges is a vast bed of peat, which might serve for fuel.

Iron-wire, wax-candles, leather, and paper are the chief

manufactures
; and the Dictiunnaire Unh-ersel de la

France, Paris, 18U4, speaks of a charitable institution for

orphan girls in which cotton-yarn was spun, also of manu-
factories of printed cottons. The population of the town in

1832 was 4537; that of the whole commune amounted to

3753.

The principal objects worthy of notice are the town-

house, the church, the military hospital, and the barracks.

There are a library, a high school, and a society of agri-
culture.

The arrondissement of Befort is very mountainous, being
entirely occupied by the branches of the Vosges or the

Jura. It comprehends 341 square miles, or 218,240 acres,

and is subdivided into nine cantons and 191 communes.
The population of the arrondissement in 1832, was 116,156.

(Expilly ; Malte-Bvun ; Diclionnaire Universal de la

France ; Dupin, Forces productive! de la France.)

15EG, also pronounced BEY, is a Turkish word which

signifies
'

prince, lord, or chief,' and in the Osman empire
is rather vaguely used as a title of governors and other high
officer* of the state. It is also frequently subjoined to pro-

per names, to distinguish persons of high rank generally.
BEGGAR. [See MENDICANT and MENDICITY.]
BEGHARMI, called by Brown D AR BAGHERMI, ig

a country in Africa, extending southwards, probably to 10

N. lat. : its northern boundary reaches nearly to the Lake
Tchad, perhaps to 1 2 30' N. lat. We know only the western
1> uiulary with any degree of certainty, and this runs (about
18' K. long.) at a short distance from the eastern bank of

the river Shary, which empties itself into the Tchad from

the south-east. On the east it seems to extend to the nearly
unknown country of Waday, which separates Begharmi
from Dar-Fur. Some small kingdoms, which extend along
the river Shary, separate on the west Begharmi from

Bornou.
This country, like its neighbour Bornou, lies between the

unknown region of central Africa and the Great Desert, the

Sahara, which latter may be considered as beginning on the

northern shores of the Lake Tchad. From the swampy
southern shores of the Tchad the country rises imper-

ceptibly for a considerable distance, and then the surface

begins to swell into hills, which by degrees attain the height
of mountains. The hilly and mountainous portion of it

belongs to Begharmi. The greatest part of this country
is covered with thick forests, chiefly inhabited by the fero-

cious animals common in this part of Africa. It is also

traversed by a great number of rivers and water-courses,

and contains numerous lakes. The river Shary, which pro-

bably has its source in the mountains of Begharmi, enters

the plain as a considerable stream, being at Kussery about

12(10 feet wide.

As this country has never been visited by Europeans, we
aro unacquainted with its natural wealth. We only know
that its horses are of excellent breed, perhaps among the

best in the world.

We know little more alxvut its inhabitants, who seem

to be numerous and warlike. They frequently under-

take predatory incursions into the neighbouring countries,

where they often appear in considerable numbers. Be-

sides, they seem to have made considerable progress in

some of the arts, at least in those of war. In Denham's

;rney
'

there is a picture of a Begharmi horseman, which

certainly may be atlduced in proof of this assertion. It

is not decided whether the inhabitants of Begharmi are

<>es, or whether they belong to the Galla tribes which

occupied a considerable part of Abyssinia. It would

appear, however, that they have not embraced the Islam,

but are still idolaters.

The flat country extending between Begharmi and the

Lake Tchad is the abode of a tribe of wandering Arabs,

called the Shouaas, who have numerous flocks of cattle and

hi-"p.

The few notices respecting this country we owe to Major

Denham, who collected them during his residence at
Bornou.

BEGLERBEG, a compound word, which properly sig
nifies 'chief of chiefs,' was till very recently in the Osman
empire the title of the governor-generals of the provinces.
They stood next in rank to the vizier, and had under their

jurisdiction many sanja/<s,or districts, with their begs, agas,
&c. One of their external distinctions was that the sultan
of Constantinople always bestowed on them three ensigns,
named in Turkish tugh, which consisted of staves trimmed
with the tail of a horse : inferior officers of the crown were
honoured by only one or two of these insignia. About the
middle of the seventeenth century, the Turkish empire
comprised twenty-two beglerbeglics, or provinces governed
by beglerbegs, who derived their income from the places
under their government, viz., seventeen in Asia : Anatolia,
Caramania, Diarbekir, Damascus, Siwas, Erzerum, Van,
Childir, Shehrezur, Aleapo, Marash, Cyprus, Tarabolos,
Trebizond, Kars, Mosul and Rika; and five in Europe
Rumili, Gallipoli (the beglerbeglic of the seas), Budun or
Buda. Temeswar, and Bosna. Six other beglerbegs received
their salary out of the grand signior's treasury : they were
those of Cairo, Bagdad, Yemen, Habesh, Basra, and Lahsa.
(See Paul Rycaut, State of the Ottoman Empire, London,
1668, fol. pp. 51-57.)

BEGONIA'CE^i, a natural order of Endogons, con-
sisting of a single genus, composed of species found exclu

sively in the dampest parts of the tropics in both the New
and Old World, particularly in Asia and America. They
have perfectly unisexual flowers, with a superior calyx,
generally coloured pink, consisting, in the sterile flowers, of
from two to four pieces, and in the fertile flowers of from
five to eight. The stamens are numerous

;
the style sim-

ple ; the stigmas three, often forked, and having a wavy or
twisted appearance. These latter originate from a three-

cornered, three-celled ovary, containing a multitude of little

seeds, which changes to a thin-sided capsule with three

extremely unequal wings. The leaves are always more or
less unequal-sided, and have highly-developed membranous
stipules at their base.

1, a sterile .(lower; 3, a fertile one; 3, the same in bud; 4, the Iialf-gron-ii

ovary aud stigmas ; 5, fruit ; 6, the same cut through horizontally ; 7. seeds

the natural size; 8, one seed magnified ; 9, the same cut through to shmv the

embryo in its natural position in the albumen ; 10, an embryo separate.

It is very difficult to say with what other natural order

this has most affinity. By Link it has been stationed near.

Umbellifercc, a most unintelligible association. Jussieu,

attracted by its highly developed stipules, and apparently

apetalous flowers, together with the acid flavour which is so

prevalent in the order, suspected its near alliance with Po-

lygonea?, while Lindley, with a greater degree of proba-

bility, now makes it constitute an alliance of his Epigynous
Cohort of Exogens with polypetalous flowers, stationing it

in the vicinity of the Gourd tribe.
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All the sppeie* of the only penult. Begonia, of which thr

order consists, hare fleshy leaves, often richly -coloured nidi

crimson, succulent Mem-, and neat-looking pink flower*

growing in few-flowered panicles. They are deservedly
favourites with the collectors of tropical plants in conae-

qucnce of the facility with which they may bo kept in a

stale of almost constant flowering ; vet we arc not aware

that they have ever received in this country the considera-

tion they deserve, although tho readiness with which they
lend themselves to the cultivator's art renders them peculiarly
suited to his attention. Heat and moisture in a high de-

pree, with decayed vegetable matter to prow in, such a*

old tan, are all that they require : treated thus in the im-

perial gardens at Schiinhninn, near Vienna, they form one

of the most interesting objects in that splendid establish-

ment, occupying almost exclusively a house specially allotted

for their cultivation, and not yielding in attraction to the

tropical forest, fern-houses, and palm-houses in their vici-

nity, with which the visitor naturally compares them. About

fifty species are at present described, the principal part of

which may be procured in a living state in the gardens of

Europe.
BEGUINS, in ecclesiastical history, certain tertiaries or

half-monks, who followed the third rule of St. Francis.

They were called in Italy, Bizochi and Bocasoti ; in France,

Bcgiiins : and in Germany, Beguards or Beghards : and
are very frequently mentioned in the ecclesiastical history
of the "middle age. The accounts, however, which both

antient and modern writers generally give of these famous
names are so uncertain and so different from each other,

that the history of the Beghards and Beguins is involved m
greater perplexity than any other part of the ecclesiastical

history of that period. Mosheim is minute upon the true

oriirm of these denominations, both of which he considers

to have been derived from the German beggen or beggeren
(now written begfhren), to seek with importunity, by join-

ing which to the syllable hard, which is the termination of

many German words, we have the word begge/utril, appli-
cable to a person who asks any thing with great ardour,
and from which the English word beggar is manifestly de-

rived. These observations, on the origin and signification
of the words in question, nerve as a clue to the difficulties in

which the history of the Beghards and Bcguins has been
involved ; and, as Mosheim justly observes, will enable the

reader to account for the prodigious multitudes of Beghards
and Beguins which sprung up in Europe in the thirteenth

century : and will show him how it happened that these de-

nominations were given to above thirty sects or orders,
which differed widely from each other in their opinions,
their discipline, and manner of living. The Bizochi or Be-

guins, if we except their sordid habit and certain observ-

ances or maxims, which they followed in consequence of
the injunctions of St. Francis, lived after the manner of

other men, and were therefore considered in no other light
than as seculars and laymen. (Sec the Acta Inquisit. Tho-
losaaef, published by Limborch, pp. 307, 329, 382, 389, &c.
and Jordan's Chrunicon, published by Muratori, Atiliqin't.
Itnl. Medii jEri, torn, iv., p. 1020.)
We must not, however, says Mosheim, confound these

Beguins and Beguincs, who derive their origin from an
austere branch of the Franciscan order, with the German
and Bclgic Beguincs, who crept out of their obscurity in

the thirteenth century, and multiplied prodigiously in a

very short time. Their origin was of earlier date than this

century, but it was only now that they acquired a name,
and made a noise in the world. Their

primitive
establish-

ment was undoubtedly the effect of virtuous dispositions
and upright intentions. A certain number of pious women,
both virgins and widows, in order to maintain their inte-

grity, and preserve their principles from the contagion of a

corrupt age, formed themselves into societies, each of which
had a fixed place of residence, and was under the inspection
and government of a female head. Here they divided tlicir

time between exercises of devotion and works of industry,
reserving to themselves the liberty of entering into the state

of matrimony, and quitting the convent whenever they
thought proper. And as all those among the female sex,
who made extraordinary professions of piety and devotion,
irre distinguished by the title of Heguinet, i. c. persons
who were uncommonly assiduous in prayer, that title was

given to the women of whom we are now speaking. The
flint society of this kind that we read of, was formed at Ni-
vclle in Brabant, in the year 1226, or as other historians

say, in 1207 : and was followed by so many institutions of a
like nature in France, l.. nnnr.y. Holland, and Flanders,
that towards the middle ol the thirteenth century, there

was scarcely a city of any note that had not it* bfguinage,
or vineyard, as it was sometimes called in coni'.irii

the style of tho Song of Songs. All these female M
were not governed by the s.une laws : hut in the greatest

part of them, the hours that were not di

meditation, or other religious exercises. \\cic Mnplqyod in

weaving, embroidering, and other manual labours of \ :U-IM,-

kinds. Tho poor, sick, and disabled Beguine* were Mip
ported by the pious liberality of such opulent ;

were friends to the order.

Mosheim. in a note, says, in the last,' meaning tho .-

teenth century, there was a great debate carried on in the

Netherlands, concerning the origin of the Beghards and

Beguines : the latter, in the course of the controversy, pro-

ducing the most authentic and unexceptionable iv,

and diplomas, from which it appeared that in the eleventh

and twelfth centuries there had been several -

Beguines established in Holland and Flanders.' It is

true, be adds, they had no more than three of these au-

thentic acU to oiler as a proof of their antiquity ; the firs

drawn up in the year 1065, the second in the yur ;

the third in 1151 ; and they were all three drawn up at Vil

vorden by the Beguincs, who at that time were settled

there. (See Auh. Minri, Opem Dtpkmatico-hifhu
torn. ii. c. xxvi. p. 948, and torn. iii. p. 628. Edit. nov. ; Eryo.
1'utcunus, De Beghiruirum apud Jielgat Inttituto e,

mint
SufTruxio. printed in A. Rickel s I'ita S. J'asxtrrum

Annolaiionibus, p. GJ-227. 4 to. Douay, IC31.) Hence Mo-
sheim thinks it almost probable that a convent of Beguines
must have existed at Vilvorden before the thirteenth cen-

tury, and of course before that of Nivellc.

In the fourteenth cent u ry, the societies of I he llcgn hies had
become very numerous in Germany; but as they adopted oroe
of the mysterious and extravagant opinions of the M
brethren and sisters of the tree Spirit,' we find in the

man records of this century a frequent distinction of then;.

into those of the right and approved class, and those of the

sublime or free spirit, the former of whom adhered to the

public religion, while the latter were corrupted by the opi-
nions of the mystics. The Beguines now shared in th

persecution which fell upon the mystics. The Clementina,
as it is called, or constitution of the council of Vienna, AD.
1311, against the Beguines, or those female societies who
lived together in fixed habitations, under a common rule i I

pious discipline and virtuous industry, gave rise to a
j

i

cution of these people which lasted till the reformation by
Luther, and ruined the cause both of the Beguines anil

Beghards in many placos. For though the pope, in his last

constitution, bad permitted pious \\oiucn to live as nuns in

a state of celibacy, with or without taking the vow, anil re-

fused a toleration only to such of them as were corrupted
with the opinions of the Brethren of tho free Spirit ; yet the
vast number of enemies which the Hcguines .mil licghards
had, partly among the mechanics, especially th*

and partly among the priests and monks, took a handle
from the Clementina to molest the Beguines in their hoi

to seize and destroy their goods, to offer them many uthri

insults, and to involve the BeghiinU in the like persecution.

Pope John XXII. afforded the Beguines some relief under
these oppressions, in the year 1324, by a social constitu-

tion, in which he gave a favourable explication of the Cle-

mentina, and ordered that the goods, chattels, habitations,
and societies of tho innocent Beguines should be preserved
from every kind of violence and insult ; which example of

clemency and moderation wag afterwards fallowed by other

popes. On the other hand, the Beguines, in hopes of dis-

appointing more effectually the malicious attempts of their

enemies, embraced in many places the third rule nl St.

Francis and of the Augustines. Yet nil these measures in

their favour could not prevent the loss l>oili of their rcpn
tation and substance, for from this time they were opp:-
in several provinces by the magistrates, the clergy, and tho

monks, who had cast a greedy -\e upmi their treasures, and
were extremely eager to divide the spud. (See Mosheim s

Kccltt. Hitlory, edit. 8vo. Lond. 1 782, vol. iii. pp. 228,
229, 230, 231, 377, 379.) Mosheim intended a separate
work upon the Beghards and Beguincs, which never ap-

peared ; though he states himself, in his history, that it was
then almost finished. The most copious writer on the long

persecution of the Beguines is Cliristianus \Vurstiscn, or
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Urtisius, in his Cfironicon Basiliense, written in German,
lib. iv. cap. ix. p. 201. fol. Basil, 1580.

There is a little work of great rarity, entitled Lettre de

M. IAbbe S* * * a Mile, da G * *
*, BeguinectAnvers, sur

rOrigine et le Progres de ton Institut. 12mo. Par. 1731,

from which we learn that Beguinages, as they \vere called

then, existed at Aix-la-Chapelle, Alost, Anderlech, An-

ghein, Antwerp, Arras, Arschot, Audenarde, Bethune,

Bruges, Brussels, Carnbray, Cologne, Courtray, Diest, Douay,
Ghent, Grandraont, Hasselt, Hercnthals, Hochstraten,

Huy, Isch, Lew, Liege, Lierre, Lille, Lovz, Louvain, Ma-
lines, Mons, Namur, Nivelle, Orchies, Ruremonde, Ter-

monde, Tirlemont, St. Trond, Tongres, Tournay, Tournhout,

Valenciennes, Venlo, and Vilvorden. It contains also two

representations of a Beguine, one in the dress worn in the

chapel of her house or convent, and the other in her walk-

ing habit. Communities of Beguines still subsist in Hol-

land, Belgium, and Germany. In Brussels there is a portion
of the town still called the Beguinage, inhabited by about a

thousand Beguines, governed by matrons. There are Be-

guinages also at Amsterdam, Ajitwerp, and Mechlin.

BEHEADING. [See DECAPITATION.}
BEHEM, MARTIN, was a celebrated navigator and

geographer of the fifteenth century. His name is written

by various authors in very different ways: Behem, Beham,
Behaim, Boehm, Bcehem, Behen, Behemira, &c. He was
born in the old imperial city of Nuremberg, somewhere about

the year 143C. His family, which was respectable, or what
was called 'distinguished' in those days, is said to have

come originally from Bohemia. His education was care-

fully attended to, and he is said to have enjoyed the advan-

tage of being instructed by the learned John Miiller, better

known under the Latin name of Regiomontanus. In early
life he followed the profession of a merchant, continuing,
however, to cultivate the mathematical, and particularly the

nautical, sciences, which may have become more interesting
to him from the circumstance of his having to make several

commercial voyages. Even at this time he is said to have
reflected a great deal on the subject of the antipodes, and,
like Columbus, to have been convinced of the existence of

vast tracts of land in the western hemisphere ;
but already-

many scientific men entertained vague notions of the kind.

Being on business at Antwerp in the year 1479, Behcm
became acquainted with some Flemings who were closely
connected with the enterprising court of Lisbon, and who
had formed colonies in the newly-discovered islands of the

Azores. At their pressing invitation, Martin went to Por-

tugal, where, as a skilful cosmographcr and maker of maps,
he was well received, that country being at the time wholly
given up to maritime discoveries. The many controversies

and contradictions concerning Behem's life begin at this

point, but here, at least, they are easily settled. Cellarius and
several other writers say that Behem was the discoverer of

the whole group of the A/ores, whereas there is ample evi-

dence to show that some of them were seen by Vanderberg,
n navigator of Bruges, in 1-131, when Martin could be liltle

more than a year old ; that Gonsavo Velho Cabral visited

and named the island of Santa Maria in 1432
;
and that all

the islands were known in 14GO, or nineteen years before

Behem went to Lisbon, and connected himself as a geo-

grapher and explorer with the Portuguese government.
These facts are recorded in Portuguese hifttory. Other au-

thors, again, merely make Behem the discoverer of the

island of Fayal ; and Mr. Otto, who has taken great pains to

advance the fame of his countryman, attaches great import-
ance to the following note, which he says was written in

German, on parchment, and preserved in the archives of

Nuremberg: 'Martin Behnm, Ksfj., son of Mr. Martin
Beham of Scopperin, lived in the reign of John II., king of

Portugal, on an island which he discovered himself, and
which he called Fayal, situated among the Azores in the

Western Ocean.' But there is good ground for believing
that the only two of the islands unknown even so early as

1419 (when King Alphonso of Portugal granted a license

to liis own uncle, Don Henry, to colonise the Azores), were
the comparatively small and distant islands of Corvo and
Flores: and its magnitude and position must of necessity
have made Fayal, with the group to which it belongs, known
s-oii after the discovery (in 1432) of St. Mary's and St.

Michael s.

We no-.v come to a fact in which his biographers gene-
rally agree, though they differ a few months as to dato. In
1484, BcLem was placed as a scientific man on board the

fleet of the celebrated navigator Diogo Cam, who was com
missioned to prosecute Portuguese discovery along the west
African coasts, which were then only known ns far as Cape
St. Catherine in lat. 2 30' S. "With that distinguished ;ul-

miral the cosmographer went to Fayal and Pico : and this

we believe to be the first time he ever visited the Azores.
Leaving that group of islands, they bound in with the African

continent, and, doubling Cape Verde, examined all the coast
from the river Gambia to the river Zaire, or Congo, the
mouth of which lies in lat. 6 S. Continuing their course,

they made Cape St. Augustine, and finally reached Cape
Cross, or De Padrono, in lat. 22 S., which was the limit of

their voyage, and no less than 1 9 oO' farther south than any
preceding discoverer had ventured. After an absence of

nineteen months, Behem returned to Lisbon, where, in re-

ward for his services, the king (John II.) conferred the
honour of knighthood upon him in a public and unusually
splendid manner.

In I486 we hear of Behem at Fayal, where, and at which
time, he married the daughter of Job Huerter, by whom he
had a son. It appears to us, that, from his settlement in this

island, and from the care he took to colonize and cultivate it,

the mistake arose, in after years, of his having been the dis-

coverer of Fayal. Martin Behem did not (us far as we can
learn) accompany any other expedition for discovery either

to Africa or elsewhere ; but he busied himself in making
charts, and occasionally went from the Azores to Lisbon
and to Madeira, at either of which places he may have
formed an acquaintance with Christopher Columbus. An
important, but we think an unreasonable, conclusion has
been drawn chiefly from the assumed meeting of these two

great men.
In 1492, the year in which Columbus started on the

expedition that ended in the discovery of the New World,
Martin Behem paid a visit to his native city of Nuremberg,
where, in the course of a year's residence, and at the earnest

request of his countrymen, he made a terrestrial globe,
some traits and guesses in which have, perhaps more than

anything else, contributed to an obstinately maintained

theory. When he returned from Germany to Portugal he
was employed for a short time in some diplomatic negocia-
tions ; but in 1494, retiring from all public business, Martin

repaired to his estate: in Fayal. where he lived tranquilly in

the bosom of his family, continuing, however, to keep his

attention awake to his old and darling subject, and to the

progress of discovery, which after Columbus's first voyage
was carried on more rapidly than ever. In 1506 he was
once more at Lisbon, and on the 29th day of July in the

same year, full of years and honours, he died in that city,

leaving no works oi'any kind behind him, except the maps
and charts lie had made, and his globe. A recent tourist

in Germany (Mrs. Jameson) mentions an interesting fact

the old house of Martin Behem in the city of Nuremberg is

to the present day occupied by a globe and mapseller.
It is admitted on all aides that Martin Behem ought to

be regarded as one of the most learned geographers, and as

the very best chart-maker of his age. But these, his real

and great merits, have not satisfied certain writers, who,
moved by the prejudices of country, or a love of contradiction

:md paradox, insist that Behem, and not Columbus, was the

discoverer of America. Cellarius and Riccioli both say that

he visited the American continent and the Strait of Magal-
haens, but Stuvenius appears to have been the first to give

great importance to this doctrine ; asserting in his treatise,

De rero novi Orbis Inventore, that Behem had accurately
traced on his globe preserved at Nuremberg the islands of

America, and even the Strait of Magalhaens. Professor

Tozen combated this assertion as far back as 1 76 1 , and for a

quarter of a century the theory was laid aside as untenable.
Dr. Robertson, in his History (if America, took some pains
to rescue the fame of Columbus, but the task was then con-

sidered almost unnecessary. In 1786, however, Mr. Otto, a

diplomatic servant of the French government, but a German
by birth, again renewed the nearly forgotten dispute, and in

a long letter to Dr. Franklin stated his reasons for believing
that Martin Behcm had visited America before Columbus,
and that all Columbus had done after him had !>een in pur-
suance of Behem s instructions and advice.

Mr. Otto does not seem to be aware that such an opinion
was ever started before. His letter was published in the

second volume of ' Transactions of the American Philoso-

phical Society, held at Philadelphia for promoting Useful

Knowledge.' After its appearance a variety of writers and
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compiler! of erclopwdia* and biographical dictionaries,

without look i IV,' into the matter, look up Mr. Otto story

a* something new and striking, not knowing lh.it it was uld

and had been di-pioM-1. The way in lncli it opens is

rnough to throw discredit on the whole, for Mr. Otto repeats
and believes the error that Bchem was the discoverer of all

the Acom. When he savs that this impossibility is esta-

blished liy records preserved in the archives of Nuremberg,
m have no faith in the same kind of proofs as to the

American discovery. It must be mentioned, moreover,

that none of these records or documents preserved in the

archive* of Nuremberg.' with the exception of a letter aid

to be written by Bvhcm, bear any dale ; and thus they may
all have been written after the discoveries of Columbus and

MagalhueiH were well known, at least to the learned world.

.-online to one of these undated record*, Bohem, alter

residing twenty year* at Fayal, applied, in 1-184 (eight \ears

before Columbus'* expedition), to John II. of Portugal for

the means of making a voyage of discovery in the south-

west, and having procured MMM ships found out that |>:irt

of America which is now called Brazil, whence, sailing

southward, he went to the .Strait of Magalliacns, and to

the country of some savage tribes, whom he called Pata-

giwians, because the extremities of their bodies were co-

vered with a skin more like bears' paws than feet and

hands.

Another of these Nuremberg documents, as quoted by
Mr. Otto, says that Bohem, traversing the Atlantic Ocean
for several years, examined the American islands, and dis-

covered the strait which bears the name of Magalhacns,
before cither Christopher Columbus or Mugalhucns sailed

jn those seas, and even mathematically delineated on a

chart for the king of Portugal the situation of every part of

that famous strait.

With regard to the first of these assertions, which is the

more definite of the two, it is perfectly well known that

the only expedition for discovery fitted out by the Portu-

guese in 1 l 1 was that of Diogo Cam. who certainly never

went near America, and who, as we have already shown,
was accompanied by Martin Behcm. Indeed Mr. Otto, who

quotes contradictory statements to support each other, and

prove one and tho same thing, himself allows that Bchem
was with Diogo Cam in his African voyage in 1484, I. e. in

the v.ry vuar that he is said to have applied for a Heel to go
westward and to have discovered Brazil, &c., and in which

as we have already stated, no other expedition tha.ii

Diogo Cam's left Portugal.

Mr. Otto quotes as contemporary authorities one or two

writers who did not live until many years after Behem's
death and the discoveries both of Magalhacns and Colum-
bus, and refers to several later authors who could be of no

authority whatsoever. The chronicler Hurtman Schcdl was

uiporary with Behem ; but, as far as he is cited by Mr.

Otto, who thinks the passage conclusive, he docs not prove
or even imply that Bchem was the discoverer of America.
Tho passage simply states that Mai tin Bchem went in King
John's ship* with Diego Cum, that they coasted along the

southern ocean, crossed tho equator, got into the other

hemisphere, where, facing to the eastward, their shadows

projected towards the south and right-hand ; that thus tin a

enterprise may bo said to have opened to us another world

hitherto unknown, and that having finished this cruise in

.--ix months they returned to Portugal with the loss

of many of their men. Now, as it has been seen, Diogo
Cam, though keeping close to the African coast, did indeed

cross tho equator and even reach the 22
J
of southern lati-

tudr>. and the great extent of his discoveries on the coast of

Africa, occupying l'.i 30', might in those times be very well

called a new or unknown world, without any reference to

America.
Mr. Otto sayn that Columbug, being at Madeira, mot

Martin Behcm, who informed him of his discoveries in the

western world and showed him which way to shape his

course. But this assertion (alls tn tho ground when we find

that the course actually taken by Columbus was very dif-

ferent lnrn the alleged one of Behom, and far to the north
ol the preteniKil diao\crud land marked on Behem s famous

globe. This globe, though a remarkable! performance, was
of necessity, in those tunes both defective and erroneous
even in rcl.iiion to the old world. It was made up from the

authorities of Ptolemy, Plinv, and Stralio, and still more
from the excellent travels of Marco Polo and the fabulous

travel* of Sir Juhu Mandevillc. r'rom tlus very globe it

should npix-ar that hit gtographicul information in the east

did not extend I ai, nor in the west beyond the

Cape Verde Ifhtnds : and thai all that he do!. n his

globe beyond those islands vv as from me: ire. Of two
islands which he set down between the Capo Vrde group
and America neither exists in tho place assign*. 1 i it.

One was called St. Brandon, the other Antiha, and from
the similarity of the latter name it has been supposed to bo
one of the Antilles or American islands di.sc\cn-d by l'o-

1 n minis. But Columbus only Rave the name of a falu.

island to a real one; for, l.>r._' before his tune, the denomi-
nation of Antilia or Antilla had been assigned to a sn;>i

country somewhere westward of the Azores. Amlrcu
Bianco, a Venetian geographer, who lived at the beginning
of the fifteenth century, mdu.ged precisely in the same

speculation. Ainoni; a collection of his charts bearing tho

date of 1436 (.i.e. fifty-six \cai- before Martin Bchem made
his globe) there is one in which he lays down a very largo
island at a great distance to the west of the Azores, and
which he calls Antilia, and marks the beginning of another

inland which ho calls La Muu di Satauasso, or the Devil's

Hand.
Mr. Otto admits that neither Martin Behem nor the Por-

tuguese who employed him, and who were exceedingly
it of the discoveries made under the Spanish llau, ever

even hinted, at the time that, Columbus was indebted to

another for his discovery of America. Had there been the
shadow of a doubt on the subject the court of Lisbon would
have made itself heard throughout Europe, and would not

have left the controversy to a few literary men living long
after the event. Mr. Washington Imng, in his Life J
Columbus, has come to the now incontrovertible conclusion

that Martin Behcm had no sort of claim to the honours due
to the great Genoese.

BEHE'MOTH, /VlBrp,
is t"e pluralis majestatif, or

majestic plural, or plural of excellence, of Reficmu/i, i.e.

beast, cattle, and occurs in Job xl. 15-2-1, as the name of a

large herbivorous animal, the description of which, accord-

ing to Bochart, Schcuchzcr, Herder, Gesenius, and other

interpreters, corresponds with the appearance and qualities
of the hippopotamus. Gesenins thinks that the name
behemoth was a Hebrew corruption of the Egyptian word

PtdwnMdk, irtxtpott bos marinus 6CU uqmiticus the

water-ox, or hippopotamus, which it described by various

travellers.

Behemoth is thus described in Job xl. 15-24: 'Behold
now behemoth which I created as well as thyself; he eateth

grass as an ox. Behold now his strength in his loins, and
his power in the muscles of his belly. He bends his ex-

tremity (i. c. trunk, proboscis) like a cedar; the sinews of

his terrors (/. e. his terrible sinews) are interwoven (i. e.

twisted, or interlaced). His hollow bones arc like tubes of

brass; his solid bones are like bars of iron. He is the chief

of the works of the Almighty. His Maker gave him his

sword (t. e. tho weapon of his tusks). For mountains bear
his fodder, and all the beasts of the field play there. He
licth under the lotus-bushes

;
in the covert of reeds and

inn e. The lotus-bushes cover him with their shadow
; tho

willows of the brook encompass him. Behold, the river

overlloweth, yet he llecth not. He is undismayed, although
Jordan rush against his mouth. With his eyes he lai,

(his aim), his nose pierces through snares.' This is fre-

quently illustrated by a reference to the elephant, who tries

with the extremity of his trunk whether the enclosure

secure. It was perhaps in allusion to the irresistibility of

Behemoth that Thomas Hobbcs of Malmsbury gave the
title Hehemolh to his history of the causes of the civil wars
of England, from the year 1640 to 1660.

This description appears to answer more to the elephant
than to the hippopotamus ; and the opinion of the oldest com-
mentators, who understood it of the elephant, is confirmed

by the fact that the Arabs are in the hahil of adding the

epithet mcheninth to their name of the elephant,///!/, if lie

is very large (Strahlenberg, Kngli-di translation, p. 403, cited

in Cuvicr's Osseirr<\ /r.\;7/'.v, vol. i.) It is singular that

the Siberians call the elephants which have been preserved
in their country, mammoul, or momot, or momnth, or mam-
moth, or mammoulft.

The word behemoth occurs also as tho mere plural of

behttnah. cattle, in Ps. 1. 10: 'For every beast of tlie

forest is mine; and the cattle (behemoth) upon a thousand
hills. (Compare Psalm Ixxiii. 22.) Jarchi and other
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rabVnes understand these passages as the majestic plural for

one great ox, which consumes each day the verdure of a

thousand mountains ; but, according to them, it is provi-

dentially ordered that whatever he eats in the day grows
again during the night. They conclude from the passage,
' male and female created he them,' that there were two

behemoth
; but, that they might not destroy the whole world

by multiplying, the female was killed, and the llesh, which is

salted, is reserved for the first dish at the feast of the blessed

in Paradise. (For the literary references see Buxtorfii

Synapse Judaica, fourth ed. Basilete, 1680, pp. 734-736.)

[See HIPPOPOTAMUS.]
BEHMEN, JACOB. [See BOHMB.]
BEHN, APHARA, sometimes spelt APHRA, and

AFRA, a dramatist and miscellaneous writer, was of a

good family in the city of Canterbury : she was born in the

reign of Charles I., but in what year has not been ascer-

tained. Her father, whose name was Johnson, was related

to the Lords Willoughby, and by means of his connexion
obtained the post of lieutenant-general of Surinam, and its

dependencies; for which place he accordingly sailed with
his daughter, then very young, but died on the passage.

Aphara, however, continued the voyage ;
and appears to

have resided at Surinam for some length of time, though
under what circumstances is not known. She there became

acquainted with the famous slave Oroonoko, whom she re-

presents to have been a prince among his own countrymen,
and a man of an heroic cast of character, and who after-

wards became the subject of a novel from her pen, and of a

tragedy, better known, by her friend Southern. After her

return to Kugland she married Mr. Behn, a merchant of

DuHi extraction ; and appears to have been personally in-

troduced to Charles II., who was so much pleased with her

account of Surinam, and probably with the freedom and

vivacity of her manners, that he thought her (say the bio-

graphers) a proper person to be intrusted with the manage-
ment of some important affairs during the Dutch war,
which occasioned her going into Flanders, and residing
at Antwerp; as some other biographers say, in the cha-

rai'tcT of ii spy ;
or as others have put it,

' she engaged in

gallantries for the good of her country.' It is supposed
that by this time her husband was dead. The engaging pa-
triotism of Mrs. Behn succeeded in discovering the intention

of the Dutch to sail up the Thames and Medway, and to put
the English to the shame of having their ships burnt, as they
actually did : but the court of Charles, with its usual levity,

giving no credit to the report of its fair envoy, she is said to

have renounced all further politics, out of mortification, and to

have devoted the rest of her stay in Holland to amusement.
She set out shortly afterwards on her return to England,

narrowly escaped death (for the vessel foundered in sight of

land, and the passengers were saved in boats,) and became
for the rest of her life an authoress by profession, and a

woman of gallantry. She wrote seventeen plays, besides

poems, tales, love-letters, and translations both in prose and
verse. The once celebrated letters between a nobleman
and his sister-in-law (Lady Henrietta Berkeley and the in-

famous Lord Grey) are hers. She contributed the para-

phrase of CEnone's Letters to Paris, in the English col-

lection of Ovid's Epistles; and translated Fontenelle's Plu-

rality of Worlds, and the sixth book of Cowley's Latin poem
on Plants. Both her opinions and her talents naturally

brought her acquainted with the leading wits of the day,
tin; wildest and the staidest, Rochester, Etherege, Charles

Cotton, Dryden, Southern, &c. ; and at one time, we know
not how long, she describes herself as having been forced

to write for her bread ; but, from an expression in Lang-
baine, we guess that during the latter part of her life she

was in more easy circumstances. She died between forty
and fifty years of age, and was buried in the cloisters of

Westminster Abbey, with the following absurd inscription :

tin. Aphara B*hn died Ap.il 16th, 1639.
' Here lies a proof that wit can never lie

Defence enough asrairst mortality.

[KxMess ! O, thy stupendous lays
The vorld admires, anil Wfl Muses praise.

Rnrivrf tiy Thumal Wainc, in respect tci to bright a genius.'

This Mr. Waine, it seems, was said,
'

by the envious of

her own sex,' lo have been the author of most of the pieces
that went under her name

;
but her biographers justly ad-

ducu the ab ivr \er-rs as a sufh'cing proof to the contrary.

Aphara Behn i.s described a having been a grai-i -fill

comely woman, with brown hair, and a piercing eye;

something passionate, but generous : and who would sooner

forgive an injury than do one. She would write in com-

pany, and at the same time take her part in the conversa-
tion. We have read somewhere, that the '

Lycidas,' for

whom she represents herself as entertaining a hopeless
passion, was Creech.

The character of Mrs. Behn's writings is that of a lively

mediocrity, availing itself of all the license of the age. She
had a feeling for truth, great animal spirits, great facility

in versification, an unceasing flow of sprightly but not un-
common ideas, and courage enough to put down whatever
came into her head. The result was, some pleasing little

novels, chiefly taken from the French ; some songs and

poetical translations, very clever ; and a set of dramas, suc-

cessful in their day, and astounding for their licentiousness.

Pope's couplet is well known :

The stage how loosely doe* Astra?.i tread,
WIio fairly puts her characters to bed.

Astroea was the poetical name by which she was known
among her contemporaries. A modern reader who dips
into her plays is astonished to find of what a heap of mero-
triciousness they are made up ;

but luckily he cannot read
far. The very liveliness, not being of a high order, becomes
tiresome. There is an endless imbroglio of rakes, demi-

reps, and common-place situations, out of which he is glad
to escape. Mrs. Behn seems scarcely to have had any idea
of love, except as an animal passion; but as this was the

feeling of the age, and she was probably brought up in it,

besides being early thrown out into thy world, and ultimately
surrounded with men of wit, who helped to spoil her, a re-

flecting reader will perhaps give her the credit of having
been injured by the very candour and docility of her nature ;

and consider it probable, that, had she lived in better times,
she would have been a real ornament to her sex. (Dramatic
Works of the late incomparable Mrs. Aphra Behn; Bio-

graphia Britannica, dj-c.)

BEHRING, VITUS, was by birth a Dane, and in his

youth made many voyages to the East and West Indies ;

but being tempted by the great encouragement held out
to able mariners by Peter the Great, he early entered the

navy of Russia, and served in the Cronstadt licet, in the

wars with the Swedes. He obtained the rank of lieutenant

in 1707, and of captain-lieutenant in 1710 ;
the date of his

becoming captain is uncertain, but in 1732 he was pro-
moted to the rank of captain-commander previous to setting
out on his last expedition.
The Empress Catherine being anxious to promote dis-

covery in the north-east quarter of Asia, and to settle the

then doubtful question as to the junction of Asia and Ame-
rica, Behring was appointed to command an expedition for

that purpose. He left St. Petersburg in February, 1725,
and after exploring several rivers, travelled over-land by the

way ofYakutsk, on the Lena, to Okhotsk, then crossed over

to Boloheretsk, and arrived at Nischnei Kamtchatka Ostrog.
Here he built a small boat, and sailed on the 20th of July,
1728, coasting Kamtchatka till he reached in August (67 18'

N. lat. by his observations) a cape which, from the land

beyond it trending so much to the westward, he supposed
to be the north-easternmost point of Asia. In this con-

jecture, however, as has since been Droved, Behring was
mistaken

;
the point reached by him must have been Serdze

Kamen : but with this conviction on his own mind, and the

approach of winter, he determined to retrace his steps, and
he returned in safety lo Nischnei Kamtchatka. The fol-

lowing year he made another attempt, but a continuance of

bad weather obliged him to shape his course in an opposite
direction, and he reached Okhotsk, having doubled the

southern promontory of Kamtchatka, which peninsula
was up to that time generally believed to join Japan.
From Okhotsk he went to St. Petersburg, and having
obtained his promotion, in 1733 took the command of an

expedition for the purposes of discovery, which was fitted

out on a very large scale. Alter several exploratory ex-

cursions, he stationed himself at Yakutsk, directing vari-

ous detachments of his officers down the rivers on dilt'crent

points of the Frozen Ocean. In 17-10 he reached Okhotsk,
where vessels had previously been built for him, in which
he sailed for Awatska Bay, where he founded the pre-
sent settlement of Petropaulovski. and passed the winter.

His discoveries to the northward being deemed sufficiently

satisfactory, lie was now directed to proceed to the eastward
towards the American continent. He left Awatska in June,

1741, steering to the south-east, but having reached th*
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parallel of 46" without seeing land, he altered his course to

the north-cast, and on the Ibtli of July (having been lorly-

four day* at ten) he .!>, ne>l \ery high mountains <

\vith snow in lal. &6^' N., having made, according
to his

leckoning, JO nl' K. long, from Awatska. He i,

the coast to the northward, \vhirh was found to lake a \-r>

westerly direction, but his crow suffering from sickne--. and
the ship being in u very disabled state from bnd weather, he

Mttolved U> return to Kamti-hatka, which, however, lu' was

Dot doomed to reach. Having passed several i>land>, \u-

*hip was wrecked on that which now bears his name, on the

3d of November, 1741 : Behring died on the 8th of the fol-

lowing month. He may be said to have been half buried

alive, for the sand rolled down continually over him in the

ditch where ho lay, but he would not sutler it to be removed,
as it afforded him warmth.

In the following summer the survivors ofhis crew reached

Kamtchatka in a small vessel which they built from the

wreck, and thus some account of this ill-fated voyage was

preserved. With regard to the places that he touched at on
the American shore, they must be very undefined ; but the

fact of the westerly trending of the coast, and the high
mountains, seem to place his first landfall about Admiralty
Bay, on that part of the coast now called New Norfolk.

The islands mentioned by him must have been some of the

Aleutian Archipelago. (Miiller's Account o/ Russian Din
cuveriex.)

BEHRING'S STRAITS, which connect the Pacific

with the Polar Ocean, ;ire formed by the approach of -the

continents of America and Asia ; the two nearest points of

these continents are Cape Prince of Wales to the cast, and
East Cape to the wot. which are distant only 50 miles from
each other in a N.W. and S.E. direction. They are both
bold and lu'gh promontories, but the hills on the American
side arc more ragged and peaked. About a mile to the
northward of Capo Prince of Wales, a low swampy shore

begins, which continues all the way to Kotzehue Sound.
The greatest depth of water in the straits is about 32 fathoms:
the bottom is soft mud in the middle, and sandy towards
each shore. About midway across arc three islands,
called the Diomedes, the largest of which (RutmanofT) is

about four miles long; the next (Kruzenstern) nearly two

miles, and the last a mere rock. Neither these island's nor

(ho adjacent shores are permanently inhabited, though
frequently visited by the Esquimaux in their excursions.

These Strait* derive their name from the celebrated
an navigator, Vitus Behring, who in 1728 left Kamt-

ciiatka and made a coasting voj age to the northward, though
it is by in) means certain that he ever passed East Oi|ie.
To our own countryman Cook we are indebted for more
accurate information about the*e straits, which have recently
undi rgone a stricter examination by Capt. Heechey. It is

uncertain whether thene straits are blocked up during the
winter, though it docs not appear probable that they are, a
I he ice in these sea i.- nut of the heavy nature that it i-> in

Bonn's Bay, and therefore only takes the ground in very
ihallow water. Tiic prevailing current appears to net

through the straits to the northward, but it has not that

divided character which u has farther lo the niirthwnnl,
here, along the American coast, it runs strong to tin- N.K.
BEHRING'S ISLAND i, Mtuau-d m u.- N.SM :

tic. loo miles S.E. of Cope Kamtchaiku. It was first dis-

covered by Behring, on his return to Karntchatku from
the voyage of discovery on tin- 17.11.

Soon after, some Kamtchadales went over to the islai.d in

hunt the sea-otter, foxes, and other animals, fur their skin ..

It was uninhabited at the time of n-.ili-.iM-r;, and was
barren in the extreme, without a shrub on it-. Mirlare. the

only lire-wood being what was cost on the beach. 1:

since become an important trading station, und vessel* ten '

Okhotsk and Kamtchalka, trading to the numerous island*

in thr-e seas, generally winter here, and cure a quant :

the llesh uf sea-animals for their voyage.
The island is high to the N.W., steep and clill'y, hut

slopes gradually down to the southern shores, which arc

low ; the island is nearly surrounded by a rocky <

Fresh water is found on it. The north point of the i>lajid

is HI J5
J

22' N. lat., 105 51' E. long.
BEHUT, the antient Hvdaspes. [See PKNJAH.]
BEIRA. [SeeBBVRA.]
BEIRUT, or BAIROUT (Bijpwic, Berytus, Steph. By-

zaut.: see Dionys. Pericgetes, 1.411, for the quantity of IliP

penultiraa), is a town of Syria, on the shores of the Medi-

terranean, situated on the south side of an open buy. It

was a Phoenician city of great antiquity. Th
supposed by some to have been derived from the 1'nn:

nician deity Baal-Berith, who had a temple here : but Ste-

phanus Ryzantinus says it was so called from its abundant

supply of water : Beer (Bi/p), he adds, signifies in the Ph<u-
nician language a well. [See BKKK-SHKHA.] Diodotus

Tryphon entirely destroyed it about MO u.c., hut after the

conquest of Syria by the Romans, it was rebuilt near the
site of the antient city. Augustus, who made it a colony
called it after his daughter, with the epithet

'

happy,' Co-
Ionia Felix Julia, and medals were afterwards struck in

honour of the Roman emperors, bearing the legend < 'olonia

Felix Berytus. (Plin. v. 20.) Agrippa, the grandson ofHerod
the Great, decorated the town with a theatre, amphitheatre,
baths, iie., and instituted games. Herod the Great held
here an assembly, in which he condemned bis two sons, Alex-
ander and Aristobulus, on the charge of conspiring against his

life. After the capture of Jerusalem, Titus celebrated the

birth-day of his father Vespasian at this city. Berytus wa
famous for the study of the law, for which there was a cele-

[Coins of Ilrntui from tin Uriliih Museum, actuil tizc.J

[The Emperor M. Aurel. Autaninui.]

(The Emperor Muriaiu.}

bratod school in the city, the foundation of which is ascribed
\ander Severn* : it certainly flourished, at 1

Diocletian. Ju-tinian called it the '

nurse of the law,' and
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would not allow any other city than Rome, Constantinople,
and Berytus, to have professors who should expound the

Roman law. (See the second epistle prefixed to the Di-

gesta.) The splendour of this school, which preserved in

the East the language and jurisprudence of the Romans,
may be computed to have lasted from the third to the mid-
dle of the sixth century. (Gibbon, ii. 294.) In 551 A.D.

Berytus was nearly destroyed by an earthquake.
When the Saracens overran Syria, Berytus fell into their

hands. It was taken from them in 1 1 1 1, by Baldwin, king
of Jerusalem, but retaken by Salatlin in 1187. During
the Holy Wars it often changed masters, and is the scene
of the fabled victory of St. George over the dragon. Till

the year 1791 the French had a factory at Beirut, but

they were expelled by Djezzar, pasha of Acre, who seized

the place from the emir of the Druses, to whom it then be-

longed, and placed a Turkish garrison in it.

Since this time both the town and the adjacent country
have been greatly neglected, though it still continues the

entrepot of the commerce of the Druses and Maronites,
whence they export their cottons and silks, and receive in

return rice, tobacco, and money, which they exchange for

the com ef the Bekaa and Havuran. As the town was

greatly inconvenienced for water, Djezzar cut a canal from
the River Beirut, which falls into the bay near the city,
and built fountains, in excavating which much of the an-

tient remains was discovered. He also built the present
walls, after the bombardment of the place by the Russians,
but they are very weak.

Beirut now contains few traces of its former splen-
dour: a hath, pieces of granite columns, several of which
were still standing when Pi,cocke visited the place, and a
few other fragments, are all that now remain. But a great
number of granite columns may be seen along the shore

beneath the water, and part of the present mole iscomposed
of them. From the debris without the present walls, it

appears that the antient town occupied a larger space than
the modern, which is but a small place. The walls are

strengthened by several towers, ami there arc live gates to

the city. It receives a copious supply of water from a small

river called Nahr Beirut, which rises in Mount Libanus,
and Hows into the sea a short distance from the town

; the
water is conveyed by the canal before-mentioned, and re-

ceived into reservoirs and fountains. The streets are nar-
row and dirty, like those of all Turkish towns: the houses
are mostly built of stone. The town is commanded by some
low hills to the S.E. Its population is estimated at 6000
souls, of whom the Turks form one-third. There is a large
and well-built mosque in the city, formerly a Christian

church, dedicated to St. John, and there was a Capuchin
convent. The suburbs of the town are as large as the city
itself.

In point of locality, Beirut is as pleasantly situated as

any town in Syria: it stands at the verge of a beautiful

plain, varied with small hills, and extending to the foot of

Mount Libanus. The surrounding country is covered with

kiosks, and enriched with groves of vines, olives, palms, and

orange, lemon, and mulberry trees ; behind which rises the

lofty chain of Libanus. No corn is produced around the
town

;
a small red wine is made on Mount Libanus, which

is cheap and good : but raw silk is the staple, which, with

cotton, olives, and figs, is exported to Cairo, Damascus, and

Aleppo. Game is abundant, the beef from Libanus is excel-

lent, and supplies of all sorts may be procured good and

cheap.
The bay is lar^, and the anchorage good, though open

to the northward
; formerly there was a port, but now there

is only a small mole sufficient to shelter boats. The en-

trance to the river is too shallow to admit a boat of any size.

There is a rise and fall of about two feet, but no regular
tide. Beirut i in the pashalik of Acre. It lies in 33 49^
N. lat., 35 27' E. long., 40 miles S.S.YV. of Tripoli, and
13 miles N.N.E. of Saide.

(Pocockes Travels in the East; Volney's Travels in

NV'W ; Browne's Travels ; Mangles and Irby ; Purdy's
Mediterranean Pilot, <f-c.)

BEIT is an Arabic word, which properly signifies a tent

or hut, but is likewise employed to denote any edifice or

abode of men. It is often found as a component part of

proper names in the geography, of those countries that have
become subject to the Arabs: Beit-al-IIaram, i.e. 'the
sacred edifice,' or ' the edifice of the sanctuary,' a designa-
tion frequently given to the temple of Mecca; Beit-al-

Mukaddas, '.the sanctified abode,' i.e. Jerusalem; Beit-al-
Fakih, i. e. 'the abode of the jurist,' a town in Yemen, &c.
The Hebrew word, corresponding to the Arabic Beit, is

Beth, which we find employed in a manner perfectly analo-

gous in the Old Testament : in the name Bethlehem (in
Arabic Beit-Lahm, or Beit-al-Lahm), i.e. 'the house of

bread;' Beth-Togarmah, 'the house of Togarmah,' i. ?.

Armenia. The same word, Beth, is in Syriac still more
extensively used as a component part of geographical
names. In Arabian poetry, Beit signifies a distich.

BEITH, a small town in the district of Cunningham in

Ayrshire, Scotland, eleven miles from Paisley, on the road
from Glasgow by Paisley to Irvine, Ayr, and Port- Pat rick.

The parish of Beith, a part of which runs into Renfrewshire,
is about five miles in length from east to west, and four in
breadth. On the north there is a small ridge of hills, from
which the land slopes to the south. Its lowest elevation,
Kilburnie Loch, is 95 feet above the level of the sea, and its

highest, Cuffhill, 652.

The parish contains in all 11,060 acres, of which 10,560
are in Ayrshire and 500 in Renfrewshire. Its total valued
rent is 6276/. 0*. Sd., of which the part in Ayrshire makes
61 III. 7s. 4rf., and that in Renfrewshire 164/. 13*. 4rf. The
town has gradually advanced, from a few houses in the be-

ginning of the last century, to its present state, when it hag
a good town-house, built by subscription, which serves as a
news-room and justice of the peace court, a thread-mill, two
lint, and three corn-mills, two branch banks, a parish church
with a modern spire, a subscription library, and two meet-

ing-houses, belonging to the Relief and Antiburger dfs-

senters. The parish of Beith is famed for its dairy produce.
The manufactures of the town have several times changed.
At the beginning of the last century its chief trade was in
liiien cloth

;
at one time, between 1777 and 1789, one firm

alone employed 270 looms in the manufacture of silk

gauze ; at present thread and cotton are the principal ma-
nufactures. The population of the parish in 1755 was 2064,
and in 1831, 5113. The parish church contains l-.'54 sit-

tings ; the United Secession, 498
;
the Relief, 849. The

parish schoolmaster has the minimum salary. The stipend
of the clergyman is 16 chalder of victual, half meal, half

barley, and a glebe of 40 acres. The clergyman's stipend
was at that time 79 bolls of meal, and 1 7l. 12*. 6d., and the

glebe contained 33 acres, 3 roods. The poor's money is

inadi: up of collections at the doors of the parish church ami
some of the dissenting meeting-houses ;

of part of the dues
of marriage proclamations, of the

proceeds
of an aisle in

the parish church set apart for the poor, and of a farm

bought with the poors money in 1695; and the deficiency
of the poor'* fund is made up by a voluntary assessment on
the valued rent of the parish and the rental of the town.
There are several fairs held here annually.

In the parish, there are several quarries of freestone of

rather an inferior quality. Coal, though not much wrought,
has been found ; and the abundance of limestone, of a very

superior quality, has a ready sale, not only in the parish,
but in those of Lochwinnoch, Kilbarchan, &c. Rich veins

of ironstone have also been discovered.

(See Sinclair's Account of Scotland, vol. viii., compared
with Chambers's Gazetteer, and Carlisle's Topographical
Dictionary of Scotland.)

~

BE'JA, a comarca or district of Portugal, in the province
of Alcntejo, bounded on the north by the districts of Evora
and Villaviciosa, on the south by that of Campo de Ourique,
on the east by Spanish, and on the west by Portuguese
Estremadura. The ramifications of the Serra de Viana
cross it in all directions, and the rivers Odiarca and Freijo

irrigate its plains, which are the most fertile in Alcntejo.
The former of these rivers rises near the capital, Hows first

to the north, afterwards to the east, and then to the south-

east, and joins the second, which, rising in the mountains
near Cuba, Hows southwards : the united stream joins the

Guadiana, not far from Os Pedroas. This comarca is so pro-
ductive in grain, that, after supplying its inhabitants, many
thousand fanegas or bushels are yearly sent to Porto del Rer
to be embarked in the Sado, down which they are conveyed
to Setubal and Lisbon. The vine, olive, and fruit-trees are

also in great abundance. The pasturage is rich, and game
is plentiful in the mountains. The extent of the district is

about 30 miles from north '.to south, and 60 from cast to

west, and its population amounts to 55,310 souls.

Beja, the capital, is built upon a rock of granite on the

south-western extremity of the district, and command a

NO. 22G. [THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.] VOL. T
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plain so fertile, that it it siid to produce more than a million

of bushel'! of wheat yearly, besides a great quantity of oil.

vine, ami fruit. The iown'is almost circular, and surrounded

by walla of Moorish and Portuguese construction. It has

an old castle, in the opinion of Murphy one of the liest in

the kingdom ; a good square, in which is tho town-house ;

and regular streets, with Rood bouses, inhabited by the rich

ritizens. The principal buildings are the convent of San

Francisco, and the Casa dc Miserirordia, or charity house.

The merit of these buildings, however, cannot be very great,

tu Murphy does not so much as mention them. Beja is tin-

Heat of a bishop, and of the civil authorities of tho district.

It contains four parishes, and 10,422 inhabitants. It is

about 90 miles south-east of Lisbon, in 38
J

5' N. lat., and

r 40' VV. long.
The city of Beja is of very great antiquity. It was a

Roman colony under the name of Pax Julia. The original

:ood at a short distance east of the present Beja. It

was in the possession of the Moors from 717 to 1 165, when

Alonso, the first king of Portugal, wrested it from their

hands. The chief part of the present city was built by
Alonso III., and the castle was constructed under his son

Dora Deniz. Many valuable relics of Pax Julia have been

dug out at different times, winch are preserved in the mu-
Bum of antiquities at Evora. (Minano; Murphy's Travels

in Pnrtugai.)
BEJA, or BOJA, an African people who inhabit a tract

of country north of Abyssinia, and between the Mareb and
the Red Sea to the south of the port of Suakirn. Mr. Salt

says the country of the Boja is two days' journey north of

Hamazen, which is the most northern district of Abyssinia,
and that they are partially under the inlluenceof the Nayib
of Mnsiowa and of a Christian chief, the natives being half

Musselmans and half Christians. Farther north-west, to-

wanls the Mareb, is a people called Tokue, who, in all pro-

bability, are the same as the Tokaeou, mentioned in the

Axuni inscription as being at that time subject to the king
of Axum. That inscription refers to nn expedition sent by
Aei/anns, king of the Axumites, Homerites, &c., who

reigned about the middle of the fourth century, against the

revolted Bougaeitto, the modern Boja. [See AXUM.]
Mr. Salt places to the cast of the Beja, and near the coast

of the Red Sea. north of Arkeeko, another people, whom he

calls Bekla. Ibn '1 Wardi, an Arabian geographer who
wrote about the thirteenth century, and is quoted by Salt in

the Appendix, snys, 'the Bujja, or Boja, are the merchants
of Halicih to the north, their country being between Habesh
and Nuba ;' and he describes them as black, naked, and

worshippers of idols, but he adds that 'many Arabs of the

tribe of Raben Ibn Nn/zar have connected themselves wilh

these people, and intermarried with them.' This seems to

show that the Beja, or Boja, were originally an African

race, and became intermixed with Arab blood, and gradually
and partially adopted the profession of Islamism. Bruce

the Beja speak a dialect of the Geez. Ibn '1 Wardi

spvaks of a mine of go'd, probably the Jebel Dyab, and

poM sand.s in the country of the Boja, in the valley of

Allaki (the modern Salaka). the collecting of the gold con-

stituting the chief support of tho natives. In describing
the land of Aidhab (now called Gidid, or Ras Gidtd). which
was tht-n a much-frequented harbour on the Red Sea, to

the north of StiaUim, he says, 'a governor from the Bujja

presides over it, and another from the sultan of Egypt, who
divide the revenues between them. The duty of the go-
vernor from Egypt is to provide supplies, and the governor
of the Bujja has to guard it from the Habshi,' the people of

Hahlx-sh or Abyssinia. It is evident that at the time of

Ibn '1 Wardi the Beja were a powerful and widely- extended

people, or confederation of tribes, and we have also an ac-

count of their sending a largo army, together with the

Nubians, to the assistance of the Christians of Oxyrhynchus
in Upper Egypt, against the Saracen invaders. (See Ap-
pendix to Burckhardl's Nubia.) The Beja and Nuba are

bnd i-h-phants in their army. With the Beja
were n race of men of gigantic stature, called El Kowad,
who came from beyond Suakim. They wore tiger-skins,
and had their upper lips pierced with copper rings. Makrizi,
also quoted by Burckhardt, gives a long account of the

Bnrckhardt himself, in his journey from Berber to

Suakim in IS 14, passed through the country of Taka,
'

which,' he say*,
' forms part of the country of B'edjn, whose

inhabitants are railed Bedjawa, and which extends from
Ooz Rodjib on the Atbarn as far southwards as the moun-

tains of Abyssinia, while to the north the chain of moun
tains culk-d Langay marks its boundaries towards the

Ui-harye or Bishireen. It includes varum* dc-erls and &}

vend hilly districts and valleys, some of which are very
fertile. The range of country thus described extends from
about 15 to 18 N. lat., and from the right bank of tiie

Atbara to the shores of the Red Sea. It is in tln> i

that the Mareb must terminate its course, either by
'

lost in the sands or by joining tho All

Some writers (see Make Brun's Geography) have placed
the Beja much farther north, among the AbaUde, anil

near the port of Habbcsh, at the bottom of the large bay
between Ras el Ans and Ras el Gidid, but the proper ] >-

cality of the Beja seems now too well ascertained by tho
authorities above given to admit of doubt.

BEJAH, the antient Hydraotes. [See PENJAB.]
BEJAPORE, a considerable province of the Deccan in

Hindustan, lying between 15 and IS" N. lat. and "3 and
76 E. long. The province is bounded on the north by
Aurungabad, on the east by that province and Beeder, on
the south by Canora, and on the west by the Indian Ocean.
Its length is about 320 miles, and its average breadth 200
miles.

Towards the west, running parallel with tho coast. :uid at

a distance varying from 25 to 60 miles from tho sea, is a

range of lofty mountains, forming a continuation of the

Ghauts. In these mountains are several fortresses which,
aided by their natural position, are of great strength. They
are usually built on isolated eminences, the sides of which
are either naturally scarped or cut perpendicular for 70 or

80 feet below their upper margin, with only one narrow

path leading up to the fortress. The passes through tlu-c

mountains to the low land of the Concan on the sea-shore

are always difficult, and at times are rendered almost im-

practicable by the swelling of mountain-streams during the

frequent and abundant rains in those high regions.
The prorince of Bejapore is divided into sixteen district*,

viz. : tho Concan (the low ground between the mountains
and the sea), Colapoor, Mortizabad, Assodnagur, Bejaporc,
Sackur, Raishoor, Mudgul, Gujundeghur, Annagoondy,
Bancaporo, Gunduck, Nurgul, A/imnagur, Rycbaiigh, and
Darwar. The principal towns of the province are : Bejapore
(the capital), Satara, Goa, Bijanagur, Warree, Colapoor,
Darwar, Shahnoor, Hoobly, and Meritch.

The principal rivers in tho province are the Kistna, the

Toombudilra, the Becma, and the Gutpurba.
On the ruin of the Bhamenee empire in this quarter the

Adil Shahy dynasty was established in Bejapore in the

year 14X9, and the sovereignty of the province was trans-

mitted through eight princes, all of whom bore the name or

title of Adil Shah. The founder of this dynasty was Alxiu-

ul-Adil Shah, and the last of these sovereigns was See-under

Adil Shah, who was made prisoner by Aurungzebe in ICS'J,

exactly 200 years after the founding of the sovereignty.
The Emperor Aurung/ebe never obtained quiet posses-

sion of Bejapore, and after his death it speedily passed
under the sway of the Mahrattas, with whom it remained
until 1818, when, on the expulsion of the Pcshwa Bajee
Rao, this great province was brought under British govern-
ment. On this occasion a treaty was made with the rajah
of Sattara, then a minor, assigning to him a small prin-

cipality under British protection out of his former dominions,
the peshwa, who was actually the sovereign of the province-,

having been, nominally, the minister of the rajah. Under
the stipulations of this treaty the tract of country which now
forms the Sattara dominions was to remain for some time

under the management of British oflicurs, to be gradually
transferred to the rajah's management, who was still bound
to conform generally to the advice of the British resident,

and to the British system in (lie collection of his customs'

duties. The British government charged itself at the same
time with the defence of his

territory,
and accordingly the

rajah's military establishment is entirely regulated by the

win of the East India Company, with which he is bound

always to act in subordinate co-operation. One of the funda-

mental conditions of the agreement on the part of the rajah
is the renunciation of all intercourse with foreign powers, a

departure from which line of conduct would subject him to

the loss of the protection and other advantages which are

secured to him by the treaty. The whole of tho stipulated

territory was placed under the rajah's management in April,

r821, when lie became twenty-one years of age: it yields
him an annual revenue to tiie amount of about 20 lues of
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rupees (200.000J.) The tract thus guaranteed to the raja
of Sattara is bounded on the west by the western Ghau
mountains, on the south by the Kistna and Warna river

on the north by the rivers Neera and Beema, and on th

east by the territory of the Nizam. [See SATTARA.]
The remainder of the province, which is attached to th

presidency of Bombay, is distinguished in the revenue re

cords of the East India Company as the district of Danvar
(Rennell's Memoir of a Map of Hindustan ; Mill's His

tory of British India ; Appendix to Report of Commit te

of the House of Commons on the Affairs of India, politica
section, 1832.)

BEJAPORE, or VIZIAPORE (Vijayapura, signify

ing in Sanscrit the victorious or triumphant city), was th

antient capital of the province of Bejapore. It stands in 16

48' N. lat., and 75 46' E. long., and is now the capital o

the district of Bejapore.
The fortifications, which formed the outworks of Bejapore

are said to have been of such extent, that 15,000 cavalry
might have encamped between them and the wall of the city
The citadel, or inner fort, contained the king's palace, the
houses of the chief people, and large magazines. The grea
extent of Bejapore is still evident from the quantity of ruins
in all directions, but the assertion of the natives, that in the
time of its prosperity it contained 984,000 houses, is doubt-
less a great exaggeration. Many of the dwellings occupied
very considerable space, and had extensive gardens attache!
to them. That the population of the city, however, was once
considerable, is evident from the great number of cupolas,
spires, and minarets, still distinguishable among the ruins
The wall ofthe outer fort measures eight miles in circuit, ant]

has seven gates, the Mecca, Shahpore, Bhamanee, Padsha-
pore, Allahpore, and Futteh gates ;

the other gate, which is

shut up, is not at present known by any particular name.
When the province came under the dominion of the English
in 1818, there were guns still mounted on the walls.

There is still a considerable number of buildings in the
inner fort, or city, which contains a regular street three
miles long, and fifty feet wide

;
it is paved, and has many

mosques and private dwellings built with stone. The most
remarkable buildings within the town are mausoleums and
religious structures. Among the latter is a low Hindu
temple, supported by numerous pillars, each of which is

formed of a single stone : the building throughout exhibits
the earliest and rudest style of Brahminical architecture.
This temple is almost the only Hindu structure standing in
this neighbourhood.
Within the fort are some cultivated inclosures, and in

every part of its area, among the ruins of larger buildings,
are mud hovels, as well as buildings of a better class. The
only quarter of the city which contains any considerable
number of inhabitants, is near the western gate, in the

neighbourhood of the jumma muy'fed, or great mosque. In
this quarter, but without the western gate of the fort, is a
well frequented bazaar, built of stone. Few of the larger
buildings appear to have had any timber used in their

construction, and the whole are solid and massive erections.

Parsing from the western gate, a succession of ruins, the

principal of which are Mohammedan tombs, occur to the
distance of five miles, where the village of Toorvee forms
at present the boundary of the antient city. A little to the
east of this village stands the meanly-built Mohammedan
mosque of Chunda Saheb, which to the present day is much
resorted to by devotees. At a short distance beyond the
western wall of the fort are the niins of the mausoleum
and mosque of Ibrahim Adil Shah, who died in 1626.
These buildings were erected on a base 400 feet long and
ISO feet wide: the centre of the mosque is covered by an
immense dome supported on arches. The mausoleum is

fifty-seven feet square, and consists of a very plain chamber,
surrounded by a verandah twelve feet broad and twenty-two
feet high. The exterior of both these buildings is of an

opposite character to the interior, being elaborately orna-
mented. The fret-work of the ceiling of the verandah is

covered with various passages taken from the Koran, sculp-
tured in bas-relief.

The walls of the fort were formerly provided with twelve

juns of immense size; only two of these remained when
flic English obtained possession of it. One of them was
made of iron ; the other, which was of brass, was cast in

1 J49, and carried shot weighing 2646 Ibs. It was at one
time intended to send this gun to England, but the state

of the roadj rendered its removal to the coast impracticable.

':

ti

Previous to the expulsion of the Peshwa, the ruins of

Bejapore were the haunt of numerous thieves, who have
been wholly extirpated since the English authority was
established in the province. The city, and the district in
which it is situated, are inhabited chiefly by Canarese, who
retain their original language and customs, and in 1818
assisted the English in expelling their Mahratta rulers.

BE'KES, a considerable county in the central part of
Eastern Hungary, lying within one of the great subdivisions
of that kingdom, called the '

Province beyond the Theiss,'
between 46 30' and 47 7' N. lat., and 20" 16' and 21 3D'

E. long. This county, popularly called the '

Egypt of

Hungary,' contains about 1370 square miles, and is from
40 to 45 miles in its greatest length, and nearly the same
in breadth. It is bounded on tlie east by the county of

Bihar, on the north-west by those of Great-Cumani and
Heves, on the south-west by that of Tsongrad, and on the

south-east by those of Arad and Tsanad. The surface pre-
sents an almost uniform level, with an inclination so slight,
that the rivers, which flow through it in a westerly direction

to the Theiss, in consequence of their sluggish current and
the lightness of the soil, convert the land near their banks
into morasses. From this circumstance Bekes possesses an

unhealthy climate, and a highly fertile soil. It is produc-
tive in corn, and has excellent meadows and pastures, but is

deficient in timber. The principal stream which traverses
it is the Kb'rb's, called the White Kerb's when it enters the
south-eastern districts of the county near Gyula, its capital.
It then Hows north-westward to the town of Bekes, where it is

joined by the Black Kb'rb's
;

it afterwards receives the Biikb'sd,
unl is subsequently increased by the Rapid Kb'rb's

; thence
it runs for some distance under the name of the Three

Korb'g, but in its sinuous passage along the north-western
frontier of the county it exchanges this designation, between
Tur and Srarvas, for that of the Berettyo, and it is in these

north-western parts particularly that marsh and swamp
abound. The extent of land which has been turned to the

jurposes of husbandry or grazing is about 360,000 acres, or

bur-tenths of the entire surface : of these about 200,000
are arable, and 132,000 are used as meadows and pastures,
the remainder being applied to horticulture, &c. The ex-

tent of wood-land does not exceed 27,000. Bekes grows
very large quantities of wheat of excellent quality, but thu
cultivation of other descriptions of grain is generally neg-
ected. Much hay is also made, particularly in the districts

within the minor circle of Bekes, and reed-grass is also cut
and stacked as winter-fodder for the cattle. The culture
of vegetables is extensive. A considerable trade is carried

m in water-melons ; and the vine is partially cultivated,
>ut its produce, not even excepting the Tsaba wind, which
s the best, is of an inferior kind. Instead of slate or tile,

rushes are employed for roofing houses and fencing car-
lens ; and the want of wood for fuel compels the inhabitants
n general to have recourse to straw, rushes, and cow-dung ;

or they are either too ignorant or too indifferent to avail

hemselres of the plentiful supply of peat which the country
ontains. The rearing of cattle and sheep is carried on

upon a large scale. Much cheese and wool are brought to

market, but the former is of indifferent quality; horses are
'

>red in many parts. The county has no wild animals but
folves and hares. Of the water-fowl in the marshy dis-

ricts the most noted are tho nocturnal and the gray heron,
lie first of which produces the fine and delicate plumes
ith which the better class of Hungarians ornament their

aps. The rivers produce abundance of fish
;
and the marsh-

ands, crabs and tortoises. Bees are universally reared, and
ome individuals possess upwards of two hundred hives

~^>ekes is altogether destitute of mineral products.
The inhabitants, who are about 126,000 in number, con-

ist mostly of Magyars, intermixed with a few Slawacks,
Jermans, Wallachians, and Jews. In no very remote ago
le country was scarcely better than a dreary waste

; but
n modern

days, though even at present it is capable of

ustaining double the number of individuals, the population
as been greatly on the increase, for, according to oflieial

i'turns, it had risen from 71,557, in the year 1 787, to 92,463,
) 1805. The increase since the last date has averaged
early 1200 annually ; the greatest in any single year
aving been in 1816-17, when it was 5734. The people aro

thrifty industrious race, but interest themselves in few

ursuits except those connected with agriculture and cattle-

reeding. Two-thirds of them are of the Protestant faith;

remainder being chiefly Roman Catholics.

Z2
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We poMets no other data respecting the public burden*,

except that the yearly quota which Bekes contribute* to

the Hungarian treasury it about -MOO/. (43,440 florins), in-

dependently of about 4500/. (15,642 florins) towards the

expense of recruiting the army.
HI kes it divided into two principal circlet ; that of Gyula

including the eastern districts, and that of Csaba the western.

It contain* flve market-towns and sixteen villages, among
which Csaba. which was founded in 1715, is the largest

village in Hungary if not in Europe, for it contains upwards
of -2HOO houses an'd 20,200 inhabitants ; Oroshnza contains

8100; and Tot Komli'w nearly 9500 inhabitants: besides

these there are sixty-one prtedia, or privileged settlements,

(ivnla, though not the most populous town, is the capitil.

aiuch as it is the
spot

where the provincial assemblies

are held. The town of Bekes is situated in the eastern part

of this county, at the confluence of the White and Black

Koros. The Catholic, Lutheran, and Greek denominations

of Christians have each a church in the town. The number
of houses is about 2000, and of inhabitants about 1 5,000.

It has a considerable market for cattle, and the surrounding

country produces much excellent wheat, and large quantities
of wine, flax, honey, and vegetables. Close to it are the re-

mains of a strongly fortified castle. It lies in 46" 46' N.
lat. and 20 49' E. long.
BEL. [See BBLUS.]
BELBE'YS, a small town in the Bahari or Lower Egypt,

and the head place of a district or prefectship. It is situ-

ated on the right bank of the most eastern or Pelusiae

branch of the Nile and on the borders of the desert, thirty

miles N.N.E. of Cairo, and on the road from that city to

Syria by Salhieh or Ras el Wadi, and about eight miles

south of the antient Bubastis. Traces of the canal which

joined the Nile to the Red Sea are seen in the neighbour-
hood of Belbeys. (French Description of Egypt ; Jomnrd,

quoted by Balbi in the Abrege de Geographies
BELED, or BALAD, is an Arabic word, which signifies

a town, a province, or country, and is met with as a com-

ponent part of many proper names in Oriental geography,

e.g. in Biledulgorid, which properly is Balad-at-Jarid, i.e.

the 'Country of Palm-trees.' [Sec ATLAS.]
BELEEFF. or BJELEFF, the capital of a circle of this

name in the province of Tula in Russia in Europe, lying on
the left bank of the Oka, about 80 miles S.W. of Tula, and
about 680 miles (1029 versts) S.lv of St. IVu-r^nirgh. It is

a large town, surrounded by a wall and diloh, and of remote

date, for it is mentioned in native chronicles as the seat of
the Viatitches as far back as the year 11-17, when it be-

longed to the Tshernigoff domains. It contains about 1060

houses, mostly of wood, and a population of about 7000
souls : it has a public school, attached to a monastery, four

nunneries, fifteen churches, two charitable asylums, a cutlery

manufactory where the celebrated BjelefT knives are made,

fifty-one iron and two copper manufactories, several tanneries

and breweries, and wax, tallow, and soap manufactories.

It carries on a brisk trade with other parts of Russia, for

which the Oka affords great facilities, and it has an annual

fair, which is much frequented. It gives its name to an

cparchate of the Greek church. It is in Si 25' N. lat., and
30' 5' E. long.

BELE'M, properly BETHLEHEM, one of the suburbs
of Lisbon, on the south-west part of the city, with which it

is united. King Emanuel built a church here in I r.i'.i, in

honour of the birth of Christ, and a monastery of Hierony-
rnites. The church is a fine specimen of the mixed Nor-
man-Gothic and Arabic styles ; but the monastery is such a

confused mixture of all styles, that there are no two columns
alike. In the monastery is a royal vault, ornamented with
white marble. Opposite the church a square tower rise's

out of the Tagut, and serves to defend both the suburb and
the entrance of the river. At that tower, called Torre de
Belcm. all the vessels which enter the port of I.islxm are
first visited by the custom-house officers. Near it is a
commodious quay with numerous wharfs, made in the

of Joseph 1. The royal palace of Ajucla is also near
Bclem. Close by the palace aro a botanical garden, :i ca-

binet of natural curiosities a chemical laboratory, and the

Quinta da Rain ha, a royal villa, with fine garden*, exten-
sive parks, a menagerie, and an aviary <>!' rare birds. Any
respectable person, by cning a trilling um to the keeper,

m%y easily obtain admittance. Beirut is a co;isid-

place, and is inhnbitc 1 l>. inanv of tin- nubility aiul rich

citizens. This part of Lisbon suffered least Trot

earthquake in 17 ii. In the opinion of Mr. Link, this was

owing to the circumstance of the place being built on a rock

of basalt, which he supposes to have been forced up by a
similar convulsion at some very remote epoch. (Murphy ;

Link's Travels in Portugal.)
BELEMN1TE, THUNOERSTONE, or ARROW-

UK \ I) (Zoology), from the Greek
fliXtjtrov,

a dart or

arrow, pfeilitrin and donnrrstein of the Germans, pierre
ilefuudre of the French. Before the geological ln-ton <>(

tins extinct marine animal was well made out, lew natural

productions ministered more largely to the superstitious

feelings of man. The antient-. it was said, had a legend
that they came from the lynx, and called them Lapttles

Lynrii, and Lyncuria. They were also, from being i

on Mount Ida, and from their supposed resemblance to

those organs, called Ida-i ductyli, or petrifn J Jingert*. This
idea was too much in unison \uth tin: gloomy imagina-
tion of the northern nations to be l>st : we accordingly liud

the term Devits fingers bestowed on them, and not unfrr.-

cuicntly that of spectre-candies.

Afterwards came the age of Thunderstonrs, when this

fossil was alleged to be the produce of electricity, and was
called by the learned Lafiitfulminant.

Subsequently, and at the period when organic remains
were almost universally regarded as liisus naturir, formed

by the plastic power of the earth, the Belemmlf u- consi-

dered, even by those who had adopted more correct opinions

upon the subject of many fossil shells, to be strictly mi-

neral, to be a stalactite or a crystal*: and by some who
found it in the sandy parts of Prussia, where amber also

occurs, it was supposed to be that suli-tance pcli..

At length, it began to be granted that the Uelcinnite was
of organic animal origin, and the conical cavity at its

broader end caused it to be looked upon as the tooth of

some unknown creature ; while some pronounced it to be a

spine, like those of an echinus, and others gave way to va-

rious conjectures not worth recording. Then arrived the

dawn of Von Tressan, Klein, Breynius, Da Costa, Brandur,
and Plott, who allowed the fossil to be of testaceous ;

hut knew nothing of its relative position. At last, the in-

creasing light of science placed the belemuitu in a compa-
ratively clear point of view.

A substance with whiuh fable had been so busy was n,,t

likely to have been overlooked in the old main ,,i mcdica : we
accordingly find that it was administered in u puv,

state as a remedy for the night- mare, and Cor tiie stone.

Dr. Woodward states, that in (ilouceslcr.shirc, the powder
was blown into the eyes of horses affected with watery hu-

mours; and, in Prussia, it is said to be used when pulverized
in dressing wounds.
The true place of the Buleranite is among the Ceplialo-

pods. Cuvicr, Lamarck, and indeed all modern writ

any note agree in thisj, and they also concur in allowing
that it was an internal .shell. It forms the first genus of the

first family (Orthocerata) of Lamarck s first division of the

Cephalopoda, namely, the Polythalamous or many-cliam-
btred iiivi.\iii.

Miller, in his interesting paper in the Transactions of the

Geological Society, gives the following as the generic cha-
racter

Thru arc tlio ouinioni of Woodward, Foimty. mid othcn. and they aic
ir[n-aii-(l l,y MiUrr : tmt it i by no menu clear that the aulieuu were iwH
ing of JleVmnitei on thon- occaimni. That the Bclemnite wai
de / yn.r, und that it :i the :in:rlc uvit iti ilii- old M.Uriia Mnli.-a, ai a

<i the ni^hl nm:r. stone, &c. &c., need not be doiibtfil. lint tile

iiUtiKliou i, whether aulhi'ii II:IM- not beeu rallu-r hanty in concluding Out tiio

Lapiitri l.tftrlt, &<-., of tin- anticnu (see Udd. Mctam. Ub. xr. r. 413J were
the Cm ill alluded to in DUB .-

I'liny'a arcounlx (AV. Hist. lib. viii. c. &!, and lib. xxx\ii. c. 9 *t 3)
rcUtivt: to these J.yncurni. luy-nvout of tlie < irecks, are by no means uniform,
anil *. i-m ratlirr to rrlW t-> H!l.-r.-nt KimU t'C title n<-ms : ..;,.[

t.-nllii
li.-ijr,T (it 1m t]iirty--\,-nlh lxik, In- viys that Mtei 1)M .

til C/rrte, that they jrr of an iruu r\>lm>r, -uul i.v,-n,i..- t)i liunmn i]

(" Ilii^-T" wuij.l havi- lM-t-n ;

nieinU-red that he haa plated th T'I in his c.itUo^ue of (Jems; be hu, it it

tine, hiM-ilud tlie I'onm llatnnw ill in.- *..mu h-L Jt klivulil not be forgotlcu
Ui.i: tlie C'or\l>.n.u- uerc called l<U-i Inurlyli.

If va.tara lo *tWoolimtlU, who >l--*crilM-ft the *.vy**ftn at come, length
- 50, 51. S'J, 56), we >h.ill fln'i nothing lo ^am-liou tli'

1

ni'inmn :

.i. a Uelemnite, Uumub it is rlrarly tbv,l^tria Lynci* of authorn. It i

deictiued. ou the contrary, at a gem of very wtlid texture (rrf^u/r9-n), on
which w.-aU weie -nitr;m-.l.

t Xolateai 1 -n- .,n unalyili of it .-n niv.-n by Mr. T. Arton in V
*m't Jonrnnl. nnd-r tin- n.-itm- uf u rryt-^lr;llr<i a "Tlruni--T

j

f-'llow in(t year ! d titt Intflttkfl (la IfM -,i..i'- Dialed

t We mud i
.. tiini

u apppBdafcaof a ni.uiiu- aintn il. iiruliably
it, anil Iiml Ihe .tlrmhi, or clii.

IIIKM fi.,m tin- liclc-muiU fpmliatilv it, naruilc), !jj-
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' A cephalopodous ? molluscous animal, provided with a

fibrous spathose conical shell, divided by transverse concave

septa into separate cells, or chambers connected by a

siphuncle; and inserted into a laminar, solid, fibrous, spa-
those, subconical or fusiform body extending beyond it, and

forming a protecting guard or sheath.'

It will be observed that, in this definition, the word cepha-
lopodous is followed by a note of interrogation ; but there is

so much evidence that the snell in question could have be-

longed only to an animal whose organization was similar to

that of the existing cephalopods, that there is no longer
room for doubt ; indeed Miller gives a design of the sup-

posed position of the shell within the living cephalopod,

taking one of the cuttle fishes as his example.
De Blainville, in his Memoir published at Paris in 1827,

has separated the genus into many divisions according to

the shape of the shells, and has recorded a great many
species.

Professor Agassiz is of opinion that the fossil ink-bags
found in the lias at Lyme Regis belonged to Belemnites,
and has come to this conclusion from a specimen which pre-
sents the ink-bag in situ.

The chief writers on these fossils, in addition to those

above-mentioned, are Sage, Deluc, Beudant, D'Orbiguy,
and Voltz.

Belemnites are most abundant, and occur principally in

the chalk formations, in the oolite and lias. Belemniles ca-

naliculatut will give a general idea of the form and struc-

ture of the shell. The upper part is represented as cut off

and laid open, to show the shell in its sheath, and the

chambers.

[Belemnitel eaualiculattu.]

BELE'NYES, a large market-town in the southern part
of the Hungarian county of Bihar, in the province

'
east of

the Theiss :' it is situated on the Black Kiirb's, near the
borders of Transsylvania, and belongs to the episcopal chap-
ter of Grosvardein. It has a castle, a united Greek and
Catholic, and a reformed-Lutheran church, with a popula-
tion of about 5000 souls, all Magyars or Wallachiuns. The
neighbourhood produces good timber and fruit

; and the

quarries of Mount Belcny, which lie opposite to the town,

yield beautiful marble, "it is in 46 40' N. lat., and 22 20'

E. long.
BELESTA, or BELLESTA, a small place in France,

to which the dictionaries, with obvious impropriety, give the

name of town (hours, orville). It is in the commune of

Peyrefite, the arrondissement of Castelnaudari, and the de-

partment of Aude. The whole population of the commune,
as given in the Dictionnaire Universel de la France, 1804,
our latest authority, was only 210 ; and the only claim to

notice which the place has arises from a singular natural

phenomenon, the intermitting spring of Font Estorbe. This

spring rises in a natural grotto or cavern, and is ordinarily
so copious as to form of itself the principal part of the river

. a feeder of the Garonne, which, passing two or three

miles to the east of Toulouse, falls into the Garonne near
Grenade. The stream which Hows from the grotto is about

eighteen or twenty feet wide, and a foot and several inches

deep, and runs with a very rapid current; yet in the sum-
mer and autumn (and indeed at other tmies of the year, if

there has been a drought of any continuance) it becomes
mittcnt. According to the Encyclopedia Methodique
,'raphie Moderne) the intermission takes place at equal

intervals, twice in the twenty-four hours; and Expilly says
it may be regarded as a sort of natural Clepsydra, or water -

i-lock. When the time for its Mowing comes, a great noise

is heard on the side of the cavern from which the waters

spring, and they gush out so copiously, that their effect in

swelling the river Lors may be perceived five or six miles

down the stream.
(Enci/clopedie Methodique ; Geographie

Physique; Expilly, Dictumnaire tics Gaulcs et de la

Fran

BELFAST, the chief town of the north of Ireland,
is gitu:it>vl on the Antrim side of the Lngan, where that

river runs into the southern extremity of the bay of Carrick-

fcrgus, 5 P 3 li' N. lat., 5 -1 (/ W. \n:; : distant direct from

London about 324 miles N.W., and about 85 English miles,
direct distance, N. by E. of Dublin. Belfast gives its name,
to the barony of Upper Belfast, in which it is situated, as well
as to Lower Belfast, another barony of the county ofAntrim,
and also to its own parish of Belfast, or Shankil. Shankil

parish contains 18,411 acres; and the town land of Bally
-

macarret, on the opposite side of the river, in the county of

Down, the populous suburb of which has been included in

the borough by the Reform Bill, has an area of nearly 576
acres. Although built on a flat, which has in a great
measure been reclaimed from the marshy banks and shal-

low bed of the river, Belfast is a healthy town. Its posi-
tion, on the confines of two great counties, with a secure
harbour and extended water-communication with the inte-

rior, is peculiarly favourable. The scenery around pos-
sesses great beauty and variety. Mountains of considerable

height and bold outline skirting the western side of the
rich valley of the Lagan, stretch northward from the town
(which one of their highest elevations may be said to over-

hang) in a continuous chain, which renders the Antrim side

of the bay exceedingly picturesque ; while the fertility and
cultivation of the opposite county and the intermediate shore
can hardly be exceeded. Two bridges arc built over the
river, one at the east end of the town, an old bridge 2500
feet long, and consisting of twenty-one arches

; and another,
built in 1814, about half a mile up the river, on the south
of the town, which connects the counties of Antrim and
Down.
The origin of the town itself is modern; but, as an im-

portant pass, Belfast was known either by its original
name Beulfearsuid (Fordmouth), or by its Norman trans-

lated appellation of 'Le Ford,' both in ancient Irish his-

tory and during the earlier occupation of Ulster by the

English. Prior to the reign of Edward III., the northern

pale (or compass of English jurisdiction in the north)
embraced the present counties of Down and Antrim, and
had even extended partially into Deny ; and although
the destruction of the early Irish Parliamentary papers at

Trim has deprived us of all particular record of its admi-

nistration, enough still remains in the Close and Patent Rolls
of the kingdom to show that a great part, if not the whole,
of these counties, up to nearly the middle of the fourteenth

century, enjoyed the protection of the English law under

regularly appointed and resident authorities. But although
the power of the government was able to keep the native

chic.-ftains of the interior in comparative subjection, it was

principally along the coast that the lino of civilization and

complete security extended
;

and accordingly it appears
that the passes by which communication was chiefly kept
up invariably lay near the sea. Of these, the ford at Bel-
fast was the most important, and the castle was in all pro-

bability built for its protection, as we find it in the posses-
sion of William de Burgho, Karl of Ulster, at the time of

his murder there in 1333. This event, more than any
other connected with the place, had the greatest effect on
the early condition of Ulster; for the rebellious English, by
whom the murder was committed, inviting the native Irish

to their aid from beyond the Bann, whither they had been
driven before the vigorous administration of the early con-

querors, let in such a torrent of barbarism, as in a short

time swept all that frontier of the pale clear of whatever
civilization its previous reduction had forced upon it. The
castle of the ford now fell into the hands of the old O'Neils
of Dalaradia, who, from a celebrated leader of their nation

when in exile, were known as the Clan-Hugh-Buy, a title

which still distinguishes two districts of Down, and which,

prior to the settlement of the country under James I.,

extended over a great part of both Down and Antrim.
During the lawless times that followed, when the pale had
shrunk to Drogheda, and Carrickfergus was almost the only
spot beyond the Newry mountains where the English had foot-

ing at all, Belfast castlo, though frequently taken and dis-

mantled, still remained in the independent though precarious

possession of the O'Neils, until a chief of Claneboy, in
1 552, after having been severely handled by two successive
lords' deputies, consented at length to hold the castle by a

legal tenure from the Crown. The rebellion of Shane O'Neil

shortly after deprived his successor of even this possession,
and Belfast, with the rest of the estates of the rebel

chieftains, was confiscated. Sir Thomas Smith was the

grantee of this district of the forfeited lands
; but his first

attempt to take possession being signally defeated, and his

son, who commanded the expedition, slain, the adventurers
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under hii grant dispersed, and the conditions of his tenure

remaining unfulfilled, the estates escheated to the crown.

Waller, first Karl of Essex. wa the next to attempt the

plantation uf this intractable district, but he was still mure

unsuccessful than his predecessor. After the expenditure
of much blood and treasure, he abandoned the undertaking
in the course of the first year, and shortly afterwards died.

Essex had, however, already seen the advantages of making
Belfast a chief place in Ulster; and his recommendations

to build there and erect a dock-yard were repeated by Sir

John Perrot, when he visited that country, still lying waste,

ten years afterwards. For more than a quarter of a century
i.ite i't' things continued, until at length, in 1604,

Sir Arthur Chichester, then lord deputy, procured from

James I. the final grant, from which the prosperity of

Antrim and rise of Belfast, as a town, may be said to date.

Ti.i- active and politic governor immediately set about

planting his estate with emigrants from his paternal posses-
sions in Devonshire. In addition to this, the general
settlement of Ulster, which took place about four years

afterwards, brought in a multitude of Scotch and English
colonists. All this gave such security and countenance to

their undertaking, that, in 1611. those who were settled in

Malone had raised a town about Sir Arthur's castle of Bel-

l,i-i, which had been rebuilt ;
and this town was already so

considerable, that it obtained a charter, erecting it into a

borough, with sovereign burgesses and commonalty, and
the privilege of sending two members to the Irish parliament.

It has been generally supposed that the prosperity of Bel-

fast ought to date from the year 1 637, when the Earl of Straf-

ford, after purchasing certain monopolies enjoyed by the

adjacent port of Carrickfergus, threw open the competition to

its better-situated riral, which thus prospered at its neigh-
bour's expense : but it would seem that, long before this

event, Belfast was a prosperous and rapidly-improving town,

the central mart for the colonists of both Down and Antrim,

and, from its vicinity to the woods, the seat of many trades

and manufactures, which could not have been carried on in

a place so ill supplied with fuel as Carrickfergus had long
been. It was the prosperity of Belfast that forced the

purchase of these monopolies by the Earl of Straflbrd, and
lor that unexampled prosperity Belfast is mainly indebted

to the enterprise and liberality of the house of Chichester.

Never perhaps has there been an instance of success so

sudden and so complete as that which attended the under-

taking of Sir Arthur Chichester in 1604. In seven years
the most desert spot in Ulster was a corporate town, which,
before it was half a century in existence, had gained a

superiority over the oldest foundations north of Dublin.
And now, but for the unhappy differences on the score of

religion, which soon began to distract the minds of these

thriving colonists, all would have been well. The Scottish

clergy, men deeply imbued with the severe spirit which
then characterized their national church, had been not only
tolerated but encouraged under the liberal ecclesiastical

administration of Usher. They enjoyed the tithes and the

immunities of the then establishment, were ordained and in-

ducted by its bishops, and were under its general jurisdiction.
Their dislike of prelacy, which had slumbered while

advantages were yet uncertain, broke out as they acquired
confidence in thoir confirmed possession; and even before

the tyrannical measures of Lord Strafford, which are gene-
rally alleged as the prime cause of their discontent, had

finally justified their opposition, disputes, complaints, and
recriminations were frequent between this body of the

northern clergy and their spiritual superiors. The sub-

sequent interference of Wcntworth and Laud, and the

attempt
to force the already indignant Presbyterians into

a further conformity to the prelatic church, completed tho

breach ; petitions and remonstrances went forward on all

hands, and the resisting party had at length the gratification
of mainly aiding in the overthrow of their great persecutor,
when, in the midst of their triumph, the rebellion of 1C4I
threw the whole country once more into tumult and dismay.
The Presbytery of Belfast, after seeing their town succes-

sively occupied by the troops of the Royalists, the Parlia-

mentarians, and the Irish, forgot their ecclesiastical griev-
ances in the dread of civil extinction, nnd throughout the

succeeding wars were invariably well affected towards the

royal and episcopal cause. The fir.it expression of their

attachment to these principles was made at a time which
,il peculiarly honourable. On the cxrculi.'ti

i.feliarles I., ill 1643, the Presbytery of Belfast put forth

their
'

Representation of the present evils snd imminent

danger to religion, laws, and liburliet, arising IVoni the
late and present practices of the sectarian party in England,'
&c., in which they freely express their n.diu- '. <lis

gust at the conduct of their old associates in nnli-prelatie
zeal. This brought down the vengeance of Milton, v.

reply is written with great acrimony ; luit rkish

Presbyters of Clandel unhallowed
)>:

.

the 'unchristian synagogue' at lii-lia-i, * :

publican calls them, evinced the sincerity ol t

by enduring, with exemplary fortitude, throughout all the

troubles that succeeded, the conscquei
the crown. Such, however, was the respevt in whi,

cantile body ofBelfast washeld by all parties, that, <li

wars, the town suffered little more than tin .jury
of being, for a time, retarded in its prosperity. It \\

or taken, time after time, by the troops of all tho p.,.

which, for the next fifty vears, made the rest of Ireland one
scene of desolation, and was respected anil Un
lively unplundered by them all. At length, in IG'JO. the

arrival of \Yilliatn ifI. restored Belfast to the

of tranquillity. To reward their loyalty, the Prefix Icrian

ministers of Ulster received from the king a gn.
1200/. per annum. Trade and manufacture : t on
with increased vigour, and, in the beginning of the

century, we find the commercial progress of the ;

so considerable, as to
place

it in the first rank, on a

of credit appended to the names of the different con:

cial towns of Europe, in the Exchange at Amsterdam. In
1708 the castle was destroyed by fire, and throe of tho

Ladies Chichester burned to death. An anonymous tourist,

writing of the town at this time, speaks in terms of high
admiration of its commerce and manut.icti. i

:ly of

its superior potteries. Printing had now been intro*;

and Belfast, in 1704, had tho honour of sending forth

one of the earliest editions of the Bible printed in Ireland.

The first newspaper printed in Ulster, the Belfast News-
letter, which still has a large circulation. was i

here in 1737. A local militia was also called into bcini: !>y

the Scottish rebellion of 1715; and the inhabitants of Bel-

fast, having onco accustomed themselves to look to their

own resources for defence, have ever since been ready to

take up arms when necessary, whether against i.

invasion or intestine revolt. In 1758 tho first census of tho

town was taken: it then contained 1779 houses, inhabited

by 7993 Protestants, and 53fi Roman Catholics, in nil

8549; of whom 1800 were abk to bear nrms. The number
of looms in this year was 399. Tho introduction of the

cotton-spinning trade, in 1777, opened a new field for in-

dustry. In twenty-three years, from its commencement, at

which time there was not one cotton-loom in Ulster, it num-
bered no less than 13,500 operatives ; while in a circ.uitof ten

miles, including the flourishing town of Lisburn, the number
connected with it in every way amounted to 27,000 indivi-

duals. Prior to this, however, the linen manufacture had
become, as it still is, the staple trade of the district ; and we
may form an idea of the wealth and enterprise of thi;-

gaged in it from the fact, that in 1782 the merchants of Bel-

fast, experiencing the want of a
proper

hall for the transac-

tion of their business, at once subscribed a sum of 17,.
r
>50/.

for that purpose, the subscription list exhibiting very fow
contributions under from 100/. to 300/. The spinning of

linen yarn by machinery, a trade which now rivals either

of the other great branches of manufacture, was introduced

into Ulster about 1806 or 1808; but so prosperous has it

latterly become, that at present it employs perhaps more

capital and labour than tno cotton trade itself. Tin
ten factories of this description in the town and \ieiniu,

driving upwards of 65,000 spindles, and several others am
in course of erection. Damask r.nd diaper of a superior

quality are also manufactured in this district ; i;

Belfast linen fabrics, of all do'-riplions. have long main-

tained the highest character. In ITM
ship-building

first commenced here: previous to this time, tin- craft

required were purchased and generally re-pain ,1 m the

Scotch or English ports; and when we find that, in 17S5,
the shipping of Belfast so supplied amounted only to 5.5

vessels, or 10,040 tons, tho backwardness of early

prise in this direction appears very remarkable. Tl,

dock-yard employed only 10 workmen: the shipwrights,
block makers, sail-makers, rope-makers, and smiths now
engaged in the constant building, rigging, und repairing uf

vestels, exceed 200. In 1811 the numbers employed wcro
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under 120; but thero had already been built more than 40

vessels, the greater number above 200 tons. The largesl

vessel built in the port registers about 500 tons. Iron anc

brass founding have long been carried on with considerable

ac-tivity; iron founding was actively prosecuted prior tc

16-11. Castings on the largest scale are now executed

in the best manner ; and much of the cotton and liner

spinning machinery is driven by steam-engines constructed

in the Lagan foundries. Belfast presents more of a manu-

facturing aspect than any other town in Ireland : there is,

however, a lightness and elegance about the place that

takes away much of the dark effect of its numerous chim-

neys and their black volumes of smoke ; so that no town,

perhaps, in the British islands more agreeably unites the

appearances of industry and cheerfulness.

The private buildings are (with one or two exceptions) in

variably of brick, and extremely regular; the general aspect
of the chief streets is pleasing, and the neighbourhood of

Donegal-square exhibits as good houses and as handsome
street-views as almost any provincial town can boast of.

The public buildings are more numerous than striking, and
the want of steeples cannot fail to strike the traveller who is

accustomed to the view of more antient towns. The parish
!i of St. Anne's, built in 1778, has a tower and coppered

i 1 of good proportions, although the upper part of the

towenis framed of painted wood : it is capable of accommo-

dating 1 1 00 persons, and was erected at the expense of the

-ia*? Marquis of Donegal. The chapel of ease, built in

1811 12, on the site of the old parish church in High-
street, is a plain building with a beautiful portico. The por-
tico was presented by the bishop of Down and Connor, who
procured it at the taking down of Ballyscullen-house, the

Irish Funthill, built by Lord Bristol, the celebrated bishop of

Darry in the last century ; the building will contain 1200
ns. Another church, which has lately been erected

in the south-western suburbs of the town, is a substantial

edifice. The pfesbyteriati places of worship are eleven in

number, three of which, lately erected, possess architectural

pretensions ; but wanting spires, and being rather clumsily
furnished with porticos, they contribute much less than

be di'sired to the ornament of the town. Of the eleven,

including the three alluded to, are attended by the con-

lions professing the faith of the synod of Ulster. The
number of persons who can be accommodated in them is

en 51)00 and COOO. Two others, which are attended by
congregations professing Unitarian doctrines, are capable
of containing from20UO to 2500 persons. The orthodox Se-
ccders have also two small chapels. The Covenanters, or

reformed Presbyterians, have a good though not large meet-
ing-house in the suburbs ;

the remainder are in the hands
of independent congregations. The Roman Catholic places
of worship within the town are two, but in the neighbour-

there are several others. Previous to the year 1763,
the Roman Catholics of Belfast, although upwards of 550
in number, performed their worship in the open air. In that

year their first chapel was erected, but soon becoming in-

adequate to their increasing numbers, another \vas required,
and a large and handsome edifice has been erected in Do-

'

street, with spacious schools and handsome residences
for the clergy attached to it. These buildings are still insuffi-

cient to accommodate the rapidly-growing Roman Catholic

population, which it now more than one-third of that of the
whole town. The Methodists have four chapels, and the

Society of Friends a meeting-house. The chief public edi-

fi'-c is the Commercial Buildings, an extensive pile, termi-

nating one end of Donegal-street, to which it presents a

handsome architectural front of stone. It was erected at a
'if about 20,000?., and is the property of a company in-

corporated by act of parliament. Here is a remarkably good
and well-regulated news-room, frequented by all the mer-
cantile body of Belfast. Partially fronting this stands the

old Exchange at the divergence of Donegal-street and
North-street a heavy and neglected but respectable square
building of brick on a cut-stone basement. The exchange
ii'.i-d to bo held in the lower story, and the upper contains a

very excellent assembly-room, much superior both in size

and proportion to that in the building opposite : the house
is the property of the Marquis of Donegal. The theatre, a

shabby brick structure externally, but of very elegant
though small proportions within, is much neglected. In its

charitable institutions Belfast stands pre-eminent : the poor-
house at the north end of Donegal-street fronting the Com-
mercial buildings is a fine structure, with extensive wings

and a handsome spire, built at an original cost of from
7000?. to 10,000?., and supported at an expense of upwards
of 2000?. per annum by the voluntary yearly subscriptions
of the inhabitants and the produce of their former invested
donations. In 1830 it contained 432 inmates, all of whom
were fed, clothed, and the children educated, by the institu-

tion : it was incorporated under the title of the Belfast Incor-

porated Charitable Society, in anno 1774. The fever hospital

opened in 1817 is capable of accommodating upwards of 200

patients: its expenditure in 1828 amounted to 1239?. 6s. lOrf.,

of which about one-half was granted at the county assizes, and
the remainder was the produce of voluntary subscriptions and
donations. A lying-in hospital, a female penitentiary, and a
house of industry for the prevention of mendicity, are en-

tirely supported by voluntary subscriptions. Carrickfergus
being the assize town for the county, there is no jail at Bel-

fast, but a large house of correction and a handsome police-
office have been lately built. The barracks on the high
ground in the north-western part of the town have been

lately enlarged ; they are capable of accommodating one

regiment of foot, and a troop of horse or company of artillery.
Belfast is well lighted : the gas-worto which supply the
town are the property of a company; they have been erected

upwards often years. The supply of water, which is neither

very copious nor good, is brought by open drains from the

country a mile to the south, and is conducted by pipes from
an open reservoir to the cisterns of the houses. As
coal is the fuel of Belfast, a great amount of shipping is

constantly employed between this port and Newcastle,
Whitehaven, and other ports of England. The coal quay
is highest up the river, then come those where the

general merchantmen are moored, and beyond these, to-

wards the bay, lie the ship-yards and ballast corporation

raving-docks ;
lower down a new floating-dock is nearly

completed, the property of an enterprizing individual, and
still further improvements are contemplated between this

and the pool of Garmoyle, a deep and secure station about
:hree miles down the bay. A plan of these works, oy
Messrs. Walker and Bourges of London, has been adopted
>y the town authorities, and sanctioned by act of parlia-

ment, but as yet no step has been taken to carry it into

execution. By the improvements however effected by the
jallast corporation, ships drawing thirteen and fourteen

feet of water can already lie at the quays, and the dry
docks are sufficiently capacious to hold vessels of equal size

during their repairs ; a patent slip is also completed in one of
he private dock- yards. The manufactures and commerce of

Belfast have been so intimately connected with its rise as a

:own, that in its civil history we have already spoken of their

ntroduction and progress. The export trade, which must in

ill Irish ports be commensurate in great measure with the

>rosperity of their several districts, has long been very con-
;iderable here. It consists chiefly of bacon, butter, pork,
>eef, corn, and raw hides; and, in manufactured articles,

of linens, calicoes, muslins, cotton-yarn, linen-yarn, soap,
anned leather, candles, and starch. The chief imports are

he raw material of the staple manufactures, and foreign
uxuries; cotton, wool, flax-seed, flax, barilla, potash, gro-
ceries, wine, &c. The gross amount ofcustoms including ex-
cise amounted in 1783 to 32.900?. ; the customs exclusive of

excise, for the year ending 5th January, 1834, were 228,945/.
6*. lod. In 1682 the shipping of the port was 3307 tons ; in

1827 the registered tonnage of the port was 21,557 tons. The
value of the exports in 1810 was 2,904,520?. 19*., being up-
wards of half a million more than in the year previous : the
incus alone making more than two millions of this amount ;

the cotton-yarn exported in that year valued but 4942?. 6s.,

ind the cotton fabrics of all kinds did not exceed 35,000?.
The items on a similar return for the last few years would
>e materially different, but the increase of the export trade
re pn only exhibit by a comparison of the tonnage as

cleared outward. In 1831 there cleared outwards, coast-

wise, 155,416 tons, and for foreign ports 35,335. In 1834
the export tonnage was coastwise 1 74,894 tons, and for fo-

reign ports 31,665. Inwards, there entered in 1831, of Bri-

tish tonnage 27,970, and of foreign 4276 tons
; in the year

1833, of British tonnage 26,947, and of foreign 2537 tons
;

and in 1834, of British tonnage 30,733 tons, and of foreign
2395 tons. From a comparison of these items with similar

returns for the port of Cork, it appears that Belfast, with fewer

vessels, has in the foreign trade a greater amount of tonnage ;

jut that, taking the amount of British and foreign shipping,
their tonnage inwards for the last three years is very nearly
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equal. The post-office idso indicates the activity of the

ereial body of Belfast : the annual amount of
postage

1

nearly Ml.OUO/. There atv f"ur bank* in

-t two ol them 'branches of the U'rcat metro)

establishments, and two in the hands !' private e.mi|-

There is also a Havings bank, in which on the 30th Novem-

ber. 1830, there wax lodged a sum of -10.67 '.'/. by -j i .

positon. The amount of stamps sold hero averages 25.000/.

per annum ; the number of stamps for newspapers lor the

!.'. I was 335.000, and since then a considerable in-

crease has taken plan- : there arc now lour newspapers and

tiro small periodicals published in the town.

The increase of the population ot Belfast hasbeen extremely
; within the last half century. In 1782 the town eon-

1 6132 males and 697-2 females, in all 13,105 inhabit-

ant*. In 1807 they were nearly doubled, being in all

83.095: in 18-21 they were 37,'277: and in 1831 their num-
bers in the town and suburbs btood thus males 2-1,559 ; fe-

- 28,754, total 5:!,313 : of whom there are 14,597 per-

sons belonging: to the Established Church; 18,715 Presbyte-

; 18,268 Roman Catholics; 1111 Protestant dissenters,

and G22 unclassed. This enumeration is exclusive of Bal-

lyinaearret, a portion of the borough which contains between

four nnd five thousand inhabitants. The population of the

borough itself by the last returns is 39,1-16, and its consti-

tuency 1 700 voters.

Ik-lYast has long had the reputation of possessing a well-

educated community. In 1824 there were in the town and

parish sixty-three schools of all kinds, educating 2152

and'lGGG females, exclusive of the Royal Aca-

demical Institution, which in 1825 had 462 males in its

vari. This great collegiate school was erected by

public subscription, and incorporated by act of parliament
in the year 1810. The original subscriptions amounted to

<i>/., including 50007. received from India by the libe-

rality and exertions of the Marquisof Hastings. The object

of the undertaking was to procure a cheap home education

for those who formerly frequented the colleges of Scotland
;

and since the synod of Ulster receives the general certificate

of this institution as a qualification for ordination in their

ministry, it may now be looked on as the great seminary of the

Presbyterian church in Ireland. Its atlairs are directed by a

president, four vice-presidents, twenty managers, and eight

rs, chosen by the proprietary ; and it enjoys an annual

grant from parliament of 1500/. The chairs in the collegiate

department arc eight, embracing professorships of divinity,

moral and natural philosophy, logic, mathematics, Greek,

Latin, Hebrew, and, within the lust year, a lectureship on

Irish. The schools afford ample moan's of instruction on all

subjects generally taught, and the faculty and managers
have succeeded in forming a very respectable library and

museum. There is no regularly endowed school here. The
Lancasterian and the Brown-street institutions may be

called free-schools : both have enjoyed the patronage of the

Kildare-street association, but the" Lancasterian school is

now under the national board; nearly 2000 poor children are

educated in these two establishments alone. Of the private

schools, the Donegal-street academy is the most respectable ;

it has upwards of 150 scholars. A number of literary and

scientific individuals in 1788 formed themselves into a body
and took the name of the Society for Promoting Know-

: they publish their transactions, and have a good

library of upwards of 6000 volumes, together with a philoso-
1 apparatus. A literary society more private, but com-

prising men of considerable eminence, was established in

. In 1821 another literary and scientific body was

formed, called the Natural History Society; they have

lately built a handsome house for their meetings, where tliev

have n thriving library and a museum, which bids fair to be

the next in Ireland to that of the Royal Dublin Society.

In lv.!.'> a mechanics' institute was erected, and a scientific

school for artisans opened, where lectures arc delivered on

mechanics and chemistry. A botanical garden has been
'd within the last four years, which is highly orna-

il to the vicinity of the town, and already rich in a
i assortment of plants. A patriotic institution, called

the Irish Harp Society, for the cultivation of national music,

has been long supported by voluntary subscription. The
town expenses are levied by twelve commissioners and

a committee of police, by virtue of an act passed in 1810.

The paving, lighting, and cleansing of the streets, and ge-

neral piihc'- "f the town, are under their management. The
amount of the police -tax for the first year of their superin-

tendence was 30*77. 18*.; in Ivil it amounted to s.

2*. Id. The sovereign hai : .it the markets, th

regulation of the n 1 weights, and i- < \ olli-

rate of the county of Antrim.
ti>\\ n-clerk, and seneschal of the manor are the utht-r chief

olliccrs of the corporation. Since tiie year 177.">, npwaids nf

I00,uoii7. have been expended on a < this

port with Li-burn and \joc\\ Neagh, whiih i-> now il :i

perty of the Lagan Navigation Compaq. A plan for a rail-

road from the lime-quarries on the ( ave -hill to tin-

docks is now being carried into ell'ect : it is the pro|>erly of

private individuals, as well as a new bridge acr- t
'

about a quarter of a mile above the old long hn
l|

was built in 1G82, and is now in a ruinous and i.

dition. A lunatic asylum, capable of accommodating
patients, has been built by government in the vicinity of the

town, at an expense of above 50,0007. : it is intended for the

two counties of Down and Antrim. (See Spenser's I /

Cox's History of Ireland; Dubourdicn's Statist, -al SUIT, y

of the County (if Antrim ; Historical Collections njative to

the Town of Htljaxt, Belfast, Isl7 : Reid's Hittory nf the

I'rfsliyterian Church in Ireland; Hardy's Northern liish

Tourist; Inglis's Ireland in 1834; Gocernment Official

Tnhlfs ; Appendix to -2nd Itepnrt of CommuttoHtn of K<ln-

ciitinn in Ird'inil, unit 4th Ilrport, ditto; Onhni

Mtiji of Antrim ; Culrinlar <>f Inquisitions for Ulster, #<-.

Communication from In-lnnd.)
BKLFRY, thai part of a church-tower or steeple in

which the bells are hung. The term is applied not only to

that part of the tower, but als.> to the framing on which the

are suspended. Belfiy i< probably derived from Bc-1-

fredus, a low Latin term of the middle ages, a compound of

bell, a Teutonic word, and frfiil (j

Gloss.) The old French word is brlfroit. (Johnson's Diet.

by Toild.) Ducange gives also the forms Beaufroy and

BeUefroy. Belfry is synonymous with Campani'f [seeCAM-
I-ANII.K], which, with the terms rloairiu and tristi'gnm, was
used by the writers of the middle ages to express tin

thing. According to some, the name Belfredus, whie ;

applied to a wooden tower used in attacking fortified place-,
was afterwards given to any elevated tower in which a bell

was hung. This statement, if correct, might lead us to infer

that the Latin word belliim (war) was the first part of the

compound Belfredus, and the second part possibly derived

from the Latin, fi.'ro, to bear or carry away. The forms

Berfredus and Verfrediu also occur as the names of old

military engines, and seem to lead to a different etymology.

.f thi- MfrjrofSI. Paul'i.

A niul II, lines of section* j a, a, b*sm.

In this plan nnd sections of the belfry of St. Paul's church
arc -cen the construction of the timbers, shotting their

ings independent of the masonry, that is, not fixed into the

masonry. This cpn~in.ni.in may be taken as a good ex-

ample of the method of hanging heavy bells in a belfry. In
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the two towers of St. Paul's Church four bells are hung:
in the lower three and in the other one. The great bell

shown in the section is hung over two others in the south

tower ;
these latter are fixed, and not intended to be rung :

the upper boll is hung on gudgeons or axles, and prepared
for ringing, but from the confined space in which it is hung
it cannot be rung, and only moves on its axle when struck

by the hammer of rile clock. In the construction of

belfries the bearing of the timbers should always be on

wooden plates.

Section of the belfry of St. Paul's on the line A, A.
c, c, gudgeons, ou which ttie bt'Ll swings.

Section of the belfry of St Paul', on the line B, B.
h, hammer.

I 2 3 4 5

Scale of Feet.

The term belfry was probably applied in the first instance
to the wooden construction, which was made strong, in

order to bear the weight of the bell or bells.

In constructing a belfry, the frame-work is placed either

on stone corbels, or is made to bear on a ' recess formed in the
wall.' (Encyc. Method. Arch.) This latter method is con-
sulted the best, because the vibration caused by the mo-
tion of the bells acts with less force on the masonry than it

would if it were fixed in the masonry. It is also observed,
that the higher the bells are placed in the tower, the more
does the vibration, caused by ringing them, affect the

masonry.
Village churches have belfries in their towers or steeples.

In some instances, where there is a single bell, it is not

placed in a tower, but suspended to a slight frame-work fixed

between an arch constructed on the exterior top of the gable
end of a church or chapel. [See BELL.]
BELG^E, the general name given by Caesar to the differ-

ent tribes inhabiting the north of Gaul, between the sea
on the west, the rivers Matrona (Marne) and Sequana
(Seine) on the south, and the Rhenus (Rhine) on the east.

But it is not well determined how far this name may be
extended to the east

; perhaps the Treviri, on the banks of

NO. 227.

the Moselle, were included. Csesar remarks that the Ma-
trona and Sequana separate the Belgse from the Galli, who
were to the south of them. He says also, in general ;i:id

vague terms, that the BelpiB extend to the Lower Rhine,
and lie towards the north and the rising sun. He also (De
Bell. Gall. v. 24) uses the term Belgium to express the

country of the Belgae. The Belgce, were according to Ccesar's

testimony, of German origin, though perhaps somewhat

mingled with the Celtic inhabitants of Gaul, and distin-

guished by their warlike character, which Cajsar attributes

partly to their origin and partly to their being strangers to

luxury and refinement. The Bellovaci [see BK AUVAIS] were

the most warlike and numerous Belgic tribe in the time of

Caesar. (De Bell. Gall. ii. 4.) The Remi, whose capital

was Durocortorum (Rheims), were the nearest Belgic tribe

to the Galli on that side. The rest of the tribes are men-
tioned by Caesar (ii. 4) : among them we find one name,
the Atre'bates, the same as that of a tribe in Britain. The
Belgae may be described generally as occupying, in the time

of Caesar, the French departments of Nord, Pas de Calais,

Somme, Seine Inferieure, Oise, and Aisne; with a part of

modern Belgium.
When Caesar invaded South Britain, he found that part

of the island occupied by Belgae, that is, by tribes of Ger-
man origin, who had passed over from the opposite shores

of Gaul, and obliged the original inhabitants to retreat into

the interior of the country. (De Bell. Gall. v. 12.) But as

he had no intercourse with the original inhabitants, it is

impossible to say how far the Belgao haid penetrated inland ;

and later historians have given us no account of this circum-

stance. We learn only that the whole southern coast from
Suffolk to Devonshire was occupied by Belgic tribes. The
Cantii were settled in Kent, the Trinobantes to the north
of the Thames, the Regni in Sussex and the Atrebatii

in Berkshire. To the west of them the Belgso, properly so

called, occupied Hampshire and Wiltshire, and extended

through Somersetshire to the Bristol Channel ; their capital
was Venta Belgarum, Winchester. Farther to the west, the

Durotriges were found in Dorsetshire, and their neighbours,
the Damnonii, in Devonshire.

The Belgaa in Britain, conformably to the character of

their brethren in Gaul, made a stout resistance to Caesar

But about a century afterwards they were compelled to sub-

mit to the yoke, which the Romans had already in the

time of Caesar imposed on their kinsmen in Gaul. The
name Belgica occurs as the name of a division of Gaul as

late as Diocletian's time. Under the emperors it was go-
verned by an officer with the title of Procurator, orLegatus.
BELGIUM. The origin of this kingdom as a separate

state dates from the year 1830. In the month of August
of that year, the revolution began at Brussels which severed

the Belgian provinces from the crown of Holland. On the

4th of October following, the provisional government at

Brussels proclaimed the independence of Belgium ;
and on

the 26th of December it was announced to the congress
assembled in that city, that the allied powers of Europe
had recognised the permanent separation of the Belgian

provinces from the kingdom of the Netherlands. [See NK-
THERLANDS.]

In February, 1831, the congress elected the Duke of Ne-
mours to the throne of the new kingdom ; but his father,

Louis Philippe, king of the French, having refused the

crown on the part of his son, a new election became neces-

sary, and the choice of the national representatives then
fell upon Prince Leopold of Saxe Cobourg, widower of the

Princess Charlotte of England. This prince having ac-

cepted the crown, took the oaths prescribed, and ascended

the throne in the presence of the congress on the 22nd of

July, 1831.

The courts of Great Britain, Austria, France, Prussia,

and Russia, which had already acknowledged the inde-

pendence of Belgium, concluded a treaty with King Leo-

pold, which was signed in London on the 15th of November,
1831, in which treaty the boundaries of the new kingdom
were defined, and the peaceable possession of his territories

was guaranteed to King Leopold.

According to the terms of this treaty, the Belgian terri-

tory is composed of the provinces of South Brabant, Liege,
Namur, Hainault, West Flanders, East Flanders, Antwerp,
Limbourg, with the exception of some districts particularly

described, and a part of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.
The exceptions in the province of Limbourg just men-

tioned are :
'

1st. On the right bank of the Meuse ;
the old

[THE PENNY CYCLOPAEDIA.] VOL. IV. 2 A
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Dutch enclaves upon the said bank, united to those districts

of the said province upon the same bank which did not

belong to the Stat.-s General in 1790; in suchwisu that

the wnole of that part of the present province of Limbourg.
.c right bank of the Mouse, and com]

between that river on tin- wc-t, the fnintier of the Prussian
i In- present frontier of the province of

.in tin- south, and Dutch Guelderland on the north,

shall henceforth belong to his majesty the kin;; of tl

therlands, either to be held by him in his character of

Or.uul l>uke of Luxembourg, or in order to be united to

Holland.
On the left bank of the Mouse : commencing from

the southernmost point
of the Dutch province of North

Brabant, there shall be drawn a line, which shall terminate

on the Meuse below Western, between that place and Ste-

rentiratrdt, at the point where the present Arrmdissement
of Ruremond and Maestricht meet, on the left bank of the

-e.
; in such manner that Hergcrot, Stamproy, Neer

Itteren, Itervoord and T/iorne, with their district, as well

as all the other places situated to the north of this line,

shall form part of the Dutch territory.
' The old Dutch enr/arm in the province of Limbourg,

upon the left bank of the Meuse, shall belong to Belgium,

\viththeexceptionoftheto\vn of Maestricht, which toge-
ther with a radius of territory, extending 1200 toiscs from

the outer glacis of the fortress on the said hank of this

river, shall continue to be possessed in full sovereignty by
his majesty, the king of the Netherlands.'

The exceptions thus described in Limbourg were as-

signed to the king of the Netherlands in return for cc

to be made by him to Belgium, of a part of the Grand

Dachy of Luxembourg, which arc thus described in the

Commencing from the frontier of France between Ro-

dange, which shall remain to the Grand Duchy of Luxem-

bourg, and Athus, which shall belong to Belgium, there shall

be drawn a line, which leaving to Belgium the mail from

to ionffiry, the town ofAflon with its district, and the road

from Arlon to Bastogne, shall pass between M'^'inn/, which
shall be on the Belgian territory and Clemuncy, which shall

remain to the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, terminating
at Stefnfort, which place shall also remain to the Grand

Duchy. From .SV<'//',r/ this line shall be continued in the

direction of l''.i^-ficn, IJi't-litx, Guirsch, (;, /mm!/.

Paretle, and PerIt. as i'.ir as Martelange ; Hecbits, Gu'irscfi,

Orende, Kothomb.-znAParelle, befng to belong to Belgium,
and Eischen, Oberpalen, PerU, and Miirti'titnge, to .the
Grand Duchy. From Martelange the said line shall follow

the course of the Sure, the water-way (Ihalweg)
of which

river shall serve as the limit between the two states, as far

as opposite to Tintangc, from whence it shall he continued,
as directly as possible, towards the present frontier of the

.Irrnndissementof Dirhirch, and shall pass between Sitrrii,

Harlange, and Tare/lamps, which places jshall
be lelt 1.1

the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg ; and iJoni'ille, Lifur-

champ, and Loittremange, which places shall form part ol

the Belgian territory. Then having, in the vicinity ol

Doncolt and Soulez, which shall remain to the Grand

Duchy, reached the present boundary of the A rrnniliasfment

of Diekirch, the line in question shall follow the said boun-

dary to the frontier of the Prussian territory. All the ter-

ritories, towns, fortresses, and places situated to the

this line shall belong to Belgium : and all the territories.

towns, fortresses, and places situated to the east of this line

shall continue to belong to the Grand Duchy of Luxem-

bourg.'
Boundaries. The kingdom, as thus described, is bounded

on the north by the Dutch part ol the provinceof Limbourg,
and by North Brabant, and Zeeland; on the norih-we-t 1>\

the North Sea ; on the south-west and south by die Depart-
ments of the Pas de Calais, Nord, Ardennes, and Moselle, in

France ; and on the east by the Dutch portion of the Grand

Duchy of Luxembourg, and the Grand Duchy of the Lower
Rhine.
Area and Population. This territory lies between r>

31' and 51 27' N. lot., and between 2
J
37' and 6 K

Its greatest length from south-east to north-wi -t i- ir.i

English miles, and its greatest breadth, measured in the di-

rection S.S.W. from the most northern part of the province
of Antwerp, to the most southern point of the prv
Ilainanlt, 112 miles. Its form approaches to that of a

triangle, the base of which is the French frontier, and its

South Brabant . .

Lietre
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south of Mons, and eight and three-quarter miles from

Baisieux on the W.S.W. to Jernmapes on the west of Mons.
The second coal-field on the east of Mons extends ten and

five-eighth miles from Saint Denis on the west to Chapelle
les Herlaimont on the east ; and fifteen miles from Ville-

sur-Haine on the N.W. to Thuin on the S.E : thirty-four

pits are wrought in this field, and 142 in that west of Mons.
The third coal-field in this province is the most extensive,

and it stretches into the adjoining province of Nanmr. The
town of Charleroi stands in the centre of this coal district,

which extends in Hairault from Fontaine-l'Eveque on the

west to the boundary line on the east, a distance of thirteen

and one-eighth miles
;
and from Fleurus on the north to

Jamioulx on the south, about ten miles. The part of this

field which is in Namur is in the form of a triangle, the base

of which extends from Falisotte on the south to Velaine on
the north, a distance of nearly three and three-quarter
miles. The vertex of this triangle is between Mozet and

Maizaret, so that it is nearly fifteen miles. The whole coal

district of Hainault traverses the middle part of the pro-
vince from E.N.E. to W.S.W. in a belt about five miles in

breadth.

The soil, which in each of the provinces consists almost

entirely ofclay and sand, has for the most part been rendered
fertile by a due admixture of both these elements. Agri-
cultural industry is carried to a great extent in the king-
dom, and the cultivators have availed themselves of every

advantage within their reach for increasing their produc-
tions. The extent of cultivation in each province will be
seen in the following table, taken from the Annuaire de
fObservatoire de Bruxelles pour Ian 1835, compiled by
Mons. Quetelet, from otlicial documents :

PROVINCES.
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sluii-e*. tnil sixteen reservoir*. lit supply of vrmter i drawn

from the Maete. The ranal from Bruges to Ghent minimi -

nicates at Bruge* with the canals of Damme and of Osteml.

The Bruges and Ghent canal was constructed in the begin-

ning of the seventeenth century, and is adapted for the pas-

age of vessels of 80 to 1 00 tons burthen ; its
principal

feeder

is the River Lys, with which it is connected by means of a

sluice at Ghent. Ghent has communication with the sea by
means of a canal,whose course is N.N.E. fromGhent through
Sus-de G.ind, where it isjoined to the canal ofNeuzen, which

communicates with the actuary of the East Scheldt. Tins

canal was projected for the purpose of draining the province
of East Flanders, and was undertaken by the general govern-

ment ; but in consideration of its depth and width being in-

created so as to render it navigable, the regency of Ghent
consented to bear a part ofthe expense, and their town by this

means was rendered a sea-port. Vessels drawing eighteen
feet water easily pass through this canal ; after the discharge
of their cargo, it is usual for them to descend the Scheldt to

Antwerp. This improvement was not completed until 1828.

A similar project is said to have been once contemplated by

Napoleon.
The Louvain canal begins at that town, where it is fed

by the river Dyle, follows a north-west direction, and enters

the province of Antwerp a short distance from Malines,

passing under the walls of that town, and again joins the

river Dyle at its confluence with the Senne, at a place
called Senne-gal near Rumpst. The Louvain canal is

sixty feet wide, and eleven feet deep. The boats employed
upon it are sixty feet long, twelve feet wide, and draw
from two to three feet water. When the wind is fair they
sail up or down, otherwise they are drawn by horses. Tliis

canal was constructed in 1750, at the expense of the city ot

Louvain. Its cost was about 160, OOO/., and to reimburse

the city for its outlay the government granted to it a duty
on beer and on butter, as well as a toll upon vessels, the

produce of which was sufficient to pay for the canal in forty-

eight years. In fifteen years from its completion, the land

in the vicinity of the canal was doubled in value, by the

means which it afforded for procuring manure and for con-

veying agricultural produce to market.

The Brussels canal which is supplied hy the water of the

river Senne at Brussels, proceeds to the north by Vilvoorde,

passes from South Brabant to the province of Antwerp, a

little below Thisselt, crosses the commune of \Villebrock,

and ends in the river Rupel opposite Boom. This canal,

begun in 1550, was not opened for navigation until 1591.

The object of its construction was to facilitate the commu-
nication between Brussels and Antwerp; its cost was

130.000/., a large sum for those days, and it is still consi-

dered one of the finest works in Belgium.
The canal from Mons to Conde is supplied by the river

Haine, which gives its name to the province of Hainault.
It proceeds in a strait line to the west, enters France near

Valenciennes, and falls into the Scheldt at Conde, after a
course of about twenty-four miles, rather more than four

miles of which are in the French territory. It has seven

sluices, five in Hainault and two in France. It is crossed

at different places by fourteen drawbridges, three of them
in France. The mean depth of water in this canal is six

feet, and its mean breadth at the water-line fifty-five feet.

This canal was undertaken by the French government in

1807, and was finished in 1S14. Some judgment may be
formed of its utility from the number of boats which have

passed upon it in each year, from 1816 to 1828, the last

year of which any account is given : their numbers were

I! ...! .

1817
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vince at the last census has already been given from official

authority. From the same source we derive the following

particulars of the movement of the population in the year
1833:

PKOVINCES.
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merit under the crown, he immediately vacates his seat until

re-elected. The president and vice-presidents of each cham-
ber are nominated by its members at the beginning of each

session.

The chambers assemble as of right every year oh the

second Tuesday in November, unless they shall have been

previously called together by the king. The session must
last at least forty days ; its prorogation is pronounced by
the king.
The number of citizens registered as electors in the lists,

as they stood in each province in April, 1833, and the num-
ber of representatives and senators chosen in each province,
are as under :

PROVINCES.
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The expenditure for the year 1833 exceeded the turn

here stated by 14.000,000 of francs, or S60.000/., the dif-

ference having been rained by a reduction of the army ;

but as the peculiar position of the kingdom with regard to

Holland oblige* the government still to keep on foot a very
considerable force, and to maintain a numerous staff ready

organized, the Belgian government is not in so favourable

a position for reducing its debt, and for relieving its subjects

from the pressure of taxation as it would bo, if a better under-

standing could be effected with the Dutch government,
which is equally burthened with expenses occasioned by
armament", and has its resources equally crippled by the

want of a free intercourse between the two kingdoms.
BELGOROD, or BJELGOROD, once the capital of a

province, but now the chief town of a circle in the province

of Kursk, in the south-eastern part of Russia in Europe, is

nearly four miles and a half in circuit, and is situated close

to the sources of the Sevcrnoi-Donetz, which falls into the

Don. It is traversed by the small river Ziolka or Wessolka,

and lies about ninety miles south of Kursk. This town was

originally built in the reign of Fedor Ivanovitsh, in the year

1497, when its site was a chalk hill, close to where it now
stands, whence it was called the ' white town ;' but it was

afterwards removed about a mile lower down to its present

situation, in a valley between two hills. It is divided into

the Old and New towns, and has three suburbs : the old

town is surrounded by a rampart and diteh, but the new by

palisades only. It is the seat of an archbishopric, has two

monastic establishments, ten churches of stone and three of

wood, and three charitable asylums. There are several

manufactories in the town, particularly for refining and

pressing wax. and for spinning and weaving : and it carries

on a considerable trade in hemp, bristles, honey, wax. leather,

soap. &c. Three fairs, to which a swarm of dealers from

the south of Russia resort, are held here in the course of

the year. The environs are extremely productive, chiefly in

fruit, for which the district is much celebrated : whole fields

of water-melons are of common occurrence, and the climate

from its mildness is very favourable to vegetable growth.
Belgorod contains about 1COU houses and 87(10 inhabitants,

und lies in AO 53' N. lat., and 36 2' E. long.

BELGRADE, by the Servians called Alba-Grsr-ca and

Greek- Weissenburgh, by the Turks Bilgrnd and Darol

Dshishad, or the House of the Holy War, and by the Hun-

garians N'uidor Fejervar, is a city in the northern part ol

Turkish Servia, about two miles south-east of Semlin. at

the junction of the Save with the Danube, and on the right

bank of both these rivers. These two majestic streams,

blending their waters at this point,' says Frickel (Pedes-

trian Journey, 1827-1829), 'expand into what might be

mistaken for the ocean itself, and the spot where the Save

pours itself into the queen of European rivers is clearly

perceptible from the diversity of the tints.'

Belgrade is the Sigindunumof Ptolemy, the Singidunum
of the Itintrarium of Antoninus, and the Singedum ol

Procopius (Ilipi tTiapaTHv, lib. iv.). The city was founded

by the Romans, afterward* totally destroyed by the Bar-

barians, and rebuilt by the Emperor Justinian, who fortified

it strongly. He also built a new fort, called Octavum, at a

little distance from the city. The city was opposite t<

Tauranum (now Semlin) in Pannonia. A vestige of its

former name is still retained by a holm in the Save called

Singin, not far from the present site of the town.

The Belgrade of modem times was founded by Dushan

king ol' Servia. in the year 1372, and is divided into four

quarters, the must conspicuous of which is the Citadel

which forms the centre of the town, and is constructed on

a steep acclivity, about a hundred feet high, jutting out

into the Danube : it presents a picturesque object from the

opposite city of Semlin. The space between the banks o

the river and the ramparts is traversed by a wall of earth in

* decayed state, which is mounted with iron cannon in a*

unserviceable a condition as the carriages on which they
wt The occm* through this wall is between two stoni

columns, the evident remains of a substantial wall.

pnvcd way leads thence to the citadel, the entrance to whirl

it through a gate in a massive lofty wall, which runs along
the edge of the rocky acclivity, and constitutes the chic"

part of its fortifications. The first objects that meet the eyi

on entering the fortress arc tin; arsenal and magazin'-s
erected by the Austrian* during their

j> --,.,ioii of Belgrade
in the beginning of the last century. These once splrndii
<*diflcet arc fait mouldering away ;

hut not more rapidly

>crhaps, than the ramparts, bastions, and massive towers
'hieh lie around them. The ascent from these buildings
eads to a lofty quadrangle, consisting of two stories, and
built partly of wood and partly of stucco. TUe roofs jut out

considerably beyond the walls, and serve as a protection to

he galleries which range beneath them ; these are ascended

>y broad flights of wooden steps. This edifice, though it is

he residence of a pasha of three tails, is a very sink of every

species of filth, and has been the theatre of the most brutal

atrocities which the Turk could devise against hit Christian

captive. This was the spot, for instance, where Rhigas the

3reek was sawed into pieces, limb by lim-h, and v

ind-thirty Servians, in the year 1815, were empaled, in

violation of the pledge that their lives should be spared ;
,n

many cases ih'-.sr wretched victims endured this excruci-

uing torture for seven whole days. The garrison is of the

most miserable description, for it is the ju-ha's interest ta

maintain as few troops as possible, and at as low a cost as

tie finds practicable. The main-wall is furnished with

gabions, between which iron cannon are mounted : this wall

as well as the principal ditch are in tolerable condition, hut

in other respects the citadel is in a very indifferent state.

In all, there are three ditches to it, the one within the

other, besides mines and bomb-proof casemates. The prin-

cipal mosque in the town, which is a handsome building,
with the great tower Benoviso rising from its interior, stands

within the citadel.

The flames, bombardments, and other havoc of war have
left little standing of the former town of Belgrade, The
modern erections constitute the three remaining quarters,
which are divided into the Water Town, the Rascian Town,
and the Palanka. Crossing a glacis of four hundred paces,
and passing through three gates along a very gentle de-

scent, we reach the main street, running to the north-west,
with several lateral lanes of houses. These form part of

what is called the Citadel, and are united by a small foot-

way with the Water Town, which occupies
a confined space

on the edge of the hanks of the Save, close to its confluence

with the Danube, and is the best built quarter of the town.

It contains the palace of the Greek bishop, fourteen mosque-,
the fish and other markets, an arsenal, spacious barracks,
and the custom-house. The northern and eastern sides of

it are protected by a minous wall of earth, eight feet in

height, the two outlets through which are defended by
wooden towers. It is much more strongly fortified to-

wards the south, in which direction it is encircled by a

wall of earth, intermixed occasionally with masonry and
brickwork : this wall is ornamented by a very solid gate,

opening upon the road that leads to Constantinople. The
line of defence on this side is also provided with watch-

towers. More immediately to the south-west of the Citadel,

as well as west of it, runs a long range of suburbs, lying
scattered like a village, Injyond which is the Rascian, or

Servian Town, likewise denominated the Town of the Save;
it is defended by walls and palisades, is the principal resi-

dence of the merchants and dealers, and stands close to

the Palanka, a further line of suburbs, which surround the

citadel on the south and east. These two quarters contain

nearly a hundred mosques and churches, two handsome
.ins or bazaars, twelve baths, and other

public edifices,

among which wo may mention the palace of the prince of

Servia and a spacious school. The Servians, also, have
several well-built dwellings, and a neat coffee-house in this

part of the town.

But in speaking of Belgrade and its streets we must warn
the reader, that they are not composed of lines of modern
houses, but, in general, of rows of wooden stalls, in which
the owner arranges his merchandise with no small degree
nf taste, and parades his customers, surrounded by his work-
men intent upon their several tasks. The barber and coffee-

vendor alone carry on their trade in closed shops, and enjoy
the luxury of glazed windows. To any traveller fresh from
western Europe, the motley population of this town is a novel

and highly-interesting scene; the tailor and the gunsmith
the baker and the victualler, by their white turbans, sallow

sombre faces, and haughty mien, will be instantly recognized
as Turks; the red cap, sharp eye, and insinuating manners
of the merchant and dealer betray their Greek extraction ;

and the merry countenance of the shopkeeper smirks beneath
the round close bonnet of the native Servian. Indepen-
dently of the Turkish garrison, which seldom exceeds five

or six thousand men, the inhabitants of Belgrade do not at

present amount to more than twenty thousand
;
but even in
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its present state they carry on so considerable a trade, both

internal and external, that the customs produce 15.000/.

per annum and upwards. The extensive manufactures for

which it was formerly celebrated are now reduced to a few

establishments, in which woollens, carpets, leather, ironware,

and arms, are made. In other hands than those of its

Turkish masters it would rapidly rise into importance : at

present, attractive as its outward appearance may be at a

distance, no spot can be more disgusting on close ex-

amination, for there is not a street or public place in which

every rule of cleanliness does not seem to be almost studi-

ously violated. The surrounding country is diversified with

gentle hills, and richly wooded ; and the public thorough-
fares are embellished with many traces of Turkish piety
the inclosed well and fountain, and the caravanserai.

Belgrade has been the theatre of many important events.

It first fell under toe Hungarian sceptre in 1 086, when King
Solomon wrested it from the Greek empire. Three years
after the fall of Constantinople, in 1-156, it was besieged by
the Turks, but rescued from their hands by the gallant

Hunyady, voyvo(!e of Transylvania, who drove them back

with great loss. The second attempt, made by them in 1 522,

was met by a resolute but fruitless resistance : the Turkish

sultan, Solyman, succeeded in planting the crescent upon
its walls, and it was possessed by his successors until the

year 1688, when the elector of Bavaria, at the head of the

Austrian forces, laid siege to it, and expelled the Turks
from the place. Two years afterwards, Belgrade again fell

into their hands, under Amurath II. ; and in 1693 the Im-

perialists re-appeared upon the spot, but were battled in their

endeavour to regain it. In 1717 the celebrated Prince

Eugene, leading the Austrians in his second campaign
against Turkey, met his enemy under the walls of Belgrade
on the 16th of August, destroyed nearly the whole of his

army, entered Belgrade, and reduced the greater portion of

Servia under the imperial sway. The extensive scale upon
which the Austrians now enlarged and completed the forti-

fications of the place cost them at least 400,OOO/. (4,000.000
of guldens) ;

and their possession of it was confirmed to

them by the sultan in the treaty of Passarovitz on the 21st

of July following. In 1739, about which time Belgrade
attained the height of its commercial splendour, the war
which Austria unadvisedly undertook against Turkey, in

conjunction with Russia, by whom she was suddenly and

faithlessly abandoned, terminated in the signal defeat of her
forces at Krotska on the Danube, the abandonment of her

conquests in Servia, and the restitution of Belgrade to the
sultan by the treaty which he dictated to her generals in a

moment of panic. In conformity with this treaty, all the

new fortifications were razed at the emperor's expense.
The disastrous opening of the Austrian campaign against
the Turks in 1 783, was counterbalanced in the succeeding
year by Marshal London's brilliant successes against them,
and the re-capture of Belgrade; but the weakness of Austria
forced her to restore it, with her other Servian acquisitions,
at the peace of Szistova in 1791. It has remained ever

since in the occupation of Turkey, except for a short time

during the Servian insurrection, which broke out under the

conduct of Czerny George (the Black George) in 1804.

The intrepid patriot laid siege to the town, and expelled the

Ottomans from it in 1806; he retained possession of Bel-

grade until the year 1813, when he was at length obliged to

abandon it to them, but not before the inhabitants had set

fire to and destroyed the suburbs, and blown up the fortifi-

cations. The destruction thus brought upon the town has
since been partially repaired, and its defences have been re-

stored to some extent ; but the happier consequence of the

spirit with which the Servians then asserted their inde-

pendence, has been that they have gained it ; and that, under
the conditions of the treaty of 1815, by which Turkey re-

cognizes their free institutions, Belgrade is the only spot in

the country where the sultan is allowed to mainta-" a gar-
rison.

Belgrade is in 44 50' N. lat., and 20 39' E. long. Aoove
the town re three long, narrow islands in the Danube, di-

vided from the land by a natural canal, which forms a safe

harbour; and opposite the Rascian Town, near the mouth
of the Save, lies another islet, called the Gipsies' Island.

BELIAL, usually Belial, more correctly Belial, BiXi'aX,

TJ^/3 (pronounce B'liyangal), is one of the few compound

words in the Hebrew language. It is formed of ^2. nothing-

ness, not, and jy utility, advantage. Hence Belial means

a worthless fellow. A man of Belial, or a son of Belial, a

daughter of Belial, mean in the Bible a wicked person.
Belial, if emphatically used, or :ar' t?ox>jv in preference,
means the worst of spirits. Thus in the passage, 'What
concord hath ChrUt with Belial ?' 2 Cor. vi. 15. Compare
Milton's Paradise Regained, book ii. v. 147-152 :

So spake the old serpent doubting, anil from all

\Vit h clamor was assur'cl their utmost aid

At his command ; when from amidst them rose

Hclial, the clissolutest spirit that fell,

The sensuallest, ami, after Asmodai,
The fleshliest incubus, and thus advised.'

Others have endeavoured to derive the word from
to act, so that Belial should be a not acting one, an id

fellow : others from TUty to rise, so that Belial should be
one who should finally be cut down, not to rise again. The
Talmudists in Sanhedrin, fol. 1 1 1, derive the word from 7iy
or *?y yoke. According to them, Belial is without a yoke,
without restraint and discipline. Compare Pfeiffer's Opera,
Ultraject., 1704, torn. i. p. 503.

BELIDOR, BERNARD FOREST DE, was born in

Catalonia, in 1697 or 1698. He was the son of a French
officer, and his father and mother dying very shortly after

his birth, he was adopted by another officer, who brought
him to France. The brother of his protector was an officer

of engineers, and under his care, Belidor, who had studied
the elements of mathematics with attention, saw the sieges
of Bouchain and Quesnoy before he was sixteen years old.

He was shortly afterwards an assistant of Cassini and

Lahire, in their continuation of the measure of the degree ;

and was afterwards appointed professor at the school of ar-

tillery of La Fere, founded by the Regent Duke of Orleans.
He was afterwards raised to the rank of oaptain, much to

the dissatisfaction of his new comrades, who could not bear
to see a professor in uniform

; but, says our account, a repri-
mand and a few days' imprisonment reconciled them to the

innovation.

Before 1742 M. Belidor lost his place of professor, on ac-

count of his discovering that some of the powder in the

charge then used was useless, not being set on fire before

the ball had left the gun. The originality of the-discovery
was contested ; and it is also said, that his dismissal was

owing to his having communicated it to Cardinal Flcury,
instead of the head of his department. In 1742 Belidor

was aide-de-camp to General de Segur in Bavaria and Bo-

hemia, and was made prisoner at Lintz. He was soon ex-

changed, and was made a lieutenant-colonel. He served
under the Prince de Conti, in the campaigns of 1744 and
1746, the first in Italy, the second in Flanders. In the

first he distinguished himself by blowing up in six hours,
and in the face of the enemy, a chateau which it was im-

portant to destroy, and which by ordinary methods it would
have taken several days to dismantle. In the second, he
reduced the town of Charleroi, by entrusting as a secret to

a clergyman in its neighbourhood his intention to serve

that place in the same way. This communication soon got
wind, and, with some covered carts which were seen on
their way to some coal-pits in the neighbourhood, so fright-
ened the inhabitants, that they forced the governor to sur-

render. For this service he was made colonel
;
he was also

member of the academy in 1 756, inspector of arsenals in

1758, and brigadier and inspector-general of mines in 1759.
He died at Paris in 1761.

The works of M. Belidor are even now in credit among
military engineers, and he advanced every branch of their

science, particularly mining. The common notion on this

subject was, that the effect of a mine took place mostly in

the direction of least resistance, and that the effect of a very
powerful charge would be to blow upwards the cylinder of

earth immediately above it. The experiments of M. Beli-

dor showed that the effect is nearly equal in all directions

in which there can be any effect at all, that is, that lateral as

well as superincumbent earth is blown away, leaving a sort

of hemispherical void. Thus he showed how to effect a
lateral entrance into the counter-mine of a besieged place.
The works of Belidor are as follows : 1 725, Nouveau

Cours de Mathimaiique, which went through a large num-
ber of editions: 1729, La Science des Ingenieurs : 1731,
Bombardier Francais, containing some of the earliest tables

of the relation between the elevation and the range : 1 737

and 1739, the two first volumes of the Architecture Hy-
di'itultque, a work which has not yet been superseded by

any other of equal extent and merit ; the two latter vo-
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lumc. appeared in 1 750 and 1 753 : 1755. Diflionnairt pnr-

tati/ dl t Inginitur : 1 7ti4, posthumous work, (Kuvrtt di-

Vfrtet, e., relating to fortification and mining. (Thin is

the only work we ever met with which ha a wrong dale in

it* own tide-pane. H being there 1754, in which year M.

Bclidor was l:\mg.) Tlio work on fortification, which has

been sometime* attributed to M. Belidor, in 4 voU. 4to.,

wat never published, as far as we can find, but was left in-

complete among his papers. There are also memoirs of M.

Belidor, in the Hillary of tht Academy of Seiencet, from

1737 to 1756.

BELIGRAD (a word signifying, in the Bulgaro-Slavonic
dialect, the While Town), an important town of Albania,

ow generally known under the name of Her.'it . Mr. Hughes
conjectures, though with great diffidence, that it i on the

f the antiont Antipatria, a city taken by Apustius,

lieutenant of the Consul 1'. Sulpicius, in Uie war Ijetween

tile Romans and Philip King of Macedonia ; and he urges, in

upport of his conjecture, the description of Antipatriu given

by Livy, who says that it was in a narrow pass, and that it

inspired confidence into its inhabitants by its size and the

ttrength of its walls and site. (Livy, lib. xxxi. -J7.) In

the Byzantine writers, Beligrad appears uni!er the name of

Balagrada, or Balagrita, and is still sometimes called A rnaout

Belgrade (or the Albanian Belgrade), to distinguish it from

the town of Belgrade on the Danube. In the latter part of

the thirteenth century it was in the hands of the Greek

emperors, the dominion of the Albanians not having yet
extended to this part of the country. In the fourteenth

century it was conquered by the Albanians ; ami it was

probably from them that it was taken by Amurath, or Mu-
rad II., Emperor of the Turks, who reigned in the early

part
of the fifteenth century. George Kastrioti (better known

by the Turkish name of Iskender Beg, or Scandcrbeg) at-

tempted to retake it. He encamped against it with a force

of 8UOO horse and 7000 foot, among whom was a strong

body of Italians, sent by Alfonso King of Naples, men
kili'ul in the assaulting ofwalles and holdes.' Kastrioti

was defeated, and lost nearly all his Neapolitan auxiliaries.

Beligrad has been ever since in the hands of the Turks.

[See Bg*AT.]' (Hughes's Travels in Greece and Albania;
Leake's Retearchet in Greece.)

BELISA'RIUS (Bt\iadpu>c), a general of the lower em-

pire,
under Justinian I. The precise year and place of his

birth arc uncertain, but it is most probable that he was horn

near the city of Sardica (a place on the Isker), in the be-

ginning of the bixih century. Of Ins parentage nothing is

Known.
He makes his first appearance in history as one of the

body guard of Justinian, at that time heir to the throne.

The Byzantine empire was then, about A.D. 525, at war with

Persia, and Belisarius exercised his first command in an

expedition into Persarraenia. On his return he was nomi-

nated to the government of Dara, an important fortified

town in the northern part of Mesopotamia, near the frontier

of Armenia, where he took into his service, as secretary, the

historian Procopius, whose writings are our principal autho-

rity for the events of his life. In 527 Justinian came to

the throne, and by his orders Belisarius proceeded to build a

fortress at Mindon, near Dara. The Persians commanded
him to desist, and on his refusal marched against him, de-

feated his troops, and razed the works. We may conclude,

however, that no blame attached to him, as shortly after

we find him appointed general of the East, with the conduct

of the Persian war. In the year 530 he defeated the

enemy in the decisive battle of Dara ; and in the following

year he repulsed, by a series of skilful manoeuvres, a consi-

derable army, which had invaded Syria on the side of thu

desert, and advanced so far as to threaten Antioc.h. Being,
however, compelled by his troops to give battle, contrary to

bis own inclination, at Callinicum, a town at the junction
of the rivers Bilccha and Euphrates, he sustained a defeat,

but succeeded in preventing the Persians from deriving any
advantage from their victory.

Shortly afterwards peace was concluded, and Belisarius

returned to Constantinople. During his residence there he
married An tunina, and succeeded in suppressing the sedition

called vita (ink.1), which had nearly subverted the throne

of Justinian. In June, 533, he sailed as commander of an

expedition for the recovery of those provinces of Africa which

had anciently belonged to the empire, but were now possessed

by the Vandals, lie landed (1'rocop, iripj Knvparwr) in

September at Caput Vada, now Capoudia, about 150 miles

south of Carthage, and advanced without opposition to

Decimum, about eight miles' (seventy stadia) from Car-
thage. Having defeated the enemy at IHnnmm. l.e im-

mediately entered the capital, while Gelimer, the Vandal
king, tied towards the desert* of Nuuiidia, h--.

|ne<l himself in assembling an army at liull.i, four

journey from Carthage. He also endeavoured t

a conspiracy among the Carthaginians anil tin- II

the Byzantine service, which was discovered and suppr.

by Belisarius. The VandaU having advanced to '1

meron, within twenty miles of Carthage, were del-

in a decisive battle, and Gclimer lied to thu i

mountain of Pappua, near Hippo Regius, where 1

blockaded, and some time afterwards obliged to MHI
On his return to Carthage Belisarius sent detjclu ;

reduced Sardinia and Corsica, and the Balearic

likewise recovered the fortress of Lilybomm, in Sicily, which
the Vandals had received as the dowry of a Gothic I'm
and which, on their downfall, had been resinned by the

Goths. He proceeded for some time in the settlement of

the province, but finding that suspicions of his fidelity had
been excited in the mind of Justinian, he determined to dis-

arm them by a speedy return. He committed the govern-
ment to the eunuch Solomon, and set sail for Constan-

tinople. On his arrival he was honoured with a triumph, an
honour which, since the reign of Tiberius, had been re-

served for the emperors alone ; a medal was struck, with
the inscription Belisarius, the glory of the Romans,' and
in the ensuing year, 535, he was invested with the dignity
of sole consul.

In that year he sailed with a very insufficient force for the

conquest of Italy from the Goths: he landed at Catania in

Sicily, and having rapidly reduced that island, fixed his head-

quarters at Syracuse. While at Syracuse he received i:>

a rebellion in Africa. He immediately set out thither with

only one ship and 100 guards, and had nearly succeeded in

restoring subordination, when he was recalled to Sicily )>y a

mutiny in the army there. Some negotiations which had
been in progress between the Goths and Justinian having
been broken off, Belisarius crossed over to Italy ; his ad-
vance was only delayed by the resistance of Naples, which
he took after a siege of twenty days, and at the end of the

"i iti he entered Rome, which was evacuated by the

garrison on his approach. Early in 537 he was be-
'; there by Vitiges, the Gothic king, who had recently

been raised to the throne on the deposition and murder of

Thcodatus, and now advanced from Ravenna with an army
of 150,000 men. In the course of the siege Bclisarii

posed the Pope Sylverius, whom he had detected in a trea-

sonable correspondence with the enemy : by some writers

he is accused of having himself forged the letters, in com-

pliance with the orders of the Empress Theodora, who
wished to remove Sylverius from the pontificate, but the

charge appears to be unsupported by proof. Before the

end of the siege he incurred much obloquy by Ins pre-

cipitate execution of Constantino, an ofllcer of rank and

reputation, who in an altercation with him respecting the

restoration of some plunder, forgot himself so far as to draw
in-, sword on his general ; he was immediately put to death

by the command of Belisarius, who is supposed to have
acted rather in furtherance of the private revenge of Anto-

nina, who accompanied him in his expeditions, than from
anv seasonable zeal for the vindication of discipline.

Early in 538 the siege, which had been carried on fur

more than a year with gnat vigour, was raised, and Vitiges
retired to Ravenna. Belisarius then proceeded in the re-

duction of the provinces of Italy, though much impeded by
the factious opposition of his officers and by an invasion of

the Franks; but in the beginning of the year 539, N.

the leader of the faction, was recalled, and the Franks re-

treated after a short inroad. At length Ravenna was in-

vested, but, when its surrender could no longer have been

delayed, an embassy which had been sent by Vitiges to

Constantinople
returned with a treaty of partition, which

left to him the title of king, and the provinces north of the

I'o. This treaty Belisarius refused, on his own responsi-

bility, to execute, and the Goths, driven to despair, oll'cn !

him their support if he would assume the title of Emperor
of the West By affecting compliance he gained possi
of Ravenna, and the surrender of that city was followed by
the submission of almost the whole of Hah . In the be-

ginning of 540 he was recalled to Constantinople, whither
he immediately repaired
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In the spring of 541 he was sent to conduct the war

which had broken out with Persia, and after an indecisive

campaign returned to Constantinople. In 542 he was again

appointed to the supreme command in the Persian war, and
at the close of the campaign again recalled, and on his

arrival degraded from all his employments. During the

campaign a rumour had prevailed of the death of Justinian,

and Belisarius had used language unfavourable to the suc-

cession of Theodora. His treasures were attached, and he
remained in momentary expectation of an order for his exe-

cution. A heavy fine was levied on his effects, but his life

was spared, the pardon being accompanied by the injunction
to be reconciled to his wife Antonina, against whom he was
incensed for her infidelity.

In 544 Belisarius was again named to command in Italy,
where, through the incapacity of his successors, the slight
remains of resistance which he had left behind were become
formidable. Having- set out from Constantinople with a
few veteran troops, ne succeeded in his progress through
Thrace in collecting an inconsiderable force, with which he

proceeded to meet the fleet at Salona in Illyricum, whence
he despatched some ships to the relief of Otranto, which
was besieged by the Goths. This squadron having raised

the siege, rejoined him at Salona, ana the whole armament

proceeded by sea to Pola, also in Illyricum, where he spent
some time in reviewing and exercising his troops. From
this place he sailed along the coast of the Adriatic to Ra-
venna. For some time he was prevented by the insufficiency
of his force from effecting anything considerable, and at

last, leaving merely the necessary garrison in Ravenna, he
sailed with the rest of his troops to Dyrrachium in Epirus,
where he awaited the succours which fie expected. Having
with much delay obtained a scanty reinforcement, he pro-
ceeded by sea to the relief of Rome, which had, since the

beginning of 546, been blockaded by Totilas, the Gothic
fcinir, and was now reduced to the extremity of famine.
After a vigorous attack on the Gothic lines by Belisarius,
which only failed through the disobedience of one of his

oflicers, Rome was taken by treachery in the end of the same
yi'.ir ; but Totilas was diverted from his design of razing the

city with the ground by the remonstrances of Belisarius.

In the beginning of 547 Totilas advanced against Ravenna,
and immediately on his departure Rome was re-occupied by
Belisarius, and successfully defended by him against Tot ila,

who retraced his steps and endeavoured to retake it. But,
though successful in the neighbourhood of Rome, he was
unable, from the smallness of his means, to put an end to

the war; and from the same cause he afterwards suffered

so many reverses, that in the year 5J 8 he requested that

either the force at his disposal might be augmented, or he

might be recalled ; and the latter alternative was granted.
Belisarius, having escaped assassination by the discovery

of a conspiracy, the chiefs of which dreaded his inllexible

fidelity, lived for some time at Constantinople in the enjoy-
ment of wealth and dignity. In 559 the Bulgarians in-

raded the empire, and he received the command of the

army destined to oppose them. After checking their pro-

gress, he was removed from the command by the jealousy
of Justinian, and was never after employed in the field.

In 563 a conspiracy against the emperor was discovered,
in which he was accused of participatfng. Of his subsequent
rate there are two accounts. The more probable is that

given by Gibbon, that his life was spared, but his fortune

sequestrated, and that he was confined to his own palace.
His innocence was soon acknowledged, and his property
and freedom restored, but he did not long survive his libera-

tion
;
he died in the early part of the year 565. A tradition

relates that he was deprived of his eyes, and reduced to beg
his bread, exclaiming to the passers-by,

' Give a penny to

Belisarius the General !' but this is not countenanced by
any authority older than the eleventh century, and can be
traced no further back than to an anonymous writer in Ban-
duri's Imperium Orientate (quoted by Lord Mahon, p. 467),
and to Tzetzes, who wrote in the twelfth century. Though
the last writer on the subject (Lord Mahon) labours hard to

establish the truth of the tradition, his arguments do not

appear sufficiently strong to induce us to receive it. The
story of the blindness of Belisarius was adopted by painters,
as we might naturally expect ;

and various modem writers

also, such as Marmontel in his romance of Belisarius, have
ributed to give it a popular character: but for these

circumstances, a fact fur which there Is no reasonable evi-

dence would hardly require even this brief notice.

Belisarius had one daughter, Joannina, by his wife An-
tonina.

He is described as being of a majestic presence, brave

generous, and affable, and a strict lover of justice. His un-
haken fidelity is sufficiently manifest from the whole course

of his life. His talents for war appear to have been of the

lighest order, and we have few examples of such great
;ffects produced with such small means. His character is

stained by base subserviency to his wife, who appears to

aave been mainly concerned in the most objectionable pas-

sages of his career, and his ignorance or endurance of her

'nfidelity rendered him ridiculous. The latter part of his

ife appears to have been liable to the charge of rapacity,

jut, when we consider his superiority to the age in which
le lived, we shall be inclined, if not to pardon his defects,

at least to excuse them in consideration of the corruption of

.he times.

(See Procopius; Jornandes, De Reb. Get.; Lord Mahon's

Life of Belisarius ; the sketch in Schlosser's Universal-

historische Uebersicht, th. 3, abth. 4
;
and Gibbon, chaps, xli.

xlii. and xliii.)

BELIZE. [See BALIZE.]
BELKNAP, JEREMY, was born in 1744. He took his

degree at Harvard College, near Boston in North America,
and was afterwards ordained minister of Dover church, in

New Hampshire, in 1767. He remained here till 1787,
when he entered upon the charge of a church in Boston, at

which he officiated until his death in 1798. He is the au-

thor of a '

History of New HampshirtC and commenced an
American biography, only two volumes of which were pub-
ished. He wrote also a number of religious, political, and

iterary tracts, and was one of the founders of the Massachu-
setts Historical Society. The biographical writers of the

United States represent him as distinguished by industry,
research, and extent of knowledge, rather than by the pos-
session of remarkable intellectual qualities.

BELKNAP, SIR ROBERT, was bred to the study of

the law, and became chiefjustice of the Court of Common
Pleas, in the 4Sth of Edward III. (1374.) He continued

to hold this office until the 1 1th of Richard II. (1 388), when
liis removal from it took place under the following circum-

stances, which are given at length in Fuller's Wurthiet of
England, p. 567.

' The king had a mind to make away
certain lords : viz. his uncle, the Duke of Gloucester, the

Earls of Arundel, Warwick, Derby, Nottingham, &c., who
in the former parliament had been appointed governors of

the kingdom. For this purpose he called all the judges
before him at Nottingham, where the king's many questions
in fine resolved themselves into this,

" Whether he might
by his regal power revoke what was acted in parliament?"
To this all the judges, Sir William Skipwith alone excepted,
answered affirmatively, and subscribed if. This, Belknap
underwrote unwillingly, as foreseeing the danger, and

putting to his seal, said these words :
" There wants no-

thing but a hurdle, a horse, and a halter to carry me where
I may suffer the death I deserve ; for if I had not done this,

I should have died for it
; and because I have done it I de 1

serve death for betraying the lords."
'

By thus acting

against his conscience lie lost the opportunity of transmit-

ting an honourable fame to posterity ; but big submission

saved him only for a short time. In the succeeding parlia-

ment all the judges were arrested in Westminster Hall, on
a charge of high treason. The lord chief justice of the

Court of King's Bench was executed, and the other judges,
with Belknap, barely escaped with' their lives through the

intercession of the queen ; but their property was confiscated

to the king's use. Fuller does not mention the birthplace
of Sir Robert Belknap. but places him amongst the re-

markable personages which the county of Leicester has

produced, on the ground that a family of that name existed

in the county when he collected the materials for his work,
about the year 1660.

BELL, a vessel, or hollow body of cast-metal, formed to

make a noise by some instrument striking against it. Bells

of a small size are undoubtedly very antient. As pots and
other vessels, more immediately necessary in the service of

life, were doubtless made before bells, it seems probable
that these vessels being observed to have a sound when
struck, gave occasion to making bells in that form.

Small gold bells, intermixed with pomegranates, are

mentioned as ornaments worn upon the hem of the high-

priest's robe in Exod. chap, xxviii. v. 3, 4 ; and Calmet (Diet.

4to. Lond. 1797, vol. i. in voce) says that both were worn in

2B9
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th same manner l>v the king* of Persia. Among the

Greek* we find hand-bells used in camps and garrisons.

At certain hours in the night, patroles (called jripiVoXoi)

went rouml the camp and visited the sentinels; nnd to try

if any were asleep, they had a little hell (termed natuv,

codon), at the sound of which the soldiers were to answer :

whence to go this circuit was called >rWiJn>, and tufuivo-

jeptiv. (See Potter's Grrek Antio.edil. Edinb. 1827, vol. ii.

p. 74; compare also Aristoph. Birds, 842, 1 100, edit. Brunck.

8vo. Arjrent. 1783: and Suidas, iculuv.) This custom fur-

nished Brasilia* with an advantage against Potidcea in the

Peloponnesian war. Having observed that the hell hail

passed a certain part of the walls, he seized the opportunity
before its return to set up bis ludders, and nearly succeeded

in entering the city. (Thucyd. iv. 135.) Plutarch mentions

the use of the bell in the Grecian fish-market. (Symposiac.
lib. iv. Oper. edit. Reiske.tom. viii. p. 653 ;

and also Strabo in

bis account of Jassus, lib.xiv. edit. Falconer, fol. Oxf. 1807,

p. 942.) The Romans had three chief appellations for the

little \x\\, pelajus, codo, and tintinnabulum ; the second of

these was evidently borrowed from the Greek word already

mentioned; the last was probably intended to be imitative

of the sound of the bell. The. hour of bathing among
the Romans was announced by a bell (Pitisci Lexicon,

p. 966, col. ii.), which was hence called by Martial ees ther-

inarum : it was also in domestic use (ibid.) ; was adopted
both as an ornament and an emblem upon triumphal cars

(Zonaras, lib. xi. 3^) ; and was fastened to the necks of

cattle, that they might be traced when they strayed (Phredr.

Pub. xi. 8, 4), particularly to the necks of sheep.
The large bells now used in churches are said to have

been invented by Paulinas, bishop of Nola in Campania,
about the year 400, whence the Nola and Campana of the

lower Latinity. They were probably introduced into England
very soon after their invention. They are first mentioned

by Bede about the close of the seventh century. (Hist.

JKcrl. lib. iv. c. 28.) Ingulphus records that Turketul,

abbot of Croyland, who died about the year 870, pave a bell

of \cry large size to that abbey, which he named Guthlac.

His successor Egelric cast a ring of six others, to which he

gave the names of Bartholomew, Bettelin.Turketul.Tatwinc,

Pega, and Bega. He adds,
' nee erat tune tnnta conso-

nantia campanarum in tola Anglia,' (Ingulplii Hi.it. Xrri/it.

post Bedam, edit. Saville, fol., London, 1596, fol. 505 bO
Baronius informs us that Pope John XIII., A.D. 9f,8, con-

secrated a very large new cast bell in the Latcran Church,
and gave it the name of John. (Annal.a. Spondano.p. 871.)

The ritual for the baptizing of bells may be found in the

Roman Pontificate.

Sir Henry >Spelman, in his Glossary, v. Campana, has

preserved two monkish lines on the subject of the anlient

office* of bells :

Laudo Deum vtrum. Plebera TOCO, congrago Clerum,
rx-functos ploro, I'cstem fu;;o, Pesta decora.'

Brand quotes the following monkish rhymes on bells, in

which the first of these- lines is repeated, from a tract en-
titled A Helpe to Discourse, 12mo. Lond. 1633, p. 63 :

' En egn Catnpana, ntini|M.im tWnuniio vana,
I^tiiilo Deum \i-rum. I'lcbem vocu. cutiL'icL'u Clrrum,
Dtfuactas |>1 "<i, rulmin.-i fi !

\'i\ mr.t MIX VIIBP, vocu < uv ad sacra \riiitr.

Sanrtos oitlauiio, tomrrtm fnX". fmieri claildo,

Funer.1 |1 i!iij<i r.iUuni fiango, Sabli.ilh.i p n.^o
Kxrito kulov, dmtpo ventov, JP.ICJ crurnto*.'

The city of Nankin in China, was anlirntly famous for

the largeness of its bells, as we learn from Father Le Comte ;

but they were afterwards far exceeded in size by those of

the churches in Moscow. A bell in tho tower of St. Ivan's

church, in Moscow, weighed 127,836 English p muds. A
bell given by the r/ar B iris Godunof to the cathedral of .Mos-

cow weighed 288,000 pounds, and another given by the Em-
press Anne, probably the largest in the known world,

weighed 432,000 pounds. According to Coxe ( Travels in

Russia, vol. i. p. 322), the height of this last bell was nine-
teen feet, the circumference at the bottom sixty-three feet

eleven inches, and its greatest thickness twenty-three
inches. The: great bell of St. Paul's weighs between'] 1,000
nd 12,000 Ins., and is nine feet in diameter.
The Courre-feu. or Curfew Rr/l, the name of whicn is

almost proverbial with us, is commonly supposed to have
been introduced by \Yillmn the Conqueror, and to have
been imposed upon the English as a badge of servitude.

Henry, however, in his Hixt-iry Iff Britain, 4lo. vol. iii. p.

667, says tbut this opinion docs not seem well founded. For

BEL
there is sufficient evidence that the same custom prevailed
in Franu;, S|).iin, Italy, Scotland, and probably in all tho

countries of Europe at the same
|

1 w.v> intended
as a precaution against fires, which were then very frequent
and very fatal, when so many houses were built of wood.
The practice of ringing the curfew bell, that all people
should put out their fires and lights nr

to have been observed to its full extent, only during the

reigns of the first two Williams. (See Brand's Popular
Antiq. 4to. edit. vol. ii. p. 136.)
The Patting Bell was so named, as being tolled when

any one was passing from life. Hence it .uu-s

cal'led the Soul Bell ; and was rung that those who i

it might pray for the per-Mii dying, and whowa, not xet
dead. Duraud, who flourished about the end of i

century, tells us in his Rationale, 'when any one is i

bells must be tolled, that the people may put up their

prayers: twice for a woman, and thrice for a man: if for

a clergyman, as many times as he had orders; and at

the conclusion a peal on all the bells, to distinguish the

(iiiality of the person for whom the people are tn put up
their prayers.' This practice is of high antiquity in Kng-
land. Bcde, in his Ecclesiastical History, lib. iv. rap. - i.

speaking of the death of the abbess of St. Hilda, says, that
one of the sisters of a distant monastery, as she was -

ing, thought she heard the well-known sound of that bell

which called them to prayers, when any of them was de-

parting this life. She no sooner heard it, than she raised

all the sisters, and called them into the church, where she
exhorted them to pray fervently, and sin;: a Requiem for

the soul of their Mother. We have a remarkable mention
of it also in the narrative of the last moments of the Lady
Katherine (sister of Lady Jane) Grey, who died a prisoner
in the Tower of London in 1567. Sir Owen Hopton, con-
sta'ole of the Tower, 'perceiving her to draw towards her

end, said to Mr. Bockeham, Were it not best to send to the
church that the bell may be rung, and she herself hearing
him, sa ;

d,
" Good Sir Owen, be it so :" and almost imme-

diately died. (Ellis's Orig. Letters, iDustr. of Bng. Hint.

Jd ser. vol. ii. p. 290.) The tolling of the pnssing-bell cer-

tainly continued in use as late as the time of Charles II. :

and Nelson (who died in 1715), in his Meditations for the

Holy Time of Lent, (Feasts and Fasts of the Church of
England, 8vo. Lond. 1732, p. 144.) speaking of the death
of a good Christian, says,

'

if his senses hold out so long,
he can hear even his passing-bell without disturbance.' To
the time of Charles II., the tolling of this bell formed one
of the enquiries in all Articles of Visitation: there tt

to be nothing intended by tolling it at present, but to inform
the neighbourhood of a death.

A Sanctus, or Suint's-bell, many of which are still to be
seen in our country churches, was so called, because it was

rung when the priest came to those words of the mass,
Sancte, Sancte, Sancte Deus Sabaolh, that all persons
who were absent might fall on their knees, in reverence of
the holy oll'.ee which was then going on in tiic church. It

was usually placed where it might bo heard farthest, in a

lantern at the springing of the steeple, or in a turret at an

angle of tho tower: and sometimes, for the convenience of

bciiii: more readily and exactly rung, within a pediment or

arcade, between the church and the chancel : the rope in this

situation falling down into the choir not far from the altar.

(See Warton's Hist, ofKiddtngton in O.rfordsh. 4to. Loud.
1815. p. 14, i:uti<)

Ringing, says Sir John Hawkins (//*/. nf Mimic, vol.

iv. p. 211, iKitf), is a practice which is said to be peculiar to

Kngland, w hich for ttiat reason, and the dexterity of its in-

habitants in composing and ringing musical peals, wherein
the sounds interchange in regular order, is called the Ring-
ing Island. Dr. Burucy, in bit History (;/".

I.'/. >./<, \ul. ui. p.

113, mentions Tintinnalogia, or th Art of Ringing, pub-
lished in 1668 ; a work, he assures us, not beneath the notice

of musicians who wish to explore all the regions of natural

melody; as in this little book they will sn- every possible

change in the arrangement of diatonic sounds, from two to

twelve ; which being reduced to musical notes, would point
out innumerable passages, that, in spite.of all which has
hitherto been written, would be new in melody and musical

composition. In the art of ringing, however, melody has
inner been studied ; mechanical order and succession hava
bei'ii all iii all. The treatise on this subject at present in

highest repute is Campanologia Improved, or the Art of
Ringing made easy, 3d edit. 12mo. Lond. 1733, where the
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reader will find all the terras explained of single, plain bob,

grandsire bob, single bob minor, grandsire treble, bob-

major, caters, ten-in or bob royal, cinques, and twelve-in or

bob maximus, with all their regular permutations.
The reader who is desirous of knowing more concerning

bells may consult Hieronymus Magius De Tintinnabulis,
8vo. Hanov. 1608, and 12mo. Amst. 1C64, in which book
are many curious particulars relating to them. See also

Arnoldus De Campanarum Usu, 12mo. Altdorf, 1GG5.

BELL, HENRY, an individual whose name is connected

with the history of steam-navigation in this country. Dr.

Cleland, in his work on Glasgow, speaks of him as 'an in-

genious untutored engineer, and citizen of Glasgow,' and
states that it may be said, without the hazard of impro-

priety, that Mr. Bell 'invented' the steam propelling sys-

tem,
'

for he knew nothing of the principles which had been

so successfully followed out by Mr. Fulton.' Fulton, how-

ever, launched his first steam-boat on the Hudson, Oct. 3,

1807, and it was not till more than four years after this date

that Bell successfully applied steam to the purposes of navi-

gation. In 1811 he caused a boat to be constructed on
a peculiar plan, which was named the '

Comet,' in conse-

quence of the appearance of a large comet that year. He
constructed the steam-engine himself, and in January, 1812,
the first trial of the Comet took place on the Clyde. Dr.

Cleland adds :

' After various experiments, the Comet was
at length propelled on the Clyde by an engine of three-

horse power, which was subsequently increased to six. Mr.
Bell continued to encounter and overcome the various and
indescribable difficulties incident to invention, till his ulti-

mate success encouraged others to embark in similar under-

takings.' In the course of these <rxperiments he' unfortu-

nately did not succeed in realising the advantages which
were due to his enterprise; and had it not been for the

liberality of the town of Glasgow, who settled upon him a

small annuity, he would probably have spent his latter days
in a state of poverty.
BELL, JOHN, generally called from his Scottish estate

Bell of Antermony, was born in the West of Scotland in the

year 1691. He was brought up to the medical profession,
and passed as a physician in the twenty-third year of his

age. Shortly afterwards he began those travels to which
alone he is indebted for his celebrity.
He says himself, in the preface to his valuable book,

' In

my youth I had a strong desire of seeing foreign parts ; to

satisfy which inclination, after having obtained from some

|j
r-'ins of worth recommendatory letters to Dr. Arcskine,

chief physician and privy councillor to the Czar Peter I., I

embarked at London in the month of July, 171-1, on board
the Prosperity of Ramsgate, Captain Emerson, for St.

Petersburg!!.' Russia then stood in need of and welcomed

foreigners of talent and acquirements. Bell was exceed-

ingly well received, and immediately on his arrival became

personally known to Peter the Great, for whom he ever

afterwards entertained sentiments of veneration and sin-

gular affection. He had very soon an opportunity of gra-

tifying his passion for travelling, as at the time of his ar-

rival Peter was preparing an embassy to Persia, and his

friend Dr. Areskine having introduced him to Artemy
Petrovich Valensky, the ambassador, he was engaged to

accompany the expedition in quality of surgeon and phy-
sician. On the 15th of July, 1715, he left St. Petersburg!!.
' That city,' he says,

' which has since grown so considerable

was then in its infancy, having been founded only ten or

eleven years before.' The embassy was obliged by the

severity of the weather to halt and pass the winter at Cazan,
Which place, indeed, it did not leave until the 4th of June,
1716. It then proceeded by Astrakhan, the Caspian Sea,
and Tauris to Ispahan, where the Persian monarch then
held his court, and where Bell says he arrived on the 13th

of March, 171 7. He did not return to St. Petersburgh until

the 30th of December, 1718, having been absent in all three

years and six months. His account of this long journey is

exceedingly interesting, and he tells us at the end of it, that

in spite of the Swedish war in which the czar was engaged,
the Russian capital had been so improved and beautified

during hig absence that he scarcely knew it again. He
was grieved to find that his excellent friend Dr. Areskine
was dead, but his love of travelling being as strong as

ever, he was soon made happy by learning that Peter the

Great was preparing a grand embassy to China. Valensky,
whose affection!) he had engaged during the Persian ex-

pedition, recommended him to LeolV V;ni1ovi''h Ismayloff,

the ambassador appointed to Pekin, who gladly availed
himself of Bell's valuable services. Ismaylotf, with Bell
and a numerous retinue, departed from St. Petersbugh on
the Nth of July, 1719, and travelled by Moscow, Siberia,
and the great Tartar deserts, to the celebrated wall of China.

They did not reach Pekin until sixteen months after their

departure from the Russian capital, having undergone im-
mense fatigue during the journey, They left the Chinese

capital on the 2nd of March, 1781, and arrived at Moscow
on the 5th of January', 1722. The account of this journey,
and of what he saw and learned daring his residence at the

court of China, is the most valuable part of his book, and
one of the best and most interesting relations ever written

by any traveller. He fully confirms many of the almost
incredible things told of the Chinese by the old Venetian
traveller Marco Polo, with whose work Bell does not appear
to have been acquainted.
He had scarcely recovered from the fatigues ofhis Chinese

expedition, when, in May, 1722, he started on a long and

dangerous journey with the Russian emperor to Derbent, a
celebrated pass between the foot of the Caucasus and the

Caspian Sea. This was the most original and singular ex-

pedition in which Peter the Great was ever engaged. Having
concluded peace with Sweden he resolved to assist the Shah
of Persia, whose territories had been invaded by the fierce

and warlike Afghans ;
and accordingly Peter marched with

an army, taking the empress with him. The Russians suf-

fered severely during their return march, and even the

emperor and his wife had some narrow escapes from the

savage mountain-tribes that infested the rear and Hanks of

the retiring army. In the course of his account of this

journey B'.'ll introduces a short but good description of Tzer-
cnssia, or Daghestan (Circassia), and at the end cf it he
draws a fine character of Peter the Great, whose habits,

both public and private, he had excellent opportunities of

studying during the Derbent expedition. It appears that

shortly after this journey Bell visited Scotland
;
and we do

not hear of him again until 1 737, when he resumed his tra-

velling vocation. Three years before that date, a war, in

which the emperor of Germany eventually became engaged,
had broken out between Russia and Turkey. In the au-
tumn of 1737 a congress was appointed to be held at

Nemirotf, a frontier town of Poland, in order to prepare a

peace through the mediation of the ministers of Great
Britain, France, and Holland; but, on meeting, the plenipo-
tentiaries of the powers at war could not agree, and the

conferences were stopped. The court of Russia then de-

termined on sending a confidential agent to Constantinople,
and as during hostilities no Russian or German subject was
allowed by the Turks to set foot on their territory, Bell,
whose activity and talents were highly appreciated, under-
took the mission at the earnest desire of Count Osterman,
the grand-chancellor of Russia, and of Mr. Rondeau, at that

time British minister at St. Petersburg. Accordingly, on
the 6th of December, 1737, Bell once more quitted the
banks of the Neva, and travelling in the midst of winter,
and through countries exposed to all the horrors of a bar-

barous warfare, arrived at Constantinople, attended by only
one servant, who understood the Turkish language. On the

17th of May, 1738, he returned to St. Petersburg. (All hia

dates are according to the old style.)
We know very little more of this estimable man than

what he tells himself in his book of travels, wherein he is

far from being communicative as to his personal history. It

appears, however, that he afterwards settled for some years
as a merchant at Constantinople; that he married about

the year 1 7-16, and in the following year returned to Scot-

land, where he lived in ease and affluence on his estates

of Antermony. He was a warm-hearted, benevolent, and
sociable man, and he obtained from his friends and neigh-
bours the appellation of ' Honest John Bell.' He died at a

very advanced age on the 1st of July, 1780.

Although he had so much to tell he was by no means
anxious to distinguish himself as an author. For many
years the only record of his travels was a simple diary, to

which he occasionally referred to refresh his memory, for he
was fond of talking about his journeys and adventures with
his intimate associates. In his preface, which is dated

Antermony, the 1st of October, 176.', he pays, that,
' About

four years ago, spending some days at the house of a right
honourable and most honoured friend,' and talking about

his travels, he was pressed to throw his notes together in -

the form of a regular narrative, and that then, with diffident
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frelin/s. he began the work. A writer in the '

yunrtcrly
Review

'

assert* that thin most honoured friend to whom we
stand indebted for n : !!ent hook, wa Earl Gran-

villo. tlu-ii prcMdcnt of tho council, and this may probably
be the fact We, however, doubt the rest of the reviewer's

story, which goo* on to say that the volumes were written,

or copiously revised, by a professed literary man. Honest
John Bell speaks of them as his own faulty compositions,
and excuses the 'plainness of the style,' which n their chief

chnrm, and which could hardly have proceeded (so much

individuality is there in it) from anybody but from a man
relating his own adventures. The work, in two vols. lin ,

was printed and published at Glasgow by subscription, in

1763. It has been several time* rcprinted'in various forms,

and a French translation of it has been wid. iied on
the ( 'ontincnt. It includes the translation of a journal kept

by M. De Lange, a gentleman who accompanied Ismayloff
to Pekin, and who remained in that city to finish the nego-
ciations with the Chinese, for several months after the de-

parture of the ambassador. This journal details the manner
of transacting business with the minister!) of state in China,
and exposes their conceit and chicanery.

BELL, JOHN, an eminent surgeon and anatomist, the

first who successfully applied, in Scotland, the science of

anatomy to practical surgery, was horn in Edinburgh on the

lith of May, 1763, and died of dropsy at Rome on the 15th

of April, 1820. The grandfather of John Bell, of the same

name, was minister of Gladsmuir in East Lothian, the parish
which was afterwards held by the historian of Charles V.
He died at the early age of thirty-two, with a high cha-

racter for learning and virtue. The father of the subject of

this article, the Rev. William Hell, a learned scholar and

eloquent minister, was. in the course of his education for the

presbyterian church, led, by a perusal of the English di-

vines, to become a member of the episcopal church of Scot-

land, then in the lowest stale of depression on account of its

attachment to the exiled family of the Stuarts. By this act

he entailed on himself a life of labour without any prospect
of worldly advantages. The mother of Mr. John Bell was
of a family which, in a long descent, had furnished cl

to the episcopal church of Scotland during its splen-
dour and in its decay. She was a woman of masculine

understanding, tempered with great mildness and gentle-
of manners, and improved by an excellent education

under the care of Bishop White, her maternal grandfather.
There were eight children of the marriage, two of whom
died in infancy. Robert, John, George Joseph (the present
Professor of Law in Edinburgh), anil Charles, became emi
ncnt in their several professions. About a month before

the birth of John, the father, then fifty-nine years old, had
submitted to the operation for stone; and Ivis admiration of

that science to which he owed his safety led him to devote

to the services of mankind, in the medical profession, the

talent of the son born while his heart was warm with grati-

tude for the relief which he had obtained. He died on the

2Gth of September, I" 1

'.

John Bell was educated at the high school of Edin-

burgh, and at the usual age was entered as a pupil in sur-

gery with the late Mr. Alexander Wood of that place. He
was very early remarkable for enthusiasm in his pn.i
and always engaged with great ardour in whatever he

undertook. It is a proof of his early jr.. ;hnt he
had hardly arrived at manhood before his assistance ua-

ly sought by his teachers both in the
departments of

it wry and chemistry. During tho time that Bell was

pursuing his studies, the medical school of the University
of Edinburgh stood very high, ranking among its pro!

'Black, Cullcn, and the second Monro. It w .is while attend-

ing the lectures of the last mentioned professor that Bell

saw the way to his professional advancement. Monro was
zealous anatomist, and anatomy was well taught as tin-

ground-work of medical science, but its application
'

was quite neglected. This deficiency Bell was detcr-

1 to supply, and in the year 1790, whilst yet a very

young man, he built a theatre in Surgeon's Square. Kdin-

oargh, where he delivered lectures on surgery and anatomy,
earn -lions, and laid the foundation of a mu-cum.
As there was then scarcely any private teaching or means

of cultivating anatomy by private dissections, the establish-

ment of a school naturally excited great hostility against
Mr. Bell, every attempt at p;

I'd as an encroachment on the privilc profes-
sor* and the rights of the university. In his lectures I

wont to'spoak of some of Monro's anatomical opinion! with

less respect than the character of that great mini deserved,

and he made no scruple to expose many mistaken doctrine*

and erroneous practices recommended in the system of sur-

gery of Mr. Benjamin Bell. The tone and spini
criticisms rained up a host of enemies among the friends

of these two gentlemen.
In 1799 a pamphlet was published, entitled

' Review of

the writings of John Bell, Esq., hv Jonathan Dawpltickcr.'
It was an affected panegyric of Mr. Bell's works, and was
dedicated to him : but the real design was to r
t'ir-i volume of Anatomy,' to represent him as a

}

'
to pluck from him all his borrowed feathers,' and to \ iin.

Dr. Monro and Mr. Benjamin Bell from his criticism!. The
author was -supposed to he some near friend of Benjamin
Bell's. Mr. John Bell published a second number, under
the same name of J. Dawplucker, addressed to Mr. Ben-

jamin Bell. It contained ironical remarks on this sur-

geon's system of surgery, and had such an effect on the

popularity of his work that it soon ceased to be the text-

book for students. At this time Mr. (now Sir) Charles

Bell was associated with his brother in teaching, the latter

taking the surgical, the former the anatomical department.
The College of Surgeons in Edinburgh presented at this

time a very anomalous condition. It was a college of sur-

gery and a corporation, forming an integral part of the town-

council of Edinburgh. The first character had fallen c 111-

paratively into neglect and oblivion, while the priv.:

belonging to the body in its relation to the burgh, c\;
uibcrs to the temptation of mixing in the politics of

tho town. This state of the college Mr. Bell was very
anxious to alter

;
he wished to convert the college into a

literary and scientific body, and to separate it 1'nnn tho

politics of the city. It was a part of his plan that the CM

should resume the right, vested in them by their charter, of

appointing a professorship of surgery, and take upon them
their proper duty of watching over the interests of anatomy
and surgery; that the examination should be placed on a

more respectable footing ; that the candidates should com-

pose a thesis on some subject of surgery or ana

gestions which have since been adopted, but the
i

which at that time excited airainst Mr. Bell -.'real opposition.
Tho change which was at this time proposed in tho MI:

attendance at the infirmary, and which, on being uliitn

carried into effect, proved fatal to Mr. Bell's prospects as a

teacher, was supposed to have had its origin in this feeling.

The membe.-s of the College of Surgeon- fere in rotation

the surgeons of the establishment, and on, during
his attendance, chose his own assistant for his operations,
and those whose talents or inclinations did not lead them to

take their share in the duties of the hospital, devolved

duties on others, and thus the surgeons particularly qua-
lified for this situation soon distinguished i! Mr.

Bell, from his expertness as an operator, was among the

number.
Dr. Gregory drew up a pleading or memorial to the ma-

nagers of the infirmary against this system, and proposed
that two or three ordinary surgeons, the but qualified that

Could be got, should he permanently appointed, with as-

si-tant :i-.<\ con- lilting surgeons. Mr. Bell, seeing that the

proceedings were intended to affect his interests and his

plans of teaching, made an appeal pervinally to the board of

the infirmary. lie laid M\ f"ho KmKs o!' cu-es on the I

filled with surgical di ! -tir^iral cases: he repre-
sented the long time he had served tho poor in that i.

and the great attention he had paid to the interests of his

profession, and how assiduously he hud laboured ;
ho ex-

plained to them the manner in which he had taught his

classes, that he had accompanied the students from tho

lecture-room to the infirmary ;
he explained to them how

inseparably connected his system of teaohin:: was with the

host interests of the patients, as well as with the im;

mcnt of surgery. All this was in vain : in the end he found

II

1

and In- brother with innny other surgeons deprived
of the use of tho institution. Mr. 'Bell brought the question
before th<- ci.urls of law. whether tin-

to exclude him from the infirmary, and it was adjudged
him.

In 17''- hei-nt to Yarmouth to visit those who had been

v/oun'!- iiperdown. and h" there applied h.:.

with the zeal and activity of the most devoted Student to

the proofs exhibited in the wounded of those grent prin-

ciples of surgery which it had been the business of his life
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to explain. In 1 803 he made an offer to government for the

embodying of a corps of young men, to be instructed in

military surgery, and in the duties of the camp and hos-

pital, in order to aid in the service of the country, then sup-

posed to be on the eve of an invasion. The offer was first

accepted, but subsequently declined.

After the loss of the infirmary, Mr. John Bell never re-

sumed his lectures : he settled his mind to private study and

professional occupation. He resumed his classical pursuits,
and perused and enjoyed the authors of antiquity with his

characteristic ardour. In 1805 he married a very amiable
and accomplished lady, the daughter of Dr. Congakon, a

physician long retired from practice, and he enjoyed in the

society of Mrs. Bell and a large circle of friends twelve

happy years in Edinburgh. Mr. Bell was always of a deli-

cate constitution, and towards the end of this period his

health declined so much that he was induced to visit the

Continent, in the hope of regaining his strength by travelling
and relaxation. In the course of his travels through Italy
he made notes of his observations, which, since his decease,
have been published by his widow. He finally sunk at

Rome, under the effects of his complaint.
In 1793 Mr. Bell published the first volume of his Ana-

tomy, consisting of a description of the bones, muscles,
and joints. In a short time afterwards the second volume
was published, containing the anatomy of the heart and
arteries. The work was afterwards completed by his brother

Charles. His next work was on surgery, entitled Dis-
i'.i on the Mature and Cure of Wounds, in two small

volume*, 8vo. The Principles nf Surgery, in three vols.,

4to., wts his next and most formidable undertaking ; and
his last production is the Letten on Professional Character
and Education, addressed to Dr. Gregory.
The character of this celebrated man may be summed up

in a few words. He was a man of varied talents, and pos-
1 great energy and industry, great facility in commu-

nicating his ideas, and great acuteness and discrimination
in availing himself of all that knowledge which is essential
to perfecting surgical science

;
but he had little patience

with the very slow retreat of antient prejudices, and little

acquaintance with the world, of which he was so much in

advance. He was an entertaining and instructive writer,
and a popular and eloquent teacher. As a controversialist
he was ucute and powerful, and as a writer pungent, even

beyond his intention and desire. His work on Italy has
shown that his talent for general literature, had it been ex-

clusively cultivated, would have made him at least as emi-
nent as his professional attainments have rendered him.
BELL-FLOWER. [See CAMPANULA.]
BELL-METAL. [See COPPER, ALLOYS OF.]
BELL-METAL ORE, a name by which the sulphuret

of tin found in Cornwall (see Tiv PYRITES) is frequently
known, owing to the aspect of bronze or of bell-metal which
it possesses, in consequence of containing copper pyrites.
BELL (or INCHCAPE) ROCK, on the east coast of

Scotland, lies at the opening of the bay formed by the Red
Head in Forfarshire and Fifeness, and nearly opposite the
entrance of the Tay. From Fifeness the Bell Rock is dis-

tant 11J geographical miles, bearing N.E. by E. JE. by
compass. It is dry for about half a mile at low water spring
ti'irs : its average breadth is about 200 yards.
By an act of parliament a lighthouse was erected on this

rock, in which a light was first exhibited on the 1st of

February, 1811. The light, which is from oil, with re-

flectors, is 108 feet above the medium level of the sea: the
tides rise ten feet, and therefore the light is 113 feet above
low water. A bright and red light are exhibited, each of
which attains its greatest strength every four minutes. There
are two bells, which in thick foggy weather are tolled by
machinery night and day, at intervals of half a minute.
Prior to the erection of the light-house many wrecks took

place annually on this rock, which was the more dangerous
from having deep water all round it. (Stevenson's Account
f tho Bell Rock Light-house, 4to. 1824; Dessiou's North
Sea Pi/,,/. )

BELLAC, a town in France, the
capital

of an arrondisse-
ment in the department of Haute Vienne. It is on the
bank of the little river Vincon, a feeder of the Gartempe,
whose waters flow into the Creuse, by the Creuse into the
Vienne, and ultimately into the Loire. Bellac is probably
about twenty-five miles N.N.W. of Limoges, the capital of
Ihe department. It i, in .16 T N. lat., and 1 4' E. long.
The town is built on the slope of a hill, at the foot of

which the Vinjon flows. It does not appear to be a place of
much trade. It possesses, however, several tan-yards, some
paper-mills, and a foundry. Some woollens and linens are
also made. The wines of the neighbourhood are of fair

quality. The population in 1832 was 3025 for the town, or

3607 for the whole commune.
The castle of Bellac was a place of strength in the tenth

century, and successfully withstood the attack of the com-
bined forces of Robert King of France, son of Hugues
Capet, and of the Duke of Aquitaine. The town sustained

a siege in the civil wars of the sixteenth century. It was
held for the king (Henry IV.), and was attacked by the
forces of the League under La Guierche.

This siege is remarkable from the circumstance of the

assailants having attempted to throw a bridge, after the

manner of the antients, from a tower to the walls ; but the

bridge was destroyed by the guns of the town.

In the neighbourhood of Bellac, near the village of Bor-

derie, is a fine druidical monument. The arrondissement of

Bellac contains 780 square miles, or 499,200 acres, and is

subdivided into nine cantons and seventy-nine communes.
The population in 1832 was 80,061.

BELLADO'NNA, a violently poisonous wild plant. [See
ATROPA.]
BELLADO'NNA (literally Fair Lady) LILY, a species

of Amaryllis, so called on account of its beauty and delicate

blushing Itowers. It is found wild at the Cape of Good

Hope, has become naturalized in the ditches of Madeira,
and is not uncommon in the gardens ,pf England, where it

lives for many years without shelter, if planted on a sunny
border well protected from wet in winter. Its stems are

about eighteen inches high, of a rich purplish green, with a

dense violet bloom spread over them : the flowers grow in

a cluster at the top of the stem, are of a funnel shape, with

six divisions curving backwards at the points, and not less

than three inches long ; their colour is a rich but not deep
rose, which varies in intensity in different varieties. They
appear in August and September, without their loaves, and

give an extremely rich and very exotic appearance to the

borders in which they appear. The bulbs may be procured
in any quantity from Madeira.

BELLAMY, MRS. GEORGE ANN, an actress of

some celebrity. Her mother, whose name was Scale, after

having been the mistress of Lord Tyrawley, married Cap-
tain Bellamy, and a few months after her marriage gave
birth, on St. George's Day, 1733, to the subject of this

article : this unexpected occurrence occasioned Captain
Bellamy immediately to separate from her. The daughter
was educated in a convent at Boulogne, till she was eleven

years of age, when she returned to England. Rich, the

manager of Covent Garden Theatre, overhearing her re-

citing the part of Othello to his children, was struck by her

voice, and brought her out at the age of fourteen in the

part of Monimia in the tragedy of The Orphan.' As an
actress she drew the attention of the town for some seasons,

particularly when she played Juliet with Mr. Garrick at

Drury Lane, against Mrs. Cibber with Barry at Covent
Garden. Her life, a memoir of which she wrote and pub-
lished in six vols. 12mo., was a series of misfortunes and

errors. She died February 15th, 1788, at Edinburgh, in

great distress, aged fifty-five.

BELLAMY, JAMES, was born at Flushing of poor

parents. As a boy he showed a great inclination for a mi-

litary life, but being the only son of his mother, she put him
to the trade of a baker, which he was still following, when
in the year 1772, the second secular festival in commemora-
tion of the foundation ofthe republic was celebrated through-
out Holland. Till then he had never given any proofs of

his genius, but this event suddenly made him a poet. His
fir.-t verses were effusions of patriotic feelings and love for his

native country. Some wealthy citizens of Flushing were

BO much pleased with these first productions of the young
poet, that, to encourage his talent, they resolved to send

him, at their own expense, to a university. Accordingly,
after the necessary preparation for academical lectures, he

went to Utrecht, with the intention of studying divinity.

These studies, however, he soon left for the more congenial

pursuits of poetry and general literature. A society of

students, among whom Kleyn and Rau afterwards distin-

guished themselves, the first as a jurisconsult, the second

as an orientalist, was then formed at this university, which

had for its object the cultivation and improvement of the

Dutch language and poetry after the German model : at
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the head of tlit* society stood our pool. It wa at Utrecht

lso, in the year 178i! when his country was involved in

war. that our poet published his I'tutfrlanduJu Geaangm
(patriotic poems), which bear high testimony to his fi.-r>

imagination, luperior Uste. and facility in poetical compo-
sition. Previous to the year 1785 he had already pub-

1 several pieces of merit, sufficient to induce the Society
of Arts at the Hague to insert them in their collections.

He also wrote a series of amatory poems, entitled Gezangen
myner Jeupd (gongs of my youth). Although Bellamy died

before his genius hod reached its maturity, lie still must be

ranked among the first poet* of his nation, and the restorers

of modern Dutch poetry. A presentiment, which he had of

his approaching death, seems to account for a morbid senti-

mentality which his latter works betray. He died in 1786,

at the age of twenty-eight. A short account of his life,

together with two of his speeches, has been published by
G. Kniper.
BELLARMIN, ROBERT, CARDINAL, 'who had,

ays Bayle, the best pen for controversy of any man of his

ge,' was born at Monto Pulciano in Tuscany, in the year
15-12. He entered the order of Jesuits in 15f>0; was or-

dained priest at Ghent by the celebrated Jansenius in 15C9 ;

ami elected Professor of Theology at the University of

Louvain in the year after. Having filled this chair for seven

years with increasing celebrity, he returned to Rome in

1 5 76, where he gave lectures on controversial theology. The
Jesuits wore at the time tho great defenders of the church
of Rome against the doctrines of Luther and the Pro-

testants : and to their learning, ability, zeal, and worldly
wisdom that church was mainly indebted for its vigorous
stand against the assaults of the divines of the Reforma-
tion. In 1590 Bcllarmin accompanied the (rape's legate
into France, for the purpose of affording the papal c.uise

the aid of a master of the controversial points of divinity.
In 1599 he was made a cardinal, but so little covetous was
he of the honour that it is stated he was compelled to accept
it only through threats of being anathematized for contu-

macy. 1'hrce years afterwards lie was created archbishop of

Capua, which see he quitted in 1005 for Rome, where he
resided till his death in 16-21, an active member of the court

of the Vatican.

The controversial works of Bellarmin are very numerous,

filling three large folio volumes. Of their merits, and of

the merits, intellectual and moral, of their author, we have
the following favourable opinion from the learned and
candid Mosheim :

' The disputants which the order of Jesuits sent forth in

great numbers against the adversaries of the Church of

Rome, surpassed all the rest in subtlety, impudence, and
invective. But the chief leader and champion of the pole-
mic tribe was Robert Bellarmine, a Jesuit, and one of the

College of Cardinals, who treated, in several bulky volumes,
of all the controversies that subsisted between the Protestants

and the Church of Rome, and 'whose merits as a writer

consisted principally in clearness of style, and a certain co-

piousness of argument which showed a rich and fertile

imagination. This eminent defender of the Church of

Rome arose about the conclusion of this century (sixteenth),

and on his first appearance all the force and attacks of the

most illustrious Protestant doctors were turned against him
alone. His candour and plain dealing, however, exposed
him to the censures of several divines of his own commu-
nion ; for he collected with diligence the reasons and objec-
tions of his adversaries, and proposed them for the most

part,
in their full force, with integrity and exactness. II id

he been less remarkable on account of his fidelity and in-

dustry; had he taken care to select the weakest arguments
of his antagonist*, and to render them still weaker by pro-

posing them in an imperfect and unfaithful light, his fame
would have been much greater among the friends of Rome
than it actually is.' (Mosheim, Ecdesiast. Hist., vol. iii.

p. 155, Maclane's Trantlalimi.)

A much less favourable opinion was expressed by Scaliger
in a criticism which has called down the just animadver-
sions of Bayle (note L. art.

' Bellarmin '), who cannot well

be suspected of any bias in favour of the Jesuit. Scaliger
has ventured to assert that Bcllarmin did not believe a word
of what ho wrote, and that he was at heart an atheist :

but. besides the strong testimony of his life and death-lied

to the contrary'. *"ch judgments are, as Bayle well remarks.
a usurpation of the rights of Him whn alone is the judge
of hearts, and before whom there U no dissembling.

Besides the controversial works to which we hare alluded.
the Cologne edition. 1617, of Bcllannm's wrks contains
three folio volume* of other works in addition to a volume of

sermons and letters.

BELLA'TRIX, the name of the smaller <-f the two bright

upper stars in Orion. The three stars of the licit rather

incline towards it ; it is of the second magnitude, and n
marked y by Bayer, and _' 1 by Flanistccd. The name
(warrior) is indicative of the supposed astrological proper-
ties of the star: the old Arabic name is Al Mirzam al

Najid, tlii- rulidiil lion. [See ORION.]
BELLE DE NUIT, a name given by the French to

various kinds of hind-weeds. In tropical couin;

plants occur in great abundance, expanding their 1

fragrant, and delicate (lowers of while, or blue, or lih:

such magnificence, that they may well he called the .

of the night.' The species to which the name is more par-

ticularly applied, is what botanists call Ipoma-a, or Calo-

nyction Bona Nox, whose white (lowers have a diameter of

five or six inches, and open at sunset in the woods of the

East and West Indies, drooping at daylight.
BKLLE-ILE-EN-MKR, an island on the west const of

France, a little to the north-west of the mouth of the I

in the department of Morbihan. It was known to the
Romans by the name of Vindilis; and appears in a d'-cd

of the middle ages under the name of Guedel, a name
which has some affinity with Yindilis. (D'Anville, Notice
de FAncienne Gaule.) It was also, according to some
writers, known to the aniients under the G reel; n.n

Calonesus, of which its modern designation of Belle-lie

(fair or beautiful island) is a translation. ( Piganiol de la

Force, Nonvelle Description <l-> hi France.)
It is said to have belonged in early times to the Count of

Cornouailles, a small district in Bretagne, and to have been
seized by Geoffroi, Count of Rennes, who bestowed the

island upon the abbey of Redon. It was withdrawn from
the possession of the abbey by Alain, son of Geoffroi, and
restored by him to the Count of Cornouailles, who gave it to

the abbey of Quiniperlc. Possession was contested by tin-

heads of the two ecclesiastical establishments, into whose,

disposal it had thus successively come ; by repeated
sions it was confirmed to the monks of Quiinperlc, but under
tlicin it remained almost a desert.

In 1572 the monks represented to the King of France,
Charles IX., the inutility of their possession ; they pointed
out that in time of war it was occupied by the enemy, and
in time ofpeace by pirates : and finally tiiey prayed that he

would take the island to himself, giving them in exchange
some lands more suited to them, or allow them to effect an

exchange with some private individual. By the king's au-

thority, this last mode of exchange was effected, and Bellc-

Ile came into the possession of the Count dc Retz or Raiz,
then governor of Bretagne, and favourite of the king. It

was erected into a marquisate, in favour of this count or his

son, in 1573. Tho Count de Raiz, when he obtained the

island, colonized it with settlers, who were in a stale of ab-

ject vassalage to him
; yet, notwithstanding this, the island

so improved as to become a desirable acquisition for th

government to make: and both Henry IV. and Cardinal
Richelieu attempted to bring about its union with the do-

mains of the crown, hut in vain. The island, with the title

of Marquis de Belle-He, afterwards came into possession of

the family of Fuuqnet. In the reign of Louis XIV. the

crown made some considerable encroachments on the right*
of the lords of the island ; and, in the year 1718, under the

regency of the Duke of Orleans, while Louis XV. was a

minor, the whole island came to the crown, in exchange for

some lordships which were ceiled t > the marquis. (Expilly,
Dictionnaire des Gaules et de la. France. )

The island is of an oblong form : its greatest length runs

N.YV. and S.K., and is aliout eleven or twelve miles. The

greatest breadth is about six miles. The longer dimension

is in a direction parallel to the line of the coast of Brctamic,
from which Belle-He is distant about sixteen or eighteen

miles; but the peninsula of (juihcron, which stretches out

into the passage between the island and the mainland, ap-

proaches to within six or eight miles of Belle-lie. Close to

tin: N.AV. point of the island are some small islands or

. '-ailed the Conigues ; the S.E. point is called Pointe
ria : and lictvvcen this and the Conigufis, on the S.W.

.side of the island towards the ocean, an: the headlands
1'iiintc ilu Vieu\ ( 'haic-iu Hi- lYulains, Poiute du Grand

Guct, Puinte du Talus, and Poiute du Canon or Echelle.
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Palais, the capital of the island, is on the N.E. side, nearly

midway between the Conigues and Pointe Locmaria, facing

the Breton coast. It rs in 47
a
21' N. lat., and in 3 9' W.

long. Between the island and the main are the small

islands of Houat and Hoedik, and several other islets or

rocks. (Maps of France, by the Society for the Diffusion

of Useful Knowledge, and by A. H. Brue, Paris, 1818.)
The general elevation of the soil is 160 to 170 feet above

the level of the sea : it is the highest land along this part
of the coast. The island is surrounded by rocks, frequented

by sea birds ; and the side towards Bretagne is in almost

every place inaccessible, and in high winds the sea breaks

with great violence upon the rocks which gird this coast.

There are two roadsteads, the Grande Rade and the Rade
de Sauzon, through which vessels pass coming from Ame-
rica or the West Indies. The mass of the island and of the

surrounding rocks is calcareous. The summit of the island

is a level plain, without trees, in which horizontal strata are

observed. From the valleys which intersect this plain,

springs of very pure water flow, and form by their junction
small streams, which run into the sea.

The climate is mild and temperate. Ice and snow are

rarely seen. The cattle need no shelter in winter, and the
harvest never fails. The fig-tree, the laurel, and the myrtle
flourish without any particular care. The soil is fertile, pro-

ducing oats and wheat ; but the farmers allow their land to

lie fallow every other year. They use, for manure, sea-weed,
fern, and broom, which have been allowed to putrify. (Ex-
pilly, Dictionnaire des Gaules, <<?. , Encyclopedic Me-

thodique. Geographic Physique.) There is a good deal of

common land, on which many sheep are reared. About
800 draught horses arc exported yearly. (Malte-Brun.)
The island is said to contain 123 villages or hamlets,

three small towns (bourgs), viz., Sauzon in the north-

west part, Locmaria in the south-east part, and Bangor
in the centre, and one town of more importance (ville), viz.,

Palais, the capital of the island. When Expilly wrote ( 1 762),
the island was divided into four parishes or quarters, named
after the four towns. The population of the island is esti-

mated in the last edition of Malte-Brun (Paris, 1832) at

8UOO.

The sardine or pilchard fishery is carried on to a great
extent by the inhabitants of Belle-He. It commences in the
month of June, and lasts till October. The fish are cured
and exported to the coast of Spain, or to the French coast
'south of the island. The oil which is obtained during the

process of curing the fish is either used in the island for

careening the boats, or by the poor for their lamps, or else
is sent to Nantes or Bordeaux, where it is used in the pre-
paration of leather. (Expilly.)
The town of Palais is fortified, and is commanded by a

citadel. A canal, which is filled by the tide, divides the city
into two parts. There were, before* the Revolution, two
churches, the parish church, and that of St. Stephen.
There are some salt-works. The harbour, which has a
mole or jetty, is only for small vessels. It is adjacent to

the Grande Rade, and is inferior to the harbour of Sauzon,
which is three or four miles to the north-west of it, but which
does not admit large ships. A third port, Le Gouifard, on
the south-west or sea-ward side of the island, will admit
larger vessels than either of the other, but it U not well
sheltered from the south wind, and has a difficult entrance.

(Expilly.) The population of Palais in 1832 was 1800 for

the town, or 3584 for the whole commune.
The natives of Belle-He are a large, well made, bold race

of people ; as are also those of the little islands of Houat
and Hoedic, which have been already mentioned as lying
between Belle-lie and the Main. The inhabitants of these
islands are engaged in fishing, or in raising a little wheat.

(Encyclopedia Mttkodique ; Expilly.)
In the year 1761, during the war between England and

France, Belle-He was attacked by an English armament :

the naval force under Commodore Keppel, and the land
forces (8000 in number) under General Hodgson. In their

first attempt to land near Pointe Locmaria, the invaders
were repulsed with considerable loss, but a second attempt
was more successful. The whole English array was disem-
barked, drove the enemy into the town of Palais, and after

meeting with a vigorous resistance, compelled the garrison
to retire into the citadel. At last a capitulation was agreed
to on honourable terms, and the island remained in the
hands of the English till the peace of 1 763, when it was re-
stored. (Smollett's Hist, of England ; Annual Remitter.)

BELLEISLE, a small island lying about fifteen miles
north of the most northerly point of the island of Newfound-
land, and about the same distance east from the coast of

Labrador. It is placed near the middle of the north-eastern

entrance to the Straits of Belleisle, in 51 57' N. lat., and
55 40' W. long. The island is about seven leagues in cir-

cumference. It has a small convenient harbour, called

Lark Harbour, on the north-west side, capable of receiving

only small vessels ;
and at the east point is another small

harbour or cove which will admit only fishing shallops.

(Anspach's History of Newfoundland ; Malham's Naval
Gazetteer.)

BELLEISLE, STRAITS OF, a channel which divides

the north-west coast of Newfoundland from the coast of

Labrador, on the continent of North America, and forms
the northern entrance from the Atlantic to the Gulf of St.

Lawrence. The length of the strait, from its commence-
ment at Belleisle island to its termination at Grand Point
south-east of Bradore Harbour on the Labrador coast, is

twenty-seven leagues, and its general width about four

leagues.
This passage is considered unsafe, and is in consequence

but seldom frequented in the usual course of navigation by
vessels entering the River St. Lawrence. The Labrador
side of the strait is much indented with bays, among which
are Temple Bay, Wreck Cove, Green Bay, Red Bay, and
Black Bay. The coast of Newfoundland along the straits is

uniformly without indentations. (Anspach's History of
Newfoundland: Malham's Naval Gazetteer.)
BELLEGARDE, a fort in France, in the department of

Pyrenees Orientales, or Eastern Pyrenees. It is 554
miles nearly due south from Paris, by the road through
Nevers, Moulines, Clermont, Mende, Montpellier, Narbonne,
and Perpignan, from the last of which (the capital of the

department) it is distant about twenty-two miles. It is in

42* 29' N. lat., and 2 52' E. long.

Bellegarde crowns the summit of a mountain, which lies

close upon the frontier towards Spain, and is above the

pass (le Col de Pertuis) through which runs the road from

Perpignan to Figueras in Catalonia. Originally there \vas

only a tower to defend the pass: this tower was, in 1674,
taken by the Spaniards, who added to it some works ; but it

was retaken in July, 1675, by Marechal Schomberg, com-
mander of the French army in this quarter, the same who
was afterwards killed in Ireland at the battle of the Boyne.
After the peace of Nimeguen in 1679, Louis XIV. ordered
a regular fortress, with five bastions, to be constructed. At
one angle of the fortress are some outworks, cut in the solid

rock, and inaccessible on one side from the precipice, on the
crest of which they have been formed.

The town is very inconsiderable : in fact there is scarcely

anything deserving the name. A few houses of entertain-

ment for travellers, and some gardens which belong to the

resident officers of the garrison, lie at the foot of the moun-
tain. The only object of curiosity in Bellegarde is the well,

which deserves notice for its great depth, and the hardness
of the rock which has been cut through in order to obtain

water.

In the war between France and Spain which followed the

French revolution, Bellegarde became an object of conten-

tion. It was taken by the Spaniards in 1793, but was re-

taken by the French under General Dugommier, in Sep-
tember, 1794, after a siege of four months, and after a

Spanish army, which attempted to raise the siege, had been
defeated. The Spaniards sustained another defeat in an
attack upon the besieging army the day after the place had
surrendered. Dugommier, who was killed in battle shortly
afterwards, was buned in one of the bastions.

The population of Bellegarde, as given in the Diction-
naire Universe! de la France (Paris, 1804), our latest au-

thority, was only 130. (Dictionnaire Universel de la

France ; Reichard's Descriptive Road Book (if France ;

Martiniere ; Expilly.)
BELLENDEN, SIR JOHN, eldest son of Thomas Bel-

lenden, Ballenden, Ballantyne or Bannatyne (for, by all

these names is this family known), of Auchinvole, a lord

of session, director of the chancery, and justice clerk of

Scotland. He was sometime secretary to Archibald Douglas,
earl of Angus, lord chancellor and prime minister of Scot-

land, in the beginning of the sixteenth century. When
Angus was, in September, 1528, indicted for high treason,

of the many that had previously waited on him Bellenden,

alone continued his friend, and, though not a lawyer, drew

NO. 229. [THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.] VOL. IV. a C
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up the defence* for him. In 1424 an act had been passed by
the Scottish legislature, providing, thai gif there be ony

poor creature that fur lark of cunning or dispenses cannot or

may not follow bit cam*, the King, for the lore of God, sal

ordain the judge to purvey and gel a loil and wise advocate

to follow sik poor creature's cause :' but here, the once potent
Earl of Angus had for his first plea, that though

'

rallil upon
cure life, landes, and gudrs, and ar na man of law ourself,

we can get na procuratuur nor advocat to speik for us.' All

bis pleas and defences were overruled, and be was found

guilty by the parliament, and attainted; hut in March
1 jl-J-3, the attainder was reversed, Crawfurd says, on the

grounds taken in the defences, and Angus restored to his

estates and honours.

Bellenden immediately after had the honour of knight-

hood conferred upon him ; and on his father's death, lie.

was in June, 1547, appointed to the vacant places of a lord

of session, director of the chancery, and justice-clerk. On
the breaking out of the Reformation, he was named hy the

Queen Regent one of the commissioners between her and
the lords of the congregation : but he soon joined the re-

formers, and in August, 1560, he and Wisharl of Pittarrow

are mentioned in Randolph's despatch to Cecil, as the two
whom they had resolved to join in a mission to France

(Robertson's Scotland, vol. i. p. 186), and on Mary's arrival

in Scotland, he was, 6th September, 1651, appointed one
of the privy council. In December following he was one of

those named to modify stipends to the reformed clergy
the mean allowance for whom roused the indignation of

Knox. On the 23rd September, 1563, he and Sir John
Maxwell, the warden of the West Marches, met the English
commissioners at Dumfries, where they entered into a con-

vention for redressing the mutual trespasses on the borders.

(Nicolson's Border Laws, p. 84, et seq.)
Sir John appears to have been thrice married. His first

wife was Barbara, daughter of Sir Hii'jh Kennedy of Gir-

vanmains, a friend of the Duuulns family: and on the 1st

May, 1559, he had a charter to hmiseli'and his said spouse
of the lands of Waukmill with the Fullers-mill, and tome
other lands in the regality of Broughtun, belonging to tlie

abbey of Holyrood near Edinburgh. His younger brother,

Patrick, who was made sheriff of Orkney, also married a

daughter of the house of Kennedy, and on the l.sih Fe-

bruary, 1565, had a charter from Adam, bishop of Orkney,
of the lands of Stenhouse in that diocese, to himstiH and
Catherine his wife, and their children, whom failing, the

said Sir John. On the 31st May, 1565, Sir John got a

grant of the office of usher of exchequer an ollice which
seems to have remained in his family till 1796, when on
the insolvency of the fifth Lord Ballenden it was attached,

and sold by the creditors. The same year Sir John bad a

grant of the office of justiciar and bailie of the baronies of

Canongate and Broughton, and other lands belonging to

Holyrood- house; and the next year the commendator made
him justiciar and bailie of Calder, belonging to the same.

abbey.
Among the numerous reports to which the murder of

Rizzio gave rise, one was, that the Bellendens were impli-
cated in the crime ; and in the despatch from Randolph
and the Earl of Bedford to the privy council of England,
27th March, 1566, it is said 'There were in this couipuiuu
two that came in with the king, the one Andrewe Car of

Fawdonside, whom the Queen say th would have slrokfii her

with a dagger, and one Patrick Bulentyne, brother to the

justice-clerk, who also, her grace say th, offered a dag against
her belly with the cock down :' but it is added,

' We huvo

been earnestly in hand with the Lord Ruthen to know the

varitie, and he assureth us to the contrarie.' (Robertson's

Scotland, vol. iii. p. 227.) It would seem, however, that Sir

John Bellenden lied from Edinburgh, on the 18th March,
1568, on the arrival of Mary and Darnley with an army : but
be was soon restored to favour. He carried Mary's commands

Ir. John Craig, the famous fellow-minister of John
Knox, to proclaim the banns between her and Bothwell,
and hod long reasoning with the church on the subject.
The marriage was solemnized on the 15th May, 1567, by
the above-mentioned Adam, bishop of Orkney an act for

which he had to ask pardon of the church, before they would
allow him to remain in the ministry. The bishop of Ork-

ney afterwards joined the association against Mary and
Bothwell ; and in July following he anointed and crowned
the infant James. Sir John Ballenden joined the associa-

tion likewise. He was also one of the Regent's privy

council. In 1573 he was employed in framing the ptttfj
cation of Perth, whereby nil the <|U'-ch Kirk-

caldy of Grange. I.ethington. ami those with them in Edin-

burgh castle, were brought to the king's olicdi.-M.v. The
same year he was, it seems, cmp'. .iilli-

cult affair, namely, to persuade the General A-
the behalf of Morton, that the civil magistrate <

head of the church as well as of the Mate. The
was continued for twelve days, and then adjourned. (Home's
Httlory of the Hut o/ Douglat.)

Sir John died some time before April, 157 7, leaving by his
first wife two sons, on the eldest of whom. I-..-.M-. he by Ins

latter will, dated in !>,;, laid an injunction to scr

gent and the house of Angus, under the king's majesty's obe-

dience, 'as I and my forbearis haf done, m \\\

befoir all the warld.' Sir Lewis succeeded his lather ii

possessions, and in his place ofjustice rlerk. Thomas H, 1-

Icnden of Ncwtyle got the vacant place of lord of ses-
'

quhilk place (says the king's letter) may not now K
by our said familiar clerk, vix. Sir Lewis, by reason a

less age.' To what terra of life this lost expression u;

is somewhat doubtful, chiefly because the opinion ol ,

Hailes has intervened. His lordship conceives it t

twenty-five, though that age does not appear to have been

required for the bench till tha act 1593, o. 134. In the

king's latter above referred to, the lords of session un-

joined to allow Sir Lewis to remain in court during it* deli-

berations, 'that he may hear the reasoning of all causes
with advysement of the processes and intfrloquitors the'

for it must be remembered that at that time the court of

session always deliberated in secret. The practice indeed
continued till the Revolution, when an act was passed, re-

quiring the judges to advise and vote 'with open doors:'
and it is not a little singular that, notwithstanding the im-

portance of publicity and of the constant presence in court
of a body of vigilant and intelligent lawyers to the due ad-

ministration of the law, the practitioners before the court of

session do generally continue to perambulate the 'Outer
House' to this day.

Sir Lewis's immediate younger brother, Adam, was bred
to the church, and became bishop of Aberdeen. He had
another brother, Thomas, said to be of a third rnarri.igc,

who was for a short time one of the lords feeMioa. Th<>

grandson of Sir Lewis was in June, 1661, created Ix>rd Bal-
i of Broughton : and on the deathrof the third Duke

of Ruxburghe, the latter honour devolved on his kin>man,
the seventh Lord Ballenden, on whose death, the follow ing

year, the barony of Bellenden expired.
HKLLBNDEN, WILLIAM, an eminent writer, con

cerning whoso birth and education we possess no certain in-

formation except that he was of Scotch family, became known
as a writer in the commencement of the sixteenth century.
It is stated that he filled the ollice of Professor of Humanity
in the University of Paris in 1602, and that he was enabled
to reside at that university through the favour of .lan.es \ I.

(James I. of England). It is certain that he resided a long
time in Paris, and that the various writings which
transmitted his name down to us were published during his

residence there. In 1608 he published Ins ( 'iceroius I'rin-

oeps,' &c.,
' a singular woik,' says Dr. Bennett, Bishop <,i

Cloyne,
'

in which ho extracted from Cicero's writing

t ached remarks, and compressed them into one regular body.

containing the rules of monarchical government, with the

line of conduct to be adopted, ami the virtues proper to be

encouraged by the prince himself.' This treatise, which is

culled
' De Statu Principis,' he dedicated to 1'nnce Henry,

the eldest son of his royal patron. In 1612 he published
a work of a similar character, which he called

'

( 'K-. -ronis

Consul, Senator, Senatusque Romanus,' that is
' De Statu

Reipublicao,' in which the nature of the consular office,

and the constitution of the Roman senate are perspioir-
treated. Finding these works deservedly successful, he

1. and partly executed, the plan of a third work, ' De
Statu prisci Orbis,' which was to contain a history ol'the pro-

gress of religion, government, and philosophy, from the times

before the Flood, to their various degrees of improvement
under the Hebrews, Greeks, and Romans. He had pro-
ceeded so far as to print a few copies of this work in 1615,
' when it seems,' says Dr. Bennett, 'to have been siig.-

that his three treatises,
' De Stain 1'iinnr . I v v.iu

KeipubliriD,'
' De Statu Prisei Orbis,' living on s

nearly resembling each other, there might be a propriety in

uniting them into ono work, by republislung the two former,
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and entitling the whole ' Bellendenus de Statu.' With this

view he recalled the few copies of his last work that were

abroad, arid, after a short delay, published the three trea-

tises under their new title in 1616. A copy of the original
edition of the

' De Statu prisci Orbis,' dated 1615, is in the

British Museum. The great work being now completed,
Bellenden looked forward (we still follow Dr. Bennett) with
a pretty well-grounded expectation of that applause which
his labour and ingenuity deserved. Unfortunately, however,
the vessel in which the whole impression was embarked was
overtaken by a storm before she could reach the English
coast, and foundered with all her cargo. A few copies only,
which Bellenden had kept for his own use, or made presents
of, were saved

;
and accordingly the work, from its scarcity,

was hardly known to even the most curious of book col-

lectors. Dr. Bennett states that no mention is made of the

work in either the ' Observationes Literarite,' published at

Magdeburg in 1705, or in the ' Amacnitates Literariae,'

published at Frankfort in 1 728, though both are devoted to

a hi story of scarce and learned books.

Bellenden, though naturally much concerned, was not, it

seems, discouraged at his loss ; but immediately set about

arranging his materials in a new form. His studies had
made him familiar with the works of the great Latin writers,

particularly Cicero ; and he designed a work with the title
' De Tribus Luminibus Roraanorum,' in which he proposed
to explain the character, literary merits, and philosophical

opinions of Cicero, Seneca, and Pliny the elder according
to some, the younger according to other critics. The first

of these he finished, and was proceeding with the others

when he died. The republication of the three original
works above named of

' Bellendenus de Statu' in 1787, with
a preface remarkable fur its Latinity, and still more, per-

haps, as being the vehicle of much fierce political invective

against the character and administration of Mr. Pitt, and
of unmeasured eulogy of the author's

' Triu Lumina An-
gl.jrum

'

Mr. Burke, Lord North, and Mr. Fox from the
f Dr. Parr, has made Bellenden's name more familiar

ID the English reader than it otherwi.se might have been.

In his preface, Parr affirms that Middlelon, in his
' Life of

Cicero,' borrowed largely from Bellenden, without making
any mention of his name.

(See the works of Dr. Samuel Parr, edited by J. Jolm-
i, M.D., vols. i. and iii.

; and, The Biographia Bri-
tanniru.)

BELLE'ROPHON (Zoology), a fos-il shell, the animal
of which is unknown, but which probably was allied to that
of Argonauta and Carinariu. Deny* de Montfort esta-

blished the genus, but he placed it among the polythalam-
ous or chambered shells. De France cut in half the very
specimen which belonged to De Montfort, and thus proved
tliat it was unilocular like Argonauta; and in truth, Belle-

r'tjihnn is the only fossil which bears any resemblance to

the- structure of that shell, though it is much thicker. The
genus is characteristic of the carboniferous formation and
some of the older strata, llellerophon hiukus may be
taken as an example of the species.

[Bellerophon hiulcus.]

BELLES LETTRES, a vague term used by the French,
which has been adopted by other nations, to signify various

branches of knowledge, which are the produce of the ima-

gination and taste, rather than of serious study and reflec-

tion. We do not find that the limits of this description of

knowledge have been clearly defined. Rhetoric, poetry,

history, philology, are generally understood to come within

the definition of belles lettres ; but the mathematical and
natural sciences, jurisprudence, metaphysics, ethics, and

theology, the fine arts, and the mechanical arts, are consi-

dered distinct from them. Antiquarian and classical re-

searches are not always included among the belles lettres :

the French Academy des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres,

teems by its very title to make a distinction between the

two, as the first part of the title, 'Inscriptions,' refers to the

investigation of antient or oriental inscriptions, medals, &c.
Belles lettres may be said to answer to the literte hu-
manioresof the Latin language, and to the English expres-
sion

'

polite literature.' A

BELLESME, BELLEME, or BELESME, a town in

France, in the department of Orne, formerly included in the

district of Perche. It is near the source of the little river

Meme (a tributary of the Huine, which flows into the Sarthe),
93 miles W.S.W. of Paris, 48 22' N. lat., 31' E. long.
It disputes with Mortagne the title to be considered as the

capital of Perche. It was under counts of its own at an

early period, but the last of these was deprived of his domains

by Henry I., King of England and Duke of Normandy, who
gave Bellesme to the Counts of Mortagne, whose successors

assumed the title of Counts of Perche. In 1228 Bellesme
was besieged by the army of Louis IX. (St. Louis) of

France, and taken in fifteen days, although it was then ac-

counted one of the strongest places in Europe.
The town is tolerably well built, and stands on an emi-

nence which commands the surrounding country. To the

north of the town is the small forest of Bellesme, in which
are some mineral springs, and also some iron mines. The
wood of this forest is much used for cask staves, and fur-

nishes the town with one of its most considerable articles of
trade. Common linens and cottons are manufactured. The
population in 1832 was 3264 for the town, or 3413 for the
whole commune. /

In the neighbouring forest of Bellesme, in the earlier part
or the middle of the eighteenth century (as we gather from
the phrase used by Expilly in 1 762,

'
il y a quelques annees'),

two antient inscriptions were dug up, apparently the inscrip-
tions of an antient temple of Venus. The first contained

simply the word ' APHRODISIUM ;' the second consisted of

the words ' Dns INFERIS VENERI MARTI ET MERCURIO
SACRUM.' (Expilly, Dictionnaire des Gaules, tye.)

BELLEVUE LES BAINS. [See BOURBON LANCY.]
BELLEY, a town in France, formerly capital of the dis-

trict of Bugey, or Bugei, a subdivision of Bourgogne, or

Burgundy [see BUOBY], and now the capital of an arron-

dissement in the department of Aix. It lies amidst the

ridges of Jura, and not far from the banks of the Rhone,
which in this neighbourhood is the boundary of the French
and Sardinian territories. It is in 45 45' N. lat., and 5 42'

E. long.

According to Martiniere, no mention of this town is known
to have been made of earlier date than the time of the

Merovingian kings of France ; but Malte-Brun* speaks of
its having'been destroyed by Alaric, A.D. 390, and rebuilt

A.D. 412. A bishop of Belley (Latin, Belica) was at the
second council of Paris in the middle of the sixth century ;

and tradition speaks of a bishop, Audax, at the commence-
ment of the fifth century. The see is said to have been
transferred here from Nyon in Switzerland. The town con-

tinued under the dominion of its bishops; and Frederick

Barbarossa, emperor of Germany, granted to the then bishop
all the rights of regality, including that of coining money.
These ecclesiastics obtained also a seat in the Diet, which

they retained as long as Bugey was an incorporated part of

the German empire. Belley, with the district of Bugey,
came subsequently into the hands of the dukes of Savoy,
but in the year 1601 they were ceded to France by the Duke
Charles Emanucl. The town is said to have been burned

wholly or in part in 1385, and rebuilt by Amadeus VIII.,
duke of Savoy.

Before the Revolution, Belley possessed a cathedral and a

parish church, an abbey for Cistertian nuns, convents for

Cordeliers and Capuchins, and nunneries of Ursulines and

Visitandines, besides a seminary for priests, a college, and
an hospital. The cathedral is well built. The principal
manufacture carried on is of calico and muslin, which is sent

to Lyons and Avignon. (Dictionnaire Universal de la

France, Paris, 1804.) Population, in 1832,3550 for the town,
and 4286 for the whole commune.
The arrondissement of Belley is bounded on the west by

the Am, and on the east and south by the Rhone. It con-

tains 540 square miles, or 345,600 acres, and is subdivided

into 9 cantons, and 1 18 communes. The population in 1832

was 79,744. The country round Belley is fertile, and the

situation of the town agreeable. The river Foran, or Furand,

M. Maltp-Bnm even gixi o fat us to nay that llelley existed when Brail.

nuimaiV' hil expedition :.i;uini<t Rome, and thut it was destroyed by those

who fled before Uic ni>]>tuach of the Uerco Oaul, B.C. 390.
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a small feeler of the Rhone, flows a short distance west of

the town.
The bishopric formerly extended into Savoy. At present

it includes the department of Ain. Population in 1832,

.1-16,030. The bishop is a suffragan of the archbishop of

Besancon.
BELU'NT. JACOPO. was born in Venice. He was

one of the earliest practitioners in oil painting, and his

works have considerable merit, considering the age in

which they were executed. He adorned the public edifices

of Venice with a great number of pictures, the principal of

which were a series of subjects from the New Testament
in the church of St. John the Evangelist. He was distin-

Uuished in portrait-painting, and among many other eminent

persons who sate to him were Lusignano, King of Cyprus,
and the Dope Cornaro. This artist died in 1470.

BE 1,1,1N I. GENTILE, was the eldest son of the pre-

ceding, and born at Venice in 1421. He studied under
his father, and acted for some time as his assistant, but

subsequently pained such reputation by his original works
that he was employed, in conjunction with his brother,

Giovanni, to decorate the great council-chamber of the

Venetian senate house. His other principal works are the

Histories of the Holy Cross at San Giovanni, and the

Preaching of St. Mark, at the college of that saint : this

latter work vies in colouring and effect with the pictures of

Paris Bordone, which hang near it, a proof that Bellini had
made immense improvement on his original style ; in other

respects, the picture is marked by the barbarity of early
art ; the figures, which arc numerous, are introduced with-

out discrimination, the maimed, halt, and deformed, being
among them, all painted with rigid regard to nature, but

exhibiting ridiculous anachronisms, their costume being
that of Turks or Venetians. His Presentation of the In-

fant Jesus at the Temple, in the Palazzo Barberigo, is a

highly-esteemed performance. Some of Bellini's pictures
were taken by commercial speculators to Constantinople,
where, having been seen hy the sultan, Mohammed II.,

that monarch sent an invitation to the artist to make a visit

to hi* court. This proposal was accepted by Bellini ; he
was courteously received by the sultan, who sat to him for

his portrait, and commissioned him to paint various his-

torical works. Among the rest was the subject of the De-
collation of St. John : this picture being completed was

greatly admired by Mohammed, who pointed out, never-

theless, some inaccuracy in the marking of the dissevered

neck ; and in order to prove the justice of his criticism, he
ordered the head of a slave to be struck off in the presence
of the astonished artist. From this moment Bellini never

enjoyed an hour's tranquillity until he had obtained leave
to return to Venice. Mohammed dismissed him with many
marks of favour, placing a gold chain round his neck, anil

giving him letters to the Venetian senate expressive of his

tiiction. During his residence in Constantinople he
struck a medallion of the sultan. He was engaged in

various public works after his return to Venice, for which
he was requited by the republic with an honourable pension
for life, and the order of St. Mark. He died in 1501, aged
eighty.

BBLLINI, GIOVANNI, the son of Jocopo, and the
brother of Gentile Bellini, was born at Venice in 1422. He
was the best artist of his family, and contributed, perhaps,
more than any painter of his time to emancipate art from
the dry Gothic manner of his predecessors. His first public
works were those in the Venetian senate-house, in the

ration of which he was associated with his brother.
Gentile. It is asserted by some authorities that the invi-

tation of Mohammed II. was sent to Giovanni, but thai the
senate induced Gentile to go in his stead, being unwilling
to lose the services of their most distinguished artist.

mm ornamented the
public edifices and churches ol

\ cnicc and other cities of Italy with a prodigious number
of paintings, and continued his labours to a very advanced
age. Among hii most distinguished works are altar-pieces
in the Sacristy of the Convenluali and at San Zaccaria at
Venice ; and in the monastery of the Capuchins in that

is a picture of the Infant Jesus slumbering in the lap
ot'tliu Madonna and attended by angels, a work conspicuous
for its grace, beauty, and expression. To these may bo
mddcid a Virgin in the cathedral of Bergamo, a Baptism of
our Ixml at Santa Corona, at Viconza, and Christ and the
\V -man of Samaria at the Well, in the Schiarra Palace ;il

Rome. In all th-e works the elements of a finer style are

more visible than had been practised either by Perugino.
niiirlandaio, or any of bin immediate contemporaries. Bel-

ini introduced a more ample stjle of drapery, he gene-
ralized his colour, and gave breadth to his masses; and
although he fell short of the excellence which was soon
after attained by Giorgione und Titian, he claims the honour
of having given the first hints of that admirable style which
was perfected by those great masters. Some of ins small

pictures are in England : hut it is only by hit large works
in Italy that an adequate idea of his powers can be formed.
He died at the age of ninety, in 1312. (Vasari ; Lanzi ;

Kodolfl ; IV Piles.)

BKLLI'NI, LAURENTIO, descended from a res)

able family, was born at Florence in 1643. After receiving

in his native place the elements of a classical education, he

proceeded to Pisa, to enjoy the advantages which the Grand
Duke Ferdinand II. granted to those who were disposed to

study the sciences. At this time the doctrines adopted in

order to explain the functions of the human body wen- th-

rived from tin- sect of mathematical physicians, who ascribed

them to mechanical principles. The leader of this si-ct was

Borelli, then professor of mechanics and anatomy at !

Under him, and also under Alexander Marchetti, pro!'

of mathematics, Bellini studied, and imbibed their opinions.
He made such rapid progress, that, when only twenty years
of age, he was appointed professor of philosophy at l'i-:i.

Shortly afterwards he was made professor of anatomy, and
was frequently honoured with the attendance of the grand
duke at his lectures. He continued to teach anatomy and to

practise medicine at Pisa, with great success, for thirty jear- ,

when he was invited to Florence, and made chief ph\
-

to the Grand Duke Cosmo III. At the recommendation it

Lancisi, physician to Pope Clement XI., he was nominated
senior consulting physician to that pontiff. His reputation
was also extended to foreign countries both by his writings
and pupils, one of the most distinguished of whom was
Dr. Archibald Pitcairn, successively professor at Lejden
and Edinburgh, who introduced and maintained the doc-

trines of his master in these celebrated schools, where they
held sway for a considerable time. Bellini died on the 8th

of January, 1704.

Borelli and his pupil Bellini having likened the body to a

collection of tubes, forming an hydraulic machine, calcu-

lated the force of the circulation of the blood and other

fluids through them, making allowance for the diminished

velocity of their course arising from the friction along tin-

sides of the vessels, the angles nt which the branches of the

arteries were given off from the main trunk, the curves

which were formed by the vessels, and the diminished

calibre of these as they proceeded to their terminations.

The moving or propelling force was not, in their opinion,

solely mechanical, but arose from a fermentation in the

blood, by which certain animal or vital spirits were disen-

gaged, which forced the blood along the channels of the

blood-vessel?. So far, therefore, a unanimity of views c\

isted between the chemical and mathematical sect of phy
sicians. To give an example of Bellini's opinions, we may
select his explanation of the alternate contractions and
dilations of the auricles and ventricles of the heart : accord

ing to him, when the blood fills the ventricles, it compresses
the nerves of the auricles, and so prevents the influence cf

the vital spirits, and causes the auricles to be distended.

His theory of respiration was of a similar kind. In his

estimation, the sole object of respiration was to push the

blood into the capillary or extreme vessels with a suitable

degree of force. His views respecting secretion and inflam
m.ition are more important, as they had much influence

upon practice, both during his own life and for nearly a

century afterwards. The doublings and windings of the

capillaries in the glands was the chief cause, in his view ol

the subject, of the different secretions, and an accumulation

or prolonged stay of the blood in these vessels was the cause

of inflammations and fevers. These opinions formed the

basis of the doctrines of nh.s/rurlinn and lentnr, which being

adopted by Boerhaave in his eclectic system of medicine,
wen- extended by him and his pupils to most of the medical

schools of Europe. Their importance has greatly declined

since the writings of Ilaller and John Hunter.
The writings of Belhni are now little read. The best is

the treatise <;n\tiis Orgnnum nnritrimt deprchentum,
Bononio?, IM,;,. in which he pointed out the papilla- of the

tonirne to be the essential organ of tasto. The next most
important is entitled De Urints, Pulsibiu, Missinne sail-
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gttinis, febribuf, &c., Bononiac, 1683. His works have
been collected and published in two volumes, 4to., Opera
Omnia, Venetiis, 1708, and reprinted 1732.

Bellini possessed a taste for music and poetry, and was
the author of a poem called Bucchereide, which was pub-
lished after his death at Florence in 1729.

(See Sprengel, L'Histmre de la Medicine ; Haller, Bi-

lliotheca Mediance Practicce, \o\.ii\. p. 124 ; Fabroni Vitce

Italorum, vol. iv.)

BELLINZO'NA, one of the three towns of the Canton
Ticino in Italian Switzerland: Lugano and Locarno are

the other two, which are by turns the seat of the cantonal

government. It is situated in a pleasant valley on both

banks of the Ticino, eight miles above its entrance into the

Lago Maggiore, and on the road from Switzerland to Milan

by the St. Gothard. The valley is very narrow at Bellin-

zona, and the town, with its three castles, completely shuts

up the pass. Another road branches off three miles north

of Bellmzona, eastwards, and along the Val Misocco into

the canton of the Orisons, and over Mount Bernardin to

Coire and the banks of the lake of Constance. This road puts
eastern Switzerland and central Germany in direct commu-
nication with the Sardinian states which border the western
bank of the Lago Maggiore, and thus the Austrian territories

are avoided ; goods from the port of Genoa are sent into

Bavaria and Wiirtemberg, while German manufactures arc

gent down to Turin or Genoa. This useful road has been
constructed since the last peace at the joint expense of the

Grisons, the Canton Ticino, and the king of Sardinia. The
following inscription is placed on Mount Bernardin :

' Jam
via palet ho.tibus et amicis; cavete Rhaeti ! Simplicitas
iiuiruiii et unio servabunt avitam libertatem.' The traveller

who descends either the St. Gothard or the Bernardin finds

at Bellinzona the climate and the productions of Italy : the

vine, the laurel, the mulberry and fig trees thrive there, and
even the orange and lemon are trained against the walls.

The neighbouring mountains are covered with large chestnut
trees. Chestnuts and the polenta, or pudding made of the

Hour of Indian corn, constitute here, as in other parts of

Northern Italy, the common food of the peasantry. The
people of Canton Ticino are Catholics. [See TICINO.] The
population of Bellinzona is about 1300. (Carta, Manuale
di Geografia, Milan, 1826.) Bellinzona is seventy-five miles

S.S.E. of the Hospice of the St. Gothard, fourteen miles
north of Lugano, and thirty miles from Como, the first

town of the Austrian territories on the road to Milan.

(Kasthofer, Vnyage dan* les petits Cantons et dans leg

Alpm Rhitiennei ; Walsh, Voyage en Suisse, en Lombardie,
et en Piemvnt ; Ebel's Manual.)
BELLMANX, CHARLES MICHEL, a Swedish poet,

who is justly entitled to the fame of originality above all

his Swedish contemporaries, was horn at Stockholm in

1741, and died in 1796. He studied at the University
of Upsala, and after he had left it was enabled to devote
himself entirely to his favourite pursuits of poetry and
literature by the liberality of Gustavus III., who appointed
him to a nominal office, with a competent income, and the
title of secretary of the court. The king had already fa-

vourably noticed Bellmann's earliest productions, which were
a metrical translation from the German of Schweidnitz's

'Evangelical Dying Thoughts' {' Evangelische Todesge-
danken ). published when he was only sixteen ; and a poem
entitled '

Zion's Hiigtid' (the
' Festival of Zion'); to which

some years afterwards were added :
' Bachi Tempel

'

(the
'

Temple of Bacchus'), the most important of his poems ;

Friedmann's '

Epistler og Songer ;' and a Swedish transla-

tion from the German of Gellert's '
Fables.' His posthu-

mous works,
'

Skaldestykken' (' Poems'), and Friedmann's
Handskrifter' (Friedmann's 'Manuscripts'), were pub-

lished; the first at Stockholm, 2 volumes, 1812, and the

second at Upsala, 1813. Bellmann's poetical pictures gene-
rally represent scenes of the lowest life in Sweden; but they
re so chaste, so true, so full of imagination, and their

colours arc so lively, that the reader forgets the scenes of

vulgarity to which he is introduced, and finds himself sud-

denly transported from low tap-rooms to cheerful habita-

tions of joy and song. To enter, however, fully into the

spirit of Bellmann's lyrical productions, it is necessary, not

only to read them, but also to hear them sung to the tunes
which were composed expressly for them. Bellmann had
a heart open to friendship, he was a cheerful companion,
and bore a good moral character. (See Ersch and Gruber's

Encyclopedia.)

BELLO'NA, the goddess of war among the Romans,
corresponding in some measure with Enyo of the Greeks

;

but much confusion has arisen in the study of antient my-
thology from the habit of looking upon the names of the
Greek and Roman deities as convertible with one another.
Where there are some points of resemblance, there are often
still more of dissimilarity, especially as regards those deities

which were the objects of religious honour among the Ro-
mans before the introduction of Greek and Asiatic forms of

worship. The Saturn of the Romans, for example, is far from
identical with the Kionos of the Greeks; Minerva, again,
differs much from PUlas, and Diana from Artemis. The
greater part of the deities strictly belonging to the Romans
have names which have grown out of the language itself.

This cannot be said of the Greek deities. Thus Bellona
is properly a feminine adjective, which with the noun dea

signifies the goddess of war (from bello, war) ;
so Pomona,

the goddess of fruit (porno) ; Portunus, or Portumnus,
the god of harbours (portu) ; Vertumnus, of change (versu,

antiently vertu) ; Silvanus, of woods (silva) ; Luna, or

Lucina, the goddess of light (luc, and perhaps luci) ; For-
tuna, the goddess of chance (fort, or more probably from
an obsolete nounfortu) ; Dianus, afterwards Janus, the god
of light, until the Greek Apollo usurped this character;
Diana, or Jana (a name actually used), the goddess of light
or moon (die, day). On the same principle, no doubt, are
formed the names of Vulcanus (compare fulgeo, ^Xsyw,
shine, blaze), Neptunus (compare viirria, wash, and nympha,
a goddess of water), Saturnus (compare satur, full), Picum-
nus, Pilumnus, Faunus ; and we might perhaps look upon
Auctumnus (from auctu, increase) as a deity.
Another principle which pervades the Roman mythology

is the division of each object of fear or desire between deities
of either sex. (Niebuhr, Roman Hist.) We have already
seen Dianus and Diana. Besides these, there occur Saturnus,
the god of plenty ; Ops, the goddess of plenty ; Vulcanus
and Vesta, the god and goddess of fire ; Tellumo and Tellus,
of earth; Neptunus and Nympha (Nimfa would be a more
correct Latin form), of water; Jupiter, or rather Jove, and
Juno, of air. In the same way they had Mavors (or Gra-
divus), together with Bellona, to preside over war.
The temple of Bellona was founded, according to Pliny

(xxxv. 3), in the year 259 of Rome, by App. Claudius, the

colleague of P. Scrvilius Priscus. Livy, however (x. 19),
refers the foundation to AppT Claudius Ciccus, the colleague
of L. V'olumnius, in the year of Rome 456 ; and the latter
is confirmed by an inscription in Gruter (389. 4). Both
accounts will be substantially true, if the latter only rebuilt
the temple. When any Roman family had once connected
its name with a public work, those who afterwards bore the
name had a pride in keeping up the connexion. The temple
was situated in the ninth region, between the Carmental
Gate and the Flaminian Circus, and consequently without
the walls of Servius. It was on this account the place
usually selected by the Roman senate and consuls for the

reception of embassies from hostile powers, and also of their
own generals, especially when these came to claim a tri-

umph ; for the imperium, or supreme military authority,
was at once annulled by an entrance into the city, and with
it all claim to a triumph. Near the temple was a column,
over which a spear was hurled as a declaration of war against
any foreign state. (Ovid, Fasti, vi. 201.) This rite was
introduced to supply the place of another. According to
the original ceremony, a herald, or fecial, proceeded to the
frontiers, and hurled a spear of defiance into the hostile

territory ;
but as the limits of the empire were extended,

this became impracticable.
The goddess was usually represented as wearing a hel-

met, and bearing a shield in one hand, in the other a fire-

brand, a spear, or a lash. Sometimes she was blowing a

trumpet, or uttering a war-cry and rushing to the combat.
Her image is seen on the coins of the Bruttii, or Brettii.

(Montfaucon, Ant. Ex. i. 126.)
The wildest extravagance marked her worship. Her

priests (Bellonarii), like those of Cybele and Bacchus, af-
fected insanity (Juvenal, iv. 123), whirling their heads round
with fearful rapidity, and shrieking out words of pretended
prophecy. On the 24th of March, which was appropriately
called the day of blood, they exhibited their zeal by making
incisions in their arms, and sprinkling all around with their

blood. The more prudent among her followers, however,
contrived to produce the appearance of wounds without any
eelf-torture, a laxity which the Emperor Commodus cor-
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rectod by a special precept that the devotees of the L-

fchould make 6ond /M Incisions ; l>ut, 1><

officially attached to the worship of t c vie

volunteers who, impostors or eutii

temple an tin- same symptoms of jihn n/\

scene* indeed were to bo seen in the temples of other (Iritis,

but more particularly in that of BelIon a. Tie wretched

ure were called /ojiafl'ef (fiom/uno, a temple), which,
th iiigh a torra of reproach or compassion among the edu-

cated, was a title of honour in their own estimation, and

proudly engraved on public monuments. Sec an r

u'ivcn by Gruter, 313, 1, 'To Q. CaeciHus Apollinaris,
fanatic of the temple of Bellona,' and another in 312, 7.

The worship of Bcllona was not unlike that of the goddess
Ma, in the sacred cities of Cappadocia and Pontus called by
the common name-of Comana; and hence the Roman
writers often use the title of Bellona when speaking of the

C'appadocian goddess. Straboin the same way call* her Enyo.
The earliest orthography of the name of the Roman god-

dess was Duellona, agreeing with duellum, the older form

otbfUum. [See article B, for tho interchange of du before

a vowel with
I/.]

BELLOWS. This term is applied not only to the com-
mon instrument in use, but to any machine which serves to

force a current of air against a fire. The principle of all

these different adaptations of parts is the same, and is Very
similar to that of a forcing-pump. By one motion a vacuum
would be made, if it were not for a valve which opens to-

wards the incipient vacuum, and admits the air: by a con-

trary motion the air just admitted is expelled, not by the

valve which is now closed, but by any other orifice.

When a furnace is to be supplied with a perpetual blast

of air, it may have two separate hollows, worked by the
game machinery, in such a way that one is discharging air

while the other is receiving a new supply. The incon-

venience of this construction is, that the blast, though per-

petual, is not of uniform strength. The blast-furnaces of

Merthyr, in Wales, are worked by one huge air-pump,
which condenses the air in spherical reservoirs, out of which
the blast-pipes lead to the furnaces. In cases where a
uniform and gentle blast is required, as in the organ, the

air is condensed into a reservoir called the wind-chest, which

supplies the pipes. [SecOiiGAN.] A patent has lately been
obtained for a construction bx^ which a perpetual and uni-

form blast is produced, and instruments for domestic use arc

manufactured. It consists in a vancd wheel, which is en-

closed in a vessel communicating with a tube, the vessel

and tube being, in their longitudinal section, in form like

that of a retort.
' A supply of air is obtained by holes in the

side of the vessel, so that, on turning the vane by an exterior

apparatus, the air is driven through the tube, and the blast

thus created is permanently supplied by the lateral holes.

These instruments are very cheap, and more effective than
the bellows in common use.

The oldest representation of bellows is in the Egyptian
paintings copied in the work of Rosellini, now (1835) in

course of publication. (See M. C. PI. L.) There are two

pair of bellows, one on each side of the fire, with which they
are connected by long tubes of wood or cane, terminating in

pointed metal snouts. A string is attached to each he.

and the blower takes one string in his right hand and the

other in his left. He presses with one foot on the bellows
that in filled with air, at the same time raising his other

<:om that which is just exhausted, and also pulling up-
wards with the string that is-attached to it.

BELLU'NO, a town in the Lombardo-Venetian king-
d.im, and the chief place of the province of the same name,
which forms the most northern part of Austrian Italy,
being divided from Carinthia by the Noriu Alps. In the
time of the Venetian republic, the district called '

il Bcllu-
nes*' wa* circumscribed within narrower limits than the

present province of Belluno, which includes the territories

of Keltrc and ('adore. I'lio province of Belluno is bounded
by thu Tyrol on the west, Fnuli on the east, Carinthia on
tho north, and the province of Treviso on the south. It is

watered in its length from N. to 8. by the river Piare. The
population of the province amounts to 1^2,000. (Serristori.

. Ulntiitin, dell' Itnlia.) The country is moun-
n, and afford* good pastures. Cattle, and the produce

of the
dairy,

timber, which in cut from the mountain forests

and floated down the Piave to Venice: and copper from the
mine* of Agordo, constitute the chief wealth of the country.
The vino and other .fruit-trees thrive, on the lower lulls

about the valley of the Piare. The country nbounds with

game. An account "f the copper minc of Agordn. and thu

worlu connected with them, oulihshed h\ I orniani

ilejjli Alsiarotti (Dell" StabiltlHeHtO tirl/f .\linirrr i' rrlntirt

l-'uhMrln- itrl I>i*trelln it .1 <

823). The
towns of the province are Belluno, Feltre. and Codore. The
town of Belluno is built on a hill, near the right or western
bank of the Piave, in 4fi 10' N. lat., and ll" 80' E. long.,
and 55 miles N.N.I', of Padua. It is a

bishop's see, and
is the residence of the delegate or governor of the pio\
Its population is about 8000. The cathedral was built after

Paliadio'9 design. The palace of the government is a hand-
Some structure; and the town is adorned with several

marble fountains. It has a gymnasium, and an 'Institute

d Educazione,' or higher school for the education of females,
besides elementary schools for the children of 1

Perrin Victor, one of Napoleon's generals, Marshal of

France, nnd Duke of Belluno, took his title from this
\

BliLON, PIERRE, one of the fathers of natural In-

on the revival of letters, was born at a hamlet in a parish of

the French province of Maine, somewhere about the \oar

1518. Deservedly great as is the fame which he acquired,

nothing seems to be known concerning his family, winch
is izenerally considered not to have been of note. Medicine
and botany were his studies at a very early period of his life

;

nnd the bishops of Mans and ofClermont, and afterwards
the cardinals of Tournon and of Lorraine, were his patrons.
To their fostering care he owed his education, the means of

travelling, and the opportunities of publishing the observa-

tions which he so well knew how to make.
He visited Germany, Bohemia, Italy, Greece, Egypt,

Palestine, and Asia Minor, and appeared in Paris, alter

three years of absence, in 15.'>U, with a fine and extensive

collection, which he arranged : he then proceeded to publish
his works.

In 1557 he traversed Italy, Savoy, Dauphin^, and Au-
vergne. In 15B4, when he was about forty-five years old,
he was cut off in the midst of his useful career by the arm
of an assassin, its he was returning to Paris. The Bois de

Boulogne was the scene of this murder.
It would be out of place in a work of this description to

give a catalogue of his various and excellent publications.
The sciences of botany, roology, geography, and antiquity,
were all enriched by his labours.

Henry II. and Charles IX. of France reflected honour on
themselves by the esteem which they showed for this cele-

brated man, who was far in advance of the age in which
he lived. [See BIRDS.]
BELOOCHISTAN, or the country of the Belooches,

extends along the coast of the Indian Ocean from the river

Indus nearly to the straits of Ormuz, beginning on the east

with Cape Monze or Ras Mooaree, and terminating with

Cape J ask on the west. In the interior it extends farther

east and west, so that its extreme boundaries are 57" 50'

and 69" 10' E. long., and 2-1 50' and 3040' N. Int. Its

average length may be fiOO and breadth 300 miles, which
will give an area of 180,000 square miles, or about the sur-

face of the British island and one-half more.
This country was formerly considered as constituting part

of Persia and afterwards as belonging to Afghanistan ; but
it has lately been ascertained that its dependence on Cauhul
is merely nominal, and it is now considered as a separate

country.
The countries bordering it on the east, and lying on both

sides of the lower course of the Indus, arc under the do-

minion of a Beloochee family, and on that account often

included in Beloochistan
;
but we shall treat of these dis-

tricts in the article SINDB.
The central parts of Iran (Persia) are occupied by exten-

sive deserts, which extend from S.E. to N.W. upwards of

fiOO miles, and in breadth in some places from li'ii to 500.

These deserts are inclosed on nil sides by a wide bottler of

mountain-tracts. BeloochiMan forms the most southern

p;irt of this border, and separates the. deserts from the' Indian

Ocean. A considerable part of tho deserts is included in

its boundary, and is called the desert of Heloochistan.

The desert forms its northern boundary, except at its

north-eastern corner, where nn elevated mountain-region
joins the numerous ranges inhabited by the Cawkers, a

i ) Afghanistan. This mountain-re-
gion, evti'iiding southward nnd terminating in a single

range on th- i-hores of the Indian Ocean, divides H
chislan from binde : but a considerable tract, lying on the
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declivity and at the foot of the mountains, is under the do-

minion of the Khan of Kelat, and forms the province of

Kutch Gundava. The western boundary of Beloochistan

is likewise formed by mountain-ranges, which begin on the

coast with Cape Jask and Cape Bombarack or Ras Ke-
razee, at the latter of which the straits ofOrmuz commence,
and stretch northward to the desert, where they terminate

with the Surhud Mountains, which divide the Persian pro-
vinces of Mogistan and Kerman from Beloochistan.

The Hala Mountains, which begin at Ras Mooaree and
rise abruptly to a conspicuous height, run for about a hun-
dred miles N.E., and form in this space one single chain

with a few short lateral ones, which extend in breadth from

thirty to forty miles, and separate the plains on the Indus
from those of the province of Lus. Near 26 N. lat. the

principal chain begins to run due north, and continues

thus to the most northern extremity of the country. At
the same place (26 N.) a high lateral chain branches off

to the N.W., in which direction it continues for upwards of

200 miles, declining afterwards gradually to the N. and
N.E. till it terminates nearly at the most northern point of

Beloochistan with the Ajrum range. At a short distance

from the Ajrum range the Tukkatoo Mountains begin, and

running east, soon join the Hala range, which is here called

the Umbar Mountains.
The extensive tract enclosed by these ranges is an up-

land country and comprehends the provinces of Jhalawan
and Sarawan, with the intervening district of Kelat, and
the two districts of Mustoong and Shawl, which form the

most northern angle of Beloochistan. This upland country
extends nearly 200 miles in breadth in 28 N. lat, but it

grows somewhat narrower to the north and south of this

parallel ; but even at the most northern extremity it may
be a hundred miles across.

Where this upland country is widest, that is, in the pa-
rallel of Kelat and about fifty miles to the north and south

of it, the whole surface is covered with a succession of high
mountains and narrow valleys, with only small levels be-

tween them. The highest part of this mountain-tract is

about Kelat, where the elevation of the whole country may
be not much less than 8000 feet above the level of the sea.

To the south, as well as to the north of it, are some plains of

considerable extent, which, like a succession of terraces,
seem to decrease in elevation as they recede from the cen-
tral mass. Such plains on the south are those of Soherab
(from thirty to forty miles in length and from ten to twenty
in breadth), Khozdar, and Wudd, and on the north the
Desht be Doulut (the desert without riches) and the plain
of Quetta. These plains are generally divided from one
another by ridges twenty miles and upwards in breadth.
That part of the province of Sarawan which is to the wesl
of the mountains and borders on the desert has a large

portion of level ground stretching out in extensive plains.
The climate in the higher parts of this upland country

resembles that of the northern countries of Europe, and has
four seasons. Snow falls from October to the end of Fe-

bruary ; and from the close of the month of November to

the beginning of February the whole country, even the

valleys, are covered with it ;
at the game time the frost is

very intense and commonly attended with north-eastern
winds. The winter is followed by a good deal of rain in

February or March, and then comes the dry season, which
la-Is to September. September and October are showery
and so is the whole cold season, except during frosty weather
when the air is keen and bracing. The heat is never un-

pleasant, unless it may be a few days at the close of the

summer, and in the country bordering on the great desert

The mountains consist of hard black or grey rocks, an<

the earth in the plains and valleys is mixed with such a

profusion of pebbles and stones, that there is often not tin

slightest appearance of mould ; yet in some places th<

crops of wheat, barley, and jawaree (holcut sorghum), are

plentiful, and other places afford excellent pasture for shee]
and cattle. Wheat is sown in August and September ant

reaped the 'June following. Rice is only planted in the

low valleys, where there is a supply of water to keep i

flooded, which is only practicable in the southern districts

In the northern districts there is not a single stream which
is above the rank of a rivulet, unless when swollen by heav;
rains or the melting of snow.

Kelat or Kelaut-e-Nausseer is the residence of a khan
whose dominion extends over a country larger than England
This town is enclosed with a wall of mud, and stands partly

in the declivity of a hill, on which the palace of the khan is

milt. It contains 3750 houses and about 20,000 inhabitants.

Among the smaller towns are Sarawan, with 500 houses,
.ml Kharan, which is somewhat larger, in the province of

Sarawan, and Zuhuree in Jhalawan, with from 2000 to 3000
louses. In the district of Shawl is Quetta or Kwotta, with
400 houses, a place of some trade.

At the northern extremity of the upland country which
we have here described, the plains of Iran approach nearer
;o those on the Indus than at any other place, and as a
smaller number of mountain-ridges here opposes the pro-

gress of the traveller, this district has been chosen for the
:ommon line of communication between the high plains of

[ran and those on the Lower Indus. Two passes are already
known, each of which begins at the town of Quetta in Shawl.
One traverses the Hala Mountains in a southern direction

and leads to the town of Dadur in Kutch Gundava. This

pass, running through the Vale of Bolan, has received the
name of the Pass of Bolan. The other road passes from

Quetta south-west to Mustoong, thence south to Kelat, and
from Kelat in a south-eastern direction to Gundava, the

capital of the province of Kutch Gundava. The latter pass
is practicable for loaded camels.
The province of Kutch Gundava forms a striking con-

trast with the upland country. It extends on the eastern
side of the Hala Mountains, and belongs, properly speak-
ing, to the plains on the Indus; but it does not extend to

the bank of that river, being separated from it by a desert

tract. Its length from north to south is about 120 miles,
but the habitable and fertile part of it is little more than

sixty miles broad. The southern boundary is formed by a

jungle of low trees, which between Saatee and Poonoo runs
east and west, and extends southward to the Indus, whose
banks it fringes.
The whole of this province consist* of a plain of arid

white soil, the crusted surface of which, in dry weather, is

cracked like the dried bed of a marsh. It would be unfit

for cultivation but for the rivers, which in the rainy season

inundate a large portion of the plain, and whose water is

brought by canals and embankments to the places which
lie farther off, and reserved to fertilize the country in the

dry season. The two most considerable rivers are the Naree
and the Kauhee, both of which issue from the mountains
where the Tukkatoo range crosses the Umbar chain and
unite nearly in the centre of the plain. Its course hence
is southerly to Cunda, where the river goes off to the west,
nearer the mountains, and loses itself in the sand and im-

penetrable jungle. According to some, the Naree reaches)

the sea. (Conolly.) This river hag an immense quantity of

water when heavy rains prevail or the snow on the moun-
tains melts, but it is often almost dry for months at a time.

This plain partakes of the climate of the intertropical
countries, the year being divided between the dry and the

rainy season. The latter lasts during the south-west monsoon
(from July to September), and the dry season occupies the
remainder of the year. The winters are very mild, but the
heat of the summer is oppressive. In the latter season the
Bade Sumoom or pestilential wind blows frequently, and
many people lose their lives by it. Kulch Gundava is a

grain country, and many sorts are cultivated to a great ex-

tent, more especially jawaree, bajree (holcu spicatus), and
wheat, besides cotton, indigo, and til (sesamum). The vil-

lages in this fine plain are very numerous, and are moreiis-ing

every year. Gundava, the capital, is not so large as Kelat,
but is better built, and probably contains about 20,000 in-

habitants. The other considerable places are Dander, Bbag,
and Lheree, of which Dadur contains 400 houses and
Bhag or Baugh 2000.

The province Lus, which extends along the shore of the
Indian Ocean, between the sea and the upland region, is a

plain perfectly flat, and in general barren, except on the
banks of the rivers, where it produces abundant crops of

grain, sugar-canes, &c. The remainder is partly covered
with sand and partly bare and stony, or diversified with
thick jungle. Along the sea-coast a salt marsh extends
twelve or fifteen miles inland, which is diversified with
tamarisk and other jungle, and in many places perfectly
white with salt. To the north of Bela the country is undu-

lating, and, towards the mountains", hilly.
This plain is separated from Sinde by the Hala Moun-

tains, and by another chain from Mukran. This latter

branches off from the upland region to the north of 26

N. lat., and runs in a south-western and southern direction
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to Rat Kutcherie, where it terminates on the shores of the

hay of Sonmeany. On this chain n Hindoo pagoda, railed

Hinglatz, atand*, from which it receives the name of Hing-
lati Mountain!. Two passes lead over this range, one at

the temple, railed the Hinglatz Pan, and the other farther

to the north near Bela, railed Bela Pass. Two passes like-

wise traverse the Hala Mountains, one not far from the

coast leads to Kurachee, and the other farther to the north

to Hyderabad. There is one pass to the upland, which is

called Kohun Wat, or
' the mountain road.'

The whole coast of this province lies on the bay of Son-

mrany. which is formed on the east by Ras Mooaree and

Chilnejr Island, the Bibacta of Nearrhus, and on the west

by Cape Arubah, or Oremarnih in Mukran. It is a lame
sheet of wmter, said to be free from rocks or shoals, and
contains a good port, named by Nearchus Port Alexander.
This bay receives the river P'oornlly, the Arabis of Near-

chus, which rises north-east of Bela, runs along the base
of the Jhalawan Mountains, and afterwards turns to the

south, in which direction it traverses the plain and reaches

the sea about two miles S.W. of the village of Sonnie.mv.
At Lyaree, twenty miles N.N.E. of Sonmeany, it becomes

navigable for small boats. At Bela it is only from fifteen to

twenty yards wide, and a foot or two deep in the dry season,
but during the rains it is a quarter of a mile across and
unfordable. The bar at the mouth of the river has only
two fathoms of water on it nt low water, but near the vil-

lage of Sonmeany the river is from six to seven fathoms

deep. Bela, on the northern bank of the Poorally, has
2000 houses, and in its vicinity the sugar-cane is much
cultivated. Lyareo has between 1GUO and 1800 houses.

The countries which we have described are under the

immediate or mediate sway of the khan of Kelat, and pay
him obedience. In the remainder of Bcloochistan his au-

thority is only nominal.

The province of Meckran, or Mukran, called Gedrosia by
the .inn, 'iit geographers, extends from the western boundary
of Lus and Jhalawan, to the borders of Persia, and from
the shores of the sea to the desert of Bolooohistan. It is

divided from this desert by a range of mountains, called the

Wushutee, or Much Mountains, which run E. and W., and
on the east are connected with the mountains of Jhalitwan,
on the west decline to the N.W. and join the mountain-

region of Kohistan. Another range of mountains runs

near))' parallel with the Wushutec Mountains, at a distance

of from twenty to fifty miles from the sea, being on the east

connected with the Hinglatz range, and on the west with the

mountain-region called Bushkurd. None of these ranges

seems to attain any great height. The southern range di-

vides Mukran into two parts, the upland and coast, but both

arc very little known.
The upland of Mukran soems to consist of a succession

of plains, divided from one another by ridges of hills or

mountains, which, commonly running N. and S., connect (lie

two mountain-ranges which form its boundary. The soil of

these plains generally consists of bare roe.k, and large tracts,

according to Arrian, are covered by sand. (An.tl>. Alr.r. vi.

24, &C.) It is observed, th.it whenever these plains exceed ten

or twelve miles in width, they are found to be little hcticr

than complete deserts, except at the immediate base of the

hills which bound them, where they arc cultivated. Most of

these plains, however, do not seem to be at a great elevation

above the level of the sea, because nearly in all of them the

date-palm grows, and produces such excellent fruit, that

Mukran is noted for it. The best are those of the valley of

Punjgoor, situated nearly in the centre of the province.
The sea-coast consists of flat bare plains, very little ele-

vated above high water-mark, which contain many salt-

marshes, and extend to the bane of the nearest mountains.

They frequently show no trace of vegetation : Nearchus

says (Imlikf, chap. 26) that the sheep which were supplied

by the natives to the ships of Alexander had a fishy taste

from being fed on fish, there being no gross in the country.
The wretched mode of life of the inhabitants of this coast, to

whom the Greeks gave the general name of Ichthyophagi,
or Fish-eaters, is described by Nearchus (chap. 2U).

The climate of Mukran and of Lus approaches to that of

the intcrtropical countries : both provinces have four sea-

sons, twu wet, one hot and one cold. The first wet season

begins in February or March, and lasts only two or three

weeks; the wind blows from N.W. The second wet season

comes on with the south-west monsoon, and continues

through June, July, and August These wet seasons are

particularly favourable to the growth of grass, and change
many tracts into pasture ground. The not season begins
after the rain in spriiii;. :md < ontinucs till October, those

months excepted in which the south-west monsoon blows.

The heat is sometimes to excessive, as to prevent even the

natives from venturing abroad durum the days called the

Khoorma Pui, or 'date ripening,' which takes place in

August The cold season lasts from December to February,
but even then the air is warmer than at any tune in the

upper parts of Jhdlawan and Sarawan. Dunne the hot

season the winds blow continually from the sea inland, and

though they are seldom known to be fatal to animal life,

they destroy vegetation.
No part of Bcloochistan suffers more from scarcity of

water than Mukran, except the desert. Owing to the

paratively small elevation of the mountains, the hard nature
of the rocks ofwhich they consist, their bareness of vegetal in,
ami the stony and sandy surface of the plains, the abundant
rain which descends is not absorbed, and no permanent
streams arc formed. During the rain the water-c<iur>es are

changed in a few hours into rapid torrents, frequentlv several

miles wide, but a few days afterwards they dwindle down
to insignificant brooks, and in the dry season thc\ entirely
cease to How, and water is found only in a few plx
their beds. These beds are usually overgrown with thick and

impervious jungle, which supply food lor camels and
and harbour many different descriptions of wild beasts.

The river Suduek forms a small harbour at its mouth, a
mile from which is the village- Pusuncc, a place ofsome trade.

The river Dust, or Dustee Nuddee, or Bhugwur, is a
small river at its mouth, but it is supposed that it runs a
distance of six or seven degrees of latitude in a direct line

to the coast, and that the water from its northern extremity
traverses little less than a thousand miles. It seems (o be
the same river, which, under the name of Boodoor, \r,:--

the desert of Bcloochistan, and in Sarawan is called Bale.

Kedge, which is considered the principal town of Mukian,
is a little place on the Dust river, with a small fortress on a

lush rock.

At the* western extremity of Mukran stands an extensi\e

moss of mountain-ridges, which seem to rise to a consider-

able elevation, and to enclose high and cold valleys. They
are not fit for agriculture, and are inhabited mil) In herds-

men. This mountain-district is called Bushkurd.
The mountains of Kohistan, which occupy the northern

corner of Bcloochistan, are connected with those, of Bush-
kurd by a range, which attains a considerable height and
divides the plain of Mukran (more especially that of Kus-

surkund, which is twenty-live miles long and nearly as

broad), from that of Lushar and Bunpoor, which form the

plain (or Mygadee) of Kohistan. These plains are similar

to those of Mukran, and produce dates in abundance. The

sandy desert of Bunpoor, which extends westward, di\ides

these plains and the mountains of Bushkurd from the Per-

sian province of Kirman,
The northern half of the province of Kohistan and the

contiguous districts of Mukran constitute another moun-

tain-system, called the Surhud Mountains (or cold moun-
tains), on account of their elevation. Between 29'' and 30
N. laL, they

are visible at the distance of eighty or ninety
miles. Their declivities and lateral branches towards the

desert of Beloochistan are covered with trees, and contain

many fertile districts and valleys, with a black loamy .soil :

and even some of the loftiest mountains have line earth to

their very summits. But the western declivities and
branches arc commonly nothing but a black rock destitute

of verdure. These mountains ore rich in mineral produc-
tions. There are several brooks of brine, and some
of water are covered with a scum similar to naphtha.
Iron, copper, and other metals are plentiful, ami

enough to supply the consumption of the inhabitants.

ammoniac is the native product of a mountain called Koh
i-Noushadir (or the hill of sal-ammoniac), and found in the

fissures of the rock. Brimstone is plentiful.
The climate of this mountain-tract resembles in some

measure that of Sarawan and Jhalawun, but is much milder.

It partakes of the rains of the south-west monsoon, but these

rains, which in Mukran are always regular, are here often

partial, and at other times so heavy as to destrov the ci

in either case they are followed by a famine. The Kolmkee,
or hilly part of Kohistan, contains no place of note. In the

Mvdanee or plain, the town of Puhra, which contains 400

houses, is the largest.
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The desert of Beloochistan extends to the north of the

Wushutee range, between the provinces of Sarawan and

Kohistan, and measures, E. and VV., about 200 miles. No
northern boundary can be assigned to it, since it continues

northward to the banks of the Hilmend river, where it is

called tin' ilesert of Sejestan. Nearly in the middle it is

traversed from N. to S. by a river called Boodoor, which
flows southward towards the coast, and on both sides of it

the desert presents a different aspect. On the east the sur-

face is covered by a very light and red sand. This sand is

thrown by the wind into an irregular mass of waves running
principally E. and W.. and varying in height from ten to

twenty I'ect. Most of these waves rise perpendicularly on
the opposite side to that on which the prevailing wind

blows, and when seen from 9 distance they resemble a new
brick wall. The side facing the wind slopes off with a gra-
dual declivity to the base of the next windward wave, or

near to it, and a hollow or path is thus formed between tne

waves. It is difficult, and in some cases impossible, to

ascend the leeward or perpendicular face, even for camels

Only two plants have been observed growing on this'sand.

To the west of the river Boodoor the surface is covered with

a hard black gravel, on which no trace of verdure is seen :

nor even the most trilling irregularity in the surface. The
bed of the river is covered with a thick jungle of different

kinds of trees and brushwood, the haunt of wolves, jackals,
and other wild animals. The sultry air on this desert is

frequently refreshed by tornados, accompanied by torrents

of rain, which fall in extremely large drops, but are imme-

diately absorbed. Without these tornados it would be im-

possible to pass through the desert at any season ; and from
Juno to September it cannot be traversed, notwithstanding
the prevalence of these gusts, for in this season the winds
re so scorching and destructive as to kill both animals and

vegetables. They are called Mot or Julo,
'
the llame,' or

Bade Sumootn,
' the pestilential wind.' This description

reminds us of the difficulties experienced by the army of

Alexander in traversing the sandy deserts of Gedrosia.

(Arrian, vi. 23, &c.)
It is difficult to guess what portion of Beloochistan is

available for agricultural purposes : it is however certain

that not one-hundredth part is actually under cultivation.

The districts fit for pasture are much more extensive, but
both together do not probably amount to one-tenth of the
whole surface, even if the desert is not taken into the
account. Yet the inhabitants display ingenuity and indus-

try in some branches of agriculture.
All kinds of grain known in India are cultivated in Be-

ooehistan, as rice, wheat, barley, bajree (holcu* ijricatut),
jawaree, moong (phasfolus mungo), maize or Indian corn,
dal (vetch), mutter (a kind of pea), til (tesamum), and
chunna (deer arietinum). Rice will not grow in Gundava.

About Kelat a great variety of vegetables are cultivated,

turnips, carrots, cabbages, lettuces, cauliflowers, peas, beans,
radishes, onions, celery, parsley, garlic, egg-fruit, cucum-
bers. Madder is cultivated with great care in the districts

north and east of Kelat, cotton in great abundance in Kutch
Gundava, and indigo in different places. The sugar-cane
grows chiefly on the plains of Luss.
The upland country about Kelat abounds in all fruits

grown in the countries of Europe, as apricots, peaches,
grapes of various kinds, almonds, apples, pears, plums, cur-
rants and cherries, figs, pomegranates, mulberries, melons,
to which pistachio-nuts, plantains, and guaivas are to be
added. The water-melons attain such a size, that one man
is unable to raise them. The almonda are excellent in
the northern districts of Shawl and Moostoong. The lower
countries have other kinds of fruits, especially the date,
which is cultivated with great care in Mukran,' where it. i-,

considered as the best gift of heaven
;
the value of these

trees is much enhanced by their thriving best in a gravelly
and barren soil.

The numerous herds of cattle require much fodder, and
the culture of artificial grass is not neglected. It does not,

however, extend farther than to the culture of oushpoosh, or
camel grass, a peculiar kind of clover, which grows with a
stalk a foot or two high, and has leaves like shamrock.
The sides of some mountains are covered with trees, and

they am also found in the jungle, which generally covers
the wide bed of the rivers. The best timber is produced by
hetupoors (a species of Xizyphu* Jujuba) and the tamarind

,

trees. The former resemble teak, and are very hard. Most
of the trees of this Country are not known in Knronc. and

many of our trees, as the oak, ash, fir, &c. are unknown
there.

The domestic animals consist of horses, mules, asses,

camels, dromedaries, buffaloes, sheep, goats, dogs, and cats.

The horses are strong, well boned, and large, especially to

the south of Kelat, and in Kutch Gundava; hi Luss and
Mukran they are small, and deficient in spirit. Sheep are

mostly of the flat-tailed kind. Among the domestic animals

the camel and dromedary are most highly prized, especially
the dromedaries, on account of their fitness for the long
and remote marauding expeditions to which the inhabitants

are so prone. Camels are not found in the lowland coun-

tries.

Of wild animals there are lions, tigers, leopards, hyenas,
wolves, jackals, tiger-cats, wild dogs, foxes, hares, mon-

gooses, mountain-goats, antelopes, elks, red and moose deer,

wild asses, &c. The wild-dogs are numerous and ferocious.

They frequently hunt in packs of twenty or thirty, and will

seize a bullock and kill him in a few minutes ; but being
timid, they keep in the most impenetrable jungles. Lions

and tigers are rare. The hyena alone attacks man, but

only when urged by severe hunger, or when irritated,

Of domestic birds only fowls and pigeons occur : there

are no geese, turkeys, or ducks. Of wild birds almost every
kind known in Europe and India is met with, and the bus-

tards, jungle-fowls, and black partridges are very numerous.

Hawking is a favourite pastime with some of the chiefs in

the western districts, and they pay great attention to the

instruction of their birds.

In some of the larger rivers, especially in the Poorally,
fish are plentiful at some places : and the few inhabitants of

the sea-coast gain their chief subsistence by fishing : but it

does not seem that fish are abundant along the shore.

Gold and silver are found in Jhalawan, in the mines near
the town of Nal, not far from Khozdur, where these metals
have been discovered in working for iron and lead. They
are not, however, extracted from the ore at the place, but
are sent in their native state to the Punjaub. Lead, iron,

copper, tin, antimony, brimstone, alum, and many kinds of

mineral salts and saltpetre, occur in various places. Salt-

petre is dug up in some places in a native state, but at

Kelat is extracted from the earth, and is preferred to that

which is found pure. Rock-salt is very common in Ko-
histan.

As many parts of Beloochistan have never been visited by
observing travellers, we are very imperfectly acquainted
with the races of men that inhabit this extensive country.
We know only those which live in the eastern and northern

districts, the Belooches and the Brahooes, who differ con-

siderably in their figure and language, and partly also in

manners and character.

The Belooches are a tall, active race of men, not possess-

ing great physical strength, but adapted and inured to

changes of climate and season, and accustomed to undergo
every species of fatigue. They have a long face and promi-
nent features, a dark complexion, and black hair. The
Brahooes are short and strong-boned; their faces are round,
and their lineaments flat: numbers of them have brown
hair and beards. Their external appearance reminds us of
the Mongol race. In activity, strength, and hardiness, few

people surpass them ; and they are both inured to the cold
of the mountainous regions of Beloochistan and the hot

plains of Kntch Gundava.
The Beloochee language partakes considerably of the

idiom of modern Persia, and at least one-half of the words
are borrowed from that language, but greatly disguised
under a corrupt pronunciation. Lieutenant Pottinger, after

travelling for some time among them, was enabled, by his

knowledge of the Persian language, to understand almost

every sentence spoken by the Belooches in their own tongue.
The language of the Brahooes is quite different from the
Persian ; but it contains a great number of Hinduostanea
words, and strongly resembles as to sound the Punjaubee.
or the dialect spoken in the Punjaub.
Tho Belooches are subdivided into three principal tribes,

the Nharoocs, Rhinds, and Mughsees, of which the first are
the most distinguished. They inhabit the mountains of

Kohistan exclusively, and are settled in considerable num-
bers in the eastern upland country to the north and south
of Kelat. The other two tribes have settled in Kutch Gun-
dava, where they are incorporated with the Juths, or culti-

vators of the soil. The Belooches, but especially the Nha-
roo"i. consider private theft dishonourable and disgraceful,
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but the plunder and devastation of n country are viewed at

highly hi): : nml accordingly they are much
addi< .rsions, which they execute with

surprising activity ami quickness. Their manner* are pas-
toral. They usually reside in ghcdans or tents, made of

black felt or coarse blanket, -I retched over a frame of wii-ker-

work. An assemblage of such ghedans is called a tomnun,

.lage, and it* inhabitant* rciu>iitute a kheil, or society.

Like all other pastoral upturns, they ore hospitable, indolent,

and fond of hunting. Unless occupied by some favourite

amusement, they will spend whole days in lounging from

one ghedan to another, smoking and gambling. They have

commonly two wives, and sometimes more. They treat

their women with attention and respect, and are not so

scrupulous about their being seen by strangers as most Mo-
hammedans, although they by no means allow them to

appear in public at all times. They are avaricious, revenge-
ful, and cruel.

The Brahooes, who principally inhabit the province of

Jhalawan. and are also dispersed towards the north as for

as the desert, ore a still more unsettled wandering nation,

always residing in one part of the country during tin- sum-

mer, and emigrating to another during the winter season :

they likewise change their immediate places of abode many
times every year in quest of pasturage for their Hocks, a

practice which is rare among the Belooches. But many of

them are husbandmen, and laborious hard-workers. On
the plains to the south of Kelat they till large tracts of land,

and sell grain, cheese, and ghee, with a few coarse blankets,

carpets, and felts. They are not less hospitable, nor less

faithful in adhering to their promises, than the Belooches;
but they are more quiet and industrious ; less inclined to

rapine and violence, though at least equal in bravery ; and
their manners are mild and inoffensive, though uncivilized

and uncouth. They ore grateful and faithful, and exempt
from revenge, cruelty, and avarice. The task of the family
is divided among both sexes, nearly as in most countries in

Europe. The men tend the docks and till the ground : the

women are occupied in milking, making butter, cheese, and

ghee, and working carpets, felts, and coarse white cloth.

Both sexes mingle more together than is usual in the coun-

tries of western Asia. Buth nations are Soonee Musulmans,
and consequently many of their usages are regulated ac-

cording to the precepts of the Koran.

The DCwant and Juths live dispersed among these two

nations, the former about Kelat, the latter in Kutch Gun-
dava. The Dewars, or Dehkans (i. e. the villagers), are

agriculturists, and do not migrate. They speak the com-

mon pure Persian. In stature they are bclmv the middle

size, with blunt features, high cheek-bones, and full checks.

They are quiet and harmless in their disposition, and civil

and obliging to strangers, but not given to hospitality.
The Juths, who form the great bulk of the population of

Kutch Gundavii, show, by their manners, appearance, and
customs, that they are descended from the aboriginal Hin-

doos. The .Juths, like the Dewars, have been converted to

the Mohammedan faith.

The inhabitants of Luss speak a language similar to that

of Sinde, and strongly resemble the Hindoos, especially in

their apathy and the want of energy in their counten.'.

The inhabitants of the sea-coast of Mukran are a puny
and delicate race, when compared with the Belooches and
Brahooes. Their blacker complexion may probably be attri-

buted to their frequent intermarriages with the Arabs nf

the opposite coast. In the interior of Mukran some postural

tribes wander about, but we hardly know anything of them,
as well as of the pastoral inhabitants of Bushkurd. In the

towns and places of commerce a great number of Hindoos

are settled as merchants, and they are commonly the

wealthiest inhabitants.

The commerce of Beloochistan is not of much importance.

|K>rts groin from Kutch Gundava and Luss, dates from

Mukran, and horses from Kelat and Gundava. The im-

ports consist principally of nome metals, spices, and manu-
red good* of silk and cotton ; to which salt from Moul-

tan may be added.

The 'government of Kelat is despotic, but limited i>\ a

feudal s\.i.-ni. The sirdars or chiefs of the tribes are bound
to nuii'-h their quota of soldiers, and to attend the court.

They are partly hereditary, and partly chosen by the tribes

themselves. In the western districts the authority of the

khan is only nominal ; and government is in the hands of

the sirdars, who are commonly chosen by the people, but do

not enjoy extensive authority. Tbo tribes here are, pro-

perly speaking, a number : .biics, in which
member feels that he has a right ' - his own
wrongs, and of g . all matters of public

(Poltinger, Travel* in Helf>oc/n< ,itde; Co-

nolly's Juuriify to the North if h. Burnes's
Travels to Bokhara : .I/,// o/'dalrnl )u,ln AinjwMuith.)
BKLOl'OL or BYKI.O I'UIA K. the capital of a circle

in the prm
' aurkoff, in Euro|.an Kiiia.

conlluence of thu Vira and Knga, tributaries of ;

it i-, of modern date and surrounded by a ramp:.
and a moat. It contains eight churches of wood, : .

houses, besides forty-six wooden storehouses, had in 1 .

population of 9050 souls, mostly of the agricultural class,

which has now increased to about 10,000: it ha-

distilleries ot brandy, and has 'yearly markets, but it is not

a place of much trade or of any note for operative indi.

It is about 140 wiles (- 1- vcrMs acrjrdmg to Georgij to the

N.W. of Uiarkoff. in 5T 5' N. lat., and 34" :

BELO'PTFRA, in zoology, a fossil genus establish.

Ueshayes and described by lilamulle as an animal entirely
unknown, containing in the back part of its musculu

velopc a symmetrical calcareous or bony shell, formed of

a thick solid summit very much loaded behni'l, an-1 a Iront

tube more or less complete, the cavity of which is conical

and annular, the shell or bone having wing-bhapcd appen-
dages without any anterior shield-like prolong

!)< Blainville divides the genus inl.i tw The
first tt -IHVICS whose \ung-khaped appendages ore

united below the summit, and whose cavity is symeuhat in

lapo of a scuttl (hoite) ; of this seciion Beioptera
sepiuidea is given as an example.

Side \ww. End vie*. Internal cavity.

(Velpptera -piokli%]

The second includes species whose wing- shaped appen-
are distinct, and wlio&e cavity is completely conical

with traces of chambers and of a siphon. Of this division

Beioptera belfmnttidea, is given as an illustration.

optera

De Blainville observes that this genus ought to be placed
at the end of the tepiacea or cullies ; and that the first of

. idently very much allied to the bor<

those animals, while the second approaches the belemnile*.

After all, the probability is, that these bodies are only

portions of the bones of some of the cuttle-fishes ;
and this

appears to have been the opinion of Cuvier.

If a perfect bone of the common species of our coasts be

closely examined, n structure very analogous to the conical

circularly-grooved cavity of Beioptera, although in ;t more

expanded form, will be observed. These fossils hau
found in the London clay, and other beds above the chalk.

Volt*, in his memoir on Bclcmnites, makes Beioptera
,,1,'n a distinct genus under the name of Belottepia.

BKI.OS Kl'IA I.OPTHRA.]
BEI.SIIAM, THOMAS, a dissenting minister of th

persuasion, was born at Bedford. April IS, 1750,
U.S. (in ins iii.'tln-r's -i'!i' he wis descended from the Karl

of Anglesey: his father, the Rev. James Belsham, was a
sical attainments. Two of his Latin poems,

Triumpfiiun and ('mm-liti, have been praised by com-

petent judges. This gentleman, intending to bring up bis
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?on Thomas to his own profession, placed him under the

care of eminent schoolmasters until he was of an age to be

sent to the Dissenting Academy at Daventry, then under
the superintendence* of Dr. Ashworth, where he was a

student for five years. By the time his studies were

completed, his talents and acquirements attracted such
notice that he was appointed assistant tutor, an office

which he continued to fill for seven years. Being then

desirous of entering upon the duties of his profession, he

spent three years, in connexion with a congregation of

Protestant Dissenters, at Worcester, where he was greatly
esteemed for his learning and urbanity, and was so much
attached to the society of the place, that he yielded with re-

luctance to the importunity of his friends who were desirous

of placing him at the head of the academy at Daventry.
He returned to this place in 1781, in the capacity of theolo-

gical tutor and head of the institution, which situation he
held till 1789. In addition to the labours which devolved

upon him in the institution, he became the minister of the So-

ciety of Protestant Dissenters in the town, and in both capa-
cities he was so eminently successful, that he might probably
have continued in them during the remainder of his life, but
for a chansre which took place in his religious opinions. He
had been educated in the doctrines of Calvinism, but having
embraced Unitananism, he relinquished his connexion both
with the academy and with his congregation. About this

time, a new college being established at Hackney by those

Dissenters who were friendly to unrestrained religious in-

quiry, it was placed under the direction of Mr. Belsham,
but, in a few years, it sunk for want of funds to support it.

Before this event took place he was chosen to the vacant

pulpit of Dr. Priestley, by the Gravel Pit congregation,
where he again entered upon those exertions which were
most congenial to his tastes. Eleven years afterwards, in

180.5, on the death of Dr. Disney, the colleague and suc-

cessor of Mr. Lindsey, Mr. Belsham removed to Essex
Street Chapel, London, of which he continued the pastor

during the rest of his life.

From the time that Mr. Belsham avowed his conversion
to the doctrines held by the Unitarians, he espoused their

cause with great zeal, and advanced it by applying his

talents and learning to its defence. One of his earliest pub-
lications was A Review of Mr. Wilberforce's Trent in-,

entitled A Practical View of the prevailing Religious Sys-
tem of Professed Christians, &c., 1 798, in which it was
the writer's design to place the theological doctrines main-
tained by the amiable and eloquent author of the ' Prac-
tical View,' in contrast with those professed by Unitarians.
In 1811 he gave to the public the results of his investiga-
tions on the most important subject that had ever occupied
his mind, in a work entitled A Calm Inquiry into the Scrip-
ture Doctrine concerning the Person of Christ. His single
sermons, on subjects chiefly suggested by public events,
would make up several volumes, and his controversial

writings are numerous. There is hardly any branch of

theology, or of the doctrines or evidences of revelation, on
which Mr. Belsham has not published his thoughts. His
Evidences of the Christian Revelation is a powerfully argu-
mentative and sometimes eloquent work, which had a large
sale, and was perhaps the roost popular of his performances.
His last work, and that, perhaps, on which his reputation
must rest, was A Translation nf the Epistles of Paul the

Apostle, with an Exposition and Notes. He hail been pre-
viously employed on a work of which he is now known to have
been the editor, The Improved Version of the New Testa-
ment. But Mr. Belsham's literary works were not exclusively
theological. In 1801 he published Elements nf the Philo-

sophy of the Human Mind and of Moral Philosophy. As
a follower of Hartley, he resolved all mental phenomena
into the association of ideas. His theory of morals supposes
the ultimate happiness to harmonize with the greatest gene-
nil good, and he concludes that '

self-love and benevolence

:ily be reconciled by religion.' Besides his numerous
dint nary sermons, he published Mfmoiri i:f the late Ret.

iphilui Lindsey, M.A., including a Brief Analysis of
hn Wnrhi, S;c., 1812, a piece of biography both interesting
and useful. In the same tomb which contains the remains
of this venerable pastor rests Mr. Be.sham, whose proudest

: it was to be, as he is described on the stone which
covers it, the friend, associate, and successor of Priestley
and Lindsey.'

(See Memoirs nfthe late Rev. Thomas Belsham, by John
Williams, 8vo. 1833.)

BELSHAM, WILLIAM, an active writer on politics
and history, brother of Thomas Belsham, was born in 1752.
and died November 17th, 1827, at Hammersmith. He
resided at one period at Bedford, and was intimately ac-

quainted with several of the most celebrated public men
belonging to the Whig party, to whose politics he was

strongly attached. His literary career commenced in 1 789,

by the publication of a series of '

Essays, Historical, Poli-

tical, and Literary,' in 2 vols. 8vo. These were followed by
Letters and Essays, published at various periods, on the

Test Laws, the French Revolution, the Distinction between
the Old and New Whigs, Parliamentary Reform, and the

Poor Laws. In 1793 he published, in 2 vols. 8vo., 'Me-
moirs of the Kings of Great Britain of the House of Bruns-

wick-Lunenberg.' In 1 795 he again appeared as an his-

torical writer, by the publication of ' Memoirs of the Reign
of George III., to the Session of Parliament ending 1 793,'
in 4 vols. 8vo. To these were added the 5th and 6th vo-

lumes, in 1801. In 1798 he published, in 2 vols. 8vo., a
'

History of Great Britain from the Revolution to the Ac-
cession of the House of Hanover;' and in 1806 his histo-

rical works were published in a uniform edition in twelve
8vo. volumes, under the title of '

History of Great Britain
to the Conclusion of the Peace of Amiens in 1802.' He
was also the author of the following miscellaneous works.
In 1797 'Two Historical Dissertations: l.On the Means of

the Ministerial Secession in 1717. 2. On the Treaty of

Hanover, 1725,' being a reply to some Animadversions con-

tained in Coxe's Memoirs of Sir Robert Walpole. In 1798
'Two Historical Dissertations on the Silesian War, and on
the Character and Conduct of Louis XVI.' In 1800 a
'

Reply to Herbert Marsh's Vindication of the History of

the Politics of Great Britain and France;' and in 1801
' Remarks on alate publication, styled

" The History of the

Politics of Great Britain and France.'" In 1802
' Remarks

on the Peace of Amiens.' He was also the author of a
volume on the '

Philosophy of the Mind,' 'Letters to Wil-

berforce,' and a '

Chronology of the Reigns of George III.

and IV.' (Watt's Bibliolhec'a Britannica.)

BELSHAZZAR or TStfNS. BoXrdrep) was

the last king of Babylon of the Chaldaean dynasty. He is

the Nabonnedus of Berosus, Nabonadius of the Canon Pto-

lemEei, Nabodenusof Alexander Pdlyhist., Nabonnidochusof
MeiTHSthenes Abydenus in Euseb. Chron. Arm., Labynetus
of Herodotus, Naboandelus of Josephus. Belshazzar was
the son of queen Nitocris. He perished 538 or 539 before

Christ, in the seventeenth year of his reign, in the night
when Babylon was stormed by Cyrus whilst the attention of
the court was engaged by a splendid festival.

According to Berosus, as quoted by Josephus, Belshazzar

being defeated in battle against Cyrus, escaped to Borsippa,
where he surrendered and was graciously received by Cyrus,
who sent him to Carmauia, where he lived to the end of his

days. But this account of Berosus, who makes various incre-

dible statements, is inconsistent with the testimony of the
Bible. Herodotus, who describes the capture of Babylon
by Cyrus, says nothing of the death of Belshazzar : the ac-

count of Xenophon in his Cyroncedia, which is not of
course considered as historical authority, says that the king
was killed, but he does not mention his name.

According to p>TI3 p flS^DV (ed. Breithaupt, p. 26),
one of the eunuchs ha\ing heard Daniel's interpretation of
the MENU MBNE TEKKL upHARsiN, Dan. v. 25, in the fol-

lowing night cut off Belshazzar's head and brought it to

Cyrus and Darius, who besieged Babylon. Cyrus adored
God, and resolved to restore the Jews to their country and to

rebuild the temple at Jerusalem.

(See Dan. chap. v. and vii. ; Is. xiii. 14 ; Comp. Jer. v. 31,
41

; Joseph! Ant. x. 11, 2; Apion. i. 20; Eusebii, Chrnn.
Armen. i. p. 43, and pp. 60, 61, 72; Eusebii Preeparatiu
Evangelica, ix. 41

; Herodotus, i. 77, 188, 191 ; Xenuphon,
Cyropeedia, vii. 5

; Bernholdi Dissertutio ir. Dan. v. Altorf.

1740, 4to. ; Opferhaus Spicil. Hist. Chron. 263, &c. ; Usserii
Annales to the year 3448 ; Harttnann Syst. Chron. 342, seq.;
Jahn's Einleitung ii. i. 216

; Berlhold 4, Exc. zum Daniel,

pp. 848, 856.)

Marsham took Belshazzar for Evilmcrodach. (Can. Chron.
597.) Gattercr (Hamlburh der Universalgeschichte, i. p.

293) took him for I.aborosoarchod, the son and successor of

Neriglissar. George Sjncellus took him for Neriglissar
himself. (Chron. pp. 223, 230 ; comp. Cedren. Hist. p. 113.

The history of Belshazzar has been a favourite subject for

SDI
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poet*
and trtisti: (be painting of Belshazxar's Feast 1>\

Martin, and the dramas of Milman and Hannah More on
this -,ul>jixt. arc well known.
The Awyrio-Babylonic name given to Daniel at the court

of Nebuchadnezzar was ISK'i'D^. Beluhazzar. (Dan. i.

7. ii. 26. iv. 5, \i. l'i, x. 1.) Tho names of the sovereign

and the f.u'ourite indicate the esteem in \vliich Bel was held.

and mean the Prince of Ret, i.e. I'rinct whom Belfavours.
BELSK or BYSLSK. the chief town of a circle of that

name in the province of Bialystok in western Russia, und

formerly the capital of the. 'Polish voyvodcship of Pod-

larhia, "is a neat, well- built, paved town on the Biala, a

small stream which traverses the fertile country that lies

amund it. It has two Roman Catholic churches and a

united Greek and Carmelite monastery ; but the population,
which is onoc said to have been 5l)0u, is at present reduced

to about 1800 souls, among whom are but lew Jens, to

whom Belsk has, among other privileges, that of refusing a

settlement within its jurisdiction. 52" 41)' N. lat and -Hit-

i' E. long. ;
about twenty-three miles (thirty-five versts)

south of Bialystok.
BELT, which in Danish, as in English, signifies a girdle,

is the name given to two of the three straits by which the

Baltic Sea is joined to the Cattegat. They are distinguished

l>y thi' addition of Great and Little.

"Tho Great Kelt, which is the middle one of the three

straits, and the widest outlet for the waters of the Baltic,

begin* on the south, about J4 00' N. bit, between the south-

ern extremity of the island of Langeland and the western

shores of Laaiaml, and terminates on the north between

Nr>son the island of Zealand, and the southern ex-

tremity of Samsoe. Its length may be about seventy miles.

The narrowest part of the strait is at its southern ex-

tremity, where it is, properly speaking, divided into two

straits by the island of Langeland ; for the narrow sea be-

tween that island and those of Arriie, Taasing, and Fionia

is comprehended under the name of Great Belt, and is

hardly more than four miles in breadth. The principal
branch Ijotween Langeland and Laaland is rather more than

eight miles wide. To the north of the northern extremity
of Langeland the breadth of the strait varies between

sixteen and twenty-four miles.

Except near the shores the depth of the water is consider-

able, but very irregular, varying from five to twenty-live

fathoms. Bill some small and low islands and many shoals

render the navigation difficult and dangerous, and on that

account the passage of the Sound is preferred. In the last

war, however, English men-of-war commonly passed through
the Belt. The merchant-vessels which pass through it are

obliged to pay the customary duties at Nyborg or Nyeborg,
on the island of Fionia. The shores on both sides of the

strait, being low and irregular, form many good harbours

and anchorages.
Between Nyborg in Fionia and Corsiier in Zealand, where

the strait is only sixteen miles across, a regular communi-
cation is established by steam-boats and smacks. In the

good season the passage is not dillicult ; but in the latter

part of the autumn ami in winter it is difficult and danger-

ous, especially on account of the pieces of floating ice which

in severe weather become very numerous, and arc sometimes

cemented together by hard frost. It is then sometimes ne-

i v t<> make one part of the passage in a sledge and the

other in a boat When in such circumstances snow begins
to full, the small island of Sprogiie, which lies in the strait,

but considerably nearer to the coast of Fionia than to that of

Zealand, offers a place of refuge. The Danish government
has erected a budding on this island for the reception of

traveller*.

The Little Bflt, the most western of the three straits,

begins on the south between the islands of Arrue and A Km,
and extends, between the island of Fionia and Jutland, to

the Capes called Ogcr Ness on Fionia, and Bicornsknuddc
on Jutland. Its length is upwards of eighty miles, but 'its

width varies considerably. Towards the southern extremity,
between the islands Arriie and Alsen, it is generally above
ten miles across. At Assens, a town of Fionia, it narrows

suddenly to about fixe, and farther north it grows by degrees
narrower, so that between the town of Middelfart on Fionia,

and the opposite coast at Snoghcie, the distance hardly
amounts to three-quarters of a mile. At Fredericia, where
the vessels which pass the strait pay the customary duties,

the strait is little more than a mile wide.

The depth of the water if considerable, varying from four

to twenty-seven fathoms: but the navigation in il.mgi

on account of the low islands (Aariw. : I Kunoe),
the numerous shoals, and the violent ru:i<-:r.s winch con-

stantly run through the strait from south to north.

The shores of the island of Fionia u;c low ; but on the
mainland they rise in a few places, though nowhere to any
considerable Might Regular places of passage are be-

tween Fredenem and Slriib. and Snoghoe and Middi-llait.

(Catteau, Tableau de la Mer HaltiifUf; Glicmann, Ceo-

graph. Description nf Denmark ; and Pauly's Typography
nf Denmark; Gliemann s Map.)
BELTEIN. or BELTANE, the name of a kind ...

tival. formerly and probably still observed in Ireland and
Scotland, in most places on the 1st of May. In some parts
of the west of Scotland it is observed on St. Peter's

June 29. In Ireland we find two belteins, one on tl.

of May, the other on the 21st of June. To the beltein, also,

in all probability, the fires which were formerly and arc per-

haps yet lighted in many parts of England on Midsummer
Eve, are to be referred.

Beltein signifies the fire of Baal, the worship of whom is

supposed to have existed in England, Scotland, and Ireland

in the remotest period of druidical superstition. Tin- 1'liu;-

nician Baal probably denoted the Sun [see BAAL], ns .\~li-

taroth did the Moon. Beltein was therefore the fire lighted
in honour of the Sun, whose return and visible influence

upon the productions of the earth was thus celebrated. La
na Beat Una, and neen na Seal titia, in the Irish language,
are the day and eve of Seal's fire. (Fairy Legend* and
Traditions of the South nf Ireland; aiid MaeCurtm's

English-Irish Diet., 4to. Par. 173-1. p. IM.)
The following account of the beltein is given in Focalair

Gaoidhilge-Sax-Bhearia, or an Irish- English Dictionary

(by O'Brien), printed at Paris, 4to. 1768: '

Bedltine, or

beil-tine, ignis Beli Dei Asiatic! : i.e. tinc-Beil. May-day,
so called from large fires which the Druids were used to

light on the summits of the highest hills, into which they
drove four-footed beasts, usinir at the .-.une time certain

ceremonies to expiate the sins of the people. Th>
\
.a'.'.m

ceremony of lighting these fires in honour of the Asiatic

god Belus. gave its name to the entire month of May. which
is to this day called mi na Beat-line in the Irish laiu:

Dr. Keating, speaking of this fire of Beal, says, that, the

cattle were driven through it and not sacrificed, and that the

chief design of it was to keep off all contagious ih-i rdeis

from them for that year: and he also says, that all the inha-

bitants of Ireland quenched their (ires on that day. and
kindled them again out of some part of that fire. The above

opinion about the cattle is confirmed by the following uonls

of an old glossary, copied by Mr. Edward Lhuyd : Da tens

soinmerh do guilis na druftheeotitincet luib mnraibfnraib
agus do berdis na ceatra entra or teomatiditib rec/ta bliadna

the main sense of which is, that the Druids lighted two
solemn fires every year, and drove all four-fooled beasts

through them in order to preserve them from all contagious

distempers through the current year.'

In Sir John Sinclair's Slatixliml Armani nf Sroflantl.,

vol. xi. 8vo. Edinb. 1794, p. 620, the minister of Callamler
in Perthshire, speaking of

'

peculiar customs,' savs, 'Upon
the first day of May, which is called Heltan or Beltein (lay,

all the boys in a township or hamlet meet in the moors.

They cut a table in the green sod, of a round figure. b\ cas-

ing a trench in the ground of such circumference as to hold

the whole company. They kindle a fire, and dress a repast
of eggs und milk in the consistence ofn cutard. They
knead a cake of oatmeal, which is toasted ut the embers

against a stone. After the custard is eaten up, they divide

the cake into so many portions, as similar as possible to one

another in size and shape, as there are pcr-or.s in I he c >m

pany. They daub one of these portions all oxer with char-

coal, until it be perfectly black. They put all the bits of

cake into a bonnet. Every one, blindfold, draws out a por-
tion. He who holds the bonnet is entitled to the last bit.

Whoever draws, the black bit is the devoted person who is

to be saenlici-d to Baal, whose favour they mean In implore,
in rendering the year productive of the sustenance of man
and beast. There is little doubt,' the writer adds,

'
of the-e.

inhuman sacrifices having been once offered in this country
as well as in the East, although they now pass from the act

riftrine. and only compel the devoted person to leap
three times through the (lames, with which the ceremonies
of this festival are closed.'
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The minister of Logerail, in Perthshire, gives a similar

account (Ibid. vol. v. p. 84) of the celebration of the heltein

in his parish. He says,
' On the 1st of May, O. S. a festival

called Beltan is annually held here. It is chielly celebrated

hy the cow-herds, who assemble by scores in the fields to

dress a dinner for themselves, of boiled milk and eggs.
These dishes they eat with a sort of cakes baked for the

occasion, and having small lumps, in the form of nipples,
aised all over the surface. The cake might, perhaps, be

n offering to some deity in the days of Druidism.'

Mr. Pennant's account of this rural sacrifice is more
minute. He tells us, that on the 1st of May, in the High-
lands of Scotland, the herdsmen of every village hold their

Bel-tein.
'

They cut a square trench in the ground, leaving
the turf in the middle

;
on that they make a fire of wood,

on which they dress a large caudle of eggs, butter, oatmeal,

and milk, and bring, besides the ingredients of the caudle,

plenty of beer and whiskey: for each of the company must
contribute something. The rites begin with spilling some
of the caudle on the ground, by way of libation ; on that,

every one takes a cake of oatmeal, upon which are raised

nine square knobs, each dedicated to some particular being,
the supposed preserver of their flocks and herds, or to some

particular animal, the real destroyer of them. Each person
then turns his face to the fire, breaks off a knob, and, Hing-

ing it over his shoulders, says,
" This I give to thee, preserve

thou my horses ;"
" This to thee, preserve thou my sheep ;"

and so on. After that they use the same ceremony to the

noxious animals :
" This I give to thee, O fox ! spare thou

my lambs:" "This to thee, O hooded crow !" "This to thee,

eagle !" When the ceremony is over, they dine on the

caudle ; and, after the feast is finished, what is left is hid by
two persons deputed for that purpose : but on the next Sun-

day they re-assemble, and finish the reliques of the first

entertainment.' (Pennant's Tour in Scotland, 8vo. Ches-

ter, 1771, p. 90.)

General Vallancey, in his Essay on the Antiquity nf the

Irish Language, Svo. Dublin, 1772, p. 19, noticing tha 1st

of May, says, 'On that day the Druids druve all the cattle

through the fires, to preserve them from disorders the en-

suing year. This pagan custom is still observed in Munster
and Connaught, where the meanest cottager worth a cow
and a wisp of straw practises the same on the first day of

May, and with the same superstitious ideas. (See also the

Survey of the South of Ireland, p. 233.)

Jamieson, in his Etymological Dictionary of the Scot-
tish Language, vol. i. in voce, says,

' In Ireland Beltein is

celebrated on the 21st of June, at the time of the solstice.'

This is beyond a doubt a second festival of Beltein. He
adds.

'

There, as they make fires on the tops of hills, every
member of the family is made to pass through the fire ; as

they reckon this ceremony necessary to ensure good fortune

through the succeeding year.' Beltein, he says, is also ob-

served in Lancashire. Hutchinson, in his Hislnry ofCum-
berland, vol. i. p. 77, speaking of the parish of Cumwhet-

-ays,
'

They hold the wake on the eve of St. John, with

lighting fires, dancing, &c. The old Belteing.'
In Sir John Sinclair's Statittical Account of Scotland,

Svo. Edinb. 1792., vol. iii. p. 105, the minister of Loudoun
in Ayrshire says that the custom amongst the herds and

young people to kindle fires in the high grounds in honour
of Beltein is now kept there on St. Peter s day, that is

June 29th.

The practice of lighting fires on Midsummer eve in Eng-
land, in honour of the summer solstice, is fully illustrated

by Brand, in his Papular Antiquities, vol. i. p. 238, et seq.
Jamieson suys, 'Although the name of Beltein is un-

known in Sweden, yet on the last day of April, i. e. the |

evening preceding our Beltein, the country people light

great fires on the hills, and spend the night in shooting.
This with them is the eve of Walburg's Mess. The first of

May is also observed.'

BELTIRS, THE, a small horde of Tartar extraction,
who dwell along the banks of Abakan, in the Russian pro-
vince of Tomsk, in Siberia. In features and dialect they
most resemble the Sagay-Tartars ; like them they are

heatheng, and only differ from them in the custom they have
of never burying their dead, whose bodies they suspend to

large trees : for this purpose they select the most secluded
and unfrequented spot they can find, and hang up the

corpse in a deal coffin, after placing the most valuable gar-
ments of the deceased, as well as his household utensils,

some victuals, and a saddle, in the coffin. In general they

have two wives, and their refusal to abandon this habit is

said to be the only bar to their conversion to Christianity.

They bring their tribute to the Russian government, to tlie

fortified town of Kuznezk, where all lift'erenees that may
arise between them are adjusted. Their numbers do not
exceed 150 bows and arrows, or males of mature age; at

least, this is the quota for levy of the tribute. (Georgi and

Vsevoloysky.)
BELTS,"JUPITER'S. [See JUPITER.]
BELTURBET, in the bavony of Loughtea, and county of

Cavan, on the river Erne, sixty-one miles N.W. by W. from
Dublin. The town formerly returned two members to the

Irish parliament. It is a corporate town, governed hy a

provost, and is chiefly the property of the Lanesborough
family. There is extensive commonage in the environs,
and turbary attached to each holding. Here is a good
market-house, with sessions-house above; and a spacious
church, in the church-yard of which there are the remains
of an extensive fortification. The water communication to

Ballyshannon is complete, and might be opened to the sea
at comparatively little cost, and with immense advantage to

both the county Cavan and Fermanagh. In 1821 the

population of Belturbet was a little above 2000 : it does not
seem to have increased within the last ten years. In 1 824
there were in the town four schools, and altogether in the

parish eleven, educating 310 males and 238 females. (Stat.

Surv. nf County Cavan ; Pettigrew and Oulton's General
Register ; Commissioners' Repiirts.) /
BELU'GA. [See STURGKO.V.]
BELUR TAGH. [See BoLbR TAGH.J

BELUS fo or
^y;a. /3ij\oc) was the name of the chief

deity of the Babylonians and Assyrians. The Chaldee

Bfl
OJ^l), as well as the Hebrew Baal OJQ), means

Lord. The Greeks were apt to substitute Zeus for Belus,
and the Romans Jupiter. The planet Jupiter was also

worshipped under the name of Baal by the old Arabians
as the chief star of happiness. The temple of Belus at

Babylon was plundered and much damaged by Xerxes.
Alexander gave orders for its restoration, but the priests

bi'inj slack in executing the work, he intended to employ
the whole army in rebuilding the temple. [See BABYLON.]
According to Herodotus (i. 7), Belus was the father of

Ninus.

(See Isai. xlvi. 1; Jer. 1. 2, li. 44; Baruch vi. 40: Herod,
i. 176, 181-183; Diod.Sic. ii. 8,10; Paus. i. 16, 3, viii.33. 1;

1'lin. Hist. Nat. vi. 30. xxxviii. 55, 58 ; Arriani, Anab. iii. 16,
vii. 1 6, 1 7 ; Cio. Nat. Dear. iii. 1 6 ; Norberg, Onomast. p. 28 ;

Gesenius, Jes. vol. ii. pp. 286, 337, 358 ; Winer's Realwor-

terburh, under Bel.) [See BAAL.]
BELUS, the name of a small river of Syria, the sand of

which was used for making glass. (See Plin. v. 19, and the

story in xxxvi. 26.)

BELVEDE'RE, in architecture, is a small building con-
structed at the top of a house or palace, and open to the

air, at least on one side, and often on all. The term is an
Italian compound, signifying

' a fine view ;' and in Italy it is

constructed expressly for that purpose, combined with the ob-

ject of enjoying the cool evening breeze, which blows Iresher

[View of th Ildlvcdere of Hie Vatican, from a print in Ihu HiHisIi Mini-urn.
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on the house-top than in the confined streets. Many houses

in Horn* hae l>cKe<lcr<-s, for the most pnrt of a simplo
firm. The must celebrated construction of this kind at

Rome, which i' -i. the Vatican, was built by Bramnnte in that

illed the court of the Belvedere. The form of this

building is semicircular, and it stands over an enormous

niche, a remarkable feature in the facade, of which the bel-

e makes a part. From this belvedere the view is one

of the finest that can b imagined, extending over the whole

city of Rome and the Carapagna, bounded by the distant

Apennines, the tops ofwhich are covered with snow for a large

part of the year. Belvederes are not uncommon in France ;

out the term is applied rather to a summer-house in a park
or garden, than to the constructions on the tops of houses,

although small edifices, similar to thoe in Italy, are some-

times constructed on the top* of buildings for the purpose

of commanding a fine view. There is a small building in

Windsor Great Park which is called a Belvedere.

It is not improbable that the wooden trellice-work, so

common in the painted representations of buildings at

Pompeii, was a construction similar in its purpose to the

Ix-hcdere of the modern Italians. (Plantand Elevation*, in

SfSS. of the Vatican, 3 vols. fol., and a View nf the J'citt-

riin in 'the King's Library, Prit. Mus. ; Encyclopfdie Mt-

itf. art. 'Architecture;' Cell's Pompgii.ptatei.')
BELYISI A'CEJJ, a little-known natural order of plants,

comprehending one genus only, discovered in the kingdom
of Oware, by Palisotde Beauvois, who called it NapOUDno ;

it was subsequently named RtMtia after its discoverer.

[See BEAUVOIS.] It has been figured under the name of

[telvln

1, nljrc Tlnml from iborr; 1. Cj Mme i ptofllm .1. tlir <mt.-r rarolU;
. Ow iimiT corolla : 5. the lUm-ni Men Iron mbotc | 6, DM of Ihn lUmeui
Mpmto ; 7. u owij eat through.

JVaptilenna imperialis in the Flora of Oware and Benin.
where we find the only account of it It was discovered in

the neighbourhood of the town of Oware, growing to the

heiuhl f seven or eiuht feet, and loaded with large broad

bright blue lowers. silting close upon tbe branches. Tliey
are remarkable for having a superior calyx of five pieces, to-

gether with a double monopetalous corolla, of which the

outer form* flat crenelled disc, and the interior is divided

into a groat number of regular narrow sejrment*. The sta-

mens are only five, or rather perhaps ten. united by pairs
into five parcels, resembling so many petals. The stigma
is peltate- with five angles, and covers over the am:
The fruit is said to be a berry, with a single rell, containing
a parcel of seeds lying in pulp. : i an areoiii

will be evident to the botanical reader that this must be

one of the greatest curiosities in the vegetabl
Palisot de Beauvois, its discoverer, <

type
of a new natural order allied to the gourds : Brown, we

believe, suspects its relation to the passion II
lley

originally stationed it near Slynn-eic, l>nt. in I;

places it near the Campanulas. It is probable that H has

been inaccurately described, and that no exact opinion can

be formed about it until it has been examined m a ;

state. In the mean while we give a figure ol

from the Flora of Oware, in the nope that this notice may
fall into the hands of soru traveller visiting the reinots

country in which it grows.
BE'LYTA, in entomology, a genus of the order Hy-

menoptera, and family PrcictotrujndfC. The species of this

genus are minute four-winged Hies, having the ant.

fourteen or fifteen-jointed, filiform in the in.

thickened towards their extremity in the females. '1

frequent sandy situati

BELZO'NI, GIOVA'NNI. was a native of Padua, hut

of a family originally from Rome, as he himself st:u

the preface to his work on Egypt. !!< passed Ins

youth at Rome, where he intended to niter the 111.0

life, but the French invasion of that city in 1798 altered

his purpose, and in the year 1800 he left Italy, and
visited in succession several parts of Europe. His family

supplied him occasionally with remittances, but as they
were not rich, Belzoni exerted himself to gain a livin:

his own talents. He turned his attention cluelly to h\..

lies, which he had studied at Rome. In 1803 he arrived in

England, where he soon after married ; and after nine

\ e;irs' residence in England, during part of which he ;

Ills living by exhibitin;: feats of strength, he set off with his

irife for Portugal and Spain, from whence he proceeded t)

Malta, and from Malta to Egypt, where he arrived in IH.'i.

11^ uiiject in going to Enypt was to construct an hydraulic
machine for irrigation, which should raise the water quicker
and in greater quantity than the clumsy engines then used

in that country. He proposed his plan to Mclicnu t All

Pacha, by whom it was approved. Bclzoni constructed u

machine in the pacha's garden at Zubra, near Cairo, and
the experiment proved successful, but owing to the preju-
dices and opposing interests of the natives, it was abandoned
before it was completed. Belzoni then decided upon visiting

Thebes, and his intention becoming known to Mr. Burek-

hardt, the latter gentleman prevailed upon Mr. Salt, the

British consul, to employ Belzoni to remove the colossal

bust, commonly, but incorrectly, called the Young Mcmnon,
which he accomplished with great ingenuity, shipped it in a

I, which sailed down to Rosetta, and thence to Alex-

andria, where it was shipped for England. This head,
now in the British Museum, is one of the finest speci-
mens of Egyptian colossal sculpture. Belzoni, on his

return to Cairo, received a present through Burckhardt,
half of which was paid by Mr. Salt. For the whole parti-
culars of this transaction, see Belzoni's Travels, and also a

compressed narrative of the same in vol. i. jilian

Atitii]tiitifx, Hrilish Museum, in the Library nj i'.iilfr-

lainhiff Knmcli-.lzi: Before embarking li . Bel-

y.oni made an excursion higher up the country, visiied the

temple of Edfu, and the islands til' Elephantine and
of Philaj, and proceeded into Nubia as far as t)

cataract. He was the first to open the great temple of

Abousambul, or Ipsambul, which is cut in the side of a

mountain, and the front of which was so much encumbered

by the accumulated sand, that only the upper part of it was
vi.-ih!c. He succeeded in partly clearing the sand which

stopped the entrance, and thus made the interior of this

antienl rock-c.ut temple known to the world. In 181?

zoni made a second journey into Upper Egypt and Nubia,
during which he made excavations at Cartiak, on the

crn side of the Nile, and found there a colossal head of

granite, several statues, an altar with basso-rilievi, sphinxes.
The colossal head and an arm ten feet in leimth. both

belonging to one colossus, are now in the British Museum.
But one ol the- greatest discoveries of thin enterprising tra-

veller was the opening of a splendid tomb in the Beban el
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Molouk, or Valley of the Tombs of the Kings. He found

out by guess the right entrance, which had been blocked up
for many centuries, had it cleared, and at last made his way
into the sepulchral chambers cut in the calcareous rock,

and richly adorned with pictures in low relief, and hiero-

glyphics painted in the brightest colours. Belzoni made

drawings of the chambers, took impressions in wax of the

figures and hieroglyphics, noting carefully the various co-

lours, and thus constructed a perfect fac-simile of this mag-
nificent tomb, which was afterwards exhibited in London. He
also brought to England a sarcophagus of arragonite (com-

monly called an alabaster sarcophagus), which he found in a

chamber of the great tomb. Mr. Salt paid Belzoni's ex-

penses in these undertakings, besides giving him a remu-

neration, and received for his share part of the antiquities
which Belzoni collected, and among the rest the sarcopha-

gus, which he afterwards sold to Mr. (now Sir John) Soane
the architect for 20001. (See the Life and Correspondence
of Salt by J. Halls.) Belzoni also opened numerous other

sepulchres excavated in the ridge of rocks at Gournou, at the

foot of the Libyan mountains, near western Thebes. The
difficulties and labour he had to encounter are described in

his own plain but forcible style.
' The entrance to the tombs

of Gournou is roughly cut in the rocks, and the sand nearly
chokes up the passage. In some places there is not more
than a vacancy of a foot left, which you must pass through
creeping like a snail. Some of these passages arc 200 or

300 yards in length, and at the end you find yourself in a

more convenient place, perhaps high enough to sit in it.

But what a place of rest ! You are surrounded in all direc-

tions by heaps of mummies ; the black walls, the faint light

given by the candles or torches, the naked Arabs holding
the torches, all covered with dust, and looking like living
mummies, all this forms a scene that .cannot be described.

A vast quantity of dust arises, so fine that it enters the

throat and nostrils, and a great strength of lungs is required
to withstand the strong effluvia from the mummies. When
I attempted to sit, my weight bore on the body of an em-
balmed Egyptian, and it crushed it as if it had been a band-
box. I sunk altogether among the broken mummies, with
a crash of bones, wooden cases and rags, which raised such
a dust as kept me motionless for a quarter of an hour till it

subsided.' (Belzoni's Narrative.)
Belzoni's next undertaking was the removal of an obelisk

from the island of Philsc, the shaft of which was twenty-two
feet long, and two wide at the base, which he accomplished
with no other aid than poles, rotten palm ropes, and a few ig-
norant Arab peasants. He placed it in a boat, and contrived
to pass it safely down the falls of Assouan. The obelisk
was landed at Alexandria, and is now in the possession
of Mr. William Bankes, at whose expense it was removed,
and who has since erected it at Kingston Hall in Dorsetshire.
The removal of this obelisk was attended with some unplea
sant occurrences. Some persons, employed or bribed by
Drovetti, a Piedmontese, formerly a consul, and now a col-

lector of antiquities, endeavoured by violence to prevent
Belzoni from effecting the removal of the obelisk, which

they wished to secure for their master. On Belzoni's re-

turn to Thebes, he was assailed by two Italians in Drovetti'*

service, and many Arabs : a scuffle ensued, in which Bel-

zoni was in danger of his life. He, however, with his usual

boldness, surmounted all difficulties. His high stature and
robust frame, great strength, and commanding mien, gave
him great influence over the Arabs, who, like all semi-
barbarous people, pay great respect to physical superiority.

Belzoni discovered also the entrance into the second great
pyramid of Jizeh, and penetrated into the central chamber,
the existence of which was before unknown, though it ap-
peared, from an inscription found there, that it had been
entered by the Arabs. In September, 1818, he again left

Cairo, went to Esmf, and thence struck across the Desert to

the short of the Red Sea. He there discovered the ruins
of the antient town of Berenice, and visited likewise the
emerald mines of Mount Zabarah. In the following year
(1619) he went on another excursion to Lake Mceris, and
froju thence to the smaller Oasis, which lies due west of it.

No European wan known to have visited the spot before
him. Belzoni erroneously supposed it to be the Oasis of

Jupiter Ammon. At last, in September, 1819, he left

Egypt, after a residence of five years, during which he made
numerous and important discoveries, in which there was
more novelty, as well as difficulty, than in those made by
the French during their occupation of the country.

Belzoni returned to Italy, and visited his native town,
Padua, the citizens of which had a medal struck, with the
date of that year, 1819, in commemoration of his dis-
coveries. On his arrival in England, he published his
Narrative of the Operations and recent Discoveries within
the Pyramids, Temples, Tombs, and Excavations in l'-gypt
and Nubia, 4to. London, 1820, with an Atlas. In 1823
he set off once more for Africa, with the intention of

penetrating to the city of Timbuctoo, the object of so many
unsuccessful attempts. He undertook this journey on liis

own account, unassisted by any government or society. He
landed at Tangier, accompanied by his wife, and thence

proceeded to the city of Fez, whence he intended to proceed
to Tafilelt, and join the great caravan which assembles
there to cross the Desert into Soudan. Messrs. Briggs of

Alexandria contributed 200/. towards the funds for the ex-

pedition : but the jealousy of the Moorish or Jewish traders

prevented his obtaining the requisite permission from the

emperor, and he then repaired to Mogadore, and embarked
for Cape Coast, whence he proceeded to the Bight of Benin,
which he seems to have guessed was the most direct way to

reach the Niger. He there met with a negro from Kashna,
who had been a sailor on board the Owen Glendower frigate,
and who was returning to his own country. Belzoni and
he agreed to travel together to Houssa. Belzoni was well

received by the king of Benin, who gave him much useful

information for his journey. Every thing seemed favourable
to his undertaking^ when he was attacked by a dysentery,
which, after a few days, terminated hrs life on the 3rd of

December, 1823, at a place called Gato, in the kingdom of
Benin. He was buried there under a large tree, and a

simple inscription was placed on his tomb. The day be-
fore his death he wrote to his friend Mr. Hodgson, who
was on board the brig Swinger in the Bight of Benin,
intrusting him with some directions concerning his pro-
perty, and with his last affectionate farewell to his wife.

Belzoni was frank and kind-hearted, trusty and honourable,
and to great simplicity of manners united intelligence,
firmness, and perseverance. He was certainly one of the
most enterprising and sagacious of modern explorers, but
he appears to have been apt to take offence, and to have
been too prone to suspect the intentions of those with whom
he came in contact. The reader will find in Hall's Life of
Salt an account of the transactions between the British con-
sul and Belzoni as to making collections, together with the

history of the sale of the valuable sarcophagus, which is

now (1835) in the possession of Sir John Soane.

BE'MBEX, a genus of hymenopterous insects, forming
the typical group of the Bembicidte of Leach, a family of
the Possores. The chief generic characters are as follows :

Palpi very short
; maxillary palpi four-jointed ; labial two-

jointed ; mandibles with a single tooth internally ; the
anterior wings have three submarginal cells (the third ex-

tending to the apex of the marginal), and two recurrent
nervures both springing from the second submarginal ;

labium and mandibles prolonged into a rostrum, or beak ;

body smooth, nearly conical, but rather flat beneath in the
male frequently furnished with two or more spines at the

apex. Legs, in the female spinose, anterior tarsi strongly
ciliated. This genus connects Mnnedula with Philanthus.
the species are peculiar to hot climates, and, in some
instances, very much resemble wasps, both in size and
colour. The female forms oblique cylindrical burrows in

sandy banks, with a cell at the end of each ; her next object
is to collect flies, such as the species of syrphidae and mus-
cidso, as food for her young : in the excursions made for this

purpose, she is exceedingly rapid in her motions, and pro-
duces a loud buzz in flying. Having furnished a cell with
five or six Hies, she deposits a single egg in it, and, after hav-

ing carefully closed its mouth, proceeds in the same manner
with another cell. When hatched from the egg, the larva
devours these flies, and changes into the pupa state, and
shortly after to the perfect insect. Although these insects
are not strictly social, as the bees and wasps, yet generally
the burrows of many of the same species are formed in the
immediate neighbourhood of each other.

Upon leaving her burrow, the female takes great pre-
caution to secure its entrance from her enemies, by stop-
ping tho mouth with sand. No precaution, however, is

sutlicient to protect it from the intrusion of its parasites.
Among others, the beautiful Panorpes carnea is enabled, by
the spined structure of its legs, to make its way through the

sand-protected entrance which it takes the opportunity of
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doing during the iDMncc of the female Bembex : cntorinj
willi the tail foremost, it deposits an e<;g. winch hatches
in the following spring : the larva of the Bembex then be-

comes f KM! fur that of tin- Panorpes.
BKMlil UI'IIXK. among c,.lco|)terous insects, a family of

the division Hfodfjifuga of MacLeay. These are minute
carnivorous beetles, which generally frequent damp situ-

ations, such as the margins of rivers, ponds, and d 1
.-

they are usually of a bright blue or green metallic colour.

having two or four pale yellow spots on the elytra. Il i

doubtful whether this family can hold the same rank in the

Geodephaga as those of the Carabido). Ilarpalidn. &c. :

the species, howover, may be easily distinguished by the

minute terminal joint to the palpi. The characters of the

several genera contained in this group arc as follows :

A. Body depressed and linear.

a. Antennas with the third and fourth

joints equal Lymrueum.
b. Antenna) with the fourth joint

longer than the third. . . Cillenum.

B. Body rather ovate.

a. Thorax transverse, not truncate,

heart-shaped :

a. Posteriorly rounded :

1. Whole.' .... Tatfiys.
2. Emareinate. . . . Philacthut.

b. Posteriorly acute. . . . Ocyt.
b. Thorax truncated, heart-shape :

a. The posterior angles very acute

and prominent: .

1. Antennas with the third, fourth,
and fifth joints long. . . Peryphut.

2. Antennsewiththethird.fourth,
and fifth joints short. . . Notaphut.

b. The |H)sterior angles slightly
acute-dcHexed :

1. Eyes moderate.

"Thorax rather remote from the

abdomen at the base. .

**Thorax closely united to the

abdomen
2. Eyes large

Lapha.

Tachypus.
Bemiiulium.

CD

1 HnA of me of ihr Hirhhlii<1*. ihuwliig the form of the palpi *. tho
Urmintl joint ; 2. Thorax of Tuhvf ; 3. Thurx of 1'hiloothui ; 4. Thorax of

Ocyt . ft. Thorax of I'eryphui ; 6. Thorax of LopUa ; 7. Thorax of Tachypns.

BE'MBO, PIETRO, was born at Venice in 1470. His
father was a patrician of Venice, and a man of considerable
taste for elegant literature. Being sent by the senate in

1483 as praetor or governor of Ravenna, he restored and
embellished the sepulchral monument erected in that city to

the memory of Dante, by Guido delta Polentn. His son.
who showed an early disposition for learning, studied at

Padua and at Ferrura, and afterwards went to Sicily, where
he learned Greek from Agostino Lascaris at Messina. On
his return to hi* native country, he repaired t > Ilic li'llc town
of Asolo, near Treviso, which had become the residence of

Cnterinn Cornaro. tin; widow of Jamm Lusignano. the last

king of Cyprus, who having re-i^iud her kingdom to the

Venetian senate, was enjoying a
splendid income, with the

title of queen, ami holding a sort u| little court in that plea-
sant retirement. She was a woman of elegant taste and
refined education. In September. 1-190, she r:ive some

splendid entertainments on the HCC.IMOU ul the marriage of

her favouritejady in waiting, to w Ineh

sons of distinction, and Mnoagothfn young lieinl><>, \\jn,.,'

family was related to hers. According I" the usages of chi-

valry still in fashion in that age, some of the hours of leisure

between the banquets, tournaments, and either pageants,
were employed in learned or witty conversations, umi

cuilly in speculative discussions on the Mi'.jeet of love, some
praising it as the source of human happiness, others blannii-
it as the cause of much misery, See. l'rom these di|u --.

-

tiom Bembo derived the plan of a work, which he ktvlrd

(ili Asnlani, from the name of the place. It is. or rather

pretends to be, a collection of what was said in those enter-
tainments by the several disputants on the nature, quali-
ties, and effects of love, distinguishing the pure sentiment
from the grossness of the passion that goes by that name,
and ending in a moral strain on the contemplation of divine

live, or the love between the Creator and his creature*.

The metaphysical part of the reasoning is derived from
Plato's philosophy, which was in high favour at that time

among the learned of Italy. This work of Bembo w..

ceivcd with considerable applause, and the book is still

esteemed as a specimen of good Italian prose.
Bembo's father wished him to devote himself to the

civil service of his country, by entering on some official

employment, in which his noble birth and connexions
would have enabled him to aspire in course of time to the

highest dignities of the republic. Bembo, however, pre-
ferred going to Rome, and becoming a candidate there for

ecclesiastical preferment, as better suited to his taste for

study. His father opposing his design, Bembo resolved to

devote himself to the monastic life, and he cast his eyes on
the abbey of la Croce dell' Avellana, situated in the moun-
tains near Urbino. Having repaired to the town of Urhino

previous to shutting himself up in his intended retirement,
lie was so kindly received by the then Duke Guidobaldo di

Montcfeltro and Klizabetha Gonzaga, his consort, that he

changed his mind, and took up his residence at their court,
which was distinguish*! both for the personal character of

the sovereigns and for the encouragement which they gave
to the learned. At Urbino Bembo began to write Italian

poetry, in which he imitated the style and the hannrny of

Petrarch : and here also he became intimately acquainted
with Giuliano de Medici, third son of the great Lorenzo, and
afterwards Duke of Nemours, who was then residing at

Urbino. After the death of Duke Guidobaldo, which
soon followed by that of his duchess, Bembo and Giuliano

agreed to proceed to Rome ; but previous to his departure
from Urbino, Bembo left a token of his gratitude for the two
amiable sovereigns in an affectionate eulogium: De Gtiido-

balda Feltrio, deque Elisabetha Gonzaga, Urbini Duciiius.

It is in the form of a conversation between Bembo, Sad

Bcroaldo, and Sigismondo da Koligno, and is reall-

in;: from being written with sincerity and true feeling, and in

praise of two deserving persons. The sketch of the Duchess
Elizabeth is a touching specimen of real pathos. Like her

relative Lucrezia Gonzaga. Elizabeth was a bright speci-
men of Italian female character in the midst of a most

corrupt age.
Soon after Betnbo had arrived at Rome, Cardinal de"

Medici, brother to his friend Giuliano, was raised to the

pontifical chair under the name of I.t X. This was to

Bembo a most fortunate event. Leo appointed him his se-

cretary, together with the learned Sadoleto. The b.

letters, and other official acts which the two secretaries

wrote in the name of the pontifi', were distinguished for

their classical style, carried almost to fa-t
:.<li'>uMiess. Rome

.' that time the seat of dissipation and licentious-,

as well as of learning. Bembo shared in the common pro-

|H!iisity. and several of the Latin verses which he then

wrote are stained by indecent images and expressions. His

deny mi (! ilatea is one of the best specimens of his Latin

(Kietry. After Leo's death in I5'J1, he went to Padua,
where he fixed his residence. \jea had amply provided
him with ecclesiastical benefices; and Bembo, who was
now enabled to gratify his taste for literature and the arts.

became a munificent patron of learning, and collected a

rich hhrarv and a cabinet of rare merlals. At Padua he

completed his work on the Italian language, at which be
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had laboured assiduously for many years . Prose di M. Pie-

fro Bembo, nelle quadi si ragiona delta Volgar Lingua, di-

vise in tre libri, Venezia, 1 525. This \vork was dedicated to

Cardinal de' Medici, afterwards Pope Clement VII. It is

one of the earliest works on the rules of the Italian lan-

guage: it has gone through many editions, and is still much
esteemed. Bcmbo's Italian poems were published some

years after. Rime di M. Pietrn Bembo, Venezia, 1530. In

1530, the Council of Ten commissioned Bembo to write the

history of the Venetian republic, beginning from the year
1487, where Sabellico had left it. Bembo wrote it in Latin,

and carried it to the year 1513, Historice Veneiee libri xii.

He afterwards wrote an Italian translation of his work :

Hutoria Viniziana. volgarmente scritta, which was pub-
lished after his death at Venice, in 1552, with a life of the

author. This translation was long after republished, in

1 790, by Morelli, the librarian of St. Mark, in two vols. 4to.

with many corrections from Bembo s autograph, and with

a fine likeness of the author, engraved by Bartolozzi from a

painting by Titian.

Bembo had been for many years settled at Padua in stu-

dious retirement, after renouncing the licentiousness of his

early years, as well as all prospects of ambition, when in

1539, Pope Paul III. unexpectedly sent him a cardinal's

hat. Bembo, more perplexed than pleased at his promotion,
took time to consider whether he should accept of it ; he
had as yet taken only the minor orders, which are not bind-

ing for life. He however accepted it, and at Christmas, 1539,
he was ordained presbyter, when he received the insignia of

the cardinalship, and proceeded to Rome, where he chiefly
resided for the remainder of his life. He died at Rome in

1.) I", in his 76th year, and was buried in the church of Santa
Maria super Minervam. His friend Girolamo Quirini raised

a splendid monument to his memory in the church of St.

Anthony of Padua. Of Bembo's three illegitimate chil-

dren, whom he had during his residence at Rome in the

pontificate of LeoX., one died young; another, called Tom-
maso, became a churchman ;

his daughter Elena married
Pier Gradenigo, a Venetian nobleman. Bembo was inti-

mate with Delia Casa, Castiglione, Sadoleto, and most of

the Italian literati of his age. His epistolary correspondence,
b.ith Latin and Italian, was published in parts, and at

dilferent times. Epistolarum Familiarum libri II. ft

F.pixt'ilarum Lennis X. Pont. Max. nomine tcriptarum,
hint XVI., 8vo. Venetiis, 1552

; Bembi et Sadoleti
Epiito-

lurum liber units, Florentiro, 1524; Lettere di Pietro Bembo,
4 vols. 8vo. Venezia, 1552. Bembo's Italian verses were

published in 1530, Rime di M. Pietro Bembo, and after-

wards frequently reprinted.

BEN (]2, constructed* ]2, or^. "0 is t e fit syllable
.

in many Hebrew names, which may be compared with our
forms of names like Morrison, Johnson, Robertson, &c. :

for instance, TITTIS, Benhadad, is the ion or the icor-

shipper of Hadad, or Adod, the chief idol of the Syrians.

~]2, Benoni, is son of my pain: pO^Ul. Benjamin, is

son of the right (hand), i. e. son of happiness. These ex-

amples show that not only literal sonship but also metaphy-
sical relation is expressed by Ben.

BEN, BEIN, or BHEIN, is a word which exists in the

Scottish dialect of the Gaelic language, and has been

adopted in our language to indicate the most elevated sum-
mits of the mountain-ranges which traverse that part of our
island to the north of the Firths of Clyde and of Forth.

The corresponding term in some parts of Europe is Pen,
which occurs in the names of several places in Cornwall and
Wales, in the Penine Alps, in the word Apennines, and

probably in the Cevennes of France. The number of moun-
tains to the proper names of which this word is prefixed is

very considerable. We shall only notice here the most im-

portant and best known.
Ben Nevis, in Inverness-shire, 55 50' N. lat., and 5 W.

loncf., rises abruptly from a narrow and low plain by which
it is separated from Loch Eil, the northern portion of Loch
Linnhe, and attains an elevation of 4368 feet above the level

of the sea, and is perhaps the highest mountain of Great
Britain, though its summit rises to little more than one-third
of the height of Mont Blanc. The lower portion consists ol

granite and schistose rocks, and the upper is a mass ol

The construct state or regimen of a Slirmiti'- nomi is tlmt short rning by
w.iich is expressed thnt it governs :i following C'-iiitivf, as ill tlie cxani[-

porphyry. This extensive mass of rocks is on the north
bounded by the deep valley of the Spean and on the south

by that of Glen Nevis. On the east it is connected by a
much lower range of hills with the Grampians. The lower

parts of the mountain, especially towards the south and
south-west, are usually covered with rich grass, which is

generally saved for winter consumption. The green pas-
ture extends upwards, gradually growing thinner to the
middle of the mountain, where it is succeeded by some
mosses intermixed with stones fur a short way, after which

nothing appears above but an immense heap of loose stones.

The summit is an extensive flat plain, strewed with loose

rocks. In a few hollows near the summit patches of snow

usually lie all the year round, and in one of these hollows

facing the north, a little below the highest point, snow

always remains during the whole year.
Ben Mac Dhu, the highest summit of the Cairn-Gorum

Mountains, is second only to Ben Nevis. The Trigono-
metrical Survey, whose results however have not yet been

published, has determined it to be 4305 feet above the level

of the sea. This mountain summit may be considered as

the centre of the Cairn-Gorum range, situated where the
counties of Aberdeen, Banff, and Inverness meet, and ex-

tending on both sides of the meridian 3 W., and between
57 5' and 57 10' N. lat. It overhangs the southern ex-

tremity of Loch Avon, which is so deeply embedded in

this range, that during several of the winter months the
sun never shines on the surface of the lake.

Ben Lawers, in Perthshire, extends between 56 30' and
56 35' N. lat. near the meridian of 4" 15', and occupies
with its declivities a considerable part of the northern banks
of Loch Tay. It is, according to the Ordnance Survey,
3948 feet in height, and rises more than 1000 feet above
all the hills that immediately surround it. This mountain
is of very easy ascent.

Ben Cruachan, in Argyleshire, is formed by an extensive

mountain mass, whose circumference is supposed to be up-
wards of twenty miles, and extends along the northern

extremity of Loch Awe and the northern banks of the water
of Awe, between 56 25' and 56 30' N. lat., and westwards
of the fifth meridian of Greenwich. It is composed of grey
granite, and its descent towards the north-east and the

shores of Loch Etive is steep and bare, mixed with pastures
of a subdued brown colour. Towards Loch Awe and the

river Awe its declivities are comparatively gentle, and at

its foot a narrow tract of low land extends along the lake

and river. The Ordnance Survey states its height at 3669
feet

;
its highest parts form two steep cones of which the

most northern is the higher.
Ben Vorlich, in Perthshire, extends between 56 20' and

56 25' N. lat. west of the meridian 4" along the southern

side of Loch Earn, and terminates at the junction of the

Earn and the Ruchil, forming one continuous and lofty wall.

With the exception of Ben Venu, the leading feature of

Loch Cateran (Katherine), says M'Culloch, no mountain in

Scotland presents a declivity so wild and various, such a

continual succession of bold precipices and deep hollows, of

ravines and torrents, and of woods dispersed in every mode
of picturesque distribution.

Ben Ledi, in Perthshire, extends on the western side of

Loch Lubnaig, where it rises with a steep and rocky de-

clivity immediately from the lake to a height of nearly 3000
feet above the level of the sea.

Ben Venu extends along the southern shores of Loch
Katherine in Perthshire, and presents the most striking
features in the picturesque scenery by which that lake is

distinguished. The Trossachs, celebrated for their beauty,
extend on its lower slopes and at its foot. [See TROSSACHS.}
Ben Lomond, in Stirlingshire, at no great distance to the

south-west of Ben Venu, is the best known of the moun-
tains of Scotland on account of its forming the southern

extremity of the Highlands, and its situation near the

banks of Loch Lomond, whose eastern shores are formed

by the gentle slope of the mountain. It is of easy ascent

and distinguished among the mountains of North Britain

by being covered with vegetation up to the very summit.
This mountain rises to 3197 feet above the level of the sea,

and affords from its western slopes a fine view over Loch
Lomond and its islands.

Ben Wevis or Wyvis, though probably not the highest
summit to the north of Glenmore, is the best known, be-

cause it forms the western boundary of the plains of Ding-
wall and Cromaitv. It rises between 57 40' and 57 45' N

C. 231. [THE PENNY CYCLOPAEDIA.] Vol. IV 2 E
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ht., and near the meridian of 4 30', and has been found by
the Ordnance Trigonometrical Survey to be 3000 feet above

the sea. It does not, however, attain that height abruptly,
but by numerous steep slopes interrupted by narrow and

loping plaint. (M'CulUx-h's lliyhlaitdt and Wextern
Islandt ; Sinclair's ftalittical Account i>/ Smtlantt ; Sir

Thomas Dick Lander's Account o/ the Great Fbiotlt, &c.)

BENARES, one of the eight distr.rts into which the

province of Allahabad is divided, lies between 25 and 26

N. hit., and 83 and 84 E. long. This district, or zamin-

dary. formerly constituted an appanage of the dominions

pf Oude, by whose vizier, Asoph-ud-Dowlah, it was ceded

in 1775 to the Hast India Company, as a compnnsatiou for

the aid which had been granted to him in the preceding

year, and by which he was enabled to reduce to subjection
the tributary chief of the Rohillos. In the following year,
1 776. this zamindary was granted to the Rajah Cheyt Singh
of Benares, subject to the payment of an annual tribute to

the company. The violation of this agreement on the part
of Mr. H.i-liii'.;s then governor-general of India, formed one

of the charges brought against him on the memorable occa-

sion of his impeachment by the House of Commons.
In August, 1781, Mr. Hastings repaired in person to

Benares, and placed the rajah under arrest in his own

palace, whence he was rescued by his subjects. The natives

being unable, however, to make a successful stand against
thu English troops, the Rajah Cheyt Singh was depo-eil,
and bis nephew, a minor, set up in his stead, a I.UX'IT

amount of tribute being exacted from him, and the govern-
ment of the district being placed under officers who wore
made directly responsible to the governor-general and
council. The tribute,which was originally Bxed ut 2J,G6,l8b
Sicca rupees (about 280.000/.), was raised on this occasion

to 40 lacs of rupees (about 500,0007.) per annum. The con-

sequences of this measure are thus described by its author,
who passed through the country in February, 1784 :

' From
the confines of Buxar,' says Mr. Hastings,

*
to Benares, I

was followed and fatigued by the clamours of the disc-on-

tented inhabitants. The distresses which were produced by
the long-continued drought unavoidably tended to heighten
the general discontent, yet I have reason to fear that the

cause existed principally in a defective, if not a corrupt and

oppressive administration. I am sorry to add, that from
Buxar to the opposite boundary, I have seen nothing but
traces of complete devastation in every village.'

The rajah has since become a mere stipendiary of the

company's government, which, in 1 795, took entire posses-
sion of the revenues, and proceeded to administer the affairs

of the district, making an annual allowance of about 12.000/.
to the rajah for his personal support. On the occasion

just mentioned the British government passed a regulation,

enacting that the last decennary assessment for the land

revenue, which had been made under its sanction, should
be considered as a permanent settlement. At the same
time the courts of judicature which were superintended by
native judges were abolished ; and in lieu of them wcro
established one city and three zillah courts, together witli a

provincial court of appeal, all similar in their constitution

and jurisdiction to the corresponding tribunals in the pro-
vinces of Bengal, Bahar, and OrUsa. By another regula-
tion the powers of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, and
Nizamut Adawlut, the supreme courts of the Company at

Calcutta, were extended over the district of Benares.
The collet-titrate of Benares includes the three districts of

Benares, Ghazeepore, and Juanpore, of which Benares i the

least in extent, but the most important with regard to re-

venue, as appears from the following statement, given to the

Committee of the House of Commons which sat in 1&3J :

Benares .

Ghazcepqre
Juanpore'

Square miles.

350

.. 2.850

. 1,820

132930.

16,96,899 rupees.
13,23,4-19

10,82,391

5,020 41.02,739

The district of Benares has Ghazeepore on the north
and east, Juanpore on the west, and Miriapore on the
south. The land is, for the most part, rich and well culti-

vated. Barley, wheat, and a species of peas are the prin-
cipal vegetables cultivated for the food of the inhabitants.
Flax is raised only for the oil expressed from its seeds. A
considerable quantity of sugar is made in the district, but
it* most profitable productions are iudigo and opium.

The district is well watered by the Ganges and the Goomty
rivers, as well as by several small tributaries to those streams,
and having now enjoyed a long period of peace and security,
the inhabitants have realised the advantages offered by its

soil and climate, and the district exhibits many signs of

prosperity. For about nine months in the year (he climate is

temperate, and sometimes during the winter fires are found

agreeable in the bouses. During the three month.-, from April
to June hot winds prevail, and for a time destroy the verdure.
Thu number of inhabitants in the di-tm-t H not known.

The population of the three districts 1nch form ll>>

lectorate has been estimated variously at I'vom thn-e lo five

millions, but all authorities appear to agree as to the l

its having rapidly increased ol lau \i-.n-.

(Rennell's Memoir o/tt Map nf'Hinduttan ; Mill's 77, v-

tory of Jln'iJi India ; Letter .from li. S. Jon
the Chairman iif the Select Committee nn Ka.it 7m/i,i

A/airs, inserted in the
Report

of that committee in 1 s

BENARES, the capital of the district of that name, is

built on the north bank of the Ganges, which here in.

fine sweep; tlie convex tide of the curve is that ou which
the city is built: 25 30' N. lat., and 83 1' E. long.

Benares is celebrated as having been in antii-nl tunes the
scat of Brahininical learning. According to Major Rennell,
its antient name was Kasi. but there aie no notices con-

cerning it in the works of the antient geographers.' Dr.
: -.on speaks of the city as having been,

' from time im-

memorial, the Athens of India, the resilience of the must
learned Brahmins, and the seat both of science and litera-

ture.' Sir Robert Barker, who visited Benares in 1772, has
described an observatory there, in which he found instru-

ments lor astronomical observations of very large dimen-
sions, and constructed with great skill and ingenuity : tra-

dition attributes the building of this observatory to the

Emperor Akbar.
The streets of the city are, for the most part, only a few

feet broad, and the houses, which are built of stone and
lofty, are so close together that the sun's rays can hardly
penetrate to the pavement. The streets are described as

being covered with every kind of filth, which renders the

place highly disagreeable as a residence to Europeans
\\ lu-n seen from the river the appearance of the city is

beautiful. The eye is pleased with the great variety of the

buildings, some of which are highly ornamented, and have
terraces on their summits; the view is greatly improved by
the numerous (lights of stone steps which lead from the
banks of the river to Hindu temples and other public build-

ings. The number of brick and stone dwellings is said to

exceed 12,000, besides which there are above 16,000 houses
built of mud.

Many of the houses are of large dimensions. It is cus-

tomary for each story to be rented by a separate family, and
some of the buildings are thus said to contain each 200
inhabitants. Thu more wealthy Hindus live in detached

houses, with open courts, and surrounded by walls.

Almost in the centre of the city is a large mosque, built

by Aurungzcbe on the site of a magnificent Hindu temple,
which he destroyed for the purpose of erecting the present
building : the mosque has two minarets, the height of which
is 232 feet from the level of the Gan-
The dwellings of the European ru>idents are at Seerole,

about three miles from the city. This place was the -

of a tragical event in January, 17'J'.', when the <1<
;

nabob of Oude, irritated by the British govcrnim-i

quiring him to traiinli-r his residence from Benares U> Cal-

cutta, proceeded with a body of armed attendants to t'uo

house of the Company's resident, Mr. Cherry, whom they
natvd, together with lour other European gentlemen.

The nabob, Vizier Ally, made his escape with about 400
followers to Azimghur, but was taken in the December fol-

lowing and imprisoned in Calcutta.

The native population of Benares is at all times very

great In 1803 the resident inhabitants were estimated to

amount to 582,000, and the number is now supposed to be
even greater. Nine-tenths of the population arc Hindus,
and the remainder Mohammedans.
The sacredness of the city in the estimation of Hindus

makes it the constant resort of pilgrims from all parts of

Hindustan, and a great number of these devotees, being
exceedingly poor, subsist upon charity, and are consequently
often n-ducfd to a state of the greatest misery. According
to Mr. Tennant, 'hunger, wretchedness, and 'disease seem
to meet your eye in every direction.' A considerable num.-
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ber of Turks, Persians, and Armenians are constantly in the

city. Several of the natives are men of great wealth, who
act as bankers, and have been accustomed to facilitate the

money operations of the East India Company. Some also

are dealers in diamonds and other precious gems, which are

brought to Benares from Bundelcund.
A great part of the instruction formerly given at Benares

was gratuitous, from the prevailing idea that all the religious
merit of the act would be lost if any payment were taken
from the pupils. It does not appear, however, that the

teachers had any scruples about receiving donations from

pilgrims or from Hindu princes. At the time of the esta-

blishment of the British empire in India, the schools of

Benares were in a declining condition. The Hindu Sanscrit

College of this city was established by the English resident,
Mr. Duncan, in 1791. This institution has since been prin-

cipally supported by the Company's government : some of

the scholars contribute towards the expenses. An English
class was added to this college in 1827, when the number of

students was 259; in 1830 the number was increased to

287. Other schools have been established in Benares during
the present century, and have been partly endowed by na-
tive inhabitants. In one of these schools nearly 200 children
are instructed in the English, Persian, and Hindustannee

languages, as well as in writing, arithmetic, general history,

geography, and astronomy.
The government of the city, as well as of the district of

which it is the capital, has been virtually exercised by the
British since 1775. The rajah of Benares holds merely a
nominal authority, and is a stipendiary of the Company. His
residence is at Ramnaghur, about a mile from the city on
the opposite side of the river.

Benares is 83 miles travelling distance from Allahabad,
460 miles from Calcutta, 130 from Oude, 189 from Luck-
now, 950 from Bombay, and 1 103 from Madras.

(Rennell's Memoir of a Map of Hindustan ; Mill's His-

tory of British India; Tennant's Indian Recreations;
Hodge's Travels in India; Report of Committee of the
H'iun of Commons on the Affairs of India, 1832, public
anil political sections.)
BENAVI'DES was a native of Quirihue, in the pro-

vinre of Concepcion, in Chili. Himself and a younger bro-

ther entered the patriot army at the beginning of the revo-
lution. The elder brother attained the rank of a serjeant in

a Buenos Ayres battalion. In 1814 both brothers were
found guilty of some capital offence, and sentenced to death.

Being placed in the condemned cell, they contrived to make
their escape, set fire, as it is supposed, to the field depflt,
and went over to the royalists, in whose service they were
the scourge of Chili for four years. At the battle of Maypo,
in 1818, they were made prisoners, but not being recognised
till the Chilian general had offered a general amnesty to

all military offenders, they escaped unpunished. The
supreme director, however, desiring to rid the country of

them, sent them with a strong escort to the province of La
Plata. Not far from Santiago, the officer of the escort

discovering that the prisoners had attempted to bribe the
men to let them escape, ordered them both to be executed.
The two brothers, tied together, were made to kneel on the

ground, and a volley was fired upon them. The younger
Benavides was shot dead. The elder received two balls, one
of which passed through his right shoulder, and the other

through his left side. The serjeant of the detachment also

gave him a cut with his sword in revenge for the loss of his

family, whom Benavides had destroyed, and the soldiers,
after throwing some earth and stones upon the bodies,
withdrew. Benavides, when he found that his executioners
had left him, with great difficulty threw off the earth and
stones, and having untied the cords with which he was
fastened, he stripped his dead brother of his shirt, in order
to bind his wounds with it. Notwithstanding the acute pain
of his wounds, he reached the hut of a poor old man,
where, without any other cure than washing his wounds
every day with water, in little more than two weeks he found
himself strong enough to undertake his journey. He set
out accordingly towards Santiago, and contrived to enter
the city secretly. His wife solicited, through a great patriot,
her relative, and a particular friend of General San Martin,
an interview between that general and her husband

;
and

Benavides engaged himself again to serve in the patriot
army, the general having first given him a written promise
that he would keep his name secret. San Martin sent Be-
navides, under the charge of one of his officers, who did

not know him, to General Valcarce, then commanding the
republican forces near Concepcion, with an order to place
him on his staff, and, while keeping a sharp eye over him,
to avail himself of Benavides's knowledge of the country, of
his great influence over the Araucanian Indians, and oi'his
former connexion with the Spaniards. To Benavides's ad-
vice and counsel the patriots were indebted for the conquest
of the district of Lajas, and of the Fort del Nacimiento. Un-
fortunately General Valcarce made Colonel Freire, then

governor of Concepcion, acquainted with the secret, and that

officer, in a warm discussion with Benavides, had the impru-
dence to tell him that a man of his character was not to be
trusted. Irritated at the insult, Benavides disappeared two

days after, and went over to the Spaniards. General San-
chez, who commanded at that time the Spanish forces on
the frontier of Chili near Concepcion, gave him a commis-
sion in Arauco, and from that moment Benavides com-
menced the most cruel and desolating war against the inde-

pendent Chilians. In the space of two years, with the help
of the Araucanian Indians, he committed cruelties upon
the patriots too revolting to relate. In 1821 the Chilians
armed an expedition 'against him, and Benavides being
abandoned by all his followers, sailed for Arica, with the
intention of joining the Spaniards in Peru. His launch

having entered a cove near Valparaiso in quest of water,
one of his own men betrayed him. He was taken and exe-
cuted at Santiago on the 23rd of February, 1823. (Memoirs
of General Miller.)

BENBOW, VICE-ADMIRAL, was born in 1650. His
whole life, from boyhood to his death, was spent in active ser-

vice at sea
;
and though he was by no means a very successful

or brilliant commander, he was distinguished throughout his

career for his courage and professional enterprise. He early
attracted the favourable notice of James II., the great re"-

former of our naval sen-ice ; and after the revolution was
much employed by King William. An anecdote, involving
a punning play upon words, which was by no means a

frequent pastime of the last-named monarch, is told with
reference to Benbow, which well illustrates the estimation

in which he was held by him. It was proposed to send out
a naval expedition to the West Indies, to watch the pro-

ceedings of the French in that quarter ; and after several

names were proposed for the command of the expedition,
William exclaimed, 'No; these are all fresh-water beaus ;

but the service requires a beau of another sort therefore

we must send Admiral BenAozr.'

The service by which Benbow is best known in our naval

history was his last. On the llth of July, 1702, he left

Port Royal in Jamaica, in quest of a French squadron, com-
manded by M. du Casse, a very brave and skilful officer.

On the 1 9th of August, Benbow came up with the French
force, and though inferior in number and weight of metal,

immediately attacked them. A running fight was kept up
for four days ; but owing to the cowardice or treachery of
the officers under his command, the brunt of the engage-
ment was thrown upon Benbow's own vessel. On the

morning of the fifth day he renewed the chase and fight,
but was wounded by a chain-shot, which broke his right

leg to pieces. He was carried below, but very soon ordered
his cradle to be brought upon the quarter-deck, so as to

command a view of the action as he lay there. The
engagement lasted till it was dark; but so far from re-

ceiving any assistance from his officers, they addressed a
written remonstrance to him, in which they declared the

inability of the English force to contend with that under
Du Casse. Thus counteracted, he sailed back to Jamaica,
had the officers immediately put under an arrest, and tried

by court-martial. They were condemned on the clearest

evidence ; two of the captains were shot, and the rest were
visited with various degrees of

punishment. Benbow sur-

vived just long enough to hear his own conduct vindicated
and applauded. He died of the wound in his leg, on the

4th of November, 1 702. (Biographia Britannica ; Tindal,
Continuation of Rapin's Hist, of England.)
BENCH. [See BANK.]
BENCHER. [See INNS OF COHRT.]
BENCOOLEN, a settlement in the possession of the

Dutch on the west coast of the island of Sumatra, in 4 10'

S. lat., and 10250'E. long.
In order to carry on the pepper trade with advantage, the

English East India Company formed an establishment at

Bencoolen in 1685, to which they afterwards gave the name
of Fort Marlborough. This settlement did not at first fulfil

til
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the promise of dvtntag* which led to its formation. In

1687 Mr. Ord, the head of the establishment, was poi-

soned, and we learn from tho early records of the Company
that they entertained in that year serious thoughts of aban-

doning the station, and transferring their officers to Priaman
or Ali-lieen. In 1694 the factory was, however, described

as being very prosperous, and in the following year the

L'orapam obtained by grant from the rajah an addition to

their settlement, which in consequence included the town

of Sillibar. During the next twenty-five years the English
settlers were much harassed in consequence of disputes

between rival chiefs, in which the settlers were compelled
to take a part, and in 1 719 the English were nearly all de-

stroyed by the natives.

Bencoolen, with the other English settlements on the

coast of Sumatra, was nearly destroyed by a French force

under Count D'Estaiqg in 1760, b'u| the town was soon

rebuilt. This settlement had long ceased to be of any po-
litical or commercial importance to the East India Com-
pany. Pepper, the produce for obtaining which the factory
was originally established, was procured on better terms
from Prince of Wales' Island and from the Malabar coast.

Attempts were made in 1796 to cultivate the nutmeg and

clove, but the quality of these spices proved so inferior to

the produce of Amboyna as to give little encouragement for

persevering. The small importance of the Company's trade

to Bencoolen is shown by the fact that the average annual
cost of the consignments sent there from Europe in the ten

years between 1814 and 1824 did not amount to 30001.

The expense of the establishment was, on the other hand,

very considerable, and far exceeded the revenue ; the latter,

during the five years from 1819 to 1824, did not average
more than 7133/. per annum, while the average amount ol

charges during the same time was 92,3221. per annum.
The East India Company made no sacrifice therefore in

delivering up Bencoolen to the Dutch government. This
cession was made in 1825, at which time all the other British

settlements in Sumatra were also given up in exchange for

the Dutch settlements en the continent of India, including
the town and fortress of Malacca.
The district or province of Bencoolen has, since its cession

to the Dutch, been made dependent upon their settlement

at Padang. Bencoolen district is now described as being
bounded to the north and west by the district of Indrapoor,
and on the east and south by Lampung. The total popu-
lation is said (rather vaguely) to amount to 100,000 souls.

During the occupancy of the English, the numbers were
estimated at only 20,000, but the district was then not so

extensive as it has since been made. Since 1825 the Dutch
settlers are said to have discovered coal-mines in the in-

terior, which produce fuel of a quality little inferior to

the coal of Europe. This discovery, if the means of trans-

port to the shore are not too costly, and if the favourable

report as to quality should be confirmed, will prove of much
value in the probable event of the extension of steam navi-

gation in the eastern seas.

The town of Bencoolen is small but tolerably well built

&nd of a pleasing appearance. It has a bod character with

respect to healthiness. Fort Marlborough, which stands

only a short distance inland, is said to be more healthy.
The population of Bencoolen town is of a very mixc<l

description, including Europeans, Dutch, and English, and
their descendants; Chinese, Malays, settlers from Pulu
Neas, an island lying off Tapanooly Bay on the western
coast of Sumatra, and some negroes.
The cultivation of the spice plantations is kept up by the

Dutch, the labour being performed by slaves, who are prin-
cipally brought from Pulo Neas and from the island of

Bally. Debtors are likewise considered as slaves, being
obliged to work for the benefit of their creditors.

Bencoolen trades with Batavia, Bengal, the Coromandel
coast, and the more northern porU of Sumatra. The im-

ports are chiefly cloths, rice, salt, opium, tobacco, sn^ar,
and some European manufactures, part of which are re-

exported, with the produce of the district, to other parts on
the island, or are sent into the interior. (Early Itecordt of
the Katt India Company, inserted in the Report of the
Committee of the House of Lords on the Foreign Trade of
the Country in 1820 and 1821 ; Report of Select Committee
of the Home nf Common* an the Affairs of the East India
Company, 1832; Marsden's History of Sumatra; Count
Hogendorp'f Coup d'CEil tur I'lle de Jara et let autrei
Potteuiont Nierlandaitet dan* I'Archipel det Indet.)

BEND- EMIR (also written Bandamir or linniifiae<r\

is the name of a river in I -. tho

Araxcs, Coros, or Cyrus of the antic: .'1 Roman

geographers, and sometimes called Kur by or;cnt:il writers.

Sir.ilio (xv. c. 3, p. 729, Casaub.) says that the founder of

the Persian monarchy was originally called , but
that he assumed (/uriXnS*) the name Cxrus I'ruin lhi> river

the passage is thus read in all the MSS. ; but most editors

(altering prA.i.ii into pir/3aXi) make the author say that

Cyrus gave the river his own name, its previous appellation

being A gradates: Gioskurd, the most recent German trans-

lator of Strabo, and A. F. Pott (Etymologiicht Fitrtehun-

gen, Introduct. p. xliv.) have given the preference to the

reading of the MSS., which is doubtless t'nc right nv

According to the map accompanying Sir William Ouseley s

Travels, it has its origin in the hills towards the north of

Shiraz, and flows in a direction to the S.E.E. towards the

lake Bakhtcgan. In its course it traverses the beautiful and

productive valley of Marvdasht, or Merdesht, where it is

joined by a small tributary stream from the north, the

Palwur, (according to Kinneir, the Shamicr,) and pa-ses l,y

the celebrated ruins of Persepolis, which are situated

on its left or northern side
;

farther on it flows through
the district of Kurbal, where it is divided into numerous
channels to fertilize the ground. The part of the water
which is not spent in the irrigation of the ground, falls

into lake Bakhtcgan, at a distance of about fifty miles

towards the east from Shiraz. Niebuhr, who crossed the

Bend-Emir in his way from Shiraz to Persepolis, describes

it us a very rapid river, and s-a\s th.\t a bridge of bricks,

300 feet long, was built across it. Bend-Emir is also the
name of a village situated on the river. The name of both
the village and the river alludes to the extensive mounds
or dykes constructed here in the tenth century by the emir
Aza'd-al-daulah, by which a tract of country of considerable

extent was fertilized. (See BAND ; Ouseley 's TVwv/v, vol. ii.

p. 1 80, seq. ; Niebuhr's Voyage en Arabie, <<-. vol. ii. p. 98 ;

Kinneir, Geographical Memoir ofthe Persian Empire, p. 59 ;

Strabon's Erdbcschreibung von Groskurd, vol. iii. p. 187,
188, Berlin, 1633, Svo.)

BENDER (formerly Teckin or Tigine, called by the
Russians Bendery, and by the natives Tigino), a fortified

place, and the chief town of the circle of Behdersko-Kdou-
kansk, in Bessarabia, which is the most south-western pro-
vince of the Russian dominions in Europe. The town is M-
tuated in 46 50' N. lat., and 29 35' E. long. It lies on the

right bank of the Dniester, and is built on the land-side in

the shape of a crescent. Up to the commencement of tho

present century it belonged to Turkey, and was consulcivl
a post of such high military importance, that its fortifica-

tions were strengthened and enlarged by that power at

various times. It is still inclosed by a wall and deep
broad ditch, and retains its citadel, which is construe led

on an eminence; the defences, however, have of late \ears
been used fir the erection of soldiers' quarters, maga-
zines, &c. The streets are narrow, gloomy, and kept it: a

filthy state ; the mosques, twelve in number, have been

mostly converted to other purposes ;
and there are lil.

an Armenian and Greek church, as well as a synagogue
in the town. Bender has seven gates, and two suburbs,
which are inhabited by natives, whose occupation is mostly
agriculture and grazing. Its population, which in former
tunes was 20,000, is at present reduced to less than 5000 .

the chief source of their support is a salt-petre work, some
tanneries, iron-smithies, nnd three paper-mills. Its cele-

brity dates from the early part of the last century, when
Achmet III. granted an asylum in his dominions to Charles
XII. of Sweden, after he had lost his army in the battle of

Pultawa, on the 8th of July, 1709, and had (led to Bender.
He wag permitted to take up his residence in the adjoining

village of Varnitza on the Dniester, where he lived for the

next four years; but by his offensive conduct, maliciously
aggravated in the eyes of the Turks by the intrigues of
< ;i;herino of Russia, ultimately brought upt/n himself tho

ho-tility of his host, whom he had the temerity to brave by
resisting several thousand men with a handful of followers in

a barricaded house. His generous enemy, however, allowed
his royal prisoner to escape, and make his way peaceably
back to his native country. Bender was twice taken by
assault in Catherine's time. On the last of these occa-

in 1771, General Panin stormed it, put the garrison and in-

habitants, to the number of 30,000, to the sword, and then
burnt the town. Russia, in dictating the subsequent treaty
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of Kutshuk-KainanUhy, (21st July, 1774,) restored the

ruins of the place to the Turks, lu the campaign of 1809,

the Russians again assailed and captured it without much
effort, but restored it to Turkey at the peace of J ussy ; and

it once more fell into their hands two years afterwards, in

the campaign which terminated with the treaty of Bucho-

rest, in 1812, by the terras of which Bender and the sur-

rounding districts were ceded to Russia.

BENEDICT, SAINT, the founder of the order of Bene-

dictine monks, was born at Nursia in the dukedom of Spo-
letto in Italy, about the year 480. He was sent to Rome
when very young, and there received the first part of his

education ; when fourteen years of age he removed to Sub-

laco, a desert place about forty miles distant, where he was

concealed in a cavern ; bis place of retirement, for a con-

siderable time, being known only to his friend St. Romanus,
who is said to have descended to him by a rope, and sup-

plied him daily with provisions. The monks of a neigh-

bouring monastery subsequently chose him for their abbot :

their manners, however, pot agreeing with those of Benedict,

he returned to his solitude, whither many persons followed

him and put themselves under his direction, and in a short

time he was enabled to build no fewer than twelve monaste-

ries. About the year 529 he retired to Monte Cassino, where

idolatry was still prevalent, and where a temple to Apollo yet
existed". Having converted the people of the adjacent country
to the true faith, he broke the statue of Apollo, overthrew

the altar, and built two oratories on the mountain, one dedi-

cated to St. Martin, the other to St. John. Here St. Bene-

dict also founded a monastery, and instituted the order of

his name, which in time became so.famous and extended

all over Europe. It was here too that he composed his
'

Regula Monachorum ;' which does not, however, seem to

have been confirmed till fifty-two years after his death,

when Pope Gregory the Great gave his sanction to it.

Authors are not agreed upon the place where St. Bene-
dict died : some say at Monte Cassino, others affirm it to

have been at Rome, whither he had been sent by Pope Boni-

face. Stevens, in the ' Continuation of Dugdale's Monas-
ticon.' places his death about the year 543, others in 547 ;

the day, however, stands in the calendar fixed to March 21.

Gregory the Great, in the second ' Book of his Pialogues,'
has written a ' Life of St. Benedict,' and given a long de-

tail of his supposed miracles. Dupin says that the '

Regula
Monachorum

'

is the only genuine work of St. Benedict.

Other tracts are, however, ascribed to him, particularly a
'

Letter to St. Maurus,' a ' Sermon upon the Decease of

St. Maurus,' a ' Sermon upon the Passion of St. Placidus

and his Companions,' and a ' Discourse de Ordine Monas-
terii.' (See the Life by St. Gregory, already mentioned, re-

printed in the Ada Sanctorum of the Bollandists, for the

month of March, torn. iii. fol. Antv. 1658; Butler's Lives

nf the Saintt, 8vo. Dubl. 1779, vol. iii. p. 231 ; Chalmers's

ilio%raph. Dictionary, vol. iv. p. 433.) St. Gregory states

that be received his account of St. Benedict from four abbots,
the saint's disciples, namely Constantine, his successor at

Monte Cassino, Siroplicius, the third abbot of that house,

Valentinian, the first abbot of the monastery of Lateran,
and Honorarus, who succeeded St. Benedict at Sublaco.

BENEDICTINE ORDER. The exact year when the

monk'* who followed the rule of St. Benedict were first esta-

blished as an Order is unknown. The essence of the rule

was that they were to live in a monastery subject to an
abbot. The ' Histoire des Ordres Monastiques,' torn. v.

4to. Paris, 171S, upon Mabillon's authority, places the date

of the monastery of Piombarole, near Monte Cassino, at

least as early as the year 532, anterior to St. Benedict's

dealh. The progress which this order made in the west, in

a short time, was rapid. In France its interests were pro-
moted by St. Maur or Maurus, in Sicily by St. Placidc, in

Italy by St. Gregory the Great, and in Frisia, at a later

period, by St. Wilbrod. The reciprocal protection afforded

to the interests of the papal see by the Benedictine Order
and to the interests of the Benedictine Order by the Roman
pontiffs, sufficiently account for the Order's advancement
There were nuns of this Order as well as monks; but the
time and original institution of the Benedictine nuns is quite
uncertain. (See Stevcns's Contin. ofthe \fonasticon, vol. i.

p. 168.)
The Benedictine Order is said by many (see \fonast.

Angl. old edition, vol. i. p. 12, Reyner, Apoitol., tr. i. p.

202, Stevens, vol. i. p. 164) to have been brought into

England by St. Augustine and his brethren, A.D. 596, and
to have continued from thence to the Dissolution under

several improvements ; but others (as Mavsham in his Pro-
oulaion prefixed to the Monasticon, Patrick in his Additions
:o Gunton's History of Peterborough, pp. 234, 246, Hickes,
Dissert. EpistoUiris, pp. 67, 68, &c.) consider that the Be-
nedictine rule was but little known in England till King
Edgar's time, and never perfectly observed till after the

Conquest In the Der.em Scriptores, col. 2232, it is said
that St. Wilfrid brought it into England A.D. 666, and in
the Quindecem Scriptores, and by Patrick in his Additions
to Gunton, p. 247, with greater probability, that he im
proved the English church by it. It is expressly men-
tioned in King Kenred's charter (Mon. Angl. old edition,
torn. i. p. 145) to the monks of Evesham, A.D. 709, and in

the bull of pope Constantine granted in the same year to

that monastery. (See Mon. Angl. ut supr., Wilkins, Con-
di, vol. L p. 71, Spelm. vol. i. p. 213.) But Bede, who has

given us a very accurate account of the state of religion in

this island till A.L>. 73 f, has nothing of it; nor is there any
mention of it in the first regulation of the monks in

England by Archbishop Cuthbert in the great synod at

Cloveshoe. (Wilkins, Condi, vol. i. p. 94, Spelm. vol. i. p.

245, A.D. 747.) If Wilfrid really advanced this rule, it was
not over all England, but in Kent only. (See Patrick's

Additions to Gunton's Peterborough, p. 247.) And if the
charter of King Kenred and the bull of pope Constantine
be genuine (for all the antient grants produced by the
monks are not so), this rule, which is there prescribed
to the monks of Evesham, is said in the bull to

' have
been at that time but little used in those parts.' So
that, instead of the Saxon monks being all Benedictines,
there were probably but few such till the restoration of
monasteries under King Edgar, when St. Dunstan and St.

Oswald (who had been a Benedictine monk at Fleury in

France) not only favoured the monks against the secular

clergy, but so much advanced the Benedictines that Wil-
liam of Malmesbury (De Gestis Pontif. 1. iii.) says this order
took its rise here "in England from St. Oswald. The Ely
historian (whose work is printed in Whartou's Anglia Sacra,
vol. i. p. 604) says, that King Edgar gave Ethelwold the
manor of Suthbome, now Sudborn, in Suffolk, to translate

the rule of St. Benedict into English, which seems to con-
firm the opinion of its being then but little known.

All our cathedral priories were of this order, except Car-
lisle, and most of the richest abbeys in England. Reyner
(Apottolat. vol. i. p. 217) says, that the revenues of the
Benedictines were almost equal to those of all the other
orders. Tanner (Sotit. Monost. edit. Nasm. pp. li. Iii.) enu
merates one hundred and thirteen abbeys, priories, and cells

of this order in England, the sum of whose revenues, at the
time of the Dissolution, amounted to 57.S92/. 1*. ll</., besides

seventy-three houses of Benedictine nuns, whose revenues
amounted to 79Si/. 12*. Irf., making a total of 65,877/. 14*.

The Benedictines, says Tanner, were much against all

new orders of religious. By the second Lateran council

they were obliged to hold triennial chapters, which those of
this nation generally held at Northampton. (See Widmore,
Hist. Westm. Ab. pp. 79, 82.)

Fosbrooke, in his British Monachhm, 4to. London, 1817,

p. 109, has given an abstract of the Benedictine rule, chielly
from the Sanctorum Patrum Requite Monastics, 12mo.
Louv. 1J7I. It evidently received enlargements at different

times, the whole of which were consolidated in the concord
of rules promulgated by Dunstan in the reign of Edgar.
(Seethe 'Concordia Regularura S. DunstaniCantuariensis

Archiepiscopi,' printed by Reyner in his Apostolatu* Bene-
diclinorum in Anglia, Append. P. iii. p. 77, and republished
in the first volume of Dugdale's Monasticon.) This concord
of rules regulated the practice of the English monks till

the year 1077. The Clugniacs, Cistercians, Grandmontines,
Premonstratensians, and Carthusians, were, in reality,
branches only of the Benedictine order, living under the rule
of St. Benedict, but observing a different discipline. For a
notice of the learning of the Benedictines, see ST. MAUR.
The habit of the Benedictine monks was a black loose

coat, or a gown of stuff reaching down to their heels, with a
cowl or hood of the same, and a scapulary ;

and under that
another habit, white, as large as the former, made of flannel ;

witli boots on their legs. From the colour of their outward
habit the Benedictines were generally called Black Monks.
(See Tann. Nolil. Monatt., pref. p. viii. : and Fosbrooke, Brit.

Monach. p. 382.) Stevens, in his Continuation of the Mo-
naiticnn. vol. i. p. 164, says, the form of the habit of these

monks was at ffrst left to' the discretion of the abbots, and
that St. Benedict did not determine the colour of it. Dug-
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dale, both in th Mnnaslierm and in his ffistory nf War-
trirMirf, vol. i. p. lie,. Ins given a representation of the

Benedictine tnonk in his habit.

The habit of the Benedictine nuns consisted of a black

robe, with * scapular)' of the same, and under that robe a

tunic of white or undyed wool. When they went to the

choir, they had, over all,'a black cowl, like that of the monks.

Dugdnle. in th Afonatticun, has given an engraving of a

Benedictine nun with her cowl : and Stevens, Cnntin. vol. i.

p. ir.9, an engraving of another without her cowl.

BKN EDICT I. succeeded John III. in the sec of Rome,
in the year 575. His name wag Bonosus, and he was a

native o'f Rome. Little is known of him except that he

was on friendly terms with the Emperor Tiberius II., and

that Rome in his time was threatened both by the Longo-
bards and by the Vandals, He died in 578, and was suc-

ceeded by Pelagius II. (Platina, Vita Pnntificum.)
BENEDICT II. succeeded Loo II. in 684. He waited

nearly a year before his nomination, which took place in

683, was confirmed by the Emperor Constantino IV., with-

out which confirmation he could not be consecrated. Con-

stantine, however, exempted the Roman see from the cus-

tomary tribute which was paid at the election of every new

bishop, and he is said also to have ordered that in future

the new bishops elected by the Roman clergy and people
should be ordained, without waiting for the imperial con-

firmation. He also sent to Rome some locks of the hair of

his two sons, Justinian and Heraclius, as a token of homage
to the Roman see, which were received with great ceremony
by the clergy and the people. Benedict is reported to have
been pious and charitable, and well learned in the scrip-
tures. He restored and adorned several churches at Rome,
namely, those of St. Peter, Sta. Maria ad Martyres, &c.

Benedict died in 685, and was succeeded by John V.

BENEDICT III. succeeded Leo IV. in 855. Between
these two pnpes some writers, and Platina among; the rest,

have placed the famous female Pope Joan, whose story is

now acknowledged by all parties to have been a fable first

promulgated, not by Protestant writers, as is often ima-

gined, but by one Martinus, a Pole, and a Cistercian monk,
who was penitentiary to Pope Innocent IV. in the thirteenth

century, and who wrote a Chronicon Summnrum Ponti-

ftcum, and another work on the antiquities of Rome, which

is full of absurdities. (See Panvinio's able discussion of

this much controverted point in a note to Platina's work.)
The election of Benedict III. was violently opposed by a

party among the clergy of the Roman provinces, who nomi-
nated Anastasius, a Roman priest. The Emperor Louis II.

being appealed to, sent his missi or deputies to inquire
into the matter; but the deputies meeting first with the

partizans of Anastasius, decided in his favour, and Ana-
M IMUS making his solemn entrance into Rome, occupied
the Lateran Palace, stripped Benedict of his pontifical

garments, and put him in prison. The clergy of the city,

however, persisted in their election of Benedict, and the

people loudly supporting the same, the imperial deputies,

probably better informed of the merits of the question, drove

Anastasius away, and confirmed Benedict, who forgave his

adversaries, except the bishop of Porlo, who would not give

up Anastasius, and was consequently superseded. During
Benedict's pontificate, Rome suffered a great inundation

from the river Tiber, which was followed by a destructne

epidemic disease. The Saracens at the same time were

ravaging Apulia and Campania. Benedict died in 858, and
was succeeded by Nicholas I. Some particulars of this

pope's life are found in Garampi's dissertation De Nummo
i-nteo Renedicti III.

BENEDICT IV. succeeded John IX. about the year
900. The crown of Italy, after the extinction of the Carlo-

vinnian dynasty, was disputed between Bercngarius Duke
of Friuli, and Louis, son of Boson King of Aries or Pro-
vence. Louis, having obtained the advantage, came to Rome
in 901, and was crowned Emperor and King of Italy by
Benedict. But in the following year Berengarius, who hail

taken refuge in Germany, returned and defeated Louis nt

Verona, and took him prisoner. After this event, Benedict
died in 903, and was succeeded by Leo V.
BENEDICT V. was elected in 964 by the Romans, in

opposition to Leo VIII., while the latter was gone
north of Italy to ask the Emperor Otho's support against
his predecessor John XII., who, after being deposed by an

assembly of the Roman clergy for his irregular conduct,
had returned to Rome, and driven Leo from his see.

John, after putting to death or cruelly mutilating several of

p-,nents, died suddenly, and the Romans, regardless
if their previous election of Ix;o VIII., nominated Benedict
Otho quickly appeared

' me with an army, and re-

duced the city liy famine. A new assembly of the < i

was convoked, Benedict's election was declared null, and
Loo was reinstated in his see. Ben i l>y

Otho to Germany, and he died soon after at Hamburgh in

965. By several writers he is considered only ns an in-

truder, but in the late Papal chronologies published in

Italy we find him placed among the regular popes.
BENEDICT VI. succeeded John XIII. in 972. The

Emperor Otho I. soon after dying in Germany, the Romans,
released from the fear of that powerful sovereign, broke out
into their wonted tumults, imprisoned Bcnediet, and a car-

dinal of the name of Boniface, surnamed Francone (Platina

says a patrician of the name ofCincio or Cenci), c:

him to be strangled in the castle of St. Angclo in 974. Car-

dinal Boniface assumed the papal dignity, but was shortly
afterwards expelled, and lied to Constantinople. Dom
is mentioned by some writers as the next pope, but nothing
is known of him, except that he died after a few months,
and was succeeded by
BENEDICT VII. of the family of Conti, who was elected

in 975. He was bishop of Sutri at the time of his election.

On being chosen pope, he assembled a council, and excom-
municated the anti-pope Boniface. During his pontificate
the Emperor Otho II. came repeatedly to Rome, while he
was engaged in the war against the Greeks of Apulia and
the Saracens of Calabria. Otho died at Rome in 983, and
was buried in the vestibule of St. Peter's church. Benedict
died about the same time, and was succeeded by John XIV.
The chronology of the popes in the tenth century is rather

confused, and the dates are not exactly ascertained.

BENEDICT VIII., of the family of Conti, who suc-

ceeded Sergius IV. in 1012, was a native of Tusculum.
A rival candidate of the name of Gregory, after losing the

election, raised a faction against Benedict, whom he drove
out of Rome. Benedict, however, being supported by the

Emperor Henry II., returned soon after, and in the following

year, 1013, Henry and his consort Kunegund came to Rome,
where they received the imperial crown from the hands ol

the pope. In 1016 the Saracens from Sardinia having
landed on the coast of Tuscany, took the town of Luni,
where they committed great ravages. Benedict assembled
a force by sea and by land, attacked the Saracens, and
defeated them : their chief Musat, or rather Musa, had
time to escape, but his wife, whom the chroniclers call the

queen, was killed, and the valuable jewels that adorned her

head were sent by the pope to the Emperor Henry. This
event led to the conquest of Sardinia by the Pisans, who
were urged to it by the pontiff. In 1020 Benedict under-

took a journey to Germany, for the purpose of inducing

Henry to send an army into Italy to oppose the Greeks,
who had become masters of Capua, Ascoli, and other

place?, and threatened to subjugate Rome itself. Henry
came in the following year : he obtained several surf

over the Greeks, and took Capua and Troja, and other

towns of Campania and Apulia. Benedict died in 1 ('_'!,

and was succeeded by his brother, who assumed the name
of John XIX.
BENEDICT IX., a relative, some say a nephew, of the

two preceding popes, succeeded John XIX. in 1031. He
was a boy at the time of his election, some say ten years old,

but this is doubted by Muratori, who however, as well as

Baronius, acknowledges that his election was irregular,

owing to his youth, and that it was obtained through his

family interest and through money, which was profusely
lavished for the purpose by his father Alberico, a powerful
baron. Benedict was distinguished by his licentioi

and profligacy, and by the state of anarchy in which Koine

was plunged during his pontificate. The Romans at last

expelled him in 1044, and chose in his stead John Bishop
of Sabina, who tnk the- name of Silvester III.; but six

months afterward* Benedict returned at the head of a party,
drove a-.vay hi< competitor, ami excommunicated him. Per-

ceiving, however, that he was held in detestation by the

clergy and th people, he sold his dignity to John Gratianus,
.K-d the name of Gregory VI, The Hmperor

Henry III., in order to put an end to these scandals, as-

'1 a council at Sutri, which deposed all the three popes.
Barnnius says that Gregory VI. voluntarily renounced his

claims for the peace of the church, and he places him in

the series of legitimate popes. (See F. Hardouin's Hittory
f the Counali, concerning this of Sutri.) The original
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name both of Silvester and of Gregory being John, has led

some writers into the error of inserting here a John XX. as

another Antipope. Henry III. having entered Rome, ac-

companied by the fathers of the Council of Sutri, the latter,

in conjunction with the clergy of Rome, elected Suidger

Bishop of Bamberg, who took the name of Clement II., and
was consecrated at Christmas, 1046. But in October of the

following year Clement fell suddenly ill and died, and, as

some suspected, of poison administered to him by the deposed
Benedict, who immediately after forced himself again into

the papal see, where he remained till the following July,

1048, when the Emperor Henry, at the request of the Ro-

mans, sent them Poppo Bishop of Brixen, who, on arriving
at Rome, was consecrated, and assumed the name of Da-
masus II. But twenty-three davs after his consecration he
died at Palestrina, upon which the see of Rome remained
vacant for more than half a year, until Bruno Bishop of Toul
in Lorraine was elected in 1049, and assumed the name of

Leo IX. What became of Benedict afterwards is not clearly

ascertained, nor the epoch of his death, but it is generally
believed that he died in some convent. (See Muratori, An-
ntili itItalia ; Puter Damianus, Baronius, and Pope Vic
tor lll.'s dialogue in the 16th vol. of the Lyons Bibliotheca

Patrum.) The last, who was a contemporary, says posi-

tively that Benedict's first election was obtained through
bribery ; that he followed the steps of Simon Magus instead

of tho.->e of Simon Petrus
;
that his conduct while pontiff

was detestable
; and that he sold the pontificate to Gre-

gory VI. for a considerable sum of money. Gregory, after

being deposed, went into exile to Germany, where he died in

a convent. He was accompanied by the monk Hildebrand,
who became afterwards known as Gregory VII.
BENEDICT X. (John Bishop of Velletri). a native of

Capua, was elected by a faction after the death of Stephen
IX., in 1058, but Hildebrand, Peter Damianus Bishop of

Ostia, and other prelates, supported by the Empress ASIIH-S,

assembled a council at Siena, which nominated Gerard

Bishop of Florence, who took the name of Nicholas II.

Benedict did not submit till the following year, when Ni-
cholas made his entrance into Rome. Pnnvinius and other

writers do not place Benedict among the legitimate popes,
but we find him in the chronological tables published in

Italy.
BENEDICT XL (Nicholas, Cardinal of Ostia) was a

Dominican and native of Treviso. He was elected in 1303,
after the death of Boniface VIII. He excommunicated
those who had laid violent hands upon Boniface at Anagni,
but he soon after forgave the Colonna family, and arranged
the disputes of hig predecessor with Philip the Fair, Kin;,'

of France. He sent Cardinal di Prato IB Florence, to act

as mediator between the factions which distracted that city.

After a short pontificate of nine months, Benedict died at

Perugia in 1304. The contemporary historians, and Dino

Compagni in particular, speak highly of his character and
virtues. He was succeeded by Clement V., after an inter-

regnum of nearly eleven months,
BENEDICT XII. (Jacques Fournier, a native of France)

succeeded John XXII. in 1334. The popes at that time
resided at Avignon. Benedict laboured in earnest to reform
the abuses and corruptions of the church, that had grown to

an alarming extent under his predecessor. He was also

inclined to accede to the entreaties of the Romans, and
transfer the papal see again to Rome, but was prevented by
the policy of the French King, Philip de Valois, supported
by the influence of the numerous French cardinals at the

papal court. His strictness in enforcing discipline among
the monastic orders excited many enemies against him,
who endeavoured to cast aspersions upon his character. He
died at Avignon in 1342, and was succeeded by Clement VI.
Several biographies of Benedict XII. are found in Baluze's

Lives of the Avignon Popes, and in Muratori, Rer. lta.1.

Scriptures.
BENEDICT XIII. (Cardinal Orsini, Archbishop of Be-

nevento) succeeded Innocent XIII. in 1 724. He was simple
in his habits and manners, strict in his morality, generous
and charitable, and although zealous for maintaining the

prerogatives of hU ace, yet conciliating and unwilling to

resort to extremes. Unfortunately ho bestowed his confi-

dence upon Cardinal Coscia, a man of some abilities, but
covetous and ambitious, and who became hateful to the
Romans through bis avarice and his abuse of the pope's
favour. The people, however, knew how to distinguish be-
tween the favourite and his master, whom they respected
for his virtues, his good intentions, his disinterestedness, and

for the acts of beneficence and justice which he performed.
The old dispute about the Bull Unigenitus still agitated
the Church of France. [See CLEMENT XL] Benedict suc-
ceeded in reconciling in some measure the dispute, by pre-
vailing on the Cardinal de Noailles, Archbishop of Paris,
to accept the Bull, and by issuing another Bull, called Pre-
tiosus, from its first word, in which he gave an explanation
of the former, and an exposition of the doctrine of grace.
In this pontificate King John V. of Portugal insisted on a
cardinal's hat being bestowed on the Nuncio Bichi, who had
been residing a long time at his court, but the congregation
of cardinals being unfavourable to the grant, John broke off

all correspondence with the court of Rome, drove away the

subjects of the pope from his dominions, and forbade the
remittance of the usual fees and tithes to Rome. The
ecclesiastical affairs of Sicily also were in a state of great
confusion, owing to the disputes between the Tribunal de
Monarchia and the court of Rome on matters of jurisdiction.
Benedict, by timely concessions, put an end to the quarrel.
He also exerted himself to settle the controversy with the

king of Sardinia respecting the right of nomination to several
abbacies and other benefices in Piedmont, which, however,
was not finally arranged till after his death. But he settled
the dispute concerning the island of Sardinia, by waiving
the pretensions of the papal investiture which had been put
forth by Clement XL He also obtained of the Emperor
Charles VI. the restoration of Comacchio and its territory to

the papal state. Lastly, Benedict showed himself anxious
for the preservation of peace in Europe : he favoured, by
means of his nuncios, the negotiations of/Paris and Soissons
in 1727-8, which led afterwards to the treaty of Seville in

1729 between France, Spain, England, and Holland, in
which the successions of Tuscany and Parma were finally
settled. Benedict increased the pension settled by his pre-
decessors on the Pretender James Stuart, who had fixed his

residence at Bologna. He died at the beginning of 1730,
and was succeeded by Clement XII. Benedict XIII. 's

works, including sermons written by him before his exalta-

tion, were published at Runm in 3 vols. folio, 1728.

BENEDICT XIV. (Cardinal Prospero Lambert ini of

Bologna) succeeded Clement XII. in August, 1740. He
was already favourably known for his extensive learning
and for the suavity of his temper and manners. He began
his pontificate by finally adjusting the long disputes with
the court of Sardinia concerning the nomination to several
abbacies and other benefices, besides certain ecclesiastical

fiefs in Piedmont, which he gave up to the house of Savoy.
(Botta, Storia d Italia, lib. 41.) He restored likewise the

good understanding between Rome and Portugal, and with
the kingdom of the two Sicilies, which had been interrupted
under his predecessors. He saw that the times were changed,
and that the court of Rome could no longer enforce the ob-
solete pretensions of Gregory VII., or Innocent III. : he
therefore, in his intercourse with foreign powers, assumed a
tone moderate yet dignified, by which he won general con-
fidence and

respect. During the war of the Austrian suc-
cession lie remained strictly neutral, and although he could
not prevent the Spaniards and the Austrians, who were

disputing the possession of the kingdom of Naples, from

marching through his territories, on which they even fought
a battle at Velletri, they stipulated not to enter his capital,
and to spare, as far as it lay in the power of the respective
commanders, the lives and properties of his subjects. Peace
being at length restored to southern Italy, Benedict was
enabled to turn his chief attention to the improvement of
his own dominions. He encouraged learning, and was
generous towards the learned. Rome became again in his

time the seat of science and of the arts. The mathema-
ticians Boscovich and Le Maire, the Cardinals Valenti,

Querini, and Passionei, the philologist Quadrio, the ar-
chitects Vanvitelli and Polani, and other distinguished
men, were employed or encouraged by this pope. He
embellished Rome, repaired churches, among others the

splendid one of Santa Maria Maggiore, constructed magni-
ficent fountains, that of Trevi among the rest, built the vast

granaries near the Therrnse of Diocletian, and dug out the
obelisk of the Campus Martius, which was afterwards raised

by Pius VI., founded chairs of physics, chemistry, and ma-
thematics in the University of Rome, added to the collection

in the Capitoline Museum, established a school of drawing,
enlarged the great hospital of S. Spirito, established acade-

mies for the instruction of the prelates of his court, in

ecclesiastical history, in the canon law, in the knowledge of

the rites and discipline of the church, &c. Nor did he
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^e town Bologna, to whoe Institute of

contributed by (lunations.

11. instituted at Home a congregation or board for the

purpose of examim ni: the character, morals, and other quali-

fications of candidate* !" vacant sees ; ami he was also very
the maintenance of correct morals union); his

;<1 thu treasury poor and encumbered, hut,

.iicimn* and economy, ho re-established a balance in

the finances of the state. He did nolhinK for hi* own family;

and he U said to have forbidden his nephew, who was a se-

nator of Bologna, coming to Home. During the eighteen

years of his reign Rome enjoyed peace, plenty, and pros-

perity,
and half u century after his death the pontificate of

Laiuberlim was still remembered and spoken of at Rome as

the last period of unalloyed happiness which the country had

enjoyed. Nor was Benedict careless of the welfare of other

countries. He wrote, in 1/46, to the Empress Maria Theresa

in favour of the Genoese, who were subject to the most cruel

exactions from the Austrian commanders ; and he after-

wards showed a like sympathy in favour of the poor Cor-

-, who were in their turn oppressed by the Gi

Benedict had a strong sense of moral justice, which made
him hostile to violence and oppression. His tolerance is

well known, and it exposed him to the censure of the

riirorists among the College of Cardinals. Without exhi-

biting anything like indifference to the doctrines of the church

of which he was the head, he showed urbanity and friend-

liness towards all Christians, of whatever denomination,
whether kings or ordinary travellers, who visited his capital.

His correspondence with the great Frederic concerning the

-iastical affairs of the province of Silesia, which that

sovereign had conquered from Austria, was carried on by
him in the most conciliatory and liberal spirit. The Protes-

tants of Germany revered Benedict. With regard to France

he carefully avoided every thing that could in the least en-

courage the fanatical party in that country in reviving the

persecution against the Protestants of Languedoc. Seeing
Fiance distracted by quarrels between the Jesuits and the

Jansenists, the court and the iarliament, the priests and the

philosophers, and lamenting amidst all this the licentious-

ness of Louis XV. and his courtiers, and the weakness and

incapacity of the ministers, he used to exclaim that
' France

ought indeed to be the best governed country in the world,

for its government seemed to be left entirely to the care of

Providence.' (Botta, Sloria <t Italia, lib. -Ifi.) He signed,
in 1741, a concordat with Charles King of Naples, by which

he checked the abuse of church immunities and asyla,
allowed church property to be subject to taxation, restricted

the ordination of priests, whose number in the kingdom was

excessive, circumscribed the jurisdiction of the ecclesiastical

courts, and established a mixed tribunal of churchmen and

laymen for deciding on all contested questions in the inter-

pretation of the concordat. This was the beginning of the

great ecclesiastical reform which was effected in the kingdom
of Naples by Charles III. and his son Ferdinand. (Col-

letta, Storia del Beame di Napoli.) He abolished the

patriarchate of Aquileia, which was a source of disputes be-

tween the Venetians and the House of Austria ; and he
reduced the number of holidays, fegte di precetto, which

working-people
were obliged to observe. Benedict was no

favourer of the Jesuits, or rather of their worldly policy, and
he is said to have given that society hints which, if followed,

might have averted the catastrophe which overtook it after

his death. Benedict was teamed, not only in theology, but

in history, in the classical writers, and in elegant literature,

and he had a taste for the fine arts. Some of his numerous

repartees, which he loved to utter in his own vernacular

Bolognese dialect, are still familiar at Rome
;
and others

liny be found scattered in the various accounts of him civen
1". '-ontemporary travellers, especially by the Abbe Richard,
in his l'i:i/ax? en Unite. Lambertini may be said to have
introduced a new system of temperate and conciliatory

policy into the court of Rome, especially in its transactions
with foreign powers, which has been in great measure fol-

1 by his successors. His works were published at Runic
in 12vols. -Ito. The most remarkable arc his treat i se !)<

Servorum DeiBeatifiratirmeetBeatorum Canonizations, in

f >ur books, a work full of historical and theological learning :

De Synodn Diocttana, which is also much esteemed
;
linti-

tulinncs Eccletiaitictc ; De Missce Officio, libri lii. : i

hi* Bullarium, or collection of bulls, issued by him. and
several letters and di-srriati .m in Italian; among others,
a disquisition concerning the expediency of curtailing (he

number of holiday*, which last, together with several conlro-

letters upon the same subject, were also pub',

separately at Lucca. ITIS under the title of Raced ta til

Srritturr CMtetHUnti la Itiiniiitizivnr tlelle 1't'ttc di 1'rerctto.

Benedict XIV. died on the 2nd of May, I'iH. being

eighty years of age, and wag succeeded by (.'lenient X11I.
See an account of the numcrou- - he founded at

Rome : fJolizia delle Academic erette in ]!< in <
/-<

; 'inline

delta Santita di N. S. Papa Bfneditto Ml'. Roma,
1740.

BKNEDICT, ANTIPOPE (Poln. de Luna), a native

of Aragon, was made a cardinal by Gregory XI. After

the death of that pope, when the great -chiMii broke out

between Urban VI. and Clement Vll., De Luna attached

himself to the latter. After Clement's death in Avignon in

1394, the cardinals of Ins party elected De Luna
cessor, in opposition to Boniface IX., who had sum
Urban at Rome, and he assumed the name of He,

XIII. France and several other states which had a<-know-

ledged Clement, now acknowledged Benedict, with the un-

derstanding that he should renounce his dignity whenever

required for the peace of the church. But De Luna had no
intention of fulfilling bu pert of the engagement. Menu-
time, both Boniface and his successor Innocent VI I. died a!

Rome, and the king of France and other sovereign* \\eiv

anxious to put an end to the schism. The cardinals at

Rome, however, elected Gregory XII. , and he and Bene-

dict excommunicated each oilier. France now renounced
the cause of Benedict, and the cardinals of both parties

agreed to assemble a council ut Pisa, which deposed both

popes in 1409, and elected Alexander V. Gnrerv. how-

ever, was still acknowledged by Ladislaus, king ot Naples,
and Benedict was acknowledged in Spain. Alexander V.

died soon after, and the conclave assembled at Bologna,
elected John XXIII. Soon after the council of Constance

met, which assembly deposed John for his irregular conduct,

and confirmed also the deposition of Gregory and Benedict.

Martin V. was elected pope. Gregory submitted to the de-

cision of the council, John was obliged to submit by force,

but Benedict, who was in Spain, remained as tcnaci<

ever of his assumed dignity, and excommunicated all his

antagonists. Alfonso, king of Aragon, acknowledged him,
and Benedict resided at Ptniscola with a few cardinals of

his own appointment. At last, in 142-1, Benedict died at

the age of ninety. Some of his cardinals elected as his

successor an obscure individual, whom they styled Benedict

XIV., of whom nothing is known ; while others appointed
another successor, who called himself Clement VI II., but

soon after made his submission to Martin V.. who was at

length acknowledged by the whole western church. (Du-

pin, Histoire du Schisme, and the histories of the Councils

of Pisa and of Constance.)

BENEDICTION, the act of invoking the favour of

God, prosperity, long life, and other blessings upon indivi-

duals. The word is derived from the Latin, benct/i

which originally meant ' to speak well, or '

to praise or

commend,' and was afterwards employed for 'to wish well,'

(see Ducange's G/ossarium.) The ccren.ony of bl<

is of a very remote antiquity. \Ve find in the Scriptures,
that the patriarchs before they died, solemnly bestowed
their blessing on their sons. Isaac giving by mi-talc
to his younger son Jacob the blessing which he in-

tended for his elder son Esau (Genesis xxvii.) is an in-

teresting instance of this custom. In Numbers vii. 23-6,
the words are specified in which the high priest was to

bless the people of Israel. Aaron blessed the people,

'lifting his hand towards them.' (Leviticus ix.) Christ

after his resurrection, and before parting frem his disciples
at Bethany, 'lifted up his hands and blessed them.' (St.

Luke xxiv. 50.) In the early church, the bishop gave his

blessing to the people with his bauds extended towards
them. In the Roman Catholic church it is the custom for

the bishop to lift up his right hand towards the people with

the fingers extended, and with it to describe the sign of
the cross, in commemoration of the Redemption. This be-

nediction,
' Benedict^ super populum,' is also gi\cn by the

bishop from the altar in the mass sen ire, \\ ith the words
'

Bcncdicat vos Omnipotens Deux.' The priests also give
the benediction, but with sumo difference in the form and
words, and they can only give it at mass, or while admin i

ing the sacrament, or in other solemn ceremonies
;
but the

bishop has the power of giving it any where or upon any
occasion he may think lit. In the Roman 1'ontilicalc arc
found the various forms of benediction. One of the most

impressive instances of this ceremony is that of thu pope
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in full pontificals, attended by the cardinals and prelates,

giving his benediction
' Urbi et Orbi' on Easter Sunday

after mass, from the great gallery in the front of St. Peter's

church, while the vast area beneath is filled with kneeling

spectators.
The benediction forms an essential part of many cere-

monies of the Catholic church, such as the coronation of

kings and queens, the confirmation of abbots and abbesses,
the consecration of churches, altars, and sacramental vases.

These are all performed by the bishop, and are accompa-
nied by different ceremonies, such as anointing, imposing
of hands upon the head of the person consecrated, &c.
The benediction of church utensils, of bells, of sacerdotal

garments, of churchyards, &c. may be performed by priests.
The nuptial benediction, which is an essential part of the

marriage ceremony, is given by the parish clergyman. The

priests also in some instances give benediction to houses,

fields, horses, cattle, &c., by sprinkling them with holy
water. This custom of blessing those things which are for

the use or support of men is of great antiquity. It is

found in St. Gregory's
'

Sacramentale,' and, before him, in

that of Pope Gelasius I., who lived in the fifth century.
The 'benedictio mensaj et ciborum,' was a general practice

among all Christians before sitting down to dinner: the

English custom of saying grace is a continuation of it.

There is also in Catholic churches a service which is

commonly called, in Italy at least,
' the Benediction,' and is

performed on particular days, and generally in the evening :

after certain prayers being said or sung, the consecrated

nost is raised up by the officiating priest, who describes

with it the sign of the cross towards the congregation.
The benedictorium is the vase containing the holy water,

which is placed at the entrance of Catholic churches for the

use of the people, who dip their fingers into it and cross

themselves as they go in and out. The water is blessed by
the priest, and is mixed with salt.

The pope begins his bulls and other communications ad-

dressed to Catholic individuals with the greeting
' Salutem

et opostolicam benedictionem.' (See the Dictionary of

Jurisprudence, art. Benediction, in the Encyclnpi'die Me-

th'alique, and also the Dictionary of Theology in the same
collection.)

BKNEER. A subdivision of the district of Sewad in

the province or kingdom of Caubul, in Afghanistan. Be-
neer is separated from Sewad by steep hills, and is thinly
inhabited by a tribe of Afghans. The district of Beneer,
the modern boundaries of which are ill-defined, occupies a

portion about the 3-lth degree of north latitude, and the

70th degree of east longitude. It is described in the Aytn-
i-Akbari, under the name of Bcmbher, in the following
manner. 'The length of Bembher is sixteen, and the

breadth twelve coss,' (the coss varies considerably in differ-

ent parts of India, being sometimes as little as one English
mile, and in others places double that measure.)

' On the

east lies Puckely, on the north Kinore and Cashghur, on the

south Attock Benaris, and Sewad is the western extremity.
There are two roads to it from Hindustan, one by the

hi.-iirhts of Surkhaby, and the other by the Molondery
hills.'

The river Burindroo, which traverses the centre of Be-

neer, enters the Indus about twenty miles above Torbela.

A strip of land about one mile broad on each side of this

river is of fertile quality, and being favourably circumstanced
for irrigation, produces rice. The remainder of the country
is rugged, yielding generally only a species of millet, but
there are many small valleys, in which superior kinds of corn

are produced. The slopes of hills are formed for the purpose
of cultivation into terraces one over another. In these si-

tuations the plough cannot be introduced, neither is irriga-

tion practicable. The principal agricultural implement
used in these situations is the hoe, and as rain is the sole

dependance of the cultivator for watering his fields, the har-

vests are precarious. (Ayin-i-Akbari, by Abul Fazl
;
El-

plnr.stone's Kml/assy to Cauhul.f

BENEFICE, from the Latin Beneficium, a term applied
both by tho canon law and the law of England to a provi-
sion for an ecclesiastical person. In its most comprehensive
sense it include.* the temporalities as we!! of archbishops,
bishops, deans and chapters, abbots and priors, as of par-
sons, vicars, monks, and other inferior spiritual persons.
But a distinction is mail.: \> 'tween l>enelices attached to

communities under the monastic rule (sub regula), which
are called rfgutar benefices, and those the possessors of

which live in the world (in saeculo), which are thence called
secular benefices. The writers on the canon law distin-

guish, moreover, between simple or sinecure benefices,
which do not require residence, and to which no spiritual
duty is attached but that of reading prayers and singing
(as chaplainries, canonries, and chantries), and sacerdotal

benefices, which are attended with cure of souls.

Lord Coke says,
' Beneficium is a large word, and is taken

for any ecclesiastical promotion whatsoever." (2 Inst. 29.)
But in modern English law treatises the term is generally
confined to the temporalities of parsons, vicars, and perpe-
tual curates, which in popular language are called livings.
The legal possessor of a benefice attended with cure of
souls is called the incumbent. The history of the ongin
of benefices is involved in great obscurity. The property of
the Christian church appears, for some centuries after the

apostolic ages, to have been strictly enjoyed in common.
It was the duty of the officers called deacons (whose first

appointment is mentioned in Acts, cap. vi.) to receive the
rents of the real estates, or patrimonies as they were called,
of every church. Of these, as well as of the voluntary gifts
in the shape of alms and oblations, a sufficient portion was
set apart, under the superintendence of the bishop, for the
maintenance of the bishop and clergy of the diocese

;
an-

other portion was appropriated to the expenses of public
worship (in which were included the charge for the repairs
of the church), and the remainder was bestowed upon the

poor. This division was expressly inculcated by a canon of

Gelasius, pope or rather bishop of Rome, A.D. 470. (Sen
Father Paul's Treatise on Ecclesiastic^! Benefices, cap. 7.)

After the payment of tithes had become universal in the
west of Europe, as a means of support to the clergy, it

was enacted by one of the capitularies of Charlemagne, that

they should be distributed according to this division. When
the bishopricks began to be endowed with lands and other
firm possessions, the bishops, to encourage the foundation of

churches, and to establish a provision forrhe resident clergy,

gave up their portion of the tithes, and were afterwards

by the canons forbidden to demand it, if they could live

without it. Although the revenues of the church were
thus divided, the fund from which they were derived re-

mained for a long time entirely under the same administration
as before. But by degrees every minister, instead of carrying
the offerings made in his own church to the bishop, for the

purpose of division, began to retain them for his own use.
The lands also were apportioned in severally among the re-

sident clergy of each diocese. But these changes were not
made in all places or all at one time, or by any public
edict, but by insensible degrees, as all other customs are

introduced. (See Father Paul's Treatise un Benefices, cap.
9 and 1 0.)

' Some writers have attributed the origin of

parochial divisions to a period as early as the fourth century ;

and it is not improbable that this change took place in some

parts of the Eastern Empire, either in that or the succeeding
age. Some of the constitutions of Justinian seem to imply
that in his time (the beginning of the sixth century) the

system of ecclesiastical property, as it existed in the East,
was very similar to that which has prevailed in Catholic

countries in modern times." The churches, monasteries, and
other pious foundations, possessed landed and other property
(slaves among the rest), which, by the constitutions of Jus-

tinian, they were restrained from alienating, as they had
been in the habit of doing to the detriment of their succes-

sors. (See Aulhenticorum Collatio, ii. 'on not alienating
ecclesiastical lands.')

The general obscurity that hangs over the history of the

Middle Ages prevents us from ascertaining, with precision,
at what period the changes we have alluded to were intro-

duced into the west of Europe. This, however, seems clear,

that after the feudal system had acquired a firm footing in

the west of Europe, during the ninth and tenth centuries, its

principles were soon applied to ecclesiastical as well as lay

property. Hence, as the estates distributed in fief by the

sovereigns of France and Germany among their favoured

nobles, were originally termed benefina [see BKNEFICIUM],
t::is name was conferred, by a kind of doubtful analogy,

upon the temporal possessions of the church. Thus, the

bishopricks were supposed to be held by the bounty of the

sovereigns (who had by degrees usurped the right origi-

nally vested in the clergy and people of filling them up
when vacant), while the temporalities of the inferior eccle-

siastical offices were held of the bishops, in whose patronage
and disposal they for the most part then were. The man-

NO. 232. [THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.] VOL. IV.-2 F
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ner of investiture of benefice* In thow early time* wa* pro-

bably the uma at that of lay property, by the delivery of

actual pouenion. or of wine symbols of possession, as the

ring and cruzier, which were the symbols of investiture ap-

propriated to buhoprick*.
Benefices being thus endowed, and recognised at a species

of private property, their number gradually multiplied

during the ages succeeding that of Charlemagne. In Eng-
land especially several causes contributed to the rise of paro-klly several causes contributed to

ebial churches.
' Sometimes' (says Dr. Burn, Ecclet. 'Laic,

title Appropriation)
' the itinerant preachers found encou-

ragement to settle amongst a liberal people, and by their

assistance to raise up a church and a little adjoining manse.

Sometimes the kings, in their country vills and seat* ol

pleasure or retirement, ordered a place of worship for their

court and retinue, which was the original of
royal

free

chapels. Very often, the bishops, commiserating the igno-

rance of the country people, took care for building churches

as the only way of planting or keeping up Christianity

among them. But the more ordinary method of augment-

ing the number of churches depended on the piety of the

greater lords ; who, having large fees and territories in the

country, founded churches for the service of their families

and tenants within their dominion. It was this that gave
a primary title to the patronage of laymen ; it was this

made the bounds of a parish commensurate to those of a

manor : and it was this distinct property of lords and te-

nants that by degrees allotted new parochial bounds, by the

adding of new auxiliary churches.' [See ADVOWSON.]
It appears, however, from the last-mentioned author, that

if there were any new fee erected within a lordship, or there

were any people within the precinct not dependent on the

patron, they were at liberty to choose any neighbouring
church or religious house, and to pay their tithes and make
their offerings wherever they received the benefits of reli-

gion. This by degrees gave rise to the arbitrary appropria-
tion of tithes, which, in spite of positive enactment, continued

to prevail till the end of the twelfth century, when Pope In-

n<ent III. by a decretal epistle to the archbishop
of Can-

terbury, enjoined the payment of tithes to the ministers of

the respective parishes where every man dwelt. This in-

junction, though not having the force of a law, has been

complied with ever since, so that it is now a universal rule

of law in England, that tithes arc due of common right to

the parson of the
parish,

unless there be a special exemption.

[For the nature of these special exemptions, see TITHES.]
The twelfth century was also the cera of an important

change in the manner of investiture of ecclesiastical bene-

li.-es in England. (See Blackstone, vol. ii. p. 23 ; Father

Paul, c. 24.) Up to this time the simple donation of the

patron was sufficient to confer a legal title to a benefice,

provided the person to whom it was given was in holy orders,

for otherwise he must be first presented to the bishop, who
had power to reject him in case of unfltness ; hut the popes,
who had in the eleventh and twelfth centuries successfully
contended against every other species of ecclesiastical in-

M'-tituru being exercised by laymen, now procured that the

presentation of the patron should not be of itself sufficient

to confer an ecclesiastical benefice, even though qualified

by the discretionary power of rejection (in case the benefice

was given to a layman), which was already vested in the

bishop. This was the origin of the ceremonies of institu-

tion, which is the mode of investiture of the spiritualities ;

and induction, which is the mode of investiture of the tem-

poralities of a benefice. Where the bishop was the patron
of the benefice, the two forms u( presentation and institu-

tion were united in that of collation.

For the origin and nature of ecclesiastical patronage in

England as a subject of property, the rules of law which

apply to it as such, the limitations within which and the

forms according to which it must be exercised, and the

mode by which it may be vindicated ; together with the

respective rights of the bishop or ordinary, the arcli-

biahop, and the crown, in the case of lapse, see ADVOWSON ;

and also Burn's Eccletiaslical Law, art Advotcson, Bene-

fice. But it may be mentioned in this place, that a recent

tat. (3 & 4 Will. IV. c. 27) has made some important
alteration* in the law on this subject. 1. By the old law,

tuiu for recovery of advowsons were not within the statutes

of limitations ; but the 30th sect, of the abovcmentioncd act

subject* them to a period of limitation of three successive

incumbencies or sixty years, during which the enjoyment
of the benefit* has been by virtue of a title adverse to that

of the person instituting the' suit. By tho 33rd section tha

utmost penod within winch an advow*ou can be recovered,
is limited to a hunili <m the tnnu of an advene

presentation, without any intermediate exert .-e of the right
of patronage by the person iiiMiintmi; the suit, or by any
parson* from whom he derives his title. The 36th section

of the act abolishes certain anlii i<t remedies for tho dis-

turbance of the right of patronage ; so that except in certain

case*, specified in the 37th and 38th section* of the act, the

sola method of vindicating the right now i* by writ of

Quart Imprdit. [See CJUAKK IMPBUIT.}

Although the popes, in denying to laymen the right of

ecclesiastical investiture, had still left them in posn
of the substantial part of the patronage of benefices, <, , u

this privilege was for some centuries not only very much
questioned, but in many instances entirely wrested from
them by papal

encroachment (Father Paul, c. 30, et ttq. ;

Hullam's Middle Agei, vol. ii. c. 7.)

The first attacks by the popes upon the rights of private

patrons (which took place towards the laltur end of the

twelfth century) assumed the form of letters of request
called 'mandates' or

'

expectatives,' praying that benefice*

might be conferred on particular individuals. What wag
first asked as a favour was soon after claimed as a right,
and rules were laid down as to grants and revocation* uf

expectativos. The popes next proceeded to claim the

patronage of all benefice* vacantia in curia, i. e. which
tell vacant by the incumbents dying at the court of Rome.
The number of these, through thu management of that

court, which contrived on various pretences to draw eccle-

siastics of all ranks to Rome from different parts of Europe,
became by degrees very considerable. But Clement V. in

the beginning of the fourteenth century went beyond all

his predecessors, by laying it down bruadly as a maxim,
that the full and free disposition of all ecclesiastical bene-

fices belonged to the pope. (Clementines, lib. ii. tit. 5. c. 1 ;

F. Paul, c. 35.) It followed as a consequence from this

principle, that the pope couW make reversionary grants or

jirucisions, as they were called, during the lives of the in*

cumbcnts ;
and that he could reserve such benefices as he

thought fit for his own peculiar patronage. At the same time,

dispensations from the canons against non-residence and plu-

ralities, and permissions to hold benefices in commendam were

freely granted, so that by these and similar means in some in-

stances fifty or sixty preferments were held by the same per-
son at once. The evils of this system were felt all over Eu-
rope. The best benefices were everywhere filled with Italian

priests, ignorant alike of the language and habits of the people
to whose spiritual wants they were bound to minister. Eng-
land in particular suffered so much from papal encroach-
ments atlring the reign of Henry III., that the English
deputies at the Council of Lyons (about A.D. 1245) com-

plained to the pope that the foreign clergy drew annually
from England upwards of 70,000 marks. This remon-
strance produced no effect, but the system at length became
so intolerable, that a determined plan of opposition to it

was gradually formed in the principal nations of western

Europe. In this opposition our own ancestors took tho

lead, and their efforts were in the end completely success-

ful. The parliament, assembled at Carlisle in the 35lh

year of Edward I., wrote a strong remonstrance to Popo
Clement V. against the papal encroachments on the right*
of patronage and the numerous extortions of the court of

Rome. This remonstrance appears to have produced no
effect, but it may be cited as a proof of the spirit of the

times. The government of Edward II. was too feeble to

act upon this spirit. The first prince who was bold enough
to assert the power of the legislature to restrain the

,

encroachments was Edward III. After complaining in-

effectually to Clement VI. of the abuse of papal reservations,
he (A.D. 1350) procured the famous Statute of Provisors

(25 Ed. III. stat 6) to be passed. This act provided that

all elections and collations should be free according to law,
and that in case any provision, collation, or reservation

should be made by the court of Rome of any archliislioprick,

bishoprifk, dignity, or other benefice, the king should for

that turn have the collation of such arcbbishoprick or other

dignities elective, &c.

This statute was fortified by several others in this and
the succeeding reigns, 27 Ed. III. stat. I.e. ]; 38 Ed.
III. stat. I.e. 4 ;

:t Rich. II. c. 3
; 7 Rich. II. c. 12 (which

enacts that no alien shall be capable of being presented to

any ecclesiastical preferment) ;
12 Rich, II. c. 15; 13 Rich..
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IT. stat. 2. c. 2 and 3 ; 16 Rich. II. c. 5 ; 2 Hen. IV. c. 3 ;

7 Hen. IV. c. 8
;

3 Hen. V. c. 4. These statutes, which

inflict very severe penalties on persons endeavouring to

enforce the authority of papal bulls and provisions in Eng-
land, are sometimes called, from the initial words of the

writ issued in execution of the process under them, the

statutes of preemunire ; and the offence of maintaining the

papal power is itself (according to Blackstone, vol. iv. p.

1 1 2) called by the name of preemunire. [See PRMU-
NIRE.] The statutes against papal provisions (though not

very strictly enforced) remained unrepealed, in spite of the

attempts of the popes and their adherents to obtain their

abrogation.
The rights of ecclesiastical patronage having been thus

solemnly vindicated by the English parliament, have, in

their fundamental principles, remained unaltered to the

present time. The ceremonies of presentation and institu-

tion in the case of lay patrons,
and of collation where the

bishop is patron, are still necessary to give a title to all

benefices with cure of souls, except those which are techni-

cally called perpetual curacies and donatives ; and the title

so given is incomplete without corporal induction into pos-
session of the

temporalities
of the benefices. There are,

also, certain acts enjoined either by the canon law or statute,
the non-performance of which will subject the incumbent
to deprivation of the benefice into which he has been law-

fully inducted.

There is no difference between institution and collation

as to the action itself, but they differ somewhat in their re-

spective consequences. Thus, by institution, the church is

said to be full against all persons but the king, and if it has

been full for the space of six months, this is a sufficient

answer to any action by private persons, or even by the king,
where he claims as a private patron and not by royal prero-

gative, as in case qf lapse, or otherwise. But, by collation,

tlie church is not full, so as to render a plea to that effect

available in the temporal courts, except against the collator.

Every clerk before institution or collation is required by the

canon law to take the oath against simony, and the oath of

canonical obedience to the bishop, and to declare by subscrip-
tion his assent to the doctrine of the kinjj's supremacy, to

the Book of Common Prayer, and the Thirty-nine Articles.

Tlie subscription to the Thirty-nine Articles is also imposed
by statute 13 Eliz. c. 12, upon all persons to be admitted to

any benefice with cure of souls. Moreover, the statutes

1 Eliz. c. 1, and 1 Will, and Mary, c. 8, sec. 5, require
that

every person collated or promoted to any ecclesiastical bene-
fice shall, before he takes upon himself to supply or occupy
the same, take the oaths of allegiance and

supremacy ;
and

by statute 13 and 14 Car. II. c. 4 (commonly called the Act
of Uniformity), every parson and vicar shall, before his ad-

mission to be incumbent, subscribe a declaration of confor-

mity to the Liturgy of the Church of England as by law
established.

The acts of institution or collation so far confer a right to

the temporalities of the benefice, that the clerk may enter

upon the glebe land and take the tithes, but he cannot sue
for them or grant them until induction. By induction the

church becomes full, even against the king, and the clerk is

seised of the temporalities of the benefice, and invested with

the full rights and privileges of a parson, persona ecclesice;
but by the Act of Uniformity he must, within two months after

he is in actual possession of hU benefice, upon some Sunday,
openly before his congregation, read the morning and even-

ing prayers, and declare his assent to the Book of Common
Prayer, on pain, in case of neglect or refusal, of being ipso
facto deprived of his benefice. The same statute obliges
him, on pain of deprivation, to read publicly, within three
months after his subscription to the declaration of confor-

mity to the Liturgy, the bishop's certificate of his having
made such subscription, together with the declaration itself

;

but the statute 23 Geo. III. c. 28 makes an exception
where the incumbent is prevented by some lawful impedi-
ment, to be allowed and approved of by the ordinary of the

place. The same penalty of deprivation is imposed by 13

Eliz.c. 12, in case of an incumbent failing, within two months
after induction, to read publicly in the church the Thirty-
nine Articles, and to declare his assent to them. The 23
Geo. III. c. 28, provides, that, in case of sickness or other
lawful impediment, it shall be deemed a sufficient compliance
with the statute of Elizabeth if the incumbent reads the

Articles, and declares his assent to them at the same time
that he declares his assent to the Book of Common Prayer.

Finally, by statute 1 Geo. I. sess. 2, c. 13, the parson must,
within six months after his admission to the benefice, take
the oaths of allegiance and abjuration in one of the courts at

Westminster, or at the general quarter-sessions of the peace,
on pain of being incapacitated to hold the benefice, and of

incurring certain other disabilities therein specified. Such
are the means by which a clerk's legal title as parson, rector,
or vicar is acquired and maintainecl.

Every parson or rector of a parish with cure of souls, and
where the parsonage is appropriated, every vicar, or per-
petual curate, though in his natural capacity an individual,
is in contemplation of law a body corporate, with perpetuity
of succession. The rector or parson is entitled to the free-

hold of the parsonage house and glebe lands, as well as the
tithes of the parish, except where a special exemption from
the payment of tithes exists by prescription or otherwise; but

owing to the practice of appropriation, which formerly pre-
vailed to a great extent in England, and has been attended
with very remarkable consequences, these are frequently
vested in laymen, who have vicars or curates under them
to perform the spiritual duties. [See ADVOWSON.] This
custom was not confined to spiritual corporations aggregate,
but deans and other officers in cathedrals, and in some places
even parish priests, procured the privilege of appointing a
vicar to perform the spiritual duties of the church, while its

revenues were appropriated to themselves and their suc-
cessors. Hence it happens that in some places a rector
and vicar are instituted to the same church ; in which case
the rector is excused from duty, and the rectory is called a
sinecure benefice, as being sine curd animarum. (Burn's
Eecles. Law. tit. Appropriation.) In order to effectuate an

appropriation it was necessary that the patron should obtain
the consent of the king and the bishop, as each of these
had an interest in the patronage of the church in case of

lapse, which, as a corporation never dies, could not take

place after the appropriation ;
and upon the making an

appropriation,
an annual pension was reserved to the bishop

and his successors, called an indemnity, and payable by the

body to whom the appropriation was made. In an antient
deed of appropriation preserved in the registry of the arch-

bishop of Canterbury, the ground of the reservation is ex-

pressed to be for a recompense of the profits which the bishop
would otherwise have received during the vacancy of the
benefice. (Burn, ibid.)

After the appropriation the appropriators and their suc-
cessors became perpetual parsons of the church

; but if the

corporation were dissolved, the perpetuity of persons being
gone, the appropriation ceased, and the church recovered its

rights.
This principle would have come into extensive operation

at the time of the dissolution of the monasteries in England,
if the legislature had not expressly provided against it. By
the statutes 27 Henry VIII. c. 28, and 31 Henry VIII.
c. 13, the possessions of these religious houses, and by a

subsequent statute, 32 Henry VIII. c. 24, those of the

Knights of St. John of Jerusalem, were all vested in the
crown. In each of these statutes parsonages and tithes are

expressly included, and the first two confirm the royal
grants made or hereafter to be made of this property. Tithes
are also included in two subsequent statutes, 37 Henry
VIII. c. 4, and 1 Edward VI. c. 14, by which the posses-
sions of chantries and religious fraternities are given to the
crown. The last of these statutes empowers the king's
commissioners, therein referred to, to ordain and sufficiently
endow vicars in perpetuity in parish churches annexed to

the religious fraternities whose possessions were confis-
cated by that act; and also to endow in perpetuity a
schoolmaster or preacher in such places where the religi-
ous fraternities or incumbents of chantries were bound
by the original foundation to keep a schoolmaster or

priest. The property acquired by the crown from the
above-mentioned sources, and from the dissolution of alien

priories in the reign of Henry V., was freely bestowed by
the kings of England, especially Henry VIII., not only
upon spiritual persons and corporations, but upon laymen.
Hence it is that there are so many instances in England at
the present time of not merely the right to tithes, but the

property of entire rectories being vested in laymen. These
benefices are sometimes called lay but more commonly im-

propriate rectories, as being (according to Spelman) im-

properly in the hands of laymen. The rector is, in that

case, termed the irapropriator ; but this appellation is now
indiscriminately applied not only to lay individuals and cor-

2F2
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porstions, but to all spiritual person* and corporations, who,

either liy virtue of antient appropriations, or by grants from

tin- crown since the dissolution of the religious I'r.itcriHties,

are entitled to the ntlios and other revenues of the churrli,

without performing any spiritual
duties. By statute :t-j

Henry VIII. c. 7, the remedies which the law had provided
Vi the ecclesiastical courts for the subtraction of tithes are

communicated to laymen, and their title lo tithes is put on

the same footing with that to land, by giving them the same
or similar actions for vindicating their estates in those and
other ecclesiastical profits against all adverse claimants

whatsoever. In short, tithes and other fruits of benefices

when vested in laymen, arc liable to the same process of

execution for debt, and subject I* the same incidents of

alienation, descent, escheat, and forfeiture as all other incor-

porated real property. Moreover, by statute 43 Eliz. c. 2,

tithes impropriate are made liable to poor-rates. They are

also included in the Land-tax Acts : and by the late statute

of Limitations, 3 and 4 Will. IV. c. 27, actions and suits for

their recovery are subject to the same periods of limitation

as those for the recovery of land.

Another consequence of appropriation in England, be-

sides the vesting the possessions of the church in laymen,
was the endowment of vicarages. The appropriating corpo-
rations at first used to depute one of their own body to re-

Bide and officiate in the parish churches by turns or by lot,

and sometimes byway of penance; but as this practice
caused scandal to the church, especially in the case of mo-
nastic orders whose rules were thereby violated, the monks
by degrees ceased to officiate personally in the appropriated
churches, and this duty was committed to stipendiary vicars

or curates, who were, however, removable at the will of the

appropriates. One of the numerous pretexts urged by the
monastic bodies for obtaining appropriations had been that

they might be the better enabled to keep up hospitality in

their respective houses, and that they might relieve the poor.
These duties, however, were so far neglected as to give rise

to general discontent. In addition to which the officiating

priests were very poorly paid, and oppressed with hard ser-

vice, and consequently unable to answer the calls of hospi-
tality and charity. At length the legislature, by way <>r a

partial remedy to these evils, enacted (15 Richard II. c. 6),

"That in every licence for the appropriation of a parish
church it should be expressed that the diocesan bishop
should ordain, in proportion to the value of the church, a

competent sum to be distributed among the poor parish-
ioners annually, and that the vicarage should be sufficiently
endowed.' Still, as the vicar was removable at pleasure, he
was not likely to insist too strictly on the legal sufficiency
of the endowment. Therefore, to establish the total inde-

pendence of vicars upon the appropriate, the statute 4

Henry IV. c. 12, provided,
' That from thenceforth in every

church appropriated there should be a secular person or-

dained vicar perpetual, canonic-ally instituted and inducted,
and covenably (fitly) endowed by the discretion of the ordi-

nary, to do divine service, and to inform the people, and to

keep hospitality there
;
and that no religious, i. f. regular

priest, should in anywise be made vicar in any church appro-
priated.' From the endowments made in pursuance of this

statute have arisen all the vicarages that exist at the present
day. The title of the vicar to tithes and other ecclesiastical

dues, such as Easter offerings (which are said to be due to

the parson or vicar of common right), and customary pay-
ments for marriages, burials, and baptisms, depends primarily

upon the deed of endowment. As, however, the rector and
Mcar are persons equally capable in law of holding such pro-

perty, the deed is not always conclusive evidence in any
question that may arise between these parties as to their re-

spective rights ;
but it is said, that where either of them has

for a long time had undisputed enjoyment of any particular
portion of the tithes or other fruits of the benefice, which is

not consistent with the terms of the original deed, a variation
ofthat deed by some subsequent instrument may be presumed
in favour of such long enjoyment. The endowments of

\icarage* have generally consisted of a part of the glebe-
land of the parsonage, and what are technically called the
mall tithes of the parish. In some places, also, a portion

of the great tithes has been added to the vicarages. [For
the legal distinction between great and small tithes, see

TITHES.]
A vicarage by endowment becomes a distinct benefice, of

which the patronage is vested in the impropriator or sine-

cure rector, and is said to be appendaut to the rectory. It

follows that the vicnr, being endowed with separate revenues,

is enabled to recover his temporal rights without the aid of

thcpatron.
The lost of the original Act of Endowment is supplied by

prescription ; '. e. it the vicar has enjoyed any parlicular
tithes or other fruits by constant usage, tiie law will presume
that he was legally endowed with them.

If the impropriator, cither by design or mistake, presents
the vicar to the parsonage, the vicarage ill be di-sulvcd,

and the person presented will be entitled to all r

astical dues as rector. [On the subject of the dissolution

of vicarages, sec VICARAGE.]
It is to be observed that the statute 4 Henry IV. c. 1.',

did not extend to appropriations made before the li.

Richard II. Hence it happens that in some appropi,
churches no vicar has ever been endowed. In this case

the officiating minister is appointed by the impropriator,
and is called a perpetual curate. He enters upon his

official duties by virtue of the bishop's licence only, without

institution or induction. It appears, moreover, from Dr.
Burn (Eccles. Late, tit. 'Curate'), that there were some
benefices which, being granted for the purpose of support-

ing the hospitality of the monasteries (in mrn*a muna-
rhnrum), ana not appropriated in the common form, escaped
the operation of the statute of Henry IV. In this case, ac-

cording to the same author, the benefices were served by
temporary curates belonging to the religious houses, and
sent out as occasion required ;

and sometimes the liberty
of not appointing a perpetual vicar was granted by dispen-

sation, in benefices not annexed to taV.es of the monas-
teries. When such appropriations, together with the charge
of

providing
for the cure, were transferred (after the <

lution of monasteries) from spiritual societies to single lay

persons (who, being incapable of serving them themselves,
were obliged to nominate a person to the bishop for his

licence to serve the cure), the curate by this means became
so far perpetual as not to bo removable at the pie
of the impropriator, but only for such causes as would occa-

sion the depriving of a rector or vicar, or by the rc\oration

of the bishop's licence. (Burn, ibid.) Though the form
of licences to perpetual cures expresses that they last only
during the

bishop's pleasure, the power of revocation, thus
reserved to the bishop, has seldom, if ever, been exercised.

There is another kind of perpetual curacy which arises

from the erection in a parish of a chapel of case subject to

the mother church. But the curacies of chapels of ease are

not benefices in the strict legal sense of the word, unless they
have been augmented out of the fund called Queen Anne's

Bounty. The officiating ministers ore not corporations in

law with perpetuity of succession, as parsons, vicars, and
other perpetual curates. Neither arc chapels of ease subject
to lapse, although the bishop may, by process in the eccle-

siastical courts, compel the patrons to fill them up. But the

statute 1 Geo. I. scss. 2, c. 10, provides that all churches,
curacies, or chapels, which shall be augmented by the

!_
r"vcrnors of Queen Anne's Bounty, shall be from thence-

forth perpetual cures and benefices, and the ministers duly
nominated and licensed thereunto shall be in law bodies

politic and corporate, and have perpetual succession, and be

capable to take in perpetuity : and that if suffered to remain
void for six months they shall lapse in like manner as pre-
scntative livings. [See CHAPEL ; CBRATK.]
The district churches built in pursuance of several recent

acts (as 58 Geo. III. c. 45 : 59 Geo. 111. c. 134
;
3 Geo. IV.

c. 72 ; 5 Geo. IV. c. 91 ; 7 and 8 Geo. IV. c. 7-J : 1 and >

Will. IV. c. 38; '2 and 3 Will. IV. c. 61) arc made perpe-
tual cures, and the incumbents corporations.
A donative is a spiritual preferment, whether church,

chapel, or vicarage, which is in the free gift of the patron,
without making any presentation to the bishop, and without

admission, institution, or induction by mandate from the

bishop or any other
;
but the donee may by the patron, or

by any other authorised by the patron.be put into possession.
Nor is any licence from the bishop necessary to j>erfcct the

donee's title to possession of the donative, but it receives its

full effect from the single act and sole authority of tho
donor. Tho chief further peculiarity of donatives is their

exemption from episcopal jurisdiction.
The manner of visitation of donatives is by commissioners

appointed by tho patron. If the patron dies during lh<!

vacancy of a donative benefice, the right of nomination de-
scends to his heir-at-law, and docs not belong to his <\

ecutors, as is the ca.se with the patronage of prcsentativo
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livings. Donatives, if augmented by Queen Anne's Bounty,
become liable to lapse, and also to episcopal visitation.

(Statute 1 Geo. I. sess. 2, c. 10.) But no donatives can be

so augmented without the consent of the patron in writing,
under his hand ami seal. Both perpetual curates and in-

cumbents of donatives are obliged to declare their assent to

the Thirty-nine Articles and the Book of Common Prayer,
in the manner prescribed by the statute 13 Eliz. c. 12, and
the Act of Uniformity above-mentioned, and must also take

the oaths of allegiance, supremacy, and abjuration, accord-

ing to the provisions of statutes 1 Geo. I. sess. 2, c. 13, and
9 Geo. II. c. 26

;
and the right of patronage, both of per-

petual curacies and donatives, is to be vindicated by writ of

Quare Impedit. (Burn's Eccles. Law, tit. 'Donative.')

Neither the augmentation nor the alienation of benefices

with cure of souls has ever been favoured by the policy of

the English law. To prevent the former was one of the

objects of the statutes of Mortmain, one of which (23 Hen.
VIII. c. 10) expressly tnakes void all assurances of lands in

favour of parish churches, chapels, &c.
It might have been reasonably expected that, at the lime

of the dissolution of monasteries, the clergy would have
received back those revenues which, being originally vested
in them for religious purposes, had been subsequently ap-

propriated by the monks. Such a measure, however, was
not agreeable to the temper either of King Henry VIII.
or his parliaments. When that king rame to a rupture
with the pope, he resolved to free his dominions from the

payment of first fruits and tenths to the papal treasury.
The first of these taxes consisted ofone year's whole profits
of every spiritual preferment, according to a valuation of

benefices made by the pope's authority ; the second, of the

tenth part of the annual profit of each benefice, according
to the same valuation. The payment of these to the pope
was prohibited by statute 25 Henry VIII. c. 20

; and the

next year by statute 26 Henry VIII. c. 3, the whole of the

revenue arising therefrom was annexed to the crown. The
last-mentioned statute directed these taxes to be paid ac-

cording to a new valuation of ecclesiastical benefices to be
made by certain commissioners appointed for the purpose.
This valuation is what is still called the valuation of the

king's books. The statute 26 Henry VIII. c. 3, was con-
firmed by statute 1 Eliz. c. 4. [See FIRST FRUITS and

TKNTHS.]
The subsequent proceedings of Henry VIII., after the

appropriation of the possessions of the monasteries, ten-led

rather to enrich the collegiate and other corporations aggre-
gate with the revenues of the church, than to revest them
in their antient possessors. Nor was the latter object the

aim of his successors, until more than a century after his

death ; but after the restoration of Charles II., the scandal
of lay irapropnations gave rise to some relaxation of the
statutes of mortmain. Thus by statute 17 Car. II. c. 3,

power was given to lay impropriators of tithes to annex such
tithes to, or settle them in trust for, the parsonage or vicar-

age of the parish church to which they belonged, or for the

perpetual curate, if there was no vicarage endowed; and by
the same statute, in cases where the settled maintenance of

the parsonage or vicarage, with cure, did not amount to the
full sum of [OOl. a year, clear of all charges and reprizes,
the incumbent was empowered to purchase for himself and
his successors, lands and tithes, without license of mortmain.
Another statute of the same reign (29 Car. II. c. 8) con-

firms, for a perpetuity, such augmentations of vicarages and

perpetual curacies as had been already made for a term of

years by ecclesiastical corporations, on granting leases of

impropriatory rectories. The act also confirms future aug-
mentations to be made in the same manner, subject to a

limitation which has since been taken off by statute 1 and 2

Will. IV. c. 45, by which the provisions of 29 Car. II. c. 8

have been considerably extended. But the principal aug-
mentation of the revenues of the church was made under
the provisions of the statute 2 and 3 Anne, c. 11. By this

act, and by the queen's letters-patent made in pursuance of

it, all the revenue of the first fruits and tenths was vested
in trustees, for the augmentation of small benefices. This
fund is what is usually called Queen Anne s Bounty, and
has since been further regulated by statutes 5 Anne, c. 24 ;

6 Anne, c. 27 ; 1 Geo. I. sess. 2, c. 10 ; 3 Geo. I. c. 10.

The trustees, who are certain dignitaries of the church,
and other olliciul pcr-otnL'es for the time being, are incorpo-
rated by the name of ' the governors of the Bounty of Queen
A nne, for the augmentation of the maintenance of the poor

clergy,' and have authority to make rules for the distribution

of the fund, which rules are to be approved of by the king
under his sign manual. Every person having any estate or

interest in possession, reversion, or contingency, in lands or

personalty, is empowered to settle such estate or interest,

either by deed enrolled or will, upon the corporation, without
licence of mortmain ;

and the corporation are empowered to

admit benefactors to the fund into their body. (For the

principal rules established by the corporation, with respect
to augmentations and the operation of these rules, see Burn's
Eccles. Law, tit.

' First Fruits and Tenths.')
The 1 Geo. I. sess. 2, c. 1 0, renders valid agreements

made with benefactors to Queen Anne's Bounty, concerning
the right of patronage of augmented churches in favour of

such benefactors, where the agreements are made by persons
or bodies corporate having such an interest in the patron-
age of such churches as the act renders necessary ;

but an

agreement by a parson or vicar must be made with consent

of his patron and ordinary. The governors are also em-

powered by the same statute to make agreements with

patrons of donatives or perpetual cures for an augmented
stipend to the ministers of such benefices when augmented,
to augment vacant benefices, and with the concurrence of the

proper parties, to exchange lands settled for augmentation.
It should be observed that a modern statute of mortmain,

the Statute of Charitable Uses, 9 Geo. II. c. 36, imposed
certain forms, a strict compliance with which was necessary
in all gifts to Queen Anne's Bounty, whether by deed or will.

But these restrictions have been removed by statute 43
Geo. III. c. 107, as far as respects gifts of real property for

augmentation of the bounty ; and a recent provision for

the augmentation of benefices not exceeding ISO/, per an-
num is made by 46 Geo. III. c. 133, which discharges all

such benefices from the land-tax, without any consideration

being given for the discharge, with a proviso that the whole
annual amount thus remitted shall not exceed 60001.

The alienation of the temporalities of benefices, even in

perpetuity, was not forbidden by the common law, provided
it were made with the concurrence of the principal parties

interested, viz. the parson, patron, and ordinary. Thus, at

the common law, lands might have become exempt from
the payment of tithe by virtue of an agreement entered into

between the tithe-payer and the parson or vicar, with the

necessary consent, for the substitution of land in lieu of

tithe. But the statute 13 Eliz. c. 10 prohibits, among
other bodies corporate, parsons and vicars from making any
alienation of their temporalities beyond the life of the in-

cumbent, except by way of lease for twenty-one years, or

three lives,
'

whereupon the accustomed yearly rent or

more shall be reserved and payable yearly during the said

term.' Further restrictions are imposed by the stat. 18 Eliz.

c. 1 1, which requires that where any former lease for years
is in being, it must be expired, surrendered, or ended within

three years next after the making of the new lease, and all

bonds and covenants for renewing or making leases contrary
to this and the last-mentioned statute are made void. The
stat. 14 Eliz. c. 1 1, as to houses in towns, extends the term

specified in the 13 Eliz. c. 10 to forty years, but prohibits
leases of such houses in reversion, and allows of absolute

alienation by way of exchange. But the consent of patron
and ordinary is still necessary in order to make the leases of

parsons and vicars binding upon their successors. It is said

that about the time when these statutes were passed, it was
a practice for patrons to present unworthy clergymen to their

vacant benefices, on condition of having leases of those

benefices made to themselves at a very low rate. The con-

sequences of this were not unlike what ensued from (lie

appropriation of benefices by monastic corporations: the

incumbents did not reside, and the churches were indiffer-

ently served by stipendiary curates. To remedy this evil,

it was provided by stat. 13 Eliz. c. 20 (made perpetual by
3 Car. I.e. 4), ihat no lease of a benefice with cure should
endure longer than while the lessee should be ordinarily
resident and serving the cure, without absence for more
than eighty days in any one year, but should immediately,
upon non-residence, become void ; and that the incumbent
should forfeit one year's profits of the benefice, to be dis-

tributed among the poor : but the statute contains an ex-

ception of the case where a parson, allowed by law to have
two benefices, demises the one, upon which he is not most

ordinarily resident, to his curate. The 18 Eliz. c. 11, pro-
vides that process of sequestration shall bo granted by the

ordinary to obtain the profits so forfeited. By stat 14 Eliz.
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c. 11, bonds and covenants, and by stat. 43 Elii. e. 9, j

nu-nis entered into or suffered in fraud of the slat. 13 Eliz.

c. 20, are made \

The 13 Eliz. c. 20, also renders void all charge* upon eccle-

siastical benefloes by way of pension or otherwise. This last

provision has been held to extend to mortgages and annui-

ties, even if made only for the life or incumbency of the

mortgager. But the strictness of the laws prohibiting all

alienations by or in favour of ecclesiastical persons, has in

in xlcrn times been somewhat relaxed by the legislature for

purposes of public convenience. Thus the General Inclosure

Act, 41 Geo. III. o. 109, and the Land-tax Redemption
Act (-12 Geo. III. c. 118, amended by 45 Geo. III. c. 77,50
Geo. III. c. 58, 53 Geo. III. c. 193, 54 Geo. HI. c. 17, and
57 Geo. III. c. 100) confer ample powers of purchase and
alienation for such purposes.

Other acts, as 17 Geo. III. o. 53 (amended by 21 Geo.

III. c. 66, and 6 Geo. IV. c. 89), empower ecclesiastical in-

cumbents, with consent of patron and ordinary, to raise

money by sale or mortgage of the profits of the benefice, li >r

a term, for the purpose of building and repairing parsonage
houses ; and the governors of Queen Anne's Bounty are

permitted to advance money for the same object. (See
also 43 Geo. III. o. 108, and 51 Geo. III. e. 116.)

Again, the stat. 55 Geo. III. r. 147 (amended by 1 Geo.
IV. c. 6, 6 Geo. IV. c. 8, and 7 Geo. IV. c. 6C) empowers
incumbents, with consent of patron and ordinary, and ac-

cording to tho forms prescribed by the act, to exchange
their parsonage houses and glebe lands, and to purchase and
annex to their beneflcc other parsonage houses and glebe
lauds. (See also 66 Geo. III. o. 141.) And by the above-

mentioned stat 1 and 2 Will. IV. c. 45, rectors and vicars

are enabled to charge their benefloes in favour of chapels of

ease within their cures.

Although an ecclesiastical benefice cannot be alienated

for the satisfaction of the incumbent's debts, the profits may
be sequestrated for that purpose, even where the debt arises

from an annuity which the incumbent has attempted to

charge upon the benefice. (Vide it Darn, and Adolp. 784.)

And this is the ordinary practice upon a judgment against
a clergyman in one of the temporal courts. The writ </l

fierifacias issues against him as in the case of a layman, but

the sheriff returns that he is a benefteed clerk, having no lay
tea ; upon which a writ of levari facias issues to the bishop
of the diocese, by virtue of which the profits of the benefice

ore sequestrated until the whole debt is satisfied. (See 8-
QUE8TRATION.)

In case of a beneflced clergyman seeking his discharge
under the insolvent act, the assignees of his estate must

apply for a sequestration, in order to render the profits of

the beneBce available for the payment of his debts. (See
7 Geo. IV. c. 57, s. 28.)

Tho duties and liabilities of spiritual persons come more

properly under the head of CLKROV, but it is not inconsist-

ent with the subject of the present article to mention the

non- residence of spiritual persons upon their benefices, which

(besides being cognizable in the ecclesiastical court.-.) is

visited with severe penalties by different acts of parliament.
The principal of the old enactments on the subject is slat

21 Hen. VIII. c. 13 (amended and enlarged by 35 Hen. VIII.

c. 16 ; 128 Hen. VIII. c. 13, and 33 Hen. VIII. c. 08), which

imposes certain penalties upon persons wilfully absenting
themselves from their benefices for one month together, or

two months in the year.
But this act exc.epts the chaplains to the king and royal

family, those of peers, peeresses, and certain public officers,

during their attendance upon the household of such as re-

tain them ; and also all heads of colleges, magistrates, and

professor* in the universities, and all students under a cer-

tain age residing there bonafide for study. And the king
may grant dispensations for non-residence to his chaplains,
even when they are not attending his household. The resi-

dence intended by the law must be in the parsonage house,
if there be one; but if there be no house of residence, the

incumbent must reside within the limits of the benefice, or

of the city, town, or parish where the benefice is situate, pro-
vided such resilience be within two miles from the church

or r Impel of the benefice: and in all such coses a residence

may l>c appointed by tho bishop, even without the limits of

the benefice. These acts (which extend also to an
ronrios, deaneries, and dignities in cathedral and colle-

giate churches) have been consolidated and amended by
btat. 57 Geo. 111. c. 99. By this act, every incumbent ab-

senting himself from a benefice with cure, without licence,
fur the period of three months consecutively, or at sc<

times for so many days as are equal to this period, and

abiding elsewhere than at some other benefice, l

for an absence exceeding three months, but not above six

months, one-third of the annual value of the benefice, clear
of all outgoings except the curate's salary. Absences of a

longer duration are subjected to proportional penalties, and
the whole of the penalty in each case is given to the party
suing, together with such costs as are allowed by the prac-
tice of the court where the action is brought. All who
were exempt from residence before the last statute are still

exempt, and tho exemption is extended to several other-.

including public officers in either of the two universities and
tutors and public officers in any college. Students in the

university are exempted till they are thirty years of

and the king's prerogative to grant dispensations for non-
residence to his chaplains is not affected by tho statute.

But no person can have the benefit of nn exemption, unless

he make a notification of it every year, within i-ix weeks
from the 1st of January, to tho bishop of the diocese, lie-

sides the exemptions, the bishop may grant a licence for

non-residence for the illness or infirmity of an incumbent,
his wife, or child, and for other causes specified in the act)
and if the bishop refuses a licence, the incumbent may up-

peal to the archbishop. The bishop may also grant he,

for non- residence for causes not specified in the act, but in

that case the licences must be allowed by the archbishop.
Licences may bo revoked, and no licence can continue in

fui-iv above three years from the time of its being granted,
or after the 31st of December in the second year after that

in which it is granted. The act also contains directions

with respect to the lists of exemptions and licences fur non-

residence, which are to be kept in the registry of each dio-

cese for public inspection.
The act 57 Geo. III. c. 99 provides also for the appoint-

ment of licensed curates in benefices, the incumbents of

which are absent with or without licence or exemption, and

regulates the salaries of such curates upon a scale propor-
tioned to the value of each benefice, and the number of the

population within its precincts; and in all cases of non-resi-

dence from sickness, age, or other unavoidable cause, tho

bishop may fix smaller salaries at his discretion.

There are other liabilities which parsons, vicars, and other

spiritual persons necessarily incur in respect of their bene-
fices. Thus, by 43 Klu. c. '2, they are rateable in respect of

their benefices for the relief of the poor; and, although the

burden of the repairs of the body of the church falls upon
the parishioners, the rector (and, where the parsonage is ap-

propriated, the impropriator) is liable for the repairs ef the

chancel. And the stat. 35 Ed. I. sess. 2, the object of which
was to prohibit rectors from cutting down trees in church-

yards, contains an express exception of the case where such
trees are wanted for the repair of the chancel.

Besides the liability implied in the last-mentioned prohi-
bition, all ecclesiastical incumbents are liable for dilapida-
tions. A dilapidation is said to be tiie pulling down or de-

stroying in any manner any of the houses or buildings be-

longing to a spiritual living, or suffering them to run into

ruin or decay, or wasting or destroying the woods of the

church, or committing or suffering any wilful waste in or

upon the inheritance of the church. Such proceedings may
l>e prevented by the spiritual censures of the ordinary : and
tho profits of the benefice may be sequestered until tho

damage be repaired ; and the Court of Chancery will, at

the suit of the patron, grant nn injunction to restrain this as

well as every other species of waste. Or the next incum-
bent may recover damages for dilapidations either in tho

Spiritual Court, or in an action on the case at common law

against his predecessor, or, if ho be dead, against his per-

sonal representatives.
The remedies for the subtraction of tithes given by the

law of England to the clergy arc suflieicntly ample. Thus
stat. 2 and 3 Kd. VI. enables them either to recover the

tithes themselves in the Spiritual Courts, together with tho

double value of such tithes in addition, or to recover the

trehlu value in the temporal courts. Some recent statutes,

and particularly 53 Geo. III. c. 127, and 7 Goo. IV. o. 15,

No given it summary remedy for the recovery of tithes

under a certain amount before two justices of the peace,
who are empuuered <o levy them by distress. But ques-
tions of title to tithes belong to the temporal courts only,
and are generally determined by a suit on the equity bide
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of the Court of Exchequer. The subject of the different

species of defence to suits of this nature will be more pro-

perly considered under the head of TITHES ; but it should

be observed that by the old law, upon the principle of
' nullum tempus occurrit ecclesiaj,' there was no period of

limitation to these suits, so that the church could, at any
distance of time, recover land or tithes, which it could he

proved to have enjoyed within legal memory, I. e. since the

accession of Richard I. To remedy this with respect to

tithes, the stat. 2 and 3 Will. IV. cap. 100, after appointing

periods of limitation for tithe suits by the king, by lay persons,

and corporations aggregate, whether spiritual or temporal,

provides that in all such suits by spiritual persons or cor-

porations sole, a claim of discharge from the payment of

tithes by the customary commutation called a modus, or of

o total exemption by prescription, shall be indefeasible upon
evidence showing that the modus was paid or exemption had

for the whole time that two persons in succession may have

held the benefice in respect of which tithes are claimed, and
for not less than three years after the appointment, institution,

or induction of a third person thereto. And it is further

provided, that if the period of the holding of such two per-
sons be less than sixty years, it shall be necessary, in order

to establish the modus or the exemption, to show its existence

for so long a time as with that period shall make up ihe

full period of sixty years ; and also for the further period of

three years from the appointment, institution, or induction

of a third person to the same benefice. The statute con-

tains an exception for the cases where it shall be proved
that the modus was paid, or the exemption had, by consent

evidenced by some deed or writing.
And with respect to actions and suits for recovery of lands

or rents by parsons, vicars, or other spiritual corporations
sole, the 29th sect, of 3 and 4 Will. IV. c. 27 subjects them
to the period of limitation of two successive incumbencies,

together with six years after the appointment of a third per-
son to the benefice, or in case of this period not amounting to

sixty years, then to tho full period of limitation of sixty years.

Having thug shown how possession of the different kinds
of benefices in England is acquired and maintained, and
what are the principal legal incidents of such possession, it

remains to consider how benefices may be vacated or avoided.

And this may happen several ways : 1. By the death of the

incumbent ; 2. By resignation, which is made into the hands
of the ordinary, except in the case of donatives, which must
be resigned into the hands of the patron, who alone hai

jurisdiction over them. The resignation must be absolute,
unless it be for tho purpose of exchange, in which case it

may be made on the condition that the exchange shall tuke

full effect. Where two parsons wish to exchange benefices,

they must obtain a licence from the ordinary to that effect ; and
if the exchange is not fully executed by both parties during
their lives, all the proceedings are void. (See Burn, EC-
cleg Law, tit. Exchange.) 3. A benefice may be avoided

by the incumbent's being promoted to a bishoprick ; but tbe

avoidance in this case does not take place till the actual con-

secration of the new prelate. The patronage of the benefice

so vacant belongs for that turn to the king, except in the case

of a clergyman, beneficcd in England, accepting an Irish

bishoprick : for no person can accept a dignity or benefice in

Ireland until he has first resigned all his preferments in

England; so that in this case the patron, and not the king,
has the benefit of the avoidance. Tho avoidance may bo

prevented by a licence from tbe crown to hold the benefice

in commendam. Grants in commemlam may be either

temporary or perpetual. They are said to be derived from
an antient practice in the Roman Catholic church, whereby,
when a church was vacant, and could not be immediately
filled up, the care of it was commended by the bishop or

other ecclesiastical superior to gome person of merit, who
should take the direction of it until the vacancy was filled

up, but without meddling with the profits. This practice,

however, in process of time being abused for the purpose of

evading the provisions of the canon law against pluralities,
became the subject of considerable complaint, and of some
restraints, by the authority of popes and councils, and parti-

cularly of the celebrated Council of Trent in the sixteenth

century. (Vide Father Paul's Treatise on Benefices.) A
benefice may be granted in commendam to a bishop after

consecration, but then the patron's consent must be ob-

tained, in order to render the commendam valid. [See COM-
MKNDAM.] If the incumbent of a donative be promoted to

a bishoprick, n<> CUSMI.U takes place, but it scums that he

may retain the donative without a commendam. (See
Viner's Alir, tit. Presentation, K. 6 )

4. If an incumbent of a benefice with cure of souls accepts
a second benefice of a like nature without procuring a dis-

pensation, the first, by the provisions of the canon law, is

so far void, that the patron may present another clerk, or
the bishop may deprive ; but till deprivation no advantage
can be taken by lapse. And the stat. 21 Hen. VIII. c. 13

provides, that where a person, having a benefice of the value
of Hi. per annum or upwards, according to the valuation of

the king's books, accepts any other, the first shall be ad-

judged void, unless he obtains a dispensation in conformity
with the provisions of the statute. And dispensations not
in conformity with the statute are declared void, and heavy
penalties are imposed upon persons endeavouring to procure
them. But by virtue of such dispensations, spiritual per-
sons of the king's council may hold three benefices with

cure, and the other persons qualified by the statute to re-

ceive dispensations may each hold two such benefices.

The persons who may receive dispensations are the king's

chaplains, those of the queen and royal family, and other

persons who are allowed by the statute to retain a certain

number of chaplains, and also the brethren and sons of all

temporal lords, the brethren and sons of knights, and all

doctors and bachelors of divinity and law, admitted to their

degrees in due form by the universities. The privilege is not
extended to the brethren and sons of baronets, as the rank
of baronet did not exist at the time when the statute was

passed. [See CHAPLAIN.] /

The statute expressly excepts deaneries, archdeaconries,

chancellorships, treafurerships, chanterships, prebends, and
sinecure rectories. Donatives are within the statute, if a do-

native is the first living : but if a donative is the second living
ti'keu without a dispensation, the first is not made void by
the statute, the words of which are ' instituted and inducted
to any other,' words not applicable to donatives. But it

seems that both in the oases excepted by tho statute, and
in the case where the second living is a donative, a dis-

pensation is equally necessary in order to hold both prefer-

ments, as otherwise the first would be voidable by the
canon law.

The stat. 36 Geo. III. c. S3 has brought chapels and
churches, augmented by Queen Anne's l>ounty, within the

Statute of Pluralities, by enacting that such churches and

chapels shall be considered as preservative benefices, and
that the license to serve them shall render other livings
voidable in the same manner as institution to presentative
benefices. It appears that both by the common law, and
by the provisions of stat. 37 Hen. VIII. c. 21, and 1 7 Char.
II. c. 3, a union or consolidation of two benefices into one

might with consent of patrons, ordinaries, and incumbents,
be made in such a manner as not to be affected by the
Statute of Pluralities. (See CHURCH, and Burn's Eccles,

Law, tit. Union.)
For the manner of obtaining dispensations from the

archbishop, and for the form of such dispensations, and of
the confirmation thereof by the lord chancellor, and the pro-
visions which the canon law requires to be inserted in such

dispensations, see Burn's Eccles. Law, title Plurality.
6. Another mode of avoidance of a benefice, is by de-

privation under a sentence of an ecclesiastical court. Tho
principal causes on which sentence of deprivation is usually
founded, are heresy, blasphemy, gross immorality ; or con
viction of treason, murder, or felony.

6. A benefice may be avoided by act of the law
;
as where

the incumbent omits or refuses to subscribe the Thirty-
Nine Articles, or declaration of conformity to the Liturgy,
or to read the Articles or Book of Common Prayer, in pur-
suance of the statutes which render those acts necessary.
But the most remarkable mode of avoidance which is to bo
classed under this head, is that for simony, in pursuance of
the stat. 31 Eliz. c. G. By this statute for the avoiding of

simony, it is among other things enacted, that if any patron,
for any sum of money, reward, profit, or benefit, or for any
promise, agreement, grant, bond, of or for any sum of

money, reward, gift, profit, or benefit, shall present or collate

any person to an ecclesiastical benefice with cure of souls or

dignity, such presentation or collation shall he utterly void,
and the crown shall present to the benefice for that turn

only. The statute also imposes a penalty upon the parties
to the simoniacal contract to the amount of double the value
of a year's profit of the benefice, and for ever disables the

person corhiplly procuring or accepting the benefice from
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enjoying the same. And by Mat. 12 Anne, MM. 2. r. 1 .'. :.

purchaac* by a clergyman, cither in his own name or that of

another, of tin- next presentation/or himself, i* declared to be

simony, and is attended with tlie sumo penalties ami for-

feiture as are ini|Msed by the statute of Elizabeth. Upon
the construction of this statute of Elizabeth it has been

held, that if the next presentation can be shown to hnve

IK-CH purchased with thu intention of presenting a particular

person, who. upon a vacancy taking place, is presented ac-

cordingly, this fact is MiUicicnl to render the transaction

simoniacal. An exception has indeed been made in the

cue of a father providing for his son by the purchase of a

next presentation, but the principle of this exception has

lately Ix-cn denied. (Vide 2 B. & C. 05-2.)

The cirrutustanco of the incumbent being at the point of

death at the time of the contract, may also vitiate the

transaction ; except where the fee simple of the advowson

is purchased, in which ease it has been decided that the

knowledge of the state of the incumbent's health docs not

make the purchase simoniacal.

It has been a question much agitated in our courts, whe-

ther a presentation is valid where the person presented
enters into a bond or agreement, either generally to resign
the benefice at the patron's request, or to resign it in favour

of a particular person specified in the instrument. After

several contrary decisions in the courts below, it was finally

decided by the House of Lords towards the latter end of the

last century, that general bonds of resignation were simo-

niacal and illegal. A similar decision has lately been mode

by the same tribunal with respect to bonds of resignation in

favour of specified persons. As there is no objection on the

grounds of public policy to the last-mentioned instruments,
if restrained within due limits, the interference of the legis-

lature has been thought necessary in order to regulate
transactions of this nature. On this account, after a retro-

spective act (7 & 8 Geo. IV. c. 25) had been passed, to re-

medy the hardships that might otherwise have been occa-

sioned by the last-mentioned judgment of the House of

Lords, it was finally enacted by the 9 Geo. IV. c. 94, that

every engagement, bond fide made for the resignation of

any spiritual oflice or living, in favour of a person, or one of

two persons to be specially named therein, being such per-
sons as were mentioned in a subsequent section of the act,

should be valid and effectual in the law, provided such en-

gagement were entered into before the presentation of the

party entering into the same. By the section referred to,

where two persons arc specially named in the engagement,
each of them must be, either by blood or marriage, an uncle,

son, grandson, brother, nephew, or grandnephevv of the

patron (provided the patron is not a mere trustee), or of the

person for whom the patron is a trustee, or of the person by
whose direction the presentation is intended to be made, or

of any married woman whose husband in her right is patron,
or of any other poison in whose right the presentation is

intended to be made. The deed containing the engage-
ment to resign must be deposited for inspection with the

registrar of the diocese wherein the benefice is situated, and

every resignation made in pursuance of such an engage-
ment must refer to the same, and state the name of the

person for whose benefit it is made and becomes void

unless that person is presented within six months. The
statute is limited in its operation to cases where the pa-

tronage is strictly private properly.
There are certain benefices of which the patronage is

either by custom or act of parliament vested in certain

public officers or corporations. Thus, the lord chancellor

bos the absolute patronage of all the king's livings which arc

valued at20/. per annum or under in the king's books. It is

not known how this patronage of the chancellor was derived ;

but it appears from the rolls of parliament in the 4th Ed.

III., that the chancellor at that time had the patronage of

all the king's livings of the value of 20 marks or under,
and it is not improbable that at the time of making the new
valuation of benefices in the reign of Henry VIII., a new

grant was made to the chancellor by the crown, in consi-

deration of the altered value of ecclesiastical property. By
tat. 3 James I. c. 5, popish recusants arc disabled from

exercising any right of ecclesiastical patronage , and the

patronage of |IUI;L'S in the gift of such persons is vested in

the two universities, according to thu several counties in

which the living* are situat .-. This disability :-

firmed by the subsequent statutes I Will. & Mary, <. -'i,

\'i Ann. icss. '2. c. 14, and extended to cases Vlieiv the

right of patronage
s not rein
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a a trustee for a papist ; and

with the other disabilities affecting
Roman Catholics) by stat. 111 (',, 9. l\ . c. 7. But tin-

mentioned act provides, that where am i. i pa-

tronage U connected with any office in the gift of the

crown, which ollice is held by a Human Catholic, the pa-
tronage, so long as the office'is so held, shall be exercised

by the archbishop of Canterbury.
Though the stat. 10 Ann. c. 12 restored the rights of pn-

tronage in Scotland (which had been abolished by the act

of the Scotch parliament which cstablUhcl lh<

terian form of church government at the beginning of Will.
III.'s reign), this law was so unpopular that it wa fir a

long time resisted, and became almost nugatory. The
people gradually assumed to themselves the privili

approving
of their

pastors
before they were indued,! ; and

this popular sanction, which was denominated a rat!.

regarded as indispensable, and as possessing more authority
than the presentation of the patron. The General Asscni"-

bly of the Church of Scotland in 1 752 (chiefly through the
influence of the historian Robertson) passed a vote cen-

suring this practice, and vindicating the rights of patronage
as established by the legislature. (See Stewart's Life of
Robertson.) It seems, however, to have been the

though not uniform practice of that church subsequently
(notwithstanding positive law) to require a certain concur-
rence of the people before the person presented to a benefice

was invested with the cure of souls. (See Smith's H'rul/fi

of Nations, book v. chap. 1.) This concurrence api
however, to have been, in a great measure, a matter of torni,

until a recent determination of the General Assembly de-

clared that a call should be indispensable in all cases. The
Scotch law upon this subject is quite unsettled, and ob-

viously requires the interference of the legislature. The
church, of Ireland being the same with that of England, the
ecclesiastical polity of each is in its main principles the same.
The same law of ecclesiastical patronage, the same classifi-

cation of benefices, the same circumstances of lay impropria-
tions, and in short, the same ecclesiastical privileges and dis-

abilities may prevail in each country. But a most important
alti-r.it ion in the distribution of the revenues of the Irish

church was effected by the 3 & 4 Will. IV. c. 37, amended
by 4 &5 Will. IV. c. 90. By this act certain ecclesiastical

commissioners are established as a corporation, for the aug-
menting of small livings out of the funds, which come into

their hands by virtue of the act, and for other ecclesiastical

purposes. The funds in question are to arise, partly from
the revenues of certain bishopricks which are abolished,
and the surplus revenues of the rest above certain limits

fixed by the act
; partly from the money paid by the tenants

of lands held under bishops' leases renewable for ever, for

a conversion of such leasehold interest into a perpetuity ;

and partly from a tax levied on all ecclesiastical dignities
and benefices, according to a scale of taxation specified
in a schedule to the act ; in consideration of which tax all

first fruits are abolished. The Commissioners are invested

with extraordinary powers by the act. Thus, they have

authority to disapproprialc benefices united to dignities, and
to unite them to vicarages in lieu thereof. They have also

the power of suspending the appointment to benefices
which are in the gill either of the crown, of archbishops,
bishops, ur other dignitaries, or of ecclesiastical corporations,
where it appears that divine service has not been performed
within such benefices for three years before the passing the
act. The subject of the better regulation of the rev.

and discipline of the Irish church still (1835) engages the
attention of the legislature.
We have already mentioned the attempts of the popes to

acquire the right of patronage to all ecclesiastical bciu

in Europe, and the successful niea-urcs, that were taken in

England for resisting their pretensions. After ineffectual

attempts had been made at the councils of Constance and
Basle in 1414 and 1433 to check the papal encroachments,
each of tho principal European government!! seems to have
asserted in smiie m. .istical indepen-
dence, either by entering into concordats with the pope,
in- assuming the right of controlling his pretensions by
national legislation. Tho latter course seems to have been

adopted by Spain towards the end of the fifteenth century.
>. vol. ii. p. 361.) The emperor

of Germany in Ills entered into a concordat at Aschuflen
burg with the |'..pe. which is said to be still the law of tho

>' ~tates of Germany. By this treaty the pope oh
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tained the right of collation to all benefices that fell vacant

luring six alternate months of the year. By the Prag-
matic Sanction of Charles VII. of France, published in

1438, all mandates and reservations with respect to bene-

fices in that country were abolished for the future. This

ordinance was followed, in the beginning of the sixteenth

century, by the concordat of -Francis I. and Leo X., which

remained till the time of the French revolution a funda-

mental law of the Gallican church. By this treaty the pope

gave up his indefinite claims to the patronage of benefices,

and received a small stipulated patronage in return ;
and

the substantial part of the patronage of bishoprics was

vested in the crown. The modern concordat of Pius VII.

with Napoleon, though destructive of the liberties of the

Gallican church, does not appear, so far as respects the right
of the pope to interfere with the patronage of benefices,

to be a material innovation upon the concordat of Francis 1.

[See CONCORDAT.]
For the numerous abuses with respect to the patronage,

acquisition, and transmission of benefices that prevailed in

tlie Roman Catholic Church, especially in Italy, during the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, see Father Paul's Trea-

tise on Benefices, cap. 44-46.

The Council of Trent in 1547 attempted to reform some
of these evils, as that of pluralities and coramendams, here-

ditary succession to benefices, and non-residence ; but left

the great abuse of papal reservations untouched. The con-

sequence of this, according to Father Paul (cap. 50), was
that in his time (at the beginning of the seventeenth cen-

tury) the reservations were multiplied to such a degree, that

the pope had five-sixths of the benefices in Italy at his dis-

posal, with very reasonable hopes that the remaining sixth

would go the same way. In confirmation of this state-

ment, the same author gives a list of the benefices which at

that time came under the pope's patronage by reservations ;

and concludes with saying,
' Whoever shall put these reserva-

tions together will be found to have done the pope no

wrong in the calculation, and that he hath at least five

times as many collations as all the other collators put

together.'

The fallowing Table is abstracted p-trtly from a Parlia-

mentary Return presented to the House nf Commons in

1834, and partly frrjm the Rejiort of the Commissioners

appointed to inquire into the Ecclesiastical Revenues of
England and Wales, published June, 1835 :
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on their accession to the supreme power, all the grants

(benefieia) of their predecessors required confirmation ;
but

Titus by one edict, without solicitation, confirmed all grants
of previous emperors. The grants made by the emperors,
which were often lands, were entered in a book called the

Liber Benefiniorum, which was kept by the chief clerk of

benefices, under the care of the Comes Rerum Privatarum
of the emperor ; or it was kept by a person entitled

' A Com-
mentariis Beneficiorum,' or clerk of the benefices, as we
learn from a curious inscription in Gruter (DLXXVIII. 1.)

This inscription, which is a monumental inscription, is in

memory of M. Ulpius Phsedimus, who among other offices

held that of clerk of benefices to Trajan : the monument
was erected in the reign of Hadrian, A.D. 131, by Valens

Phffidimianus, probably one of the same family, who styles
himself wardrobe-keeper (a veste).

Beneficium, in the civil law, signifies any particular privi-

lege : thus it is said (Dig. i. 4. 3.) that the beneficium of

the emperor must bo interpreted very liberally ; and by the

Julian law, de bonis cedendis, a debtor was said to receive the

benefit (beneficium) of not being taken to prison. (Codex
vii. Tit. 71.)

Beneficium, among the writers of the middle ages, signi-
fied any grant of land from the fiscus, that is, the private

possessions of the king or sovereign, or any other person, for

life
; so called, says Ducange, because it was given out of

the mere good will (beneficium) and liberality of the grantor.
But it is evident from what we have said, that this kind of

grant was so called, after the fashion of the grants of the

Roman emperors. A beneficiary grant in the middle ages

appears to have been properly a grant for life, that is, a

grant to the individual, and accordingly corresponds to usu-

fructus, and is opposed to proprietus. The name benefi-

cium, as applied to a feudal grant, was afterwards changed
for that of feudum ; and the terms beneficium and feudum
are often used indifferently in writings which treat of feuds.

[See FEUD.] For further remarks on the term beneficium,
see Ducange, Glossarium, fyc. ; and Hotman, Commenta-
rius Verbt>rum Juris, Opera. Lugd. fol. 1.199.

BENEFIT OF CLERGY. The privilege or exemption
thus called had its origin in the regard which was paid by
the various sovereigns of Europe to the early Christian

Church, and in the endeavours of the popes to withdraw
the clergy altogether from secular jurisdiction. In England,
these attempts, being vigorously resisted by our earlier kings
after the Conquest, only succeeded partially and in two par-
ticular instances, namely, in procuring, 1. the exemption
of places consecrated to religious purposes from arrests for

crimes, which was the origin of sanctuaries [see SANC-
TUAKY] ; and 2. the exemption of clergymen in certain
cases from criminal punishment by secular judges. From
the latter exemption came the benefit of clergy, which arose
when a person indicted for certain offences pleaded that he
was a clerk or clergyman and claimed his privilegium cleri-

cals. Upon this plea and claim the ordinary appeared and
demanded him; a jury was then summoned to inquire into

the truth of the charge, and according to their verdict the
accused was delivered to the ordinary either as acquit or

convict, to undergo canonical purgation, and then to be dis-

charged or punished according to the result of the purgation.
This privilege, however, never extended to high treason nor
to offences not capital, and wherein the punishment would
not affect the life or limb of the offender (quee non tan/runt

>n et membrum). It is singular that previously to the
statute 3 and 4 Will. III., which expressly includes them,
this privilege of clergy never extended by the English law
to women, although it is clear that, by the canon law, nuns
were exempted from temporal jurisdiction.

In early periods of the history of this privilege in England,
the benefit of clergy was not allowed unless the prisoner ap-
peared in his clerical habit and tonsure to claim it ; but in

process of time, as the original object of the privilege was gra-
dually lost sight of, this ceremony was considered unneces-

sary, and the only proof required of the offender's clergy was
his showing to the satisfaction of the court that he could read,
a rare accomplishment, except among the clergy, previously
to the 15th century. The consequence was, that at length
all persons who could read, whether clergymen or lay clerks,
as they were called in some antient statutes, were admitted
to the benefit of clergy in all prosecutions for offences to
which the privilege extended. The mode in which this test
if reading was applied is thus described by Sir Thomas
Smith in his Commonwealth of England,' written in

1565. ' The bishop,' says he, 'must send one with au-
thority under his seal to be a judge in that matter at every
gaol delivery. If the condemned man demandeth to be
admitted to his book, the judge commonly giveth him a
Psalter, and turneth to what place he will. The prisoner
readeth so well as he can (God knoweth sometime very
slenderly), then he (the judge) asketh of the bishop s com-

missary. Legit ut clericus ? The commissary must say legit
or non legit, for these be words formal, and our men of law
be very precise in their words formal. If he say legit, the

judge proceedeth no further to sentence of death; if he say
non, the judge forthwith proceedeth to sentence.'

The clergy, however, do not appear to have universally
admitted that the mere fact of a prisoner's ability to read
was to be taken as a conclusive proof of his clerical charac-

ter. A curious case is recorded in the Year Book, 34 Hen.
VI. 49 (1455), which greatly puzzled the judges. A man
indicted of felony claimed the benefit of clergy ; upon which
the archdeacon of Westminster Abbey was sent for, who
showed him a book, in which the felon read well and fluently.

j
Upon hearing this, the court ordered him to be delivered to

I
the archdeacon on behalf of the ordinary ; but the arch-

I

deacon refused to take him, alleging that the prisoner was
not a clerk. This raised a serious difficulty ;

and the ques-
I tion was one of particular importance to the prisoner, as the

(judges deliberated whether he must not of necessity be

hanged. He was, however, remanded to prison, and the

subject was much discussed by the judges for several terms;
but, luckily for the culprit, the conscientious archdeacon

being removed, his successor heard the prisoner read, and
consented to receive him

; whereupon he was delivered to

the ordinary, the judges saying
' that in favorem vitce et

libertatis ecclesiee, even where a man had once failed to

read, and had received sentence of death, they would allow

him his benefit of clergy, under the gallows, if he could then

read, and was received by the ordinary.' Another case is

recorded in the 21st year of Edw. IV. (1481), in which a

felon read well and audibly in the presence of the whole
court

;
but the ordinary declared ' non legit ut clericus for

divers considerations.' Upon which judgment was given
that he should be hanged;

' And so,' says the reporter, 'he

was, ut audivi.' ( Year Book, 2 1 Edw. IV. 21 .) But though
a felon might claim the benefit of clergy to the last moment
of his life, it was an indictable offence to teach him to read

for the purpose of saving him. Thus in the 7th Richard II.

(1383), the vicar of Round Church in Canterbury was ar-

raigned and tried,
'
for that by the license of the jailer

there, he had instructed in reading one William Gore, an

approver, who at the time of his apprehension was un-
learned ;' (ineruditus in lecturd.) (Dyer's Reports, p. 206.)
It may readily be conceived that questions between the

temporal courts and the ordinary would arise as the art of

reading became more generally diffused; and it was pro-

bably on this account that an express provision was made

by the legislature in order in gome degree to obviate the

occurrence of such difficulties. The statute 4 Henry VII.
c. 13 (1488), revived the distinction between actual clergy-
men and such persons as had accidentally acquired a com-

petent skill in reading, by providing that no person once
admitted to the benefit of clergy should a second time he
allowed the same privilege, unless he produced his orders

;

and to mark those who had once claimed the privilege, the

statute enacted that all persons, not in orders, to whom it

was so allowed, should be marked upon the ' brawn of the
left thumb' in the court, before the judge, before such person
was delivered to the ordinary. After the offender was thus
burned in the hand, he was formerly delivered to the ordinary
to be dealt with according to the ecclesiastical canons, and to

make purgation by undergoing the farce of a canonical trial.

This second trial took place before the bishop or his deputy ;

there was a jury of twelve persons, who gave their verdict

on oath; witnesses were examined on oath; the prisoner
answered on oath

;
and twelve compurgaUirs swore that

they believed him. On this occasion, though the prisoner
had been convicted at common law by the clearest evidence,
or had even confessed his guilt. l,e was almost invariably

acquitted. The whole proceeding before the ordinary is

characterised by Chief Justice Hobart, at the beginning of

the seventeenth century,
' as turning the solemn trial of

truth by oath into a ceremonious and formal lye.' (Hobart s

Reports, p. 291.) To remove this discreditable abuse of the

forms of justice, the statute 18 Eliz. c. 7, enacted that in

all cases after an offender had been allowed bis clergy, he
2 G 2
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should not be doli\ored to the ordinary, but be nt oneo dis-

charged by the court, with a provision that he might be

detained in prison for ony time, not exceeding a year, nt

the discretion of the judge before whom he was tried.

By various statutes passed in the course of the last cen-

tury, the court before which an offender was tried and ad-

mitted to his clergy were empowered to commute tin- burning
in the hand for transportation, imprisonment, or whipping ;

and subsequently to the passing of these statutes it is be-
l that no instance has occurred of a convict being

burned in the hand.
The practice of calling upon a convicted person to rea<l in

order to prove to the court his title to the benefit of clergy
continued until a comparatively late period. A case is men-
tioned in Kelynge's Reports, p. 51, which occurred in 1666,
where the bishop's commissary had deceived the court by
reporting, contrary to the fact, that a prisoner could read ,-

upon which Chief Justice Kclynge rebuked him severely,

telling him that he had unpreached more that day than he
could preach up again in many days,' and fined him five

marks. At length the statute' of the 5th of Anne, c. 6,

enacted that the benefit of clergy should be granted to all

those who are entitled to it without requiring them to read ;

and thus the 'idle ceremony of reading,' as Mr. Justice
Foster justly terms it, was finally abolished.

The absurd and perplexing distinctions which the conti-

nuance of this antiquated and worn-out clerical privilege
had introduced, having become extremely detrimental to

the due administration of justice, it was enacted by one of
the recent statutes for the consolidation and improvement
of the criminal law, commonly called Peel's Acts (namely,
7 and 8 Geo. IV. c. 28, s. C),

'

that benefit of clergy with

respect to persons convicted of felony shall be abolished.'

Since the passing of this statute, the subject is of no prac-
tical importance whatever ; but those who may be inclined
to pursue it as a matter of historical curiosity may find the

following references useful : Blackstone's Cummenturicx,
vol. iv. chap. 'JS ; Hale's Plena nf the Croirn, part ii. c. -15 :

Harrington's Observation* H/I An/ifnt Statutes; Hobart's

Reports, \i. 288.

BENEFIT SOCIETIES. [See FISM-NIJI.Y SOCIETIES.]
BENEVE'NTO. a town belonging to tin- Papal State,

though geographically enclosed within the province of Prin-

cipato Ultra, in ill,' kingdom of Naples. It is situated on
a hill at the junction of two valleys, in which the rivers Ca-
lore and Sabato flow, and between Mount Taburnus to the
west, which separates its territory from the plains of Cam-
pania, and the central chain of Apennines to the east, which
divides it from the plains of Puglia. The Calore, one or
two miles above Benevento, receives the Tamaro which
comes from the north from Mount Matese. Alter winding
round the northern side of the town, the Calore receives just
below it the Sabato which comes from the south, after winch
the united streams How to the Volturno above Cajazzo.
Benevento is 30 miles N.E. of Naples, in 41 7' N. lat. and
14 43' E. long. This town belonged in antient times to

the Samnites, and was then called Maleventum, the etymo-
logy of which name has been fancifully but not satisfactorily

explained by some writers.

The Caudinc forks, in which the Roman army on its

way from Calatia, the modern Cajazzo, to Maleventum, was

obliged to surrender to the Samnites, are generally sup-
posed to have been between Arpajn and MoBteaMtfaio, on
the direct road from Naples to Benevento, although observ-

ing travellers had remarked that the localities did not by
any means correspond to the description of that rcl<-'

defile given by Livy. (See Eustace's Italy, vol. iii. ch. :i.)

Cluvenus, however, pointed out a more prolialile spot, in a
narrow defile watered by the river Isclerus, which (lows into
the Volturno near Duccnta. Late travellers who have ex-
amined this defile have confirmed the assertion of Cluverius.
The Isclerus, now called the Faienza, a small mountain
stream coming from the south-east above Ccrvinara, ci

me high road between Arpaja and Montesarchi , and then
enters a long and narrow defile between Mount Taburnus
and a branch of the Tsfatn ridge, and after passing In M.I

jano and Santa Agata dei Goti, enters the plain of the Vol-
turno, into which it flows nearly opposite Calatia or Cnjazzo.

was the most direct way for the Romans from tlw
banks of the Volturno to Muleventum. This pass has two
n irrow openings, one near Mojano, and the other near Santa
AgaU, with a small plain between, formed by the receding
ides nt Mount Tnburnus, while tho valley of

through which the hinh road passes, has only one narrow
defile, and has three openings instead of two. and moreover
has no stream miming through n. (Sec a Memoir on the.

subject by J. P. Gaudy, in Keppt-1 Craven's Tnur. with a
small map of the localities.) The Romans, having after-

wards defeated the Samnites. and taken M;.lru ntum, sent
a colony there, and changed its name to l!rm\< ntum. The
Appian road passed through Bencventuin. [See ANTDM-
NUS, ITIXKKARY OK.] The people of Benc\cimun remained

firmly attached to Rome during the second Punic \\ar.

After the fall of the western empire, Bcncunto was
subject to the general vicissitudes of barbarian invasions
like the rest of Italy, until it was taken in the sixth century
by the Ixmgobards, who established here a dukedom, which
included all their conquests in Samnium, Campania, and

Apulia. The dukes of Benevento, owing to their vai-i

sessions and their reinoU'iiess from th [<ongo inl capital,

Pavia, were almost independent. When Charlemagne de-

stroyed the kingdom of the Ingobards, the duchy of Be-
nevento maintained itself as an independent state, and its

dukes assumed the title of princes. They were often at

war with the Greeks, the Franks, and the Saracens, and
also with their neighbours of Naples. The principality
afterwards split into three, Capua and Salerno ImuiiL

come independent of Benevento. The Normans tool.

nevento and gave it up to the pope, who b-stowed on thu

Norman chief the investiture of Apulia and C 'i.la'.TJa. The
popes, however, allowed the old primvs of ISenevcnto to

remain as feudatories of the Roman See until !u". when
Landulphus, the last prince of Benevento, died. lea\ i

heirs. From that time Benevento has remained under the
direct dominion of the popes, and although it has been re-

peatedly seized by various kings of Naples, it lias always
lieen restored on making peace. In 1606, Napoleon, 1

conquered Naples, took Benevento also, and gave it to Tal-

leyrand with the title of prince, but it was restored to the.

pope in 1815. Benevento is governed by a cardinal ?' i.t

from Koine, with the title of legate. Near Beneveoto the
famous battle took place between Manfred and Cha:

Anjou in 1'Jfij, in which Manfred lost his crown :.i.

life. He was buried on the banks of the Calore, undur a

heap of stones thrown upon him by Charles s soldier., ; but
his remains were afterwards disinterred by order of the

bishop of Cosenz, and carried to the banks of the river

Verde on th. 1 borders of Abru//o. (See Dante, Pnr^ntorio,
canto iii.) Charles's soldiers after the battle pillaged Ben.--

vcnto, which had offered no resistance, murdered in. s! of

the people, not sparing old men, children, or priests, u.,latcd

the women, and partly destroyed the to.vn. (Borgia, Mc-
morie hturicht di Benereiilo.)
The present territory of Benevento, which belongs to the

pope, is limited within narrow boundaries ; it extend?,

seven or ei^lit miles along each of the two vallejsof the

Sabato and Calore, and contains fourteen \ illajies. The

population of the town is reckoned at 10, Out), and that of

the territory at about 6000 more. The surface of the ter-

ritory is stated at about 7000 rubbia, a Roman land mea-
sure equal to about four English acres. (Calindri, >',

Statisticn delta Stalo Pantiftcio.) The country is hill .

fertile in corn, IVuit, and pasture, and it abounds with

game. The river Sabato supplies it with fish. The town
is surrounded by walls, and has an old c.istle at its eastern

extremity; the streets are narrow and steep; the climate

is subject to fogs in winter and oppressive heat in summer.

[From l)ritili Miueum. Actual ize. Cupper; weight 100 (rrmini.,

The cathedral is an old and vast building, but dispropor

tionatt-ly Ion : it* vault is supported by a number of (luted

marble columns, which are believed to belong to the Rom. in

period. The middle gate of the church is of Mulptuied
bronze, of good workmanship, and representing scriptural
subjects. A IMS relief of a (war adorned for -acrilice, now
fixed on the outnidc wall of the church, is supposed to

be of very remote antiquity. Adjoining the cathedral is

the archicpiwopal pahice. In the square before it stands
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a small granite obelisk, which, acccrding to Champollion

(Precis, p. 95), belongs to the reign of Domitian. There

are several other churches and convents, a seminary, and a

palazzo pubblico or town-house, which is a fine structure.

The old monastery of Santa Sofia, now suppressed, was rich

in archives, chronicles, and other historical records, which

have heen lost or dispersed in the vicissitudes of the country.
The church adjoining the monastery is an octagon, and is

adorned with eight granite columns. In the court of the

cloisters is a well, the mouth of which is hewn through a

very large capital of the Jonic order. There are also some
remains of an amphitheatre and of a Roman bridge, and

many inscriptions, rilievi, and other fragments, of which a

full account is given in De Vita's Thesaurus Anliquitatum
Heneventananun, 2 vols, fol. Rom. 1754-64. But the most

interesting monument of antiquity is Trajan's triumphal
arch, which forms one of the city gates on the road to

Pujilin, and is called the Porta Aurea. It is a single arch

of Parian marble, and entire with the exception of part of

the cornice : both its sides are adorned with four Corinthian

pillars raised on high pedestals. The frieze and pannels,
as well as the interior of the arch, are covered with rich

sculpture, representing Trajan s achievements and his

apotheosis. The figures are in alto rilievo, and exquisitely

executed; but unfortunately most of them are damaged,
and there is hardly one of them entire. De Vita has given
an engraving and a description of this arch, which is one

of the finest in existence. Benevento is 125 miles E.S.E.
of Rom.
BENEVOLENCE, a species of forced loan, or gratuity,

and one of the various arbitrary modes of obtaining supplies
of money, which, in violation of Majjna Charta, were for-

merly resorted to by the kings of England. The name

implies a free contribution, witli or without the condition of

repayment ; hut so early as the reign of Edward IV. the

practice had grown into an intolerable grievance. That

king's lavish liberality and exiravagance induced him to

levy benevolences very frequently ; and one of the wisest

and most popular acts of his successor, Richard III., was
to procure the passing of a statute (cap. 2) in the only par-
liament assembled during his reign, by which benevolences
were declared to be illegal ;

but this statute is so expressed
as not clearly to forbid the solicitation of voluntary gifts,
and Richard himself afterwards violated its provisions.

Henry VII. exacted benevolences, which were enforced in

a very oppressive way. Archbishop Morton, who solicited

merchants and others to contribute, employed a piece of

logic which obtained the name of ' Morton's fork.' He
told those who lived handsomely, that their opulence was
manifested by their expenditure ;

and those who lived eco-

nomically, that their frugality must have made them rich

so that no class could evade him. Cardinal Wolsey, among
some other daring projects to raise money for Henry VIII.,

proposed a benevolence, which the citizens of London ob-

jected to, alleging the statute of Richard III.; but the

answer was, that the act of a usurper could not oblige a

la.vful sovereign. Elizabeth also 'sent out her privy seals,'

fur so the circulars demanding a benevolence were termed ;

but though individuals were committed to prison for re-

fusing tu contribute, she repaid the sums exacted. Lord
Coke, in the reign of James I., is said to have at first de-

clared that the king could not solicit a benevolence, and
then to have retracted his opinion, and pronounced upon its

legality.
The subject underwent a searching investigation during

the reign of Charles I., as connected with the limitation of
the king's prerogative. That king had appointed commis-
sioners for the collection of a general loan from every indi-

vidual, and they had private instructions to require not less

than a certain proportion of each man's property in land or

goods, and had extraordinary powers -given them. The
name of loan given to this tax was a fiction which the most

ignorant could not but detect. Many of the common people
were impressed to serve in the navy for refusing to pay ;

and a number of the gentry were imprisoned. The deten-

tion of five knights, who sued the Court of King's Bench
for their writ of Habeas Corpus, gave rise to a most im-

portant question respecting the freedom of English subjects
from arbitrary arrest, and out of the discussion which then

arose, and the contests respecting the levying of ship-money,
&c.,came the distinct assertion, and ultimate establishment
of the great principle of English liberty. The 13 Car. II.

stat. 1, cap. 4, provides for a voluntary present to his ma-

jesty, with a proviso, however, that no aids of that nature
can'be but by authority of parliament. The Bill of Rights,
in 1688, repeats what Magna Charta declared in 1215, that

levying of money for, or to the use of the crown, by pretence
of prerogative, without grant of parliament, for longer time,
or in any other manner than the same is or shall be granted,
is illegal.

(Hallam's Constitutional History of England, and Tur-
ner's History of England.)
BENGAL, a large province of Hindustan, which derives

much importance from the circumstance of its being the

seat of the supreme government in British India.

Boundaries. Bengal is bounded on the south by the Bay
of Bengal and the district of Midnapore in Orissa, on the

east by the Burmese empire, on the north by Nepaul and
Bootan, and on the west by the province of Bahar. It is

situated between 21 and 27 N. lat. and 86 and 93
E. long. The lev.gth of the province from east to west may
he estimated at 350 English miles, and its average breadth
from north to south at 300 miles : the area is estimated

by Major Rennell at 97,244 square miles, or upwards
of 8000 square miles more than Great Britain. It appears
from the various surveys that have been made of different

parts of the province, that its surface is divided in nearly
the following proportions, viz. :

Parts.

Rivers and lakes ..... 3

Sites of towns and villages, roads and tanks . 1

Land deemed irreclaimable and barren . . 4

Land in cultivation, or capable of improve-
ment, viz. :

Free lands ...... 3
Lands in tillage, liable to payment of rent to

the Company's government . . .9
Waste lands 4

16

24

From its geographical position, Bengal is advantageously
circumstanced in regard to security from foreign invasion.

The sea-coast, which forms nearly tho whole southern boun-

dary, is guarded by shallows and impenetrable woods. It

has only one considerable port, and that is difficult of access.

The eastern boundary is protected by a belt, the breadth of

which varies from ten to twenty miles, and which is covered

throughout with the rankest and most luxuriant vegetation,

forming an impassable barrier. On the north rises a chain
of lofty mountains, containing a scanty and half-civilized po-
pulation, who obtain a bare subsistence from an ungrateful
soil. On the west alone Bengal is vulnerable, but even
there the natural barrier is strong, while its population and
resources are such as iiiitiht bid defiance to any hostile force

that could be brought against it.

Character of the Soil. The general character of Bengal
is that of a flat champaign country ; there are no hills of
considerable elevation in the province. The districts in

which some elevations occur, are Chittagong and Tiperah
on the east, Silhet on the north-east, and Birbhoom on the

wot, but even in these districts the hills occupy only a
small part of (he surface.

The soil most general throughout Bengal is a light loam,
in which sand greatl', predominates. Except in tracts which
are annually inundated, the stratum of productive earth
which covers tho barren sand is seldom more than a few
inches in depth. The annual inundations here spoken of
are occasioned by the swelling of the rivers in the rainy
season ; as tho water afterwards drains away it leaves a de-

posit of decayed vegetable matter, which renews the pro-
ductiveness <>(' the soil.

Rwers. Bengal is intersected in every direction by navi-

gable streams, for the most part utlhients of the Ganges, by
which river the province is watered from its north-western

boundary at Purneah to the sea. The Brahmapootra enters
the province of Bengal at its north-eastern extremity, whence
it Hows with a westerly course through the district of Rang-
amatty, then takes a southerly direction, winding occa-

sionally towards the east, and tails into the Bay of Bengal
at the spot where ihe Ganges has i:s principal embouchure.

[Sec GANGKS and BRAHMAPOOTRA.] The other principal
rivers are the Cosi. Conki, Uummoodah, Jhinayi, Korotoya,
Manas, and Teesla.

The Cosi rises in the Ncpaul Hills near Catmandoo, tho

capital of Ncpaul, and outers Bengal twenty miles north of
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Nauthpore in Purneah ;
it then flow* nearly dua south, and

joins the Ganges at the south-western rorner of Purneah,
where it forms the boundary between Bengal and Bahnr.

The Conki U a considerable mountain-stream, whu-h has its

source in Tibet. It enters Bengal in Purneah distnc-i. i

the north of Allygunge, eastward of the Cosi, and between

it and tbaTeesta; it then Hows with a windins course to-

wards the south, and after being joined by the Mahananda,
which receives its name, it joins the Ganges at Nabobgunue
about seventeen miles above Bauleah. The Dummoodah
rises among the hills in the district of Ramghur in Bahar.

This river receives many tributaries in its eastward course

through Riimnhur : it enters Bengal at the western ex-

tremity of Burdwan. passes the town of Burdwan, and

then, turning abruptly to the south, joins the Hoogly a few

miles below Futtah, and not far from the estuary of the

Hoogly. Above the influence of the tides, the Dummoodah
is shallow, and except in the rainy season not navigable.
Where the river passes through the hilly country two or

three hours' rain fills it, but it runs dry again in a short

time, so that it is only when the rains are regular that boats

can pass. When the river is falling the boats are hauled

up to wait the next rise, which often comes so suddenly as

to overwhelm everything in its way. The influence of the

tide reaches only to Omptha, about twenty- five miles in a

direct line from the junction of the Dumtnoodah with the

Hoogly. Above Burdwan there is more water, and the

river is used for the conveyance of goods. The Jhinayi river

is a branch of the Brahmapootra, which it quits at Shazad-

pore, about ten miles below Dewangunge. The Jhinayi
flows first to the south and then to the west, and discharges

itself into the lakes or jeels of Nattore. The Kn
which rises in Tibet, enters the province of Bengal at its

northern boundary, dividing from each other the districts

of Rungpore and Dinajcpore; after a' short course to the

south-west it falls into the Teesta. In the rainy season the

Korotoya is navigable for boats of small burthen, but the

principal commercial use that is made of this river is to

float considerable quantities of timber down its current.

The Manas is a small river, which forms the boundary of

the British dominions at the north-eastern extremity of

Bengal, which province it separates from Bijneo, a princi-

pality paying tribute to the ruler of Bootan. The Manas
(lows to the south-west, and after thus forming a territorial

boundary for about seventeen miles, fulls into the Brahma-

putra at Jughigopa in 26 12' N. lat., and 90 35' E. long.
The Teesta is said to rise in Thibet, and to form there,

through part of its course, the boundary of the Chinese

empire. Finding a passage through the Himalaya range
it falls precipitately down the face of a mountain, about liiiy

miles north of Jelpigory, a small town in Rungpore district,

sixty-five miles north-north-west from the town of Rungpore.
The Teesta separates the British territory from Bootan as

far south as Gopauluunge, a village on the east bank of

the river in 26 38' N. lat., and 88 49' E. long. South
of this village the territory on both sides of the Teesta

belongs to the British, and the stream thence continues

within the province of Bengal until it joins the great eastern

trunk of the Ganges near Nabobgunge in 24 35' N. lat.,

and 88 27' E. long. The Teesta is navigable at all seasons

fur boats of small burthen to within ten miles of the northern

frontier of the British dominions. It is much swollen in the

rainy season, and advantage is taken of this circumstance

to transmit goods by it in vessels of considerable size.

lie-ides the rivers here mentioned Bengal contains many
water-courses communicating with navigable rivers. During
the mini these tributaries also are navigable by boats,

which convey the produce of the soil from the doors of the

ryot* for shipment in larger vessels on the more considerable

ttreams. It is said that there is hardly any spot in the

province which is more than twenty miles from a river na-

vigable in the driest seasons.

The rivers of Bengal are constantly changing their

course*, an effect which is attributed by Major Rennell to

the loose innd-mls of which the soil is composed, and which

easily yields lo the friction of the stream. The manner in

which this effect is produced is thus described by the Major:
I ' in easily suppose, that if the Ganges was turned into a

inal, cut through tho ground it now traverses in

the moil Minding: parts of its course, its straighlncss would
be of short duration. Some \ieidiii'j part of the bank, or

that which happer.c-d to bc-thr most strongly acted on, would

first be corroded or dissolved : thus a bay or cavity would be

formed in the side of the hank. Thi begets an inflection of
the current, which falling obliquely on the side of the bay,
corrodes it incessantly. When the current has passed the
innermost part of the bay. i; Dun, and
is thrown obliquely towards ihc opposite M,!,. ol the canal,

depositing in its way the matter excavated hay,
and which begins to form a shallow or ban:.

the border of the canal. Here then i ,uch

windings as owe their existence to the n;r

The bay, so corroded, in time becomes large enough u>

a new direction to the body of the canal, and the matd
cavatcd from tho bay is so disposed as to assist in throw mi;
tho current against the opposite bank, where a process -11111-

lar to that I have been describing will be begun.'
There are many instances of a total ch:i - m

some of the Bengal rivers. It is stated by Major Rennell
that ' tho Cosi river (equal to the Rhine) once ran by Pur-
neah (town), and joined the (iaiifies opposite Rajimai.
junction is now forty-five miles higher up. Gour, the antient

capital of Bengal, stood on the old bank of the Ganges, al-

though its ruins are four or five miles from tl

bank. During eleven years of my residence in Bengal, the
outlet or head of the Gellinghy river was nr.idualiy re;

three quarters of a mile lower down ; and by two surveys of
a part of the adjacent bank of the Ganges, taken about the

distance of nine years from each other, it appeared that the
breadth of an English mile and a half had been taken away.
This is, however, the most rapid change that I have im
a mile in ten or twelve years being the usual rate of en-
croachment in places where the current strikes with the

greatest force namely, where two adjoining reaches ap-
proach nearest to a right angle. In such filiations it not

^infrequently excavates gulfs of considerable length within
the bank. These gulfs are in the direction of the .-troime-t

parts of the stream, and are in fact the young thoot

may so express myself) which in time strike out and become
branches of the river, for we generally find them at those

turnings thnt have the smallest angles.'
iMkfs. There are a great number of extensive jeels

(shallow lakes) in Bengal. The greater part of tho<
tain little or no water during the dry season, but are so

swollen by the rains as to offer facilities for the conveyance
of produce in boats of large dimensions. Some of these

jeeU are navigable throughout the year. It is supposed that

these stagnant sheets of water were originally parts of the

channels of great rivers, the courses of which have been

changed by the means just described.

The instability of the soil which admits of these changes,
is one reason why the buildings throughout the province
arc usually of a frail description. The habitations of the

poorer classes are made of such slight materials, that lew
of them will last beyond the second or third year, while the

dwellings of the wealthy are of a very homely description.
Few persons care to expend much money in the erection

of a building, which by an ordinary casualty may be da-

maged or destroyed in a few seasons.

Climate. There is considerable regularity in the changes
of the seasons in Bengal. The four months pi

ing the setting in of the periodical rains, which gene-

rally commence early in June, are dry, and the heat

during this time progressively increases, until it becomes

scarcely supportable even by the natives. During April,
the heat is occasionally tempered by thunder-storms, M.
companied by rain and wind from the north-west. In
June and July the rain is violent, and with little or no

intermission, so that it is rare to experience an interval of

fair weather which lasts for more than one or two days
together. The quantity of rain that falls at this s.

has sometimes been equal to four or five inches of water

in twenty -four hours : this however is far beyond the

average, since the annual fall of rain varies from seventy to

eighty inches, but VC:T rai - the larger quantity.
From July to the beginning of September the weather is

less decidedly rainy, the dry da\s recur more frequently
and occupy longer intervals, the rain too, when it falls, is

less violent. In September the dry season again prevails,
and the heat is nuen-e. This is considered the most un-

healthy part of the jear. especially to Europeans, an eft'rct

which may in part l>c attributed to the profuse exhalations

caused by the rays of the sun acting upon the land when sa-

luratcrl \\iih mmsturr.

In the dry and colder part of the year the dews arc so

heavy, as probably to compensate for the daily exhausting
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powers of the sun, and to supply the moisture necessary for

carrying forward vegetation.
The rivers begin to swell near their sources before the

rains set in, owing to the melting of the snows on the moun-
tains of Tibet. At first the rising proceeds at the rate of

about one inch daily ;
at the end of about two weeks, the

rate of increase is accelerated, and before the setting in of

the rains, amounts to nearly three inches in the day. Dur-

ing the rains the daily rise is as much as five inches. At
this time all the lower parts of Bengal contiguous to the

courses of the Ganges and Brahmapootra, are covered

with water by the rains before the rivers are sufficiently
swollen to overflow their banks. But after this has oc-

curred, the country presents one uniform surface of water

for an extent of more than 100 miles. In order to pre-
vent the mischief that might ensue from the rushing of

so great a body of water from the overcharged rivers,

dikes are constructed in various situations, which are kept

up at a great expense. In some situations the banks of

the Ganges are artificially raised on each side to confine

the water, which thus flows during the rainy season, at a

higher level than the adjacent country. The progressive
increase of this inundation is arrested before the middle of

August, by the ceasing of the rain in the mountains,

although much still continues to fall in the plains. After

the beginning of October the water rapidly subsides, its

disappearance being hastened by the prodigious evapo-
ration.

The boats used for passing on the rivers are ofconsiderable

size, and in shape like pleasure-barges ; they draw four to

five feet water, and are called Budgerows. In the dry
season their course down the stream does not exceed forty
miles in twelve hours ;

at other times from fifty to seventy
miles are passed in that time. The current is strongest

during August and September, when the water is subsid-

ing. In ascending the streams, the boats are tracked by
oxen, and rarely advance more than twenty miles a day
direct distance, although, from the winding of the rivers, the

distance passed through may be double that number of

miles. The periodical swellings of the rivers have some-
timos been attended by disastrous consequences. In 1763,
the descending stream, then near its greatest elevation,

being met by a violent storm of wind, the water of the

Brahmapootra near Luckipore, where that river takes the

name of the Mcgna, suddenly rose six feet, and swept away
the inhabitants of the whole district with their cattle and
houses. At other times equally fatal effects have been
caused by the absence of the periodical rains. This mis-

fortune happened in 1770, and produced a famine. The
nabob, and those of the inhabitants who possessed stores

of grain, distributed it gratis to the poor, but that re-

source was speedily exhausted, and the starving natives

then thronged to Calcutta. The magazines there being
unprovided, these miserable people died in the streets in

such numbers, that a large party of labourers was employed
daily by the government to cast the bodies into the river.

Natural productions. -The produce of the soil in this pro-
vince includes almost every kind ofgrain and pulse cultivated

in Europe, with other objects proper to the climate of the

country. Rice is the most generally and extensively grown
of all these objects, and is found in almost every part of the

province in an endless variety of species. In the manage-
ment of the land for this, the most important object of cul-

tivation, embankments are formed for retaining the water
on the plains, and for preserving it in reservoirs on the

hiuher grounds, whence it is conveyed as occasion requires,
for the purpose of irrigating the lands below. Many tanks
have been built for the same purpose. Some of these owe
their construction to pious motives, others to a love of osten-

tation and the desire of fame. These purposes were ful-

filled by the original formation of these works, but the

same motives do not operate for their preservation, and no
one bc-ing individually interested in keeping them in repair,

they are suffered to become first useless from want of care,
ami then noxious from the quantity of decaying plants con-

stantly found in them. Wheat and barley are sown at the

r'limnencement of the colder season, and are reaped before
tin: setting in of the rains. The winter season is also
chosen for the raising of great varieties of peas and beans.
Millet is another article of importance in the rural economy
of Bengal, and in the western districts maize is very gene-
rally cultivated.

Linseed, mustard-seed, palma christi, and sesamum, are

grown for the quantity of oil which they yield, and which
is consumed in vast quantities throughout the province.
Oil is also made from the cocoa-nut. The cold season is

chosen for cultivating linseed and mustard
; the seeds of

sesamum ripen after the rains, and cocoa-nuts are gathered
at all seasons.

Sugar, cotton, indigo, and tobacco, are among the most

important productions of the country. Mulberry-trees, the
leaves of which are necessary for the sustenance of silk-

worms, and poppies for the opium which they yield, are also

objects of extensive cultivation.

The implements of husbandry in use throughout the

province are of the rudest description. Ploughs cost

less than half-a-crown of our money, and the operation of

ploughing, owing to the thinness of the soil, is a mere

scratching of the land. It is considered a large harvest

which yields in the proportion of forty bushels of rice to the

English acre, which is a return of about fifteen for one of
the seed.

It is not uncommon to reap two harvests in the year
from the same field, one of wheat or barley, and the other
of pulse, millet, or seeds for oil.

Orchards of mango-trees are seen in every part of

Bengal ; date-trees are equally common ;
and in the central

parts of the province there are plantations of areca palms.
Pine-apples, citrons, lemons, oranges, pomegranates, grapes,
almonds, tamarinds, plantains, ginger, carrots, potatoes,

onions, and garlic, are plentiful in most parts. Apples and

pears are found only in the northern districts. Bamboos,
which, from the quickness and luxuriance of their growth,
are so useful to the peasantry of India for the construction

of their dwellings and many other domestic uses, are every
where seen. Flowers are abundant, beautiful, and in great

variety, but, except roses and a few others, they are scentless.

The cattle employed in husbandry-labour are of small

size, and their value is seldom greater than five or six

rupees (ten or twelve shillings) per head. The religious
restrictions of the Hindus prevent all care for the improve-
ment of cattle. Buffaloes are kept for the sake of their

milk; the expense attending them being less than that of

keeping cows. Sheep are far from being numerous ; they
are of very diminutive size, but when well fed their flesh is

excellent. Their wool is used for making coarse blankets

Tor the native population. The horses of Bengal are of a

very inferior breed, ill-shaped, and but little adapted for

labour of any kind. Elephants and camels, which are

much used among the wealthier inhabitants, are kept in

good condition, and are very serviceable on journeys, and
for the conveyance of goods.
The streets of every town in Bengal are infested by dogs,

many of which are without owners. The woods or jungles
teem with animal life. The jackall is heard howling at the

close of every day. Innumerable apes and monkeys inhabit

the woods, and frequently visit the villages, where they are

fed by the inhabitants, who consider them sacred animals.
The sanctity of the Brahminy bull secures for him every-
where the kindest treatment, and he rambles over the

country not only without molestation, but receiving caresses

from all the people by whom he may be met. Red-deer, fal-

low-deer, elks, antelopes, and goats are numerous through-
out the province ;

and in some parts, particularly the Delta
of the Ganges, lions and tigers are very numerous, and

every year carry qff many of the natives.

A large species of heron (Ardea Argala) frequents the
towns in considerable numbers, where they perform the
office of scavengers, and are so useful that no disturbance

is ever offered to them. The stately air with which they
staik about has occasioned these birds to receive the name
of adjutants. They feed on reptiles, and on the various kinds
of garbage so liberally scattered in the streets of every
Indian town, and which in a climate like that of Bengal,
surcharged with heat and moisture, would, if not removed,
soon produce a pestilence.

Fish is exceedingly abundant, and within the reach of

almost every class of inhabitants, particularly at certain

seasons, when the poorer among the natives are said to

contract diseases from eating too plenteously of this descrip-
tion of food. The fish most highly esteemed is the mango
fish, to which that name has been given from the circum-

stance of its making its appearance during the season when
that fruit is most abundant. The mango-fish is a sea-fish,

which ascends the rivers at that time, but is never found

beyond the influence of the tides, nor is it ever seen in any
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men exept those of Bengal and Ava. The bicktec and

Mbl-Qih are much esteemed by Europeans. Mullet arc

\ery numerous in the river* within a certain distance of the

seal They aw taken by shooting them with small shot, as

they swim against the stream close to the surface. A small,

but excellent kind of oysters is found on the coast of

Chittagcng. Turtle are procured from the island of Che-

duba in the bay of Bengal. Almost everv river in the pro-

is infested by alligators, ami in all the large rivers

uorpoiscs ascend to a distance of 200 miles from the sea.

Mineralt. The province of Bengal is poor in mineral

product! in*. The hills in Silhct produce iron ore. Iron

is made at Punduah by a curious process,
which at once

smelts the ore and renders its malleable. Granular iron

ore of the fineness of sand is. washed clean and mixed

with water into a soft mass or magma ; bits of reed, slicks,

or leaves are then dipped in it, and take up as much as

they will hold, and these when pretty dry are thrown into

the top of a small clay cupola-furnace and melted. It ap-

pears from this detail, that the ore must possess a great

degree of purity. The ore might be collected in large

quantities, and us limestone of good quality and coal are

found in the same range of Lil'.s, the smelting might be

easily effected. Some petroleum springs exist in the same
district. [See SILHET.]

Coal is abundant also in the Jungle Mahals whence it

can be easily conveyed to Calcutta in the rainy season,

down the DwiHBOodah river. Coal and iron ore are both

of them procured in Birbhoom, and iron-works have long
been carried on there by the natives. Kxtensive forests

occur in the neighbourhood of these works, and the smelt-

ing is performed by means of charcoal.

Progress of linglish political power in Bengal. The
commencement of the power of the English in Bengal
dates fi'iin the year I6j'2, when, through the influence of

a medical gentleman who had been sent to the court of

the Mogul, where he had successfully applied his pro-
fessional skill, a license was given permitting the Eng-
lish East India Company to trade to an unlimited extent

free from all payment f customs' duties: this privilege was

granted upon payment of the merely nominal sum of 3000

rupees. The first suttlement made by our countrymen in

the province appears to have been at the town of Hoogly,

twenty-three miles higher up the river than the city of

Calcutta. The station here formed was considered subor-

dinate to the presidency of Surot.

It was not until 1098 that the English factory was re-

moved from Hoogly to Calcutta, and that Furl William was
built. This station was obtained by purchase as u Zamin-

dary. In 1707 the subordination to Madras ceased, and
Calcutta was made a separate presidency. In 1717 the

Company obtained a license from the Mogul, permitting
the purchase of lands contiguous to the factory, and con-

firming the exemption of their trade from duties. In 1756

the English authorities in Calcutta having been induced by
the dread of hostile proceedings on the part of the French,
then at war with England, to strengthen their fortifications,

the Soubahdar of Bengal, Suraja Dowla, who had never
been friendly to the English, made this a pretext for

attacking the city. The outposts were attacked on the

18th of June, 1756, and were badly defended. The fort

held out only two d.ijs, during which time it was deserted

by the women and children, as well as by the principal

people of the factory, and at the expiration of the time

mentioned the place was carried by storm. On the first

day of the following year Calcutta was retaken by the

English ;
on the 23d of June following the nabob wag de-

feated at Plassey by Lord Clive; and early in July was
assassinated by order of the son of his successor.

From this time may be dated the beginning of the abso-

lute government of the English in Bengal, although the

Dewannee, or authority to collect the revenue, was not

formally given by the Mogul Shah Allum until the 12th of

August. 1765. Previously to this cession the possessions
of the East India Company in Bengal were the factories of

Couirnba*ar, Dacca, and Calcutta, with a district in the

vicinity of the last-named city denominated the 24 1'er-

gunnahs, situated principally to the south of Calcutta, on
ist side of the Hoogly river. The grant of this dis-

trict was made in the first instance (17J9) as the personal
Jaghire, or leasehold estate, of Lord Clivo, by whom l was

I iiuiil I77.">. when it came into the full possession
ef the East India Company.

The grant of the Dewannee already mentioned was con-

trary to the wishes <>f Nujcvin ad Dowl.i, then &oul>ahdar

or nabob of Bengal. Such, howeu r. wa> ti:e power of the

English that he wax obliged t,. submit, am! m.. le over

the management of'the province, with all its advantages, to

the Company, upon the assignment of an animal pension

equal to nearly half a million sterling. At the sjme time

an annual payment of twenty-six lac- of in|.,-e>, at that

time equal to about 300,0'JC/., was promised on the part of

the Company to the Mogul Shah Allum, but this annuity
was considered to be forfeited, when in 17"! that priiu-e

pl.icrd himself voluntarily in the hands of the Mali.,

The payment fur which the nabob hail stipulated was Ru-

pees 17,78,85-4 for his house, servants, and other expenses
indispensably necessary, and rupees 24,07,277 for the sup-
port of such scpahis, peons, and berkundasses as might be

thought proper for his answarry only.' The sums were
reduced by a treaty with his successor Mobarek-ul-Dowlah
in 1770 to rupees 15,81,991 in the former, and rupees
16,00,000 in the latter account. The whole stipend of this

family was afterwards fixed at rupees 10,10,000, at which
rate it has remained ever since.

Since the occurrence of those events the English have
remained undisputed masters of the province of Bengal,
the capital of which has become the scut of government to

which the governors of the other presidencies have lieen

made sulrardinate. From this circumstance the pulitical

occurrences within this province must be considered as

applicable to the whole of BRITISH INDIA, under which head
will lie given a statement of the rise, progress, and present
condition of our Eastern empire.

I'ulitieal divisions. The province of Bengal is divided

into seventeen districts as follows : Baekergunge, Bir-

bhoom, Burdvvaii. Chittagong, Hoogly, Jessore, Myman-
singh, Moonbedabad, Nuddea, Purneah, Rajshahy, Hmig-
porc, Silhct, Tipeia. the twenty-four pergunnahs, Midnaporc,
and the Jungle. Mahals.

Population. The population of these di-lricts in 1822

was estimated at '23,358,750, in a statement given in the
4

Appendix to the Report of the Select Committee of the

House of Commons on the A flairs of the East India Com-

pany,' which made its report in WsJl. This statement was

g:ven on the authority of a memorandum appended to the

police report of Mr. Henry Shakespeare, superintendent of

police in the Lower Provinces, in the year 18'-'2, on which

the Bengal government in their letter to the Court of

Directors, dated the 3rd of November, 1826, observed :

'

Its

accuracy cannot be confidently relied on, but the calcula-

tions are probably not far wide of the truth.' The total

population of the provinces immediately subject to the pre-

sidency of Bengal is stated in the same report to have been

estimated in 1822 at G'J,71 0,071 souls.

The cities and principal towns of the province mv said to

contain 1,214,000 inhabitants, who are thus distributed:

Calcutta, including the suburbs . C25.000
Dacca.... 180.000
Moorshedubad . . . I50.0UO
Burdwan . . . !>?.,000

Chandernagore . . . 41,000
Purneah . . . 33,000

Ka.jmali.il . . . 30,000

Dinagcpore . . . 28.000

Naraingunge . . . 20,000
Mulda.... 18,000
Gour .... 18,000
Chandercona . . . 18.000

The remaining population is collected in villages, each

containing from 100 to 500 inhabitants. These are princi-

pally built near the banks of navigable rivers, so that a

stranger passing along the stream would form a very ex-

aggerated notion of the populousness of the country.
The houses in Bengalese towns arc not regularly arranged

in the form of streets, but the residences of different divi-

sions of the inhabitants arc in different quarters : Hindus

occupy one quarter, Mohammedans another, Europeans
and their descendants another, and that quarter in which
the Hindus reside is often further subdivided, so that

different castes, or followers of different prolessmns are di-

vided from the others ;
brahmins are not found intermixed

with weavers, nor these with barbers, nor the last with cul-

tivators, scribes potters, &c. This subdivision, although
piUty generally observed, is not universal. The houses of

persons in easy circumstances are usually brick buildings
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with flat roofs, and mostly two stories high. The dwellings

of the poorer classes are mere huts, or rather each family

occupies a set of huts, each one of which is appropriated to

its own particular use, and the whole are surrounded and
divided from other dwellings by a fence. Except in tlie

large towns, there are no ;nns, but travellers can always find

an empty hut of which they may take possession.
'"

Bengal is inhabited by various races, among which the

Hindus maybe estimated at four-fifths of the population.

They are the aborigines of the country. Early in the

thirteenth century, the conquest of India by the followers

of Mohammed brought a considerable number of that sect

into the province. The hilly country,, which forms the

northern and eastern boundary of Bengal is inhabited by a

race whose features prove them to have been of Tartar ori-

gin. Towards the west there is a mixed population, made
up of various races, among whom Mohammedans and

Afghans are the most numerous.
The Bengalese are in general men of handsome features

and lively dispositions, but wanting in bodily strength, and
of weak constitutions. Their manners towards superiors
are mild, and their general character is that of pusillanimity.

They are, notwithstanding, insolent and overbearing to their

inferiors, and all authorities concur in assigning them a

very low rank in the scale of moral character. In this re-

spect they are among tfie most degraded of the native races
of India

; they are wanting in truth, honesty, and good faith

to an extreme of which Europearusociety furnishes no ex-

ample.
' The practice of cheating, pilfering, tricking, and

imposing, are,' according to Mr. Charles Grant,
'
so common,

that the Hindus seem to consider them as they do natural

evils. Menial servants who have been long in place, and
have even evinced a real attachment to their masters, are,

nevertheless, in the habitual practice of pilfering IVoui them.

Selfishness, in a word, unrestrained by principle, operates
universally ; and money, the grand instrument of selfish

gratifications, maybe called the supreme idol of the Hindus.
The tendency of that abandoned selfishness is to set every
man's hand against every man.' Speaking of the lowest

class, Mr. Grant says,
'

Discord, hatred, abuse, slanders,

complaints and litigations, prevail to a surprising degree.
No stranger can sit down among them without being struck
with the temper of malevolent contention and animosity as
a prominent feature in the character of the society, it is

seen in every village. The inhabitants live among each
other in a sort of repulsive state; nay, it enters into almost

every family. Seldom is there a household without its in-

ternal divisions, and lasting enmities, most commonly, too,
on the score of interest. The women partake of this spirit
of discord. Held in slavish subjection by the men, they rise

in furious passions against each other, which vent them-
selves in such loud, virulent, and indecent railings, as are

hardly to be heard in any other part of the world. Though
the Bengalese have not sufficient resolution to vent their

resentments against each othsr in open combat, yet rob-

beries, thefts, burglaries, river piracies, and all sorts of de-

predations where darkness, secresy, or surprise can give
advantage, are exceedingly common, and have been so in

every past period of which any account is extant. Bene-
volence has been represented as a leading principle in the
minds of the Hindus, but those who make this assertion
know little of their character. Though, a Hindu would
shrink with horror from the idea of directly slaying a cow,
which is u sacred animal among them, yet he who drives
one in his cart, galled and excoriated as she often is by the

yoke, beats her unmercifully from hour to hour without any
care or consideration of tho consequence. Filial and pa-
rental affection appear equally deficient among them, and
in the conjugal relation the characteristic indifference of the

people is also discernible among those who come most within
the sphere of European observation, namely, the lower orders.'

The picture here given is sufficiently unfavourable, but as

it was drawn by one who passed a great part of his life

ani'itig the people he has described, and attained a high
rank among those intrusted with the management of the

Company's affairs, and as, in all its main points, it has been

abundantly confirmed by other writers of unquestionable
authority, there is unhappily no reason for believing that it

or r.vcrcliarged.
A great part of the criuiiivil jurisprudence of Bengal was.

fora lunur scrips of years, occupied with the suppression of
'dcroity, M- ;i ivttera of robbing in trails, and it is only
within the last few years that any material check has been

given to this practice. Decoity has been followed so com
pletcly as a profession, that instances have occurred where
whole families have practised it from generation to genera-
tion. No obloquy is attached to the name of Decoit,
which, on the contrary, has been considered to give the

possessor a higher rank than that of a mere ryot or cul-
tivator. The deceits of Bengal, unlike the professional rob-
bers of .other countries, have often settled homes, possess
land, .and associate freely with men of the most influence in

their villages, to whom their profession is no secret. Deceits
are found among Mohammedans as well as Hindus. When
at len'gth their guilt is established, they nie?t death with an
indifference which, but for the little value that is attached
to life in India by the lower classes, would pass for fortitude,
a virtue the possession of which is at variance with the

general features of their character ; its substitute, indif-

ference, which is exhibited by the detected robber, doubtless

proceeds from the privations of various kinds under which
their lives are passed, and the absence of all rational hope
of ameliorating their lot in this life.

Out of 1649 cases of heinous crimes committed in the
lower provinces of Bengal in 1828, as reported by the su-

perintendents of police, 1260 were thefts and robberies com-
mitted without violence ;

of the remaining 389 the large

proportion of 282 were attended with loss of life, 144 being
classed as wilful murders, 122 as homicides, and 16 as having
occurred in violent affrays.

Education. There are few countries/in which the bulk
of the population is at once poor and well instructed, and
the province of Bengal does not furnish an exception to

this remark. The great schools or colleges in the cities

and towns are mostly of recent establishment, and owe
their existence to Europeans. These colleges, which will

be noticed farther on, arc undoubtedly useful establish-

ments, but they are necessarily limited in their sphere, and
however zealously promoted could, of themselves, effect but
little towards educating the children of the native popula-
tion. It is to schools in the villages, where niiietL-en-

twenlieths of the people li've, that we must look for the chief

good to follow from instruction. These schools are very

numerous, indeed it is a rare case to find a \ illuge in Bengal
unprovided with one, but it is still more rare to find one
whose means are commensurate with the wants of the

people. The instructois are, for the most part, incompetent,
and if even this were not the case, the poverty of the people
is such, that few among the villagers can spare from their

scanty earnings the trilling sum requisite to pay for the effec-

tual instruction of their children. It is customary for parents
to send their hoys to these schools at a very early age, when
the charge made for their instruction is exceedingly low, but

quite high enough in comparison with the benefit to be de-
rived. The education of Hindu children generally begins
when they are five years old, and the cases are rare in

which.pupils are continued in the schools after they are ten

years of age. The reasons for this early removal are, the

necessity under which the parents are placed to put their

children as early as possible in the way of earning their own
subsistence, and the fact that although the payments de-
manded by the instructors are at first so moderate as to be
within the means of the greater number of parents, yet as

their pupils make progress the fees required are increased

out of all proportion, and to a degree which compels the

greater part of parents to withdraw their children before

they attain the age at which they could make most pro-
gress. Even when this cause is not allowed to operate, the

amount of knowledge acquired is very limited, and com-

prises only reading, writing, and the elementary rules of

arithmetic. Through an absurdity for which it is dillicult

to account, the reading which is taught is nearly useless to

the pupils in after-life. The books most commonly used are

composed in a language or dialect quite different from that

in common use, so that the pupil learns to repeat a vast num-
ber of verses and phrases without knowing what they mean.
A few learned Brahmins are accustomed to give lectures

in theology, astronomy, law, and logic, to all who choose to

attend them, and without making any charge for their in-

structions, since they do not wish to compromise the dignity
of science by bartering it for money. The number of their

pupils is nevertheless small, very few youths being qualified

by previous study for profiting by lectures upon such abstruse

subjects. The only effectual means at present in operation
for instructing the native population of the province are fur-

nished by the government of the East India Company, and
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In few OMM from gifts, some of tliom rnunificcnt, r^niri-

buted by wealthy native* in aid of establishment*: promoted

by the government. The greater part of these establishment*

have been founded iiioe the renewal of the Company's
rlurtcr in 1813. Previous to that time the Mohammedan
College, or Madrissa, of Calcutta was the only institution for

educating native children under the direct patronage of thr-

government within the province. This college was founded

in 1781 by Warren Hasting*. At the renewal of the

charter in 1813 the Company was hound to expend one lac

of rupees annually for this object. This sum (about IO.OOO/.)

would do but little towards providing instruction for the

population of the three presidencies, and the Company hns

not considered itself to be thus restricted by the terms of the

enactment. In the six years from 1825 to 1830 inclusive,

the expense on the score of education has amounted to

257,535/.. or 4 2.922/. per annum, on the average, and of this

amount 185, 030/., or 30,8361. per annum, has been ex-

pended in the presidency of Bengal. There are no means
of ascertaining what part of this sum was appropriated lor

educational purposes in the pmvinre of Bengal ;
a consider-

able proportion of it was spent for establishments at Agra,
Delhi, and Benares, and a considerable sum was appro-

priated in Calcutta for providing school-books, which are

thence supplied to all parts of British India.

When we consider the innmmsity of the field, compre-
hending a population more than four times as great as that

of tho United Kingdom, the sums here mentioned will ap-

pear to be quite inadequate to the end proposed, nor indeed
does it seem possible for the English government to provide
sufficient funds for insuring its accomplishment. It is not

probable that this effect will ever be produced except through
the general and hearty co-operation of the mass of the in-

habitants, and this cannot be looked for except by slow

degrees, as the natives rise from the state of poverty in

which, for the most part, they now pass through life. This

improvement may probably be accelerated by the increasing
number of Europeans who are expected to avail themselves
of the advantages held out by the recent alterations in the con-

stitution of the East India Company, by funning trading and

agricultural establishments in different parts of the country.
Commerce. The external commerce of Bengal is of great

magnitude. The following statement of imports and export s

from Europe and America, during the year 1831-32, is the

latest that has yet been completed :

hnporlt into Ptngal.
MrrrhandlM. Trennre. Tula'..

llupox. Kupoet. Rup.
From Great Britain 1.72.27.'J17 . . 1.7J..'7,9I7

Forek'ii Kurupo 3,72. 5,625 3,77,66.1

N.kS. America 8.89,037 9,06,402 17.95,439

Total imports 1,84,88,993 9,12,027 1,94,01,019

/ '-pnrtsfrom Bengal.
Merchandise. Trraaure. Total.

To (irr.il Britain. Kupto*. BnpMi. Bupoea.

By the E. I. Comp. 96,79,862 73,H),S15 1,70,69,677

private merchants 1,1 8,40, 11:1 36,42.784 l,54,83,)'J7

Total to Gr. Britain 2,1..

To Foreign Europe 1 7,72,003

., N. & S. America 34.70,363

1,10,32,599

17,71

"0,363

Total exports 2,67,62,641 1,10,32,599 3,77,95.210

The great difference here observable in the amount cf

imports and exports is not, as might be supposed, accidental,

nor is it peculiar to the year tor which the statement is

given, but is uniformly experienced, and in nearly an equal
degree. This difference affords good evidence of the pecu-

niary advantage derived by this country from its connexion

with India. The balance which during a course

thus brought from that country, exhibits the profits or

savings of the proprietors of East India stock, ana of indi-

vidual European traders or residents whose surplus funds

arc sent to this country, to which the possessors return

from time to time in order to enjoy their accumulations
A considerable part of the trade between India and China

is carried on from Calcutta. The shippin:: cniployi-d in this

branch of trade in the five years from 1827-28 to 1931-32

was as follows :

From Calcutta to Canton. From Canton to Calfutta.
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Years.
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or worn round the ancle : p:i\ uiont for them is usually made
in rice, an 1 Kuropcan p>d-.

< i-\ '"" supplies Bon-

gal with cocoa-nut oil, c.iir, u le.v )>,-ails,
-

~. uinl

rhaiik-shclls, in return for piece good*, sugar, silk, and rice.

Teak trnber, sandal wood, coir, r.>roa nuts, and some drugs
are received from Malabar, which takes in payment
goods, metals, ami British woollen*, with dates, raisins, coral

ami praii- brought from the Arabian and Persian Gulfs.

the c.mnlries bordering on these gulfs Bengal receive*

.n copper, almond-, dates. r,,tle>\ ^uins, pearls, coir,

cocoa-nuts, pepper, and bullion, the last in a large propor-
timi. c In -lly in the form of Spanish dollars, Persian rupees,

gold I-.matins, and Venetian sequins. The returns are made
in cotton piece-goods, silk goods, indigo, sugar, and grain.

The Mauritius is supplied with large shipments of rice

from Bengal, and gives in return pepper and spices from the

Malabar coa-t.

Penang, and of late years Singapore, have been the chief

entrepots of the trade carried on between Bengal and the

straits of Malacca, Borneo, Celebes, and the Molucca islands.

The most valuable part of the import trade from this quarter
is treasure, in the form of gold-dust from Borneo and Su-

matra, and dollars and Sycee silver brought by t ,

vessels. Besides the precious metals, Bengal receives pep-

per, spices, tin, various drugs, betel-nut, and wax. Cotton

piece-goods, opium, and rice form the principal an ides of

export from Bengal to these settlements.

From the Burmese empire Bengal imports timber and

planks, with a considerable value of gold and silver treasure,

both of which metals are in the form of circular Hat cakes

of various sizes and standards, from pure gold or silver to

two-thirds alloy. Small quantities of wax, sapan-wood,

ivory, and drugs are likewise furnished by this trade to

Bengal, which returns British cotton goods, grain, indigo,

sugar, and opium.
Military Forces. In estimating the military force of

Bengal, it is not possible to separate the proportion em-
ployed in the province from that stationed in ot. cr provinces
under the same presidency. The following number! must
therefore be taken as applicable to the entire possessions of

the British within the presidency of Bengal, including Be-

t, Bareilly, the ceded districts on the Ncrbudda, and
districts i -tided by the rajah of Berar.

According to a return made from the India House by the

military secretary in 1 83:2, the military force in Bengal,
according to the most recent accounts, was as follows :

Engineers OHicers, European .

Native .

Non-commis. Offi-

cers and Privates

Artillery Europ., Horse, Offic. 4i

Privates 1,313

Foot, Officers 89
Privates 2,956

44
12

5G

813
869

1,358

3,045

Native, Horse, Offic. 18
Priv. 407

Foot, Officers 8i
Privates 3,029

-4..IU3

425

3,114

3,539

Cavalry Euro. (King's) Offic. 54

Priv. 1,181

Native (Comp.'s) Offic. 463
Priv. 8,748

7,942

1,235

9,211

Infantry European, Officers .

Privates .

Native, Officers . . 2,964
Privates . . 77,518

10,446

8,350

B0.4S9

Carried forward

88,832

108,089

Brought I -rward

Invalids .

Pioneers.....
Hospital Surgeons and A.-si>t -Surgeons 222

Native Doctors . . 235

Staff, including Commissariat

H'S.Oi.9

'.'.7IG

-1.07

410

Total . . . 11:

The expense of this army, as stated in the same return
In the auditor of Indian accounts, amounted to tin-

gum of 4,329,537/. It does not appear thai mili-

tary stores sent from England is included in -.

meiit.

Kevtnuf, fyc. It is not possible to draw inn distinction

between the financial results of the provin. 1 and
those of the entire presidency, which hitter, therefore, are

here given, under different heads, tor the year 1 h;i-2-33, the
latest for which any detailed account has been given:

Revenues and Charges of the Hmgul Presidency for Ike

yar 1832-33.
P.n-ei.

Land revenue .

Stamp duties ...
Saver and Abkaree revenues
Salt monopoly .

Cost and charges .

!

58,73,:t96--
i,i5,n.>-n

38,43, "r;i

C,.
r
)i.'

'1,948

40,03,401

Opium monopoly
i t and charges

Customs .

Other receipts .

Charges of collecting: stamp dm
land saver and Abkaree reve-

nues, and custom duties . 1,13,02,630
Civil and political charges . 87,15,451
.Judicial and police . . 1,08,97, 894

Military and miscellaneous . 4,26,91,451

1,13,89,564

7fi.6S.26-2

-o,r

87,17,698

10,68,27,893

Interest on debt
7,36,07,426

1,52,14,969

8,83,22,395

Surplus revenue . . Rs. 1,60,05,498

or 1,800,549

(Ayin-i-Akbari : Rennell's Mf.mnir of a Map (if Hindu-
stan ; Mills's History of British India ; Mr. Charles Grant's

Observations on t/n> Stuff of Society among the Axiatir

Subjects of Great Britain : various Reports of Committees
of both Houses of Parliament appointed to inquire into the

affairs of the East India Company in 1821, 1828, 1830, 1831,
and 1832: Tallies of the Iffvenue. Population, $-c. of the

United Kingdom, pail iii. : Wilson's lin-inr afthf K.rler-

nal Commerce of Bengal (published in Calcutta ) : M'Phcr-
son's History of the. I'.urvptan Commerce trilh India; Dr.

Francis Hamilton's (late Buchanan) Stutittii-al Survey of
C"rlaiii Di.itrii-tx uf Jlt-Hgul ; MS. in the Library of th

East India Company.)
BENGALI LANGUAGE. Among the numerous ver-

nacular dialects now spoken in northern India, and appa-
rently descended for the most part from the ancient classical

language of the country, the Sanscrit, few possess stronger
claims upon the attention of the linguist as well as (lie

politician than the Bengali, the colloquial medium of a

population of more than twenty millions, spread over a

territory of about 100,000 square miles. The alphabet

employed by the natives in writing, and adopted by Euro-

peans in printing books in the Bengali lainimge, is evi-

di'iitly borrowed from the Devanfigari. tiic rhan.rl.-i- prcn-
1 misappropriated to fix the Sanscrit lamina-ie : both com-

piW- four!. 'en vowels and diphthong*, and thirty-three con-
-cmblance in form which the Bengali bears

is nearly the same as that of the

current English handwriting to the form of letters employed
in printing. The ground*work of the Beng fill lan^m

t'ner Sanscrit, just as that of the Italian or Spani-.li is

I.aim, with a comparatively small addition of words which

cannot be traced to that source. But the refined system of
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grammatical inflexions, which constitutes so prominent a

characteristic of the Sanscrit language, has in Bengal!
almost entirely disappeared; and the want of terminations

marking -the cases and numbers of the noun, or the. persons
and tenses of the verb, is supplied by particles and other

auxiliary words, often rather clumsily subjoined (hardly
ever prefixed) to the mutilated stems of Sanscrit words.

The Bengali lias, however, preserved to a very considerable

extent the faculty, so conspicuous in Sanscrit, of forming
compound words, and recent writers have largely availed

themselves of this advantage, especially in treatises on
Hindu law and on philosophical subjects : we allude espe-

cially to the Bengali translation of the second book of the

Mttakshara (a Sanscrit law-book of high authority), pub-
lished by Lakshmt N:tr;tyana Nyayalankara (in 1824, 8vo.),

and to that of the Nyayadarsana, by Kasinatha Tarko-

panchanana (Calcutta, 1821, 8vo.).

It does not appear that the Bengali language was ever

employed for literary purposes prior to the sixteenth cen-

tury. The earliest Bengali work extant is the Chaitanya-
Charitamrita, by Krishnadasa, a disciple of the Vaishnava
fanatic Chaitanya, the founder of a new mode of the worship
of Krishna, who lived towards the close of the fifteenth

century. This work, which is said to be almost as much
Sanscrit as Bengali, was till within very recent times fol-

lowed by only a few compositions, the most important of

which were the poetical versions, from Sanscrit into Ben-

gali, of the Mahabhurata, by Kasidasa, and of the Rama-
yana, by Kirtivasa ; these works are very popular in

Bengal, and are frequently recited at the houses of Hindoos

during several days, before assemblies of two or three hun-
dred auditors. Khemananda is named as the author of a

hymn called Afanasa-mangala, which is still recited at the

festivals in honour of the goddess Manasii, in the western

provinces of Bengal. A treatise on arithmetic, written in

verse, is ascribed to Subhancara : this work, and a treatise

called Gurudakshind, appear to have been the only ele-

mentary books composed by natives of Bengal for the pur-
poses of education. A new epoch in Bengali literature seems
to have begun with the foundation of the college of Fort
William near Calcutta, and with the labours of Dr. Carey
and Xis colleagues the Serampore missionaries, to whom,
acowding to the expression of a native author, may be

ascribed 'the revival of the Bengali language, its improve-
|

yment, and in fact its establishment as a language.' The I

/Bible and various works of modern literature were trans-
/ lated into Bengali, and printed: among others,

'

Bunyan's
Pilgrim's Progress,' by F. Carey (Serampore, 1821),

' Ras-
selas,' by Raja Krishnachandra Roy, and the '

Discourse
on the Advantages of Knowledge,' published by the Society
for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge. At the same time
various elementary works were printed, partly by the mission

press at Serampore, and partly under the superintendence
of the Calcutta School-Book Society. An impulse was
thus given to the cultivation of the language among Euro-

peans as well as among the natives, and the taste of the
latter for reading is attested by the fact that no less than
six newspapers in the Bengali language are now circulated
in Calcutta and its vicinity. One of the latest publications
in Bengali that has come under our notice is

' A Dictionary
in English and Bengal?, translated from Todd's edition of

Johnson's English Dictionary, by Ram Comulsen' (Seram-
pore, 1 834, 2 vols, 4to.), a work which does high honour to

tlie zeal and perseverance, and, as far as we may presume
to give an opinion, to the talent and skill of the translator.

(See the account of this work given by a competent judge
in the (London) Asiatic Journal, for April, 1835, pp.
2-21 236.) We are indebted to the author's preface for

the greater part of the preceding remarks concerning the

literature of the Bengali language.
To Europeans who wish to commence the study of the

Bengali language, the following elementary works and
dictionaries may be recommended: A Grammar of the

alili language, by the Raja Rammohun Roy (Cal-

cutta, 8vo.) : Rudiment! of Bengali Grammar, by G. C.

Haughton (London, 1821. 4to.) ; nengati Selecliont, with
a translation and a vocabulary, by the same author (Lon-
don, 1822, 4to.). Dictionaries 'in Benjiili and English have
been published by H. P. Forster (Calcutta i"99, 2 vols.

4to.) ;
Dr. Carey (Sorampore, 1 925, 3 vols. 4to. ; abridged

in 2 vols. 8vo. by F. Caret and Marshman, Serampore,
182730) ;' W. Morton (Calcutta, 1 828, 8vo.) : and Sir G.
C. Haughton (London, 1833, 4to.).

BENGA'ZI, a town ofBarbary, situated at (he eastern
entrance of the Greater Syrtis, in the district of Barca. It
stands close on the sea-shore, at the extremity of a beautiful
plain, extending to the foot of the Cyrenaic chain of moun-
tains, which are fourteen miles to the S.E. The coast is

sandy for about half a mile inland, but beyond there is a
mixture of rock and excellent soil, which is well wooded, and
supplies the town abundantly with corn and vegetables; cattle
and sheep are brought from the neighbouring mountains.
The port appears formerly to have been capable of con-

taining vessels of two and three hundred tons burden
; hut

it is fast filling up with sand and alluvium, brought down by
the heavy rains which annually deluge the town, and boats

only can now enter where, fifty years ago, large ships used
to lie. It is well protected by a reef of rocks lying across
at a short distance from the mouth, which leave a narrow
and difficult channel on each side, only accessible to vessels

drawing seven or eight feet water. The harbour doubtless
communicated in former times with a large salt-water lake

(probably the Tritonis of Strabo, p. 836) to the southward
of the town, but from the accumulation of sand this com-
munication is now interrupted during the summer months.
At the entrance of the harbour stands the castle, con-
structed on the ruins of some antient building, which are
still visible above the soil

;
hut the present structure is so

slightly put together with small stones and mud, that it is

deemed prudent not to fire salutes from it. It is provided
with nine guns, eighteen-pounders ; its form is square, with
round towers at three of the angles ; but the fourth, the

only one which would prove offensive to4essels entering the
harbour, is occupied by a pile of buildings appropriated to
the harem of the governor.
The houses, like most Arab buildings, are constructed of

rough small stones, cemented with mud instead of mortar.

They consist of a ground-floor only, which is built round a

quadrangular open court-yard, info which the doors of the
several chambers open, but the chambers seldom communi-
cate with each other : this court-yard is not paved, and in
the better class of houses there is a well in the centre. The
roofs are flat, formed of rafters, over which are laid mats, then
a quantity of"sea-weed or other vegetable rubbish, and over
the whole a thick stratum of mud, beat down to form a ter-

race, on which it is not uncommon to see grass and barley
growing, and goats feeding very contentedly. Those who
can allord it spread a preparation of lime over the mud,
which forms a surface impervious to the weather, as long as
the coating remains in good condition, and serves to collect
the rain into some general reservoir. During the heavy
rains which occur from January till March every year, these
frail fabrics give way, and fall in on their indolent tenants,
who generally neglect all repairs till they are roused from
their lethargy by the screams of wife and children, fre-

quently seriously wounded by the fall of the roof. At this
season the streets are literally converted into rivers, the
ma-.-ket is without supplies, from the impossibility of driving
the cattle into town, and many thousand sheep and goats
perish from the bleak winds and chilling rains which then

prevail.
The market-place contains a pool of stagnant and putrid

water, which is the common receptacle for all the blood and
offal of the animals killed there, and of these offensive pests
there are several in various parts of the town. From this
and the general filth of the place, it is not surprising that

Bengazi has become proverbial for (lies, the swarms of which
are really a most serious nuisance during the day, and are

exchanged at night for myriads of fleas and mosquitoes.
Bengazi is in the dominions of the pasha of Tripoli, under

whom it is governed by a bey, generally connected with the

pasha's fumily, as from its commerce it is considered a lucra-
tive appointment. The bey, his officers, and the troops re-
fide in the castle. The town contains about 2000 inhabit-
ants, a large proportion of whom are Jews and negro slaves :

the former, in spite of the many heavy exactions on them,
are tlie principal merchants and tradesmen of the place.
Tlie exports consist chiefly of cattle, corn, and wool ; for
the first of these ?vlalta always offers a ready and (with a
favourable passage) a lucrative market : indeed this branch
alone employs a great number of small vessels during the
summer months.

Dysentery, liver complaints, cutaneous diseases, and fevers
are common in Bengazi, but cases of ophthalmia are com-

paratively rare. Ships touching at this port are always
sure to find a plentiful supply of beef, mutton, and poultry,
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with fruit, vegetables, and water. The fig anJ palm flourish

abundantly: the flu-tree, for the most part wild, produces

only a small fruit, which never comes to perfecti'm : hut tin-

fruit of the palm-tree forms too essential n part of Arab food

to allow the natives to neglect any of the necessary pre-

cautions for ensuring the growth and ripening of d.it-.

H.-ngazi occupies the site of the Berenice of the PtotettlM,

and of the Hesporis of earlier times, one of tlic Cyren.iic

ril'Ci : hut xriy few remains now appear above ground to

mark its former importance, and Berenice has disappeared
beneath a soil which now only hears a miserable dirty Arab
town. Very extensive remains are, however, still found

within half a mile around Bcngazi, at the depth of a foot or

two Mow the surface ; and whenever a house is intended to

he built, the projector has only to send a few men to exca-

vate in the neighbourhood to discover the most beautiful

specimens of Grecian architecture ; but ns these ore gene-

rally too large for the purposes of modern buildings, they
are broken up on the spot into small pieces, to be imbedded

in the mud which forms the greater portion of the present

dwellings.

Though the walls of Berenice were completely rebuilt

by Justinian (Procopius irtpi ururparuv, book vi.), scarcely
ft' vestige of them now remains above the ground; but

to the north of the town reservoirs may be traced, with

troughs of stone, which served either for the reception of

rain or other water brought from the springs of sweet

water about half a mile to the eastward of the town,
where all tlic wells are at present brackish. At the time

of the heavy rains, many coins and gems are continually
washed down from this spot, where a bank of twenty or

thirty feet hag been formed by the rubbish of the antient

city." From the nature of the"country immediately around,
its likes and swamps, it is probable that Berenice did not

extend much beyond the limits of the present town. It is

remarkable that in the quarries whence the materials for

the antient city were procured, which, when not far from

the town, were "usually excavated for tombs, no sepulchral
traces could be found : they must, therefore, be sought be-

neath the soil with other remains.

Some of these quarries are sunk perpendicularly down
below the plain to a considerable depth, and are not visible

till closely approached. Besides these there are some sin-

gular chasms of natural formation, whose bottoms present a

flat surface of excellent soil, several hundred feet in length,
enclosed within steep and for the most part perpendicular
sides of solid rock, rising to the height of sixty or seventy
feet before they reach the level of the plain. They gene-

rally present a scene of the greatest luxuriance ;
and in

these calm and beautiful retreats the authors from whom we

quote appear to recognise the far-fumed gardens of the Hes-

perides described by Scylax. (Hudson's Minor Uengr.
ol. i.) In support of this hypothesis, they also adduce Pliny

(v. 5) and Ptolemy, corroborated by the original name of the

town, which was called the town of the Hesperides.
Some of these chasms have assumed the form of lakes,

in most of which the water appears to be very deep, rising
in gome nearly to the top, and in others about twenty feet

below. There are also several subterranean caves, one of

Which, at the depth of about eighty feet below the surface

of the plain, contains a large body of froli water, said to run
far into the earth, and in some places thirty feet deep.
This cave widens out into a spacious chamber, the sides of

which have evidently been shaped by the chisel, and it rises

to a considerable height. This body of water hns been

supposed to be the Let lion or Lndon river of the nntient

write: s. The lake at the back of the town may probably lie

the Tritonis of Strabo, but the island in it on which stood

the Temple of Venus hag disappeared. The neighbourhood
of Bengazi still offers much for the research of the intelli-

gent traveller. Bengasi Castle lies in 32 7' N. lat., 20 8'

R. long.

(Beci-hcy's Krprdition inti Africa ; Delia Cella'g Nar-
; Pacho's Voyage dan* la Marmariqti'!, la Cyre-

na'iqtif, &r. i

HENGKL. The writings of few German divines have
exercised so much intlir-nce upon English Christians as

those of Johann Albrecht Bengel. Few have read his

works, but many urc influenced by their readers. John

"Wesley slates in the preface to his explanatory note* Upon
the New Testament, which arc a symbolical book*, or one of

t.iliri ivmbollci ii thr BUM fiten to eaafmiioni of faith in reneral, ami
lo !!>< of the Lutheran church la puUcnUr.

the standards of the Methodist connexion, and to which

every Wesleyan mttlxxli-t preacher has to declare his

assent, 'I once designed lo write down barely what oc-

curred to my own mind, consulting none but the inspired
writers ; but no sooner was I acquainted with that great

light of the Christian world (lately gone to his reward)

Kongelius, than I entirely changed my design, being tho-

roughly convinced it might be of more service to the cause
of religion were 1 barely to translate his "Gnomon Novi

Tcstamenti," than to write many volumes upon it. Many
of his excellent notes I have therefore translated : many
more I have abridged ; omitting that part which was

|<

critical, and giving the substance of the rest. Those va-

rious readings likewise which he has showed to have a vast

majority of antient copies and translations on their side, I

have without scruple incorporated with the text; which,
after his manner, I have divided all along (though not

omitting the common division into chapters and \i

which is of use on various accounts) according to the matter

it contains, making a larger or smaller pause, just as tlie

sense requires. And even this is such an help in many
places, as one who has not tried it can scarcely conceive

Dr. Adam Clarke, in his Commentary on the Bible,

passes a similar encomium upon Bengel.

Bengel was born on the 24th June, 168", at Winnenden,
about fifteen miles from Stuttgord; his father was u Lu-
theran clergyman in Winnenden. His first instruction he
received from his father, who, contrary to the harsh pi,,

of those times, employed an easy and agreeable methcd of

teaching. Bengel enjoyed but for a short time the care of

his father, who died of an epidemic, which raged in his

native town, in the year 1C93: he was in the habit of

visiting the meanest habitations of the poor, and thus died

in the discharge of his ministerial duties. The arm.

Louis XIV. invaded the country a few months al'.i

death of Bengel's father, and burned the house which his

mother had bought. His father's library was destroyed in

the conflagration. From this time Bengel was educated
and supported by David Wendel Spindler, a friend of his

father's. This gentleman kept a school in the castle at

Winnenthal, but was afterwards driven from place to
j

until he was appointed, in 1099, one of the masters of the

grammar school at Stuttgard. He took Bengel with him
wherever he went. At Stuttgard, Bengel made very I

factory progress in the antient and modern langMgesi but

would have been deprived of a university education, h.ul

it not been for his mother's marriage, after ten years \\

hood, with Johann Albrecht Gloeckler, who was steward

to the convent at Maulbronn. It is to this pious man
the church owes the services of Bengel, who was re-

ceived in 1703 into the theological college at Tiiliingen.
where he studied, for the first year, philosophy and]
logy, and afterwards theology. He continued here until

1707, when he finished his academical career by a pu hi in

disputation,
' De theologiii mysticu,' and then became en-

rate in the parish of Mctzingcn. He had nut been there a

fortnight, before he discovered his inelliciency to discharge

faithfully the duties of a minister of the Gospel, and the

general defects of a university education for this purpose.
In about a year he was recalled as tutor to his college. He
himself states his opinion,

' That it is very desirable, after

having acquired in a country parish a practical turn of

mind (gustum plelieium et popularem), to return to col-

lege to study divinity afresh.' At this time he wrote an

essay
on the "holiness of God,

'

Syntagma de Sanctitate Dei,'
in which he especially endeavours to prove that, according
to

Scripture
and reason, all divine attributes are contained

in holiness. Soon afterwards he was appointed preceptor
of the seminary at Dcnkendorf, where 'he read especially
the letters of Cicero with his pupils, among whom he main-
tained a mild but strict discipline. Bengel did not destroy

the natural playfulness of the youths commill'-d to hi* cans.

At a later period of his life he became prelate* in Wiirtem-

berg. Though Bengel was so weakly after his birth, that he
received private baptism, nevertheless he reached the age of

vitty five years. He was several times subject to dangerous
disorders, especially in the lattorpartof his life. It became
his habit to consider life as a constant tendency to death, and
lie endeavoured to familiarize himself with the thoughts of

death ; but he did not agree with those divines who consider

the whole ol divinity to be nothing more than the art ofdying.

Tin- title prelate In Wurtomberg nearly correinotuli to that of bishop ID

England.
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According to Bengel, the Christian has not so much to wait

for death as for the appearance of Jesus Christ, and the

most important business for every man is to come from a

state of sin into a state of grace, and afterwards not to look

for death, but for the Lord. Death had originally no place
in the economy of God, and was only introduced afterwards.

Bengel did not think highly of the artificial mode of dying,
and followed his own ideas on death. He would not die

with spiritual pomp, but in a common way, and was em-

ployed to the last with his proof-sheets. It was as if he
was called out of his room during the hours of work.

Bengel left a numerous family : many of his descendants

still remain, although six of his twelve children died before

him. His great-grandson Burk, a clergyman in the kingdom
of Wiirtemberg, published in 1831 a life of Bengel, which
contains more authentic statements than former biographies,
ami is about to appear in an English translation.

The literary fame of Bengel has been principally esta-

blished by his excellent edition of the Greek Testament,
which excited the emulation of Wetstein, and facilitated the

subsequent researches of Griesbach, Scholz, and Lachmann.
His ' Novi Testament! Graci recte cauteque adornandi
Pnxlromus' was printed at Stuttgard, 1 723, 8vo., and also

at Tiibingen, 1734 and 1790; 'Cyclus, sive de anno magno
iSolis, Lunae, Stellarum Consideratio,' Ulm, 1745, 8vo. ;
' Ordo Temporum, a principio per Periodos (Economise

Divinae,' Stuttgard, 1753, 1770, 8vo. ; 'Tructatus de Sin-

ccritate N. Test. Grace,' Halle, 1 763, 4to. ;

'

Apparatus
Critirus Novi Testament!,' Tubing. 1763, 4to.

; 'Gnomon
Novi Testament! in quo ex nativa verborum vi simplicitas,

profunditas, concinnitas sensuum ccelestium indicatur
; the

iu-t edition was printed at Ulm, 1763, 4to., Tubing. 1773,
4to. His ' Introduction to the Exposition of the Apocalypse'
was translated by J. Robertson, M.D., Lond. 1757, 8vo.

This, as well as his
' Reden iiber die Offenbarung Johannis,'

have still their admirers, who see in the events of our days
the fulfilment of Bengal's Apocalyptical predictions.
We translate the following extracts in order to show the

character of Bengel.
' There is no stronger proof of the truth of the Holy

Scriptures, and of all relations, doctrines, promises, and

threatenings contained therein, than the Holy Scriptures
themselves. (Veritas sui ipsius est index.) Truth compels
us to adopt it; I recognise the hand-writing of a friend
without the messenger's telling me from whom the letter

comes; the sun is not seen by means of a torch, or any
other heavenly body, but from its own rays, although a
blind man cannot comprehend how this is.

' The efficacy of the divine word is supernatural ; some-
times it overpowers, especially such to whom it is new

; it

unexpectedly captivates them and kindles faith in them
before they have thought what is faith, and why they should

give credit to it. This is something else than to be con-
vinced of human histories and mathematical proof. But
every one should endeavour to handle the word of God de-

cently, which is done if we search and examine everything,
and accept the truth as something desirable because it is

truth; and if we consequently obey the will of God and
call for his assistance, and by an endeavour to grow con-

stantly in the knowledge of our Lord, and to show to others
the right way. Those who do this obtain an internal as-
surance (John vii. 17, viii. 31, 32; Romans xii. 2) ; only
such as do this obtain true wisdom, communion with Jesus,
the seal of the Holy Ghost, and a foretaste of eternal joy.
'The Holy Scriptures should be more read in the

churches. Ingenious ideas, ornamental figures, .audacious
conclusions, high, strong, and fiery words, falsely so called,
since they are cold as ice, are of very little moment; be-
cause if edification consist in admiration of fine inventions,
in a mental pleasure, and a gratification of the ears, the
very thing takes place which St. Paul calls to make the

of Christ being made of none effect. This is the
destruction which wasteth at the noon-day of our enlight-
ened times.*

The Holy Scriptures contain, besides the foundation of
our salvation, many other precious materials. We should
not consider the Bible as a mere collection of passages and
examples, nor as separate remains of antiquity, but as one
whole of the divine economy with the human race in a
system which begins with the beginning and terminates
with the end of all things. Although every Biblical book

bas
""" to 'a> th<l1 "" U$Ual p

is in itself complete, though every Biblical author has his

own style, there breathes nevertheless one spirit in all, and
one idea 'penetrates them all. It becomes us to consider

nothing as useless, because one casts constantly a light on
the other.

' The experience of our days proves the evil consequences
of considering only parts of the Scriptures. Either there
arises a false outcry of salvation* and grace, which is the
case among the Moravians, who constantly dwell upon the
articles of passion t, or an over-statement of the natural

light, so as to reduce the Scriptures within the limits of

reason.
'
1. Reason is a noble, excellent, and invaluable power,

wherewith man perceives divine and natural things within
and without himself.

'2. But reason is miserably corrupted, and not only ex-

tremely ignorant, but also subject to doubt and error.

'3. But man retains, in spite of this corruption, a great
preference over other animals ; he is not a horse or a mule,
but a man who can understand what is offered to him.

'
4. Many things which reason understands were also

known to the heathen J.
'
5. Reason is an organ of truth.

' The Confession of Augsburg is, in comparison with other

productions of that obscure age, something great : the other

symbolical books also have so much internal value, that they
should be studied even if they had not so great an historical

importance. But confessions of faith should never be made
a barrier against a further progress in the knowledge of
truth : those divines who do this might command the sun
to stand still in a summer's morning at four o'clock because
there is light enough.

' As man consists of body and soul, so also the divine in-

stitutions have body and soul ; let us take care not to mis-
take the glass for the spirit which it contains, nor the scab-
hard for the sword. The external events and the

pro-
phecies form the bones of the canonical books, but their

spiritual doctrine is the muscles. The body cannot be without

bones, nor the Holy Scriptures without external events.
' The book Sirach and the Wisdom of Solomon are des-

titute of those external events, and are considered neverthe-
less to be canonical by such as find pleasure in the spiritual

only. But if we only consider our internal spiritual ex-

perience, without directing the attention to the manifold
or solid wonders of God in the whole world and his church,
we may easily fall into scepticism, therefore it is good not to

be exclusively occupied with such matters, books, and exer-

cises, which belong to the central point of the Gospel, be-
cause we become in this manner too delicate. The external

coverings are not in vain ; it is as with the sweet pea, which
becomes by far more perfect, especially fur seed, if we leave
it in the pod. The word of God is always delicious and
good ; but on account of the necessary human explanation
it causes sometimes an over-satiety.

' The antients had an unscriptural opinion that all the
condemned should be saved by the united intercession of all

the saved, but this could not be termed the going into

eternal damnation. It is a hard saying, 'until thou have

paid the uttermost farthing ;' but this cannot mean an ab-
solute eternity, otherwise it could not be said until.

'
It is questionable whether the sum of sins committed by

the righteous will not be greater than the sum of all .sins

committed by the unrighteous, because the former sin in a
more subtle manner than the latter.

If we knew how highly the unhappy departed spirits
value their temporal life, and now experience so bitter dis-

appointment, we should not fear spectres, which perhaps
are by far more afraid of the living than we of them. It is

best not to notice them, not to be presumptuous, not to in-

terfere with, nor to seek for them, but just to go on as if

they were not.
' The apparitions of deceased persons have probably their

fixed period, after which they cease
; probably they continue

until all the ligaments between soul and body are entirely
dissolved. It is probably as with a fortress, if we are com-
pelled to quit it we must pass many gates and walls. For
souls which are sunk into impurity, it is especially dilficult

to be disentangled from the bonds of matter ; from the ex-

pression in the Revelations, chap, xviii. v. 2,
"
Babylon is

(. e. The talking of those wlio tiiink In save and to be saved hy laying
T.onl. Ixrnl.

t t. e. The doctrine of salvation by the sufferings of Christ.
t It means that people even without revelation were elevated high abovt

brutes.
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become the habitation of devil*, and tlio hold of every foul

ipirit, and the cage of every unclean and hateful bird,
1 '

we

.c a disiinclion between those unclean spirits which

were once humun. and the devils.'

In tho year 17-1.' Boitgel was induced by the councillor of

stale, J. J\ Mosser, to
express publicly his opinion con-

cerning the Moravians. He stated tliai they behaved as if

tin- word of God wont out from them alone, and as if the

kingdom of Heaven was their exclusive right.

he question why we should pray especially for princes,

he answered,
' because God wills that all should come to the

knowledge of the truth, and since the eteat in this world

cannot bo reached by doctrine, this defect must bo supplied

by the prayers of the faithful.'

Once when some visitors were pleased to observe how Ben-

gel's doves came to the wimlow to eat from his hand, he said,
' You see that it is possible to serve merely by faith, so it is

also with the worship of God. If one has credit among men,
the customers increase. So it is also with God if 11

credit as the hearer of prayer all Ilesh turns to him. Ill

desire to know a man, I should like to see how he converses

in his closet with his God. It is certain that we cannot buy
God's favour for money ; but because our Mammon is al-

ways iu some degree unrighteous, I give especial alms when

any of my family are sick.'

Why 'is the discipline of the Calvinistic Church so

despotic?' 'Because men are such as they describe their

God, and they have, according to their doctrine of predomi-
nation, a despotic God.'

Bengcl declared the Latin work of Spinoza on human
servitude to be a most beautiful book, because it proves that

in man one passion follows after another, so that he is with-

out liberty, like clock-work. This is true as long as the

man is without grace, but grace gives liberty, and then men
should immediately make' MM' (if their free agency.
BENGER, MISS ELIZABETH OGILVY, was born

at the city of Wells in 1778. She was an only child, and

her father, who was a purser in the navy, dying abroad in

1796, her mother was left with very slender means. Miss

Benger's early life was consequently passed amidst many
privations, one of the greatest of which was her inability to

gratify her ardent thirst of knowledge and lovo of books.

At this period, as she herself used to relate, it was her com-

mon practice to plant herself at the window of the only book-

seller's shop in the little town which she then inhabited, to

read the open pages of the publications there displayed, and

to return again, day after day, to examine whether, by good
fortune, a leaf of them might be turned over. From a very

early period she aspired to literary distinction, and in her

twelfth year her mother was prevailed upon to let her attend

a boys' school for the purpose of studying Latin. At thir-

teen she wrote a poem entitled
' The Female Geniad,' which

was published ; and though containing, as might be sup-

posed, many imperfections, it exhibited the dawnings of

genius.
In 1802, in order to gratify her daughter's earnest wish,

Mrs. Bengcr came to reside in London : and a lady who
had previously known Miss Bengcr, and estimated her as

.il. intn>diKcd her to a circle of IViends which in-

cluded Mrs. Barbauld, Mrs. Joanna Baillie, Mrs. Elizabeth

Hamilton, Dr. Aikin, Dr. Gregory, and others. Miss Aikin

was amongst the number of her wannest friends ; and it is

from a short account of Miss Benger's life by this lady that

the information contained in the present notice is obtained.

The young and eager girl, who at one period derived her

literary gratifications from the shop-window of a country
bookseller, was often enabled, says Miss Aikin, to assemble

round her humble tea-table names whose celebrity would

have attracted attention in the proudest saloons of the me-

tropolis.
Miss Benger's first literary efforts were directed to the

drama, but in this department she did not prove sun--

and she soon abandoned it. She next wrote a poem on the
4 Abolition of tho Slave Trade,' which, with two others, was

published in 4to., with engravings. Shu also published two

U, to which she did not attach her name. None of the

above works can be considered as very perfect compositions.
.t a* a biographical writer that she obtained her first

ied success, and her reputation became fully c-tuhlishcd

by her historical biographies. At the period of her

which occurred after a short illness, on the 9th of January,
1827, Miu Bengcr was engaged in writing

' Memoirs of

Henry IV. <f Fniice. In private life she was sincerely

beloved and esteemed for the warmth of her heart and dis-

ted charai"

The following
'

iicnger's biographical
I.

' Memoirs of Mrs. Eh . 'iin'iton,' -1

small 8vo. 2.
' Memoirs of John Tobm.' I vol. small

3.
' Memoirs of Klopstock and his Friends,' prcfixe.'.

translation of their Letters from the German. 1. Memoirs
of Anne Bolewi,' 2 vols. small bvo. 5. MI-I.I...I, : M
(^ucen of S. t*,' - \ols. small 8\o. G.

' Memoirs of Eii/.a-

Muart, Queen of Bohemia,' '2 vols. small 8vo. A com-

plete edition of Miss Benger's historical works has been

published in S vols. small .-

BEN G U K LA, a district on the west coast of Africa, ,

wise written Buenguela, Ban<|uella, Bankelhi, ami 1'.

hella. It Ubounded on the north by Angola, from which it is

divided by the river Coauza, in 9' 'JO' S. hit. Some acc<.

however, carry it no farther north than to the r.

in I 1 S. hit., and others no farther than to the n\er Culmn-
bela, which falls into the sea a little to the south of the \-i\\\

parallel of latitude. It is commonly considered as cxk'i.

southward as i'ar as Cape Negro, according to Captain ( '

in li 10' 7" S. lat., U" 53' a" E. Ions;. The district im-

mediately to the south of it is called Malnman. To tb

the old accounts place the province of Kimba, and the i

try of the Jagg.i (or Guu^a) Kassungi, from which it is

led by the river Cuneni. Some authorities, hov
extend the eastern limits of the southern portion of Ben-

guela across a ratine of lofty mountains farther in the inte-

rior, called the Mountains of Cold and of Snow (Cavazzi's
terms are Monti Freddi and Monti Nevosi). This is said

to be the same range which, to the east of A
the Crystal Mountains, and still farther to the north the

Mountains of Silver.

Benguela is stated to have been formerly one of the

teen provinces of Angola, or rather of the great kin.

called by the natives Congo, of which Angola, Congo Pro-

per, and Loango were also parts. Benguela, however, had
effected its independence before the arrival of the Portu-

guese on those coasts towards the end of the fifteenth cen-

tury. .Since their conquest of the whole country, Ben
has again been reduced to the rank of a province, suln

the governor-general, who resides at St. Paul de Loamlo.
the capital of Angola. There is, however, a resident sub-

nor at S. Felipe, the capital of Benguela.

Benguela was visited in IJS'J by the English na\i.

Andrew Battel, whose curious relation may he found in

Purchas; iu 1667 by the missionaries Angelo and Carli (a

translation of whose voyage is also in Purchas. and in all

the common collections); in 16*2 by Father Mcrolla
in Purchas); and in 1688 by James Barbot. In n.

times the coast has been surveyed by Captain W. F. \V.

Owen and Captain Vidal.

The interior of the country is said to be very mountainous.
On the coast immediately to the south of the mouth
Coauza is a considerable promontory called (

About a degree farther to the south is the native capital.
now called Old Benguela. The modern capital.
S. Felipe, or St. Philip de Benguela, the latitude of which,

according to Mr. Bowdich's map, afterwards relerred t", is

nearly 12 10' S., stands at the bottom of a somew hat deep
bay, called the Buhia das Van-as, or Bay ,

the Buhia de Torre, or Tower Bay, from a rock sha|>cd like

a tower. According to Battel, this bay affords good an
cure anchorage.

Captain Vidal, having passed Cape Nciiro, the

immediately to the north of which he d.

ite than that farther south, although still pour, the

few trees being so stunted in their growth jjs.
more i

soluble hushes,' arrived at the town of ]:.

.'JOth of November, 1825. It ia, he soys, 'situated in an

open hay, formed to the- south-west h\ a projeeiin;: |x>int

of cliffs, above which is Mount Smnhreiro. Known more

generally among the English by the name of St. Philip's

Cap, on account of its peculiar lorm.' The governor,

SonhiT Ji>fn Victor, spoke English remarkably well, having
recciu-d his education at Ileadiui; in BcrUsh;ro : but as he

me Inim Europe only a lew da\- could give
them very little information, lie said that Bci

then rapidly declining, but that some >ears back it had
!er trade than St. Paul de Loando, export-

ing annually about -Jd.Oi II slaves. The slaves, it u
l.ili- l>eo. .me scareer, in consequence of the cessation

of hostilities among the tribes in the interior. According
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to the governor,

' the natives in the interior will not permit
the Portuguese, or any other people with straight hair, to

enter their territory, and a journey of twenty days is the

utmost they (the Portuguese) have ever been known to

accomplish ; but through the medium of a large and power-
ful tribe whose possessions lie at that distance, they some-

times obtain information respecting their settlements on

the east coast.' The buildings in the town of Benguela
were found to be of half-baked bricks, with mud for cement,
the whole coated by a thick plaster of shell lime. They are

never repaired, but when a house falls down a new one is

built. The site of the town is a marsh, full of stagnant pools,

and the place is considered so unhealthy, that it goes by
the name of Hell among the Portuguese, who say that none
of their countrywomen have ever been known to live in it

above a few months. The population is about three thousand,
most of whom are free blacks or slaves. The chief defence

of the place is a large fort, now fast going to decay. It is-built

principally of earth, and mounted a large number of honey-
combed guns ; but the garrison, Captain Vidal says, was

quite insufficient for its occupation. They saw no sheep, but

goats and bullocks, the latter a very small species, in great
abundance. The elephants, they were told, had now become
scarce, but there were still plenty of lions and tigers ; and
a small river near the town contained numerous hippopotami
and alligators, which, when the water got dry, were some-
times wont to invade the town in a body, and give battle

to the inhabitants. Captain Vidal left Benguela on the

5th of December. Captain Owen also touched at the place
on the following day, but remained only a few hours. He
says,

' The only chart that the governor possessed of the

harbour, or neighbouring coast, was an old parchment ma-

nuscript, on a very small scale. It did not appear that the

Portuguese had any settlement to the southward of Ben-

guela, while the neighbourhood of Victoria and Theresa

rivers, which we call Catamaran Point, was only known to

the governor as the salinas, whence they procure salt. The

Portuguese sailors have a great dread of Port Negro, which

they always avoid ; and it is reported that many vessels are

annually wrecked in its vicinity, the crews, when saved,

generally walking to Benguela, as the nearest place of

refuge." They saw here about a hundred negroes of both
sexes chained together in pairs, who had just arrived from
a great distance in the interior, to be exported for slaves.

They were worn to skeletons with want, fatigue, and disease.

In the map of part of the west coast of Africa, prefixed
to Mr. T. E. Bowdich's Account of the Discoveries of the

Portuguese in the Interior of Angola and Mozambique
(8vo. ton. 1824), which was constructed in 1790 by a Por-

tuguese military officer, partly from his own observations,

and partly from the communications of the commandants
of the Portuguese fortresses in the interior, the rivers that

fall into the sea or flow towards it, between the Coanza
and Cape Negro, are the following, in the order in which

they occur from north to south ; the Longa (immediately
above Old Benguela), the Cuvo, the Gunza (at the mouth
of which, on the left bank, stands Fort Novo Redondo),
the Quicombo, the Egito, the Inhandanha, the Catumbela,
the Maribombo (of which a southern branch is called the

Bandeco), at S. Felipe de Benguela, the Copororo (into

which the Quianhecua falls from the south), the S. loao
de Quiana (which appears to fall not into the sea, but into

a lake near the coast), the Dongue, the Cangala, the Sen-

hebari, the Monaia, all of which also, as well as three

succeeding rivers to which no names are given, lose them-
selves in lakes near the sea, the Rio dos Mortes, into which
the Cobal falls from the south-east, and finally a large
river, to which no name is given, at Cape Negro. The
Cunene, or Cuneni, in the interior, of which only a very
small portion is delineated, is represented as flowing to-

wards the south, after having been joined about the 15th

parallel of latitude, and between the 17th and 18th degrees
of longitude (east from Greenwich) by five or six other

streams from the east and north-east. In this map, be-

tween the rivers Copororo and dos Mortes, are placed in

succession the savage tribes of the Mocoandos, the Moco-
rocas and the Mucoanhocas ;

and to the east of these is the

territory of the Quilengues. - To the south of the Rio dos
Morteg are the wandering tribes of the Cobaes, to the east
of whom, divided from them by the Rio Cobal, is the terri-

tory of Donjau. To the south of Cape Negro are the Mu-
cuambundos, with the country called Hila, or Auyla, to tho
cast of them. From between the 16th and ) 7th to near the

19th degree of latitude, the country on the sea coast is

described as wild and desert. Below that it is inhabited by
the Mucuixes, to the east of whom are Hecabona, and the

territory of Oimba.
In the body of Mr. Bowdich's work (pp. 25 64) a long

account is given of an expedition of discovery into the
interior of Benguela conducted in 1 785 by Gregorio Mendes,
at the head of a party of about thirty -Europeans and one
thousand natives. The account is abstracted from the

manuscript journal of Mendes, which, along with other

papers of Baron Mossamedes, the then captain-general of

Angola, was put into the hands of Mr. Bowdich by the
baron's son, the Count da Lapa. The party, setting out
from S. Felipe de Benguela on the 30th of September,
proceeded along the coast until they reached the Rio dos
Mortes. They appear to have then taken their way along
the bank of that river, and to have penetrated through the
interior by a semicircular sweep, till they again reached
the sea coast at the mouth of the Copororo. The map,
however, on which Mr. Bowdich has traced their route
exhibits hut a very imperfect agreement with his descrip-
tion of the journey. They found the soil on the banks of
the Copororo capable of excellent cultivation, and the chiefs

to whom the land belonged in possession of large quantities
of black cattle, sheep, and goods, which they refused to

sell, but presented very freely to the commander of the

expedition, together with some fine maize and celery. To
the south of this the country became very hilly. Occa-

sionally some tolerable water was found, but in general it

was very brackish. Lakes both of salt and of fresh water

frequently occurred. They also came to some large forests.

Inhabitants were found as far as the expedition proceeded,
and their dialects, though differing from the Bunda spoken
in Angola, were all intelligible to those who understood
that language. The expedition terminated on the 29th of
December.
Mr. Bowdich states that, according to an unpublished

memoir of M. de Souzas, who was governor-general of

Angola till the year 1780, the interior of Benguela is pre-
ferable to that of Angola both for commerce and salubrity.
Battel speaks of many mines of silver, and also of other

metals, as existing in Benguela. There are likewise, ac-

cording to Cavazzi, mines of rock-salt, but of inferior qua-
lity to that found in Angola. The vegetable productions
appear to be the same with those of the neighbouring
countries. Merolla particularly mentions the numerous
date-trees as the most distinguishing ornament of the coast.

The old accounts describe the climate of Benguela as

extremely unhealthy, at least for Europeans, who on their

first arrival are stated to become generally unwell. The
missionaries Angelo and Carli, from a notion that there was
something in the air which poisoned not only the water, but
also the fruits of the earth, and even the flesh of animals,
declined the invitation of the governor of S. Felipe to dine
with him, till he had given them the strongest assurances
that neither the meat nor drink set before them should be
the produce Of the country. The miserable appearance of

the whites whom they saw, also determined them to refuse
to leave any of their companions with the governor, who had
no priest in his establishment, and was very anxious to have
one. When Merolla, however, visited the place fifteen

years afterwards, he found a vicar-general there
; but he was

the only Christian minister in the whole country. Benguela
was then made use of by the Portuguese as a place of
banishment for malefactors.

According to Cavazzi (see a translation of his account in

Labat's Ethiopie Occidentale), there had before his time

(the middle of the seventeenth century) been numerous
herds of European cattle and sheep in Benguela, but they
had then almost all perished, partly from the badness of the
water, partly in consequence of the devastations of the

Giagas, a race of fierce savages, by whom the country had
been frequently invaded. He says that it still abounded in

elephants of immense size, which were sometimes to be seen

ranging in troops of a hundred or two
;
and that there were

also many lions and tigers, crocodiles and serpents. The
people he describes, although some of them had been for-

merly christianized, as having all become most obstinate

pagans. Battel says that the natives call themselves Endal
Ambondos (there is a race called Ambondos in Angola),
and he describes their habits and manner of life as in the

highest degree barbarous and brutal, He also represents
them as a very cowardly race,

235. [THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.]; VOL. IV.-2 I
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BENI is the atatui constructs of the plural of the Arabic

word Eb* or Dm, 'a ton.' It occurs in eastern ci-o.u'raphy

M a component part of many name* of families or tribes, as

Item -is of Tcratm,' I. e. the tribe of TcniTin,

or the Teiutmidet; Btni Omayyah,
' the sons of Omayyah,'

i r \ I i in history under the current name of

the O Tiah Brni Itrael,
' the desert of the sons of

Israel.' tin- name of a dreary wilderness towards tho north

of Mount Sinai.

BEM II AsSAN-EL-QADVM, or Old Beni-Hassan,

very largi- ulUsir of Egypt, near the cast bank of the

Nile,' in 'J7 53' N. lat., and 30
J
55' E. long. It is called

Old' to distinguish it from another village, a little to the

south of it ami nearer to the Nile, which appears to have

been founded about sixty years since, when the inhabitants

of Beni- Hassan-el-Qadym were driven, by the encroach-

ment of the sands upon the grounds around the village, to

seek a more eligible site. But although abandoned and deso-

late, the village is not ruined. M. Joraard. who contributed

tho description of this place to the great work on Egypt, found

a largo proportion of the houses entire, and to appearance
new. The place is of no importance but as marking the site

of the catacombs in the neighbourhood, which are among the

finest and most interesting in Egypt. The most important

of these catacombs are in a mountain a little to the north of

Beni-Hassan-el-Qadym ; and near them, in what was once

the bed of a steep torrent, is a large natural cave, which

Hamilton conjectures may have given to the spot its Greek

name of Sepos Artemidos, or Cave of Artemis ; for he will

not allow with M.da Pauwthat the name was applied to any
of these artificial excavations, the architecture and general

disposition of which too much resemble those of other Egyp-
tian grottoes, which were confessedly appropriated to the

use of tho dead, for any doubt to be entertained of their

character. This mountain is composed of calcareous stone,

containing nummulites, and the chain to which it belongs
is from 200 to 300 feet in height ; but in front of the prin-

cipal chain there is a lower one formed by the debris of the

rock, shells, and sand. In this mountain are the excava-

tions, about thirty in number, all at the same height in the

rock, and all having their entrances on the same platform.

According to Mr. William Hamilton, these grottoes must
have been the cemeteries of the principal families of the

name of Hermopolis, which town is directly opposite to

them on the other side of the river. There are still remains
of stone roads, which lead from the river's side in straight
lines to the entrance of the principal grottoes.

Many of the grottoes are of considerable extent, consist-

in); of one, two, or three apartments each ; the largest of

which is about seventy feet square, Hamilton says, but he

is probably mistaken, as M. Jomard does not mention any
so large, and Mr. Legh seems to describe the largest as not

exceeding sixty feet in length by forty in breadth. In front

of the principal grottoes are small porticoes of four or more

columns, and other columns support the roof, that is, have

been left there in the excavation of the rock. The roofs are

fur the most part arched, but in none does any instance of

a cotutructfd arch occur. The columns are, in general, of

the same character with those of the great portico at Ash-

mounein, or Hermopolis Magna, but the proportions are not

so massive, being from twelve to eighteen feet in height,
but never more than three feet in diameter at the base.

They appear to represent four large palm branches tied to-

gether near the small ends, and set upright on the thicker

ends, with traces of other bands at equal distances all the

way up. This contrivance, which is still actually employed

by the natives in the construction of reod-huts, appears to

have suggested the first idea of this kind of column, which

is in such frequent use in various parts of Egypt, as the

column with what is called the bell-capital is evidently in

imit.ition of the trunk of the palm-tree with its spreading
brandies. Columns fashioned in the manner of those at

B-iii II .1-. <-an have necessarily a (luted appearance, and M.
Jomard iwys that they are precisely similar to thoso which

arc found in tho most early Greek temples, and analogous
to the Grecian- Doric, thus enabling us to trace an early stylo

of European architecture to the banks of the Nile. In the

. the columns are usually covered with painted or

sculptured hieroglyphics, and this circumstance, while it

in ike* an unimportant difference, sufficiently attests that

the pilhrs in question were really and properly Egyptian.
The interior distribution of the excavations is very various,

The walls of all of them, like the columns, Lave been covered

with paintings, some of which arc in perfect preservation,
and with the colours as vivid as if recently applied, while
others have been defaced through the fanaticism or zeal of

the Moslems, und probabh .ily Chri-tians. The
interior of one of the principal grottoes has been entirely
covered with a thin coat f hunl and durable plaster, painted
so as to resemble a variegated marble. Mr. Hamilton has

given a very elaborate account of these paintings ;
and from

his descriptions, and those of M. Jomanl.it appe.irs that they
mostly represent scenes of familiar life, und afford a most

interesting \ iew of the habits and occupations of the antient

Egyptians.
It is impossible, within our limits, to give an adequate

idea of tho endless variety of domestic ami rural occu-

pations which are pourtrayed on these walls. We there

see the processes which were followed in the culture of

corn, hemp, and flax, and in the manufacture of arras

and ropes ;
we have views of boats navigating the Nile ;

and scenes of fishing, hunting, dancing, Wrestling, sham-

fighting, &c. It docs not appear that horses were employed
in the labours of agriculture in Eg\pt ; perhaps it wa*

sidered that they were too expensive, or that the light soil

did not require them. Some of the fishing scenes are very
curious: besides the common mode offUhmj.' \\ith the drag
net, a superior personage is in some of them represi
as throwing his spear at the fiah in the stream. Several

hippopotami are seen walking at the bottom of the river, or

with their heads above water ; while servants are paddling
on their floats of rushes among the sedges and reeds to

drive these animals away, in which they are assisted by
water-dogs. The fish arc delineated with great minuteness.

Among the most interesting of the representations is a
scene of antelope hunting, where the animals are pursued
by hunters armed with spears, and leading greyhounds in

leashes, a scene precisely similar to that which may still be
witnessed among the Arabs in the neighbouring deserts.

Dancing is frequently represented ; sometimes with men
and women together, hut generally separate. The move-
ments and attitudes of the men are in general very elegant
some of them exhibit feats of activity apart, others dance

together, and one man stands upon his head. The dances
of the women are much more extraordinary ;

their attitudes

being quite as strained and unnatural as those of the mo-
dern almas. In the gymnastic exercises, the amazing va-

riety of postures and the expressive manner in which they
are drawn are equally creditable to the expert ness of the

Egyptians in this sort of amusement, and to the ingenuity
of the artist. In one of the grottoes there are no less than

180 single combats represented, each perfectly distinct from

any other, and all executed with equal spirit. Hamilton

says, he was surprised to find no professors of the art of

boxing among them. One curious scene exhibits a man in

the act of being punished with the bastinado ; he lies on his

belly, and one man holds his legs and another his arms, while

a third inflicts the punishment; the affair is altogether
such as may now be seen every day at Cairo. It is remark-
able that the representations are almost entirely of a civil

character, notwithstanding the solemn purposes to which
the excavations appear to have been consecrated. The na-
tives as usual assign the origin of these works to the genii.

Norden strangely enough attributed them to 'holy hi runts,

who made their abodes there :' but although they may m
later times have been occupied by recluses, it is evident that

they were in the first instance designed as cat, in nubs, tor

the remains of mummies hujo been found, even in the great
chamber of the principal grotto, and all the grottoes have in

one or other of the apartments mummy-pits, or perpendi-
cular graves near the wall, and holes have been perforated
in the walls to servo as ring-bolts for the coir.

letting down the bodies. (Hamilton's MgyptiMpi De-

scription de fk'gypte, vol. iv. 8vo. : J riitirg of a

Journey in Egypt, p. 86. 87, &c. ; Roscllini's Wales, fcc.)

BENIN, HKJHT OF, in the Gulf of Guinea, iCO
tained between Cape Formosa to the east, and Cape bt.

Paul's to the west, the distance between which is sou geo-

graphical miles in an east-by-south direction, while that

along the coast is nearly 350 miles. It is, with very few

exceptions, one continuous line of low, marshy, sandy
shore, intersected by numerous rivers and estuaries, more

especially towards Cape Formosa, where they form allu-

vial islands, which are part of the delta of the Quorra.
The swampy character of the ground extends in some

placet upwards of fifty miles inland from the beach, and
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is thickly wooded in most parts with mangroves, and
other aquatic plants; in the wet season large tracts are

inundated. The principal towns along the coast are

Quitta (Danish fort), Great and Little Popoe, Whydah
(English, French, and Portuguese factories), Porto Novo,
the sea-port of Ardrah, Badagry, and Lagos. The prin-

cipal rivers which empty themselves into this bight are

the Lagos, Benin, Escardos, Forcados, Ramos, Dodo, and

Sengana, all of which, except the Lagos, communicate
with each other and with the Quorra. Of these, the only
rivers accessible to shipping are the Benin, Escardos, and
Forcados. The whole coast is shallow, but shoals gra-

dually and regularly, so that a vessel may run along it,

keeping in soundings of forty to fifty feet, with stiff muddy
bottom, at the distance of about four miles from the beach.
The current always sets along the shore to the eastward, at

the rate of half to 1 mile an hour. The prevailing winds
are from the westward; but this coast is subject to violent

tornados, which always blow from the north-east, and are

accompanied by heavy cold rains, which sometimes depress
the thermometer 10 or 15. There is always a heavy
gurf rolling on the beach, which makes landing every
where dangerous, even in light canoes. The dry season
commences in this bight in August, and continues till Ja-

nuary ; the land and sea-breezes are stronger and more re-

gular here, and in the Bight of Biaffra, than on any other

part of this coast, and they have no harraattan winds. In
the months of February and March the tornados are most

frequent and violent, and in the alternations of calms and

light winds, the thermometer will frequently rise to 90, some-
times to 100. In the rainy season, during temporary ces-

sations, the density of the vapours which rise in the atmo-

sphere is most oppressive.
The chief articles of trade at the towns on the coast, as

wall as up the rivers, are palm-oil and ivory ; little gold is to

be seen on this coast, and the use of it is almost unknown
at Whydah. The necessaries of life may be procured at all

the larger t nvns cheap and in abundance ; of fruits and

vegetables there is great variety and plenty.
This coast was fir-t visited by the Portuguese about the

year 1485, and afterwards by the Dutch ;
but the first ac-

count of the English trading here was in 1553, when Cap-
tain Windham procured a cargo of Guinea pepper in tho
Benin River.

BENIN RIVER, formerly called by the Portuguese
Rio Formoso, empties itself into the Bight of Benin, about
115 miles to the N.N.W. of Cape Formosa; the latitude of
the N.W. point of entrance is in 5 46' N., and 5 3i' E.

long. At its mouth the river is two miles wide, and has
across it a bar of mud, clay, and sand, extending from fuur

to five miles off, on which there is not more than twelve or

thirteen feet at low water spring-tides. A short distance

from the sea its width diminishes to half a mile, and at New
Town, eighteen miles up, it is little more than 500 yards
across. The depth of water does not exceed twenty-four feet

in any part. At New Town, which lies on the southern

bank, and is the port of Wareo, two branches strike off

nearly equal in magnitude to the main trunk ;
one runs to

the N.E., called Gato Creek, to the town of that name,
which is the port of Benin, and the other to the S.E. with
the River Forcados or Warree, while the main stream conti-

nues its direction to the E.N.E., and according to the report
of the natives, at about fifty miles up, is not navigable for

vessels of more than fifty tons. There are also smaller
creeks branching off before reaching these larger ones, as

Calabar Creeks, just within the entrance point to the right,
and Lago and Waceow Creeks, higher up on the opposite
shore ; but these are only navigable for small boats.

On the southern bank o( the river, which belongs to the

kingdom of Warree, the first town, called Salt Town, lies

ju-,t within the mouth; the second, six miles farther up, is

called Bobee or Lobou, and the next New Town. Opposite
New Town, on the eastern point of the Warree Creek, is

Reggio Town. Both shores of the main branch, as well as
the creeks as far as Gato on one side, and Warree on the
other (with the exception of a few spots), consist of impe-
netrable morasses covered with mangrove-trees, and gene-
rally inundated, even during the dry season, as the banks
are very low. Formerly several European nations, ns the

Portuguese, Dutch, English, and French, had establish-

ments on this river, chiefly at Gato ; but trade has so much
decreased, that they have been all abandoned, and merchant-
vesseU DOW trading here merely hue a house for bartering

in as long as may be necessary. The slave-trade, which is

carried on to a great extent in all the rivers of this coast, ap-
pears to be the cause of the decline of legitimate commerce.
This river, like all the others on the coast, is

pestilentially

unhealthy, and the mortality that invariably occurs in the
crews of vessels trading here is appalling ; the disease is a

malignant remittent fever, which generally proves fatal with-

in the third day after the attack. The chief articles procured
in this river are palm-oil and ivory ; pod-pepper (Cayenne)
was also once an object of commerce, but is now more plenti-

fully procured from the West Indies. In exchange the na-

tives take cloth (scarlet particularly), beads, guns, and gun-
powder, hardware, spirits, &c. The tide flows six hours at

full and change, and rises five or six feet; during the rainy
season the ebb is very rapid, and frequently washes away
portions of the river banks.

BENJAMIN, Tribe of. [See ISRAEL, Tribes of.]

BENJAMIN of Tudela, a Jewish rabbi, and author of
the Itinerary, was the son of Jonas of Tudela, and was
born in the kingdom of Navarre. He was the first Eu-

ropean traveller who went far eastward. He penetrated
from Constantinople through Alexandria in Egypt and
Persia, to the frontiers of Tzin, now China. Saxius, who
follows Wol Bus's Bibliotheca Hebraica, places the date of

Rabbi Benjamin's travels about 1160. They ended in the

year in which he died, A.D. 1173. (Gantz, Tsemach David,
fol. 39, quoted by Baratier, Dist. I. sur R. Benj.)
Casimir Oudin (Comment.de Script. Efdes. ed. Lips. 1 722,

torn. ii. col. 1524) probably gives the true character which
Rabbi Benjamin bore among his countrymen, when he

says that he was a man of great sagacity and judgment, well

skilled in the sacred laws, and that his observations and
accounts have been generally found to be exact upon exami-

nation, he being remarkable for his love of truth. The
work is no doubt a curiosity, as the production of a Jew in

the twelfth century ; but considered in itself, the Itinerary
has only a small portion of real worth : for, in addition to

the fabulous narrations which lead the reader to suspect
him when he speaks the truth, there are many errors, omis-

sions, and mistakes. Benjamin's principal view seems to have
been to represent the number and state of his brethren in

different parts of the world, and accordingly he merely men-
tions the names of many places to which we are to suppose
he travelled, and makes no remark about them, except per-

haps a brief notice of the Jews found there. When he
relates anything farther, it is often trilling or erroneous.

Wolfius says, the Itinerary was first printed at Constan-

tinople, in 8vo. 1543; at Ferrara in 1556, and a third edi-

tion at Fribourg in 1583. It was translated from the Hebrew
into Latin by Benedictus Arias Montanus, and printed by
Plantin at Antwerp, 8vo. 1575. Constantine L'Empereur
likewise published it, with a Latin version, and a prelimi-

nary dissertation and large notes, printed by Elzevir, 12mo.
1633 ; in which year Elzevir also printed the Hebrew text

alone in a very small size. It was translated into Dutch by
Jan Barn, 16mo. Amst. 1666. J. P. Baratier translated it

into French, 1734, 2 vols. 8vo- another edition in French,
translated from the Latin of Anas Montanus, was published
in Bergeron's Voyages fails principalement enAsiedans In

xii. xiii. xiv. et \v.sieclc>, 4to. a la Have, 1735 ; and a third

has been recently published in a volume entitled Voyages
autour da Monde en Tartarie et en Chine, 8vo. Par., 1030.

An English translation, with notes, was published in 8vo.

Lond. 1 783, by the Rev. B. Gerrans, made from the Hebrew
edition published by Constantine L'Empereur at Leyden in

1633. (.See Wolflus's Biblioth. Hebraica, torn. i. p. 247 ;

Monthly Review, vol. Ixx. p. 347 ; Chalmers's Biog. Diet.
vol. iv. p. 449.)

BENNINGTON, a post town of the United States, and

capital of a county of the same name in the state of Ver-

mont; distant 103 miles S. by W. from Montpelier, the

capital of the state, and 338 miles N.N.W. from Washing-
ton. Bennington is the oldest town in Vermont, having
been chartered in 1749, by Benning Wcntworth. governor
of New Hampshire. A battle was fought here in August,
1777, between 1600 American militia under General Stark,

and a British detachment under Colonel Uaume, who had
been despatched by General Burgoyne to seize a depot in

New Hampshire Grants. The British were defeated ; and
this affair is < onsitlered to have largely contributed to the sur-

render of Burgoyne's army, which followed soon after. Ben-

nington is situated in a good farming district, on the borders

of New York, and is a place of gome trade and manufacture.
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It has several handsome buildings, and Mount Anthony in

the town contains a cave, in which there are many beautiful

stalactites. The population of the town was 3419, in 1830.

{J'teir of the United Slain, 1833; Hinton's History and

Topography ofthe United Statet ; Companion to American

BENT GRASS, a species of Agrostis, creeping and

rooting by it* bent and wiry stems, whence it becomes ex-

ceedingly difficult to eradicate from any soil of which it has

taken possession.
BENTHAM, JAMES, author of the History of the

Church of Ely,' was born in the year 1708. He was the

fourth son of the Rev. Samuel Bentham, vicar of Witehford

near Ely, and was descended from a very anlicnt family in

Yorkshire, which hod produced an uninterrupted succession

of clergymen from the time of Queen Elizabeth. Having
received the rudiments of classical learning

in the grammar-
school of Ely, he was admitted of Trinity College, Cam-

bridge, in 1727, and took the degree of B.A. in 1730 and
M.A. in 1738. His first preferment was the vicarage of

Stapleford in Cambridgeshire, in 1733, which he resigned
in 1 736, on being made a minor canon in the church of Ely.
In 1 767 he was presented to the vicarage of Wymondham
in Norfolk, which he resigned in the year following for the

rectory of Feltwell St. Nicholas, in the same county. ! This

he resigned in 1774 for the rectory of Northwold, which he

exchanged in 1 779 for a prebendal stall at Ely. In 1 783

he was presented to the rectory of Bow-brick-hill in Buck-

inghamshire, by the Rev. Edward Guellaume.
From his first connexion with the church of Ely, Mr.

Bentham appears to have directed his attention to the study
of church architecture, the varieties of which, from the ear-

liest period to the time of the Reformation, were constantly
within his view. Having previously examined with great
attention every historical monument and authority which

could throw light upon his subject, and after he had circu-

lated, in 1 756, a catalogue of the principal members of the

church (abbesses, abbots, bishops, priors, deans, preben-
daries, and archdeacons), in order to collect further informa-

tion concerning them, he published
' The History and An-

tiquities of the Conventual and Cathedral Church of Ely
from the foundation of the Monastery, A.D. 675, to the year
1771, illustrated with copper-plates,' 4to. Cambridge, 1771

He received great assistance in the compilation of it from
his brother, Dr. Bentham, and from the Rev. William Cole

of Milton. By a strange mistake, his remarks on Saxon

Norman, and Gothic architecture were long attributed to

the celebrated Mr. Gray, merely because Mr. Bentham hai

mentioned his name among those to whom he was indebtec

for communications. The '

History of the Church of Ely-
was reprinted at Norwich in 4to. 1812, by Mr. William

Stevenson; who in 1817 published a '

Supplement' to the

first edition in the same size.

In 1769, when the dean and chapter of Ely had deter-

mined upon the general repair of their church, and the

judicious removal of the choir from the lantern to the pres-

bytery at the east end, Mr. Bentham was requested to

superintend that concern as clerk of the works. He was

yet intent upon his favourite subject, and to the close of lift,

continued to make collections for the illustration of the

antient architecture of this kingdom, which, however, hi

various avocations prevented him from arranging.
He also contributed to promote works of general utility

in his neighbourhood, and rendered great assistance in the

plans suggested for the improvement of the fens by drain

ing, and the practicability of increasing the intercourse will

the neighbouring counties by means of turnpike roads, a

measure till then unattemptecl. A letter on the discover;
of the bones of the original benefactors to the monastery o

Ely, and some Roman coins found near Littleport, printct
in the '

Archaoologia' of the Society of Antiquaries, vol. ii

p.
364 ; with one or two pamphlets on local improvements

in Cambridgeshire, were Mr. Bentham's other publications
He died at his prebendal house in the college at Ely, where
he had resided for the greater part of his life, on Novembei
17th, 1791, aged ciijhty-six.

(See Cole's Athena Cantabrigienset, M.S. Brit. Mus.

TO).
B. ; Nichols's Lit. Anted, vol. iii. p. 484 ; Chalmers'i

. Dirt. vol. iv.n. 480 ; Stevenson's Supplement to

ham's Ilitt. of Ely, pp. 1-20.)

BENTHAM, JEREMY, was born at the residence o
his father, Mr. Jeremiah Bentham, an eminent solicitor

adjacent to Aldgatc Church in London, on the 15th o:

February, 1 747-8. At eight years of age he entered \Vot-

minster 'School ;
and at thirteen he was admitted u member

of Queen's College, Oxford, at both which places he is

said to have been distinguished. The age at which he en-

ered Oxford belongs more to the practice of former times

han that of later years. At sixteen he took his degree of

8.A., and at twenty that of M.A. When tint tune came
ur attaching his signature to the Thirty-nine Articles of

the Church of England, what he suffered from scrupl-

conscience is thus related by himself'
'

Understanding that of such signature the effect and sole

object was, the declaring after reflection, with solemnity
and upon record, that the propositions therein containe<!

were, in my opinion, every one of them true ;
wh.

to me a matter of duty was, to examine them in that view,

in order to see whether that were really the case. The ex-

amination was unfortunate. In some of them, no meaning
at all could I find : in others no meaning but one which, in

my eyes, was but too plainly irreconcileable cither to n

or to scripture. Communicating my distress to some of my
fellow collegiates, I found them sharers in it. Upon inquiry,
it was found that among the fellows of the college there was

one, to whose office it belonged, among other things. \

move all such scruples. We repaired to him with fear and

trembling. His answer was cold : and the substance of it

was that it was not for uninformed youths, such as we, to

presume to set up our private judgments against a public

one, formed by some of the holiest as well as best and

wisest men that ever lived I signed : but by the

view I found myself forced to take of the whole business,

such an impression was made as will never depart from me
but with life.'

At Oxford, Bentham was one of the class who attended

the lectures of Blackstone on English law. His '

Fragment
on Government' shows at how early an age he began to feel

dissatisfied with the arguments of that writer. The fol-

lowing passage traces in his own words the course of his

opinions :

'

Perhaps a short sketch of the wanderings of a raw but

well-intentioned mind, in its researches after moral truth,

may, on this occasion, be not unuseful ; for the history of

one mind is the history of many. The writings of the

honest but prejudiced Earl of Clarendon, to whose integrity

nothing was wanting, and to whose wisdom little but the

fortune of living something later and the contagion of a
monkish atmosphere ; these, and other concurrent ca

had listed my infant affections on the side of despotism.
The genius of the place I dwelt in, the authority of the

state, the voice of the church in her solemn offices ; all

these taught me to call Charles a martyr, and his opponents
rebels. I saw innovation, where indeed innovation, but a

glorious innovation, was, in their efforts to withstand him.

I saw falsehood, where indeed falsehood was, in their dis-

avowals of innovation. I saw selfishness, and an obedience

to the call of passion, in the efforts of the oppressed to

rescue themselves from oppression. I saw strong counte-

nance lent in the sacred writings to monarchic government,
and none to any other ;

I saw passive obedience deep
stamped with the seal of the Christian virtues of humility
and self-denial.

'

Conversing with lawyers, I found them full of the vir-

tues of their original contract, as a recipe of sovereign efli-

cacy for reconciling the accidental necessity of resistance

with the general duty of submission. This drug of theirs

they administered to me to calm my scruples, but my un-

practised stomach revolted against their opiate. 1 bid

them open to mo that page of history in which the solemni-

zation of this important contract was recorded. They shrunk
from this challenge ; nor could they, when thus pressed, do
otherwise than our author has done confess the whole to

be a fiction. This, methought, looked ill : it seemed to me
the acknowledgment of a bad cause, the bringing a fiction

to support it.
" To prove fiction, indeed," said 1,

"
there is

need of fiction
;
but it is the characteristic of truth to need

no proof but truth. Have you, then, really any such pri-

vilege as that of coining facts? You are (pending argu-
ment to no purpose. Indulge yourselves in the licence of

supposing that to be true which is not, and as well may you

suppose that proposition itself to be true which you wish to

prove, as that other whereby you hope to prove it." Thus
continued I unsatisfying and unsatisfied, till I learnt to see

that utility was the test and measure of all virtue, of loyalty
as much as any ;

and that the obligation to minister to
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general happiness was an obligation paramount to and in-

clusive of every other. Having thus got the instruction I

stood in need of, I sat down to make my profit of it. I hid

adieu to the original contract; and I left it to those to

amuse themselves with this rattle who could think they
needed it.' (Fragment on Government, note p. 47, et seq.)

Bentham's prospects of success at the bar were extremely

good, his father's practice and influence as a solicitor being
considerable, and his own draughts of bills in equity being

distinguished for their superior execution. In one of his

pamphlets (Indications respecting Lord Eldon) he thus

relates the circumstances which led to his retirement from
the practice of his profession :

'

By the command of a father I entered into the profes-

sion, and, in the year 1772, or thereabouts, was called to the

bar. Not long after, having drawn a bill in equity, I had
to defend it against exceptions before a Master in Chancery.
" We shall have to attend on such a day," said the solicitor

to me, naming a day a week or so distant,
" warrants for

our attendance will be taken out for two intervening days ;

but it is not customary to attend before the third." What
I learnt afterward was that though no attendance more
than one was ever bestowed, three were on every occasion

regularly charged for ; for each of the two falsely pretended
attendances, the client being by the solicitor charged with a

fee for himself, as also with a fee of 6s. 8d. paid by him to

the master : the consequence was that, for every attend-

ance, the master, instead of 6*. Sd., received I/.; and that,

even if inclined, no solicitor durst omit taking out the three

warrants instead of one, for fear of the not-to-be-hazarded

displeasure of that subordinate judge and his superiors.
True it is. the solicitor is not under any obligation thus to

charge his client for work not done. He is, however, sure

of indemnity in doing so: it is accordingly done of course.

These things, and others of the same complexion,
in such immense abundance, determined me to quit the

profession ; and, as soon as I could obtain my father's per-
mission, I did so : I found it more to my taste to endeavour,
as I have been doing ever since, to put an end to them,
than to pro6t by them.'

In 1776 appeared his first publication, entitled A Frag-
ment on Government, from which an extract has already
been given. This work, being anonymous, was ascribed to

some of the most distinguished men of the day. Dr. Johnson
attributed it to Mr. Dunning. In 1 780 his introduction to

the Principles of Morals and Legislation was first printed ;

but it was not published till 1 789.

He visited Paris in 1785, for the third time, and thence

proceeded to Italy. From Leghorn he sailed for Smyrna, in

a vessel, with the master of which he had formed an en-

gagement before leaving England. After a stay of about
three weeks at Smyrna he embarked on board a Turkish
vessel for Constantinople, where he remained five or six

weeks. From Constantinople Mr. Bentham made his way
across Bulgaria, Wallachia, Moldavia, and through a part
of Poland, to Crichoff in White Russia. At that place he

stayed at his brother's, afterwards Sir Samuel Bentham, at

that time lieutenant-colonel commandant of a battalion in

the emperor's service, till November, 1787, when his brother,
who was on an excursion to Cherson, being unexpectedly
detained for the defence of the country against the appre-
hended invasion of the Capitan Pacha, he returned to Eng-
land through Poland, Germany, and the United Provinces,

arriving at Harwich in February, 1788.
In 1791 was published his Panopticon, or the

Inspection
House, a valuable work on prison-discipline, part of which
consists of a series of letters, written in 1787, from Crichoff
in White Russia, where also he wrote his letters on the

usury laws.

In 1792 Mr. Bentham presented to Mr. Pitt a proposal
formed on hist Panopticon plan of management. It was
embraced with enthusiasm by Mr. Pitt

;
Lord Dundas,

home secretary ; Mr. Rose, secretary of the treasury ; and
Mr., afterwards Sir Charles Long, now Lord Farnborough.
Notwithstanding that enthusiasm, by a cause then un-
known, it was made to linger till the close of the session of

1794, when an act passed enabling the treasury to enter
into a contract for the purpose. When Mr. Abbot's finance
committee was sitting, Mr. Pitt and his colleagues took the

opportunity of employing its authority in support of Mr.
Bentham's plan, against the opposing, and, to every body
out of the cabinet, secret influence. Years were spent in
a struggle between the ministry and that influence, and

spent in vain ; for after land, now occupied by the present
Penitentiaiy, had been paid for at the price of 12,000^.,
for the half of which sum the incomparably more appro-
priate land at Battersea Rise might have been had,
when it had been put into the possession of Mr. Bentham,
the whole was stopped for the want of the signature of

George III. to a certain treasury document, for the issue of

1000/., as compensation for the surrender of some leases to

enable him to enter into actual possession. Mr. Bentham's

plan for 1000 prisoners would have cost the public between

20.000/. and 30,000;. : the existing plan for 600 has already
cost at least ten times that sum

;
and yet the '

Quarterly
Review,' not very long ago, expended some of its wit upon
Mr. Benthara, as the author of the Millbank Penitentiary.
Dear and good is better than cheap and bad

; but here it

was cheap and good against dear and bad.

The history of such a life as Bentham's is the history of

his opinions and his writings, which gave him a higher
celebrity abroad than he enjoyed at home. Certain ex-
cellent treatises of his were admirably edited in French

by his friend and the friend (a remarkable concurrence)
of Mirabeau and Romilly, M. Dumont. From these Ben-
tham became well known on the Continent ; indeed bet-

ter known than in his native country, and more highly
esteemed, as appears from the following incident that oc-

curred during a visit he paid to France in 1 825 for the be-

nefit of his health. Happening on one occasion to visit one
of the supreme courts he was recognised on his entrance.

The whole body of the advocates rose and paid him the

highest marks of respect, and the court invited him to the

seat of honour.

From about the year 1817 Mr. Bentham was a bencher
of Lincoln's Inn. He died in Queen Square Place, West-
minster, where he had resided nearly half a century, on the

6th of June, 1832, being in the eighty-fifth year of his age.

Up to extreme old age he retained, with much of the intel-

lectual power of the prime of manhood, the simplicity and
the freshness of early youth ; and even in the last moments
of his existence the serenity and cheerfulness of his mind
did not desert him.

' He was capable,' says his friend Dr. Southwood Smith,
to whom he bequeathed his body for the purposes of anato-

mical science, in the lecture delivered over his remains,
' of

great severity and continuity of mental labour. For up-
wards of half a century he devoted seldom less than eight,
often ten, and occasionally twelve hours of every day to in-

tense study. This was the more remarkable, as his phy-
sical constitution was by no means strong. His health,

during the periods of childhood, youth, and adolescence, was
infirm ; it was not until the age of manhood that it acquired
some degree of vigour: but that vigour increased with ad-

vancing age, so that during the space of sixty years he
never laboured under any serious malady, and rarely suf-

fered even from slight indisposition ; and at the age of

eighty-four he looked no older, and constitutionally was not

older, than most men are at sixty. Thus adding another

illustrious name to the splendid catalogue which establishes

the fact, that severe and constant mental labour is not in-

compatible with health and longevity, but conducive to both,

provided tho mind be unanxious and the habits temperate.
' He was a great economist of time. He knew the value

of minutes. The disposal of his hours, both of labour and of

repose, was a matter of systematic arrangement ; and the

arrangement was determined on the principle, that it is a

calamity to lose the smallest portion of time. He did not

deem it sufficient to provide against the loss of a day or an
hour : he took effectual means to prevent the occurrence of

any such calamity to him
;
but he did more : he was careful

to provide against the loss even of a single minute
;
and

there is on record no example of a human being who lived

more habitually under the practical consciousness that his

days are numbered, and that " the night cometh, in which
no man can work.''

'

(Dr. S. Smith's Lecture, pp. 56-7.)
' That he might be in the less danger of falling under

the influence of any wrong bias,' we still quote Dr. South-
wood Smith's Lecture,

' he kept himself as much as possible
from all personal contact with what is called the world.

Had he engaged in the active pursuits of life, money-
getting, power-acquiring pursuits, he, like all other men
so engaged, must have had prejudices to humour, interests

to conciliate, friends to serve, enemies to subdue ;
and there-

fore, like other men under the influence of such motives,

must sometimes have missed the truth, and sometimes have
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concealed or modified it. Btit he placed himself above all

danger of tins kinil, l>y retiring from the practice of the
pro-

i for which he nail been educated, and by living in a

Dimple manner on a small income allowed him by his

father: and when, by the death of his father, he at length
came into the possession of a patrimony which secured him

moderate competence, from that moment he dismissed

frum his mind all further thoughts about his private for-

tune, and bent -the whole power of his mind, without dis-

traction, to his legislative and moral labours. Nor was ho
less careful to keep his benevolent affections fervent, than

his understanding free from wrong bias. He surrounded

himself only with persons whose sympathies were like his

own, and whose sympathies he might direct to their appro-

priate objects in the active pursuits of life. Though he.

himself took no part in the actual business of legislation

and government, yet, cither by personal communication or

confidential correspondence with them, he guided the minds
of many of the most distinguished legislators and patriots,

not only of his own country, but of all countries in both he-

tni-pheres. To frame weapons for the advocates of the re-

form of the institutions of his own country, was his daily oc-

cupation and his highest pleasure; and to him resorted, for

counsel and encouragement, the most able and devoted of

those advocates; while the patriots and philanthropists of

Europe, as well as those of the new world, the countrymen of

Washington, Franklin, and Jefferson, together with the legis-
lators and patriots of South America, speak of him as a tute-

lary spirit, and declare the practical application of his princi-

ples to be the object and end of their labours.' pp. 49-50.

The leading principle of Bentham's philosophy is, that

the end of all human actions and morality is happiness.

By happiness Bentham means pleasure and exemption from

pain ; and the fundamental principle from which he starts

is, that the action? of sentient beings are wholly governed
by pleasure and pain. He held that happiness is the sum-
mum bnr.um, in fact, the only thing desirable in itself; that

all other things are desirable solely as means to that end
;

that therefore the production of the greatest possible amount
of happiness is the only fit object of all human exertion;
and consequently of all morals and legislation.

In expounding his doctrines, Mr. Bentham has laid

them open to the cavils of many disingenuous minds, and

prejudiced against them many generous and honest minds,

chiefly, as it appears to us, from not having himself suffi-

ciently entered into the metaphysical grounds of them.
His system has been branded with the name of 'cold-

blooded,' 'calculating,' 'selfish.' It may be shown, how-
ever, that what Bentham termed 'selfish,' would in ordinary
language frequently be termed, in the highest and purest
degree, disinterested and benevolent. Among the very last

things which his hand penned, in a book of memoranda,
was found the following passage :

'

I am a selfish man, as

selfish as any man can be. But in me, some how or other, so

it happens, selfishness has taken the shape of benevolence.
No other man is there upon earth, the prospect of whose

sufferings would be to me n pleasurable one : no man is there

upon earth, the sight of whose suffering would ii"t to me lie

a more or less painful one : no man upon earth is there, the

siitht of whose enjoyment, unless believed by me to he de-

rived from a more than equivalent suffering endured by sunn-

other man, would not be of a pleasurable nature rather than

of a painful one. Such in me is the force of sympathy !

Now here is a man, who throughout his whole long life

never purchased a single gratification at the expense of pain
to another ; whose whole happiness throughout life c n-istcd

in the contemplation of the happiness of the millions of
'
all nations, and kindreds, and people and tongues,' for

whom he laboured with the earnestness of one who indeed
felt that '

the night cometh in which no man can work ;' and
who at the age of eighty-four, carried to his grave the purity
and the guilelosMiess of early childhood ; and yet calls hirn-
elf tefflth,

' as selfish as any man can be.'

The last passage quoted from Dr. S. Smith, we think
contains, or at least points to the explanation of some of

peculiarities which probably narrowed the sphere of
lii-niham's usefulness, certainly lowered the degree of his

grealncM. We allude to the circumstance of his
' surround-

ing himself only with persons whose sympathies were like

in.' It has always appeared to us that Bentbam se-

cluded himself too much. The' greatest political and legis-
lative philosopheW in all ages have mingled, at least occa-

sionally, in the business of men, if not testing, at least

relieving their abstruser meditations, by the study of man
as engaged in action. Those too among them, who have
exercised most influence over the mind- < i' mankind, have
been content, however far their thinking departed from

thein, in the general at least to 'speak with the \iil_Mr.'

But Bentbam, from the time when he embarked iti 01 1.

speculation, not only secluded himself from the jjriicr.il con-

verse of his contemporaries, but occupied himself \ery little

in studying the ideas ofothers*, who like hnnself had <lV

their lives to thinking. The effect of the fir i.der

his style inaccessible to the mass of his countrymen ; of the

other to produce what has been aptly termed one

of mind. His appears, indeed, from all the evidence that w e

have collected concerning it, to have been an understanding
which, though singularly acute and original, had no .

facility in apprehending the thoughts of others. Now Mich

an understanding, though vastly superior to that large class

of passive understandings which are able to store them-
selves with the thoughts of other men, but there >lop, is

almost necessarily excluded from the first order of great

minds, which possess an equal power in mastering the ideas

of others, and striking out new ones of their own. AVithuut

this power, a man, however original, will waste much of

his energy in making discoveries that have been made l<mg
before he was born. His theories, too, will be apt to be

wanting in comprehensiveness. And this is a fault which
no pains-taking, which no acuteness ever can remedy.
An assertion of Bentham's, that 'all motives are ab-

stractedly good,'
has called forth a good deal of criticism,

and not a little virtuous indignation among; certain critics.

These critics, however, have generally committed the blun-

der of confounding motive and intention. Mr. Bentham,
never affirmed that all intentions are good ;

nor even that

all m itivfs are equally likely to produce good actions. By
saying that all motives are in themselves good, he merely
means as he himself explains it (' Morals and Legislation,'
vol. i. p. 169.) that pleasure is in itself a good, a motive

being substantially nothing more than plea.-ure or pain.

operating in a certain manner, i.e. some pleasure which the

act in question is expected to be a means of continuing or

producing; some pain which it is expected to be a i:

of discontinuing or preventing. And he distinctly lays it

down, that although in a single given act,
'

goodness or bad-

ness cannot, with any propriety, be predicated of mo;

yet it may of '

disposition a kind of fictitious entity,

feigned for the convenience of discourse, in order to e\

what there is supposed to be permanent in a man's frame
of mind, where, on such or such an occasion, he has been
influenced by such or such a motive, to eni;ai;e in an act

which, as it appeared to him, was of such or such a ten-

dency.' (Morals and Legislation, vol. i. p. 218.)

Bentham appears, from the number of tables sea:

through his works, to have been particularly fond of tabu-

larizing; and, like many other makers of tallies, as well as

other things, he does not show, to our apprehension, any
extraordinary excellence in this favourite pursuit. He was
fond of heaping division upon di\Uion in almn-t endless

extent: and vcrv frequently his classes are distinguishable

by no logical differentia that we have ever been able I

cover; but form that species of divi-ii>n which has rcc' IMM!

the name of a distinction without a difference. A very re-

markable example of this occurs in his '

Essay on Nomen-
clature and Classification.' He gives the following enume-
ration of the faculties of the mind:
1. Perception.
2. Judgment
3. Memory.
4. Deduction, '. e. Ratioci-

nation.

5. Abstraction.

6. Synthesis, that is, Com-
bination.

7. Imagination.
8. Invention.

9. Attention.

10. Observation.

1 1. Com pa i :

12. Generalization.

i:t. Induction.

M. Anah-
15. Method izotjdn, <

ranRement.
16. Distribution.

17. Communication.

Ar-

One of the mo* ttriklag inftancri cf thii i<
'

>xm^ in lu
1

Prontolovy,' a ptMttmnoQi work of Mr 1 ,u was
writing history, and Eoeiwl lrAching c il I'htln \u-re

HOOMDM, under protrnr* of talking wi<lom un<l imir.iliiy. Tins
:n *urd*; this winloni of theirs w.i

',']]> trm.ikaMr th.it

l.ty
of <orr*te rr*ib4 that of Ilemh r . ,\ ,.,-. -iri.il.

toil maliner of eifutilUm lo 1)1.11 uf v

,y jitiriliuLiti]<-

'

in tin- text. \Vhii*

B nthatn fiied to wctuiion, Sorrntr* lr . m tin- wntlu. Hut
"Mirjalri wi two thouiand Ji-ar in dvance of hi* KP, ltruili:im jtriliaus t
tenth or UuU UiLe before liu, SM another note oa Urn subject, pp. sti, 4/,
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It will Vie unnecessary to point out the degree either of

metaphysical or logical merit displayed in this classification,

which in truth is only an example of what is frequent in

Benthara a substitution of cataloguing for analysis. Any-
thing like the application of a searching analysis would

nave greatly diminished the catalogue, and hv consequence

greatly simplified the subject, and anything like the appli-
cation of a logical method would have greatly altered the

arrangement. Bentham, with his usual honest candour,

gives in a note the following classification by Condillac (Lo-

gique, ch. vii.) : 1. Attention: 2. Comparaison ;
3. Juge-

ment
;

4. Rellexion ; 5. Imagination ;
G. Raisonnement.

In the essay from which the above is taken, Bentham has

indeed fully succeeded in showing the faultiness of D'AIem-
bert s Systcme figure des Connaissances humaines, in the

Dismurs preliminaire of the Encyclopedie, intended, as

D'Alembert himself says, as an improvement upon the

encyclopaedical table of Lord Bacon ; but the one which he
has offered in the room of it is not a whit less faulty, though
the faults are different. The limits to which we are here

necessarily confined will only permit us to indicate these

things without going into the proof of them. The reader
who wishes for more satisfactory knowledge on the subject
will naturally refer to the works themselves, which are well

worthy of perusal on many accounts, but on none more than
their pre-eminent tendency to incite to thought the mind of

him who reads them.
From the general character of Bentham's tabularization,

however, we would except the division which seems to have
been conceived by him of the field of law. Among some
valuable tables which Professor Austin drew up for the

use of his class in the London University, was one exhibiting
the Corpus Juris (' Corps complet de Droit ), arranged in

the order which seems to have been conceived by Mr. Ben-

tham, as expounded in his Trailes de Legislation, more

particularly in the Vue generals d'un Corps complet da
Droit. It is particularly worthy of remark that, in the

table of which we subjoin an outline, Bentham, without

intending it, has formed a
corpus juris very nearly similar

to that of the Roman classical jurists.

National, Municipal, or Internal, Law (i. e. Jus Civile, in one of its numerous senses) :

containing -\

International, or External Law (i. e. Jus

lulegrarum Gentium).

Droit Politique

(i.. Jus Fublicum): containing

Droit Civil (as opposed to Droit Politique [i. e. Jus Privatuml i

containing
-

Droit Constitutionnel : relating to

1. The Powers of the Sovereign, in the large
and correct Mgniflcatinn.

2. The Distribution of the Sovereign Poweri
when not united in a single person.

3. The Duties of the governed towards the

Sovereign.,

Law regarding
The Rights and Obligations of Persons

who re clothed with Political Powers
in subordiuauou to the Sovereign.

Code General, ou Lois Generales (i.e. JusRerum) :

containing -7

Codes Particuliers ou Recueil de Lois Particulieres (i. e. Jus Persouarum)

Droit Subrtantif (or The Law) :

containing -i

Droit Adjectif (or Law of Procedure) :

containing -i

Droit Civil. Droit Penal. CivilLaw of Civil Procedure. Lav of Criminal Procedure.

Bentham's great merit, and that probably by which his

name will be most remembered, was as a philosophical
jurist, and writer on legislation. His excellence in this de-

partment mainly consisted in substituting rational principles
as rules of law in the place of the time-honoured maxims
which hardly any one before his time had dared to dispute.
It has been said, indeed, and said truly, that the doctrine of

utility, as the foundation of virtue, is as old as the earliest

Greek philosophers (see the Protagoras of Plato
;
also the

Memorabilia of Xenophon) ; and has divided the philosophic
world, in every age of philosophy, since their time. But
the definitions of natural law, natural justice, and the like,
which pervade all the writers ou legislation and law from

TJlpian down to Montesquieu and Blackstone, show how
little progress had been made, previously to Mr. Bentham,
in the application of this great principle to the field of law.

For his services in this department Bentham deserves,
and we doubt not will receive, the admiration and the grati-
tude of all ages.*

It is impossible to know what the philosophy of jurispru-
dence and legislation owes to Bentham, without knowing
what was the condition of it when he began his labours.
No system of law then established, least of all that of the

country of his birth, exhibited in its construction a compre-
hensive adaptation of means to ends. The ages to which
the English law owed its foundations may have produced
some works in architecture deserving of admiration, but

From these absurd and misty sublimities, however, the exposition given
by Socrates (Xenoph. Mem. lib. iv. :ap. 4) is remarkably free. Socrates en-

irs, with his usual acuteness, to Drove ro etvro VtKttt'oi Tt xaii ^fiifiov.
',-ct is lo show that that is unjust which \t a breach of some law hu-

ni. in < t. p.. *et l.y ill.- sovereign legislator to subjects) or divine, and he takes
the principle of utility to be the index or exponent of this class of laws. He
contends with ranch ingenuity that the misery, which M the inevitable conse-
quence of certain acts, is at once the sanction with which the belly lias armeil
sorao tif his unrevealed commands and by which h revealt them, lint the
Roman Uwym anil iheir moit-rn successors, in almost every country of Ku-

-t. ;ul .,f takin,' their philosophy from Socrates, adopted ihc fustian of
the Stacs. Conclusions very similar to those of Socrates are arrived at by
Professor Austin in his '

Province of Jurisprudence Determined.'

it has certainly produced no such fabric of law, notwith-

standing the loud eulogies of the English lawyers. And
that fabric, faulty from its foundations, was rendered still

more so by the patch-work manner in which additions were
made to it. Though the Gothic structqres of Westminster
Hall and Abbey would be far too favourable a representation
of the Gothic structure of our law, there was till lately near
them, in the two houses of parliament, with their marked
want of architectural adaptation to their end, their incon-
venient committee rooms, and their endless labyrinth of
circuitous staircases and passages that

'

led to nothing,' no

very imperfect type, no bad material image of it. To borrow
the significant language of Mr. Bentham nimself (Rationale
of Judicial Evidence, vol. i. p. 6),

'
It appeared to me,' he

says, 'that no private family, composed of half a dozen
members, could subsist a twelvemonth under the governance
of such rules : and that were the principles from which they
flow to receive their full effect, the utmost extravagance of
Jacobinism would not be more surely fatal to the existence
of society than the sort of dealing which, in these seats of
elaborate wisdom, calls itself by the name of justice. That
the incomprehensibility of the law, a circumstance which,
if the law were wise and rational, would be the greatest of
all abuses, is the very remedy which, in its present state,

preserves society from utter dissolution
; and that if rogues

did but know all the pains that the law has taken for their

benefit, honest men would have nothing left they could call
their own.'

The English people had contrived to persuade themselves
that the English law, as it was when Mr. Be-ntham found
it, was the perfection of reason. It was a fabric reared by
the most powerful and exalted intellects, by wisdom little

and only short of divine. To utter a word therefore that

might tend to impugn such a system was the height of

arrogance and presumption ; to raise a hand against it was
absolute profanation, nay, the most atrocious sacrilege.

Accordingly, when Mr. Bentham commenced his attack, he
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Was at first looked upon at a aort of harmless lunatic. By
and by, however, he began to be regarded in a more se-

rious light as a madman, who might be dangerous if not

put under some restraint He was assailed from all sides

with all sorts of weapons, from the stately contempt of the

dignified man of office down to the ridicule and scurrility of

the small wits and critics. Nevertheless he did not slacken

in the work he had begun, but continued it with unwearied

and reiterated efforts.

Mr. Bentham fought this battle for nearly sixty years,
and the greater part of that time he fought it alone ;

for

a long time, too, almost without making a single con-

vert to his
opinions. Latterly, M. Dumont gave him con-

siderable assistance by putting his ideas into French.* At

length his energy and perseverance were rewarded with

some degree of success. Some of the leaders of public

opinion became convinced, and they, in their turn, con-

vinced or persuaded others. Mr. Buntham has not been

merely a destroyer. Indeed he considered it a positive duty
never to assail what is established, without having a clear

view of what ought to be substituted. In some most im-

portant branches of the science of law, which were in a

more wretched state than almost any of the others when he
took them in hand, he seems to have left nothing to be

ought by future inquirers ; we mean the departments of

procedure, evidence, and the judicial establishment. He
has done almost all that remained to perfect the theory of

punishment It is with regard to the civil code, that he
has done least, and left most to be done. Yet even here
his services have been very great ; particularly by exposing
the viciousness of the existing language of jurisprudence;
and by what he has done towards enforcing the expediency
of a code, that is, of a complete and systematic body of

law.

One of the excellencies of Mr. Bentham' s early writings
is the ease and elegance, the force, and raciness of their

style. This remark may surprise those who take their idea
of Bentham from the specimens presented by those of his

critics, whose object was to depreciate by turning him into

ridicule. Certainly, he gave some occasion for this by some
peculiarities which he contracted in the later period of his

life. But of the truth of our remark above, any reader may
satisfy himself by referring to Mr. Bentham's earlier works

;

we would particularize the '

Fragment on Government,'
the ' Defence of Usury,' the ' Plan of a Judicial Establish-

ment,' or even the '

Panopticon ;' from which last, a work
but little known, we shall give an extract, which by its elo-

quence will surprise many in whose minds the name of

Bentham has long been associated with sentences un-
readable from the roughness of the materials, and the clum-
siness or the complication of the structure. Everybody has
beard of Burke's eulogy of John Howard, generally styled
the philanthropist, but few know that Bentham has also

written a eulogy of Howard, which may challenge competi-
tion, we think, even for eloquence with Burke's. Speaking
of the want of leading principles, order, and connexion in

Howard's publications, he says :
' My venerable friend

.vas much better employed than in arranging words and
sentences. Instead of doing what so many could do if they
would, what he did for the service of mankind was what
ccarce any man could have done, and no man would do,
but himself. In the scale of moral desert, the labours of
the legislator and the writer are as far below bis, as earth is

below heaven. His was the truly Christian choice
;
the lot

in which is to bo found the least of that which selfish

nature covets, and the most of what it shrinks from. His

kingdom was of a better world he died a martyr, after

lni:ig an apostle.' Panopticon, Postscript part ii. p. 2.

In the style of the work from which the above is ex-

tracted, there is a vigour, a freshness, a vivacity, a playful-
ness, a felicity of expression, that renders the perusal
perfectly delightful. Indeed, of these qualities instances
abound, even in some of his works that are reckoned
most unreadable; for example, in the Rationale of Judi-
cial Evidence. This makes us the more regret Bentham's
seclusion, to which we have before alluded, inasmuch as its

tendency was to make him less cultivate the above qualities

TV "TraWi d-
I>jljlallon-

Brit .ppeand in 180S. In 18M a templet.
l.i on ofthoM wotki of BtUhno. which m edited in French bv I

(mulshed at ItruwU In t\*. rteral TO!., royal 8w>. Of ihii edition 1600
eoriu km b*jn already told II ii computed thm of Mr. Ilentliam > wi.rki.
WrfrtkoMM b-ai.l.uon. no< f-wer than 80,000 volumn h.v Wn told in

Kun>ptu4 America. In the French, Spaoiih, lioliu and DOW of late in Iho
Cenrnao o4 PuUth Uaiufet.

of writing. For, though we doubt whether Mr. Bentham
could ever have acquired first-rate powers of metaphysical
analysis, we are of opinion, however paradoxical that opi-
nion may appear to some, that he was fitted by the graces
of a style as easy and clear as Hume's and far more vigor-
ous, pure, and Idiomatic, to have become one of the most

popular prose writers that England has ever produced. But
the momentous and noble object which was the aim and end
of all Bentham's labours was probably quite incompatible
with present popularity. He appears himself to have fully
felt this, and he has forcibly and aptly expressed it in the

following passage, speaking of one of his most complete
and valuable works, the Rationale of Judicial Evidence.
' The species of readers for whose use it was really designed,
and whose thanks will not be wanting to the author's

ashes, is the legislator ; the species of legislator who as yet
remains to be formed ; the legislator, who neither is under
the dominion of an interest hostile to that of the public,
nor is in league with those who are.' Rationale of Judicial

Evidence, vol. i. p. 23.

Mr. Bcntham's lot in life may on the whole be pro-
nounced to have been a peculiarly happy one ; even though
unattended with a very widely diffused reputation in his

native country ; and even though, instead of that, exposed
to the attacks of contemporary writers. His easy circum-
stances and his excellent health enabled him to devote his

whole time and energies to those pursuits which exercised

his highest faculties, and were to him a rich and unfailing
source of the most delightful excitement. On the other

hand, his retired habits preserved him from personal contact

with any but those who valued his acquaintance ; and, as

for the writers who spoke of him with ridicule and con-

tempt, he never read them, and therefore ihey never dis-

turbed the serenity of his mind, or ruffled the tranquil
surface of his contemplative and happy life.

Mr. Bentham's
principal

works are the 'Introduction to

the Principles of Morals and Legislation,' the
'

Fragment
on Government,' the 'Rationale of Judicial Evidence,' in

five volumes, including a very full examination of the pro-
cedure of the English courts : the ' Book of Fallacies,' the
' Plan of a Judicial Establishment,' one of his most finished

productions, printed in 1792, but never regularly published ;

his ' Defence of Usury,'
'

Panopticon,' an admirable work
on prison discipline,

' Constitutional Code,' and many
others: besides the treatises so well edited in French \>\ M.
Dumont. from the above works and various unpublished
manuscripts, which contain all his most important doc-

trines.

BENTHEIM, an earldom, lying to the west of the Ems.
and situated between the Prussian province of Westphalia,
and the Dutch province of Overijssel : it extends from
52 16' to 52 40' N. lat., and from fi 28' to 7 1 7' E. long.,
and is comprehended in the Hanoverian province of Osna-
briick. Its name is derived from the castle and fumily ot

the Bcntheim-Bentheims. It is a compact territory, about
399 square miles in superficial extent; the surface is in ge-
neral a uniform level, and the soil, though sandy, is in uu^t

parts productive. It is watered by the Vechte and its tri-

butaries, the Aa and Dinkel : the Vechte is used along
its whole line for floating timber, and is navigable from
Nordhorn to Zwoll. Benthcim contains a number of mo-
rasses and moors, which yield excellent peat, is partially
wooded, produces abundance of grain, rape-seed, flax, and

potatoes, rears considerable quantities of horses, horned

cattle, sheep, and geese, and its woods and streams are

well-stocked with game and fish. Sand-stone, mill-stones,
and free-stone are raised along the hills, near Benthcim and
Gildehaus, and exported to Holland : potter's-clay and coals

arc also among its mineral products, and sulphurous springs
exist in the forest of Benthcim. It has no inamifacti

any importance, except the spinning of flax-yarns and linen-

weaving. The climate, though not free from fogs, is healthy
and temperate. The earldom contains four towns (Benthcim
with 1800 inhabitants, Schiittdorf with 1400, Nordhorn with

1200, and Neuenhaus with 14 00), one market-village, sixty-
two villages and hamlets, and about 4400 houses ; the popu-
lation, which amounted to 24,364 souls in 1812, and 29,569
in 1828, is at present estimated at about 26,100. In 1812,
the number of houses was 3793 ; and in 1828, 4375. The.

inhabitants arc of German descent, and use the Westpha-
lian dialect ; but in manners they assimilate to their neigh-
bours, the Dutch, and Dutch is also spoken in sorm, leu-

places. The majority of the inhabitants are of the reformed
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Lutheran persuasion ; the Roman Catholics, who compose
five out of nineteen parishes, are included in the diocese of

Osnabriick. The counts of Bentheim were raised by the

Prussian monarch to the rank of princes in 1817, and have
at present a seat among the twenty- six members in the

upper house of the Hanoverian legislature. In 1 753 they

pawned their inheritance for thirty years to Hanover
;
hut

having failed to redeem it, Napoleon cancelled the obliga-
tion on their paying to Hanover a sum of 32,0001. (800,000
francs) in 1804. Two years afterwards he placed Bentheim
under the sovereignty ofthe Grand-Duke ofBerg, and in 1 8 1

annexed it to the French empire, as part of the department
of the Lippe. In 1813, however, Hanover, upon recovering
its independence, refused to ratify the above adjustment
of the debt due from Bentheim, and under the treaty of

Vienna, retained it in full sovereignty, allowing the counts
an annuity of 15,000 dollars <2475/.), until the year
1823, when the debt was paid off, and the original posses-
sors were re -instated in their patrimony. The earldom is

divided into the two districts of Bentheim or the Upper Earl-

dom, and Neuenhaus or the Lower Earldom. The little

town of Bentheim is built on the side of some rising ground,
at the summit of which stands the old, fortified, ancestral

castle ; it has a mineral spring and baths. 52 30' N. lat.,

and 7 0' E. long.
BENTHEIM-STEINFURT is an antient earldom in

Westphalia, immediately adjoining the preceding, and held

by the same family : it met with the same fate as their other

possessions in Napoleon's times
;
but after the fall of Na-

poleon in 1816 it was placed under the sovereignty of the

king of Prussia, who conferred the rank of princes on its

possessors. It occupies an area of about thirty-one square
miles, has about 3800 inhabitants, contains one town, Stein-

furt on the Aa (the capital of the Prussian circle of that

name in the government of Miinster), with about 2400 in-

habitants, and three hamlets. The revenue of this earldom
is about 20501. Bentheim and Steinfurt, with some minor
estates in this part of Germany, form a territory of about
504 square miles, the annual revenue of which accruing to

the prince-counts of Bentheim-Bentheim, is estimated at

105.000 dollars (14.437/. 10*.).

BENTFVI (zoology), or Bientiveo, the Brazilian name
for the Tyrannus sulphuratus of Vieillot. Swainson, who
has paid great attention to the tyrants ( Tyrannidce), con-
siders that it makes the nearest approach to Lanius (butcher-

bird) of any bird yet discovered
;

'
not only,' says this close

observer, 'from its greatly compressed bill, but by feeding

upon reptiles, and thus becoming partly carnivorous. We
have more than once taken from the stomach of this species
lizards in an entire state, sufficiently large to excite surprise
how they could possibly have been swallowed by the bird."

Azara mentions its haunting the dead carcases which the

Caracaras (Polyborus Braziliensis) had left, for the sake of

the pickings; and Swainson observes, in confirmation of

this, that '
its claws, unlike those of all other tyrants, are

hut slightly curved ; thus enabling the bird, when so en-

gaged, to walk without difficulty upon the ground.' [See
TYRANT.]
BENTIVO'GLIO, GIOVA'NNI, was son of Annibale

Bentivoglio, who, after being for some years at the head of

the commonwealth of Bologna, was murdered by a rival

faction in 1445. Giovanni was then a boy six years of age.
In 1462 he was made 'Principe del Senato' of Bologna,
and by degrees engrossed the sole authority of the republic.
The Melvezzi family conspired against him in 1488, but
were detected, and cruelly proscribed. About twenty indi-

viduals of that family, or its adherents, fell by the hand of

the executioner, and the rest were banished. Giovanni
showed himself stern and unforgiving, and he hired bravos
who executed his mandates in various parts of Italy. At
the same time, like his more illustrious contemporary Lo-
renzo de' Medici, he was the patron of the arts and of learn-

ing; he adorned Bologna with fine buildings, and made
collections of statues and paintings, and MSS. Pope Ju-
lius II., having determined to reduce Bologna under the
direct dominion of the papal see, marched an army against
that city in 1506, and Bentivoglio, after forty-four years'
dominion, was obliged to escape with his family into the
Milanese territory, where he died two years after at the age
of 70. His two sons were replaced by the French in 1511
at the head of the government of Bologna ; but in the next

year tho French bein^ nbli^i'd to leave Italy, Bologna sur-

rendered again to the Pope in June 1512, and the Benti-

voglios emigrated to Ferrara, where they settled under the

protection of the Duke d'Este.

BENTIVO'GLIO, E'RCOLE, was grandson of Gio-
vanni. He was born at Bologna in 1506. He accom-

panied his father in his emigration to Ferrara, where Duke
Alfonso had married his aunt. He was employed by the

House of Este in several important missions, during one of

which he died at Venice in 1 5 73. Ercole wrote some Satire,
which are considered next in merit to those of Ariosto,

and also several Commedie, which were much applauded at

the time : he was also a lyric poet of some celebrity.

BENTIVO'GLIO, GUIDO, born at Ferrara in 1579,
was a descendant of the Bentivoglios, who had been rulers

of Bologna in the preceding century. He studied at Padua,
and returned to Ferrara in 1597, when the Court of Rome
took possession of that duchy, in disregard of the claims of

Cesare d'Este, the collateral heir of Alfonso II., the last

duke. -Ippolito Bentivoglio, Guide's elder brother, had
shown himself attached to the Duke Cesare, to whom he
was related, and had thereby incurred the displeasure of

Cardinal Aldobrandino, the papal legate. Guido, who was

naturally of a supple, insinuating character, contrived to

effect a reconciliation between them, and also between Ce-
sare himself, who took the title of Duke of Modena, and

Pope Clement VIII. When the pope soon after came to

Ferrara, he took particular notice of young Guido, and when
Guido, in 1601, proceeded to Rome, he was made a prelate
of the papal court. After the death of Clement in 1605,
his successor Paul V. sent him as nupcio to Flanders,

although he was only twenty-six years of'age. His mission
was to endeavour to re-establish concord between the various

parties in that country long distracted by political and reli-

gious dissensions, and to bring them again into submission
to the papal spiritual authority. It was during his residence

in Flanders that he wrote his historical work on the insur-

rection of that country against the Spaniards, in 1566, and
the subsequent wars between the Duke of Alba, and the

other generals of Philip II. and the Hollanders (Delia
Guerra di Fiandra, in three parts, 3 vols. 4to., Cologne,
1632-9). He brings his narrative down to the year 1607.

The work is of course written in the spirit of an advocate of

the church of Rome and of the Spanish authority, hut as such
it displays considerable fairness, being superior in this respect
to the work of his contemporary the Jesuit Strada, on the

same subject, whose partiality for the Spaniards Bentivoglio
himself censures. The language, like that of all Bentivoglio's

works, is pure, and the style is grave and dignified.
In 1616 Bentivoglio was sent nuncio to France, where

he won the favour of Louis XIII. and his court, by the

mildness and courteousness of his manners, and his pru-
dence and tact in diplomatic affairs. In 1621 he was made
a cardinal, and he became afterwards the friend and con-

fidant of Pope Urban VIII., whom he often assisted with
his counsels. Urban, however, was very imperious and ob-

stinate, and in his old age was swayed by his nephews the

Barberini and their party. Bentivoglio was one of the few
men at his court who could and would speak at times the

truth without flattery. In 1641 Bentivoglio was made

bishop of Terracina. When Urban VIII. died in 1644 it

was the general opinion that Bentivoglio would be his

successor in the papal chair, which probably he expected
himself. But he fell ill and died, at the age of sixty-five,

before the cardinals in conclave assembled had time to

make their choice. Bentivoglio was regular in his conduet
and morals, but he was fond of pomp and grandeur in his

establishment, a taste then very prevalent at the court of

Rome. The other works of Bentivoglio are, Relazioni

falte in tempo delle Nunziature di Fiandra e di Francia,

4to., Cologne, 1630. In this work, which may also be called

historical, he describes the manners and character of the

nations among whom he lived, and the remarkable incidents

of his time. It was translated into English by Henry Earl
of Monmouth, fol. London, 1652. Afemorie con le quail de-

scrive la lua Vita, 8vo., Amsterdam, 1648 : this is a sort of

diary of his life, published after his death. Of this and the

two preceding historical works, Gravina the Italian critic

observes, that Bentivoglio is an elegant but not deep writer,

that he was shy in manifesting his real sentiments and the

secret councils of courts and statesmen, of which ' he is

often silent, not through ignorance or carelessness, but

through prudential caution.' Lcttere, 8vo., Roma, 1654.

This last work is held in much estimation for the correct

ness of the language, and fluency and case of the style,
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and it therefore often put into the hands of students of

Italian. The grammarian Biagioli published an edition of

thme lettera il Paris, 1807. with useful note*, which has
been frequently reprinted fur the us of schools. In the

Barbehni library at Rome, are three more volumes of Bon-
>'* letter* in MS., of which only some have been

extracted and published. They wero written from Flanders

and France during hi- lone residence in those countries.

BENTLEY. RICHARD, born January 27, J662. was
the son of a small fanner or yeoman, resident at Oulton, in

the pamh of Rothwell. near'Wakefield. in Yorkshire. lie

was educated at the grammar school of Wakcficld, and at

St. John's College, Cambridge ; of which he was admitted a

sizar. May 24, 1676. No fellowship falling vacant to winch

he wa eligible, he accepted the mastership of the grammar-
school of Spalding in Lincolnshire, early in 1682. After

holding that office for a year, he resigned it to become private
tutor to the son of Dr. Stillingfleet afterwards Bishop of

Worcester. He accompanied his pupil to Oxford, where he
was admitted to the same degree of M.A. as he held at

Cambridge. His residence at Oxford contributed to ad-

vance both his reputation and learning; he had access to

the manuscript treasures of the Bodleian library, and became
intimate with several distinguished members of the univer-

sity, especially Mill, the celebrated editor of the Greek Tes-

tamfnt. and Bernard, then Savilian Professor. A series of

his letters to and from the latter is published in the Museum
urn, v. ii.

p. 333. At this time he meditated two very
laborious undertakings : a complete collection of '

Frag-
mento of the Greek Poets,' and an edition of the three

priooipal Greek lexicographers, Hesychius, Suidas, and the

Jffymotogicum Mugnum, to be printed in parallel columns
in tin; same page. Neither scheme, however, was carried

into effect. To the edition of Callimachus, published by
Grtovius in 1697, Bentley contributed a collection of the

fragments of that poet. But his reputation for scholarship
was established by a performance of much more con lined

nature a dissertation on an obscure chronicler, named Ma-
lalas. which was published as an Appendix to Dr. Mill's

edition of the author, in 1C9I. [See MALALAS. MII.I..]
This showed such an intimate acquaintance with Greek
literature, especially the drama, that it drew the eyes of

foreign as well as British scholars upon him, and obtained a

warm tribute of admiration from the great critics, Gravius
and Spanheim, to this new and brilliant star of British lite-

rature.

Bentley was ordained deacon in March 1G90. In 1692 he
obtained the first nomination to the lectureship newly
founded under the will of Mr. Boyle, in defence of religion,
natural and revealed. [See BOYLB, ROBERT.] He spared no
labour to improve this opportunity of establishing his repu-
tation as a divine. He chose for his subject the confuta-

tion of atheism : directing his arguments more especially

against the system of Hobbes, of which, he says,
' the

taverns and coffee-houses, nay Westminster Hall and the

very churches were full.' The latter portion of the course
wan devoted to prove the existence of a Creator, from the

evidences of design in the constitution of the universe, as

exp'ained by Newton ; whose great discoveries, published
in the Principia. about six years before, were slowly re-

ceived by the learned, and continued a sealed book to the

world at large. To clear the points in which he himself
felt any difficulty, he entered into a correspondence with

Newton, whose replies were published in 1 756, by Bcntlcy's

nephew. These lectures were received with great applause,
and established the author'* reputation as a preacher. In
October, 1 69-2, he was rewarded with a stall at Worcester, and
in the following year was appointed keeper of the King's
Library. In 1694 he was re-appointed Boyle Lecturer,
and followed up his refutation of atheism by a defence of

Christianity against the attacks of infidels. This second
serie* of sermon* was never published, and at present no
trace of their existence can be found. In 1696 he took the

degree of D.D. at Cambridge; and on this occasion, in his

public exercise (or in academical language, his act), he

appeared again as a defender of revealed religion.

.iley's appointment to the office of King's Librarian
wa the a>fidenUl cause of his writing the celebrated Dit-

f l'fi'i>'irit. The once famous
between Bo)le ari'l arose Out of an

alleged wa latter, relative t'i

the loan of a MS. from (lie Kim;- Library to the II<>n.

C. Boyle, an undcrguduate of Christ's Church, Oxford, of

F
remising talents, who had undertaken to edit the Eptttirs
tee BpvtK, CHARLES], and who resented the supposed

klight in a pettish passage in the preface (Jan. 1, 1695).
On seeing this, Bentley addressed to Boyle a courteoi;

planation
of his conduct, expecting the offensive passage to

be cancelled or retracted ; but he obtained no satisfaction,

and was told he might seek his redress in any method ho

pleased. Two years elapsed before he took public notice

of the insult It so happened that Bentley hod made up
his mind that the Epistles ascribed to Phalaris were spu-
rious, before this quarrel occurred; and in 1697 he was
called on by his friend, the learned Wotton, to state the

grounds on which he came to that conclusion, in fulfilment

of a promise to that effect This he did in an Appendix to

the second edition of Wotton's Reflections on Antifnt <md
Modern Learning. At the end of it he notices the unjust

charge made against him by Boyle, whose performance he
criticises with much asperity. This work created a great

sensation, especially among the Christchurch men, who
chose to consider it as an insult to the whole society.

Boyle, however, seems to have been esteemed unequal to

avenge it; for a knot of the best scholars and wits of the

college united their pens to punish Bentley, not by fair ar-

gument, but by every artifice which wit and malice could
devise. Not only his learning, but bis character, literary,

moral, and personal, were attacked: and it is alike singular
and discreditable, that go virulent a hatred as was shown, in

this quarrel should have been excited by so slight a <

The joint work, in which the celebrated Atterbury was the

chief performer, appeared in March, 1698, and was entitled,

Dr. Bentley's Diisertations on the Epistles of Phalaris
and the Fables of jEsop examined, by the Hon. Charles

Boyle, Esq. It obtained such a degree of popularity, as

gives some reason for supposing that Bentley had already
made himself known and disliked for that presumptuous
arrogance which he displayed so remarkably in after-life. It

has been so long and so generally acknowledged that in

this controversy Bentley was triumphantly victorious, that

many may be surprised to hear of the extremely favourable

reception which the Oxford rejoinder obtained; the blo\v

was commonly thought fatal to Bentley 's reputation as a
scholar.

A number of lampoons and attacks of various sorts were
made upon him, of which Swift's Battle of the Books is the

only one which has obtained celebrity. Bentley was in no

hurry to reply to the storm of ridicule and abuse which as-

sailed him on all sides : it was his maxim, he said, that no
man was ever written out of reputation, except by himself.

He therefore took time to mature his answer, and in thr be-

ginning of 1 699 published his enlarged Dissertations on the

Epistles of Phalaris, which has finally set at rest the ques-
tion in dispute. This, however, is the least part of the.
merits of the work. Professedly controversial, il embodies a
mass of accurate information relative to historical facts, an-

tiquities, chronology, and philology, such as we may safely
say, has rarely been collected in the same space : and the
reader cannot fail to admire the ingenuity with which thin;:*

apparently trilling, or foreign to the point in question, are
made effective in illustrating or proving the author s views.

Nothing shows so well how thoroughly digested and familiar
was the vast stock of reading which Bentley possessed. The
banter and ridicule of his opponents are returned with inte-

rest, and the reader is reconciled to what might seem to savour
too much of arrogance and the bitterness of controversy, by
a sense of the strong provocation given to the author. War-
burton, no friend to Bentley, said that he had beat the Ox-
ford men at their own weapons. The Oxford champions
expressed their intention to reply, but they probably felt their

ground to be cut from under their feet, for they published
no answer; nor was Bentley again called into the field

by any worthy antagonist.
At the end of the Dissertation on Phalaris Bcntloy ex

amines and denies the authenticity of the epistli > ascribed
tn Themistocles, Socrates, Euripides, and others. He also

denies the genuineness of the fables which bear vKsop's
name (as to their form, entirely, as to their substance, in a
jrn-at measure), and traces the ^Esopean (\lau>iriioi fiii8ot)
Kaliles through a number of hands down to the rompar.i-
tivc'y modern and corrupt prose version now exiant. [See
yfisci1 and BABRUTS.]
On the first of February, 1700. Bentley, by the gift of tho

rrown, was instituted Master of Trinity College, Cambridge,
and resigned his stall at Worcester in consequence of that ap-
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poratment. In the following year, June 24, he was admitted

Archdeacon of Ely. Subsequently he was appointed Chap-
lain both to William III. and to Queen Anne. On the

4th Jan. 1701, he married Joanna, daughter of Sir John
Bernard of Brampton, in Huntingdonshire, a lady of amiable

temper and cultivated mind, with whom he lived in har-

mony and happiness throughout their union.

His new situation was admirably suited to meet and gra-

tify the wishes of a scholar; and as a supporter and encou-

rager of literature, Bentley's conduct is deserving of much

praise. He took an active part in re-modelling and render-

ing useful the University press ; he gave his countenance

and assistance to Kuster, who undertook a new edition of

Suidas to be printed at that press ; he undertook his edition

of Horace, published afterwards in 1711; he wrote his

Critical Epistles to Kuster on the Plutus and Clouds of Aris-

tophanes, two of which, written in 1708, are published in

the Museum Criticum (vol. ii., see page 403, seq.), together
with a Letter to Barnes on the Epistles ascribed to Euripi-
des, dated Feb. 22 1692-3. A series of emendations, pre-

viously unpublished, of the same plays, will be found in the

Museum Criticum (vol. ii. p. 126). He also transmitted in

1 708 a long and valuable letter toHemsterhuis, devoted prin-

cipally to the correction of the fragments of comic authors
in the 1 Oth book of Julius Pollux, of whose Onomaslicon
that eminent critic had recently published an edition. He
made an important improvement in the system of college
examinations for fellowships and scholarships, by substituting
for the old and loose method oforal examination, that system
of written exercises which is still pursued, and which has

contributed perhaps as much as any one cause, to the high
reputation which the college has long maintained for purity
of election as well as for the talents of its members ;

and he
laboured with success for the improvement of the college

library. Bentley's conduct in other collegiate affairs was
far from praiseworthy. He showed almost from the first

a domineering, arbitrary, and selfish, almost a sordid temper,
which disgusted the best members of the society, and, in

the end, involved him in a protracted lawsuit, much obloquy,
and much uneasiness. Many of his regulations were bene-

ficial, but even in these he contrived to put himself in the

wrong, by stretching his power beyond the limits to which
the statutes of Trinity have strictly and sedulously confined
the Master's authority. Among these we may particularly
mention his lavish expenditure on the improvement of the

lodge, or master's dwelling-house ; an arbitrary appropria-
tion of the college revenue to a purpose which, if not un-

desirable, was at least not necessary, which caused great
discontent in the society. So also the repairing, or we might
almost say the rebuilding, of the present noble chapel of the

college, a measure most praiseworthy in itself, became offen-

sive and injurious to the fellows from the manner in which
it was done. The same censure is due to many of the

Master's fiscal and other regulations.
The fellows seem soon to have made up their minds that

their new Master (who was likely to be unfavourably re-

garded from his being educated not in their own body, but
at St. John s) was a grasping arbitrary man

; and the

bickerings between him and the senior fellows of the col-

lege grew frequent. The most objectionable of his acts

appears to have been that of intruding fellows into the

body, not by the regular and statutable course of election,
but by what he termed presumption, by which candidates
were chosen to future vacancies ; and as the mode was

unjustifiable, so his choice of persons to benefit by it was
bad. Towards the close of 1709 an open rupture took place
between the Master and the seniors. The former is said,
in a fit of passion, to have used the words ' From henceforth
farewell peace to Trinity College ;' and they were verified

by a 1 nig series of ruinous litigation, by which the college
suffered grievously in purse, discipline, and reputation.
The seniors appealed against the Master to the visitor.

Unfortunately a doubt existed whether the Bishop of Ely or

the crown was the visitor
;
and Bentley, supported by a party

among the junior fellows whom he had gained over to his

interest, succeeded, by every artifice which legal ingenuity
and indomitable pride and obstinacy could suggest, in de-

laying the decision of this question till 1733, when the
House of Lords finally decided that the bishop was visitor.

Bishop Greene immediately summoned Bentley to appear
before him, and in 1734 pronounced sentence of depriva-
tion against him. But Bentley's obstinacy and fertility of

expedients supported him even in this extremity. Availing

himself of what appears to be a blunder in transcribing the
statutes, where it is said that the Master, after sentence of

deprivation by the visitor, shall be deposed per eundem vice-

magistrum (by the same vioemaster, where the abbreviated
form (vicem.) of the word vicemagiitrum seems, by a
blunder of the copyist, to have been changed into visita-

torem), he refused to vacate his office until the vice-

master had carried the sentence of the visitor into effect

which, as the vicemaster was one of his most devoted followers,
was equivalent to annulling the visitor's decision. He thus

resisted, for four years, the utmost efforts of his adversaries to

procure execution of the sentence, until the death of Bishop
Greene, in May 1738, put an end to the suit. We have
not attempted to give even an abstract of these proceedings,
for an abstract could not well be made intelligible. To those

who have leisure for such by-gone points of curious dis-

cussion, Dr. Monk's minute account of the whole suit will

be full of interesting information.

In 1717, Bentley, by one of his bold and unscrupulous
manoeuvres, procured himself to be elected Regius Profes-

sor of Divinity. He chose for the subject of his proba-
tionary lecture a discussion of the celebrated text 1 St.

John, v. 7, on the three heavenly Witnesses, in which, main-

taining the doctrine of the Trinity, he gave a history of the

verse, which he decidedly rejected. This work has never been

printed, and Dr. Monk has not been able to discover it. It

was seen and read in MS. by Person and some other scholars
of that day. Not content with being at variance with the col-

lege, he placed himself in the same position with respect to

the whole university, in the very firs year of office, by an

attempt to extort from those persons who were to be created
doctors of divinity a larger fee than it had been usual to pay.
The claim, in Dr. Monk's opinion, was not undeserving ofcon-
sideration

; but, like most of Bentley's actions, it was prose-
cuted in a violent and offensive manner, and a warm dispute
arose out of this paltry beginning; in the course of which
the Master of Trinity and Regius Professor of Divinity,
one of the first dignitaries of the university, was, by a grace
of the senate, passed by a majority of more than two to one,

degraded and deprived of all his degrees, Oct. 17, 1718.

Against this sentence Bentley petitioned the king. The
matter was referred to the Privy Council, and carried thence
into the Court of King's Bench, which, after more than ftVe

years of undignified altercation, issued a mandamus, Ftu. 7,

to the university to restore Richard Bentley to all his de-

grees, and to every other right and privilege of which they
had deprived him.

It shows in a strong light the remarkable activity and
energy of Bentley's mind, that these harassing quarrels,
which must have occupied a large portion of his time and
attention, interfered so little with his critical pursuits.
Some of his works, performed during this long period
of disturbance, we have already noticed ; we have to add
a large and valuable body of notes and corrections of
Cicero's Tusculan Questions, published in Davis's edition
of that work in 1709 (Richardi Bentleii Emendations^ in
Ciceronis Tusculanas). In 1710 he wrote his Emenda-
tions on the comic poets, Menander and Philemon, sug-
gested by Le Clerc's edition of the fragments of those
authors. The task was one for which Le Clerc was utterly
unfit : and it is said that motives of personal hostility had
some influence in inducing Bentley to demonstrate that he
was so, which he did with no sparing hand. The work was
anonymously printed in Holland (Emendationes in Menan-
dri et Philemonis Reliquias, ex nupera editione Joannit
Clerici ; ubi mulia Grotii et aliorum, plurima vero Clerici,
errata castigantur), under the signature of Phileleutherus
Lipsiensis : but Bentley was universally known to be the
author. Under the same name he again appeared in 1713,
as a defender of revealed religion (Remarks on the Dis-
course of Free-thinking) in his reply to Anthony Collins's

Defence of Free-thinking. His answer to the sophistry
and fallacies pervading that book was judicious and effect-
ive ; and for the eminent service done to the church and
clergy of England by refuting the objections and exposing
the ignorance,' to use the words of the University Grace, of
the writers calling themselves Free-thinkers, Bentley re-
ceived the thanks of the University of Cambridge by a vote
of the Senate, Jan. 4, 1 71 5. He also did no small service to

science, by effecting the publication of a new and imp-roved
edition of Newton's Princijiia, which was intrusted, in
1 709, by the venerable author to the management of the
eminent mathematician, Roger Cotes. It appears also from

UK2
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Jurin't preface to his edition of the Geography of Vtreniiu

(Cambridge. 1718). that he was induced to undertake tins

work by Bentley. In I no Bent Icy announced a plan for

publishing a new critical edition of the Grtrk Testament,

and explained hi* views on this subject in a letter to Arch-

bishop Wke. printed in Dr. Monk's Life, chap. xii. For

four years he meditated over this design, upon which he

pared neither labour nor expense. He made fresh collations

of the celebrated Alexandrine and Ben MSB. [see ALEX-

ANDRIANCODBX], andofother less important MSS. in Eng-
land : and he had the assistance ofthe eminent biblical critic

Wetstcin and other scholars, in collating MSS. on the conti-

nent. In 1 720 he published proposals and a specimen of the

intended work, which was to be published by subscription,
in

two volumes, price three guineas for small and five for large

per. The proposals are printed in the Biographia fln-

teftMico, and in brMonk's Life, ch. xv. A large number

of subscribers was obtained, but from some unexplained

CUM, the work was never carried into publication. Many

persons ascribed this to the attacks mode on the author by

Confers Middleton, the historian of Cicero, a violent and im-

placable enemy of Bentlcy. From this opinion Dr. Monk
dissents ; and it is discountenanced by

the well-known har-

dihood of Bcntley's character, and his habitual contempt
for all his adversaries.

We have still to go back to notice a work which, per-

haps with the exception of the Dittertatioru on Phaloris,

is the most remarkable of Bentley's labours, his edition

of Horace, undertaken in 1701, but not completed till

1711. In the progress of this work he involved himself

in needless difficulties ; for, contrary to the usual practice

of scholars, he introduced his emendations into the text,

nd, still more unusually, caused the text to be printed

off in 1 706, long before the notes were ready. Many of

the alterations, it may be supposed, his mature judgment
would disallow ; for in the preface, he expresses his regret

for more than twenty of them : and it is probable that

he stretched his ingenuity to defend many others which

he did not really approve. The tone of the preface
is so arrogant, that Dr. Monk says,

'

Bentley's character

for presumption has been established by those few
pages,

more than by all the other productions of his pen. An
account of the plan of the work will be found in the Life of
Bentley, ch. x. Between 700 and 800 alterations are intro-

duced into the text, in the defence of which unusual inge-

nuity and a vast depth of learning arc shown. Many of

them have been adopted by the best subsequent editors;

but the bulk of them are now rejected as unnecessary,
harsh, or prosaic. Nevertheless, Bentley's Horace is a noble

monument of the author's learning, critical skill, and ac-

quaintance with the Latin language.
We can do no more than notice, and refer to Dr. Monk's

Life, for an account of some of Bentley's minor labours, as

his Letter on the Sigean Inscription,' published by Ed-
mund Chishull, his revision of the ' Theriaca of Nicander,'

made at the request of Dr. Mead, and printed in the ' Mu-
seum Criticum,' v. i. pp. 370. 445 ;

an intended edition of
1 Lucmn,' never published, though he wrote notes on the

poet, which fourteen years after his death were published
t the Strawberry-hill press, attached to the text and notes

of Grotius ; an intended edition of '

Ovid,' meditated out of

pita to Burman, and an edition of the ' Fables of Phasdrus,'

undertaken to revenge himself on Dr. Hare, a former friend,

gainst whom he had conceived an offence. This was ap-

pended to an edition of 'Terence,' published in 172C, which
deserves a different notice, as being one of the most honour-
able and unexceptionable of the author's performances. The
text professes to be corrected in no less than a thousand

plants, and the reasons for almost every change arc given
in the notes. It is especially remarkable for the nicety
of care in accentuation, and for the metrical skill which it

displays : and contains a valuable dissertation upon the
metre* of Terence, which Dr. Monk characterises as the
clearest and mo*t satisfactory account which has yet been

written of that difficult subject.' The best edition is that of

Amntenlam, fur which Bentley, with his usual liberality in

urh matters, sent the publishers on English ropy with' his

last correi

In ir.il. Boiitlcy, much to the detriment of his reputation,
undertook to publish an edition of the Paradise Lost.' II

proceeded on a supposition, first starter) by Elijah 1

that Milton, by hi blindness, being obliged to employ an
amanuensis, his poem might reasonably be supposed to

BEN
have been much corrupted, between its delivery- from his
own lips, and its issue from the press. There is certainly
some truth in thi*. but Bentley pushed the therm beyond
all reasonable bounds : for he created an ideal friend, whom
he supposed

to have filled the office of editor, and to whom
he ascribes not only the numerous verbal errors, which he
professes to detect, but the introduction of whole hues, and
eren passagei of many verses. It is probable that Dr.
Monk's view of the case is correct, and that Bentley in-

vented this fiction of an editor, to take off the odium of

perpetually condemning the taste and judgment of M
himself. But in this point of view the editor's presumption
is intolerable ; and his self-confidence and

flippant
toi

criticism is equally offensive, especially when din

against a man of genius so different from his own. Bcnt-
s not appear to have had much poetic feeling. I! -

criticisms of Horace have been condemned as prosaic, and
his criticisms on Milton display the same fault in a more
eminent degree. Nor was he qualified by taste or study
to appreciate the store of Italian and romantic learning
which Milton in his poem has interwoven with his classical

reading. Bentley thus at last gave testimony of the truth
of his own saying, that no man was ever written out of

reputation but by himself: his work excited almost univer-
sal dissatisfaction ; resentment on the part of the admirers
of Milton: distress and regret on the part of those who
wi-hed well to the editor. Nevertheless, like every thing
else of Bentley's, it displays much critical acumen; and
the ingenuity of the commentator might have been admired,
if it had been united with a decent share of modesty.
The history of Bentley's edition of Homer belongs rather

to the article Digamma: since the characteristic feature of
it is an attempt to-restore the prosody of Homer by the in-
sertion of that long forgotten letter. This was a great un-
dertaking for a man turned of seventy, for he did not begin
it till the year 1 732, though his opinion relative to the Di-

garama seems to have been made up several years before.
The task was difficult ; for even supposing that his views of
the lost letter were strictly correct, yet the changes of ortho-

graphy and language introduced in the course of many
ages, so complicated the question, that often where the
metre was before correct, the insertion of the Digamraa
rendered it unprosodiacal. Bentley did much, though he
was not altogether successful. 'He corrected and noted
the two poems from beginning to end

; availing himself of
the collations of all the manuscripts to be procured, and
amending the text wherever he could, from the lexicons
and grammarians. Many of the verses which were unma-
nageable he rejected, though the number condemned does
not come near to that which a late editor, who pursued a
similar plan, found it convenient to discard. The frequent
changes and erasures of his own corrections which appeal
in his copy, prove the uncertainty and difficulty of the un-

dertaking : independently of the lines affected by the Di-
gamma, many others presented obstacles to the restitution
of metrical propriety ;

and the character of Bentley's criti-

cism, which had become more daring as his years inctMuwd,
sometimes led him to harsh attempts at alteration.' (Monk,
ch. xx.) Payne Knight has more recently renewed the at-

tempt ; but to say the least, without its meeting with the

general acceptation of scholars. Bentley's intended work
was broken off in 1739, when he had not completed the
notes on the 6th book, by a paralytic stroke. Shortly i

he had published his edition of Maniltus, which liatl been

prepared for the press no less than forty-five years.
Bentley's literary career ends here. He recovered suffi-

ciently to be able to amuse himself; and the concluding
years of his life were spent in the

tranquil enjoyment of the

society of his family rind of a few attached friends. Richard
Cumberland, the dramatist, was his grandson by his

daughter Joanna, and has left in his Memoirs a pleasing
account of the veteran scholar's condescension and good
nature. Mrs. Bentley died in 1740, and Bentley survived
her little more than two years. He died July 11, I : u,
and was interred in the College chapel. His library passed
into the hands of his son, L>r. Richard Bentley, a man of

learning and talent, but of too desultory habits to obtain
eminence in any pursuit. The books were purchased after
his death by the house of Lackington ; from which they
were re-purchased by the British Museum, it is said without
any advance of price : a piece of liberality which deserves
to l>c gem-rally known. Bentley had one oilier child, K
daughter, in addition to the two already mentioned.
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As a scholar, Bentley stands in the first rank. It is

to be regretted, for the sake of his own fame, as well as

for the interest of literature, that so much of his time

was occupied by disputes concerning questions of place
and money. With less violent passions, less ambition,

selfishness, and pride, he might have been one of the moat

shining ornaments of his age. But if in this article we
have not been sparing in strong expressions of censure, it

is right to add that he conciliated the warm affections of his

family and his friends ; and he who does so can scarcely be

an unamiable man, when his natural temper
has fair play.

There is a long article on Bentley's life in the Biograpnia
Britannica, which is enlarged, we believe chiefly on Cum-
berland's authority, in the second edition published by
Kippis. The most elaborate life of him is that recently

published by Dr. Monk, now bishop of Gloucester: for

which -a vast mass of documents and manuscripts in the

possession of Trinity College, the University of Cambridge,
the Palace of Lambeth, and a variety of other sources, has

been carefully examined. Monk's '
Life of Bentley

'

is cer-

tainly one of the most complete specimens of biography
that we are acquainted with, and perhaps it would be diffi-

cult to name any scholar whose life has been written with
so much research and such a scrupulous regard to accuracy,
as that of the great Master of Trinity.
BENTURONG. [See ICTIDKS.]
BENYOWSKY, MAURITIUS AUGUSTUS, Count

de, Magnate of Hungary and of Poland, was bom at Wer-
buena, or Verbowna, the hereditary lordship of his family,
in the county of Nittria in the kingdom of Hungary, at the

beginning of the year 1741. He was son of Samuel Count
de Benyowsky, a general of cavalry in the emperor of Aus-
tria's service, and of Rosa, baroness of Revay, lady and

hereditary countess of Thurocz. The young count was
educated at Vienna, and about the court, and at the early

age of fourteen, as the fashion was in those days, he entered

the Austrian army. The seven years' war was then on the

point of breaking out, during which the reigning empress,
Maria Theresa, had to make head against Frederic the
Great of Prussia.

In 1756 Benyowsky fought under the celebrated Marshal
Braun in the battle of Lowositz, where the Austrians were-

defeated by the Great Frederic in person. In 1757 he was

engaged in the desperate battle of Prague, and in the fol-

lowing year he fought at Schweidnitz and Darmstadt. His

courage and decision of character were remarkable, and as

a mere stripling Benyowsky saw more of war than many
veterans see in the whole course of their lives.

In the year 1761 he was invited by an uncle, who was a

magnate of Poland and Starost in Lithuania, to join him in

Lithuania, and make good his rights to Polish honour, and

qualify himself to succeed to his relative's property and

places. It should appear from their name, that the Ben-

yowsky family were of Polish origin. While absent in Lithu-
ania the count's father died, on which his brothers-in-law

took possession of all the Hungarian estates, which consti-

tuted the main part of his hereditary property. After having
in vain summoned them to surrender the land, Benyowsky
determined to take the law into his own hands, and do him-
self right by force, two processes which he seems to have
been much addicted to all his life. He suddenly appeared
in Hungary, and arming the vassals and peasantry on the

estates, who were much attached to him, he began to make
war on his brothers-in-law, whom he would soon have dis-

possessed had not the empress and the authorities of the

Hungarian diet interfered, and finally obliged him to retire

to Lithuania. During his domiciliation in Lithuania, which
then formed the third great province or division of the

Polish State, Benyowsky repeatedly memorialized the

Empress Maria Theresa touching the disputed estates in

Hungary, but without success. It is probable that his

rights were not quite so clear to the Austrian government
as they seemed to himself, and his violent mode of proceed-

in-;, arid his abandonment of their military service, were not

likely to conciliate that jealous and circumspect court. Soon

tiring of an inactive life, Benyowsky repaired to the mari-

time city of Danzig, with the notion of studying navigation

practically as well as theoretically. He made several voyages
to Hamburg, and in 1766 sailed from Hamburg to Am-
sterdam, whence he came to Plymouth. Being in England
in 1 7G7, he was on the point of engaging in a voyage to the
Ea.it Indies, when he received letters from certain of the

magnates and senators of Poland, engaging him to return

and join, in his quality of Polish nobleman, the confedera-
tion which was then forming to resist the encroachments of
the Russians and the Empress Catherine, who had suc-
ceeded three years before in securing the elective crown of
Poland to her former lover, Stanislaus Poniatowsky. Giving
up his Indian voyage, Count Benyowsky set out for Warsaw,
where he arrived in July, 1767, and took the oath required
by the confederating nobles. As the moment of action had
not yet arrived, he employed his leisure in making a journey
to Vienna, and once more pressed his right to the Hun-
garian estates on the Austrian court

; but his representa-
tions were useless, and he departed for Poland with a deter-
mination never again to set his foot in Austria, Hungary,
or any part of Maria Theresa's dominions. On his way
back, while passing through the county of Zips in Hungary,
he fell sick of a fever, and was laid up for several weeks in
the house of a gentleman of distinction named Hensky.
His host had three daughters. During his sickness and
convalescence Benyowsky made love to one of the young
ladies, whom he married shortly after. He thus found
himself in possession of happiness and tranquillity, but it

was his fate never to remain long in such circumstances.
In the beginning of 1 768, only two or three months after

his marriage, the Polish confederation, known under the
name of the Confederation of Barr, took up arms against
Russia, on which Benyowsky, without mentioning his in-
tention to his bride, went and joined them in the field, as he
was bound to do by the oath he had taken the preceding
year. At the opening of the campaign he was appointed
general of cavalry. For some time the Polish confederates
were everywhere successful, and tKe Count contributed
to most of the victories. But in the unfortunate battle
of Szuka, after being dreadfully wounded, he was made
prisoner by the Muscovites, who treated him not as a brave
and honourable enemy, but as a revolted subject or a
brigand.

' I was taken,' he
says

in his Memoirs,
'

prisoner
in open war, after having received in all, during the cam-
paign, seventeen wounds.' The Russians loaded him with
chains, and threw him, with eighty of his comrades, into the

dungeon of a fortress, that had no light or air except a little

that straggled through a chink which opened upon the
casemates. In consequence of no attention being paid to

their wounds, and of the closeness and foulness of the at-

mosphere, thirty-five of the patriots died during the twenty-
two days he was kept there. From this dreadful confine-
ment Benyowsky was marched with a large body of Polish

prisoners to Kiew, and thence to Cazan, in the interior of.

Russia. While at the latter city, some Russian noblemen,
who had organized an extensive conspiracy against the-

Empress Catherine, seeing the influence he possessed over
the minds of the Polish prisoners, who far outnumbered
the Muscovite garrison of the place, treated privately with

Benyowsky in order to induce him to join in their plots.

According to the Count's own relation of these transactions,

though he takes credit to himself for caution and prudenca,
he had many interviews with the conspirators, amoag whom
were many of the Russian clergy, and actually engaged to

join his arms to theirs in case they should be successful in their
first rising at Cazan, and should give him and his Poles the -

necessary weapons, ammunition, and appointments. Nearly
all his biographers have overlooked these facts, which cer-

tainly go to account for Catherine's implacable enmity
towards him, though they neither excuse her brutality, nor,
considering the position in which he stood, cast any mor?.l
stain on his character. Benyowsky was not Catherine's

subject ;
he was a

prisoner of war ; and the barbarous treat-
ment he received justified whatsoever effort he might make
to regain his own and his countrymen's liberty.
A sudden quarrel between two of the oonspirat ors, two

Russian lords, upset the whole plot, for one of these men, in
order to ruin the other, went and denounced it to the governor
of Cazan. Benyowsky was accused, but escaped at midnight
from the quarters assigned to him, just as the soldiers en-
tered the house to drag him before the confounded and
enraged governor. A major of the Polish army was the

companion of his flight, which Benyowsky managed through-
out with wonderful address and talent. Instead of attempt-
ing to hide himself in the provinces, he determined to go
straight on to the crowded capital, -where he fancied he
could lie concealed until some foreign vessel should be

found to carry him out of Russia. According to his own
showing, his thorough knowledge* of this defeated conspi-

racy and of the persons engaged
: n it, greatly facilitated his

*
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_,* for sterl noblemen, wbow e*tte* lay on hi* ro.l

lp him. fearing that if ho wew rught
bvthe guvVmm <t make disclosures fatal tothcm-

s adventures he

trr|, :;ired apartments in nn hotel, making
::u- major, pa himself off as hi* valet-de-

rhimbre. The system of etpionnage established by the

Empress Catherine was almost perfect, yet Benyowsky was

well nigh mocking all its vigilance. Looking about him

for trustworthy mn, he became acquainted with a (Jcr-

roan apothecary, who negotiated a passage for him and his

friend with the" master of a Dutch vessel then at St. 1'

burg. The Dutchman agreed to receive them on b.aid

nd smuggle them out of the harbour, and as he said he

W*s redy to sail early the following day, he
appointed

to

meet the Count on the bridge of Neva at midnight. Ben-

yowsky repaired with the major to the spot at the time ap-

pointed, and there impatiently expected the
captain,

who

presently appearing, saluted them, and begged them to

stay where they were for a few minutes while he went to

itch his last business with his merchant. They waited,

hd the captain fail to return. As he came on the

bridge he beckoned to the Count, who went to meet him,

but at the moment he was about to express his gratitude to

the Dutchman for saving him from slavery or death, twenty
an soldiers knocked him down, seized him ami his

friend, and carried them to the lieutenant-general of police,

who, well knowing who they were, subjected them to a long
nd brutal examination. Benyowsky tells us himself that

this examination principally turned on the conspiracy ol

Cazan, on the part he had taken in it, and on his know-

ledge of the Russian nobles engaged in it He says his

sense of honour and humanity determined him to give no
evidence on this head, and that, at a subsequent examina-

tion, the Russians threatened to force confession from him

by the rack and torture. Eventually, however, he was

given to understand, that by engaging never more to enter

her imperial majesty's dominions, and never again to bear

arms against her or any of her allies, he should be permitted
to leave the country. Having signed a solemn engagement
to this effect, he was put into a rude carriage, which set oil

under a strong escort of Cossacks. At first he thought they
were conveying him to the frontiers, but he soon discovered to

his horror that his destination was Siberia, where Catherine
had already consigned thousands of the Poles, and amo
them several princes, magnates, and Catholic bishops, which
last had taken an active part in the confederations of Thorn
and Barr, and excited the Poles of the Roman church

against the Russians of the Greek church.
Under every change of his fortunes Benyowsky hac

the valuable art or natural faculty of interesting people
in his fate, and of making friends among all kinds u

men. On his way from Tobolsk, the capital of Siberia,
to Tomsky, he won the affection of a roving Tartar, a
dealer in fun, who was in the habit of trading with the

Chinese settled near the banks of the Amoor. This mai

pro]' Count that he should elude his guards am
escape with him across the great deserts of Tartary to

China. Benyowsky, who was destined to escape to the

celestial empire by water, listened eagerly to the friend!;
Tartar's project, but the sad state of his wounds, which
never having been properly attended to, were still

nd the prospect, in such a state, of a land journey of thre

hundred leagues, made him give it up in despair.
From the town of Tomsky Bcnyov sent on to

the river Yenisei through a desert country, in passing
which his escort lost, through fatigue and hunger.
Coisacks and twelve horses. He now learned that the

place of his exile was not in any part of Siberia, but in the
still more savage country of Kauitc'uatka. On the IGth
of October. 177U. the exiles reached Okhotsk, where they
embarked to perform the remainder of the journey b'

wwr. Daring thcvmuge across the ocean the Count,
and naut ;ived the ship from wreck

They did not arrive in Kamchatka until the i!d of De
ceraber. and t' , sooner there than Benyowsky

with many other exiles during the

journry. -d some geographical information, re
olvrd to attempt his escape by way of Japan or China

- facilitated by the unsuspecting Russian
ii<cd him to teach the Latin, French
- in hit family. Aphanasia, a beau

tful girl of sixteen, tlio governor's youngest daughter, for

whom he tells us he constructed a musical instrument, fell

n love with him, and her passion, not knowing
hat the Count was a married man. When all his plini
'or escape were matured, and a \ossel obtained on the coast,
.he poor girl discovered the whole plot, but she would not
>e tray her lover, though her concealment in the end led to

he death of her father, who was killed in an attempt to

nit down the revolted exiles. Nay, even after that event,
ind when she was informed by one of his enemies that

licnyowkky had a wife in Hungary, her infatuation still

ontinued, and she resolved to accompany him on his peril-
ous voyage. After a number of adventures and narrow
chances of failure, having thoroughly repaired their vessel,
ind sailed twenty-two bears for sea-stock, on the llth of

May, 1771, Benyowsky set sail from Kamtchatka with

euhty-live men, who were nearly all exiles, and some few
't' them people of rank like himself. In the month of

September in the same year, the ship, carrying an Hun-
garian (lag, arrived at Macao in China. The voyage had
heen \ery disastrous; for two months they had suffered

hunger and thirst; only sixty-two of those who had em-
barked weie alive, and of the sixty-two only some ten or a
dozen could stand upon deck. Aphanasia was among the

dead. In China Benyowsky found two ships of the French
East India Company, in which ho embarked with all his

people, having determined to seek employment at the
court of France.

During the homeward voyage he spent a fortnight at the

island of Madagascar, and this circumstance influenced the

rest of his life. In the month of August, 1772, he reached
France, where he was joined in December by his wife from

Hungary. At the end of the same year the French go-
vernment engaged him to form an establishment in Mada-

. and on the 14th of February, 1774, he arrived in

thai island, where he soon ingratiated himself in a wonder-
ful manner with the natives in the neighbourhood of the

bay of Anton-Gil, on which he fixed his little colony. He,
however, imprudently engaged with these allies in their wars
with some of the other people ol Madagascar, and seems

eventually to have abandoned his old plan of forming

merely a commercial settlement for the more ambitious

.project of making conquests in the island. In his Memnirt
lie lays the whole blame of this change of views on the

French ministry, who, he says, sent him orders to establish

his unlimited superiority by force. What is certain is, that

M. de Kerguelen, a naval commander, landed the crews of

his ships ;
that then a destructive and barbarous warfare

was carried on against the blacks of Madagascar: and that

almost as soon as the ships withdrew, the blacks drove

Benyowsky and his companions from the island, and de-

stroyed his establishment, which had existed for nearly the

years.

Disgusted with the French, he quitted their service, and

again accepted a command in the Austrian army. But
the visions of wealth ami absolute freedom and independ-
ence in the great African island still pursued him, and on
December 25, 1763, he presented proposals to the British

government to found a colony in Madagascar on their

!, stating in his memorial that the chiefs and people
of that country had appointed him their supreme head.
With this curious document his Memoirs (the MS. of

which, written in French, is preserved in the library of the
British Museum) come suddenly to an end ; nor do we

from his own pen what degree of countenance the

English government gave him. It should appear, however,
that he had no authority given him to use the king of

England's name, or to carry his Mag, and that the ;

ance which ho received in this country was merely from

private individuals, and the t'riends he everywhere gained.
His ardour was not damped by this want of government

encouragement, and ho resolved to return to Madaga-
The accounts of the last adventures of this extraordinary

man ore given in rather different ways. The difference,

r, is nut groat, and all his biographers : ^-ree as to the
I'uciiiiistances of his ei, 1. \\ e ailopi, a^ ino-t authentic,

nls yivoii by the Knghsh editor of h. . Mr.
\V. Nirhol-on. who looked into the subject with a very care-

ful eye, examining a great mass of documentary evidence,
aii<l i insulting the parties engaged in the expedition.

H.IV ' d some co-operation and credit in England,
.sky, with his family mid a few associ; i>

I, sailed for

md, in the United States, on the 14lh of April, 1784,
on board the Robert uud Ann, which ship also carried a
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cargo belonging to the adventurers, worth about 40001.

His reasons for visiting America, and not going to Mada-

gascar direct, appear to have been these : he could get no

European flag to cover his expedition ; and he thought he

might obtain a Hag and an extensive co-operation from the

enterprising citizens of the United States, whose independ-
ence as a nation had been fully recognised by England
in the month of September of the preceding year, 1783.

And, in effect, a respectable house of Baltimore was in-

duced to enter into Benyowsky's schemes, and supplied the

Count with a ship of 450 tons burden, armed with twenty

6-pounders and twelve swivels. The same merchants also

furnished stores and part of a cargo to trade with. Every
one on board took an oath of discipline and obedience to the

Count, but a supercargo, named by the merchants, went to

take care of their goods and interests. This ship, which
was called the Intrepid, sailed from Baltimore, for the har-

bour of St. Augustine, on the east coast of Madagascar, on
the 25th of October, 1784. On account of the pregnancy
of Madame Benyowsky, the count left his family behind
him in America. The voyage, from the beginning, was a

slow and unlucky one. In the early part of January, 1785,
the Intrepid made the coast <f Brazil, whence Benyowsky
wrote the last letter his friends ever received. About a
month afterwards the ship ran aground at the island ofJuan
Gonsalvez, and it was nof before April that she was got off

and made sea-worthy. Benyowsky then stood across the

Southern Atlantic for the African continent. He doubled
the Cape of Good Hope, without putting into port there,
and after touching and resting for a short time at Sofala,
he at last (on the 7th ot July, 1785) cast anchor at Mada-
gascar, in the bay of Antahgara, ten leagues to the S.W.
of the bay of St. Augustine. II>i there disembarked with
his immediate associates, and began to unload part of the

cargo, consisting, probably, of the four-thousand-pounds'-
worth he had brought fruin KnsiLuid. It is then stated

that Lamboin, king of Northern Madagascar, whom he had
known on his former visit, came to pay his respects, and
that a body of the race or tribe called Seclaves, under their

chief or king, came also and encamped near to Benyowsky ;

that the Count proposed to enter into the solemn compact or

oath of blood with the Seclaves, and that their chief de-
clined on the pretext of being much fatigued by his journey.
From the protest of the master of the American ship, it

should further appear, that on the night of the 1st of Au-
gust, between the hours of ten and eleven, a heavy firing
was bean! and seen exactly at the spot where the Count had

encamped ; that between five and six on the following
morning a few scattered shots were heard in a small wood
about a mile up the country ;

that at daylight no signs were

perceived of any white men on shore
;
that all the effects

they had landed had been removed ; and that, lastly, seeing
their own dangerous position, with few hands, and a want
of arms and prov ision*, the people on board the ship weighed
anchor and >tood away with all speed for the island of Jo-
hanna. From Johanna they went to Oibo, where the super-
cargo sold both ship and cargo for the benefit of the uhder-
writers. Frmn this protest it should seem that Benyowsky
met his death at the hands of the savages, but as the con-

trary is known beyond a doubt, entire discredit is thrown on
the ship-master's evidence. Mr. Nicholson saw a letter

frini one of the persons on board the ship, which states that
the writer and another individual were not at all convinced
that the firing they heard on shore proceeded from the
natives and that they signed the master's protest

' because

they were overborne by numbers.' And in another letter

from an officer who was carried prisoner to the Isle of France
after the ascertained final destruction of the Count's party,
Mr. Nicholson found, indeed, mention of a firing heard by
niu'tit, but, contrary to the master's protest, this officer

affirmed that the ship, to their great astonishment, sailed

away in sight of those on shore, wlio in vain pulled after her
in the boats or canoes of the country. The writer of the
same letter stated, that fifteen days after the vessel had
abandoned him, the Count departed for Angoutci, leaving
most of his people behind, to follow him ; that all his men
fell tick soon after and died, with the exception of two, who
remained with him to the last.

But though thus abandoned, the resources of this extra-

ordinary man did not fail him. He
put

himself at the head
of an armed force of the natives, and seized the magazines
and warehouses of the French, who, to the annoyance of
the Madagascar savages, had formed more tliau ono esta-

blishment on the island. He then busied himself in erecting
a town, after the fashion of the natives, near to Angoutci,
whence he sent a detachment of a hundred blacks to take

possession of the French factory at Foul Point
; but this

expedition was frustrated by a French frigate that came to

anchor off the said point. In consequence of these move-
ments, the governor of the Isle of France sent a ship to

Madagascar with sixty French soldiers, who landed and
attacked the Count on the morning of the 23rd of May,
1786. Benyowsky awaited their approach in a small re-

doubt he had thrown up, with two small cannons, two

Europeans, and some thirty or forty natives. The blacks
fled at the first fire of the French, and the Count having
received a ball in his right breast, fell behind the parapet,
whence he was dragged by the hair, and expired a few
minutes after, in the forty-fifth year of his age.

(Memoirs and Travels of M. A. Count de Benyowsky,
written by himself. Translated from the original MS.
2 vols. 4to. London, 1790.)
BENZAMIDE. Benzoic acid is supposed to contain an

inflammable compound body, which has been termed ben-

zule, and is composed of 5 equivalents of hydrogen, 2 of

oxygen, and 14 of carbon: this compound is capable of

combining with sulphur, chlorine, and some other ele-

mentary bodies. The chloride of benzule absorbs ammo-
niacal gas, with the extrication of much heat. By com-

plicated affinities a white solid is formed, which, after sa-

turation with ammonia, consists of benzoate of ammonia
and Lfnzamide, so called because it be^irs to benzoate of
ammonia the same relation that oxamide bears to oxalate
of ammonia: by cold water the benzoate of ammonia is de-

posited, and the benzamide remains unacted upon.
Dr. Turner represents benzamide theoretically as a

compound of benzule and dinituret of hydrogen, but he
remarks that other hypotheses may be formed respecting its

constitution.

Senzamide has the following properties : it fuses into a

limpid liquid at 23'J, which concretes into a foliated mass
on cooling ; when strongly heated it boils, and volatilizes

unchanged. Cold water dissolves only a little, but boiling
water takes it up readily and without decomposition ; alcohol
and boiling aether both dissolve it ; it crystallizes in pearly
rhombic prisms; a cold solution of potash does not decom-

pose it, but when they are heated together, ammonia is

evolved and benzoate of potash is left
;

it is also decomposed
by boiling sulphuric acid.

In whatever way the elements of benzimide may bo
combined, it is represented as consisting ultimately of 7

equivalents of hydrogen, 2 of oxygen, 14 of carbon and
1 of azote.

BENZINE. When one part of benzoic acid was mixed
with three parts of hydrate of lime and subjected to distilla-

tion, M. Mitscherlich obtained a fluid having the following
properties, and to which the nance of benzine is given. It

is limpid, colourless, of a peculiar odour, and its density is

U'S.T
; it boils at 187 Fahr. ; it congeals in ice into a crys-

lulline matter ; it is slightly soluble in water, but readily so

in alcohol and sether. The density of its vapour is 277.
Its composition is similar to that of the solid compound of

hydrogen and carbon discovered by Faraday. Its action upon
chlorine and nitric and sulphuric acid is very peculiar.
BENZO'IC ACID. This acid, as its name imports, is

usually obtained from the resinous substance called gum
benzoin or benjamin; it occurs also in some other vegetable
bodies, as the balsam of Peru and of Toiu, storax, and in

the flowers of the Irifoliiim melilotus offlcinah's. It is found
also in the urine of the cow, horse, and other herbivorous

animals, and also in that of children.

It may be prepared from benzoin either by sublimation or

by precipitation ; the former method is employed in the Lon-
don, and the latter in the Berlin Pharmacopoeia. The pro-
cess of sublimation is perfectly simple ; the benzoin being
subjected to a moderate heat in a proper vessel, the benzoic
acid rises in vapour and is condensed in the upper and cool

part of it. As thus obtained it is mixed with a considerable

quantity of empyreumatic oil, which gives it both colour and
smell ; the greater part of this oil is separated by absorption
and pressure, and the acid being then resublimed, retains

but little, and rather an agreeable odour; it is frequently
called flowers of benzoin or of benjamin.

In the Berlin Pharmacopoeia four parts of benzoin, re-

duced to powder, are first digested and then boiled in water,

with nine parts of carbonate of soda ; the solution of ben-
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tMte of soda thus formed is decomposed by sulphuric acid,

which, combining with the soda, separates the bcnzoic arid,

the greater part of which is precipitated, owing to its alight

solubility.

Benioic arid may also be precipitated by muriatic acid

from the evaporated urine of the cow, and some other ani-

mals, and also from the water which runs from dunghills.

The arid has a disagreeable smell, which may be neai

rl nf by boiling it in water with animal charcoal. When fat

and tallow are distilled an empyreumatic product is obtained,

which if boiled with powdered chalk in water, yields ben-

loate of lime, and this, upon the addition of muriatic arid,

gives bensoic acid ; it results from the decomposition of the

animal matter, was formerly supposed to be a peculiar
aci'l. and from its origin was called tebacic acid,

The properties of bcnzoic acid are, that when pure it is

colourless ;
it crystallizes in soft and rather elastic crystals,

which have scarcely any smell
;

its taste is rather aromatic

and penetrating than sour ; by exposure to the air it under-

goes no change ; it requires two hundred times its weight of

cold or twenty-four of boiling water for solution ; on cooling,
a crystallized mass is obtained, which resembles fat in ap-

pearance ; alcohol takes it up readily and in large quantity ;

prismatic crystals are procured by the spontaneous evapo-
ration of the'spirit. The aqueous solution acts but feebly

upon litmus paper ;
it combines readily with alkalis, earthy

and metallic oxides, forming salts which are called ben-MM
Benzoic acid fuses and sublimes at a gentle heat, but a

part of it is decomposed by the process : if strongly heated
it takes fire and burns with a bright yellow flame ; when
mixed with sand and heated, it yields more combustible

gase* than any other substance ; it dissolves in sulphuric
and nitric acid without being decomposed,

Benzoic acid is a compound of hydrogen, oxygen and car-

bon ; but according to the experiments of Wb'hler and

Liebig, (An. de Chimie et de Physique, li. 273> it is to be
considered as the oxide of a compound inflammable body,
which they term benzule; this is composed of 5 equivalents
of hydrogen=5, 2 of oxygen=16, and 14 of carbon= 84, its

equivalent is consequently 105; anhydrous benzole acid

consists of 1 equivalent of benzule 105 + 1 equivalent
of oxygen = 8, its equivalent being 113; but the crystal-
lized benzoic acid contains in addition 1 equivalent of water,

making its equivalent 122 : this water cannot be separated

by heat, and it exists in the benzoate of lead, but not in tlml
of silver, whMi is anhydrous.
The saline compounds of benzoic acid are not very impor-

tant; the alkaline and earthy salts are generally soluble in

water, and so also are some of the metallic benzoates,

especially 'hose of manganese, nickel, and cobalt, whid' the

perbenzoate of iron is insoluble ; advantage has been taken
of this property to separate peroxide of iron from the oxides
above named. For this purpose it is requisite that the iron

should be entirely in the state of peroxide; the solution
should contain no excess of acid, and the benzoate Khould
be perfectly neutral ; when these precautions are duly ob-
served, a

pale
red insoluble perbenzoate of iron is j.recipi-

tated, which is stated to be separable by hot water into a
soluble su penal t and an insoluble subsali.

The benzoates of lead, mercury-, and silver are among the
more insoluble salts of this acid; when the benzoate of
ammonia is added to a solution of nitrate of silver, a white

pulverulent anhydrous benzoate of silver is precipitated ; it

is, however, completely soluble in boiling water, and is

deposited M the solution cools in brilliant foliated crystals.
BENZOIC ACID is obtained from several sources, such

as from benzoin by sublimation, or by precipitation, for
lime and the fixed alkalies extract it from benzoin, and
from these it can be separated by the addition of an acid,
t in lo obtained from balsams, of which it is an essential

constituent ; from certain fragrant substances, such as va-
nilla, canella bark, ambergris ; from some grasses, and the

Ivacous. It exists in the form of a benzoate in
the unne of infants, in that of many herbivorous animals, of
the beaver (catfor flbrr), and even of the dog.
There is some difference in the qualities of the acid, txc-

<\K to the source whence it in obtained : for medical
purposes the acid procured from benzoin by sublimation,
and termed flower* of benzoin,' should alone be used.

Sublimed brnz<>ir acid occur* in white, needle-like prisms,
which, when in mass, have a flocculent appearance, with a

oft, silky lustre. The odour is said to be owing to a little

empyreumatic oil ; the taste is at first sweetish, but oftcr-

. cry pungent ; the specific gravity is 0'G5". Its acid

quality is manifested by reddening turmeric paper ;
it is

scarcely soluble in water, whether warm or cold ; it is com-

pletely soluble in alcohol: it therefore enters into the com-

position of the Tinrtura camphor-' .<! O f the London

Pharmacopoeia, and the Tinctura opii ammoniulij of the

Kdinburgn Pharmacopoeia, two preparations loty; known
under the name of paregoric elixir. The use of these re-

quires care and judgment. [See BALSAMS.]
Benzoic acid has been recommended to lie inhaled \\ith

the \apouruf water in consumption and spasmodic .i-umi.i.

In the former of these diseases it is of no ellieacy, and in

the latter of very little. Benzoic acid, combined with ex-

tract of conicum, forms a useful expectorant in the humid
asthma of old or feeble persons.

BENZOIN or BENJAMIN, a resinous substance com-

monly but improperly termed a gum. It is extracted from
the Styrax benzoin, which grows in Sumatra, by making
incisions in the trunk. It hardens very quickly, and is

imported in the state of brittle masses, which when fractured

present n mixture of white, brown and red grains, fre-

quently as large as an almond. The fracture of benzoin
is conchoidal, and the lustre is greasy ;

its specific gra\ity
is from 1063 to 1*092. Its smell is agreeable, resembling
that of vanilla. It melts at a moderate heat, and \

bet'zoic acid, of which it contains about eighteen per cent.

.According to the analysis of Unverdorben, benzoin con-

tains besides benzoic acid and a little volatile oil, three

different resins. If benzoin be reduced to fine powder, and
boiled in an excess of a solution of carbonate of potash, the

benzo'c acid, and a resin are dissolved, which may l.e

precipitated together by muriatic acid
;
when the precipitate

is boiled in water, the acid and a little extractive matt,

dissolved, and the resin is left, amounting to about 03 of
that of the benzoin

;
this resin is of a deep brown colour : it

is soluble in concentrated alcohol, but slightly so in ajther
and volatile oils, and insoluble in the oil of petroleum.
Ttas resin is weakly electro-negative ;

it does not decom*K>se
acetate of copper, but precipitates acetate of lead

; carbonate
of potash dissolves it but slowly. The compound of this risin

with potash is soluble in anhydrous alcohol but neither in

nether nor in oil of turpentine. The aqueous solution is preci-

pitated by muriate of ammonia. The greater part of benzoin
is insoluble in solution of carbonate of potash, and it '.

a bright brown residue ; from this nether extracts one resin

and leaves another. When the aether is evaporated, the resin

dissolved in it remains. It is very soluble in alcohol and in

oil of caraway, but not in oil of petroleum. It does not de-

compose acetate of copper: it dissolves readily in potash,
and is not precipitated from solution by excess of it. Am-
monia does not dissolve it; its compounds with earthy and
metallic oxides are insoluble in tether.

The resin, which is insoluble in carbonate of potash, and
remains unacted upon by aether, is brownish. It is soluble
in alcohol, but not in the volatile oils nor ammonia. Potash
dissolves it readily, but a great excess of the alkali precipi-
tates the compound which is formed. This and the iornn-r

resin, when precipitated by an acid from solution in potash
and exposed to the air while moist, are converted into the
first resin, or that which is dissolved by carbonate of potash
and alcohol. If the two last resins be subjected to dry dis-

tillation, they yield at first a volatile oil, which is \ei-v

slightly empyreumatic, and which, like the oil of bitter

almonds, is converted by the action of the air into benzoic
acid.

Benzoin is employed in the preparation of benzoic acid ;

it is also used by perfumers.
BENZOIN is improperly called a gum, since it is quite

insoluble in water, and appears to be intermediate between
resins and balsams. It is a natural production of several

plants, but is yielded only by one in sufiicic-nt quantity to lie-

worth collecting. The Styrax benzoin of Dryander, or

Lithocarpus benzoin, as it is called by Blumc, was ascer-

tained by the former of these naturalists to be the source of
this substance, and was described and figured by him in the
Phit'>s. Trans, of 17S7, vol. Ixxvii. p. 307, t. 12. Previous
to his time it was supposed to be obtained from the IMUI-US
lintznin, though Linntcus had pointed out the incorrectness
of this opinion, and from the

Terminaliaangufli/olia(Jaf<\.),
which possess the odour, but yield little of tlie substance.
Tin- odour i also imparted by some grasses, such as the
Anthoxanthum odoratum (sweet-scented vernal meadow
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grass), and the Hokus odoratus (sweet-scented soft grass),
to which hay owes its fragrance when drying.
The benzoin of commerce, sometimes called Asa dulcis,

and vulgarly termed Benjamin, is obtained solely from the

I.ithocarpus benzoin, a tree growing in Sumatra (see Mars-
den's Sumatra, i. 233), Borneo, Java, &c., from which it

flows spontaneously in small quantity, but is obtained in

greater abundance by making incisions in the stem beneath
where the branches are given off, as soon as the tree has at-

tained the age of five or six years. These incisions are re-

peated every year for about twelve years, when the tree be-

comes exhausted : each tree yields annually about three

pounds. When it first flows from the tree it is soft, but

gradually hardens by exposure to the air. The finest

kind, which is whiter, and often in grains, flows from the

youngest trees ; this is called Benzoe amygdaloides. The
benzoin which is met with in commerce is generally in

cakes or fragments of different sizes, of a yellowish or fawn

colour, covered with a whitish powder, intermixed with

pieces of wood or leaves. When broken it exhibits a vitre-

ous fracture, presenting portions of an almond-like shape,
which are whiter than the surrounding portions, transpa-
rent, and friable. The more of these white pieces that occur

in any specimen, the more it is esteemed : from exposure
to the air they assume a yellowish hue. An inferior kind,
called benzoe in sortii, is grayish brown, of a dull aspect,
not transparent, with many portions of wood and bark inter-

mixed with it.

Benzoin is of the specific gravity of 1'063, is friable and

easily powdered, during which process it causes sneezing,
has an agreeable balsamic odour, and tastes at first sweetish,
afterwards balsamic and stimulating. It melts at a mode-
rate degree of heat, and evolves a white smoke and pleasant
odour. The fumes which arise consist of benzoic acid, which

may be easily condensed in a white flocculent mass, called

flowers of benzoin. The odour is attributed by Dr. Thomson
to the presence of a volatile oil, which accompanies the
acid.

Benzoin is entirely soluble in alcohol and ether, but in-

soluble in fixed or volatile oils. Its alcoholic solution added
to water, becomes of a milky appearance.

Stolze analyzed the white and brown kinds, and found
them to consist of

White Ttentoin, Brown Benzoin,
100 parti. 100 parti.

Yellow resin, soluble in ether 7SV83 8'80

Brown resin, insoluble in ether (J'25 C9'73
Benzoic acid . . . 19'80 19'70

Extractive . . . O'OO 0'15

Impurities . . . O'OO 1
- 15

Moisture and loss . . 0'12 0'17
A trace of volatile oil.

In its action on the system benzoin resembles the other
balsamic resins, being stimulant and exciting, as well as im-

proving the quality of the secretions of the mucous mem-
brane of the lungs. It was formerly employed as an expec-
torant in chronic catarrh and in asthma; and it may occasion-

ally be serviceable when, from deficiency of nervous energy,
expectoration is difficult, and ;ui accumulation of mucus takes

place in the lungs. It cannot fail, however, to prove hurtful

if such accumulation arises from difficult circulation through
the lungs, connected with organic disease of the heart, which
is frequently the source of the spasmodic symptoms called

Mthmatic. It has also been recommended in cases of im-

perfect development of cutaneous eruptions, but it cannot
be relied on in such cases.

In the present day it is chiefly employed to yield benzoic

acid, and as an ingredient in pastilles, or to burn in censers

in Catholic churches. It enters into the composition of the

Tinctura benenini compnsita, the use of which is mostly
confined to old ulcers: its application to recent wounds is

very improper. [See BALSAMS.] A solution of benzoin in

alcohol, added to twenty parts of rose-water, forms the cos-

metic called Virgin's milk.

BKNZONE A compound of hydrogen, oxygen, and
carbon, obtained by Mr. Peligot from the action of lime on
benzoic acid. Its properties have been but little investi-

gat-1.

BERAR. A large province of the Deccan, or south
of Hindustan, between 17 and 23

J

N. lat., and 7 5 and
83 E. long. Thin province or state is under the protec-
tion of the English government in India, and governed
by a native sovereign, known sometimes as rajah of Berar,
but more commonly as rnjah of Nagpore. Berar was

formerly of much greater extent than it is at present. MaJ

jor Rennell thus describes the possessions of the rajah as

they stood in 1788. 'The Berar or Nagpore rajah, Moo-
dajee Boonslah, possesses the principal part of Berar, to-

gether with the province of Orissa. Tire remainder of
Berar is held by the Nizam, or Soubahdar of the Deccan,
who pays a chout, or fourth part of its clear revenues to

Moodajee. On the west and south, the Berar dominions
border on, or are intermixed with those of the Nizam : on
the north-west and north are the provinces of Bopaul,
Gurry-Mundella, &c. tributaries of Poonah

; together with
the territories of Adjid Sing. On the east, the Nagpore
territories thrust themselves between the British possessions
in Bengal, and those in the northern Circars, so as to oc-

cupy near 1 80 miles of the country adjacent to the sea
;
and

of course to break the continuity of their possessions on the
sea-coast. Moodajee's dominions a re very extensive, being in

length from east to west 550 British miles, and in some

places 200 from north to south.'

At present the rajah's possessions are bounded on the
north and east by part of the British dominions under the

presidency of Bengal, consisting of the province of Gund-
wana, and a territory known as ' the ceded districts on
the Nerbudda ;' on the west are the Nizam's dominions,
and on the south Aurungabad and Beeder. Its greatest

length from north to south is about 290 miles ; the mean
length \\ not above 150 miles; its greatest breadth from
cast to west is 240 miles, and the mean breadth not above
140 miles.

This reduction of territory has beep brought about at

different times since the beginning of the present century.
By the treaty of Deogaum in December, 1803, the English
acquired from the rajah the province of Cuttack, including
the port of Balasore. This cession served to connect the

Bengal provinces with the northern Circars subject to Ma-
dras, an object which had long been considered desirable.

The rajah further ceded the provinces of Sumbulpore and
Patna, which were subsequently restored to him, and he
also gave up some districts on the Hyderabad frontier,

which were made over by the British to the nizam. In
1809 Berar was invaded by Ameer Khan, a Patan chief,

at the head of a numerous body of undisciplined and licen-

tious troops, but he was obliged to retire on the advance of

two detachments of English troops to the rajah's assistance.

On that occasion a negociation
was opened for a subsidiary

treaty with Berar, hut it was not until after the death of the

then rajah in IS 10 that an alliance of that kind was con-

tracted.

In 1817 the rajah, Appah Sahib, joined the Peshwa in

hostilities against the English government. Their forces

were, however, speedily dispersed ; the rajah was taken

prisoner, and sent under a military escort to Bengal, but
while on his march he made his escape. After wander-

ing about from place to place for many years, he has re-

cently taken up his residence at Joudpore.
' He of course

forfeited his throne,' and the government of his dominions
was thereupon established in June, 1818, in the person
of Bajee Rao Booslah, then a minor. On this occasion

a portion of the country was retained by the English in lieu

of a pecuniary subsidy, and the remainder was administered

by British officers, under the superintendence of the East
India Company's political resident at the court of Nagpore.
This state of things continued during eight years and a

half, when the rajah having arrived at years of maturity,
was put in possession of part of his territory of the estimated

yearly ralue of 26 lacs of rupees (-260,0001.), the remain-

ing portion, which yielded 17 lacs (170,000/.). being re-

tained under English management as security for the

payment of that part of the rajah's army which had been

disciplined and was officered by Englishmen. These dis-

tricts have since been given up to the rajah, under an ar-

rangement concluded with him in December, 1829, which

provided that, instead of his furnishing a contingent of

3000 horse and 2000 foot soldiers, he should maintain a

force of only 1000 horse, and pay an annual tribute to the

East India Company of 8 lacs of rupees (80.000/.) In thus

withdrawing from the actual management of the state, the

Company's government has stipulated that in case of any

gross misrule or oppression being exercised towards his

uhjects on the part of the rajah (it is not provided who is

to judge when this case shall arise), that government shall

be at liberty to resume the management, through its own

officers, of districts in which disorders may have been pro-

duced by harsh and oppressive acts.
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Bernr alands on a high level, the approach to which is

bv a chain of ghaut* or mountain passes, which give to the

rlo* character of a valley. The Rfogra-

.hical detail* of thit country are hitherto but imperfectly

n >wn One part of the ghaut* here mentioned was ex-
'

by European officers in 1816, that service having

irtakeu in consequence of the passes which they

serving for the predatory incursions of bodies

! 1 that the general character of

the entire surrounding range is similar to the part thus

surveyed, which comprehended an extent of nearly sixty

rail**! The part examined is represented as being a

neepsion of high grounds, with here and there a small

peak visible above the rest; the deep breaks and ravines,

which lead in some places to a gentle, and in others to a

abrupt descent into the valley of Berar, being only

perceived when nearly approached. Some of tbe.-e t-hauts

are impassable for carriages, laden camels, or bullocks ;

for horses, and some are mere hill-paths. The surface

of the hills in this section of the chain is covered with loose

i Km- jungle, and but little cultivation is seen ;

.-r is there any timber large enough for building.
1

In

IMS a great proportion of the villages near the hills that

were surveyea were found to be deserted, the tract of

country being desolate and apparently unappropriated. In

the early part of the present century, before the ces-

sions made under the treaty of Ueogaum, the whole of

ISerur was so thinly inhabited, as to contain only 2,500,000
in a territory of 70,000 square miles. A very largo pro-

portion of the country is even now in the hands of people
who are called

' wild Zamindars,' and whose connexion

with the government consists only in their paying small

quit-n
Tno principal rivers of the Berar are the Tuptec, tho

Wuida, the Wynegunga, and the Mahanuddy. Tho Tuptee
n the Nyardy hills, near the fortified town of Baitool,

in 21 55' N.lat., a'nd 78' 4' K. Ion;,'., 56 miles K.N.E. from

Ellichpore. It Hows thence in a westerly direction, and

ig through the provinces ofCandeish and Gujeiat, fulls

into the sea about twenty miles south of Surat. The Wurda
in the pergunnah of Mooltye, and flowing south-south-

THIS the boundary between Berar and the dominions

Nizaro. It joins the Wynegunga. at Scouny, a short

distance below Chanda. The Wynegunga has its source

in the district of Scouny Chapparah, 1850 feet above the

level of the sea. It passes through the town of Chapparah,
in 22' -14' N. lat., and 79" 58' E. long., and (lowing south

through t|ie towns of Bundara and Ambora, traverses

the western division of Berar, and falls into the Godavcry
l.'hinoor. The Mahanuddy rises in the high lands

about thirty miles to the eastward of Kakair. It (lows

1 1 the north by Conkair and Dhumdcrce through the

district of Choteesghur, and enters Sumbhulpore a few

miles east of Sri Narrain. The. Mahanuddy is navigable
en July and January from the eastern districts ol

the province to Cuttack. With this exception, Berar is

without any navigable stream. The Wurda and Wyne-
i are rendered unavailable in this respect by the

rapids and numerous rocks which they present. The Wyne-
gunga is sometimes used for transporting timber in the

rainy season.

The province \ subdivided into nine districts, viz. : Buy-
ry, Gawelghur, Kullum, Mahore, Maihker, Nagpore,
illah, Waussim, and Wynegun-j.-i.

tiilbarry U of small nuatcd south of the

Ajuntee Ghaut, U-twcen the twentieth and twenty-first

jwfcree
of north latitude. But little is known of this district

'f Ajunlee is the only place of any note which it

mv This town, which is fortified, is in '.'U :i !' N. lat.

'.'16' E. long., and stands on table-land near to an
nt pM through the Berar mountains : the place is

".abtlcd. Gawclghur ig of considerable extent, am
twenty-first degree of N. lat. To the

the surface of the country rises into hills of con-
iidorablc elevation: the other

part.-, <il the district, which
art lew hilly, are intersected by numerous small strcam-
which render the F <.il

p.- :^\mT, the capita'
of the district, i u fortified t ,ui. in ~;\ -_' v | :it ., all ,i

--

L.njf ., built on | 1 in u ra , 1(;(
. O r ni ,,,i,i-

taint which divide i

i we- Kn->w MTV little

i-ctwoen the nineteenth and twenty first d'(.
r
ri

N.lat., nnd in bounded on t'ie east t.j'thu i

n p. p.

The district of Mnhore has not been <1evrihcd by any mn-
lern authority. I that name, which is sitiiat.

19'94'N. Ut, and ,ii Fntl to.

'-. situated
iip.ni ,i uiM-.inta'in. ;ii;'l near it

s n Hindu temple, called .Indci.-iia, ded-rated I,. I)n

Sfaihker is a small district above tin1 Olni a tlio

:wenticth and twenty-first degrees of N. l.i! n c.f

Maihker stands among the hills, in 'JO' 6' N. hit., and 7i>'

E. long. The district of Nagpore, with its capital, will

separately noticed. [See NAGPORK.] Ncrnallah i

uatc'd above the chain of mountains which extend from

Ajuntee to the river Wurda. This district is thin'

and indifferently cultivated: it is watered by tin 1'uin i,

and a great number of small tributaries which (low from the

mountains. The town of Nernallah is mentioned by Alml
Fa/1 as ' a larpc fort, containing many buildini'-, and
situated on the top of a mountain.' \Yaus-im is situated

above the Ghauts. The principal town, Waussim, is m
20 10' N. lat., and 77 22' E. Ion-;., and eighty-three p

E.N.E. from Julna, the capital af Julnap.'ie di.-lrict, in

Aurungabad.
The Wynegunga district, so named from the river by

which it is intersecte<l, has never yet been surveyed, and its

area is unknown. This district occupies a part of the wrst-

ern division of the province ; that p >rtiun which lies on the

west side of the Wyncgunga river is for the most part hilly,

and is occupied by the ' wild Xaniindars' already mentioned
this part of the district is very imperfectly cultivated, owing
to the extortions

practised \ipon the ryots. On the east

side of the river, where the authority of the rajah is more

directly exercised, and the cultivators have the fruit of their

labour better secured to them, the w hole country is brought
under culture. The numerous ruins of towns, forts, and
tanks in this district show that it was mice much more

peopled than at present. While under the direct manage-
ment of the English, the number of inhabited villages in

this district was ascertained to be 2111, and the total

population 690,770 persons.
The more settled or civilized parts of the province of

Berar arc connected with the government by the system
known in India as the village settlement. Under tin

tern, each village (comprehending under t'nut description
the farms within a given district) contains a head man called

the potail, with whom the government arranges the amount
of rent to be paid in each year by the ryots or small farmers.

In Berar, the office of potail is usually considered to be

hereditary, but the government claims the power of dis-

missal. The sums demanded by the government of the

rajah vary from year to year according to the necessities of

the state, and jire exacted from the potails. by whom they
are collected from the ryots in proportions determined by a

sort of rent-roll, in which the supposed value uf every field

in the district is set forth. The aggregate paynu nts made.

by the cultivators are to a greater amount than is demanded

by the government, the difference constituting the profits of

the potail. While the province was under the management
of the British, the assessments were made with greater re

gularity, and varied only when bad seasons rendered an
abatement necessary.

In petty ca^es, both of a criminal and civil nature, the

potail acts as judge, assisted sometimes in the latter descrip-
tion of c.ases by a body of arbitrators, an institution known

through the greater part of Hindustan as the Punektf/ttt
arbitrators, as the name implies, are usually Ihc in

number, of whom two are seleein] by each party in the

cause, and the fifth is nominated by the local authority.
The more serious criminal offences arc tried before ilia

rajah in person, or in places distant from the seal of Ins

Ciivernment by a snubahdar, who is usually a military oflicer.

Civil suits, in' which the sums in dispute an- considerable,

are tried before the same authorities, the reason for which

i> Mated to lie, not so nni'-h the wish to distribute eu'ii-

U ' the desire nf (leering both parties.' \\\

these cases a sum equal to the fourth part of the amount
in depute goes t'> the rajah as a fine on the loser, and
another fourth part is taken from the gainer as payment
for the trouble of deriding the cause.

The duel product inns of the province arc wheat, rice,

Indian corn, poas, vetches, flax for the oil contained in its

-irjar. l-tcl-leaf. and tobacco. The wild indigo plant
is generally

met with, hvt is not cultivated.

Domestic slavery exists, but not to any great extent. In
it warciiy it is not uncommon for parents to sell their
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children, who are received into the families of the purchasers
and are usually treated with kindness.

The education of children appears to be but little attende(

to in the dominions of the rajah of Berar. In a report madi
in ] 826 by Mr. Jenkins, the East India Company's residen

at Nagpore, to the Bengal government, it is stated tha
' education is chiefly confined to the children of Brahmins
and those of the mercantile classes, and the education they
receive does not seem much calculated to promote their

moral or intellectual improvement. All the other classes

are extremely illiterate : it is a rare circumstance to find one

amongst them who can write his own name. The only ordei

who ever look at books are Brahmins, taid their reading is

confined to subjects of Hindu divinity.' Whatever schools

there are have been established in the larger towns
;
and

taking the whole of them into the calculation, it would
seem that not more than one child in eighty in the pro-
vince receives the benefit of instruction.

It does not appear that any support is given by the govern-
ment for the encouragement of education, either by the esta-

blishment of free schools, or the grant of lands or pensions
to any of the teachers, who depend entirely on payments
made by the parents of pupils. The average rate of these

payments may be taken at three annas (!</.) per month for

each scholar
;
and as the average number of pupils in each

school is only twenty, the annual income of the teacher will

not exceed on the average forty-five rupees (41. 1 Os.) per
annum.
The trade of the province is limited to internal traffic, and

this only to a small extent, owing to the want of facilities

for transporting goods. It is doubtless owing to the absence
of external commerce that so little is known of the features

of the country and the condition of the greater part of its

inhabitants.

(Ayin-i-Akbari ; Rennell's Memoir of a Map of Hin-
dustan ; Mills's History of British India; Evidence given
by Mr. Jenkins, late political resident at Nagpore, before

the Committees of the Houses of Lords and Commons ap-
pointed to inquire into the affairs of the East India Com-
pany in 1830 and 1832.)

BERA'T,-an important town in the northern part of Al-

oania, in European Turkey. It is on the right or north
bank of a river called by the various names of Crevasta,
Kavroni, or Beratina (the antient Apsus), which is here
about as broad as the Thames at Richmond. The sur-

rounding district is inhabited by the tribe of Albanians,
called Toske (Toa/ctfte), and the town itself is, next to

Skodre or Scutari, the most important place in Albania.
It is in 40 48' N. lat., and 19 52' E. long.
The valley in which it is situated is magnificent ; it is

better cultivated than the country to the southward, and
the inhabitants are more civilized. There is a fine bridge of

eight arches over the river, and a citadel or acropolis, upon
a hill. This acropolis was much enlarged by Ali Pasha
in the present century ; its circuit contains a small town,
and many Greek churches of the Lower Empire. The
lower part of its walls exhibits some massive building of
the antiunt Greeks. It is likely that this acropolis once
formed the whole town, and that the lower town, which is

ouUidu its walls, is an addition made by the Turks. It

mounted forty cannons before it was taken by Ali Pasha
from Ibrahim, Pasha of Avlona, whose stronghold it was ;

and it is likely that, in consequence of All's additions, the
number has been increased.

The lower town, which lies chiefly on the S.E. side of the

acropolis, is large, and contains thirteen Turkish mosques.
The bazaar, which is handsome and spacious, lies close to

the river. It abounds in articles brought from Constanti-

nople and Macedonia, as well as in foreign goods imported

through the port of Avlona.
The inhabitants of Berut are estimated at 9000,* and are

almost entirely Mohammedans, though the town is the see

of a Greek archbishop. The women wear a cap or bonnet
in shape like a bishop's mitre, nearly two feet high ;

it is

generally made of blue cloth, is well stuffed, and fastened

under the chin by ribbons. Blue is the predominant colour

in female apparel at Herat.
In 1809, Berat, then in possession of Ibrahim, Pasha of

Avloua, was besieged by Omer Bey Vrioni, general to Ali
Pasha of Joannina, and bombarded from the neighbouring
heights. Ali'g troops were supplied with Congreve rockets,

'1 hi the number gi<en Wjr M B.lbi ; in Dr. Holland's Tratcls fa Alba.M the popalalu.u ii fiwu t 14,004.

under the direction of an English officer; and so much
were the garrison and townspeople terrified by these new
instruments of destruction, that Ibrahim was obliged to ca-
pitulate, upon condition of retiring with his suite and trea-
sures to Avlona.

(Hughes's and Hobhouse's Travelt in Albania; Balbi,
Abrege de Geographic.)
BERAUN, one of the central counties of the kinw

dom of Bohemia, the most northerly point of which skills

Prague, the capital, contains an area of 1110 square
miles, and lies between 49" 32' and 50 4' N. lat., and
13 38' and 14 49' E. Ion?. There is no part of Bohemia
more diversified with hills and mountains

; none in which
there arc finer plains, and few more densely peopled. The
northern districts are watered by the Berauu or BeraunUa,
which flows across them into the Moldau

; the north-eastern
by the Sazava, another tributary of the Moldau ; the western
by the Litawka, which runs into the Beraun; and the Mol-
dau itself winds through the county from the south in a
somewhat north-easterly direction, receiving the Sazava
and Beraun before it reaches Prague. The inhabitants
who were 137,517 in 1817, and 109,455 in 1830, amount at

present to about 175,000, and speak almost exclusively the
Bohemian tongue. They live in ten towns, twenty-two
market-towns, and 771 villages; the number of regular
houses is 24,164, and that of tenements of all descriptions,
including the houses, is 37,485. The produce of the soil is

timber, grain, and vegetables in large quantities, with a
small quantity of wine and hops ; the breeding of horses (in
1830, 6578) and sheep (in 1830, 94,071) >s considerable and
thriving; and the country has various manufactories, prin-
cipally of cottons, linens, hose, potashes, and paper. It
raises alum in a pure state, and much iron, particularly
near Horzovitz, in the western part of Berauu, the principal
spot on the domains of the earldom of Webna, which has
ibout 1900 inhabitants; in this neighbourhood are four

ligh-blast furnaces, besides smelting-houses, smithies, and
ron-ware manufactures. It also produces silver, red-lead,
and quicksilver, ns well as coals. Iron is likewise raised at

Dbecnitz and Althu'tten, on Count Collerodo's estates in the
central part of Beraun, east of the great

'

Brdy Forest,'
tfhich Intersects it in a south-westerly direction from the
janks of the Moldau to its most southern border. Near
Przibram, a town on the Litawka with nearly 4000 in-

labitantj, in the south-west of the country, there are con-
siderable silver and lead mines, and pig and sheet lead
works.

The celebrated castle of Karlstein, about five milss N.E.
f Beraun, built by Charles IV. in 1348, is the most remark-
ible of the seven or eight hundred burgs in Bohemia, and
s a favourite place of resort, on account of the numerous and
aluable specimens which it contains of the earliest state of

jjainting in Germany and Bohemia. The raising of marble,
and the manufacture of porcelain and earthenware, also give

mployment to the inhabitants. Beraun, the capital of the

irovince, called Slawoszow in Bohemian, and Verona and
Jerue in old chronicles, lies in the north-west at the con-
luence of the Beraun and Litawka; it is surrounded by
an antient wall and ditch, contains 285 houses, and about
2200 inhabitants, is the seat of a gymnasium and monastery
f Piarists, and manufactures considerable quantities of

arthenwaro for the Prague market. 49 58' N. lat., and
4" 5' E. long.
BERBERI'DEjE, a natural order of plants belonging to

he great class of Endogens, or Dicotyledon*. It is readily
tnown by three characters: 1. Its anther* open by re-

lexed valves ; that is to say, the face of each cell of the

anther peels off except at the point, where it adheres as if it

vere hinged there. 2. Its stamens are opposite the petals.
. Its flowers are usually formed upon a ternary plan, there

>eing three or six sepals, a like number of petals, and of

tamens. This last character is more liable to exception
ban the two others. The remarkable structure ofthe anther
s found in no European plants except Berberidese and the
aurel tribe [see LAURINE^] ;

and as the latter has neither

>etals nor a ternary arrangement of the parts of the flower,

t can never be mistaken for these. The present order con-

sists of bushes or herbs, extremely dissimilar to each other

n appearance, inhabiting the cooler parts of the world,

>eing unknown in the tropics, except on the summits of

ofty mountains. They are not met with in Africa or the

South Sea Islands. Their juice usually stains yello\y,
and

their bark, or stems, if not woody, are bitter, and slightly
2 L 2
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astringent, on which accounts they have been received into

the M>tttria Medtra of all countries. The most remarkable

gvnus is BKRBKKI*.

[Berberta vulgirlj.]

1. A Mpumlrd flower. 2. The calyl without the peuls. 3. A peulwitu
> fUrara in front of it. 4. A >t.imcn by it*elf. with the vulfci of iti author

rtflrxetl. 5. An ovary cut through, thowin^ tin: ]>osili<m of the ovuli'*. 6. A

riff <<! 7. A toction of the latter, ihon in; that the embryo llei iu albimifii.

8, Aft embryo wparated from the seed.

BE'RBERIS, a genus of plants belonging to the natural

order Berberideee, among which it is immediately known

by
its shrubby habit, berried fruit, and the presence of

glands upon its petals. It is also remarkable for the irrita-

bility of its stamens, which, when the filament is touched on

the inside with the point of a pin, or any other hard instru-

ment, bend forward towards the pistil, touch the stigma with

the anther, remain curved for a short time, and then par-

tially recover their erect position : this is best seen in warm,

dry weather. After heavy rain the phenomenon can scarcely
be observed, owing, in all probability, to the springs of the

filaments having been already set in motion by the clashing
of the rain upon them, or to the flowers having been forcibly
struck against each other. The cause of this curious action,

like all other vital phenomena, is unknown. It is ascribed

to what is called loml irritability, but this is not throwing
much light upon the subject. All that \ve certainly know
concerning it is this, that the irritability of the filament is

affected differently by different noxious substances. It has
been found by Messrs. Macaire and Marcet, that if you
poison a berberry with any corrosive agent, such as arsenic

or corrosive sublimate, the filaments become rigid and brittle,

and lose their
irritability ; while, on the other hand, if the

poisoning be effected by any narcotic, such as Prussie acid,

opium, or belladonna, the irritability is destroyed by the

filaments becoming so relaxed and flaccid, that they can be
bent in any direction. It is difficult to draw from this

curious fact any other inference, llian that in plants as well
in animal* there is something analogous to a nervous

principle, which U more highly developed in some plants, or
ne organs, than in others.

The- gpeciet of which thi* genus consists are interesting
olh for their utility and their beauty, on which account we

shall describe the more remarkable kinds in some detail,

especially as we find much to add and to correct in all the
luminaries of the genus that have yet been published. The

.c bark and root of the common barberry for dyeing
r and linen of a yellow colour, is well known. Mr.
has shown that this

property i* extended to the spe-
l>ecially to hit Brrberii (iriitntn ; and it ha*

ascertained by Vauquclin. that a plant found on the Nil

gherrie* (the B.lmctoria) is inferior to few woods for dyeing

yellow. The acid quality of the fruit has rendered all {lio

species more or less esteemed : that of H. aristata and H.

Srjxilensit is dried by the mountaineers of India as raisins,

ana sent to the plains for sale. The bitterness and ustrin-

l>cncy of the bark has caused them to be rett-ived into the.

useful medicinal plants; and it will be interesting to

our classical readers to know that it has lately lieen ascer-

tained by Mr. Royle, that the \vnov 'Iviaov (I.yciuni In-

dicum) of Diosoofides, concerning which so much doubt

has always existed, was an Indian species of barberry, now

called Berberis Lycium. (For the conclnsi\c evidence upon
which this rests, see KoUr's Illustration! nf the Botany <>/

the Himalayan Mountains, &c. p. C3.) The supposed in-

jurious effects of the barberry upon corn have already been

shown to be a popular error, under the article .-KciDlUM.

To persons having gardens this genus has particular

attraction on account of the great beauty of many of the spo-

cies, which arc, however, but ill understood, even by bota-

KI-IS themselves. We venture to offer the following an a

correct account of those which are cultivated. They

obviously divided into two great groups, of which the first

has undivided leaves, like the common barberry : and the

others are pinnated, after the manner of the leaf of nn ash-

tree. Botanists call these Mahonias. Ash-barberry may
be taken as their English designation.

} 1. Leaves simple. THUK BARBKRRIKS.

* Leaves thin, deciduous; Jlotrers solitary.

1. Herberts Sibirica (Siberian barberry). leaves obo-

vatc, obtuse, deeply and irregularly toothed : tlower-

tary, shorter than the leaves; spines deep! v divided into

from three to seven shinin-r partitions. A small shrub found

on exposed rocks on the hills and lower mountains of Altaic

Siberia, whore it is very common. It is to be pnx-ured in

the choicer collections of this country, to which it was ori-

ginally introduced by Pallas, who has figured it in his Flnm
Russica, tab. 67. The berries are, according to Pallas, obo-

vale, and of a red colour. This does not thrive in England,
but is always a scrubby bush of inelegant appearance.

* * Leaves thin, mostly deciduous ; Jlvtcers in racemes.

2. Berberts Cretica (Candian barberry). Spines in three

or more divisions : leaves small, obovate, acute, nearly free

from toothings : flowers in very short, compact racemes.

Not uncommon on the mountains of Candia and (.

whence it has been brought to our gardens. It is a dwarf,

scrubby hush, looking like a starved specimen of the com-
mon barberry. Its berries are said to be black, ovate, two-

seeded, and austere rather than acid.

3. Berberis vulgaris (the common barberry). Spines in

three deep divisions ; leaves obovate, with fine spiny tooth-

ings; flowers in drooping racemes, which are longer than

the leaves. This common species appears to inhabit equally
the north of Europe, Asia, and America in woods nnd

thickets, especially in limestone countries. De Candolle
remarks that it extends in Europe from Cundia to Christi-

ania, ami that while in northern latitudes it is a valley plant,
it becomes in the south exclusively a mountaineer, climbing
so high on Mount .Ktna as to be the most alpine of the

shrubs of the sterile belt of that mountain at the height of

7500 feet. Like all such plants, it has in the course of

formed numerous varieties: these are, however, chiefly con-

fined to the fruit, there being a great similarity in the fbliago
of all except one. Those known in the pardens are the fol-

lowing : 1. The cnminiin red-fruited: 2. The stoneless,
which differs from the first in nothing except the want of

seeds: :t. The trhite, or yellowfruited ; 4. The violet,

fnir/i/i; or black fruited; and, 5. The street-fruited. The
latter, although called sweet, is scarcely less acid than the

common barberry, with which its fruit agrees in colour : but

its leaves are a much brighter green,
and shinin<r instead of

dull: it is found wild in Austria. Besides these there is ja

the catalogues a Canadian barberry, which appears to b

nothing mure than a common barlx-rry brought from North
America: and Herbert's Daurica and Altuiru, neither of

which merit to be distinguished from B. rulfarit.
Thi- species is usually a bush from four to six feet hi<;l> ;

but in Italy it becomes as Inr^e as a plum tree, livins a

couple of centuries or more. The wood is hard, but brittle,

and is chielly employed by the dyers for staining yellow.
Tin- acid qualities of this fruit render it unfit to eat raw, but
it makes one of the most delicious of preserves.

J. Herberts Canadentis (Canadian barberry). Spines di-
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vided into three equal lobes ; branches covered with little

elevated points; leaves oblong, distantly and coarsely
toothed : flowers in corymbose racemes, nodding. Found in

the northern states of North America. This plant is not

now in our gardens. It is generally considered the same
as Herberts vulgaris, because the specimens called B. Carta-

tlfnsis, both in gardens and herbaria, certainly are so
; but

this, the true plant of Miller and others, appears to be

abundantly different from the common species in thu cha-

racters here assigned to it : its leaves are, moreover, of a

thicker texture. We have a wild specimen gathered by
Frazer, which entirely agrees with what is said of the species

by Pursh.
5. Herberts crateegina (hawthorn barberry). Spines sim-

ple ; leaves oblong, strongly netted, with a straggling ser-

rature here and there ; llowors in dense, drooping, many-
flowered racemes which are scarcely longer than the leaves.

Described by De Candolle from specimens collected in Asia
Minor. Young plants of what is said to be this species are

in the gardens, but they have not yet flowered.

6. Berberis Iberica (Iberian barberry). Spines often

simple, but sometimes three-cleft ; leaves nearly undivided
;

flowers in loose, nearly erect racemes, much longer than the
leaves. A native of Iberia, and very like B. vulgaris, from
which its smaller toothless leaves, and thin, almost upright
racemes of smaller flowers at once distinguish it. The ber-

ries are dark purple. There is a bad figure of it in Watson's

DendrologiaBritannica, plate 20, under the erroneous name
of Berberis Sinensh.

7. Berberis Sinensis (Chinese barberry). Spines three-

parted, or none
; loaves lanceolate, very acute, much netted,

entire, or regularly toothed
;
flowers numerous, in drooping

racemes, which are not much longer than the leaves. A
native of the north of India and of China, where it was found

during Lord Macartney's embassy, between Pekin and
Jehol. More common in French than English gardens.
Its leaves are sometimes almost toothless, sometimes rather

finely, and occasionally very coarsely toothed. They are
much smaller, thicker, and more netted than those of B.
Iberica, which this species most resembles. The berries
are said by De Candolle to be dark-purple : we find them a

dirty red, on plants which we are certain he considered to

belong to this species.

* Leaves leathery, evergreen ; flowers solitary, or
in clusters.

8. Berber-it Wa.llichia.na (Wallich's barberry). Spines
long, slender, three-parted ; leaves oblong, lanceolate, deep-
green, sharp-pointed, finely serrated

; flowers very nume-
rous, in clusters shorter than the leaves. A native of Nepaul,
and apparently of the higher part of the country. It has
never yet been introduced to our gardens ;

but it is exceed-

ingly well worth procuring on account of its deep-green
evergreen leaves. B. atroviridis is another name for it.

9. Berberis dulcis (sweet-fruited barberry). Spine* long,
slender, simple, or three parted ; leaves obovate, obtuse,
with or without a bristly point, quite entire, glaucous on the
under-side ; flowers solitary, on slender stalks, twice as long
as the leaves. A native of the south-western part of South
America, from the Straits of Magalhaens to Valdivia, where
it forms a small evergreen bush. Its fruit is round, black,
about as large as a pea : it is said to be sweet, and well
suited for making tarts or preserving. This species has
been some years in this country, but is at present very rare.

10. Berberii heterophylla (various-leaved barberry).
Spines strong, three-parted; leaves obovate, lanceolate,

acute, eilher entire or with from three to five spiny teeth,

very deep green ; flowers solitary, on stalks about twice as

long as the leaves. An inelegant bush about three feet

high, bare of leaves, and having nothing but its rarity to

recommend it; it is a native of the Straits of Magalhaens;
in the gardens it is usually called B. ilicifulia ; there is a

figure of it in Hooker's Exutic flora, vol. i. t. 14.

11. Berberis empetrifolia (crowberry-leaved barberry).
Spines slender, long, in three or five deep divisions

;
leaves

linear, with a spiny point, rolled back at the edge, collected
in bundles in the axils of the spines; flowers solitary,
growing on stalks aliout as long as the leaves. A very cu-
rious and pretty plant, as yet- rare in this country ; found
wild, from the Cordilleras of Chili to the southern point of
the American continent, over the whole of which country
it appears to be very common. In general aspect it is much
more like a heath than a barberry.

Besides these species there are several of great beauty
as evergreen shrubs to be procured from South America :

of these Berberis aciinacantha, an extremely common plant
between Valparaiso and St. lago, might be easily intro-
duced.

* Leaves leathery, evergreen ; flowers in racemes.

12. Berberis flaribunda (many-flowered barberry).
Spines very stiff and three-parted ; leaves oblong or oblong-
lanceolate, nearly entire or toothed in various degrees, some-
times very deeply and coarsely veined

; flowers in long
loose slender racemes. Apparently extremely common in
the whole of the north of India, where it forms a tall bush,
varying considerably in the form and size of the leaves,
and in the degree in which they are toothed, but always
well marked by its slender, pendulous, or erect racemes of
flowers, which are much longer than the leaves, and in no
degree corymbose. It is to be found occasionally in the
more choice collections of this country. Out of accidental
variations in -its mode of leafing and flowering, the spurious
species called B. affinis and ceratophylla have been con-
stituted. By Dr. Wallich, in his great distribution of the
Herbarium of the East India Company, it has been mis-
taken for B. aristata, which is altogether another plant.

13. Berberis Asiatica (raisin barberry). Spines small
and weak, simple or three-parted ; leaves oblong or obovate,
acute, somewhat glaucous beneath, either entire or coarsely
or even finely toothed

; flowers in short compact racemes
not longer than the leaves. Found in Nepaul and Kamaoon
very abundantly, forming a tall bush >i-ith the habit of the
common European barberry. The fruit is round, covered
over with a thick bloom, and has altogether the appearance
of the finest raisins. It is produced abundantly in this

climate, where the plant is now not very uncommon. The
very short racemes are the principal dis'tinction of this spe-
cies when in flower.

14. Berberis dealbata (whitened barberry). Spines
scarcely any ; leaves roundish, coarsely toothed, rather

glaucous, white beneath
; racemes very short and compact,

pendulous. Recently introduced by the Horticultural So-

ciety from Mexico. It is a tall, slender, evergreen bush,
with deep-brown branches and scarcely any spines. The
leaves are sometimes wedge-shaped and three-toothed, but
more frequently nearly round, with two or three spiny teeth
on each side. It is sometimes called in the gardens by mis-
take B. glaucu, which is a different species.

15. Berberis aristata (bristle- leaved barberry). Spines
three-parted, simple, or wanting ; leaves obovate, acute,

shining on both sides, with a few bristle-pointed teeth on
either edge ; racemes always more or less compound and
corymbose. A native of the mountains of India, extending
from the Himalayan range down the Nilgherry as far as
Nuera Ellia and Adam's Peak in Ceylon ;

it is a hardy sub-

evergreen bush in the gardens. Its stature is that of the
common barberry, but it is a far handsomer species, not

only because of its evergreen leaves, but on account of the
fine

largje corymbose racemes of flowers with which it is

covered in June. Its fruit is oblong, brownish-purple, with
little or no bloom, and about three seeds ; the flavour is in-

sipid, with a little acidity. The form of the leaves and their

degree of toothing are too fallacious to be cited as marks by
which this may be distinguished from other species. It is,

however, immediately known by its compound racemes of

flowers, which have a corymbose appearance, as is well

represented in the Botanical Register, t. 729, where the

plant is called B. chitria ; the chitri of the Nepaulese is how-
ever not this plant, but Berberis petiolaris, a species not

yet in England.
Besides the foregoing there are still some beautiful species

to introduce from the south of Chili, particularly one found

by Mr. Bridges near Valdivia, with shining holly-like leaves,

long racemes of orange-coloured flowers, and young branches
covered with rusty down. We particularly invite the atten-
tion of travellers in Chili to this plant, the seeds of which
would certainly reach England in safctv if mixed with
tenacious earth and rammed into a box.

$2. Leaves pinnated ; all evergreen. ASH-BAKBKRRIKS.

16. Berberis fascicularis (Californian ash-barberry).
Leaflets ovate, finely toothed, not shining ;

flowers in short

compact clusters
; stem tall and woody. Found in the

mountainous parts of California and Mexico. A very hand-

some .evergreen shrub, with pinnated leaves which are by
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w> mean* shining, and of a paler green than several of the

other*. It U rather too delicate to bear the winters of the

neighbourhood of London without some protection ; but it

would, in all probabilitv, be perfectly hardy in the south-

western parts of Great Britain. It is readily known by the

generally rounded appearance of its clusters of flowers,

luch appear in June. Figured in the Botanical Register,

vol. ix. plate 702, under the name of Ji. pinnata.
Makonia iltivrstfolia of the gardens seems to be the same

as this : and the story of its having been brought from

Monte Video is probablv not true.

17. Berberis aquifutitan (holly-leaved ash barberry).

Leaflets ovate-lanceolate, flat, deeply and regularly toothed,

remarkably shining ; flowers in long narrow racemes ; stem

tall and wooay. A native of North-west America from

New Albion to Nootka Sound, growing in woods, where it

forms a thick and rich underwood. It has been introduced

to this country of late years, and is perhaps the handsomest

hardy evergreen we yet possess. Its foliage is of a rich

iK'i'p shining green, becoming purple in the winter; it bears

fiuit in some abundance, which consists of clusters of

roundish black berries, having their surface covered with a

rich violet bloom. They have no merit as
fruit,,

but would

probably be greedily sought by game, for the protection ol

which in coverts this species seems well adapted, if it could

only be obtained in sufficient quantity. The difficulty ol

propagating it has hitherto made it a scarce plant ; but

seeds might be easily obtained from the Hudson's Bay Com-

pany's settlements in North-west America. It most resem-

bles B. faticularit, from which its large shining leaves al

once distinguish it ; and it is perfectly hardy, wlm-h that

species is not. Flowers in May and June ; it has been

figured in the Botanical Register, vol. xvii. plate 1425.

18. Btrbrris repent (creeping ash-barberry). Leaflets

few, somewhat glaucous, especially on the under side, ob-

long, when old rounded at the point, with shallow toothings ;

flower* in crowded, compound, erect racemes; stem very
dwarf; runs at the root. Found wild on the east side of

the rocky mountains of North America, and perfectly hardy
in our gardens. Its stems do not grow abo e ix or nine

inches high, and are loaded with a profusion of rich yellow
flowers, which constitute the principal beauty of the species.

Its fruit is unknown. A good figure of it has been pub-
lished iu the Botanical Register, vol. xiv. plate 1 1 76. No-
thing can be more unlike B. aquifolium than this is, al-

though the two have occasionally been most unaccountably
confounded.

19. Berberis glumacea (long-leaved ash-barberry). Leaf-

lets numerous, ovate-lanceolate, coarsely toothed, of a dul!

glaucous green ; flowers in long, narrow, erect racemes ;

stem very dwarf; scales of the leaf and ilower-buds still

and glumaceous. A native of North west America, prow-

ing in shady grassy places in woods. The stem of this

species does not grow more than six or eight inches hiiili

and is, in fact, shorter than its leaves, which con

about six pairs with an odd one, and are jointed at every

pair
of leaflets in the manner of a bamboo stem. The fruit

u roundish and insipid, of a fine glaucous purple. This is

lets rare than H. aijuifulium, and is an object of curiosity
more than of utility. It loves to grow in a shaded Ame-
rican border, where it is protected from the fiercer rays ol

the tun. It is figured in the Botanical
Register,

vol. .xvii

plate 1426. Btrberis, or Mahonia nervoea, is another name
for this.

In addition to these four beautiful species there are the

following, which still remain to be introduced to this coun-

try : Herberts Leichennultii (the B. acanthi/alia of some),
a fine pinnated plant with round black fruit, found on the

Nilgbvrry mountains of India at the elevation of 8000 feet.

Rtrberii ft'apaltnsis, a native of the mountains of the north
of India, where, according to Mr. Koyle, it grows twelve
feet high in shady place*, at 5000 and 6000 feet of eleva-
tion: this is a noble species, and ought to be obtained from
India at any cost, a* it would, in all probability, succeed in
this climate. Herberts tragacanthoides, with not more
than one or two pairs of leaflets, found along the banks of
the river Kur, near Tiflis

; and Berberis caragana-folia, a
It, HI. o plant very like the last: both the latter have the

points of the leave* hardened into ipines.
BERBERS. BREBBE'R (Berber* is nothing else than

Barlbra; Baraber* being the Arabic form of the plural
from Berber), the name given by the Arab* to the ori-

ginal inhabitant* of North Africa, which corresponds

B K H

to the Libyan* of Herodotus, who were the aborigines
of the north, and by him distinguished from the Ethi-

opian* to the south, and from the Greeks and Phoeni-

cians who had settled on the northern coast The people,
However, to whom the name of Berber* is now generally

applied, namely the inhabitants of the whole Atlas range
from the Atlantic coa.it of Marocco to the shores of the gulf
of Cabe* or little Syrtis, call themselves in their own lan-

guage* Amasirgh, or Tamxirgbt, and are not acquainted
with the name of Berber, which appear* to have been

first used by the Arab writers in the second century of

the Hegira (eighth century of our a?ra), after the Moham-
medan conquest of North Africa and of Spain. Previous

to this the Arabs used to call the inhabitants of Mauri-

tania A'djetn, or mosta'djem,
'

strangers,'
' who did not

speak Arabick.' (Graberg di Hemsii, Specchio geografico e

ttatiitico delt Impero di Marocco, Genoa, 1834.) -In

the council of Toledo, C94 A. u., a great number of Jew*
were ordered to leave Spain under the charge of holding
treasonable correspondence with their brethren of Africa

known by the name of Pilistins, who were settled in great
numbers among the Amazirghs and the Moors. Gru-

berg thinks that the more civilized Jews of Spain may
have used the word barboros in speaking of their neigh-
bours across the Straits, out of which word the Arab
writers of Spain in the following century muy have formed

the word berber or Juhud el berber,
' barbarian Jew

The Arabian historians and geographers, however, have

given various and more fanciful explanations of the word

berber. Some derive it from Bar, desert, others from the

word 'bcrberna,' which signifies a murmuring, indistinct

noise, for such the language of the North African natives

sounded to the ears of the Arabs. (Leo Africanus, Africa
desciiptio, and Shehabeddin, in his Ketab Adjitman,
written a\wut 1450 ; the latter is quoted by Kilter, Afrika,
s. 34.) One of the antient and principal tribes of the

Amazirghs was called Berani, or sons of Ber, a <!'.-<vmlant
of Madzigh, the progenitor of the whole race. (Ibu Khal-

dun, History of the Berbers, written about 1370.) Others

say that Ber was the son of Kis and grandson of A'ilam,
ono of the shepherd kings of Egypt. In the antient Roman
geography of Mauritania wo find a tribe called Verves in

the north-eastern
part

of Tingitana, near the western bank
ojf the Molochat river, and farther south beyond the Sehti

river were the Vcrbico) and the Noctiberes. According to

Graberg the origin of the word Berber might be traced to

those, as the ft and the care interchangeable letters. Whe-
ther, therefore, the word Berber is of indigenous, or Arabic,
or Greek and Roman origin is still a matter of doubt It

has been, howevor, generally employed by the Arabian

writers, when speaking of the North African aborigines.

Among the earliest of these writers who speak of the Ber-

bers, we find Hesham ben Mohammed al Khelebi, who lived

in the beginning of the 9th century, Kaid Ai'ad Ben Musa,
who died about 056, and Abul Kasem Mohammed Ibn
Hhiiukal, who wrote about 970.
With regard to the origin of the Berbers, we find it like-

wise involved in obscurity. Tradition among themselves, as

well as the accounts of the Arabian writers who have written

concerning them, seem to point to the land ofCanaan as the

country they came from. Ahmed el Fasi, in his Kutab cl

(liammar, says that the Berbers are a colony of Philistines

who took refuge in Africa after David had killed Gialout or

Goliath (Herbelot, art. Gialout). Others say that they are the

de.-ivndants of the Caiiaanitcs and Aroalekiles driven from
.nc by Joshua. There is now a tribe of Berbers near

Mequinez called Ait Amor, said to be the descendants of
the Amorites.

Procopius (Vandalicorura, II.) says that

the Gergashites, Jebusites, and other nations being drm-n
out of Palestine by Joshua, built cities in Libya, and occu-

pied the country as far as the Straits of Gibraltar ; and he
also asserts that in his time there were at Tangier two
marble columns with inscription* in the Phoenician lan-

guage, to the following import : We fly from the robber

Joshua, the son of Nun.' But Procopius also says that there

were other nations settled in Libya before the arrival of

these strangers. Though the statement of Procopius may
bo worth little, it serves at least to show that the tradi-

tion of the old relationship between the Canaanites and
the natives of North Africa existed in his time. Graberg,

it controverting the tradition of the Canaanile and
Philistine emigrations, thinks that the Amazirgh rare

existed in North Africa previous to the age of Jushua, and
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the traditions of the Shellooh are in favour of that suppo-
sition. The Shellooh, it must be observed, are a clans-

people, and great genealogists. They call themselves the

descendants of Mazigh, son of Canaan, and consider their

northern neighbours, the Brebber of Fez, as Philistines,

descendants of Casluhim, son of Mizraim. Ibn Khaldun

says of the Berbers in general that they are descended
from Ham, like the antient Egyptians. Graberg, Host,
Marsden, and others who have paid attention to the Tam-
zirgt language, think that it has no affinity to the Ian

guages commonly called Shemitic. At the end of Cham-
berlayne's Oratio Dominica, London, 1715, there is a
Latin epistle from Jezreel Jones about the lingua Shilhensis,

which, he says, was once the language of both Mauri-

tanias, but is now confined to the inhabitants of Messa,
(Sejelmasa?) Dara, Sus, and the Reephean Mounts. The
difference between its various dialects consists, he says,

chiefly in the pronunciation: in many places they have
several words to express the same thing ; their sounds
are hissing and guttural ; many Hebrew, Latin, Greek, and
Punic words are mixed with their language, and they gene-
rally use the prefix AVt to the names of their tribes. He
compares their habits to those of the Irish ; and he gives
a

vocabulary of about one hundred words of the Shillooh

language with the Latin meaning. The numerals are as

follows : 1, yean ; 2, seen
; 3, crat ; 4, koost

; 5, summost ;

6, sutheast
; 7, sad ; 8, tempt ; 9, tzaw

;
1 0, murrow ; 1 1,

yean d'murrow ; 12, sin d'murrow, &c.
; 20, ashedeen; the

other multiples of ten, he says, are Arabic: 100 is tameadon;
1 000 is woaphodon. Shaw, in his vocabulary of the Sho-
viah or Algiers Berber, gives ewan for 1, seen for 2, and
the other numerals, he says, are Arabic.

Numerous other emigrants from the East are reported to

have settled on the coasts of Northern Africa at very
remote times, Hercules and his companions, Armenians,
Mudcs and Persians, Sec. Of the Persians we are told that

on landing they turned their boats topsy-turvy, and used
them as huts (Sallust, de Bella Jugurth., c. 18): but
these traditions cannot be considered as of any historical

value. The Phoenicians and Greeks came nest, and after-

wards the Romans, Vandals, Jews, Arabs, &c. This will

account for the great admixture of races in various parts of

the country, especially near the coasts
;
but still one race, the

Amazirgh, appears distinct from the oldest times on record
as having maintained its identity, its habits, and a separate
language till the present day. The name Mazigh or

Amazirgh may be traced in Ae Greek and Roman writers,
in the Maxyes of Herodotus; in the Masices of Ptolemy,
who lived in Western Tingitana, between the river Zilis

and the cape Hermieum, now cape Cantin; in the Tamu-
siga of the Periplus, now Tafelne, south of Mogodor ; and

probably in the Massyli and Masssosyli of the Roman geo-

graphers. The little island before Algiers is called by
Ammianus Marcellinus, Insula Mazucana, and by the oldest

Arabian writers Jeczira Beni Mazighanan. Eustathius, in

his notes to Dionysius Periegetes (1. 195), calls larbas, the

Numidian, king of the Mazices and the Nomades. The
town of Mazagan, near the mouth of the Ummi-er-R'bie'h,
still bears the same name.
With regard to the Arab immigrations previous to Mo-

hammed's sera, Ibn al Raquici, woo wrote in the llth cen-

tury, in his tree of African generations, quoted by Leo
Africanus and by Marmol, says that the Sabteans came
from Arabia across the Desert, under Melek Ifuki, who
gave his name to Africa. They consisted of five tribes, the

Senhagia, Massmudah, Zeneta, Hawara, and Gumera.
These were probably the Quinquegcntani of the Romans
'

They,' he says,
' were called African Berbers, while the

inhabitants of Tingitana who had settled there in very
remote times were called Berber Xiloes, or Shelloohs. The
latter lived in houses in the mountains, and s;ime of the
new comers from Arabia joined them, while the rest con-
tinued to live in adowar or tents. Their tribes were railed

Kabyles.' Now the very mixed race who, under the
name of Moors, inhabit not only the coasts and the chief

towns of Barbary, but are spread into the interior as far as

Sudan, and are every where distinct from the Berber or

Mazigh tribes, trace their origin to these Sabseans or

Himiarites. [See MOORS.]
It is now generally believed that the Berbers of Fez, the

Shellooh of Marocco and Sus, the Showiah or Kabyles
of Algiers, and the Beni Mozab and other tribes of the
Belad el Jereed south of the Atlas, the Zuaves of the re-

gency of Tunis, the A'dems of Ghadatnis south of Tripoli,
and the Tuaricks of the Great Desert, as well as the inha-
bitants of the Oases of Siwah, Audjelah, and probably of
Fezzan also, are branches of one great parent stock, the
Mazigh or aboriginal white race of Northern Africa. Their
various dialects are probably derived from one common lan-

guage, as far as can be judged from the scanty information
we have concerning them. Such is the opinion of Marsden,
Hornemann, Seetzen, Graberg, Venture, Ritter

; and such
was also the opinion of Ibn Batuta and Ibn Khaldun, who
was himself of Berber race, and who wrote a history of the
Berbers

;
of Abu Mohammed Salehh el Gharnati, Shehab-

eddin, Leo Africanus, and other Arabian travellers, geo-
graphers, and historians. (See Hornemann's Vocabulary
of the Siu-ah and Audjelah Dialects ; Venture's Vocabu-
laire Berber, in Langles's French translation of Horne-
mann; Minutoli's Vocabulary of the Siwah Language;
Shaw's Vocabulary of the Showiah or Algerine Berbers ;

Host's Efterretninger om Morokos, in which is a vocabu-

lary Of the western Amazirgh ; and Vater's Mithridates.)
Seetzen and Venture think that the Barabra or Berbers of
Nubia are also derived from the same stock, and Seetzen
was assured by one of the Barabra pilgrims, that the Ber-
bers of the Nile understand the dialect of the Berbers of

Mughrib, or Marocco, who come with the caravans through
Nubia on their way to Mecca. (Seetzen's letter to Von
Hammer in the Fundgruben des Orients, vol. iii.) On the
coast of Adel, south-east of Abyssinia, is the harbour long
known by the name of Berbera. The Somaulis, the inha-
bitants of the country, are supposed by'some to be of Berber
race ; and the whole of this coast, from Cape Guardaful to

the straits of Bab el Mandeb, is called Barbaria in the

Periplus of the Erythrean sea. Again in Sudan, Ibn
Batuta, who travelled in the fourteenth century, found a
tribe of Berbers in the kingdom of Wadai or Bergu, which
lies west of Darfur, and the king of the country was then
of Berber race. (See Ritter's Africa, sec. 24, where he

speaks of the Berbers of Nubia, and sec. 31, where ho

speaks of those of Mount Atlas.) This supposed relation-

ship, however, between the Barabra of Nubia and the Ber-
bers of the Atlas is a matter of at least great doubt, and not
to be relied upon. [See BARABRA.]
The word Amazirgh signifies noble and free. The letter

t prefixed to a noun constitutes the article, and the same
letter affixed to the end marks the feminine gender. Tama-
zirgt or Tomzirgt is the name they give to their language
and their nation. Amrgar means master, lord ; tamrgart,
mistress, lady ; agschish, male infant ; tagschist, female

child; aram, or elgum, a male camel; taramt, or telgumt,
a female camel ; agmar, a horse ; tagmart, a mare

; dabri-

can, black, adj. masc. ; tabricant, blackfem. ; damellel, tamel-

lett, white ; ilha, tilliat, handsome, &c. Most of their names
of towns, countries, and rivers begin and end likewise with
the letter/; Tafilelt, Tesset, Tarudant, Talent, &c. (Graberg,

Specchio del Marocco.) Ritter observes in support of the

hypothesis that the Amazirgh was once the language of all

northern Africa as far as the Red Sea, that certain pre-
fixes or affixes belonging to it are found in many local

names across the whole breadth of the continent, for instance

Daran, which means mountain, is found in the Abyssinian
Taranta, in the neighbourhood of the Hazorta tribes, who,
like the old Bejas, Bishareens, and other African tribes along
the Red Sea, he supposes to have been originally Berbers,
and again in Dar-fur, Dar-Fungara, Dar-Kulla, &c. The
name Tacrur, tecurol, is also found repeated in a number
of villages. Jackson and Ritter also give short tables of

words, common both to the Shellooh dialect and that of the

Guanchos, the old inhabitants of the Canary Islands, who
were a colony of the Amazirgh race. (Glasse's History of
the Canary Islands ; Bory de St. Vincent, Histoire des

Isles Fortuities.)

In the empire of Marocco the aboriginal race is divided

nto two great sections, called by the Arabs Brebbcr in the

north, and Shellooh in the south. The Brebbfir inhabit the

northern part of the Great Atlas chain, extending from
Mount Err iff, near the coast of the Mediterranean, between

fetuan and Gomera, down as far as the province of Tedla,
south of the city of Fas or Fez, and near the sources of the

Treat river Umm-er-R'bie'h. They occupy likewise the

eastern bide of the same chain, extending into Tufilclt and

Sejelmesa, towards the state of Algiers, where their brethren,

the Kabyles, succeed them along the line of the Atlas to the

eastward. The Berbers were once the masters of all Tafi-
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Mt. but were driven tway by the Arb race. The northern-

most Berber*, east of Toluan, also rallo<l Krriflevn from

Mount Brreef. have a bad character along the coast. The
Berber* in the mountains live under tents, or in huts co-

vered with mat*, or in cares, but in the plains they have

home* ami village*, built generally of wood and clay,
covered with straw, and surrounded by a wall full of loop-

holes to fire through. They live chiefly on the produce of

their rattle: they have grea't flocks of sheep, and also mules
and donkeys, but few homes, and, unlike the Arabs, they
travel and fight chiefly on foot. Some cultivate the ground,
and they all rear IKVS. A great number of .lews live, and
have lived from time immemorial, among them, on ix footing
of social equality, a peculiarity which is not found among
tlie Shellooh, or indeed among any other tribe in Africa,

where the Jews arc everywhere more or less despised, and
avoided or oppressed, these Jew* arc called Pilistins by
the other Jews of the towni, who look upon them as here-

tics. The name of Pilisl'.ns is sometimes applied to the

Berbers themselves by the Shcllooh, who consider them as

Philistines, descendants ofCasluhini, son of Mitzraim, and
as having immigrated into the country in the time of Go-

liath, long after themselves. The
sympathy

between the

Berbers of North Marocco and these Philistine Jew* is

attributed to a tradition among the Berbers, that their an-

cestors at one time before the Arabian invasion professed
the Jewish religion. This tradition is confirmed by Arabian

writers, especially by Abulfcda. and by Abu Mohammed
Salrhh, author of the Kftab al Carlos, who wrote about the

1 .32f>, and who says, that of the Berbers of Moghrib d
Acsa some followed the Christian religion, others the

Jewish, and others that of the Magi or of Zoroaster. He
says also that the descendants of Sanhngia and Kothama,
who emigrated from Asia after David had killed Goliath,

and settled in the Moghrib, were professing Judaism at the

time of the Arab conquest, and that they accompanied
Tarek in his invasion of Andalusia. (Grabcrg's Morocco.)
At present the Berl>crs in general profess, nominally at

least, the religion of Islam, and are more fanatical against
the Christians than the Moors themselves. They have liyht

complexions, and many have hair as fair as the northern

Europeans: their beards are scanty and thin, differing in

this from the other races who inhabit Marocco: they are

remarkably well proportioned, robust, active, lively, restless,

and bold, and implacable in their revenge. They have a

sinister, malignant glance of the eye, like the Kabylcs of

Algiers, and the instinct of cruelty seems to be strong in

both. Kozet and other modern travellers observe that the

Kabyles, women as well as men, seem to delight in tor-

menting their prisoners. The Berbers of Maroeco are often

at war with their Arab neighbours, and also among them-

selves, tribe against tribe, and family against family. Their
hatred and revenge are hereditary, and blood ean only he

redeemed by blood. The government of Marocco encou-

rages these animosities between tribe and tribe, for the

purpose of weakening their strength, which if united might
becime extremely formidable, a* the Berbers anil Shcllooh

together form at least one-half of the population of the
whole empire. Grat>efg reckons the Berbers at above two
millions', and the Shcllooh at one million and a half. Most
of the Berber tribes live in a state of almost total inde-

pendence, under the administration of their omzargh,
amrgar, and amucran, elders and lords who are hereditary.
One of these, named Amrgar M'haushe, excited a general
insurrection in 1819, and maintained for several years an
obstinate war against the emperor. The Berbers d'ress in a
woollen sleeveless jacket and trousers, with occasionally a

blanket or a baracan over it. They shave the fore part of
the head, leaving the hair behind hanging down to their

shoulders: they wear short mustachios, and a small tuft of
heard on the chin ; they go mostly bareheaded and bare-

footed; they are good runners, swimmers, and huntsm, n.

and are very fond of their muskets, which are often orna-
DMnted with ivory and silver at a considerable expense.
The Shellooh are smaller made and less robust than the

northern Berbers, and they have darker complexions : they
are more induMriom. peaceful, civilized, and humane : they
work t trade* and manufactures; they are more husbaml-
mi-n than sh'-pherds ; they live in houses railed ligmin,
made of (tone* and mortar, covered with roofs of bricks or

slates; they have villages called tcddort, and town* rr\lle<l

murt. surrounded by walls and towers. They have n<

among them, and although some of their tribes live close to

f the Berbers, they keep separate from, and nvcr in-

termarry with them. It appears flint they and t!

do nut understand each other's dialect without nn inter

prefer. The Shcllooh consider themselves UH the descend-

ants of the original inhabitant* <>f the country, call them-
selves Ainazirgh-Beranis, from the celebrated tribe BIT,mi",

or sons of Ber, descended of Madzig, or Masirgb, -

Canaan. (See GralK-rg, Appendix, note r>, On tin- <lme-

alogy of tht Profile '/ Tni^il<ina.) Kvery lluii'.' '

to confirm the opinion that, notwithstanding tho apparent
difference between the Shelloohs and Berbers, thej .

either originally of one race, or have at former epochs so

mixed together as to create a great afh'mty between them,
which allinity, in course of ages, has become again in great

measure obliterated. With regard to tin: Shellooh and

Berber languages, Graberg firmly believes that tin"

dialects of one original language, differing less than the

Danish, Swedish, and German languages do from <

other. The language of the Shellooh is known by the name
of Shillah. A Spanish missionary at Tangier, father Don
Pedro Martin del Rosario, who has often travelled through
the interior of Marocco, is well acquainted with the Berbers

and their language, and has also been among the Shelloohs

of the south, said, that between the two languages tin

as much resemblance as between the English and flu-

Dutch, and with regard to the character of the two people
he used to compare the Shelloohs to the French, and the.

Bcrlwrs to the Belgians. Our knowledge of the various

Ama/irgh dialects seems too imperfect yet to enable us t.>

decide upon their relationship. Grey Jackson, vol. i., in the

short comparative list which he gives of Shellooh and Berber

words, puts down for camel algrom in Shellooh, and aram in

Berber, and then in another similar list of the Shcllooh and
Siwah dialects he marks arum in Shellooh for camel. Again,
he says that sheep is aouli in Berber and izimer in Shellooh,
and afterwards he says that sheep is jcllibb both in Siwah
and Shellooh. A horse in Shellooh is marked ayccse in one

place and akmar in another, and so on in several other in-

stances. Chenier, fliotnire (It Afarnf, gives a short com-

parative list of Shillah and Berber : the numerals and other

words appear nearly the same in both. By comparing
Shaw's vocabulary of the Showiah or Berber of Ah
Homemann's and Minutoli's of the Siwah language, Jez-
reel Jones' vocabulary of the Shillah language, Jackson's
and Chcnier's of the Shillah and Berber of Marocco, and
Venture's Dirtinnnaire Herber, one may find occasional

affinities among them all, especially between the Shillah,
the Showiah of Algiers, and that of .Siwah. In vol. ii., now
series, of the Transactions of the American PHilntaphiral
Snrii'tif, i< an interesting letter from Mr. Shaler, American
Consul at Algiers, to P. du Poncenu, dated 1,s-.it, containing
some information which he gathered concerning the KahyK
or Berber tribes of the interior, and especially about the Bcni

Mozab, together with a vocabulary of the Showiah or Al-

gerine Berber in a double version, one furnished by a Jew \<\\

interpreter and tho other hy a Swedish gentleman, not

named, long resident in Barbary. There seems to be great

attiuity between many words and the corresponding ones in

the Shillah language, whilst others seem like the few given

by Jackson of the North Berber of Marocco. Jar
asserts that neither Berber nor Shillah have written cha-

racters, and that those who write in them use the Arabic
characters. He never heard that any other characters had
ever been in use. among them; although Marmot al

thii contrary. The London British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety published, in 1833, twelve chapters of the Gospel of

St. Luke in the Showiah or Algorine Berber language.
The MSS. was purchased of Mr. Hodgson, late American
Vice Consul at Algiers, and the version was made under
his superintendence by a Kahyle Berber of the mountain
near Algiers. Mr. Hattersley is mentioned, in the notice

acrninpnnying this version, as having superintended the

publication. The accuracy and success of this \ersion have
.rtained ( isu.-ii. The characters used are

Arabic, though with occasional peculiar forms of letters

differing from the Arabic. The last chapter is given also in

pure Arabic characters.

The Slicllo-ih live in the western valleys of the Atlas.
south of Mequinez, in the province of Temsna

; hut they are

more numcMu-i south of the city of Marocco, especially in

the provinces of Ilhahha, Sus. and Gu/zula. They occupy
nlso the western off-el of the Atlas which runs to tin- i

of the Atlantic near Santa Cruz, and which divides tli<!
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large province of Sus from the rest of the empire. They com-
pose the majority of the population in Sus, and especially
in southern Sus, where Sidi Hishiam, of the imperial race
of the Sbereefs, formed, in 1810, an independent state, in-

habited by 250,000 people, chiefly Shellooh. The capital is

Talent. The Sheliouh are also very numerous in the pro-
vince of Draha, eastward of the Atlas and towards Tafilelt.

The town of Beneali, situated in the Atlas near the sources
of the river Draha, is the residence of the chief of all the

independent Shellooh of the provinces of Guzznla and
Draha. In Jackson's map of Marocco, the various tribes of

Shellooh, Berbers, and Arabs, are marked with the initials

of each nation, but how accurately we cannot tell. Most of
the Shellooh tribes have the prefix Ait before their name,
while the Berbers have mostly adopted the Arabic prefix
Beni, like most of the Kabyles of the state of Algiers. Of
the character of the Shellooh, of their patriarchal habits and

hospitality, we have favourable accounts from various tra-

vellers, but not so of the Berbers and Kabyles, who appear
to be thievish, murderous, and cruel. The Shellooh, how-
ever, are also often at variance among themselves, through
hereditary and bloody feuds. The Shellooh profess Islam-
ism ; they have Imams and learned men of their nation;

they have given sovereigns, not only to Marocco, but to all

North Africa and to Spain: the founders of the dynasties
uf the Almoravides and Almobades were Shellooh.
About the other divisions of the Amazirgh race, impro-

perly called Berber, we have still less information than
about those of Marocco, who have been till now the most
accessible to Europeans. [For the Kabyles of Algiers, see

ALGIKRS.] The Kabyles are loosely calculated by Graberg
and others to be nearly one million in the whole state of

Algiers; but we have no account of any traveller who has
lived among them in their dashkrahs in the Atlas. The
same may be said of the Amazirgh or Kabyles of Tunis,
who are called Zuaghes or Zuaves, and whom travellers

have generally confounded with the Arabs; and the Moors
of the towns call indifferently the Berbers and the Bedo-
ween Arabs, who live in the interior, by the name of Kabyles.
M'Gill, in his account of Tunis, does not even mention the

Berbers, as if there were no such race, although we know
the names of several Amazirgh tribes near Kerwan and
towards the island of Gerbi distinct from the Arab or Bedo-
ween tribes. [See TUNIS.]
With regard to Tripoli, the population of that state is

essentially Arab. Tully says there are tribes of African
Arabs which he distinguishes from the Asiatic Arabs. But
it appears they all speak Arabic, and it is doubtful whether
there are any Amazirgh tribes at all. The African Arabs
of Tripoli have a tradition that they came, in very remote
times, from Arabia Felix under Melek Afriki. This Sabeean

immigration is mentioned throughout all North Africa as

having come by land across the desert. These Saboeans
either mixed with the prior colonies of the Amazirghs from
Palestine or Egypt, or contributed to form the other and

very mixed race of North Africa called Moors. [See
MOORS.] But the oasis of Ghadamis south of Tripoli is

inhabited by a race not Arab ; they are called A'dem
; they

have a distinct language, which is called Ertana by the

Arabs, and they are supposed to be a tribe of Amazirgh
like those of Siwah. ( Marmol's Africa ; Edrisi's Africa ;

Leo Afric.anus, Description of Africa ; Ritter's Afrika ;

Paulus' Latin translation of an itinerary from Fas to Tafi-
lelt by Ahmed Ben el Hhassan el Metsiovi, written in 1 789 ;

Shaw's Travelt in Barbary; OttavioCastiglioni, Recherches
sur let Berberes Allantiquei habitans de la Barbarie ; Ven-
ture, Notice sur la Langue Berbers in Langles' Memoire
iur lei Oaset ; and the other writers mentioned in this

article.)

BERBICE, a district of the colony of British Guiana, was
first settled by the Dutch in the year 1626. In 1690 the

colony had made considerable progress, and the French,
who effected a landing, levied on the population a contribu-

tion of 20,000 florins. The colony was comprised in the

'barter of the Dutch West India Company ; but an ar-

r.mgement had been made in 1678, with the family of Van
Pccre of Flushing, who were in fact the founders and pro-

prietors, by which it was granted to them in perpetuity. In
17 12 a flotilla of French privateers attacked the settlement,
and exacti-d a contribution of 300,000 florins, which was

finally paid by the house of Van Hoorn and Company, who
received in return from the family of Van Peere a cession of

three-fourths of the concern. In 1 720, the proprietor*, not

having sufficient capital for the cultivation of the land, raised
a loan in shares, to be employed solely in the production of

sugar, and from this date the colony rapidly flourished. Coll'oo

was introduced from Surinam, and a fort was built at the
confluence of the Canjee with the Berbice. A negro insur-
rection in 1 763 threatened the colony with destruction

; nor
was it subdued till the arrival of a strong force from Holland.
Six years after the woods were set on fire, as it was sup-
posed, by some rebel negroes, and the conflagration extended
from the river Courantyne to the Demerara, destroying the

forests and devastating several rich plantations. In 1781
Berbice fell into the hands of the British, but was re-cap-
tured by the French in the following year. In 1 796 it again
surrendered to the British forces with the rest of the Dutch
settlements on this coast, but they were all restored to Hol-
land by the treaty of Amiens in 180-2. The limits of the

colony, which formerly extended no farther to the eastward
than the Devil's Creek, were, after the surrendering of Suri-

nam to the English, enlarged in 1799 by the addition of the

country between that creek and the river Courantyne : the

opposite boundary, separating it from Demerara, passes from
the mouth of Abary Creek in a direct line to the southward.
On the breaking out of the war in 1803 England again
took possession of Berbice, since which time it has remained
a British colony, having been finally ceded by the treaty of
Paris, August, 1814, with the condition that the Dutch
proprietors should have liberty to trade with Holland under
certain restrictions. In 1831 Demerara, Essequibo, and
Berbice, were united under one government called BRITISH
GUIANA. .

New Amsterdam, the capital of the colony, was com-
menced in 1796, the position of Old Amsterdam, which was

higher up. being found inconvenient. It stands on the east

bank of the Berbice river, immediately above the junction
of the Canjee, where it is intersected by canals, and has all

the advantages of the tides. It extends about a mile and a
half along the Berbice, and each house has an allotment of

a quarter of an acre, completely insulated by trendies, which,

being filled and emptied with the tide, prevent an accumu-
lation of filth. The government house is of brick, in the

European style, and is considered the finest building in

British Guiana.
The whole line of sea-coast, extending between fifty and

sixty miles, is low and flat. It has a shoal along it which
runs off about three miles, so that the land, which from the

patches of trees appears like islands, is scarcely visible to

vessels till they arrive in very shallow water. There are

several small creeks along the coast navigable only for boats.

Off the coast the current sets strong to the westward. A
beautiful road, sixty feet broad with parapets on each side,

runs along the shore to Demerara ;
the sea-coast has been

embanked and luxuriantly laid out in plantations.
Berbice river falls into the Atlantic fifty-seven miles to

the eastward of the Demerara in 6 24' N. lat. ; at its en-

trance it is four miles wide with low cleared land on both

sides covered with trees in clusters, which at a distance

appear like islands. In mid channel lies Crab Island, so

called from the number of land-crabs on it. Crab Island is

low and bushy, about a mile in circumference, with a spit
of sand running out to the north and south, dividing the

river into two navigable channels, of which the eastern has

seventeen to twenty feet, the western only eight to thirteen

feet water. As a harbour, however, the advantage of the

Berbice is much lessened by a sand-bar across its mouth,
over which there is only seven feet water at low tides : this

bar reaches eight miles off Crab Island to the northward,
and off the east point a spit runs off which at low water

dries five miles from the land. The entrance to the river is

protected by three strong batteries, two on the eastern side,

and the other called York Redoubt, on the western bank

opposite Crab Island. About four miles up the river is

Fort St. Andrew, a small low fortification with four bastions,
surrounded by a ditch and mounted with eighteen 12-

pounder guns. An extensive swamp lies in the rear of this

fort, which is separated from New Amsterdam by the

Canjee, so that it cannot be commanded from any adjacent

point. The confluence of the Canjee takes place about

five miles from the entrance, and after branching off to the

eastward runs a tortuous course to the southward, nearly

parallel with the Berbice, at a distance of seven to ten miles,

watering the territory between that river and the Couran-

tyne. It is navigable for the small schooners of the country

for about fifty miles, when falls and cataracts occur. It is

NO. 238. [THE PENNY CYCLOPAEDIA.] VOL. IV.-2 M
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connected with the Courantyne by a creek, and by this

route dispatches are brought from Surinam by Indians.

Tnc Ik-rbiee alia preserve* it* winding course to the

southward, and vessel* of two to three hundred tons may
go up as far as Fort Nassau, which is thirty mile* directly
inl.ind and about filly by the course of the river. In bank*
re low and covered with sugar and coffee plantations :

several small creeks branch off on each side, but are only
cces-ible to boats. Beyond Nassau the Berbice is still

ilile for small vessel* for many miles. Its source is

among the mountains which bound the colony to the south-

ward, at the distance of about sixty miles inland from the

sea-coast. It is high water at the entrance at ten minutes

after six, full and change of moon : spring tides rise eleven

feet and neap tides eight : the Hood runs to the west" ard.

Crab Island, at the entrance of the river, is in 6' 24' N. lat.,

57 1 2' W. long.
The population of the district, according to the latest re-

turn >et transmitted (1833), was as follows :

Main. Femmlei. TuUl.

Whites ... 431 139 570

Free coloured people 671 930 1,651

Slaves . . . 10,243 9,077 19,320

Total . . 11,345 10,196 21.5J1

About one-half of the white persons, and nearly the whole
of the free coloured population, resided in New Amsterdam.
The numbers of the former were males 161, females 95,

256 ; and of the latter males 527, females 779, total

130C. The number of births in the same year, throughout
the district, was 5U7, the number of marriages 75, and the

deaths 622.

There is a free-school in New Amsterdam, which was
established in 1829, with funds supplied by the govern-
ment, but it has since been supported by voluntary contri-

butions : these have so much fallen off of late, that it is

prb tMe the whole expense must soon be defrayed by the

colonial government. The system of instruction is that
km) MI as Dr. Bell's. The number of scholars in 1833 was
75, of whom 50 were boys, and 25 girls. There are eight

private schools, but the number of their scholars is not
known.
The whole district is under the ecclesiastical care of the

rector of New Amsterdam, and is in the diocese of the bishop
of Barbadoes. The living, which is in the gift of the go-
vernor of British Guiana, is of the yearly value of about 600/.

sterling. The church, which is situated in New Amster-
dam, is capable of containing 50'J persons.

Berbiee produced in 1833

Sugar .... 11,858,006 Ibs.

Rum .... 3:19,398 gals.
Molasses .... 458,007 gals.
Coffee 1,871,852 Ibs.

Cotton .... 416,731 Ibs.

in addition to the provisions required for the consumption
of the inhabitants. The number of horses in the district in
that year was 214, and of horned cattle 12,743.
The commerce of the district in 1 832 was of the following

value: Imports 86.815/., consisting principally of grain,
dried fish, and lumber, from our North American colonies,
and plantation stores from this country. Exports 332,9.Tt/.,
which consisted almost exclusively of sugar, rum, coffee,
an I cotton, and were principally brought to England. No
detailed account of a later date has yet been received. The
uumher of ships that entered in 1833 was

Veiwli. Tom.
From Great Britain . . 28 7,435

Briti-.li Colonies . 246 14,354
United States ofAmerica 1 138

,. other foreign states . 14 1,146

Total . , 289 23.073, 1573 men,
The ships that cleared outward in the game year were

VrMfU. Toot.
To Great Britain . . 29 7,465
,. Briii.h Colonies . 279 16 3<tO

United Stales ofAmerica 2 '200
other foreign states , 2 305

Total 312 24,390, 1686 men.

(Bryan Edward' Weil Indie* : Bolini:brake's Vawgt
to int Dtmerary, &c., 1807; Purdy's Colombian

vigatnr ; Arrowsmith's Chart ; Government Statittical

Tablet.)

BERCHTESGADEN. or BERCHTOI.SGADEN, a
di-tru-t in the circle of the Isar in Bavaria, lung at the
south-eastern extremity of the kingdom, and bounded on
the east by the Salzburg territories in the *

province above
the Ens,' or Upper Austria. It has an area of about
147 square miles, with a population of about 8400 souls.

Bcrehtesgadeii is as romantic and picturesque a res-ion as

any among the Alps, being encircled by lofty mountains,
such as the Untersberg in the north, and the ' Hohe Giitil

'

in the south, which rises behind the town of Berchlesga-
den. It contains numerous delightful valleys, the most con-

siderable of which lies along the course of the Ac-lien. This
river traverses the centre of the district, and Hows out of

the King's or St. Bartholomew's Lake, a piece of water

nearly eight miles in length, about one mile and two-thirds
in breadth, eighteen in circuit, and walled in by high
mountains. The district also contains the Olx-rsee, a small
lake connected with the preceding, and several smaller
lakes. The whole face of the country is covered with lonely

dwellings, standing like hermitages on hills, precipices, and
narrow plateaus, and its natural features render it an object
of great interest as well as of constant resort to the natu-

ralist, the artist, and the stranger. The climate is raw and
keen : grain does not thrive : but the inhabitants find ample
resources in its forests meadows, and gardens, no leas than
in the salt-mines, and their well-known skill in manufac-

turing articles of wood, ivory, bone, &c. Berchtesgaden
indeed resembles a scattered manufacturing town : and the

industry of the females is such, that they may frequently
be seen carrying on three occupations at the same time,

driving cattle before them, carrying burthens on their heads,
and knitting as they go along. The government salt-

works, whose shafts when lighted up have the appearance
of a fairy palace, are situated on the Salzhrrg. at Frauen-
reuth, east of the town of Berc.htessaden, and yield annually
about 7500 tons of pure salt. This district also produce!
mill-stones, lime, gypsum, and turf. The profits from the in-

dustry of its inhabitants are estimated at upwards of I4,0()0/.

sterling (150.00H gulden) per annum. The Protestant part
of the population migrated to Berlin and Brunswick in the

year 1732. Berchtesgaden, the princip.il town, lies in 17

39' N. lat., and 12 58' E. Ion?., at an elevation ofw 18 feet

above the level of the sea, and is traversed by the Alben,
or Achen, which runs into the Salzach. It has a judicial
tribunal, an office ofwoods and forests, an anticnt cathedral-
church with pointed marble towers, a Franciscan mona-
and a charitable asylum: but its most striking embellish-
ment is the '

Fiirstenstein,' a royal palace beautifully situa-

ted, in which are a library, and the principal depot for the
articles in wood, &c., which the district manufacture!!.
There are a number of stocking-looms in the town. North
of it lies

*

Schellcnherg,' a market-town on the Alben, close

to the Austrian borders, with about 1500 inhabitants. Near
this place is an antient defile, the i-jir.

-- i'mni which into
this secluded district is marked by the following inscription
carved in a precipitous mass of rock :

' Pax intrantibus et

inhabitantibus.' S mill-west of Derehlesgaden is
'

Ramsan,'
on the Klausenbaeh. a village of 800 souls, with quarries
und mill-stone works in its vicinity. [See FHAWKNRKVTH.]
BEHCHTOLD. LEOPOLD, COUNT, a native ol. Ger-

many, born in 1758. is celebrated for his philanthropic ex-

ertions, having spent thirteen yenrs in travelling throughout
Europe, and four in Asia and Africa, with a \ie\v of miti-

gating human sufferings, to which object the whole of his

life was devoted. He was the author of plans for prevent-
ing the dangers of hasty interments, for discovering tin-

true causes of sickness incident to seamen, and for curing
them. In 1 797 he published at Vienna directions for the

cure and prevention of the plague, having travelled two

years throughout Asiatic and European Turkey for the

purpose of investigating its symptoms and determining its

character. The Royal Academy of Sciences at Lisbon
ordered these directions to be translated into Arabic, French,
und Portugue-p. The count had previously made some dis-

coveries as to the application of oil in this disease
;
and in

the course of his remarks on the nature of the plague, he
Mates, that out of upwards of a million of inhabitants carried
offin Upper and I^ower E-jypt m the course of forty years, it

had not been known that cither an oilman or dealer in oil had
fallen its victim. Count Hcrchtold attempted to effect re1

in the state of European police, and wrote some pamphlets
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on the subject, which were printed and distributed by him

gratuitously in different countries. Some of his plans he
laid before the French National Assembly, and he submitted

to that body observations on the necessity of making swim-

ming and diving a branch of national education. Possessed

of an ample fortune, he offered prizes for essays on various

subjects connected with his philanthropic plans: among
others, one of a thousand florins for the best treatise on
' Benevolent Institutions ;' and not content with this, he
was also the founder of several such establishments. He
was also active in making known the advantages of vaccina-

tion. During a famine in Germany in 1 805-6, he procured
for the poor supplies of food from districts in which famine
did not prevail ;

and in the course of the revolutionary war he
converted the palace of Buchlowitz, on his estate in Moravia,
into an hospital for the sick and wounded. At this place he

died, July 26, 1 809, of a contagious nervous fever. He was
a courageous and enterprising traveller, possessed of agree-
able manners, the charm of which was heightened by the

variety and extent of his information. He had been cre-

ated a knight of the military order of St. Stephen of Tus-

cany.
The results of the experience and observations of Count

Berchtold, as a traveller, will be found in the following
work, which was dedicated to Arthur Young, and published
in London in 2 vols. 12mo. :

' An Essay to direct and ex-
tend the Inquiries of patriotic Travellers ; with further

Observations on the means of preserving the Life. Health,
and Property of the inexperienced in their Journeys by Sea
and Land

; also a series of Questions interesting to Society
and Humanity, necessary to lie proposed for solution to

men of all ranks and employments, and of all nations and

governments, composing the most serious points relative to

the objects of all Travels.'

To these volumes is appended a history of English and

foreign works, intended for the instruction and benefit of

travellers, and a catalogue of the most interesting Eu-

ropean travels which have been published in different lan-

guuo*.
BEKDYCZEFF, a considerable town in the province of

Volhynia in Western Russia, and the capital uf liie circle of

Staro-Constantynof, lies upon the Guilopiat, is the largest

place in the whole province, but though it possesses wide

streets, many spacious houses, and some open squares, is

altogether a badly built and wretched town. It contains
several churches and two fortified Carmelite monasteries, in

one of which is a miraculous image of the Holy Virgin, on
which Pope Benedict XIV. bestowed a crown of gold in

1753. The number of its inhabitants is about 10,000. and
a very considerable portion of them are Jews ; independently
of the brisk trade which they carry on, they have three fairs

in the course of the year, at one of which the sales of mer-
chandise are from 1 50.000/. to 200.000/. in value, and several

thousands of horses, chiefly brought by the Kalmucks and
Tartars, are exposed for sale. Berdyczeff is likewise one of

the principal marts for furs, which are brought from the

northern provinces of Russia, and bought in considerable

quantities by the Turkish dealers. The other articles in

which it traffics are, grain, wine, cattle, leather, honey, and
wax. 4'.) 52' N. lat, 2S 55' E. long.
BEREGH, a large county in the province

'
this side of

the Theiss,' and in the north-eastern part of Hungary, about
HI 7 square miles in area. Il lies between 4H 5' and
48 54' N. lat, and 2ii 15' and 23 [' E. long. : its north-
eastern districts are separated from Austrian Galicia by a

south-eastern arm of the Beskide branch of the Carpathian
Mountains. Beregh is divided into two distinct portions by
the highroad which leads from Unghvar through Munkacs
into the county of Marmaros, by which it is bounded on the

east and south. One of these, the northern, is covered with

ranges of mountains, many of which are crowned with

perennial snow, and some of which exceed 3600 feet in ele-

vation above the level of the sea ; the other, forming the

southern portion, is a continued level of plain or swamp
The varied character of these two regions, on which nature
has bestowed a diversity of soil which yields whatever can
be grown or raised in any other part of the kingdom, has
obtained for Beregh the designation of '

Hungary in minia
ture.' The northern parts of the county and the western
are traversed liy the Latorcza and its hundred arms ; thi

eastern by the Ilosva and Borsova, the first of which mingle;
with the Szernyc in the great Szernye swamp ;

and the
southern and south-western are watered almost along the

hole line of their borders by the Theiss. Beregh is full of
minor streams and rivulets. The great swamp of which we
'lave just spoken, called by the natives the Szernye-Mocsar,
r Gather-See, is situated in the south-eastern part of the

ounty, and extends over an area of upwards of forty-two

quare miles. In the west is a canal constructed by Count
on Schiinhorn, between the years 1816 and 18J4, for the

>urpose of draining the land inundated by the Latorcza, by
neans of which he has already recovered above 14,000
acres.

The southern districts of Beregh are much milder in

limate than the northern, and of much greater fertility. All
winds of grain are cultivated, though not to an extent ade-

|uate to the internal consumption; large quantities of oats

ind hemp are produced in the valleys ; much fruit is raised,
and of the wine, which is partially made, the best is produced
n the vicinity of Bereghzasz and Muzsaly. Both the moun-
ains and plain are studded with dense and spacious forests,

so that, of the 7i8,160 acres of soil which are productive,

nly 293,550 are under the plough ; the remainder, exclusive

jf 26,250 in meadows and pastures, and rather less in vine-

ards and gardens, is wholly occupied by forests, in which
he fir, oak, and ash are of luxuriant growth, and from
which excellent timber is obtained. Large herds of swine
and cattle are reared in these forests, and they abound in

game. In the south and west particularly, fish is plen-
iful ; and crabs of enormous size, as well as river-tortoises

of delicate flavour, are abundant.
Of mineral products the mines near Bereghzasz formerly

rielded gold ;
iron is raised near Mungats and Szeleszt ,

and in other parts of the county, lime, gypsum, porcelain-
earth of brilliant whiteness and fine quality, alum, mill

itones, the opal, jasper, and what are called Hungarian
diamonds, or crystal, are obtained. The most valuable,

lowever, of these products are the immense beds of solid

alum which lie between the Borsova and the Szernye swamp,
and between Bereghzasz and Bene. Acidulous springs
exist in various parts, such as at Ploszko, Bakova, Lubcrka,
&c.

The population of Beregh has been greatlv on the increase

of late years ; for it was but 64,223 in 1794, rose to more
than 81,000 in 1805, and is now upwards of 92,000 souls.

Df these about 53,000 are Roman Catholics and Greeks
who have conformed to the Roman Catholic persuasion, and
about 23,000 are Protestants ; the Jews exceed 4000. The
inhabitants are, by descent, principally Ruthens or Russians,
who migrated to the south simultaneously with the Magyars,
but settled in the districts in and about the Carpathians ;

the native Hungarians do not constitute one-third of the

people ; the German race are found chiefly on the domains
of the Counts von Schbnhorn, who are the proprietors of

two-thirds of the whole soil ; and the Sclavonian of Bohe-
mian extraction is met with in many parts. The chief

occupations of the people are agriculture, the rearing of

cattle, and mechanical pursuits ; but there are few quarters
in Hungary where the intellect has been less cultivated

than in this county.

Beregh contains nine market-towns, 261 villages and
hamlets, and seven preedia or independent settlements. It

is divided into four circles, viz., Munkacs, the chief town of

which bears the same name, is fortified, lies on the Latorcza,
and has about 5000 inhabitants ; Felvidek, of which Beregh
on the Szernye swamp (in 48 12' N. lat.. 22 25' E. long.)
is the largest and most populous spot; Tiszahat, including
the towns of Naming, Vari, and Bereghzasz, or 'the Saxon

Beregh
'

(in 48 II' N. lat., 22
J
3<j' E. long.), the capital of

the county, which is celebrated lor its millstones, and has a

population of about 4300 souls; and Kaszonye, of which
the principal town bears the same name, and is in a fine

corn country.
BERENGER, one of the most learned divines of the

eleventh century, was a native of Tours. He was made
treasurer of the church of St. Martin in that city, and
afterwards became archdeacon of Angers. Berenger, Lan-

frane, and Anselm, were the restorers of logic and meta-

physical studies in Europe, with the assistance of Aristotle's

works, which were about that time imported into France

from the Arabian schools of Spain. Berenger was one of

the first who employed logical reasoning in the study of the

Scriptures, which had till then been interpreted according

to tradition and the authority of the fathers. Berenger and

Lanfranc asserted the principle of harmony between faith

and reason, religion and philosophy. They were, if not the

2 M 2
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founders at least the proroulgators of the scholastic tlwolopy

whirh became so common in the whooU during the middle

KM. (See Mosheim BwfwMttM Hittori/. and Krurker

Hut'iria Cn'/i'oi Pfulttopftiir.) Berenger maintained the

doclnne of Sootus, that the bread and wine utcd in the

aenunent of the Eucharist were not transformed into the

body and blood of Christ, but preserved their natural and

ential qualities, and were only to be considered as ex-

ternal symbols of the body and blood of the Saviour.' This

had been already a subject of controversy in the Latin

church, but as yet no council had definitively decided upon

the question, i For the various opinions entertained upon
the subject in, and previous to, Berenger's time, see Mar-

tene's Voyage Lilleraire de deux Benedir-tim de la Con-

gregation de SI. Maur, torn. ii. p. 126.) Pope Leo IX.

procured the condemnation of Berenger's doctrine by the

councils of Rome and VcrceUi, 1049-50, and the book of

Scutus was also committed to the (lames. Henry I. of

France assembled a council at Paris for the same purpose,

when Berenger was again condemned and threatened with

temporal punishment. The king, as abbot of St. Martin ol

Tours, deprived him of the revenue which Berenger derived

from that church. Pope Victor II. summoned a council at

Tours in 1054, at which the monk Hildebrand, afterwards

Gregory VII., appeared
as the pope s legate. Berengcr

was induced by denunciations and threats to retract his

doctrines concerning the Eucharist and to make hi* peace

with the church. We are not, however, sufficiently ac

quainted with the proceedings of this council to know how

far and in what terms Berenger retracted. We find him

oon after again maintaining his former tenets, upon whicl

Nicholas II. summoned him to Rome in 1058, am) th

council assembled in that city in the following year drew

up a confession of faith on the subject of the Eucharist

stating
' that the bread and wine after the priest's const-era

lion were not only a sacrament hut the real
body

and blow

of Christ, and consumed as such by the faithful.' Bcrcii'_'c

signed this confession, but soon after returning to France

abjured it again publicly. Alexander II. endeavoured b<

persuasion to induce Berenger to adhere to the confessioi

of the council of Rome, but unsuccessfully. Berenger hai

powerful friends in France who supported him. At last

Hildebrand, who professed a high esteem for Berenger

having become pope under the title of Gregory VII.. sum
moned him to Rome in 1078, when another council wa

held, before which Berenger drew up a new confession o

his doctrine, in which he professed to believe that the breac

and wine after consecration became the true body and bloot

of Christ. Berenger's enemies, not thinking this declara

tion sullicienlly explicit, another council was held in 1079

and Berenger was induced to declare that bread and win

were, by the mysterious influence of the words of the Re
deemer, substantially changed into the true, proper, an

vivifying body and blood of Christ, not only in the qualitie
of external signs and sacramental representations, but it

their essential
properties

and in substantial reality.' Tiii

is the famous doctrine of transubstantiation : Berenger, i:

his confession of the year lie fore, seems to have utleste<

only his belief of the real presence. Such is the opinion o

Maliillon and of some other theologians, both Catholic an

Lutheran, concerning Berenger s doctrine. (Seo Mosheim
b. iii. part ii. ch. 3, note 23, by J)r. Murdoch.)

After the last declaration of Bercnger, Gregory VI
showed him great kindness and esteem, and allowed him t

return to France ; but Bercnger once more retracted tin

In.-, declaration pf 1079. La n franc wrote against him, B<

render replied, and the controversy was carried on accordin

to the scholastic method. Gregory VII. took no ftirthe

notice of the dispute, nor of Berenger's retractation. (See
a ii'Ke by Dr. Murdoch in his edition of Mosheim, where h

refers lo n curious treatise by Bercnger. which throws muc
lifcht i>n In- intercourse- with Gn-irory VII., and on th

onions of that pontiff on the subject of the controversy
which treatise is found in Martcno's 7%'irv Anrc<l<',t

torn. iv. p. 99.) G.x-tfory cem to have been for adhcrin
to the words of the

Scriptures, Hoc cst corpus meun
(Matt. xxu. :6). ami i "t inquiring further into the natur
of the mysterious presence.

md grieved with this long controversy
. Tur, where he spent the lai

in religious and ascetic exercises until 1088
Lalifranc'* works : Berenger's letter

in the Tfirtaurut An^cthlonun ; and Leiwing's Htrtngarii

n E R

A/r rifntis. Brunswick. 1770, in which wns published for

ic first time Berenger'n reply to Lanfrm -e De

lorport ft Sangnnif .1. ('.. winch rcplv lA^sing discovered

i the library of Wolfenbutr
BKRENl'CE (1), (niflM'i'rij. the Macedonian f rm of

.fviri)), one of the four wives of Ptolemy 1., the I under

f the dynasty of the Laeidoc in Egypt, and the mother of

tolemy II.," called Philadelphia. Berenice bad a

ffagas, by a former husband, who was afterwards king of

yrene.

Brit. Muwum. Copiwr. Wright .K* {nln,.

The head is said to be that of Berenice, the wife of th.

first Ptolemy: the inscription on the other side is King

Ptolemaeus.'
BERENICE (2), a daughter of Ptolemy PhilaoaJphu*

by Arsinoe the daughter of Lysimachus. She was the

sister of Ptolemy III.. Euergetes. and was given in war-

ri.iU'c H. c. 252 by her father to Antiochus II. king of Syria,

called Theus or God, who divorced his wife Laodice on the

occasion. After the death of Philadelphus, Anti.x liu- di-

vorced Bere.iice and took back Laodice, who poisoned her

husband and put Berenice to death together with a son horn

sdie had by Antiochus. To avenge Ins M-ter's death.

Ptolemy III., Euergetes, invaded Syria, put to death l.;i >-

dice, and overran the empire of the Seleucidoe. [See Pio-

LKMY.]
BERENl'CE (3), the wife (about B.C. 2-18) of Ptolemy

III., Euergetes ; but her parentage is doubtful. Si.

the daughter of Manas, who was king of Gyrene and half-

brother of Ptolemy Philadelphus on the mother's side. Her
mother's name was Arsinoe, who, according to Niebunr's con-

jecture, was the daughter of Lysimachus and the divorced

wife of Ptolemy Philadelphus, as stated in the second article-

on ARSINOK. But the Berenice there mentioned as tin;

adopted daughter of Magas, ought perhaps to be considered

as the real daughter of Magas by Arsinoe, either the divorced

wife of Ptolemy Philadelphus, or more probably another of

the same name. At least it is certain that Berenice, the

daughter of Magas, who married Ptolemy Euergetes. was

not the Berenice (2) who was married to Antiochiis 'I

If Berenice who married Euergetes was the daughter .f

Philadelphus and the adopted daughter of Maeas. we must

suppose, which is not unlikely, that Philadelphia had two

daughters of the same name.
This Berenice i- said to have made a vow of her hair

during her husband's wars in Asia. Conformably to the

vow, the hair was placed in the temple of Venus, from

which it was stolen, but Onion of Samos declared that il

had been taken up to the skies and placed among the seven

stars in the lion's tail. Callimachus wrote a poem on the

occasion which is now only known from the beautiful trans-

lation by Catullus De Coma Berenices. The name of

Berenice occurs in the fifth line of the Greek part of the

Rosetta inscription, now in the British Museum, with the

feminine form of her husband's appellation, Ki.rrgetis.
' thu

benefactress.' Berenice was put to death by her son Pto-

lemy IV.. Pliilopator, and his infamous mini.-tcr Si.si'nms.

B'KKKM'CE (4). otherwise called Cleopatra, the
on})

legitimate child of Ptolemy VIII. (Soter II.), reigned six

months, the last nineteen days of them in concert with her

husband Alexander II., who, accm-ding to Appiuu and

Porphyry, murdered her nineteen days after the mum. in-.

B.C. 81. It appears from Appian tiiat Sulla dete.ii.

that this Alexander, who had loni; been an exile l;oiu

Eiiypt. should return and share the sovereign piwerwith
Berenice.

Hrll. Vtiviim Gnlil. Wright 33 mint, n't quit.' perfect.
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This coin may probably belong to the Berenice the in-

scription is
'

Queen Berenice.' Mionet assigns it to Bere-

nice (3).

The portraits of Alexander II. and this Berenice appear

frequently on the great wall of sandstone which encloses

the temple of Edfu, and the portrait of Berenice is always
the same. See Rosellini, plate xxii. fig. 80, 81 ;

and xxiii.

29, which is a full-length portrait of Berenice. Figs. 80,

81, represent respectively the heads of Alexander and
Berenice, which are distinguished by the handsome fea-

tures that appear to have characterized the descendants of

the first Ptolemy. It would seem that the great sculptures
of the inclosure-wall of Edfu, which cover it on both sides,

were executed in the joint reigns of Alexander II. and
Berenice, from which fact Rosellini infers that a longer
period must be assigned to their joint reign than the nine-
teen days given by the chronologers. The Athenians
made a bronze statue of this Berenice. (Pausan. i. 9.)

BERENI'CE (j), a daughter of Ptolemy IX., Auletes,
who began to reign in Egypt B.C. 81, and sister of the cele-

brated Cleopatra. During the absence of her father at

Rome Berenice was made regent, which oflice she held from
about B.C. 58 to B.C. 55. Gabinius, about the close of B.C.

55, came to Egypt with an army and restored Auletes, who
put his daughter to death. Berenice first married Seleucus,
the pretended son of Antiochus Eusebes, a feeble man,
whom, it is said, she caused to be strangled ;

and afterwards

Archelaus, who was also put to death on the restoration of

Auletes. (See Clinton's Fasti Hellenici, and the authori-

ties there quoted.)
BERENI'CE (6), a daughter of Ilerodes Agrippa I.,

who was the son of Aristobulus, who was the son of Herod
the Great. (Acts xii. ; Matthew ii.) She "as the sister of

Herodes Agrippa II., before whom Paul preached A.D. 63

(Acts xxv. 13), and the wife of Herodes of Chalcis, who
seems to have been her uncle, and left her a young widow.
Titus, the son of Vespasian, fell in love with Berenice, who
had taken an active part at the time when Syria declared
in favour of Vespasian against Vitellius. (Tacit. Hist. ii.

2, 81.) Berenice was then a young and very handsome
woman. After the capture of Jerusalem she came to Rome
(A.D. 75), and Titus is said to have been so much attached
to her that he promised to marry her

; but on the death of
his father he sent Berenice from Rome, much against his

will and hers, when he found that the proposed match was

disagreeable to the people. (Suetonius, Titus.) Juvenal
(Sat. vi. 156) appears to allude to this Berenice and her
brother Agrippa. Racine has written a tragedy on the

subject of Titus and Berenice. (See some remarks in the

Btnraphie Universdle on the age of Berenice.)
BEHENI'CE, inCyrenaica. [SeeBENOAzi; and Strabo,

p. 836-7. Casaub.]
BERENI'CE, a port on the west side of the Red Sea, at

the bottom of a bay, which is described by Strabo (p. 770)
under the name of Acathartus (obstructed, see Strabo) :

the island Ophiodes (Snake Island) is to the south of this :

this island produced topazes. Belzoni describes the place
which he takes to be the site of Berenice as being near the

point where it was fixed by D'Anville (sec Mvmoires tur
rKgypte Ancienne, $c.), a little south of the parallel of

24 . Ptolemy gives the latitude of Berenice at 23 50', which
is also the latitude of S\ ene. Belzoni says the town measured
1600 feet from north to south, and 2000 from east to west.

A small temple built of soft calcareous and sand stone,
in tho Egyptian style, is 102 feet long and 43 wide. A
part of the wall which was uncovered by digging, was

sculptured with well-executed figures in basso-rilievo, in

the Egyptian style : hieroglyphics were also found on the
wall.

The recent survey of the Red Sea, made in the years
1830 1-2-3, by Commander R. Moresby, and Lieutenant
T. G. Carless of the East India Company's service, confirms

the description of Strabo, and the accuracy of the position
iied by D'Anville as the site of Berenice. According

to their chart, Berenice is at the bottom of a bay, the north
side of which is formed by the promontory called Ras Be-
nass, which is about 19 miles E. by S. from Berenice. A
range of high mountains runs along this part of the coast,

leaving near the bay a small narrow strip on which stand
the supposed ruins of Berenice. The emerald mountains,
which lie near the coast and N.W. of Berenice, are of great
height one of them, called Jebel Wady Lehuma, about
34 miles N.W. of Berenice, is marked in the survov as visible

at 120 miles distance; but this is probably not quite correct,
as it would give the mountain a height, in round numbers,
of 9600 feet. Two peaks which lie S. of Berenice and near
the coast, are marked respectively 4440 and 4036 feet.

There is good anchorage inside of Ras Benass, but the bot-

tom is very foul. Off Ras Benass, a few miles nearly due
S. is the small island Macour, where the variation is marked
8 4' west. The lat. of Berenice according to the recent

survey is about 23 56', very nearly that of Ptolemy ; the

long, is about 35 34' E.
This town of Berenice was built or restored by Ptolemy

Philadelphus; and a road was formed from Berenice to

Coptos on the Nile (26 N. lat.), by which the merchandise
of Arabia, India, and Ethiopia was conveyed on camels to

the Nile, and the troublesome navigation to the head of the

gulf of Suez was avoided. This route was chosen, because
water was found at certain places in greater abundance
than is common in the arid desert between the Red Sea
and the Nile. The halting places, ten in number, between
Berenice and Coptos, were of course determined by the si-

tuation of the wells (Plin. vi. 23.) : the distance from Bere-

nice to Coptos is 258 Roman miles according to Pliny, or

266 according to the Antonine Itinerary. Belzoni, from a

rough calculation, concludes that Berenice may have had a

population of about 10,000. (See Belzoni's Kesearches, fyc.,

ii. 73, &c., 8vo. ed.)

BERENI'CE, Panchrysos, 'all golden,' (Plin. vi. 29.)
is placed by D'Anville on the west coast of the Red Sea,
between 20" and 21 N. lat., near the gold mines of Jehel

Ollaki, or Allaki. /

BERENI'CE, Epi-dires, situated near the entrance of

the Red Sea, according to Pliny, on the African side, and
on a projecting piece of land. It was so called from being
near a place named Dira. (See D'Anville, Memoires, quoted
above.)

BERESINA, The, (BEREZYNA or BERESNA,) a
river in Western Russia, which has two sources, one
of which lies in the circle of Vileika, in the province of

Minsk, and the other in the circle of Oshmiana, in the pro-
vince of Vilna. Its waters (low in a OToad channel and in a

south-eastern direction, generally between low and swampy
banks edged with reeds and rushes ; it becomes navigable
in an early part of its course, and is not bordered by
any high ground except in the vicinity of Borissoff. The
Bercsina, after (lowing past Beresna or Beresino (a small

town of about 900 inhabitants in the province of Minsk), and
Bobruisk, falls into the Dnieper, after a course of about

260 miles, to the north of Reshitza and south of Horwale,
in the circle of Rogatsheff and province of Mohileff. During
this course it receives several small rivers, the most con-

siderable of which are the Plissa, the Swislocz, which runs

through Minsk, and the Ola. The Beresina has become
memorable from the disasters which befel the French army
when Napoleon, on his retreat from Moscow, effected a pas-

sage across it, about nine miles above Borissoff, on the 26th

and 27th November, 1812. The Beresina or Lepel Canal,

by uniting the Dnieper with the Diina, has established a

navigable communication between the Black Sea and the

Baltic : it is about five miles long, and unites the Diina
with the Beresina by connecting Lake Plavia, out of which
the Sergutsh Hows into the Beresina, with Lake Bereshta :

this last lake makes its way into the Essa by the channel of

the Bereshta river, and the Essa falls into Lake Beloje,
which is connected with the Diina through the river Ulla.

The whole line from the Beresina to the Ulla is about sixty-
five miles in length, has been rendered navigable at a con-

siderable expense, and is provided with several branch

canals. There is a small river also, called the Lesser Be-

resina, in the government of Mohileff.

BERESNA or BEREZNA, a small town of Little

Russia in the province of Tshernigoff, is situated on the

Desna at a distance of thirty-six versts (about twenty-four
miles) west of Tshernigoff; it contains six churches, and,
inclusive of the villages dependent upon it, has a population
of about 5500 souls. 51 26' N. lat, and 31 50' E. long.

(Vsevoloysky >

BERESOFF, an extensive circle in the province of To-

bolsk, in Siberia, traversed by the Ob, and, according to

Georgi, situated between 61" and 77 N. lat., and 54

and 78 E. long. Its western boundaries are the Carion

arm of the Icy Sea, and the most northern part of the

Ural Mountains, which separate it from the province of

Archangel ;
its southern are the circle* of Turinsk and
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Surgutah, and iU caMern thnt of Tururlmnsk ; iu northern

boundary it the l-y Sea. The larger portion of tins nu-

mciiM- district lie within the Arciir circle. It* water* arc

the Lower Oh. the C'un.m Sea, the lower line ol tho Ob.
and the gulph of T.i--i-h. together with nil their tribu-

une*. The chain of the Ural, which runs as far north us

the Carian Sea, it, to fur as it respects this cm lr, of mo-

derate elevation, forming a humid, and in many part< im-

passable barrier of rock. The woods, which terminate

at Gi N. U\t.. gradually decline into insigoiAcanoe ; from

that point they are succeeded by shrubs and hushes, which

eeata to grow at 67. The inhabitants are principally Os-

tiaks of the Ob, and Suraoyedes: the former dwell in wretched

hovels of wood or earth, i ccasionally changing their place of

residence, and existing upon the produce of their fishing

and hunting; the latter wander among tho swamps of

northern Russia, and depend on the same pursuits as the

Ostiak, but with the aid of their rein dtvrs. The least

numerous tribe in this remote region are the Voguls, a

nomadic race, who are only met with in the circles of Be-

rewitf and Turinsk, and whoso whole property is a few hunt-

ing weapons, a lance, a couple of hides, and one or two

dogs. The Russians, consisting of Cossacks, townsmen, and

labourers, reside mostly in block houses, but those within the

Arctic circle live together in groups of what are termed
1

Siruovie,' or winter-cabins, in the neighbourhood of winch

the Ostiaks frequently erect their hovels. Where soil ami

climate admit, they keep a couple of cows, some sheep, and

swine; but no bones will thrive, and instead of that va-

luable animal, dogs are used as beasts of draught for trans-

porting wood, &c. The soil, which is in general unsuited

to the growth of grain, is however so productive in the

district* between Tobolsk and Beresoff, as frequently to

yield forty grains for every grain of corn which is sown.

At Beresoff, in particular, the spring growth of vegetation

is said to be astonishingly rapid ; yet in summer, the alter-

nations of heat and cold are so excessive, that the natives

never think it safe to lay aside their furs. It is not un-

usuul for a fine clear day to be succeeded during the night

by a heavy fall of snow ;
and frosty nights generally set in

with the month of August.
Beresoff, or Beresova,

'
the town of birch-trees,' was

founded in 1593, and became tho capital of the circle in

1 771 : by the Ostiaks it was formerly called
'

Soungoutshc-
Yacha,' and by tho Voguls,

'

Khal-ouche,' or the place

of happiness, the terras boungoutsho and Khal signi-

fying 'happiness' in their respective languages. It is

built on tho steep left bank of the Sosva or Lesser

Ob, of twenty rents (about fourteen miles) in a north-

easterly direction above the junction of that stream with

the Ob. The Vogulka, another stream, coming from tho

south-west, (lows into the Sosva, about two miles to the

east of Beresoff. Brman tells us ( Voyagefrom Berlin to the

-'a, in 1828), that
'

the town, on his first walk through
it, produced that impression upon his mind which might bo

expected from the site of the remotest of human habita-

: the sky was overspread with c monotonous gloom of

clouds, and the day scarcely distinguishable from the twi-

light: it was veiled in that
" sumrut-lnim den," or semi-

darkness, which a Russian poet justly describes as produc-

ing a Ulismanic effect on the heart of every northman. as

one of those blessings, over the loss of which the poor Sa-

moyede, were he under a Neapolitan sky, would pine, as

arer the deprivation of his dearest treasure.' The !

about 200 in number, arc built with planks of immense
ire entered in general from a lofty flight of steps, and

connected by wooden walls with the 'banyi,' or baths, store-

houses. Sic., which arc of inferior height and form a court-

yard. Though there are wide intervals between them, they
are ranged in streets running towards the north and east.

On the opposite side of the Soswa or .Sosna 'pine-tree),
which is with great propriety so called from the l;air

forest of pines, that stretches along tho precipitous banks
of that stream, Brman describes

' the whole expanse to

the horizon iUclf, a* one uninterrupted plain of snow and
ire ;' nor

' was there sound or object to break the chcer-

UM gloom which pervaded the streets of Beresoff, but
columns of smoke ascending from the chimney*.' It con-

tains three churches and about 1500 inhabitants, mostly
Coasacks, and inclusive of numbers of exiles, who are

banished to this distant and inhospitable country for poli-

tical or other offences. The
people

of the town
their livelihood by tho chase and llthing : they barter furs,

skins, &c., for flour, meat, tobacco, ironware, and brandy
brought by Ihe 1 .ilent, whose craft are floated

dnwn the Irtish into the Ob. Bore.-"ff is the favourite

irt fnr lh ml Voguls, and has a very
considerable annual fair. The mi|>cn.il favouiiic. 1'rince

Mcli/il.off. died ui di-grace ill lint town in 17.fl. It il

tuated about 930 versts (62(1 mil. : ... r ih ol Tobolsk,
in 63 46' N. lat., and 65 li' K. loutr. TV- palh-aded
spot, Obsdorsk. which lies on the right bank of the. lYlui,
not f.ir from the month of the Ob, and is the most noithcrn

possession of Russia in this quarter of the globe, is a de-

pendency of Burcioff. It isdorrihud by Knnan as eoi.

ing a church of wood, some dark wooden-houses (\

loysky says five only) inhabit d by Cossacks, .

humble Ostiak cabins, or 'Vurtas,' which arc >cat:e:ed in a

picturesque manner on the hills, separated
which form the right bank ot the 1'olui. (.' llbii

vorsts (about 7'.'2 miles) to the north of Tobolsk.

BERG, formerly a duchy in the west of Germany,
bounded by the duchy (if Cleves on the north, by the carl-

; Mark and the duchy of \Ycstphalia on the east, by
the Weslcrwald, or rather the Nistcrwald (forest of the

Nister, a small river), on the south, and by the Rhine on
the west. In the year 1802 the duchy of Berg c"ii.

an area of 1134 square miles, with I

.'!).|,7IO inhabitants,

twenty-four towns, and eighty-one villages ami ha:

and its net income was about 300,Uu(l gulden, or i'.i.OUO/.

That portion of the duchy which lie.- t'^ards tin- Rhino is

level and productive, but the eastern parts of it are d
with forests and hills. It does tint yield grain, or support
cattle enough for the use of the population, which is ..

than in any other part of Germany ; but il abounds in copper,
lead, quicksilver, and particularly iron, and contains numer-
ous iron, steel, linen, cotton, woollen, and soap manufac-
tories. The yearly amount of merchandise of all kinds
which it produces is estimated at upwards of l,500,ooo/.

sterling.
After the line of the first counts of Berg had become ex-

tinct, which occurred in the year 1348, their possessions de-
volved to the then prince of Juliers (Jii licit); in 1380 they
were raised to the rank of a duchy, and forty-three years
afterwards the principality of Juliers was incorporated with
them. This line of princes becoming also extinct in 1511,
both Berg and Juliers fell to the dukes of tle\c; and

again their line failing in 1609, the elector of Branden-

burg and thu elector-palatine both laid claim to the

dukedom, which at that period comprehended likewise the
earldoms of Mark and Ravensberg. After a long scries

of wars they agreed, in 162-1, to hold the entire territory
in

joint possession ; and this stale of ilnnus subsisted
until the year 1666, when they divided it between them.

Berg was assigned to the electors-palatine, whose possession*

subsequently merging into the electorate of Bavaria, which
was created a kingdom at the beginning of thu present

century, it was ceded to France by the Bavarian crown in

the year 1806. It now Ixjcamc the chief province of tins

grand-duchy of Berg, instituted by Napoleon on the loth of

March in that year, and in conjunction with this duchy
comprised the bishoprick of Minister, the earldoms of Mark,
Lingen, Tecklenbnrg. Beut'ucim, Dortmund, and other ter-

ritories in those quarter*, extending altogether over a surface

of about 6698 square miles, and . a population of

nearly 900,000 souls. Joachim Murat. Napoleon s brother-

in-law, was constituted sovereign of this new principality,
and retained it until the year lt<08, when Napo'eon placed
him on the throne of Naples. On the 3rd of March in the

following year. Napoleon's nephew, then crown-prince of

Holland, was made grand-duUo ol Berg, with reservation of

the governing power to France until he became ol a<;e. Two
years afterwards Napoleon, however, .-tripp.-d the grand

duchy of cei tain districts amounting to 11!* I up. are miles

in area, for tho purpose of incorporating them with tho

French umpire. After a In eight years th

grand duchy was extinguished altogether, and its component
parts being transferred to Prussia, under the settlement

made by the Congress of Vienna in 181 J, the larger portion
of them was included in the- province of Diisseldorf, and
the remainder was consolidated with that of Juliers, Clevcs,
and !'

BE'RGAMO, a city of Lombard}-, and the capital of a

province of thu Imbardo-Venetian kingdom, in .1j4'i'
N. '.at., and U .-!7 1C. long., twenty-five miles N.E. of Milan,
and twenty-eight N.W. of Brescia. It is built on the brow
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of a hill, commanding an extensive view of the Milanes

plain towards the south, while on the northern side the Alp:
of Valtelina and the Grisons are seen rising one above the

other. Bergamo lies between and at a short distance from

the Brembo and the Serio, two affluents of the Adda. Th(

province of Bergamo is bounded on the east by that o

Brescia, on the north by Valtelina, on the north-west by th<

province of Como, and on the south and south-west by tha

of Milan. The greater part of the ground is very moun-
tainous, consisting chiefly of the valleys of the Brembo anc

the Serio, and the upper valley of the Oglio above its en-

trance into the Lakeoflseo. The principal productions o:

the soil are wine, oil, and fruits
;
vast plantations of mul-

berry-trees supply the silk worms, which constitute the chiel

wealth of the country. The mountains afford pasture to

numerous Hocks of sheep ;
and many canals serve for the

purpose of irrigation. Iron-mines and iron-works, and

manufactures of woollens, are also branches of industry in

this province. The population is about 330,000. The
people are hardy, laborious, and intelligent.

The town of Bergamo and its extensive suburbs contain

30,000 inhabitants. The town is surrounded by walls and

ditches, and has a castle on the summit of the hill. Among
the churches of Bergamo, the most remarkable are the ca-

thedral ; the church of Santa Maria Maggiore, which has
several good paintings, and a fine monument to the memory
of Bartolomeo Colleone, a celebrated captain of the four-

teenth century ;
the church of the monastery of St. Grata,

which is almost entirely covered with gilding and gold orna-

ments
; that of St. Alessandro, which is rich in paintings ;

and the church of St. Augustine, in which is the tomb of

Ambrogio Calepino, the lexicographer, who was a native of

Calepio, near the lake of Iseo. The Academy of Painting,
founded by Count Giacomo Carrara, has several paintings of

Titian, Tintoretto, Giorgione, Paul Veronese, and other great
masters. There are also private galleries, belonging to the

families Scotti, Rosa, Terzi, &c. Bergamo has given birth

to several painters of note, such as the elder Palma, Moroni,
Lotto, Cavagna, &s. (See Tassi, Vile del Pittori, Scultori,
ed Arehitetti Bergamanchi, 2 vols. 4 to. 1793: and Bartoli,

Pitture, Sr-n/turf, ed Architettitre delle Chifse ed altri

Lur>%hi pubblici di Bergamo, 1 774.) Bernardo Tasso, a poet
of some merit, and father of the celebrated Torquato Tasso,
and the learned Tiraboschi, the historian of Italian litera-

ture, were natives of Bergamo. One of the most remarkable

buildings of Bergamo is the Fiera, in which the annual fair is

held, in the month of August. It is a vast quadrangle,
with three gates on each side, and courts and streets within :

it contains 600 shops, in which all the various manufactures
of Lombardy, and other provinces of the Austrian empire,
are exposed for sale. During the fair of 1833, goods were
sold to the amount of between twenty-five and twenty-six
millions of livres, or above one million sterling : one-third of

the whole consisted of silk. (Bollettino Statistico di Milano.)
Bergamo is a bishop's see ; it has a public library, with

45,000 volumes ; a lyceum, and a gymnasium for public
instruction, besides the seminary for the diocese, a college
for boarders, and several private establishments for educa-
tion. The whole province had, in 1832, 487 elementary
schools for b>ys, and 4V2 for girls which were attended

during that year by 20,898 of the former, and 18,668 of the

latter, which, compared with the population, is the greatest
number of pupils among all the provinces of Lombardy.
(Serristori, Saggio Statistico delf Italia.) There is also a
house of industry, an asylum for youthful vagrants, insti-

tuted in 1815, by a private ecclesiastic, Carlo Botta, for the

purpose of reclaiming boys from bad practices and enabling
them to earn their bread ; several hospitals, dispensaries, &c.
It is observed, however, that beggars are more numerous in

Bergamo than in almost any town of North Italy.
The foundation of Bergamo, or Bergomum, is attributed

by some to the Onbii, who are said to have been a colony of

the Etruscans. The Cenomani Gauls invaded the country,
mi'l the building, or at least the restoration of Bergomum,
ii ascribed to them. Bergomum was afterwards made a
Roman municipium. On the fall of the western empire,
Berfrommu was burnt by Alaric. It was afterwards rebuilt

by the
Longpbtirds, and again destroyed about the year

900 by the Hungarians. In the tenth century Arnulph
kin<j; of Germany, and afterwards emperor, made it a

county, of which he tfave the investiture to the bishop.
It hcrame one of the towns of the Lombard league against
Frederic Barbarossa, and, by the peace of Constance,

secured its own independence. It suffered afterwards
during the factions of the Guelphs and Guibelines, and in
the thirteenth century it became subject to the dominion
of a chief called Filippo Torriani, was taken by the
Visconti of Milan at the beginning of the fourteenth
century, passed successively under the tyranny of several
native and foreign chiefs, until at last, in 1427, its citizens

gave themselves up voluntarily to the Republic of Venice,
to which Bergamo remained firmly attached till the destruc-
tion of that republic by Bonaparte in 1797. .The country
people of the province of Bergamo have a peculiar dialect,
in which the Harlequin of the Italian stage is made to ex-

press himself. This character is said to have been con-
ceived as an imitation, or rather caricature, of the manners
and language of the people of the Val Brembana, or valley
of the river Brembo, in the same manner as the Pantaloon
was the representative of the people of Venice, Policiuella
of those of Aeerra and Campania in general, &c.
BERGAMOT, the fragrant fruit of a species of CITRUS.
BERGAMOT, ESSENCE OF, an essential oil, ob-

tained both by pressure and distillation from the rind of

the bergamot, the ripe fruit of the citrus bergamium : it is

limpid, yellowish, and fluid
; that procured by pressure is

not so fluid as that yielded by distillation, but its odour is

more agreeable.
The specific gravity of essence of bergamot is 0-888, its

smell resembles that of oranges, and it is used as perfume ;

at a little below 32 Fahr. it becomes solid.

Vauquelin made a set of experiments to discover the
effects that were produced by the mixture of alcohol and
this oil, in order that the fraud which is commonly practised
of mixing them might be detected. He found that 100
measures of alcohol dissolved 50 measures of oil, but that
there were several anomalies in the proportions in which
smaller quantities of alcohol dissolved the oil. The general
results are : 1. That the oil of bergamot may contain eight
[>ercent. of alcohol, of the specific gravity 0'8I7, without its

teing perceptible when mixed with water. 2. That when
t contains a greater quantity of it, the surplus separates,

dissolving about one-third of its volume of oil. 3. That a

small quantity of water mixed with the alcohol diminishes

remarkably its action upon the oil ; since alcohol of specific

*ravity 0'880 dissolves only l-28th of its volume, while pure
alcohol dissolves almost half its volume. 4. That when we
nix alcohol with a volatile oil, a mutual exchange takes

ilace between the two fluids, the relation of which must

ary with the purity of the alcohol; this last dissolves the

oil, whilst the oil absorbs the alcohol. 5. That when we
mix alcohol of specific gravity 0'847, for example, with oil of

jergaraot, which is 0'856, the alcohol sinks to the bottom,
and the oil swims upon it : this depends upon the oil ab-

sorbing a part of the pure alcohol, and thus rendering the

remainder more dense, while it becomes itself more light.
. That there takes place a kind of decomposition of the

water and alcohol by the oil
;
from which it may be sus-

>ected that, if we were to mix a small quantity of diluted

ilcohol with a large quantity of volatile oil, the water would
>e separated, anil be precipitated alone to the lower part of

he vessel. Hence we learn that the dealers in perfumes
may introduce eight per cent, of alcohol into them without

our being able to detect the fraud by the ordinary means
;

iut it may be discovered by the assistance of the spirit hy-
Irometer, as the density will be diminished by about

l-100th part. Sulphuric aether does not act on the oil of

>ergamot like alcohol ;
it unites with it in all proportions,

nd the fluids do not afterwards separate.

BERGEN, in the kingdom of Norway, and the province
of S6ndre Bergenhuus, is situated in 6i 23' 24" N. lat., and
5 20' E. long, from Greenwich. At an early period, attracted

>y the prolific fisheries on the coast, and particularly by the

lerring-fishery, a number of fishermen were induced to

settle round a gulf of the North Sea, on a part of which
he town is now built. Its convenient situation for trade

nduced one of the antient kings of Norway, Olaf Kyrre,
o enlarge the place, and to build a regular town there in

069 or 1070.

The island, called Askoen, situated about three English
miles from the town, forms a bulwark against the sea, and en-

closes the large bay Byefjorden, which forming two branches,

called Vaagen and Puddefjorden, encircles the town. The
own is built on a promontory, and extends round that part of

he bay called Vaagen, which constitutes the real Imrbour.

On the east side of the town are two lakes, Lille and Store
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Lung*ganU Vandet, communicating with the Puddefjord.
no that the town is almost entirely surrounded by water, and

only join* tin- mainland on the north The town
U enclosed by Inch mountains, die highest ol which (Atri-

ken) i* 207:2 Rhinclandish (or about 2600 English) feet

above the let el of the sea.

The armorial liearings of the town represent an antique
castle, beneath which are seven balls, probably in allusion

to the seven surrounding mountains.

Many commercial privileges were punted, and various

useful institutions established in the town during the reign

ofOlafKyrre; he likewise adorned it with several magni-
ficent buildings, among which was Christ Church, which is

described as having been a beautiful specimen of nrchi-

tecture, and was, moreover, the fir*! Christian temple erected

in Bergen. It was pulled down in 1531. The palace (Kongs-

gaarden) was also built in liis reign, and was situati -d mi

the spot on which the fortress now stands: this fort, which

has been several times destroyed by fire, was remodelled,

and made a regular fortress in 16-16.

Olaf Kyrre being on friendly terms with England and

Scotland, favoured these nations with many commercial

privileges, and they were the first foreigners who settled in

Bergen.
During the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, for a period

of about 130 years, Bergen was a sort of residence for the

nntient kings of Norway, a circumstance which greatly con-

tributed to its prosperity. Trade was carried on partly with

Nordlandine, partly with the islands of Fa-roe, the Ork-

neys, Iceland, and Greenland. In the year 1278, the Ger-

man merchants of the Hanse Towns obtained permission to

settle in and trade with Bergrn, by whom the EnglUh and
h were gradually displaced, and at lust entirely cx-

1 in the year Ml'.'. As the policy of (his body was to

monopolize the trade of Europe, they used every means to

c-t.ibhsh themselves in a place so advantageously situated for

trade as Bergen, which was at that time the central point for

the whole trade of Norway, and offered in particular the

best opportunity for carrying on the fish trade. In attaining
this end, they availed themselves of the weakness of the

kings during political disturbances, and of the ignorance ol

the inhabitants, in those early times, as to matters of trade.

Their privileges were confirmed and extended, in 13-13, by
King Magnus Smack. From this date they acquired a

complete ascendency in the town, supplanted the inhabitants

in every branch of commerce (even that with Nordlamlene,

although this was positively interdicted them), and usurped
an almost despotic dominion over the townsmen for more
than one century and a half.

About the year 1435 the Hanscatics formed a fixed trading

establishment in Bergen, called the Hauseatic Contoir,
whose clerks, servants, &c. were under the immediate super
intendence of the Hanse Towns, acted by their directions,

frequently, in their insolence, set the laws and authorities o!

the country at defiance, caused the citizens every kind nl

molestation, an., even carried things so far as to fortify their

own quarter of the town, which, as it occupied the wholi

quay, gave them the complete command of the harbour
As an instance of their violence, may be mentioned tin

murder of the governor, Olaf NeiUcn. and Bishop Torleif,

on the 1st of September, 1455, who hud incurred their 'tis-

pleasure, and were cruelly put to death, together with sixty
oilier persons who hail taken refuge in a convent, which
was burnt at the same lime. To prevent their forming
alliance-, with the inhabitants, they were prevented by their

statutes from marrying, the consequence of which was, thai

a licentiousness I ee.mie prevalent in the town that exceedet
all bounds. In their insolent conduct towards the citizen.*

were joined by a great number of foreign mechanics
who had likewise established themselves in a separate
Quarter of the town, where they also exercised unlimitci

dominion. The oppressed citizens frequently presented their

complaints to the government, but their wrongs were not
ridre^ed until Frederick II. of Denmark, on the 25th o

Jul), litiO. issued an Act, called Odcnso Recess, which
1 o.Mie definite limits to the privileges of the llansc-

atic, and \> < amc a law, according to which the quarrels
livlwren the Ilansculir* and i hi; citizens were decided. This
a. t entire!) broke the supremacy of the Hanseatics, whir]
had prev, -c-d a severe shock from the vigorous
cutt'l .ikcnilurlT, who was appointed governor in

l.'jjfi.and became afterwards celebrated lor In-, disputes will

the UtnmoOIW,Tjrobo Brahc. From tins pciiod the usurpti

authority of the Hanscatics was at an end. Other nations.

English. French. Spani-h. fee. began to trade with Bergen,
n which the citizens them>eh.. also partook. Although
.hcllanseat icy was dissolved in IG30, 11

l.ubre, and Bremen, still continued to possess extctuivr

privileges in Bergen; but as the cit,/

;hc ti.iding houses on the quay, their power and inlln.

gradually
declined. In 1 763, when tin .une

into the hands of a citizen, the only remnant < t the influence

of foreigners, which had continued during four centuries,

entirely disappeared.
The'trade of Bergen may be divided into two branches, the

internal and the foreign trade. Of the first, that with the

northern provinces of Norway, called Nordlandene, is the

most important. These provinces receive from Bergen the

greater part both of tin - and the luxuries of life ;

and the latter in much greater quantities than might lie

imagined, the taste for luxury haunt' of lat.- considerably

niong the inhabitants of Nordlandene. In re-

turn, Bergen receives from these provinces large quantities
of fish, herriiiL's, roes tn>n), fish-oil, tallow, skills, feathers,

! which articles are brought by the Nordlandmen
tl,ein>ehes in their own vessels to Bergen. They come to

Bergen twice a year with their own yachts, tin; first lime from
the middle of May to the end of June, which period is deno-
minated the first meeting (forste stevne) ; the second meet-

ing takes place from the middle, of August to the middle of

September. At the first of these meetings from forty to fifty

yachts arrive, loaded with about 16,0(10 barrels (louder) of

fish-oil and rocs (rogn), and some fish of the summer and
autumn fishing of the preceding year. At the last meet-

ing there generally arrive seventy or eighty \achts, \\ith

two or three hundred thousand voger of li>h ta \og is about
3(5 Ibs.). If one barrel of oil is valued at li dollars*, one
barrel of roes at 3 dollars, and a vog of fish at 'Jo

their annual amount may be estimated at 350,000 d.

(about CO.OOO/. sterling).

'

The yachts are differently con-

structed from other vessels. In respect to their tum

they are equal to very large vessels ; but nolwithstui.

their long and perilous navigation, they arc all open .md
clinker built. They stow in general from 3000 to 0000

voger offish, but there are some which can stow 10,000. At
the stern they have a high and spacious cabin

;
the bow is

likewise very high, and they have no bowsprit. Between
the cabin and the bows the vessels are .very wide, but not

very high : when they are loading, a number of loti
,

are placed on both sides, against which hoards are laid in

an horizontal position. Between this fence the cargo is

stowed, which then rises from six to eight yards above the

water, although the sides of the vessel are scarce elevated

two-thirds of a yard above the surface. In order that the

cargo may not break the fence by its weight, the poles are

bound with strong ropes. At the top of the cargo thin

boards ((lager) are laid close together, which form a sort ol

deck. The tackle is extremely simple, consisting of one

very high mast, which is fastened with a few strong n>pe>.
without shrouds; to this is made fast a very large square-
s-ail, which is enlarged or diminished according to the Mate
of the weather and the cargo. All this description ol \.

may be distinguished from others by their having two lame
black squares in the upper corners of the sail, the origin ol

which is not exactly known. Each yacht has a crew of

eight, (en, or twelve, according to her size. Although the

navigation is long and dangerous for open and hea\v -laden

very Mddoni wrecked or lost : they sail only
when they have fair wind along the coast : when it is con-

trary, they take in sail and come to anchor.
It may perhaps not be uninteresting to give a short

account of the fishing in Nordlandene, in which the trade of

n originates. This fishing may he divided under two

heads, the trinler and sununur fishing, the former of which
is the more important, and is only carried on for taking the

large cod-fish, called in Norwegian A/ri (acrllus major
VUtgarit). This fish is found in immense quantities round
the islands of I.ol'.idcn <i.t>

5

3o' N. lat.) : it varies only in

number and fatness. The fatness gradually increases or
. ses during a period of about seven years: the cause

of this is unknown. In the beginning of February the fi-h

arrive in large shoals (fiskcbjerg,
'

mountains of fish ), in

layers une over the other, and several yards in thickncs*.

Tiiev are found by means of a lead, and the shoals arc so

dense, that it is with .some liillicultv that the lead is sunk
Si i Noii>r(iuii ilulliri havf brcn ciiini.-iit-il .11 ipil lo U. tlcrling.
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through them. Sometimes the fish come so near the land,

that one end of the net is fastened on shore. The principal

fishing-banks are situated from half a mile to one mile and a

liLiH' (Nordland measure) from the land, in a depth of sixty,

seventy, or eighty fathoms. At the end of March, or the

beginning of-April, the fish leave the banks and return to

the ocean : these enormous quantities approach the banks
fur the purpose of diffusing their spawn, and thus they sacri-

fice their life in order to propagate the species.
To this fishing the peasantry come from the whole of

Nordland and Finmarken in their boats and yachts ;
and

nuuiy other vessels from Bergen, Trondhjem, and the towns
in N'ordlandene, in order to buy raw fish, which they after-

'wards prepare as stockfish, and roes. From Helgoland,
and that part of the district of Salten to the south of

Foldenfjord, the fishermen always come to Lofoden in their

yachts : those from the northern and nearer districts come

only in boats. The proceeding of the former is as follows :

At the end of January they equip themselves for their

departure with victuals, 'fishing-tackle, &c., which, under
the denomination of bornskab, is divided into two equal
parts, one of which is embarked in their boats, and the other
in the yacht that accompanies them. This is done partly in

order to lighten the boats, and partly that they may not be
too much embarrassed should the one or the other be lost.

The fishermen divide themselves into what are called (baad-

laug) boat-guilds, who fish in common, and divide the pro-
duce according to certain regulations. A boat-guild consists

of two boats, each with ten oars and five men. Every twenty
or thirty of these boat-guilds have a yacht in common.

During the fishing the yacht remains at the fishery, and is

used as a sort of magazine by the fishermen. When the

fishing is ended, the livers and roes are salted down in

barrels and put on board the yachts. On the return of the

yacht to the harbour from which it is freighted, the liver is

unloaded, boiled, and converted into oil. It is then re-

shipped, together with the prepared fish that may chance to

have remained from the former year ;
after which the yacht

proceeds to Bergen. This is what is called the first meeting.
They generally arrive in Bergen by the end of May or the be-

ginning of June. The yacht on its return enters its harbour,
takes on board the empty liver-barrels, fishing implements,
&c. required for the winter fishing, and sails to Lofoden,
where the dried rund-fishis embarked and carried to Bergen.
This is the last meeting; and on returning from this voyage
their task in finished for that year. The yacht is paid for

this voyage by a share in the produce of the fishing. This is

divided for each boat-guild into eleven parts, of which every
man receives one ; the eleventh part is divided between
the owners of the yacht and the proprietors of the boats.

To the complete equipment of a boat-guild belong oars,

masts, sails, tackle, and the requisite implements for fish-

ing, either with net or with line. Each guild has six or

eight nets, of thirty fathoms in length, thirty meshes in

depth, every mesh being, when extended, six inches long,

composed of strong double hemp threads. The lines are

1000 fathoms in length, to which are attached 1200 large
tinned iron hooks, by strings of a fathom in length. Besides

this, every man must be furnished with provisions for two
or three months. The expense of each man's equipment
from Helgoland is estimated at about 4 dollars (6/. \3s. 4rf.).

The boat is either the property of the fishermen, or is hired

by them for the voyage.
The fishermen from Nordlandene commonly unite them-

selves in companies of twenty, forty, or sixty boats, and sail

along the coast of Helgoland and Salten to the islands

called Grotuen and Lo\Y>en. Here they wait for favourable

winds to pass the bay Westfjord, at the spot where it is about

forty English miles across. They are sometimes, during the

short days, detained here a considerable time, before the

weather permits them to hazard the perilous passage. A
council is held among the men, and it is decided by a

majority of votes whether the passage shall he undertaken
or not

;
but it not unfrequently happens that some daring

fellows seduce the others to make an attempt in bad weather,
and thus many lives are lost.

When the fishermen arrive at Lofoden, every boat-guild

proceeds to the spot (fishevcnr) where they intend to fish,

each having a certain place, not in consequence of any
restriction in this respect, but because they require a place
for a dwelling-house, and for erecting the frames of wood

upon which the fish is hung to dry. The house is built of

timber, from twelve to sixteen feet square ;
in the middle is

a stove, consisting of a flat stone on the floor, and a hole in
the roof by which the smoke escapes, with a small windov
giving a feeble light. This cabin is inhabited by a boat-

guildconsequently by from ten to twelve persons who
cook, sleep, and repair their nets during the fishing season.
The above-mentioned frames, called in Norwegian hjeld,
consist of wooden crosses fixed in the earth, which support
poles laid horizontally, upon which the fish, tied by the tail

in pairs, are hung to dry. This scaffold must be so high as
to prevent the fish from being taken by the fox, or damaged
by high water.

The fishing is regulated according to certain rules con-
tained in several antient laws, and of late by that of the 4th

August, 1 827. These laws prescribe the order to be observed
in the fisheries, the time for placing and removing the nets,
the preparing, salting, and drying of the fish. Several

persons, chosen from among the fishermen themselves, are

appointed to superintend the observance of them. The fish

are for the most part caught in nets, which are placed in
the evening, and removed in the morning, after a signal
given by these superintendents. There is, however, a dif-

ference of opinion whether the use of the net or the line is

the most advantageous.
The fish are prepared in two different ways for rund-fish,

or as it is commonly called, stock-fish, and also for klip-fish.
The rund-fish is prepared by opening the belly, taking out
the liver and roe, and cutting off the head

; after which ope-
ration the fish are hung in pairs upon the drying scaffold,
and exposed to the wind and weather. The livers are col

lected in barrels, and the roes are parfiy salted, and partly
used as bait. The heads are dried, taken care of, and
brought home to serve as food for cows. The hiip-jish is

cut along the hack, and the back-bone taken out, after
which it is salted down in the bottom of the vessel : three
and a half to four barrels of salt, mostly French, or half
French and half Spanish, are required for every 1000 fish.

A vessel commonly stows 20,000 salted fish, and, being
loaded, departs for the coast of Helgoland, or the northern

part of the diocese of Trondhjem, where the principal ope-
ration is performed in the following manner : The fish is

landed at a place where there are large flat mountains with
a southern aspect, upon which it is spread, and exposed to

the sun. In rainy weather it is collected in large heaps,
and covered with heavy stones to prevent its being damaged.
During this operation, which is frequently repeated accord-

ing to the weather, the fish undergoes a fermentation, which

gives it a good flavour. In fine seasons this preparation is

completed in three or four weeks. Klip-fish, on account of
the humidity of the climate, is seldom prepared at Lofoden.
In bad seasons, when there are continual rains during the

preparation, great quantities are spoiled. One hundred fish,

wages and freight included, cost five dollars, and produce
from sixteen to eighteen vogor of klip-fish.* Under the pro-
cess the fish becomes much lighter in weight ;

so that two

cargoes of salt-fish give one cargo of klip-fish. If circum-
stances are favourable, this trade gives a considerable profit,
and indeed it ought to do so, as it is attended with consider-
able risk. The klip-fish is not prepared by the fishermen

themselves, but either by the merchants settled at Lofoden
and in the neighbourhood, or for the most part by mer-
chants from Trondhjem, Christiansand, Molde, Bergen, &c.,
who send their vessels to Lofoden with provisions, brandy,
salt, and other articles to be used in barter: partly with
these articles, and partly with money, they purchase the raw
fish. It being more lucrative to prepare rund-fish than to

sell the raw fish for making klip-fish, the fishers seldom do
the latter, unless they are distressed for victuals, money, or

brandy. One hundred or one hundred and twenty raw fish

commonly sell for one dollar or less, but when prepared
as rund-fish, they produce at least from four to five voger,
which, at the rate of half a dollar per vog, give from two
to two and a half dollars.

The liver is brought home by the fishermen themselves,
and their first task after their return is to prepare oil from
it : two barrels or two barrels and a half of liver, being the

produce of from two to five hundred fish, according to their

fatness, give one barrel of oil, which is preserved in oaken

casks, and bought in Bergen.
The roes are salted in quantities proportioned to the pros-

pect of sale, and are principally exported to France, where

they are used as bait in the sardel (sardine) fishing.

A vogof-klip-fish, the largest being selected, averages from five to ix Bsh.

A VOR of rund flsh contains from twenty-live tq thirty ush.

No. 239. [THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA,! VOL. IV -2 N
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When the fishing season at Ifuden is over, the place
become* as de*oUte at it WM before animated; but when
the fi*h i* to be taken down it become* lively again. This

period, a* appointed In law. commence* on the 12th of

June, previou* to which, it is prohibited under penalty ol

flue* to remove tho fish.

In order to give an idea of the immense quantity of fish

taken here, the number of hands employed, and the amount
of capital invested in this the most important fishery of

Norway, in the districts of Lofoden and Westeraalen n)y,

we need but mention that during the winter fishing in

1827 the number of boat* was 2916. and of yacht* 1'JI,

manned with 15.324 men: 16,456,000 Cull were token,
which gave -13,060 barrel* of liver. If the fish is valued at

one half dollar per vog (containing about thirty fish), the

liver at seven dollars the barrel, and 6000 barrels of salted

roes at one dollar the barrel, the whole will amount to

430.987 dollar*, about 72.000/., which is tile value of the

produce of the fishing at Lofoden during a period of eight
week*.* Taking into account the value of the yachts, boats,

and fishing utensils, together with the yearly expenses for

their repair, a* well as the support of the fishermen during
the season, we have, on a moderate calculation, a capital of

about 919,000 dollar*, which must be considered very great
when we reflect that it is furnished by simple peasants.
The fishery of 1836 ha* been more productive than that of

five or six
preceding yean.

Although the fishing at Lofoden is productive, the net

income of each individual is not very considerable, partly in

consequence of the number of fishermen, and partly owing
to the damage which the expensive utensils suffer from
storms and other contingencies.
The income of each man from a fishing trip is estimated

at 40 voger of rund-fUh, 3 barrels of oil, and 500 raw fish,

being altogether worth about 48 dollars in money : after de-

ducting the expenses, which are reckoned at 27 dollars, he
has a net profit of 21 dollars remaining (3/. ni.v.). It may
be remarked, that the produce of the fishing depends much
on good boats and utensils, as well as on experienced
and orderly fishermen. As they are generally obliged to

bnn^ their fish to Bergen or Tronclhjem, they may chance
to lose the whole, or to have the greater part of it damaged
by bad weather.

It may appear extraordinary that the Nordlandman
should bring his produce to so distant a market as Bergen
(about 5<>o English miles), while he hag other towns much
nearer, as for instance Trondhjera, Christiansand, and Mulde.
His object, however, is not only to obtain a sale for his pro-
duce, but also a market where there is sufficient competition

among the buyers to prevent a depression in price's, and
where he can, at the cheapest rate, be provided with the
articles which he requires. Such a market he finds in

Bergen, whose credit as the principal place for the exporta-
tion of fish ia so well established abroad, that he is always
sure of a quick sale for his commodities, and is likewise,

by the confluence of merchandise of every description,
enabled to obtain what he may require, at the lowest prices.
In exchange for their fish, the Nordlandmen pnrch
H'Ti-cn, corn, meal, oaken barrel*, coffee, sugar, and different

articles of necessity or luxury.

Every Nordlandman who brings his produce to Bergen
ha* generally a certain merchant there who buys it of him,
and supplies him in return with such articles as he may re-

quire, or with ready money. Most commonly the merchant
remains hi* creditor, and has then a claim on the produce
of the following year's fishing. Thug the Nordlandmen are

continually in debt to the merchants of Bergen, though not
so much now a* formerly. In 1763, for instance, the total

amount of their debt wa* estimated at 5p,000/. That the

fcnlity of obtaining credit should incline the men to luxuries,

equally dangerous to their moral* and unfavourable i

nomy, is a very natural consequence. A singular en

prevail* in Bergen of the merchant*, in an assembly, fi\in-
the price* of the fish for each year, in order to present ihnn
from ruing too high by competition ; but as no one is com-
pelled strictly to adhere to those pricos, it ho* happened thai

they have risen more than 100 per cent, above the price
greed on. The great competition always prevents the prices
from falling too low.

Formerly, and especially during the Hanscatic cstablish-
~n*n t> (Thltntljr n mor hr In the calculation : th .-> ,

pno <f a banclut Inrii W are inlutnml by a -rnlUmiu) whabu b-n la
BM trad* thai a ban*' ..f Inert It worth two dollar! or Iru I! , i er-i.

pete. tflc4aUM .111 ut HTM wttklhal of oar Nonc.ian ,

ment, the Nordlandmen were frequently exposed to fraud

from the merchant* of Ilergfii ; but at present this is n<it

considered to be the case, and the circumstance that the

people continue to visit Bergen instead of their nearer

neighbours, seems to confirm this supposition.
The annual arrival of the yacht* from Nordland occasion*

extraordinary Ufa in the port and on the quay* ; the harbour

i* almost blocked up with vessels: frequently the whole n._-ht

is employed in transporting, packing, and prepn.
SO that till* season may be considered as a

Tho trade of Bergen with the other pa.

by no means so important as that with Nordland. I

the interior of the country Bergen i. n -manufac-

tures, gloss, tiles, &c. : from the towns in the diocese of

Trondbjcm, some copper, with millstones and grindstones.
Of foreign trade that with the Baltic is \er\ considerable.

Bergen exports thither large quantities of herrings and
oilier fish, and skins : receiving in return hemp, glue, hops,
canvas, linen, Sic. The trade with Denmark is extctii\e,
but is for the most part carried on in Danish vessels, which

bring corn, pork, and other provisions. From Hamburgh,
Bergen is inundated with merceries, cloth, cotton goods, and
colonial articles of every description, which far exceed the

value of Norwegian produce exported to Hamburgh. The
trade with Holland is not inconsiderable: the Dutch im-

port dyes, drugs, linseed-oil, cheese, paper, and files, the

value of which greatly exceeds the amount of the articles

which they take in return, among which, the moss used fur

dyeing hag of late years become one of the most important.
With England tho trade is less considerable than formerly
coals, clolh, and manufactured goods are received in ex-

change for fish, lobsters, tallow, and skirns. Sweden sup-

plies Bergen in her own vessels with iron, nails, vitriol,

alum, and staves, taking in return li.-h, particularly what is

called the spring-herring. From France, Berpen imports
large quantities of salt, wines, brandy, colonial article

and sends thither large quantities of fish, oils, salted roe*

for the sardine fishing, and planks: this trade U <

on chiefly in native vessels. Bergen has considerable trade

in the Mediterranean : the imports consist of salt, sweet-oil,

wines, and fruits; the exports of large quantities of dry ti-li

and klip-fish, of which there is a very considerable

sumption in the Catholic countries during the fasts.

Bergen has scarcely any commerce at all with places out
of Europe, except that from time to time a vessel sails to

the West Indies.

In the year 1829 Bergen's export of fish, lobsters, k. .,

was as follows :

Dry and smoked fish 68,905 skibpunds (a skibpund is about
3-iO Ibs. English).

Klip-fish . . 23,269 skibpundg
Salt-fish & herrings 188/278 barrels

Sajted roes . . 13,928
Train-oil , . , 16,818
Lobsters .... 250,582 pieces.

In 1 828, the exports of these goods amounted (o about
20 per cent. more.
The most considerable article of import is corn, of which

there was imported, in 1829, 176,137 barrels, besides
barrels of peas : in 1828, 181,753 barrels of corn, and 2547
barrels of pea* were imported. The other articles im-

ported in 1828 were 126,7^1 barrels of salt, 35 I, OHO Ibs.

. 145,000 Ibs. coffee, 4172lbs. tea. 2-1 5,000 Ibs. tob

938,000 quarts wine, 2,939,000 staves Tor barrels, and
1,656,000 "hoops, to which must be added a large quantity
of manufactured goods.

In I*'.".) Hertren possessed 205 vessels, with a tonnage of
5475 C'liinmerce Lasts, and about 700 seamen.

In the .same year, 622 vessels, with a tonnage of 22,2-19

Commerce Lasts, were cleared inwards at the custom-house,
of which 237 were Norwegian, with 7756 Commerce I

the remainder were for -. About the same num-
ber, and in the same proportion, cleared outward*.

Bergen has been several times visited by threat calnmi-
n the years l:M8and 1.150 the black pestilence, which

was broimht thither by an English vessel, carried off the

greater part of the population. At other different dates,
in the years 1618, 1629, and 1637, the plague destroyed
about .lOdO of the inhabitants each time. It ha

'ni' by fire, of whfch the most dcstruclive was
th.it happened on the 19th of May, 1702, whereby

arly the whole town was reduced to ashes.
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At present there are about 2500 dwelling-houses in the
town

;
the population was, in the year 1825, calculated to

amount to about 20,000.
The town is the residence of the high sheriff (stiftsamt-

mand) and the bishop of the diooese. Here is likewise the
seat of a tribunal of second instance (stifts over ret). There
are five churches in the town, of which the cathedral is the
most considerable. It has likewise one Latin school, one

burgher school, and sundry others for the poorer classes : one
of the latter has adopted the Lancasterian method. It pos-
sesses likewise five public libraries, one drawing school, one
national museum, three hospitals, six establishments for the

poor, one house of correction, and anothei prison for greater
criminals.

Here is also one of the three public treasuries of the

kingdom, a division of the national bank with three direc-

tors, and a savings' bank.

Bergen possesses several tobacco manufactories, seven-
teen distilleries, and three rope-yards; but other manufac-
tories that formerly existed have been abandoned.
The harbour is pood and commodious, but the entrance,

Bergen's Leed, which is about 108 English miles in length,
is inconvenient, especially in the winter. The entrance is

divided into two branches, of which that through Karmsund
is the most frequented. The vessels in the harbour suffer

from worms.
To the fortifications of the town belong the before-men-

tioned fortress of Bcrgcnhuus, with about thirty guns, but
it is considered of no great military importance: two

forts, called Sverresborg and Fredriksberg, and several

batteries, mounting altogether 103 guns. The garrison con-
sists of about 300 men

;
the chief of the brigade of Ber-

genlmus is the governor. A squadron of the navy is sta-

tioned here.

The annual taxes paid by the town to the public treasury
amount to 21,000 dollars, but the communal expenses are

almost double that sum.
The situation, viewed from the sea, is strikingly pic-

turesque: the.' town extends itself in the form of an amphi-
theatre round the harbour, which is constantly animated
with boats and \v-vls.

Since thy last fires, some care has been taken in embel-

lishing the town and enlarging the streets ; the market-

place is a handsome square, planted with trees, and sur-

rounded with fine buildings.

Bergen, being the most considerable commercial town in

Norway, is consequently the richest. Several mercantile
houses are supposed to have

lar^e
fortunes. The inha-

bitants are in general laborious and industrious, their atten-

tion being particularly directed to their trading pursuits.

IJ.-rgen has nevertheless produced several artists and men of

learning; among whom may be mentioned Ludvig Holberg,
born in 1684, died in Denmark in 1754, celebrated for his

satirical plays and historical works
;
and the landscape painter

Dahl, at present professor in Dresden, born 1788.

The climate is in general humid and rainy, but not un-

wholesome ; the winter is seldom so severe as to freeze the

harbour. Much attention is paid to orchards in Bergen and
the surrounding districts, and there is a greater abundance
of fruit here than in any other part of Norway. (Commu-
nication from Norway.)
BERGENHUUS, THE DIOCESE OF, comprehends

the western part of Norway : it contains 730 German geo-

graphical square miles, or about 15,600 English square
miles, comprising the mainland and islands along the coast,

of which some are inhabited, others not, with a population
of about 200,000. It is bounded on the north by Trondhjem,
on the east by Christiania, on the south by Christiansand,

and on the west by the ocean. The mainland is almost

everywhere intersected by deep gulfs, confined between high
mountains, on which there is in general little wood, but

good pasturage. The habitations are situated in the val-

leys between the mountains, or on their sides, and some-

times near their summits. Along the gulfs and valleys
there is, in many places, flat ground and good corn-fields.

In general, agriculture is very backward, and although
some progress has been made in recent times by the peasants

adopting a better system, yet there is only one parish,

Hafsloe, which U not annually necessitated to buy corn.

Copper and iron ores are found in many places, but their

situation and the want of wood prevent, in home measure,
their being made use of. Marble is found in several places.

The principal
branches of industry are, fishing on the coast,

especially that of herrings ; and breeding cattle on the banks
of the gulfs. The largest gulfs are Hardangerfj6rd, or
Bommelfjord, 18 geographical miles, or 83 English miles,
in length, Korsfjord and Gjeltefjord, the entrance to the
city of Bergen, and Sognefjord, 16 miles in length. The
principal river, called Leerdals Elv, has its source in the
mountains of Fille Fjeld, and empties itself into a branch
of the Sognefjord. The diocese comprehends the following
provinces (in Norwegian called Amt) : S6ndre (Southern)
Bergenhuus, Nordre (Northern) Bergenhuus, and a part of
the province of Romsdal called Sondmoer. As to the civil

administration, it is divided into five districts (Fogderier)
containing 165 parishes. The only barony in Norway,
Rosendalil, is situated in this diocese. There is no other

city than Bergen. (Communication from Norway.)
BERGEN-OP-ZOOM, a town and strong fortress in

North or Dutch Brabant, on the little river Zoom, and near
the right bank of the eastern branch of the Schelde. It is

situated partly on a rising ground, and surrounded in great
measure by marshes and sands, which are overflowed at high-
water, and add to the strength of its defences. It formed
once part of the barony of Breda, but was created into a se-

parate rnarquisate by Charles V. It was one of the strong
holds of the states-general of the united provinces, in their
war against the Spaniards. The Prince of Parma besieged
it in vain in 1588, and the Marquis of Spinola likewise
failed before it in 16'>2, after sustaining great loss. After-
wards, the famous engineer Coehorn increased its fortifica-

tions, and it acquired the reputation ^f an impregnable
fortress. However, in 1747, the French, commanded by
the Count of Lowendal, took it by storm, and a hor-
rible massacre ensued, in which 3000 of the garrison and

many of the citizens were butchered. It was restored to

Holland at the peace. When the French republicans,
under General Pichegru, invaded Holland in 1795, Bergen-
op-Zoom surrendered to them. The English general.
Sir Thomas Graham, attempted to carry it by surprise in

the night of the 6th March, 1814, but was repulsed with

great loss. It was restored to Holland by the treaty of

peace in the following May.
The town is well built, and has a fine market-place and

other squares. Its population is about 6000, who chiefly

gain their subsistence from the garrison, and formerly at

K-;is(, from a small transit trade in tiles and pottery between
Holland and Antwerp. Besides the fortifications round the

town, there are several outer forts connected with it, such
as forts Mooermont, Pinsen, Roowers, &c. It is seventeen
miles N. by W. of Antwerp, and twenty-one miles W. by S.

of Breda. (Balbi and Roquette, Essai Geographique et

Statisliqrte du Royaume des Pays-Has; Kampen, Besch-

rijmng, &c.)
BERGBRAC, a town in France, in the department of

Dordogne, and on the river which gives name to the de-

partment. It is 322 miles S.S.W. of Paris : 44 51' north

lat., 28' E. long, from Greenwich.
The situation of this town, at one of the most convenient

passages over the Dordogne, rendered it in the middle ages
a military post of some consequence. It was fortified in

the 14th century by the English, but was taken from them
in 1371 by Louis, duke of Anjou, brother of Charles V.,

king of France. In the religious wars of the 1 6th century,
the inhabitants of Bergerac embraced the party of the Cal-

vinists ;
and Jean de Barri, Sieur de la Renaudie, one of

the natives of this town, engaged in the celebrated con-

spiracy of Amboise, and was indeed the leader of that disas-

trous undertaking, in which he fell. Bergerac was after-

wards taken and retaken several times. Louis XIII.,

having rendered himself master of it in 1621, demolished

the fortifications, which have never been restored. Not-

withstanding these disasters the town and neighbourhood
continued to be so populous, and the reformed party so

strong, that when the edict of Nantes was revoked, it is

said there were forty thousand Calvinists within a circuit of

six leagues (1C or 17 miles) round Bergerac.
The town is situated in a fertile plain, which produces

wine, chestnuts, grain, hemp, and wood, and pasturage for

cattle. The manufactures of the town are chiefly of iron

goods (the iron being forged in the neighbourhood), cannon

and small arms, copper utensils, earthenware, paper,

leather, hosiery, and hats. The paper mills are some dis-

tance out of the town. The agricultural produce of the

neighbourhood furnishes also articles of commerce; the

Wine of the district was gome years ago exported partly to
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Holland. The Dwdogne being navigable enables the in-

habitant! to keep up constant communication with the

towns of Libotirne and Bordeaux. Population in

5966 for the town, or 8557 for the whole commune. Bcr-

frerac i< the seat of a tub-prefect, and has a tribunal de

premiere inittinrf, or subordinate court of justice, and a

tribunal de commerce, or court of reference for mercantile

dispute*.
The arrondissemcnt of Bergcrar comprehends 926 square

miles, or 592.640 acres, and had in 1832 a population of

116,897. It is subdivided into thirteen cantons and into

167 communes.
This town was the birthplace of the MartVhal de Biron,

an eminent soldier in the war of the league, and one of the

chief supporters of Henry IV.; also of his son the Due de

Biron, who was beheaded for treason in the reign of that

prince. (Dictionmtire ISnivertel de la France; Malte-

Brun.)
BERGHEM or BERCHEM, NICHOLAS, whose fa-

mily name was Van Haerlem, was born at Hnerlem in

162'-!. He received his first instructions from his father, a

painter of still life, of no remarkable talent. Afterwards he

became the pupil successively of Van Goyen, Mojaart, Jan

Wils, and Weeninx. During his early practice he frequently

Cted
sea-ports and shipping, and his works of that period

a strong resemblance to those of the last mentioned

master ;
but subsequently he devoted himself almost exclu-

sively to landscape. The works of Berchcm have not the

high ideal character which distinguishes those of Claude and

Gupar Poussin : they evince, however, great liveliness of

fancy, a judicious taste in selection, and a mastery in pen-

cilling which has not often been equalled. His landscapes
are usually enriched with architectural ruins and picturesque

groups of figures and cattle ; and these compositions, al-

though evidently made up of materials selected at different

times and from various sources, are so happily arranged
and have such an air of truth, that it is difficult t believe

that they were not copied directly from nature. Berchem
had an executive power which never missed its aim ; his

touch is cqua41y free and discriminating, whether expressiii!;

the breadth and richness of masses of foliage, the
lightness

and buoyancy of clouds, the solidity of rocks and buildings,
or the transparency of water; and his distances are gra-
duated, both in relation to lines and tints, with admirable

truth of perspective. In his style of colouring he aimed

rather at a subdued harmony than at sparkling vivacity ;

and he frequently gave great grandeur to his effects by
broad masses of shadow, whose negative quality he per-

fectly understood and expressed. Ho painted with extra-

ordinary dispatch, but his works betray no traces of negli-

gence ; his finishing stops at the exact point which unites

accuracy with freedom.
AY h ile HiTL'hem's reputation was at its height he was

commissioned by the burgomaster of Dort, Vanderhulk, to

paint a picture in competition with his distinguished contem-

porary, Jan Bath. The price stipulated for each picture
was 800 guilders, and a considerable sum, in addition, was
to be awarded to the successful competitor. Bcrghem
painted a magnificent range of mountain scenery, with

appropriate figures and numerous cattle. Jan Both selected

nn Italian landscape, filled with classical imagery, and

glowing with the brilliancy of atmosphere peculiar to that

.-Country. The pictures were finished and placed in juxta-

position, and the burgomaster, having attentively examined
them, declared that he found both performances so ad-

mirable, and their respective merits so equal, that it wa.s

impossible to decide between them. He then generously

presented
each artist with a sum equal to that which had

been promised as a premium for the superior performance.
Berghem was indefatigable in the practice of his art, usually
painting, even during the rummer months, from sunrise

tillsunet: yet such was his reputation that he found it

difficult, even by this unwearied diligence, to satisfy the

demand for his pictures. Descamps, in his lives of the
Flemish painters, gives a long list of Berghem's pictures ;

there is a prodigious number of them in Holland, and they
are frequent in English collections. Some fine specimens
are in his Majesty's collection and at Dulwich College.
Many of his works have been finely engraved by Vi-s-in-1-.

Bcrifhem own etchings and drawings were exceedingly
beautiful and are eagerly sought after. A descriptive

logue of them was published by Henry de \\ inter at Am-
sterdam in 1767. Tliu following is a list of the principal

etchings : Six plates of cows, in the title print, a milk-

maid, marked rU-rgbem, fecit; six of sheep, in the title

print, a woman on a stone; six goats, in the title print, a

man sitting with a dog : eight of sheep and goats, in the

title print, a man ; five larger plates, upright, one dated

all market! Berghem, fee. ; four smaller plati-* of

different animals, lengthways, marked N. B. : MX cf the

heads of sheep, goats, &.c., scarce.

Single prints etched by Bergbem : A cow drinking,

Berghcm, Ice . 1680; a cow watering, Bcrghem. inv. i >.

fine and scarce ; a landscape, with two cows 1> ing an.,

standing by, Berghem, fee.; a landscape, with .

men riding on an ass, N. Berghein, fee. ;
a landscape, with

a woman bathing her feet in a brook, and a man behind

leaning on a stick, with animals and figures, a ruin in the

distance; a boy riding on an ass, speaking to another boy
who is playing on the bagpipes, called the bagpiper

: land-

scape, a man playing the llute, and a woman sitting ;
land-

scape, a man standing and a woman suckling an infant,

very fine and scarce.

Berghem made a large collection of prints and draw

chiefly by the Italian masters, which, after his death, . is

sold for a considerable sum. He died in 1683, aged fifty-

nine. (Descamps; Bryan.)
BERGMAN, TORBERN OLOF, a distinguished che-

mist, was born on the 9th of March, 1735, at Cathu-

rinberg in West Gothland, of which district his father,

Berthold Bergman, was receiver of the revenues. After

acquiring at school some knowledge of languages, botany,

and natural philosophy, he was sent at seventeen years of

age to the university of Upsala, and was intended by his

father for the church or the bar. He soon, however, mani-

fested his dislike for both these professions, and after some

opposition he was permitted to pursue the studies for which

he had a decided preference, and he eventually devoted his

time to mathematics, physics, and natural history.

He paid very considerable attention to botany, and espe

ci.illy to grasses and mosses ;
he studied entomology with

success, and having collected several insects previously un-

known in Sweden, and some even quite new, he sent speci-

mens of them to Linnasus at Upsala, who was much grati-
fied with the present. The first paper which he wrote, and
which was printed in the Memoirs of the academy of Stock

holm for 1 756, contained a discovery of considerable im

portance, inasmuch as Linnaeus, who did not at first credit

the accuracy of his statements, afterwards mentioned them
in the most flattering terms. In some ponds not far from

Upsala a substance was observed, to which the name of

coccus aquaticus was given, but its nature was unknown ;

Linnteus conjectured that it might be the ovarium of some
insect. Bergman ascertained that it was the ovum of a

species of leech, and that it contained from ten to twelve

young animals.

Although mathematics and natural history occupied the

greater part of his time, he continued to prosecute the study
of natural history as an amusement. In 1758 he took his

master's degree, taking astronomical interpolation for the

subject of his thesis ; and soon after he was appointed

magister doctnt in the university of Upsala, and while in

this situation he wrote several ingenious papers, for ex-

ample, on the aurora borealis, the rainbow, twilight, &c.
In 1761 he was appointed adjunct in mathematics and phy-
sics, and his name is among the astronomers who observed
the first transit of Venus over the sun in 1761, whose re-

sults deserve the greatest confidence . he also made some

important observations on the electricity of the tourmaline.
In 1767 Wallerius resigned the professorship of chemistry

in the university of Upsala, and strenuously exerted him-
self to place a pupil or relation of his own in the chair

which he had quitted. Although it does not appear to ha\o
been previously known that Bergman had much attended

to chemical science, yet he immediately offered himself as

a candidate, and to prove his fitness for the place, he pub-
lished two dissertations on the manufacture of alum ; and

notwithstanding the opposition of the ex-professor, Berg-
man succeeded him.

After his appointment he was assiduously occupied with
the duties of his office, and he frequently published disser-

tations on important branches of chemistry. In 1771 Berg-
man married a widow lady, Margaretta Catharina Trast,
daughter of a clergyman in the neighbourhood of Upsala.
H<> had two sons by her, both of whom died when in:

Urn lady survived her husband, and on condition of giving
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up the library and apparatus which he had possessed to the

Royal Society of Upsala, she received an annuity of 200

rix'dollars from the king of Sweden, In 1776 Frederick of

Prussia endeavoured to prevail upon him to become a mem-
Iwr of the Berlin Academy of Sciences and to settle at

Berlin. The offer was highly advantageous, but though his

health had suffered from close application and it seemed

probable that the milder climate of Prussia might restore

it, the king of Sweden, who had been his benefactor, was

unwilling to part with him ;
on this occasion he was knighted

and received a pension of 150 rix-dollars.

The health of Bergman appears always to have been

delicate, and it was permanently injured by his intense ap-

plication to study when he first went to Upsala; in summer
he occasionally repaired to the waters of Medevi, a mineral

spring which is celebrated in Sweden, and there, on the 8th
of July, 1784, he died.

It is impossible to give an account of all the writings
of Bergman, for they amount to 1 06 ; they have been col-

lected into six octavo volumes, entitled Opuscula Torberni

Bergman Pfiysica et Chemtca, excepting a few of the less

important.
The first chemical memoir whu4i he published was ' On

the Aerial Acid,' and printed in 1774; he shows that this

gaseous body, now called carbonic acid, possesses acid pro-

perries, and is capable of combining with bases and forming
salts with them. It is to he observed that he makes no
mention of the previous labours of Dr. Black on this sub-

ject. In 1778 appeared his paper 'On the Analysis of

Mineral Waters.' In this memoir he adverts to many cir-

cumstances connected with their general character and
sources, and points out the principal re-agents and preci-

pitvints used in their examination; the results of his ana-

lysis were not accurate, but they were better than those

which had previously appeared. His paper on alum has

already been mentioned
,
and although he was well ac-

quainted with the process of manufacturing it in Sweden,
he was unacquainted with the true nature of the salt. In
his dissertation on emetic tartar he gives a full historical

detail of the modes of preparing it, and its uses ; but being
unacquainted with the nature of the different oxides of

antimony, his ideas as to the antimonial preparations best

fitted to form it are not accurate. His memoir on the
forms of crystals contains the germ of the theory of crys-
tallization afterwards developed by Haiiy ; he made a
considerable number of experiments on silver, and his

analyses of the precious stones, though far from accurate,
were among the first attempts to ascertain the composition
of these bodies.

In 1775 Bergman published his important 'Essay on
Elective Attractions ;' it was improved and augmented in

the third volume of his Opuscula, published 1783, and was
translated into English by Dr. Beddoes. In this treatise

Bergman considers every substance as possessed of a pecu-
liar attractive force for every other substance with which it

unites, a force capable of being represented numerically:
he also considered decomposition as complete; that is,

whenever a third body c, is added to a compound a b, for

one of the constituents of which it has a stronger attraction

than that which exists between the two, the compound body
will be decomposed, and the whole of one of its elements
transferred to the body added. Thus, suppose the attrac-

tion of a for 6 to be represented by 1 , and of a for c by 2,

then the addition of c to a b will produce the compound a c,

and b will be separated : thus, when lime-water is added to

muriate of magnesia, the magnesia is precipitated and a

so'.ution of muriate of lime is obtained
;
and hence when

muriatic acid is poured upon a mixture of lime and mag-
nesia, it dissolves the lime and leaves the magnesia. From
these and numerous similar facts Bergman called this kind
of attraction or affinity elective. This work contains a vast

number of experiments : and though the accuracy of his

researches and opinions have been called in question, and
in many cases upon good ground, the work will long remain
a monument of his sagacity and industry.

BERGUES, a town in' France in the Department of

Nord, 182 miles N. of Paris, through Peronne, Cambray,
and Lille; or 160 through Amiens, St. Pol, and Haze-
brouck. It is about five miles S.E. of Dunkerque : 50" 58'

N. lat., 2 24' E. long, from Greenwich.
This town is sometimes called Bergufi, or Berg St.

Winox, and is said to have risen gradually round a rich and
celebrated Benedictine abbey, founded at the foot of a hill

called Groenberg or the Green Mountain, and which existed
up to the Revolution. The older topographers speak of

Bergues as ill built, with irregular streets and three miser-
able places or squares; but M. Malte-Brun says its houses
are all built of brick and are regular. It is surrounded bv
an old wall, with round towers placed at intervals, and has
been further strengthened by several works constructed by
Vauban, so that it still holds rank among fortified places ;

and in the year 1793 was besieged in vain by the joint
forces of the English, Hessians, and others. When the

siege was raised in consequence of the defeat of the allies

at Hondtschoote, the besiegers left above fifty pieces of
cannon behind them. The principal church is that of
the former abbey of St. Winox, which abbey formed, as
mentioned above, the nucleus of the town. The present
church is, however, a modern edifice, for the old church

having been ruined in the previous wars was rebuilt during
the last century. Before the Revolution there were two

parish churches, that of St. Winox being one of them.
The Jesuits had a college here, one of the handsomest in

French Flanders. There is a high school at the present
time. The little river Colme passes through one quarter of
the town, which is traversed by many canals. There are
communications by canals with Furnes in Belgium, and
from thence with many other Belgic towns

; with the canal
of the Aa, and by tliat with St. Omer on one hand, and
Gravelines on the other ; and with the sea at Dunkerque.
This last mentioned canal is capable of receiving vessels of

300 tons burden.
The manufactures of the town are of cloth, linen, calico,

and soap ; and it serves to supply the population of the

neighbouring towns with all the necessaries of life, butchers'

meat, corn, butter, cheese, beer, wine, spices, sugar, leather,
&o. Its corn market is very considerable. The population
in 1832 was 5962.

The neighbourhood was formerly very marshy. There
were two considerable marshes called Moeres (meres) ; and
the low situation of the town, however it might increase its

strength as a fortress, by affording the power of inundating
part of the environs, by no means contributed to the health

of the inhabitants. By proper draining of the marshes the
district has now been rendered more salubrious, and fertile

fields and comfortable dwellings have been substituted for

a watery waste.

So important has Bergues been regarded as a military
station, and so fiercely has the possession of it been con-

tested, than in ten centuries it was eight times taken and
retaken, seven times plundered, and three times besieged in

vain. (Malte-Brun ; Expilly, Dictionnaire des Gaules, $c.;
Dictinnnatre Universal de la France.)

BE'RIS, a genus of dipterous insects, of the family

Xylophagidce. The species of this genus are small metallic-

coloured Hies, which frequent the leaves of plants. Their
larva! feed on putrescent wood. The generic characters are

as follows : Body narrow ; palpi minute, the third joint
thickened a little at the extremity ; the two first joints of

the antennro equal, third elongate subulate ; eyes pu-
bescent; the scutellum with four, six, or eight points;
abdomen with seven distinct segments ; the first joint of

the posterior tarsi incrassate in the male ; the wings have
four posterior cells, and sometimes the indication of a fifth.

The ova of one of the species of this genus (beris clavipes)
are said to be ejected from the ovipositor in the form of a
little chain, about an inch long, consisting of a single
series of oval eggs, which are glued to each other in an

oblique position. Most probably the eggs of the other

species are ejected in the same manner.

BERKELEY, a parish in the hundred of Berkeley, in

the county of Gloucester, 16 miles from Gloucester, 113
from London, is divided into the borough of Berkeley, the

tithings of Alkington, Breadstone, Ham, Hamfallow, Hin-
ton, and the chapelry of Stone. This place, according to

Domesday survey, must have been of great extent, popula-
tion, and opulence, the town itself being a royal demesne
and free borough held of the crown

; and in that survey this

town is one of the only two places in the county of Glou-
cester which are stated as having a market, Tewkesbury
being the other. Here, also, in former times, was a wealthy
nunnery, which owed its dissolution to Earl Godwin. The
town, which consists of four streets diverging from the

market-place, is situated on a small river called the Avon,
which empties itself into the Severn, a mile and a half from

the town.
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In 1<:U the inhabitant* of the town were 901. ind of the

parish 3699: the latu-r contain* M.G80 acres. The principal
trade of tin- t m 11 n in c,..i|,. winch arc imported from tho

Forest of Dean in small vessels, which at sprmjMidfl can

come up to ttM town : but th i diminution

til" the cloth manufacture >:.
' con-

idcrably declined. The surrni: almost

entirely of rich meadow-lamls. and the vale of Berkeley has

long been de*ervedlv celebrated i lent cheese. The
west title of the pari-h i- bounded by ll I,

which has

hero a width varying t'rnin two miles to throe quarter- of a

mile. Tbepamh church, dedicated tuSt. Mary, is a very Inrgo
and handsome structure, in the i>ointed stylo. The west

window is large, and very beautiful. Near the pulpit nrc two

recumbent figures, which represent Thomas Lord Berkeley
mid M.iriMret his wife. The former is the original of t lie

character of that name In Shnkspearc's play of Richard the

Second. A simple tablet in the chancel marks the burial

place of Jenner, the discoverer of vaccination, who was a

native of this place. Adjoining the chancel is the mau-
soleum of the Berkeley family, in which are several very
curious monuments. In the church is sculptured a large

toad, with the heads of two children under it, the tradi-

tion relating to which is that the toad devoured two of the

children of one of the lords of Berkeley. The tower.

it square and modern, ha* six bells, and is situated at a con-

siderable distance from the church. Tho living is a vicar-

age, of which Lord Segrave is the patron. The great tithes

of the parish belong to the dean and chapter of 1'

There is a chapel of ease at Stone, three miles distant from
the church: and of four chapels belonging to dissenters two
are in the town and two in the tithings. Sunday schools

are taught at the church and at the dissenting chapels ;

and there is an endowed school for the education of 3i boys
and girls in reading, writing, and arithmetic.

The fairs are on the 1 1th of May and the 1 st of December.

Tuesday is the market-day ;
and there are markets for cattle

on the first Tuesday in April, and the first Tuesday in No-
vember. A new market-house was erected in 1S 4

J5, the
town-hall over which is now used as a chapel by dissenters

of the sect of Independents.
Two miles and a half from the town, at Sharpnesse Point

(a long, low, projecting rock on the eastern bank of the

Severn), is the entrance into the Gloucester and Berkeley
canal. This canal is 18 feet deep, and GO leet in widtli,

and is navigable for vessels of 600 tons burden. This
canal, after traversing a distance of 16 miles (part of its

course being only divided from the Setem by the canal-

bank), terminates at Gloucester, where there is a com-
modious basin, bonded yards, and ample warehouses. The
money for excavating the canal was raised in shares, but
that not being sufficient to complete the work, a loan wa<

granted by government, the payment of the inte

which prevents much profit beinf: made by the shareholder.-.
The opening of tho canal took place in 1820. Owing to the
contractions of the river at this part, the trie rushes past
with great rapidity, so that it require- considerable siail. and
a knowledge of the proper time of the tide, to enable a

pilot to conduct a ship with -afety into ihe r;mal. On the
north bank of the cannl is the i

;

, : 1 J t. a horse is

Mr towing a vessel to <

requires one horse, and an addition added for

rveajr 30 tons up to 150: in vessel- t<>ns one
horte is added for every 100 tons np1 .ibovo which
burden til - the home trade,
the vessels lire prim-. \ :

. d trnm
the Baltic with deals ami timber, n part of win

rally Moated up the p may draw less

water. The trade, notwit mus naviga-
tion of tin- Severn, i

contributed to the pm-p. ntv of Gloucester. In
in the summer of Is.M, UB vei ual to

Gloucester, the tonnage of which wag 7900 tons.

In the year 1833, tonnage
1834, ,.

Increase

1833. Canal Receipt* .

1834.

Increase

310.773 tons.

39'J..10 J

S'J,591 tons.

i'l.'.I.'iO 4 o

If, I IS 6

Cuttirm Rfrtnur.

1833. Duties inward
1834.

108.751

131,117

Increase . 24.366 (I

Berkeley Castle is situated at the south . ! the

town. It is not ascertained at wh.it date this building was

commenced, but about the year 11 JO it was granted by
Henry II. to Rolwrt Fitzhardingc. governor of Bristol

(who wag descended from the kings of Denmark), with

power to strengthen and enlurue it. Maurice, the son of

Robert, was tin- first of the Fitzlmrdinges that dwelt at

Berkeley, of which place he assumed the name, and fortified

the BMW, which is situated on an eminence close to the

town, and commands an extensive view of the Severn and
the neighbouring country. The castle of Berkeley is a

perfect specimen of castellated building: it is in complete re-

pair, and not ruinous in any part. It is an irregular pile,

consisting of a keep and various embattled buildings, which
surround a court of about 140 yards in circumference. The
chief ornament of this cojirt is 'the fine exterior of the baro-

nial hall, which is a noble room in excellent preservation, and

adjoining it is the chapel. The apartments are very nume-
rous, but except where modern windows have been substi-

tuted, they are mostly of a gloomy character. In one of

them is the ebony bed and chairs used by Sir Francis Drake
in his voyage round the world. The entrance to an outer

court is under a machicollated gate-house, which is all that

remains of the buildings which are said to have formerly sur

rounded the outer court. The keep is nearly circular, having
one square tower and three semicircular ones. That on the

north, which is the highest part of the rustle, was rebuilt

in the reign of Edward II., and is called Thorpe's Tower, a

family of that name holding their manor by the tenure of
castle guard, it being their duty to guard this tower when
required. In another of the towers of the keep is a dm
chamber, twenty-eight feet deep, without light or

aperture of any kind except ut the top : in shape it r.

bles the letter 1), and the entrance to it is through a trap
door in the floor of the room over it: but, from being in the

keep, which is hisih above the natural ground, tl

abode is quite free from damp. The Roman metl.

filling the inner part, or medium of the walls, with fluid

mortar, occurs in the keep of this castle. The great
case leading to the keep is composed of large stones : and
on the right of it, approached by a kind of gallery, is the
room in which, from its great strength and its isolated situa-

tion, there is every reason to siippn.se that Edward II.

murdered, with circumstances of great atrocity, on the 21st
of September, n-i~. ll is a small and gloomy apartment,
and till within the last century was only lighted by (1

It is stateil by Holinshcd that the shrieks of the kin;:
heard in the town

; but from the situation of the castle and
the great thickness of it- walls, that is quite impo:--
Alter his decease his heart was inclosed in a silver vessel,
and the Berkeley family Conned part of the procession which
attended the body to Gloucester, where it was interred in
the cathedral.

The then Lord Berkeley was acquitted of any active par-
ticipation in the measures which caused the death of lin-

king: but shortly afterwards he entertained Queen Isabella
and her paramour Mortimer at the castle. This Lord
Berkeley kept twelve kninhis to wait upon his person, each
of whom was attended by :,. servant.- and a jia^e. He
had -j I enquire-, each having an under servant and a 1

His entire f.imii d of about 300 pcivon>, h.

husbandmen, who fed at his hoard. In this castle royal
\ Niter* have- hern several tunes entertained. After 'its

having been a place bT rendezvous for the reliellious 1-

in the rei^n of .John, that king visited it in the last

year of his reign. Henry III. wa- there- twice. The other
n.val visit. irs have been Margaret, queen of Henry \l.;

Henry VII.
; Queen Elizabeth, whose, name one of the

rooms still hears: George IV.. when Prince ul"\Vales .

I. is pre-ent Majesty, when Duke of Clarence. In the i

of Henry V. a law suit was commenced between I.nnl

Berkeley .'.nd hi- cousin, the heiress ol the family, which
.' year- : .luring which conte-t the jihiintill s

: limes laid sir..',- t i the castle. In the civil wars
! this castle was u'arrisoned on the side of the

country in awe : but it was
mv of tin- ( 'I'liimoiiweallh, and

[rendered MfPWMMHPff nine days. In the west doof
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of the church are several bullet holes, which are supposed
to have been made by the besieging army. On the north

of the castle is a very perfect remain of the antient fosse,

which is now quite dry, and some very fine elms and other

trees are growing in it. A terrace goes nearly round the

castle, and to the west of it is a large bowling-green, bounded

by a line of very old yew trees, which have grown together
into a continuous mass, and are cut into curious shapes.

(Smythe's Life of the Berkeleys ; Atkins's Hist, of Glou-
cestershire ; Rudge's Hist, of Gloucestershire ; Fosbrooke's

Hist, of Gloucestershire ; and Communication from a Cor-

respondent.)
BERKELEY, GEORGE, son of William, of Thomas-

town, in the county of Kilkenny, was born at Kilcrin, near

Thomastown, on the 12th of March, 1684. He received
his early education at Kilkenny school under Dr. Hinton,
was admitted a pensioner of Trinity College, Dublin, at the

;ige of fifteen, and having stood successfully a strict exami-

nation, he was admitted a fellow on the <Jth of June, 1707.
In the same year he published his first work,

' Arithmetica

absque Algebra aut Euclide demonstrata,' written l>efore

he was twenty years of age, and chiefly remarkable as show-

ing the early bent of his mind and studies. His next work,
published in 1709, was 'The Theory of Vision,' and in the

following year
' The Principles of Human Knowledge' ap-

peared. The perusal of Locke's two treatises on govern-
ment having turned the attention of Berkeley to the doctrine

of passive obedience, he published in 1712 a discourse in

favour of it, being the substance of three sermons delivered

by him in that year in the college chapel, which passed
through several editions, but did him some injury by pre-

venting Lord Galway from giving him some preferment in

the Church of Ireland, for which he applied. In order to

publish his '

Dialogues between Hylas and Philonous' he
left Ireland in 1713 and went to London, where he was intro-

duced to literary and fashionable society by two men very

opposite in their political principles Sir Richard Steele

and Dr. Swift. Rewrote several papers in the 'Guardian'
for the former, and in his house formed a friendship with

I'ope, which continued during the remainder of his life.

Berkeley was recommended by Swift to the celebrated Earl
of Peterborough, with whom he set out as chaplain and

si-rivtary, in November, 1713, on his embassy to Sicily.
His lordship, however, left his chaplain and part of his re-

tinue at Leghorn, and proceeded on his embassy. On his

return to England in August, 17 14, with Lord Peterborough,
the fall of Queen Anne's ministry having shut out all hope
of preferment through

this channel, he some time after be-
came companion to Mr. Ashe, son of Dr. St. George Ashe,
bishop of Clogher, on a tour through Europe, which occu-

pied more than four years. At Paris he visited Malebranche,
and entered into a discussion with him on the ideal theory,
which was conducted with so much heat that the excite-

ment is said to have hastened the death of the French

philosopher. When in Sicily he compiled materials for a
natural history of the island, but these papers, together with
his journal, were lost during his journey to Naples. On
his way home he wrote his tract,

' De Motu,' at Lyons ; and
as they had proposed the subject, sent it to the Royal Society
of Paris, and shortly after his arrival in London printed it

in 17-21. Seeing the misery produced about this time by
the South Sea Scheme, he published

' An Essay towards

preventing the Ruin of Great Britain.'

He was now received into the first society. Pope intro-

duced him to Lord Burlington, by whom he was recom-
mended to the Duke of Grafton, lord-lieutenant of Ireland.

On becoming chaplain to this nobleman he took the degrees
of bachelor and doctor in divinity of Trinity College, Dublin.

About this time his fortune was unexpectedly enlarged.
On his first visit to London, Swift had introduced him to

Mrs. Esther Vanhomrigh, the celebrated Vanessa. When
this lady discovered the marriage between Swift and Stella

she altered her will, and left the 8000/., which she in-

d for him, to Mr. Marshal and Dr. Berkeley, her ex-

rs. Berkeley did not, however, publish her corre-

ience with Swift, though she left this injunction in her

will, but committed the letters to the flames. In 1 724
Dr. Berkeley was made dean of Derry, a place worth 1 100/.,

and he resigned his fellowship in consequence. From the

time of his return to England he had occupied himself with
a scheme for the conversion of the North American savages

by means of a missionary college to be erected in the Ber-
muda!. He published hi plan in London in 1725, and

offered to resign his preferment and dedicate his life to this
benevolent project on an income of 100/. a year. Having
prevailed on three junior fellows of Trinity College, Dublin,
to consent to accompany him on incomes amounting to 40/.'

per annum, and having obtained, by showing the 'political
advantages likely to result from his scheme, a charter for
his college, and a promise of 20.000/. from the minister, he
expressed his delight in some verses, which show the be'ne-
volence and the enthusiasm by which he was actuated.
The verses begin,

1 The muse, disgusted at an age and clime
liuiren of every glorious thenu'.'

He resisted the temptation of an English mitre offered
him by Queen Caroline; and though he married in Au-
gust, 1728, Anne, eldest daughter of Mr. Forster, the

Speaker of the Irish House of Commons, he was not to
be turned from his purpose by any prospect of advantage
from such a connexion, but sailed in the middle of the e?i-

suing month for Rhode Island with his wile, a Miss Hand-
cock, two gentlemen of the names of James and Dalton. a
valuable library of books, and a large sum of his own pro-
perty. The fellows of Trinity College do not appear to have

accompanied him. He took up his residence at Newport.
in Rhode Island, and for nearly two years devoted himself

indefatigably to his pastoral labours. The government, how-
ever, disappointed him, and he was compelled, alter spending
much of his fortune and seven years of the prime of his life

on forwarding his scheme at home and in America, to leave
the scene of his philanthropic enterprise uud return to

England. Before he left, however, ho'presented his books
to the clergy of the province, and on reaching London took
the whole loss upon himself by returning all the sui>s<-ri|i-

tions which he had received. In February, 1 73-2, he preached
before the Society for the Propagation of the Go>pel in

Foreign Parts. The same year he published his 'Minuie

Philosopher,' a series of dialogues on the model of Pbto.
Of this work Bishop Sherlock of London presented a copy
to Queen Caroline, with whom Berkeley had many inter-

views after his return, and by whose patronage he was
promoted on the 17th, March, 1734, to the vacant bishopric
jf Cloyne, a see to which he was consecrated

by the arch-

bishop of Cashel on the 19th May following. He repaired

immediately to the residence at Cloyne, and to the ex-

emplary discharge of all his episcopal duties. Hearing
from Addison that their common friend Dr. Garth on his

death-bed attributed his infidelity to the opinions of Dr.

Halley, whose mathematical education had much influenced

Garth, the bishop was induced to write the '

Analyst,' a
work addressed '

to an infidel mathematician,' which ex-
cited a good deal of controversy. In 173.3 appeared his

Queries proposed for the good of Ireland, and next year his
' Discourse addresed to Magistrates.'

Having received benefit from the use of tar-water when
ill with the colic, he published in 1744 '

Siris,' a work on
the virtues of tar-water, on which he said he had bestowed
more pains than on any other of his productions : he pub-
lished a second edition with emendations and additions in

1747. During the Scotch Rebellion in 1745 he addressed
a letter to the Roman Catholics of his diocese, and in 1749
another to the clergy of that persuasion in Ireland, entitled
' A Word to the Wise,' distinguished by so much good
sense, candour, and moderation, that he received the thanks
of the parties whom he addressed. When Lord Cheste/-
Celd, in 1745, offered him the see of Clogher, worth twice

as much as the one he held, he refused it because he had

already enough to satisfy his wishes, and because he admired
the beauty of the situation of Cloyne. His ' Maxims con-

cerning Patriotism' appeared in 1750. His last work was
'Further Thoughts on Tar- Water,' published in 1752. In

July this year he determined on going with his family to

Oxford to superintend the education of his son and enjoy
that learned retirement to which he was attached. He
was, however, so impressed with the evils of non-residence
that he actually petitioned the king for leave to resign
his see, but his majesty was determined he should die a

bishop in spite of himself and refused his application,

giving him at the same time permission to reside wherever
he pleased. His last act before leaving Cloyne was to make
an arrangement by which 200/. a year would be distributed

during his absence to the poor householders of Cloyae,

Youghal, and Aghadda.
In July, 1752, he removed to Oxford, where he was

treated with great respect. On Sunday evening, January
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I I, 1 751, while lying on lux couch listening to one of Bishop
Sherlock's sermons which his lu<ly was reading to him.

lie wa* seised with what 1m physicians called a palsy of the

hrarl, and expired so suddenly and quietly that it was only
\> hen his daughter went to give him a cup or tea that she

|icixvi\ ed he was quite dead. His remains were interred in

Christ Church. Oxford, and an elegant monument wax
1 to hi* memory by his widow. He had Utrce sons

and a daughter. In person he was stout and well-made,

his face was benignant and expressive, and his manners

elegant, engaging, and enthusiastic. The information with

which his mind was stored embraced not merely profes-

sional and philosophical learning, hut trade, agriculture,
and the common arts of life. Besides the works already
mentioned he wrote gome smaller pieces, which appeared in

a collection printed in Dublin in 1752 under the title of

Miscellanies.'

It shows the enthusiastic character of Berkeley, that,

when accused of fancying he had discovered a panacea in

tar-water, he replied, that '
to speak out, he freely owns he

suspects
tar-water is a panacea.'

*

The writings of Berkeley, which contain his peculiar

opinions, consist in an attack upon the anti-ehristian tenets

winch began to prevail before his time. To look upon his

literary labours as a whole, it will be necessary to remem-
ber, 1, the consequences of the court of Charles II. 2, the

shock which had been given to all prevailing notions of

mental philosophy by the introduction of the writings of

Locke. 3. The new view of the power of natural philo-

sophy consequent upon the mathematical discoveries of

Newton. 4. The extensive remnants of the old philosophy,
which insinuated themselves, more or less, into the newly
cultivated branches of science. The Minute Philosopher'
is addressed to the infidel man of pleasure; the '

Analyst'
to the infidel mathematician; the 'Principles of Human
Knowledge,' and the

'

Dialogues of Hylas and Philonous'

to the infidel metaphysician. We shall take them in order

of publication.

Principle! of Human Knowledge Dialogues of Hyhis
and Philunou*. The prevailing notion of matter, from the

earliest a-jes downwards, had been that of a substance

possessing an existence independent of faculties capable of

perceiving it. The atheism of several ancient sects was

entirely based upon a notion that matter might exist

without a God, or in conjunction with, though independently
of, a God. The argument of Berkeley may be divided into

two parts. In the first he attacks the common notion of

matter by the assertion that there is no proof of its exist-

ence anywhere but in our own perceptions ; in the second

he asserts the impossibility of any such independent exist-

ence. The first point is, and always will be, misunderstood

by those who do not pay the closest attention to the

meaning of his terms. For instance, Dr. Samuel Johnson,
who was frequently happy in perceiving verbal distinc-

tions, said he refuted Berkeley's theory by stamping with
his foot upon the ground. That is, he imagined that

Berkeley denied the existence of the perception of solidity,
w hii-h of course was not the case.

The existence of matter sevms so bound up with our
notions of ourselves, and so completely demonstrated by
our senses, that the question raised by Berkeley will be
better understood by referring to something in which there

is the same question in a more open form. Let the reader
turn to the article ATTRACTION (v. iii. p. 69), in which it is

asserted that Berkeley's attack on matter is the same as

that of a certain class of speculators on attraction. The
connexion is as follows

;
the earth moves exactly as it

would move if the sun attracted it physically (see v. iii.

p. 6S). To any one who should assert jihytical attraction (as
there defined) it might be justly answered that the mere

phenomenon only proves that the Creator wills that sort of

effect to take place which does take place; but whether by
what our imperfect ideas would express by direct agency,
or whether by subordinate agency (or by means of angels
as in Milton), or whether by means of a positive attracting

quality which is made a constituent part of the essence of

matter, ai much as extension or impenetrability, and
therefore as much beyond the reach of further inquiry ; or

whether by means of any intermediate physical agent,
such as a fluid or other distinct kind of matter cannot bo

known. For it is little more than a verbal truism to say that

on effect which may arise from twenty different species of

pauses must not be positively assigned to any one of them.

To the believer in an intelligent Creator (and it is only
t.i such that the negative part of Berkelcv s argument
applies) the case may be thus put. You admit that your
existence and your power of perceiving, as well as the per-

ceptions by which the second makes you know the fiiM, are

ultimately (.whatever may be the intermediate steps) to be
traced to the will of the Creator. You r.iiinut figure to

yourself the uniform nature of the
|

which you
receive as coming directly from the Creator, but \ou suppose
a power of imparting them to be made inherent in a certain

nil>*!rnturn (toil is Berkeley's won') which you call mutter?
But if you admit that it is in the power of the Creator t,>

furnish vou directly with those ideas of sp>
colour, iic. which to you constitute the material

without any intervention of which you can form a positive

conception; how do you know that he has not done so?
The answer must be that there is no such knowledge ; and
this is the point on which Berkeley has never been, and it

is not too bold an assertion to say never can lie, refuted.

The positive part of Berkeley's theory, in which he asserts

the impossibility of matter, lays him open to precisely the
same answer which those may receive who actually assert

its existence. We cannot in our limits show the several

grounds on which he supposes he has established his

point. He has a notion that what he calls an i.lm (we
should soy pfrftftinn) cannot be imparted unless there be

something resembling the idea in that which cotnniuiii-

It is very dillicult to abbreviate an argument which handles
the nature of ideas, but the leading notions seem to u.- to

be contained in the following quotation (7J ;'... \. i. p.

26), with which we shall rinse this part. The reader will

observe that axioms are assumed as doubtful at least, and

by no means so convenient as that of the existence of

matter; also that the first paragraph assumes the point in

question.
' Some truths there are so near and obvious to the mind

that a man need only open his eyes to see them. Such 1

take this important one to be, t-> wit, that all the choir of

heaven and furniture of the earth, in a word, all

bodies which compose the mighty frame of the world, have
not any subsistence without a mind; that their being is to

be perceived or known ; that consequently so long as they
are not actually perceived by me, or do not exist in mv
mind or that of any other created spirit, they must either

have no existence at all, or else subsist in the mind of some
eternal spirit.'

' There is not any other substance than spirit, or that

which perceives.'
' For an idea to exist in an unperceiving

thing, is a manifest contradiction; for to have an idea is

all one as to perceive; that therefore wherein colour, figure,
and the like qualities exist, must perceive them : hence it

is clear there can be no unthinking substance or substratum
of these ideas.'

' But say you. though the ideas themselves do not exist

without the mind, yet there may be things like them whereof

they arc copies or .resemblances, which things exist without
the mind, in an unthinking substance. I answer, an idea

ran be like nothing but an idea
;
a colour or figure can be

like nothing but another colour or figure.'

Alciphrun.ar the Minute
PMotqphtr. This is a series

of dialogues between two athri-ts and two Christian il

The former are of the class of
'

good company
'

philosophers
who have disappeared with '

wit' and '
verses.' The follow-

ing caricature of them is in the dialogues.
'

I'.iijihninur. Where doth he pick up all hit improve
incut ':

'
Crito. Where our grave ancestors would never have

looked for it, in a drawing-room, a coffee-house, a chocolate-

house, at the tavern, or groom-porter's. In these and the

like fashionable places of resort, it is the custom for polite

persons to speak freely on all subjects, religious, moral, or

political. So that u young gentleman who frequents them
is in the way of hearing many instructive lectures, seasoned
with wit and raillery, and uttered with spirit. Three or |.,ur

sentences from a man of quality, spoke with a good air.

make more impression and convey more knowledge than a

dozen dissertations in a dry academical way. You may
now coinui' '.it no former age ever saw) a young
lady or a /'< lit .M,iitn- ii"ii|>iu~ a dn me or an old-fashioned

gentle man who hath read many a (ircck and l^utin author,
ami spent much time in hard methodical studj.'

Thi- .I'M/y*/, and Defence of Freethinkiiia; in Mathe
The object of Uigsc tracts (the second of which is
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a rejoinder to a reply to the first) is by pointing out the

difficulties in the subject of fluxions, then almost newly in-

vented, to show one of two things ; either that mathema-
ticians were not such masters of reasoning as to make
their opinions on religious subjects more valuable than
those of other people ;

or else that there were, in the science

of fluxions, incomprehensible points as difficult as those of

religion, and yet logically established. It was a very

dangerous use of analogy, considered with reference to the

interests of the cause it was meant to serve
;
but it is by no

means the only instance of an attempt to place mathema-
tical 'on a similar footing with moral difficulties. The

points on which Berkeley insisted have since been cleared

up, and the publication of the Analyst was the immediate
cause of the work of Maclaurin on the subject.
The style of Berkeley is very clear, and his bold method

of thinking and absence of all adhesion to great authorities

make his works, even now, valuable to the student. These
same qualities make them difficult to describe, and the

peculiar nature of the subjects which he treated has caused
them to be misrepresented, so that their true scope is less

understood than that of any other writings of his day.
(See his Life prefixed to his works published in 2 vols.

4to. in 1784, written by the Rev. Dr. Stock from particulars
furnished by Berkeley's brother, and first published anony-
mously in 1776; Howard's Essays and Dissertation, and
Sir James Mackintosh's Dissertation, Enc. Brit. ; Adam
Smith's Essay* on PhilosojMcal Subjects, London, 1795.)

BERKENHOUT, DR. JOHN, the son of a Dutch
merchant, was born at Leeds about the year 1730. He
was educated partly at the grammar-school of that town,
and partly in Germany; and he afterwards made the tour

of Europe in company with one or more English noblemen.
He then entered the Prussian service as a cadet, and rose

to the rank of captain. When the war broke out between

England and France in 1756, he quitted the Prussian and
obtained a company in the English service. On the con-

clusion of peace in 1760 he quitted the arrny, and com-
menced the study of physic at Edinburgh. During his

residence there he wrote a work entitled
'
Clavis Anglica

Linguse Botanicso; or a Botanical Lexicon, in which the

terms of botany, particularly those which occur in the works
of Linnxus and other modern writers, are applied, derived,

explained, contrasted, and exemplified.' (London, 1764,
small 8vo. not paged.) This is a useful little work, and

perhaps the first of its kind published. The following
articles are short specimens of this lexicon :

'

Calycifibrae (a calyx, and fibra, a fibre), a natural class

in Scopoli's Flora Carniolica.'
' PANDURIFORME folium (Pandura, a musical instru-

ment), shaped like a Spanish guitar, oblongum, in/erne
latins, lateribusque coarctatum.

' SAOITTATUM folium (sagitta, an arrow), a leaf shaped
like the head of an arrow, triangulare, basi excaratum,

angulin posticis instructum, as in the Convolvulus

arcensis, and sepium, Rumex acetosa. Erica vulgaris.'
Berkenhout took the degree of doctor of physic at Leyden

in 1765, on which occasion he published his * Dissertatio Me-
dica inauguralis de Podagra,' dedicated to his relation Baron
do BielfeM (Jto. pp. 28). On returning to England, Dr. Ber-
kenhout settled at Isleworth in Middlesex ; and until his

death, which took place in 1791, employed a great part of

his time in writing on an immense variety of subjects. In
1 766 his '

Pharmacopoeia Medici' appeared, which reached a
third edition in 1 782. The third edition is a small octavo

of 1 1 7 pages ;
it consists of a list of simple substances, with

a description of their properties, followed by a table of

doses, and a selection of prescriptions. The following list

of synonyms to Alkali Vegetabile (potash) may interest

some readers. Cineres Russici, Cineres Clavellati, Pot

ashes, Pearl ashes, Alkahest Glauberi, Marcoft, Blanch

ashes, Cendres Gravellees, Sal Tartari, Sal Absinthii,
Nitrum flxum, Fluxum nigrum, Cassob., Lapis infernalis.

(3rd edition, p. 11.)

His '
Outlines of the Natural History of Great Britain

and Ireland' came out by a volume at a time in 1769, 1770,
and 1771. The copy at the British Museum is bound up
with a short treatise entitled the ' Naturalist's and Tra-
veller's Companion' (London, 1772, 8vo. pp.69). It has
no name, but is probably by the same indefatigable
author.

In 1 771 he published
' Dr. Cadogan's Dissertation on the

(lout examined and refuted;' and in 1777 '

Biographia

Literana
;
or a Biographical History of Literature, contain-

ing the lives of English, Scotish, and Irish authors, froni
the dawn of letters in these kingdoms to the present time,

chronologically and classically arranged:' London, 1771,
4to. pp. 537. This volume contains the authors who lived
from the beginning of the fifth to the end of the sixteenth

century. In a very long preface dated from Richmond in

Surrey, the author promises his readers a second, third;
and fourth volume, but they never made their appearance.
Dr. Berkenhout's next work was 'A Treatise on Hysterical

Diseases, translated from the French.' In 1778 he waa
sent with certain commissioners appointed to treat wit-be

America, and on his return obtained a pension in consi-

deration of his political services, and the losses sustained

by giving up practice for a time.

In 1780 he published 'Lucubrations on Ways and
Means, inscribed to Lord North.' His next work was an
'

Essay on a Bite ofa Mad Dog ;' and in the following year he
published his

'

Symptomatology.' The writer of hig life

in Chalmers's '

Biographical Dictionary,' to whom we are in-

debted for most of these particulars, speaks of the '

Symp-
tomatology' as of a book,

' too universally known to require
any recommendation.' Yet it is a book which we have
nover seen even in a quotation or a catalogue, and of which
we suspect that it would not be very easy at present to

procure a copy.
In 1788 appeared Dr. Berkenhout's ' First Lines of "the

Theory and Practice of Philosophical Chemistry.' The
title

'
First Lines' is taken from Cullen's ' First Lines of the

Practice of Physic,' as that again was probably borrowed
from Haller's 'Primae Lines Physiologiae.' The biogra-

pher just quoted says, that the book 'exhibits a satisfactory

display of the present state of chemistry.' In our opinion it

hardly exhibited the state of chemistry even at the time it

was published, but was a smart, pleasant, readable intro-

duction to the science. The eulogy in question, however,
was probably reprinted from a contemporary writer.

In 1779 he published a continuation of Campbell's
Lives of the Admirals,' 4 vols. 8vo. His last publication,

according to the writer of his life, was '
Letters on Edu-

cation, to his Son at Oxford,' 1791, 2 vols. 12mo. Whether
this is a mistake or not we will not venture to decide, but
we think it probable. We have seen a similar work en-

titled
' A Volume of Letters from Dr. Berkenhout to his

Son at the University,' but it is in one octavo volume (of

374 pages), is printed in 1790, and addressed to a son at

the University of Cambridge. Some of these letters are

curiosities of their kind. Thus, in the tenth letter, the au-

thor, not being surprised that his son has forgotten at the

Charter-house all the arithmetic that he knew before his

admission, begins to instruct him in the very elements of

the science. In the twenty-second and twenty-third letters

he supposes his son equally ignorant of geography, and
after furnishing him with a few of the more prominent
facts in this branch of knowledge, he says

' Thus, I flatter

myself, I have fulfilled my promise in communicating, in

the compass of two not very long letters, as much geogra-

phical knowledge as you will ever want.' (p. 211.) This

satisfying system of geography is contained in eighteen

loosely printed octavo pages.
The last 140 pages are occupied with botany, and this is

certainly the best part of the work. In a series of imagi-

nary herborizing excursions, Berkenhout demonstrates

many of the plants growing about. Cambridge, and he would

appear to have been really on the spot when writing, for

he continually uses such phrases as ' There is one now in

the walks of" Queen's College.'
' Three days ago I met

with a specimen at the back gate of St. John's.'
' This

Salvia verbenacea you will find in great plenty in the field-

path opposite the horse^bridge of Trinity College.'
* &c. &c.

These were the principal works of Dr. Berkenhout, a man

who, though certainly undeserving of the lavish panegyrics

of his friends, left but little to be said against him by his

enemies. He was active, energetic, and indefatigable, from

the earliest to the latest years of his life, and though he

has no claim to the rare praise of creating knowledge, it

would be unjust to deny hiLi the credit due to those who

acquire and diffuse it.

Dr. Berkenhout .y. he does not know where Linnaeu. got

conium. unless from Pliny, who, I think, mention. ,t a. the name of a towtt

Phrygia.' Linnsu. obtained comum from the fountain wnenc

I..ti 'word, of the kind came the Greek " (koneium) .. found m th,

bcit authors.

NO. 240. [THE PENNY CYCLOPAEDIA.]
Voi. IV. 2 O
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BERKIIAMPSTEAD, or more properly, BERK II AM
STKD, or. at length, BEKRHAMMKD >l

market-i >,\n situati-d in a
deep valley, on the south-west

side of the river Bulborn and the Grain! Junction Canal.
which here run together in a line parallel to the high road :

it u in the county of Hertford and hundred of 1) K- 'ium.

twenty-six ami a half miles N.W. from London. Tin- town

Mom* tj b of Saxon origin: the name is certainly Saxon.

Nonlen a> s that (be Saxons called U Uerahamstedi because

it was seated among the hills, lierg signiu ing < hill, Ham a

town, and Stedt a neat; or we may consider il compounded
of the words Burg, a fortified place, and llum-Stede, the

fortified Hamslede (homestead), to distinguish it from

Hehan Haiupstede, now corrupted to Heine. Hampstede, a

town in the neighbourhood. The addition of St. I'ctcr s

distinguishes this Berkhamsted from Berkhamstcd St.

Mary, otherwise Northchurch, also in this neighbourhood.
The king* of Mercia had certainly a palace or castle at this

place, and to this we may attribute the growth, if not the

origin, of the town. William the Conqueror came to Berk-

hamsted on his way through Wallingfonl to London after the

battle of Hastings, and was obliged to make some stay there,

hi* further progress having been intercepted by Frederic, ab-

bot of St. Allian's, who caused the trees that grew by the road

side to be cut down and thrown across the way. A grand
meeting was afterwards held at Berkhamsted between \\ il-

U-uu aiid the nobles and prelates who belonged to the power-
ful confederacy which this abbot, who was of the royal blood

of the Saxons, had organised with tue object either of com-

pelling the Normau to rule according to the antieut laws

aud cuttuus of the country, or else of doing their utmost
to raise Edgar Athchng to the throne. William thought
it prudent to take the required oath, which was adminis-

tered by Frederie, upon the relies of St. Alban. It is

well known bow William neglected this uath when he was

firmly seated on the throne. In the distribution of territory

among his followers which then took place, the eartle and
tuanor of llcrkhumsteU were given to his half-brother the

earl of Morctm. Domesday Book informs us that tho

property was rated at thirteen hides, aud that it was
worth twenty-four pounds in the time of King Edward,
twenty pounds hen bestowed oil the earl, but only sixteen

pound* at the then present time. Among other curious

particulars in this acoouut, it U mentioned that the land
contained two arpends of vineyards. There were in tho

borough at this time fifty -two burges.ses who paid four pounds
a-year for toll, and had half a hide, aud two mills of the

annual rant of -20*. The earl enlarged ami strengthened
tlie castle ; but in the time of his son it was seized by Henry
L, aud. according to most accounts, razed to the ground,
ami tue town aud manor reverted to the crown. Henry 11.

held bis court there at one time, aud granted very valuable

privilege*
'
to the men and merchants of the Honour of

Wallingiurd aud Berkhamsted St. Peter's.' Among them
it was granted that they should have '

firm peace in all his

land ot EugUuid aud Normandy, wheresoever they shall be,'

with the mijoviuenl of all the laws and cusliini.-, which they
bad in the iiiue of King Edward the Confessor, ami Kmi;
Henry hi- grandfather. He alsu granted that when

uiiii their merchandises to buy or sell

through all England. Normandy, Anjou, aud Aquitauie,
they Mumld be tree from all loll and all secular customs
aud exactions, and all servile works ; and should any nun
ex or disturb them, he rendered himself liable to a penalty

of ton pounds.
Robert Moreton, the Conqueror's brother, was Earl of

Cornwall
;
and we find that the honour of Berkhamstcd

almost invariably accompanied every -iiU. qnent grant of
that earldom. The castle was rebuilt in the reign of King
John, and was afterwards besieged by L<m <iphin
of France, who had come over
borons. The besieged held imt till the king sent
order* to surrender. When Ed in] 111 in tb
Of his reign, advanced his eld Hlack

to the title and dignity uf Duke of Cornwall, the
cattle and manor of Berkbunuted were given to him,

'

to
bold to him, and the heirs of him. and t)

the kings of England, and the dukes of the -

Accordingly, the property has sine.

crown to Uie Micoewtve |. , , t i, L.

mid dukes of Cornwall, under whom it has for the
last three centuries bc> ,t person*.
The plate seems altogether to have declined m import-

ance itncc it ceased to be even occasionally a royal rcsi

deuce. The castle appears to have been gradual!) ruined

li) neglect. The mansion house, now called Bcrkham
Place, U said to have been erected out of the ruins of the

castle, early in the seventeenth century. The greatest part
nt this mansion was destroyed by fire about ir,ul, aud only
about a third part was afterwards repaired, which lorms the

present residence. The castle itself was situated to the

east of the town, and though the buildings arc now reduced

to a few massive fragments of wall, enough remains to

evince the anticnl strength and importance of t!.

The works are of a circular form, approaching t

of an ellipsis, and include about eleven acres. It w. ;
-

fended on the north-west side by a double and <n.

other sides by a triple moat; these moats arc still in some

parts wide and deep. The original entrance was at the

south-east angle. On the hank between the second aud
third moat, from the outside, are two rude

]

-
>nry,

between which the entrance probably lay over draw- bridges

connecting the several moats. The space inclosed ;

inner uioat is surrounded by a wall constructed with Hints

coarsely cemented together, within which stood the habitable

part of the castle. Strongly as this < i rtified, it

could not have been tenable after the invention of cannon ;

a- its site, though elevated, is commanded by still higher
eminences on the north and north-cast.

At the parliaments holdcn at Westminster in the llth

aud 13th of Edward III., Bcrkhamstcd had two representa-
tives, Imt there is no record of such return from tins

on any other occasions. So also its charter of incorporation,

granted by James I., scarcely survived the reign of In

Charles, who is said to have had a great afl'eetion for the

place, in consequence of having been nursed at the manor-
house with his elder brother Henry, under the care ol

Murray. It is certain that the place was much diMinm
by the favour of Charles, both before and after

sion to the throne. When James I. was about to im

rate the town, many of the inhabitants petitioned a.:

the measure under the apprehension that the i,

might impair or destroy some of the important pn\
which they already enjoyed under auticnt grants. A Her

the Restoration an attempt was made to revive the corpo-
rations, but it did not succeed. The petty sessions for the

Berkhamsted division are held in the town. There is a

market on Saturday, and fairs are held on Shrove-M
and Whit-Monday for cattle; 5th August for cheese.

September and 1 ith October, the two last being the statute

fairs. The parish contained 484 houses in 1. <:>!, with a

population
of 2369 persons, of whom. 1287 were females.

The town of Berkhamsted consists of two streets. The

principal, called the High Street, extends about half a mile

along the high road : the other, which is smaller, branches
out from the church towards the site ol the castle, and is

hence called Castle Street. The houses are mostly ol brick,
and irregularly built, hut are interspersed \\ilh a fair pro
portion ul handsome residences. The church, which is de-

i to St. IVter, stands ill the middle of the town, and
is built ill the form of a CIMSS, with a square embattled
tower rising from the intersection. This tower contains
four handsome Gothic windows, and has at the

angle a projecting octagonal staircase. On the outside of
i r, next the st sculpture of an angel

supporting u shield, on which the arms of England impale
those of the church of St. 1'aul. The nave i-, divided from
the aisles by five columns ami two half columns on each
side, sustaining plain pointed arches, over each of which is

a pointed arched window. The western window is large and
ramified; all the others arc like it, in the pointed slylf, but

vary in si/e and description. Various .-mall chapels and
chantries were founded here in Catholic tin

partially divided from the Ixxly ol the church. It contains

number of bcpulrhr i winch are

-rimis and interesting. One (if the !

in memory of the mother oj'Cowpcr the poet, who ua- li ini

u,t the parsonage house on the 26th November, N. S., )7.il,

lii- lather. Dr. John ('owner, being then rector of the

The living, which ix a rectory in the diocese of
t of the crown, and its pre-enl ave-

t iucome is 333/. The church accommodates licit;

'IIS.

which have been made to this parish for
"!' aim-houses, and otherwise fur the relief of

r, are so numerous, but of so little consequence sepa-
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rately, thot it is sufficient to limit our notice to the establish-

ments for education. In the 15th of Henry VIII. the inha-

bitants of Berkhampsted agreed to appropriate the lands ol

their guild or brotherhood of St. John the Baptist (which
had formerly supported an hospital for poor sick persons
and lepers) to the erection and support of a free school in

the town. Dr. Incent, Dean of St. Paul's, London, who
was a native of the town, and president of the guild, actively

promoted this transaction, and added to the endowment his

own lands in the town. Afterwards fearing that the name
of '

brotherhood' might render the endowment insecure, he

procured a charter of incorporation from the king, which
was supplied by a new charter in the following reign. Au-

thority having thus been obtained to erect and found 'one

free school within the said town, of one meet man being a

schoolmaster, and the other meet man being an usher,
for the teaching of children in grammar, freely, without

any exaction or request of money for the teaching of the

same children not exceeding the number of 14-1,' the present
school-house, a large and strong brick building near the

church, was erected; and in the next reign the establish-

ment was incorporated as a royal foundation. All Souls

College is visitor under the charter of Edward VI. The
annual value of the property is now 634/., and the salary of

the master (appointed by the king) is 250/., and that of the

usher 1 25A ; but for a long time this rich foundation has
been altogether inefficient. An old parishioner stated, in

]30, to the commissioners for inquiry concerning charities,

that he did not remember more than five free boys in the

school at any one time during the last fifty or sixty years.
The master and usher of this school have for a long time
been either irregularly resident or non-resident (1835).
A charity school was founded in 1727 under the will of

Thomas Bourne, who bequeathed 8000/. for the erection

and endowment of a school, the property of which is at

present 9300?., in New South Sea Annuities, yielding an
annual interest of 279/. Under this charity twenty boys
and ten sirls are taught, clothed, and provided with books ;

their parents also receive Is. a week each. They are

n-ceived at the age of six and upwards, and remain till

fourteen. The boys are taught English, writing, arithmetic,
and the girls English and work, with writing in the last

year of their stay. The roaster and mistress are at liberty
to take any number of pay scholars ; the former has a

salary of 30/. and the latter of 1 jl. There is also an allow-
ance of 21. 10*. to each for firing.

(Chauncy's Historical Antiquities if Hertfordshire ;

Clutterbuck's History and Antiquities of thr Count;/ of
Hertford; Cough's Camden's Itritunnia ; Brayley's

' Hert-
fordshire

'

in the Beauties ofEngland and Watef, Titenty-
flfth Report of the Commissioners aj/poinled to inquire
concerning Charities, &c.)
BERKSHIRE, nr, as it is written by our older topogra-

phers, BARKSH1RE,* an English county in the midland
district, included within the basin of the Thames, which
forms, in its sinuous course from the neighbourhood of
Lechlade in Gloucestershire to below Windsor, the northern

boundary of the county, and separates it from the counties
of Gloucester, Oxford, and Bucks, which lie on the other side
of the river. The county of Wilts borders Berkshire on
the west ; the line of division between them, though irre-

gular, has a general bearing N.N.W. and S.S.E. from the
bank of the Thames to a few miles south of Hungerford.A line, running with tolerable regularity east and west, and
coinciding in one part with the course of the river Auborne
or Emborne, a feeder of the Kennet, and in another part with
the course of the river Loddon, a feeder of the Thames,
.separates the county from Hampshire; and on the south -

i line running north-east and south-west separates it

from Surrey.
The dimensions of the county are as follows : length,

cist and west from the border of Wiltshire between Htin-

perford and Lambourn to Old Windsor on the Thames,
f irty-thrce miles, nearly ; breadth, north and south from
the bank of the Thames north-.wcst of Oxford to the border

'The county vOiich we cH Barkfhire was antiently named by the Latin

writers '*
ll'Tcli--ri:i ;" t,\ u,,- s.iv.ms Bepjloc-rcyne (Rerroc-scyre), uhicli

i. derives from Berroc, a certain wood where jfrewiili-nty
if l-il: other* from an mk disliarked (winch the word hTuke IIHMII.I, ;U

'

-*. the iuh.iKii.itits us.- t t-i mivt to con. ult :>lmt their

In Wan I'l frfrsrT/<v<>1. ii. ful. 21 it i- i :ill. .1

Bnrkthir The n:tmc, \luit-ver tie its orii;ilnl meaning, seem* to bo included
in tin- appeib .

y C*nr('. Gall. v. 31) to it tribe whicli inha-
bited this county the Bi-broc-i : for bark and broc arc in fact the name.

of Hampshire, near Newbury, thirty-one miles, nearly. A
line of about fifty-two miles may be drawn from the north-
western extremity of the county to Old Windsor, but this
line, from the irregularity of the northern boundary, will
not lie entirely within the county. The area of the Bounty
is given at 758 square miles, equal to 485,120 acres, in the
table appended to Arrowsmith's great map of England ;

or at 752 square miles, or 481,280 acres (or computing by
the separate parishes, 472,270 acres), according to the popu-
lation returns. The population tn 1831 was 145,389.

Reading, the county town, lies thirty-eight miles in a

straight line west by south of St. Paul's, London, or thirty-
eight miles (measured from Hyde Park corner) by the road

through Windsor Great Park, or thirty-nine through Maiden-
head.

Surface, Rivers, and other natural features. The prin-
cipal high land in this county consists of a range of downs
running W. by N. or W.N.W. from the banks of the
Thames between Reading and Wallingford, into the north-
ern part of Wiltshire. These hills, which, with the Marl-

borough Downs in Wiltshire and the Chilterns of Buck-
inghamshire, form one chalky range, rise in some parts to
a considerable elevation. At Scutchamfly station, on the

Cuckhamsley hills, a part of this range, a short distance
south-east of Wantage, the height is 853 feet, and the
White Horse Hill, which forms a part of the range, and is

near the western border of the county, is 893 feet high. It

may be observed of the wltole chalk range of which these
Berkshire hills form a part, that the northern or north-
western declivity is more elevated and has a steeper slope
than the other. This declivity is also marked by its

being bare of wood and covered with a fine turf. These
characters are preserved in that part which lies within
Berkshire. The southern slope of the range, which de-
scends to the vale watered by the Kennet, sinks for the
most part gently, the chalk disappearing under reddish

clay, sand, and gravel. The western part of the chalk
range, which is the most elevated, is used for sheep-walks.
These are of good quality, but not to be compared in extent
with those of Wiltshire 'or Dorsetshire. The eastern part
of the range is sufficiently covered with soil to become
xrable. The streams which rise on the northern declivity
low into the Thames

; those which rise on the southern
slope flow into the Kennet, which drains the waters of the
south part of the county, or into a small stream which falls

into the Thames a few miles above Reading. There are
some hills which skirt the valley of the Thames in the
northern part of the county, from the neighbourhood of

Farringdon to below Oxford. These hills consist of shelly
oolite, and calcareous and shelly sand with gritstone.

(Greenough's Geological Map of England.) Between
these hills and the chalk range, already described, is the
fertile vale of White Horse, which is drained by the Ock.
The vale of White Horse opens into the low lands which
line the right bank of the Thames from Abingdon to a
point a few miles above Wallingford, at which point the
vale of Aylesbury, drained by the Thame, opens into the

valley of the Thames on the left bank, just below Dorchester.
There is some high land (4B3 feet high in one part) on the
border of the county towards Bagshot in Surrey.
The south and east sides of Berkshire have a large propor-

tion of woodland. LelanA, in his Itinerary, \-t!\.ii. fol. 2, speaks
of a '

great warfeage of timbre and fier wood at the west
ende of the (Maidenhead) bridge, and this wood,' he adds,
' cummithoutof Barkshir, and the great woddis of the forest
of Windelesore and the greate Frithe.' The predominant
wood is hazel, intermixed with oak, ash, beech, and alder.
The whole of the south part of the county was once

occupied,
by the forest of Windsor, which extended in one direction
into Buckinghamshire, and in another into Surrey as far
as Chertsey, Cobham, and even Guildford, and reached west-
ward as far as Hungerford along the vale of the Kutnu>t.
The vale of the Kennet was disforested by charter in the
year 12'2f>; and a considerable part of Windsor Forest is
now in a state of cultivation, an act having passed for its

inclosure in the year 1813. A great part of Bagshot Heath
was within the boundaries of the forest. (Lysons's Mua
Hritannia.)
The principal river of Berkshire is the Thames which

however is not, in any part, included within (lie cminty, Imt
forms, as already noticed, its northern border. The direct
distance between the two points where the river first (ouches
the county and where it finally leaves it is about fifty two

2 O 2
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miles ; but from th winding course of the stream, the dis-

tance measured along the bank is 105 to 110 miles. The

navigation of the stream commences soon after it touches

the border of Berkshire, viz. t St. John's Bridge, near

Lechlade, where the river is 258 feet above the sea at low

water ;
but the navigation, though much improved since

the year 1795, is still tedious and uncertain, especially for

Urge boats. The Thames produces barbel, trout, pike, and

various other common fish, besides carp and tench, sup-

posed to be brought into it by floods.

The Kennet, which rises in Wiltshire, enters the county-

near Hungerford, having previously served for a short dis-

tance as a boundary between Wiltshire and Berkshire.

From Hungerford the stream runs eastward (being much

divided, and flowing in several channels : see Ordnance

Maps, No. XII.) by Avington and Kentbury to Newbury,
below which it receives the Lambourn, which rises in the

chalk hills above the town of the same name. The Kennet

then continues its course (being still frequently divided into

several smaller streams which again unite) to the village of

Aldermaston, and there bending to the north-east to Read-

ing, falls into the Thames a little below that town. That

part of its course which can be considered as belonging to

this county is about thirty to thirty-two miles ; the course

of the Lambourn to its junction with the Kennet is about

fifteen miles. Both of these rivers produce trout, pike, bar-

pel, eels, crayfish, perch, chub, roach, and dace. 1 he trouts

of the Kennet are of great size ;
those of the Lambourn are

of a paler colour and not so much esteemed. The Kennet
is made navigable from Newbury to the Thames, a distance,

by the stream, of about twenty miles. In the course of

this navigation there are twenty-one locks; the highest

point is 264 feet above the level of the sea at low water
;

the fall from thence to Reading is about 134 feet.

The Loddon rises in Hampshire, and for some distance

separates that county from Berkshire, (lowing towards the

W.N.W. Near the village of Swallowfield it turns to the

N.N.E. and flows to Hurst Park, receiving by the way the

Emrae Brook. From Hurst Park it turns to the N.W. and
flows into the Thames between Reading and Henley. Its

whole length is nearly thirty miles, of which about six miles

are along the border of Berkshire and twelve within that

county. Above its outfall its waters divide and How into

the Thames by several channels. Leland, in his Itinerary,
observes that ho crossed its different arms by four bridges.
The Ock rises in the western part of the county, runs

a general E.N.E. course, and receiving many tributaries by
the way, falls into the Thames near Abingdon. Its whole
course is about twenty miles.* The fish in it are pike, es-

teemed remarkably fine, perch, gudgeon, roach, dace, and

crayfish.
The Auburn, or Emborne, rises in the south-western

corner of the county, and flowing eastward divides it from

Hampshire. Near Brimpton it turns to the north, and
falls into the Kennet after a course of about eighteen
mile*. The other streams are too small to claim particular
notice.

Besides the navigation of the Thames and the Kennct,
Berkshire has two canals, viz. the Wilts and Berks Canal,
and the Kennet and Avon Canal. The former com-
mences in the river Thames just below Abingdon, and is

carried through the vale of White Horse post Wantage into

Wiltshire : crossing this county near Swindon, Wootton
Bassett, Calne, Chippenham, and Melksham, it joins the

Kennet and Avon Canal not far from the last-mentioned
town. The height of the Thames at the commencement of

this canal is 160 feet above the sea at low water, and the

canal rises in its course through this county till it enters

Wiltshire, where it attain* its summit level of 345 feet. It

supplies
with fuel the district through which it passes, and

enables the agriculturist to send his corn and other pro-
duce to market The Kennct and Avon Canal commences
at Newbury, forming a continuation of the River Kennet
Navigation, and passes up the Vale of Konnet by Hunger-
ford and Great Bedwin to Crofton in Wilts, near which its

summit level begins. From this level it continues its course

l.y IM-izcs, Semington (a village at which it is joined by
the Wilts and Berks Canal), Trowbridge, and Bradford to

Bath. The elevation of the highest point of the Kennet
navigation is 264 feet, and the summit level of the Kennet
and Avon Canal, at Crofton tunnel, is '210 feet more. A
littlo way above Hungerfurd the ranal it carried over the
Kennet by an aqueduct of three arches.
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The principal road* which pass through Berkshire are

those from London to Bath anil Oxford. Both these enter

the county at Maidenhead, a little beyond which they sepa-
rate, the Oxford road running nearly due wetto Henley, just
before entering which it leuve~ tin- county, and the Bath road

running south-west to Heading. There are two nth'-r ronds

from London to Reading, both ofwhich pass through Egharo
in Surrey, and, separating there, run nearly parallel to each

other, until they reunite a few miles before they reach

Reading. From this town the Hath road poises through

Newbury and Hungerford. just after which it enters Wilt-

shire. The principal other roads arc one from Londuu to

Cirencester. which, branching off from the Oxford road

near Nettlebed in Oxfordshire, runs through Wallingford
and AVantagc: another road to Cirencester. which, branch

ing off from the Oxford road at Dorchester (Oxfordshire),

runs through Abingdon. anil uniting with the first-men-

tioned road at Farinstdon, crosses the Thames at St. John's

Bridge, near Lcchlade, into Gloucestershire : one from Ox-
ford to Kingsclere and \Vhitchmvh (Hants), and so to

Winchester and Southampton, which entering Berkshire

near Wallingfonl, runs through it in a southern direction

into Hampshire, without passing through any market-town

except Wallingford: one frotn Oxford by Abingdon and

Eastllsley to Newbury, from which town two branches run,

one to Andover (Hants) and the other to Whitchurch

(Hants) ;
two from Oxford to Hungerford, one by Wantage,

and one by Abingdon ; one from Lambourn to Newbury ,

and one from Reading to Basingstoke in Hampshire.
The turnpike roods in this county are good, as are also

the private roads in the south-eastern part, especially about

Reading. The private roads in the Vale of White Horse
are deep and miry, and in winter almost impassable. (Ly
sons' s Mmgna Britannia.)

Climate, Soii, Agriculture. The climate of Berkshire is

one of the most healthy in England. The chalky hills in

the western part of the county are remarkable for the in-

vigorating and bracing qualities of the air. The vales being
milder may perhaps suit delicate constitutions better, and

having pure streams running through them, which make
the air circulate and purify it, they are considered as healthy
as the hills. Fevers and epidemic diseases are very rare.

The soil, as may be expected in a country of such extent
and so irregular a shape, is extremely varied. The prin-

cipal hills are composed of chalk ; the valleys of different

sorts of loam, in which clay predominates, with gravel and
sand upon it rising into small elevations. Along the rivers

there are alluvial deposits. The whole county seems to lie

over chalk or lime-stone. Windsor Castle, at one extremity,
stands on a solitary mass of chalk surrounded by stiff clay.
This clay, in some places, has a depth of 3UO feet over the

chalk, as was found in boring for water near Winkfield

plain. The chalk rises to the surface near Maidenhead
and Marlow. The chalk, which dips so deep under Windsor
Forest, appears again in Hampshire. The clay of the forest

is a compact blue clay, of the same nature as that which is

usually called the Ixmdon clay, and in which nearly the
whole bed of the Thames lies, from near Reading to the
sea.

Over this clay lies the poor sand and loam impregnated
with iron, known by the name of Bagshol heath land, which
extends into Hampshire and Surrey; and also the richer

alluvial soils in the valleys, and along the banks of the
Thames and the Kennct. Under the vale of White Horse,
where the richest soils occur, the chalk runs into a harder
lime-stone of a blue colour, and a free-stone or oolite, which

composes the Cotswold Hills in Gloucestershire. (See
Mavor's Survey of Herkshirf, Appendix vi.)

In the vale of White Horse are some of the most
fertile lands in England. The western part of the vale

is chielly covered with rich pastures, the soil being a good
loam on a sound and dry subsoil. Along the bottom of
the White Horse hills lies the rich corn land, for which the
vale is renowned, intermixed with gravel and sandy loams
of an inferior quality, and some very stiff clays. This land
is chiefly arable, and is called white land, from the admix-
ture of finely divided calcareous earth in its composition.
It has the appearance of an alluvial deposit, enriched by the
finer parts of the chalk washed down from the neighbouring
hills. Along the Thames is a belt of rich meadows, ex-

tending in some places only to a
very short distance from

the river, ami no where above two miles. These meadows
have not been improved bv irrigation so much as they
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mi;;ht be, and arc chiefly fertilized by the winter and spring
Hoods. The next district in importance, in an agricultural

point of view, is the vale of Rennet, extending along the

river of tliat name, and on the south of the hills above men-

tioned, from Hungerford to Reading, a distance of about

twenty-five miles. The soil of this vale is not so generally
fertile as that of White Horse, which is called

' The Vale,'

by way of pre-eminence ; but its soil is well adapted to the

growth of corn
; and the inferiority in natural fertility is

compensated by superior care in the cultivation. The mar-
kets of Newbury and Reading not only supply the less

fertile districts and the dairy counties with corn, but like-

wise give employment to numerous mills, whence the grain,
in the shape of flour, is sent in considerable quantities to

the London market.
The soil in this vale is chiefly gravelly, covered with a

layer of more or less depth of loam, some of which is of a

reddish colour, and may vie in fertility with the while land

in the vale of White Horse. On the south of the Kennet
are some compact clays, in which oaks thrive, and where

good crops of wheat and beans are raised with careful

culture. South of Newbury, towards the boundary of the

county, the soil becomes less productive : till it assumes the

character of the brown heath, which indicates the barren

ferruginous sand of Bagshot. Along the river Kennet, from

Hungerford to Reading, there is a valuable tract of water-

meadows, which in some places are capable of considerable

improvement by a better distribution and regulation of the

waters of the river. These meadows produce much herbage,
which is sometimes made into hay, and at other times depas-
tured with sheep and cattle, but the aftermath is not found
so good for sheep, being apt to rot them. They are let for

spring feed at thirty or forty shillings per acre, the letter

having the privilege of folding the sheep at night, which is

an advantage equal to 1<U. more. Thi is from Lady-day
to old May-day ;

after which they will still produce a ton

and a half, or two tons of hay per acre when mown, or the

gru<s may be cut green for cart-horses, which is thought
more profitable to a certain extent.

Under the meadows, along part of the Kennet near New-

bury, there is a species of peat, which is extensively reduced

to ashes by burning, and applied as a top-dressing to clover

and artificial grasses. It lies in some places only eighteen
inches below the surface, and in others four or five leet.

The stratum varies in thickness from one to eight or nine
feet. The bottom on which it rests is a gravelly loam with
an uneven surface. The true peat is of a compact nature,
and is composed almost entirely of vegetable matter. In
it are found the remains of trees partly decomposed, and
surrounded by a tough mass of decomposed aquatic plants.
This peat is dug out, with a long and narrow spade made
for the purpose, in oblong pieces, which are laid to dry,
and then placed in the form of a dome, and set on fire from

below. As the peat begins to burn, more is added, so as

to keep up a smothered fire
; and in proportion as the heap

increases, and the fire becomes more powerful, moister

pieces are put on to prevent its breaking out. Thus a large
mass of slowly burning peat is formed, which burns for a

month or six weeks before the whole is properly converted

into ashes. This/ heap is often three or four yards high,
and fifteen or; -twenty yards in circumference. As soon as

the ashes sfe cooled, the whole is riddled to separate the

unburnt clods; and the ashes are used immediately, or

storcii under cover till they are wanted. The quantity

usually put on an acre of young clover is fifteen or twenty
bushels : the price at Newbury is fourpence a bushel.

These ashes have been analyzed by Sir H. Davy, and
found to contain,

Oxide of iron . . . .48
Gypsum ..... 32

Muriate and sulphate of potash . 20

100

The principal cause of their good effects on green crops
and clover-leys is, most probably, the quantity of gypsum
which they contain. (See GYPSUM ) Between the vale of

White Horse and that of the Kennet extends a district

of inferior land, parlly consisting of chalky hills covered

with sheep-walks, and of dales of moderate fertility. The
soil is principally calcareous, with variations of clay and

gravel.
The chnlky hills on the west side of the Thames are

separated from the hills in the south-east angle of Oxford-

shire, by a narrow opening near Goring, through wliich the
river flows : if this opening, at any time, did not exist, the

country above must have had considerable lakes in it,

formed by the pent-up waters of the Thames and tributary
streams. This may account for the rich alluvial soils found
in the vale of White Horse. On the hills which border the
Thames, there are extensive views over the rich vale of
White Horse, and into Oxfordshire ; and, in general, the

aspect of the country from any considerable hill is that of

great richness and variety. No county in England, except
Middlesex and the part of Surrey nearest to London, con-
tains so many villas and gentlemen's residences.

The eastern part of the country, or the Windsor Forest

district, though less fertile, is not less inviting as to situ-

ation. The hills from Kgham to Bray are covered with

very fine old and young plantations, and form the pic-

turesque scenery of Windsor Great Park. This forms a
contrast with the open heath extending to Bagshot, which
was divided and inclosed in the year 1813, when the forestal

rights were abolished by act of parliament. These rights,
if claimed to their full extent, would have been extremely
burdensome, and not readily submitted to in these times.
While they existed, they had a visible influence on the

agriculture of the district, and greatly retarded its progress,
in spite of the example of George III.

The
parishes

contained within the Forest of Windsor were
Old Windsor, New Windsor, Winkfield, Sunninghill, Bin-
field, Easthampstead, Sandhurst, Finchampstead, Bark-
ham, Wokingham, Arborfield, and Swallowfield

; and parts
of Clewer, Bray, and Hurst. The open uninclosed forest

in all these parishes amounted to about 'J4.0UO acres, very
little of which would repay the expense of cultivation ; and
much of it remains now in its original state, although
divided and inclosed. The allotments given to the crown,
amounting to above one-fourth of the whole, have been

mostly planted with trees, where they were not already in

woods.
The soil in the forest district is extremely various : along

the Thames, in the parishes of Old and New Windsor,
Clewer, and Bray, there are excellent meadows, and some

very good arable land, consisting of loam and gravel. To
the south, along the hills, which extend at the distance of

two or three miles from the river, the soil is a very tena-

cious clay, better adapted for grass than for corn. The
cultivation of it as arable land is laborious and expensive,
from the necessity of bringing chalk from a great distance

to correct its cold nature, and neutralize the large portion
of iron and saline substances which it contains. The waters
found in the land springs, and within a certain depth in

this soil, are more or less impregnated with sulphates and
muriates of soda and magnesia; so that in many places
mineral wells have been discovered, and occasionally much
frequented by invalids for their purgative qualities. Of
these there are several in Windsor Great Park, St. Leonard's

Hill, Winkfield Plain, where a regular pump-room has
been fitted up, and in Winkfield Park

;
this last was for-

merly in some repute. Beyond these clay hills, as we go
south from the river, the soil becomes lighter, and gradually
changes into a poor light loam, then a sand and gravel,
which diminishes in fertility till it becomes the poor thin

soil of Bagshot Heath, in which the impregnation of car-

bonate of iron is so strong as to deposit the iron in the

brooks in the form of a rusty powder.
The old inclosures in the forest were chiefly pastures.

The arable land was confined to common fields, which
were of very inferior value, owing to the right of pasture
over them after a certain time of the year; and while the

pastures let for nearly the same rent a century ago as they
do now, the arable common land let for only one-fourth of

its present value ; but the pastures enabled the occupier to

keep sheep and cattle on the extensive commons, on which
was his chief reliance for profit. Since the inclosure of the

forest, arable land has improved, and pastures have de-

creased in value.

The general state of agriculture in Berkshire is neither

of the most improved kind, nor yet to be greatly found
fault with. The number of rich proprietors who hold land

to some extent in their own hands is considerable. They
employ intelligent bailiffs, and improved modes of culti-

vation are readily tried by them. The most perfect ma-
chines and implements may be found on their farms, and

everything new finds some person ready to give it a trial ;

but there are many obstacles to their general adoption. Old
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methods keep a certain hold of practical men, and it is very
fortunate that it is to, for no new met nod should be

rally adopted till long experience has pr
The two extremes, of tin obstinate adhercn

bad system, anil an incautious adoption n:

are equally unreasonable. The system u

throughout the rounty by int

modification of the anticnt triennial rot* '

i* a clean fallow, for which tut; -n the

light soils: then two or three crops of com, with an alterna-

tion of clover, tares, or beans bMween them, which at.

sidcred as less exhausting. The nature of the cr<>]

the recurrence of tlic fallows depend on the nature of the

land, i sons, and also on the care with which the

flrst fallow has been cleaned, and the crops have heen

weeded or hoed. It is the appearance of weeds that giu-s

notice of the necessity of a fallow. A good rotation strictly

adhered to would be better for general adoption : and a

more extensive cultivation of artificial grasses woiiM

more live stock, and make more manure. In the ric!

of the Vale great crops of com are frequently obtained with

little trouble, and this always maUi - careless farmers. They
know the advantage of manure, and will *parc no expense
to purchase it, but the real secret of agriculture is to mnke
it at home and at the least expense, which can olily be done

by means of lire stock, anil raising food for cattle.

There are in Berkshire a great many small proprietors,
or yeomen, who cultivate their own farms, con>>sting of

f>rt"y, fifty, or eighty acres. They live frugally, and the

times do not much affect them ; but they have no inclina-

tion to try new schemes: the old methods satisfy them, and
if they can live and pay their nay they arc contented.

The old implements of husbandry have been much im-

proved of late
years.

The heavy Berkshire plough, drawn

by lour or five horses in aline, lias given place to the lighter
Scotch and Norfolk ploughs with two horses abreast, or in

very wet and stiff soils w itli three in a line : more are seldom

used, except to break up grass land, or when the ploughing
has been deferred till the ground is very hard. Improved
agricultural instruments are manufactured at New bury and
at Reading. Drilling machines on the most improved prin-

ciple, and on Cook's plan, are made at Hook in Hampshire,
and

pretty generally dispersed through Berkshire. The intro-

duction of these and other improved instruments has been
much encouraged by the example of King George III. and
the late Duke of Gloucester, whose farming establishment
at Kapleys, near Bagshot Park, was on the most improved
principles. Drilling the seed is becoming more general
than it used to be ; and several professional drillmen find

it a profitable employment of a small capital tn purchase
the most improved machines, with which they drill the seed
for the smaller farmers, who cannot afford such expensive
implements. The farmer finds the horses and a man to

drive them, and sends the drill to its next destination when
his com is drilled. The price paid for the use of the drilling
machine is from \t. erf. to 2. per acre, with food for the

drillman, who is the proprietor of the drill, or his servant.

They drill about ten or twelve acres in a day, with two
horse* and two men. This division of labour, which is a

certain sign of improvement, is only found in the best cul-
ttvat. -. ns in Kssex, Suffolk, and Norfolk, where
there are still many small farm*.

Threshing machines were common in many parts of the

county, both fixed and moveable : but during the disturb-
ances in ls.1l many of them were destrou.il, and the corn is

now chiefly threshed by hand, there being always a super-
abundance of agricultural labourer*.

In noticing the agriculture of Berkshire we must not pass
the two fiirms in Windsor Great Park, established by

King George III., one on a poor sandy soil, conducted on
t lie Norfolk s\<toni. and another on a stiff clay, called the
Klcmi-h Kurm, tint by no means cultivated on the Flemish
model. Tin- u-reate-t variety of improved instrumch
introduced, and many experiment!) were made. Both
these funiM were well worth the attention of agriculturists :

but the circumstance of their being supported by what was
thought an inexliau-liblr purse rendered them nearly usc-
less as models for imit'iti'>n. They continue to be Vulti-
vated, but attract little attention.

iiu (..xtri-mi.lv fine rattle are bred ami
kept in the Home

Park at Wind-or. chiefly of I'm improved short-horned

breed; and the cowu which ur ihe royal
arc certainly worthy of the privileged pasture in

which they range, and the majestic trees which shelter

tin in.

The farm of his lat. e Duke of Glou-
. at Haple-, . particular

out thirtj
of poor land, forming, ihe midst
of brown heath which surrounded it on n the

the duke i

He
h.chgradvii'. .

v

he took a lease of the comn
and in the course of less than twenty \ea-

hare and barren tract of land into a produi

spersed with thriving plantations. Tl. -

b) employing the superabundant labour of the neighbouring

parishes. The whole was superintended by an active nativo

of Scotland, Mr. Burncss the duke's bailiff, who since the

duke's death has been appointed bailiff to some of the Duke
of Bedford's farms at Woburn. A thrc.-lnng machine,
moved by an artificial stream of water, on the most imi

construction, was erected on the premises, with a mill to

grind meal, and one to bruise bones for manure. Mr. London
has given a description and drawing of this machine in the

Mix to his last edition of the Encyclopeedia <>/.4gri-

rullure, and asserts it to be the most complete in the

kingdom.
The size of the farms in Berkshire varies considerably

in the chalky districts they are large some containing a

thousand acres; but in the richer soils they are msstlv from
one hundred to four hundred acres : in the forest district

.re in general of small extent. Arable land lets from

I0.t., and even le^, to _/. per acre; the average may be
about 25s.; upland meadows from I/, to 2/., and along the
rivers '2f. to St. : irrijrated meadows 4/. to 5l.

Gardens. Near Reading there are considerable garden
ds, the soil being deep and good, and the produce

coming earlier to maturity than in any other part of the

county. The onions, and especially the asparagus of Read
ing, are remarkably fine, and in great demand in the season.

Orchards are not very numerous, and fewer than they were
at one time, when cider was a more common beverage of the

farmer. The apples which grow in (lie Vale, where there

are some good orchards, are mostly sent to London. About
Wantage are some cherry orchards, the produce of which U
great in good years, but it is a very precarious crop.
Woods and Copp ire. Woods and coppice arc sea-

over the county, and add to the diversity, which is a beauti

fill feature in its landscapes as viewed from emii

Considerable quantities of timber are annually felled, and

during the war t readily purchased for

the dock-yards. The high prices then given have consider

ably diminished the number of old oaks, but very line trees

may still be found in ihe gentlemen's parks, and

occasionally in the 1 }, which are still tolerably
furnished with timber, of which elm forms a cniisid.

portion. The Fen M of Wir.d-or, with the exception of the

neighbourhood of the parks, hnd but few trees on the \.

and these more picturesque in appearance from tin .

than valuable as limber. Some of the oldest o:iks in (

bourn Wood, in the
]

!, field and Clever, aro
mere hollow trunks, with a few picturesque blanches.
The coppices in general arc valuable : and where water

carriage is near, which is the ca-e in almost every part
of the county, the produce is sent to London in the

of hoops, broomsticks, and other rough manufactures. They
arc usually cut every ten years, and when veil managed
produce from 10/. to IS/, per acre, at every cutting.

Osiers. Along the Thames, and in the low islands which
are frequently covered with' water, there are numerous osier

beds, which are 'cut every year to make baskets, and are con-
sidered as a very valuable pioperty.

Cattle. There is no peculiar breed of cattle indigenous in

Berkshire, and those generally met with are imported from

^hire. Herclr.riKhtrc, ami Yorkshire. The Glamorgan-
shire cows arc in considerable repute in some district*, bi.i the

much mixed and crossed, and not always with
.non or judgment. .Aldcnicv cows, which

nnunlly itn: common for the supply of
butter and cream in gentlemen's families. Some
cows have been produced by erodes nf Aldcrneys with

larger breeds. Oxen are n. , i:sed in agriculture,

although a few teams are kept on some laiu'c farms, and
the work of the kinc' Norfolk farm in Windsor Park was
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at one time entirely done by oxen. They are still em-
ployed in carting, rolling, and drawing timber in tbe park,
where the sod being soft for their feet, they can work with-

out being shod. They are worked four at a time, and only
five days in the week, and in this manner stand their work
well.

A considerable number of horses are bred in Berkshire,

chiefly of the cart kind ; and many colts are brought young
from Northamptonshire, and kept for two or three years
with gentle work. They are then sent to London as dray
horses, and in general obtain very good prices. In this

manner horses used in husbandry, instead of losing in value,
are often a source of greater profit than oxen worked two or

three years, and then fatted off.

No great quantity of fat cattle is sent from Berkshire to

London. In the eastern part of the county a good many
calves are suckled, and are found on the whole more profit-
able than butter or cheese, and attended with much less

trouble
; but the chief advantage of calves is the addition

which they make to the dung of the yard, when they have a
liberal allowance of straw often renewed. This also con-
stitutes the chief profit of keeping pigs.

Pig*- The breed of pigs in Berkshire is one of the best in

England. They are not of a very large size, although many
fattened at two years old wei^h twenty score when killed,

and some even more. The most common weight is from
twelve to fifteen score : the bone is small, and they fatten at

an early age and on little food two important qualities.
The true Berkshire breed is black with white spots, but
some are quite white : their snouts are short, jowls thick,
and their ears stand up. A mixed breed, produced by cross-

ing the Berkshire with the Chinese and Neapolitan breeds,

possesses improved qualities, although rather susceptible of

cold from being nearly without hair ; but they are superior
to most breeds for getting rapidly fat, and keeping in ex-
cellent condition on pasture, with very little additional food.

G. H. Crutchley, Esq. of Sunninghill Park, has a choice
breed of this kind

; and most of the cottagers' pigs in the
Forest district are of a superior description. Bacon is the

principal animal food of the labourers, and they are good
I of its qualities.

Sheep. The Berkshire sheep called the not was a large
polled sheep, with coarse wool, useful for the fold on cold clay
soils, but coarse in the carcase. It is now almost superseded
by an improved breed produced by crosses from the old sheep
and the Leicesters, and by the South Down, which are now
the favourite breeds. Some of tbe Cotswold sheep, crossed
with the Leicester, produce a large sheep, which gets very
fat, and carries a heavy fleece of long wool : some of these
were lately purchased to send to Belgium to improve the sheep
in that country. Merinos were introduced by George III.,
who had a Hock from Spain, and were at first in great request
on account of the fineness of their wool

; but they have qot
proved a profitable stock, owing perhaps to want of proper
management, and chiefly because they did not produce so

good carcasses for tbe butcher, which is now the chief profit
of the sheep. In Saxony the wool is the principal object;
and so much attention has been paid to the Spanish flocks

transplanted into that country, that their wool exceeds the

original Spanish wool in fineness. Before the inclosure of
Nor Forest there was a breed of small ragged-looking

sheep, with a light fleece of tolerably good short wnol,
called the heath sheep, which, when fatted at three or four

years old, produced tbe fine-flavoured Bagshot mutton much
prized by gourmands. These sheep were bred and kept in
the wastes of tbe forest, and sent annually in large flocks
into Buckinghamshire to be folded on the fallows. Not
being well attended to, many of them died, and sometimes,
in a wet spring, whole flocks were swept off by the rot; they
cost the proprietor little, and produced in general but sraaU

profit : they may still be seen, although in diminished num-
bers, on the heaths of Surrey and Hampshire which are
still uninclosed.
We cannot close this brief account of the Berksnire agri-

culture without noticing the farm at Sbalburn, called Pros-

perous Farm, which was formerly that of the celebrated
Jethro Tull. The soil is a stiff chalky clay, such as must
be greatly benefited by being pulverized and stirred ; and
from this circumstance may be deduced Tull's system of

horse-hoeing, which at one time was thought so great a dis-

covery in agriculture as to be named, by way of pre-emi-
nence, the ' new husbandry.' But th erroneous theory which
be adopted with respert to tho food of plants, and his conse-

quent neglect of manure and change of crops, led him and
his disciples into great mistakes, and ultimately caused his
ruin. (See Tull, On Horse-hoeing Husbandry.) It is

curious that although drilling, which was first introduced
by Tull, is practised pretty generally in the neighbourhood,
it is not so now on Prosperous Farm.
There are numerous fairs and markets in the county of

Berks, some of which are very antient, and others of later
institution. The fairs at Reading are noted, especially that
for horses on the 25th of July, and for cheese on the 21st of

September. Ilsley sheep fairs are some of the largest after
the great fairs on the Wiltshire Downs : one is held on the
26th March, but the largest, called Lamb Fair, is on the
26th of August. On the market days, which are on Wed-
nesdays, a sheep fair is held every fortnight, from Easter till

shearing time, where large quantities of sheep are penned.
There are fairs also at Abingdon, Newbury, and all the pro-
vincial towns and villages, as the following list will show :

Abingdon, first Monday in Lent, May 6, June 20, Au
gust 5, September 19, Monday before Old Michaelmas,
December 1 1

; Arborfield, October 5 ; Aldermaston, May 6.

July 7, October 11 ; Bracknell, April 25, August 22, Octo-
ber 1 ; East Ilsley, March 26, Wednesday in Easter week,
and every other Wednesday till Whit-Wednesday, August
26, first Wednesday after September 29, Wednesday after
October 17, November 12; Farringdon, February 15, Whit-
Tuesday, October 29 ; Hungerford, last Wednesday in

April, August 10 : Lambourn, May 12, October 2, Decem-
ber 4; Mortimer, April 27, Nov. 6

; Maidenhead, Whit-

Wednesday, September 29, November tfo
; Newbury, Holy

Thursday, July 5, September 4, October 14, November 8;
Oakingham, April 23, June 11, October 10, November 2;

Reading, February 2, May 1, July 25, September 21
;

Thatcham, second Tuesday after Easter Week, first Tuesday
after September 29

; Wallingford, June 24, September 29,
December 17 ; Wantage, first Saturday in March and May,
July 18, October 10 and 17; Windsor, Easter Tuesday,
July 5, October 24.

Divisions, Towns, if-c.
When the Domesday survey was

made, Berkshire was divided into twenty-two hundreds.

Wallingford and Windsor were assessed separately. The
hundreds have since been reduced to twenty, of which eleven
retain their antient names under a somewhat modernized
form. We give the antient hundreds, placing in a line with
them the modern hundreds with which they for the most

part coincide, and also the part of the county in which they
are situated. N. north ;

S. south, &c.
;
C. central.

Antient. Modern.

Benes, or Beners . . . Barnesh, or Beynhurst, E.
Blitberie (Blewbury) . . Moreton, N.E.

Borchedeberie, or Borchelde- \ Faircross, C. and S., and
berie (Bucklebury) . . ) Reading, N.E.

Bray Bray, E.

n ,
, iCharlton, S., Sonning, or

'

{ Sunning, E., Wargrave, E.

Cheneteberie,\
Eglei,

Kentbury-Eagle, C. and S.W.

Eletesford, Helitesford, or 1 Moreton, N.E., and Cook-
Hesliteford .... I ham, S.E.

Gamesfel ..... Ganfield, N.W.
Hilleslau ..... Shrivenham, N.W.
Hornimere ..... Hormer, N.
Lamborne, or Lambourn
Merceham (Marcham) .

Nachededorne . . .

Radinges, or Redinges

Lambourn, W.
Ock, N. and N.E.

(Compton, C., and Faircross

\ C. aiand S.

Reading and Theale, N.E.

Riplesmere . ~. RiplesmereandWargrave.E.
Roeberg Faircross, C. and S.

Seriveham, or Shrivenham Shrivenham, N.W.
Sudtone (Sutton) . . . Qck, or Oke, N. and N.E.

Tacceham (Thatcham) . . fS^E* S " a"d

Wanating, or Wanting . Wantage, C
wt , (Faringdon, N.W., and Shri
Wlio1 '

\ venham, E.

Camden gives the number of parishes in the county at

140; Lysons gives them at 14S. By a comparison of the

list contained in tbe population returns with the best maps,
the number may be thus stated : Parishes wholly in Berks,
142; parishes partly in other counties, but which have either

the church or the principal group of bouses in Berkshire,
and may be therefore reckoned in that county, 9 ; parishes
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partly included in Berks, but chielly in other counties. 5 :

total, 156. Tlic parishes which, though partly in 'lhiT

counties, may b most properly reckoned in Berkshire, are

Sunning, Landlord, and Shilton ( partly in Oxfordshire), and

Coleshill.Huiit'erford. Hurst (panxihialchupelry).Shalboiirn,
ShinBcld, and Wokinghara (partly in Wilts). The parishes
w Inch rather lielong to other counties arc Great Barrington

(chiefly in Gloucestershire), St. AMate's (chielly in the city

of Oxford), StrathfieU- .\ iclnetly in Hants), audlnglcsbam
and Swallowfield (chiefly in Wili.M.

There are twelve market-towns: Abingdnn, Fiiringdon,

Hungerford, East llsley, Lambourn, Maidenhead, Now-

bury, Reading, Wallingford, Wantage, Windsor, and

Wokingham. .Of these, Reading and Abingdon are the

assize-towns, and the latter is the chief place of county
election.

Reading is on the Kennel, chiefly on the left bank,

about a mile or a mile and a half before it flows into the

Thames. It is a parliamentary borough, sending two

members, and had a population in 1831 of 15.A95.

Abingdon, on the Gloucester road, fifty-six miles from

London, is on the right bank of the Thames, just at the

mouth of the Ock, and at the entrance into the Thames ol

the Wilts and Berks canal. Its population in 1831 wag 5259.

It returns one member to parliament.
Windsor, properly New Windsor, twenty-two miles from

London by Colnbrook, on the right bank of the Thames,
contains a noble castle, a residence of the kings of England.
It is a parliamentary borough, returning two members, and
had in 18.il a population of 5650, including the inhabitants

of the castle and the lower ward, or 7103 including the

parish of Old Windsor.*

\Vallingford, also a parliamentary borough, returning one

member, forty-six miles from London, had in 1831 a popula-
tion of 2563 ;t but the limits assigned to the borough by
the Boundary Act include a population of probably more
than double that number. [Sec ABINGDO.V, HEADING,
WXLLINGFORD. WlNDSOR.]
Next to the above places, the most important is Newbury,

on the Bath road, seventeen mile* from Reading, and fifty-

iix miles from London. It is on the river Kennet, at the

point where the navigation of that river unites with the

Kennet and Avon canal, and had in 1831 a population of

5959, or including Sandleford priory, which is in the parish,
6977.

Great Faringdon, in the north-west part of the county,

*ixty-eight miles from London by Wallingford and Wan-
tage, or between seventy and seventy-one by Abingdon,
had in 1831 a population of 3033 for the whole parish.

Wantage, sixty miles from London by Wallingford, con-
tained in the whole parish, in 1831, 3282 inhabitants. [See
FARINCDOX, NKWBURY, WANTAGE.]

The remaining five towns, Hungerford, East llsley,

Lambourn, Maidenhead, and Wokingham being too small

to require separate articles, may be mentioned more at

length here.

Ilungerford is in the S.W. part of the county, on the
Bath road, eight or nine miles from Newbury, above twenty-
five from Reading, and sixty-four or sixty-five from London.
It is upon the river Kennet (which, however, is not navi-

gable), and upon the Kennet and Avon Canal. This town
bore in antient times the name of Ingleford Charnuun (or

Ckarnam) Street, which Mr. Gough (in his Additions to

Camden) thinks may be a corruption of the Ford of the

Angles on Herman Street, the antient Roman road. But
the Messrs. Lysons doubt whether the name Ingleford ap-

plied to more than the site of the manor of Hungerford-
Ingleford, which is in the parish, and observe that the name
Hungerford, as now spelt, occurs in a record as antient as
A.D. 1201. The name Charnam Street is still preserved
by one of the avenues to the town, and bv one of the

litliings into which the parish is divided. The town con-
iiH chiefly of one long street, in the centre of which are

the market-house and shambles, with a room over them in

which the town business is transacted. The church, which
is in the western quarter of the town, was erected in 1814,
in the place of an antient structure, which appeared to have
been built at different dates. In the former church were
several memorials of the antient family of the Hungerfords.

* OU Wlad*or ochher WM nor It Included ID !ht pArliamirnUry borough.
t Mojn lh ' Ab'tnrt of DM Antrr and Rrl.iti,,

' umlcr the Population
fun of 1831. IB dm Arroom. ID4 Papon

1
lor ih.t muon of rwlunxnl

(Put. Paprn far 1831, tot it ill.) It ii fiten iJ7

The living is a vicarage, in the patronage of the dean and

chapter of Windsor, and in the peculiar jurisdiction of the

dean of Salisbury : the net income of the vicarage is

stated at 4:!9/. in the KcelrsiattiaU Kevetiue* Report,
1835. Near the church is the free grammar-school.
The Kennet in here divided into two streams, one of which

passes through the town, the other close by it on the north

side. The latter is crossed by a bridge at the entrance of

the town from Newbury. There appears to be no manufac-
ture in Hungerford of any importance. The market, which
is on Wednesday, has been held from time immemorial,
and is mentioned as an established market A.D. l-j'.t".

There are three fairs. The population of the whole parish,
which contains 4450 acres, and extends into Wiltshire, was,
in 1831,2715; but a considerable portion of this must In-

rural population. The town is governed by a constable

chosen annually by the inhabitants: the other municipal
ollicers are bailiff, steward, town-clerk, twelve feoffees and

burgesses, Sec. Hungerford was the birth-place of Dr.

Samuel Chandler, an eminent dissenting minister of the

last century. There was formerly an hospital of St. John
the Baptist in this town, but its site is not known.

East llsley (antiently Huldesley or Hildesley) lies be-

tween Newbury and Abingdon, nine or ten miles from the

former, and eleven from the latter. It is fifty-four miles
from London through Reading. It is situated amidst the
downs formed by that range of chalk hills which has been
described above as crossing the county : on these downs a

great number of sheep are fed. Although East lUlcy is

a very small place, of not more than 738 inhabitants (in

1831), its sheep-market, which commences on the Wed-
nesday in Easter week, and is held every alternate Wed-
nesday till Whitsuntide, is supposed to be one of the largest
in England next to that of the metropolis. The sheep
are purchased by the Hertfordshire and Buckinghamshire
farmers, and fattened for the London market. There
is a market on Wednesday throughout the year, but the

great sheep-market is for a limited season, as mentioned
above: there are also two fairs. The living is a rectory
in the deanery of Newbury, of the net annual value,

according to the Ecclesiatiical Revenues' Report (1835),
of 64 5/.

Lambourn, or Chipping Lambourn, is situated upon the
little river of that name, which falls into the Kennet at

Newbury. Lambourn is near the edge of the downs men-
tioned in the account of East llsley, eleven miles from that

town, and sixty-five from London. In the market-place is

a tall plain pillar, with an ornamented capital, on an ascent
of steps. The church is a handsome Gothic structure in
the form of a cross, having two chantry chapels on the south
side : and near the churchyard is an hospital for ten poor
men, founded by some of the family of Isbury or Estbury.
The living is a vicarage in the gift of the dean and chapter
of St. Paul's, London, of the average net income of 104/
The market is of very antient date, but has much declined
of late years : it is held on Fridays. There are three fairs.

The parish is very extensive, containing nearly 15,000
acres: it is divided into one township (that of Chipping
Lambourn) and three tithings. The population of the.

township of Chipping Lambourn in 1831 was 1166: that of

the whole parish 2386. At Upper Lambouni, an adjacent
hamlet, was formerly a free chapel, now destroyed.
Maidenhead is a small but neat town, a little way from

the Thames on the Bath road, twenty-six miles from Lon-
don. The town was formerly called South Ealington, and
the name Maidenhead was said to have been given to it

from the veneration paid to the head .of one of the eleven
thousand British virgins who, according to an antient but
fabulous legend, were martyred-iiy Attila king of the Huns:
but as in the most antient records it is written Maidcnhithe
or Maydenehythe*, it is more likely that the name was first

given to the spot where Maidenhead bridge now crosses the

Thames, where was formerly a great wharfage of timber
and firewood. There, has been a bridge at this spot from
an early date, certainly from the thirteenth century, and
the erection of it diverted the course of the great western
n>;id, which appears before that time to have crossed the
river about two miles higher at Babham Ferry, near Cook-
ham. From this change of the road the town of Maiden
head took its rise, and it soon outstripped Bray, which may

Ililhe U > word of SUxon origin (heh. a dllch or trracli). nd ii i.i.l ic
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be considered its mother-town, and in which parish it

partly stands.

Maidenhead consists of one long paved street. It has a

(hapul, erected of late years on the site of a former one

taken down as being too small. The bridge consists of

seven semicircular arches of stone, and three smaller arches

of brick at each end. There is an almshouse between the

bridge and the town for eight poor men and their wives.

The chief trade of the place is in meal, malt, and timber;
and it is a great thoroughfare, in consequence of which
there are several inns. The market is on Wednesday, and
is a considerable mart for corn. There are three fairs.

Maidenhead has a corporation, consisting of a mayor, high
steward, steward or recorder, and cloven burgesses, two of

whom are annually chosen bridge-masters. Tiie mayor,
high steward, steward, and the mayor of the preceding year
are justices of the peace : and the mayor presides in a court

for the recovery of small debts, which is held every three

weeks. The corporation have the power of making bye-
laws, and there is a jail for debtors and felons. The cor-

poration revenues consist chiefly of the tolls of the markets
and the bridge. The town is in the parishes of Cookham
and Bray ; the chapel is in the former. The minister is

appointed by the mayor and bridge-masters, and is said to

be exempt from episcopal jurisdiction. The population,
owing to the town not forming a distinct parish, cannot be

given. It is probably about 1500. There are a National
school and a Sunday school, and three dissenting places of

worship.

Wekingham, or Oakingham, is within the precincts of

Windsor Fore.st, and on one of the roads from London to

Reading, thirty-one miles and a half from London, and seven
from Reading. That part of the parish in which the town
stands is in Berkshire, the other part of the parish, together
with the church, is in an insulated portion of Wiltshire. The
town consists of several streets, which meet in a spacious
area, containing the market-house, an antient building
framed with timber, open at the bottom, and having above a

room for the transaction of public business. The church is

lar:_re and handsome ; the houses in the town arc chiefly of

brick. In Camden's time the woollen manufacture was
carried on here, but now the malting and meal trades,

throwing silk, and making shoes and gauze, furnish the

chief occupations of the inhabitants. The market is held
on Tuesday, and is well supplied with poultry, which the

higglers purchase for the London market. There are three

antient fairs, now inconsiderable; two additional ones were

attempted to be established about 1780, but did not succeed;
one of them, at Lady Day, has been given up, the other,
h -Id near Michaelmas, is still kept up. The population in

1831 was 1G28 for the town division of the parish, or 313'J

for the whole parish, which contains 8450 acres. The living
U a perpetual curacy, u peculiar in the jurisdiction of the
dean of Salisbury, who is impropriator of the great and
small tithes, and patron of the benefice, the income of which
is stated at 1261. in the Ecclesiastical Revenues' Report,
1835. There are in the parish eight alms-houses, with a

small endowment; an hospital at Luckley Green for a

chaplain and sixteen poor men
;
and an endowed school

fur b ivs and girls ; . also a Sunday school, and two dis-

senting places of worship. The town is governed hy a cor-

poration, consisting of an alderman and eleven capital bur-

Ki-saes. Dr. Thomas Goodwin, Bishop of Bath and Wells in

the time of Elizabeth, was born here in 1517, and died
here in 1590.

Besides the twelve existing market towns already noticed,

there are several places in Berkshire which formerly had
markets. A list of them is subjoined, with the population
of their several parishes in 1831, and such other particulars
as seem to require notice :

B ilking, a hamlet of Uffington, three or four miles south-

cast of Faringdon ; population, 185.

1! i-ilden, cm the Thames, about midway between Reading
and Wallingford ; population, 780.

Catmere, about Mbur miles west of East Ilsley ; popula-
tion,

Cookhiim, on the Thames, a little to the north of Maiden-

head, part of which is in the p.irih ; has still two fairs;

population, 3337.
K-i-,1. Ili-iidied. about four miles cast of Wantage. This

place was formerly one of the teats of the cloth manufacture.
The stewardship of one of the manors in this parish is a no-

minal oftieo in the
sjit't of the Chancellor of the Exchequer,

and is one of the places given for the purpose of vacating a
seat in the House of Commons. There is at East Hcndred
an antient chapel, supposed to have been erected by the
monks of Sheen, to whom the manor just rvl'erred to be-

longed ; this chapel now forms two tenements; popula-
tion, 865.

Hinton, about six miles norlh-east of Faringdon, a little

to the north of the road from that town to Abmgdon ; it is

near the Thames; population, 348.

Kentbury, or Kiiubury, antiently Chenetebcrie and Ken-
netbury, about three miles south-east of Hungerford, on the
banks of the Keunet ; it givs name to the hundred of

Kentbury-Eagle ; population, 1781.

Slirivenham, five miles south-west of Faringdon, gives
name to the hundred; population, 2113.

Speen, about one mile north-west of Newbury. Specn-
hamland, a tithing of this parish, forms a sort of suburb of

Newbury. It was a Roman station, Spinco, and one of the

principal scenes of action in the second battle of Newbury,
fought in Oclober, 1644, between the troops of Charles I.

and those of the parliament; population, 3044.

Stanford-in-the-Vale, in the Vale of White Horse, about

midway between Wantage and Faringdon, has a hand-
some Gothic church ; population, 1U1G.

Thatcham, on the road from London to Bath, three miles
east of Newbury. Its market was first held on Sunday, but

changed by Henry III. to Thursday. There is a well-en-
dowed free-school here. The parish, which is the largest in

the county except Lambourn, contains 12,960 acres; popu-
lation, 3912. /

Wargrave, a little to the right of the road from Maiden-
head to Reading, about midway between them. There is

an endowment for educating poor children. Wargrave gives
name to a hundred

; population, 1423.

West Woodhay, on the borders of Hampshire, about
seven miles south-west of Newbury, and about six south-
east of Hungerford ; population, 127.

Yattcndon, about eight miles north-east of Newbury ;

population, 241.

Two other localities of this county deserve notice. Bray,
which gives name to a hundred, and in the parish of which
the town of Maidenhead partly stands, is celebrated for the

versatility of principle manifested by one of its incumbents,
whence ' the Vicar of Bray

'

has become a proverbial ex-

pression for a man who can shift his principles with the

times. The well-known song of ' the Vicar of Bray
'

repre-
sents this personage as living in the time of Charles II.

and his successors, down to George I. ; but Fuller, in his
' Worthies of England,' gives the following account :

' The
vivacious vicar hereof living under King Henry VIII., King
Edward VI., Queen Mary, and Queen Elizabeth, was first

a Papist, then a Protestant, then a Papist, then a Protestant

again. He had seen sonic martyrs burnt (two miles oft') at

Windsor, and found this fire too hot for his tender temper.
This vicar being taxed by one for being a turn-coat, and an
unconstant changeling, "Not so," said he,

"
for I always

kept my principle, which is, to live and die the vicar of

Bray." Such many, now-a-dayes, who, though they cannot

turn the wind, will turn their mills, and set them so, that

wheresoever it bloweth, their grist shall certainly be grinded.'

(Vol. i. p. 79, Nichols's edit. 181 1.)

Cumncr, or Cumnor, is about three miles nearly west of

Oxford. The manor belonged to the abbots of Abingdon,
who had a house here for retirement in case of the plague,
sickness, &c., prevailing at Abingdon. After the Reforma-
tion this house was granted to the last abbot for life, and on
his death came into possession of Anthony Forster, whose

epitaph in Cumnor church speaks highly of him as being
amiable and accomplished. But in Ashmole's '

Antiqui-
ties of Berkshire' (vol. i. p. 149, seq.), he is represented as

one of the pnrties to the murder of the unhappy Countess of

Leicester, who was secretly despatched while staying at

Curnnor by the order of her husband, who was then aspiring
to the hand of Queen Elizabeth. Sir Walter Scott's novel

of 'Kenilivorlh
'

has given currency to the dreadful history,
which is circumstantially related by Ashmole. Part of the

mansion is fitted up as a farm-house, and the shell of the

remainder is nearly entire. It adjoins the churchyard, and
the traditionary name of the Dudley chamber points out the

room in which it is supposed the murder was committed.

(Lysons's Alugna Britannia; Beauties of England and
Wule, &c.)

Dii-iiions for Ecclesiastical and Legal Purposes. The

NO. 241. [THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.] VOL. IV.- 2 P
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number of parishes in Berkshire has been given above. The
j

number of vicarage* is considerable : in Lysoru's Ma%na
Britannia, where the parishes are given at US, the nuinlH-r

of vicarages is given at 67. The county is wholly in the I

diocese of Salisbury, ami in the errli-u-iic il province of

Canterbury, and forms an nrchilcaconry by itself: the arch-

deacon takos his title from the county. It is divided into

four niral deaneries Abingdon, Newbury, Reading, and

WtUingfonL
Berkshire is in the Oxford circuit : Reading and Abing-

don are the assize towns. The Lent, or Spring assizes are

held at Reading, the Summer assizes at Abingdon. The

quarter sessions for the county arc held as follows : Kpi-

phany at Reading. Easter nt Newbury, Hilary at Abingdon,
and Michaelmas either at Abingdon or Reading, as the ma-

gistrates shall determine.

Nine members are returned to parliament from Berkshire

throe for the county itself, two each for Reading and

New Windsor, and one each for Abingdon and Wallingford.
The only change in the number of members made by the

Reform Bill, was to reduce the members for Wallingford
from two to one, for Abingdon previously returned only one.

The county members are nominated nt Abingdon, and the

poll for the county is taken at Reading, Abingdon, New-

nury, Wantage, Wokingham, Maidenhead, Great Faring-
don, and East llsley. Abingdon was the place where the

poll was taken in case of a contest before the Reform
Bill.

Civil History and Antirpiititi. The Atrebatcs or Atre-

balii are considered to have been the tribe inhabiting this

district; their name points them out ns a colony of the

Atrebates (people of Artois) in Gaul, who were, as Csesar

informs us, Belgzc, and of Germanic origin. (De Bell. Gall.

ii. -1.) Mr. Whitaker, and some other modern antiquaries,
consider that the Bibroci inhabited the hundred of Bray,
and the Segontiaci a small part of the county bordering on

Hampshire. The Bibroci and Segontiaci, and perhaps the

Atrebates (for some consider these to be the people men-
tioned by Ciesar under the name of Ancalites), submitted

to CtDsar when he crossed the Thames in pursuit of Cassi-

velaunus, and advanced into the heart of the country. In
the division made by the Romans of that part of the island

which they reduced to subjection, Berkshire appears to have
been included in Britannia prima.
Of this remote period Berkshire retains some memorials

in the traces of ancient roads and other antiquities. The
mads or parts of roads run in different directions. The most
marked is a part of that which led from Glevum (Gloucester)
to Londiniutn (London). It enters Berkshire from Wilt-

shire, not far from Lambourn, and runs S.E. to Spintc
(Speen), where it appears to have met another Roman road
from Aquco Solis (Bath) to Londinium (London). From
Rpinffl its couise to Ixmdinium does not appear to have been
ascertained, though some traces of it appeared a few years
since on Bagshot Heath, where it was vulgarly called ' the
Devil's Highway.' The traces of other Roman roads arc-

not of any great extent or importance. The Ikening Street
(of British origin) passed through Berkshire, but its course
is disputed. Some consider ' the Kid'_:o Way,' which runs

along the edge of the chalk range over East and West lUley
Downs, Cuckhamsley Hills. &c, to be the true Ikening
Street; while others contend for a line of road under the
same range through or near Blewbury, Wantage, Spars-
holt, &c. To the west of Wantage, where this last line is

most clearly to be traced, it is called luklclon Way. ( Lysons's
Magnn Hritannia ; Wise's Account n/tume Antiquities in
Hertuhire )

The only Roman station in the county, the site of which
hat been satisfactorily settled, is Kpinic. The name and
the distance* egret- in identifying it with Speen, a ullage
near Newhury. Vet it is remarkable that no Roman re-

mains appear to have been discovered here none ul roast
unViriK to sliow the existence of such a station. Bibractc,

.-.mrd in the twelfth Her of Richard of Cirencestcr. is
i

liy Whitaker nt
Bray ; though the distance IH-IMCCD

LooiiOMfll and Bibraote diners so much from that between
London and Bray as to occasion grcnt dilliciilu. 1'ontcs,

other Roman station, has been fixed by H,',rs!..\- (I'.ri-

tannia Knmana) near Old Windsor, but others prefer S
in Middlesex. Calleva or Caleva wan thought by Camdi-n
to have been Wallingford; but ihouuh the remains of
Roman antiquity found there point out Wallingford as the
site of au important Roman station, yet the situation as-

signed to Calleva in the Itinerary of Antoninus cannot be
made to agree with Wullingford, the Human name of which
is therefore unknown to us. Calleva has also been Axed by
conjecture at Coley Manor, near Reading, but SiU-ln-ster iii

Hampshire, just on the border of tin- more gene-
rally preferred.
The vallum, which appears to have surrounded the town

of Wallingford, was unquestionably a Roman work ; at the

south-west angle it is very entire for the space of about 270

paces on the south side and 370 on the west. This vallum
is single, and appears to have had a wet ditch, which run
dered it very secure.

There are remains of camps in several pans of tin-

county, supposed to have been
occupied by the KM

though some of them are probably of British origin. I .

ton Castle, an oval earth work on the summit of V

Horse Hill, 700 feet in diameter from east to west, and Mil)

feet from north to south, is one of these. It is surrounded

by a double vallum, or embankment, the inner one In^h,
and commanding an extensive view in every direction, the

outer one slighter. Letcorae or Sagbury Cat-tie, on Let-

come Downs, north-east of Lambourn, is almost circular,

has a double vallum, and encloses an area of nearly twenty-
six acres, but whether this is independent of the spa.

cupied by the entrenchments and ditches does not appear.
Another camp or earth-work, called Hardwell Camp, it

about half a mile north-west of Uflington Castle ; it is an
entrenchment of square form, where not broken by the

steep edge of the hill, surrounded by a double vallum, and
in size about 140 paces by 1 80. Near Little Coxwcll, in the

neighbourhood of Faringdon, are the remains of a square
camp ;

and at the other extremity of the county there is a

strong entrenchment, of irregular form, on Bagshot Heath,
near Easthampstead, 560 paces in length, and 280 in breadth
near the middle : it is supposed to be a Roman work, and
is commonly called

'
Ctcsar's Camp.' Remains of works

British or Roman are also found near the road from A i

don to Faringdon, five or six miles from the latter (i

bury Camp), and on Sinodun Hill, near Wittcnham, on the

Thames. There are circular camps near Ashdown Park, a

little way from Lambourn (Ashbury Camp or Alfred's

Castle), and on Badbury Hill, not far from Faringdon ; hut

of the probable origin of the former we have no information

perhaps it was Danish, as also the latter is sup;
to be.

Many barrows are found, especially one on the chalk

hills N. of Lambourn, covered irregularly with large

stones; three of the stones have a fourth laid on them m
the manner of the British cromlechs. Mr. Wise inclines

to think this is a Danish monument, while Mess;-. l.\ "in

would assign to it a British origin. By the country people

[W.yl.nd

it is called Wayland Smith ;' and they have a tradition
if an invisible smith residing here, who would shoe a tra-
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tellers horse if it was left here for a short time with a

piece of money by way of payment. Whether what is

called the Dragon Hill, just tinder the White Horse,
is a natural or an artificial mound, is a matter of doubt. A
number of barrows clustered together on Lambourn Downs

go by the name of ' the-Sevn Barrows,' but they are more
numerous than the name implies. A curious stone, called
1 the blowing stone,' is situate at Kingston Lisle, five miles

due north of Lambourn. At the back of this stone grows an

old elm tree : the stone itself is a species of red sandstone.

It is about three feet high, three feet six inches broad, and
two feet thick, but it is rough and of rather irregular surface.

It has several holes in it of various 'sizes. There are seven
holes in the front, three at the top, a large irregular broken
hollow at the north end (for it stands north and south),
and one if not more holes at the back. If a person blows
in at any one of three of the holes, an extremely loud

noise is produced, something between a note upon a French
horn and the bellowing of a calf, and this can be heard in

a favourable state of weather at Faringdon Clump, a dis-

tance of about six miles ;
and a person standing at about a

yard distant from either end of the stone while it is blown
into will distinctly feel the ground shake. The holes in the
stone are of various sizes, but those which if blown into

produce the sound easily admit a person's finger. The
hole most commonly used to produce the sound is at the top
of (lie stone ;

and if a small stick, eighteen inches long, be

pushed in at this hole it will come out at a hole at the

rack of the stone, about a foot below the top, and almost

immediately below the hole blown into. It is evident that

this is the place at which the air finds its exit, as after the

stone has been blawn into at the top for a considerable time

this hole becomes wet. There seems, however, no doubt
that there are chambers in the stone, as the irregular broken
hollow at the north end of it has evidently formed a part of

another place, at which a similar sound might once have
been produced. In the neighbourhood there exists a tradi-

tion that this stone was used for the purpose of giving an
alarm on the approach of an enemy.
We believe that there is no account of this very singular

stone either in Lysons's Magna Britannia, or any other

publication. It is marked in the Ordnance Map.
When the Saxons became possessed of South Britain,

Berkshire was included in the kingdom of the West Saxons.
It was partly wrested from them by the powerful and ambi-
li ins Otfa, king of the Mercians. At what time it returned
under the sway of the West Saxon kings we are not aware

;

probably it was when Egbert elevated Wessex to a perma-
nent superiority over the other parts of tho Saxon Octarchy.
It formed part of Wessex under the reign of Ethelwulph
(son of Egbert), whose youngest son, the great Alfred, was
born at Wantage in this county. In the reign of Ethelred I.,

the brother and immediate predecessor of Alfred, the Danes
invaded Berkshire, and possessed themselves of Reading.
Here they were attacked by the West Saxons ; in the first

engagement the Danes were defeated, but in the second

they repulsed their assailants. Four days afterwards at

/Kscesdun, i.e. Ash-tree-hill, a more important battle was

fought, in which both Ethelrud and Alfred were present,
and in which the Danes were defeated with great slaughter.
The site of this /Bscesdun has been much disputed. Wise,
in his Letter to Dr. Mead concerning some Antiquities in

Herkihire, contends for the ridge of the chalk hills extending
from Wantage into Wiltshire, and thinks that the White
II ir-e, cui on the lull, is a memorial of the victory. Aston,
a village near Waltingfbrd, and Ashampstcad, a village

1

equally distant i'roin Wallingford, Newbury, and

Heading, have each their partizans. Mr. Turner (History
of the An%l<j-Stt.rong) inclines to the opinion that Meran-
tune (where shortly afterwards1 the Saxons sustained a

severe defeat, in which Ethelred was mortally wounded.)
was Moreton, near Wallingford.
As the White Horse has been connected by Mr. Wise

with tho above-mentioned battle of yEscesdun, and as it is a

work either of Saxon original, or of still higher antiquity, it

scorns not out of place to give a brief account of it here.

Tho White 11 >r.-;e is the figure of a horse cut in the turf on
the north-west face oi ;hr range of chalk downs which cross

this county ;.t u part where the declivity is. at once lofty and

steep. Mr. \V: i in raptures with the skill displayed in

the work, and in the admirable choice of a situation where
it is little exposed to injury or decay. More sober judges,
however, describe it as a rude figure, about 374 feet in

length. When the afternoon sun shines upon it, it may be
seen at a considerable distance ten, twelve, or even fifteen
miles

;
and from its immense size forms a remarkable object.

It has given name to the hill on which it is carved and to
the vale above which that hill rises. The inhabitants of the

neighbourhood have an antient custom of assembling
'
to

scour the horse,' i. e. to clear away the turf where it has
encroached upon it. On such occasions a rural festival is

held, and they are regaled by the lord of the manor
; but it

does not appear that they have observed this custom since
1780. Nearly above the White Horse, on the summit of the

hill, is the antient camp or earthwork called Uffington
Castle; and in its vicinity are the antiquities Hardwell
Camp, Alfred's Castle, Dragon Hill, the Seven Barrows,
and Wayland Smith, already described. Mr. Wise thought
that Wayland Smith was the monument of a Danish King
slain in the Battle of /Escesdmr.

Messrs. Lysons have given snme weighty reasons, urged
by Dr. Beke, professor of modern history in the university
of Oxford, for identifying the Ethandane of the Saxon
Chronicle, where King Alfred gained the victory that re-

stored him to his throne, with Eddington, near Hungerford
in this county : this is contrary to the general opinion which
has supposed Ethandane to be Ed'dinuton, near"VVestbury
in Wilts.

In the war with the Danes during the reign of Ethelred
II., Berkshire was laid waste with fire and sword. The
barbarous invaders burnt Reading, WallingforS, and other

places. This was in 100C. At the time of the Norman
invasion, William the Conqueror received at Walling ford

the submission of the archbishop Stigsrnd and of the prin-

cipal barons, before he marched to London ; and shortly
afterwards a strong castle was built at Wallingford by
Robert DOyley, one of the followers of the conqueror.

In the civil war consequent upon the usurpation of Ste-

phen, Berkshire was again the seat of war. Brian Fitz-

court, who had come by marriage into possession of Wal-
lingford Castle, early took the side of the Empress Maud ;

and his castle afforded her a secure retreat when she lied

from Oxford. Faringdon Castle, which was erected by
Robert earl of Gloucester, natural brother of the Empress,
was taken by Stephen, and so completely demolished, that

not a vestige now remains. When John rebelled against
his brother, Richard I., he seized Wallingford and Windsor
Castles, but they were taken from him again by the barons

ii> the king s interest, and placed in the hands of the queen
dowager. The strength of these two fortresses rendered
them important as military stations, in the troubles which
took place during the latter part of the reign of John, and

during the reign of Henry III. In 1263 Windsor Castle

was taken by Simon de Montfort. During this early part
of our history, the palace at Old Windsor, or the castle at

New Windsor, was the frequent residence of the king.
Of the castles of this period there are few remains except

at Windsor. The antient castle there, still the abode of

royalty, will be described under the article WINDSOR. Of
Wallingford Castle, the ditches and earthworks, which are

of great extent, and a fragment of a wall, are the only re-

mains. Donnington Castle, near Newbury, is said to hcve
been founded in or near the time of Richard II. It has

been asserted, that Chaucer the poet was possessor and in-

habitant of this place, but the assertion is not borne out by
evidence. Camden, who calls its Dennington or Dunning-
ton, describes it as a small but elegant castle, on the top of

a woody hill, commanding a pleasant prospect, and lighted

by windows on every side. It suffered so much, however,

during the civil war, that only a gateway with two towerg

is remaining now. Tho very sites of the castles at Read-

ing, Newbury, Faringdon, and Brightwell near Walling-
ford, are unknown. Aldworth Castle, about five miles

south-east of East Ilsley, has scarcely a vestige left : some
foundations of walls built with Hints have been lately

dug up.
There is an old manor-house at Appleton, not far from

Oxford, supposed to be of the time of Henry II. ; and there

are other antient manor or other dwelling-houses at

Withams and Cumnor, near Oxford ; Little or East Shef-

ford, between Nowbury and Lambourn ; Sutton Courtney,
near Abingdon ;

and Ockholt manor-house, near Maiden-
head. Ockbolt manor-house is an antient seat of the

Norreys family, now a farm-house. It appears to have

been built befote the Reformation. In the hall is a large

bay window filled with coats of arms, which appear coevnl
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with the building: among them nro those of the ab

Abinpdon and of the Norruys family, with their inott.>.

Fcuhtnll) serve.' frequently repeated, (See Lysonsit

Magnu Britannia.)

[Ockholt Mnor-hon*.]

During the prevalence of the Roman Catholic faith, many
religious houses were built and endowed in Berkshire. Tan-

ner's fi'otitia Monantica contains a list of thirty-five reli-

gious establishments of all kinds : throe of which were

numbered at the Reformation among the '

greater monas-

teries,' and possessed a clear revenue of 20 O/. per annum.

The most important by far of these establishments were the

Benedictine abbeys at Abingdon and Reading. Abingdon

Abbey appears to have been originally founded upon a hill

called Abendune, about two miles from the present town,

nearer Oxford, by Cissa, a West Saxon, governor of great

part of Berks and Wilts, under Kentwin, king of the West

Saxons. Five years after its foundation this monastery

was removed to a place then called Scvokisham or Se;ive-

chesham, or Seusham, and since then Abbendon or Abing-

don, and enriched by the munificence of Ceaihvulla an-1

Ina, king* of Wessex, and other benefactors. The abbey
was destroyed by the Danes, and the monks deprived of

their chief possessions by Alfred the Great; but the posses-

sions were restored, and ihc rebuilding of the abbey com-

menced at least, by Edred, grandson and one of the

successors of Alfred. Numerous benefactions increased

the wealth of the establishment, and tlie abbot was mitred.

The yearly income at the time of the suppression was

204-:/. 2. 8d. gross or I*7G/. I"*- 9<*- clear. Reading

Abbey was also for Benedictines, and the abbot was mitred.

Tbis abbey was founded by King Henry I.. A i). 1131, and

richly endowed. At the Bupprcssiti it bud 2llf>/. 3?. 9rf.

gross or I9.'<6/. 14*. 30. clear yearly income. There are

nome remains of I will these j; rc.il establishments. Those at

Realing ronMt of th.> gateway and of some other nuns,

which are little more thin rude heaps of stone, all architec-

tural decoration having been deiacc 1, The Abbey Mills

are still remaining. AtAbinadofl some anticnt rooms ure

occupied at a brewery; arid the gateway of the abbey is

still used at a prison.
At Buslh'sham, or Bysbam Montagu*, now Bisliam, on

the banks of the Thames, nearly opposite Marlow in

Buckinghamshire, was a priory for canons of the order of

St. Austin, founded 1338, by William Montacutc, carl of

Salisbury. Their yearly revenue at the suppression was
3111. 4*. 6d. gross, or 285/. 1 1*. clear. Upon the surrender

of this monastery to Henry VIII., it was refounded for the

Bi-ii'-lr tines, its revenue more than doubled, and the abbot

mitred ; but this new establishment was also suppressed
four or five years after. There nrc no remains of the con-
ventual buildings except an anticnt doorway, now the en-
trance of a somewhat later edifice, the scat of a branch of
the VansitUrt family.
Of the minor establishments there arc some remains.

Of the church of the Grey Friars (Franciscans) at Reading.
there are considerable remains now used as a Bridewell :

there are also some ruins of the Benedictine monastery at

Hurley, between Maidenhead and Henlov-upon-Tliames.and

ll njr b Bmttowd brrr Oial SprnTi nlulion it thil of the grtxi in-

MW; Dv|*d*'i TClMttM fa Ik* clnr ytly IUOM.

of the buildings fur the priests and clerks of a former col-

legiate church at Walltngford, though the church itself has

been entirely destroyed. The. parish church at Sh .ties-

broke, near Maidenhead, once l>elonged to the college of

St. John the Baptist there. St. George's Chapel, at Wind-

sor, will be mentioned in the article WINDSOR.
Of the churches of earlier date, Avington deserves men-

tion, from its remarkable specimens of Norman (or as it is

sometimes termed Saxon) architecture. The arch which

divide* the chancel from the nave is a portion of two arches.

and each portion being more than a quadrant, the arch ba&
a depending point in the middle. Portions of the NormanX

style may be observed in St. Nicholas Church at Abingdon, \
arid in other places. Wilford Church, between Newbury \
and Lambourn, has a Norman round tower, surmounted

by a portion in the early English style, and a spire in the \

decorated English. As some part of the body of the church

is in the perpendicular style, this church contains examples
of all the different style's of what is usually called Gothic

architecture. Great Shefford Church, not far from \\ el-

ford, has a round tower, surmounted by an octangular sti.ry.

Shottesbrokc Church is a beautiful miniature cross churob,

with a tower and spire at the intersection. Ulfinglon

church, also in the shape of a cross, is large and handsome

St. Lawrence's Church at Reading has a fine tower of

rhecqucred flint-work in the perpendicular style.

In the civil war between Charles I. and the Parliament,

Berkshire became the scene of several remarkable (nte-t--.

Windsor was garrisoned by the Parliament, and continued

in their possession throughout the war. It was once attacked

by Prince Rupert, but he was unsuccessful. Wallinjrford
w as garrisoned for the king, and continued in the hands of

the Royalists as long as they were capable of makin.-

stand, "in 1642, the first year of the war, the Kings army
gained possession of Reading, the Parliamentary garrison

retiring upon their approach, and the county, wilh the ex-

ception of the parts round Windsor, came into the power of

the Royalists; but in April, 1G43, the Parliamentary forces,

under the Earl of Essex and Major-General Skippon, re-

took Reading by capitulation. In the latter pait of the same

year was fought the first battle of Newbury, between the

Parliamentarians under the Earl of Essex, and the Royalists

commanded by the king in person. The victory was doubt-

ful, but the action has been rendered memorable by the fall

of the accomplished Lord Falkland. The town of Reading
fell into the hands of the Royalists soon after, and w as garri-

soned by them, but evacuated the following year. In 1644,

Donnington Castle, which was held for the king by a garri-

son under Captain John Boys, was besieged by a strong de-

tachment of the opposite party: but though the place was

reduced to a heap of rums, the gallant defenders held

out, and the Parliamentarians raised the siege upon the

king's approach. Shortly after (viz. 27th October, 1644)

a second battle was fought at Newbury, with the same in-

decisive result which attended the former one. The king
commanded his own troops, and tlic Earls of Esex and

Manchester, and Sir William Waller, those of the parlia-

ment. No person of note fell in the battle. The army of

the Earl of Essex wintered this year in the county, at Abing-
don, Reading, &c. The rest of the war was not marked by

any great event. In 164S Sir Stephen Hawkins made an

unraceetthl attempt on the Parliamentary garrison at

Abingdon; and Cromwell failed in an attack upon Fa-

ringdon, but fought a successful skirmish at Radcot Bridge
in that neighbourhood, and took 200 prisoners. In IG4G

Pi ince Rupert attacked Abingdon again, but without success.

A flight skirmish occurred at Reading in 1688. and
a trilling affair at Twyford, between Reading and Maiden-

head. These were the only actions which occurred during
the Revolution by which tliat year was distinguished.

Population. "Berkshire is essentially an agricultural

county, and ranks in this respect fourteenth among the

counties of England. At the census of 1831 it was found

that among 37.084 males, twenty years of age and up

residing within the county, no more than 521 were employed
in manufactures, or in making manufacturing machinery.
Out of this number, nearly :tOO arc employed in making
mats and sacking at Abingdon, and sail-cloth there and

elsewhere: aboilt 100 are engaged in silk-manufactures at

.g and Ncwlmry, and 25 in copper-mills at Bisliam.

The proportions in which the inhabitants of the county were

divided into the leading classes of employment at the enu-

merations of 1811, 1821, and 1831, were as follows-
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1811.

Agriculture (families in 100) 53'5

Trade, manufactures, &c. . 30'3

Other classes 1G'2

100

1S21.

53-3

3.17
15

100

1S31.

4.5-2

31-S

23

100

The following summary of the population, as it existed
in May 1831, is given in Rickman's Tables, and exhibits
the number and occupations of the people in each hundred
&c,, of the county :
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The absolute population of Berkshire, it each of the four

enumerations made in this rcntury, wat:
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Offences against the person . . . . 5-0
Offences against property, committed with violence 8

Offences against property, committed without violence 78 '4

Malicious offences against property . 0'8

Forgery and offences against the currency . . 2'4(
Other offences, not included in the foregoing classes 4'8(

100
There are ten savings-banks within the county, at Abing

don, Faringdon, Hungerford, Maidenhead, Newbury
Reading, Twyford, Wantage, Windsor, and Wokingham
The number of depositors and amount of deposits on thi

20th November, 1832, 1833, and 1834 were respectively as

follows :

1832. 1833. 1834.

Number of depositors 7,128 7,586 7,937
Amount of deposits 238,659 250,181 260,425

The accounts of these savings-banks, with reference to

the number and magnitude of the deposits on the 20th
November, 1834, stood as follows :

Depositors. Deposits.
Not exceeding 20 4,152 29,869

50 2,149 65,437
100 1,007 69,408
150 38-2 45,861
200 170 29,621

Above 200 77 20,229

Total 7,937 260,425

Education. The following abstract of the various esta-

blishments for education in Berkshire is taken from the
returns made to the House of Commons in the session of

1835, in consequence of an address moved by the Earl of

Kerry in May, 1833, and which returns have been put in

order by Mr. Rickman :

Schools. Scholan. Toul.

Infant Schools 23
Number of infants at such schools, ages

from 2 to 7 years Mules 238
Females .... 211
Sex not specified . 244

693

Daily Schools 511
Number of Children from 4 to 14 years

old Males 6737
Females 5S62
Sex not specified 3282

-
15,881

Schools .... 534
Total of Children under daily instruction .... 16,574

Sunday Schools 225
N umber of Children from 4 to 15 years

old Males 5800
Females 5873
Sex not specified 2440

14,113

If we take as the groundwork of the calculation the sum-

mary of ages obtained at the census of 1821, which summary
was made to include not more than 94 per cent, of the then

population of the county, we shall find that, making allow-

ance for the increase that has since occurred, the inhabitants

between the ages of 2 and 1 5, at present living in Berkshire,
must amount to rather move than 50,000; and consequently
that

very few more than 3 in 5 of those children are receiving
instruction in schools of all descriptions, even supposing,
what is not the fact, that none of the scholars attending at

Sunday schools receive daily instruction ; but as many attend

both the Sunday and day schools, it follows that they are

enumerated twice in the abstract, and accordingly make the

sum total greater than it really is.

Maintenance of Schools.

Itevrlpltai /
Sv.hooll.

I..fiillKchU.

Daily 9i

Sunday Sclu.

Total
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LouUa. the last being formi-rly called the Colognian. or

Kopenickian suburb; the fifth' i* New Voigtland, or the

Orunienburg suburb, beyond the Spandau suburb in the

north -

Tlie>o several quarters of Berlin, with the exception of

mil, are <'. >M-|V connected with each other, nncl

surrounded by a wall sixteen feet high, in which there

ore fourteen land-gates and two water-gales, besides four

minor outlets. They are divided into twenty nine police

quarters, and contain eleven palaces, or residences for mem-
bers of the royal family, and 871-1 private dw'elling-houses

*

(6700 within ihc walls), in which there are 53,363 distinct

family occupations : the rent of which amounts to 3,'J85,270

dollars, or about 54 7. -3801. The portion injured against lire in

1833 was valued at 79,191,600 dollars or ab.mt IU,SSU,-2G-1/.

The number of bridges in Berlin is 42 : the principal arc

the Schloss-briiekc, or Bridge of the Palace ; the Marshal

Bridge ; and Frederick's Bridge, which is of iron, 245 feet

long, between 32 and 33 feet broad, and consists of eight
arches of 2" feet diameter, and 5J feet in height. The num-
ber of squares, open spaces, and markets is 32; of streets.

148 ;
of lanes, 14 ; and of passages, 14. The places of wor-

ship for the Lutherans. Reformed Lutherans, and Roman
Catholics, arc 27 churches ; and for the 4000 Jews, one syna-

gogue. There arc 17 public hospitals, and 8 military in-

firmaries : 1 7 barracks, and 4 riding or drilling houses for

the soldier}' ; 8 royal magazines, independently of -I powder-
magazines out of the town ; and 24 cemeteries, of which 16

lie within the walls, and S beyond them. The total number
of public buildings is 178.

The Spree receives, at what is called the '

Ship-builders'
D.-xn,' the 1'anke, which (lows through part of the suburb of

Spandau; and without the walls is the Sheep or Militia

Fosse, which runs out of the Spree near the Silesian Gate,
winds along the skirts of Louisa and Frederick's Towns,
skirls the Thicr-garten, which is a sort of open park, and

rejoins the Spree in the vicinity of the village of Lk-'/ou.

Three canals, also, namely, the former ditch of the ram-

parts, with the King's and Sluices' Fosses, arc of much
utility to the inhabitants.

Of the 14 land-gates of Berlin, there is none to be

compared with the Brandenburg .Gate, on the west side

of the town, next the Square of Paris, in the Dorotheeu-
stadt. It is a copy of the Propyltca of the Acropolis
at Athens, but on a much large'r scale: it was con-

structed in 1780, and exhibits a double colonnade of 12

columns of the Doric order, each 44 feet in height, and 5

feet 8 inches in diameter, which occupy the centre, with 5

entrances between them, that in the centre having an iron

gate 18 feet high; the structures on each side of it have
their roofs supported by 18 smaller columns, 24 feet in

height. The pediment, which rests upon the 12 larger and
central columns, is surmounted by a Victory standing upon a

car drawn by four horses, 12 feet high. This was carried :if

by the French in 1807, and brought back from France seven

years afterwards. The entire breadth of the Brandenburg
Gate is 199 feet (195 Berlin feet), and its elevation, includ-

ing the p.-diment, rather more than 65. The bassi-rilievi

on the pediment represent Margrave Albert Achilles cap-

turing a standard with his own hands from the Nuremberg
troops; and the sculptures in the metopes represent the

combat between the Centaurs and Lapitlitc.

Immediately outside of this gate lies the Tliicr-gartcn,
which is laid out in walks, avenues, and labyrinths. It con-
tains a number of country-residences and gardens, sta-

tionary zellc, or tents for rnrahmenU, a fine (lower-garden,
the master of the hunt's establishment and public gardens,
the great area for military exercise, and the handsome
palace of Bcllorue with spacious grounds, where Prince

Augustus resides.

Our description of what is most remarkable in Berlin will

be best understood if wo take the chief objects in the re-

spective quarters of the town in regular succession. We
shall lie-in, therefore, with Berlin, the oldest quarter:

we find the post-house, town-hall, and seat of the
civic judicature; th- general military school; the royal
gymnasium, called the Joachims-thai', with four courU;

;urch of St. Nicholas, supported by 16 Gothic co-

lumns, which is 1 74 feet in length, 74 in width, and 40 in

height: it has a steeple, and is the most anticnt church in

r nuraWr. mm Ukrn fram Dr II ".r-thelmann'. latrmral(l>3l').liirii
U born, out bj oUwr H-.lin.rit.-rv TUt Itrport of ll,c Sui.ilic.l 1

ta Btlin. on Ik* olhrr bind, >utn'lbc ountwr te liavt beta 11,771 Men to
tu Wtk u Ib* ;*u IWW.

Berlin, having been consecrated in the year 1223; the

LundschafU haus, or pM\n -cinhly for thu

representatives of the mark of Brandcnbur : : Si. Mary's
Church, in lenj-th 211 feet, bicadth 99, and height 5G. with
a handsome pulpit of alabaster, some fine pain! in:

1

Kode, the tomb of Kanitz the poet, and a steeple 292 feet

high, ace united the ljltie:,t in tie city ; Frederick's Bridge,
which we have already described ; the Lager-haus (-

I,
in which are several royal manufaclo. , the

att.'irrs of Ranch the sculptor, and two other artists, Tick
and Wach ; the King's Gewerblmus (handicraft e-tablish-

racnt), comprising a mechanics' institute, workshops in

which metals are melted, and screws, wheels, &c., arc

manufactured by steam; apartments containing casts, draw-

ings, and engravings, for gratuitous instruction in the art

of design and modelling; and a laboratory, library, and col-

lection of models, attached to the Society fur Promoting
Mi clianical Industry, which has upwards of 800 II:CIII!HT> :

the Rojal Gymnasium of the Grey Friars (Zum Graurn
Kloster), attended b\ more than 400 youths: the (!a:

Church, the largest in Berlin, containing a superficies of

nearly 16,000 feet, independently of the space occupied by
the columns : it -a remarkably fine organ, and
several allegorical paintings of Prussian commai

parochial church, built in the shape of u cr..ss, 51 feet br ad,

and 102 long; Frederick's Hospital, or Orphan Asylum,
which maintains more than 350 orphan-, pimi !c-, l.vurd ii.r

650 other children, and has a royal inuculating institution

attached to it: and, lastly, the Stadtvogtei, or prefecture of

the town, which contains the police nlli ,,s for

all offenders within the jurisdiction of the civic ;i

Crossing over to the opposite, or left bank of

we enter Old Cologm; the most central quarter of Beihn,
from the Long Bridge, a structure of stone, with live arches.

165 feet in length, and with an iron balustrade. Upon this

bridge stands the massive equestrian bronze statue of ti.

great Frederick William, elector of Brandenburg, on a pc-
dc>tal, having at each of its four corners the cc!

of a slave. This monument, moulded by Schliitcr and cast

by Jacob!, was erected in the year 1703. The bridge lends

immediately into the Schloss Platz, or square of the palace,
an area 1450 feet in length and 450 in width, the north-west
side of which is occupied by the roval palace, an oblun;;-

rectar.gular building composc'd of four courts, and c.ontu

five hundred habitable apartments. It is the present
dence of the heir-apparent and Prince William, his uncle.

It is 474 feet in length, 284 in breadth, 104 in height, and
1516 in circuit. It contains the great library, belonging to

the heir-apparent; the royal treasury and archives-r

the picture gallery, with nearly 300 specimens of the Italian,

Flemish, and old German schools ; the white hall, with marble
statues of four emperors, and sixteen electors of Branden-

burg: the museums of natural history and mechanical arts,

as well as of the line arts ; and the three great reservoirs

over the principal entrance, which is an imitation of the

triumphal arch of Sevcrus in Rome: these reservoirs are

kept constantly filled with 7000 tons of water.

The gardens at the back of this magnificent edifice are
surrounded by an a/Ice of poplars and chestnuts, but de-
rive their chief attraction from the noble Museum which
stands at their northern extremity, and contains the cl.

specimens of the arts that were scattered thiough the rnjul
collections in Berlin and Potsdam, as well as a multitude of

acquisitions made of late years. This splendid structure
will immortalize the nameof Schinckel, the. architect. Owing
to the swampy nature of the soil, it is built on upwards of
1000 pine-piles from 48 to 50 feet in height. Jts form is a

rectangular oblong, 281 feet in length, and 182 feet in depth.
It is 62 feet in elevation from the ground to the uppernio.-f

edge of the entablature which runs round it, has a ha-"tiicnt

ml two tlo >r- ab.ive it, and the principal front, \\:.., },

;he gardens, is broken by a (light of 21 steps, leading to

a vestibule 16 feet deep, which is formed by 18 Ionic c< lumiis.

The various collections which ii .re, the p

gallery, consisting of a fine hall 208 feet long, and u

.11 feet wide; two smaller halls, each 125 feet lon;j a;

liet vtilc, and .-everal apartments adjoining: thu whole,
including the partitions between the ii,dows. pre.-ent a
surface of wall of between 38,000 and 39,0(10 square feet. It

contains also collections of anticnt sculpture-, vase-. ai.,ic"t

and modern coin-,, anlient bronzes, and pottery. Tin build-

ing was begun in IH23.and was opened on the 3rd of An.
In front of this edifice is a olossal vare, cln
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[Berlin Royal Museum.]

out of native granite, 75 tons in weight, resting on a
handsome pedestal. The quarter of Old Cologne also con-
tains the cathedral, 337 feet in length and 136 in breadth,
with the places of sepulture of several members of the royal

family ; the Royal Exchange ; the Bridge of the Palace,
built on two arches; the King's Stables; the Armoury ;

the Townhall for the quarter, in which the deputies of the
town assemble ; the Royal Cologne Gymnasium, with 360

pupils,
&c. That part of this subdivision which is called

New Cologne contains the Royal Salt Magazine (Salzhof),
in which are storehouses for salt and mill-stones.

Tlie north-western part of the Cologne quarter is sepa-
rated by a canal from the Friedrichswerder. quarter. This
district contains the Principal Mint (Haupt-Miinze) ; the

Prince's House, in which the Royal Frederick Gymnasium
is at present established ; the Address Haus, where money
is aihanced on pledges; the Royal Bank; the Hunts-
men's House (Jiigerhaus), in which are the offices and

apartments for the Consistory ; the Palace Court, with
a prison for offenders of higher rank; the College, or

French Gymnasium, combined with a theological school ;

the Tax Ottiee for the metropolis ; the Palace of the Princes,
which is inhabited by Prince Charles, the king's third son,
atid the princess of Licgnitz, the morganatic consort of his

Prussian majesty, whose apartments are connected by an
arched passage with the apartments in the royal palace,
where the king now resides ; the Werder Church, a hand-
some edifice, built in the old German style after the de-

signs of Schinkel ;
a splendid Arsenal, forming a square,

ciu-li side of which is 286 feet in length, and containing,

among other things, models of eighteen fortresses in France
in alto-rilievo ; the Royal Foundry ;

and the Royal Guard-
e in thn King's Square, a quadrangular structure

designed by Schinkel, in the style of an antient castrum,
close to which are colossal statues of Scharnhorst and
Billow, two celebrated commanders in the campaigns be-

tween 1812 and 1815. A handsome monument of bronze
erected to Prince Bliicher, consisting of a statue, which,
with its plinth, is 1 1 feet, and an appropriately-decorated
pedestal, which is thirteen feet high, the work of Rauch,
stands between tho Royiil Rilaoc and the Opera House.
On the front side of the pedestal is an alto-relievo of Victory-

bearing a tablet between her hands, with the following

inscription: 'Frederick William III. to Field-Marshal
Prince Bliicher of Wahlstatt, in the year 1826.'

The Dorotheenstadt, or new town quarter, lies to the
north of the preceding, between the Friedrichswerder quar-
ter and the northern bend of the Spree. Its most striking
feature is the celebrated street called Unter-den-Linden,
which contains two double lines of linden or lime-trees : it

is 2744 feet in length, 174 feet in breadth, and affords the

most attractive promenade in Berlin. This quarter likewise

contains the northern part of Frederick's Street, which runs
in a straight line of 4250 paces (upwards of two miles), from
the Place of the Blle Alliance at the most southern, to the

Oranienburg Gate, which lies nearly at the most northern
end of the capital. The principal objects in the Dorotheen-
stadt are the University Buildings, with columns and pi-
lasters of the Corinthian order, which contain lecture-rooms,
and museums of anatomy, zoology, mineralogy, &c., and a

garden ;
the Opera House, with a handsome range of fluted

Corinthian columns, 266 feet in length, and 106 in width,
three rows of boxes, and accommodation for 3000 spectators;
the Catholic Church of St. Hedwig, an imitation of the

Pantheon in Rome ; the Royal Library, facing the Opera
House, the principal apartment in which is 263 feet long,
and 59 feet broad, with more than 400,000 volumes, besides

manuscripts ; the Vocal Academy ; the Royal Academy,
containing halls and rooms occupied by the Academies of

the Arts and Sciences, and a clock, illuminated at night,

according to whose time every public clock in Berlin is regu-
lated ;

the Observatory, a lofty quadrangular tower, raised

on a platform 86 feet above the pavement ;
the School for

the Artillery and Engineers ; the Paris Square, on the west
side of which the Brandenburg Gate opens, and the east

side of which opens on the Unter-den-Linden. The Weiden-
dammer Bridge, which is wholly of cast-iron, and with a
flat road-way, rests on two arched openings at each end,
with a passage for boats in the centre, about 27 feet wide.

This bridge leads to the Voigtland suburb northwards

across the Spree : it is 180 feet in length, about 35 in width

between the balustrades, and weighs 400 tons.

To the south of the Dorotheenstadt lies the Frederick's

Town quarter, the largest in Berlin: the western part
of it is traversed in its whole length by the handsome

street called William's Street, which is nearly 9200 feet
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:. and terminate* in the Plan- of tin- Belle Alliance, the

northern side of which
open*

into Frederick's Street, and

tin- north-eastern into another handsome street called Linden

Street from the row of limes which run on each side oi it.

The octagonal Place of
Leipzig,

the west side of which opens
t . the Potsdam Gate and the cut to the fine Street of

Mg leading eastwards through the whole of Frederick's

Town, contributes also to the embellishment of this quarter.
Tin- other principal objects are the Di'mhoff Square, with its

obelUk or inilhariuni. from which all the post-office distances

are measured; the Ro>al China Manufactory; the Gym-
nasium of Frederick William, with a '

real-schule,' or school

for practical acquirements; the Collegien-haus, which is the

seat of the law commission, the supreme judicial court, the

senate and deputies of the chamber of justice (Kummer-

frrieht), &c. : the Ansbach Palace, at present appropriated
to the Louisa Foundation, a seminary for tlie education of

teinule children ;
the Palace of the Minister of \Viir, to

which a fine gatden is attached: the Palaces of Princes

Frederick and Augustus, and Prince Rad/ivil, and of tiie

Minister of Jiistu-e; the Mam; Gold and Silver

Works; the Palace of the nntient Knights of St. .John, in

which is the equestrian hull ornamented with the portraits

of many of the grand-masters and nmimanden of the order :

William's Square, ahout 570 feet long, and 270 liroad,

planted round with limes, and embellished with statues of

Schwerin, Ziethen, and three other celebrated commanders
in the thirty years' war; the Gend'armes Square,

on which

stand the New and the French Churches with their hand-

some towers, one of which is 230 feet high ; the Theatre,

and the handsome Concert-room attached t it, all

250 feet I'm:, and 21fi wide: the Scc-handlung (Maritime

Trade) Company's House : and the house of the Society of

Naturalists. Outside of the Halle Gate, which leads into

the Place of the Belle Alliance, is the Kreutzberg, on

which stands the military monument erected in 1820: this

consists of a turrcted Gothic; superstructure of iron, with

twelve chapels or recesses beneath it, which are dedicated

to the memory of the twelve principal battles fought in the

campaigns of 1813, 1814, and 1815, and over which the fol-

lowing inscription has been placed :
' The sovereign to his

people, who, at his summons, magnanimously poured forth

their blood and treasure for their country. In memory of

the fallen in gratitude to the living as an excitement to

every future generation.' It is supported on a substructure of

stone, raised on a terrace 80 feet in diameter, and commands
a view of the country for more than 30 miles round. On
the Kreutzberg, also, are the beautiful grounds called Tivoli.

Immediately adjoining the north-eastern part of the

quarter of Berlin lies the suburb called the Konigsstadt, or

Konig's Vorstadt (the latter word implying a suburb). In
its whole length north-eastwards, from Alexander Square to

the King's gate, which is one of the outlets through the

city walls, it is traversed by the Konig's Strasse or King's
Street, 3660 feet long, and of recent construction: the

square just mentioned opens into it. This suburb con-

tains the Konigsstadt theatre, 153 feet long and about 78

wide, built in IB24, and calculated for 1600 spectators : the

II i>c of Industry, at the south end of Alexander Square,
where the indigent who are disposed to work are lodged
and boarded ; the Royal Institute for the Blind

;
the AM him

for 400 poor children, set on foot by the late Professor

W ail zeek in 1810, and bearing his name; the Alexandrina

Asylum for 24 girls; the Biischingsche Garden, in which

Biiscliing, the geographer, is interred, with his first wife and
five children ; the Kckartstein manufactory of earthenware,
and the Diiring works, in which sulphuric, muriatic, and
other acids arc manufactured ; the Lazareth and Hospital ;

an Arylum for widows, &c.
To the south-east of the Berlin quarter is the Stralau

suburb, through which runs the Great Frankfort Street,
$508 feet long, between rows of limes to the Frankfort
Gate, the most eastern passage through the walls. There
are a number of large manufactories in this part of Berlin,

_ which we may notice several sugar refineries, a

paper-mill, in which 100 reams are made by machinery every
day, and Baron von Kottwitz's House of Voluntary In-

dustry ; besides a variety of private gardens, &c.
On the opposite bank of tho Spree lies the Luisenstadt

suburb, which is principally filled with gardens and fields.

The eastern aide of this suburb is traversed by the Kb'penick
Street, 8982 feet in length, which terminates at the Sile-

sian Gate. It likewise contains the Dresden Street, S580

feet Ion;;, which leads to the Cottbus Gale, the Military

Kquipim>ntMagazines(.-iriu/Hr.Uiii.'i<i'/). Public-Granary,

Waggontrain Establishment, the Dunn, niiei^; C.'itoi,

tory, the Church of Louisa, I

At the north-western extremity of the Prussian capital
is the Spandau suburb, which is bounded on the south by
the left bank of the Spree, and on the south-cart by the

Berlin quarter. Its eastern and western di-ti >

spec-lively intersected by two long streets, the I.inien anil

OranieniJurger : the Bret-mentioned of these disir>

connected with the Cologne (Quarter by the Moiibiiou bridge

(also called Fredericks Bridge or the bridge of I!

on which stand four large statues and two fine group
stone representing Hercules encountering the Ccntam.
and the same god on the point of tearing the Nenieau liuii

in pieces. This suburb contains the rojal

bijou, the residence of Prince Charles of Mecklenburg
Strelitz, the king's brother-in-law, with handsome garden!..

pavilions, hothouses, &c. ; the Veterinary School, an admi-

rably arranged establishment, with lecture-room, amphi-
theatre, garden, laboratory, and infirmary, &.<.: the gre.it

Hospital of La Chariti , which makes up 800 beds, and i>

connected with the Clinical Institution, und has -li V.HH! .... ,

in front, a wing at each end, and three stories ; the ( lunch
of St. Sophia, the tower and steeple of winch ai<

in height: the New Mint; and the Asylum lor the Deaf
and Dumb. On the right hand of the street leading from

the Oranienburg Gate, and outside of the walls is the cele-

brated Iron Foundry, in which beautiful trinkets and other

small articles are manufactured. Further to the left stands

the Royal Hospital for Invalids, consisting of a main build-

ing and two wings, and a separate church for Protestant
and Roman Catholics, which maintains nearly 1 unit soldiers,

females, and children : over the front is inscribed |.;i

invicto iniliti.' At some distance beyond this establishment
are the Louisa Baths, embellished with gardens and alk-.

In addition to the foregoing subdivisions of Berlin, a plan
has been laid down for erecting a new quarter of the

on the extensive plot of ground called the 'Kc'ipniickcr
Feld,' which lies immediately within the southern wall-., and
between the right bank of the Spree and Fredericks Town.
This plot occupies an area of about 1000 acres, and when

fully covered will contain thirty-one streets, eighteen Mp
two churches, and acanal from the right bonk of the Sp
the Sheep's Fosse. A commencement has already been

made towards earning this extensive plan into efl'eei. The
town is extensively lighted with gas, supplied by the works

erected by the Imperial Continental Gas Company in Lon-
don, under the superintendence of Mr. Perks.

Berlin is the seat of civil und military government for the

whole kingdom, and, as will be inferred from our description
of its several districts, abounds in literary und scientific

blishments, which, where there is need, are liberally sup-

ported by the government. The university, founded in

1810, and designated the University of Frederick William,
after the present sovereign, contains above 120 professors
and teachers, and is attended by upwards of 1700 student-

Berlin has also four royal gymnasia or high schools, several

public seminaries for scholars, civic and rural school
' Louisa Foundation' for educating female teacher-.

260 private schools, academies of the arts, sciences, anil

mechanical pursuits, schools of design, an academy of archi-

tecture, district schools for mechanics, two superior
schools, twenty-nine public libraries, valuable collect!'

machine:- and models, societies of natural history, geo-

graphy, statistics, horticulture, medicine and surgny,
pharmacy, philomathics, experimental philosophy an 1

dicine, and the amelioration of prison disciplm.
is a parent Bible Society, with more than forty air

establishments, and a central association lor iho ininhi-

tion of religious books in the Prussian territories : a -

cicty of Friends of the Arts,' another for the- eilncalimi i f

deserted children, the number of whom received into the

House of Industry has amounted to 2H5 in three years;
und other societies for cultivating the German langi.

promoting Christianity among the Jews, and for converting
the heathens in tho East Indies and Africa: Hi,

Society, &c. To these we add the Frederick's Institute

for educating sixty soldiers' children, several schools of

industry for children, a number of Sunday schools; a
bank for savings, which has thriven rapidly, and in

had 23,000 depositors, with deposits to tho amount of

80S,801 dollars, or 110.750/. ; and various associations for
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the relief of the poor. There is a large number of hospitals
and other benevolent asylums, such as the Royal Insti-

tution for providing for widows, the great Hospital for

Invalids, the Hospital of St. Dorothy, the new Royal Hos-

pital, that of the Holy Ghost and St. George, Frederick's

Hospital, the 'Charite' Hospital (with an income of 9500/1.

a year), twenty other establishments of a similar kind, asy-
lums for widows and destitute persons, and four orphan
institutions, besides private charities of all descriptions.

Berlin, in the year 1620, had only 10,000 inhabitants, and
in 1688 not more than 1 8,000 ; and even one hundred years

ago the population was not one-fourth of its present num-
ber. In 1 72 1 the inhabitants amounted to 53,355, and in

1775 they had increased to 135,580. During the present

century the increase has been much more rapid ; from

157,696, in 1811, they rose to 178,811 in 1817; in 1828 to

236,850, and in 1831 to 246,475, including about 16,000

military and civilians attached to the military department.
At the close of last year (1834), their numbers were esti-

mated at about 252,000, among whom were 4700 Roman
Catholics, and 4500 Jews. At this date the number of pri-
vate houses was said to be about 7600. The births in 1834
amounted to 4907 males and 4651 females, in all 9558, and
the deaths were 9278 ; hence the increase of population
by birth seems to have been but 280 souls. In 1833,
the excess of births over deaths was 1401. The births

of illegitimate children amounted to 1491, namely, 736

males and 755 females, being nearly one-sixth of the

entire number of births ; and of these, 771, more than one-

half, died soon after they were born. The births of 1834

exceeded those of 1832 by 1051. The patients admitted

into the hospital La Charite, the largest in the Prussian do-

minions, amounted, in 1833, to 6697, including 728 who
were in it on the 31st December, 1832. The number of

offenders committed to the town prison (Stadtvogtei Ge-

fiinsniss) in 1833 was 9900 ; namely, 7470 males, and
2430 females, or about 1 in every 26 inhabitants.

The members of the Lutheran persuasion possess fourteen

churches, those of the reformed Lutheran seven, of the

reformed French four, and of the Roman Catholic two. The
building of additional places of worship is rapidly advanc-

ing : one of them indeed has already been opened. The
Lutheran and reformed clergy are under the control of

four superintendents, of whom three are Lutheran, in-

cluding a bishop, and one reformed Lutheran.
Berlin is one of the first manufacturing towns in the

Prussian dominions. Its chief productions are the cele-

brated Berlin china, silks, silks and cottons mixed, wool-

lens, cottons, stockings, and ribbons; and next in order

are gunpowder, cast-iron ware, silk hats, paper, oils, refined

sugars, and tobacco and snuff. In 1831 the number of me-
i '.:mics and manufacturing artists was 7782, besides 11,207
assistants and apprentices. Berlin at that time had thirty

printing houses and 1 10 presses, 5729 looms in activity,

2762 traders and dealers, 177 waggoners and 994 horses in

their employ, 102 hotels and taverns, and 913 masters of

c.iting and drinking houses. The amount of the tax on

tradesmen, mechanics, &c., of all classes (called the '/'-

irerhesteuer), was 135,607 dollars, or about 18,650^. Berlin

H a place of extensive commercial dealings ; at the head of

us public mercantile establishments are the Royal Bank,
the Royal Company for Maritime Commerce (See-handlung-
KtHnchaft), the Cash Association (Cassenverein), which
\\;is t'oiinded in 1823, and issues notes of 1000, 500, &c.,

dollars, an insurance company against hail-storms, and two
lire insurance companies. There is a wool market, the

yearly sales in which amount to near-ly 280,000^. sterling.

The magistracy consists of twenty-ifive individuals, who
administer the local affairs of Berlin with the assistance of

the assembly of deputies. Among the various items of

which the town revenues consist, the tax on houses and
rents amounts to about 53.000/. The expenditure for the

year 1832 was 1,092,000 dollars, about 150.150/., of which

'238,288 dollars, about 32,765/., were applied to paying the

interest and redeeming the principal of the town debt,

which amounta to about 550,0001., and 297,000 dollars;
about 40,8401. were expended on the poor, partly in re-

lieving 3057 orphans and children, in the maintenance of

about 790 offenders in the house of correction, and the sup-

port of 278 aged persons in the new hospital : gratuitous
instruction was likewise provided for 8932 children; 1740

patients were sent to the La Charite hospital at the cost of

tlie town, and 23,7 7y s.ck persons were attended in their

dwellings, while 4559 poor received regular allowances
and about as many casual relief. At the close of the year
there were about 600 prisoners in the town prison.

Besides three theatres, concert-rooms, public gardens, &c.,
there are several spots in the vicinity of Berlin to which the
inhabitants resort for amusement. The principal place of
this kind is Charlottenburg, a town about two miles and a
half distant, where there is a royal palace with extensive

pleasure grounds ; but the great attraction of the place is the
fine mausoleum of Queen Louisa, the late beautiful and un-
fortunate wife of the present sovereign, to which numbers
make their pilgrimage on the 1 9th of July, the anniversary
of her decease. About an hour's walk beyond Charlottenburg
lies the town and fortress of Spandau, at the confluence of
the Spree and Havel

; and about ten miles from Berlin, in
the same direction, is the islet of Pichelswerder, in the Havel,
which is laid out in walks. A forest in its neighbourhood is

ornamented with the Grunewald, a royal hunting seat. Be-
yond the Halle Gate are the villages of Tempelhof, where
there are two fine gardens, and Gross-Beeren, with a monu-
ment in commemoration of the celebrated battle fought there
between the Prussians and French on the 23rd of August,
1813. A variety of similar points of attraction exist in the
other outskirts of the city ; for, although it stands in the
midst of a sandy plain, there are few spots where the sterility
of the soil is not concealed by a high state of cultivation.

The origin of Berlin is uncertain ; but it seems probable
that the two villages of Berlin and Cologne (Koln) became
towns in the times of Margrave Albr^cht II., between the

years 1206 and 1220. His successors surrounded these
towns with walls, and they seem to have attained a some-
what prosperous state about the period of the extinction of
the Anhalt line in 1319. But the disasters which befel
them during the succeeding hundred years again reduced
them to insignificance. They revived, however, upon the
accession of the house of Hohenzollern to the Brandenburg
dominions in 1417. The Burg, built by the elector Fre-
deric II. about 1 448, was the site of the present royal

palace ; and Berlin became the residence of its princes
under John, who died in 1490. It rose rapidly into im-

portance during the long and brilliant career of Frederick

William, the great elector, between the years lG40and 1683.
This prince enriched it with several scientific establish-

ments and collections, and his successor, Frederick III.,
who afterwards assumed the kingly title, trod in his

steps ; he was the founder of Frederick's Town, the hand-
somest quarter of Berlin, and in 1709 conferred the de-

signation of Royal Residence Towns on its respective
districts. Even Frederick William I., in spite of his parsi-
monious habits, did much to embellish it, and also levelled

many of the walls and ramparts which obstructed his im-

provements. Far more, however, was done by Frederick II.,

his son, from whom Berlin derived nearly the whole of its

present form. Both his successors, particularly the present

king, have largely contributed to render this city what all

must acknowledge it to be, one of the finest in Europe,
as well for the symmetry of its plan as the beauty of its con-
struction.

BERME, in fortification, is a kind of terrace formed at

the foot of a parapet on the exterior side : it is generally in

a horizontal position, about the level of the natural ground,
and it separates the escarp, or that side of the ditch which
forms the face of the rampart, from the outward slope of

the parapet.
The berme prevents the earth constituting the parapet,

when that work is damaged by rain or otherwise, from

falling into the ditch ;
its breadth is usually from two to

three feet, and the ditch being at that distance from the
foot of the parapet, the pressure of the latter against the

escarp wall is in some measure diminished, a circumstance
of considerable importance when the soil has not much
tenacity. If the berme on the exterior of a bastion or rave-
lin is from ten to fifteen feet broad, it tikes the name of

chemin des rondes, and serves as a path for the officers

superintending the troops who are on duty in the opposite

covered-way. It may also be useful as a station for the

defenders, when they would oppose any attempt at an open
assault by preventing the enemy from planting his scaling-
ladders against the face of the escarp ;

communications

being made to it from the interior of the work by passages

through the parapet. It should be protected on the exterior

by a hedge or a low wall, and the latter might be pierced with

(uop-/wles for the defence of the ditches and covered-way.
2Q2
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Vauban. in hi* treatise on the defence of placet, ascribes

(Treat importance to the chrmin <ltt rondgi : be obawvM,
ilial the mini of the parapet, produced by firing at it from

. being retained oil this part of the work, increase

the height of the escarp, and thus compel the enemy, if he

would form a practicable breach, to establish his batteries

on the crc*t of the glacis, in order that he may be enabled

at or near the foot of the wall. A broad bcrmc is,

.ri. liable to some defects, for its protecting wall is

easily destroyed by the enemy's batteries, and it causes the

rampart to 'be wider than is in some cases convenient

Moreover, if the enemy should succeed in gaining it by
an escalade, he might form there in good order, and mount
tho parapet in force. It must inevitably happen, also, that

the missiles which the defenders might attempt to throw

from the parapet upon the assailants while in the ditch would

be intercepted by the berme. Vauban himself states that,

at the siege of Gravelines, the besiegers were enabled to

li! i\v up the rampart by a mine; the chemia des rondei

and part of its wall, which had been accidentally left stand-

Mi'.'. preventing the loaded shells, masses of stone, &c.,

which were thrown by the defenders over the parapet from

falling near the miner while employed in piercing the

escarp. It is evident, however, that this rampart must have
been entirely un Hanked by the collateral works of the place.
The position of the chemin des rondes is indicated by the

unshaded space on the exterior of the parapet along the

faces and flanks of the work V, which is given in the article

BASTIOX.

HEKMU'DAS, THE, or SOMMERS ISLANDS, are

situated in the North Atlantic, 58U miles E. by S. 4 S. from

Cape Halteras in North America, the nearest point of

land, ami 645 miles N.E. of Atwood's Keys, the nearest of

the Wot India Islands. The name Bermudas is derived

from the supposed discoverer, Juan Bermudez, a Spaniard,
who is said to have touched there in 1522; or, as it is in

May's account, from a Spanish ship called Bermudas being
cast away there. The first printed account of them in Eng-
lish seems to be by Henry May, who being on board a

French ship, commanded by M. de la Barbotier, was wrecked
on them in 1593. (See May's account in Hakluyt; and in

the (ienerall Ilit/ofie of Virginia, <-c., by Captain John
Smith, London, 1629.) The second and less common appel-
lation is from Sir George Summers, or Sommers, who was
driven upon them in 1609, on his voyage to Virginia. Sir

George and his party made their way from the Bermudas
to Virginia in two small cedar-built vessels, constructed by
his men, of which that in which Sir George embarked did

not contain an ounce of iron, except one bolt in the keel.

At the time of his arrival in Virginia, the colony was much
distressed by famine, and the account given by Sir George
Sommers of the abundance of large black hos (supposed
to have belonged to the Spanish ship above mentioned) and
other articles of provision at the Bermudas, induced Ix>rd

Delaware, the governor of Virginia, to send him back for a

supply. Sir George died on his arrival at the islands, nnd the

crew, in spile of his last orders, proceeded with the vessel to

England, instead of returning to Virginia. Two sailors

had been left behind at the time of the wreck, and one re-

mained from this expedition. A quarrel arose among the
three for the sovereignly of the islands, which had nearly
terminated fatally. Rambling along the shore, they found
a piece of ambergris, weighing about SO Ibs., and as this

treasure was valueless in their present situation, they formed
the scheme of sailing in an open boat, either to Virginia or

Newfoundland, to dispose of it.

In the meantime, the Virginia Company, who claimed
the islands as the first discoverers, sold' their right to
a company of 120 persons, who, obtaining from King
James, in 1612. a charter for their settlement, sent out sixty
Millers with Mr. More as governor. More found the
Kailor-i healthy and in good condition. The new colony was
formed on St. George's Island, which was laid out and for-
tified . and in the course of the same year a second party
arrived with supplies of all kinds, when the town of St.

George was commenced.

Captain Daniel Tucker succeeded (1616) Mr. More as

regular governor, during whose time, some rats, which had
come on shore from the ships which had brought out the
settlers, increased to such a degree, as to destroy almost
i very thing on the islands, even making their nests in I

but after five years this dreadful ami >}unrr su<)<]

In 1619 Tucker wu replaced by Captain Nathaniel Butler,

at which time the islands were celebrated for their l>onuty,

richness, and salubrity : many of tho nobility purchased
plantations, and tin ir cultivation was highly encouraged ;

tho number of white inhabitants at this time amounted to

1000. The islands had hitherto )>ei>n governed by the go-
vernor and council alone ; but on the 1st August, IGio, \\ as

established, pursuant to the company's in from

Entil.ind, the General Assembly at the town of St. (.'

Prosperity continued to increase for many years, and was

greatly favoured by the civil wars, which cm per-
sons of character and opulence to take refuge here, and

among them the poet Waller, who celebrated the beauties of

these islands in an elegant poem, 'The Battel of the Summer
Islands.' Such indeed was the influx, that the mini

white inhabitants at this time has been esti'naled at I U.OOO.

From this lime little occurs in their history worthy of

notice. The islands have always remained in the p
sion of the British, though, towards the close of the lii-t

American war. General Washington contemplated their

capture, as a station for vessels of war, to the annoyance or

destruction of our West India trade. For this purpose no-

thing could be more eligible, as they lie directly in the

homeward-bound track.

The climate of the Bermudas is that of a perpetual spring,
mild, genial, and salubrious, though during s-ouil.erly

winds, which are the most prevalent, the atmosphere be-

comes charged with a humidity unfavourable to constitu-

tions predisposed to rheumatism, gout, or pulmonary affec-

tions. The fields and trees are always green : but the pre-
dominance of the cedar, while it refreshes the air with its

fragrance, imparts its dark hue to the landscape :

seldom falls, and rains are not frequent, though heavy
while they last. The islands are, however, very subject to

tempests, thunderstorms, and hurricanes. especially (luring
the autumn, a circumstance that may be attributed tu their

situation on the verge of the trade wind, where variable and

disagreeable weather always occurs.

There is not an insular group on the whole globe so pro-
tected by nature from the effect* of a boisteroui

the Bermudas ; they are surrounded by dangerous rocky
reefs, extending in some parts ten miles from the inlands,

which render them very difficult of access. The few chan-
nels through the reef arc thickly studded with coral neks.
but the water is so beautifully clear, that they are visible to

the eye : and the negro pilots looking down from the bow
of the vessel conduct her through the labyrinth with a skill

and confidence only to be acquired by long habit.

The islands lie in a N.E. and S.W. direction, including a

space about twenty miles in length, and more than six in the

greatest breadth
; they are all low, the highest point called

Tibb's Hill, at the southern extreme ofthe large island, being
only 1 80 feot above the level of the sea. There are no spri ngs
or freshwater streams in the islands, and but few wells, |M
water from which is brackish : each house has its own tank,
to which the roof serves as a conductor for the rain, nnd on
the island of St. George's are large tanks for the supply <if

shipping.
The following remarks on the geological constitution of

this group are by Captain Vetch (London Geological Trant-
actinnt, vol. i. new series, p. 172-173), and were accom-

panied with some specimens sent to the Geological Society
' The specimens,' observes Captain Vetch,

'

six in number,
were sent me as affording all the varieties of rock to be
found in these islands; and as it will appear that they nrc
all composed of corals nnd shells of different magnitudes,
more or less consolidated by a calcareous cement, it seems
probable the Bermudas owe their existence to the accumu-
lation of such materials on a coral reef. From the extreme
narrowness of the channels that separate these islands, they

may be regarded as forming hut one; and in that rase ih,.

length will be about thirteen unlc:., while the grcatot
breadth hardly exceeds one mile, and no spot is di.-tant so

much as five furlongs from the sea. This lengthened nar-

row shape, with some other peculiarities of form, gives the
uholi: so much the character of a coral reef as almost to

confirm that conjecture. When it is moreover considered
that the Bermudas rise from a shoal twenty-three miles

long anil thirteen broad, all round which is the deep water
of tin- ocean, while Carolina, the nearest lund, is 700 i:

distant, it -i mi- ilitlicnlt to scribe the existence of such a

platform, thus rising in the middle of the sea, to any other

origin.
1 The specimens above enumerated afford a perfect grada-
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tion from a rough and obviously fragmented rock to a lime-

stone almost compact; and may thus be useful in pointing
out the origin of some calcareous beds, in which a similarity
of structure exists, but where the mode of formation cannot
be traced to operations so recent and so apparent as in the

Bermudas. The large-grained rock being found along the

coast, and the finer-grained inland, affords a beautiful con-

firmation of the assumed origin of the islands, since the ac

cumulation of such materials by surge and winds would

evidently effect that disposition ;
and as I understand the

hills nowhere exceed 200 feet in height, and are nowhere so

much as five furlongs from the sea, the agents seem quite

adequate to this effect.'

Including the small ones, the number of islands is very
great, but the large ones may be reduced to five, viz. :

St. Gaorge's, St. David's, Long Island (or Bermuda),
Somerset, and Ireland. There are two towns, each of

which has its mayor and civic officers; St. George's, on
tha island of that name to the N.E., and Hamilton, on the

large island (or Continent as it is generally called), about
the centre of the group. They are both well built of white
stone

;
St. George's, which is the larger, contains about 500

houses, a church, the town-house, in which both branches
of the legislature hold their sittings, a library, and other

public buildings. The whole group is divided into nine

parishes, each of which sends four members to the house
of assembly. The scattered houses and hamlets are so nu-

merous, that the whole island has the appearance of one
continued village.
The surrounding seas are stored with various kinds of

fish and turtle, and the Bermudians are among lliu most
dexterous of fishermen, more particularly with the harpoon.
The whale-fishery is carried on at a trilling expense, and

employs about twelve whale-boats and their crews three

months in the year. One good fish covers the cost of the
whole season, and sometimes twenty or more are taken,

yielding one thousand gallons of oil. The flesh is sold in

the market, and eaten by the natives. The season com-
mences in March and ends in June; the whales approach
the islands close, on the southern side, and men are sta-

tioned on the cliffs to give notice of their appearance. The
Pshery thus carried on is capable of very considerable ex-

tension, at small risk, by the employment of additional

capital. The oysters found on the rocks sometimes contain

good pearls.
The soil, which appears to have once been fertile, and

capable of producing every article of West India produce,
is now generally exhausted. There is scarcely any vege-
table that will not grow at Bermuda : potatoes, onions, cab-

bages, carrots, turnips, barley, oats, peas, beans, pumpkins,
melons, &c., are cultivated. The citron, sweet orange,
lemon, and lime, are of good quality; and the arrow-root is

said to be superior to that of any other place. The palm-
tree also grows, and the leaves are exported for ladies' fans.

Coffee, cotton, indigo, and tobacco, are no longer cultivated,
with the exception of a little indigo; and of the 12,000
acres which Bermuda is said to contain, only 456 are under
cultivation. There are 3070 acres of pasture. Live stock
and Hour are imported from British America. There were

imported in 1832, 881 head of cattle, 1506 sheep and swine,

36,803 bushels of maize and oats, and 15,481 barrels of

wheat Hour and Indian corn-meal. Fresh butter and milk
are produced in sufficient quantities for the supply required,
but no more cattle are reared than will keep up the stock

;

ducks are very abundant, and turtle during the summer;
and the breed of black swine, though somewhat diminished,
is still numerous. The number of stock on the islands in

183-2 was 214 horses, 1731 Horned cattle, 200 sheep, and
279 goats.
The principal employment is building vessels, which are

generally small, swift, and very durable, being constructed
of cedar. Ten vessels of the aggregate burden of 80-1 tons

were built in 1832. Platting of straw, and of the mid-rib
of the palmetto leaf, is also carried on ;

and a beautiful

species of white freestone, easily out, is exported to the West
Indies for ornamental architecture. Vessels annually visit

the Bahamas for salt.

The natives are handsome, good-natured, lively, and hos-

pitable ; the women are particularly amiable. Indolence is

the groat fault of the men, and prevents the colony rising
t tlu; prosperous condition which it might attain.

'Nothing,' say Mr. More, 'can be more romantic than
the little buy of St. George's ;

the number of little islets,

the singular clearness of the water, and the animated play
of the graceful little boats gliding for ever between the
islands, and seeming to sail from one cedar-grove to an-
other, form altogether the sweetest miniature of nature that
can be imagined. In the short but beautiful twilight of
their spring evenings, the white cottages scattered over the
islands, and but partially seen through the trees that sur-
round them, assume often the appearance of litile Grecian

temples, and embellish the poor fisherman's hut with co-

lumns which the pencil of Claude might imitate.'

There was formerly a small dockyard at St. George's, but
it has been removed to Ireland Island, on which large sums
have of late years been expended, in order to render it a

strong post for a naval and military depot. The whole face

of the island has been changed, hills removed and plains
made, and all the ingenuity of art and the labour of a large
convict establishment have been employed in strengthening
this important station. This island has been selected for

its convenient size and detached position, which cannot be

approached except by an intricate channel along the whole
coast from St. George's. It is however to be regretted, that

the rocky bar which limits the passage into the latter har-
bour should not be deepened, to admit ships of the largest
class, where cruizers not under repair might be in constant

readiness.

The free population of the islands, at the census taken in

1 832, was as follows :
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The imports, in addition to those already mentioned, con-

tilted principally of British natnufactam, lumber, and

hips' store*. The exports, with the exception of a mll

quantity of arrow-root and hides, were chiefly composed of

colonial produce previously brought from the West India

Island*. The total value of imports was 102,7427., and of

export* 13.784/. sterling money.
The government of Bermuda is modelled after that of

Great Britain, the concurrence of the governor, council, and

legislative assembly, being necessary to give to any public

measure the force of a law. The governor, who is also

commander-in-chief of the forces, has the power of sum-

moning and dissolving the Legislative Assembly, and its

enactments are of no force unless he confirms them. The

Council is composed of eight members and a president:

they are nominated by the governor, but the appointment
must be confirmed by the crown. The House of Assembly

'< of thirty-six members, who are returned by the nine

or pariabe* into which the island is divided. All laws

must originate in this house. While the session lasts, each

member that attends receives two dollars a day. The quali-

fication for a member of this assembly is the possession of

landed property worth 200/. currency per annum, and an

r must |>bssess landed property worth 40/. currency
( in/, sterling) per annum. The courts of law are also mo-
delled after those of England ; the offices connected with

tin- administration of justice are held exclusively by natives,

\\ ho have generally been called to the English bar, although
thin is not indispensably necessary.

All account* are kept in the colony in a currency, the par
of which is an advance of fifty per cent, on sterling money,
loo/, sterling being of equal value with ISO/, currency.

s:old coins in circulation are Spanish doubloons, and its

.inal parts. The silver coin is now principally that

struck in England, but Spanish dollars pass at the rate of

/. sterling each. The weights and measures used are

according to the old English standards.

Till

BERMUDA*

[
[jute Sound ]

Wreck Hill (the western point of the group) is in 32
1 :> -Jii" N. 1st., and 64 Stf W. long. It is high water at

the duck-yard, full and change, at 8 hours. Rise in the

springs 5 feet, neap 2 or 3 feet. (Account of the Bermudas
in Captain John Smith's (irnrral History of Virginia,

I'.nslnnd, tin,/ thr Summfr 1*1ft, Jnd. JG29; Bryan
Kdwardu: Colombian Navigator, &c.) [See BKRKF.I.KY,
BISHOP, for an account of his intended college in the Ber-

muda*.]
HKRN. CANTON OF, the largest and most populous

>n nf Switzerland. extends about 85 miles from N
IP. ni the frontier* of the French department, of the Haul
Kliin, to the high chain of Alps which divides the southern

lie Bemese Oberland from the canton of Valais.
It- -h,i]- i- very irregular, like that of most Swiss cantons,
and it* hremlth therefore varies considerably, being gi
in the southern part of the canton, between the frontiers of

ml Unterwalden to the east, and those of Vaud and
!> linri; to the west, where it is about 60 miles; more
i TihwanU, between Luzcrn and Frcylui- ( |uitp
.'in mile* in some place*: it then widens again n nth nl the

cay of Bern, extending about 60 mile* from the frontiers of

Luiern to the river Doubs, which forms its western boundary
on the side of France: but here part of the canton of Soleure

projects into the Bernese territory, and intervenes in the line

"1 it- drcadth. Its area, according t<> Franvini's Xtiiti

(1827), is 9474 square kilometre-, , r :I!.M, : -h-h

square miles (about twice the size of Lancashire), an

population 380,000 according to the cen-in. of Ih.tl.

Report on Ike Poor Lain.) The southern part of the can-

ton is very mountainous, consisting of high valley* l.ct\\e, n

the offset* of the chain of Alps which divides it from the

Valais and from Uri and Unterwalden. Farther north, and
round the city of Bern, the ground, although hilly, is not

nigged, and consists of pleasant fertile vallc\-. und -

level tracts. The most northern part, beyond Bienne, which

formerly constituted the territory of the bishop of Ha-el, i-

almost entirely covered by the various ridges and offsets of

the Jura Mountains up to the frontiers of France.

Some of the higher summits of the Jura, in the Erguel-
thal, are nearly 5000 feet above the level of the sea. The
loftiest mountains of the canton of Bern, and the only moun-
tains of primitive formation, are in its southern part, and

belong to the great Alpine chain already mentioned. The
Schreckhorn rises nearly 13,000 feet above the level of the

sea, and the Wcttcrhorn, in the same neighbourhood, about

12,000. The Jungfrau. 13,710 feet, and the Finsteraarhorn,

14,109 feet, are in the same chain, but they are partly in

the canton of Bern and partly in that of Valais. I

glaciers cover the sides of these mountains, and are known

by the name of the Glaciers of Grindclwald and Luuter-

brunneu, from the names of two valleys which are much
frequented by tourists in summer.

1 he principal river of the canton of Bern is the Aar,
which has its sources in the glaciers of the Fmsteraarhoni,
waters the valley of the Ober Hasty, crosses the Lake of

Brienz, and afterwards that of Th'un, passes under the

walls of Bern, forming the peninsula on which that city
is built, and then winding first westwards and then north-

wards, enters the canton of Soleure. The other ri\<

the canton of Bern are affluent* of the Aar. The principal
are the Emmen, which waters the fine and rich valley called

the F.mmenthal, passes by Burgdorff, and enters the Aar
below Soleure; the Sinimen, from which the district called

Simmenthal takes its name, empties itself into the Lake of

Thun ; the Thiele, which is the outlet of the Lakes of Neu-
chatcl and of Bienne, issues out of the latter at Nidan, and
falls into the Aar after a short course. The Sunne. \vho.-e

course runs chiefly through the canton of Freyburg, has it*

source in the Gsteij;, in the canton of Bern, and after cross-

ing Freyburg, enters again the canton of Bern at Laupen,
and falls into the Aar above Aarberg. In the north-wesiern

part of the canton, or former bishopric of Basel, the only
river deserving the name is the Birs, which has its source
in the Miinsterthal, and running northward enters the can-
ton of Basel, where it joins the Rhine.
The climate of the canton of Bern, and the produce of the

soil, \ary greatly according to the nature of the ground and
the position of the valleys. The Oberland, or southern part,
is very cold in winter : cattle forms the chief property of
the inhabitants, who are mostly poor. The Simmenthal is

the best valley in this district. The central part, near Bern,
the country between the Aar and the Kmmcn, and east of

the latter river towards Luzcrn, constitute the fine.-l and
most fertile part of the canton, and produce corn, fruits,

and rich pastures. The farms are extensive, the fan

wealthy, and their houses, built mostly of wood, are roomy
and comfortable. It is the richest agricultural district in

Switzerland. Any traveller passing along the high muds
from Aarau or Soleure to Bern, from Luzern to Bern by the

Sumiswald, and from Bern towards Moral or Thun, may
perceive, from the appearance of the houses and the firliK.

the people and their cattle, that industry and comfort are

generally did
1 The farm-houses in the Knimenthal have more even

than the usual amplitude of roof, and appear to contain

within their wooden boundaries, und the supplementary
pace over which the immense thatch spread-, u.-clf, every
kind of country comfort, and all the rustic and appropriate
litter of the Bernese cottages : milk-pails freshly scoured,
and ranged in the sun : wood piled up, or herbs spread out
l dry : hern an array of bee-hives, there an accumulation of

rakes, barrows, and all the implements of husbandry : and
even "here a

1
1 ..I 'ii-'.n- of marguerites and hollyhocks! p

to the little guldens a gay bloom. There is in this country
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a prodigality of horned cattle, and, what a passer-by can
better appreciate, pleasant villages. Cream, honey, am
butter, are the overflowings of the land.' (Slight Re.mim
sce.nces of the Rhine, Switzerland, &c.. by a Lady, London
1834.)

' Whichever side one looks to (says another traveller on
the road from Thun to Bern), the appearance of ease am
comfort meets the eye a result of the fertility of the soil

an intelligent husbandry, and of the habit of order whiel
characterizes the Bernese peasant. A multitude of dwell-

ings, scattered over the smiling hills, are seen through the

foliage of the trees, and on each side of the road, behinc
thick hedges carefully trimmed, rises a row of cherry-trees
high and with wide-spreading branches. Here property is

sacredly respected, as almost every family is possessed o:

something. The farm-houses have a substantial appearance
which is pleasing to the eye: many of them which are below
the level of the road have a sort of draw-bridge, by means ol

which carts are enabled to drive to the hay-loft or granary,
and deposit there the hay or sheaves of corn from the fields.

Fountains are seen spouting on every side, and even in the

arrangement of the manure-heaps a tidiness and cleanliness
are observed, which are features of the national character. . . .

Many of the wealthy Bernese peasants (' hof-bauern') hold
from 200 to 300 jucharts of land (the juchart is 4 0,000 square
French feet), besides possessing considerable capital in

money, which enables them to practise farming and the

rearing of cattle on a large scale. Almost all of them have
received elementary education, and they constitute the nota-
bles of their respective villages and districts. They enjoy
considerable local influence, and are in a manner the lords
of the country : they shoot on their lands, fish in their own
streams and ponds, and are able to give employment to their

poor neighbours. The lowest rank of the country people,
called Hausler, or Tiiuner, are cottagers and journeymen,
who have a small house or hut, with a patch of ground or

garden, and a few fruit-trees. They are rude and unin-
formed, improvident, and generally in debt: they marry
very young, and rear up swarms of children who go about

lu'irijing or pilfering. This class is of course dissatisfied,
and is generally at variance with the wealthier inhabitants.
Since the Revolution of 1830 their numbers have given
them considerable influence at the elections, especially as

the great landholders have withdrawn themselves from

politics. Between the Tiiuner and the Hofbauern there is

an intermediate class of peasants or small proprietors, pos-

sessing from ten to forty jucharts, and this class is said to

be the most moral of the three.
' As one approaches the capital of the canton, the number

of country houses built of stone, and belonging to the wealthy
citizens, increases. They are neat and rural, without any
refinement of architecture, but substantial and spacious, en-

joying a fine prospect, in the midst of fine trees and grass-

plots, a profusion of flowers, and an abundance of fountains.'

(Walsh's Voyage en Suisse et en Limbardie, 1834.)
The roads through the canton of Bern are wide, well con-

structed, and kept in excellent repair. The mails and the

diligences, or stage-coaches, are also very well organized.
The inns on the road are good. It has been observed that

the ronds and the public buildings are the only magnificent
works in the canton of Bern.

The canton is divided into districts or prefectships, for-

mRflycalled bailiwicks, of which there are twenty-two in the

old territory of Bern : namely, Bern, Scftigen, Nidau, Aar-

berjr, Fraubrunnen, Burgdorf, Wangen, Aarwangen, Trach-

gelwald, Signau, Konolfingen, Thun, Intcrlaken, Laupen,
Ei-lach, Buren, Obersimmenthal, Niedersimmenthal, Saa-

nen, Frutigen, Obcrhasli, and Schwarzenburg ; and six

in the territories acquired in 1815: namely, Bienne, Neu-
veville, Porentrui, Delemont, Val Moutier, and the Erguel.
The towns of the canton, besides Bern, are Bienne, Burg-
dorf, Thun, Porentrui, and Delemont.
The canton of Bern produces corn, though not sufficient

for the consumption of the population, but fruit in abundance,

especially apples, pear*, plums, nuts, and cherries. From
the cherries the spirit called kirschwasser is made, which, as

well as the extract from absinth or wormwood, are articles

ofcommon use, as in the rest of Switzerland. Beer and cider

are made in the country. The vine thrives in a few dis-

tricts, chiefly in that of Nidau near the lake of Bienne, where
wine is made. Hemp and flax are also among the products
of the soil ; but cattle and the produce of the dairy consti-

tute the chief wealth of the country ; cheese is made in

abundance for exportation, especially in the valleys of Em-
menthal, Simmenthal, and Gessenai or Saanen. The use
of coffee and sugar is universal even in the most se-
cluded valleys. Irrigation and the making of artificial

meadows are much followed in the valleys, and the moun-
tains afford summer pasture in abundance. There are
dairies in common, where the milk of several herds is

put together and made into butter and cheese. In 1819
there were about 158,000 heads of horned cattle in the can-
ton of Bern : some of the races are among the largest and
finest in all Switzerland. The number of horses in the
same year was 25,000. That of pigs was reckoned at about
55,000. (Franscini, Statistica.)
The land in the canton of Bern, as in most other parts of

Switzerland, is divided equally among all the children.
When the farmers are in good circumstances, the law of inhe-
ritance does not produce a too great subdivision of land, as
one of the sons generally purchases or rents his brothers'

shares, or the brothers continue to live together and cultivate
the farm in common. In the Emmenthal the land descends
to the youngest son, who pays his brothers and sisters their

portion by mortgaging the estate. But in the poorer dis-

tricts, such as the Oberland, the increase of the population,
the minute subdivision of property, and the consequent
practice of raising money by mortgages, have reduced the

population to beggary. M. Kasthofer asserts, that it would
be difficult to find in all Oberland twelve peasants who pos-
sess twenty arpents of land in cultivation, or such an extent
of meadow as would winter twenty cows. The number of
cows has consequently diminished, ami that of goats has
increased. A custom which has tended to encourage early
marriages exists in many communes, that of giving to a

Wing man, on his marrying, a portion of the common land,
jesides other privileges, which he could not possess as a
Jachelor. Poor laws were established in the canton of
3ern in the seventeenth century, at a time when numerous
lordes of beggars were strolling through the land, and had
)ecome a great nuisance. The communes were ordered to

ax themselves in order to provide for their respective poor.
Phis compulsory system of relief, which closely resembles
hat of the English poor laws, has tended to perpetuate and
ncrease pauperism in the country. The cantonal govern-
ment has endeavoured to check the evil by various ordi-

nances, one of which forbids any person who receives assist-

ance from marrying without the permission of the municipal
council of the commune

;
the commune may also oblige any

>erson whom it has once assisted to reimburse the amount
if the relief whenever he becomes able to do so. Persons
assisted are subject to a strict superintendence of their con-

luct, &c. Pauperism, however, has been fast increasing ;

n the year 1828 there were nearly 20,000 persons receiving
assistance in the old canton of Bern, about 1-1 6th of the

copulation (the districts in the Jura not included). See an

nteresting report from Bern, communicated by Mr. Morier
n the Appendix (F) to the Report of the Poor Laws Com-
mission, February, 1834. The government of Bern is now

iccupied with a plan of reform for the poor laws.

The canton of Bern is not, properly speaking, a manufac-

uring country. Linen is made in many places, sufficient

or the internal consumption : there are tanneries at Bern,
s well as a few manufactories of silks, coarse woollens, and

Japer. Mathematical instruments, watches, and jewellery,
nuskets, and other arms, are made at Bern, Porentrui, &c.
'he Bernese gunpowder is excellent, and far superior in

uality to the French : the manufacturing of it is free, and
ot subject to monopoly as in France. At Correndelin,

Jntervilier, and other places in the valleys of the Jura, there

re iron-works and foundries, the iron-ore being found in

.bundance in the mountains. The manufacture of agricul-
ural implements has been carried to great perfection at Mr.
T
ellenberg's establishment at Hofwyl. Timber for building
nd fuel are supplied by the mountain forests, and from
ther woods in several parts of the lowlands.

The lakes of Bienne and Thun and the river Aar abound

nth various sorts of fish, especially of the trout and salmon

ind. Hares, chamois, marmots, and partridges are the prin-

ipal game. Bears and wolves are found in the higher Alps,
ut in small numbers. Among the birds of prey, the Lam-

ner-geyer, the great vulture of the Alps, is the largest,

liough not very common : some are of very great size, and

pill carry off a lamb to the mountains, from which circum-

tance their name is derived.

The government of Bern was, until the end of the last
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century, in tlie hands of a council, called Ihe Council of Two i

Ihmtlre 1, which in fact of 299 members, chosen

exclusively from am inn ll '-e burghers of Bern. All the

!' the canton was subject to thuin. A senate, elected

by the irreal council from among its own members, held the

"wutive power. A schultheiss or avoyer was the chief

trnto of the republic. The commonwealth bcim; in its

limited to the town, which was a free imperial city,

having t-iTi-iM-d a charter or bull from the Emperor Frederic

11., dated May, 1218, all the citizens who were possessed of

a house in it had a vote in the general assembly, which

elected the magistrates and the council of government. As
the t'nvn became enlarged, the burghers were classed into

four tribes or guilds, each headed by a banneret or standard-

bearer, who exercised great inlluence at the elections. By
decrees the members of the sovereign council remained for

I'.t'r, and the vacancies were filled up by the council itself

mostly from a small number of influential families. Many
of the neighbouring feudal nobles became burghers of Bern,

whil.-t others fought against the ruling commonwealth, and

were successively defeated, and obliged to give up or sell

part or the whole of their territories to the city, which thus

l-ccanic possessed of extensive domains. This was the ori-

gin of the state of Bern. The wars which it sustained

against several emperors who had become jealous of its

growth served to strengthen its power. Kudolf of Habs-

Intrg attacked Kern in vain in 12S9. His son Albert marched

against Bern in 1298, and was defeated at Dnnnerbuhlen

by the Bernese, led by Ulrich von Krlacli. In 1339 the

Emperor Louis of Bavaria declared war against Bern. The

nobility of western Helvetia, who were vassals of the em-

pire, and the town of Frcyburg, which was liege to Austria,
united their forces to the unrulier of l.'i.OOO foot and 3000

I, The Bernese, commanded by Rudolf von Erlach,
snn of Ulrich, and reinforced by 1000 men from the three

forest cantons, met the enemy at Laupen on the 21st of

June, and with only 5000 men completely defeated the

proud chivalry opposed to them. This victory consolidated

the power of Bern, which became henceforth the principal
state of all western Helvetia. In 1352 Bern was admitted

into the Swiss Confederation, of which it formed the eighth
canton. [See SWITZKRLAND.]

In 1415 Bern conquered the greater part of Aargau from
the house of Austria, and added it to its dominions. In
1-1 76 it sustained the attack of Charles the Bold, Duke of

Burgundy, whom the Bernese, assisted by their Swiss con-

federates, defeated at Granson and Morat. In l.VJSBern

adopted the Reformation, but the change was effected

without violence, and the revenues of the suppressed mo-
nasteries were applied to the support of the reformed clergy,
to the foundation of schools, and other charitable purposes.
In 1 536 the Bernese took the Pays de Yaud from the Duke
f Savoy, in consequence of his having attacked Geneva,

the ally of Born. By a subsequent treaty the Pays de Vaud
formally ceded by the duke. This was the last con-

quest of Bern. For nearly three centuries after, the terri-

tory of Bern continued to extend over the finest part of

crland, from the banks of the IXIKC of Geneva to those
of the Rhine, besides several bailiwicks which it possessed
in common with other cantons in Thurgau and other parts.
The government of Bern gave no share in tin- legislative

or executive to the population of the territory, but it left to

the country t >wns the municipal franchises which they en-
i at the time of the conquest, the election of their local

magistrates, and the administration of the communal pro-

l>crty. The canton was divided into landvogtcien or baili-

wicks, and the baillts were taken from among the councillors

of Bern. They were the administrators of the public reve-

nue, and of the domains of the state, and likewise the

judge* of the district. Unfavourable reports have been
in.ide of the administration of those officers, but these re-

port* seem to have been at least greallv exaggerated. (See
van and Coxe on this subject.) One essential distinc-

tion which has been lost sight of by party writers is that
:o baillis of the canton itself, who were under the

immediate in-pci timi of the government, to which there
was appeal from their decisions, and those sent by turns to

the subject bailiwick* held by several cantons together, in

the Italian valley*, where it is known that they were under
little or no control, and where they often acted the part of
avaricious dr.p
The members of the sovereign council of Bern were elected

for life, and every ten j cars there was an election to supply

the vacancies that bod occurred during that period. The
councillors themselves were the electors; ami as old families

In-ciime extinct, and as it was a rule that there should not

be less than eighty families having members in the great
c.iiuicil, vacancies were supplied from new families of bur-

ghers. Still the number of families in whose hands the

government was vested was comparatively small, and several

unsuccessful attempts were made in the cou i ;lit-

eenth century to alter this state of things, and t

the assemblies of the body of the buvglii-r.s. The discontent,

however, was far from general, and it did not extend i

country population. The administration was conducted in

an orderly, unostentatious, and economical manner, the

taxes were few and light.
'
It would be difficult,' ) the

historian Mtiller, 'to find in the history of Ihe world ;.

monwcalth which for so long a period has been so v,

administered a> that of Bern. In oilier aristocracies ihc

subjects were kept in darkness, poverty, and barbarism,
fact ions were enroll raged amongst them, whilej ust ice w

at crime or took bribes, and this was the case in the depen-
dencies of Venice. But the people of Bern stood with i <

to their patricians rather in the relation of cliei..

their patrons, than in that of subjects loward.s then

reigns.' Zschokke, a later Swiss historian, speaking of Kern
and other aristocracies of Svviuciland, sav-,

' Thc\ acted like

scrupulous guardians. The nun en the In.

among them, received until salaries ; fortune* were made

only in foreign M -rvii-c, or m the common bailiwicks of the

subject districts. Although the laws were del.

trials secret, the love of justice prevailed in the country;

power wisely respected the riuhts of the humblest freeman.

In the principal towns, especially the I': :.es, weallh
-I science and the fine arts. Bern opened fine i

raised public buildings, fostered agriculture in its fine terri-

t-'ry, relieved those districts that were visited by st inns or

inundations, founded establishments for the sick and the

helpless, and yet contrived to accumulate considerable -

in its treasury But the old patriotism of the S

slumbered: it was replaced by sellUhni'ss, and the mind
remained stationary ; the various cantons were estranged
from each other; instruction spread in the towns, but c.

ness and ignorance prevailed in the country.' The conse-

quence of all this was, that when the storm came from
abroad it found the Swiss unprepared to face it. The French

republic, in its career of aggression, did not respect the

neutrality of Switzerland. The Directory found a pretext
for aggression upon Bern in the complaints of some re-

fugees of the Pays de Vaud, who claimed political rights for

their country. A French army entered the Pays de Vaud
in 1798, anil declared that country independent of Bern.

They next demanded that the government of Bern iUeli'

should be made democratic. The great council of Bern had

already proposed reforms, and had called together deputies
from the country to assist in carrying them into effect.

But the French General Bruno imperiously demanded the

immediate resignation of all the actual members of the

government. The Bernese militia, to the number of 22,000,
had been called together for the defence of the country, and
placed under the command of General d'Erlach. Kruno

required it to be disbanded. Orders and counter-orders were
sent in quick succession from Bern to D'Erlach 's camp.
The councils of Bern were irresolute, while the militia were

eager to fight. Insidious reports were spread among the

Bernese camp tlu.t the officers were betraying them to the

French; several battalions mutinied, and murdered their

colonels, but after committing the crime they returned to

their post, determined to light tin; invaders. At la-

the 5th of March, the French attacked the Bernese division

of Graflenried, which repulsed them at Ncuenek with

great loss. Another French division at the same time
attacked D'Erlach at Franenhrunnen, and by its superiority
in cavalry and artillery, drove him back after a desperate
ro-i-taiicc. Bern was Dow left uncovered and open to the

enemy, anil it. capitulated. 1) Krlacli took the road to the

Oberland, where he intended to rally his troops and make
a stand, but he was murdered on the way, at Miinsingen,
bv his own soldiers, who fancied he had betrayed them.

other officers of the first families of Bern fell cither

in the fight or in the mutiny, whose names stand recorded
on six black marble slabs in the cathedral of Bern ; and
a number of women were killed fighting with scvihes In

the side of their husbands and brothers at Grauholx, ne:,'r

Bern, where the Bernese made a last stand after D'Erlach'*
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defeat. The French seized upon the treasury at Bern,
where they found above thirty millions of francs in gold and
silver, and they emptied the arsenal, which was well stocked

with arms and ammunition of every sort. These, as well as

the money, were the principal inducements to the aggres-
sion.

After several years of civil and foreign war, attended by
dreadful calamities, the act of mediation by Buonaparte in

1803 organized Switzerland into nineteen cantons, of which
Bern was one, Aargau and Vaud being definitively sepa-
rated from it. In 1815 a new federal pact was framed,
and was guaranteed by the allied powers. The territories

of the former bishop of Basel which had been annexed to

France were given to the canton of Bern, which thus be-

came again the largest and by far the most populous canton

of all Switzerland. The constitution of the canton at the

same time was again made more aristocratical
; 200 of the

members of the sovereign council were chosen from among
the burghers of Bern by a commission of the council itself,

the remaining ninety-nine being chosen from the rest of

the canton by the electoral colleges of the various districts.

The old patrician families resumed their influence over the

elections, and the office of councillor was again for life. In
December 1830, when other cantons of Switzerland changed
their constitutions, the country districts of Bern demanded
a more equal share of the representation and a popular sys-
tem of election. The sovereign council yielded to the de-

mand, and appointed a committee to frame a new constitu-

tion, which was completed in the summer of 1831, while the

old authorities still remained in office, and the administration

proceeded with the usual regularity. The election of the

members in town and country was given to the respective

constituencies, the number of members returned by each

district being in proportion to its population ; the superiority
of the burghers of Bern over the country was effaced, all

privileges of persons and families were abolished, the cen-

sorship was suppressed, a municipal organization was given
to the communes, the debates of the sovereign council were
made public, and other regulations of a popular nature were
enacted. Born has thus become a democratic, republic.
The new constitution has now (1835) been in force for

more than three years ; notwithstanding some hcart-burn-

iu^s and party ebullitions, things appear to be settling into

a regular system, and no act of open violence or blood-

has accompanied the change. The greatest dillicul-

ti i are those existing between Bern and the other con-

federates concerning federal regulations, for in the diet

Bern takes the lead of the movement party in Switzerland,

and flnds itself in opposition to the majority of the cantons,

which although equally democratic in their internal consti-

tutions, are opposed to fundamental changes in the federal

pact, and are jealous of the power of Bern, which having
almost one-fourth of the population of Switzerland, would,
if the members to the diet were to be returned in any thing
like numerical proportion, exercise an irresistible influence

over the deliberations of that body, while the votes of the

smaller cantons would be completely swamped by those of

a few large ones. For a detailed account of these dissen-

sions, see an article on Swiss politics in Cochrane's Foreign

(Jiiartei'lij Review, March, 1 835.

The population of the canton of Bern is chiefly Protestant,

of the Helvetic confession of faith, which was drawn up by

Zwingli and Bullinger, the two Swiss reformers of the six-

teenth century. The number of Catholics is reckoned at

42,000 ; they are chiefly in the territory of the former bishop
of Basi-1.

The department of public instruction has been improved
since the beginning of the present century, and there

are now elementary schools all over the canton, but the

remuneration of the masters is
very scanty, being only

from 50 to 100 Swiss livres (3l. to 6l. per sterling) a year.

The secondary instruction is given in gymnasia, of which

that of Bern is the principal, and is supplied with very good

professors. In 1826 a school for artizans was established

at Bern by several benevolent citizens, in which artizans

are taught gratis. In general, however, instruction is not

so generally diffused at Bern as in Zurich. [For the

establishment of M. de Fellenberg, see HOFWYL.] For

scientific instruction Bern has a university, with about

twenty professors of theology, jurisprudence, medicine, ma-
thematics, philosophy, mineralogy, natural history, and the

art of drawing, a public library with 30,000 volumes, a bo-

tanical garden, museum, &c. A federal military school

for the artillery and engineers is established at Thun.
There is besides a cantonal military school, for the instruc-
tion of the officers of the militia. The number of men from
twenty to fifty years of age liable to be called under arms
in case of invasion is about 50,000 in the whole canton.
Bern is bound to furnish a contingent of 5824 men to the
federal army whenever required by the diet, and to have
au equal number ready as a reserve in case of need.
The language of the people of the canton of Bern is the

Swiss-German, but various dialects prevail in the different

districts or valleys. The dialect of the Ober Hash is pecu-
liar, and is said to contain many Swedish words or roots.

Almost all the educated people of the towns, and especially
of Bern, understand and speak French. In some of the

valleys of the former bishoprick of Basle French is spoken
by the people in general.
The character of the Bernese peasantry is steady, serious,

and slow, but they are subject to fits of violent passion when
excited. The educated people of the towns are refined and

polite, and hospitable to strangers. A mixture of the Ger-
man and French characters is observable in them. Much
licentiousness used to prevail in the town of Bern among
the young men, but things appear to have improved in this

respect of late years. (See Bonstetten, Lettres, 1831.) The
general tone of manners and habits throughout the canton,
however, is orderly, domestic, and religious. The Bernese

peasantry in general are healthy and robust
; the women in

some of the valleys are remarkably handsome. Their pecu-
liar costume and head-dress may be s^en in the collection

of prints of Swiss costumes.

BERN, the capital of the canton of Bern and one of the
three Vororls of Switzerland, was founded in 1191 by Ber-
thold V. Duke of Ziihringen, for the purpose of keeping in

check his refractory nobility. In 1218 Bern was made an

imperial city by the emperor Frederick II. A great fire

destroyed the whole town in 1405, after which it was rebuilt

on its present regular plan.
Bern is situated in 46 56' 54" N. lat, and about 7 25'

E. long., on a somewhat long and elevated peninsula,
formed by the river Aar, which runs on three sides of it .

the fourth is open to the west, and fortified. There is a

stone bridge over the Aar, about 260 feet long. The town,
which contains 1128 houses and 13,900 inhabitants, may
justly be reckoned among the most elegant cities in Europe.
Its style of building is very regular, without appearing mo-
notonous

;
the streets are broad, and run parallel from east

to west ; they have, for the most part, arcades on both

sides with good shops, and communicate by cross streets.

There is a great number of fountains in the city, many of

them ornamented with statues, some of which refer to his-

torical events.

Of all the buildings the Miinster, or cathedral, is the

most remarkable. It is built in the Gothic style, and is

160 feet long and 80 broad; the steeple is left unfinished.

The chief entrance is adorned with curious sculpture. In
the windows there are also fine glass-paintings. The church
of the Holy Spirit is distinguished for its simple modern
architecture. Among other large and elegant buildings are

the Biirgerspital and Inselspital fcitizen and island hospital),

which latter alone forms a whole street. The town-hall is

an old and heavy building, which presents nothing remark-
able. The corn-magazine, a large and splendid building,
rests on thirty-four pillars. The New Schallerhaus, a

prison and house of correction, built of freestone, is the

largest edifice of the kind in Switzerland. The armoury,

the^orphan-house, the hotel de musique or theatre, the casino,

the library, and the museum, are also fine buildings. The
barrieres of Aarberg and Murten are very handsome : near

the former is the barengraben (bear-ditch), in which, for

several centuries, a family of bears has been kept at the

expense of the state *.

Of the walks near the town the Plateforme and the Enge
are the best. The former, along a terrace 108 feet abov-3

the Aar, with noble chestnut-trees, is one of the finest walks

in Switzerland. The latter, which in its arrangement pre-

sents a rural appearance, is made for ever memorable by
Studer's View of the Alps, taken from it, the finest pano
rama which has appeared in Switzerland, and in which no

error has yet been discovered. The very extensive burying-

yard, Monbijou, in summer resembles a rich garden.
Bern is not properly a manufacturing place : as a trading

town it is not inconsiderable. The chief trade is with the

There il bear in the ttrraJ of Uern.
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produce of the country. There are yearly exhibition* for

encouraging industry and agriculture. A great deal is done

in the -banking business. There is a powder manufactory,
breweries, tanneries, a manufacture of straw-hats, &c.

The town has a good public library, of 30,000 volumes,

and a richly-endowed museum of natural history. There

are also many private collections of minerals, plants, coins,

&c., and two botanical gardens.
The establishments for education are good, and much is

done at present for the instruction of all classes. The

academy was changed in 1834 into a university, and the

gymnasium is now being re-organized, as well as all the

schools in the canton. Almost all the inhabitants are of

the reformed religion. Bern is the birth-place of the cele-

brated Haller. (Communication from Stritzerland.)

BERNARD, Duke of Weimar. [See THIRTY YKARS'

WAR.]
BERNARD, EDWARD, was born May 2, 1638, at

Pauler'K Perry, near Towccster in Northamptonshire, of

which place his father was rector. He was educated first at

Northampton, afterwards at Merchant Tailors' School, Lon-

don, under Dugard. In June, 1655, he was elected scholar

of St. John's College, Oxford. Here he turned his attention

to the Hebrew, Syriac, Arabic, and Coptic languages, in

addition to the pursuits of the place ; ana also to mathema-

tics, which he studied under Wallis. In 1658, he was made
fellow of his college, B.A. in 1659, M.A. in 1662, B.D. in

1667, and D.D. in 1684. In 1668 he went to Leyden to

consult manuscripts, and brought home the three books of

Apollonius, which [see APOLLONIUS] Golius had brought
from the east. About 1669, Christopher Wren being ap-

pointed architect to the king, obtained leave to have a deputy
tor the duties of the Savilian professorship of astronomy, and
he appointed Bernard. The latter obtained at the same time

a living and a chaplaincy, but these he resigned in 1673,

when Wren finally resigned his professorship. The Sa-

vilian professors are not allowed to hold any church prefer-

ment, and Bernard at this time desired to succeed Wren.
This he did, against the advice of friends, who were un-

willing that he should quit the road of preferment. The
design which was then formed, and afterwards executed, of

reprinting all the old mathematicians at Oxford, seems to

have been his great inducement. He was not much at-

tached to astronomy itself, though versed in the antiquarian

learning connected with it. In 1676 he went to France,
as tutor to the dukes of Grafton and Northumberland, the

sons of Charles II. by the duchess of Cleveland. He staid

only a year, not being satisfied (Dr. Smith hints) with the

treatment he received. In 1 683 he went to Holland, to be pre-
sent at the sale of the library of Heinsius ; and being now

disgusted with his situation at Oxford, would have remained
at Leyden, if he could have obtained the professorship of

Oriental languages. He would havo resigned in favour
cither of Flamsteed or Halley, for he said he found astro-

nomy made life neither better nor happier. He was, how-
ever, unable to obtain any means of extricating himself till

the year 1691, when Mewes, bishop of Winchester, gave him
the rectory of Brightwell in Berkshire. He was succeeded
in the

professorship by David Gregory, and subsequently
by Halley. Under these two the reprints of the old ma-
thematicians were made which distinguished the Oxford

press of that period ; and the labours of Dr. Bernard, who
passed bis life in searching for and collating manuscripts,
were of the greatest preliminary service. In 1693 he mar-
ried; in 1696 he went again to Holland, to be present at

the sale of the library of Golius. He died at Oxford soon
after his return, January, 1697, having lived a most indus-
trious and useful life. He left behind him a large number
of papers, some of them unfinished. Of his printed works
we shall presently speak. The life of Bernard was pub-
lished in 1 704, by Dr. T. Smith, his intimate friend. It is

written in Latin, but from the immense length of the sen-
tences, is almost unintelligible. The principal contents are

faithfully transcribed in the Biographia Brilannica, with
information from other sources. In either of these works
the catalogue of unfinished papers will bo found, as well as
of printed works. The latter are as follow :

1. 'Of the Anticnt Weights and Measures,' published
at the end of Pococke's Commentary on Hosea, Oxford,
1685; reprinted with large additions, Oxford, 1688, in

Latin, under the title of 'Do Mensuris et 1'omlrnlm-. An
tiquis liliri Ire*.' It contains a good index, and an ap-
pended letter by Hyde, on the Chinese weights and mea-

sures. This is a work of learning, and one of the best

which remain on the subject. It must be observed, that

Arbuthnot, in his work on ancient weights and measures,
never cites it, and does not seem to be aware of its exig-

ence: which considering the nature of the subject, very
much adds to the utility of both works for the purposes of

comparison, unless the second work bo taken from the first,

of which, on comparison, we do not see any very obvious

signs.
2.

' Private Devotions, with a htief explication of the Ton
Commandments,' Oxford, 1689.

3.
' Orbis eruditi literature a charactere Samaritico de-

ducta,' a table printed from a copper-plate, (in what

is not stated,) giving at a view the letters of most antient

nations, collected from actual monuments; together with

the contractions of the Greeks, and those of physicians, ma-

thematicians, and chemists.

IV. 'Canon precipuarum e stellis fixis (numero xxiii.)

secundum observata majorum,' in the Philosophical Trans-
actions for April, 1684.

V. In the Phil. Trans, for September, 1684, is a Latin

letter to Flamstecd, endeavouring to prove the permanence
of the value of the obliquity of the ecliptic, from antient ob-

servations.

VI. Etymolifgicon Britaniriruni, at the end of Hickes's

Grummaticu Anglosaxonica et Muetogothica. It contains

the Russian, Slavonic, Persian, and Armenian derivations

of English and British words.
VII. Chronologies Samuritanes Synopsii, a letter to J.

Ludolf ; who published it in the Acta Eruditorum for April,
1691.

VIII. Notee in Fragmentum Segtiii'i-ianum Stephani
Byzantini. A part of this only, that relating to D<

was published by Gronovius at the end of his I-..K r<-it<ittone

deDodone, Leyden, 1681. It is praised by Fabricius.

IX. Adnotationes in Kpistolam Sancti liarnaba; Oxford,
1685. In Bishop Fell's edition.

X. Adnotationes in Scriptores Apostolicos, in the Am-
sterdam edition of Cotelerius' Apostolical Fathers.

XI. Scholia et Annotationes in Grcfcai inscriptiones Pal-

myrenorum, Utrecht, I 698.

XII. Collection of letters of Robert Huntington, &c., pub-
lished with Dr. Smith's life of Bernard. (See the life of

Huntington in the same work.)
XIII. Veterum Matfiemalicorttm Greecorum, Lutinortim,

et Arabum, synopsis. A catalogue, being a sort of pro-

spectus of the scheme of publication hereinbefore alluded to.

In the same work as the laM.

XV. Testimoniu aliquot, $c. de LXXII lnterpn-tii>n\

eorumque Versione. At the end of Aldrich's edition of

Aristeas, Oxford, 1692.

The work of Aristarchus, as published by Wallis, was
collated by Bernard, and the result of his collation of the

text of Euclid may be said to be published in Gregory's ce-

lebrated edition. (See its Preface.)

BERNARD, ST., abbot of Claitvaux, one of the ino-t

distinguished saints in the Roman calendar, w;>s horn

at Fontaine, in Burgundy, in tin- year 1091. His father

was Tecelinus, a nobleman uml a soldier : his mother s

name was Aleth. Both his parents were persons of great

piety, according to the notions of that ago. Bernard was
the third of seven children. From his infancy he was de-

voted to religion and study, and after having been educated

at the university of Paris, at that time one of the most cele-

brated seats of learning in Europe, at the age of t\\cnt\ -t\\ o

he entered the Cistercian monastery of Ctteaux, near Dijon
in Burgundy. His influence on the minds of others, CM n

at that early age, is shown by his inducing upwards of

thirty of his companions, including his five brothers, to ac-

company him in his retreat. The Cistercian order was at

that time the strictest in France, and Bernard so recom-

mended himself by the most rigorous practice of its austeri-

ties, that in the year 1115 he was selected as head of the

colony which founded the abbey of Clairvaux in Cham-

pagne. For some time he practised such severities ns to

injure his health, but he afterwards acknowledged his error,

and relaxed his discipline, both with respect to himself and
others.

His reputation soon rose so high, that in 1128 he was

employed by the grand master of the Templars to draw up
the statutes of that order. Sm-li was his intluenee, that in

defiance of all justice, he prevailed on the king, clergy, and

nobility of France assembled at Etanipes, near Paris, to
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acknowledge Innocent II. as legitimate pope, in opposition
to his competitor Anaclete (VArt de verifier les dates, Con-
cilium Stampenae and Innocent II.), and afterwards suc-

ceeded in obtaining the same acknowledgment from Henry
I. of England. Some time after he was sent to make some

arrangements with the clergy of Milan, who conceived such
an admiration for him, that at the close of the negotiation,

they offered him the archbishoprick of that city, which he
refused. In the course of his life he also refused the arch-

bishopricks of Genoa and Rheims, as well as many other

ecclesiastical dignities. Having condemned as heretical

some propositions in the works of the celebrated Abelard,
he was challenged by him to a public controversy. At first

he wished to decline the challenge, but at last accepted it,

at the pressing instances of his friends. In the year 1 140

they met at the council of Sens in Champagne, but before

the discussion was completed, Abelard appealed to the pope ;

the council agreed with Bernard in condemning the propo-
sitions, and by order of the pope, Abelard was confined in

the monastery of Cluni, in Burgundy.
At the council of Vezelai, on the confines of Burgundy

and Nivernois, in the year 1 1 40, Bernard persuaded the

king and nobility of France to enter on a crusade. On this

occasion he went so far as to claim inspiration, and to pro-

phecy the success of the undertaking. This is the most

reprehensible part of his career, and the quibble by which
ho attempted to cover the failure of his prophecy is truly

contemptible. (Bayle, Diet. Hist.) In the same year a

council was held at Chartres, where the crusaders offered

St. Bernard the command of the army, which he refused.

In 1147, at the council of Paris, he attacked the doctrine of

Gilbert de la Porree, bishop of Poitiers, on the Trinity ; and
in the following year, at the council of Rheims, procured
its condemnation. During the course of his life he success-

fully combated several other heresies. The last act of his

career was his mediation between the people of Mentz and
some neighbouring princes. On his return to his convent
he fell ill and died, A.o. 1153. He was canonized in the

year 1 174, by Pope Alexander III., and the Roman church
celebrates his festival on the 20th of August.

There is perhaps no instance on record of such extensive

influence, obtained by the mere force of personal character,
without any adventitious advantages ;

and upon the whole,
St. Bernard's influence does not appear to have been unde-

served, though it was occasionally misused. In our esti-

mate of his character, and particularly of his conduct with

respect to the crusades, we must make great allowances for

the spirit and feelings of the age. It is much to his credit,

that, attached as he was to the papal supremacy, he laid

open with an unsparing hand the vices and corruptions of

the Roman court ; and on all occasions he seems to have
acted in a spirit of fervent zeal, and, for that age, of Chris-

tian charity. His works, which have procured for him from
Roman Catholic writers the honourable appellation of the

last of the fathers, have been repeatedly published. The
best edition is that by Mabillon, 2 vols. folio, Paris, 1719,

which, besides his undoubted works, contains several pro-
ductions attributed to him on less authority, and some lives

of him by monkish writers, to which those who wish for an

account of his miracles and austerities are referred. (See
Milner's History of the Church, vol. iii. p. 330 ; Wadding-
ton's History of the Church, p. 325 ; Mosheim's Ecclesias-

tical History ; Neander's St. Bernard and his Times, Ber-

lin, 1813.)

BERNARD, SAINT, one of the chief mountain-passes
in the Pennine chain of Alps between the Swiss Valais

and Piedmont. This road leads from Martigny and the

Tillages of Liddes and St. Pierre in the Valais to St. Remy,
and Aosta in Piedmont. This pass, which is rather more

steep and difficult on the Swiss than on the Italian side

(as was found by the French army which crossed the

mountain in May, 1800), is only practicable the whole

way for mules and pedestrians ; though, at times, the

light chars-d-bana of the country go with difficulty as far

a the Hospice. The most elevated part of the passage
of the St. Bernard is a long and narrow valley, the bot-

tom of which is occupied by a lake. The height of this

valley above the level of the sea is stated by M. Saussure,
on the authority of M. Pictet, at 1246 toises, or aboul

7963 English feet
;
and by Mr. Brockedon at 8200 English

feet. At the eastern extremity of the lake, which is frozen

over during eight or nine months of the year, stands the

celebrated Hospice, or house of reception, or monastery o

St. Bernard
; and at the other end of the lake there is a

small level space, called the Plain of Jupiter, or Jove,
where in ancient times there stood a temple of that god, and
probably a house of refuge, built by the Romans. From
the temple the mountain derived its name, it being antiently
called Mont Jovis, which Latin denomination was cor-

rupted into Mont-Joux ; and it bore the latter name until
'as it is generally stated) the celebrity of the hospice of St.

Bernard gave it a new and a Christian designation. This
ast opinion has, however, been controverted

;
and it ap-

pears not improbable that the mountain owed its name of
Bernard not to a saint, but to a soldier. M. Saussure says
t was so styled more than a century before St. Bernard

; and
le thinks the name may have arisen from Bernard, or

Bernhard, the uncle of Charlemagne, who took that pas-
sage for his army across the Alps in his famous expedition
against Astolphus, the last Lombard sovereign but one of

Upper Italy.

According to general report, the hospice, or monastery,
was built by St. Bernard about A.D. 962

; but, again, it

seems evident that there was a monastery, with an abbot,

styled of Mont-Joux, long before that period, at or near the
site of the present edifice. As it is not probable that this

oass into the fertile plains of Piedmont was ever wholly
abandoned, and as it must always have exposed travellers

to danger and great fatigue, it is reasonable to suppose that
some house of refuge was kept up from the time of the

Romans, or even before. M. Saussure and other tra-

vellers saw a number of ancient ex-votw tablets and images
which had been found in the pass, where they had been
offered to the pagan temple by the way-farers of old, in gra-
titude for their safe journey.
The monastery of St. Bernard has been twice consumed

ay fire. Its sainted founder is said to have lived forty years
on the desolate spot. The monks are of the order of St.

Augustin. Considerable landed property was once attached

to this humane and useful establishment, but it now mainly
depends on annual allowances made by the Swiss and
Piedmontese governments, and on voluntary donations of

private individuals and rich travellers. It extends relief

and eleemosynary hospitality (when needed) to all classes

and conditions of men
; and, without heeding the general

nature of monastic institutions or the distinctions of creeds,

the Protestant Swiss contribute as readily to it as the Ca-
tholic Italians. The exertions of these monks to rescue lost

travellers from the snow and the avalanche, and the stories

of their dogs, are well known.
The monastery of the Great St. Bernard is the most ele-

vated fixed habitation in Europe, and close upon the limits

of perpetual snow. Tremendous rocks and peaks rise above

it, to the height, according to Saussure, of 663 toises, or 4 240

English feet, in their highest part. About half of the moun-
tain-mass may be said to belong to Italy, and half to Switzer-

land ;
and not far from the lake there is a barrier, marking

the frontier or line of demarcation between Piedmont and
the Valais. A torrent which descends towards Aosta and

Italy is called Le Butier, and another torrent which rushes

in the opposite direction towards St. Pierre and the Valais

is named La Drance du St. Bernard.

Besides the St. Bernard, there is the Little St. Bernard,
which lies between Tarentaise and Piedmont, and forms

part of the chain of the Graian Alps. This passage is de-

scribed in the article ALPS.
See Saussure, Voyage dans les Alpes ; Brockedon's

Passes of the Alps.
BERNARDINES, a branch of the Benedictine Ordei

of Religious, more frequently called Cistercians. Their

name of Bernardines was derived from St. Bernard, abbot

ofClairvaux, or Clareval, in the diocese of Langres, about

A.D. 1115, who was a great promoter of their order. They
were called Cistercians from Cistertium or Ctsteaux, in the

bishopric of Chalons in Burgundy, where the order was

begun in the year 1098 by Robert abbot of Molesme in

that province, hut brought into repute by Stephen Harding,
an Englishman, third abbot of Ctsteaux, who is therefore

reckoned the principal founder. They were also called

White Monks from the colour of their habit. Fuller, in

his Worthies, book iii. p. 164, probably errs, when he makes
the Bernardines to be a stricter order of Cistercians.

The monasteries of the Bernardine or Cistercian Order,

which became very numerous in a short time, were gene-

rally founded in solitary and uncultivated places,
and were nil

dedicated to the Virgin Mary. It was a rule with the Cis-
' 2 R 2
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tertians not to allow another house, even ( their o .

to >o built within a certain diMance. Ste\cns, in his con-

tinuation of DugdaJo'a Monattiam. xol. ii. p. 31. say*, if wo

may l*di.-v the historians of this onler. they hud in all MX

thousand house*. The Hittoire det Ordrrs Mnmittiqitet

ays that within fifty years of its in.-titution there were live

hundred abbeys of this order. St. Bernard alone is said to

have founded sixty house*.

The Bernardino* or Cistercians were transplanted into

England from the abbey of Auinoue in Normundy, in I l-Jt*.

by \Valter Giffard. bishop of Winchester, who placed them

in his newly-founded abbey of Waverlcy in Surrey. This

monastery was the first house of the Cistercian Order esta-

blished in England, although precedence \\asfor awhile

claimed by the abbey of Furness in Lancashire. The ' An-

nals of Waverley; printed by Gale, give a minute account

of the dispute. (See also Manning and Bray's Hixlnrij nf

Surrey, vol. iii. p. 144.) The abbot of Waverley had pre-

cedence a* well in the chapters of the GutWUU abbots

through England, as a superiority over the whole order in

this country.
In the 26th Henry VIII. the number of Bernardino or

(.'Mercian abbeys in England, of which thirt\-si\ wen:

among the greater monasteries, amounted to seventy live,

besides twenty- six Cistercian nunneries. Of the latter, one

only was endowed with more than 200/. per annum. The
total revenue of the Cistercian houses in England amounted

to IS.691/. )2.G</.

Stevens, in his work already quoted, vol. ii. p. 23, has

translated a long history
' Of tlie Original and Progress of

the Order of Cistercians' from the French Hittoire des

Ordret Monmtiquei, &c., torn. v. pp. 341,373. Dugdale
and Stevens, between them, have printed tlie rub

regulations of this order, with the various bulls of coiilirma-

tion and privilege granted to it by different popes. Stevens

has lik. -wise given a list of the learned men of the Order of

the Uernardines or Cistercians in England, thirty-six in

number. St. Bernard's College in Oxford (since re-founded

us St. John's College) was founded by Archbishop Chichele

in 1437 for scholars of the Cistercian Order who might wish

to study in Oxford, but had no place belonging to their

order in which they could associate together, and be relieved

from the inconveniences of separation in halls and inns,

where they could not keep up their peculiar customs and

statutes. The figure of St. Bernard still stands in a niche

in the upper part of St. John's College tower.

St. Alberic, who became abbot of Cistuaux in 1099, drew

up the first statutes of this order. The Harleian Manu-

script 3708 (British Museum), a volume of the fourteenth

century, contains another body of statutes for the order,

compiled in the years 1289 and 1300.

The habit of this order was a white cassock with a nar-

row scapulary, and over that a black gown when the monk
went abroad, but a white one when he went to church. The
Iny brethren were clad in dark colour. Stevens represents
the habit t have been a little different. In his Contin. (if

the Montulicoa, vol. ii., he gives a plate of a Cistercian

monk will) his cowl, p. 29 ; aiMther of a monk without his

cowl. p. 30 : and a third of a Cistercian nun. p. 31.

The abb it of Cistcaux in Burgundy continued to be the

superior general and father of the whole Bernardinc or Cis-

tercian Order till the French Revolution. He was first

llor, a* toon as he was elected abbot, in the parliament
< I Uijon.

(Compare Tann. Notit. Monmt. edit. 1787, prof. pp. ix.

\. : Dugdalc's Monatticon, new edit. vol. v. pp. 2iy, 236 ;

///i/. det Ordres Monasliques ; and Stevens, ut supra.)
I' K UN AY, a town in France, in the department of Eure,

abjut ninety-two or ninety-three miles \V. by N. of 1'aris,

through Mantes and Evreux. It is on the left or N.W.
bank nf the little river Charentonnc, which a few miles
below the town Hows into the Rillc, a feeder of the Seine.

It 11 in vy 6' N. lau. and 34' E. long, from Greenwich.

Bcrnay possessed, before the Revolution, several religious
houses, the principal of which was a Benedictine abbey of

the congregation of St. Maur. founded A.D. 101.'I, by Judith,

wife of Richard II., Duke of Normandy. Tlie church of

this abbey, though not
parochial,

was the chief place of

worship in the plnre. and in it the clergy assembled both

from the town and suburbs, in order to form general pro-
cessions. There were two parish churches, one in the city

and one in the suburbs; and two hospitals, one <.

founded by St. Louu. In the early part and middle of the

.ilui-y the trade of Bernuy consisted in corn and

woollen and linen rl.iih. It had then l-mr I. HIS, tlie prr.i-

cipal of which v. r just before I'.ilm

Sunday (authoring- vary : time), and u

weekly market, lie ;ucnleil Uy the inhabit nils not only of

nil. '0(1, but of i iApilly, 111

1762, give-, the population at about bOOO. In the lliclmn-

naire UtWMftel de la France, 1S04, it is stated at i.l/:l;

perhaps the destruction of the religious houses und the

.1 trade had caused the diminution. Ac-

the census of 183.2 the population of the town was 44bO,and
of the whole commune (>60i.

At present there are considerable manufactures of woollen

cloth, flannel, linens, cotton jam, dimities, \\-.:\

glass, and paper. Then- i- an annual lair, one of the :

considerable in 1': cially for the sale of horses. It

is said that above 40,000 persons are drawn together to tins

fair. Besides their own manufactures the inhabitants trade,

in thc^roduce of the surrounding country cattle, grain,

cider, and perry. There are a theatre, a high school, an

hospital, and an agricultural society. Bernuy has a trn

de commerce for the settlement of mercantile dispute-
it is the seat of a subprcl'ecture.
The arrondissement of Bernay contr.ined, in 18.V2, n |K>-

pulatioii of (> 2.828.

BERNBURG. or ANIIALT-BERNBURG, a duchy in

the north of Germany, forming part of the triple duchy of

Anhall, consists of disjointed teiritories lying between the

Harz Mountains and the ri\ers Saale and Kibe, and ex-

tends from 51 40' to 5l59'N. lat. and from 10"

1 2 36' E. long. The area of this duchy is about 336 square
miles. It is encompa-M-d by the Prussian dominions on

every side, except on the west, where an isolated district

of it is bounded by the domains of Blankcnburg belonging
to Brunswick. It is divided into two parts, the lower duchy
comprising the territories on the Suale. Wipper. liude, and

Fulinc, together with the bailiwick of Gross-Miihlingcn, on

the left bank of the Saale, and that of Koswig, on the right
bank of the Elbe ; and the upper duchy, which comprc!.-
the territory next the Lower Harz. The greatest length of

Bernburg is from the south-western to the north- eastern

extremity of the principality of Anhalt, n distance ol about

sixty-four miles. The surface of the latter sub-division,

though very mountainous and full of woods and
intersected by a number of delightful and productive \ alley s,

and enlivened with rivers and mountain streams : ti-w scenes

are more picturesque, indeed, than the country round Bal-

lenstedt, Harzgeroue, and the Alexis baths in the val

Selkc. The Harz, which subsides in the plains of the

upper-duchy, is the only range of mountains in Anha't-

Bernburg, and is not only interesting in a nm
point of view, but of much importance to the duchy from il

mines. The lower duchy, one portion of which lies on the

Saale and the other on the right bank of the Klh.-.

almost uninterrupted Hat, and possesses a productive soil.

It is watered by the Fidine and \Vippcr, t\vo minor rivers

flowing into the Saale, which likewise receives the Bode and
its tributary the Sclke, the two streams that run through
the upper duchy. All the rivers which* water Anhall-lii : n-

burg belong, then-fore, to the basin of the Kibe. Among
the small lakes, or rather sheets of water, in this di

the most considerable are, the Blasscr-Sec, the Kiisc, ami
the Strenge. The only mineral spring of note is the Alexis

Bad, about a mile to the north-east of Harzgcrode. m the

upper duchy, whose sulphurous waters and pleasing en-

virons attract numerous visitors. The climate \ar;c

cording to the elevation of the surface, hut is in gem-nil

healthy. In the more elevated districts about Giintcr-i

where the soil is exposed to the northerly winds, the 1'iuit in

some years does not ripen, and the harvest is u fortnight later

than in the lower districts. On the whole, however, there

is proof of the salubrity of the climate in the excess of the
births over the deaths for the period between the years 1817
and 1830, in which the former were 18,720, and the latter

were not more than 12,415. There is considerable diversity
in the products of the two sub-divisions of Anhiill-Bcrnburg.
The lower duchy yields every kind of grain in nbund

peas and beans, vein-tables, (lax. and a small (|ii.-nt.'

tobacco; the growth of wine about Bernburg is on in

crease, and fruit is plentiful in all part-. Ol In, rued c.ittli-

there is a sufficiency ; sheep arc numerous, and the bi

has been greatly improved of late yearn ; the want of p:Mun-
impedes the rearing of horses, the stronger species of v Inch
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are mostly imported from foreign parts : swine are universally
reared. Except in the district of Koswig, the lower duchy
is dependent upon its neighbours for timber and fuel ;

its

mineral products are coal, lime, gypsum, red earth, clay, and
sandstone ; game and fish abound, and among the latter the

salmon of the Saale is in repute. The productions of the

upper duchy are of a very dissimilar character: here, the soil

being mountainous and stony, the growth of grain is inade-

quate to the consumption ;
little wheat or barley is raised, but

the cultivation of rye, oats, potatoes, peas, and turnips for

cattle is extensive ; flax is also grown about Hoym. Horned
cattle are abundant, but the breeding of horses is incon-

siderable : there is plenty of red and black game, as well as

of fish. The most valuable products of this part of Anhalt-

Bernburg are, however, timber and minerals, among which
we may mention iron (1000 tons), silver ore (1400 marks),
lead (150 tons), copper, vitriol (600 cwt.), sulphur, coals,

sandstone, and marble.
The duchy is by no means a manufacturing country. Its

chief products are iron and steel ware, yarns, linens, wool-

lens, and flannels, articles of wood, porcelain, and earthen-
ware ; it exports butter, some grain, wool, timber, iron, and
ironware. The breweries and distilleries only produce suffi-

cient for the internal demand
;
and the same may be said

of the supply of lime, millstones, and tiles. There are four

smelting furnaces, two sulphur-houses, a vitriol manufac-

tory, and gunpowder works in the valley of the Seiko
;

a

large paper-mill at Bernburg, a saw-mill at Gernrode, a

manufactory of arms at the same place ;
and coke is made

in various parts of the upper duchy. Some writers mention
other manufactures as existing in Anhalt-Bernburg, but

they are no longer in operation, or never existed at all. In
fact, the inhabitants find full employment in agriculture,

mining, and with their woods and forests, which extend over
a surface of about sixty-three square miles, or nearly one-
fiflh of the entire surface of the duchy.

Little is known of the financial state of the duchy.
Lindner says, in his excellent work on the three duchies

(Dessau, Bernburg, and Ktithen), that the revenues may be
estimated at 450,000 gulden, about 41.250/., and the amount
of public debt at 600,000 gulden, about 55.000/.

Anhalt-Bernburg contains seven towns, one market-vil-

lage, and sixty other villages. In 1830 the number of
houses was G~i47, and of inhabitants 43,325 ;

of the latter

19,9 17 in the lower, and 23,408 in the upper duchy. Lindner
states the previous increase to have been from 34,193 in

1805 to 37,047 in 1817, and 39,618 in 1827. Upon these
data we may assume the present population to be about

4i,000 souls.

The form of government is that of an unlimited monarchy.
Religion and education are under the controul of the con-

sistory of Bernburg, which is composed of three clerical mem-
bers and a government assessoMjjpd

is independent of the

prince in all ecclesiastical matters? A union has been brought
about between the members of the Lutheran and Reformed
persuasions. The state of public education is very satisfac-

tory ; 8000 children, nearly one-fifth of the whole population,
attend the national schools, over which local supervision is

everywhere exercised. Each bailiwick, town and village

supports its own poor, under its own board, with partial
assistance from the government, and under the super-
intendence of the consistory. The medical police of the

duchy, and every sanitory regulation, are intrusted to the
medical board at Ballenstedt.

The military consist of a corps of sharpshooters, 370

strong, and the company of grenadiers of the ducal guard at

Bernburg. The landsturm, or national guards, of 1814
mustered 7328 foot and 140 horse: and the contingent
which Anhalt-Bernburg is bound to supply for the army of
the German confederation is 370 infantry.

(Lindner, History and Description of the Country of
Anhalt; Crome's Anhalt-Bernburg; Hassel's States of
Germany ; Stein, von Schlieben, &c.)
The seven towns in the duchy of Bernburg are Ballen-

stedt, Bernburg, Koswig, Harzgerode, Hoym, Gernrode,
and Giinthersberge :

Ballenttedt is situated on the summit and side of a hill

at the foot of the Lower Harz, in 51 43' N. lat., 1 1 18' E.

long. ; and is composed of the Old Town, encircled by a wall

with two entrances, the New Town, which is open, and the
avenue and new street, by which the ducal palace on an

adjacent hill is united with the town. The Old as well as

a portion of the New Town is confined and ill-constructed ;

but the avenue and new street, which are adorned with
two rows of chestnut trees, between which there is a foot-

way with roads outside of them, form a handsome street
rather more than a mile in length. The Old Town con-
tains a church, synagogue, hospital, and the public offices.

The New Town is embellished with the palace, the main
body of which is of antient construction. This residence is

beautifully situated, and the view from its elevated terrace

is delightful; its appendages are a church, theatre, and

riding-house, besides pleasure-grounds, a small picture-

gallery, a library of 8000 volumes, chiefly modern, a cabinet
of Anhalt coins, and a collection of minerals, which is very

complete so far as regards the products of that part of the
Harz Mountains which lie within the territory of Anhalt.
There are extensive out-offices and yards, called the Vorwerk,
also attached to the castle ; among them are a spacious
sheep-walk, a brewery, where the celebrated '

Ballenstedter

Lagerbier' is made, and a vinegar manufactory. Ballenstedt
is the residence of the ducal court and the seat of justice, as

well as of the medical board and board of works for the

duchy. The town is mainly supported by agricultural pur-
suits, and possesses considerable manufacture* of flannel,

linens, and pottery-ware. The Geitel, an inconsiderable

stream, runs through it, and drives some (lour and oil mills ;

it has four fairs in the course of the year, hut they are not of
much moment. The population amounted to 1301 souls in

1708, 2500 in 1800, and 3740 in 1830, when it contained
several Jewish families. It is the chief place of the baili-

wick of the same name, the inhabitants of which are esti-

mated at G100.

In the upper duchy likewise are Hoym, on the Selke, an

open town, about live miles north-east of Ballenstedt, with a
church, town-hall, three large mills, and about 2300 inha-
bitants ; Gernrode, an open, ill-constructed town, built on a

declivity at the foot of the Harz, about three miles to the
west of Ballenstedt, with two churches, some old monastic

buildings, mills, &c., and a population of about 2050 souls
;

Gunthnrsberge, about ten miles south-west of Ballenstedt,
an old open town, lying in a small valley encircled by
forests, and containing a church, an antient burgh in ruins,
and between 700 and 800 inhabitants ; and, lastly, tlurz-

gerode, situated in a deep hollow, about five miles to the

i south-west of Balleustedt, in 51 38' N. lat. It is of as
'

early a date as the year 961, is encompassed by a wall, and
contains a decayed ducal residence, a church, town-hull,

school, and about 2400 inhabitants. It is the seat of the

ducal boards of mines, and woods and forests.

Bernburg, the chief town of the districts which compose
the lower duchy, and lie along the banks of the Kibe
and Saale, is a large town, divided into two nearly equal

portions by the Saale, in 51 47' N. lat., 1 1 45' E". long.,
and at a distance of about fifteen miles from the iullux

of that river into the Elbe. It consists of three quar-
ters, the Old and New Towns on the left bank, and the

Bergstadt, or Mount-town, on the right bank of the Saale ;

the last is open, and the two first are surrounded by a

wall with four gates. They are connected by a stone

bridge, 173 feet long and 23 feet broad, at the com-
mencement of which, from the Old Town on the north-

west side, is a fine gate. From this bridge to the New
Town gate runs a handsome street, about 1200 paces in

length, part of its line being formed by the market-place ;

on the whole, the town is well-built, clean, and well-paved.
The Mount-town lies partly on tAie rapid declivity, and

partly at the top of the high ground which skirts the Saale.

It has rapidly increased on account of the superior eligibility
of its site : and contains the castle, situated on a steep hill,

in which the heir-apparent usually resides, with an orangery,

play-house, riding-house, &c., the town-hall, house of in-

dustry, mint, and an earthenware manufactory. There are

three churches, several old chapels, a synagogue, asylums
for orphans and widows, six schools, and many benevolent

institutions in Bernburg. Its population was 4018 in the

year 1 797, and at present amounts to upwards of 6000.

Koswig, likewise in the lower duchy, is a very antient

open town, on the right bank of the Elbe, about seven miles

west of Wittenberg in Prussian Saxony, and near the ex-

treme eastern border of the duchy. It has a church and

chapel, a synagogue, a ducal residence, a brewery, and some

small manufactures, with a population of about 2800 souls.

BERNERS, JULYANS, or JULIANA, otherwise

BARNERS or BARNES, one of the earliest female

writers in England, is supposed to have been born towards
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the Utter end of the fourteenth century at Roding Beraere,

in the hundred of Dunroow, and county of Essex. The
received report it, that she was daughter of Sir James

Bernera, of Roding Berners, knight, whose son Richard

(created Lord Berners in the reign of Henry IV.) was the

Uilier of the translator of Froiuart ; and that she was once

prioNM of Sopewell Nunnery in Hertfordshire. It seems

that she was alive in 1460. Holingshed places her at the

close of the reign of Edward IV., calling her 'Julian Homes,
a gentlewoman endued with excellent gifles bothe of body
and mindo, [who] wrote certaine treatises of hawking and

hunting, delighting greatly hirself in those exercises and

pastimes. She wrote also a booke of the lawes of annes and

knowledge apperteyning to heraldes.' This seems the

amount of all the information concerning this lady which

ran now be traced, and even these scanty particulars have

in some instances been doubted. The further particulars
which are given in many notices of her appear to have crept

in gradually from the desire of successive writers to give
s. nothing of novelty to their accounts.

The following is the collected title of the treatises attri-

buted to Juliana Berners, as printed together by Wynkyn
de Worde in 1486. ' The Treatyses perteynyng to Hawk-

yuge, Huntynge, and Fysshynge with an Angle; and also

a right noble Treatyse of the Lygnage of Cot Armours,

endynge with a Treatise which specyfyeth of Blasynge of

Army*.' Mr. Hazlewood, whose investigations seem to

have thrown all the light on the subject of the book and its

author of which it is susceptible, narrows the claims of

Juliana to a small portion of the treatise on hawking, the

whole of the treatise upon hunting, a short list of the beasts

of the chaee, and another short list of persons, beasts, fowls,

&e. The great interest attached to the subjects of this work

occasioned the treatises to be among the very first that

were put to press on the introduction of printing into this

country, when they were printed at the Abbey of St. Alhans,
on which the nunnery of Sopewell was dependent. The
first edition is said to have been printed in 1481, and il

is certain that one was printed in 1486. It seems that

the person who then prepared them for the press had it in

vii;w to furnish a manual of what was considered the useful

knowledge of the day, and therefore incorporated in one

volume treatises by different hands. The colophon to the

treatise on fishing (which is the best of the four), states

that it was introduced in order that it might be better known
than it would l>c if

'

enprynted allone by itself and put in

n lytyll plaunllet.' The colophon to the treatise on heraldry
also describes it as translated and compiled at St. Alhans

Among its objects, it professes to teach ' how gentylmen
shall be knowen from ungentylmen.' The ' Treatise on

Hunting,' which is the undoubted work of Juliana Berners

describes the manner in which various animals are to be

hunted, and explains the terms employed in venery. The
information is hitched into rhyme, but, as Mr. Ellis remarks
' has no resemblance to poetry.' All the other treatises

are in plain prose. A fac-simile reprint of the whole o

U'ynkyn de Worde's edition, was mode in 1810, under the

direction of Mr. Hazlewood, whose prefixed dissertations

.in to have exhausted every source of information con-

cerning the 'Book of St. Albans.' Only 150 copies of this

foe-simile edition were printed. Speaking of this work

Wartpn remarks :
' From an abbess disposed to turn author

we might reasonably have expected a manual of meditations

for the closet, or select rules for making salves or distilling

ktrong waters. But the diversions of the fit-Id were nol

thought inconsistent with the character of a religious lady ol

this eminent rank, who resembled an abbot in respect of ex

ercising an extensive manorial jurisdiction, and who hawkec
and hunted in common with other ladies of distinction.'

We are quite satisfied with this account ;
hut Hazlewood

who cannot reconcile it with the rigid rules of the Sopewel
nunnery, and with the varied and extensive knowledge n

the world which the work displays, offers some conjectures
as to the history' of this remarkable lady, with the view o

uniting
'
all the supposed characteristics of our authoress

without violating probability or distorting consistency.' As
however, this is all matter of conjecture, we must refer the

reader to his prefixed
'

Biographical ami Bihliographira
Notices,' from which, and the annexed reprint, the presem
article has chiefly been drawn.

(See also Dibdin's continuation of Ames's Typn/irailin-n

Antiquitiei; Warton's Hutory qf English I'uelry :

ftpxtmetu of (to Early Englith Poel,

BERNERS, JOHN BOURCHIER. LORD, was born

about the year 1474. He was the oldest son of Sir Huiu-

ihrey Bourchiur, who was the son of Sir John Bourchicr,

he fourth son of the Earl of Ewe by his wife Anne,
daughter of Thomas Duke of Gloucester, the youngest son

I Kdward HI. This Sir John was created Lord Berners

n honour of the family of his wife Margery, who was the

laughter and heir of Richard Lord Berners, the father, a*

t if supposed, of Juliana Berners, the authoress of purl of

the famous book on field- sports. Admitting Ui>- pri-tumpUM:
evidence in favour of Juliana's connexion with this faintly,

it is pleasant to find two persons in it, of different >

so honourably distinguished, one as perhaps the earliest

omale writer of this country, and the other as one of the first

noblemen who condescended to think literature w-irthy nf

their attention. In this respect he was only preceded in

point of time by three noblemen, none of whom equalled
linn in reputation ; for Cobham wrote only just enough to

make him an author, and Tiptoft, Earl of Worcester, unit

Earl Rivers, arc more distinguished as patrons of literature

than as authors. Fuller, who also mentions Berners as the

fourth literary nobleman, prefers him to all of them ex-

cept Tiptoft ; but it is diflicult to see the grounds of this

exception, as the translations of Tiptoft are not near so

important as those of Lord Berners. In this estimate Lord
Vaux is not considered as a predecessor but as a contem-

porary of Lord Berners, and is therefore not included.

The Bourchier family adhered to the house of York

during the war of the Rose* ; and Sir Humphrey Bourchier

was killed at the battle of Barnet in 1471 in support of its

cause, being, according to Hall, the only person of rank on

Edward's side who was slain in the action. His son, the

subject of the present notice, succeeded his grandfather
when he was only seven years of age ; and when he was

only eleven the Order of the Bath was given him by Kd-

ward IV., on occasion of the betrothment of the young
Duke of York to the daughter of the Duke of Norfolk. I

Berners was sent to Oxford at an early age, as was tin n the

custom, and Wood believes, but is not certain, that he was
educated atBalliol College ;

and adds, 'after he had left the

university he travelled into divers countries, and returned a

master of several (not teven, as some accounts misquote
Wood) languages, and a complete gentleman.' His youth
and absence prevented him from taking any part in public
affairs until Henry VII. had established himself on the

throne. It seems, however, that the usurpation of Richard

III. made the Bourchier family favourable to Henry. They
supported him, and he was ultimately crowned by Cardinal

Bourchier, the grand-uncle of Lord Berners.

Lord Berners was first called to parliament in the eleventh

of Henry VII. by the stylo of John Bourgchier, Lord of

Berners; and it seems that he had previously attended lin-

king at the siege of Boulogne in the \ear 1 I'.i'J. lie first

acquired personal distinction and the favourable regard o|'

the king by the active part he took in putting down a -

what alarming insurrection which in 1497 broke out in

Cornwall, headed by Michael Joseph, a blacksmith, and a

lawyer named Flammock, and afterwards supported by
Lord Audley. He appears to have become a favourite o'f

Henry VIII. very soon after his accession, and he had the

rare fortune of retaining his favour to the last. He was

captain of the pioneers at the siege of Terouenne in 15 1.'I,

during which his attention to the duties of his office appears
to have been very serviceable to the army. About two

years after he was appointed Chancellor of the Exchequer
for life ; and about the name time was one of the splendid
train of nobles, knights, and ladies appointed to rscnri t-i

Abbeville the Lady Mary, the king's sister, who by the

peace of 1514 was to be married to Louis XII. of 1'.

In the year 1518 Lord Berners was associated with John

Kite, Archbishop of Armagh, in an embassy to Spain,

ostensibly for the purpose of congratulating the young king
Charles on his accession, but in reality in the hope of de-

taching him from the interest* of the French king Fr.

and of bringing him over to the views of Wolsey, the
|

and the emperor. No result of importance followed this

niivMnn, which departed from Spain in January, 1519, Lord
Hi Tiiers being at that time in very bad health. After this

his age and growing infirmities occasioned him to live much
Trim-tit in his government at Calais, to width im-

portant ollice he appears to have been appointed soon after

his return from Sp:iin. Ho remained in tail situation until

his death, on the 19th of March, 1532, devoting his leisure
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to those literary undertakings for which alone he is now
remembered.

His great work, the translation of Froissart's Chronicles,
was undertaken by the king's command, and the first

volume was printed by Pynson in the year 1523, and the

second volume in 1525. For common use this translation

has now been superseded by the modernone of Mr.Johnes;
but we nevertheless rejoice that Lord Berners's translation

was reprinted in 1812, under the direction of Mr. Utterson,
who very properly considered that it was still of great value
for the appropriate colours with which it pourtrays the man-
ners and customs of our ancestors.

'

Considering,' says this

editor,
' the unusual task imposed upon him, that of trans-

lating so voluminous a work into the English language,
which was very seldom used as a vehicle for aught but col-

loquial purposes, we cannot but feel admiration at the man-
ner in which the task was completed This having
been the first historical work of magnitude in the English
language, the title of a valuable if not the earliest English
classic writer, may be conceded to his lordship, although his

production was not original.' The other works of Lord
Berners are thus characterized by Horace Walpole :

' Others of his works were a whimsical medley of trans-
lations from French, Italian, and Spanish novels, which
seem to have been the mode then, as they were afterwards
in the reign of Charles II.,

' When ev'ty flow'ry courtier wrote romance.'

The following is a list of the works thus noticed :

' The Hystorye of the moost noble and valyaunt knyght,
Arthur of Lytell Brytayne ;'

' The antient, honourable, fa-

mous, and delightful Historic of Huon of Bourdeux, enter-

laced with the Love of many Ladies ;'

' The Golden Boke of

Marcus Aurelius ;' all translations from the French.
' The

Castle of Love,' from the Spanish. He also composed a

work,
' Of the Duties of the Inhabitants of Calais ;' and a

comedy called,
'
Ite in vineam meam,' which was usually

acted in the great church of Calais after vespers. Neither
of the two last-named works were printed, and it is not
known whether the comedy was in Latin or English.

(Preface to Utterson's edition of Lord Berners' transla-

tion : Wood's Athenep Oxonienies, by Bliss ; Walpole's
Royal and Noble Authors, &c.)
BERNI, FRANCESCO, was born about 1490 at Lam-

porecchio, a village of the Val di Nievole in Tuscany, of a
noble but poor family. He studied for the church, and be-
came a priest. Having gone to Rome to try his fortune,
he entered the service of Cardinal Divizio da Bibbiena, his

countryman and relative, who was in great favour with

Leo X. After the cardinal's death, he passed into the

service of the cardinal's nephew, Angelo Divizio, a prelate
of the court of Rome. We are not told in what capacity he
served either the uncle or the nephew, but Berni complains
that neither of them did any thing to better his fortune,

and he says he was driven by want to seek a more liberal

master. His next employment was as secretary to Ghiberti,
who was datario to Pope Clement VII., and also bishop of

Verona; but, according to his own confession, he found
himself little qualified for his office. In fact, Berni was
idle, dissipated, and continually in love with some woman or

other. He contrived, however, to remain with Ghiberti for

seven years, during which he accompanied his master, or

was sent by him on business, to several parts of Italy. He
was present at the plunder of Rome by the Spaniards and
Germans in 1527, of which he speaks in his 'Orlando In-

namorato.' (See canto xiv. St. 23-27 of Molini's edition,

Florence, 1827.) About the year 1530, or 1531, he left

Ghiberti and went to Florence, where he was made a canon
of the cathedral, a preferment which enabled him to live in

a sort of affluence for the rest of his days. His facetious-

ness and social conviviality recommended him to the Duke
Alessandro, as well as to his cousin, Cardinal Ippolito do'

Medici, the son of Giuliano, and nephew of Leo X. The
two cousins were secret enemies, and Cardinal Ippolito,

through jealousy or ambition, favoured the projects of the

Florentine malcontents, who wished to shake oft' the tyran-
nical yoke of Duke Alessandro. Ippolito, however, died

suddenly in 1 535, of poison administered to him by one of

his domestics, at the instigation, as was generally believed,
of the duke. A story became current soon after, that Bemi,
who was intimate witli both, had been solicited by Ales-
sandro to poison Ippolito, and at the same time by Ippolito
to poison Alessandro, and that, in consequence of his re-

liual, he waa hmuelf poisoned by one of the two rivals.

But Berni survived Ippolito one year, when neither the
cardinal could any longer poison him, nor the duke stood
any more in need of Berni's instrumentality. Besides, the
well-known jocular, good-humoured, and careless disposition
of Berni renders it unlikely that he codld be thought a fit

instrument for such a crime. Accordingly, Mazzuchelli and
other critics have utterly discarded the story as having no
foundation in truth.

The epoch of Berni's death has been long a matter of dis-

pute : some place it in 1 543, but Molini, in the introduction
to his edition of the 'Orlando' above-mentioned, fixes it on
the 26th of May, 1536, on the authority of Salvino Salvini's

chronological register of the canons of the cathedral. The
latter years of Berni's life were spent at Florence or in its

neighbourhood, in a dissipated sort of existence. That was
an age of general profligacy, and Berni shared in the com-
mon licentiousness, though he must not be compared in

this respect with Aretino and others of his notorious con-

temporaries. The very fact of his remaining for seven years
with Ghiberti, a prelate generally respected for his conduct,
shows that Berni could not be such an abandoned character
as he has been supposed by some. Berni's poetry though
often licentious, according to the universal taste of the
times, exhibits many traits of moral feeling which seem in-

compatible with total deprayity.
Berni is the principal writer of Italian

jocose poetry,
which has ever since retained the name of po'esia Bernesca.
Burchiello, Pucci, Bellincioni, and others, had introduced
this style of poetry before him, but Berni gave it a variety
of forms, and carried it to a perfection which has seldom
been equalled by any one since. Berni had an inex-
haustible fund of humour, and a most quick perception of

the absurd and ridiculous. His lively imagination placed in

juxtaposition the most incongruous images and ideas, and
thus derived fresh food for pleasantry from its own inven-
tion. Berni's reading of the Latin and Italian writers was
extensive, and he often alludes to them for the purpose of

contrasting some of their lofty images with others which are

trivial. In one of his
'

Capitoli,' which he addresses to

Ghiberti's French cook, after giving an account of Aris-
totle's works, he exclaims at the end, in a tone of apparently
sincere regret,

' what a pity it is that Aristotle did not write
also a work on cookery !

'

In another place, complaining of

a mule which a friend had lent him for an excursion, and
which was continually stumbling on the road, he says that
it had the power of conjuring up stones from the very
bottom of one of the circles of Dante's '

Hell,' as if for the

express purpose of knocking its feet against them. In a

chapter which he wrote in praise of the plague, he discovers

a number of advantages resulting to mankind from that

scourge. At other times he is satirical on the real vices

and follies of courts and princes. His description of the

irresolute, timorous, time-gaining policy of the court of

Rome under Clement VII., is characteristic :

' l"n Pnpato composto di rispetti,
Di considerazioni, e di discorsi,

Di piu, di poi, di mil, di si, di ibrsi,

Di pur, di nssai parole seiiza cffutti.'

His satire is generally of the milder sort, but at times it

rises to a most bitter strain of invective. Such, for instance,
is his '

Capitolo
'

against Pope Adrian VI., whose very vir-

tues made him unpopular with the Romans. Berni's

humour may be said to be untranslateable, for it depends
on the genius of the Italian language, the constitution of

the Italian mind, and the habits and associations of the

Italian people. Berni's expressions are carefully and happily
selected for effect, and although he speaks of the haste in

which he wrote, it is proved by the MSS. of his burlesque
poems that he corrected 'and recorrected every line. (See
Mazzuchelli, Scrittori d Italia, art.

'

Berni.') His lan-

guage is choice Tuscan. The worst feature in Berni's hu-
mourous poems is his frequent licentious allusions and

equivocations, which, although clothed in decent language,
are well understood by Italian readers. Berni's poems
were not collected till after his death, with the exception of

one or two published in his lifetime. The first edition of

part of his poems was made at Ferrara in ] 537. Grazzini

published one volume of Berni's Poesie Burlesche, together
with those of Mauro, Varchi, Delia Casa, &c., in 1 548. A
second volume appeared in 1555

;
a third volume was pub-

lished at Naples with the date of Florence, in 1 723. There

is also an edition of the Poesie Burlesche in two vols. 8vo.

London, 1721-24, with notes by Salvini.

Berni is also known for hia Rifacimento,' or recasting of
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Bojardo's poem
' Orlando Innamoruto.' [Soo BOJARUO.]

Berni altet. 'on of the poem into purer Italian, but

be left the narrative exactly as it was from 1

end. He also added some introductory stanzas, moral or

satirical, to most of the cantos, in imitation of A

practice, and also a few c\ii- !..- il -'...;. '.n > in the body of

the poem, the principal of which is that in canto 67, where

he describes Imiiicll and his lubits nf lit'.-. It cannot be

maintained that Berui has turned I!oj;irdo's serious poem
into burlesque: he merely steps in as a thud pcrsun, after

the fashion of the old story-tellers, lu-r.veen the original poet

and the audience, moralizing upon what he relates, or re-

\erting, from the errors and follies of his heroes, to the \ices

and follies of men in the every-day world. The sinccri; y and

simplicity of his practical moralizing strain contrasts with

the prodigious and absurd magnificence of the romantic

narrative, which Berni, however, relates with all the appear-
ance of credulity. Some of Berni's openings to the various

cantos are remarkably fine, and perhaps superior to those

in Ariosto's poem. With regard to his alterations of Bo-

jardo's text, it is generally allowed that he has improved it

in many parts, though not in every instance. (See Panizzi's

remarks on Berni's Rifacimento, in vol. ii. of his edition

of Bojardo and Ariostn, London, 1831.) It appears also

that several parts of the '
Rifacimento,' such as we have it,

and which are very inferior to the rest were either not written

by Berni, or have not received from the author the la-t cor-

reeiion and polish. There are discrepancies between the

various editions, and no autograph of Berni's
' Orlando

'

is

known to exist, or has ever been mentioned by any of its

various editors. The poem was not published till after

Berni's death. The first eighty-two stanzas of the first

canto as given in the Giunti edition, Venice, 1545, are quite
different from those in the first edition of the poem in 15-11.

The text of 1545 is now adopted as most resembling Berni's

style, and has been followed by Molini in his edition of the

l nnamorato,' Florence, 1827, which is considered as the

most accurate. There are still doubts about the genuine-
ness of the remaining stanzas of the first canto, from Ixxxiii.

to the end, of some of the second canto, and of the whole of

the two last cantos, Ixviii. and Ixix., of the poem. The
earlier editions of Berni's

'

Rifacimento,' 1541-45, are en-

titled, 'Orlando Innatnorato composto gia dal Signor Matteo
Maria Bojardo, Conte di Scandiano, e rifatto tutto di nuovo
da M. Francesco Berni.' In course of time, however, the

name of Bojardo was almost forgotten, and the ' Orlando
Innaraorato

'

went by the name of Berni, as if he had been
the real author of the poem. Berni has not added any in-

decent interpolations to Bojardos poems, as some have

superficially supposed ;
he has, on the contrary, left out,

in one instance, some licentious though fine stanzas of

the original. (See Pani/zi's
' Remarks' above quoted.)

Stfwart Rose has given an analysis of the ' Innamorato' in

Ki i<;lish prose, intermixed with verse, London, 1823.

Berni wrote some Latin poems, which were published at

Florence in 1562 in the Collection,
' Carmina quinque

Etruscorum Poetarum.' They have beeo praised by Tira-

boschi as happy imitations of the style of Catullus.

He wrote also
' La Catrina' and '

II Mogliazzo,' which
are dramatic scenes in

'

lingua ruslica,' or idiom of the Flo-

rentine peasantry, Florence, 1537-1567.
Berni's letters are scattered through several collection?,

in Atanagi's Lettere Facete di Diaersi, in Manuzio's
Leltere k'olgari, and in the Nuoca Scella di Letters by Pino.

Bemi is an author who ought to be attentively studied

by Italian scholars. His mastery over his language, and
the ease and purity of his diction, have been seldom equalled.
His humour, though often broad, is not low ; it is sharp and
clever. His skill is not easily appreciated, because it is

clothed with the appearance of extreme simplicity.
There was another Francesco Berni, of Ferrara, who lived

in the seventeenth century, and wrote several poetical
work*.

o Mazzuchelli, Scrilton dItalia ; Stewart Rose's Life
f HFI-IH, prefixed to hU Analysis of the Innamorato ; Pa-

in// !ii<jnr</ti.i

BKRNUXK GOOSK, or CLARIS. (Zoology.) The
.culnr name for the bernicla of Ray, Anser bernichi of

nng: the liTuicle, bernacla gowte, and barnacle goose
of authors. This bird affords an instance of the credulity
with which those who. in their generation, were held wise

and learned, accepted the most absurd traditions, and
handed them down to posterity with the additional weight of

their authority. A cirrhhiped, a marine testaceous animal,
the PfiilelaHiifn iinuti/rra of Leach, Annli/n Itevit ot

Bruguicn-*, the duck barnacle of collectors, was long as-

serted to be the parent of the l>eriiiele goo.se. This common
shell is fixed to a long, fleshy peduncle, and is frequently
found attached to flouting limber. The tentacula, which

proceed from the anterior opening of the valves, have an

appearance that recalls to the mind of a casual inaccurate

observer the recollection of a feather, and 'hence, in all

probability, the fable took its origin.
'

Some,' writes Nut-
tall, 'even described these supposed embryos as fruit>, in

w'n -e structure already appeared the lineaments of a fowl,

and which, being forthwith dropped into the sea, turned

directly into birds. Minister, Saxo GrammntieuR, and
Scalii;er even, asserted this absurdity. Fulgusus atlirmed

that the trees which bore these wonderful fruits reset

willows, producing at the ends of their branches small

swelled balls containing the embryo of a duck. Mi>pended
by the bill, which when ripe fell off into the sea and took

wing. Bishop Leslie, Torquemada, Odericus. the Bishop
Olaus Magnus, and a learned cardinal, all attested to the

truth of their monstrous generation. Hence the bird has
been called the tree goose, and one of the Orkneys, the
scene of the prodigy, has received the appellation of

Pomona.'
Not to weary the reader with names, and some of great

reputation might be added, we will proceed to t rel-

iable as told by Gerard, merely adding, by the way, that one
of the other worthies is recorded to have upent-d a hundred
of the goose-bearing shells, and to have found in all of

them the rudiments of the bird completely formed. Gerard,
then, as if determined that no sceptic should have the

slightest ground whereon to rest a doubt, thus gives hi*

evidence in his Herhal :

' But what our eyes have seene and hands have tr.uchcd

we shall declare. There is a small island in Lancashire,
called the Pile of Foulders. wherein are found the broken

pieces of old and bruised ships, some whereof have U-cn
cast thither by shipwracke, and also the trunks and bodies

with the branches of old and rotten trees, cast up there,

likewise; whereon is found a certaine spume, or froth, that

in time breedeth unto certaine shels, in shape like th<

the muskle, but sharper pointed, and of a whitish colour;
wherein is contained a thing in form like a luce of silke

finely woven, as it were, together, of a whitish colour; one
end whereof is fastened unto the inside of the shell, even as

the fish of oisters and muskles are : the other end is made
fast unto the belly of a rude masse or himpc, which in time
commeth to the shape and form of a bird : when it is per-

fectly formed the shell gapcth open, and the first thing that

appearcth is the foresuid lace or string : next come the legs
of the bird hanging out. and as it groweth greater it openetli
the shell by degrees, till at length it is all come forth and

hangeth only by the bill : in short space after it commeth
to full maturitie, and fallelh into the sea, where it calhi-relh

feathers, and growclh to a low ie bigger than a niallan:

-', having blaeke legs and bill or heake,
and feathers bluckc and white, spotted in such manner
our mag-pie, called in some places a pie-anncl, which the

people of Lancashire call by no other name than a tree;

goose ;
which place aforesaid, and all those parts adjoining,

do so much abound therewith, that one of the best is bought
for three pence. For the truth hereof, if any doubt, may it

please them to rcpaire unto me, and I shall satisfie them

by the testimonic of good witnesses.' This edifying de-

position is illustrated by a cut of the goose and of its parent
shell.

Now, after this, can we wonder at the melancholy cata-

logue of human beings who have expiated the supposed
crime of witchcraft at the stake on the te-.timony of their

deluded and deluding prosecutors Here is a man olh run-

ing, and of considerable accuracy in many points, the author
of a valuable work conlaininu' much information, who gravely
and deliberately, on the authority of two of the most acute

of his senses, asserts a downright falsehood and courts in-

vestigation. He may, moreover, be acquitted of any inten-

!:. n to deceive; but his mind was filled with pn
lions and preconceived opinion?, and his excited imagi-

nation, like that of the majority of the witnesses again-t
the unfortunate witches, gave a colour and a form to all he
saw and felt.

.ird published this celebrated romance in 1636. If

we now turn to Ray's
'

Willughby,' published in 1678, we
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shall see what a progress had been made towards truth,

even in that short space of time.
' What is reported con-

cerning the rise and original of these birds, to wit, that they
are bred of rotten wood

; for instance, of the masts, ribs, and

planks of broken ships, half putrified and corrupted, or of

certain palms of trees falling into the sea ; or lastly, of a

kind of sea-shells, the figures whereof Lobel, Gerard, and
others have set forth, may be seen in Aldrovand, Sennertus
in his Hypomnemata, Michael Meyerus, who hath written

an entire book concerning the tree-fowl, and many others.

But that all these stories are false and fabulous I am confi-

dently persuaded. Neither do these want sufficient argu-
ments to induce the lovers of truth to be of our opinion, and
to convince the gainsayers. For in the whole genus of birds

(excepting the phoenix, whose reputed original is without
doubt fabulous) there is not any one example of equivocal
nr spontaneous generation. Among other animals indeed,
the leaser and more imperfect, as for example many insects

and frogs, are commonly thought either to be of sponta-
neous original, or to come of different seeds and principles.
But the greater animals and perfect in their kind, such as

is among birds the goose, no philosopher would ever admit
to be in this manner produced. Secondly, those shells in

which they affirm these birds to be bred, and to come forth

by a strange metamorphosis, do most certainly contain an
animal of their own kind, and not transmutable into any
other thing, concerning which the reader may please to

consult that curious naturalist Fabius Columna. These
shells we ourselves have seen, once at Venice, growing in

great abundance to the keel of an old ship ;
a second time

in the Mediterranean Sea, growing to the back of a tortoise

we took between Sicily and Malta. Columna makes the

shell-fish to be a kind of Balanus marinus. Thirdly, that

these geese do lay eggs after the manner of other birds, sit

on them and hatch their young, the Hollanders in their

northern voyages affirm themselves to have found by expe-
rience.'

Here we see the clouds that ha.l obscured the subject

nearly cleared away, though there is still a little lingering
error in the tacit admission of the spontaneous generation
of the frogs and insects.

It is no small praise to Belon and some others, that, even
in their early time, they treated this fable of the duck-

bearing tree with contempt. Tiiere has been much confu-
sion in the nomenclature uf this bird. Linnaeus considered
it as the male of Anier erythropui (.white-fronted wild

goose), and treated Anser brentu (the brent-goose), and
A. bern'da as synonyms. Succeeding writers continued
the mistake, till Temminck and Bechstein, instead of re-

storing the name given to it by the older ornithologists,
called it Anser leucopsis, but did not refer the specific
name Erifthropus to the Anas albifrons of Gmelin and
Latham.

Dr. Fleming, in his
'

History of British Animals,' set this

right, and has properly described the bernicle-goose as

Anier bernicla, and the white-fronted wild-goose as Anser

en/lhropus.
The summer haunts of the bernicle reach high into

northern latitudes. Iceland, Spitzbcrgen, Greenland, Lap-
land, the north of Russia and of Asia, and Hudson's Bay,
are recorded as its breeding places. Dr. Richardson notes

it as accidental on the Saskatchewan (53 54' N. lat.) as a

passenger in spring and autumn, and gives the southern
states of the North American Union as its winter quarters.
It visits Britain in the autumn, appearing in great num-
bers on the north-western coasts, and in the north of

Ireland. On the eastern and southern shores of Britain

it is comparatively rare, and the Brent-goose occupies its

place.
The weight of a bernicle is about five pounds, the length

rather more than two feet, and the breadth about four and
a half with the wings spread. The bill, about an inch

and a half long, is black, with a reddish streak on each

side, and between it and the eyes is a small black streak.

I rides brown
;
head (to the crown), cheeks, and throat white ;

the rest of the head, neck, and shoulders black. Upper
part of the plumage marbled with blue, grey, black, and

white; belly and tail coverts white; tail black; Hanks

ashy grey; legs and feet dusky.
The eye-streak is much broader in the young of the year

than in the adult
;
the under parts are not of so pure a

white, and the upper plumage is darker.

The llesh is excellent.

[Bcruicle goose.]

Bernicla Sandvicensis, Vig., the Sandwich Island goose,
hatched young in the year 1834 at Knowsley in Lancashire.
One of the goslings still lives mid thrives (the others were
killed by accident), and Lord Stanley (now Earl of Derby)
has little doubt that these Sandwich Island geese may, wiili

care and attention, be easily established, and form a va-

luable addition to the stock of British domesticated fowls.

(See Proceedings of the Zoological Society.)
BERNI'NI, GIOVANNI LORENZO, born at Naples

in 1598, was the son of Pietro Bernini, a Florentine painter
and sculptor. While young Bernini was still a child, his

father removed with his family to Rome, being commissioned

by Pope Paul V. to work at the Borghese Chapel in Santa
Maria Maggiore. Young Bernini showed a remarkable dis-

position for sculpture; and at ten years of age having made
a head in marble, which was generally admired, the pope,
sent for him, and recommended him to the care of Cardinal

MafTeo Barberiui. At seventeen years of age Bernini

made the fine group of Apollo and Daphne, which was
afterwards placed in the Villa Borghese. He studied

architecture at the same time, as well as sculpture. Gre-

gory XV., who succeeded Paul V., employed him in

several works, bestowed on him pensions, and made him
a knight. After Gregory's death, when Cardinal Bar
berini was elected pope under the name of Urban VIII.,

Bernini became his favourite architect and sculptor, and
then executed the great works which have established his

fame: we can only mention the principal: 1. The Confes-

sion of St. Peter's, i. e- the bronze columns and canopy under

the dome, at which he worked for nine years, and for which
he received 10,000 scudi, besides a pension and two livings

for his brothers ;
2. The palace Barberini and the fountain

in the square before it; 3. The front of the College de

Propaganda Fide ;
4. Several other fountains in Rome

;

5. Various works and ornaments in the interior of St. Pe-
ter's ; among others the niches and staircases in the piers

which support the cupola, and for which he was charged liy

superficial critics with having occasioned the cracks that

showed themselves in the dome about that time. But the

piers had been made hollow from the beginning ; and it

was afterwards proved by the examinations of Polcni

and other architects that the cracks in the dome were

occasioned by other causes. (See Milizia's lives of Ber-

nini, Carlo Fontana, and Vanvitelli.) Among his other

works Bernini made a head of Charles I. of England, for

which he was handsomely remunerated. Cardinal Ma-
zarin invited him to France, and offered him a rich pen-
sion ; but Pope Urban would not hear of his leaving Rome,
nor was Bernini himself inclined to go. When forty years
of age Bernini married Caterina Fezi, the daughter of a

respectable citizen of Rome. His life from that time be-

came extremely regular; he lived frugally, worked hard

No. 244. [THE PENNY CYCLOP/EDI A.] VOL. IV. 2 S
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and assiduously, being sometime* for (even hours together
at Ins chisel. He did not interrupt his work for any strangers
who came to visit hit study, whether princes or cardinals ;

they stepped softly in, and tat down to look at him in silence.

Under the pontificate of Innocent X., who succeeded Urban

VIII., Bernini made the (Treat fountain in the Piazia Na-
vona, and he alto began the

palace
of Monte Citorio. By

Alexander VII. he was commissioned to execute the great
work of the piaxia before St. Peter's ; he made the splendid
colonnade and alto the great staircase leading from the

portico of the church to the Vatican palace. He next made
the Cattedra, or great chair of St. Pettfr's, of gilt bronze.

The palace Bracciano at Snnti ApostoK Is also one of Ins

works, though not among the best. The elegant church of

Sant' Andrea ;\ Monte Cavallo is likewise 1>\ him.

Louis XIV. wrote to Bernini in 1664, urgently in-

viting him to come to Paris, in order to superintend some of

his buildings, and especially that of the Ixiuvre. Tin- French

ambassador at the court of Home, Duke of Crcqui, applied
to Pope Alexander in his master's name to the same effect.

Bernini hesitated a while, but at last set off. Hi*journey
was a triumphal procession : he made his public entrance

into Florence, and was received by the Grand Duke with

the greatest honours. He met with a similar recaption at

Turin, at Lyons, and every where on the road. The Nunzio
went out of'Paris to meet him. He was received at the court

of Louis as a man whose presence honoured France. \Y !;:>

Bernini however saw the front of the Louvre, which looks

toward the church of St. Germain, and which was then K-mi:

executed after the design of Claude Perrault, he candidly
said, that a country which hod architects of that stamp stood

in no need of him, and accordingly he did nothing at Paris

in the way of architecture. He remained for about eitjlil

months in that capital, and was employed in several works of

sculpture, among others a bust of Louis XIV.. for which he

wag most splendidly remunerated. On his return to Rome,
in token of gratitude, he made an equestrian statue of

Louis XIV., which was afterwards placed at Versailles.

Clement IX., who succeeded Alexander VII., employed
Bernini in several works, among others, the balustrades on
the bridge of Sant' Angelo, the Villa Rospigliosl near

Pistoja, and the altar of the Rospigliosi Chapel at Pistoja.
When eighty years of age, Bernini executed a Christ in

marble, and presented it to Queen Christina of Sweden,
who had been his constant patroness, but she declined to

accept it, saying that she was not rich enough to pay for

it as it deserved. Bernini however bequeathed the statue

to her by his will. He died at Rome in 1680, eighty-two

years of age, honoured and regretted by all. and was buried

in the church of Santa Maria Maggiore. He left a property
of about 400,000 scudi, nearly 100,0001. sterling. He was
one of the most successful and best remunerated artists that

has ever lived.

Bernini was hasty and naturally passionate, but warm-
hearted, charitable, and an enemy to envy and slander.

Ho was of a lively disposition, and fond of theatrical per-
formances, in which he sometimes acted a part. He was
a painter as well as sculptor, and left about 150 paint-

ings, most of which were purchased for the galleries of Bar-

berini and Ghigi. Of his works of sculpture and archi-

tecture, which arc very numerous, Milizia gives a list in his

life of Bemini. (Milizia, Vitt degli Architelti.) The mau-
soleums of Alexander VII., of Urban VIII., and of the

Countess Matilda, in St Peter's Church, are by him. Soft-

ness and finish of execution are the characteristics of Ber-

nini's sculpture: he did not succeed so well in beauty of de-

sign and form. In his likenesses he is said to have been

very successful. With regard to architecture his works arc

elegant and pleasing in their general effect, though often

faulty in some of their parts. He multiplied ornaments ; he
did not always maintain the character of the respective styles;
he intermixed curved with straight lines; in short, instead
cf simplicity, he often followed his own elegant caprice.
(Milizia, Vita del Bernini.) Some of his disciples and
imitators carried his faults farther than their master. Ber-
nini however never fell into the extravagant vagaries of his

contemporary Borromini. Mattia de' Rossi was Bernini's fa-

vourite pupil. Carlo Fontana was also one of his disciples.
BERNOULLI, the name of a family which is known

in the history of matheraatic* by the services of eight of it*

members. These am not all of equal, or nearly equal cele-

brity ;
but it is necessary to notice each, not only to enable

the reader to avoid the confusion which so largo a number of

similar names has introduced into historical writings, but
also because a moderate degree of reputation becomes re-

markable, when it forms part of so conspicuous a mass.
The Casiiiim (of whom four are well known in astronomj)
present a similar phenomenon in the history of knowledge.
The family of the Bernoullis is said to have originally

belonged to Antwerp, and to have emigrated in Frankfurt to

avoid the religious persecution under the Duke of Alva: it

finally settled at Basle. Nicolas Bernoulli, tin

ancestor of the subjects of this noti'-c, hold a high station in

that republic, and wa's succeeded in it by a son, now un-
known. He had eleven children, of whom two are the
most distinguished of the eight Bernoullis, and another,
whose name we cannot find, was the father of a third. But
the whole connexion will l>e better understood by the follow-

ing genealogical diagram, which includes the common an-
cestor and the eight descendants in question. The years of
birth and death arc added :

NlCCI.Ai.

I

lltttl 1.

16J4 170*.
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grated on his tomb. It was a drawing of the outre called

by mathematicians the logarithmic spiral, with the inscrip-
tion Eadem mutata resurgo : a double allusion, first, to his

hope of a resurrection, next, to the remarkable properties of

the curve, well known to mathematicians, which consist in

this, that many operations which, in most instances, convert

one curve into another, in the logarithmic spiral only repro-
duce the original.
M. Fontenelle, his contemporary, says,

' M. Bernoulli
was of a bilious and melancholy temperament, a character

which, more than any other, gives the zeal and perseverance

necessary for great things In all his researches his

mareh was slow and sure
;
neither his genius nor his habit

of success inspired him with confidence; he published
nothing without handling it over and over again ; and he
never ceased to fear the public which held him in so much
veneration.

'

It is worth while to observe that the above
was written in the year of his death, and before the oppor-

tunity of reviewing his brother's career could furnish tempta-
tion to exaggerate points of contrast ; and before we quit
this subject, we may observe that the career of James Ber-
noulli is, on one point, a contradiction to a favourite theory,
a consequence of the generalising spirit in which biogra-
phies are frequently written. The qualities of the man
in question, be he who he may, are made the necessary
accompaniments of all who distinguish themselves in a
similar way. Thus, because several great mathematicians
have originated their best discoveries very young, it is laid

down as a sort of law of nature that they should always do
so : but James Bernoulli did nothing which would have
made him famous, even among contemporaries, till after he
was thirty years old, and then not from a principle of his

own, but from a hint thrown cut by Leibnitz, and which
r
see BARROW] we might almost imagine his own genius
would have seized. Yet he is one of the most original ma-
thematicians that ever lived.

He was married, and left a son and daughter. His ' Ars

Conjectandi,' one of the earliest works on the theory of pro-
babilities, and big treatise on series, were published posthu-

mously in 1713, under the care of Nicolas Bernoulli the

elder. Part of it was republished by Baron Maseres in

1795, in a volume of tracts. His complete works were pub-
lished at Geneva, 1744, in two voU. 4to. There is a letter

of his in the Journal de Physique, September, 1792, which
wHl be presently alluded to. He edited the Geometry of

Descartes, in 1695.

(See elnge by Fontenelle, in the collection ; the memoir
by Lacroix in the Biographic Uiiieerselle ; Montucla, Hist,

den Math., throughout ;
and the Preface to Lacroix, Calc.

Diff. et Int.)

JOHN BKHNOHLLI I., brother of the preceding, was born

July 27th, 1667 (old style). He was the ninth child of his

father, who intended him for commercial pursuits, and sent

him to the University at Basle in 1682, where, like his

brother, he found his own vocation. He was made master
of arts in 1685, on which occasion he read a thesis in Greek
verse, in refutation, we suppose, of the divine right, &c., the

subject being, that the prince is made for his subjects.
He then studied medicine, and in 1 690 published a dis-

sertation on effervescence and fermentation ; but he soon

began to apply himself to mathematics. In 1690 he tra-

velled to Geneva and into France, where he formed many
acquaintances, with such men as Malebranche, the Cassinis,
De rilopital. Sec. He returned to Basle in 1692, and from
that time dates his correspondence with Leibnitz. It is

well known how strenuously he defended the cause of the

latter in the dispute about the invention of fluxions, which
will appear in its proper place, and the vigorous war of pro-
blems which he maintained with the English school. In
1 693 (our authority the Hoge of the Berlin Academy, in

Formey's collection of 1757, says 1691, but this must be a

misprint) he was elected professor of mathematics at Wolf-
enbuttel ; but on his marriage with a lady of Basle, named
Dorothea Falckner, March 6th, 1694, he returned to his own

country, was received doctor of medicine, and kept a public
act on the Motion of the Muscles.

In 1695 he accepted a professorship at Groningen, at

which place he remained till he succeeded his brother James
at Basle in 1705, where he died January 1st, 1748. We
shall have to speak of five of his descendants. He published
no separate works, but his memoirs are to be found in all

the scientific transactions of his day. They were collected

in four quarto volumes by Cramer, and published at Lau-

sanne and Genera in 1 742. His correspondence with Leib-
nitz was published in two vols. 4to. at the same places in
1745.

The author of the cloge already cited says, that the qua-
lities of his heart were not less estimable than those of his
head, and that he was 'juste, droit, sincere, et pieux.' To
the last quality he has an undoubted right ; but his whole
history is an unfortunate example of impetuosity of temper
and narrowness of mind, which betrayed him into a want
of fairness, almost amounting to baseness. The assertion
of the eulogist is, as the reader will see, a tolerable specimen
of the extent to which such productions may be trusted as
to points of personal disposition and manners. The cele-

brated dispute with James Bernoulli is of a character

unique in history, and forms an episode so characteristic of
the state of science at the period, as well as of the disposi-
tions of the two celebrated brothers, that it is worth while to

dwell a little upon it.

Before the mathematical sciences were possessed of ge-
neral methods of investigation, problems of which hundreds
are now soluble by one process were so many separate ques-
tions with separate difficulties. It had been the practice
of centuries for mathematicians who had found a particular
solution of any case, to propose the question as a challenge
to others. In the years preceding 1696 John Bernoulli
had showered new problems upon the world, which though
addressed to all, were generally considered as particularly
aimed at his elder brether, of whose established reputation
he seems to have been jealous. In 1696 John Bernoulli

proposed the well-known problem of Ui&brachistochron, or
'

to find the curve on which a material point will fall from one

given point to another in the least possible time.' This was
answered by Leibnitz, Newton, James Bernoulli, and De
1 H6pital ; but the third hit upon a method of solving more

general questions of the same kind ; and feeling perhaps
that it was time to assert the superiority which his age and

reputation might be supposed to give him, returned a

counter-challenge with his solution. It was a problem of a
much more general and abstruse character, one limited case

of which is the following ; 'Of all the curve lines which can
be described on a giv in rectilinear base, and of a given
length, to find that which contains the greatest area.' He
added another, which amounted to asking for the curve of

quickest descent, not from a point to a point, but from a

point to a given straight line: and ended by stating that a

person of his acquaintance (probably himself) would give
his brother due praise, and fifty florins besides, if he would
solve these problems within three months, and publish his

solutions within a year. John Bernoulli, in an answer

published immediately afterwards (for private correspond-
ence between the brothers had ceased), praises the solutions

which Newton, Leibnitz, and De 1'Hopital had given of

his problem, and admits the correctness of that of his bro-

ther, but reproaches him with the time he had employed
upon it. He goes on to say, that as to his brother's new

problems, they were in reality contained in his own
;
that

difficult as they might appear, he had immediately over-

come them ; that instead of three months, it only took him
three minutes to penetrate the whole mystery. He sent

the results of his solutions accordingly, and required fulfil-

ment of the promise ; adding, that as it had cost him too

little trouble to gain the money, he should give it to the poor.
He had in fact solved the second problem, which as he truly

stated, is not of difficult deduction from his own ; but he

deceived himself as to the first. James Bernoulli quietly

answered, in the Journal des Savons for February, 1698,

that his brother's solution was wrong ; that if no one pub
lished any further solution, he would engage, 1. To find

out what his brother's method had been ; 2. Whatever it

was, to show that it was wrong ;
3. To give a true solution

of the problem. And he added, that whatever sum any one
would undertake to give him for succeeding in each of the

three undertakings, he would forfeit as much if he failed in

the first, twice as much if he failed in the second, and three

times as much if he failed in the third. The positive tone

of this announcement alarmed John Bernoulli, who well

knew that his brother was not a man to be much mistaken

when he spoke so strongly ;
and he accordingly looked

again at his solution, corrected it as he thought, admitted

that he had been too precipitate, and again demanded the

reward. He proposed also another problem, for the solu-

tion of which he offered 200 florins, if done within the year.

James Bernoulli replied,
'
I recommend my brother to look
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again at his last solution, and to say whether he still thinks

it ri|{hi ; ami I declare that when I shall have published
nine, pretexts of precipitation will not be listened to.'

John Bernoulli answered, that he would not revise his solu-

tion, and tliut his time was letter employed in making new
discoveries. James Bernoulli replied, that if in three mi-

MttM he had solved the whole mystery, surely ti.r mimitrs

more would not much diminish the number of his new dis-

:.t. After some further communications, in the course

of which John Bernoulli sent the demonstration of bis solu-

tion to Leibnitz (who declined giving any positive opinion),
and declared that ho would say no more on the subject,

James Bernoulli published his own solutions, with those of

other problems, without demonstrations, in the TxMpzig Act*

for June, 1700. Ho also printed at Basle a letter to his

brother, in which he invites him to publish his method, and

sends his own solution, without demonstration. John Ber-

noulli, though now in possession of the true result, could

not see where he was wrong ; perhaps would not, for a ma-
terial part of this letter was suppressed at hit desire in the

posthumous edition of his brother's works. (It was re-

printed whole in 1792, as already mentioned.) John Ber-

noulli replied, by sending his own demonstration under
cover to the Academy of Sciences, at Paris, to be opened
no soon as his brother should send his. On this, James
Bernoulli (March, 1701) published his own solution at

Basle, and also in the Leipzig Acts with the demonstration.

Do L'Hopital and Leibnitz immediately admitted its correct-

ness, and made John Bernoulli acquainted with their

opinion. But no more was heard from the latter ; he con-

tinued obstinately silent as long as his brother was alive,

nor was it till 1706, after the death of James Bernoulli, that

he published an incorrect solution in the memoirs of the

academy. The inference is obvious, tha^t he suspected the

incorrectness of his own method, and was afraid to expose
it to the searching eye of his brother; but that when the

latter was dead, he did not fear that any other person in

Europe would be able to expose him. As late as 1718, he

published a correct solution, and admitted that he had been

mistaken; but he had not the fairness to a<l<l, that his

new solution was only that of his brother in another shape.
After the preceding account, which is now undisputed,

the reader will not be surprised to be told, that after the
deaths of Leibnitz and De L'HOpital, their bosom friend

John Bernoulli endeavoured to rob them both. He claimed
to be a contemporaneous inventor of a method of the former
(that which was called the dijftreniiatio de curva in cur-

vum), of which he had said in admiration, when it was firsl

produced, that
'

the god of geometry had admitted Leibnitz
farther into his sanctuary than himself.' And here too, il

cither of the brothers can be said to have invented that me-
thod as well as Leibnitz, it was James Bernoulli. He also

advanced an absurd pretension to be the author of all that
was new in the Analyse, &c. of De L'Hopital, a claim which
merits no refutation. He was jealous of his own son, Da-
niel Bernoulli, who divided with him the prize of the aca-

demy of sciences in 1 734. and was displeased that he turned
Newtonian. The following anecdote is related by Con-
dorcct, we know not on what authority, but we believe it :

'One day he proposed to his son Daniel, then a youth, a
little problem to try his strength ; the boy took it With him,
solved it, and came back expecting some praise from his

father. You ought to have done it on Ike tpot was all the
observation made, and with a tone and gesture which hi*

son remembered to the latest day of his life.' The only in-

stance which has ever fallen within our reading, in which
John Bernoulli showed himself free from petty feeling,
was in his treatment of Eulcr, when the latter was his pupi

1

at Basle. Observing his talent for mathematics he cncou-
1 it, and gave him private lessons, in addition to those

of tlic public course.
In thus displaying a character which appears to have no

one amiable point about it, we depart from the common
practice, which is never to admit, if by any softening it can
bo helped, that great intellect is not accompanied by great-
ness of mind in wther respects. But it is not pood to sub-
stitute falsehood (and coloured truth is falsehood) fop truth
and it i* n .t good for the living to know that literary or

itific. reputation covers moral obliquity as soon as ihc

grave has covered the body. D'Alembert, who. in the form
of an iloge, has written an excellent account of th<; mathe-
matical character of John Bernoulli, has dexterously evaded
the difficulty. 'Bernoulli was only known to me by his

work* ; I owe to them almost entirely the little progress I

mve made in geometry. Not havini: had any kind !' :-

(iiaintanen with him, I am ignorant of the unintrrr.ttinif

details of hit prirate lifr.' Speaking ol tin- ci-lchr.itt-.i

>ute above related, he says, 'This altercation produced
wveral pieces in which bitterness seems to IUIM- taken the

dace of emulation ; but as one of the two must have been

n the wrong, one of the two must have been in a passion.'

He only forgets to state, what he himself knew as well as

any body, that the 'one of the two' was the subject of the.

tloge, and his protfgi for the time being.

In concluding what we mean to say on the two brot!

who stood at the head of their family, we mny observe

that it is clear that both one and the other had pushed
their researches in the infinitesimal analysis tar beyond
the \\cvr of any other won of their time. New ton had

abandoned the sciences, and Ixiinnitz, the other inventor,

though he could decide between the right and the w i

would not commit himself by an opinion on the solution of

John Bernoulli only, but contented himself with Mating
that it seemed to him to be correct, but that he could not

give it sufficient attention to speak positively. Of tin-

brothers, the elder was certainly the deeper and the more

correct; the younger the quicker anil the more elegant.

The works of John Bernoulli, who lived much longer than

his brother, contain an immense mass of disc.Acry: but

there is no particular on which we could dwell for the benefit

of the general reader: the mathematician should consult

the doge of D'Alembert already alluded to.

NICOLAS BERNOULLI II. (to distinguish him from his

cousin of the same name), the eldest son of John Ber-

noulli, was born January 27, 1695, at Oroninjen. He
came to Basle with his father in 1705, and studied at i!.e

university, where he formed an intimate friendship with

the afterwards celebrated Euler. In 1725 he was invited

to Petersburg by the Empress Catherine, with his brother

Daniel. But he had hardly time to do more than sh.r.v

that he had the talents of his family, when he died, July
2f>, 1 726, at Petersburg. For his (tors see Cnmm. A>-<i<l.

Petrop. v. ii., and for some memoirs of liis, see vol. i. There
are some of his memoirs in his father's works. (See the

]1i"graphie Unirtrsclte.)
DANIEL BERNOULLI, the second son of John, was born

at Groningen, February 9, 1700. His father at first in-

tended that he should apply himself to trade, but his ob-

jections to that course of life prevailed, and he was allowed

to study medicine. He had received some- instruction in

mathematics from his father ; we have already seen how.
After passing some years in Italy, professedly employed
upon medicine, but really upon mathematics, he returned

to Basle. He could not at this time have been actually
known as a mathematician by any decided effort of his own;
but it was sufficient that he was a Bernoulli, for we arc

told that before he was twenty-four years old he had refused

the presidency of the Academy of Sciences at Genoa. The.

following year he and his brother Nicolas were invited to St.

Petersburg, as already mentioned. He appears not to have
been well satisfied with the half savage court of K.
and had made up his mind to quit it ; but the empress,
who wished him to remain, increased his salary, and gave
him full liberty to retire on the half of it wneWevi

pleased. Thus obliged in honour to remain, he continued
at St. Petersburg till 17:!:t, when the state of his health

compelled him to return to his country. Here he obtained,
first a chair of medicine, and afterwards of natural philo-

sophy, to which was subsequently added one of metaphysics.
He had published, in 1724, his first work, entitled /

citatimifs Mathematics", in the title-page of which he

styled himself 'son of John Bernoulli,' which title he

always afterwards continued. His succeeding essays mi
mechanics were the first in which mot inn is decom,
into that of translation and rotation. He afterwards en-

tered into the theory of compound oscillation.-, and is the
first who applied mathematics to a spec ies of considerations

which have since become of tin? greatest utility and singu-
larly extension application. His Hydrodynamique, pub-
lished in 1738, is the first work in which the motions of
fluids arc reduced fo a question of mathematics. It is in

one point like the subsequent work of Lagrange (the Me-
r-iiiiijiif .1na/i<Ji(/Hi') : in that woik the whole question is

P -lured t i the ie-i;!i> of one principle, which, in the work
of Daniel Bernoulli, is called the cvtim rrntinn of vis viva.

In the theory of probabilities ho introduced what is known
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by the name of the moral probability, which estimates a
loss or gain, not absolutely, but by its proportion to the
fortune of the person who stands the risk. His paper on
inoculation, published in 1760, was one of the first in whicl
a science whose practical utility is great, though difficult for

the world at large to see, is applied to a question of sta-

tistics. On this subject he added to the methods which
had begun to appear for the evasion of the difficulties arising
from the necessary introduction of very large numbers intc

questions of combinations.
Daniel Bernoulli gained or divided the prize of the Aca-

demy of Sciences ten times; once (in 1734) in company
with his father, on the question of the physical cause of the
smallness of the planetary inclinations, by which, as before

remarked, he excited jealousy in a quarter from whence
admiration should have been most certain. His memoir
has been considered the better of the two ; and Condorcet
observes, that he knew this, and showed that he knew it,

which was not quite decorous. In 1740 he shared with
Kuler and Maclaurin the prize for a dissertation on the
tides

; and their three memoirs, which are all celebrated,
contain all that was done on the theory of that subject be-
tween the writings of Newton and Laplace.

In 1748 he succeeded his father as member of the Aca-
demy of Sciences, in which he was succeeded by his brother
John

; so that for more than ninety years the foreign list of
that body always contained a Bernoulli.

Daniel Bernoulli was found dead in his bed by his ser-

vant, March 17, 1782, having in his latter years bsen subject
to asthma. He was never married, the only engagement
of th;it sort which he ever

contemplated having been broken
off by him on the discovery that his intended wife was ava-
ricious. In religion he was said by the clergy of his town
to be a freethinker, a rumour which he never took any
st-'ps either to prove or disprove. But his conduct and
talents had gained him so much respect among his fellow-

citizens, that to take off the hat to Daniel Bernoulli was
one of the first lessons inculcated upon the children of Basle.
The following anecdotes were related by himself, and he

asserted that his self-love was more flattered by the inci-

dents they contain than by all his prizes. When he was a

young man on his travels, he talked with a stranger whose
curiosity was excited by his conversation, and who asked
his name. 'I am Daniel Bernoulli,' answered he. The
stranger, thinking from his youthful looks that he could not
be so celebrated a man, and wishing to answer the supposed
hoax by one still better, replied,

' And I am Isaac Newton.'
The other is as follows : Koenig, then well known as a

mathematician, was dining with him, and talking with some
pride of a very difficult question, which it had taken him a

long time to solve; Bernoulli went on attending to his

guests, and before they rose from table furnished Koenig
with a solution of his question. (See the eloge of Daniel
Bernoulli by Condorcet.)
JOHN BERNOULLI H., third son of John Bernoulli I., born

at Basle, May 18, 1710, died there July 17, 1790. He
studied law and mathematics, and was successively professor
of eloquence and of mathematics. Three of his memoirs

gained the prize of the Academy of Sciences.

JOHN BERNOULLI III., his son, born at Basle, November
4, 1744, died at Berlin, July 13, 1807. At nineteen years
of age he became a member of the academy of Berlin,

lie devoted himself particularly to astronomy, and his

numerous observations are in the Berlin Memoirs and

l'-phemeride$. He gave an edition of the algebra of Euler :

his Lf.ttres sur differents sujets, $~c., 1777 1779, contain
much information on the state of observatories. There is

a list of his works in the Biographie Uniaerselle.

JAMKS BERNOULLI II., second son of John Bernoulli

II., born at Basle, October 17, 1759, was the deputy of his

uncle Daniel in his professorship, when the latter became
infirm, but did not succeed him, owing to candidates being
then chosen by lot. He was afterwards professor of mathe-
matics at Petersburg, and married a grand- daughter of

Euler. His memoirs in tha Petersburg transactions had
begun to show that he had the talent of his predecessors, but
)>' died of apoplexy while bathing in the Neva, July 3, 1 789.

His ehge is in the Nov. Act. Petropol. vol. vii. (Biog. Univ.)
NICOLAS BERNOULLI I., nephew of the two first Ber-

noullis, was born at Basle, October 10, 1687, died there

November 29, 1719. He was professor of mathematics and
of logic at Padua, afterwards of law at Basle. There are

some of his writings among those of John Bernoulli.

In concluding this article we shall remark that the two
elder Bernoullis lived during the time while the mathe-
matics were in a state of growth towards the power which
was required for physical analysis. No two men contributed
more to this work; and it is the integral calculus, as received
from their hands, which became the instrument of their
successors. They are of the age of Newton and Leibnitz :

Daniel Bernoulli, on the other hand, is the contemporary
of Clairaut, Euler, and D'Alembert; and in the hands of
these four, the new calculus was applied to investigation of
material phenomena. The circumstances of the times re-

quired such men, and there is no question that they must
have appeared ; but that they should all three have come
from one family was not to be looked for, and furnishes an
instance of consanguinity of talent of one kind, which must
excite the curiosity even of those who care little for the sub-

jects on which it was employed.
BERNSTORF, JOHANN HARTWIG ERNST,

COUNT VON, a younger son of Joachim Engelke, Baron
Von Bernstorf, chamberlain to the elector of Hanover, was
born at Hanover, May 13, 1712. His education was con-
ducted by the learned Keyssler, and in his company he tra-

velled through the principal states of Europe. Huving
visited Denmark, he obtained from Christian VI., in 1732,
the appointment of minister at the court of Augustus IT.,

elector of Saxony and king of Poland. In 1737 he became
envoy from Denmark to the Germanic diet at Ratisbon, and
from 1 744 to 1750 resided in France as Danish ambassador.
[n 1751 Frederic V. appointed him minister for foreign
affairs, which office he filled till the ascendancy of Struensee
in 1770, when he was dismissed, and retired to Hamburg,
where he died, February 1 8, 1 772. He was created a count
in 1767 by Christian VII., whom he accompanied on his

travels in 1768.

The principal event of his ministry was the accommoda-
tion of the differences between Denmark and Russia on the

subject of Holstein-Gottorp. In 1 762 war was threatened

>y Peter III. of Russia, but his death having averted the

irescnt danger, a treaty was negotiated by Bernstorf, which
was finally concluded in 1773, by which Russia resigned all

>retensions to Holstein, and received in exchange Oldenburg.
tt was by Bernstorf's advice that Frederic V. purchased the

>roperty of the Danish West India Company, and opened
he trade in 1 754. The claims of Denmark on the city of

[lamburg were finally adjusted during his administration.

'n 1768 Denmark formally resigned her claim of suze-
rainete over Hamburg, Hamburg remitting in return a
tart of the debt due to her from Denmark. The main ob-

ect of his policy was the preservation of peace, in conjunc-
ion with which he directed all his efforts to the promotion
if commerce and manufactures, and the encouragement of

iterature. He bears the character of an able and upright
minister, and his exertions for the abolition of feudal slavery
ellect the highest honour both on his wisdom and huma-

nity. (A fuller account of his life and administration may
>e found in the third volume of Materialien zur Statislike

der Danischen Staaten.)

BERNSTORF, ANDREW PETER, COUNT VON,
nephew of the preceding, was born at Gartow, in Liine-

>urg, August 28, 1735. He became minister for foreign
affairs in Denmark, in 1773, which office he held during the

'reater part of the remainder of his life. He died July 21,

797. (Sammlung von Bildnissen verdienstvoller Dd-
icn.)

BE'ROE, in zoology, a genus of marine animals esta-

lished by Miiller, and placed by Lamarck under the second

ivision of the first section of his first order of Radiaria, or

adiated animals. Cuvier arranges the genus under his Aca-

ephte, which form his third class of zoophytes. It belongs to

he Cilingrada of De Blainville, and to the Ctenophorce of

Sschscholtz. In Lepon's arrangement the Beriiidac form the

rst family of the first division of Acalephans. The species,
hich are gelatinous, transparent, and either oval or globular,
loat in the ocean, where they are widely diffused. Lamarck
ays that they are very phosphoric, and that they shine at

light like lamps suspended in the sea, their brilliancy be-

oming vivid in proportion to the rapidity of their motions,

'heir breathing is carried on by means of cilia, which ex-

end longitudinally and at equal distances along the surface

rom the mouth to the inferior opening. Fabricius observed

ninute crustaceans in the digestive organs, and that when
ne of these animals was broken to pieces those pieces still

ontinued to live and swim about by the action of the cilia,
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which WM still continued. Tho beroet hTo rotatory

motion, and Boc observed that they also had another, pro-

duced by an alternate contraction and dilatation.

MM. Audouin and Milne Edwards have given an inte-

resting description of the organization of the globular beroe

( Km* Pileut, Lam. ; Plrurobrachia of Fleming ; Eurharn
of Prron and of Blainville), and Dr. Grant, in the Trant-

Oftiont nftH Zoological .S'>n>fy,has given an able account

of its nervous system, and of tho structure of its cilia.

Cuvier mentions it as being common in tho north where

it is said to be one of the aliments of the whale (Ba/ana)
and in the channel on the French coast. Dr. Grant

und this species on the coast off Stafla, and also on the

coast of Sheppey, in the harbour of Sheerness, in which

latter locality, says Dr. Grant,
' the boatmen, who seemed

to be familiar with it under the name of the spawn of

the sea-egg (echinttt), which it somewhat resembles in

its globular and ribbed form, assured me that often in

hot and calm weather they swarm with tho little medusa
in such numbers as to cover the surface of the water in all

this part of the estuary of the Thames. The animal has a

regular oval form, with its longest diameter from the mouth

to the anus, about six lines, and its breadth about four lines.

The general texture of the body is quite transparent and

colourless.'

BERO'SUS (Bqpw<r<n$c. that is, son of Ossui), priest of

the temple of Belus at Babylon in the time of Ptolemy

Philadolphus, is believed to have been born in the latter

part of the reign of Alexander the Great He wrote a
'

History of the Chaldseans and the Actions of their Kings,'
which has been long lost, though fragments of it are pre-

served in the works of several antient authors, particularly

in those of Josephus and Eusebius. Fabricius, in his

Bibliotheca Greeca, edit. Hamb. 1728, vol. xiv. pp. 175-

211, collected them under the title of Fragmenta Berosi

ex Scriptis tjut genuinis. They wero also edited by
Rirhter, Leipzig, 1825, 8vo.

For this service Fabricius deserves the thanks of the

learned world, as one Annius, or Nanni, a monk of Viterbo

in Italy, who was bom in 1437, and continued to live to the

end of that century, counterfeited several books under old

names, of which number were Manetho, Berosut, and Mo-

gnsthenes, whom he called Metasthenes, a mistake into

which he was led by Ruflnus's Latin version of Josephus,
and which gave the first occasion for the discovery of his

cheat. These books he published with a comment upon
them, and for some time they passed for the genuine works

of the authors whose names" they bore, but were presently

exploded as fictions. An account of the editions of the

filse Berosus will be found in Meusel's Bibliotheca His-

torica, 8vo. Lips. 1782, vol. i. part i. p. IS ; with an enume-
ration of the earlier authors by whom the forgery was dis-

covered.

Pliny says that the genuine works of Berosus contained

astronomical observations for 480 years (Hist. Nat. li'. vii.

c. 56) : the computation of which is generally supposed to

have begun from the sera of Nabonassar, which would bring
them to the time of Berosus, about 270 years before the

Christian era. .

After the Macedonians had made themselves masters of

Babylon, Berosus is said to have learned from them the

Greek language, and passing thence into Greece, first

-I at Cos, the birth-place of Hippocrates (Vitruvius,

li. ix. c. 7.), where he established a college or school for the

study of astronomy and astrology. Afterwards ho went
from Cos to Athens, where he grew go famous for his pro
fictions, that the Athenians were induced to

place
a statue

of him in their gymnasium which had a gilded tonguo.
(Plin. Hitt. Nat. li. vii. c. 37.)

(See Morcn, Dictionnaire Hittorique, edit Amst. 1740,
torn. ii. p. 238; Biographie Universelle, torn. iv. 8vo. Par.

1 8 1 1 , p.
335 ; Prideaux's Connexion of the Hist, of the Old

and New Teit. uvo. Lond. 1725, vol. ii. pp. 803, iii. 97.)
Whether Berosus the astronomer be the same person

with tho historian has been a matter of discussion, arising

probably out of the extravagant antiquity which some have

given to the latter, making him as old as Moses. All the

astronomers who preceded historical record have been made

mythological personages;
Justin Martyr even asserts Be-

ronis to be the father of the Cumirah Sibyl. Vimn ins,

who says, as above stated, that he opened a whool
of astrology at Cot, also explains at some length the

opinions of Berosus on the moon's light, which are not

worth citing ; but Cleomedes (cited by TVUmbro. At.
Anc. i. 228) describes him as maintaining that the moon's
rotation on her axis is of the same length as her *yn-
odical revolution, from fall moon to full union; a curious

opinion, and near tin- truth, as her rotation is in lad equal
to her sidereal revolution, from a star to the star anain.
Vitruvius also attributes to Berosus the invention of the
'

hemicyclium excavatum ex quadrate, ad enclimaque suc-

cisum.' This Delambre imagines to bo (for the phrase does
not admit of decisive interpretation) the same as the <ifn.
or hemispherical dial : that is, a concave hcuiiiiphcrr, with
an opaque point or globule at the centre, by the shadow of
which the place of the sun might be laid down in the hemi-

sphere ; but it must be observed that in the next words of

Yitmvius, the <rc<tyq, as distinguished from the hcmicyclium,
is attributed to Aristarohus. Dclarahro, going upon this

hypothesis, asserts the description of Vilruvius to be incor-

rect, unless
'

qimdratum
'

mean a parallelepiped. But it

seems to us that tho section of the hemispherical dial (a he-

misphere hollowed in a cube and elevated for the latitude of

the place, as we sayof a globe) made by the plane of the

meridian, is in so many words the instrument descriliH l>y

Vitruvius ; and we submit, therefore, whether the hemi-

cyclium 'be not a meridian instrument, or meridian dial

only, for taking the sun's altitude at noon.

The story of Pliny relative to the Chnldtean observations

of 480 years is more modest than that of Simplicius. [See
ASTRONOMY, vol. ii. p. 531.] We refer to that article for

the notion which we entertain of Chaldcoan astronorrn : i
1

would not be worth while to discuss the probability of Pliny's

testimony, unless some information could bo gained as to

what sort of observations they were.

(For authorities connected with the astronomy of Berosus,
see Weidler, Hist. Astron. ; and Blount, Centura, <c.)
BERO'SUS, in entomology, a genus of coleopterous in-

sects of the family Hydrophilidn? (Leach). These beetles
inhabit ponds, in which they may often be seen swimming
in an inverted position. There are, however, other pecu-
liarities in their mode of progression in the water which,

being common to the tribe, will be noticed under the hetul

HYDROPHILIIXS. They most probably feed upon \

table substances. The common colouring of the spec-

dusky yellow varied with markings <if a black or dark me-
tallic bronze hue

; their form is nearly oval, and the prin-

cipal generic, characters are, eyes prominent, clypcus entire,
antennae nine (?) jointed, thorax narrower than the elytra.
BERRE, a small town in France, in the department of

Bouches-du-Rhone, standing upon a salt lake (ilattg) to

which it gives name, and which constitutes its chief claim
to a separate notice.

The lake is near the sea, with which it communicates by
the continuous channels of Martigues and la Tour-de-Bouc.
The lake is sometimes regarded as consisting of four parts

the etanf; de Berre (in the more limited application of the

name) in the centre the clang de St. Chamason the north-
west the Hang de Marthe on tho south and the (tang de
I'aine on the east. These four parts constitute, how
but one lake, to which the general name of Berre is given.
Sometimes it is called the clang de Martifues. It is about
twelve or thirteen miles long from N.W. to S.E., and about
ten in breadth at the widest part, according to the map of
France by Brue (Paris, 1818), or rather larger according
to the map published by the Society for the Diffusion of
Useful Knowledge. Its circuit, which is very irregular, is

differently stated ; Malte Brun's estimate of fifteen French
leagues (fortv-ono or forty-two miles) is probably not far
from the truth.

An examination of the borders of this lake shows that
it was formerly far more extensive. The writer in tho

Encyclnpedie Mithodique thinks it is scarcely a twentieth

part of what it once was. Its surface is tranquil, and it is

navigable in its whole extent and communicates, as already
nut iced, with the sea. It receives two small rivers, the
Toutoubre and the Arc, of which the former has a course
of about thirty miles, and the latter of between forty and
fifty. The banks of the lake are, at least on the side of the
town of Berre, very charming, and studded with villages;
there are on them the two towns of Berre and St. ( hamas.
On the south-east side, the lake is bounded by a causeway
of about three miles in length and 130 feet in breadth,
which separates it from the i lantr de Beaumont or Murignaiu
This causeway is said to have been thrown up by Caiu*
Marius in a single night, and in the presence of the enemy
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it still bears the name of Lou Caiou or Cat. If any faith is

to be placed in this tradition, we must suppose the etang de

Beaumont to have been included in the etang de Berre.

The waters of the etang de Berre deposit a greater quan-
tity of salt than those of any other of the pools which line

this part of the French coast, and it is of excellent quality.
A great number of eels are taken every year ; according to

the Encyclopedic Methodique 400 quintaux, or cwts., are an-

nually salted, besides those that are eaten fresh ; about forty

quintaux of boulargue, a preparation nearly similar to

caviare, are also made.
The country around the lake produces an abundance of

olives
; but the air is considered unhealthy ; no doubt from

the exhalation from such a surface of water.

The little town of Berre is upon an inlet on the north-east
side of the lake. It was formerly one of the strongest for-

tresses in Provence. It was taken in 1 59 1 , after a long siege,

by Charles Emanuel, Duke of Savoy ;
and though all the

rest of Provence submitted to Henry IV. of France, that

monarch was unable to expel the duke from this stronghold.
It was evacuated by virtue of the treaty of Vervins in 1598.
The fortifications have now gone to decay. The church was
once celebrated fur its relics, though even the Catholic writers

who mention them cast strong suspicion on their genuine-
ness. The population of Berre, according to the Diction-

naire Universel de la France, Paris, 1804, our latest au-

thority, was 1660. This town is about ten miles S.W. of

Aix. 43 29' N. lat.. 5 1 1' E. long.
There is a small river, Berre, in the department of Aude

;

it falls into the 6tang de Sigean. In the department of

Drome there is another small stream of the same name, a
feeder of the Rhone. (Make Brun ; Expilly ; Encyclo-
/..'-/(> Methodique.)
BERRETI7NI. [See CORTONA, P. DA.]
BERRI or BERRY, a province of France, nearly cor-

responding to the present departments of Cher and Indre.

AVinle the old territorial divisions of France existed, Berri

wus bounded on the N. by the districts of GStinais, Orleanais

Proper, and Blaisois, which were parts of the province of

Orleanais; on the E. and S.E. by Nivernais and Bour-
botiais ; on the S. and S.W. by La Marche ;

and on the

W. by Touraine. The shape of the province of Berri was

very irregular ; its greatest length, measured N.E. and S.W.,
from the neighbourhood of Cosne on the Loire to near Le
Blanc, a town on the Creuse, was about 105 miles: the

greatest breadth about 90. These dimensions, which are

measured on the map published by the Society for the

Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, exceed very much those
which are given by Expilly in his Dictinnnaire des Gaules,
and are rather more than those given in the Dictionnaire

Universel de la France. Berry lies between 46 10' and
47 40' N. lat, and between 1 and 3 E. long, nearly. It

was usually considered as divided into Le Haul Berri (Upper
Berri), between the Cher and the Loire, and Le Bas Berri

I Lnwer Berri). S.W. of the Cher. Bourges, the capital,
was in Upper Berri, about 125 miles (measured in a straight

line) due south of Paris, or 131 by the road through F-on-

liiinclileau, Montargis, and Gien.
The surface of the ground is little varied

;
there are no

mountains, and few hills, except towards the banks of the

Iire (which bounded the province on the N.E.), E. of

Bourges. The chief rivers are the Loire : the Cher, a feeder

jf the Loire, with its tributaries, the Grande Saudre or

Sauldre, the Petite Saudre, the Evre, and the Arnon
;

he Indre, another tributary of the Loire ; and the Creuse,
which Hows into the Vienne, a third tributary of the Loire,

within the basin of which river Berri may consequently be
included. The banks of the rivers Loire, Cher, and Auron,
are of great fertility, but of the rest of the province a con-

siderable part is occupied by heaths, unwholesome marshes,
or sandy tracts.which however are not entirely unproductive,
but yield tolerable grain crops. The quantity of wood is

considerable, above half as much again in proportion as

the rest of France. The minerals are iron, ochre, and

good building-stone.
Berri had only one diocese under the old regime, viz., the

Archbishopric of Bourgcs ; but the clergy were very nu-

merous, and the number of collegiate churches, abbeys, and
other religious houses considerable. Of course the Revo-
lutifin has caused great changes in this respect. The dio-

cese appears, however, to retain its former extent (compre-
hending the departments of Indre and Cher), and the dio-

cesan his archiepiscopal rank. His suffragans are the

Bishops of Clermont, Limoges, Le Puy, Tulle, and St.
Flour.

The chief towns in Upper Berri, with their population in
1 832, are as follows : Bom-ges, the capital, on the rivers
Auron and Evre, pop. 17,026 for the town, or 19,730 for the
whole commune

; Vierzon, on the Cher, pop. 4706 ; Dun-
Le-Roi, on the Auron, pop. 3428 for the town, or 3874 for
the whole commune ; Sancerre, near the Loire, pop. 2270
for the town, or 3032 for the whole commune

; Mehun, on
the Evre, pop. 2277 for the town, or 3310 for the whole com-
mune ; Aubigni, on the Nere, a feeder of the Grande Saudre,
pop. 2169

;
and Chateauneuf, on the Cher, pop. 1737 for

the town, or 2019 for the whole commune. [See BOURGES,
CHER, DEPARTMENT OF, and SANCKRRE.] In Lower Berri
are ChSteauroux, on the Indre, pop. 10,851 for the town, or
1 1,587 for the whole commune

; Issoudun, on the Theols, a
branch of the Arnon, pop. 9544 for the town, or 1 1,664 for

the whole commune; Le Blanc, on the Creuse, pop. 3617
for the town, or 4804 for the whole commune ; La Chatre,
on the Indre, pop. 3913 for the town, or 4343 for the whole
commune ; Valencay, on the Nahon, a small stream, a
feeder of the Feuzon, which flows into the Cher, pop. 3095

;

Buzancais, on the Indre, pop. 2729 for the town, or 4416 for

the whole commune ; Levroux, on the Moulins, a branch of
the Nahon just mentioned, pop. 2343 for the town, or 3058
for the whole commune ; St. Aignan, on the Cher, pop.
2228 for the town, or 2772 for the whole commune ; Selles,
on the Cher, pop. 1915 for the town, or 4121 for the whole

commune; Vatan, between Chateauroux and Vierzon, pop.
1 889 for the town, or 2764 for the whol? commune

; Deols
or Bourg de Deols or Bourg Dieu, close to Chateauroux,
pop. 1792 for the town, or 2113 for the whole commune

;

and Lignieres, on the Arnon, pop. 1704 for the town, or 11)87

for the whole commune. [See CHATEAUHODX, INDRE,
DEPARTMENT OF, ISSOUDUN, LACnATHE.and LE BLANC.]
The present population of the district cannot be given
exactly, as the census has for many years been taken by
departments. Probably 500,000 is not far from the truth.

In a very remote period this province was inhabited by a

people, the Bituriges, or as they are sometimes called, to

distinguish them from another people of the same name,
the Bituriges Cubi. These once held, if we may credit the

testimony of Livy, the supreme dominion of the Celtic tribes

in Gaul
;
and Ambigatus, their king (a contemporary of

Tarquinius Priscus, king of Rome), sent out, under his

nephews Bellovesus and Sigovesus, two numerous bodies of

Gauls to attack, the one Italy and the other Germany. In
the time of Ctesar, the Bituriges had lost their antient pre-
eminence, and were under the protection of the Aedui. Their
chief town was Avaricum, which Caesar describes as nearly
the finest city in Gaul, and very strong by situation. In
the war which Caesar, near the close of his command in

Gaul, carried on against Vercingetorix the Arvernian, this

country became the scene of contest, and Avaricum was

taken, after an obstinate defence, by the Romans. Accord-

ing to the division of Gaul made by the Romans, Berri

was included in Aquitania Prima. After the downfall of

the Roman dominion, this country came successively into

the hands of the Visigoths and Franks; and in the middle

ages was under its own hereditary counts, who took their

title from their capital, Bourges, a name derived from Bi-

turiges, which designation had superseded that of Avari-

cum. In the early part of the tenth century the counts

were, according to some writers, succeeded by the viscounts

of Bourges, the last of whom, Eudes Arpin, sold the pro-
vince to Philippe I., king of France. From this time,

though often bestowed as an appanage upon various

branches of the royal family, it never continued long alie-

nated from the crown. In later times it has frequently

given title to some of the French princes. The last who
held it was the younger son of Charles X., ex-king of

France. He was assassinated on the 13th February, 1820,

by an individual named Louvel. The assassin, a po-
litical fanatic, had harboured for several years the design
of assassinating either the duke or some other branch of

the Bourbon family. He was tried on the 5th and 6th, and

guillotined on the 7th of June of the same year. (Piganiol
de la Force, Nouvelle Description de la France ; Expilly,
Dictionnaire des Gaules, fyc. ; Dictionnaire Universel de la

France; Malte-Brun
;
Letters from France, by John M.

Cobbelt ; Encyclupedie Methodique.)
BERRY, in the acceptation of botanists, is a term con-

fined to such soft and lucoulent fruit* as have their ssedb
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lyinir loosely aroonR pulp. The gooseberry and the currant

are therefore genuine berries ; but plums, rose-heps, haws,

&e., in which the seeds do not lie among pulp, are excluded

from the definition, although they are all comprehended
under the same name in common language.
BERRY POMEROY, a parish in the county of Devon,

near the river Dart, in the hundred of Haytor, and about

two miles E.N.E. from the borough of Totness. This parish
includes the villages of Longcombe, Weston. Bourton, Af-

ton, and Weekaborough. Bridgetown, adjoining Totness,
if also in this purish. Berry, or more properly Bury, sig-

nifies a walled town ; and the addition of Pomoroy is from

the family which fur many centuries held possession of the

manor. This family was descended from Ralph dc Pomerai,
one of the followers of William the Conqueror, who cave
him not only the manor of Berry, but many other lordships
and estates in this county, some of which are specified by
Camdcn. This person built a castle here, and made it the

seat of a barony or honour. The family of the Pomeroys
continued to reside here, and to hold the chief rank in this

part of the country, until the reign of Edward VI., when the

manor of Berry came, it is not agreed whether by forfeiture,

cession, or sale, but Camden says by sale, from the hands of

Sir Thomas Pomeroy to the Protector Somerset, with whose
descendants it has ever since remained. In the parish
church there are some handsome monuments of the Sey-
mour family. The Duke of Somerset is impropriator of the

great tithes, which belonged formerly to the priory of Merton
in Surrey, and patron of the vicarage, which is returned of

the annual value of 3GO/. by the Commission of Inquiry
into the Ecclesiastical Revenues of England and V>

published in 1835. Prince, the author of the Worthies of
Devon, was vicar of Berry Pomeroy. The population of

the parish was 1185 in the year 1831. The magnificent
ruins of the castle erected by the Pomeroys are seated upon
a rock which rises almost perpendicularly from a narrow-

valley through which winds a small stream of water. Being

overhung by the branches of trees and shrubs, and incrusted

with moss and mantled by ivy, the ruins form, in combina-

tion with the other features of the scene, one of the most

striking and picturesque objects in the county. The great

gate, with the walls of the south front, the north wing of

the court or quadrangle, some apartments on the west side,

and a few turrets, are all that now remain of this castle,

which was dismantled during the civil wars in the time of

Charles I.

(Cough's Camden'* Britannia ; Prince's Worthies nf
Devon; Grose's Antiquities; Polwhele's History of De-
von ; Maton's Observations on the Western Counties, &c.)
BERTHELLA (Zoology), a genus established by Blain-

ville for a marine mollusk, from our coasts, which he

acknowledges that he owes to the friendship of our country-
man, Dr. Leach, and which Donovan had recorded as a

species of Bulla (B. plumula). Blainville places it in the

first family (Subaplysiacea) of his Monopleurobranchiata,
and thus defines it. Body oval, sufficiently protuberant
(bombf) above, and recurved below, when in a state of

repose, so as completely to hide the head and the foot,

which last is large and oval, but much less than the mantle.

There is a kind of veil at the anterior border of the head,

prolonged on each side into a sort of appendage cleft late-

rally. The two tentaculiform occipital auricules are cleft

and striated within at their termination, and approach
each other very nearly at their base, which is thinned out

as it were. The eyes are sessile, placed upon the posterior
root of the tentacula. There is but one pectiniform l.nm-

ehia, which is lateral, attached anteriorly, and, in great

measure, free behind. The organs of generation terminate

in one large tubercle, situated before the root of the bran-
chia

; the shell is internal, very delicate, and oval, with a

fummit hardly to be distinguished. The only recorded

species is Berthella porosa.
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BERTHIER. ALEXANDER, prince ofNcufehfitel and

Wagram, was born at Versailles, Nov. 'JO, 17i:i. Having
obtained a commission in a regiment of dragoons, la' si -ncd

in the American revolutionary war, in whii-h lie acquired
considerable reputation. During the French Ki-volution he

became commandant of tile-national guard of Ye-i>aiur-, and
in this situation he exerted himself to cheek (lie i v uei < f

the populace. During the reign of terror he served under
La Kaycttc and Luckner, and afterwards under lluunaparte,
in his first Italian campaign. From this time he ui-e.mi-

panied Napoleon in all his campaigns as chief of the stall;

for which situation he was eminently luted, though as a

general his talents were not above mediocrity. In

he married a Bavarian princess. In ISO 5 he \v

a marshal of the empire, grand huntsman of the empire.
and chief of the first cohort of the legion of honour. In

1806 he became Prince of Neufchutcl, and in 1609 Prince

of Wagram. In 1810 he officiated as Napoleon's proxy in

the marriage with Maria Ixmisa. On the restoration of

Louis XVIII. he accepted the situation of captain of one of

the companies of the gardes-du-corps. On the return of

Napoleon he retired to Bamberg, where, on the 20th ol

March, 1815, he died by falling from a window, from v.

he was surveying the entrance of the Russian troops into

the town. His death is enveloped in mystery, as it

been asserted by some that he was thrown from the window

by force, though it does not appear that there is any sulli-

cient authority for that supposition. (ANgemeine Knry-
clopiidie von J. S. Ersch und J. G. Gruber; Biograj.ltie
fiowellt des Contemporains.)
BERTHOLLET, CLAUDE LOUIS, a distinguished

chemical philosopher, was born at Talloire, near Annecy in

Savoy, on the 9lh of December, 17-18. He commenced his

studies at Chatubcry, and completed them at the C<

des Provinces at Turin, an establishment in which many
eminent persons have been educated. Having obtained a
medical degree, he soon afterwards went to Paris, where he
continued chielly to reside during the remainder of a long
life devoted to the acquisition of knowledge.
Not having any acquaintance in Paris, he introduced

himself to M. Tronchin, a medical practitioner of eminence,
and a native of Geneva. Through the friendship which
arose from this introduction he was appointed physician to

the Duke of Orleans : in this situation he studied chemistry
with great assiduity and success, and soon made himself ad-

vantageously known by his 'Essays' on the subject.
In 1781 he was elected a member of the Academy ii

Sciences; and a lew years afterwards the Duke of Orleans

procured for him the situation of government cormniss.iry
and superintendent of dyeing processes, which had been

occupied by Macqucr. To this appointment chemistry v. i-,

indebted for his work on dyeing, which contains a beti>

count both of the theory and practice of the art than any
which had before made its appearance.
At a meeting of the Academy of Sciences in 1 785, Bcr-

thollet announced his belief in the antiphlogistic doctrines

recently propounded by Lavoisier, and he was the first

French chemist of any celebrity who did so. On one subject
he, indeed, differed from this illustrious chemist, for he did
not admit oxygen to be the acidifying principle, and cited

sulphuretted hydrogen as a compound possessing the pro-

perties of an acid
;

it is scarcely necessary to state that the

justness of Bcrthollct's views is now universally admitted,
confirmed ns they have been by the discovery of other acids

into the composition of which oxygen docs not enter. In
this year he completed the discovery of the composition
of ammonia, by following out the previous experiments of

Priestley ; and he also published his first essay on de-

phlogisticated marine acid, now called chlorine, and pro-

posed the use of it in the process of bleaching ; an applica-
tion which has been roost extensively and beneficially

adopted.
When the French Revolution broke out, and that country

became involved in war, many of the requisites for carrying
it on which had previously been imported could no longer
be obtained through this channel. This was especially the

case with saltpetre for the manufacture of gunpowder. In

\\i\- emergency Berthollct visited almost every part of tin-

country, for the purpose of pointing out the means of ex-

tracting and purifying this salt- he was also employed with

some other men of science in ti-achinir the processes of

smelting iron and converting it into steel. In the year
1792, being oppoiiiU-d one of the commissioners of the Mint,
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he introduced considerable improvements into the processes

employed in it. In 1 794 he was made a member of the

commission of agriculture and arts, and professor of che-

mistry at the Polytechnic and Normal Schools.

When the Institute was organized in 1795, he became an
active member of it, and in the following year he was ap-

pointed by the Directory to proceed, in company with Monge,
to Italy, in order to select works of science and art to be
sent to the French capital. On this occasion he became

acquainted with Bonaparte, which led to his joining the

expedition to Egypt, and the subsequent formation of the

Institute of Cairo, the memoirs of which body were printed
in one volume at Paris in the year 1800.

It has been already stated that Berthollet was an early
convert to the doctrines of Lavoisier, and he afterwards, in

conjunction with him, Guyton de Morveau, and Fourcroy,

planned and proposed a new and philosophical chemical

nomenclature. This, even with all the errors and omissions

necessarily attendant upon so new an attempt, has been of

infinite service to chemical science, and reflects great and

lasting honour upon its authors. He was the author of

more than eighty memoirs, some of the earlier of which
were inserted in the memoirs of the Academy; his later

memoirs are generally printed in the Annales de Chimie,
Journal de Physique, and the Memoires de Physique et

de Chimie de la Societe dArcueil, so called from the place
in which Berthollet lived, at whose house the sittings were
held.

Some of the first memoirs which he published were on

sulphurous acid, on the volatile alkali, and the decompo-
sition of nitre

;
in these he adopted, and for some time

strenuously defended, the phlogistic theory. In a paper on

soaps, he showed that they are chemical compounds, in

which the oil, by combining with the alkali, acts the part of

an acid. In 1785, following and extending the experiments
of Priestley, he proved that ammonia is a compound of

three volumes of hydrogen gas, and one volume of azotic

gas. About the same time he read a paper on the dephlo-

gisticated marine acid, as it was called by Scheele its dis-

coverer, on which occasion he renounced the doctrine of

phlogiston ; in his experiments on this supposed acid he
ifbund that water impregnated with it, when exposed to

light, lost its green tint, gave out oxygen gas, and became
common marine acid. This experiment seemed satisfactorily

to prove, that dephlogisticated marine acid was composed
of oxygen and muriatic, then called marine acid ; Berthollet

accordingly gave it the name of oxygenized muriatic acid,

shortened by Kirwan into oxymuriatic acid. In this expe-
riment, however, the agency of water was not taken into the

account, and the incorrectness of Berthollet's opinion has

been fully demonstrated by the experiments of Davy, Gay-
Lussac, and Thenard ; the name, of chlorine is now given
to this body, which, not having been yet decomposed, is re-

garded as an element. It has already been mentioned that

to Berthollet we are indebted for the introduction of chlo-

rine as a bleaching agent. In his essay on sulphuretted

hydrogen, in 1 778, he showed that this gas, though con-

taining no oxygen, possessed acid properties ; and in 1787,

in an essay on prussic acid, he further proved the same

fact, determining, by an analysis attended with great diffi-

culties, that this acid contained no oxygen, and consequently
exhibited an additional proof that oxygen was not, as La-

voisier had supposed, the acidifying principle.

Berthollet was also the discoverer of the ammoniuret of

silver, generally called fulminating silver ;
and he also first

obtained hydrate of potash in a state of purity, by dissolving

it in alcohol. His experiments on the sulphurets and hydro-

sulphurets contributed to elucidate an obscure part of che-

mistry, but they were not complete, because the nature

of the fixed alkalies, then unknown, is involved in the

question.
In 1803 Berthollet published his work entitled Ettai de

Statique Chimique. In this he attempts to confute the

opinion of Bergman, who considered chemical affinity as

a certain determinate attraction which the atoms of diffe-

rent bodies exert towards each other, this attraction vary-

ing in intensity between every two bodies, though con-

stant between each pair. If affinity be an attraction, Ber-

tliollet considered it as evident that it never could occasion

decomposition ; he indeed admitted that decompositions did

happen, but he accounted for them from other causes, and
not from the superior affinity of one body over another : and

he accounted for all decompositions which take place, when

a third body is added to two others in combination, ei'ther by
insolubility or by elasticity ; thus, when sulphuric acid ex-
pels carbonic acid from combination with ammonia, it is not
because the sulphuric acid and ammonia have greater affi-

nity for each other than the ammonia and carbonic acid, but
because the carbonic acid, on account of its elasticity, flies

off. Although Berthollet's experiments, in some degree,
modify the conclusions of Bergman, they by no means dis-

prove them ; and his opinions, though supported with great

ingenuity, both of reasoning and experiment, have not
made many converts.

Sir H. Davy, in his Elements of Chemical Philosophy,
p. 117, has given an excellent synopsis of the peculiar views
of Berthollet, and has clearly shown that his reasonings are

unsupported, except by facts which are better explained on
different principles.

' M. Berthollet,' he observes,
'
to whom

the first distinct views of the relations ofthe force ofattraction
to quantity are owing, has endeavoured to prove that these re-

lations are universal, and that elective affinities cannot strictly
be said to exist. He considers the powers ofbodies to combine,
as depending in all cases upon their relative attractions, and

upon their acting masses, whatever these may be
;
and he

conceives that in all cases of decomposition in which two
bodies act upon a third, that third is divided between them
in proportion to their relative affinities and their quantities
of matter. Were this proposition strictly correct, it is evi-

dent that there could be scarcely any definite proportions : a

s.alt crystallizing in a strong alkaline solution would be

strongly alkaline ; in a weak one, less 'alkaline ; and in an
acid solution, it would be acid ;

which does not seem to be
the case. In combinations in which gaseous bodies are

concerned, the particles of which have perfect freedom of

motion, the proportions are unchangeable ; and in all solid

compounds, which have been accurately examined, and in

which there is no chance of mechanical mixture, the same
law seems to hold good. It is certainly possible to dissolve

different bodies in fluid menstrua, in very various propor-
tions, but the result may be a mixture of different solutions,

rather than a combination. M. Berthollet brings forward

glasses and alloys of metals as compounds, containing indefi-

nite proportions ;
but it is not easy to prove that in these

all the elements are chemically combined ; and the points
of fusion of alkali, glass, and certain metallic oxides, are so

near each other, that transparent mixtures of them may be

formed. It cannot but be supposed that the attractive power
of matter is general, but in the formation of aggregates cer-

tain arrangements seem to be always uniform.
' M. Berthollet conceives that he has proved that a large

quantity of a body having a weak affinity may separate a

part of a second body from a small quantity of a third, for

which it has a strong affinity ; but, even granting this, it

does not destroy the idea of definite proportions. Thus, in

the fact noticed by Bergman, the decomposition of sulphate
of potassa by nitric acid, one proportion of potassa may be

separated from the acid, and th^ other proportion may
combine with two proportions of acid ; phenomena analogous
to those of common double affinity.

' M. Berthollet states that a large quantity of potassa will

separate a small quantity of sulphuric acid from sulphate of

baryta ;
but he made his experiments in contact with the

atmosphere, in which carbonic acid constantly floats ; and

carbonate of potassa and sulphate of baryta mutually de-

compose each other. Even allowing the correctness of his

views, still he has not given a complete statement of facts.

If potassa separates sulphuric acid from baryta, either there

must exist an insoluble sulphate of baryta containing more

baryta than the common sulphate, and which of course may
contain two proportions of baryta ;

or baryta, sulphuric acid,

and potassa must all be dissolved in the same fluid, which

seems highly improbable. M. Berthollet regards baryta as

separable from sulphuric acid by potassa ; but he has not

endeavoured to bhow in what form it appears after the

process.
' M. Berthollet states that soda is capable of separating a

certain quantity of potassa from sulphuric acid, but in his

experiment water was present, as the soda must have been a

hydrate ;
and he likewise used alcohol, and the phenomenon

may be a phenomenon of double attraction. Potassa

has a much stronger attraction for water than soda,

and the soda may quit its water, and the potassa its sul-

phuric acid, and the effect may be assisted by the stronger

attraction of hydrate of potassa for alcohol. When an

alkali precipitates an earth from its solution in an acid, the

NO. 245. [THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.] VOL. IV.-2 T
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erth. according to M. Berthollet's iilcai, eught to fall d > n

in combination with a portion of acid. Hi .'

potass* be poured into a itulphiiric solution of magnesia, the

produit-d. alter Wing well wash*!, affords no

..f the presence of aeld"j and M. Pfaff has shown,

by some very decisive experiment!*, that i has no

action upon neutral combinations of thu alkalies and sul-

phuric acid ;
and likewise that the tartareous arid is

entirely separated from lime, and the oxalic acid from

oxide of lead by quantities of sulphuric nci<l merely suffi-

cient to saturate the two bases: and these are distinct and

simple instances of elective attraction. Again, when one

mot.il precipitates another from an acid solution, the body
that falls down is usually free both from acid and oxygen ;

thus zinc precipitates lead and tin, and iron, copper : and

the whole of the oxygen and the acid is transferred from

one metal to the other.
' M. Berthollet, in crystallizing sulphate of potassa from

acid solutions, states that he obtained salt*, of which the

first portion contained 55'83 of acid in 100 parts, and another

portion only 49-5 ; but it is far from improbable that these

salts were both mixtures of the acidulous sulphate and the

neutral sulphate of potash ;
and the idea is strengthened

by the circumstance that ho obtained neutral sulphat
the same solution, towards the end of the pnK-ess : but

even allowing the substances to have been principally

simple binary combinations, and not mixtures, still the

potassa and the acid may be regarded in them as inde-

finite proportions. The number representing potassa being
considered as 90, and that representing sulphuric acid

as 15, the first may be conceived to contain four of alkali

and seven of acid, and the second, three of alkali and four

of acid.
' In cases in which solutions of salts are formed in acid or

alkaline menstrua, which are supposed incapable of decom-

posing them, the results must be considered as depending
upon a new combination ; and in the evaporation of the

water or of the menstruum, and the crystallization of the

remaining constituents, the proportions that have acted

will determine the nature of the solids which are formed.

There appears no difficulty in reconciling the doctrine of

definite proportions with the influence of quantity ; none of

the experiments of M. Berthollet can be considered as

strictly contradictory to the doctrine, and some of the most

important results of this sagacious chemist afford it con-

firmation.
' M. Kerthollec supposes that the attraction of tiodies for

each other are inversely as the quantities that saturate.

Thus, magnesia and ammonia take up more sulphuric acid

than equal quantities of potassa, and therefore he concludes

that magnesia and ammonia have a stronger attraction for

acids than potassa ; yet potassa instantly separates magnesia
and ammonia from acids, and though the facility with

which ammonia is expelled from a compound may be hypo-
thetically accounted for, by assuming that the ease with

which it takes the gaseous state assists its escape ; yet

magnesia is in an opposite case, and to account for oh

changes by supposing the effects of forms of matter which

are about to appear, or powers not in actual existence, such

as elasticity or cohesion, is merely the solution of one diffi-

culty by the creation of another, and ammonia when solid

or fluid should require a new force to render it elastic ; and
the cohesion in a compound can only be regarded as the

exertion of the chemical attractions of its elements. Tho
action betwen the constituents of a compound must he

mutual; sulphuric acid, there is every reason to !

has as much attraction for baryta as baryta for sulphuric.

acid; and baryta is the alkaline substance of which the,

largest quantity is required to saturate sulphuric, acid ;

then-fore, on M. Bcrtholiet's view.it has the weakest affinity
for that acid ; but less sulphuric acid saturates this sub-

stance than any other earthy or alkaline body ; therefore,

according to M. Bert1ollet, sulphuric acid has a stronger

affinity for baryta than for any other substance, which is

contradictory.'
In a controversy which Berthollet had with Proust, ho

maintained an opinion which now seems too extraordinary
ever to have been broached, that bodies are capable of

iiiing in all proportions. The discussion was carried

on HI ut equal courtesy on both side-, and
v with which Berthollet sustained bis

in Illo-l IMT-OIIS could have brought to

their support, it U now universally admitted that his

'

were totally inaccurate, while those of Proust have acquired
fresh proof from the din-trine of definite proportions.

Several . iin-h pro\c the moral and personal
courage of Berthollet, are 01. :, we shall

one only. During the Reign of Terror, u short nine ':

the 9th Thermidor, when it was tin- -\-t.-m to rai-e up pre-
tended plots to give pretexts for putting to death tho-e who

obnoxious to Robespierre and '

notice was given, at u sitting of the ( of 1'nhli'c

. that B coii-piran, had just beei,

the soldiers, by p hi brandy which was
. out to them previous toun -, said

that the siek in the hospitals who bad la-ted this brandy
all perished in consequence of it. Immc<:
issued to arre-t tho-o prevjouMv marked I n, A
quantity of the brand) was >ent to BI-II

He was informed, ut the same time, that Hobespi.
a conspiracy to be established, and all knew thai

to liis will' was certain destruction. Having finished his

analysis, Berthollet drew up his results in a report, which
he accompanied with n written explanation of his

and he there stated, in the plainest language, that nothing
ous was mixed with the brandy, but that it had been

diluted with water holding small particles of slate in sus-

pension, an ingredient which filtration would remove. This

report deranged the plans of the Committee of Public Safety.
They sent fir the author t him of the

of his analysis, and to persuade him to alter its r.

Finding that he remained unshaken in his opinion. K

pierre exclnimed,
' What, Sir! darest thou allirm that thu

muddy brandy is free from poison ?' Berlbollet immediately
filtered a gl.iss of it in l.is presi nee. and drank it oft. 'Thou
art daring, Sir, to drink that liquor,' exclaimed the ferocious

president of the committee. '
I dared much more,' replied

Berthollet, 'when I signed my name to that Report.' 1

can be no doubt that he would have paid the penalty of this

undaunted honesty with his life, but that fortunately the
Committee of Public Safety could not at that time dispense
with his services.

Upon his return from Egypt, Berthollet was nominated a
senator by the first consul ; and afterwards received the dis
Unction of grand officer of the Legion of Honour, grand
cross of the order of Re-union, und, under the emperor he
was created Count, after the restoration of the Bourbon he
was created a peer of France. The advancement to these
offices produced no change in the manners of Berthollet.

Of this he gave a striking proof, by adopting, as his armo-
rial bearing (at the time that others eagerly blazoned some
exploit), the plain unadorned figure of his faithful and
affectionate dog. He was no courtier before he received

these honours, and he remained equally simple and un-

assuming, and not less devoted to science, after they were
conferred.

The latter years of his life were embittered by the mis-
conduct and suicide of his son, M. Amod< e Berthollet, who
had distinguished himself by his chemical researches. In

be was attacked by a slight fever, which left behind it

a number of boils: these were soon followed by a gangre-
nous ulcor of uncommon size. Under this he suffered for

several months with surprising fortitude. Ho himself, as
a physician, knew the extent of his danger, felt the im-\i-

table progress of the malady, and calmly regarded the slow-

approach of death. At length, after a tedious period of

suffering, in which his equanimity had never once been
shaken, he died on the 6th of November, when he had

nearly completed the 74th year of his age.
BERTHOLLE'TIA, a remarkable plant belonging to

the natural order Lecythideef. It is of large diuien-

and forms vast forests on the banks of the Oronoko. Its

stem averages a hundred feet in height, and I wo feet in

diameter, not branching till neartlie top, whence its houghs

hang down in a graceful manner. Its leaves are undivided,

arranged alternately upon the branches, about two feet

long, ami live or six inches wide, of a brilliant green. Its

HIM ITS are vellowish white, with a calyx having a decidu-
ous border, divided into two pieces, a corolla of six unequal

petals joined together at the base, and a very great number
of white stamen- joined into a thick fleshy ring. The fruit

is figured and dcscril>ed In Hmiiboldl as a spherical ra-o,

as bii: :i a man's head, with four cells, in each of which are
six or eiuhl nuts ; it- shell is rugced and furrowed, and
covered with a rind of a green colour. The nuts are irre-

gularly triangular bodies, having a hard shell, which u
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very much wrinkled, and which is fixed to a central placenta
by their lower end ; their seed, as is well known, is a firm

oily almond, of a pure white colour.
' The Portuguese of Para,' says Humboldt,

' have for a

long time driven a great trade with the nuts of this tree,

which the natives call tuvia, and the Spaniards almendron ;

they send cargoes to French Guiana, whence they are

shipped for England and Lisbon. The kernels yield a large

quantity of oil, well suited for lamps.' The same traveller

describes himself and his companion, Bonpland, as having
,

found these nuts a great luxury when they were following
the course of the Oronoko. For three months they had
lived upon bad chocolate, rice boiled in water, always without
butter, and generally without salt, when they met with a
store of Bertholletia nuts. It was in the course of June, and
the Indians had just gathered in their harvest of them.
The kernels were found delicious when fresh ; but unfortu-

nately they are apt to become rancid, on account of the

great quantity of oil which they contain.

[Fruit and feeds of Bertholletia excelia.]

BERTRAND, SAINT, a small town in France, for-

merly capital of the district of Commiirges in Gascogne.
[See COMMI.VOKS, and GAHONNK (HAUTE), DEPARTMENT
OF.]

BERVIE, or INVER BERVIE, a small parish and

royal burgh in Kincardineshire, Scotland, 82^ miles from

Edinburgh, on the coast road from Dundee to Aberdeen.
The north side of the parish is bounded by the Bervie, a
small stream, which joins the sea a little below the town, and
forms a small harbour for fishing-boats. The parish, which
contains 2389 English acres, slopes from west to east, and
is only about two miles long and one and a half broad. The
boundaries of the burgh are fixed by the act to amend the

representation of Scotland (2 and 3 Will. IV. c. 65). Ber-
vie is the only royal burgh in this county ; its charter was

granted in 1342 by King David II., and renewed in 1595

by James VI. The burgh is irregularly built, and is governed
by a provost, a dean of guild, a treasurer, and nine coun-

cillors, self-elected ; since, by being included in schedule F
of the Scotch Royal Burgh Reform Act, Bervie election is

conducted as if that act had not passed.
Before the passing of the Scotch Reform Act, Bervie

joined with Aberdeen, Montrose, Brechin, and Arbroath in

sending a member to parliament, but now Forfar is added
to this set of burghs instead of Aberdeen. The parish
church was built in 1781. There is a good bridge over the

Bervie. The inhabitants are supplied with water by means
of pipes. The annual value of real property, as assessed

in April, 1815, was, in the burgh, 143/., and in the parish,
23241. (Enumeration Abstract.)

Fishing and smuggling were the chief occupations of the

inhabitants up to 1750, when a sail-cloth manufacture was

begun and successfully carried on for a time : the bleaching
of cloth, and the manufacture of coloured thread for the

London market, followed; and there is now a salmon-

fishery on the beach. There is a weekly market, and two
annual fairs are held in May and September.
The village of Gourdon, in the south-east corner of the

parish, has a harbour, and a few small craft.

The clergyman's stipend is four chalders of victual*,
400 merks in money, and fifty pounds Scots for the
communion-table. The manse is in the town, and the

glebe contains about four acres and a half. The salary of
the parish schoolmaster is 1 00 merks, and his whole income
about 18/. or 20/. a year. The poor-rates arise from the
interest of some money lent out, and from the weekly col-

lections at the parish church door.

The population of the whole parish in 1831 was 1137;
the burgh contained 757 inhabitants ; the village of Gour-
don 238, and 142 are country inhabitants. The number of
males was 530 ; females, 607 ; males of twenty years of age,
386

; occupiers employing labourers, 21 ; occupiers not em-
ploying labourers, 1 1 ; labourers, 72 ; persons employed in

manufacture or in making manufacturing machinery, 70 ;

retailers and handicraftsmen, 133; capitalists, bankers, pro-
fessional and other educated men, 1 6 ; labourers employed
in labour not agricultural, 47; male servants none; and
female servants, 62.

(Communicationsfrom Dundee andAberdeen; Sinclair's

Account of Scotland, vols. 13, 17, 4, compared with Cham-
bers' s Gazetteer ; Carlisle, Top. Diet. Garden's Map of
Kincardineshire; Enumeration Abstract of Population
Returns; Scotch Reform Bill; Scotch Royal Burgh Re-
form Act.)

BERWICK-UPON-TWEED, a seaport and garrison
town on the great north road from London to Edinburgh,
situated on the northern bank of the river Tweed, about
half a mile from its mouth, and distant 300 miles N. by
W. JW. nearly in a straight line from St. Paul's church,
London, and 47 miles E. by S. i S. from Edinburgh ; in

55 46' 21" N. lat., and 1 59' 41" W. long. The usual de-

scription of the place is
' the borough of Berwick-upon-

Tweed,' but in some antient deeds it is called ' South Ber-

wick,' doubtless to distinguish it from ' North Berwick,' on
the Frith of Forth. The town and its liberties, which ex-
tend about three miles and a half along the sea-coast, and
about the same distance towards the west, form an irregular

figure, comprising an area of nearly eight square miles.

They form one parish, bounded by the German Ocean on
the east, the shire of Berwick in Scotland on the west and
north, and a detached portion of the county palatine of Dur-
ham, called Islandshire, extending to the mid-stream of the

river Tweed, on the south : the other half of the river be-

longs to the town. Berwick is not within any county,
neither is it a town and county of itself, though it virtually
forms a county ; and it is somewhat difficult to determine to

which part of Great Britain it belongs. Since the reign of

Philip and Mary (if not from an earlier date) it has sent two
members to the English House of Commons. Before the
Reform Act the representatives were elected by the bur-

gesses alone, whether resident or not. By that statute the

populous township of Tweedmouth, in the parochial chapelry
of the same name in Islandshire, and the village of Spittal,
at the mouth of the river, also in the parochial chapelry of

Tweedmouth, are added to the parliamentary borough.
Of the origin of Berwick nothing whatever is known,

and for its early history there exist but few materials, and
these are principally found in the Scottish Chartularies. It

first appears authentically in the early part of the twelfth

century, during the reign of King Alexander I., when it

was part of his realm of Scotland, and the capital of the

district called Lothian. About this time, but more parti-

cularly in the reigns of his successors, David I. and Mal-
colm IV., it became populous and wealthy, contained a

magnificent castle, was the chief sea-port of Scotland, and
abounded with churches, hospitals, and monastic buildings,
and its importance as a place of trade is fully attested by -

its having been created one of the four royal burghs
(boroughs) of Scotland. Torfeeus has preserved an interest-

ing story of Cnute, a merchant of Berwick, who, early in

the reign of King Malcolm IV., had acquired from his

riches the name of ' the Opulent.'
Under the treaty entered into with England for the ran-

som of William the Lion, who was taken prisoner near

Alnwick in 1 1 74, the castle of Berwick, with other fortresses

in Scotland, was surrendered to the English king, but

A ohakUr U IE bolli, er about 80 biuheli; victual Jier means corn.

2T2
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it wu iwfcmd by Richard Creur de Lion in 1189. In

1216 Kinsj Jolm led an army to the north to chastise his

disaffected barons and also the king of Scotland, who. it

would seem, had espoused their cause. On this occasion

the town and castle of Berwick were taken
by storm, and

the most horrible cruelties inflicted on the inhabitants by
the English soldiers. After

perpetrating
similar outrages

at Dunbar and Haddington, they returned to Berwick, and

committed it to the flames, the English king commencing
by setting fire to the house in which he had been lodged.

During the reign of Alexander III., Berwick seems to have

attained its highest pitch of improvement and prosperity as

a commercial and trading port. A company of Flemings
had settled there, who, as well as the native merchants
carried on an extensive trade in wool, hides, salmon, and

other commodities ; and such was their success, that a con-

temporary chronicler, who had been an eye-witness toils

grandeur, denominated it a second Alexandria. During
the competition between Baliol and Bruce for the Scottish

throne, the English parliament sat at Berwick, and Ed-
ward I. finally gave judgment in favour of Baliol in the hall

of the castle.

In 1296 Edward commenced his unjustifiable and syste-
matic attack upon the liberties of the Scottish nation by be-

sieging the town of Berwick both by sea and land. It was

bravely but unsuccessfully defended by a powerful garrison.
Edward took both town and castle, put the garrison to the

sword, and butchered the inhabitants without distinction ol

sex or age. Notwithstanding the capture of the town, the

Flemish company nobly continued the fight for the pre-
servation of their principal establishment, called the Red
Hall, until the building was set on fire, when they all

perished in the flames. Up to this date the burgh of Ber-

wick, though now within the diocese of Durham, was within

the archdeaconry of Lothian, in the diocese of St. Andrew's,
and was under the rule of a mayor and four bailiffs, and

subject to the jurisdiction of the justiciary of Lothian.

There were, besides, a governor of the town and another of

the castle, and a sheriff, whose authority extended also over

the county of Berwick.
Edward I. gave the town a charter for its internal govern-

ment, containing the privileges and immunities usually in-

serted in similar grants to English boroughs, but without

altering materially, if at all, its antient constitution ; and
he confirmed to it the enjoyment of the Scottish laws as

they existed in the time of Alexander III.

In September, 1297, the Scots, under Wallace, gained a

signal victory over their invaders at Stirling bridge. The

English army retreated to Berwick, but soon deserted it,

though the garrison retained possession of the castle. In
the following spring, on the approach of a powerful army
from England, the Scots evacuated the town, after which
Berwick remained in the possession of the English for

twenty years, and during that period large sums of money
were expended in fortifying both it and the castle, and a

numerous garrison was employed in its defence.

In 1318 it fell into the hands of the Scots, through the

treachery of Peter de Spalding, an English soldier, who en-

abled a body of troops, cautiously assembled, to scale the

walls secretly by night, and to become masters of the town.

The English fled to the castle for safety, but the Scottish

army, which soon afterwards arrived, compelled them to

capitulate. The acquisition was of immense importance to

Bruce, then king of Scotland : it was the key to the sister

kingdom. While in possession of the English it had contri-

buted largely by its customs and other duties to the public trea-

sury, for it was one of the richest commercial towns then in

England. Bruce confirmed by charter its antient privileges ;

the walls and other fortifications were strengthened and ex-

tended ; the valuable services of John Crabbe, a foreign

mercenary, who was famous for his skill as an engineer, were
secured for its defence, and the efforts of the English army,
who attempted to retake it in the following year, were un-

availing. It thus remained in the possession of the Scots until

the fatal battle of Halidon Hill, an eminence within the liber-

ties of the borough, almost close to the Scottish border, and
distant about two miles north by west from the town. After
this battle, which was fought in July, 1333, Berwick again
fell under the dominion of the English, and so continued
until the month of November, 1355, when it was surprised
in the night by

the Scots, under the command of the earls

of Angus and March, assisted by French auxiliaries. The

inhabitants fled to the castle, leaving the ti>wn

uiiil Forilun, the Scottish hictDrian, refers with more than

ordinary exultation to
' the gold and silver and infinite

riches' which became the ]>re\ of his countnnieii. In the

following January Edward 111. invested the tuwn with ;\

powerful army, and the Scots, being unable to retain it,

agreed to articles of capitulation, and were suffered to de-

part with all their effects, almost every individual soldier,

according to the same authority, being made wealthy with

the booty he had obtained.

In 1378 the castle of Berwick was taken by a small band
of Scottish adventurers, who slew the constable, Sir Robert

de Boynton, and kept possession of it upwards of a week :

it was then retaken by the Earl of Northumberland, at tlie

head of 10,000 men, and here his eldest son, the celebrated

Hotspur, afterwards governor of the place, comment-,

military career.

In 1384, during a truce, the Scots repossessed theme

by night of the castle, which had been committed by tin-

English king to the custody of the Earl of Northumberland,
and burnt the town ;

but the offer of a sum of money soon

induced the enemy to abandon their conquest. After the

accession of Henry IV. the earl, believing that Richard II.

was still alive, adhered to his fortunes, and in 1405 sur-

rendered Berwick to the Scots, who pillaged and once mere
burnt it The English king, with an army of 37,000

fighting men (according to Walsingham), besieged the

castle, the carl and his adherents having previously de-

serted the town and fled to Scotland. The garrison hesi-

tated to surrender on being summoned, but a single shot

from H large piece of ordnance threw down one of the

towers, which so terrified the defenders that they in-

stantly gave up the castle, and all of them were either

beheaded or committed to prison. In 1416 the Scots

attempted the recovery of Berwick, but without success.

Henry VI., after his defeat by Edward IV. at Towton in

1461, fled to Scotland, and, with the consent of his council,

surrendered Berwick to the Scots, who continued masters of

it and the castle for twenty-one years. In July, 1482, the

town again surrendered to the English, but the castle held

out until the 24th of August following, when, through the

intrigues of the Duke of Albany, the brother of James 111.,

both town and castle were finally surrendered to Edward
IV., and were never afterwards recovered by the sister

kingdom.
After the conquest of Berwick in 1296, and of the other

southern parts of Scotland, Edward I., whose example was
followed by his successors, continued to that kingdom its an-

tient laws and officers of state, though the latter were gene-

rally selected from his own subjects. In process of time, as

their Scottish acquisitions fell one by one from the hands ot'

the English, the great officers of state, who at first were

designated as of the kingdom of Scotland at large, became
known as superintending only those portions of the realm

which were stiH under subjection to England, and when
Berwick only remained of these conquests, the officers were

described of that borough alone. Accordingly, we find the

chancellor and chamberlain, or treasurer, first called
'
of the

kingdom of Scotland;' next of ' Berwickshire, Jcdburgh,
Selkirk,' &c. ; and, lastly, their only title was 'chancellor and
chamberlain of Berwick.' These two offices were retained

from the reign of Edward I. to the accession ofJames VI. of

Scotland to the English throne. To the chancellor, who had
his chancery, master of the rolls, clerks, &c., and a Dooms-

day Book at Berwick, was committed the duty of preparing
and sealing all grants and other official documents cin: -

nating from the crown: the chamberlain had the ma-

nagement of the royal revenue, besides a judicial power in

his itinera* or circuits, as the justiciary of Lothian also

had. There were also an cscheator, an exchequer, an ex-

change, and a mint at Berwick the last in existence during
the reign of William the Lion), and the usual o1Iice:s

found in other ports of England and Scotland, such as cus-

tomers, collectors of customs, controllers, troncrs of wool,

clerks of the cccket, and the like. . The military officers

(the governors of the town and castle, the marshal, &c.;
were likewise continued ; and, in a word, the whole civil,

judicial, and military establishment of the borough re-

sembled that of a kingdom. The first Edward, as already
i I'liiinned the antient liberties and customs of the

borough, and in this he was followed by most of his suc-

cessors, ending with (jucen Elizabeth, who granted con-
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finnatory charters ; avid various acts of parliament are

scattered over the English statute book, the most important
of which is one in the reign of Edward IV. (A.D. 1482,
in the twenty-second year of his reign), having the same
end in view. The mayor and four bailiffs were the only
officers of the corporation named in the charters, but the

general words are ample enough to comprehend and le-

galise the other corporate officers, of whom there were many.
Accordingly, the alderman, dean, and feeryngmen, or

affeeringraen, who constituted a court similar to that of a

common council, are mentioned in the ' Statuta Gildae
'

of

Berwick, the first of which were enacted about the middle
of the 13th century, and also in the guild books of the reign
of Henry VIII. In the guilds or meetings of -the corporate

body all measures for the internal regulation of the borough
were decided upon, and many of their ordinances, affecting
the inhabitants who were not burgesses, down to a much
later date than the period which has passed under review,
savoured of the spirit of the age, being alike impolitic and
unjust.
From the reign of Edward I. to that of Elizabeth the

principal export trade continued to be wool, wool fells, hides,
and salmon, and though perhaps Berwick was never after-

wards so wealthy as in the days of the third Alexander, yet
her merchants were long distinguished for their riches and
the extent of their traffic, and long enjoyed a species of

monopoly in their exports to Calais and other foreign ports,
and to the city of Bruges, &c. The importance of the place,

however, may be estimated from the single fact that the

burgesses had a lease of the town from Edward I. in the

year 1307, for which they paid the annual rent of 500 marcs
at the exchequer of Berwick. Of the antient revenues of

the corporate body little is known. So early as the reign of

Alexander III. they had a prison called the Berfreyt, and at

a subsequent date they were owners of a few acres of ground
in the Snook, near the sea-coast. In the time of Queen
Elizabeth they derived a small yearly income from tolls

on merchandise at the quay, and probably from other

sources ; and they enjoyed with the garrison and other in-

habitants the right of depasturing cattle on part of the crown
lands.

But it is to the liberality of James VI. of Scotland tha

they are indebted for nearly the whole of their present
wealth. In the second year of his reign over England
James granted them by charter, confirmed by act of parlia-

ment, the seignory of the town and all the lands within the

borough, except certain estates which he had previously

given to Sir George Hume, and the burgage tenements
within the walls which belonged to private individuals.

This territory measures about 3077 acres, being two-thirds

of the whole land within the bounds, and at present yields
iiu annual revenue, including their other sources of in-

come, of about 10.000/. It is by this charter that the town
and liberties are now governed. To attempt even an

abridgment of it would far exceed our limits: the local

officers are substantially the same as in the former charters,

with the addition of a recorder, a coroner, and four serjeants-
at-mace for executing the process of the courts; all the

corporation officers are elected by the burgesses in guild,
not by the crown. It empowers the justices of the peace,

consisting of the mayor for the time being, with those who
have previously served that office, and the recorder, to try
all offences committed within the borough and liberties, and
to pass and carry into execution sentence of death and other

punishments, as fully as can be done by judges of assize in

England, who have no jurisdiction here. It also gives ample

power to the mayor, recorder, and bailiffs to hold a civil

court of record, for the recovery of lands, tenements, debts,

trespasses, &c., where the causes of action arise within the

jurisdiction. In all the courts, civil and criminal, the pro-

ceedings are the same as in the English courts, the laws of

Scotland having now no force here. The charter also grants
two weekly markets, on Wednesday and Saturday, the

former of which is now almost entirely discontinued, and an

annual fair from the feast of the Invention of the Holy
- (3rd May) to the feast of the nativity of St. John the

Baptist (24th June), but in modern times no actual fair is

held except on the Friday in Trinity week. Ecclesiastically

considered, Berwick is now in the deanery of Bamborough
and diocese of Durham, and is held to be within the custom
of York as to the distribution of intestates' effects. The
church, which is dedicated to the Holy Trinity, is in the

patronage of the dean and chapter of Durham, who lease the

tithes to the corporation. The living is a vicarage of the
annual value of 289/. according to the Ecclesiastical Report
of 1835. There is also a week-day lectureship, founded in
1625, by Mr. Fishborne, in the gift of the Mercers' Com-
pany in London, but no other church or chapel connected
with the church of England. There are ten other places
of public worship, viz. a Catholic chapel, two meeting-
houses connected with the Kirk of Scotland, two with the
Associate Synod of Scotland, two with the Relief, one Bap-
tist chapel, and two belonging to the Methodists.

Berwick still remains a walled town, but the fortifications

do not inclose so large a space as they did in antient times.
The modern ramparts, which are, generally speaking, in

good repair, do not include the suburbs of Castle-gate and
the Greens, but the ruins of the old wall which surrounded
them, and extended further towards the east also, yet re-
main ; and one of its towers, called the Bell Tower, is still

almost entire. It seems doubtful whether Berwick was
surrounded with a stone wall prior to its conquest by the
first Edward. The more correct opinion probably is that it

was then merely defended by a ditch and wooden palisades.
The present walls were built in the reign of Queen Eliza-
beth. Excluding the suburbs, the circumference is a mile
and three quarters, but including them, it extends upwards
of two miles and a half. The old works consisted probably
of a ditch, a rampart, and circular or square towers, or both,
at intervals. The existing defences consist of a rampart of
earth substantially reveled, faced with stone. Towards the
river the line of works is nearly straight, but to the north
and east five bastions break the line of 4he curtains. There
are no outworks, with the exception of the old castle, now
completely in ruins, overlooking the Tweed, and an earthen

battery guarding the landing-place below the Magdalen
Fields. Around four sides of the irregular pentagon of
the walls is a ditch mostly dry, but there is no glacis, nor
is there any covert-way at the counterscarp. The first bas-
tion to the north is called Megs Mount, and, like three of
the others, it has a cavalier of earth, which enables the

guns to command the irregularities of the ground up the

Tweed, on the Scotch side of the river. It is a demi-bastion,

having a double flank on the right, which defends the
' Scotch Gate,' situated between it and Cumberland Bastion,
with double flanks. Brass Mount Bastion is the next, under
the cavalier of which is a powder-magazine. This, with
Windmill Mount, has double flanks. Between Windmill
Mount and King's Bastion (a demi-bastion without a cavalier,
on which is the flag-staff), is a powder-magazine, with a

bomb-proof roof. A four and a six gun battery near the

governor's house defend the entrance to the harbour. Fi-

nally, the saluting battery of twenty-two guns commands
the English side of the Tweed. There are five gates, the

English Gate at the end of the bridge (now removed), the
Scotch Gate on the north, the Cowport, leading to the Mag-
dalen Fields, the Shore Gate, leading to the quay, and the
Pier Gate.

The remains of the castle do not enable us to give any
particular description of it. In the reign of Elizabeth it

was in complete repair, but in that of Charles L it was in
ruins ; an eye-witness at the latter period describes it as '

in

manner circular, but dilapidated,' as having had '

mounts,
rampiers and flankers, well replenished with great ord-

nance, and fair houses therein, the walls and gates made
beautiful with pictures of stone (statues), the work curious

and delicate.'

The town is in general well built, and the principal
streets wide and airy. The entrance from the south, which
was lately narrow and incommodious, is now being improved.
The parish church is a commodious and elegant building,
calculated to accommodate from 1000 to 1500 people. It

was built between the years 1648 and 1652, and, like some
others erected in the days of the Puritans, has no spire or

tower. The town or guild-hall, which belongs to the bur-

gesses, and in which are held their public meetings and
the courts of justice, is a handsome structure, with a stately

spire 1 50 feet high, in which is a peal of eight bells. It was
erected between 1750 and 1760. The latitude and longitude

given at the commencement of this article mark the exact

position of this spire, according to the Trigonometrical

Survey. Above the public rooms is the only prison of the

place. Below is the market-place for the sale of butcher's

meat, poultry, eggs, butter, &c. There is no house of correc-

tion. The barracks, which were built in 1719, form a neat

quadrangle, and afford good accommodation for 600 or 700 in-
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fmntry. The governor's .

house is now appended to tkem
for officers' barrack*. The bridge over UK- Tweed, con-

sisting of fifteen archet, in 944 feet long from the bridge
gate to the landing abutment on tlia Tweodniouth side,
but it is only seventeen feet vide. It was built in the

reign* of James I. and diaries I., and u the
property of the

Crown. An annual allowance is paid by 1:1. tMaaun to

the corporation for keeping it in repair. The Tweed U a

navigable river as high as the bridge, and the tide Hows
about seven miles farther, but the entrance of the river is

narrowed by sand-banks. To remedy this inconvenience,
there is a stone pier, built on the projecting rocks at the
north entrance of the Tweed, under an act of parliament
passed 18th June, 1808: it is nearly half a mile in length,
and terminated by a light-house. The ordinary spnn-.'-
tides rise fifteen feet. The quays and warehouses are suf-

ficiently extensive and commodious, and there is a patent
slip for the repair of vessels. There are no docks, the want
of which is much felt. A life-boat has been lately procured
for the port. With the single exception of an iron-foundry,
there is not a manufacturing establishment that deserves tlie

name within many miles of Berwick. A railway was pro-

posed between Kelso and this town, for which an act of

parliament was obtained, and ample subscription lists filled,

and yet it was abandoned. Still, few towns possess more
local advantages for manufactures. In the midst of a wool

country, from which a large quantity ii annually drawn to

the manufacturing districts of Yorkshire, possessing many
excellent falls of water, with inexhaustible mines of coal in

the- immediate neighbourhood, a port from which produce
of all kinds might be shipped and received with the greatest
facility, there is not one manufactory established within

f"rty miles of Berwick, by which any of these advantages
are enjoyed by the capitalist, or by the people whom he

might employ.
An iron foundry, established something less than forty

years ago, employs upwards ?>f sixty hands. It supplies not

only the district round about with steam-engine and thrash-

ing mill castings, and others in general use, but sends con-
siderable quantities of hollow ware and a variety of other

castings to London, and to the British Colonies in North
America. Its manufacture includes almost every article of
cast-iron. The gas-light apparatus for this town, Perth,
and several other places, was made here, and last year the

proprietors erected the works at Galashiels and at Jedburgh,
which are just completed.

Until within the last twenty years, a highly lucrative
trade ws carried on in the export of pork and cJus to Lon-
don, the annual value of the latter article alone being at
least 30.000A, and of pork about 10.0001. Since the peace
this trade has totally ceased, and the metropolis is now sup-
plied by Ireland and the Continent. Berwick is now a

bonding port. The exiting trade of the town is principally
confined to the exporting of salmon and corn, and of coals
to London, and various ports in Scotland, and to foreign
countries; and latterly considerable quantities of ale from
Ednuiii brewery, and of whisky from the distilleries of

Gunsgreen and Kelso. have been shipped to London. There
are regular traders between Berwick, London, Kingston-
upon-Hull, Newcastle-upon-Tvne, and Leith. Formerly,
two vessels were engaged in the whale-fishery. Now, only one
is employed, the other having been lost at sea a few years
ago. In late years there has Keen a considerable emigra-
tion to America. The following tables show tho total ton-

nage of the
port,

and tliu number of ships for the last nine
years, and the quantities of corn, &c. exported during the
last fourteen years.

1. TONNAGE.

1 EXPORTS. Orln shipped. Ik* Jmt IIMIII| lit tVpUnbor.
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however, is compensated by the coke produced, for which
there is a plentiful demand, so that the gas-light company
are enabled to charge moderate prices, and to secure an

ample remuneration for their capital.
The population of the parish of Berwick, which has not

increased much within the last thirty years, was, according
to the census of 1811, 7746; of 1821, 8723; and of 1831,
8920. The following is the return made under the last

Census Act:
Inhabited houses . . . 1190
Families . . . . .2118
Houses building ... 7

uninhabited ... 69
Families employed in agriculture . Ill

trade . . 885
no trade . . 1122

Males . 39371
Females . 4983)

'

Males 20 years of age . . 1897

Occupiers of land employing labourers . 16

not employing labourers 53
Labourers employed in agriculture . 86

Employed in manufacture . . 44

,, retail trade, or handicraft . 952

Capitalists, bankers, &c. . . 176

Labourers, not agricultural . . 311
Retired tradesmen, and persons disabled 244
Male servants '. . . .15

under 20 years of age . 5

Female servants . . .412
The total number of burgesses is about 1000, of whom

about 460 are resident; 427 of these were registered prior to

the last general election, and 25 7 other electors were also

registered. The population of the townships of Tweedmouth
and Spittal is, according to the last census, 4000 ; of the
whole parochial chapelry of Tweedmouth, 4971. The popu-
lation of the whole parliamentary borough was therefore

12,920 in 1831.

Education. For the education of children of burgesses
there are six schoolmasters, paid out of the corporate purse.
The average number of pupils is about 300. The branches
of education taught are, reading, English grammar, writing,
and arithmetic. The salaries of the teachers amount alto-

gether to 380J. per annum. The burgesses have also the

patronage of a free grammar-school, in which Latin and
Greek are taught, and here, as well as in the schools more

peculiarly their own, their families are educated free from

any expense to themselves, except a small sum for firing.
The grammar-school is endowed. The number of pupils
varies from twenty to thirty, of whom about ten are bur-

gesses' sons. The annual income arising from lands and
tithes is about 158/., and the schoolmaster's salary, with

repairs, taxes, &c., is about 100/. per annum. The surplus
is appropriated towards the liquidation of a debt incurred in

rebuilding the school and repairing the master's dwelling-
house. There is also a charity-school, which was founded
in 1725, for educating and clothing poor children above

eight years of age, who must be inhabitants of Berwick,
and attend the Church of England. The scholars are
taught reading, writing, and accounts, and are allowed to
remain five years in the school. The National system has
recently been adopted in this school. Formerly" a portion
of girls were instructed, but now boys only are admitted.
The number is usually forty. The master's salary, which is

50/., and the expense of clothing, books, stationery, repairs,
and other incidents, amounts to 1601. a year. There is also
a Lancasterian school, supported by voluntary contributions,
in which 120 poor girls and boys are taught reading, writing,
and arithmetic at the annual expense of about 36l. There
is also a school of industry, for educating poor girls, and
qualifying them for service. Both are supported by volun-

tary contributions. The children are instructed in read-

ing, writing, sewing, and household work. The number is

generally 115, and the annual cost 75/., towards which each
child contributes one penny per week. Besides these, and
a school in the parish workhouse hereafter noticed, there
are various private schools, in which about 600 pupils are

educated, and several Sunday schools. An infant school
was lately established, and exertions are now being made for

continuing and enlarging it. There is no mechanics' insti-

tute in Berwick. One was attempted a few years ago, but it

failed. There is, however, an institution of a novel descrip-
tion, which promises to be of much utility. This is the
Berwickshire Naturalists' Club, a society which was com-
menced three years ago. Its object is to examine with care
and accuracy the natural productions of the district, em-
bracing Berwickshire and the northern/division of Durham.
Any person of respectable character is admitted to this

society, on condition of making a small annual contribution
to defray the expense of printing an account of its pro-
ceedings. Its members now amount to upwards of thirty,
and its utility begins to be recognised.

1 . Sunday Schools.

Year.
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has been levied for the purpose. The first year it amount. .1

toiOO/.; 1830,to800/.; 1831, to2iO/.; 1832. to 4iO/. ; 1833,

to 'JOO/. ; and in 1834 to 130U/. In the last-mentioned year

the expense of rebuilding a wooden bridge over the river

Wbiteadder, called Gainslaw Bridge, is included. There are

on an average 80 paupers constantly in the workhouse, and

100 poor children are educated there. The expense of the

whole of this establishment does not much exceed ion/, a

year. The total annual value of all the houses, lands, and

fisheries within the parish is a little above 3 1 ,000/.

2. The Expenies of the Borough. "We have already seen

that the total annual value of the corporation property is

lo, out)/, a year : besides this the corporation is in possession

of various charity properties. Of this sum about 6000/. is

annually divided among the resident burgesses, and bur-

gesaes' widows, whether poor or rich, and of whatever rank

of life, according to their seniority, a few of the very youngest

being excluded which sum, as will afterwards be seen, is

considerably more than the surplus revenue; 30001. are

paid in salaries to officers, schoolmasters, &c., and for the

maintenance of the prison, repair of the public streets and

water-works, and the like ; interest at 4$ per cent, is paid
on the permanent debt due by the corporation, and there is

also a further item of expenditure called the '

contingent

accounts,' for repairs of form buildings, law expenses, &c.,

which averages upwards of 1500/. The debt, which is

borrowed on bond at interest, and on life annuities, calcu-

lating the latter at ten years purchase,
is 55,41 1/.: the

annual amount paid in annuities is 973/. 17*. Gd. The
whole of this debt, except 9530/., has been incurred within

the present century. It is still gradually and regularly in-

creasing. In the year ending 1832, upwards of 2650/. were

added to it, and it is apparent that if the same system be

persevered in, the property of the
corporation will, at no

distant date, be entirely consumed. (Fur further account

of the history of this debt, see Municipal Corporations' Re-

ports, part iii.)

The liberties of Berwick are divided into two unequal
lialves by Halidon Hill, which rises to the height of about

44) feet, and runs in a westerly direction. The slope to

tlit east is rapid, and between its base and the sea there is a

stripe of rich level land, which increases in breadth towards

the town, forming what are called the Magdalen Fields.

The slope to the south is more gradual, and the ground
which lies between its undefined outline and the boundary is

very irregular, being a succession of hill and plain: in one of

its ravines the VVhitcadder Hows, and terminates its course

in the Tweed. At this place the northern banks of the

Tweed are Hat and almost level with the water, but towards

file town they rise abruptly to a very considerable elevation,

forming the Castle Hills, on the flat top of which a great

part of the town is built.

In this small tract of ground there is no natural wood,
wufl the only plantations are on the shelving banks of the

Tweed, about a mile above the town, and in a deep ravine

on the north-eastern side at Marshall Meadows, but both of

those are of small extent, and the wood of inferior size.

The land, with the exception of the very ridge of Halidon
Hill, is in general rich, well fitted for the growth of all

kinds of grain, and is in a state of the highest cultivation.

Such a district has apparently little to interest the natu-

ralist, but the botanist may still find the Sisymbrium Mo
on the spot where it wag gathered nearly 20U years ago by
the great Ray, and the Picrit echioidet deserves his notice,

for it here reaches its most northern limits in our island.

Of animals there are none peculiar to the district. The
snow-bunting, called the 'cock-of-the-north,' visits Berwick

annually in small docks, however mild the winter may be ;

and some birds, esteemed for their rarity, have been observed
a* stragglers, viz., the sea-eagle, the pied fly-catcher, the
Bohemian wax-win-;, bittern, rose-coloured pastor, the grey
phalorope, and the black-throated diver.

That small portion of the Tweed which bounds the
liberties affords the

principal supply of salmon, for which
the river has been so long famous. Gilse, or grilse- (salmon
of the first year), salmon-trout, bull-trout, whitings, and
iker-white or black-tails, are also abundant; but, with

i he exception of the first, are comparatively little esteemed,
and of inconsiderable value. Sturgeon occasionally enter
the river, appirently to deposit their spawn ; and we may
remark that young cod and whitings are taken abundantly
with a bait in the river below the bridge, beyond which,

sver, we are not aware they ever penetrate. The fry of

the cod-fish proceed considerably further up, and seem fear-

lei* of meeting with fresh water.

The sea-coast in rocky and bold, though lets so than that

of Berwickshire. The rocks belong to the coal formation.

Those at the mouth of the river, and for nearly a mile north-

wards, are encrinal limestone, composed almost entirely of

encriniles, or St. Cuthbert's beads, terebratuto, and various

species of productus. This limestone was once worked and

burned, but the produce must have been of inferior quality,
and the works nave been discontinued for several years.
The rocks as we proceed northwards gradually pass into a
red softish sandstone, in which the wares have excavuteil

numerous recesses or coves ; and the high and perpendi-
cular walls of these basin-like excavations sometimes jut
out and are broken into picturesque pinnacles, studded with
tufts of sea-flowers, and stained with lichens of every hue.

Beneath this sandstone, towards Marshall Meadows, there

are again strata of limestone, composed of enerinites in

such enormous masses that no one can look on them with-

out surprise and wonder.
The bay abounds in fish of the finest quality. Cod, had-

dock, whiting, ling, holibut, skate, and two or three species
of flat-fish or flounders are those commonly brought to

market, where they are sold at the most moderate rate, a

large and fine cod costing not more than 1*., and haddocks

may generally be bought at Id. or '2d. each. Turbot and
soles are rare, the demand for them being insufficient to

encourage fishermen to fish for them. Crabs and lobsters

also abound, and the greater number of the latter arc sent
to the London market. There are no shell-fish, properly so

called.

These are the most useful kinds, but the naturalist may
be curious to know the rarities, of which a short list may be

given :

Myxine glutinosa; Galeus vulgaris ; Lamna mono
Raiaradiata; Syngnathusaequoreus; Scomberesox Saurus;
Liparis Montagui ; Raniceps trifurcatus; Pleuroix

punctatus ; Blennius tentacularis ; Labrus maculatus ;

Brama marina; Trachinus major; Zeus Faber.
The character of the inhabitants is marked by a want of

enterprise. Without being rich they are contented and

happy, nor does poverty appear among them in the frightful
form which it assumes in larger towns. They are benevo-

lent, little excitable, are not given to intemperance, ami
in this character we may find one cause of their remarkable

exemption from crime.

(See Hutchinson's and Wallis's History of Northumber-
land; Knl path's Border History; Raine's History of
North Durham and Berwick-upon-Tweed ; Fuller's and
Johnston's History of Berwick ; Dr. Johnston's Flora of
Berwick; Statuta Gildts, inaccurately published by Skene ;

Nicholson's Leges Marchiarum : Kymer's Foedera ; Rotuli
Scolice ; and the other publications of the Record Commis-
sioners; Chamberlain's Accounts, in the Register UHicr.

Edinburgh ; Wardrobe Accounts, in the British Museum
;

Burrow's Reports, vol. ii. p. 834, et seq. ; Chalmers's Cale-

donia; Berwick Harbour Surveyed, by Commander E. J.

Johnson and Lieutenant M. A. Slater, 1831.) [Commit ni-

cation from Berwick.']
BERWICK. JAMES FITZJAMES. DUKE OF, a

natural son of James, duke of York, afterwards James II. of

England, by Arabella Churchill, sister of the great duke of

Marlborough, was born at Moulins in the Bourbonuois,

August 21, 1670. He was educated in France, and in

1686 served in the Austrian army at the siege of Buda. In
1687 he was created duke of Berwick, and received tin-

order of the garter. Having returned to England after the

campaign of 1687, he received several important military

appointments.
On the breaking out of the Revolution of 1G88, the duke

of Berwick exerted himself to check it.-. i>n>::rc--., ami after-

wards accompanied the king on his retirement to France.
In 1689 ho served in the expedition to Ireland, undertaken
for the restoration of Jauies II., whence he returned I ft

France in 1691. Having entered the French service, he
was promoted to the rank of lieutenant-general in 1C93.

In 1696 he was sent to England to negotiate with the

Jacobite party in England, but speedily returned without
success. In 1703 he was naturalized us a subject of France
with the consent of the court of St. Germain's ;

and in the

beginning of the following year was appointed to the com-
mand of the French forces in Spain. After having essen-

tially served the cause of Philip V. by his military skill, ho
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was recalled through court intrigue at the end of the cam-

paign of 1704. In the beginning of 1706 he was made a

marshal of France, and was again sent to command in Spain,
where in 1 707 he won the decisive battle of Almanza, against
the Earl of Galway and the Marquis de las Minas, imme-
diately after which Philip V. created him a grandee of the
first class, by the title of Duke of Liria and Xerica. Having
served on the Rhine and in Flanders in 1 708, he was sent

in 1709 to command in Provence and Dauphiny ;
his suc-

cessful defence of this frontier against the superior force of
the Duke of Savoy, is the chief foundation of his military
fame, and has been considered a masterpiece of strategy.

During the remainder of his life he was constantly employed
in important commands, with the exception of the period
from 1724 to 1733, during which he lived in retirement.
He was killed by a cannon ball at the siege of Philipsburg,
June 12, 1734.

The Duke of Berwick was twice married; first in 1695,
to a daughter of the Earl of Clanrickarde, who died in 1 698.

By her he had one son, who succeeded to his titles and
estates in Spain. Secondly, to a niece of Lord Bulkeley, in

1697. In 1709 he was created a duke and peer of France,
with remainder to his children by her. The present duke
of Fitzjames descends from this marriage. In military re-

putation, particularly for the conduct of defensive war, the
Duke of Berwick stands high among the generals of his

period. Both his public and private character are repre-
sented by Montesquieu as deserving of the highest pane-
gyric. His memoirs down to the year 1716, written by
himself, with a continuation to his death by the editor, and
a sketch of his character by Montesquieu, were published
at Paris in 1778.

BERWICK, NORTH, a town and parish in the county
of Haddington, Scotland, situated on the coast at the mouth
of the Frith of Forth. The town is twenty-two miles north-
east of Edinburgh, eleven north-west of Dunbar, and ten
north from Haddington.
The parish stretches about three miles along the sea-

coast, and is in breadth inland about two miles and a half.

It may contain an area of somewhat more than 4000 acres.

The whole parish is arable, except the hill called North
Berwick Law, and about eighty-nine acres of links or

downs near the sea. On the shore, a little to the eastward
of the harbour, on a sandy hill, stands a picturesque little

ruin : antiquarians have not ascertained whether it was the

chapel of a nunnery, an hospital, or a hermitage.
About two miles to the east of North Berwick stands the

castle of Tantallon, on a high rocky cliff overlooking the

sea, which surrounds it on three sides. In shape it is halt'

an irregular hexagon. It is encompassed towards the land

side by a double ditch ;
the inner ditch appears to have

been very deep. The entrance was by a draw-bridge ; but
it is not known when it was built. Inside the castle is a

labyrinth of broken staircases and vaulted chambers and

passages. Much of the building remains, though in a ruin-

ous state. Formerly it was one of the strongholds of the

Douglas family, and Lindsay of Pitscottie relates a siege of

it by James V.
The town government of North Berwick, which was made

a royal burgh by James VI., is in the hands of two baillies,

a treasurer, and nine councillors. The burgh joins Lauder,
Dunbar, Jedburgh, and Haddington, in sending a member
to parliament. The parliamentary boundaries are fixed by
the Scotch Reform Act. The burgh consists of a long
street running east and west, at the east end of which is the

town-house, and a street which leads to the harbour. The

pier is tolerably good, but the harbour is difficult of access.

The inhabitants have a common for cows near the town.

The burgh has little or no trade. There is a good reading-
room and inn

;
and the parish church and manse are within

the boundaries of the town. The number of houses of the

annual value of \dl. and upwards in the burgh was, in 1831,

in all 71. The assessed taxes were <J7l. 6s. 3d. The gross

population was, in 1831, in the burgh and parish, 1824
; the

number of houses inhabited was 284
;
the number of fa-

milies, 415; the number of houses uninhabited, 15; the

number of families chiefly employed in agriculture, 175 ;
in

trade, manufactures, and handicraft, 105; all other families

not comprised in the two preceding classes, 135 ; the number
of males was 853, of females 971 . In this parish there are

14 men employed in fishing, and 12 in quarries; and the

number of capitalists, bankers, professional and other edu-
cated men is 1 9.

The stipend of North Berwick is worth, on an average,
1161. sterling; and the glebe, which consists of six acros, is,

from the richness of the soil, of considerable value. The
poor are supported partly by the liberality of the patron of
the parish, partly by the kirk-session, and partly by a fund
of somewhat more than twenty guineas per annum left for

their use. The whole sum expended on the poor amounts
to about SOI. sterling.

(Communicationsfrom Scotland; the Scotch Boundary
Reports; the Enumeration Abstract of Population Re-
turns ; Sinclair's Statistical Account of Scotland, vol. v. ;

Scotch Reform Act ; Grose's Antiquities, vol. i.)

BERWICKSHIRE, situated on the south-eastern ex-

tremity of Scotland, is bounded on the east by the German
Ocean ; on the north by Haddingtonshire ;

on the west by
Roxburghshire and part of Edinburghshire ; by the river

Tweed and part of Roxburghshire on the south, and on the

south-east by the township of Berwick. Its most northern

point lies in 55 58' 30" N. lat., and its southern extremity,
upon the Tweed, is in 55 36' 30". Dunse, its largest town,
situated nearly in the centre of the county, is 2 20' west of

Greenwich. The greatest length of the county is thirty-
one miles two furlongs ;

the greatest breadth nineteen miles
and a half; and its area is estimated at 285,440 English
statute acres.in Mr. John Blackadder's Map of Berwickshire,
from actual survey, published in 1797 in Edinburgh, and
at 285,600 English statute acres by Mr. William Couling,
civil engineer and surveyor, in his general statement of

the territorial surface of Great Britain, &c., given to the

Emigration Committee in May, 1827. Mr. Couling esti-

mates the cultivated lands in Berwickshire the arable

lands, gardens meadows, and pastures at 160,000 acres
;

the uncultivateu or waste lands capable of cultivation, at

100,000; and the unprofitable lands or surface occupied by
roads, lakes, rivers, canals, rivulets, brooks, farm-yards,

quarries, ponds, ditches, hedges, fences, cliffs, craggy de-

clivities, stony places, barren spots, woods and plantations,

&c., at 25,600 English statute acres. If we take this esti-

mate, the area of the county in square miles is 446J. The
sea-coast of Berwickshire is about seventeen miles and
a half in length, from the boundaries of the township of

Berwick to its junction with East Lothian. Greenlaw, the

county town, is situated thirty-seven miles to the south-east

of Edinburgh. The gross population of this county in 1831

was 34,048.
The surface of Berwickshire is upon the whole more level

than is common in Scotland ; it is hilly to the north and

west, and slopes towards the south and east. The principal

part of the county seen from an eminence looking towards
the Tweed, appears a level surface of fields, gardens, and
trees, with towns, villages, and castles interspersed ; it con-

tains however several considerable elevations, and valleys
watered by rivers and streamlets. Hume castle, about three

miles south of Greenlaw, is built on an elevation of trap-

rock, 898 feet above the level of the sea. This building,
which forms a conspicuous and picturesque object to the

whole of the inland district of Berwickshire, now consists of

only a few battlements made out of the ruins of the former

castle by the late Earl of Marchmont, so as to look like a
castle at a distance. The old castle, after being taken by
the English in September, 1548, and retaken by the

Scots in 1549, was at last taken by some of Cromwell's

troops in 1650, and damaged so much that it became a
ruin. Almost every parish contains the ruins of some
fortified place ;

a memorial of the unsettled state of the

borders before the Union.

The following table shows the elevation of the principal
hills of the Lammermoor above the level of the sea, and the

parishes in which they are situated :

Hills. Heights. Purishei.

Lammerlaw 1500 feet Lauder

Sayerslaw 1500 do. Longformacus
Dorringtonlaw 1145 do. Do.

Boonhill . 1090 do. Legerwood
Soutra . 1000 do. Channelkirk
Cockburnlaw 912 do. Duuse
Dunslaw . 630 do. Do.

The coast consists of bold rocky precipices of considerable

height, and is almost inaccessible except at Eyemouth and

Coldingham bays, and at two or three other places where

sandy or gravel beaches at the foot of the rocks are accessible

to fishing-boats. From the boundaries of the township of

NO. 246. [THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.] VOL. IV. 2 U
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Berwick on the south the coast trends N.N.W. for eight
miles anil half to St. Ebb's or St. Abb's Head, win-re it

take* a W.N.W. dim-lion for nine miles, until it is met by
the boundaries of East Lothian. All the streams of Ber-

wickshire, exrept the Kye and its tributaries, which fall into

the sea at Eycinouth, and a few brooks which run into the

ea at other places. How into the Tweed. The Leader, or

Lauder, runs through the vale of Lauderdalc, and after a

course of about seventeen miles joins the Tweed, where

that river begins to furm the south boundary of Ber-

wickshire. The Whiteadder rises in East Lothian, unites

with the Dye in a vale among the Lammermoor hills, re-

ceives the Blackadder, near Allanbank in the vale of the

Merse, and falls into the Tweed within Berwick bounds
bout three miles from the sea. The Blackadder and its

feeders rise on the southern slopes of the Lammermoor
bills. The Eye rises in Haddingtonshire. Coldingham
Loch is the only lake of any extent in Berwickshire.

It covers about thirty acres, is at a considerable elevation to

be so near the sea, and abounds with perch : it forms a lively
feature in the bleak and sterile tract in which it lies.

There are several rivulets and small lochs or lakes, but they
are very inconsiderable ; all the streams abound in trout and

eels, and some contain pike and perch : a few salmon and sea-

trout ascend the Whiteadder, and the Tweed abounds in

excellent salmon and grilses. Dunse Spa had once some
little repute as a mineral sprint;.

The chief post- road from Edinburgh to London passes

through Ayton to Berwick. The other post-road leads from

Edinburgh by Greenlaw. The cross turnpike-roads, like the

post-roads, are managed by parliamentary commissioners,
who are empowered to take, in all, 228 miles of road

under their charge. The parochial roads are superintended

by local commissioners, and supported by a money tax in-

stead of statute labour. Mr. Blackadder, in his excellent

map, estimates the whole extent of roads, whether parochial,

post, or turnpike-roads, at 647 miles 3 furlongs; hut it

is no doubt greater than this now.
The climate is comparatively dry, and upon the whole fa-

vourable to agriculture. With respect to the parish of Ecrles,

on the north bank of the Tweed, nearly six miles from Kelso,

it i stated as follows in the Now Statistical Account of Scot-

land, p. 51, No. IV. 'The heat of springs in the parish is

48', wbich may he considered the mean annual temperature
of the atmosphere. The state of the weather from an average
of five years is as follows : 120 rainy days, 12 snowy days,
39 frosty days, and 2 14 fair days, making the proportion of

rainy to fair days as 1 to 1 nearly. The mean height of the

barometer for two years was 29.39 inches, which gives

8044 feet for Eccles abjve the level of the sea.' The preva-
lent winds in spring are from the eastern points, and in

autumn fumi the west ; the winters are seldom very severe

or long, though cold frosty weather is apt to continue far into

summer and blast the prospect of orchard fruit.

The ecological
features of Berwickshire are instructive

and interest ing. Thin seams of coal are found in the low
lands : a little limestone in various places, and clay-marl
on the banUsof the Whiteadder and Blackadder. Gypsum
is got in small quantities on the banks of the Whiteadder.

Shell-marl, which is found in several places, is worked in

thi' parish df Merton. Sund-stone pervades the greater part
of tlu- county. Slate of indifferent quality has been worked

Lander. Coarse pudding-stone occurs, and the outer

PUT of Eyemouth harbour is built of it, and has long

withstood. Without apparent waste, the storms of the German
oc- m. At Ordwell and other places attempts have been

made to work some copper ore which has been found, but

without success. Professor I'lnyfiiir. in his Illustrations of

the Hultonian Theory, mentions several interesting facts

in the geological features of Berwickshire. For some miles

beyond Berwick upon Tweed the secondary strata of various

kinds prevail until the sea-coast intersects u primary ridge,
tin Laiunu-rtixMir H;llc. which run from west to east; the

sect i in which the sea-coast makes of the eastern extremity
- ridge is highly instructive, from the great disturbance

of the primary Strata, and the variety of their inflexions.

The junction of these strata with the secondary on the south

side, i- n.'.ir the little seaport of Eyemouth ; but the imme-
ontart is not visible.

101 th side of the ridge the junction is at a point
ir. !! Dungings. By being well laid

of the sea, the rock0|K-n
'

to great advantage. Dr. Button himself has described this

junction. ( Thfory of thr &irlh, vol. i. p. 464.)
The appearances of the primary strata on the coast of

Berwickshire also exemplify the waving and intlexi

the strata on a large scale and with great variety. A
section of one of them is given by Dr. Hutton in I

of the Earth, vol. i., from a drawing made l.\ S;r .lames
Hall. The nature of the curve into which tin

bent is the better understood from this, that

versa sections from north to south, tin-

which the sea has made and the projectile
exhibit many longitudinal sections in a direction

to west. Near the village of Priestlaw, in l.aini:

Berwickshire, on the little river of Kassnet, occur-, an in-

stance of real granite, disposed in regular 1

any character of gneiss. Playfair's Huttnniun V
sections 190,201, 294.

Agriculture. The climate of Berwickshire, fn

graphical position and its proximity to th>

colder and more subject to sudden variation*

rature than the more inland and southern part- , .1 the

island. The harvest is in general three week- Inter than

in the counties south of the Humbcr : hut tl.

on the whole, is drier than in the western conn!

Scotland or the north-west of England, a very grent ad-

vantage in an agricultural point of view. This is uwnlied to

the influence of two ranges of high land, the Cheviot hills

on the south, and the Lammermoor hills on the north,

which are connected by a range of lower hills on the

west; these boundaries embrace a considerable extent of

country, and include the basin of the Tweed between :

and the sea. This basin contains numerous small,

vations and dales comprehending the Merse or lowlands of

Berwickshire, the detached northern part of '

palatine of Durham, and parts of the counties of '

and Selkirk. This tract of land shelves gradually
both sides towards the Tweed, which receives nil its

streams. It exhibits the most improved practical s\

of husbandry, by means of which the disadvantages ,.| a

northern climate have been overcome, and a Boil hut mode-

rately fertile on the whole has been made to produce in

perfection all the crops which were formerly confined to

the more southern parts of the island. \Yhat e shall

here briefly detail of the agriculture of Berwickshire must
be considered as applicable to the whole district above-Men^
tinned, and also to the valleys lying between the Tweed and
the Tay in Scotland, and u great part of the counties of

Northumberland and Durham south of the Cheviot hdls in

England. We shall therefuit have frequent occasion to

refer to this article when treating of the agriculture of the

surrounding counties.

Berwickshire may be divided into two distinct portions,
the hills and the lowlands. Some of the eminences which

belong to the Lammermoor hills rise to more than 15UU

feet above the level of tho sea. They are consequently
bleak, cold, and unproductive, except on their lower slo|x>s,

where tolerable pastures are found, in which a hardy
race of sheep and cattle are reared. In the mid-t ol

hills there are several small valleys which are capnl

cultivation, and the industry and perseverance of the 111-

halniants have converted many apparently barren moors
and bogs into tolerably productive arable land. The
called the lowlands of Lauderdalc and Cockburn's 1'ath

contain about 10,000 acres of land fit for cultivation. The
remainder, to the amount of 175,000 a> <

high hills covered only with heath and fune, and of

walks of a moderate quality. The Merse contains about

100,000 acres of land diversified by smaller hills

which form a pleasant undulation of the nh .1

soil which is extremely various. The different kinds of

soil, from the most compact clays and loams to tin-

sand and gravel, often occur in a very small coi

unfrequcntly in the same field, it'll he of an> <

extent. Most of the farms have land attached t<> tli<

every variety and quality, but on the whole the good soilt

prevail. There is a peculiarity in this county worth

noticing, in the total absence of chalk, or of any pt-nvptiMe

quantity of calcareous earth in the soil. There urea few

veins of limestone in the western part of the county, but in

consequence of the want of coal mines, except in the south-

eastern extremity of the county, none of it is burnt

lime ;
so that this substance, so useful as a manure and n

meant of improving the toil, is brought from a considra,b|fl
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distance. Along the course of the Tweed, the Whiteadder
and Blackadder rivers, there are long tracts of a very fine

deep and free loam lying on a substratum of gravel or
clay ;

and throughout the valleys the good loamy soils prevail.

Those which are of a heavier kind are well adapted to the

growth of wheat and beans, and the lighter to that ol

turnips and barley or spring wheat. The following division

of the soil of Berwickshire is given in the agricultural

report of the county, drawn up for the board of agriculture
in 1 798 by Mr. John Home. And we have no reason to

doubt its being tolerably correct :

Deep loam on the principal rivers

Clay lands in the how (hollow) of the Merse

Turnip soil in the remainder of the Merse, in

Lauderdale, Westruther, Merton, Ne-
thorn, Longformacus, and other arable

parts .....
Meadows, moss, and moor of Lammermoor

and Lauderdale, including some arable

patches ....

Acres.

25,410

40,380

119,780

99,870

285,440
What is here termed meadows means coarse marshy pas-
tures, which are sometimes mown when fodder is scarce.

They differ widely from what are called meadows in Eng-
land, which in Scotland go under the general name of old

grass land, to distinguish them from the arable lands laid

down to grass for a few years, according to the convertible

system of husbandry. The old grass lands are seldom

mown, but generally depastured.
This last division is now considerably diminished by the

improvements made by draining and cultivation, and we
shall not be far from the truth if we take off a fifth part,
and add it to the preceding division; or, taking round

numbers, we may reckon that there are at least 200,000
acres of productive land more or less improved and culti-

vated, and about 80,000 in a state of nature, including
woods. This, considering the extent of high ground, gives
a very favourable idea of the spirit and industry of the

proprietors and farmers. The best soils are of a reddish

colour, indicating the presence of oxide of iron in that state

of oxidation in which it is most favourable to vegetation,
and to which it is reduced when clay is burnt which con-
tains it. In every part of the county moors occur of

greater or less extent, some of which are very poor. The
thin black soil of the moors is of a loose porous nature,

covering a subsoil of an impervious till or barren clay.

Being soon saturated with moisture, which cannot pene-
trate the subsoil, it becomes of the consistence of mud.
When the water is at last dried by evaporation, it leaves a
loose mass without coherence, which is soon converted into

dust. Such a soil can never be improved with any prospect
of advantage. But where the subsoil is of a more porous
nature, and drains can be made to carry off the superfluous
moisture, the soil may be made productive, when rendered

active by the application of lime and consolidated by culti-

vation.

There are not many very large estates in Berwickshire,

although many of its proprietors have extensive estates in

adjoining counties, or elsewhere; but some estates of no

great extent are very valuable, from the richness of the

soil and the improved state of cultivation. Many proprietors
reside on their estates, and are their own agents, which is

a great advantage to their tenants, who being in constant

intercourse with their landlords are stimulated to greater

exertions, and feel more confident of being treated with

fairness and liberality. The lands in the hands of the

proprietors are generally cultivated in the most approved
manner, which keeps up a spirit of emulation and improve-
ment among the tenants. Several considerable landed pro-

perties have been acquired by the profits of agriculture, or

have been originally derived from that source. The pro-

prietors of these estates continue to feel an interest in the

pursuit to which they owe their fortune, and are generally
foremost in all agricultural improvements.
The farms in Berwickshire are generally of considerable

size, from 500 to 1000 acres, or more, and tenanted by men
of good capital, who pay their rents punctually, and cultivate

the land in a regular and scientific manner. Leases, gene-
rally for nineteen years, are almost universal ; and this may
be considered as one of the chief causes of the high state of

cultivation in which the land is kept, and the expensive im-

provements which have been made by the tenants. All the
land is inclosed, or may be so, at the cost of making the
fences : there are no common lands, or rights of common.
Antiently a great part of the arable land in Scotland was
divided into various narrow strips, spread over a considerable
extent of ground, and separated by grass baulks, as was the
case in the old common fields in England. Land lying in
this manner was called run-rig and run-dale, and a most
inconvenient arrangement it was, which made any consider-
able improvement impracticable. The origin of this divi-
sion may be traced to the feudal times, when the lord of the
soil parcelled out the land amongst his retainers. The most
fertile spots were naturally coveted, and were divided so as
to prevent any jealousy ;

each had a portion of what was
considered the best, and also of what was inferior. These
allotments being accumulated, or subdivided by purchase
and by inheritance, produced that inconvenient distribu-
tion of run-rig and run-dale, consisting of long strips of a
few furrows wide up hill and down hill, parallel to each
other, every strip having a different owner. When agricul-
ture began to he more than the mere means of obtaining;
food, and the expenses of cultivation began to be reckoned,
the necessity of collecting the dispersed portions of land be-
came apparent. The first step to improvement was to

laythem into common fields, and to adopt a regular mode of
cultivation. The next advance towards a better system,,
was a general division and inclosure of properties. For this

purpose two acts of the Scottish parliament were passed in
1'685 (ch. 23 and 38), which empowerejl proprietors to ex-

change their various detached lands and collect them into*

large fields for the purpose of inclosure. This was done by
a very simple legal process, attended with little difficulty or
expense. All common rights were commuted at the same-
time, and every one had his land, as much as possible, col-
lected together, and freed from all interference. Under the
sanction of this law all the lands in Berwickshire, with very
few exceptions, were soon divided, and a great part inclosed.

They have now been so for more than a century past, so that
the remembrance of the old divisions is nearly lost. There
are still some common-field lands, which belong to royal
corporations, and cannot be divided ; the general act of in-

closure excepted them by a special clause. Such is the land
that belongs to the royal borough of Lauder, which is di-

vided into 105 portions, the proprietors of which, by inherit-

ance or purchase, were, before the passing of the Reform
Bill, the only freemen and voters in the borough : so that
the whole corporation might possibly be vested in a single
individual who should become possessed of all the portions.
Each of these portions is about two statute acres, and to the-

whole is attached a common pasture, or outfield of 1400
acres, of which, by common consent, a portion is regularly
broken up for tillage, and divided by lot among the free-

men ; the remainder is common pasture, subject to a cer-
tain stint. A common herd is kept, who takes care of all

the cattle, drives them out in the morning, and brings them
home at night.
A considerable inconvenience, and another remnant of

feudalism, remained much longer, and i& scarcely yet en-
tirely removed. This is the right of tkirlage, as it is called,
ar the obligation which a tenant is under to grind at the
lord's mill all the corn used in his family, and, in some cases,
all the corn grown on the farm

; this was originally in-
tended merely to keep up the rent paid by the miller. Old
prejudices long retarded the removal of this very impolitic
restraint; and the more liberal modern landlords found
lhat they gained more in the improved rent of their farms,
by the removal of the restraint, than they ever could have
done by any increased rent of the mill. The millers, without

my monopoly, find that they have fully as much work as
before, and the rents of the mills have kept pace with the
increased rents of the land.

The farm-houses and buildings in this county, which were-

formerly clumsy and incommodious, or mere cottages and
hovels, are now mostly of a very superior order, better

adapted to the improved condition of the tenants, and the'

more advanced state of agriculture. The houses of the most
substantial farmers are not inferior to the dwellings or
manses of the ministers, and in many instances far superior.

Perhaps the desire of giving accommodation to a superior class

of tenants has led to an unnecessary extravagance in erect-

ing some of the more modern structures. In the necessary
farm buildings, especially those by which a greater quantity
of live stock may be conveniently kept, it is scaive f

y pussible
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to be too liberal. The form buildings erected within the

but twenty yean are, in general, well planned and com-

modious, and have no doubt contributed to introduce sub-

stantial tenants, and an improved system of husbandry.
Labnurtrt. The system adopted in Berwickshire, and

generally in the north of England and in Scotland with

respect to labourers, is well worth the attention of their

southern neighbours. The unmarried men ore mostly

lodged and boarded in the farm-house, the married men
have cottages on the farm : the rent of the cottage is a part
of their wages. The cottages are built at a small expense,

generally in rows, and without upper floors. The expense of

erecting one of the simplest construction is not above 20/.
;

and the fitting it with fixture cupboards and beds, which

are generally boarded and closed in with doors, somewhat
like the berths in a ship, will cost from 10/. to IS/, more. A
table, a few chairs, a chaff bed, and a very few kitchen

utensils, will set up a young labourer and his wife in his

new home. They are, however, more provident in general
than the labourers in the south, the poor-rates being but a

slender refuge against misery ; and when a young man takes

his wife into the cottage provided for him, they have pro-

bably some little money between them, beyond what is

merely necessary to begin to keep house wivn, which they
have saved out of their wages. A very interesting account

of the mode in which the labourer is paid in the south of

Scotland appeared in the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture,
published in December, 1 834, from which, as the latest au-

thority, we abstract what follows :

' The terms of engagement of a married ploughman, or

hind, as he is called in this district, are as follows : he has a

cottage and garden rent free ; the run of a cow in summer ;

straw and three cart-loads of turnips in winter to keep her ;

or, instead of the turnips, sixty stones of hay, as may suit

his master best; the produce of 1000 yards of potatoes,
measured along the drill, for which he must find seed, his

master finding the dung and labour ; sixty bushels of oats
;

six bushels of peas ; eighteen bushels of barley of the best

quality, after the seed has been taken out. This is given
about Christmas. Formerly as much land was given as a

peck of lint-seed could be sown on, but this is now generally
commuted for 500 yards of potatoes in addition to the 1000
mentioned before. This is owing to the cheapness of the

linen manufacture, which discourages the women from spin-

ning flax and having it woven. In one point of view this is

a loss, spinning being a good employment of spare time.

Formerly poultry and sheep were kept for the labourer, but

they are now generally commuted for money; 15*. being
given yearly instead of the poultry, and 3l. for the sheep.
Coals are driven for the ploughman, if required, which is

generally a back carriage when the corn is taken to market.
The whole of these allowances may be reckoned to the farmer
as equivalent to a payment of 26/. a year, or lo.s. weekly;
but to the ploughman they are worth much more than that
sum in money. The cow not only supplies the family with
wholesome food, but brings money by the sale of butter and
cheese. The wife, or the daughter if grown up, is bound to

work for the farmer whenever she is required at Sd. or I Oil.

a day, especially in harvest. At this time she must work as

long at it is light, as well as her husband, but then they are

both fed at the farm. The manure of the cow belongs to

the farmer. The garden is manured from the pig-sty, B pig
being generally fed for the consumption of the family. The
shepherd has, besides this, the keep of eight ewes winter
and summer, which make his wages equal to 35/. a year.
This increase is on account of the greater responsibility of

hi* situation. The farm-steward has a similar addition in

money or grain. Unmarried ploughmen living with their

parents receive similar allowances, except the keep of the
cow, for which they have an equivalent in money. When
they are fed in the house with the domestic servants, they
receive about 5/. half-yearly as wages. Females living in
the house receive 5/. or 6/. for the summer half-year, and
2/. or 31. for the winter. They milk the cows, attend to the

dairy, and, when not so
employed, work in the fields. Stable-

boys have their food, and Hi. or 6/. per annum. All the
farm-servants are hired by the year, the domestic servants

half-yearly. There are various hiring-markets in March,
which are well attended. Reapers, both men and women,M I2t. t.) 1 i. per week and their victuals, consisting of
oatmeal porridge and milk for breakfast and supper, and a

pound and a half of wheaten bread and a qucrt of beer for

dinner; they have half a pint of beer besides in the after-

noon.' (See Quarterly Journal of Agriculture, p. 360,
December, 1834.)
There is a practice in Berwickshire, advantageous to all

parties, of lotting small portions of grass-land to cottagers,
mechanics, and small trade-in. H m villages, which ei

them to keep a cow without being incumbcrcd with land.

They pay a high rent for the grass, but this is the whole

outlay. Several proprietors of cows frequently join to lure

the feed of a field. The "high rent remunerates the farmer,
and the milk and butter of the cow are cheaply obtain* d

by the owner. This is a kind of division of labour ulm-li

also takes place on a larger scale in the letting of tun.

breeders and jobbers of sheep, instead of the grower pur-
chasing a flock, which he may be obliged to sell at a loss

when the turnips fail. At all events the breeder and jobber
are more likely to make a profit by the sheep, which is tlifir

trade, than the farmer, whose attention is taken up with the
various operations on his farm.
The system of cultivation generally adopted on the arable

land, is that which consists in having a great part of the

land in artificial grass and green crops for a certain time,

generally from two to four years, and then breaking it up
for corn ; by which means a much larger quantity of land

may be cultivated with a given number of men and horses ;

the grass being chiefly fed off with the farmer's own stock,
or let off to others who have more cattle or sheep than their

land will maintain.
The rent of land, taking its

quality
into consideration, is

higher than in any part of England, even if the poor-rates
and tithes be added to the English rent. This is owing partly
to the greater skill and capital of the farmers, and partly to

the steadiness and industry of the labourers, which lessens
the expense of cultivation. From !/. to 5/. per Scotch acre,

equal to 14 English, is not uncommon even now. Corn-
rents were common at one time, and begin to be introduced

again, but most of the leases granted within the last thirty
years are at a fixed money rent. Personal services, and boon
rents, that is, certain specific payments in kind to the landlord,
such as poultry, butter, or cheese, are now unknown. The
landlords find it more convenient to have horses and servants
of their own, than to trust to the compulsory services of the

tenants, which are never well performed, and are a great
hinderance to the regular work of a farm. All tithes, with

very trifling exceptions, were commuted above two centu-
ries ago. There is something in the shape of a poor-rate,
half of which is paid by the tenant, and half by the land-

lord, as well as the salary to the schoolmaster ; but the
amount is trifling. In 1808, according to the agricultural

survey, the whole charge on the tenant amounted to no
more than 2d. in the pound. The poor-rate has however
increased very considerably since, but not so as to be com-

pared to that which presses so bard upon the farmer in

some parts of England.
When a tenant takes possession of his farm, the buildings

are delivered to him in good repair, and he must maintain
them so at his own expense, during the term of his k';i-e.

The covenants of a lease are generally very simple, and
liberal as to the mode of cropping. The tenant is bound to
consume all the straw on the

premises,
and leave what re-

mains in the last year for his successor. In consequent e
of some spiteful tenants consuming the straw by burning
it, in order to injure their successors, a clause prohibiting
this waste has been sometimes inserted in a lease

; but it is

unnecessary, since an action for damages might be sus-
tained at law, and such conduct would most likely be se-

verely punished in the damages awarded. The in-coming
tenant has usually the right to sow clover and grass-seeds,
with a part of the last tenant's crop of corn : and he enters
on the land intended for

turnips
or fallow half a year or

more before the expiration of the lease. In fact, this part
of the land should be given up immediately after the liar

vest of the last year but one, or it should be ploughed
before winter for the next tenant, at a stipulated price. Thr

out-going tenant has the use of the barn and rick-yard, for

securing and threshing out his corn ; and he is bound la

thresh it regularly, so as to supply the cattle of the new
tenant with straw, or he may bo compelled to do so, by
application to the sheriff or his substitute.

A general clause of good husbandry is always inserted
in all leases, and in case of wilful mismanagement, a jury
would give adequate damages. It is sometimes stipulated
that no two white straw crops shall be taken in succession,
and that the turnips shall be drilled in rows. When the
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tenant is debarred the right of assignment, the lease be-

comes by the Scotch law an hereditament, and as such

goes to the next male heir. Formerly, rents were paid
at a long period after entry, owing to the small capital of

the farmers ; but now they are generally made due and

paid every six months, or expected at latest within the first

m'ne months, and from that time at the expiration of every
six months.

Husbandry. The usual system of husbandry followed

in Berwickshire, as we observed before, is that which is

called the convertible system, which we shall now briefly
describe. It consists in laying a portion of the arable land
to grass every year, and breaking up an equal quantity,
which has been in grass from two to four years or more.
This must not be confounded with that imperfect and slo-

venly practice of letting land, exhausted by repeated crop-

ping, remain at rest as it is called, by abstaining from any
cultivation, after having sown some grass and hay-seed*
with the last crop, until it gradually recovers some degree
of fertility by being in rough pasture for some years.
The Berwickshire system consists in laying down the land
to grass in a clean state, and in good heart, by sowing
clover and grass-seeds with the crop of corn which imme-

diately follows a fallow. The profit of the land when in

grass is not much inferior to that which is obtained when
it bears corn, and sometimes is greater, the expense being
much less. Old grass-lands are not often broken up, un-
less it be to improve the herbage, which in some soils be-

comes coarse, or mixed with useless weeds. The principal

object of the farmer in the convertible husbandry is to lay
bis arable land well down to grass, so that when he ploughs
it again, it is improved by having been pastured, and is in

a sufficiently clean state to bear several good crops, without

the intervention of a fallow. Three years in succession is

the usual time that the land is in grass. It is seldom mown
for hay more than once in that time, but fed off during the

other two years. If the grass appears to fall off in quan-
tity, or to deteriorate in quality sooner, it is immediately
ploughed up and sown with oats, of which the crop is ge-

nerally abundant after grass newly broken up. Sometimes
the land is immediately prepared for wheat, by repeated

ploughings, which break the sods and allow the soil to con-

solidate by the rains. This prevents its being kept too

loose and spongy by the undecayed roots of the grass, which
would be very injurious to the wheat in a dry summer. In
Norfolk, wheat, is often dibbled on the sod of the grass

merely turned over by one ploughing ;
or the land-presser

follows the plough, and gives the necessary solidity to the

bottom of the furrow for the roots of the wheat to strike in.

Where either of these methods can be used to advantage, a

considerable labour and expense are saved ;
and the land-

presser, which, as far as we know, is .not much used in Ber-

wickshire, might be introduced with advantage on the light

soils. The next year after the oats or wheat, turnips are

own in drills after repeated ploughings and abundant ma-

nuring. These are fed off in the course of the autumn and

winter, and barley or spring wheat are sown in spring,

together with white and red clover, trefoil, and grass-seeds ;

when the land is again converted to pasture, and continues

go for two or three years as before. The deviations from

tho forgoing rotation are, that on the mos* fertile lands,

where wheat is usually sown instead of oats in the first

year after grass, wheat comes again after the turnips, which

are fed off early in autumn, so as to have two crops of

wheat, with one of turnips between them. The grass-seeds
are gown in spring among the second crop of wheat. In

very poor soils, oats supply the place of wheat. Beans are

not very generally cultivated ; but on very stiff soils, which

will not bear turnips, they come in well after wheat, and

may be followed by oats, and then a fallow for wheat and

grass- seeds. The grass is apt to fail the second year on

such very cold lands, if they are not well pulverized and com-

pletely drained ;
and this has introduced a variation in the

cultivation of such lands, the grass being broken up after

the first
year.

This is owing in a great measure to a want

of attention to the state of the land when the grass is sown
;

with good management stiff lands will produce good herb-

age for two or three years.
In the best turnip soils, the following rotation is not un-

common : 1. Wheat on the clover ley. 2. Turnips fed off.

3. Wheat. 4. Beans. 5. Wheat. 6. Turnips. 7. Wheat
with grass- seeds.

This frequent recurrence of wheat, and the intermediate

beans and turnips, can only be obtained on the best descrip-
tion of alluvial loams

; and then the land must be highlymanured for the turnips in the second and sixth year, and
"or the beans after the wheat. This may be effected where
manure can be purchased, but scarcely, in any suflicient

quantity, where it is all made on the farm. The ground,
lowever rich, must in the end be exhausted. By substi-

:uting barley in the third and seventh year, the last-men-
;ioned rotation is like some rotations adopted in Essex and
Suffolk, except the addition of the three years of grass, and
may be more generally recommended for imitation. Another
otation is the following : 1. oats

;
2. peas or beans

; 3. bar-

ley, oats, or wheat ; 4. turnips, with dung and lime ; 5. wheat,
oats, or barley, with grass-seeds, to be fed off three or four

i

:ears. As the grass is the foundation of all these rota-

ions, and its duration cannot always be foreseen, it is evi-
dent that great variations must occur; and it requires no
ittle skill and ingenuity to suit the various crops to the state
of the land and the seasons, and to keep horses and men
regularly employed without hurry or confusion. Potatoes,
:ares, and other green crops for cattle, are raised on part of
he fallows. The turnips are universally cultivated on the
Morthumberland plan, that is, in rows at two feet six inches
listance

;
the manure placed directly under the row is

jy laying it in furrows, and covered with the plough by-

splitting the ridges. A roller prepares the ground for the
drill, which deposits the seed directly over the line of the

dung. [See TURNIPS and DRILL.] A part of the turnips
are drawn and given to the cattle in .the yards in winter,
and, with the addition of straw only, keep them in good con-
dition. The remainder is fed off with sheep on the ground,
or let to breeders and jobbers for that purpose. It has long
jeen the practice in Berwickshire and surrounding counties
to depend on letting a great part of the turnips which are

grown on a farm to men who rely on these lettings for
their cattle and Hocks in winter. In consequence of this

practice, turnips have been raised without any regard to the-

stock on the farm, and the grower seldom fails to find cus-
tomers at very fair prices. The comparative low price of
com for the last few years has induced farmers to extend
the cultivation of turnips and of barley, by draining cold
wet clays, which otherwise would have been unfit for these-

crops, of late more profitable than wheat. The use of
bruised bones for manure, lately introduced, has also ex-
tended the cultivation of turnips on the sharp light lands ;:

and as a natural consequence, more sheep have been fat-

tened, and the market has been overstocked, so that the-

speculators in fat sheep have lost considerably. Still the'

system has proved of advantage to the farmers, and enabled
them to meet their engagements with their landlords, which
were entered into when wheat bore double the price it has

lately done
;
and rents have not fallen so much as might

have been expected. (Communicationfrom Berwickshire,

May, 1835.)
The grasses usually sown are in the following propor-

tions : 6 Ibs. of red clover, 4 Ibs. of white clover, 4 Ibs. of

trefoil, and 3 pecks of perennial rye grass per acre. Hay is

comparatively of inferior value to what it is in other coun-

ties nearer large towns, and no more is made than is abso-

lutely required for working horses ;
the cows and oxen

are entirely fed on turnips and straw. The grass, as well

as the turnips, is often let to gra/iers, who from their ex-

perience in buying and selling stock, make a better profit

than the farmer could, and are enabled to give a fair price

for the feed. This is another example of the division of

labour in agriculture, by which all parties are gainers.
There are no large dairies in Berwickshire. Butter is

made for the use of the farmer's family only, except near

towns, where a portion is sold in afresh state. The markels.

are mostly supplied by the labourers who sell their butter,.

the produce of the cow kept for them by their masters, as.

part of their wages.
The common implements of husbandry are few, but of

the best construction. Small's swing-plough, a light and.

improved instrument, i* in general use, and no plough can.

be better adapted to every variety of soil. It is entirely

made of iron, and is an improvement on the Rotheram.

plough, originally introduced from Flanders. It is almost;

invariably drawn by two horses abreast, except in soirj*

very wet clays, where the horses would tread the land tao-

much, if they did not walk in the furrow. In a few cases

where very heavy soils are broken up, three horses are used*

either in a line, or more commonly two abreast aiuLona
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The light swing-plough is the chief instrument of

tillage: it works between the rows of turnips or benns with

LIU' horse, acting as a hone-hue, and throwing the earth

alternately from the plant*, anil towards them. Sinipl>>

lu.rse hoe* are also in general use, as well as narrow grub-
bers i.i g.i between the rows and loosen the soil, and doulilc

iiioiild-lioitd ploughs for earthing-up potatoes : common har-

ind rollers complete the assortment of instruments in

general iisi-. The old and expensive operation of weeding
the crowing crops by hand, which is still practised in more
southern counties, is here almost entirely avoided by the care

taken to clean the land for turnips, or when it is fallowed.

The only weeds which require attention are docks and

thistles, which will occasionally spring up in spite of every

precaution.
On the whole, we may pronounce the husbandry of the

counties in the north of England, and the south of Scot-

land, to be the most economical and profitable of any prac-
in the British empire, and calculated to produce the

greatest rent to the landlord, with a fair profit to the farmer,
and a comfortable existence to the labourer.

Cattle. There is nothing to be particularly remarked in

the cattle of Berwickshire. On the hills there is a coarse

breed of black cattle, which fatten well in the richer pas-
tures of the valleys, and produce well-flavoured meat. The
short-horned oxen from Yorkshire and Durham are in re-

pute with the larger farmers for stall feeding. The Holder-

ness and Ayrshire cows are preferred for the dairy and for

their calves. Oxen are scarcely ever used in the plough or

for draught, experience having established the superiority
of horses, in spite of all the assertions and calculations

of-theoretieal writers. Horses are more active and obedient

in all kinds of work, and the decrease in the value of the

animal, when old, is more than compensated by hi* superior
usefulness while in his prime, and by the variety of uses to

which he may be put. The farm horses are generally of a

middle size, muscular, and active, with clean legs without

much hair on them, nearer allied in shape to the coach-

li'irse than to the heavy English cart-horse. They are

mostly bred in the counties of Ayr and Lanark, in the

. Those which are bred in Berwickshire are chiefly out

of picked inures, and got by stallions imported from the south

or west. But the breeding of horses is not a regular branch

of the rural economy of this county, as it is in Yorkshire or

Lincolnshire. A pair of good horses is considered sufficient

fur the tillage of forty or fifty acres of arable land of a mo-
derate degree of tenacity ; and as one-half of the land is

always in grass, a pair of horses to every 80 or 100 acres

of a farm of turnip-land is a fair proportion ; provided the

distance from markets and from lime be not considerable,

as this makes a material difference in the carting required
to be done.
The teams work ten hour* a day in summer, at two

yokings of five hours each, and six hours in winter, at one

yoking. They plough an acre and a quarter of land on an

average in a day in summer, and three-quarters of an
acre in winter, which is more than is usually done in the

south, if wo except the light lands in Norfolk, where

they frequently plough an acre and a half or more in a

day. The horses are fed in summer on green food, cut

fresh for them, and in winter on straw and oats. When
hay is scarce, it is reserved for the time when they work
hardest in spring. Each horse has usually two or thm

- of oats per day for nine months in the year ;
ih<

other three months they have green clover, which is suffi-

cient without corn.

S/itfp. There are several sorts of sheep in Berwickshire

On the hills the black-faced Tweedale sheep are most com-
mon, being strong and hardy, and able to endure the se-

venty of the climate. They arc horned, and their wool is

coarse. In the Merge, and along the slopes of the hills, tin

improved breeds have been introduced from the south ;

rhiutly the Leicester*, as they thrive admirably on the oh:

pasture* and artificial grasses, which the convertible system
of husbandry pr.i-luccs in great abundance. They air !

adapted to small iuclosurcs. as they seldom roam about liko

the wilder breeds, provided they have sufficient food around
them. The Cheviot breed of

sheep,
which is common in

Roxburghshire, i also to be met with on the lower range of

hills in Berwickshire. A very good breed has been pro-
duced by crossing the Cheviot with the Leicester. The
Southdown breed of sheep has been tried by a few indivi

duals and found to answer well ; but it U not to general as

he Leicester and the crossed breeds above-menttone
3ood sound grass will maintain five I.circMer sheep mi 'in

acre during the -ix siimn . and half an acre qf

urnips will keep them ' thus the
I' grass and turnip- n :m-

ivemeut <>l the -liccji. and .ere so large a
:.> arable land is regular. u to grass,

ind this is chielly led off with sheep or rattle, it is of great

mportanci* to the farmer, that he should be alii.

animals that are best adapted t . tin- soil ami climate,
and that will improve most rapidly on the food which is gi\en
them, llcucc great attention is paid to the improvement
of the various breeds of sheep ; and rams have been *<!

and brought from I.n. '-!,T-lmc and Northumberland at a

great expense. A peculiar branch of rural economy has
arisen from this, that of rearing rams for the sole purpose
of letting them for the season. The best ewes are selected

tt) breed from, and the ram lambs are kept on the most nu-
tritious and invigorating food, in order to bring them to a

great size, and make them excessively fat at two \ears old.

They arc then let to the breeders at very high prices. Whe-
ther this over-feeding is judicious or not is very doubtful

;

hut it is natural to suppose, that an animal which can be
made so fat at an early age possesses a constitution well

adapted to convert food into flesh and fat, rather than into

bone and sinew, and, consequently, is more profitable to the

grazier; and that this quality will be more or less imparted
to his progeny. Hut the nature and quantity of the food re-

quired to fatten him should also be taken into considera-

tion, for it is not alwa\s the I:, (test animal that gives the

greatest profit, but the animal that i. u de-

gree of fatness on the smallest quantity or the cheapest
kinds of food. Those extremely fat animals that are ex-
hibited at shows are seldom very profitable on the whole
when slaughtered; and a breed which fattens moderately,
but quickly, may be much more profitable than one which
will grow to a very great size, and become extremely fat,

hut slowly. This is one reason why the small highland
cattle, are in general so much more profitable to the grazier,
in moderate pastures, than the heavy Durham or Hereford
breeds. Leicester sheep, which are very profitable on rich

grass land, would scarcely live on the downs.

Pigs. There was formerly a great prejudice in Scotland

against the use of pork for food, and consequently that

useful animal the pig was not much prized. The more

frequent intercourse with England introduced the rearing
and fatting of pigs as an article of commerce, and a :

quantity of pickled pork and some bacon was exported from
all the principal ports. The old prejudice is now alnmst

entirely overcome, and pork adds much to the comforts uf

the farmer and the labourer. The breed of pigs ha>

much improved by careful selection and the mi
the best breeds. The Chinese piL's have contribut-

this improvement by their great fruitfiilness. No particular
breed can be named as prevailing in Berwickshire, but
some very good pigs are met with here and there : and, from
their prolific nature, a very little attention will soon disr.'ver

the most profitable kinds, and make the coarser be re-

jectcd. Bacon is not so generally used as in the south of

England : pickled jxirk is preferred. The Scotch labourer
docs nut waste the liquor in which the pork has been boiled,

by throwing it into the hog-wash, but makes a mess with

cabbages, pease, and oatmeal, in which the pig broth is an
;;al ingredient.

.. The principal fairs in Berwickshire are at Dunse,
Berwick, Lander, Coldstn-am, Greetilaw, and Oldham-
und the great fairs in Northumberland and those in East
and West Lothian amply supplv the farmer with means of

purchasing or selling stock. The first fair at Dunse is

held on the first Thursday in .Tune, where there is gene-
rally a good show of fat cattle and milch cows. The former
are chiefly bought by dealers from the south, who
them to Morpeth, Darlington, Skip). 111, Wakdielil
This fair i- . .1 as the best fair in the south of

Scotland for fat cattle. A considerable quantity of two-
'.ld beasts, in good con. hi inn, are bought to L

Inshire and other English counties, when- the\ are

kept for twelve or eighteen months and then sent to Smith-
field, win-re they pass for Lincolns, although bred in S
land. The heiter,, in the same manner, find their wav
southward, and when they have cahed pass I'.ir

'

or Durham cows. The breeders of short 'MM-II- in

wiclubin may challenge any other county for producing
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steers that will fatten well at two years old. Another fair is

held at Dunse on the 26th of August, or the Tuesday after

in case it should fall on a Saturday, Sunday, or Monday,
but it is much inferior to the first. The third fair is held
on the 17th of November, or the Tuesday after in the same
way, but is not of much importance. There are four sheep
markets in the year at Dunse, which have not been esta-

blished many years, but which improve yearly ; they are
held on the fourth Wednesday in March, third Wednesday
in May, second Wednesday in July, and fourth Wednesday
in September. The July market is also a great wool
market, where a great deal of business is done, wool being
a very considerable part of the farmers' produce.
The Berwick fairs are held three times in the year, on the

second Friday after Whit-Sunday, or. the Wednesday before
the 28th ofAugust, and on the first \Vednesday of November.
These fairs are next in importance to those of Dunse.
The fairs or markets at Lauder were formerly well fre-

quented, but since the establishment of several others have
much declined ; they are held the sixth Tuesday after the
first Tuesday in March, the third Friday in June, the
fourth Tuesday in July, and the fourth Friday in October.
There are also sheep and cattle shows at Lauder established
a few years ago by the Lauderdale Agricultural Society, at

which some remarkably fine animals are annually exhibited :

the oxen chiefly short horns, and the sheep Leicesters,
Cheviot, and black-faced. The fairs at Coldstream are

monthly, established about twelve years ago, and are now
held on the last Thursday of every month.

Greenlaw is the county town of Berwick, but its fairs, held
on the 22d of May and on the last Thursday in October,
are not very considerable. An attempt was made in

May, 1834, to establish another fair for hiring servants and
for the sale of stock, which may probably succeed when its

character shall have been established. The fairs at Old-
hamstock in the Lammermoor hills are not of much note,

except for the immediate neighbourhood. The first is held
on the first Tuesday in July, the second on the first

Tuesday in November. There are various other fairs, but
more for the amusement of the inhabitants than for the

purpose of business.

Divisions, Towns, $c. Berwickshire contains thirty-one

parishes and parts of two others
;
Home annexed to Stitchel

in Roxburghshire, and part of the parish of Oldhamstocks
ill East Lothian.

The parishes of Berwickshire are distributed into three

presbyteries, Dunse, Chirnside, and Lauder ; the last con-
tains two parishes not within the county, and two parishes
within the county are in other presbyteries. The whole of

the parishes of Berwickshire belong to the synod of Merse
and Tiviotdale except Cockburnspath, which is in the synod
of Lothian and Tweedale.
The county is divided for the monthly sessions of the

justice-of-the-peace court and the militia ballots into small
districts consisting of three or four parishes.
The towns are few and small. Berwick, from which it

has its name, is no part of the county ; it is, however, the

principal place for exports. Dunse is the largest in size

and population. Greenlaw is the county town
; Eyemouth

is the only shipping port ;
the other towns of any note are

Lauder and Coldstream.
The salmon fishery on the Tweed is most valuable within

the township of Berwick. There are paper-mills at Broom-
house, Ayton, and Allanbank, which gives employment to

from 120 to 150 people.

Population. The population of the county, as enumerated
in the years 1801, 1811, 1821, and 1831, is as follows: 1801,

pop. 30,621; 1811, pop. 30,779; 1821, pop. 33,385 ; 1831,

pop. 34,048. In 1821, the number of houses inhabited was
5803, and in 1831 it was 6159; the number of families in

1821 was 7165, and in 1831 it was 7385 ; the number of

houses building in 1821 was 42, and in 1831 it was 13; the

number of houses uninhabited in 1821 was 276, and in 1831
it was 267

;
the number of families employed in agriculture

in 1821 was 3334, and in 1831 it was 2921 ; the number of

families employed in trade, manufactures, and handicraft in

1821 was 1923, and in 1831 it was 1915 ; the number of all

other families not comprised in the two preceding classes in

1821 was 1908, and in 1831 it was 2549. In 1821 the num-
ber of males was 15,976, and the number of females was
17,409, and in 1831 it was males, 16,239 ; females, 17,809.
Of late years the migration from Berwickshire has been con-

ilile,

Table of the Number of Commitments, fyc. t for Crime, in
the County of Berwick, during the year 1834.
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t igle ; adjoining its most southern staircase is a gate
with a circular arch, on entering which on the right arc the

ruins of a number of vaulted buildings. The place u men-
tioned in Scottish history several times. Fast Castle, a

picturesque ruin, is also at a short distance south of Pcath's

bridge, on a precipice overhanging the sea. It was a fortress

of the Earls of Hume, and subsequently was the dwelling
of Logan of Restalrig, who was concerned in the Cowrie

con-piracy. The barony of Coldbrand's (otherwise Cock-

burn's) Path was attached to the Scotch earldom of March.
The parish of Earlston, originally Ercildoun, in thin county,
was the birthplace of Sir Thomas the Ryincr, celebrated

by Sir Walter Scott in his
'

Minstrelsy of the Scottish Bor-

der,' and part of his tower or castle still remains, besides a

stone said to have covered his grave. Thirlstane Castle, in

the parish of Lander, was built by the celebrated Scottish

Chancellor Maitland. Eccles was the native parish of

Henry Home Lord Kames. In it there is a cross, gup-

posed to have been erected after the second Crusade, and
some remains of a nunnery.

(A Map qf Berwickshirefrom Actual Survey, by John
Blackadder, Edinburgh, 1797; Third Report of the Emi-

gration Committee ; A General View of the County of Ber-
wick, by Robert Kerr, Edinburgh, 1813; Grose's Anti-

quitiei of Scotland, fol. edition; First Report of the

Salmon Fisheries' Committee; Second Ditto ; Third Ditto ;

Tablet of the Revenue Population, <f-c. of the United

Kingdom ; Enumeration Abstract of Population Re-
turns ; Chambers' s Gazeteer ; Sinclair's Statistical Ac-
count ; The New Statistical Account of Scotland ;

Cough's Camden, vol. iii. ; Chalmers's Caledonia, vol. ii.

pp. 198 395; Morton's Monastic Annals of Teviotdale ;

Playfair's Illustrations of the Huttonian Theory; Car-
lisle's Top. Diet, of Scotland, and Communications from
Btrwirkshire.)

BERYL, a mineral species among the varieties of which
are found two of the most beautiful and costly gems with

which we are acquainted, namely, the emerald and the

precious beryl. Before entering into the particulars of these

varieties, which from their beauty and price have the

greatest claim on our attention, we will state the general
and scientific properties by which the whole species may be

recognised and distinguished from other minerals.

They belong to the rhombohedral system of crystallization,

usually occurring in regular hexagonal prisms which occur

variously modified, sometimes by the truncation of the

lateral edges of the prism, at other times by the simple
truncation of the terminal edges ; but the prism is sometimes
terminated in a much more complicated manner, of which a

remarkable instance has presented itself in a crystal iu the

possession of Professor Naumann, of Freiberg, who has
observed in them the faces of no less than six other forms of
the rhombohedral system. For a full description of them we
must refer our reader to the Lehrbuch der Mineralogie of
that mineralogist, where, under the head of Smaragd, will be
found all the varieties of form which have been observed in

this mineral. It seems better in this instance to give rather
a popular than a strict description, when the latter would
force us into the use of symbols probably unintelligible to

the majority of our readers
;
and the more particularly in

this case, as we believe attention to the following points will

be more generally useful in the determination of this crystal ;

namely, that its general aspect is always that of a hexagonal
prism, and that when the terminal edges are modified, there
will generally be found a plane inclined to the lateral planes
of the prism under an angle of 119 58'.

The crystals admit of cleavage in the four directions

parallel to the faces of the regular prism, that parallel to

the terminal plane being perfect, the others imperfect and
more difficult to be obtained. The fracture is conchoidal
and uneven ; the lustre is vitreous, and it possesses various

degrees of transparency. According to Mohs, the hardness
varies from 7'5 to 8, the specific gravity from 2'678 to 2732.
The following are its chemical characters before the blow-

pipe, as stated by Berzclius.

Alone it it not easily acted upon, but when thin frag-
ments are for a long time submitted to a powerful flame,
the edges become rounded and a colourless vesicular scoria
is

produced.
The transparent varieties become milky.

With borax it forms a clear and generally colourless

glass, which effect is also produced by soda. With I lie

phosphor salt it is with difficulty dissolved without the for-

mation of a silicious skeleton.

Hruclitbo.

68'35
17-60
13-13
0-72
0*27
O'OO
O'OO

Of this mineral we possess several analyses, of which the

following are three : the first being an emerald from Peru,

by Klaproth ; the second a beryl from SilH?ria, by the same
chemist : and the third a beryl 'from Broddbo, near Fahlun,
in Sweden

Kmrnlil. T*.

Silica . . 68-50 66-45
Alumina . . 15-75 16-75
Glucina . . 12*50 15'50
Oxide of iron . TOO 0'60
Oxide of columbium O'OO 0-00
Oxide of chromium 0'30 O'UO
Lime . . 0-25 O'OO

From his analyses Berzelius has adopted the formula

G Si* + 2 Al Si* to represent the atomic constitution of

this mineral ; Naumann and Beudunt, however, consider it

to be as follows :

G Si" + 2 Al Si'.

This species contains several varieties, of which the two

known among lapidaries under the name of emerald and

aquamarine, or precious beryl, are the most worthy of at-

tention. These varieties, though distinguished by some

mineralogists as forming distinct species, differ, howe\er,

only in colour, the term emerald being applied to those

possessing the peculiar rich, deep green, so well know a as

the emerald-green, while all the other varieties are com-

prehended under the name of beryl ; those which are clear,

transparent, and possess a good colour, present various

shades of sky-blue or mountain-green, being the aqua-
marine or precious beryl. The colour of the emerald in

attributed to the small quantity of green oxide of chromium
which has been found in the specimens from Peru ; while

the varieties in the tints of beryl may be considered to be

produced by admixtures of the oxides of iron, the yellow

being the colour of the peroxides of iron, and the mountain-

green and the various shades of blue being the effect of

varying quantities of the protoxide, to the presence of which
the common bottle-glass owes its tint.

The following localities produce the finest emeralds : the

mines in the Tunea Valley, situated in the mountains be-

tween New Granada and Popayan, and not far from the

town of Santa F6 de Bogota, where, according to Huraholdt,

they are found in veins traversing clay-slate, hornblende

slate, and granite ;
the Heubach valley, in the district of

Pinzgau. Salzburg, where they occur imbedded in mica-

slate, and are inferior in colour to those from Peru : varieties

have also been lately found in some old mines in Mount
Zabarah, in Upper Egypt, from which spot the antients are

supposed to have derived their emeralds.

The varieties known by the name of beryl are found prin-

cipally in Siberia and Brazil : in the former country it occurs

in the granite district of Nertschinsk, and also in the Uralian
and Altai mountains, sometimes in very large crystals, prints

having been found upwards of a foot in length. In the

granitic mountains of Odon Tchelon, in Da-uria, three very
interesting mines occur at different elevations in the moun-
tain; in the lowest are found, irregularly disseminated

through a mass of semi-decomposed granite mixed with

ferruginous clay and nodules of Wolfram, prismatic crystals
of beryl of a greenish-yellow colour, rarely exceeding one
inch in length. Some hundred feet higher occurs the

second mine in a vein of micaceous clay, from which the

most valuable crystals are obtained; their colour is .-I'

a pale but pure green, and their si/.e frequently consider-

able. The third mine is situated in a vein of white indu-

rated clay on the summit of a mountain ; in this mine llie

varieties are usually of a
pale greenish-blue, but sometimes

they are found of a pure but pale sky-blue. They are here

remarkably transparent. Imbedded crystals and m:<-

varieties are also found at Limoges, in France : near

Zwiesel, on the Rabenstein, in Bavaria ; at Fimbo and
Broddbo, near Fahlun, in Sweden ;

and likewise in some of

the tin mir.es in Saxony and Bohemia.
An enormous specimen i- al-o described in Silliman's

.7 'iirtnit, as Iia\ing been found at Arworth, in New Hamp-
shire, United States. Its dimensions are stated to be four

I,- l m length and five inches and a half across the literal

planes, and the weight to be 238 Ibs.

Specimen- of beryl have also been found in several of the

primary districts of Ireland
; those from the granite of the
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Mome Mountains, in the county of Down, are the finest.

In this locality they are associated with topaz, black quartz,

felspar, and mica. In Scotland it is found in the granite at

Rubeslau quarry, near Aberdeen, and also in broken pieces
in the sand of the rivers of that county.
The value of the emerald depends not only on its size,

colour, and brilliancy, but also on its being free from flaws,

by which this gem is frequently greatly deteriorated in the

eye of the jeweller. The following is the rate at which
varieties of a fine colour and free from fissures may be pro-
cured, as stated by Beudant :

A stone of 5 grs. from 100 to 120 francs.

8 240
15 1500
24 2400

BE'RYX, in zoology, a genus of fishes of the order

Acanthapterygti, and belonging to a little group of the

family Perco'ides, in which the species possess more than
seven branchial rays, whereas all the other genera included
in the first division of this order (in which division the cheeks
are not defended by indurated plates) possess seven or less.

Cuvier, in his Segne Animal, mentions three other genera
belonging to this group, viz. : Holocentrum, Myripristis,
and Trachichthys. These will be noticed hereafter.
The remaining principal generic characters of Beryx are

as follows : Ventral fins, with one spine and ten soft rays ;

the back furnished with but one slightly-extended fin, and
some indistinct small spines on its anterior edge.
BESANCJON, a city in France, near the south-eastern

frontier, chiefly on the left or south-east bank of the river

Doubs, a feeder of the Saone; distant about 205 miles
S.E. of Paris in a straight line ; or 237 miles by the road

through Troyes, Dijon, and Dole ; and as much through
Troyes, Chaumont, Langres, and Vesoul. 47" 14' N. lat.,

and 6 3' E. long, from Greenwich.
The origin of this town is unknown : local traditions and

legends dated it as far back as 434 years before the founda-
tion of Rome

; which, according to the received chronology,
would be about 1186 years B.C. All that we certainly
know is, that in Caesar's campaign against the German
Ariovistus, in the first year of his command in Gaul, B.C.

58, Vesontio (for so the Roman general writes the name)
was the greatest town of the Sequani, and a place so strong
by situation as to offer to either party the greatest facilities

for protracting the war. Caesar by a rapid march seized the

town, and placed a garrison in it. While staying here a

panic seized the Roman troops, which it required all the skill

and eloquence of their general to dispel. (Coes. de Bell. Gall.
lib. i. c. 38-41.) Csesar has accurately described the situa-

tion of the place ;
it was nearly surrounded by the river

Dubis (the Doubs), which here formed a bend, as though
its channel bad been described by a pair of compasses ; and
the interval left by the river was occupied by an emi-

nence, which being fortified with a wall served as a kind of

citadel, (des. ibid.) The interval left by the river is

given in our present copies of Caesar at 600 feet. It is

however much greater, and the passage has obviously been

corrupted. (See D'Anyille, Notice de I'Ancienne Gaule.)
The Vesontio of Caesar is

' the upper town of the modern
Besancon.'

When under the dominion of the Romans, Vesontio be-

came the capital of the province called Maxima Sequano-
rum, one of the divisions included in Belgic Gaul, though
the Sequani and Helvetii, of whose territories the pro-
vince consisted, were of the Celtic race. The town flou-

rished while the vigour of the Roman empire continued ;

but when the inroads of the barbarians commenced it had
its share of the general calamities. It was destroyed by the

Alcmanni in the time of Julian the Apostate, rebuilt, and

again destroyed by Attila and the Huns. There are se-

veral remains which attest its antient greatness.
'
It is

rarely the case,' says Expilly, 'that 'he earth is dug to a
certain depth in the neighbourhood of this town, without

discovering the wrecks of mosaic pavements, of columns
and pillars, either of marble or other stone of the hand-
somest kind.' The mutilated remains of statues of marble
and bronze, medals, and other antiquities, are also, accord-

ing to the same authority, found continually. There are

the relics of an amphitheatre and an aqueduct, of temples,

porticoes, palaces, and baths, and of a triumphal arch,
erected in honour either of Aurelian, or of Crispus, son of

the Emperor Constantino the Great. The latter, which
formed one of the gates of the city, is probably the most

perfect monument of antiquity remaining in the place : it

is of a low style of architecture. The bas-reliefs, with
which it was once adorned, have mouldered away in the
course of ages, and the greater part are now obliterated ;

and of its four columns only two remain. (Malte Brun ;

Balbi; Expilly; Dictionnaire Geographique, par M. Ro-
bert.) Many names still retained by the streets or other
localities in or near the town are obviously of Latin origin.
This is the case with the name of the town itself, from the
antient forms of which, Vesontio, Visuntium, Vesantio, and
Bisontii, is derived the modern Besancon.

After its destruction by Attila, Besancon was rebuilt by
the Burgundians ; and since that time does not appear to

have sustained any great change beyond that which the

lapse of ages and the advancement of civilization have

gradually brought about.* Its political condition is not

very easy to trace. The territory in which it stands, and
of which it was the capital, was successively included in

the dominions of the Burgundian and Prankish kings,
and formed part of the second kingdom of Burgundy, the

kings of which acquired the imperial crown of Germany.
This territory was during these changes formed into what
was called ' the County of Burgundy ;' but it has been more

generally known by the somewhat later designation of La
Pranche Comte. Its counts owed feudal subjection to the

kings of Burgundy ;
and upon the accession of these kings

to the imperial throne, the counts became subjects of the
Germanic empire ;

and it was during this period, viz. in

the twelfth century, that Besan9on obtained the rank and

privileges of a free and imperial city. 'These privileges it

possessed when it was ceded to Spain by the imperial
branch of the house of Austria (into whose hands the
Tranche Comte had come) by the treaty of Miinster in 1648 ;

but upon the conquest of the Franche Comte' by Louis XIV.
and its final cession to France by the peace of Nimeguen
in 1678, the municipal government of Besai^on was entirely

changed. The town sustained many attacks in the middle

ages, and the townsmen repeatedly showed their valour

in the repulse of their various enemies. In the interval

between the ninth and thirteenth centuries this town was
sometimes called Chrysopolis, the golden city. The origin,
of this designation is unknown.

Besancon is divided into two unequal parts, called the

upper and the lower town. The upper town, formerly dis-

tinguished as La Ville, is built on a peninsula formed by
the river, which here describes nearly a circle in its winding
course.t The small part of the circuit of the upper town
which is not washed by the stream is occupied by a steep
rock on which stands the citadel. The lower town, formerly
called Battaus, is on the other side of the river, at the

part most remote from the citadel, and is connected with
the upper town by a stone bridge, the foundations of

which are Roman. The whole is strongly fortified, and

Besan9on ranks as a fortress of the first class, and one of

the keys of France on the S.E. frontier. The citadel,

which may be considered as cut in the rock rather than

built, is one of the strongest in Europe. It is separated
from the country by a deep ditch cut in the rock. A sin-

gular ridge of rock, forty to fifty feet high, extends from
the citadel to the Doubs ; through this natural rampart a

passage has been cut, which is called La Porte Taillce. It

is very antient.

Although Besancon preserves an air of antiquity, it is

one of the best built cities in France. Three streets nearly

parallel to each other run from one end to the other of the

upper town. The houses are commonly of freestone and
of good appearance, and several fountains contribute to the

ornament of the place. One of these fountains represents
the apotheosis of the Emperor Charles V. There are many
fine public buildings. The cathedral, dedicated to St.

John, is a very antient edifice, not far from the foot of the

liill on which the citadel is built. It is said to have been
first dedicated to St. Stephen ;

afterwards it bore the name
of St. Stephen and St. John conjointly, and finally dropped
that of St. Stephen upon the erection of another church

dedicated to that saint. This last-mentioned church of St.

Stephen disputed the claim of the cathedral of St. John to

the metropolitan dignity until the controversy was decided

by the church of St. Stephen being pulled down iu 1668, by
order of the king of Spain, to make room for the erection of

Malte-Brun says it was laid waste by the Hungarians in the lOtli cen-

tury; hu ascribes it devastation in the fifth century to the Burgundiuiii,

Ilut to the Huns.
See Cajiar'i description noticed above.
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the citadel. The cathedral of St. John gloried formerly in

the poMMsion of a sacred relic the winding-sheet of Christ

(If taint ntairt), which was exliilnted with great solemnity
.tain great festivals of the church, and attracted an

incredible multitude of persons. It retains now a fine paint-

ing of the resurrection, by Vanloo ; a St. Sebastian, by Fra

Bartholomew, the master of Raphael ; and on the sides of

the high altar are two angels in marble, the work of Breton,

sculptor of Besancon. The churches of St. Pierre (St.

Peter) and de la Madeleine (the Magdalen) deserve notice,

the first for its fine portal, the second for the beauty of its

structure.

Before the suppression of the religious houses at the Revo-

lution, Besancon possessed several. There were four abbeys,
one of the order of St. Augustin, two of Benedictines (one of

which was held in commendam), and one of Cistercian

nuns. There were eleven convents; six of men, viz. two of

Carmelites, and one each of Cordeliers, Capuchins, Obser-

vantines, and Minims ; and five of women, via. of Ursuline

nuns, of nuns of the Annunciation, of the Visitation, of St.

Clare, and of an order called
'

Tiereelins,' who were not

bound by any vow or restricted to the walls of their convent.

There were, besides, an association of persons for pious

purposes called
' the Brotherhood of St. George,' a com-

mandery of the order of Malta, a house of the Jesuits, and

one of the priests of the oratory, a seminary for the educa-

tion of the priesthood, and a college under the direction of

the Jesuits. Besides the chapter of the cathedral there was
one attached to the church de la Madeleine which was col-

legiate. There were at the same period eight parish
churches (besides the cathedral and the church de la Made-

leine), and several benevolent institutions ; three hospitals,

two of which were for the bringing up of poor children and

foundlings, and a penitentiary house for women. Of these

charities modern authorities do not speak, or at least not

with sufficient clearness to enable us to identify them as

DOW in existence.

Of buildings not devoted to ecclesiastical purposes there

are Le Palais de Justice, an edifice of the 1 6th century :

the general hospital, the military hospital, the theatre,

and the barracks. The remains of Roman antiquity have

been noticed already. (Martiniere; Expilly; Malte-Brun :

Balbi.) There are some public promenades ;
the name ol

the finest, Le Chamars, points out the Campus Martins
of the Romans. It is well laid out and planted, and extends

along the banks of the Doubs.
Besancon is a place of considerable importance for its

manufactures and trade. Thread, cotton, and silk stock-

ings ; carpets, which are sent to different
parts

of France,

especially to Paris, or exported to Switzerland; linen

yarn, coarse woollen and linen fabrics for the use of the

working class and the peasantry ; fire-arms and leather are

made here. The town is also the centre of the watch and
clock manufacture introduced into France about the close

of the last century. The different pieces or works are
manufactured by the workmen and their families in their

own habitations : it is the business of another mechanic, the
'

finisher,' to unite them into a clock or watch. Watches
of all kinds, repeaters, and chronometers, are made here.

Watch-cases are cast and turned or otherwise finished in

different places in the department. The Canal de Man
tieur, which joins the Rhine with the Rhone by means ol

the navigation of the Doubs and the Sadne, contributes to

the trade of Hesancon, which consists in iron goods ol

various kind*, deals, cheese, grain, wine, and cattle, besides
the manufactures already mentioned.
The population of the town is considerable, and a refer-

ence to different authorities enables us to trace its gradual
increase. Piganiol de la Force, in his Nouvelle Description
drln Vmni-f (Paris, 1722), gives it at 11,520; Expilly, in
hi* Dii-ti'innnirc d'.i Gaules et de la France (Paris, 1762),
at about 20,000 ; the Dictinnnaire Universel de la France
(I'.irin, 1804), 27,469 : Maltc-Brun, taking the number from

-rtsui before the last, 28,795. The last two numbers
are the population of the commune, and exceed probably by
about 5000 the population of the town itself at their re-

pwttvc periods. Bv the last census (of 1st January, 1832)
tha popubr .11 of the town was 24,042, and of the whole

.'. To these we may add 7000 or 8000
L'ers, students of the Academic, or soldiers of the gar-

rison.

The literary institutions and places of education in Be-
sancon are numerous and important. The public library

eighty thousand volumes, besides some valuable
Le Muscu Paris, the gift of an architect of the

contains

MSS. Le
name of Paris, a native of BeKuucon, comprehends anti-

quities, paintings, and drawings ; and the Museum of Na-
tural Hi.-tury contains a rich and extensive collection. The
Academia Universitaire has replaced the university which
existed previous to the Revolution. The university was esta-
blished in or about 1422 and 1423, at Dole, by Philippe le Bon
(Philip the Good), Duke of Burgundy, and was transferred
to Besancon in 1691. Some give to this institution a much
higher antiquity, asserting that it was founded at Gray in

1292, by the Emperor Otho, and that the Duke Philippe
le Bon only re-established it and transferred it to Dole. The
present Academie appears to consist of one faculty only, that
of literature (faculte de lettres). There ore a college royal,
or high school ; a seminary for the priesthood ; a secondary
school of medicine, surgery, and pharmacy ; a school of

drawing and sculpture ; a deaf and dumb school for both

sexes; and a school of artillery, formerly at Auxonne.
There are also a royal academy of sciences, belles lettres
and arts; a society of medicine; and a society of agriculture
and the arts. Before the Revolution there was a military

literary society, intended chiefly to engage the oflicers of the

garrison to pursue the study of those branches of science
suited to their profession. (Malte-Brun; Balbi; Dupin,
Fbrces Productive! de la Fr<

Besancon is the seat of an archbishoprick. The diocese
is said to have been established in the third century ; and
the possessor of the see, after his claim to pre-eminence had
been much contested, possessed without dispute the rank of

metropolitan in the eighth century. His diocese did not con-
tain the whole of Franche Comte : and his suffragans were
only three in number, viz., the bishops of Belley, in France,
and Bale and Lausanne in Switzerland. At present the
diocese of Besanc,on comprehends the two departments of
Doubs and Haute Sadne, with a population of above
600,000 ;

and the suffragans of the archbishop are the

bishops of Strasbourg, Met/, Verdun, Belley, St. DIP, and
Nancy.

Besancon was the capital of Franche Comte, under tlio

old territorial division of France, and is now the capital of

the department of Doubs [see DOUBS], which has a popula-
tion of 265,535. It has a Cour Royale, the jurisdiction of

which extends over the departments of Doubs, Haute Saone,
and Jura ; and a Tribunal de Commerce for the settlement
of commercial disputes. It is the chief place of the sixth of
the military divisions into which France has been

partitioned:
this sixth division includes the departments of Ain, Doubs,
Jura, and Haute Sadne.
The arrondissement of Besancon contains 560 square

miles, or 358,400 acres; and had in 1832 a population of

96,032. It is subdivided into eight cantons and two hun-
dred and one communes.

Among the eminent natives of Besancon were, Jean

Jacques Chifllet, a .writer on history, antiquities, politics,
and medicine, author of a '

History of Besan9on ;' Antoinc
Perrenot, Cardinal de Granvelle, according to Piganiol and
Expilly (but in the Ringraphie Universelle he is said to

have been born at Ornans), an eminent statesman, in the
service of the Emperor Charles V., and bis son Philip II.

of Spain ; Jean Baptistc Antoine Suard, an eminent lite-

rary character, and translator of Robertson's '

History of
Charles V.' and '

History of America;' and the Manrhal
Moncey, Duo de Cornegliano, one of the soldiers of the lie-

volution and the empire of Napoleon.
BESANT. [See BEZANT.].
BESITTOON, properly BISUTUN. The plain of Ker-

manshah, in that part of modern Persia which corresponds
to the antient Media, is bounded on the north by a long

range of barren mountains, which terminates most abruptly
to the east in a naturally scarped precipice, presenting a

nearly perpendicular surface about 1500 feet in height.
A portion of the lower part of this surface, about "0 or 80
feet from the base of the rock, and perhaps 100 feet above
the general level of the plain, has been cut smooth by art,

so as to form an immense tablet, extending about 150 feet

in length, by 100 in height, and about two \

the level of the outer surface of the rock in which it is

formed. Below this tablet projects a rocky terrace, which

slopes gradually to the level of the plain. The ba-
this ten ace is faced with large hewn stones; and

of stone, wholly or partially hewn, art- si

about in all directions, so as to render it probable that
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it was originally intended to face the terrace up to the

superior level, and perhaps to erect thereon some great
structure. The whole, indeed, with the absence of in-

scriptions and sculptures on the tablet, suggests the idea

of a discontinued work. Local tradition states that the

famous artist Ferhad, to whom all the antient works
in this part of the country are attributed, was to have
built a palace on the terrace for the fair Shirtn, by order
of the king Khosru Parvtz, but that the work was in-

terrupted by the untimely death of the artist. Sir Robert
Ker Porter, however, is rather of opinion that it must
have been originally designed as the platform for a temple.
The absence of anything of a columnar form among the

materials for this structure, in a country where archi-

tectural fragments of this description abound on every
antient site, is thought by the same author to have occa-

sioned the name of Btsutun to be given to the place. The
word signifies

' without pillars ;' for sutun means a pillar
in Persian, and bi is the negative prefix. Kinneir con-
siders the term to have originated in the impending and

unsupported appearance of the cliff above the tablet. There
are also numerous fragments of columns at the distance of
a few miles on the road, so that Captain Keppel, instead of

considering the word to mean ' no pillars,' conjectures that
it may be a corruption of Bist-autun, or '

twenty pillars,'
in the same manner as the ruins of Persepolis are called by
the Persians Chehel-sutun, or

'

forty pillars.' This con-

jecture is at least ingenious ; but although the writer of the

present article has also seen the bases and shafts of columns
on which this etymology is founded, his personal observa-
tions did not lead him to consider that they had any con-
nexion with the works at the spot which is properly deno-
minated Btsutfln.

At the distance of about fifty yards from this platform,

immediately above the source of a clear stream which issues

from the mountain, there is a broad protruding mass of rock,
on which there are remains of an immense piece of sculptured
work, but so much defaced that it is scarcely possible to

make out one continued outline, although by close attention

parts of the rudely-chiselled forms of several colossal figures

may be traced. The exceedingly mutilated state of these

sculptures has been somewhat singularly produced. In the
first place, it appears that a large tablet had been raised in

the central portion of the work for the insertion of a Greek
inscription, and this again has given place to a recent in-

scription in the Persian character, relating to the grant of
lands for the support of a caravansera, which is immediately
opposite to it in the plain. This inscription, being long and

very closely written, has nearly obliterated that which pre-
ceded. Parts of two lines were, however, deciphered and

copied by Sir R. K. Porter, though with difficulty, as this

tablet is much higher up on the face of the mountain than
the former, and in a situation much more difficult of access.

Kinneir is inclined to concur with the authorities which
attribute these works to Semiramis, and it is best to state

the grounds of this conjecture here, because it can scarcely
extend to the sculptures which remain to be noticed. In-

deed, the differences of opinion as to the date of these works
arose partly from its having been forgotten that it was not

necessary to suppose them all of the same sera. Diodorus

(II. 13), following Ctesias (whose residence at the Persian
court and his access to Persian documents entitle his state-

ments on such subjects to some respect), says that Semi-

ramis, on her march from Babylonia to Ecbatana, encamped
near a mountain called Bagistanon, in Media, where she

made a garden of twelve stadia in circuit, in a plain country
watered by a fountain. The mountain was dedicated to

Jupiter, and, towards the garden, had steep rocks seventeen

istadia in height. She smoothed the lowest part of the rock,

and caused her image to be
sculptured

on it, with a hundred
of her guards standing around her. Near this she also

caused an inscription to be made, in Syriac letters, recording
that Semiramis had ascended from the plain to the top of

the mountain, by heaping up the packs and fardels of the

beasts of burden that were with her. That this is to be
referred to Bisutun is argued from the consideration, that
it is really situated on the road to Ecbatana, which is cer-

tainly Hamadan ; that one side of the mountain fronts a

plain country watered by a small river, which winds round
the foot of the hill ; and that the rocks are really sculptured
in the manner described. The Assyrian queen and her

guards cannot indeed be discovered in the remaining sculp-
tures ;

but their figures may have existed in the large piece,

the sculptures of which have been obliterated to make room
for inscriptions. To these arguments some add the not im-
probable conjecture that the present name Bisutun may
be a corruption of the antient Bagistana, making allowance
for the exaggeration which converts 1500 feet into ] 7 stadia.
The identity of the sites is, to our minds, established

; and
while we feel willing to throw aside so much of the account
we have quoted as refers to Semiramis and her exploits, we
are rather surprised that no writer to whom we have referred
on the subject seems to have perceived that the real value
of the statement from Ctesias consists in its proving that
the sculptures not only existed in his time, but were even
then considered antient enough to be referred to the time
of Semiramis.
Somewhat farther to the eastward, and at a greater

height on the smoothed surface of the rock, another sculp-
ture appears. It is in comparatively good preservation, and
from the superiority of its workmanship, and the general
resemblance to the sculptures at Persepolis, may be pre-
sumed nearly coeval with those celebrated specimens of
antient art. It exhibits a line of twelve erect figures, of
about half the size of life. One of them is a king or ge-
neral, distinguished by his more majestic stature, with two
armed attendants behind him. He holds a lance in his left

hand, and rests it, together with his left foot, upon the body
of a prostrate man who lies upon his back, and with out-
stretched hands seems imploring for mercy. Standing
thus, and holding up his right hand, with the two fore-

fingers extended, and the other two pressed down on the

palm, he seems addressing his commands or admonitions
to nine captives who stand before him, all of whom have
their hands tied behind their backs, and eight of whom are
united by a rope passed around their necks. The attitude
of the supposed monarch is full of majesty and grace; and
in Sir R. K. Porter's opinion, the varied expression in the
different faces may be regarded as almost equal to any
thing of the kind done by the chisel. There are two old

men among the captives ;
the rest are middle-aged. The

exposed limbs of two of them, the outline of the dressed

figures, and the easy and natural motion with which they
advance, show no common measure of anatomical know-

ledge in the artist, who might, not improbably, be a Greek
in the service of a Persian king. In the centie of the

whole, above the heads of these persons, appears the aerial

personage who often appears in Persian sculptures, and
which is supposed to be the Ferwer, a spiritual prototype
of the king, which, according to the Zendavesta, always
hovers near him.
Over the head of each individual in this bas-relief there

is a compartment, with an inscription in the arrow-headed

writing, most probably descriptive of the character and
situation of each person ;

and immediately under the sculp-
ture there are two lines extending the whole length of the

group. Under these also there are eight deep and closely
written columns in the same character. We cannot learn

that these inscriptions have ever been copied ; nor would it

be of much use if they were. We are not wholly hopeless,
however, that some process may yet be discovered through
which we may be enabled to obtain the historical informa-

tion, which here and elsewhere is locked up in arrow-headed

inscriptions. (Sir Robert Ker Porter's Travels in Georgia,
Persia, fyc., vol. ii., which contains engravings of most of

the objects mentioned in this article
;

Kinneir's Geogra-
phical Memoir of the Persian Empire ; Erdmann, De Ex-

peditione Russorum Berdaam versus, Casan. 1832, t. iii.

pp. 86-96
; Keppel's Personal Narrative, &c.)

BESSARA'BIA, the most south-western province of the
Russian empire, consists of those portions of Turkey lying
between the Dniester and the Pruth which were wrested
from the Turks by the treaty of Bucharest in 1812;
they previously formed the north-eastern part of Mol-
davia and the Budjak, or Bessarabia Proper, and now con-

stitute, under the Russians, one of the provinces in-

cluded in what is designated
' The Southern Region.' An

addition of much importance in a political point of view has
since been made to it under the treaty of Adrianople, in

1829 : we here allude to the large islands which are formed

by the three mouths of the Danube, denominated the Kili,

Suline, and St. George's Channels. The Pruth, therefore,

and the easternmost line of the Danube, from the point
where the Pruth falls into it, to the Black Sea, form the

present boundary between Russia and Turkey in Europe.

Bessarabia Proper, also called the
'

Steppe of the Budjak,'
2 A t
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ia separated from the Russian port of Moldavia by the Via

Tr.ijan.i, tbo most eastern of the Roman roads in this

quarter of Europe, which commences at Kasziiisko on the

Danube, near the mouth of the Serete, is intersected by the

Pruth ubovc Falga, and terminates on the right bank of the

vr. between Bonder and Leonticff, a village not far

from Kopanka.
Both thckc subdivisions of Bessarabia composed the

eastern districts of the Roman province of Dacia ; and at

the IKI.H! \\herc the Via Trajana crosses the Pruth lay
the small town of Trajnuo, or Castra Trajana, probably
the Pnetoria Augusta of Ptolemy, in the neighbourhood of

what is now called the Rod Tower, a defile in the most
southern arm of the Carpathians.
The Russian province of Bessarabia contains an area of

about 18,900 square miles; it extends between 44' -15'

and la JO' N. lat., and 26 35' and 30" 60' E. long.,
K in.; nearly equal in surface to the States of the Roman
Church. while it is more than four times as large as York-
shire. It is bounded on the north-cast and cast by the

Russian provinces of Podolia and Cherson, from which it is

separated by the Dniester ; on the south-east by that port
of the roasts of the Block Sea which lies between the mouths
of the Danube and Dniester ;

on the south by the Danube,
which separates it from the province ofDobrudsha in Turkish

Bulgaria ; on the west by the line of the Pruth, by which
it is separated from Turkish Moldavia ; and on the north-

west by that
part

of the kingdom of Austrian Galicia which
is called the Buckowine.

If Bessarabia were properly cultivated, there ore few coun-

tries which would surpass it in productiveness. Tho larger

portion of it, which lies to the north, and once composed

part of Moldavia, is traversed by the low and here subsiding

range of the Transsylvanian branch of the Carpathian
mountains ; its surface presents a delightful succession

of hills and dales, the loftier hills being richly wooded,
and the less elevated covered with vineyards, while the

low lands are characterised by an extremely fertile sandy
loam, which is coated with a deep layer of vegetalAc
mould, in many parts improved by the admixtuie of salt-

petre. The Budjak, on the other hand, which lies to the

south of this district, though it is comparatively high and
incloses several lakes in the vicinity of the Black Sea and

Danube, consists of Hat monotonous steppes, unrelieved

by wood or forest, and is liable to frequent inundations in

its southern districts. Its soil is a mixture of sand and

clay, peculiarly fitted for agricultural purposes ; these dis-

tricts, however, for want of roads and other facilities of

transport, have been hitherto restricted to grazing and the

cultivation of fruit. The reed-grounds, which line every
lake, and cover the extensive morasses in this part of

Bessarabia, supply,
in conjunction with dried animal manure

and the '

burian,' or jungle-grass, which springs up in the

uncultivated lands, a substitute for fuel.

The principal river in Bessarabia is the Danulie, which
borders it on the south, from the mouth of the Pruth to the

Black Sea, and includes the three channels already men-
tioned, which form the large islands of Zatoka, Tshcral,
and Loti, and several minor ones. The next in importance
arc its tributary the Pruth, which bounds the

province on
the west, enters it below Tshcrnovitz from the Buckowine,

quits it between Reny and Galatz, where it falls into the

Danube, is navigable throughout its course in this quarter,
and is increased by the in (lux of the Delawez, Rakowcz,
Tshuger, Baglui, and other streams

;
the Jalpuch, the

largest river which rises in Bessarabia, flows into the lake

if the same name in the south-west, and afterwards

empties itself into the Danube ; the Kogalnik, and Sarata,

two rivers in the Budjak, both of which flow into the

Black Sea; and, lastly, the Dniester, a muddy, yellow-
tinted, and exceedingly rapid stream, which skirts the

northern confines of Bessarabia, entering from the Bucko-
wine near Kliotin, and afterwards forms its eastern boun-

'n the sido of Podolia and Cherson, until it discharges
the Black Sea. In this line its breadth varies

'yt'> one hundred fathoms: its chief tributaries

on thu Bo'.anibian side are, the Reut, which has its influx

ic to Dybossari ; and the Botna.
The northern part of tho province contains no inland

waters of any magnitude ; the southern, in the neighbour-
hood of tho l>anubc and Black Sea, abounds with them.

Among thu liutt wo may mention the great
' liman

'

(a

Russian word signifying an expanse of water mixed with

mud, nuhea, Sec.) of the Dniester, which lies ut its mouth,
and is eighteen miles in length ai.4 live in breadth ; lake

Sasyk, which has two small outlets through the in.rli ram-

part of sand that divides it from the Bl.u-k s.-.i. ami tnrmigh
which the Kogalnk and Sarata flow ; lakes Ki-.'.Vm-uM,

Katlabuga, Tashpanar, and Sallian, which .: 1 by
canals, and fall into the Danube near Ismail ; lake Julpueb,
one of the largest of these waters, and abounding witu ii-h :

and lake Kagul, at the mouth of the Pruth, oppos.
which the Danube is studded with a multitude ol little

islands. In the lakes next the Danube the water is

but in those next the Black Sea it is salt. Bes.sarabi ..

a number of mineral springs, which have not hitherto been
turned to account, or even examined with any care.

The climate is in general mild, salubrious, and agreeable
the grape, the finer Kinds of fruit, and melons grow in the

open
air. The steppes of the Budjak, however, ha-, ing no

shelter from trees or woods, are sometimes so hot in summer
that the grass withers; yet the vicinity of the Carpathians,
and the more remote range of the Balkan fortunately pre-
vent this extreme heat from being of long duration in ordi-

nary seasons. The winter is piercingly cold in these dis-

tricts, which are unprotected by the high lands or mountains.
Since Bessarabia has been incorporated with the Russian

dominions, the cultivation of the soil has been rapidly im-

proving, and numerous colonies have been settled in the
heart of the country : they are principally located on the

banks of the Kogalnik, and consist of about 3000 Poles,
2400 Prussians, 2650 Wiirtembergers, and 200 Frenchmen,
Bavarians, Bohemians, Sec. The villages in which they re-

side have been named after the victories gained by the
allied forces in the campaigns between 1812 and 1815 ; such
as Culm, Krasnoi, La Fere-Champenoise, Brienne, Leipzig,
Beresina, Borodino, .Paris, Arcis, Stc. One village is called

Helvetia, its inhabitants being Swiss, who are employed in

cultivating the vine. In 1828 there were nineteen German
settlements in the whole province, and sixty-six Bulgarian ;

the first contained 8681 inhabitants, and the last (chiefly in

the district of Ismail) 30,000 and upwards. Notwithstand-

ing these immigrations very extensive districts of productive
land remain either uncultivated, or are only used as pasture
for cattle and sheep. The descriptions of grain raised in

Bessarabia are wheat, barley, millet, and particularly kuk-
uruz, or maize, the meal of which is substituted for wheatec
flour. The corn lands, from the facilities for export afforded

by the ports of Rdny and Ismail, are situated chiefly in that

direction ; but, in general, the want of markets for grain
discourages cultivation, nor are there more than two re-

gular farms in all the country. The growth of the vine

has considerably spread since tho year 1822, when heavy
duties were imposed upon all apples, nuts, and wines brought
from Turkey. The vineyards are principally situated in the

district of Akerman, in which Helvetia lies : the quantity
of wine produced in Bessarabia in the year 1826 was 44,800
vedras (about 145,860 gallons), independently of the produce
of the crown plantations, which amounted to 32,000 bottles.

The quality has been much improved of late by the intro-

duction of French, Rhenish, and Hungarian stocks. The
Palinkowoye Wino, a red wine which is allowed to lie on
wormwood for a time, is prepared in large quantities, and
esteemed an excellent medicament. Flax, hemp, tobacco,
and

poppies
are also grown, and a multitude of gardens and

orchards furnish an abundant supply of apricots, !
.

apples, pears, plums (which are dried and exported from tho
districts of Orkhci and Khotin), and walnuts. Rock and
water melons are extremely fine, in the district of Bender
particularly ; cucumbers of enormous size arc grown, as well

as gourds, onions, garlic, and Spanish pepper.
The northern parts of Bessarabia, which are full of forests,

especially those about the banks of the Pruth, produce
the oak, beech, linden, maple, poplar, and other species of

trees; and the districts of Orkhei and Yassy yield excellent
oak for shipbuilding. It is of extraordinary dimensions, ami

chiefly felled in the forests belonging to monastic establish-

ments. The mulberry also thrives in this soil. The great
resource of the province is, however, the rearing of horned
cattle, horses, and sheep; for the

steppes
of the Budjak

abound in excellent grass, and the northern districts in rich

meadows and pastures. In spite of tho losses which the

owners sustain from exposing their flocks ami herds to the
violent snow-drifts of winter among the

steppes, they are \ ct

enabled to export several thousand heads of cattle ami

sheep, as well as horses, and to supply themselves with wool
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in large quantities. Private individuals maintain studs oi

great extent, and the districts of Yassy and Khotin are cele-

brated for the number of horses they rear, no less than the

excellence of the breeds. The buffalo is not uncommon in

Bessarabia. Cattle and sheep from parts beyond the border
are brought to be fattened on its rich soil, at the expense
of their owners. All kinds of game are found to the north
of the Budjak; the steppes in the south are frequented by
numerous flocks of waterfowl, by storks, bustards, herons,
&c. The fisheries, particularly on the Danube, afford pro-
fitable employment to the inhabitants ; and Vilkoff, at the

mouth of that river, carries on an extensive trade in salted

and dried fish, caviar, and herrings ; the herrings are pre-

pared with Moldavian rock-salt, accounted nearly equal in

quality to the Dutch. Much honey and wax are also pro-
duced.

The principal mineral product of this province is salt,

which is obtained in considerable quantities from the lakes
in the Budjak. The neighbourhood of Akerman, for in-

stance, produced upwards of 112,000 tons (7,000,000 poods)
in 1826, and the directors of the salt-works in that quarter
estimate that the yearly produce might be raised to seven
times that quantity. Much saltpetre is found in the envi-

rons of Saroka on the Dniester, where it is procured with
little labour and at a trifling expense, and coals have recently
been discovered in the north of the province, whose mineral
resources remain to be much more diligently explored. It

produces likewise bay-salt, Glauber-salts, alabaster, marble,

lime, and stone of various kinds. Much charcoal is also

made, and part of it is exported to Odessa.

Under the Russians, Bessarabia has been divided into

six districts, in the north, Khotin, the capital of which is

the town' and fortress of the same name, lying on the

Dniester, with 8000 inhabitants; to the south of this is the

district of Yassy, chief town Beltzy, 3200 inhabitants ;

next lies Orkhei or Kisheneff, the capital of which, Kish-

eneff, on the little river Byk, with 18,500 souls, is also the

capital of the whole province : the district of Bender, chief

town of that name on the Dniester, with a population
of 13,000 ;

that of Akerman or Akkyerman, the chief town
of which now bears the same name, and was called Alba
Julia in the time of the Romans, a strong fortress with a

considerable town and 12,600 inhabitants, on the liman of

the Dniester ;
and lastly the district of Ismail, whose ca-

pital of the same name lies on the Kile channel, and was
the scene of SuwarofTs bloody assault in 1789

;
it contains

a population of 9000 souls, and has a fine harbour.

With respect to the population of Bessarabia, we find very
different statements: Professor Berghaus, on apparently

good authority, estimates it at 600,000, whereas Weyde-
meyer, in his tables of the Russian empire, on the authority
of Count WoronzofFs census in 1827, reports it to be up-
wards of 800,000 ; Cannabich, on the other hand, affirms

that in 1828, the number of inhabitants paying taxes was

409,120, and that in 1831 they had increased to -169, 783.

The last amount agrees with that given by Professor Hb'r-

schelmann in his new edition of Stein's Manual. It seems

probable, that as the last-mentioned writers do not give
the number of individuals exempt from taxation, Berghaus's
estimate of 600,000 is not overrated. It is known that the

population includes 8000 gypsies, and is composed of a

motley race of Moldavians, Russians, Greeks, Jews, Ar-

menians, and colonists, the last of whom are said to com-

prise 40,000 souls. The Saporoga Cossacks, who migrated
hither from the Turkish side of the Danube in 1828, have

also founded several colonies. The peasantry are exempted
from all military levies, and there are no serfs or bondsmen

in the whole province, with the exception of the gypsies,
and in a few cases of household servants.

Bessarabia contains eight towns, sixteen villages with

markets, and 1030 without them. These towns and villages

contain 134 churches of stone, and 719 of wood, sixteen

chapels, twenty-two monasteries and convents, one eccle-

siastical scminavy, nine district schools, and two asylums
for the sick. The villages (Bordie) have in general a mise-

rable appearance, the greater part of them consisting of

huts concealed underground; they are seldom without a

place of worship. The majority of the Bessarabians are

Moldowans or Moldavians, numbers of whom have emi-

grated to the Budjak, where they have settled on the

crown lands. Their language is the Moldavian, a singular

medley of a Sclavonian dialect with Latin and Italian
;

it

is full of diphthongs, and has hence acouired a certain degree

of richness and euphony. They profess the orthodox or
Russo-Greek faith, and are a tall, handsome, slim race of
men ; the women on the whole have much beauty, surpass
the men in industry, make their own and their husbands'
and children's clothing, and are diligent at the distaff;
they also manage all household concerns, for the Moldavian
is so indolent that he prefers the roaming, sluggish life of a
herdsman to any agricultural employment. He is sunk in

ignorance, and at present has no means of improvement,
as there is no village school in the whole country. The
Russian part of the population is a far more active and
industrious class of men

;
numbers of them have settled in

the Budjak Steppes, where they employ themselves in fish-

ing, roaring bees, and making cordage, sail-cloth, &c. The
Greeks are principally established in the towns as mer-
chants and dealers. The Rirsso-Greek is the predominant
religion of the province ; its ecclesiastical affairs are super-
intended by a bishop, who resides at Kisheneff. The
farmer or peasant pays the landowner a portion of his pro-
duce, and twelve days' labour in the course of the year.

There is scarcely a single manufactory in all Bessarabia,
unless such establishments as sixty-four tanneries, fifty- one
candle manufactories, twenty-three houses for boiling soap,
as many brandy distilleries, and three linen and woollen
manufactories of no great extent, deserve to come under the

designation. The situation of the country, with reference
to the Turkish, Russian, and Austrian markets, and the
facilities of communication which the Danube, Pruth, and
Dniester afford, give it no inconsiderable advantages for the

exportation of its produce ;
this consist^ of wines, principally

sent to Russia, dried plums, ox-hides, sheep-skins, wool,
wax and tallow, maize, fish, and salt. In the year 1828,
their value amounted to 9560A (208,596 roubles), forwarded

by sea, and 232.077/. (5,063,480 roubles) by land, in all

241.637J. ; on the other hand, the importations in the same
year amounted io 43.007/., viz. 10.124/. (220,896 roubles)
by sea, and 32,878^. (717,332 roubles) by land. (Berghaus's
Annals ; Cannabich's European Russia; Hassel ; Vscvo-

loysky, &c.)
BESSA'RION, JOHN, was born at Trebizond, on the

south-east coast of the Euxine, A. D. 1389, or, according to

Bandini, who has written his life (4to. Rome, 1777), A. D.
1395. The former time rests on an inscription written by
himself and designed for his monument, which bears the
date ' Anno salutis 1466, setatis 77,' but the latter words are
jmitted in some copies. Having removed to Constantinople
be devoted himself to study under George Chrysococces
and other eminent teachers, and while yet quite young
entered the strict monastic order of St. Basil. He passed
;wenty-one years in a monastery in the Peloponnesus, whero
ae studied under the philosopher George Gemistus Pletho,
"rom whom he acquired that admiration for Plato which he
retained to the end of his life. In 1438 was held the
council of Ferrara, for the purpose of effecting a union of
;he Greek and Latin churches, and so great was the repu-
;ation of Bessarion for learning and talent, that he was se-

ected by the emperor John Palseologus to accompany him
as one of the conductors of the conference on the part of the

Greeks, and before he set out was raised to the dignity
of archbishop of Nicxa. Both at Ferrara and after the
council had, on account of the plague, been removed to

Florence, Bessarion earnestly exerted himself in promoting
the union, which was agreed to in the year 1439. After
the close of the council he returned to Constantinople, but

[hiding himself an object of popular enmity on account of

bis conduct at Ferrara and Florence, and having in the end
of the same year been raised to the cardinalate by Eugenius
IV., he settled in Italy. Here he devoted himself to study,
the patronage of learned men, and the collecting of books
and manuscripts, which he afterwards, in the year 1468,

presented to the Venetian senate, and which formed the

basis of the celebrated library of St. Mark. Among his

contemporaries and associates were Valla, Theodore Gaza,

Philelphus, Argyropulus, Calderino, and George of Trebi-

zond. He was raised by Nicholas V. to the archbishopric
of Siponto. In 1449 that pontiff created him cardinal bishop
of Sabina, and in the same year translated him to the seo

of Tusculum or Frascati. In 1463 Pius II. conferred on

him the empty title of Patriarch of Constantinople.
In 1455, on the death of Nicholas V., it is thought that

he would have been raised to the pontificate but for the

intrigues of Cardinal Alain, who represented that it would

be a deep disgrace to the Latin church if the holy see should
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be filled by a Greek. On the death of Paul II. in 1471 it

is said that he would have been elected pope
if ho would

have consented to purchase the support of Cardinal Onini

by an unjust promise. No credit is due to the storv that

his rejection was owing to the refusal of Nicholas Perot,

hi* conclavist, to admit certain cardinals into his cell. In

the reign of Nicholas V. Bessarion held for five years the

office of legate at Bologna, the duties ofwhich he discharged
with much applause. He was also employed on several

sjsj
. tics, the last of which, undMtdNH t->i th-- ]" H" 1 '

reconciling Louis XI. of France and the Duke of Burgundy,
is said to nave occasioned his death through vexation at the

insulting behaviour of the king of France. On his way
back to Rome he died at Ravenna A.D. 1472. His works

on various subjects are numerous, some of which have been

published, and others exist only in manuscript. (See a

catalogue in Niceron's
' Memoires pour scrvir a 1'Histoire

dos Homines lllustres dans la Republiquo des Lettres.) The
most celebrated are his Latin translation of the ' Memora-
bilia of Xenophon ;' that of the Metaphysics of Aristotle ;'

and his treatise
' Contra Calumniatorem 1'latonis,' which is a

controversial tract written against George of Trebizond, who
had endeavoured to exalt Aristotle by decrying Plato.

This tract has been three times published in 1469, and by
Aldus in 1503 and 1510. Bessarion's character stands

high both for talents and conduct, but his best claim to our

esteem rests on his diligence in preserving the remains of

Greek literature. As a collector of manuscripts he was

indefatigable, and equally so in procuring their multiplica-
tion by transcription. A catalogue of those which he pos-

sessed, as well as of his printed books, may be found in

Tomasini's Bibliothecee Venetee, &c., Utini, 1650.

The authorities for the events of his life are quoted by
Banditti, and by Hody,

' De Gratcis Illustribus,' &c. to whom
the reader is referred for further information. Sec also the

article in tho Bio<*. Univ.

BESSIN, a district in the former province of Normandie
in France, ofwhich Bayeux was the capital. [See BAYBUX.]
BETA, a genus of plants belonging to the natural order

Chompodea, among which it is known by its having large
succulent roots, and a green calyx united halfway to a hard

rugged nut. The species are found in Europe, the north

of Africa, and the western parts of Asia ; fcur are cultivated

as esculents, the others are mere weeds ; we shall only oc-

cupy ourselves with the former.

) '. Beta vulgaris (common beet) is said to be found in

a wild state along the whole of the sea-coast of the Medi-

terranean, and in Egypt; it is however chiefly known as a

plant cultivated in gardens, for its carrot-like sweet and
tender roots. Several sorts are mentioned by writers on

gardening, varying in the size, form, colour, and sweetness

of their roots : of these however two are much more worth

cultivating than the others, namely, the small red and long

yellow varieties ; they are the most delicate, the sweetest,
and have tho richest colour when served at table. Tho
French call them the red and yellow beets of Castelnau-

dary, from a place where the races are preserved pure with

extraordinary care. Beet-roots can only be obtained in

perfection in a rich light sandy soil, through which they can

readily penetrate ; in stony or stiff situations the roots be-

come forked, and are deprived of their succulence. The
seeds are sown in drills or in beds, at the end of March nr

beginning of April, and are to be well covered with soil
;

the plants are to be thinned to the distance of a foot apart ;

in September the rooU may be taken up, and should be

packed in sand in some dry place out of tho reach of frost.

In this country beet is chiefly employed as ui. ingredient
in salads, after having been boiled tiil it is tender ; but in

other countries it is usually eaten sliced in vinegar and oil,

or mixed with slices of cold boiled onions.

2 Hrla altittima (mangel wurzel) is a much larger and

coarser plant than the common beet, from which it is prin-

cipally known by its roots being marked internally with
> of red and pink or white. Its native country is un-

known ; by some it is reckoned a mere variety of tliu com-
mon beet, but this is scarcely probable, considering that it

is permanently reproduced from seed
; others state that i(

is a hybrid between the common and chard beet, our third

sort, of wnich however there u neither proof nor probability.

Mnngel wurzel is an object of extensive cultivation for

feeding cattle; its leaves afford a very nutritious food for

all kinds of live stock, and the roots, from thru extreme

wootue*f, are by many farmers considered the most

valuable of nil tho agricultural plants upon which cattle

are fed in winter. They h pare to be presened
rom front, and are better adapted to warm climates and
a light rich soil than to colder latitudes. In cultivat-

ng tho mangel wurzel, it will be found advantageous to

soak the seeds in water, till they are just beginning to ger-
minate, and then to sow them, taking care that they are

speedily covered in with soil
; for, from the bony nature of

.he seeds, it will often happen that they will lie some weeks
in the soil before they begin to grow, by which valuable

time is lost, or that they will fail altogether ; especially if

the weather should be dry, as it often is at the time of sow-

ing, which is the middle of May. Independently of their

use for cattle, mangel wurzel roots have been extensively

employed in the manufacture of sugar. They are still exten-

sively employed in France in the manufacture of sugur ;

and an attempt has lately been made in Kent to use t

for distillation. For these purposes the common red ami

white mangel wurzel will perhaps be found best suited in

this country, in consequence of its hardiness, and the great

weight per acre which it will afford ; but the French have

preferred a perfectly white kind, which is said to exceed the

former in nutritive properties, in the proportion of two to

one ; they also grow a sort with white roots and a purple
crown, and another white within, and yellow on the ou;

The yellow field-beet, which has been a good deal culti-

vated in this country, is apparently a variety of Beta vul-

garit, and is too unproductive in most situations to bear

comparison with the others.

3. Beta cycla (chard-beet) is inferior to the two last in

the size of its roots, but is remarkable for the thickness of

the ribs of its leaves, which are white, yellow, green, orange
coloured, or deep crimson, in different varieties. It is culti-

vated like the common beet, but the leaves only are used
in

soups,
or their ribs are cut out and stowed like sea-kail.

They have however an earthy taste, which it is not in the

power of cookery wholly to remove, on which account they
are little esteemed. The French call this species PoiWe d
cardet ; it is said to have been introduced to France from

Portugal ; but its native station is unknown.
4. Beta maritima (sea-beet), unlike the three last, is a

prostrate plant, with numerous entangled branches, and a

tough woody root. It is found abundantly on many parts
of the southern coast of England, and is a common Eu-

ropean shore-plant, preferring a chalky soil. Its leaves are

sin-ill, ovate, deep green, crenelled, rather
sharp-pointed,

(lat, succulent, and placed on long stalks. Its flowers are

green and arranged in spikes, each being subtended by a
small leafy bract. It is a perennial, and one of the most
valuable plants known for spinach : its leaves when dressed

are extremely delicate and well-flavoured, and easily re-

duced into that pulpy substance which constitutes the great
merit of good spinach. It thrives in a garden without any
sort of care, and is rather a handsome plant when growing
among rubbish, for its leaves are a particularly rich green,
and not liable to be scorched by the sun, or to be injured
much by insects. It is increased by seeds, which it yields
in abundance.

In these plants, as in all others with succulent roots,

the saccharine quality of the latter is most concentrated in

winter. As toon as the leaves begin to grow in spring, the

sufiar gradually and very rapidly diminishes.

BETCHOUANA, or'BETJUANA. is the general name
of a nation, or race of people, consisting of many tribes,
who inhabit tho interior of Southern Africa, north of the

Gariep, or Great Orange river, and between 23
J
and -

long. A wide desert separates them to the westward
the Namaqua Hottentots, and from the Dammara Caffrrx,

who live farther N.W. near the Atlantic. To the eastward
a range of mountains, which runs parallel tot:

the Indian Ocean, and at the distance of sixty or eighty-
miles from it separates the Bctchouanas from the maritime
Caflres of Dalagoa Bay, and from the dominions of King
Tchaka, the chief of the Vatwahs, or Zoolas. To tho south,

they extend to lietwien the 27th and 28th parallel, when;

they border on the Koranna Hottentots, who inhabit the
northern bank of the Garien, the Griquas, or Bastard Hot-
tentots of Klaarwater, and tlie Bushesmen who roam along
(lie upper or eastern course of the Gariep. The limits of

the Betchouana to the N. and N.E. arc not known. Mst
of the rivers of the lictehouana country, as yet known,
such as the Moloppo, the Kuruman, &c., appear to be njllu-

ents of the Gariep river; but those of the Moorootzcc II >w
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towards the N.E., and they are supposed to be affluents of

King George's river that runs into Dalagoa Bay. The

country itself is a vast table-land stretching across the

middle of the continent, and the ridge of mountains above
mentioned divides the waters that run westward into the

Gariep from those which flow by the Mapoota and English
rivers into Dalagoa Bay. (See a letter from Captain Owen,
R.N., who surveyed the coast of Dalagoa Bay, quoted by
G. Thompson in his Travels and Adventures in Southern

Africa, Lond. 1827.) The Betchouana are Caffres, and

they resemble the southern Caffres, or the Amakosa and

Amatymba tribes, who border on the colony of the Cape.
They are copper coloured, and some are of a bronze hue,
but in general they are not so swarthy as the southern

Caffres
; they are well made, have not unpleasant features,

and are equally distinct in their appearance and habits from
the Hottentots as from the negro tribes. Like the other

Caffres, they practise circumcision, are polygamists, and
have no form of worship. The Betchouana or Sichuana

language, as it is called by some, seems to be spoken by all

their tribes, and although different from the Amakosa or

southern Caffre dialect, it appears to have considerable

affinity to it. (See G. Thompson.) The Dammara, who are
also a tribe of Caffres, are said to speak the Betchouana

language. Lichtenstein (1805), Burchell (1812), the Rev.
John Campbell (1813), and G. Thompson (1823), have

given vocabularies of the Betchouana language. Its sounds
are said to be full toned and soft, and without that unplea-
sant clattering of the Hottentot tongue.
The Betchouana tribe best known to us is that of the

Machappee, or, according to Thompson, Machlapee, whose
chief town, Lattakoo, or Letakoon, has been visited by the

travellers above mentioned since the beginning of the pre-
sent century. The country of the Machlapee lies north of

that of the Griquas, where is the well-known missionary
settlement of Klaarwater, north of the Great Orange river.

About seventy miles from Klaarwater, northward, is a range
of hills called Kamhanni. Having passed these, one enters

the country of the Betchouana. The old town of Lattakoo,
which was visited by Lichtenstein, Burchell, and Campbell,
lay in a plain about fifty miles to the north-east of these hills,

and in 24 40 E. long., and 27 10' S. lat. But afterwards

the people removed to a new site, five miles to the

N.E. of old Lattakoo, on the further or north bank of the

Lattakoo river. This is the Lattakoo visited by Thomp-
son in 1823. Lattakoo is said to contain 1500 houses, and
between 7000 and 8000 inhabitants. The houses are built

in clusters, irregularly grouped, each cluster being under
the authority of an elder or chief, subordinate to the king.
The houses are circular and divided into several apart-
ments ; the partition walls are made of sticks, neatly plas-

tered over with a composition of sandy clay and the fresh

manure of cattle-pounds, and grass cut into small pieces,

which appear to make a very tenacious kind of cement.

The roof is conical, and runs up to a point ;
it is made of

straw or reeds, and it projects over on every side, the eaves

being supported at the height of four or five feet from the

ground by posts made of the rough stems of trees, leaving
between them and the outer wall of the house a sort of ve-

randa. In the larger houses the roof covers a space of

ground of about twenty- six feet in diameter. The house is

situated in the middle of a much larger area or court, en-

closed all round by a strong circular fence, from five to seven

feet high, and two and a half feet thick at the bottom, gra-

dually diminishing in thickness to about one foot at the

top. This fence, which is made of straight twigs and

small branches carefully interwoven, forms a close and firm

defence. One doorway only, wide enough for a single

person, leads into the court, and is closed at night by a rude

wicker-door. A smaller house for servants and a horse-

room are often found within the enclosure, detached from

the family house. Much neatness and ingenuity are dis-

played in the building of these dwellings, which are kept

remarkably clean, as well as the streets or spaces between

the various houses. The task of building, enclosing, roof-

ing, &c., devolves chiefly upon the women. The houses of

the poor are made in the same form, only smaller ; some-

times they consist of only a conical roof resting on the floor,

witnout any opening for windows. All Betchouana towns

are built after the same manner. Mateebe, the king of the

Machlapee, some time previous to Thompson's visit, in

1823, had removed with one division of his tribe to the town

of Kuruman about thirty-five miles S.W. of Lattakoo, leaving

in the latter place a subordinate chief. Kuruman is stated
by Thompson to contain from 8000 to 10,000 inhabitants,
and is built in the same manner as Lattakoo. A mis-
sionary station was established at Kuruman when Thomp-
son visited it, and the missionaries were kindly treated by
Mateebe. The river Kuruman runs through the country
in a S.W. direction, and joins the Gariep ; but during the

greater part of the year it is almost dry, and its water loses
itself in the sands, like most of the streams in the Bet-
chouana country. In June, 1823, Lattakoo was invaded by
the Mantatees, a roving tribe, or rather collection of fugitives

coming from the eastward, who having been driven two
years before by Tchaka from their own country near the
banks of the Mapoota river, crossed the ridge of mountains
where the Gariep has its sources, and threw themselves

upon the Betchouana country. They took first a northern

direction, and attacked the Moorootzee, a numerous Bet-
chouana tribe, about 200 miles N.E. of Lattakoo, and sacked
and burnt their capital Kurrechane, in 25 30' S. lat., and
27 E. long. Kurrechane is said to have been a much
larger and more populous town than Lattakoo. The Man-
tatees after this attacked the Vankeetz, called also Nuaketsee
by Burchell and others, a powerful and warlike tribe, W. of
the Moorootzee, and whose capital Melita is placed about
25 10' S. lat, and 26 E. long. But Makabba, the king
of the Vankeetz, fell by surprise upon the Mantatees and
drove them away from his territory. They then turned
to the S.W., fell upon another Betchouana tribe called Ba
rolongs, who live near the banks of the^Mashow river. (See
the map which accompanies Thompson's Travels

;
and the

map of South Africa in John Arrowsmith's new Atlas,

London, 1835, which is the most distinct, and appears the
most accurate of any yet made of this country.)

After devastating the country of the Barolongs, the Man-
tatees fell upon their next neighbours the Machlapee, who
fled in terror from Lattakoo. Thompson was at Kuruman
at the time; he rode to Lattakoo and saw the host of the

Mantatees advance. After plundering Lattakoo, the in-

vaders were attacked by a small party of Griquas mounted
and armed with muskets, who, having come to the assist-

ance of their neighbours the Machlapee, fell upon the Man-
tatees, killed a great number of their best warriors, and so

terrified them by their fire-arms, that they retreated east-

ward again, after setting fire to Lattakoo. (See an in-

teresting account of this singular campaign in Thompson's
book.) In consequence of these events, the Betchouana
and Mateebe, and his tribe in particular, seem to have been

impressed with a higher sense of European superiority. To-
wards the end of 1 823, Mateebe sent his son Peclu, and
one of his subordinate chiefs, Teysho, who seems to have
been an intelligent old man, to Cape Town, in company
with Mr. Moffat, one of the missionaries from Kuruman.
The two Betchouana appear to have been much struck by
what they saw during their visit.

The Betchouana wear a covering round the middle, and

occasionally cloaks made of skins neatly sewn together.

They wear caps of the same materials. The women wear
several aprons one above the other, bracelets of copper and
beads. The Betchouana work copper and iron ; they make
spades, awls, bodkins, knives, spears, &c. The most skilful

smiths are said to be at Melita in the Vankeetz tribe : the
Lattakoo people are very inferior to them in handicraft.

The Moorootzee are also very skilful in several kinds of

handicraft. It would appear that arts, industry, and social

order, are found to increase progressively as we advance

north-eastward beyond the Machlapee country. (See W. D.

Cooley's Memoir in the Journal of the Geographical So-

ciety, vol. iii.) They get the iron and copper from some
distant tribes to the northward. They sow millet and

beans, and other vegetables. They also dry and preserve
several kinds of fruit ; but their cattle constitutes their chief

property.
The Betchouana seem to have remained for a long time

past stationary in their half-civilized condition. They have

an idea of a Supreme Being, hut seem to have no distinct

notion of his attributes ;
and they confound the principle

of good with the evil principle. They believe in sorcery
and wear amulets. With regard to their moral character,

Lichtenstein gave rather a favourable view of it: the

judgment? of Burchell, Campbell (First Journey, 1813),

sinil Thompson, are more severe. These last, however, re-

fer chiefly to the Machlapee or Letakoon people, who are

now known not to be the most favourable specimen of the
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Betchouana. The Vankeetz also appear to bear tho cha-
racter of being treacherous ; but Campbell, in his Second
Journey, 1 820, visited Kurrochane, tho capital of the Moor-
ootiec, whom be describes more favourably. With regard
to industry, the Moorootxee seem far superior to the more
southern and western tribes. They cultivate tobacco and
the sugar-cane ; they paint their houses ; they smelt and
alloy the copper, and make wire and chains of it; they
make wooden bowls, spoons, &c. ; and they build walls of

masonry. The Machlapee are orderly and decent in their
outward behaviour, but they are addicted to lying and
thieving, and their word cannot be depended upon. Mur-
der, although not a very common occurrence, does not ap-
pear to be looked upon as criminal. Their want of humanity
was exhibited after the defeat of the Mantatees, when they
butchered the women and children that tho invaders had
left behind. Before the action they showed a want of

courage, and bad it not been for the assistance of the

Griqiias, the Mantatees would have found no difficulty in

overrunning tho whole country. The Machlapee, upon
the whole, seem to be inferior in bravery, honesty, and
humanity to the southern Caffres, though superior to them
in ingenuity and industry. Their wonlen appear to be mo-
dest, mild, and domestic ; but they are treated harshly, and
are looked upon as inferior beings : most of the hard labour
at home and in the fields falls upon them. The men go
often out upon great hunting parties, and sometimes also in

marauding parties against their neighbours. There is,

however, no slave trade among the Betchouana. but the

prisoners they make are kept as domestic servants. Both
men and women rub their bodies with grease mixed up
with a red mineral powder, which gives their skin a shining
and glittering appearance.
Each tribe of the Betchouana is under the rule of an

hereditary king or chief, but his authority over the subordi-
nate chiefs seems to be rather loose. In cases of emer-
gency, such as the Mantatee invasion, they convene an
assembly of all the warriors, when speeches ore delivered
in succession by the chiefs: specimens of their oratory,
which is chiefly remarkable for its bombast, are to be
found in Thompson's account. These assemblies are called
Peetsho.

The greater part of the Betchouana country, most of
whose tribes are known to us only by name, lies east and
north-cast of the Machlapee or Lattakoo territory, and be-
tween that and the sea-coast The best

point
from which

to explore this unknown tract seems to be the coast of Dala-
go* Bay, from which the Moorootzee country lies about
250 miles distant west by north, not one-fourth of the djs-
tancc by land from Cape Town. The Vankeetz are next to
the Moorootzee to the westward. Tho intermediate space
between the Moorootzee and the mountains near the coast
is occupied by the Morremootzans, whose country consists

chiefly of plains. It is watered
by

the river Waritzi, which
flows northward, and is supposed to fall into the Moriqua,
the river of the Moorootzee. An expedition for the object
of exploring the country west of Dalagoa Bay has been sent
out lately from the Cape, but we have as yet (1835) no ac-
counts of its success. (See Report of the Council of the

Geographical Society for 1834.)

Beyond tho Moorootzee to the north-east are the Mak-
wccn, a numerous and powerful nation, whose name is

known to all the southern tribes, even to the Amakosa on
the frontiers of the Cape colony. It is from the Makween
that the other tribes obtain by exchange much of the copper
and iron which they afterwards manufacture, as well as the
beads which serve them as money, and which lost the Mak-
ween obtain from the Mahalcsely and the Mateebelay, two
other numerous tribes, who extend north-cast towards
Inhamban, and who trade with the Portuguese of tho coast
of Sofala. These two last tribes are described by the
loorootzco as being of a brown complexion, having long

hair, wearing clothes, and riding on elephants. They also
northward with Zumbo on the Zambese river. (See

Cooley's Memoir.)
I ! KT K L, the leaf of an intoxicating kind of pepper. [See

PIHHR ]

ni. [SceBKiT.] iBKTHAMA (B3aK/a), according to Simon (Onomas-
ticum, Novi Testumenli. 42), ,TJJ? TV2L,

'

tho house or tho

of lowliness,' so called from its low situation, which
various travellers have observed. Lightfoot, Roland, ami

BET
others, derive it from \)VT /V:i.

' the house or place of dates,

'from the Talraudic PUTIN, '

unripe date.' (Othon. Lex.
Rabb. 98.) Many names of places in the Holy Land aro

compounded with tho word /TH.
'

house,' an iii (ierniun,
Miihlhausen, Nordhausen, Schaffhau&en ; and iii I

names, such as Limchouse. Compare the German ' heim'
in Hoehheim, Manheim, Hildeshcim, corresponding to the

English
' ham' in Clapham, Egham, Tottenham : tho termi-

nation heim is equivalent to h<>mr.

Bethania was fifteen stadia south-east of Jerusalem, at
the foot of Mount Olivet On the site of Bethania there is

now a village inhabited by Arabs, where the house of Siiii<>n

the leper and the grave of Lazarus are shown. (Matt
17, xxvi. 6; Mark xi. 1, 11, 12; Luke xix. 29. xxiv. 50;
JohnxL; Pococke, Travels ; Richt. Wattfahrt. 35; Korle,
Reite, 129; Troilo, Reise, 373.)
The oldest MSS. read in John i. 28, Bethania, instead of

Bethabara. This Bethania was another place on the east
side of the Jordan. Possin (Spicil. Et'ang. 32) has ob-
served that the names Bethabara and Bethania have a Miml.ir

signification. Tho name Bethbaro, JTU JT2 (J'
vii. 24), seems to be contracted or shortened from n~Q>'
/V3, domus trantitus,

' the house of passing over;' to this

the meaning of the name Bethania or Bethany is nearly
allied, JTJN 7T3.

' 'he house of the ship,' i.e. the hoi.

the ferry-boat. (Pococke; Paulus, Comment, iv. 129 ; Pau-
lus, Sammlung, i. 287 ; Bolten, Comment, to John i. 28 ;

Kiihni'J. Comment, iii. 151 ;Lucke, Comment, to John i. '2X
;

Neues Kritisches Journ. iii. 383; Crome, Beitrage, i. 82,
&c. ; Winer, Realworterbuch.)
BETHESDA, Bij3ra (Eusebius writes BijJijSa) N1DH

/Vi house of charity, was the name of a tank or pool,
surrounded with five halls or porches near the sbee]
at Jerusalem. Tradition now points out this tank or pool
near the gate of St. Stephen, at the east side of the moun-
tain on which the temple stood, where there is an empty
tank 120 feet long, and 40 feet broad, walled round with
stones, but without water. Some have endeavoured to ac-
count for the healing power of the water contained in this
tank by its mineral properties ; others (as Theophylactus in
his Commentary, and Richter, de Balneo Animaii in J.ii\-

sertationibus Med. Gott. 1775, 4to. p. 107, &c.) by the

quantity of blood which ran into it from the sacrifices.

Richter says that the healing effect of this water, especially
in nervous disorders, could only lost while it was quite fresh.
This he mentions in reference to John v. 3, 4 : 'In these

porches lay a great number of impotent folk, of blind, halt,
withered, waiting for the moving of the water. For an
angel went down at a certain season into the pool and
troubled the water : whosoever then first after the troubling
of the water stepped in was made whole of whatsoever disease
he had.' Some have ascribed tho red colour of this water
to the ochre which it contained, others to the fresh blood of
the animals offered in sacrifices. Eusebius describes tho
water in the pool of Bethesda as remarkably rod (wapafoKuf
a-i^otvtffuvov.) (See Hottinger, de Piscina Rethesdar, Tigur,
1705. 4.; E. A. Schulze, In den Berlinischen rermisrhten

Abhandlungen and Urtheilen. II. Medirinisrh-hermmeu-

tifch-Untersuchungen, p. 146, &c.; Winer's Wvrtcrbuch;
Gesenii Lexicon.)

BETHLEHEM-JUDAH, Ephrath, or Ephratah, so
called to distinguish it from Bethlehem of Zebulon (Jos. xix.
1 5), stands on a rising ground about six miles south-cast of
Jerusalem. It never was a town of large size. The name

7 ./T3, Beth-lehetn, house of bread, indicates probably

the fertility of the soil. The Septuagint write Bij3Xp, and
Josephus Bij3Xr/i and Brj3X<</</i. The earlier name of Beth-
lehem was nmS)N, Ephrathah (Gen. xxxv. 16, 19; xlviii.

7.) : it was fortified by Rchoboam, who built cities for de-
fence in Judah, even Bethlehem, &c. (2 Chron. xi. 5, 6.)
Bethlehem was the birth-place of David, and also of Jesus
Christ The Emperor Hadrian is said to have instituted
rites here to Adonis, The pious Empress Helena built a
handsome church in the form of a cross, over the grotto in
which our Saviour is said to have been born, which remains
to this day. This church was much embellished by Con-
stant ine, and the interior adorned with mosaic work. The
ixxiy of tho church is supported by forty white marble
Corinthian columns in four rows: connected with the build-

ing are Latin, Greek, and Armenian convents. The rijflit
of guarding the sacred cradle (pointed out as a white mar/>l t
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trough placed in a grotto cut out of the rock) has, it ap-
pears, often changed hands from the Greeks to the Latins,
and is a source of much jealousy between the monks of
the two creeds, though both parties willingly join in its de-
fence when threatened by the Mohammedans. At the time
of Ali Bey s visit there were only about twenty monks in

the Latin convent. The whole building is enclosed by
walls of great strength with only one door, and has the

appearance of a fortress.

The population of Bethlehem is given by Ali Bey at 500
families

; Volney, about 1785, estimated 600 men capable of

bearing arms
; and Parsons reckons 1500 Catholics, 1000

Greeks, and a few Armenians and Turks. The village is

beautifully situated ; the country around is richly covered
with olives, vines, and fig-trees, and a small rivulet runs

through the valley. Browne mentions the remains of a
stone channel, which formerly conveyed the water from
Solomon's pools to Jerusalem.
There are shown the house of Simeon, the tomb of Ra-

chel, the wells for which David longed, the place of the

Nativity, the fountains of Solomon, the cave in which David
cut off Saul's skirt, the wilderness of St. John, and the
house where Joseph was warned to flee into Egypt from
the wrath of Herod, who committed the atrocious massacre
of all the young children of Bethlehem in his anxiety to de-

Btroy one who he feared would supplant him in his throne.
The village of the shepherds consists of a number of caves
still used as a retreat for cattle and shepherds at night.
The village retains the name of Beit-el-lahm. Pococke
mentions a singular method of baking with hot-stones

peculiar to this place. (Mariti's Hasselquist ; Pococke's,
Ali Bey's, Browne's, Volney's, Travels in Syria; Justin.

Tryph. c. 78; Hieron. Ep. 24, ad Marcell. ; Euseb. Dem.
_/>. vii. 4; Vit. Const, iii. 41

; Origen, Op. i. 567
; Epiph.

Haer. 51, &c. ; Phocas, c. 27; Protevangel. Jiic. c. 18, in

Fahricii Codex Apocryph. i. 105; Ernesti Opuscula Theo-

logica, 595, seq. ; Spanhem, De Pressepi Domini Nostri,
Berol. 1IJ95, 12mo.; Wernsdorf, De Bethleliemo ajiud

Hieronymitm, Viteb. 1769, 4to.
; Verpoorten, Fuse. Dis-

vrtutinnum, Coburg, 1739, 8vo. ; Abulfeda, Syr. 88;
Uelandi, Pal. 643, &e.)
BETHLEHEM. There are several small towns and

villages of this name in the United States. Among the
most important is the Moravian settlement in the county of

Northampton, State of Pennsylvania. It is pleasantly situ-

ated on the river Lehigh, a branch of the Delaware, fifty
miles N. by W. from Philadelphia. The buildings, which,
like all others within the valley, are of limestone, have the
uniform appearance, and are laid out with the regularity,

by which the settlements of the brethren are everywhere
distinguished. The inhabitants are all Moravians, and have
here a bishop ;

and as they are mostly of German extrac-

tion, the German language is more in use than the English.
English, however, is taught in the schools, and the reli-

gious services are performed in both languages. Besides
the church, there are three large public buildings in the

place ; namely, the house for single brethren, that for single
sisters, and that for such widows as are unprovided with a
house of their own. Connected with the houses of the single
brethren and sisters respectively, are academies for boys
and girls under the immediate care of competent teachers,
and under the general superintendence of the minister of

the place, and the elders and wardens of the fraternity. In
the boys' school instruction is given in the Latin, English,
and German languages, and in arithmetic, music, draw-

ing, &c.
;
the girls are taught the usual branches of know-

ledge, with the English and German languages, history,

geography, music, and every thing that is usually taught
in a female boarding-school, with the exception of dancing.
These schools, particularly that for girls, have acquired a

very high repute ; and as they do not offer their advantages
exclusively to Moravians, persons of different religious per-
suasions resident in Philadelphia, New York, and other
towns in the neighbouring states, often send their children
to Bethlehem for education. (Morse's American Geogra-
phy : Lieut. Francis Hall's Travels in Canada and the
United States, &c.)

BETHPHAGE, NJ3 Jta (pronounced Bethfagge),

home of figs, is a village two miles from Jerusalem, on
the Mount of Olives, whence Christ obtained the ass on
which he rode into Jerusalem

; a custom which was and
perhaps is kept up at present by the Latin monks of Jeru-

salem who attend to the city their superior, clothed in his
official habits and mounted on an ass, strewing palm-leaves
and their garments before him. (Pococke, See.)

According to Rauwolf (p. 439) there were in his time
U.D. 1574) fig-trees at Bethphage. According to Origenes
ad Malthaoum, Bethphage was a place of the priests, or a
sort of ecclesiastical community. (See Huet in Origenis
Opera, iii. p. 743.)

BETHUNE, a town in France in the department of Pus
de Calais. It is on the little river Lawe or Lave (otherwise.
Brette or Bietre), a feeder of the Lys ; 116 miles N. by E.
of Paris in a straight line; or 125 miles by the road through
Peronne and Arras; in 50 31' N. lat. and 2 38' E. long
from Greenwich.

This town is not of very remote antiquity, having been
scarcely known before the beginning of the eleventh cen-

tury. At that period it was a lordship, the lords of which
bore also the title of Avoues de Saint- R'ast d'Arras; and
it continued in the same family till the middle of the
thirteenth century, when it came by marriage into the
hands first of the counts of Flanders, and afterwards of the
duke of Burgundy, Philippe le Hardi (Philip the Brave) son
of Jean (John) II. king of France. This duke exchanged it

for another possession with the count ofNamur, but Philippe
le Bon (Philip the Good) duke of Burgundy, grandson of

Philippe le Hardi, acquired it again by purchase. The
lordship was united to the county of Artois by Charles son
of Philippe le Bon, and with that county fell by conquest
into the hands of Louis XL of France, and afterwards by
treaty came to the House of Austria, th Spanish branch of
which inherited it. In 1645, in the reign of Louis XIV.,
Bethune was taken by the French, under Gaston duke
of Orleans, the king's uncle, and with the rest of Ar-
tois was ceded to them by the treaty of the Pyrenees in

1659. In 1710 it was taken by the allies under the duke
of Marlborough and Prince Eugene, but restored to

France at the peace of Utrecht. Previous to its last cap-
ture the fortifications of Bethune had been augmented
and strengthened by Vauban. (Expilly, Dictionnaire des

Gaules.)
The town is of a form nearly triangular, the castle, a very

irregular structure, occupying one of the angles. We have
no account of the present state or appearance of the town;
Expilly, in the middle of the last century, describes it as ill

built and ill paved; b'ut the place or public square is large,

regular, and handsome. Before the Revolution there were
several religious houses, a collegiate church, and two parish
churches. The religious houses were of Capuchins an^
Recollets ;

an establishment of the Jesuits, who had a

college under their direction
;
and four nunneries, viz. two

of Franciscans, one of Annunciate nuns, and one of ' Les
Filles de la Paix.' There were also an hospital, and an
endowed school for poor girls.
The trade of Bethune is benefited by the navigation of

the river Lawe, which navigation commences here and con-
tinues till the junction of the Lawe with the Lys. There
are tan-yards, breweries, flour and oil mills ; earthenware
is also made, and the cheese of the district is in high
repute. Linen cloth is also a very considerable article of
trade. The population in 1832 amounted to 6889. It

has rather diminished within the last thirty years.
Bethune is the capital of an arrondissement which con-

tains 346 square miles or 221,440 acres, and is divided into

8 cantons and 144 communes : population of the arrondisse-

ment in 1832, 131,849.
BETHY'LUS (Zoology), a genus formed by Cuvier, and

placed by him under his second order of birds (Les Passe-

reaux), in the first tribe (Dentirostres), and in the first

family (Laniadee). He says that there is but one species
known (Lanius Leverianus of Shaw, Lanius picatus of

Latham), and that the great shrike (Lanius corvinus of

Shaw) approaches it, though L. corvinus has the bill more

compressed.
Vieillot has changed the generic name to Cissopis, and

Illiger makes it a Tangara.
The genus is thus characterized by Vieillot

;
bill short,

robust, swollen, a little compressed towards the end ; upper
mandible notched and curved at the point ; gape ciliated ;

the third and fourth quills longest ; outer toes united at

their base.

Le Vaillant has figured this bird (pi. 60) under the name
of Pie Pie-greiche. White and black are the only colours

of its plumage, distributed like those of the magpie, which.

NO. 248. [THE PENNY CYCLOPAEDIA.] VOL. IV.-2 Y
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it U wid to resemble in miniature in Guiana and Brazil,

where it is a native.

HKTHY'LL'S, in entomology, a genus of hymenopterous
insect* of the family Proctotrupidas : iu principal distinctive

characters are, antenna) geniculated, thirteen jointed in both

sexes ; the head is depressed and the prolhorax very elon-

gate and almost triangular. The wings have only one

urge marginal cell, not closed ;
abdomen conical, legs short,

femora thick.

These little four-winged flics, which are remarkable for

their large depressed heads, are not very unlike ante in

their appearance, and are found in (lowers and sometimes
on the leaves of shrubs, to which they resort in search of

small caterpillars, which they store up in cells to nourish

their future progeny. The principal haunts of these in-

sects are dry, sandy situations.

Mr. Haliday has given an interesting account of a spe-
cies of this genus in the seventh number of the Entomo-

logical Magazine.
BETLIS. [See BBDLIS.]
BETCXNICA, or BETONY, a suppressed genus of her-

baceous plants, belonging to the natural order Labiates.

[See STACHYS.]
BETROTHMENT. We sometimes hear of parties being

betrothed to each other, which means that each has pledged
his or her troth or truth to the other, to enter at some con-

venient time, fixed or undetermined, into the state of matri-

mony. It now has seldom any other meaning than that

the parties have engaged themselves privately, sometimes,

though it is presumed very rarely, in the presence of one or

more friends who might, if necessity of doing so arose, bear

testimony to such an engagement having been entered into.

Kven the rustic ceremonies which heretofore were in use to

(ive some kind of formality to such contracts seem almost

to have fallen into entire disuse. In anticnt times, however,
there were engagements of this kind of a very formal nature,
and they were not thought unworthy the notice of the great

legislators of antiquity. In the laws of Moses there are

certain provisions respecting the state of the virgin who is

betrothed. In the Roman law, the '

sponsalia,' or betroth-

ment, is defined to be a '

promise of a future marriage.' It

could take place after the parties were seven years of age.
There was no fixed time alter betrothment at which mar-

riage necessarily followed, but it might for various reasons

be deferred for several years. The spongalia might be made
without the two parties being present at the ceremony.
(See Digett. xxiii. tit. i.)

The canonists speak of betrothing and of marrying, de-

scribing the former as being sponsalia, or espousals, with the

terba de futuro, the latter with the verba de praaenti. In

England, there is no doubt that formal engagements of this

kind were usual down to the time of the Reformation. One
class of the documents which have descended in families

who have been careful in the preservation of their antient

evidences, are marriage-contracts, which are generally be-
tween parents, and set out with stating that a marriage shall

be solemnized between certain parties when they attain to a

certain age, or at some distant period, as after six months or

a year; and amongst the terms of the contract it is not un-
ijsiiiil to find stipulations respecting the apparel of the future

bride, and the cost of the entertainment which is to be

provided on the occasion. When these contracts were
entered into by the parents, there is reason to believe

that the younger parties solemnly plighted their troth to

each other.

The late Mr. Francis Douce, who was very learned in all

matters relating to the popular customs of our own and other

int urns, describes the ceremony of betrothment (Illustra-
tion* of Shahrjifare and of Antient Manners, vol.i. p. 108)
a having consisted in

' the interchangement of rings the
the joining of hands; to which is to be added the

testimony of witnesses.' In France, where the ceremony is

known by the name ofJianpiillet, the presence of the cure,
or of a priest commissioned by him, was essential to the

completeness of the contract In England, such contracts

were brought under the cognizance of the ecclesiastical law.
taints are made by a writer about the time of the Re-

formation, riled in Ellis's edition of Brand's Popular Anli-

ijnitift, that certain superstitious ceremonies had l>ecome
connected with these engagements ; but Mr. Douce was un-
able to find in any of the antient rituals of the church any
prescribed form in which this kind of espousals were to be
celebrated. The church, however, undertook to punish the

violation of the contract. Whoever, after betrothment, re-

fused to proceed to matrimony, in facie ecclesiee, was liable

to excommunication till relieved by public penance. This
was taken away by act 26 ( .

i, and the aggrieved

party
was left to seek his remedy by an action at common

law for breach of promise of marriage. The church also

declared that no kind of matrimonial engagement could be
entered into by infants under seven years of age; and that

from seven to twelve, and in the case of males to fourteen,

they might betroth themselves, but not be contracted in

matrimony. Further, if any betrothment at all took place,
it was to be done openly, and this the priests were instructed

to urge upon the people as of importance.

Bishop Sparrow (Rationale on the Common Prayer, p. 203)

regards the marriage service of the Church of England as

containing in it both the verba de futuro and the rerba de

prtesenti,OT as being in fact both a betrothment and a mar-

riage. The first he finds in the questions,
'
If 'ill them take,'

&c., and the answers,
'
I will,' attributing to the word in//.

perhaps erroneously, the sense of intention rather than of

rftolution. The words of contract which follow are the

verba de preesenti.
The northern nations, including the English and the

Scotch, called this ceremony by the expressive term, hand-

fasting, or hand-fastning. In Germany the parties are

called respectively
'
bride' and '

bridegroom,'
' braut' and

'

briiutigam,' from the time of the betrothment (verlobung)
until the marriage, when these designations cease.

BETTE RTON, THOMAS. This celebrated actor was
born in August, 1635, in Tothill -street, Westminster, his

father being at that time under-cook to King Charles I.

Evincing early a lave of literature, it was originally the in-

tention of his parents to educate him for one of the liberal

professions, but the breaking out of the civil wars frustrating
this design, the boy was at his own request apprenticed to a
bookseller named Rhodes; at the sign of the Bible, Charing
Cross. In 1659 Rhodes, who had been wardrobe-keeper at

the theatre in Blackl'riars before the troubles, obtained a

license for a company of players to act at the Cock-pit in

Drury-lane, and here young Betterton commenced his

career as an actor at the age of twenty-four, performing
with the greatest success in several of Beaumont and
Fletcher's plays, then most in fashion.

In 1662 he was engaged by Sir William Davenant, and

appeared on the opening of the theatre in Lincoln's Inn
Fields in Sir William's new play the '

Siege of Rhodes.
His performance of Hamlet about this time is said by Downs
to have raised his reputation to the highest pitch. II'

be said to have received traditionally, thronuh Sir William

Davenant, the instructions of Shakspeare himself for the

representation of this character, t'lhher, Addison, and the

author of 'A Lick at the Laureat,' all concur in their admi-

ration of him in this part. The last particularizes the scene

with the ghost, in which he says Betterton's countenance,

naturally ruddy and sanguine, would turn, with the violent

emotions of amazement and horror, 'as pale as his neck-

cloth.' He became so much in favour with Charles II.

that Cibber asserts he went over to Paris at his Majesty's
especial command to study the French stage, and introduce

from it whatever he thought would improve our own, and
that it is to him wo are indebted for moving scenery, al-

though some writers ascribe its introduction to Sir William
Davenant.

In 1670 he married an actress of the name of Saunderson,
a most amiable woman, who ranked as high among the

fi'iiiale, as her husband among the male performers. HIT

Lady Macbeth was considered one of the most admirable

representations on the stage. So great was l 'lc estimation

in which they were both held, that in 1675, on the perform-
ance of Crowne's pastoral, called '

Calisto, or the Chaste

Nymph,' by the Princesses Mary and Anne, the Unke of

Monmouth and other persons of distinction, Mr. and Mrs.

Betterton were employed to instruct the royal and noble

amateurs during the rehearsals.

In 1692 Bclterton had the misfortune to lose all his little

savings (which, though his salary is said never to have ex-
i !/. per week, hail amounted to 2000/.) in a com-

mercial speculation. The influence of the Karl of Doi>ei
obtained liir him shortly afterwards the rojal license fora
nrw theatre, which he was speedily enabled, !>j the voluntary
MiliM-nptions of many persons of quality, to erect within
tin- walls of the Tennis Court, Lincoln's Inn Fields. II,

opened it, April 30th, 1 695, with Congrcvo's comedy of
' Love
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for Love,' which was very successful, but after a few years,
the profits arising from the theatre proving very insignifi-

cant, and Mr. Betterton growing very infirm and suffering

continually from the gout, he retired at once from manage-
ment and the stage. The narrowness of his circumstances

being known to the public, it was determined to give him a

benefit, and on Thursday the 6th of April, 1709 (see The
Tatler, No. I.), the comedy of ' Love for Love

'

was performed
for that purpose, Betterton himself, though nearly seventy-
four, sustaining the youthful part of Valentine. The cele-

brated performers Mr. Dogget, Mrs. Barry and Mrs. Brace-

girdle, who had quitted the stage some time previously,
acted for him on this occasion. Congreve wrote a prologue,
and Rowe an epilogue (printed in his works), which latter

was spoken by Mrs. Barry, who, witli Mrs. Bracegirdle, sup-
ported

' Old Thomas,' as Betterton is called in it, while ap-
plauses were showered upon him by an audience almost as

numerous behind, as it was before the curtain. The profits
of the night are said to have amounted to 5001. In Sep-
tember, Betterton appeared again in Hamlet, a particular
notice of which performance is given in the 'Tatler,' No. 71;
and Mr. Owen M'Swinny, then manager of the Opera
House in the Haymarket, prevailed on him to perform oc-

casionally during the following winter. On Thursday, the
13th of April, 1710, he took another benefit, an invitation

to which was kindly published in the 'Tatler' of Tuesday
the lltb. No. 157. On this occasion he enacted his cele-

brated part of Me'.antius in the 'Maid's Tragedy.' The event,

however, proved fatal, for having been suddenly attacked

by the gout, in order to prevent disappointment he made
use of some outward applications, which reduced the swelling
and enabled him to walk on the stage with one foot in a

Upper ; but the violence of the remedy drove the distemper
into his head, which a few days afterwards terminated his

existence in the seventy-fifth year of his age. He was buried
on Tuesday, May 2nd, 1710, in the cloisters of Westminster,
with much ceremony, according to the ' Tatler

'

for Thurs-

day, May 4th, No. 167.
' Such an actor as Mr. Betterton,'

says the essayist, 'ought to be recorded with the same re-

spect as Roscius among the Romans.' Gibber says,
' He

was an actor as Shakspeare was an author, both without

competitors, formed for the mutual assistance and illustra-

tion of each other's genius.' As a man he is said to have
been modest, polite, generous, benevolent, of a cheerful

temper, with a pious reliance upon the dispensations of Pro-
vidence. Dryden mentions his judgment honourably in his

preface to
' Don Sebastian,' and Rowe acknowledges his

obligations to him in his ' Life of Shakspeare,' Betterton

having made a journey into Warwickshire expressly to ob-

tain information. Pope admired him exceedingly, and

painted his portrait in oil, which is said to be still preserved
at the Earl of Mansfield's, Caen Wood. The following mi-

nute and curious description of his person towards the close

of his life, is given by Anthony Aston, in a pamphlet, en-

titled
' A brief Supplement to Colley Cibber, Esq., his

Lives of the late famous Actors and Actresses,' 8vo. :

' Mr. Betterton, although a superlative good actor, laboured

under an ill figure, being clumsily made, having a great
head, a short thick neck, stooped in the shoulders, and had
fat short arms, which he rarely lifted higher than his sto-

mach. His left hand frequently lodged in his breast, be-

tween his coat and waistcoat, while with his right he pre-

pared his speech ; his actions were few but just ; he had

little eyes and a broad face, a little pock-fretten, a corpulent

body, and thick legs with large feet ; he was better to meet
than to follow, for his aspect was serious, venerable, and

majestic, in his latter time a little paralytic ; his voice was
low and grumbling, yet he could tune it by an artful climax,

which enforced universal attention, even from the fops and

orange-girls ;
he was incapable of dancing, even in a coun-

try-danee, as was Mrs. Barry, but their good qualities were

more than equal to their deficiencies.'

Mr. Betterton wrote and altered several dramatic pieces

(see Biografih. Dram.), but none of them have kept posses-
sion of the stage. Queen Anne settled a pension upon his

widow, who survived him only a year and a hall : grief for

the loss of her husband deprived her of reason.

(Colley Cibber's Lives and Apology ; Companion to the

Play-hoofe ; Bios;raph. Dram. ; Sir Richard Steele and
Adilison in The Tatler ; Gait's Lives cf the Actors, $c.)
BKTTINELLI, SAVEIIIO, was born at Mantua in

1 7 1 , and studied at Bologna, where he entered the order

of the Jesuits in 1 736. He was afterwards sent to Brescia,

and there became acquainted with Mazzuehelli, Duranti,
Cardinal Quirini, and other learned men, whose conversation

encouraged him in his literary pursuits. In 1744 he re-
turned to Bologna, where he frequented the society of

Manfredi, Zanotti, Ghedini, and other distinguished men of
that city. In 1748 he was sent to Venice, where he became
likewise intimate with the literary men of that place, who
used to assemble frequently in his cell. Bettinelli wrote
a little poem in remembrance of them, which he styled
' Parnaso Veneto.' In 1751 he was sent to Parma, as di-

rector of the studies in the college of the nobility in that

city. He there conceived the idea of his principal work, on
the revival of literature in Italy in the eleventh century,
which, however, he did not complete for many years after.

In 1755 he travelled through part of Germany to Strasburg
and Nancy, as tutor to the two sons of Prince Hohenlohe.
Towards the end of 1757 he accompanied the princess of
Parma to Paris ;

he afterwards visited Normandy, and then
went to the court of King Stanislaus at Nancy, who was a

patron of literary men, and who charged Bettinelli with a
commission for Voltaire, relative to half a million of francs
which Voltaire intended to employ in Lorraine. Voltaire
was then living at the Delices, a country-seat near Geneva,
from whence he soon after removed to Ferney. He received
Bettinelli with great kindness, and afterwards occasionally
corresponded with him. One of Voltaire's letters to Beiti-

nelli, dated March, 1 760, which is characteristic of the writer,
was published for the first time in Ugoni's biography of
Bettinelli, In this letter Voltaire flatters Bettinelli, pro-
fesses his respect for the Jesuits, speaks highly of England,
abuses in coarse terms the clergy of Geneva, praises the

king of Prussia, pities the fallen state of France, and all

this in bis usual jocular, satirical, rambling style, sneering
at, and displaying bis wit upon, every subject, however
serious.

Bettinelli returned to Parma in 1759. In the same year
lie went to Verona, where he remained till 1767, spending a

great part of his time in a pleasant country-house belonging
to the Jesuits near Verona. He there wrote his '

Risorgi-
mento d'ltalia negli Studj, nelle Arti e nei Costumi dopo il

Mille,' which he published in 1773, just after the sup-
pression of the order of Jesuits. On his return to his na-
tive Mantua, he published, in 1780, an edition of his va-

rious works in eight vols. 8vo. In 1796 the French inva-

sion drove Bettinelli away from Mantua, and he took

refuge at Verona, where he became acquainted with Ippolito
Pindemonte. Bettinelli returned to Mantua after that place
had surrendered to the French, and resumed his literary

occupations, notwithstanding his advanced age of fourscore.

Bonaparte made Bettinelli a knight of the Iron Crown, and
a member of the National Institute. Bettinelli died at Man-
tua in September, 1 808, being past ninety years of age. His
life is chiefly remarkable on account of his having been
intimate with several successive generations of learned men,
and his forming a connecting Imk between the Italian lite-

rature of the eighteenth century and that of the nineteenth.

Bettinelli's
'

Risorgimento
'

is the only work by which
his literary reputation is now sustained. The subject is

very interesting, and he was the first to treat it in a me-
thodical and attractive manner. His plan is well distributed,
and the spirit of his remarks is generally liberal. He be-

gins by giving a sketch of the low state to which science

and literature had fallen during the ninth and tenth cen-

turies, which form the darkest period in the history of Italy.
He then traces the dawn of their revival during the eleventh

and twelfth centuries, and he passes in review the men who
cultivated various branches of learning, especially theology
and jurisprudence, most of whom are now forgotten. In
the thirteenth century the earliest writers in the Italian lan-

guage make their appearance, and early in the following

century we find that language emerging at once into all the

vigour and refinement of full maturity. Bettinelli investi-

gates with much erudition this singularly rapid progress of

the language of Italy. He then follows the brilliant course

of Italian literature and science through the fourteenth cen-

tury, thus leading the reader through the first period of

modern learning and carrying him towards the age of the

Medici, which constitutes a second and distinct epoch. In

the second part of his work he treats of the fine arts, of the

progress of industry, of commerce, of wealth, and of manners

and habits during the same period. Bettinelli made a good

use of the immense stores relating to the orudition of the

middle ages, which Muratori hat laboriously collected in his
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The Risorgiracnto
' was reprinted at Milan in

.Is. 12mo. 1819-20. Among BeUinelli's other works

ty mention '

L'Entusiasmo,' which is a treatise on the

nature and character of enthusiasm, especially with respect
1 1 the fine arti :

'
Ixrtlcre Yirgiliano,' in which the author

shows a great deficiency of taste and critical judgment, ac-

companied by much flippancy and dogmatism, especially
v, here he speaks of Dante in contemptuous terms. Gaspare
Gozzi replied to Bettinelli in his * Difesa di Dante.' Betti-

ni-lli. however, persisted in his judgment, which he repeated
v.licn eighty-two years of age in his

' Disscrtazionc Acade-
mica iopra Dante,' in which, among other things, ho elevates

Bembo and Delia Casa above Dante in poetical merit In

consequence of this strange perversity of taste bordering on

barbarism, the wits of Verona nicknamed the Rev. Father

Bettinelli,
' Father Totila.' One of Bettinelli's latest works

is,
' Dellc Lettcre e delle Arti Mantovane,' a book which con-

tains much local and municipal erudition concerning Mantua.
He wrote also a vast quantity of verses of little or no merit.

He left two poems in MS., one,
'

L'Europa punita o il Secolo

XVIII.,' in twelve cantos, and the 'Bonaparte in Italia,' in

four cantos. In the latter he extols Bonaparte, whom he

had reviled in the former. In this he followed the example
of other literary men of his age, but he has been luckier

than they, inasmuch as both his poems have remained in-

edited. They exist in MS. in the library of Mantua. (Ugoni,
Delta Letteratura Ilaliana.)

BETULA, or the birch, a genus of hardy trees or shrubs,
some of the former of which are among the most useful

plants of northern latitudes. It gives its name to the

natural order Betulinece, of which it is the principal genus ;

and is characterized by its flowers growing in catkins, the

scales of which are thin and three lobed, and by the scales

subtending three flat fruits, each furnished with two styles,

and expanded into a thin wing on either side ; these fruits

are what are vulgarly called birch seeds. The species are,

with one exception, found beyond the tropic in the northern

hemisphere ; the species of the southern hemisphere is a
little evergreen plant called B. antarctica, of which little is

recorded except that it inhabits Tierra del Fuego.
As birches are of considerable importance in cold climates,

we shall briefly notice all the more remarkable species,
which may be conveniently disposed according to their pre-

vailing geographical distribution.

* EUROPEAN BIRCHES.

1. Betula Alba, the common birch ; branches erect, when
young covered with a short close down, never smooth, anc

warted : leaves with a somewhat rhomboidal form, ovate

generally doubly serrated, with downy footstalks, acute, bu
not tapering to the point : catkins pendulous. A native o

Europe from the most northern to the most southern coun
tries, in the latter, however, not appearing except on moun
tains at a considerable elevation

;
on .(Etna it does not occu

below 4762 feet above the sea, according to Philippi. It is

also found eastward in Asia, as far at least as the Alta
Mountains. Although this species is not much valued fo
its timber, it is extremely useful for many other purposes
lt.:-sia skins are said to be tanned with the empyreumatic
oil of its bark, from which the peculiar odour of such loathe
is derived. Cordage is obtained from it by the Laplanders
who also prepare a red dye from it

; the young shoots servi

to nourish their cattle, and vinegar is obtained from th

fermented sap. The inhabitants of Finland use the leave
for tea, and both in Lapland and Greenland strips of the

young and tender bark are used as food. From the timbe
aro manufactured hoops, yokes for cattle, bowls, wooden
spoons, and other articles in which lightness without mucl
durability is sufficient

; baskets and hurdles are often made
of part of its shoots ; and from its rising sap, extracted b
meant of openings cut into its alburnum in the spring, am
fermented, a kind of wine is obtained which is of an agreeabl
quality, but will not keep. During the siege of Hamburg
by the Russians in 1814, almost all the birch trees of the

neighbourhood were destroyed by the Bashkirs and othe
barbarian soldiers in the Russian sen-ice, by being tapped
for their juice.
The birch naturally grows in poor, sandy soil, on which i

thrives fully a well as in that of a more fertile kind. It i
'

to attain sometime* the height of seventy feet, with
'

"f two feet
; in England it does not acquire nucl

considerable dimensions ;
as it approaches both iu nortlun

and southern limits it gradually decreases in size, conform

[Hetula alb*.)

1. The iniiile of a barren cnlc, with the anlhrra attached. 9. Iniide of a

fertile cale. with the ovnrici attached. 3. An ovary cut through perpenilicu-

Inrly. 4. Iniiile of a scale, with three ripe fruit* 5. A ri)K' fruit of the

natural i.:c. 6. The tamo magiiitii.il. 7. A trantverte ; and 8. A perpcu-
dicular si-ction of the same. !>. A rip seed. 10. An embryo.

ably to the laws which regulate vegetable development. Its

bark is said to be very durable.

2. Betula pendula, the weeping birch ; branches droop-

ing, when young perfectly smooth, and marked with little

pearly specks ; leaves with a somewhat rhomboidal form,

ovate, either doubly or singly serrated, acute, but not taper-

ing to the point, 'sometimes slightly hairy ; catkins pen-
dulous. Very common in different parts of Europe, along
with the last, in the properties of which it appears to

participate, and with which it is often improperly con-

founded. It differs from the common birch not only in its

weeping habit, but also in its young shoots being quite

smooth, bright chestnut brown when ripe, and then covered

with little white warts. The Betula pontica of the nurseries

is a slight variety, with a few strangling hairs on the leaves

and leafstalks, and a less drooping habit.

3. Betula pubescent, the downy birch ;
branches erect,

covered all over with very close down ; leaves heart-shaped,
ovate, taper-pointed, doubly and sharply serrated, very

downy. A smaller species than the first, found in the bogs
of Germany ;

a variety of it is called Betula urlicifoiia in

gardens.
4. Betula nana, the dwarf birch ; leaves orbicular, cre-

nated, with strongly marked veins on the under side ; cat-

kins upright. A small bush, found in Lapland and the

mountainous parts of other northern countries ;
it even

stretches across the whole continent of Asia as far as Una-
laschka. To the people of the sout h this plant has no value,

but to the Laplanders it affords a large part of their furl ;

and its winged fruits are reported to be the favourite food of

the ptarmigan. The place of this is occupied in America

by a species called Betula glandulosa.

* * ASIATIC BIRCHES.

5. Betula Bhnjpatlra, Indian paper birch
;
leaves oblong,

acute, with nearly simple serratures, somewhat heart-

shaped at the base : their stalks, veins, and twigs hairy ;

ripe catkins, erect, cylindrical, oblong ;
bracts smooth, woody,

two-parted, blunt, much longer than the fruit, which has

narrow wings. A tree found on the Alps of Gurwal and
Kumaon, where it was discovered by Dr. Wallich, who in-

forms us that its thin delicate bark furnishes the masses of
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flexible laminated matter, of which great quantities arc

brought down into the plains of India for lining the tubes of

hookahs. The Sanscrit name of the substance is boorja, a

word which Mr. Graves Haughton considers the root of birch,

and one of many proofs that the Saxon part of the English
language is descended from the Sanscrit. (Wall. Plant. As.

Rar. vol. ii. p. 7.) The bark of this species is of a pale cin-

namon colour. It is nearly allied to B. papyracea. It would
be a beautiful tree in this country if it could be introduced,
as also would all the following Indian species.

6. Bctula acuminata, tapering-leaved birch ; leaves ovate,

lanceolate, somewhat simply serrated, taper-pointed, smooth,
dotted beneath, leafstalks and twigs quite smooth

; ripe
catkins, very long, pendulous, cylindrical, crowded ; their

rachis and the bracts, which are auricled at the base, downy.
Found on many of the mountains of Nepaul, and in the great

valley of that country, following the course of rivers. It

forms a very large and noble tree, from fifty to sixty feet

high, covered with branches from its very base. The wood
is stated by Dr. Wallich to be greatly esteemed by the

inhabitants, who employ it for all sorts of purposes where

strength and durability are required.
7. Betula nitida, shining birch ; leaves oblong, taper-

pointed; with fine double serratures, the twigs and leafstalks

hairy : ripe catkins, pendulous, cylindrical, crowded
;
bracts

three-lobed, hairy, with the lengthened middle lobe longer
than the fruit. A tree found in Kumaon.

8. Betula cylindrostachya,' cylindrical spiked birch
;

leaves oblong, taper-pointed, heart-shaped, with fine double
gerratures ; twigs, leafstalks, and veins downy ; ripe catkins

pendulous, very long, cylindrical ; fruit deeply two-lobed
;

bracts linear-lanceolate, blunt, membranous, with two teeth

at the base, fringed with hairs. A tree found in Kumaon.
* * * AMERICAN BIRCHES.

9. Betula populifolia, the poplar-leaved or white Ame-
rican birch

;
catkins pendulous ;

branches perfectly hairless,

drooping, very much covered with resinous warts; leaves

triangular, taper-pointed, doubly-toothed, on long weak
stalks. This species is more an object of ornament than of

utility. It rarely grows more than twenty or twenty- five

feet high, except in very rich soils, when it is said to become
somewhat taller. It is a native of the northern parts of

North America, from the lower parts of New York, New
Jersey, and Pennsylvania, to Canada. Michaux says that

its bark cannot be divided into thin plates like that of the

paper birch or common European species. It is very like

the European B. pendula, from which the characters we
have assigned it are sufficient to distinguish it. There are

gome varieties of it in the nurseries, varying in the size of

the leaves, and in the depth of their indentations, but they
are not of any importance.

10. Betula nigra, the red birch (B. rubra, Mich. B.

lanulosa, A. Mich.) ;
branches covered closely with a short

thick down, which they do not lose till the second year ;

leaves angularly rhomboidal, very deeply doubly serrated,

acute, with the axils and veins of the underside of the leaf

downy ; stipules narrow-ovate, membranous, smooth, soon

dropping off. A native of the borders of rivers, where it

grows associated with planes, maples, and willows, in the

southern provinces of the United States, delighting as much
in heat, according to Michaux, as many other species do in

cold, and therefore the best adapted for planting in the

southern parts of Europe. It is a handsome species, growing
as much as seventy feet high, and from two to three feet

thick, and is remarkable for its bark not being white and

shining, but brown, dotted with white, and slightly wrinkled.

The limbs of the tree are large, and the branches terminate

in long flexible pendulous twigs ;
cask hoops are manufac-

tured from its shoots when about an inch in diameter ;
and

all the brooms used in the streets of Philadelphia, which
are far better than thc-~e of Europe, are prepared from its

tough and elastic twigs. No species can be better marked
than this, which appears, however, rarely to have found a

place in collections. Its leaves are nearly as large as those

of the canoe-birch, and remarkably angular. The stipules
are unusually large, and more resemble those of a plane
than a birch. The Messrs. Loddiges of Hackney were the

first importers of this fine but little known species. In this

country it i* generally called tt. angulafa.
11. Betula cxcelia., the yellow birch (5. lutea, Mich.) ;

catkins erect, short, thick, nearly sessile ; branches exceed-

ingly downy when young ;
leaves rhomboidal, acute without

any tapering, finely and regularly serrated, or nearly entire; on
very downy stalks ; stipules large and membranous. Found
chielly in the coldest parts of North America along with
the paper birch ; south of the Hudson river it becomes rare.
Michaux states that it is principally in good alluvial soil ;

that it thrives in company with black and hemlock spruces
and ashes

;
its greatest height is from sixty to seventy feet,

with a diameter of something more than two feet. It is

said to be a handsome tree with a straight trunk, often
clear of branches as far as thirty or forty feet from the

ground. It is remarkable for the bright golden yellow of

its bark, which shines as if it had been varnished. Its wood
is something like that of the soft birch, but is not so good
nor so dark coloured. It may be readily known by its

leaves being particularly downy when young, and although
they eventually become smooth, their stalks never lose the

downy character. It is most like B. nigra, from which its

thicker and more hairy catkins, and simply serrated leaves

distinguish it, independently of other characters.

12. Betula papyracea, the paper or canoe birch ; catkins

thick, pendulous, on long stalks
;
branches generally more

or less downy when young, sometimes hairy ;
leaves ovate,

occasionally heart-shaped, regularly or irregularly serrated,
smooth or downy. This, the most valuable of all the species
of birch, is a native of North America, where it grows in

great quantities, not extending beyond 73 to the north nor
43 to the south, according to Michaux. The slopes of

hills and valleys, where the soil is of good quality, are said

to be its favourite stations : in such places it often acquires
the height of seventy feet.

Its wood is sometimes used in North America for cabinet
makers' work ; but it is not of much value for exposure to

weather, as it soon decays ifsubjected alternately to damp and

dryness. Its bark is the part which is the most esteemed ;

this part is said to be so durable that old fallen trees are stated

to be frequently found with their form so well preserved that

one would think them perfectly sound, but upon examining
them it is found that the whole of the wood is rotted away,
and nothing is left but the sound and solid case of bark.

This part is used for a number of useful purposes ; log-houses
are sometimes thatched with it ; little boxes, cases, &c., and
even hats are manufactured from it

;
but its great value is

for making canoes. For the purpose of obtaining pieces

sufficiently large for such a purpose, we are informed by
Michaux that the largest and smoothest-barked trees are

selected; in the spring two circular incisions at the dis-

tance of several feet are made, and a longitudinal incision

on each side ; then by introducing a wedge of wood between
the trunk and bark, the latter is easily detached. With
threads prepared from the fibrous roots of the white spruce
fir (Abies alba), the pieces of bark are sown together, over a

light frame-work of wood, and the seams are caulked with

the resin of the balm of Gilead fir. Canoes of this sort are

so light as to be easily transported upon the shoulders of

men. It is said that one capable of carrying four persons
and their baggage only weighs from forty to fifty pounds.
(Michaux.) Several varieties are found in the plantations
of this country ; they differ principally in the breadth and

downy character of the leaves, and in the hairiness of the

branches. The true B. papyracea has branches and leaves

with scarcely any hairs ; the variety B. trichoclada has ex-

tremely hairy branches and heart-shaped leaves ; and that

called B. platyphylla has very broad leaves.

1 3. Betula lenta, the soft, black, or cherry birch (B. carpini-

/u/i'a, A.Mich.); catkins short, erect; branches quite smooth;
leaves thin, cordate, oblong, tapering to a point, simply or

doubly serrated, downy when young, smooth afterwards ;

stipules very large and membranous. None of the American
birches produce timber so valuable as this ; whence one of

its American names is mountain mahogany. Its wood is

hard, close-grained, and of a reddish brown ; it is imported
into this country in considerable quantity, under the name
of American birch, for forming the slides of dining-tables,
and for similar purposes. It is abundant in the midland

states, as in New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania, but

more to the south it only appears on the summits of the

Alleghanies. Deep rich soil is what it prefers ;
and when

it attains its greatest dimensions, which are as much as

seventy feet of height and three of diameter, it is a hand-

some tree, budding remarkably early in the spring, when

its leaves are covered with a short thick coat of down ;
this

disappears later in the season, and leaves them of a bright

and lively green. Michaux says that it grows with un-
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usual rapidity, and mentions an instance of a plant which

in nineteen yean grew to the height of forty-five feet eight

inches. It it rarely seen in thu country, although it is

perhaps one of the best suited to our climate. The thinness

of it* leaves, combined with their oblong figure, distinguishes
this from all the other

species.
All the species of birch, except the common and the

weeping, oru multiplied by layers in the usual way. The two

others are propagated by their seeds, which may be procured
in this country in great abundance. It is only necessary to

sow them thin in beds as soon as gathered, covering them
with not more than a quarter of an inch of light earth. The

seedling plants should be bedded out when one year old,

and after the second year, if properly managed, they will be

fit to remove to the plantation. When old they are trans-

planted with considerable difficulty.

HKTU LA'CE.K, a natural order of Apetalou* Dicoty-
ledonotu plants, named after the subject of the preceding
article. It was formerly comprehended, along with other

groups, in what were called Amentaceee, because it bears

its flowers in amenta, or catkins ; but it is distinguished from

an those which agree with it in this particular, by its flat,

one-seeded, two-celled membranous fruit, and pendulous
ovules. A just idea of the general nature of the plants of

this order will be obtained from the study of the common
birch ; all the species are either trees or shrubs, with the

fertile flowers in one catkin and the barren in another, and

they have, in general, the main lateral veins of their lr:i\ i-s

running straight from the midrib to the margin, without

curving inwards. They are found in the colder parts of the

world, or in mountainous regions in hot countries.

BETU'VVE, a large and fertile district of Holland, enclosed

between the Waal, the Northern Rhine, or Rhine of Ley-
den, and the Lek, which joins the Rhine to the Waal, and
thus forms an island, which occupies part of the country of

the antient Batavi, or
' Insula Batavorum.

1

[See BATAVI.]
The name of Betuwe is supposed to be derived from that of

Batavi. The length of the district of Betuwe from the

separation of the Waal from the Rhine near Doornburg, to

the junction of the Lek with the Waal, here called the

Maas, below Papendrecht, is nearly sixty miles from E. to W.
Its breadth is very irregular, owing to the great sinuosities

of the Waal and the Northern Rhine, which form its boun-

daries : the breadth is greatest at its western extremity, be-

tween Vianen and Gorkum, where it is about thirteen miles.

The principal towns of the Betuwe are Gorkum (8000 inha-

bitants), and Thiel (4000). The river Linghe, which falls

into the Waal at Gorkum, crosses the Betuwe through the

greater part of its length. The eastern and largest part
of the Betuwe belongs to the province of Gelderland, whose

capital is Arnhcim, and the western part to the province of

South Holland, whose capital is S 'Graven hage. The
Betuwe is altogether one of the most fertile and best cul-

tivated districts in Holland: it produces corn, vegetables,
and fruit in abundance. A great quantity of butter and
cheese is also made in this district.

BEYKLAND, a district of the province of Zceland in tho

kingdom of Holland, consisting of the islands of Noord
Beveland and Zuid Beveland, with a smaller island called

Wolfaartsdijk, situated between tho two. These islands

lie in the great actuary of the river Schelde, and between
two branches of that river, the East Schelde, or more

properly
North Schelde, which divides them from the islands of

Tholcn and Schouwen, and the Hond, called also West
Schelde. but which ought to be called rather South Schelde,
which divides them from the main land. A channel of the

sea separates them from the island of Walcheren which lies

west of Beveland. South Beveland is by far the largest
and finest of the three islands ; its length is twenty-five
miles from E. to W., and its greatest breadth is between

eight and nine miles from N. to S. It produces corn,
abundance of fruit and vegetables and madder. Fish is

also caught in great plenty near the coast. South Beve-
land has suffVrcd fmm inundations, especially in the great
flood of 1332, by which a considerable portion of the east
side of the inland was destroyed. On this part of the
island stood the rich town of Romerswaal, which the flood

of 1532 separated from Beveland; the town was gradually
encroached upon by the sea, till in the beginning of the

seventeenth century all the inhabitants had deserted it.

Some of the land which was inundated has been since re-

covered. The great floods of Jan. 1-1 and 15, 1808, did this

island immense damage ; whole districts which had been

gained by the greatest patience and industry were over-

whelmed ; the beautiful village of Kruiningen was nearly
destroyed ; and but for the assistance of the whole country
of the Netherlands, the devastation could not have been

repaired.
The capital, Goes, with a town of above 4800

inhabitants, is situated on the N. coast of South lievcland;
there are besides many villages scattered about the island.

Noord Beveland is a much poorer country, being low and

marshy ; it was formerly a fine island, hut was swamped in

the dreadful inundation of 1532, when a large part of the in-

habitants perished. It remained covered by the waters for

many years after, until the ground becoming raised by the

alluvial deposits, it was again embanked and inhabited.

The length of Noord Beveland is about thirteen miles, and
its greatest breadth about four miles. It has a few villages
or hamlets, the principal of which ore Wissenkerkc ami

Kortjyn. Wolfaartsdijk is a small fertile inland, which con-

tains two villages and about 700 inhabitants. (Kampen.)
BEVERIDGE, WILLIAM, an eminent prelate and

theological writer, was born at Barrow, in the oounty of

Leicester, in the year 1638. He was admitted of St. John's

College, Cambridge, in 1653; and during his residence

there was remarkable for close attention to his studies, for

his piety, and the general regularity of his conduct. So
assiduous was his application, and more especially in the

learning of tilt- Oriental languages, that he published at

the early age of twenty a treatise in Latin,
' De Linguarum

Orientalium, prosertim HebraTctc, Chaldai'av, Syriacic,

Arabics, et Samaritans;, pncstautia et usu, cum Gramma-
tics Syriaca, tribus libris tradita,' a work held in

esteem. He took his degree of bachelor of arts in 1656,
and that of master of arts in 1660, in which latter year he
was ordained both deacon and priest. Soon af'trr, I

presented by Sheldon, bishop of London, to the vii-araye of

Baling in Middlesex, where he wrote his work on chrono-

logy, published in 1669, and intit'led
'
Inatitutionum 4

nologicarum libri duo, una cum totidem Arithmetices i

nologica? libcllis.' This treatise is considered to be a very
useful introduction to the study of chronology. In tho

former part the nature and terms of chronology are staled

and explained ; and in the latter is offered a short system
of characteristic arithmetic, by which chronology may be
the better and more fully understood. In lfi/-J he was
elected by the lord mayor and aldermen of London to the

rectory of St. Peter, Cornhill, on which occasion he re-

signed the vicarage of Baling; and in the same year he

published, in two volumes folio, his learned and laborious

work,
'

Swolucov, sivo Pandectas Canonum S.S. Apostolo-
rum et Conciliorum ab Ecclesia Gra;ca receptorum; nee
non Canonic-arum S. S. Patrum Epistolarum, &c.' The
first volume contains the several canons which are attributed

to the apostles, those of the councils, of the first of Nice, the

first of Constantinople, of that of Ephesus, of Chalcedon, of

the sixth in Trullo, of the second of Nice, of the first and
second of Constantinople holden in the church of the

apostles, of that of Constantinople holden in the church of

Sancta Sophia, of those of Carthage, Ancyra, Neooa-sarca,

Gangra, Antioch, Laodicea, Sardica, and Carthage ; toge-
ther with the arguments of Joseph the Egyptian, on the

canons of the four general councils. The contents of tho
second volume comprise the canons of Dionysius Alexan-
ilrinus, of Petrus Alexandrinus, of Gregory Thaumaturgus,
of St. Athanasiua, St. Basil, St. Gregory Nyssenus, the

canonical answers of Timothy, bishop of Alexandria
; tho

canons of Theophilus, archbishop of Alexandria ; the Ca-
tholic epistles of Cyril, likewise archbishop of Alexandria ;

verses of St. Gregory the Divine, and Amphilochius ; a cir-

cular letter of Gennadius, patriarch of ( onsULntuwplft; a
letter of Farasius, patriarch of Constantinople, to Pope
Adrian; a synopsis of the canonical letters of Alexius
Aristenus

;
and an alphabetical index. 1>>

Matthew BluMaris,
of all the canons; of the synod which restored the patriarch
Photius to the see of Constantinople, and the acts of the

eighth synod of Constantinople. The editor fink-hud his

work with copious notes, which show an extensive and inti-

mate acquaintance with tl.. matter. In his nstea

he had sharply re! I re tod on an opinion urged by John
l):ii lie, De PMudcpigraplm ApoMolicis,' that the apos to-

ll.-, il canons were an imposition of the fifth century. Be-

vc-ridgc placed the date of them at the end of the second
ami lic^mniiiL' n|' the third. Upon this, an anonymous
writer disputed the correctness of his opinion ; and in conse-

quence of it appeared Bcvcridgc's
' Codex Canonum Ecclesiw
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Primitives vindicates et illustratus,' in which he fairly dis-

lodged his opponent, and established his own position, both
as to the authority of the apostolical canons, and the time
in which they were made.

In his new parochial charge his earnestness and dili-

gence were so constant, and his labours in the service of

the church so unwearied, yet prudent, that he obtained
the appellation of ' the great restorer and reviver of primi-
tive piety,' and his parish was referred to as a model of

Christian regularity and order. It is delightful to contem-

plate such a character in any instance ;
but in this it is the

more remarkable and the more worthy of admiration, when
we look to the nature and course of his studies. Profound
as they were, and occupying a large portion of his time, he
nevertheless was an active parish priest, unfailing in all the
calls and obligations of his office. The favourable notice of

his diocesan, Dr. Henchman, was exemplified in his colla-

tion by that prelate in 1674, to the prebend of Chiswick, in

the cathedral of St. Paul's; and in 1681 he received a
further mark of diocesan approbation and confidence, in his

collation by Bishop Compton, the successor of Henchman, to

the archdeaconry of Colchester.
A fresh scene was now opened to him, in which he

showed a correspondent ability and usefulness. He per-

sonally visited each parish within his jurisdiction, a practice
not then common ; thus setting an example, which, if

strictly copied, would have greatly added to the efficiency
and reputation of the church. ' He took a very particular
and exact account of every church he visited ; the con-
dition it was in; what utensils it had, or wanted; what

repairs were necessary, and the like. The same method he
used with regard to the clergy's houses ; and all those

things he set down distinctly in a book, which was in the

possession of his successor.' In 1684 he became prebendary
of Canterbury, and, at the Revolution, was nominated

chaplain to King William and Queen Mary. On the

deprivation of Bishop Kenn, who had refused to take the
new oaths, the bishopric of Bath and Wells was offered to

him, which, however, he thought proper to decline, and, as

was alleged, from an unwillingness to step into a see

which had thus become vacant. The previous incumbent,
who had been distinguished, in trying circumstances, by
the strongest fidelity and most undaunted courage, was
still living in ejection and poverty. The declining of the

bishopric under the circumstances was honourable to Beve-

ridge. His advancement to the episcopal rank was thus

delayed some few years longer ;
and it was not till 1704, in

July of which year he was consecrated bishop of St.

Asaph, that he received the promotion which he so well

deserved, on the translation of Dr. Hooper to Bath and
Wells. As in every station he had hitherto filled the per-
formance of his duty was his main object, so in this he
manifested the same activity and the same earnestness ;

it seemed to be the aim of his endeavours to make others

what himself had been. '

Indeed,' says the biographer,

'being placed in this eminent station, his care and dili-

gence increased, in proportion as his power in the church
was enlarged ;

and as he had before discharged the duty of

a faithful pastor over his single fold, so when his authority
was extended to larger districts, he still pursued the same

pious and laborious methods of advancing the honour and
interest of religion, by watching over both clergy and laity,

and giving them all necessary direction and assistance for

the effectual performance of their respective duties.' Im-

mediately on his promotion he addressed a ' Pastoral Letter

to his Clergy,' pressing upon them the important duty of

catechizing ; and, the more to enforce his recommendation,
he at the same time printed his ' Church Catechism Ex-

plained,' a useful tract, as the many reprints of it tes-

tify ;
and one very proper to come from an individual who

had shown himself so competent and exemplary in his various

offices in the church, and in the imparting of instruction to

all classes and conditions. This excellent man possessed
his episcopal see not quite four years, dying on the 5th of

March, 1708, in the seventy-first year of his age. He died

at Westminster in the cloisters of the abbey, and was buried

in St. Paul's Cathedral. The larger portion of his property
he bequeathed to the uses of the two Societies for Promoting
Christian Knowledge, and for Propagating the Gospel in

Foreign Parts. To the vicarage of Barrow, and to the

curacy or chapelry of Mount Sorrel, part of which lies within

the parish of Barrow in Leicestershire, he bequeathed a rent

charge for religious and charitable purposes therein. The

works already described do not comprehend the whole of the
published writings of the bishop, but they are all which
were published in his lifetime ; and it is matter of doubt
whether he had an intention of giving to the world any of
those which after his death were printed under the direction
and on the responsibility of his executor; some of them
he certainly had no intention of publishing. The prudence
of so general a publication has been disputed ; but we
venture to think that his executor acted wisely. These
works were attacked, and with no gentle hand, by those
who were opposed to him in leading principles. His
posthumous works are 1.

'

Private Thoughts upon Reli-

gion, digested into Twelve Articles, with Practical Resolu-
tions formed thereupon.' This manual was drawn up or
framed soon after his entering into holy orders, and with
the sole design, as is evident from that fact, of confirming
himself in principle, and of assisting him in the course to

which he was committed. His method was suited to his

purpose, as it obliged him to a review of the evidences of
bis religion, including their practical operation. These
articles contain the substance of his religious views, and
they show that he had not without due deliberation
attached himself to the Christian ministry : they prove
his careful inquiry, and his conviction of the truth of the
doctrines of the Gospel, and may be profitably studied, es-

pecially by candidates for orders and the younger members
of the ministry. 2.

' Private Thoughts upon a Christian

Life, or Necessary Directions for its Beginning and Progress
upon Earth, in order to its Final Perfection in the Beatific

Vision.' 3.
' The Great Necessity and Advantage of Public

Prayer and Frequent Communion.' This was a subject which
he was admirably qualified to handle, and on which his con-
viction was most seriously alive. To it he added ' Medi-
tations, Ejaculations, and Prayers

'

fitted to the design,
and breathing a spirit of piety primitive and sincere.

4.
' A Hundred and Fifty Sermons.' ' Of these,' says

the excellent Mr. Nelson,
'
I cannot forbear acknow-

ledging the favourable dispensation of Providence to the

age in which we live, in blessing it with so many of

those pious discourses which this truly primitive prelate de-
livered from the pulpit ; and I the rather take the liberty to

call it a favourable dispensation of Providence, because he

gave no orders himself that they should be printed, but

humbly neglected them as not being composed for the press.
But this circumstance is so far from abating the worth of

the sermons, or diminishing the character of the author, that

to me it seemeth to raise the excellency of both
;
because it

showeth at once the true nature of a popular discourse, and
the great talent this prelate had that way. For to improve
the generality of hearers, they must be taught all the mys-
teries of Christianity and the holy institutions belonging to

it ; since it is upon this true foundation that the practice of
Christian virtues must be built, to make them acceptable in

the sight of God : and then all this must be delivered to the

people in so plain and intelligible a style, that they may
easily comprehend it ;

and it must be addressed to them in

so affecting and moving a manner, that their passions may
be winged to a vigorous prosecution of what is taught. If I

mistake not, the sermons of this learned bishop answer this

character ; and I am confirmed in this opinion by the judg-
ment of those who are allowed to have the greatest talents

for the pulpit, as well as for all other parts of learning. He
had a way of gaining peoples' hearts, and touching their

consciences, which bore some resemblance to the apostolical

age ;
and when it shall appear that those bright preachers,

who have been ready to throw contempt upon his lordship's

performances, can set forth as large a list of persons whom
they have converted by their preaching, as I could produce
of those who owed the change of their lives, under God, to

the Christian instructions of this pious prelate, I shall readily
own that they are superior to his lordship in the pulpit.

Though, considering what learned works he published in the

cause of religion, and what an eminent pattern he was of

true primitive piety, I am not inclined to think that his lord-

ship will, upon the whole of his chracter, be easily equalled

by any one.' Dr. Henry Felton speaks of the bishop and his

sermons in similar terms. They are masterly performances,
and '

may, for acuteness of judgment, ornament of speech,

and true sublime, compare with any of the choicest writings

of the antient doctors of the church, who lived nearest to

the apostles' times.' 5.
' Thesaurus Theologicus; or, u

Complete System of Divinity, summed up in brief notes

upon select places of the Old and New Testament ; wherein
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the sacred text if reduced under proper heads,
explained

and illustrated with the opinions xnd authorities of the An-
ticnt Fathers, Councils, &c.' The editor, in his preface, in-

forms the reader, that this book is given to the public upon
the judgment of several eminent divines ; he says that they
'

are, truly speaking, no other than loose papers, and that

the author, that great and venerable prelate whose name

they bear, does not seem to have designed them for the

press;' but that, 'upon consulting with several eminent

divines, and other pious and learned gentlemen, they did,

after
perusal,

conceive of them as just and choice fragments,

containing a summary of the Christian doctrine ; the several

topics being digested in a most excellent method, confirmed

from several parallel places of Scripture ;
and very often

illustrated, in the like concise manner, from the testimonies

of fathers, councils, &c.' 6.
' A Defence of the Book of

Psalms, collected into English Metre by Thomas Sternhold,

John Hopkins, and others, with critical observations on the

New Version compared with the Old.' The bishop prefers
the Old Version to the New, on examination and compari-
son, as more genuinely expressing the signification of the

original, and as more suited to the general taste and capa-

city. It had been objected to the Old Version, that the

words were antiquated, out of date, and almost forgotten in

their meaning ; but he justly decides that, antiquated as

they may be called, they are true English words, faithfully

adhering to the meaning of those of which they are the

translation, full and sufficient in themselves ;
and in any

instances where they are such as may seem ill adapted to

present habit, or to have gone out of use, they ore easy of

explanation, and readily to be brought home to the under-

standing ; and, when understood, show sterling wortli and

utility : whereas the more modern words, which have in the

New Version usurped their station, arc but a mixture of

different languages, living and dead, and can never be made
of satisfactory expression by the great mass of the people ;

besides which, he objects to the New Version as ruther a

paraphrase than as exact a translation as might have been
had. 7. 'Exposition of the Thirty-nine Articles.' This

work was attacked with some considerable severity by an

anonymous writer
;
but it may be enough to remark that,

the bishop's view being in entire conformity with every

principle of the Church of England, as maintained in her

Liturgy and Homilies, the attack was upon the Church
herself. The whole works, with the life of Bishop Beveridge,
and copious indexes, were published in 18-24, in nine vo-

lumes 8vo., by the Rev. Thomas Hartwell Home.
BEVERLEY. a market town, a borough, and atownship,

the capital of the East Riding of the county of York.

Beverley and its liberties form a separate division of the

wapentake of Harthill. 'It contains the three parishes of

St. Mary, St. Nicholas, and St. Martin, and a small part of

the parish of St. John, without any house or building upon it.

By the Boundary Act is added to the antient borough,
for the purposes of electing members to serve in parliament,
such part of the parish of St. John as is comprised within

the liberties of Beverley. That portion of the parish of St.

John which lies within the liberties of Bevcrli.'y contains

and is co-extensive with six of the eight 'townships into

which such parish is divided. These six townships consti-

tute the liberties.' (Corporation Reports.) It is 130 miles

N. by W. of London ; 9 miles N. by W. of Hull, and 28
miles E. by S. of York. It is situated at the base of the

Wolds and about-a mile from the river Hull. It is governed

by a mayor, a recorder, 12 aldermen, and 13 capital bur-

gesses; and it scuds two members to parliament. The

population of the borough and liberties of Beverley is 8302.

It is one of the polling-places, under the Reform Act, for

the East Riding of Yorkshire, and the court is held here
for the election of the Knights of the Shire.

The antient history of Beverley is obscure. The tract of

country from the Humbcr to the Tyne was occupied by that

powerful nation of antient Britons, the Brigantes ;
and there

are some indications of there having been British settlements
in the vicinity of Beverley, but whether during the Roman
way, prior to that period, or immediately after, appears un-

certain. No remains have been discovered which are suffi-

cient to warrant the idea of this town having been a Roman
station ;

historians whose writings are generally recciu ! as

authentic date the origin of Beverley at A.D. 700.

The woods and marshes of Deira lay immediately to the
north of the Humbcr. These marshes arc supposed to ILL-,.-

been lakes, or mures whenever the river Hull ovcrtioweu

the country. That there have been many such meres m
iliilderness and the adjacent country i* evident not only
from the appearance of the district, but also from the n.

of many places within such district. Woodman" i. H
Walton (ll'ft-tnirn), Hornmi. \ i< vi.il .1

mere at Homsea. The termination tea (or tey, as it is also

spelt) is nearly synonymous with mere. (See Young and

Bird's Geological Survey of the Yorkihirt Coait.) Be-

verley also takes its name from one of these lakes

'ic, the lake of beavers, 'so named from tin- 1..

with which the neighbouring river Hull abounded.'

In the early part of the eighth century, John, archbishop
of York, dedicated u church which he founded at I'

St. John the Baptist; and he afterwards conicrtcd it into a

monastery ; he passed four years in this retirement, and
when he died was buried here. Towards the close ol

century the church and monastery were ravaged by the

Danes, who destroyed 'all the books and ornament*;' 'the

monastery of Beverley remained three years desol,

words the presbyters and clerks returned to Bcvei-lcy, and

repaired the place.' (See Monatticon Anglicunum.) In

the time of Athelstan the church of Beverley was vi-iud

by that monarch on his route northwards to punish tl:

faith of Constantino, the king of Scotland. Athenian

changed it from a monastery into a college. lie placed
himself under the protection of the sainted John < ;

returned from his expedition victorious, and in gratitude to

his patron-saint, he conferred great privileges and rich

possession son the church of St. John. This was probably
about the year 937-8. Athelstan granted a charter to the

people of 'Beverley, exempting them from certain lolls,

and conferring upon them important privileges, in allusion

to which the following distich U to be seen in the minster

church, between the pictures of Athelstan, the founder, and
St. John of Beverley, the patron-saint of the church

;

AU free, make 1 the

At Iwit may thynko, or eyh can He.

The charter of Athelstan was confirmed by succeeding

kings, or similar ones were granted. John especially con-

ceded to them freedom from '

toll, pontage, p; ,.i;."-,'

&c. in consequence of which the burgesses had to pay him
five hundred marks. Of these rights and privileges the

people of Beverley became afterwards exceedingly tenacious.

Mr. Poulson, the modern historian of Beverley, writing of

the year 1424, says, 'It is probable that as trade increased

they (the burgesses) resorted to all the markets and fairs of

the neighbouring towns for the disposal of their goods, which

they had an opportunity of vending, without being subject
to the above impositions' (tolls or customs),

' and which, at

the time referred to, would give them advantages over their

less privileged competitors.'
'
It seems to have been the

constant practice of the burgesses to apply for a ratification

of their privileges on the accession of every new king ;

and it appears that they were compelled to this m
preserving their rights from the constant demands made

upon them in other boroughs for the payment of toll.

It appears that Beverley was a manufacturing town at an

early period, and it is mentioned as one of the towns
which might

'

freely buy and sell dyed cloths.' It isproimMe
that the arts of weaving and dyeing were carried ,n at

Beverley, woad and wool being two of the articles which

paid a toll when taken there for sale. In the reign of

Henry II. some outward-bound Spanish merchants wen-

plundered on the Essex coasts of scarlet and other cloths,
which were recognised as being those of Beverley, Stam-
ford, and York.

In the time of Edward III. Hull was a town of increasing
importance; its first and great charter was gram-
Westminster in 1299. (See Frost's Notices of the Town
and Port of Hull.) This town was an impediment to the

advancement of Beverley, and as it offered greater fa<

for domestic and foreign commerce, it obtained the prefer-
ence due to its superior situation at the junction of the

river Hull with the Humbcr, and the pretensions of Beverley
as a port became disregarded.
To raise the declining commerce of Beverley, a charter

incorporating the town was procured in the 13th year of

Kli/.-ilu-th, and the right to send two burgi-sscs I-

the buvu-sses in parliament was acknowledged. This right.
tin; men of Beverley had exercised as early as the time of
Edward I., but for a long scries of years they had ceased to

avail themselves of such privilege." The last and the gj-
verning charter is that of 1 Jamua II. A printing-press was
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established in Beverley in the year 1509, by Hugo Goes,

supposed to be the son of a printer of Antwerp, but as he
soon after removed to London, it has been presumed that he

received little encouragement to remain at Beverley.

During; the civil wars in the time of Charles I. and Crom-
well, Beverley was frequently a scene of agitation and

excitement, being by turns subjected to the exactions of each

party. It was here that Sir John Hotham was arrested by
his nephew, on his flight from Hull,

' as a traitor to the

commonwealth.' Sir John had represented Beverley in

several successive parliaments. Shortly after his arrest, he
and his son were executed on Tower-Hill.

The modern town of Beverley is ofgreat length, consider-

ing its popujation, being considerably more than a mile

from its commencement, on the road from Hull, to its out-

skirts on the Driffield road. The principal street is wide
and airy : the market place, which comprises an area of

nearly four acres, is ornamented with an octangular market
cross. Its present commerce is chiefly confined to tanned

leather, oatmeal, malt, corn, and coals. There is an exten-

sive colour and whiting manufactory, an iron foundry, and
a ship-building yard. The shambles is a modern building
of brick, part of which has lately been converted into a

corn exchange. The employments of its 1 56 7 families, com-

prising 6728 persons, in 1821, are thus shown-

Families occupied in agriculture . . 176
Do. in trade and in manufactures . . 731

Other classes not above comprised . . 660

1567

The population of the borough and liberties in 1821 was
7521.

Beverley communicates with the river Hull by a canal

called Beverley-Beck: this canal, which was made navi-

gable about the year 1344, is about a mile in length, and
is kept in repair by certain tolls, which two local Acts of

Parliament (13 Geo. I., 18 Geo. II.) empower the corpora-
tion to collect.

The finest object in Beverley is the collegiate church
of St. John, commonly called the Minster-church. Like

many cathedral churches in the kingdom, this edifice has
been built at different periods, and exhibits the several

styles of Gothic architecture which Mr. Hickman has dis-

tinguished under the names of the early, tke decorated, and
the perpendicular English. The principal window at the

east end is said to be copied from that of York. Its pointed
arch is divided by mullions, which are strengthened by
parallel ones on the inside ;

these bear a small gallery con-

nected with the transoms, which divide the lights into two

portions. This window is the only one in the Minster which
can boast of stained glass. The windows of the nave are

of the decorated style. The arch is divided by mullions

into four lights, and these mullions branch out into the

flowing tracery of various figures. The entrance to the

nave on the north side is by a porch of exquisite beauty ; it

has a pannelled front, which is perhaps unequalled. The
west front is also an object of interest to the architect : it

is described by Mr. Rickman as being by far the finest of

its style in England. He says,
'
that what the west front

of York is to the decorated, so is this to the perpendicular
style, with this addition, that in this front nothing but one

style is seen, all is harmonious.' For a more particular

description we refer to Mr. Rickman's work on ' Gothic Ar-

chitecture,' p. 105. The dimensions of the Minster are :

Feet. Inches.

Length from east to west . . 334 4

Breadth of the nave and side aisles . 64 3

Length of the great cross aisle . 167 G

Height of the nave . . 67

From the vaulted roof of the nave to the

summit of the centre tower . 40

Height of the side aisles . 33

II uight of the two west towers . 200

The celebrated Percy Shrine, which is within the choir,

is an elegant specimen of the decorated style, and of

most exquisite workmanship. To which of the ladies of

the house of Percy it was erected is a matter of controversy
on which much difference of opinion exists. The collegiate
establishment was dissolved in the 1st year of Edward VI.,
and its revenues were confiscated. Elizabeth, in the twenty-
first year of her reign, granted certain chauntries and lands

(part of the former property of the church) to the mayor,

governors, and burgesses of Beverley, for the repair and
maintenance of the fabric of the Minster. The income of
this estate, in the year 1806, was 5281. 12s. 9d.

;
but at

present it is near 800/. per annum.
Sir Michael Warton, by his will, dated 23rd May, 1724,

bequeathed 4000^. to the same and other purposes. This
bequest has been invested in land, and in 1806 produced
an income of 323/. 6*. 9d., making the whole income of the
Minster (in 1806) 85 1/. 19s. 6d. Of this sum 3 90/. 15*. has
been appropriated by authority of parliament to the different
officers of the church, and the remainder, 46 \l. 4*., consti-
tutes the fund for repairing the fabric ; but the repairing
fund, owing to the increased value of Elizabeth's grant
since 1806, must now be much greater. The distribution
of the above-mentioned sum of 3901. 15*. is as follows:
Head curate, 100/. ; two assistant curates, 209/. 15*.

; or-

ganist, 601. ; receivers, 211. From other sources the salary
of the head curate is raised to 175/. 15s. 6d., and that of
each of the assistant curates to 1201.

In the year 1 708 the Minster was found to be in a very
dilapidated state, but by the active exertions of Mr. Moy-
ser, M.P. for the borough, a fund was procured for its re-
storation

;
since this date it has never been suffered to fall

into decay. (See a short history of Beverley Minster, 2nd
ed. Beverley, 1835.)

St. Mary's Church is an exceedingly handsome and
spacious Gothic building, with an elegant tower at the
intersection of the two parts of the cross. Its estates pro-
duce about 800/. per annum. This income is 'for adorning
and keeping in repair the fabric, utensils, and habiliments
of St. Mary's Church

;
for paying the salaries of the sexton

and common servants of the church,' &c. There were
formerly two other churches in Beverley, but they no
longer exist. In antient times there was a monastery of
Black Friars, and another of Franciscans or Grey Friars,
an establishment of Knights Hospitallers, and other
houses more or less connected with the antient religion of
the country, for private retirement, and for the relief of the

poor and infirm.

The most antieit dissenting meeting-house in Beverley
is the Independent Chapel. The present building was
erected in 1 800, but there existed one prior to it, which was
built in 1700. The Wesleyan Methodists, the Church
Methodists, the primitive Methodists, the Baptists, and the
Quakers have all places of worship here. The Church
Methodists took their rise at Beverley ; they separated from
the Wesleyans chiefly on the ground of the government
of that body being placed in the hands of the travelling-
preachers, who assemble in conference and make laws for
the government of the whole body. The Church Methodists
contend that the people ought to possess a fair proportion of
power, both in the legislative and executive government of
the Methodist Society. No services at present take place at
the chapels of the Church Methodists and the Quakers.
The number of children in the various Sunday Schools is as
follows ; Church Sunday Schools (including day scholars)
481. Wesleyan Methodist Sunday Schools 328. Indepen-
dent Sunday Schools 250, and Baptists' Sunday Schools 80.
The Grammar School of Beverley is of great antiquity ;

as far as its history can be traced it has been a free school
for the sons of burgesses. The general government of the
school rests with the corporation, and that body appoints
the master. The only endowment is a rent-charge of \Ql.

per annum bequeathed by Dr. Metcalf and payable out of
certain estates in Cambridgeshire. The master receives
701. annually from the corporation and a yearly gift of '201.

from the two representatives of the borough, which, if not

paid by them, is made up by the corporation : there is also-

a good dwelling-house for the master at a merely nominal
rent. (See Journal of Education, No. xviii. p. 376.)
The master besides receives a quarterly payment frow.

each free scholar : the payment is at present 40*. per
annum. For this sum freemen may send their sons to
learn the classics and mathematics, but English grammar,
writing and arithmetic, are not taught without an extra

charge of about 40*. more
;

and therefore few freemen
avail themselves of. the school. The number of pupils is

ten freemen's sons, ten not sons of freemen, and twenty-four
boarders. A library of 700 volumes, including many works
of value, is attached to this school, which possesses, by the

endowments of various benefactors, two fellowships, six

scholarships, and three exhibitions to St. John's College,.

Cambridge.
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Graret't Srhooli. The Rev. James Graves, formerly

ruruU at the Minster, bequeathed upward* of 2000/. to bo
invested in tliu public funds for the education of the childr.-n

of die |>oor. The tchoob were commenced in the year 1610.

amber of boy* taught by this charity is 80 ; the num-
, i also so ; they are instructed ou tho system of

Dr. Bfll in tx>th M-liooU.

School was commenced in the year 1815:
it i* ~..j I'.Micd t>y voluntary contributions, and it is for the

instruct] !! of boys only. The corporation subscribe '<!!/.

annually to this sclioo). About 230 children are taught,
and each child, in this school and in Graves's Schools pays
one shilling quarterly.
Tbe Blue Coat School was established by subscription in

1 709. It has received some handsome donations, but its

funds appear to be adequate to the maintenance, clothing,
and instruction of only eight pupils.

The other institutions

of Bcverley are a Savings' Bank, a Dispensary, a News-

Room, and a Mechanics' Institute. The latter has 108

members. * The borough gaol is only used for the confine-

ment of persons committed for trial, those sentenced to

simple confinement, and debtors; prisoners sentenced to

hard labour are confined in the House of Correction for the

East Riding of the county, which is built within the liber-

ties of the town.' (Corporation Reportt.)
In places where the church has exercised any considerable

degree or influence, we find many charities for the relief

of the poor, the aged, and the infirm. Beverley dispenses

many such benefactions. Bread is given away in consider-

able quantities at the Minster, at regular and frequent
intervals. There are also almshouses, and hospitals for

widows and old men ; donations of coal, clothing, and

money, and numerous other 'gifts' and '
charities.' In ad-

dition to these supplies to the poor, every freeman residing

within the borough enjoys a right of pasture for a certain

number of cattle over 121 7 acres of fine land, called the

common-pastures, under certain regulations, and for small

payments. The freedom of the borough is obtained by birth,

by servitude, or by purchase ; the last at the will of the

corporation.
The worthies of Beverley, especially deserving of notice,

are, John of Beverley; Alured, Aired, or Alfredus, the his-

torian (see ALURED); John Alcock, successively bishop
of Rochester, Worcester, and Ely ; John Fisher, bishop of

Rochester; bishop Green, who was a benefactor to the Blue
Coat School ;

and several others of minor note. Mary God-
win (Wolstoncroft) was not hern at Beverley, as has some-
times been related : she came from Epping, near London,
with her parents, and resided with them at a farm near

Bcverley.
As the capital of the East Riding of Yorkshire, Beverley

contains several public buildings which are devoted exclu-

sively to county purposes. Amongst these are the Ses-i >ns

House, the East Riding House of Correction, and the Re-

gister Office. The Sessions House is situated without the

North Bar, on the approach to the town from Mali m,

Driffield, Sic. The House of Correction is in the immediate

vicinity of the Sessions House, from which it is separated

by the house of the governor. The prisoners ore divided

into fourteen classes, and have separate beds, and airing

yards. In the House of Correction is a treadmill, on \\liich

seventy-two persons may be employed ; it is applied to the

grinding of chalk for the manufacture of whiting. There
is also a school where the prisoners are instructed in read-

ing, writing, and arithmetic. This gaol and its appurte-
nances cost about 42.000/.

The Register Office is for the registry of deeds, convey-
ances, wills, &c. affecting

"
honors, manors, hind-, tene-

ment*, or hereditaments'' within the K;i-t Hiding. The
Registrar is chosen by freeholders of the East Riding pos-

MMing an estate of 1 OU/. annual value.

We acknowledge the assistance we have derived from
Scaum's Hevrrlac in drawing up the present article, to

which we would refer our readers for further information.

It is a portion of local history replete with interesting de-
tails for the historian and antiquary. (Communicationfrom
Yorkikire; from Brvtrley.)
BEVERLEY, JOHN DE. a celebrated English ecclesi-

astic of the seventh and eighth centuries. Fuller remarks, in

recording the history of Yorkshire worthies, that St. John
of Beverley may be claimed by this county on a three- fold

title; because he was born at Harpham, in the county;
was upwards of thirty-three yean archbishop of York ; and

because he died at Beverley, in this county, in B college of
his own foundation. He was one of the first sehol..

his age, having been instructed in the learned hin^ua^-
Theodore Archbishop of Canterbury, and he \.

tutor of the venerable Bede. Th. works arc .

tinted to him : 1.
' Pro LucS Exponendo,' :. , aids

an exposition of St Luke, addn uilito

in Evangelia ;' 3.
'

Epistolao ad Hcrchaldum. Andenum,
et Bcrtinum: 4.

'

Epistolo) ad Holduni Ahlialissam.' lie
was advanced to the see of Haguetold, or Hexliam, by
Alfred, king of Northumberland, and on the death of

Bosa, Archbishop of York, in <s", he was translat.

the vacant sec. In 704 he founded a college at 1!.

for secular priests. In 717 he retired from i

piscopal functions to Beverley, where he died May 7th,
721. Three or four centuries after his decease li is body
was exhumed by order of Alfric, Archbishop of York, and
placed in a richly-adorned shrine. When William the

Conqueror ravaged the north with a numerous army, he

gave orders that the town of Beverley should be *]

and from a similar feeling of veneration for his character, a

synod, which was held at London in 1416, directed the anni-

versary of his death to be commemorated among the fes-

tivals of the church. Fuller says, in his account of John
of Beverley, which was published in 1660, that his picture
was to be seen in a window at the library at Salisbury, with
an inscription under it,

' whose character ma\ challenge
three hundred years of antiquity, utlirming him the first

Master of Arts in Oxford.' It
appears probable, from a

memorandum in Antony i Wood's Diary for 1664, that the
shrine in which the remains of John of Beverley had been

placed by Archbishop Alftic was injured by a fire w In. !i

took place in the church in 1188. The following is the me-
morandum alluded to.

'

Upon the taking up of a thick
marble stone lying in the middle of the choir of Be\
in Yorkshire, near the entrance into the choir, was found
under it a vault of squared free-stone, five feet in length,
two feet in breadth at the head, and one foot and a halt at

the foot. In this vault was discovered a sheet of lead, four

feet in length, containing the dust of St. John of Beverley,
as also six beads, three of which were cornelian, the other
crumbled to dust. There were also in it four great brass

pins and four iron nails. Upon this sheet of lead was fixed

a plate of lead, on which was this following inscription, a

copy of which was sent to A. W. :
" Anno ab incarnatione

Domini 1 188, combusta fuit hoec ecclesia, in niense Sept. in

sequent! nocte
post

Festum Sancti Ma(tha>i Apostoli ; et

in anno 1197, 6 Id. Martii, facta fuit Inquisiiio Rcliquiaruin
Beati Johannis in hoc loco, et inventa gunt hoec ossa in

oriental! parte sepulchri, et hie rceondita, et pulvis cemento
mixtus ibidem inventus et reconditus." A box of lead

about seven inches in length did lay athwart the plate .f

lead. In this box were divers pieces of bones mixed with

dust, and yielding a sweet smell.'

Alphred of Beverloy was treasurer of the convent in the
twelfth century. Fuller says that he wrote n chronicle from
Brutus to the time of his own death, which Imppcned in

1136.

In the fourteenth century lived John of Beverley, the
Carmelite monk. He was a doctor and professor of divinity
at the university of Oxford, and wrote 1 .

'

Questtones in

Magistrum Sentcntiarum ;' 2.
'

Disputaliones Ordina;

BBWCA8TLE, a small village, formerly a market town,
in a large parish

of the same name in the county of Cum-
berland. The name is written Beuthrastle in old records,
and was so called from the castle of the family of Beuth
which held the property of the district before the Conquest,
ami lor several reigns after that event. Bewraslle now be-

longs to Sir James Graham, to whose mice-tor it was
granted by Charles I. It is concluded to have liecn a Ro-
man station, garrisoned by part of the Lfgin <</</ Au-

gusta, as a security to the workmen who were employed
in erecting the famous wall. Many vestiges of antient

buildings still remain, and numerous Roman coins and
some iiiM-riptions have been found here. The cast).

battered down by the parliamentary forces in the
>
ear I li i I .

Its remains, as well as the parish church, are enel.-M-d !>y a

dyke and fuss; and it would appear, like mam other
northern castles, to have been erected on the site of a Ro-
man station. The church is a small structure, on a rising

ground at a small distance from the castle. The hvin-

., worth 81/. per annum. Opposite the church porch,
at the distance of a few yards from it, is the famous mono-
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lithic obelisk, which has been the subject of much discussion

among antiquarians. It is fourteen feet two inches in

height, and its breadth at the bottom is one foot ten inches.
It was formerly surmounted by a cross, which is supposed
to have been demolished during some ebullition of popular
enthusiasm ; but the figure of it has been preserved. The
different sides are sculptured in a very curious manner.
The north and south sides are divided into compartments,
fancifully embellished with various plants and knots

; one
of the fillets which divide the compartments on the north

side, is occupied with an inscription in one line, and more
than one-fourth of the entire surface on the same side is

occupied with a chequer, which divides the breadth of the
surface into eight squares. The east front is one entire

running branch of foliage, flowers, and fruit, ornamented
with birds and uncouth animals, in the old Gothic style.
The west front, which is the most important, is divided into

compartments. The lowermost represents a dignified per-
sonage in a long robe, leaning against a pedestal, on which
stands a bird, supposed to represent a raven, the royal bird
of the Danes. This is concluded to be the person for whom
the monument is erected. The whole story of its erection
is probably told in the scarcely legible Runic inscription
which occupies the compartment above this, and in which
Roman and Runic characters are intermingled. No satis-

factory information can be derived from this inscription in

its present state. The next compartment is occupied by
an ecclesiastic, whose head is surrounded by a nimbus, and
is conjectured to represent StCuthbert, to whom, according
to some accounts, the church was originally dedicated

; the

highest compartment contains a representation of the Virgin
and infant Jesus. The sculptures on this side seem clearly to

denote the Christian origin of the obelisk, and Bishop Ni-
cholson, coupling this with the Runic characters of the in-

scriptions, inclines to the opinion that it was intended to com-
memorate the adoption of the Christian faith by the Danes,
who are known to have been settled in this part of the

country, and were here the most numerous and least dis-

turbed. Mr. Smith, however, (Gentleman's Mag., vol. xii.)

is of opinion that it was designed as the sepulchral monument
of some Danish king slain in battle ; their change of religion
he allows might have been consequent upon the death of the

king, and that the monument was designed to commemorate
both events. Buchanan relates that in the reign of Donald
VI., the Danes having wasted Northumberland, were met
and engaged by the united forces of England and Scotland,
with such uncertain result, that both sides were equally

glad of peace, one condition of which was that the Danes
should embrace the Christian faith. As no one considers

the obelisk to be more than a thousand years old, and as

this event happened about 950 years since, Smith not un-

reasonably conjectures that there was some connexion be-

tween the obelisk and the event related by Buchanan. He
adds,

'
that the monument is Danish, appears incontestable

from the characters ; Scottish and Pictish monuments

having nothing but hieroglyphics, and the Danish both ;

and excepting Bridekirk font, it appears to be the only mo-
nument of that nation left in Britain.' (Hutchinson's His-

tory of the County of Cumberland; Gentleman's Ma-

gazine, vol. xiii. ; Gough's Camden; Beauties of England
and Walet.)
BEWDLEY, a borough and market-town of the county

of Worcester, in the lower division of Doddingtree Hun-
dred, and in the parish of Ribbesford, 1 14 miles N.W.
from London, and 13 miles N. by W. from Worcester. The
town was formerly within the jurisdiction of the marches of

Wales. It was made part of the county of Worcester, by an

act of parliament passed 34 and 35 Henry VIII. c. 26. : it

had previously been put within the parish of Ribbesford, by
a private act in the reign of Henry VI., having till then

been extra-parochial. It stands on a declivity overhanging
the western bank of the Severn, and from the pleasantness
of its situation was called in Latin Bellus locus, and in

French Beaulieu, from whence by corruption the present
name of Bewdley is derived. In Domesday Book, Bewdley,
there called Ribeford, is reckoned among the townships be-

longing to Kidderminster, and is said to be in the king's
demesne. It was waste in the time of Edward the Con-

fessor. In the reign of Edward I. it was a manor belong-

ing to the Beauchamp-, the first Norman earls of Warwick ;

it afterwards passed to the Mortimers, earls of March, and

with the other lands of that earldom was annexed to the

crown when Edward, earl of March, became king, under

the title of Edward IV. In the 12th year of this kingj
Bewdley received its first charter of incorporation. After
this the town seems to have increased in importance, and
in the reign of Henry VIII. we find it thus noticed by
Leland : "The towne self is sett on the syde of an hill ; soe

comely, a man cannot wish to see a towne better. It riseth
from Severne banke by east, upon the hill by west ; soe that
a man standing on the hill trans pontem by.cast, may dis-
cerne almost every house in the towne, and at the risinge
of the sunne from the east, the whole towne glittereth

(being all of new building) as it were of gould. By the
distance of the parish church (at Ribbesford), I gather that

Beaudley is a very new towne, and that of ould time there
was but some poore hamlett, .and that upon the building of
a bridge there upon Severne, and resort of people unto it,

and commodity of the pleasant site, men began to inhabit
there

; and because that Ihe plott of it seemed fayre to the

lookers, it hath a French name Beaudley, quasi Bellus Lo-
cus'

The hill on the slope of which the town is built is called
Ticken Hill, or more properly Ticcen Hill, or Goat's Hill,
which name the town itself is said to have borne in the early
period of its history. In Leland's time there was a fine ma-
nor-house on the top of the hill, which Henry VII. built as a
residence for Prince Arthur, and which is said to have been
the scene of the festivities attending his marriage with
Catharine of Aragon, afterwards queen of Henry VIII.
There appears to have been some previous building on
the spot. That which Leland saw was/ nearly demolished
in the civil wars, but was afterwards rebuilt, and forms a

mansion, the commanding prospects from which are much
admired.

Independently of its municipal contentions, there is no>

fact of any interest in the subsequent history of Bewdley,
except that Charles I. removed hither froin Worcester, in
order to keep the Severn between him and the enemy. It

does not appear from the corporation books that the town
went to any larger expense than half a crown on the occa-
sion of this visit.

The manor of Bewdley remained annexed to the crown
through several reigns. In that of James I. it was held by
the Prince of Wales. After that it went through several

hands, and since the reign of Charles II. has been held by
lessees from the crown.

The borough obtained a charter of incorporation in the
third year of James I., by which it was to be governed by a.

bailiff and twelve capital burgesses, who were empowered
to elect the other corporate officers, as high steward, re-

corder, and others of inferior rank. The town was also

enabled to send one member to parliament, which it has
ever since continued to do. Several accounts state that

Bewdley had four annual fairs and two market days pre-

viously to this charter. Nash, however, states that Edward
IV. granted fairs to be held on the feast days of St. George,
St. Ann, and St. Andrew, and a market on Saturday.
These are the same that are granted in the charter of

James, and which are still in use. The history of the

charter is curious. The corporation surrendered it to Charles

II. and got a new one from James II., by which the borough
was governed for twenty years. But when Queen Anne
came to the throne this charter was declared, on account of

some informality, to be void, and that of James I. was con-

firmed. The different charters being respectively upheld

by contending parties in the borough, a double return of

officers was the consequence ; nor was the matter termi-

nated without a long and expensive lawsuit, by which the

old charter was confirmed. During the first thirty years of

the present century the greatest number of electors polled
at the election of a representative in Parliament did not

exceed twenty-four, the bailiff and burgesses being the only
electors ; by the Reform Bill the limits of the borough were

greatly enlarged for parliamentary purposes so as to include

484 qualifying tenements, of which the town alone contains

193. The population of the parliamentary borough is be-

tween 7000 and 8000
;
that of Bewdley proper was, in 1831,

3908, of whom 2021 were females. There is, however, on

the other side of the Severn, connected with Bewdley by a

bridge, the suburb of Wribbenhall, which, although not in-

cluded in the municipal limits, appears to form part of the

town. Its population is no where stated separately from

that of the parish to which it belongs ;
but it contains thirty

five qualifying houses, and is thus noticed in the Boundary

Reports
' This suburb contains several good houses, also

2 Z 2
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a luge carpet manufactory, and tome warehouses by the

river side, which afford employment to the inhabitants of

Bewdley.'
In its original state, as U the case with most old towns in

this port of the kingdom, the buildings of Bewdley were of

timber
;
but the principal street is now as well built and

paved as any other in provincial towns of similar rank.

There are three principal streets ; that is, a street leads in a
direct line from the bridge and then diverges to the right
and left, so that the three together give a ground form, ap-

proximating to that of the letter Y, with its foot extending
to the river. The chapel of ease was, like the rest of the

town, of timber, when Leland was there ; it was replaced
in 1748 by the present structure, a neat stone building
erected by subscription, and capable of containing 1200

persons. A large proportion of the inhabitants are Dis-

senters, for whom there are various places of worship.

Bewdley being in the parish of Ribbesford, it has only a

chapel of ease for the accommodation of the inhabitants.

The living is a perpetual curacy in the diocese of Hereford,
of which the rector of Ribbesford is patron. The last re-

turns state the annual income at HID/, per annum.
The town-hall of Bewdley is a very commodious modern

building of stone standing on three arches, which are fur-

nished with handsome iron gates. The front is decorated
with six square pilasters, which support a pediment. The
arches underneath afford admittance to the market-place,
which consists of two rows of stalls under arcades, with an

open area in the centre, having altogether a very neat ap-

pearance. The stone bridge of three arches over the Se-

vern, is a very handsome modern structure, guarded with
balustrades.

A free grammar school was established at Bewdley under
the charter granted to the town by King James. Some
endowments had previously been made for the purpose,

particularly by William Monnox, who gave 6/. per annum
secured upon lands

;
and John, George, and Thomas

Ballard gave the site of the school. The charter declared

the object of the school to be,
'
for the better education and

instruction ofyoung children and youths within the borough,
liberties, and precincts, in good arts, learning, virtue, and m-
struction," and that it should be called

' The Free Grammar
School of King James of England in Bewdley.' The
charge of its revenues was entrusted to the borough corpo-
ration, under the stipulation that they should apply them
to no other use than to the benefit of the school

; they were
also to make written statutes for the government of the

school, and to appoint the master and under-master, who
were to enjoy their offices during the ' well liking of the
said governors.' Numerous small additions have since been
made to the endowments of the school, the revenues of
which arise from a rent-charge on land at Shepperdine in

Gloucestershire, chief rents, rents of houses in Bewdley, and
the tolls of the market. The amount is uncertain. The
master has a salary of 30/. and a house free of rent, taxes,
and repairs. There is no under-master. ' The school'

(remarks Carlisle in 1818)
'
is open as a free grammar

tchool to the children of all the inhabitants, but there are
none at present upon the foundation. The master has
about 30 boarders.' He adds, that no copy of the statutes
is now extant The master has charge of a collection of
books given by the Rev. Thomas Wigan for the use of the

clergy and laity of the neighbourhood. There is also in

the town a school, supported by the corporation and in-

habitants, which affords a plain education, with clothing, to

thirty boys and as many girls.
The advantageous situation of Bewdley on the Severn

formerly rendered it an intermediate station for the com-
merce between the ports of the Severn and the inland
townx, and gave it a most flourishing carrying trade.
Goods were then sent on the river from Bristol, Chepstow,
and Newnham to this place, whence they were sent not
only to the neighbouring towns, but to Manchester, Sheffield,
and Kendal, by regularly established waggons, which re-
turned laden with inland manufactures for exportation. A
considerable carrying trade still exists ; and the Boundary
Report observes, 'The town of Bewdley can hardly be said
to be in a state of decay, although the changes in the in-
ternal navigation of the country have deprived it of its former
commercial importance. Its market, its retail trade with
the surrounding country, its situation on the Severn, and
none small manufactures, afford employment to its popu-
lation, in which may be reckoned a considerable number of

respectable inhabitants.' (Leland's Itinerary; Nash'*
Collectionsfor the Hittory of Worcestershire ; Btavtirt of
England and Wales, vol. xv. ; Boundary Reports, vol. iii.

pt. 2. ; Carlisle's Endowed Grammar School*, $~c.)

BEX, a small but pleasant town, of the canton of Vaud
in Switzerland, situated near the rinht bank of the Rhone,
twelve miles above its entrance into thr 1.. in- n lake, and
about two miles north of St. Maurice in the Valais. It lies

in a fine and fertile valley, at the foot of the high moun:
called La Dent de Morcles, and Les Diublercts, whirl.

to nearly 9000 feet above the sea. Bex is on the hiuh
from Bern and Lausanne to the Valais, which i

at St. Maurice the great road from Geneva to Italy by the

Simplon. Bex is much frequented by travellers in the sum
mer months, and has one of the best inns in Switzerland.

The country about Bex is one of the most interesting in

Switzerland for the botanist, the mineralogist, anil the geo-

logist. At a short distance from Bex, and near the village

of Lavey, a hot mineral spring was discovered in 1 832, on the

banks of the river Rhone, having, it is said, the same JH

ties as the celebrated waters of Loesch in the Y alais. Tempo-
rary baths have been erected at the expense of the govern-
ment of Vaud, which are much frequented by invalids during
summer. (Walsh, Voyage en Suisse.) Bex derives much
of its importance from the deposit of salt in its

neighbour-
hood, and is the only place where it is wrrked in Switzer-

land. Various salt springs issuing from a ncighbourim;
mountain first indicated the existence of the salt, ami the

government of Bern, to which Bex then belonged, under-

took to work it. Several galleries were excavated in the

mountain in order to reach the deposit of salt, but the At-

tempt was not successful, and the principal way in which salt

is still extracted is by boiling the water. (See Cox's Letters

on Switzerland, where he gives an account of the pro
One of the galleries is 4000 feet long, eight feet high, and
six wide. The water of the springs is carried by ]>:;

Bevieux, where are the filters, boilers, and other apparatus
for extracting the salt. In 1824 a part of the mountain vtus

discovered which is strongly impregnated with salt, in con-

sequence of which the quantity of salt extracted yearly has
been increasing, and is now double what it was formerly.
Still the salt collected at Bex does not supply more than 1

- 2 9 1 h

of the population of Switzerland. In 1 825 the net revenue re-

sulting to the state of Vaud from the salt-works amounted
to 52,000 Swiss francs, equal to 78,000 French francs.

(Franscini, Statistica della Svizzera.) The establishment

of these salt-works is conducted with the greatest order

and economy. Salt exists also in the canton of Aargau,
in that of Appenzell, and in the Orisons at Schuol in the

Lower Engadina, but it is not worked.
BEY. [See BEG.]
BEY'RA, or BEI'RA a province of Portugal, situated

between 39 28' and 41"2*/ N. lat., and 6 52' and 846'W.
long. It is bounded on the north by the provinces of Entre-

Douro-c-Minho and Tras-os-Montes, from which it is sepa-
rated by the river Douro ; on the south and south-west by
Alentejo and Portuguese Estremadura, the Tagus and the
Serra de Louzao forming its natural boundaries

; on the

east by Leon and Spanish Estremadura, from which it is

separated by the rivers Turones and Elgas and the Sierra ile

Gata; on the west it is bounded by the ocean. The length
of its sea-coast is about eighty miles. The pr.nii

.

divided into three parts. That portion comprised betwem
the river Douro and the Serra de Estrella is called ll.L'h

Beyra ; from this mountain-range to the banks of the Tagus,
Low Beyra; and the western part of the province, between
the ocean and the Serra de Alcoba, is denominated Beyra
Mar or Maritime Bcira.

Two chains of mountains running nearly parallel to one
another cross the province from north-east to south-wi >i.

The principal and most eastern is the Serra de Estivli;i,

Mons Hcrminius of the antients, which, according to some

geographers, is the western branch of the chain denomi-
nated Corpeto-Vettonic, or Corpetano-Vettonique, extending
along the right bank of the Tagus from its source to its

entrance into the sea. The Serra de Estrella, which in

some parts is 7524 feet above the level of the ocean, and
is covered with snow in some points during the greatest part
of the year, crosses the province from north-east to south-

west, enters Estremadura, where it takes the names of
Serra-de-Louiao and Serra-de-Junto, and terminates on
the ocean near Torres Vedras. On the highest part of
this Serra is a plain nine miles long and three wide, covered
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with snow till the month of June. On this plain there are
several lakes, of which some of the Portuguese geographers
relate many wonderful stories. According to their accounts
these lakes are bottomless, and in some of them masts ol

ships have been found. The lakes, however, are nothing
more than great reservoirs in which the melted snow is col-

lected, and from which several streams of the province
spring. The Serra de Estrella is chielly composed of a

greyish granite, the surface of which is easily decomposed
by the action of the air. In the interior of this greyish
granite are found round blocks of a harder kind and a
darker colour, of the size of the largest cannon ball. The
other chain of this province is the Serra de Alcoba, which,

commencing at the banks of the Douro, runs south-west-
ward along the right bank of the Mondego and terminates
on the sea-shore at the mouth of that river, forming Cape
Mondego : between this range and the Serra de Estrella is

the beautiful valley to which the Mondego gives its name.
The highest point of the Serra de Alcoba, called Cabeca de
Cao or Dogs-head, is 1758 feet above the lovel of the sea.

Cape Mondego has an elevation of 696 feet. From these
two principal chains smaller ones branch out in different

directions, occupying the greatest part of High Beyra. All
these high lands are almost without trees, and only produce
pasture for cattle and food for small game.
The principal rivers of Beyra proceeding from east to west

are the Elgas, the Aravil, the Ponsul, the Vereza, and the

Zezere, all which flow southward into the Tagus. The Tu-
rones (which is joined by the Agueda), the Coa (which is fed

by the Pinhel and the Lamegal), the Tavora, and the Pavia,
flow northwards into the Douro. The Mondego springs in

the Lago Escura in the Serra de Estrella, flows to the north-

west as far as Fornos, where it bends to the south-west, and

leaving Coimbra on its left bank falls into the Atlantic at

Figueira: its whole course may be about 100 miles. The

Vouga crosses and fertilizes the north-western districts of

Viseu and Aveiro. [See AvEino.] Except the Mondego,
the Zezere, and the Vouga, the rivers of Beyra are very
inconsiderable, though none are dry in summer : they all

abound in delicate fish.

The general character of this province is very hilly. The
valleys are fertile, and produce wheat, Indian corn, rye, wine,
and fruit. The valley which is watered by the Mondego is

one of the most fertile and picturesque in the province,

abounding in lemon and orange trees : the hills which
enclose the valley are crowned with vines, and fig and other

fruit trees; indeed, in all Portugal there is scarcely a view so

splendid as that which the province of Beyra presents when
it first opens to the traveller coming from Estremadura, from
the heights north of Condeixa. The valley of the Mon-

dego is also seen to great advantage from the observatory
of Coimbra. The honey of Beyra is celebrated through
Portugal, and the fish of its coast are also in high re-

pute. Both in the mountains and valleys small game is

found in abundance. The western and southern parts of

the province are very productive, but in the mountainous
districts the products are scarcely sufficient for the support
of its inhabitants, many of whom resort to Lisbon, where

they employ themselves as carriers and in other menial

occupations.
The greatest breadth of the province from east to west is

about 120 miles, and the greatest length from north to south

about the same. Antillon gives it an area of 753 Spanish

square leagues of twenty to a linear degree, and a popula-
tion of 1,121,595 souls.

For the civil government, the province is divided into

eleven comarcas, or districts, viz., on the west, Coimbra, the

capital, which comprises 100 parishes; Aveiro, with 99;
Feira, on the north-west, with 75 ; Lamego, on the north,

with 152 ; Viseu with 206 ; Trancoso, nearly in the centre

to the east of Viseu, with 199; Pinhel, between Almeida
and Castel Rodrigo, with 39 ;

La Guarda, to the south-west

of Pinhel, with 190; Linhares, to the west of La Guarda,
with 41 ; Lagos, on the left bank of the Alva, an affluent

of the Mondego, with 49 ;
and Castello Branco, in the south

of the province, with 97. The ecclesiastical division of the

province is into seven bishopricks, Coimbra, Aveiro, Viseu,

Lamego, Pinhel, La Guarda, and Castello Branco. The prin-

cipal military stations are Castel Rodrigo and Almeida, the

latter being the chief fortification of the province, and about

twenty-three miles from Ciudad Rodrigo in Spain.
The inhabitants of Beyra are chiefly employed in agri-

culture, and on the coast in fishing and commerce. There

|
are, however, some manufactories of cloth, hats, and other

'

articles of dress at Coimbra, which town is also the seat of
the only Portuguese University.

(See the Map of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful
Knowledge ;

Antillon
; Bory d'e St. Vincent, Resume Geo-

graphique de la Peninsule Iberique, Paris, 1827; Mi-
nano, &c.)

BEZA, an eminent theologian of the Calvinistic branch
of the reformed church. He is commonly known by the
Latinized name of Beza, but his real name was Theodore
de Beze. He was a Frenchman, horn of noble parents, in

1519, at Vezelai, a small town of which his father was
Bailli, in the district of the Nivernais, or, according to

modern divisions, in the department of Yonne. As soon as
he was weaned he was sent to Paris, and placed under the
care of an uncle, Nicolas de Bcze, who held the office of

Corvseiller, or judge, to the parliament of Paris. The cause
of this early separation from his parents does not appear.
This uncle brought him up tenderly, and before he was ten

years old placed him under the care of Melchior Wolmar, a
learned German, resident at Orleans, who was especially
skilled in the Greek language. On Wolmar being appointed
to a professorship in the university of Bourges, Beza accom-
panied him, and remained, in the whole, for seven years
under his tuition. During this time he became an excellent

scholar, and he afterwards acknowledged a deeper obligation
to his tutor, for having

' imbued him with the knowledge
of true piety, drawn from the limpid fountain of the word
of God.' In 1 535 Wolmar returned to Germany, and Beza
repaired to Orleans to study law; but/his attention was
chieHy directed to the classics and the composition of verses.
His Latin verses, published in 1548, and dedicated to

Wolmar, were chiefly written during this period of his life ,

we shall have to speak of them hereafter.

Beza obtained his degree as licentiate of civil law when
he had just completed his twentieth year, upon which he
went to Paris, where he spent nine years. He was young,
and possessed of a handsome person and of ample means

;

for though not in the priesthood, he enjoyed the pro-
ceeds of two good benefices, amounting, he says, to 700

golden crowns a-year. The death of an elder brother added

considerably to his income, and an uncle, who was abbot of

Froidmond, expressed an intention of resigning that pre-

ferment, valued at 15,000 livres yearly, in his favour.

Under such circumstances, in a city like Paris, he was ex-

posed to strong temptation ;
and his conduct during this

part of his life has incurred great censure. We shall give
first his own account of it, in his letter to Wolmar, and then
a short notice of the statements of his enemies. He ac-

knowledges in the most open manner that,
'

being better

provided with temporal advantages than with wisdom,' and
attracted by the splendour and pleasures of the world, he
was driven about without any fixed principle ;

and though
his conscience bade him profess the reformed religion, yet,

partly from fear of giving offence, partly, as he candidly

says,
'

because, like an unclean dog at a greasy hide, I was
not yet frighted from that iniquitous profit which I derived

from church property," he continued externally to conform
to the dominant church. That his life was grossly immoral
lie denies

;
and as a preservative from immorality, he formed

a private marriage with, or rather engaged to marry, a

woman of birth, he says, inferior to his own, but possessed
of such virtue that he never found reason to repent of the

connexion. It was covenanted that he should marry her

publicly as soon as the obstacles to that step should be

removed, and that in the mean time he should not take

orders, a thing entirely inconsistent with taking a wife.

Meanwhile his relations pressed him to adopt some '
cer-

tain method of life,' or, in other words, to enter into the

church : his wife and his conscience bade him avow his

marriage and his real belief; his inclination bade him con-

ceal both and stick to the rich benefices which he enjoyed ;

and in this divided state of mind he remained till a serious

illness brought him to a more manly and a more holy tem-

per. Immediately on his recovery he fled to Geneva, at

the end of October, 1548, and there publicly solemnized his

marriage and avowed his faith.

In after times, when Beza became a leader among the

reformers, and a zealous and formidable controversialist, he

was charged with having been addicted to the most revolting

licentiousness during this part of his life ; and it was said

that he fled to Geneva to escape from a prosecution insti-

tuted against him in Paris. To rake into the dirt of past
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|M it neither pleasant nor profitable; and we shall confine

ouneUei to expressing our full concurrence with the con-

clusion of Bayle (art
'
Bize,' note U), that us the charges

against Bexa rest solely on assertion, which is met by de-

nial, as the gravest of thorn were of such nature thai they

wight readily have been supported by evidence, and as no

exidenco in support of them was ever given, it is fair to

conclude that they were altogether calumnious. The charge
of general licentiousness has been supported by reference

to the indecency of some of his early poem* published at

Paris in 1548, in his '
Juvenilia,' which his enemies justly

alleged to be inconsistent with the character of a reformer

and father of the church. This offence, which Beza IH-M-I

sought to extenuate, is a grave one, but it affords no ground
for casting the imputation of hypocrisy, or any other, on his

subsequent life. During his residence in Paris, by his own

acknowledgment, though he might have a speculative pre-
ference for the reformed religion, he had no ruling sense of

religion at all. When he became earnest in his religion, he
i ted of his indecency; and both by public avowals of

his contrition, and by endeavouring to suppress the offensive

verses, he made such amends as he could for his offence

against morality. But what can be said in defence of those

who indulged in the most violent invective against Beza for

having composed such poems, and then republished them

again and again to bring the author into contempt and
odium?

After a very short residence at Geneva, and subsequently
at Tubingen, Beza was appointed Greek professor of the

college of Lausanne. During his residence here, he took

every opportunity of going to Geneva to hear Calvin

preach, at whose suggestion he undertook to complete
Clement Marot's translation of the Psalms into French
verse. Marot had translated fifty, so that one hundred
Psalms remained : these were first printed in France with

the royal license in 1561. Beza, at this time, employed
his pen in support of the right of punishing heresy by the

civil power: his treatise, De Hcerettcis a Civili Magistralu

puniendis, is in defence of the execution of Servetus at

Geneva in 1 553. Beza was not singular in maintaining
this doctrine: the principal churches of Switzerland, and
even Melancthon, concurred in justifying, by their autho-

rity, that act which has been so fruitful of reproach against
the party by whom it was perpetrated. The persecuted

party, be it which it might, was ready enough to com-

plain, and to persecute when its turn came round. The
reformers, after rejecting opinions which had been lopg
received as fundamental truths, were determined not to

allow others the same liberty which they had taken them-
selves. His work De Jure Afagistratuum, published at a
much later time in his life (about 1572), presents a curious

contrast to the work De Hcereticis, &c. in this later work
he asserted the principles of civil and religious liberty,

and
the rights of conscience : but though he may be considered
a* before most men of his age in the boldness of his opinions
as to the nature of civil authority, his views of the sovereign

power, as exhibited in this work, are confused and contra-

dictory. During his residence at Lausanne, Beza pub-
lished several controversial treatises, which his friend, col-

league, and biographer, Antoine La Faye, confesses to be
written with a freer pen than was consistent with the gravity
of the subject. Some Lutheran writers attack, in the IN I

violent and insulting language, the grossness displayed in

these works. That there was some ground for the charge
we may collect from La Faye's declaration, that the author

expunged the obnoxious passages in subsequent editions
;

and perhaps it is no wonder that a lively and humorous

temper, not trained in the purest of schools at Paris, should
have required a long course of discipline to be brought
under habitual and complete control. To this portion of
Beza's life belongs the translation of the New Testament
int i Latin, completed in 1556, and printed at Paris by

IIH in |j.)7. The liest edition is said to Irs thii't

of Cambridge, 1642. It contains the commentary of Came-
rarun, as well as a copious body of notes by the translator
himself.

After ten year*' residence at Lausanne, Beza removed to

Geneva in 1559. The admiration which he already felt for
1 ;n was greatly increased by closer intimacy :

' he

'putted him, and in his ninety made great progress both in

matters of doctrine and ofchurch discipline.' 1 1. 1 t'aye, p. 19.)

About tin- ntered into holy orders. At Calvin's

request he was admitted to be a citizen of Geneva ; he was

appointed to assist that remarkable man in giving lectures

in theology ; and on the academy or university of Geneva

being founded by the legislature, he was appointed i <

upon Calvin's declining that office. It seems to have been
in the same year that, at the request of some leading nobles

among the French Protestants, he undertook ajourn
. in hope of winning the 1.

autism, or at least of inducing him to i."ii

of the persecution to winch the French Protes:

then exposed. His preaching was successful ; and he re-

mained at Nerac until the beginning of 1561, and at the

king of Navarre's request attended the conference of I'oissy.

opened iii August of that year, in the hope of

reconciliation between the Catholic and Protestant chu^K
jf France. Beza was the chief speaker in behalf of the

latter, and though certain of his expressions WOK

excepted to, he seems on the whole to have managed his

cause with temper and ability ; and to have made a favour-

able impression on both Catherine of Medicis and Cardinal

Lorrain. (See La Faye, pp. 28-40
;
and D Thou, Thuarri

Histona. lib. 28, pp. 40, 48, vol. ii. Genev. 1620.)

Catherine requested him to remain in France, on the plea
that his presence would tend to maintain tranquillity, and
that his native country had the best title to his services.

He consented ; and after the promulgation of the edict of

January, 1562, often preached publicly in the suburbs of

Paris. The short-lived triumph of toleration was ended by
the massacre of Vassy, and the civil war which ensued.

[See L'HUPITAL.] During that contest, which closed in

March, 1663, Beza attached himself to the person of Condi",

at that prince's earnest request. He was present at the

battle of Dreux, where C'onde was taken prisoner : but not

as a combatant, as he positively asserts in his answer to \.,,

calumniator, Claude de Xaintes. We may here notice the

accusation brought against him of having been concerned
in plotting the murder of the Duke ofGuise in 1563, founded
on the confession of the murderer Poltrot : but Poll rot re-

tracted this accusation, and, to the hour of his death,
asserted the innocence of Beza.
At the end of the war Beza returned to Geneva. In 1564

he was appointed teacher of theology, on the death of Calvin,
whose labours he had shared, and with whom he had
in strict union and friendship. He then took an assist-

ant, as Calvin bad taken him: at a later period Antoine
La Faye filled that office. From the number of tr.

which Beza wrote during a few years after his return to

Geneva, we may judge that he returned with avidity from
the interruption of war to his studies, and to the work ot

controversy. He succeeded not only to the place, but to the

influence of Calvin, and from thenceforth was regarded a*

the head and leader of the Genevese church. In I .'.71 he
was requested to attend the general synod of French Pro-

testants held at Rochellc ; and he was elected moderator or

president of that assembly, by which the confession of faith

of the Gallican church was settled. In 1572 he was auain

requested to attend a synod held at Nismes. win-re he op-
posed successfully a new form of church discipline, which
Jean Morel attempted to introduce. In the course of his

life, Beza was engaged in several other conferences, which,
as they produced no important results, it is not necess

give any account of.

After the massacre of St. Bartholomew, in 1572, Beza
showed himself prompt to succour the distressed 1'iotcMants
who flocked to Geneva. He supporter], acci.rdin^'

Faye, fifty clergymen, who were among them, lor three

years, chiefly by his exertions in raising subscriptions in

their behalf in England, Germany, and France.
In 1575 began Heza's correspondence with the lord chan-

cellor of Scotland on the subject of church polity. A :

time the code of Scots ecclesiastical law, called the >

Booh of Discipline, was in course of framing: and tin- lord

chancellor, who saw and feared the destruction of the spi-
ritual estate in parliament by the settlement of Prnshy to-

rianism, entered on an epistolary correspondence with He/a
on the subject. Beza answered the queries submitted to

him, and the treatise which he composed on the occasion

having been printed, and soon after translated, tin

thority of his name and the force of his arguments had
great influence on the public mind.

His first wifedied in 1588. In the course of a few months
he took a second wife, a young widow, to whose care his de

clinini: years were indebted for much comfort. He scai

manifested the infirmities of age until 1597, when he was
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obliged on more than one occasion to quit the pulpit, leaving
his sermon incomplete. In the autumn of 1 598 he ceased to

attend the schools. He preached for the last time, January 1 3,

1600. The Jesuits in 1597 spread a report of his death, with

the addition that he had reconciled himself to the Papal
Church. He retorted in two satiric copies of verses, one di-

rected against the order in general, the other against the

person with whom the lie was believed to have originated.
La Faye records a pleasing instance of attention on the part
of his brother clergymen of Geneva. Towards the close of

his life two of them at least waited upon him every day ;

and at times the whole body paid him that token of respect.
He declined gradually under the weight of years, but ex-

cepting the partial loss of memory in respect of recent

occurrences, he retained his intellect unclouded to the last.

He died October 13, 1605. An interesting account of his

last moments is given by La Faye.
Beza was a man ofundoubted learning, talent, and zeal for

the interests of the church to which he belonged. His emi-
nence is testified by the virulence with which he has been
attacked both by Roman Catholic and Lutheran divines. Of
the charges brought against his conduct in youth we have

already expressed our opinion ;
and it does not appear that

his life and conversation, from the time of his avowed con-

version, were open to any charges, except that of having
used an unseemly levity in some of his first controversial

works, which, as we have seen, was coupled by his enemies
with other accusations, to prove that he was a man of loose

and profligate character. His writings are now nearly for-

gotten : in addition to those which we have specified, we
may add his 'Confession of the Christian Faith,' 1560,

written, it is said, 'to justify himself, and in hope of con-

verting his father
;
and his '

Ecclesiastical History of the

Reformed Churches of France, from 1521 to 1563,' 1580.

He also wrote a '

Life of Calvin.' La Faye has given a list

of Beza's works, which are fifty-nine in number. (Antonius

Fayus, De Vita, et Obitu Beza;; Bayle.)
BEZA'S CODEX, a celebrated manuscript, containing

the Four Gospels and Acts of the Apostles written in Greek,
with a corresponding Latin text on every opposite page. Of
the Greek text we shall speak more particularly presently.
The Latin version is believed to be the Vetus Italica, the

old Italic, before it was corrected by St. Jerom.
This singular manuscript was presented to the University

of Cambridge by Theodore Beza in the year 1581, whence
it has its name of Codex Bezee, and is sometimes cited as

Codex Cantabrigiensis. It is a thick quarto volume, written

upon vellum, in uncial letters of the square form, that is,

in large capitals quadrated, as distinguished from the sharper
uncials. The letters, in some places, particularly in the

beginning of the first leaf, are scarcely legible. The gospels
are placed in the usual order of the Latin manuscripts,
Matthew, John, Luke, Mark. This codex has no stops,
marks of aspiration, or accents.

There are various chasms in this manuscript, which, both
in the Greek and Latin texts, have been supplied at later

periods. The defective passages in the Greek are Matthew
i. v. 1 to 20

;
vi. v. 20, to ix. v. 2 : xxvii. v. 2 to 12 ; John i.

v. 16 to iii. v. 26 ; Acts, viii. v. 29 to x. 14; xxi. v. 2 to 10,

and 15 to 19; xxii. v. 10 to 20; lastly, xxii. 29 to the end
of the MS. In the Latin version the chasms are Matthew
L v. 1 to 12

;
from v. 8 in chap. vi. to viii. 27 ; from xxvi.

65 to xxvii. 2; from John i. 1 to iii. 16; Acts viii. 19 to

x. 4; xx. 31 to xxi. 3, and 7 to 11
;

xxii. 2 to 10; and

lastly, from Acts xxii. 20 to the end.

In the year 1787, immediately after the appearance of

the New Testament of the Alexandrian Manuscript, pub-
lished by Dr. C. G. Woide, the University of Cambridge
appointed Dr. Thomas Kipling, late fellow of St. John's

College, and Deputy Regius Professor of Divinity, to edit

this their highly-prized manuscript in fac-simile : that is,

as far as metal types could he made to represent it, for a
real absolute fac-simile can be obtained only by engraving.
It appeared in 1 793 in two volumes folio, edited with fidelity,

accompanied by a preface of twenty-eight pages, and fol-

lowed by twenty-four pages of notes, entitled Codex Theo-
dori Bezce Cantabrigiensis, Evangelia et Apostolorum
Ada complectens, quadratis literis, Grteco-Latinus : Aca-
demia auspicante, venerandee has vetustatis reliquias,
tumma qua potuit fide, adumbravit, expressit, edidit,

Codicis historian prcefixit, notasque adjecit Thomas Kip-
ling, S. T.P. Coll. Div. Joan, nuper socius.

PT. Kipling, in his preface, endeavours 1st, to establish

the high antiquity of his MS. ; 2dly, he points out its pe-
culiar character and excellence ; 3dly, he traces its migra-
tions; and lastly, he describes its form.

It is allowed by all pateographists that Beza's MS. is one
of the most antient of its kind. Those who give it the
least antiquity, assign it to the sixth or seventh century.
Wetstein and J. D. Michaelis deem it much older

; and
Dr. Kipling is of opinion that it is more antient than the
Alexandrian MS., and must have been written in the se-

cond century. His conjecture is founded on these circum-

stances, that it wants the doxology at the end of the Lord's

Prayer, and has the Ammonian sections without the Euse-
bian canons. That the doxology is an interpolation there
can be little doubt; but that the want of it in a MS. is a

proof of the high antiquity of that MS. cannot so readily
be admitted. If the writer of Beza's MS. were a Latinist,
he might leave out the doxology in his Greek copy, because
it was not in his Latin copy ;

or his Greek copy might have
been one of those which wanted the doxology. The argu-
ment derived from the entire omission of the Eusebian
canons, and from the Ammonian sections being added by
a posterior writer, is more specious. Dr. Kipling hence
infers that the text of the MS. was written antecedently to

the date of the Ammonian sections, and these before the
Eusebian canons appeared. Ammonius lived in the third,
Eusebius in the fourth century : the Ammonian sections in

Beza's MS. are much posterior to the text, and are without
the canons of Eusebius ; therefore he considers it highly
probable that those sections were added to the MS. before

the fourth, and that the manuscript itself was written be-
fore the third century.
As to the nature and excellence of the Beza manuscript

great diversity of opinion subsists. Antony Arnauld (Dis-
sertation Critique touchant les Exemplaires, sur lesquels
M. Simon pretend que, &c., 8vo. Col. 1691) insisted that it

was a forgery of the sixth century, and therefore unworthy
of credit ; and his chief argument was, that it has certain

additions or interpolations which are not found in the copies
anterior to that period ; such as that in Matthew xx. 28,

t'/Te Si iji-rf, &C.
;
that in Luke vi. 5, TJ aiiry iipiptf, &c.

This reasoning would be solid, if the assumption were just ;

namely, that these and similar interpolations were not found
in any other MS. before the sixth century. Dr. Kipling
draws from the same circumstance a very different conclu-

sion : he thinks that the aforesaid additions are proofs that

either the Beza MS., or its archetype, must have been writ-

ten before Jerom corrected the text of the New Testament,
because they are not in his version. Bengel supposes this

MS. to be of British origin from its great conformity with the

Anglo-Saxon version, and to have been reformed, or rather

corrupted, according to the Italic version. To this argument
it is answered, that the Beza MS. resembles the Syriac ver-

sion as much as it does the Italic and Anglo-Saxon. Mi-
chaelis, in his account ' of the manuscripts that have been
used in editions of the Greek Testament' (Introd. to the

New Test. 8vo. Cambr. 1793, vol. ii. p. i. pp. 228, 229) is of

this opinion, in which he is corroborated by Professor

Storr, who, in the eighth section of his Observationes super
Novi Testamenti Versionibus Syrians, produces various

examples in which the Syriac version coincides with the

Codex Cantabrigiensis, and at last conjectures that the

latter has, in some cases, been improperly altered from the

former, through a mistake of the Syriac text. (See Mi-

chaelis, ut supr. p. 231.)
In noticing what Dr. Kipling calls the '

rnigrationes,' or

peregrinations of the Codex Bezso, he gives it as his opinion,
from internal evidence, that it was written in Egypt : others

have been persuaded that it was written in the West, not by
a Greek, hut by a Latinist. By what means this manu-

script passed to France is unknown. Beza, who presented
it to the University of Cambridge, had himself received it

about nineteen years before. He states it to have been
found in the Monastery of St. Ireneeus at Lyons. Beza was
at that time resident at Geneva. It has been supposed by
some critics to be the manuscript which was produced in the

Council of Trent in 1546 by the bishop of Clermont, and
which Drathmurus mentions four hundred years before that

council
;
but this is mere conjecture, and scarcely amounts

to a probability. (See Dr. Kipling's Preface; Monthly Re-
view for Nov., 1793 ; Cantabngiana, in the Monthly Mag.,
vol. xv. p. 535 ; and J. D. Michaelis, ut supra.)

BEZANT, a gold coin struck at Constantinople by the

emperors of that city, antiently called Byzantium. William
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of Malmosbury My* expressly.
'

Constantmopolis primum
Byzantium dicta. Formani antiijui rocabuli pnoferunt ini-

peratorii nummi Bizanlini vocati.'
(Script, pott Bul-im.

s.iville, fol. 76 b.) This coin was called Byzant, Be-

Bvzantus, Byzantius. Byzantinus, Byzanteus, and

Hixantius; and from tin; ninth to the fourteenth century
was the chief gold coin in currency through Europe.
The Moors of Spain stamped also a gold coin called By-

zantius Massarautinus. There was likewise- the Byznntius
Saraccnatus, or Saracenicus, struck by the sultans of Ico-

nium in Lesser Asia ; and Byzantii Melecbini, so called

from being coined at Malines in Flanders.

These Bezants were not always of the same weight, fine-

ness, or value, since we find them described as aurei By-
zantii ; iiurei boni Byzuntii ; and uuri optimi Byzaiitti.

Ducange quotes this last expression from a charter of the

year 915. (Amid Ughellum, torn. i. pp. 853, 960.)

Bysantii aloi, sett argenlei, white or silver Bezants, also

occur in the Constitutiones Odonis Ifgati Apost. in Cypro,
an. l

-248. Ducange quotes a charter of 1399, which speaks
of white Bezants of Cyprus. They likewise occur in a

bull of Pope Gregory 'IX. (Apud Ughellum, torn. viL

p. 60.)

The Moorish Bezants arc sometimes called in old writers

Marabotini, or Maurabotini. They are mentioned by this

name in Matthew Paris, A.D. 1176. (Hist. Major, edit.

1634, p. 110.) Sec also Ralph de Diceto under the year
1177. (Script, x. Twysd. col. 598.) From Ducange we
learn that

' Morabotini boni Alfonsini, auri fini et ponderis
recti,' frequently occur in Aragonese charters towards the

close of the thirteenth century.
Camden, in his Remains concerning Britain (edit. 8vo.

Loud. 1674, p. 235), noticing the coined and other money in

use among our Saxon ancestors, says, 'Gold they had also,

which was not of their own coin, but outlandish, which they
called in Latin Bizantini, as coined at Constantinople
sometimes caUed Bizantium, and not at Besancon in Bur-

gundy. This coin is not now known, but Dunstan, arch-

bishop of Canterbury (as it is in the authentical deed), pur-
chased Hendon in Middlesex of King Edgar to West-
minster for two hundred Bizantincs. Of what value they
were was utterly forgotten in the time of King Edward III.;

for, whereas the bishop of Norwich was condemned to pay a

Bizantine of gold to the abbot of St. Edmundsbury for en-

croaching upon his liberty (as it was enacted by parliament
in the time of the Conqueror), no man then living could tell

bow much that was, so as it was referred to the king to rate

how much bo should pay.'
In Domesday Book no mention whatever occurs of the

Bezant ; but it occurs twice as a denomination of money in

fbe Winton Domesday of the year 11-18, and several times

in the Boldon Book, a survey of the palatinate of Durham
made in 1 183 ; both printed among the Supplementary Re-
cords to the Great Domesday. The monks ofOseney, in con-

sideration of the manor of Hampton-Gay in Oxfordshire, in

the 6th of King Stephen, gave ten marks of silver to Robert
de Gait, and one Bezantine to his wife. (Kennel's I'nrn-

cfiial Antiquities of Oxfordshire, edit. 1 695, p. 97.) Madox,
in his History of the Exchequer, says, that in Henry II.'s

time, Cressalin, the Jew of Winchester, was amerced one
hundred marks, and he paid, instead thereof, one hundred
Bezants, which were accepted by the king, mera ;

( \I iy. Rot. Henry II. rot. 1 0, art. Sudhantescira.') Madox
also says (History of the Exchequer, p. 711), that in the

17th year of King John, 10*. of Venetian money, and two

Bezants, were used at the Exchequer for counters : the

Venetian shillings valued at 15s. and the two Bezants at

3i. 6d. These of course were silver bezants. From the

narrative of William de Braose's treasons (recorded in the

Black and Red Book of the Exchequer) against King
John, it is clear that silver Bezants were in use in that

reign i for when Maud, Braose's wife, was to make the
flrut payment of a fine of 40,000 marks, which she and

.msband had consented to pay on being restored to

the king's favour, she told the justiciary, and the rest who
were sent to distrain upon their goods, that they must ex-

pect nothing, she having no more money in her purse than
v four marks of silver, twenty- four shillings of I!

and fifteen ounces of gold. (See Dugdale's Baron, I...IM. i.

pp.416, 417.) John of Glaston in his Chronicle (vol. i.

p. 224) informs us that Michael, abbot of Glastonhury, dying
A.I>. l-'53, Ml to his successor

'

quadrapinta Bisancios et

Ttginti libra* sterlingorum.' Chaucer names the ' Besaunt'

in the Romaunf of the Rose (Works, edit. 1 :, 12. fol. oxxxiii.),

and Wickliffe. in his translation of the N-ie Testament

(Luke, chap. xv. v. 8, 9), uses the term ' Bosuuntis
'

for the

ten
pieces

of money in the parable.
The probability seems to be that the Bezant of gold was

current in England, if not from the ninth certainly, from
the tenth century till the time of Edward III., when the

coinage of the English noble drove it out of

The Constantinopolitan Bezant was the coin which we
still see in our rabinets 111 gold, in the form of an umbo or

hollow dish, frequently bearing the portrait of our Sau<>ur.

The weight of one of those of Alexius Comnemis I., who

reigned from 1081 to 1118, is seventy grains. The Moorish
Bezants were Hat. The Constantinopolitan Bezant >

to have been generally of about the value of a ducat, or

nine shillings. The name was probably given in the middle

ages to the gold coins of most countries. Cotgrave says
that Henry II. of France coined Bezants.

The white, or silver Bezant, in the 16th year of Stephen,

according to an instrument quoted in Kennel's Parochial

Antiquities, edit. 1695, p. 10, was of the value of 2*. No
silver bezant is at present known t'> exist, at least under
that denomination, in the cabinets of our collectors : but

Constantinopolitan coins of silver, of tlia same size and
form with the gold bezttnts, are found in cabinets, of the

twelfth and later centuries : they usually weigh about forty

or forty-three grains.
Banduri and other writers call both the gold and silver

coins of Constantinople which we have described, Nummi
Scyphati.
Camden (Remains, p. 236) says, that in the court of Eng-

land, the piece of gold valued at ].'>/., which the king was

ontienlly accustomed to oner on high festival da\s, was
called a Bizantine : 'which, antiently, was a piece of gold
coined by the emperors of Constantinople ; but, afterward,

there were two,' probably meaning bars,
'

purposely made
for the king and queen, with the resemblance of the Trinity,

inscribed,
" In honorem sanctro Trinitatis," and on the other

side the picture of the Virgin Mary, with " In Inn:

sanctoo Murice Virginis ;" and this was used till th.

year of King James, who, upon just reason, caused two to

be new cast, the one for himself, having on the one side the

picture of a kin;; kneeling before an altar, with four crowns
before him, implying his four kingdoms, and in the circum-

scription,
"
Quid retribuam Domino pro omnibus qua- tri-

buit mini ?" On the other side a lamb lying by a lion, with
" Cor contritum et humiliatura non dcspiciet Deus." And
in another for the queen, a crown protected by a cherubim,
over that an eye, and " Deus

"
in a cloud, with "

Tegct
alii summus ;" on the reverse a queen kneeling before an

altar, with this circumscription,
" Piis precibus fervente fide

humili obsequio."
'

By the treaty for the deliverance of the French kiiiL' St.

Louis, and the other prisoners made at the battle of Man-
soura and elsewhere, between the commissioners of his ma-

jesty and the sultan of Babylon, it was airreed that the kin^
should pay to the sultan 10,000 gold Bezants, which
then worth, according to the recital of the Sieur dc Joinville,

500,000 livres. The sultan afterwards reduced his demand
to 800 Saracen gold Bezants. (See Johnes's Mrni".

John Lord de Joinville, vol. ii. Dissert, xx. p. Ifi7.)

BEZANT represents in heraldry the round pieces of gold

already described, by which the stipends of the higln
diers of the army in the holy wars are supposed to h;t\u

been paid. They are, with us, always emblazoned gold,
but the foreign heralds make them both pold and silver.

BEZIERS. or HKJSIKKS, a town in France in the de-

partment of Herault. It stands on a hill at the I

which Hows the river Orb, which is joined close to the town

by the great Canal du Midi or du Laiiguedoc. It is 480
miles S. or 8. by E. "t I'ari> through dormant, Mende,
Anduze, and Montpcllicr; in 43" 21' N. lat. and 3" 13' E.

long, from Greenwich.
This town existed at the time of the Roman dominion in

the south of France, and was one of the early colonies of

that people. The veterans of the seventh legion
settled here ; and hence, in addition to its own name, which
is \ariou>ly written Ktrlrrrrr, Hrtcrrtr, Hitrrrrr, it acquired
the IP < f Stpiimanonm. Upon the downfall of

the V, npirc in the fifth century it fell into the
hands of the Visigoths, by whom il wa> much injured. It

r"\n<cl, however, and was retained by them till the over-

throw of their kingdom. When tho Saracens overran the
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south of France in the eighth century Beziers was taken by
them, and from them by Charles Martel, who dismantled
the fortifications. Again recovering from the disasters of

war, the town nourished under the Carlovingian kings of

France, and in the tenth century it had viscounts of its

own, who, however, admitted the bishops of Beziers to a

part of the temporal jurisdiction of the city. These viscounts
were vassals of the counts of Barcelona, who became in

course of time kings of Aragon.
In the thirteenth century Beziers attained the height of its

prosperity, though it had suffered severely in the prece-

ding century in a quarrel between the townspeople and
their viscounts. When the opinions of the Albigenses
spread they were embraced by many of the people of
Beziers

; and when the crusade against that unhappy sect

took place, this town was one of those on which the storm
of fanatic persecution fell. In 1209 it was attacked by the
Catholic army, and after a valiant resistance was carried by
assault, and the capture was succeeded by a general mas-
sacre. It was on this occasion that Arnaud, abbot of

Citeaux, legate of the pope, being asked by his comrades

among the besiegers how they should know the Catholics,

replied
'
Kill all God will know his own.'

Within a few years of this calamity, the remainder of the
former inhabitants who had escaped by flight, or had been
absent at the time of the assault, recommenced building
the town; it rose again from its ruins, and was in 1247
ceded by the last Viscount to St. Louis, King of France.
But the wars of England and France, in the fourteenth cen-

tury, brought new disasters : the fortifications were ruined,
and repaired, and ruined again. In the religious wars of

the sixteenth century, Beziers was again involved ; and in

the reign of Louis XIII., having embraced the party of his

brother Gaston, duke of Orleans, it fell into the hands of the

king, whoordered the citadel to be demolished. (Malte-Brun ;

Expilly, Dictionnaire des Gaules.)
The situation of this town is of almost unequalled beauty.

From the hill on which it is situated the view extends over
a valley where the pale leaf of the olive mingles with the

massive verdure of the mulberry. Orchards, gardens, and

vineyards, interspersed with country houses, extend along
the banks of the Orb. On another side, eight or nine
locks of the Canal du Midi rise successively one above
the other, and form by the waters which escape from
them a magnificent series of cascades. The town, which
is surrounded by an old wall, flanked with towers, is tole-

rably well built. The former cathedral of St. Nazaire

(Nazarius), an ill-proportioned building, has an organ sus-

tained by some singular bearded figures, whose appear-
ance is somewhat ambiguous, as they have been taken by
some for satyrs, while others represent them as doctors of

law. The terrace in front of the cathedral is remarked for

the beauty of its prospect ; another terrace or
'

belveder,' on
or near the site of the citadel, has also a fine prospect. There
are some remains of an amphitheatre ;

but this, with the ex-

ception of one or two inscriptions, is the only relic of Roman
antiquity which has survived the repeated devastations of

the town. There is an old figure of stone in one of the

streets, which it was usual to dress up once a year. It was
said to represent an ancient captain, Peire Peerue, who,
when the town was taken by the English, defended one
street (the Rue Francoise) against them. This figure is now
called Pepesuc. Its origin and meaning are unknown.

Before the revolution, Beziers had, besides its cathedral,

a collegiate church, which had been in very antient times

the cathedral, and was afterwards attached to a Benedictine

abbey ; five parish churches ; an abbey of ths order of St.

Augustin ; a college of the Jesuits; monasteries for Domi-

uicans, Recollets, Carmelites, Augustinians, Capuchins,
and Minims; and nunneries for nuns of the orders of St.

Clara and of the Holy Ghost, for Visitandines and Ursulines.

There were besides two hospitals and a seminary for priests.

The manufactures of Beziers consist of silk stockings,
fine cloth, and druggets. There are also tan-yards, a glass-

house, paper-mills, and distilleries. The product of its

looms, together '.vith the agricultural produce of the sur-

rounding country, wine, brandy, oil, and silk, furnish the

chief articles of trade. The population of the town in 1 832
was 14,76.3, of the commune 16,769.
The town has a subordinate court of justice (tribunal de

premiere instance) and a tribunal de commerce, or court for

tlie settlement of commercial disputes ;
a college or high

school, a library, an agricultural society, and a theatre.

Provisions are abundant and cheap, ar.d the town is coil

sidered to ofl'er several temptations to an epicure. There is

a communication daily by the Canal du Midi with Toulouse.

(Reichard's Road-Booh.)
Beziers has produced several men of eminence; among

them are Jean Barbeyrac, a Protestant, whose family

quitted France upon the revocation of the edict of Nantes
;

Paul Pellisson Fontanier, an historical writer of some note,

who endured a long imprisonment in the Bastile, in the

time of Louis XIV., for his fidelity to his employer Fouquet,

superintendent of the finances ; Paul Riquet, the projector

and engineer of the great Canal du Midi, one of the most

wonderful works of its time ; and Jean Jacques Mairan

de Dortous, an astronomer of note in the early part of the

last century.
This place was formerly the see of a bishop, a suffragan

of the Archbishop of Narbonne ;
his diocese extended

over a small part of Languedoc, now included in the diocese

of Montpellier. The origin of the bishopric is antient : one

of the possessors of it sat in the first council of Aries in 314,

Beziers is the capital of an arrondissement, compre-

hending 260 square miles, or 166,400 acres, and containing
12 cantons and 97 communes: the population in 1832

was 1 23,647. The environs of the town are well cultivated ;

they yield lead, coal, and marble. There are also somd
mineral waters. (Malte-Brun ; Robert, Dictionnaire G&o-

graphique ; Dtctionnaire Universel de la France, fyc.)

BEZOARS. The most probable etymology of the word
bezoar is from the Persian Pad-za.hr, i.

p.
'

expelling poison,
the expeller of poison:' the stone bears this and other de-

signations of similar import in Persian: e. g. Bad-zahr,
which seems to be a corruption of Pad-zahr. The word

pad means '

relieving, curing, removing (disease),' and
zaJir is

'

poison.' Bezoars are substances found in various

parts, but chiefly in the intestines, of land animals, and
which were regarded as antidotes to all poisons, as well as

supposed to possess other extraordinary virtues. Hence any
substance which possessed, or was thought to possess, im-

portant qualities, was termed bezoardic, to indicate its value.

Bezoars are either natural or artificial : but even the na-

tural ones, being the result of disease, are not invariably
met with in the animals which produce them. Their rarity,

as well as the preternatural virtues ascribed to them, contri-

buted to make them prized ;
on which account they have

sometimes been sold for ten times their weight of gold.

Those which were most esteemed came from the east and
were the earliest used. The most highly-valued of these

was obtained from the stomach of the Capra Aegagrus, or

wild goat of Persia. This was called by way of eminence

Lapis Bezoar Orientalis. The greater number of bezoars

are procured from ruminating animals, and in many in-

stances they are nothing more than some portion of their

food agglutinated into a ball by the secretions of the intes-

tinal canal. Similar formations are sometimes found in the

human stomach or intestines, especially in persons who live

much upon vegetable or farinaceous food. (See Monro On
the Morbid Anatomy of the Gullet, &c.) The bezoars from

the west, called also American, are chiefly obtained from

the Auc/ienia Lama and Auchenia Vicuua, Illig. These

have been analyzed by Proust, and found chiefly to consist

of phosphate of lime. (See Ann. de Chimie, vol. i. p. 197.)

The oriental and some other bezoars were analyzed by

Fourcroy and Vauquelin. (See Ann. du Museum d'Hint.

Nat. i. 93, iv. 334.)

Bezoars, though still esteemed in the east, have long
fallen into merited disuse in Europe. Various artificial

bezoars were often fraudulently substituted for the genu-
ine; but these are not to be confounded with certain

metallic preparations, chiefly of tin, silver, mercury, and
lead, the composition of which was well known, and only

designated bezoars from their power in curing diseases ;

these, if employed in the present day, are designated by-

other names, and will be noticed under the heads of the

metals and their preparations.
The Bezoardicum animate was the name giv en to flic-

heart and liver of vipers, which, with other disgusting arti-

cles, were once used in medicine, but are now laid aside.

BHADRINATH, a town in northern Hindustan, situ-

ated on the west side of the river Alacananda, in 30 43' N.

lat., 79 39' E. long. Bhadrinath derives all its importance

from its temple, which contains idols that are the objects of

great reverence all through India. It is stated that the

pilgrims and religious mendicants who annually visit this

NO. 250. [THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.] VOL. IV. 3 A
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temple amount to nearly 50,000. A belief is prevalent
among Hindus that Bhadrinalh is the dwelling-place of

many holy persons, who have been living there in retirement
f T many thousand yean. To favour this belief cavern is

pointed out to pilgrims as being the abode of these sancti-

fied personages, but a* the mouth of this cavern is closed

by a great mass of snow, it is not possible for any of the
visitors to satisfy their curiosity by invading the sanctuary
of its inhabitants. The principal idol preserved in the temple
is a figure cut out of black marble, which, during the season
at which pilgrims resort to the shrine, is clothed in gold and
s-ilx'IT brocade, and is attended by a numerous retinue of ser-

vants. But with the departure of the pilgrims the glory of I he
idol departs also ; the attendants are dismissed, the clothing
is removed, and the figure itself is stowed away in a vault.

The principal part of the houses in the town are occupied
by brahmins and other attendants on the temple, most of

whom withdraw from the place during winter, and return
in time for the reception of the pilgrims.

Hhadrinath stands in the centre of a narrow valley about
four miles in length. The town is 1 0/294 feet above the
level of the sea. The land to the north rises to a great
weight, the peak of one mountain being 23,411 feet above
the sea. At the end of May, masses of undissolved snow

seventy feet thick have been observed on these mountains;
some of them are perpetually covered with snow. Near to

the high peak just mentioned is a spring of hot water, the

team rising from which emits a sulphurous smell.

(Asiatic Researches ; Hamilton's East India Gazetteer.)
BHURTPORE, a district in the province of Agra, ex-

tending from Biana, in 26 57' N. lat., 77 8' E. long., to

Gjpaulghur, in 27 39* N. lat. and 77 12' E. long., and

forming the western boundary of the province of Agra.
The soil in general is light and sandy, and the country is

bare of trees. The land is represented by Bishop Heber as

being one of the best cultivated and watered tracts that he
had seen in India ; it is irrigated only from wells. The
principal productions are corn, cotton, and sugar, the last-

mentioned of these being more carefully attended to than is

usual in India. The villages are said by the bishop to have
been in good condition and repair, while the whole country
afforded a pleasing picture of industry.
The territory of Bhurtpore is governed by an independent

native rajah, who is one of the principal chieftains of the

Jauts. His dominions, the area of which is little less than
5000 square miles, contain, besides Bhurtpore. the capital,
several towns, among which are, Combher, Deeg, We\ iv.

Biana, Kurnau, Gopaulghur, Nuggur, Robass, Wheeguish,
Roodawah, Nudbharee, and Phurser. Combher, which is

in 27 17' N. lat, 77 14' E. long., is the place where the

salt is manufactured which is largely consumed in Upper
Hindustan under the name ofbalumba: this salt is pro-
cured by evaporation from the water of some brine springs
found in the neighbourhood. Deeg is situated in 27 30'

N. lat, and 77" 12' E. long., fifty-seven miles north-east of

Agra. The ruins of many fine palaces give this fortress

the appearance of having once been a place of importance.
A severe action was fought under its walls in ISOj be-

tween the English forces under Lord Lake and the army
of Holkar, in which the latter was defeated with L-P-.II

slaughter. During the rainy season the town would lie

subject to injury from the torrents that pour down from the

high land* but for extensive embankments, which are con-

stantly kept in repair. Weyre, in 27 2' N. lat, 77 2' E.

long., is on the high road from Jeypore to Agra, and fifty

miles west of the latter city. The town is surrounded by
mud walls with circular bastions ; the interior consists, like

many other Indian towns, of an incongruous assemblage of

mud huts and magnificent marble dwellings with gardens
and fountains; the inhabitants are a mixture of Jauts and
Mohammedans. Biana, which was the capital of the pro-

of Agra when the site of the present capital
was oc-

fiipied hy a small village, is situated in 26 57' N. lat, 77
-' K long. Biana is built on the Ban Gunga river, fifty

miles wert-south-weit from Agra. This town was first con-

quered by the Mohammedans in 1197. It is still a con-

siderable place, containing several large stone houses. The
inhabitants embark with activity in commercial pursuits.
The tQwn of Kurnau covers an extensive site, but is for the

most part in ruins, only the eastern quarter being at all in-

habited; it has a large brick fort in the centre, which is

also in ruins. The other town* the* have been named do
not require further notice.

A treaty was concluded in 1803 between the English and
the rajah of Bhurtpore, which provided that hi" dominions
should be taken under Ui. lion, while he, on llu

utlier hand, engaged to assist the English agamM Scindta

ami the rajah of Berar, with whom they were then at war.

In the following year, when h'; mencod likewiae

with Jeswunt Rao Holkar, the rajah of Bhurti>urc. disre-

garding the treaty, joined his forces with those of Holkar
The fortress of Bhurtpore was in consequence invested by
the army under Lord Lake, to whom it w.is delivered up in

April, 1805, when a fine of twenty lacs of rupees was im-

upon the rajah. This chief, Ithundcr Sing, died in

October, 1 8'23, childless, and was succeeded by his brother,

Buldeo Sing, who died in February, 1825, leaving a son

named Bulwunt Sing, then only six >ears of age. His suc-

or ion was dispute'! hy his uncle, Doorjau Lall, who assumed
the sovereignly. Bulwunt Sing having been previously re-

cognized hy Lord Amherst, then governor-general, a

commanded by Lord Combermere, consisting of 25,000 men,
with a train of artillery, was sent against the usurper, and
the fortress of Bhurtpore was carried by assault on the

of January, l-.'6, with a loss to the British forces of 3000
killed and wounded. The young rajah, Bulwunt Sing, was
then duly installed, and the territory of Bhurtpore was

charged with the expense of the military operations, amount-

ing to 24,39,173 rupees. At that time the fortress was a

place of great strength, being surrounded by high walls sixty
feet thick, and having a wide and deep ditch beyond. The
wall-, which were Hanked at short intervals by bastions

amply provided with artillery, are about eight miles round.

The principal fort stood on high ground, at the eastern side

of the town. This fort, with the principal bastions and other

military defences, have since been blown up and demolished.

(Mills's History of British India ; Bishop Heber's Jour-
nal ; Keport of the Committee of the House of Commons on
the Affairs nf the East India Comp., ) 832, political section.)

BIAFRA, BIGHT OF, is the innermost part of the

Gulf of Guinea, on the western coast of Africa : it is

bounded on the S. by Cape Lopez (about 1 30' S. lat.) and
on the N. by Cape Formosa (5 40' N. lat. and near 6

E. long.) ; Cape Formosa divides it from the Bight of Benin.

A straight line uniting both promontories and passing near

Prince's Island (I sola do Principe) would measure about

580 miles, and would be upwards of 250 miles from the

mouth of the Old Calebar river, which enters the inner-

most corner of the Bight. The shores of the bay probably
extend to more than 800 miles.

The current prevailing in this bay does not appear to bo

in any way connected with the equatorial current of the

Atlantic Ocean, which commences near the island of Anno
Bom [see ATL\XTIC OCEAN], but to be a continuation of

that current which comes up from the Cape of Good Hope
along the western shores of Africa; for Captain H
observed that all the currents along Prince's Isl.uid ><(

strong, and in the dry season commonly between N.N.W.
and N.N.E. The wind generally blows ironi the ,S.W. or S.

The current, huwcu r, is changed by the tornadoes when-
r\cT they orrur at full or change, at which time blow-

ing fron; the S.E.or N.E. with great Moleiioc. I hoy all'

in of tin- current to W.S.W. or U.NAV.
The northern shores of the bay, nearly to the mouth of

the Old Calebar river, are Hat and low, belonging to the

extensive delta of the Quorra river, or Niger, whose prin-

cipal branch, the Nun, empties itself into the sea near

Cape Formosa. The Old Calebar river is the first river on
tins side which has no communication with the Quorra,
to which it runs parallel, and is separated from it K a

hilly country, which also extends southward to the Rio
del Rev. To the south of the Rio del Rcy the country
into mountains, which, opposite the Island Fernando

attain a considerable height. Tl 1 Ca-
meroon Mountains, from the river Cameroon, which hounds
them on the south, contain a peak, winch, according to esti-

mation, ri-rs to 13,000 feet above the sea, and semis to bo

connected with the Knniby Mountains which skirt the delta

of the Quorra on the east.

South of this mountain-region runs the river Cameroon,
nf which very little is known : and south of the river ex-
tends a hilly or rather mountainous country, whic h, how-
ever, by d. urces recedes farther into the interior and l<

a low and often swampy tract along the shore, especially to

iih of Cape fit. John. South of this cape the coast

form* two cmaller bay*, divided from one another by a com-
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paratively narrow tract of land, which terminates in Cape
Clara, 1 8' N. lat. Into the northern of these bays the

river Danger, or Rio d'Angra, empties itself. This river,

which is called by the natives Mob'hnda, flows, according to

the information collected by Bowdich, far from the interior,
and though it is not so wide as the Gaboon, its southern neigh-
bour, it is considerably deeper : it is not visited by European
vessels. The southern bay between Cape Clara and Sandy
Point may be considered as the aestuary of the Gaboon river.

The Gaboon or Gabon river is the only place on the coast

of the bay of Biafra which has been frequented by Euro-

pean vessels, and of which we have obtained more parti-
cular information. Its extensive sestuary at its junction
with the open sea is on an average eighteen miles wide,

Cape Clara being twenty-five miles distant from Sandy
Point, and it extends eastward forty- five miles and up-
wards. About twenty-two or twenty-three miles from the

open sea are two islands, called Parrot or Embenee and

Konig or Dambee, of which only the latter and larger is

inhabited. East of these islands the sestuary grows still

wider, forming two small bays on the south and north, so

that it here is thirty miles across ; but it soon narrows to

about twelve miles, which breadth it preserves to its eastern

extremity, about forty or forty-five miles from the sea. At
its upper end it receives two large rivers . one runs from
the east, and falls into the testuary with a mouth about
four miles wide

;
the other proceeds from the S.S.E., and

at its embouchure is about two miles wide. The eastern

river, at a considerable distance from its mouth, is still a mile

wide. The river, which flows from the S.E., is Ogovawai,
and is said to divide in the interior into two branches, of

which the southern one runs into the Congo, which is com-

paratively a small river before this confluence, which takes

place about ten days' pull from the mouth of the Congo river.

The places most resorted to by European traders are

George's Town or Naiingo, on a creek of the sestuary of the

Gaboon, about forty-five miles from the sea, and Mayumba,
farther south on the coast, and nearly at equal distance

from the Gaboon and Congo rivers. Naango consists of

One street, wide, regular, and clean. The houses are very

neatly constructed of bamboo, and the manners of the more

wealthy inhabitants are very pleasing and hospitable, and
a European may reside among them not only with safety
but with comfort. The inhabitants do not amount to more
than 500 in number. The principal exports are red wood
and ivory, both of which are in abundance.

The clim.ate about this part of the Gaboon is very un-

healthy, the heat being very great and always sensibly

greater than on the Gold Coast or in the interior ; but it is

especially intense before the setting in of the sea breeze.

The insalubrity of the climate is, however, still more caused

by evaporation, especially in the wet season, when the va-

pours rising from the inundated country render the atmo-

sphere so dense that it becomes very oppressive.
Wild animals are numerous, especially elephants, which

are killed by the natives with poisoned arms. They uso

for this purpose two kinds of poison, both of which are the

milky juices of the stalks of plants. These poisons are

rubbed on the musket-balls, spears, arrows, and knives,

and the effect on the elephant is described as almost in-

stantaneous. Other remarkable animals are the ourang-
outang and other kinds ofmonkeys, among which one, called

by the natives indeyana, is said to be five feet high and four

feet across the shoulders. Cameleons are frequent. Of
domestic animals only goats and fowls are reared, and in

the interior dogs also, where they are used as food. Water-

birds are not common, except pelicans. In the creeks of

the sestuary white mullets abound.

Agriculture is very little attended to, nature having been

so bountiful in her gifts that the labour of sowing and reap-

ing is almost unnecessary. Cotton and tobacco grow spon-

taneously (Bowdich) ;
the caoutchouc tree is common, and

likewise a species of butter tree, and the tree from which the

kolla-nuts are gathered. The mangrove trees are found on

the banks of the creeks and rivers, and they even grow some

y;inls from the bank in the water, where their lower branches

are frequently-covered with oysters. The palm-wine tree

is plentiful. Like most parts of the countries enclosing the

Gulf of Guinea, the woods are so covered beneath with

shrubs and plants that they seem impenetrable. Immense

runners, twisting together, drop from the branches like

large cables, generally covered with parasites ; sometimes

they adhere to the parent stem, and become themselves a

tree ; at others they shoot across to the branches of a neigh-
bouring tree, and thus seem to form the forest into one mass
The climbing plants contribute to their entanglement; in-

terlacing their tendrils among the trees, they enwreath
them in the most beautiful flowers, and dropping in festoons
form a splendid drapery to the green of the canopy.

Neither gold nor silver is found in this part of Africa.
Iron is everywhere abundant, and is got out and worked by
the Kaylee, a nation inhabiting the mountainous and woody
country east of the Gaboon on the banks of the river run-

ning from the east. This tribe seems also to have made
some progress in other branches of industry: they make
cloth of bamboo, which resembles very much in appearance
coarse brown Holland. Their mats are very fine, and much
varied in colours and patterns.
The negro tribes inhabiting this country do not seem to

belong to one nation : the languages spoken by them vary
too greatly to admit such a supposition ; but the scanty
vocabularies hitherto obtained are quite insufficient to enable
us to decide this point. This country contains a great num-
ber of small states, no great controlling kingdom being
found here as to the west of the Quorra, like those of Ashan-
tee, Dahomey, and Benin. The most considerable is that of

Oroongo, which comprehends the country about Cape-
Lopez. (Bowdich's Missionfrom Cape Coast Castle to the

Ashantee; Lander; Journal of the Geographical Society,
ii. ; Map of Berghaus.)
BIALYSTOCK, a province of Western Russia, compre-

hended in what is termed 'The Midland Region,' and
situated between 52 3' and 53 38' N. lat., and 22 30'
and 24 12' E. long. It is bounded on the north and west

by Poland, and on the south and east by the Russian
province of Grodno; its superficial extent is about 3360

square miles. It constituted part of the former kingdom of

Poland, and belonged to the voyvodeship of Podlachia until
it was incorporated with the Russian dominions under the
third treaty of partition in 1 795. The greater part of Bialy-
stock, however, was afterwards transferred to the duchy
of Warsaw by virtue of the treaty of Tilsit in 1807, and
the remainder having been ceded to Russia was erected
into a distinct province, which an ukase of 1831 placed
under the control of the government of Grodno. The gene-
ral character of its surface is a flat, studded with sand-
hills : the soil is in most parts light and sandy, but adapted
to agricultural purposes, and in the southern districts, where
there is an intermixture of sand and loam, it is highly pro-
ductive. Three out of the four circles of the province, that
of Beltz forming the exception, contain extensive woods,
and forests. The principal river of this province is the
Western Bug, which forms its south-western boundary from
Niomiroff to the village of Glina, and being navigable con-
nects it with Warsaw and Danzig through the intervention
of the Vistula : its tributaries are the Nurzek, which rises

in the heart of the province, and for a short distance skirts

it on the side of Poland ; and the Nareva, whose winding
course traverses Bialy stock from north-east to south-west,

though it is not navigable. The Suprasl, adapted only for

floating timber, falls into the Nareva in this province, and
also the Sober, Bobra, or Biebeza : both rivers separate the

province from Poland for a considerable distance
;
the Sober

is extremely slow, edged with swamps and rushes, inundates,
the adjacent country in spring, and its waters are always
muddy. Between the Nareva and Goniondz, the Bober
converts an area of full 210 square miles into a complete
morass. The climate is temperate though moist, and not

unhealthy in those parts where the exhalations from the

swamps do not infect the atmosphere. The inhabitants are

principally employed in husbandry, and raise sufficient

grain, particularly rye and wheat, not only for their own
consumption but for export. Buckwheat, pease, hemp, and,
in sandy soils, flax, are grown extensively : neither vege-
tables nor fruit, except in a wild state, grow anywhere but
on the estates of the nobility, and even then they are of

the most ordinary descriptions ; hops are raised in the
environs of Nareff and Kleszel. The supply of timber,

though abundant, is diminishing for want of replanting.
Game and wild animals, particularly wolves, foxes, deer,
and boars, are plentiful ; the breed of horses is good and of

a very durable kind
; the sheep are of the black species,

but much neglected ;
and the rearing of horned cattle is so

ill conducted that milk is scarce, and the inhabitants are

obliged to import both butter and cheese. Small quantities

of tallow, black wool, wax, and honey are exported ;
the figh-

3 A2
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enc arc almost unproductive ; and the province yield* no

minerals I* (one, rlny, limestone, and a little iron,

which 11 consumed in the country. Mechanical industry i>

ijuito in its infancy, ami the whole province doe not possess
a single manufactory, or a commercial establishment of any
extent, though it carries on much trade, in timber

particu-
larly, with D.in/itf. Ki'migsberg, Elbing, and Mcmcl. The

population, including a nort of noblemen (ichlachtey or

xrnftvht sthutzen, i.e. fighting-men), amounted in 1807 to

183.300 souls, and is at present estimated at about 230,000.

These noblemen, of whom a vast proportion are so indigent
;is to cultivate their lands with their own hands, or hire

themselves as labourers to their superiors in atllucnce, are

i exceed 9000 families in number, or nearly 50,000

individuals. Jews abound in the province, though not

j.
-matted by law to reside in any town. Bialystock is di-

vided into the four circles of Bialystock, Belz, Droguitchin
or Drohiezyn, and Sokolka.

capital, which gives name to the province, lie* on the

little river Bialy ; though not walled, it has five mas-he
towers, two suburbs, a spacious market, an extensive range
of building for the sale of merchandise, containing nearly

forty stores, a palace and park, once belonging to the counts

of Potoeky, but at present to the town, two churches and as

many chapels, a convent, a gymnasium and civic school, a

hospital, lying in institution, &c. It is regularly built,

several of the streets are bordered with lime-trees, broad,

at right angles to one another, and paved ; and many of the

houses (aln)ut 700 in number) are handsome, though in

general they are neatly constructed of wood, and do not

exceed one story in height. On the whole, the town is

deemed sufficiently fine to have deserved, at least among
the natives, the appellation of ' the Podlachian Versailles.'

In 1~'J7 the number of houses was 459, and of inhabitants

3370 : :it the present day the population is above 6000.

Uialystock lies in 53 7' N. lat. and 23 18' E. long.

The province contains altogether twenty-six towns, one

market village, and 533 villages and hamlets. Among the

first may be mentioned, besides the capital, lielsll (sec that

art.), Goniondz on the Bober, a small place in a sandy dis-

trict, with about 1370 inhabitants; Snhnlka. an ill-built

town near a small lake, with about 1100; Drohiczyn on

the Hug, the ancient capital of Podlachia, containing four

churches, a college of Piarists, with a public school attached

tu it, two monasteries, a convent, and about 1 000 inhabitants ;

Citchanoviek, on the Nurzek, with its Jablonofsky palace,
two churches, a convent, an hospital, and about 2700 inha-

bitants; and Siemiatitshe, a well-built town, with a hand-

some palace, which as well as the town belonged to the

Jablonofsky family, two churches, a synagogue, and about

3600 inhabitants, the greater part of whom are Jews.

IU A NCI I I'M, FRANCESCO, born at Verona. Decem-
ber 13, 1662, studied at Padua, where he applied himself

particularly to mathematics under the learned Professor

Montanari. At the same time he also made great progress
in classical learning, a taste for which induced him, after he
left the unher-ity, to proceed, in 1684, to Rome, where Car-
dinal Pictro Olioiioni. who knew Bianchini's family, received

him into his house and made him his librarian. In this

;i Hianchini devoted all his time to study : he in

. the monuments, medals, inscription?, and other

remain* of antiquity with which Rome abounds; and he

then enncehed the idea of a universal history, grounded
-o much upon written authorities, as upon the monu-

ments of former times which have been found in various

parts of the world.

In 1 C SO, according to Lalandc in his Ribliographie Astro-

n'lniii/iif, he published at Bologna a Dialogo Fisico-Astro

uni mntrn il Si.ttfina Cnpernicano.
In IGs'i, Cardinal Ottoboni having become pope, under

th- name of Alexander VIII., was enabled to provide for

Bianchini, by making him a canon of Santa Maria ad Mar-
aud bestowing on him some pensions besides. Alex-

ander's pontificate wag very short, but it placed Bianchini

alxive want. Alexander's nephew, also called Cardinal

OltuH .in. continued after his uncle's death to patronise
Biani-hini, and retained him in the office of librarian.

In lii'J" lJunrhini published tlie
first-part

of his universal

history: Ittnriu Universale provata cot Monumenti efigu-
mlfili degli Antichi, 4to. Rome, 1697. It begins

with the fir-t r<- >nls we have of the pastern nations, and
with the de-triicti.in of the A--ynan empire under

Sanlanapalus. The author treat* of the Babylonians, the

Arabs, the Phooniciani and their colonies, the Egyptians,
:he Ethiopians, the Greeks, the Ktruscans, and of all the

other nations who have left monumental remains. It i* a

xx>k full of curious erudition : it is illustrated by plates.

Bianchini, however, did not continue the work. I'lement

XI. being raised to the papal chair in 1 700, showed a marked
Favour towards Bianchini. He sent him to Naples in 1 7o-J,

to accompany the Cardinal Legate Barherini, who went to

congratulate Philip V. of Spain when he came to take pos-
vc i, in of that kingdom. Clement also made Bianchini a

prelate of his court, secretary to several conui-e^ati.n.-., and

gave him apartments in the Quirinal 1'aLi'v. II.

made him a canon of Santa Maria Maggiore. Bianchini

had taken deacon's orders, but through modesty he never

would be ordained presbyter.
In 1703 Bianchini wrote two dissertations on the .Julian

Calendar, and on the various attempts made, especial
St. Hippolitus, for reforming it previous to the Gregorian
reform : De Calendario et Cyclo Ceetaris, of de Canone
Pascfiati Sancti Hippoliti marlyrit, Dissertations duo-

ad S. D. N. Clementem XL, Pont. Max., Roma?,
Bianchini was employed by the pope in drawing a meridian

line in the church of La Madonna dcgli Angeli, like

that traced by Cassini in the church of S. IVtr.inin

at Bologna. In 1705 he was made a patrician of Ron
a decree of the senate, and in 1712 he was sent by Clement
XI. to France to carry the cardinal's hat to the new-made
cardinal, Rohan Soubise. Alter going to Paris, he went to

Holland, and afterwards to England, when he visited Oxford,
and was received everywhere with marked attention by the

learned. Having returned to Rome in June, 1713, he re-

sumed his labours both in astronomy and archocology.
He superintended, with great care, a fine edition of the

lives of the popes by Anastasius, with notes and comments:
Vitee Itnmanorum Ponlificum a B. Petro Apnxtnln ml
Kicnlaum 1. perductes, curd Anastasii S. R. Ecclesia- liib-

liothecarii, 3 vols. folio, 1718-28. The fourth and last

volume was published after Bianchini's death by his nephew,

Giuseppe Bianchini, in 1745.

In the year 1726, an antient building was discovered near

the Via Appia, about a mile and a half outside of Rome,
consisting of three sepulchral chambers of the servants and

freedmen of Augustus and his wife Livia. Only one of

the three rooms was cleared of the earth and rubbish, which
Bianchini inspected carefully. Rows of small niches, like

pigeons' nests, one row above the other, ran along the four

sides of the room, and every niche contained two or more
'
ollse cinerarias,' or little urns of terra cotta, in which the

ashes of the dead were deposited. Above the niches were

tablets containing the names and the offices of the persons
whose remains lay in the urns beneath. Bianchini <:ivcs

many of these inscriptions, which throw considerable light
on the manners and domestic habits of those times: several

of them refer to female servants of Livia. The total numlwr
of urns in that one room was above 1000. Another building
of the same description had been discovered some years be-

fore in another vineyard by the Via Appia, about half a mile
nearer Rome. It also consisted of three rooms, which con-

tained at least 3000 urns, likewise of servants and liberti of

Augustus: Fabbretti published a description of them. Tho
names in the inscriptions denote individuals from every part
of the Roman empire, some natives of Asia Minor and Syria,
and others from the banks of the Danube, the Rhine, or the

Ebro. Some of the inscriptions refer to the time of Clau-

dius, and even to a later period, but by far the greater num-
ber belong to the time of Augustus. Other sepulchral de-

posits have been found of the slaves and freedmen of that

emperor and his wife Livia, altogether showing the amazing
number of servants attached to the great Roman families.

Bianchini published the description of the room which he
had inspected: Camera cd hiscrizioni Srpn/rrd/i <lci Li-

berti, Servi, ed Ufflciali delta Casa di AUgUtto srnperts
nrlla J'ia Appia, ed illustrate can le Annnt<i:inni <li Mon-

xignore Francesco Itinn-hini, 1'rrnnete, fanno 1720, fol.

Roma. 1 727. After exploring by day the sepulchral cham-
bers in the Via Appia, Bianchini used to attend to his

observatory by night. The planet Venus was the principal

object of his observations. By attentively examining tho

spots on that planet, he was enabled to determine the pe-
riod of its rotation. The result of his observations was

published under the title of Hesperi et Photphori nova
1'hrpniimfnn. xirt Obxfrratitmfx rirca Ptanetam Veneris,
u F. Jilanchino, S. D. N. Papce Prcelato Domestico, Romto,
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1 728. He dedicated the work to John V. king of Portugal,
who sent him in return a magnificent telescope, and a
handsome present in money.

Bianchini formed the design of drawing a meridian line

through Italy, from the Adriatic to the Mediterranean,
passing through Rome, Mount Soracte, Assisi, Gubbio,
Sic. With this view he carried on his operations for eight
years, at his own expense, and was obliged at last to give
them up for want of means. An account of his labours
was published after his death by his friend Eustachio Man-
Vedi of Bologna : Francisci Bianchini, Veronensis, Astro-
nomies: ac Geographicce Observationes selectee, Roma;,
atque aliter per Italiam habitce, ex ejus Aulographis ex-

'erptce, una cum Geographica Meridiani Romani Tabula a
Man Supero ad Inferum, ex iisdem observationibus collecta
et concinnata, cura et studio Eustachii Manfredi, Verona,
1737. Bianchini himself had published that part of his

observations which refers to the duchy of Urbino, through
which his meridian was to pass : Nolizie e Prove delta Coro-

grafia del Ducaio di Urbino, e della. longitudine e latitudine

geografica della citta medesima e delle vicine, che servono
<l stabilire quelle di tutta Italia. This memoir was inserted
in the work called Memorie di Urbino, folio, Roma, 1 724.
Under Clement XI. Bianchini began a museum of anti-

quities connected with ecclesiastical history, which he in-

tended to illustrate by monuments, as he had already
done with regard to profane history. The plan was however

interrupted for want of funds. His nephew, Giuseppe Bian-

chini, made use of what had been collected for his Demon-
stratio Histories Ecclesiaslicce comprobata; Monumentis ad
fidem temporum et gestorum, two vols. folio, Roma, 1752,
which treats of the first two centuries of the church. While
Bianchini was one day, in 1 727, exploring the ruins of the

palace of the Caesars on Mount Palatine, he fell through a

broken vault to a considerable depth, and hurt himself se-

verely. Having recovered his health in some measure,
he resumed his elaborate description of those immense
ruins, which however was not published till after his death :

Del Palazzo de' Cesari in Roma, opera postuma, fol. Ve-
rona, 1738, with some fine engravings. He died at Rome,
March 2, 1729, and was buried in Santa Maria Maggiore.
A modest epitaph, which he had himself composed, was

placed on his tomb, but his brother canons added another
to it, in which a just tribute is paid to the character of the

deceased. The city of Verona raised a handsome monu-
ment to his memory in the cathedral.

Bianchini was simple in his habits, strictly moral, pious,
and kind-hearted. He had no worldly ambition : his only

passion was that of study. Numerous dissertations by
him are scattered in the Memoires de VAca.de.mie des Sci-

ences, in the Acta Eruditorum, and in other collections.

There are eloges of him in the Nouvelles Litteraires de

I.eipsig, Jan., 1731, and the Hist, de FAcademie, 1729.

Mazzuchelli and Mazzoleni have written biographies of

Bianchini, with a long list of his works.

His nephew, already mentioned, who was a man of con-

siderable learning, published some of his uncle's Opuscula
I'uria, in 2 vols. 4to. Rome, 1754, and also his dissertation

on the musical instruments of the antients : De Tribus

Generibus Instrumenlnrum Musicee Veterum Organica,
Rome, 1742. This Giuseppe Bianchini is likewise the

'

.author of several learned works. There is also a Giuseppe
Maria Bianchini, a native of Prato in Tuscany, who wrote a

treatise on the Italian satire, a history of the grand dukes
of Tuscany, and other works of literature.

BIAPHO'LIUS (zoology), Leach's name for a genus of

bivalve shells, indistinctly known, and which Rang considers

to be identical with the genus Hiatella of Daudin. [See

HlATELLA.]
BIAS, one of the seven philosophers called

' the Wise Men
of Greece.' The exact dates of his birth and death are not

known, but it appears from Herodotus (i. 1 70), that he was

living at the time of the first conquest of Ionia by the Persians

under Cyrus, B.C. 544-539. He was born atPriene, and his

father was named Teutamus. Very few particulars of his

life are recorded, but among them is one anecdote to the

following effect: Having purchased some young Messe-

nian girls of good family, who had been made captives, he

brought them up as if they had been his own daughters,

gave them marriage-portions, and sent them home, without

ransom, to their parents. Soon after, a tripod being brought

up in the nets of some fishermen (Diogenes Laertius says of

Athens, in the Life nf Bias, and of Miletus in that of

Thales), heaving an inscription,
' To the wise,' these young

women, or their father, appeared, and relating what Bias
had done, procured that the tripod should be given to their
benefactor. Bias sent the tripod to Apollo at Delphi, inti-

mating that the title of wise belonged to the god alone
; or,,

according to another account, consecrated it to the Thebaa
Hercules. But there are several varying versions of this,

story of the tripod, which is reasonably conjectured to be
nothing but a legendary method of accounting for the origin,
of the title of the ' Seven Wise Men.'

It is said by Herodotus, that when Ionia was invaded by
the Persians, Bias advised a general migration to Sardinia.
The advice was not followed, and Bias ended his life in
his native city. One of the stories told of him is, that
when Alyattes, king of Lydia, besieged Priene, Bias fatted
two mules, and sent them out into the Lydian camp.
The king, surprised and dispirited by the apparent plenty
which the good condition of the animals indicated, sent a

messenger to treat of peace. On this, Bias directed the
citizens to make heaps of sand, and cover them lightly over
with grain. He took care that the messenger should see
these heaps ;

and the man, on his return, represented the
abundance in the city in such a light, that Alyattes im-

mediately agreed to terms of peace. A similar story is told

by Herodotus of Thrasybulus, tyrant of Miletus (i. 21, 22).
The same author (i. 27) relates the manner in which either
Bias or Pittacus deterred Croesus from invading the Grecian
islands. These stories are worth notice, as indicating what
is to bo understood of the ' Seven Wise Men.' They wem
not philosophers in the sense in which th/e word is commonly
used, to designate men who have entered deeply into specu-
lative science, for Thales, the founder of the Ionic school,,
was the only one of them who had any claim to that
title : they seem merely to have been men of high re-

pute for moral, political, or legislative knowledge, such,

as it then existed. Thus the few remains of them which,
are extant are

'

comprised in the form of short pithy
maxims, generally in verse, with the sentiment of which
we are now so familiar, for the most part, as to regard
them as self-evident propositions or truisms, and are there-

fore likely to underrate the merit of those who first enunci-
ated them. Such were those which Hipparchus inscribed
on the Herma> at Athens,

'

selecting the wisest things,
which he knew, both what he had learned and what he had
himself thought out.' (Plato, Hipparchus, i. ii. 238, edit.

Bekker.) Of this class of sayings we find the following,

among others, ascribed to Bias : Being asked, what is diffi-

cult and unpleasant? he replied,
' To bear with nobleness,

the changes from better to worse.' ' What is sweet to man ?*

Answer,
'

Hope.' He said that it was better to arbitrates

between your enemies than between your friends, because
one of the enemies was sure to turn to a friend, and one of
the friends sure to turn to an enemy.

' Life should be so>

ordered as if men. were to live a long time and a short one."'
' Be slow to set hand to work, but what you begin abide by.

r

' Take wisdom as the provision for travelling from youth toi

age, for of all possessions that sticks the closest.' Agree-
ably to this, it is said that on one occasion, when all persons,
but himself were collecting their valuables for flight, he re-

plied to those who expressed their wonder at his indifference,.
'
I carry everything of mine about me.' He is said to have

written two thousand verses on the subject,
' How Ionia,

might most prosper.' He was celebrated for skill in plead-

ing causes, which, however, he has the credit of having
always employed on the right side. His death took place
after he had pleaded a cause successfully, in extreme old

age. After the exertion, he reclined with his head on the-

bosom of his grandson, and on the breaking up of the court,

he was found to be dead. His fellow- citizens gave him a

splendid funeral at the public expense, and consecrated a.

temple to him, which they called
' Teutamium.' Bias is.

one of the speakers in the '

Symposium
'

of Plutarch..

(Diog. Laert. in Bias; Brucker, History of Philosophy.)
There are three collections of the sayings (yvw/iai) of the'

wise men: two, attributed to Demetrius Phalereus and

Sosiades, are preserved in Stobseus ; a third is by an un-

known author. Diogenes Laertius and Plutarch have pre-

served several apophthegms not found in these collections

The first two collections are preserved in the editions of

Stobseus ; the third was printed by the elder Aldus at the.

end of his 'Theocritus,' 1495. The completes! collection,

of these yvw/im is by Joh. Conr. Orelli, in the first volume

of his ' Moralisten.'
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BIBERACH, a bailiwick in the circle of the Danube,
nd in the south-eaterii part oftlic kingdom of WiirU-ni-

her:;. occup)ing an .irea of about 15-1 square miles, with

i!'i: .m-. The seat of local admim-:
i- ih Biberech, which is situated in the beautiful

t alley of the Rie-.*. and on the little river of that name.
It i* surrounded by walls, with towers and a ditch ; contains

four churches, two public schools, three elementary or na-

tional schools, a well-endowed hospital (to which twenty-
M'M-n villages, hamlets, and farms were once attached ), two

suppressed monasteries, and has a corn-market much fre-

quented. The number of houses is about 850, and of inha-

bitants about 4600. Independently of agriculture and graz-

ing, the inhabitant* find
profitable employment in wearing

fustians and linens, tanning, paper-making, brewing, and

bleaching. All that is known 01 it.-, earlier annals is, that

it* privileges as a free imperial town were confirmed by-

Rudolph of Habsburg in the year 1272. It was the scene

of severe conflicts between General Moreau and the Aus-
trian forces under General Latour, 2d October, 1 796, and
between the same general and the Austrian commander
Kray, on the 9th May and 5th June, 1800: the whole of
which three days were gained by the French. Biberach
came under the dominion of Baden in 1802, and was ceded

by Baden to Wiirtemberg in 1806. It lies in 48 5' N. lat.,

and 9 47' E. long. The celebrated lyric poet, C. F. \Vie-

lund, who died in 1812, was a native of"this town. The cold

baths of Jordan are situated in the middle of a picturesque
district about two miles from Biberach.

BIBLE, Bi/3Xia, Bihlia, meaning books, is the name which
was given in the fifth century by Chrysostom to the collec-

tion of sixty-six writings, which are recognised by Chris-

tians as divine. To these sixty-six sometimes are errone-

ously joined about fourteen apocryphal writings, so that the

total number amounts to about eighty, of which thirty-nine
are in the Old, and twenty-seven in the New Testament.

Before Chrysostom, the more complete expressions for

Bible were /3i/3X/a 3ila, books divine ; or upi jpa^t}, Stla

fpai/ifi, afla >pflpi), sacred writings, &c.
'

Independently of all consideration of its religious advan-

tages, no book has conduced more than the Bible to the

high cultivation and moral advancement of the human
mind. The labour bestowed by so many of the learned

upon the just interpretation of this inestimable book is of
it-elf an attestation of its worth, and countenances the sup-
position that Divine Providence has appointed it for the at-

tainment of great designs. So long as the professors of

that religion, whose doctrine and morals are contained in

the Bible, apply themselves, as they have hitherto done, to

explain its contents, the learning of Christians will be emi-

nently conspicuous. Nay, a well grounded system of bi-

blical interpretation pre-supposes no slight degree of know-
ledge, and compels the instructors of the rising clergy to

apply themselves closely to literary pursuits, in order to

acquire a knowledge of the antient oriental languai:
the most celebrated works of the Greeks and Romans; of
antient history ; and of many sciences for which the con-
stant exercise of the power of thinking is required. It

cannot be denied, that the interpreters of holy scripture,
both Jews and Christians, have often swerved from the

truth, and introduced error, superstition, and
prejudice, in-

stead of a sound knowledge of religion and ethics. But it

reciscly the want of a well regulated and systematic
scheme of interpretation, which produced such disorders of
a fanatical imagination, or, to say the least, such palpable
aberrations of the undcrMandmg. As, even with the pos-
session of much knowledge, both philological and philoso-
phical, numerous and long continued errors have been
mixed up with the important work of biblical interpretation,
it is evident that a system of interpretation, founded on sound

principles of reason on philology, grammar, and history,
w in the highest degree necessary for future teachers of re-

ligion.' (Seller's Biblical Hermtmeutics.)
The Bible is divided into the Old and the New Testa-

ment. At present we confine our observations to the Old,
which is written in Hebrew, with the exception of some
chapters in Daniel and Ezra, and a verso in Jeremiah
written in Chaldce.

The name Old Tettament was introduced by the apostle
Paul, who wrote concerning the Jews : Their mind-
blinded : for until this day the same vail [put over ti

of Moses] remaineth untaken away in the reading of the

OU Tettament.- 2 Cor. ni. 14.

The Grook expression va\aia fiaOljri) (Pataia Dialfifke)
uint or old tootaiiieiit, and wa> tran-

in the Latin Vulgate, . imrntum. Tin-
came usual among th.'-e European nations who i

the supremacy of the Roman See and the authout) ot the

Vulgnte : hut Slavonic nations, for instance tne Russians
and I'ulcs. divide the Bible into the Old and the New Law.
Tertullianus (adv. Marcianem iT. 1.) and Augu^iiiii.

ite Dei, xx. 4. epist. Pelag.iii.) nil theOld Testament
Vetus Jnttrumentum.
The following antient appellations given to the Old Tes-

tament are more or less expressive of the \ cm-ration in

which it was held : 3J13 143/13 SirOn. >'i yen? )

T ; T T ; T

(2 Pet. i. 20), ol fpa^ai (Matth. xxii. 29 ;
Acts xviii. 2-1.)

a-flai (Rom. i. 2) ; iipd

, rrrtn

(2 Tim. iii. 15.)

nso.
v ~ ....

xii. 34.)
o rnjioc, ol irpoffjrai rai oi ifaXpoi (Luc. Xxiv. 44.)

i oi trpo^>}rm (Acts xxvni. 23, &tc.), o I'

rai ri fAXa f3i0Xm, T. v S:!. I'r..l

a-iNn : njaiNi crntsrT ;
- T . IT;-: ;

7
.

(comp. Neh. \iii. -. wiiei-e this w nl occurs, but in a dif-

ferent sense), Knp3n .TT3. W-~~~'2 Vm n/f' - '

, vetus Testamentum, sive Instrumentum, (compare
t'l

iroXai'a JiaS^rij, t Cor. iii. 14., /3i/3Xoc rqc c'laS^rijc, 1 Mae.
i. 57 ; 2 Kings xxiii. 2, according to the Septuagint.) [See
APOCRYPHA.]
The names of the New Testament are, rA ti/ayyiXiov ical o

TOffroXoc; or TO tvafff\ucl>v KOI rii droffroXucov; or >; tatvft

fia$!ifii, Novum Testamentum, sive Instrumentum. [See
NKW TESTAMKNT.]
With the collection of the Old Testament arose its divi-

sion into

1- miA vfyoc, lex, law, i. e. the five books of Moses.

2- DW33. irpo^ifraj, prophetse, prophets.

These 0^3-3. or prophets, are subdivided into

D^^N"), 'the former prophets' (containing the books of

Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and Kings), and into Q*Kt'33

O s
3

<

nnN, ' the later prophets.' The later prophets (which

we alone call prophets, Isa. Jer. Ezech.) are again divided

into Q'ynj- 'the great;' and D\3Dp. 'the small,' ^"vn

S>v Suleaa irpo^ijrwv, rt> iafmarrflxpitTov, i. e.

the twelve minor prophets.
3. D'3V13. ttM^Ha, a-fi&ffaijM, holy writings, containing

the Psalms, Proverbs, Job, Song of Songs, Ruth, Lamen-
tations, Ecclesiastcs, Esther, Daniel, Ezra, Neheraiah, two

nf Chronicles.

The Jews U'ing fond of making new names of the initials

of other appellations, call the three first books of their
//

0*3/1/13,
'

holy writings,' by the name of
' the books,' /ION

from 3frH JoL, fy&Q Proverbs, and D^?nM Psalms : the
.... . . .

word J10N means truth. The books /)ON are also cal.ed
v :.

poetical books, and differ in their accentuation from the rest

of the Hebrew Old Testament. Solomon's Song, or s

of Songs, I-Vele-ia^ies, Ruth. Lamentations, and Esther,
form the /1Y-00 ^DH,

'

e. the Jive rolls, so called because
T

they are read on certain festi\als in their synagogues from

manuscript rolls, and are even printed in the >hape of rolls.

Christians reckon the Song of Songs nnd !' i> -iastes

among the poetical books, and they give to Daniel the fourth

lining the great prophets, who are called uri'iit be-

cause their remains are more M'luminous than those of the
MI called minor prophets, although the latter are not inferior

in matter and st\le.

From the ini'tiaU of FTf\F\, DW33 and D^I/13 the

make another name for the whole Bible "pjl T''urh,

perhaps in allusion to the root p/1, he ceased, or was
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After these observations the following diagram will be
understood, and will facilitate the finding of Hebrew pas-

sages, since most Christians are accustomed to a different
succession of biblical books :
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>i ni off

i', 'Iliraioi'. 'hpiuou' Tuv

t^fita if fMMj&jJXv, Aaxi>i\. 'K.riijX, 'Kffipaf. Here we

find Nehcmiah and Esther omitted, but again the nuuilier

twenty-two.
In i'.ie Kcclcsiostieal History of Eusebiu (vi. 2S), a pas-

sage fn>iu Orison is quoted, which states that, according to

the tradition uf the Hebrews, there are twenty-two canonical

books, which is the number of their letters. The follow ing

words of this passage prove much for the high antiquity of

the Greek and Hebrew appellations given to the biblical

bojks ; wo transcribe the list iti Greek, which may be read

by all who will refer to the article ALPHABET.
EiVri ft at ittooi liio flifooi cod' 'K^paioi'C a'ttf i; rap' fiftlv

Fivioif iriftipapiurii, wapa Si 'K^pauxf. awA ri}c apxif Piffrov

Bpi)7<^> uirtp iffriv Iv apxf' 'Kolas, OuaXt opuS, oirip Ian

raitra ovopara' Atuiruriv, Ovicpd, rat ucaXt<r<V 'AniSjioi

'Jiftftia^ttvltif' Afvnpot'Oftiuv, 'BXXi aldi&apifi,
OITOI oi Xoyoc' \tl<">''t **C Nawij, 'lutrovt ftif N o 5 * Kptrai,

PoA3, op' avroic iv *vi Sw^trtp' liaffiXtulv rpwrtj, imrfpa,

Tap' aurolf if Sa/owi)X o ^fueXifroc' BamXiiwv rpiri), rtr-

rapri/. i* ivl Otia/ifXix A a (3 1 5, oirip fern /3affiX(ia

napaXiiro/ifi'wy irpoirov fcvnpol', iv Jvl Ai/3pt; 'A'i

oirip j<m Xoyoi tiptpuV *EaSpaf trpurot icni fourtpoc
'

J p a, o iffn jSoftic Bi^Xoc' ^aXp.ii', 2 t # t p O i X X i fC 0X0-

fiuvrof Uapot/tiai MtffXii3 -

EX>/<ria<7ri}f, KwtXtS- *Aff/ia

(T/iarwv, iip affffipi/i' 'HffaJac, Iiffaia' Itpe/iia; ffi>>

Sptjiwc :ai rij i-rino\fi, tf M Itpffiia' AdviqX, A a M
i; V

'li^tciqX, If f vcqX' 'Iii/3, 'Ici/3. 'KffS^p, K<rSijp. Besides

those, Origen adds, there ore TO Mona/jaura, which bear

the inscription, SapjSifrS ap/3avf IX. This passage

proves that the Greeks about 1500 years ago found the

pronunciation of iy s/i as difiicult as they find it now, and
that the Hebrew vowels were pronounced as at present.

Origcn seems to have forgotten the book of the twelve

minor prophets ;
and so it happens that, having promised

to count twenty-two books, he enumerates only twenty-one.
In the Latin version of Eusebius by Ruffinus the book of

the minor prophets is inserted after the Canticles : and in a

similar manner Hilarius expresses himself in thy prologue
to the Psalms which he translated from Orison.

According to a Jewish tradition, Moses was the first who
wrote. In the subsequent heroic times of the Hebrews we
11 nd the noting down of historical facts and the composition
of poems ;

but Hebrew literature received its chief impulse
at a later epoch from Samuel's SchnoU of the Prophets,
which produced the best specimens of moral or didactic

and lyric poetry, and the finest prophetical compositions.
That several documents and books of anticnt Hebrew li-

terature have been lost, is in itself very credible, and it

appears, from the difference of style, that Genesis is formed
out of various documents. (See GENKSIS.) The book of

Jashcr is twice quoted (Jos. x. 13. ; 1 Sam. i. 18.), but the

compilations in Hebrew and in English extant under this

title are forgeries. (See JASHKR ) The books of Chronicles
and Kings are extracts from larger records, to which the

reader i* frequently referred by such phrases,
' Now the

acts of David the king, first and last, behold they are

written in the book of Samuel the seer, and in the book of

Nathan the prophet, and in the book of Gad the seer.'

1 Chron. xxix. 29. 'And the rest of the acts of Solomon,
and all that he did, and his wisdom, are they not written in

the book of the acts of Solomon ?' 1 Kings xi. 41. 'Now
thr rest of the acts of Solomon, first and last, are they not
written in the book of Nathan the prophet, and in the pro-

phecy of Ahijah the Shiionite, and in the visions of Iddo
the seer against Jeroboam the son of Nebnt?' 2 Chron. ix.

29. Solomon 'spake three thousand proverbs, a:nl In-,

tongit were a thousand and five,' most of which are not
extant now. Even by counting the subdivisions in the
Solomonic, writings now extant, the above numbers cannot
lie produced. According to the rabbinical mode of count-

ing stated in Hebrew at the conclusion of biblical books,
the number of verses in the book of Proverbs is 915, in the

_' of Songs 1 1 7, in Ecclesiaste* 222.
\\ .! . ii.. i, v,. .ration of the antient constitution and man-

ners there was excited a literary zeal for collcrtin

uns of national literature which were neglected during
the Babylonian captivity. To this zeal for collecting the

nntient Imly writings the Old Testament owes its formation.

But the zeal for natiun.il literature survived the national

language, ninl ai-'-.irilingly the body of the Apocrypha was
added, after the Old Testament had been brought'to a con-

clusion, all-put w.c. 150. Ezra, nnd tin 1 other members
of the git-at syiKiL'Kgiii-, have lui-n frvqwnlly cun^idc-r.Ml

the .
> <u : but the Talmudic passages

upon which this opinion rests are by n> means aech
and we have therefore more reason to ascribe this merit to

Nehemiah, concerning whom wo read in the 2 Maccabees,
ch. 11. v. l.t, 'the same tilings also were reported in tho

writings and commentaries of Neemias, and how he founded
a library, gathered together the nets of the kings, and the

prophets, and of David, and the epistlo uf the kings con-

cerning the holy i;iUs. In like manner Judas also gathered

together all those things that were lost by reason of tlu

we hail; and they remain with us.'

The most anlient record of the Old Testament as a collec-

tion is in thu prologue of Jesus son of Sirach, about B.C. 1 ".

under the appellation of vii/ioc <ai jrpo^ijTai,
' the law and

the prophets.'
' Whereas many and great things have been

delivered to us by the law and the prophets and by others

that have followed their steps, for which things Israel ought
to be commended for learning and wisdom, and whereof the

readers must not only become skilful thcmsehe-, but they
also that de*ire to learn be able to profit them which are.

without both by speaking and writing: my grandfather,
Jesus, when he had given himself much to the law and the

prophets and the other books of our fathers, and had gotten
therein good judgment, was drawn out also himself to write

something pertaining to learning and wisdom, to the intent

that those who arc desirous to learn and are addicted to

these things, might profit much more by living according
to the law.' With this we may compare Luke, ch. \AI\.

v. 44 ; 'All things must be fulfilled which were written in the
law of Moses, and in the prophets, and in the Psalms con-

cerning me.' The Psalms seem here to be the representa-
lixes of the Hagiograprm or holy writings, which constituted
the third part of the Old Testament and followed the law
and the prophets.
From the above passages we infer that the Old Testament

existed as a collection in the two centuries preceding Christ.

1'liilo, who flourished about B.C. 41, seems likewise to

appeal to the Old Testament as to a collection of books.

(See Hornemann, Observationes ad Illustrat. Doctritm
de Canone Vet. Test, ex Philone, 1775.)

But the clearest proof for the existence of our present
canon of the Old Testament is in the first book of Josepbus
agnintt Apton, c. 8.

\Ve have not an innumerable multitude of books among
us. disagreeing from and contradicting one another (as the

Greeks have), but only twenty-two books, which contain

the records of all time, and are justly believed to be divine:

and of them five belong to Moses, which contain his laws

and the tradition of the origin of mankind till his death.

This time was little short of three thousand years. But
as to the time from the death of Moses till the re:

Artaxerxes, king of Persia, who reigned after Xcrxe

prophets who were after Moses wrote down what was doue
in their times in thirteen books; the remaining four l,oks
contain hymns to God, and precepts for the conduct of

human life.
'
It is true our history hath been written since Artav

very particularly, but hath not been esteemed of the like

authority with the former by our forefathers, because
hath not been an exact succession of prophets since that

time; and how firmly we have given credit to these l>o,>ks

of our own nation is evident by what we do: for during so

many ages as have already passed, no one hath been so ho!d

as either to add any thing to them, to take am ihing from

them, or to make any change in them : but it is 1

natural to all Jews immediately and from their very birth

to esteem these books to contain divine doctrines and to

t in them, and, if occasion be, willingly to die for

them, &c.' (Comp. Antiquit. Jud. 1. xi. c. 6, s. 13.)

When the Hebrew language died away, the canon of tho
Old Testament became el

The Samaritans reen^nis.-il the authority of the Penu-
tctich only, and of the book of Joshua. They slightly in-

terpolated' the Pciilale.wh, but considerably altered' the
Their rejection of the other books of the

Old Testament may 'e compared with the opinion of Philo,
according to \vhi<-h Moses alone is the teacher of rr!

lies, although he ascribes inspiration to the other
books of the Old Testament as well as to his own writings.

During the first centuries after Christ the writings of tho
New Testament were placed on a level with those of the
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Old; Both Testaments were publicly read
; the Old Testa-

ment was read in the Septuagint translation or the Alex-
andrine version of the Hebrew into Jewish Greek. Hence
it has arisen that Christian writers frequently cite as Scrip-
ture the Apocrypha which were mixed up in the Septua-
gint with the canonical books

;
but as soon as the atten-

tion of the learned was directed to the canon, the later

products of Jewish literature subsequent to the extinction
of the Hebrew language were again separated from the
canon. The canonical books were therefore called Libri

Resulares, or Regular Books, and the Apocryphal books
Libri Secreti, or Secret Books. But the reading of the
Libri Secreti continued during the third century. In the

fourth century several lists of Biblical books were promul-
gated by the orthodox Greek church in order to prevent the
use of Apocryphal or uncanonical books (cucavovurra /3i/3\fa).

These lists generally adhere, in the Old Testament, to

the Jewish canon, but fluctuate in the New Testament

concerning the Apocalypse. The name Apocrypha signifies
In these lists fictitious and heretical writings ; but between
the canonical and Apocryphal is placed a third class of

writings, the reading of which is permitted to the church.
The Latin church adopted, with reference to the Old Testa-

ment, laxer principles, and admitted several Apocryphal
writings into the canon; although the learned, like Hiero-

nymus, adhered to the twenty-two books, according to the
lelters in the Hebrew alphabet. Hilarius also mentions
that the law of the Old Testament was divided into twenty-
two bo >ks, corresponding in number to the letters of the
Hebrew alphabet, but adds that, according to the opinion of

others, Tobit and Judith should be added in order to com-

plete the number of the Greek alphabet, which contains

twenty-four letters. The Protestants, returning to the Jew-
i-h ranon, separated the Apocryphal additions of the Alex-
andrine version, which were for the first time decidedly
made canonical by the council of Trent in opposition to the

reformers. The council of Trent decrees, in its fourth ses-

sion, that if anybody will not admit as holy and canonical

all the entire books and all their parts extant in the Latin

Vulgate, he shall be anathema.
After these general remarks concerning the formation of

the canon, we shall briefly survey the history of the text.

Before the Babylonian exile the Biblical books were
written in the characters still extant in the legends of the
Asmonsean coins, of which we have given specimens in the

article ALEXANDER JANN.EUS and in ALPHABET. Instead
Of the antique Hebrew character which is nearly allied

to the Samaritan, there was employed after the Babylonian
captivity a sort of Aramaic alphabet, which was gradually

changed by transcribers into the present square cha-

racter, of which the Spanish, the German, and the inter-

mediate or Italian are three modificalions found in Hebrew
manuscripts. The characters printed in modern editions

of the Hebrew Old Testament are formed according to

the Spanish manuscripts, which are the most beautiful.

The characters employed in the publications of Sehastianus

Miinster at Basel about A.D. 1530, are imitations of German

manuscripts.
The Italian and French Jews wrote in a middle style,

between the Spanish and German. The Rashi, Rabbinical,
and cursive Hebrew characters represent the gradual

changes of the square characters to a Hebrew running
hand, which are also occasionally employed in manuscripts
written for private use, and are therefore less accurately

revised, and consequently of less authority than those written

for public use in synagogues. The most antient manu-

scripts had neither vowels nor diacritical marks, nor were

the words always divided. (See Hupfeld, Beleiirhtung
dunkler Stfllen in der alt-testamenllichen Textgeschichte,
In den Studien und Kritiken 1830.)

Verses and punctuation, which are already mentioned in

the Talmud, are marked in Hebrew by accents, which served

also as rhythmical marks to be observed in the Oriental

style of reading, which approaches to singing. Hieronymus
followed probably the D'plD3. sections, mentioned in the

Talmud, in dividing the prophetical and poetical books into

cola et mmmala, and the historical books into cola only.

In old Hebrew manuscripts, as well as in those of tho

Septuagint and Italian version, the poetical books are written

in hemistichs or half verses, thus :

Sepulchrum patens est guttur eorum.

Liriguis suis dolose agebant.
Venenum aspidum sub labiis eorum.

The present division into chapters, which the Jews have
adopted, is of Christian origin, and does not occur befbre
the thirteenth century. The capituJa of Hieronymus, tho
Tituli and Breves in the Latin, the D'mD or VTTD, order.?,
and D*J!3D (<")/*) marks, of the Masoreths, were so fluc-

tuating that, before the introduction of the present chapters
and verses, the quotations were very vague. The Pentateuch
alone was in antient times divided into fifty-four

'

sections,'

/!V!n3. according to the number of the Sabbaths in tlie

Jewish leap year.
On every Sabbath a certain sederah, or parasha or sec-

tion, is read, and in the common year, which does not con-
tain fifty-four Sabbaths, two sections are to be read on some
Sabbaths, so as to complete the reading of the Pentateuch

every year. The Parashioth, or
'

sections,' are subdivided
into seven smaller divisions, according to the number of
men who are usually honoured by being called upon on the
Sabbath to read publicly the law in tlie synagogue. But
in these divisions, and in accounting for them, neither the
Jews nor the learned perfectly agree among themselves.
The Parashioth, which in regularly written manuscripts

commenced a line, are called /lini/ID, open, and are marked
in printed Hebrew Bibles 333 or 3. Those which commence,
in the middle of a line are called JTIOVID closed or shut

up, and are marked ODD or D- But in printed Bibles D
stands sometimes at the commencement, and 3 in the middle
of a line.

Notwithstanding the great care bestowed by the Jows
after the Babylonian exile upon the preservation of the
Hebrew text, some transpositions have crept in

; letters,

words, and sentences, have been omitted ; and some mis-
takes between "11 . 3 3- P"1

- 3 3 &c., as well as errors in the
division of the words and the filling up of abbreviations, &c.,
have been made; sometimes letters of a similar scund,

synonymous words, and those of similar sound and parallel

passages were exchanged. Some alterations were also intro-

duced by the officiousness of critics in removing expressions
which they either deemed offensive, or hard to be under-

stood, or not perfectly analogous to parallel passages. A
comparison of the parallel passages in the Old Testament
shows that these alterations happened most frequently in

the most antient times before the ecclesiastical authority
of the canon was established. Comp. Ps. xiv. with liii. ;

xl. 14th seq. with Ixx. ; xviii. with 2 Sam. xxii.; Ps. cviii.

with Ivii. 8 12; Ix. 714 ; Ps. cv. with 1 Chron. xvi. 8 -

22; Ps. cxvi.with 1 Chron. xvi. 23 33; Is. xxxvii. xxxviii.

with 2 Kings, xviii. xix. ; Jer. lii. with 2 Kings xxiv. Com-
pare also the parallel passages in the books of Samuel,
Kings, and Chronicles ; Is. xv. xvi. with Jer. xlviii. and
other passages cited in Eichhorn's Einleitung, i. pp. 139,6;
Bauer, Critica Sacra, p. 236, seq. ; Gesenius, Geschichte der

hebriiischen Sprache, p. 38. seq. Although these altera-

tions do not materially affect the tenor and scope of biblical

doctrine, it has been the business of critics to collect and to

compare the various readings of the Hebrew text, and thus-

to restore its original purity.
The oldest recension of the Hebrew text, coming from a

quite different quarter, and being independent of the usually
received text, is that of the Samaritan Pentateuch, which
seems to be closely related to the copy from which tho

Septuagint interpreters translated. The various readings
of the Samaritan Pentateuch were for a considerable time
overvalued by some and despised by others, and herein

both parties frequently showed more zeal than knowledge.
But the last examination of the Samaritan text by Gese-

nius (De Pentateuchi Samaritani origine, indole et auto-

ritate Commentatio Philolol. crit. tcripsit Guil. Gesenius ;

Hal. 1815, 4.) has shown that the assertions of the zealots

against the Codex Samaritanus, although produced without

reason, were not substantially wrong. Its character is un-

critical ; most of its characteristic readings have arisen from

injudicious grammatical corrections, inserted glosses, ex-

planatory conjectures, grammatical and historical additions

and alterations according to parallel passages, Samaritanisms

in language and doctrine, as for instance the substitution of

Garizim, D^HJ. for 72^ in Deut - xxvii - 4 -

The Jews in Babylon and Palestine appear to have

been more critical than those in Egypt and the Samaritans,

because Aquila, and the other Greek translators after Christ,

and Onkelos and Jonathan agree more with the Masorethical

text than the Septuagint. About the time of the birth of

Christ arose schools of learning, especially in law, grammar,
and criticism. After the destruction of Jerusalem these

NO. 251. [THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.] VOL. IV.-3 B
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school* wore transplanted to Jabne. Ziphoria, Lydda,
CiMarea Palestina, formerly railed Stralon s Tower, on the

ooaxt of the Mediterranean, Tiberius, and at a later period
.1, Pumpeditha, and Nahardea on the banks of tho

Euphrates.
Oriijen, in composing the Hexapla, perused a Masorethi-

ral manuscript in the third century after Chrijt. and in the

fourth rentury Hieronymus employed Palestine teachers

and MSS. The present received text originate* from

line. Therefore tho interpretations nnd readings of

Hieronymus are nearly allied to tho present received text.

Many passage* indicate that Hieronymus employed an un-

pointed text. In hia Epistle. 125, he ohserves, 'The same
word written with the same letters has divers meanings.'for
instance pastoret, herdsmen, and anwtore/t, lovers, are

written with the same letters, Res, Ain. Jod, Mem (fflTV :

hut the word for herdsmen is pronounced roim, that which

signifies Imert, reim.'

The Talmud contains precepts of biblical calligraphy

(Tr. Gittin, f. 45. c. 2.), mentions a comparison of manu-

scripts (Hieros. Tr. Taanith, f. 68, c. I. compare Tr. Sophe-
rim, vi. 4.), and refers to certain classes of biblical emen-
dations prior to the Talmud, called by Morinus '

fragmenta'
or 'vestigia rccensionum ;' by Eiclihoni, Recisiones. These
classes are

! 0^3*10 T!i9J7. ablatio scribarutu, concerning the omis-

sion of van 1 in Gen. xviii. 5
; xxiv. 55 : Num. xii. 14 ; Ps.

Ixvjii. 26, xxxvi. 7. See Nedarira f. 37, c. 2.

II. D'^S'lD Tljjn, r.orrectio scribarum, concerning six

teen or eighteen erroneous passages, e. g. Gen. xviii. 22 ;

1 Sam. iii. 13.

III. Puncta extraordinaria in fifteen words, e.g. Ps.

xxvii. 13, N1

? $ Tr. Sophsrim, vi. 3.

IV. 2Y13 tfS H[3,
if there was any thing to be read

which was not written, 2 Sam. viii. 3
; xvi. 23. Nedarim

f. 37. c. 2.

V. HJ? N'T! 2TG, if there was in reading to be orr.ittec

what was written in the text, as in 2 Kings v. 1 8.

VI. 3VD-1 "Hip,
various readings, as Job siii. 5. Hagg. i

18.

After the conclusion of the Talmud in the sixth century
the Jewish scribes continued, especially in Tiberias, to pro

pagnte their critical traditions, at first orally, ufterwanls by

writings; these writings were afterwards placed in the

margin of the manuscripts. Subsequently those critica

remarks were improved and augmented by the so caller

miDO vj'2
' the lords of the Masora,' who also countei

tho number of the verses, of the words, and of the conso-

nants in the biblical books.

There exists also in the rabbinical bibles of Bombcrg an

Buxtorf, and in the sixth volume of the London Polyglott,
a list of various readings by Rabbi Aharon Ben Asher, am"
Rabbi Jacob Ben Naphthali, of the eleventh century. Th
readings of Ben Asher are preferred by the western, am
those of Ben Naphthuli by the eastern Jews. From the cir

rumstance that their observations regard exclusively th

vowels and accents, we conclude that the punctuation o

the text was already accomplished in their days, and tha

they employed punctuated manuscripts.
After the origin of the Masora, the MSS. were probabl

often altered accordingly. But we have reason to thini

that no material change took place, because even tho com
plaint of Mcir Hallevi about the corruption of the manu
scripts refers especially to abbreviations which do not affec

the sense. The famous MSS. of the rabbins in the middl

RCS, as that of Hillel. Ben Asher, (called the Egyptian o

Hierosolymitan,) and that of Ben Naphthali and others
adhered to-lhc Masora.
The earliest editions of the Hebrew bible were imitation

of antient manuscripts, and have therefore critical authority
The oldest Hebrew prints contain only parts of the Ol
Testament Tho oldest specimen of Hebrew typograph
contains tho Psalms with the commentary of Kiinchi, A.I

1177, probably printed at Bologna. A very old specimen o

Hebrew typography was presented by Dr. IVllri, in 173
to the library of Eton College, containing the Cethubim o

Hagiogrnpha, printed at Naples in 1487. This edition wa

urnt by the Jew*, probably "on account of its rendimrs

requently differing from the Masora, which wns consid'

.ready at that period the standard of correctness. Tho

opy at Eton is printed on vellum, and i. considered tha

nly one that escaped the (lames. (See J. B. I K ]{- i, De
. Typographic Origine et Priraitiis, sive de anti-

uis et rarissimis Hebrnicorum Bibliorum cditionibus sn-culi

v., Parma), 1776, 4to., reprinted wiih a preface by Huf-

agcl, Erlangen, 1781, 8vo. l)e Rossi, De Typographic
lebr. Ferrariensi Comment. Hist., Pannm, 1780.: auot. e.

rsof. Hufnagcl, Erlang., 1781, 8vo. J. B. dc Rossi, An-
ales Typographic Ebr. Sabionetens. Appcndiec aucti ex

talicis Latin, fecit J. Fr. Roos, Erl., 1783, 8vo. : DC Rossi,

Je ignotis nonnullis antiquiss. Hebr. Textus Editionilms

t critico earum Usu. Accedit de cditionibus Hebr. BiM.

.ppendix hist. crit. ad Bibliothecam Le-Longio Maselna-

nam, Erlang., 1782, 4to. ; De Rossi, Annales Hebr. '1

graphite, sec. xv., Parm., 1 79S, 4to. ; De Rossi, Annales

ypofrraph. ab an. 1501 ad 15-10, Parmas, 1799, 4to. ; O. G.

i'ychsen Krit. Beschreib. des Bonon. Pentateuchs vorn

Fahre 1482, in Eichhorn Report, vi. 65. seq. : Kenn
Diss. Gen. No. 255. seq. p. 436, seq. ed. Bruns.)

I. The first complete edition of the Hebrew bible was

printed at Soncino, in the Cremonese
territory

in tho duke-

dom of Milan, A.D. 1488, small fol. Tho edition of Brescia,

1494, 4t->., which Luther translated, generally follows tha

ext of this Editio Princeps. (See J. G. Palm de Codicibus

Veteris et N. T. quibus b. Lutherus in conficienda, inter-

iret. Germ, usus est, Hamb., 1753. B. W. D. Srhulc

vollst. Kritik ill), d. gcwiihnliehen Ansgalien d. Hebr. Bil>el

nebst einer Nachricht v. d. Hebr. Bibel welche Luther bei

s. Uebersctzung gebruucht, Berlin, 1766, 8vo.) To this

Irst edition of printed bibles belong also, Bibl. Rabbinica,

Bombergii ed. Felix Praicnsis, 1517, and the smaller edi-

tions printed by Bomberg in 1518, and in 1521, 4to. : the

edition of Robert Stephanus, 1539-1541, 4to. : and Bibl.

Hebraica stud. Seb. Miinsteri, Basilese, 1534, 1536, 4to.,

two volumes.

II. An independent text, which became the basis of

other editions, is contained in the Biblia Polyglotta Complu-
tensia, 1514-1517. Alvarez Gomez de Gestis Francisci

Ximenii (Compluti. 1569, fol. L. ii. p. 47.) says that there

were bought for 4000 aurei, seven Hebrew MS. copies from

various countries, and that these copies were preserved
at Complutum (Alcala). From this second edition pro-

ceeded Bibl. Polygl. Bertrami ex ofiic. Sanctandr. 15S6, lol.

(also ex offic. Commelin. 1599. 1616.)

III. Bibl. Rabb. Bomberg. II. Cur. R. Jac. B. Chajim,
Vcnct. 15-J5-26,fol. Although Jacob Ben Chajim in tin-

tion followed the Masora more than the MSS., it inlluenced

strongly most of the subsequent editions, and the following

belong entirely to this third recension. Biblia Rabb. Bom-

berg. III., Venet. 1547-1549, fol.
;

Bibl. Rabb. per Jo. do

Gara, Venet., 1568, fol.; Biblia Rabb. Bragadini, Venet.,

1617-18, fol.; Bomberg's quarto editions of 1528, 1533,

and 1544; the edition by R. Steph., Paris, 1544-4G, in

It'.nio: some alterations were made in the Justinian edi-

tions, Venet., 1551, 4to.; 1552, 18mo. ; 1563, 4to. ; 1573,

4to. ; B. Hebr., Genev., 1618, in 4to., 8vo., and 18mo. ;

B. Hebr., per J. de Gara, Venet., 1566, 4to. ; 1568. Svo. ;

1682, 4to.; B. Hebr. typ. Bragadin., Venet, 1614-15, in

4to. and 12mo.. 1619, 4lo., 1628, 4to., 1707; Bibl. Hebr.

Chr. Plantin. Antv. 15G6, in 4to., 8vo., and IGnio. ; Biblia

Hebraica, Hartmanni Frcf. ad Viadr. 1595, in 4to.,

and 16mo. ; 1593, 4to.
;
B. Hebr. Zach. Cratonis Viteb.

1586, (1587.) 4to.

IV. Uibl. Polyglott.. Antwerp, 1569-72. fol., represent a

text composed of the two last recensions. This polyglott ci:-

tains in the first four volumes the Old Testament with the

apiierypha interspersed. From this proceeded the Plantine

,v and Latin, Ant., l:,71. f .1. ; 1584, fol.; L. B. 1673,

Svo. ; B. Hebr. Lat. Burg. Aurac. in Hisp., 1581, in fol.;

]:. Hebr. Ixit.. Genev., If,l8,fol. ; flibl. Hebr. Lat. sumt.

IV. Kn.'cli Frcf. ad Mocn., 1CI8, fol.; Bibl. Ilebr. I.at.,

\ lenn., 1743, Svo. ; Bibl. Polyglott. Par., 1645, fol.; Bibl.

P.iKglotta, Lond. ed. lirian \Valton, 1GJ7, fol.; B. S. qua-

drihnguia, iicciir. (.'brist Rcincccio, Lips., 1750, fol., and
the manual editions by Kcincccius, Lips., 1725, Svo. ; 1739,

Svo. and 4to. ; 1750, 1793, bvo.

V. Uibl. Hebr. cura et studio Eliro Hutteri, Hamb.,
1587, fol. (1588, 1596, 1603), contains a text compounded
of the Venire, Paris, and Antwerp editions. Hutter s lev-

is repeated in Iluttor's Polyglolta, Nittnbcrg, 10'Jl, loi
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(this Polyglott was not completed), and in Nisielii B.
Hebr. 1662, 8vo.

VI. Buxtorfs octavo edition, Basel, 1611, was the pro-

totype of B. Hebr. typis Menasseh Ben Israel, sumt. Jan-

sonii, Amst. 1639, 8vo. (The editions by Menasseh Ben
Israel in 1630-31 and 1631-35 have another text.) Bib!.

Rabb. Buxtorf, Bas. 1618-19; Bibl. Rabb. op. Mos. Franc-
furt, Amst. 1 724, fol.

VII. B. Hebr. correcta et collata cum antiquissimis et

accuratissirois exemplaribus manuscriptis et hactenus im-

pressis (cum praefat. Johannis Leusden), typis Jos. Athiae,
Amst. 1661, 8vo. and 1667, 8vo. From this edition ori-

ginated the following : B. Hebr. Clodii Francf. ad Moenum,
1677, 8vo., recogn. a J. H. Majo et ultima resv. a J. Leus-
deno, Francf. a M. 1692, 8vo. ; Biblia ad optimorum tam

impressorum Clodii, Jablonskii, Opitii, quam manuscripto-
rum aliquot codicum fldem collata; direxit opus J. H.
Majus, collat. instituit G. Chr. Biirclin, Frcf. a M. 1716,
4to. ; B. Hebr. ex rec. Dan. Era. Jablonskii, Ber. 1699, 8vo.

maj. This sometimes deviates from Leusden according to

the authority of manuscripts and the cardinal editions, viz.

Bombergiana, Venet. Regia, Basileensis Buxtorfii, Hut-
teriana, Menassis, ed. 2, Berlin, 1772, 12mo. After this

B. Hebr. J. H. Michaelis, Hal. M. 1720, 8vo. maj. Car-
dinal editions are those '

quae reliquarum quasi cardinales

videbantur,' the authority of which was followed by others.

After Athias also B. Hebr. stud, et op. Henr. Opitii Kil.

1709, 4to. ; and after this Bibl. Hebr. Ziillich, 1741, 4to.

B. Hebr. Ever. Van der Hooght, Amst. et Ultraject, 1705,
8vo., is a reprint of Athias's edition of 1667. Van der

Hooght' s reprint is famous for its accuracy. After this

B. Hebr. Sal. Ben Jos. Proops or Props, Amst. 1724, 8vo. ;

B. Hebr. Lat. (c. vers. Seb. Schmidtii) Lips. 1740, 4to.
;

B. Hebr. Lat. Car. Frc. Houbigant, Paris, 1753, four vo-

lumes fol. ; B. Hebr. Jo. Simonis Hal. 1752, 8vo., 1767, 8vo. ;

Biblia Hebr. Benj. Kennicot. Oxon. 1776-80, fol. (See
Bruns de Mendis typographieis editionis Van der Hooght. a

Kennicoto non sublatis in Eichhorn's Rep. xii. 225, seq.)
Van der Hooght's Bible has been of lato frequently re-

S
tinted in London. Editio nova, recognita et emendata a

osepho Samuele Frey, Typis Societatis ad promovendam
Christianitatem inter Judaeos, Lond. 1812, 8vo. ; B. Hebr.
ad ed. Hooghthianam adornata, Lond. typis et sumptibus
Sam. Bagster, 1823. In stereotype, Recognita et emendata
a Judah D'Allemand, Typis A. Macintosh, impensis Jacobi

Duncan, 1823, 1325, large 8vo.
; duodecimo with Hebrew

title, 1825; large 8vo. reprinted 1828, 1830, corrected by
Hurwitz, 1 833. The most beautiful type is employed in the

Biblia Hebraica secundum editiones Jos. Athiae, Jo. Leus-

dfin, Jo. Simonis aliorumque imprimis Everardi van der

Hooght, recensuit Augustus Halm, Theol. Doctor et Pro-

fessor in Acad. Lipsiensi, editio
stereotypa sumptibus Ca-

roli Tauchnitz, 1831, 8vo. and in duodecimo, 1833.

The following is a list of the critical apparatuses by which
the text has been purified : The great and the small Masora,
and various readings in the rabbinical Bibles of Bomberg
and Buxtorf. Selections of various readings in the editions

of Miinster, Van der Hooght, and in the '!? riTOD. with

the critical commentary of R. Sal Norzi, Mantua, 1 742-44,

four volumes ;
C. F. Houbigant Notso criticae in univ. V.

T. libros cum Hebraice turn Greece scriptos cum integris

cjuadem Prolegomenis ad Exemplar Parisiense denuo re-

CUSJD, torn. i. ii. Francf. a M. 1777, 4to. Comp. J. D. Mi-

chaelis Vorrede, zum kritischen Collegia iiber die drei wieh-
tigsten Psalmen von Christo; J. Chr. Kallii Prodr. ex-
aminis criseos Houbigantianae in Cod. Hebr. Hafniaa, 1763,
4to. ; Ej. Examen cris. Houbig. in Cod. Hebr. spec. i'.

Hafn. 1764, 4to.
;
Seb. Rau Exercitationes phil. ad Houbi-

gant. Prolegomena, 1785, 4to. ; Kennicott's Dissertations on
the Hebrew text and his Bible. Com. Bruns de variis lec-
tionibus Bibl. Kennicot. in Eichhorn's Repertorium xii. 242,
seq. xiii. 31, seq.; Bruns Apologie fur Kennicot in Eich-
horn's Rep. vi. 173, seq. ; Rosenmiiller's Handbuch, i. 241,

seq. ; Bibl. Reineccii ed. J. Chr. Doderlein et J. H. Meis-
ner. Lips. 1793, 8vo. ; B. Hebr. dig. et grav. lectionum
varietatem adjecit J. Jahn, Viennce, 1807, 3 volumes, 8vo.

Biblia Hebraica without points, after the text of Kennicott,
with the chief various readings selected from his collation

of Hebrew manuscripts, from that of De Rossi, and from
the antient versions, accompanied with English notes, cri-

tical, philological, and explanatory, selected from English
and foreign critics by B. Boothroyd, in two volumes, 4to.

Pontefract, without the date.

Besides those in the editions of Kennicott, Jahn, &c., we
notice the following collections of various readings: "13D
miJT> JVD miDD, by Rabbi Meir Hallevi, Berlin. 1761 ;

mi/1 niX printed in HIT Vlttf,
Ven. 1618, and inaccu-

rately, Amst. 1558. Commentatio critica sistens duorum
codicum manuscriptorum Biblia Hebr. continentium quis
Regiomonti Borussorum asservantur cum prtecipuarum va-
riantium lectionum sylloge, auctore D. Theod. Christ. Lilien-

thal. Regiomonti et Lipsico, 1770, 8vo/ The most important
work of this kind is by J. B De Rossi

; Variae Lectiones Vet.
Test, ex immensa Manuscriptorum editorumque coilicum

congerie haustse et ad Samaritanum textum, vetustissimas

versiones, et accuratiores sacra) criticaa fontes ac leges ex-

aminatae, Parmaa, 1784-88; iv. volumina 4to. maj.; and
Scholia crit. in V. T. libros, seu supplementa ad varias sacri

textus lectiones, Parmae, 1798.

Among the oldest manuscripts, nearly 1500 in number,
which have been collated, is the Laudianus in the Bodleian

Library at Oxford, which is considered to be 800 years old :

this MS. differs in 14,000 readings from Van der Hooght's
text, which is now in common use. Besides this there are

many important MSS. at Oxford and in the British Mu-
seum in London, one in the library of the Royal Society,
one in the Lambeth Library, and one MS. of the Pentateuch
in the library of the London University. In the seventh
and the following volumes of the Classical Journal is a

catalogue of MSS. existing in the public libraries of Great

Britain, and a very complete list of Hebrew MSS. is pre-
fixed to De Rossi's Varite Leciiones : less complete in

Kennicott's Dissertalio Prceliminaris.

These codices are known among critics by names like the

following: Carlsruhensis, Viennensis, Cesenco.in the Mala-
testa Library at Bologna, Florentinus 2, Mediolanensis 9,

Norimbergensis 4, Parisiensis 27, Regiomontanus 2, Pa
risiensis 24.

To illustrate the appearance of these codices may serve a
fac-simile of Deut. iv. 1, 2, from an antient Hebrew MS.
of the Pentateuch, called by the Rev. H. Home Codex Mala-
baricus

;
it was brought in the year 1806 from the interior

of Malayala by the late Rev. Claudius Buchanan, D.D., and
is now preserved in the public library of the University of

Cambridge.

It measures forty-eight feet in length. The whole book wanting. The original length was about ninety feet. Its
. * . . . . ,

u
. i . .__ . : i . n I ft ,!*: h mi hi t

of Leviticus and the greater part of Deuteronomy are

Tf UUhlllKl AliG V If^lllivi
VM J

breadth is about twenty-two inches, or a Jewish cubit.

3 B 2
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It Mmt to comprise the fragment* of three different rolls.

See a ' Collation of an Indian copy of the Pentateuch,' also

a collation and description of a manuscript roll of the book
of Either from the Hebrew extant in brazen tablet* at

Goa, with an English translation, by Thomas Ycates, Cam-
bridge, 1812, -itn.' None of the Hebrew manuscripts is

800 year* old. The reason why the manuscripts of the

Old Testament are never found of so high antiquity as the

oldest of the New Testament, is that the Jews never suffer

their holy manuscripts to exist in a dilapidated state. The

manuscripts which begin to be illegible, or contain readings
not authorised by the Masora, or are inaccurate, are col-

lected in the tjj,
'

place of deposit, or rather hiding-

place in the synagogue. When this place is filled up, all

its contents are removed to be buried in n place of the

I
burying-grouod chosen for that purpose. The following
line may represent a codex about to be buried for being

I
faulty and illegible.

The unwearied application of the learned in the collation

iT Hebrew manuscripts has proved that all of them repre-

sent nearly the same text that was in the hands of the old

translators, which has not suffered any very material altera-

tion in spite of thousands of small changes. This is also

proved by the fact that the peculiarities of style which cha-

racterise the different biblical writers have not been effaced.

The old school of the Buxtorfs and their followers believed

in the general correctness of the Masorethical text. The
correctness of this opinion, however, has been established

not by the opposition of the old school to critical examina-

tion, but by the exertions of those critics who for some
time overrated the authority of the Samaritan Pentateuch

ami that of the antient translations, and overstated the

faults of the Masorethical text.

Critics now distinguish, 1st, the text before the con-

clusion of the canon in the parallel passages of the Old

Testament ; 2nd, the text before the Masora in the quota-
tions of the Talmud ; 3rd, the Samaritan and Alexandrine ;

4th, the Masorethical.

The first Samaritan MSS. were brought into Europe in

the year of our Lord 1620. Achill. Harlay de Sancy di-

rected Pietro della Valle in 16 1C to purchase them at Da-
mascus, and presented them to the library of the Ora-
torium at Paris. There are extant, besides these, a Codex

Cottonianus, a Codex S. Genov. at Paris. Compare also

the Barberini Triglotta and the Paris and London Poly-

glotts in Samaritan types, and the Pent. Hebneo-Samarit.

ed. Benj. Blayney, Oxon. 1790, in the usual square charac-

ters. [See SAMARITANS.]
The earliest translations of the Old Testament were made

from a text which belongs to a period from which no manu-

scripts have been preserved. These translations confirm

the significations which are given in our Lexicons to He-
brew words, and show how the biblical text was understood
at a period when the original language was still living, or

pioiptf

ID
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According to Ongen, Lucianus and Hesychius bestowed
tin ir critical labours upon the text of the Septuagint; and
their editions came into public use, but have entirely dis-

appeared. It appears from Georg. Syncell. Chronogr. p. 203,
'Bf tvi avriypaQtft Xiav t'lKpttufiirtft tic rijc iv Kaioaptia rij<;

KaTTrniWui'c IXSovri i!f l/u /3iXio9>'jti)c, Iv tf fat iirtfiypairro,

<*l u ptvac till Stiof Ba<riXfu>c TO J uv ituvo airiypiifi], iitTt-

CaXwK liafStiaaTo flitXia. Comp. Carpzou crit. sacra, p. 533,
that the labours of Basilius the Great on the Septuagint
consisted in his care to obtain correct copies.
Of late, the English Bible Society has encouraged Bishop

Hilanon in prosecuting his translation into modern Greek,
part* of which have been published ; e. c. the Psalms in

elegant modern Greek.
In the days of St. Augustine, several Latin translations

existed: among these he
preferred

the Itala, which was in

more general use, and which had originated in the first

period of Christianity. The fragments of the Itala still ex-
tant prove that it was made from the Septuagint. Ilicro-

minus corrected it about the year A.D. 382 ; but the greater

part
of hi* labours was lost during his own lifetime, and

lie could not gratify the desire of Augustine to restore

|

when, at least, many helps to its understanding, which have
since disappeared, were still accessible. We shall tn

separate a nicies on the following most important antiutt

translations :

The Septuagint is written in the Hellenistic or J<

Greek language, and was formerly read in many syna-

gogues. Josephus makes more use of the Septuagint than

of the Hebrew text; but at a later period, when Christians

employed the Septuagint, the Jews rejected it. The Talmud

appoints a fast-day on the eighth day of Tebeth, 1><

'on thut day the law was written in Greek through King
Ptolemy, and darkness came orer the earth for three <l.i\ -

;

and that day was fatal to Israel as the day on \vlueh the

calf was made.' (See Mcgillath Taanith, fol. 50, c. 2 ed.

Bas. 1 758 ;
Tract. Sopher. c. 1 .)

The fragments which have been preserved of the transla-

tion made by the Jewish prosolyte, Aquila of Sinope, at the

commencement of the second century, are very valuable,
because they are so literal that they exactly represent tin-

text which was before the eye of the translator. [Sec
AQUILA.] Theodotion only remodelled the Septuagint.
His translation of Daniel was used among the Christians

instead of the Septuagint. Symraachus wrote better Greek,
but translated more freely. Each of these three translated

with more accuracy than the translators of the Septua<rnit.
There ore, besides, fragments of three anonymous Greek

translations, which have been called, from the places which

they occupy in the 'Hexapla' of Origen, Quinta, Sexta,

Septima.
Parts of the Old Testament have been translated into a

Jewish modern Greek, of which ' Wolfii Bibliotheca Hc-
brsca,' vol. iii. Appendix, nnd vol. iv. p. 1219-26, contains

curious specimens printed in Hebrew type.
We exhibit here the first three verses of Genesis, in the

rare Versio JudcDO-Gnoco-Barbara, belonging to the Oppeu-
heimer library at Oxford :

(1.) Ei'c dpxV 'TAafftv o Stoc TOV oiipavo Kai TI}V lyi.

(2.) Km iyi t^TOV aftwffoc Kai a^owaff^iof, rni OKOTOK t-ri

rpoaurif riCiWou, Kai avtpof TOV Siov avairiraii Itri vpoevir-f
ruv vipuv.

(3.) Kai flirty i GV ac tJi'm *V*c, Kai >}rov fiwc.

the lots, because he had not sufficient scribes at his com
maud.

According to Abulfaragius, the Syrians had, along with
the Peschito, another translation of the Septuagint, which
has been called, according to an erroneous reading of

Pococke, the Figurata.
Of the Syrian translation by Philoxcnus, bishop of Hicra-

polis, we know so little that we cannot say whether it was
the same with the Figurata.

In the Arabrosiun library at Milan there are the Psalms,
Job, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs, the Wisdom of

Solomon, Sirach, the twelve minor prophets, Jeremiah,
Baruch, Lamentations, Daniel, Kzekicl, and Isaiah, in an

Hcxaplar Syriac translation by Paul, bishop of Telia, of the

year 616. Of the same translation there is a copy at Pans
of the fourth, or, as we call it, the second book of Kings.
This version was translated into Arabic by Hareth lien

Senan, A.D. 1486, and is preserved in the Arabic at Paris
and at Oxford.
The Ethiopians have, in the Gcez, an anonymous transla-

tion of the whole Bible, the origin of which cannot be earlier

than the fourth century. Ibis version WM made by Chris-
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lians from the Alexandrine Greek translation, but it is now
used by Jews also. Of this there are several complete
manuscript copies m Europe, a list of which is given by
Ludolf : parts of it have been printed. Other copies have
been brought to Europe by Bruce and Riippcll.
There exists also a translation in the dialect of Lower

Egypt, the so-called Coptic or Memphitic; and another in

the dialect of Upper Egypt, the Sahidic, or Thebaic. The
origin of these translations, parts of which have been printed,

belongs probably to the end of the third, or the commence-
ment of the fourth century. Both were made from the

Septuagint.
The Armenian translation by Miesrob was executed with

the assistance of Johannes Ekelensis and Jos. Palnensis,
about A.D. 410. With this translation, Miesrob gave to the

Armenians an alphabet. He followed the Septuagint, and
in Daniel the Greek of Theodotion. Miesrob's translation

is said to have been interpolated in the sixth century ac-

cording to the Peschito, and in the thirteenth century ac-

cording to the Vulgate.
The Georgian or Grusingian translation was made in the

sixth century, and follows the Septuagint.
The Sclavonic translation is said to have been made in

the ninth century, from the text of the Septuagint ; but,

according to Alter, it originated from the Itala, and was
altered in the fourteenth century according to Greek MSS.

It is unnecessary in an article so limited as the present
to do more than name the Arabic translations, the Veneta,
the Targumim, the Samaritan translation, the Peschito, the

Vulgate, the Gothic, the Anglo-Saxon and Persian trans-

hitiniis, &c.
The Hebrews had, like other nations, their prose and

poetical styles. The poetical style is distinguished by great
boldness and freshness of expression, and by a rhythmical
movement or cadence of language. This rhythmus occurs
in various degrees. There are parts in the prophets, and in

the book of Kcclesiastes, which are scarcely elevated above
the lovel of prose. The gradual ascent from prose to rhyth-
mus, and the descent from rhythmus to prose, constitutes

one of the beautiful characteristics of Hebrew poetry. The
rhythmus of syllables is, in Hebrew, so free, that some have

preferred to call it
' numerus by accentuation.' This numerus

consists usually in a free mixture of iambics, trochees, am-
phibrachs, and anapaests.

' The books and passages of the Old Testament, which are

composed in a poetical style, have such a diversity of cha-

racter, from the various times at which they were written,
that it is necessary to distinguish them into several periods.
Four of these periodical divisions may be conveniently

adopted.
' The first embraces short historical songs, and oracular

sentences : simplicity and obscure brevity are the charac-

teristics of these. The second sera is that of heroic song.
In the times of the Judges, the actions of the protectors and
defenders of Israel were celebrated in this style. Of the same

description are inspiriting war-songs, and songs of triumph.
The third period commences with the schools of the pro-

phets, founded by Samuel, in which the art of poetry was

enlarged, refined, and ennobled. Historical poems, pas-

torals, and hymns in praise of God, and war-songs, were

produced by these schools. At length, under David and
Solomon's reign, we approach the golden age of Hebrew

poetry, to which succeeded the sublime oracles of the pro-

phets. They uttered, in solemn strains, promises and

threatenings, and described better times to come in imagery
borrowed from the golden age. The fourth epoch coincides

with the time about and subsequent to the Babylonian cap-

tivity. Then the fiery energy of the prophetic poetry was

lost, and plaintive songs of woe were blended alternately
with joyful strains, sung in hope of their return to Zion,

and with cheerful festive hymns, in which the expectation
of a universal kingdom of God on earth was expressed
in various ways.

' With respect to the external form, the various species of

Hebrew poetry may, upon the whole, be described by the

mines given to their poetic compositions by the Greeks and
Romans

; but it must not be imagined that their arrange-
ment and disposition are of the same kind. The following

.may be considered as distinct species of Hebrew poetry :

'
First, short traditional poems, containing anecdotes of fa-

milies, for the purpose of handing them down to posterity.

Second, longer historico-religious poems ; as, for example,
1 Moses (Gen,) i. and ii., also Psalms cxxxv. cxxxvi. ; and

poems of a mythic form, 1 Moses (Gen.) iii. xi. Third, odes :

these are subdivided into 1. Hymns, songs of praise, and
thanksgiving for divine worship ; 2. Common odes, in which
other important, objects were expressed in sublime imagery,
and, finally, 3. War-songs, which often ascend to the dignity
of the ode. Fourth, elegies, lamentations, pastoral lays, and
songs in praise of love. Fifth, songs of a middle species,
which do not attain the character of the ode. Sixth, di-

dactic poems, of which there are 1. Many short ones in

the Psalms; and, 2. Some of greater length in Job and
Ecclesiastes. To these latter belong 3. Parables, fables,

and allegories ; and, finally, 4. Single sententious apo-
phthegms, or proverbs.

'

Descriptions of the separate prophetical books are given
in the Introductions (such as those of Eichhorn, Jahu, Ber-

thold, and De Wette) to the Old Testament : but those
books must be divided into two classes, in order to facilitate

their interpretation, viz., those written before, and those

written after the captivity, as the character and contents
of the latter differ materially from those of the former

writings.
' The first period of those writings is that between Moses

and the captivity. The prophets who lived in this period la-

boured to oppose idolatry ; and continually exercised this

grand theme of their discourses and denunciations in new
forms, and under various images and conceptions. They
announced on these occasions the approach of divine justice
in the devastation of the land, and the carrying off of its in-

habitants, but they at the same time opened a view into a
distant state of future felicity, the return of the better part
of the Israelites to the true God, the return of manv of them-
selves out of all tribes to Judoea, and their re-union as a

people. They already saw many heathens, proceeding
with the Jews towards Jerusalem, for the observance of the

same worship ; they saw a divine kingdom, whose borders

were to be continually enlarging.
' The other period is that from the exile to Malachi. Tho

prophets who lived during this time sustained the hopes of

Israel
;
but they at the same time directed their exhorta-

tions to the promotion of the true worship of God, and de-

nounced punishment against hypocritical offerings, against
indolence in doing good, against unrighteousness, and many
other sins, as being the cause of preventing God from ful-

filling, in their complete extent, his promises to the citizens

of the newly-restored Jerusalem. Some of the prophets

already foresaw a time of severe judicial punishments to be

indicted by God on the sefractory Israelites.' (Seller's Her-

mencutics.)
The English Bible. No complete translation appears to

have been made in the Saxon times into the language then

spoken in England. By some writers Bede is said to have

made such a translation, but this is now generally under-

stood to be a mistake. That he translated portions of the

Scriptures is, however, certain. One of the best authenti-

cated facts in his life is, that he was employed in trans-

lating the Gospel of St. John into Saxon at the time of his

decease. The early writers who relate this fact differ re-

specting the extent to which he had proceeded in trans-

lating this Gospel. No evidence can be produced that the

whole of the Scriptures was, by any person, rendered into

Saxon. But of the more important portions Saxon versions

still exist in manuscript. We shall notice three of the most

remarkable copies: 1. A manuscript of the Psalms iu

Latin, with an interlinear Saxon version. This is now in the

Cottonian Library at the British Museum, where it is nume-
rated Vespasian A. i. 2. A manuscript of the Gospels in

the same library, numerated Nero D. iv. This contains the

Latin text, with an interlinear Saxon version. Both these

manuscripts are of singular beauty, and impress the mind

with a strong feeling of respect for the monks of Lindisfarn,

in whose house, and probably not later than the eighth cen-

tury, they were executed. 3. Another manuscript of the

same class is at Oxford, where it is known by the name of

the Rushworth Gloss, on account of its having belonged to

Rushworth the historical writer. This manuscript contains

the Gospels only. Other manuscripts exist of Saxon versions

of portions of the Scriptures in many libraries ;
and there are

notices in writers on Saxon affairs of several persons who,

beside Bede, were employed in the translation of these im-

portant writings into the vernacular tongue. At the Re-

formation, when the work of translating the Scriptures met

with opposition from the church, it was a point of some im-

portance to draw the public attention to the fact that versions
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into the vernacular tongue were no novelties in England. It

was with this view that Parker, archbishop of Canterbury,

encouraged Fox, the writer of the MurtyroKijiy, to prepare
an edition of the Gospel* in Saxon, which he did, and pub-
lished it in 1371. Another edition, the result of the colla-

tion of a greater number of manuscripts, was published in

1638. and again in 1665. This was the joint work of Jumna
and Marshall. They gave at the saroo time the text of L'l-

philas's version, into the language called the Mawo-Gothic,
a kindred, perhaps the parent, language of tho Saxon.
Devout persons seem to have employed themselves in

rendering portions of tho Scriptures into tho language

spoken in this country, when what we call Saxon wag be-

coming what we now cull English. It is thought that the

whole of the Scriptures had been translated in the thirteenth

century. It is, however, certain that in the fourteenth cen-

tury, not single and separate portions only were translated,

but tho whole of the books comprehended in tho Sacred

Canon, and that they were put together in order as they
were found in the Latin originals, so as to form a volume

answering to what we mean when wo speak of the Bible.

There arc two persons, both of the age of King Edward III.,

who ore said to have executed this work. The one, John de

Trcvisa, a native of Cornwall, was educated at Oxford. Ho
translated the work of Bartholomeus,

' DC Proprietatibus
Rcrum,' and tho

Polychronicon
'

of Higden the one the

most popular book in the philosophy of the age, the other in

the history. Caxton, writing not a century alter the time,

says that he also translated the Holy Scriptures, but this

is now matter of uncertainty. But there is no doubt that

\Vi<-kiitte did translate the whole Bible, or gathered together
translations which made an English Bible. Many copies
of this volume were made about the time when it was com-

pleted, which was about a century before the introduction of

printing into England. Wicklifte died in 1384.

Wickliffe'f version of the Scriptures is deeply interesting,
on account of the circumstances under which it was pro-
duced, and its connexion with a favourite English name. It

is of some importance in Biblical literature, as showing what
Latin version was in his time regarded as of the highest

authority in England, and also in what light certain ques-
tions in theology wero viewed by that early Reformer. It

is also curious as a monument of the state of the language
in the middle of the fourteenth century. Foreign scholars

have reproached us for not having published an edition of it.

Proposals are now before tho country for such a work, but

they have been but coldly received. The New Testament
from this version was published by John Lewis, a clergy-
man of Margate, in 1731, and reprinted under the care of

Mr. Habur of the British Museum in 1810.

From the time of Wickliffe the authorities in the English
church did whatever they could to discountenance the cir-

culation of the Scriptures in the ordinary language of the

people. It was regarded as a measure which was likely to

produce heresies, and as a work which could never be
executed with a sufficient degree of exactness. Tho time

va-, however, approaching when an opposition which was
irresistible would be made to the church in this point.

It is to the resistance which was made by the ecclesiasti-

cal authorities of the time that wo are to attribute the re-

markable fact that, though tho art of printing was in-

troduced into England in or about H7I, yet no English
Bible or Testament was printed till 1526, and then ut a

foreign press.
To William Tyndal we owe a translation of a large portion

of the Scriptures into the English tongue, next in antiquity
1 1 Wicklifle's. Tyndal was acquainted with Luther, whose
advice and assistance he is reported to have had in bis

translation. He lived much abroad, and before li.ii he had
completed an English version of the New Testament. Of'
this be printed in that year two distinct editions

; one in

quarto at Cologne, another in duodecimo at Antwerp. Perfect

copies of either of these editions are not known. The few

imperfect copies which exist of this, the Editio Princepi of
the English New Testament, and very few they ore, are
treasured a* the choicest book curiosities. Tyndal proceeded
in his work of translation, and not lew vigorously in super-
intending successive editions of his New Testament through
the press. They were bought up and burnt in England ;

but this only supplied him with the means of printing other
editions with such corrections and improvements as were

suggested to him. He is said to have also printed a trans-
lation of the Pentateuch, and it is curtain that he did trans-

late those five books of Moses, and also many other book*
of the Old Testament. He did not, however, commit to the

press any complete translation of tho whole Scri|

T> nd.d was put to a cruel death at Fdford, near Antwerp,
where hi> translation first appeared, in 1

Another person who at that curly period > the

work was Miles Coverdale, a friend of Tyndul. 11

duccd a complete English Bible, composed of TyndaT*
translations, as far as they went, and his own. This was
the first edition of the Bible in English. It was followed by
several other publications of the English Bible in the inter-

val between 1535 and 1611, when the present uuth'

version was first published. Of these we shall ci\t a cata-

logue of the most remarkable, observing generally, that of

each of these there were several distinct re-impressions, and
of some of them many.

1. Coeerdale* Bible. This was printed at Ziirich, it is

believed, in 1535, and dedicated by Coverdale to Henry VIII.

It was favourably received by tho court. In tho next year,

Cromwell, the king's vicar-general and vicegerent in eccle-

siastical matters, enjoined that a copy of tiiis translation

should be laid in the choir of every parish church in Eng-
land, for every one to read at his pleasure.

2. Matthewes Bible. This also was printed abroad, but

at the expense of two English printers, Grnfton and \Vliit-

chureh : the date is 1537. The name of Thomas Matthewe,
edition it was said to be, is feigned. The real edit -r

was John Rogers, the first person burned for heresy in the

reijrn of Mary. The text is that of Tyndal and Coverdnlc

slightly altered.

'3. The Great Bible, or Cranmtr's. The Bibles hitherto

published had been but the work of private persons. Cran-

mer, who was at that time archbishop of Canterbury, had,
from the time when Coverdale's Bible appeared, been anxi-

ous to engage the bishops in the preparation of an Knuii-h

Bible, which should go to the people under their express

authority. He found them not very eager to engage in the

design. It is supposed that Coverdale had much to do in

the preparation of this edition. The text is, in the main,
the same with his. The preface was written by Cranmer.
It was finished at the press of Grafton and \Vhitchurch in

April, 1539.

4. Taverner's Bible. This also appeared in 1539. The
editor was Richard Taverner. The text is formed on that

of Matthewc's Bible.

There were eleven impressions of the English Bible in the

reign of Edward VI., but they are considered as only re-

impressions of one or other of the editions above mentioned.

5. The Geneva Bible. During the reign of Man', some
of the divines who had been the most forward in promoting
the Reformation took refuge at Geneva. Among these

was Coverdale, who seems to have regarded the diffusing of

the Holy Scriptures in the English tongue as his peculiar

province in the labour of reformation. He and some other

of the Protestant exiles, especially Gilby and \Vhitting-

ham, set themselves to prepare another edition, to be ac-

companied with notes. They were employed in seeing it

through the press when the death of Mary and the accession

of Elizabeth opened a way for their return. Some remained
behind to finish the work, which appeared in 1500. This lung
continued to be the favourite Bible of the English Puritans

and of the Scotch Presbyterians. Not fewer than fifty im-

pressions of it are known, and there were probably more.
Both in the text and notes there is a great leaning to the

system of Calvin and Bcza, with whom the exiles at Geneva
were intimately acquainted. , It scarcely deserves to be

mentioned that this edition is often called the
' Breeches

Bible,' on account of a rendering given in Genesis iii. 7.

6. The Bishops Bible, or Parker's, so called from Matthew
Parker, archbishop of Canterbury, first appeared in a lariri-

folio in 1568. Parker employed learned men to review the

previous translations, and compare them with the originals.

This edition exhibits, in consequence, some material varia-

tion*.

7. The Douay Hible, of which the New Testament was
first printed at Rheims in 15S2, and the Old Testament at

Douay in 1/109-10. This is the Catholic. version. Cardinal

Allen is understood to have had a principal share in this

work.
This bring* us 'to the period of King James's transla-

tion. Early in the rei;rn of King James I. there was a
conference of divines of different opinions at Hampton
Court, for tho settling the peace of the church. In this
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conference nruch was said concerning the imperfections
of the existing translations of the Scriptures. The king
himself, who was often present at these meetings, ex-

pressed a strong opinion on that point of the debate. ' I

wish,' said he, 'some special pains were taken for a uni-

form translation, which should be done by the best learned
in both universities, then reviewed by the bishops, presented
to the privy council, and, lastly, ratified by royal authority,
to be read in the whole church, and no other.' Out of this

speech of the king's arose the present English Bible ; for

the suggestion soon ripened into a resolution. As this is

the Bible which has now for more than two centuries been
the only Bible allowed to be read in the English church,
and as it is also the Bible universally used in dissenting
communities, we may be expected to give a more extended
notice of it than of the former editions. Fifty-four of the

persons in that age most distinguished for that particular

species of learning which such a duty required were selected
for the work, according to the king's suggestion : finally,

forty-seven of them undertook it. They divided themselves
into six independent classes, to each of which a certain

portion of the work was assigned. Each person in the class

was to produce his own translation of the whole committed
to them : these several translations were to be revised at a

general meeting of the class. When the class had agreed
upon their version, it was to be transmitted to each of the
other classes, so that no part was to come out without the
sanction of the whole body.
Two of the classes sat at Westminster, two at Oxford, and

two at Cambridge. The instructions which they received
from the king were, that they should adhere to the Bishops'
Bible, which was then ordinarily read in the churches,

making as few deviations from it as possible. They were,
however, to use the other versions, and to consult the trans-

lations which had been made into other modern languages ;

and they were to keep in the old ecclesiastical words, such as

church, &c. When a word had divers significations,
'
that

should lie kept which had been most commonly used by
the antient fathers, being agreeable to the propriety of the

place, and the analogy of faith.' No marginal notes were
to be used, except for the further explication of some
Greek or Hebrew word. References to parallel passages
might be given. They were to call in the assistance of

any learned man who was known to have made this subject
his study.

They were employed upon the work for three years,

namely from 1607 to 1610 ; proceeding with that delibera-

tion and care which so weighty an undertaking required.
The names of the divines engaged in it, and the portions
are known which were committed to each class, are preserved.
If we say that there arc few names among them which have

acquired a lasting celebrity, we are only saying of them what
is the usual fate of divines. The name of Bishop Andrews
is the first in place and the first in celebrity. It is believed

that Bancroft, then Archbishop of Canterbury, though not

one of the professed translators, had much to do in the super-
intendence of the work. It came forth from the press of
Robert Barker in 1611.

This is then the great sera in the history of the English
Bible. From that time to the present there hag been no
serious intention entertained in the church of any revision

of this translation. It is admitted universally that it is

in the main an admirable translation. But many per-
sons in the church who have thought that, excellent as it

confessedly is, it is not the best possible translation ;
and

that it seems as if the time was arrived for revising the

work of the divines of the days of King James, especially
since the general principles of translation seem now to be

better understood than heretofore, and the investigations of
men of learning in the manuscripts of both the Old and
New Testament in the originals have led to the establish-

ment of a text which is allowed to make a nearer approach
to the text as left by the original writers, than that which
was used by King James's translators.

It has however been found that every subsequent edition

of the Bible has deviated not only in spelling, but slightly
aUo in other respects, from the original edition of 1611.

Thus, the Rev. T. Curtis has lately shown that the use of

the distinctive Italic and capital letters in that edition has

by no means been scrupulously copied in those that have

followed it. In this respect it appears, however, that the

alterations which have been made are really amendments,
bv which the typography of the modern editions is made

more conformable to the principle adopted by the trans
lators. On the other hand, it has been shown, and espe-
cially by the Rev. Dr. Lee of Edinburgh, both in a pam-
phlet published by him in 182C, and in his evidence given
before a committee of the House of Commons in 1831, that
the prohibition against the received version of the Bible

being printed by any persons except the king's printers and
the two English universities has by no means secured that

accuracy in the
impressions with a view to which it is pro-

fessed that the restriction is maintained. Thus, in an Edin-

burgh edition of 1816, we have in Luke vi. 29, 'Him that
taketh away thy cloak, forbid to' (for 'not') 'to take away
thy coat also;' and 1 Cor. xiv. 40, 'Let all tongues' (for
'

things')
' be done decently and in order.

1

So, in a stereo-

type edition, published by the king's printers in England in

1819, in 1 Cor. viii. 6, instead of 'To us there is but one
God,' the reading is

' To us three is but one God.' Many
of the older editions abound in such errors to a much
greater extent. Mr. Curtis has also pointed out, even in

some of the most recent editions, the occasional occurrence
of such errors as

'

heart' for hart,' 'son' for 'sun,' 'forth'

for
'

four,' &c.
But while nothing has been done by authority, many

persons have produced new and, as they presume, improved
translations of particular books. Dr. Geddes, a Catholic

divine, but who had no particular attachment to his church
to influence him in his version, published a translation of
the historical books of the Old Testament. Lowth, Bishop
of London, and Dodson, a learned layman, both published
translations of the Prophecy of Isaiah

; iBlayney, a transla-

tion of the minor prophets, and Stock, an Irish bishop, of
the book of Job. Other translations of other books of the
Old Testament have appeared, nor have there been wanting
those who have attempted the too arduous task of translat-

ing the whole of these books. Numerous translations have
been published of the New Testament, of which we may
particularly single out as the works of men of learning and

high character that by Gilbert Wakefield and that by New-
come, the Archbishop of Armagh.

Still more numerous have been the editions of the English
Bible in the version of King James, with notes, paraphrases,
and practical expositions. Our limits will not allow of our

entering upon an enumeration of these works. We must,

however, name as works which are highly esteemed, the

Family Bible, prepared by the Rev. Thomas Scott, rector of

Aston-Sandford, in Buckinghamshire, a clergyman of what
are called evangelical sentiments

;
the Commentary on the

Bible by Adam Clarke, LL.D., a leading minister among
the Wesleyan Methodists ;

and the Family Bible of the

Rev. Charles Wellbeloved, of York, a Presbyterian minister

of Unitarian sentiments, a work at present incomplete, in

which the learned author has united valuable critical matter

for the accomplished scholar, with much useful information

for the unlearned reader.

BIBLE SOCIETIES. Associations, supported by vo-

luntary contributions, for the general circulation of copies of

the Sacred Scriptures, may be regarded as belonging pecu-

liarly to the present century. Whatever had previously
been done, either by societies or individuals, in the way of

translating or printing the Bible, is insignificant when com-

pared with what has been done in the last thirty years,
from 1804 to 1835. Previous to the formation of the British

and Foreign Bible Society, the associations in Great Britain

which included among their objects the circulation of the

Bible were:
1. The Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in New

England, originally incorporated by an ordinance of parlia-

ment in 1649, and re-incorporated in 1661, after the Re-
storation. The missionary Eliot, known as the Apostle of

the American Indians, after labouring to reduce the lan-

guage of the tribes then surrounding the infant colony to

writing, effected a translation of the Bible into it, which was

printed in 1663 at the expense of the corporation. This

edition of the Bible, which is dedicated to Charles II., con-

tains the Psalms of David, attempted to be done into Indian

metre, which Cotton Mather tells us wave used in the con-

gregations of the converted natives.

2. The Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge,
established in 1698. It had caused an edition of the New
Testament to be printed in Arabic, the whole of the Scrip-

tures in Manx, and four editions of the Scriptures in the

Welsh language.
3. The Society for tho Propagation of the Gospel in
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FWipn Part*. eMaMishrd 1701. This ami the preceding
were u nilcr the entire management of member*
lished Church.

I. The Society in Scotland for Propagating Christian

.'.!_>. incorporated in 1709. It hail distributed the

Scnptures in the Garlic language.
5. Tin- Society for Promoting Religious Knowledge

among the Poor, established 1 750. The subscriber* were
entitled once in two years to copies of the Scriptures or

other work-* published by the society, at a ro<lucej charge.
6. The H:ble Society, established in 1780, for the purpose

i.l' circulating the Scriptures among soldiers and sailors , \

rluMvely. In about twenty years it had distributed about

30,000 copies.
7. The Society for the Support and Encouragement of

Sunday School*, established in 1785. It provided the Sun-

day schools with copies of the Bible and Testament, and
with

spelling-books.
8. The French Bible Society, established in London in

1 :.', fur the purpose of distributing copies of the Scriptures
in France. This institution had made arrangements with

a printer for an edition of the Scriptures in the. French lan-

guage, when its operations were entirely stopped by the

Ki-volutioii. At the peace of Amiens it was discovered that

the printer with whom the contract had been made, and
vlto had received a sum of money on the society's account,
hud been ruined in the interval, and was unable to complete

.ragernents.
Such were the means in existence previous to the close

of the last century for ensuring the general circulation of the

Scriptures.
The mort important of the above associations, in fact the

only one which could attempt the circulation of the Bible

on a large scale, was the Society for Promoting Christian

Knowledge. Its efforts, however, do not appear to have

commensurate with the increasing demand. The

following statement attributes to a tardiness in its opera-
tions the formation of the British and Foieign Bible

Society :

In 1787 a clergyman in London, who had been applied
to tor Bibles by a brother clergyman in Wale*, wrote to the

latter, stating that he had received twenty-five copies from

the society for distributing Bibles among the soldiers and

jailors : and that he was collecting money to send more,
which he bought of the Society for Promoting Christian

Knowledge,
' who alone in London have got any Welsh

P-ihles.' A year afterwards the same individual wrote to

hii currespondcnt in Wales, stating that ' there was n pros-

pect of obtaining, through the assistance of another society,

and with the help of Mr. T.'s purse, no less a number than

1000 WeUh Bibles; but the. society, viz. the Society tor

Vrnioting Christian Knowledge, refuses to part with more
than 500. and that at a price which altogether makes 5.v. lid.

each. This has entirely defeated the design, so far as I am
concerned in it.'

Towards the close of 1791, a clergyman who had been

visiting Wales alluded, on his return to London, to the

Karcityof Bibles: 'I heard great complaining amongst
tbe poor for want of Bibles, and that there were none to be

Vtnd for money.' A fresh series of efforts were made in order

to induce the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge to

]>iil>!ifth another edition of the Welsh Bible; and a corre-

loncc was entered into with the society, which may be

een in Dealtry's Vindication r>f the British and Foreign
Hibtc Snciety. The object of this correspondence was to in-

duce the society to undertake an edition of 10,000 Bibles

fur circulation amongst the Welsh, and the applicants ex-

pressed their willingness
'
to take and pay for 5000 as goon

M thev were printed.' At length, in July, 1792, terms were

greed upon with the society, and the wishes for a supply of

Hihle* seemed on the point of fulfilment. On the !Mih <>('

October, however, the individual who had conducted (lie

Mgotutions with the society complained of its
'

dilatory,
iMffeuivc, nnd reluctant' conduct. The society could not

be made to believe thnt 'a large number of Bibles could
Im got ofT;' it seemed averse to incur the expense of a

supply, although not likely to be more than from i

to -JuiUi/. In fine, the society surrounded the subject wilh
i many difficulties that for the present it was reluctantly

abandoned.
At leneth, in 1796, after an interval of about four years,

during which it may be presumed the society cuntmucd to

he urged on the point, an edition of the Welsh Bible, Com-

mon Prayer, and Sir.cing Psalms to 1'ie nmounl of 10,000,
n ith 2000 extra Testaments. wa ordered to be printed. In
1799. copies were ready for <. i the sock-tv hUTally
offered them on moderate terms. The whole of tlie edition

was soon disposed of, as thirty years had elapsed since the
last edition had appeared. The wain

having, however, only been partially satisfied, the demand
for Bibles on the part of those who had not participate! in

the recant supply became louder than hefov

was made in the year 1 800 in order to ascertain if tbe society

Disposed to undertake another edition. 1

hope of engaging the society to enlarge the supph
abandoned. The plan of contracting for a supply of Welsh
Bibles without the co-operation of the society was then

agitated for the first time. It was suggested by the

Thomas Charles, an ordained minister .! the Established

Church, but who was at tho time officiating in the C( i

gallons of the Welsh Calvinistic Methodists. On ti

of December, 1802, the subject of the scarcity of Bibles in

Wales having been introduced by Mr. Joseph Tarn in a

circle of friends, Mr. Charles, who happened to be visiting

London, and was present, proposed raising hy voluntary
contributions a sum sufficient for printing an edition. He
insisted upon the urgency of applying to

' new and extraor-

dinary means' for effecting this purpose. In tho coui

the evening, the Rev. Joseph Hughes, a Baptist mm
suggested tho outline of a plan for the general circulation of

the Scriptures ; and a call was made up n him to prepare
an mldress in which the subject might be p- pub-
lic consideration. The matter was soon after laid before the

late Mr. Wilberforce. Mr. Charles (Irani, now l^ord Glenelg.
and other men of like views. The Rev. C. F. A. Steinko]iil',
Lutheran minister at the Savoy church in London, offered

to make inquiries in the course of a continental journey he

was about to undertake, as to the circulation of the Scnp-
tures in that quarter. A similar course was contemplated
with respect to Great Britain and Ireland.

The occurrences detailed above took place prior to the

end of May. 1803. By this time the appeal which Mr.

Hughes had been called upon to prepare was finished. Its

title was :

' The Excellence of the Holy Scriptures, an Ar-

gument for their more general Diffusion.' The rudiments

of tho Bible Society were developed in this address, and

having been extensively circulated, it was deemed in the

month of January, 1804, that n sutlicient period had elapsed
for the discussion of its merits, and that the tune had ar-

rived for putting the plan into activity. Samuel Mills.

Esr]., who had prepared an outline in the precedinu year,
now completed the details of the plan. The projected so-

ciety had at first received the name of the Society for pro-

moting a more extensive Circulation of the Scriptures both

at Home and Abroad;' but it was now changed to that of
' the British and Foreign Bible Society.'
On Wednesday, March 7th, 1S04, a public meeting, con-

vened by a circular address, was held at the London Ta-

vern, Bishopsgatc- street, to discuss the means of forming the

society. The attendance consisted ofabout 300 individuals of
various religious denominations. The first and second resolu-

tions moved, were as follows: 1. 'That a society shall be

formed, with this designation, the
"
British and Foreign Bible

Society, of which the sole object shall be toencouruge a w ider

diffusion of the Holy Scriptures.' 2.
' That this society shall

add its endeavours to those employed by other societies l.-r

circulating the Scriptures through the British dominions,
and shall also, according to its ability, extend its influence to

other countries, whether Christian, Mahometan, or Pagan.'
Si-\ rn other resolutions relating to the organization of the

society were passed unanimously. A committee \v.i> formed,
7001. were at once subscribed, and the institution was con-

sidered to be fairly in existence.

On the 12th of March, 1804, the committee met to

complete tho organization of the institution. The thirty-
six individuals composing the committee comprised men
of various religious opinions. It must be confessed

that they were surrounded with considerable difliculties.

Kvery step in fact was on delicate ground, and this

wo* more especially manifest when nn individual pro-

posed the appointment of the Kcv. Joseph Hughes :

ollirc nf secretary. This motion was opposed by the. Rev.
J. Owen, afterwards one of the secretaries and the historian
<>f the Bible Society, who insisted in strong terms mi '

tint

impropriety and impolicy of constituting a dissenting mi-
nister the secretary of all institution which was dcsi^u-.-d
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to unite the whole body of Christians, |and for which its

directors had evinced so laudable an anxiety to obtain

the patronage and co-operation of the established church.'

The individual who had moved Mr. Hughes's appoint-
ment as well as the committee generally, saw the propriety
of Mr. Owen's objections ; but it was fortunate that the

opportunity had arisen which called them forth, as they
led to an arrangement, the principle of which was at once
so judicious and liberal, that when acted upon, as it has been
in all the movements of the society, it has constituted one of

the chief corner-stones of its stability and success. It was

accordingly moved that the Rev. Josiah Pratt, B.D., the se-

cretary to the Church Missionary Society, who had been

pointed out by Mr. Owen as a fit individual, should be ap-
pointed secretary, in conjunction with the Rev. Mr. Hughes.
The creation of another office was then suggested, in order
that the foreign churches might be represented in the so-

ciety ; and the Rev. Mr. Steinkopff was appointed foreign

secretary. Thus, as Mr. Owen remarks,
' The progress of

an hour carried the committee on, from the hasty sugges-
tions of a short-sighted attachment to the wise determination
of a liberal policy.' To prevent the operation of temporary
feeling in the appointment of the governing body, the future

proportion of churchmen, dissenters, and foreigners on the
committee was distinctly defined. This body was to consist

of thirty-six individuals, viz., six foreigners, resident in or

near the metropolis, fifteen churchmen, and fifteen dis-

senters ;
the whole of the thirty-six being laymen. The

clergymen and ministers generally had a seat and vote

on the committee on the same terms by which they became
members of the society. Mr. Pratt having voluntarily re-

signed his office, Mr. Owen was appointed secretary in his

place.
On Wednesday, May 2nd, 1804, a general meeting

of the subscribers and friends of the institution took place,
at which Lord Teignmouth was appointed president of the

institution. On the 5th of May, the bishops of London,
Durham, Exeter, and St. David's, recognised the society

by sending in their names as subscribers, and in June they

accepted the office of vice-presidents.
Such was the formation of the British and Foreign Bible

Society ; and its subsequent history involves that of all si-

milar institutions which it has called into existence in every

part of the world. The first foreign bible society was formed
at Nuremberg in 1804; but the seat of its operations was
afterwards transferred to Basle. This was termed the Ger-
man Bible Society. In 1805, a society was established at

Berlin, which afterwards, in 1814, became merged in the

national institution of the Prussian Bible Society, which in

the first twenty years of its existence has distributed 717,977

copies of the Scriptures. Notwithstanding the war, which

for a time would appear to have presented a formidable

obstruction to the progress of such associations, the conti-

nent of Europe may be described as having become, in a

few years, literally covered with bible societies. In St. Pe-

tersburg, the Russian Bible Society was established, not

merely with the sanction, but by the formal authority of the

Emperor Alexander, during the year 1813. After the ac-

cession of the present emperor, Nicholas, the operations of

this society, and of all its auxiliaries, amounting in number
to 289, were suspended by an imperial ukase. The motives

which led to this do not distinctly appear ; though probably

arising from the dissensions amongst the hierarchy of the

Greek church, numbers of whom viewed with jealousy the

efforts which were making to disseminate the scriptures ;

but permission was afterwards given to establish a Pro-

testant Bible Society, for the purpose of supplying the Pro-

testants in Russia with the Scriptures. A society was
formed in Paris, in 1318. This now exists under the title

of the French and Foreign Bible Society.
There are at present societies or agents at Touiouse,

Frankfort, Colmar, Miihlhausen, various places in Switzer-

land, Wiirtemberg, Saxony, at Warsaw, Cologne, Elberfeldt,

Neuwied, Geneva, Dornat, in Sweden, Norway, and Den-

mark, in Belgium and Holland. In Spain, Portugal, and

Italy, efforts are making to introduce the Scriptures.

Agents are also in Greece, and at Smyrna, Bucharest, Con-

stantinople, Damascus, Astrachan, Selinginsk, and Tunis,

&c., exclusive of the extensive connexions of the Society

throughout the British dependencies in every quarter of the

world.

In the United States of America, the first society which

was formed was that of the Philadelphia Bible Society, in

1 808. This example was imitated in numerous other placed
of the Union

;
and in 1816 the idea of a general national

institution was carried into execution, by the establishment
of the American Bible Society.

It will be unnecessary to trace further the progress of
the formation of other societies in different parts of the

globe, the details being in all cases similar. We therefore
return to the immediate history of the British and Foreign
Bible Society.
The first application of the society's funds to printing the'

Scriptures in a foreign language took place in 1804, whert
2000 copies were proposed for circulation among the Mo-
hawk Indians. At this time the foundation was laid of
a library, which has become by frequent accessions a va-
luable and curious collection of biblical literature. The so-

ciety was very early called upon to exercise its judgment
and discretion in regulating the movements which it had
produced. It had adopted from the first, as a fundamental

principle, the resolution of circulating only the authorized

English version of the Scriptures without note or comment.
The individual who proposed the Mohawk version was well
known to the Indians, and thinking to prepare for the more
favourable reception of the Scriptures among them, he
wrote an address every way calculated to effect this pur-
pose, which he caused to be pasted inside each copy. The
society, in strict adherence to its conviction of the duty
of circulating the Scriptures alone was compelled to sup-
press the excellent address which had been prepared. The
zeal with which the Nuremberg society entered upon its

labours was of the most praiseworthy character; but it

unfortunately pledged itself to supply 1000 copies of the
Catholic Testament, and although in this instance the copies

required were not simply translations from the Vulgate, but
a more Protestant edition, yet the London Society again felt

the necessity of abiding by the rule which permitted them
to circulate only the authorized version. The prudence,
good sense, and moderation of the committee of the Bible

Society, exercised at this period, when it might have been

anticipated that it would have been anxious to awaken the

enthusiasm rather than repress the zeal of its supporters,
have throughout its whole career formed the most remark-
able characteristics of its proceedings.

Yet notwithstanding the general care and prudence of

the committee, a deviation from the strict letter of the fun-

damental rule, which permits only the circulation of the

authorized version, raised a controversy which at one time

appeared to threaten the stability of the society. About the

year 1821 it began to be intimated publicly, that the com-
mittee had been in the practice of permitting the apocry-

phal books to be intermingled in such copies of the Scrip-
tures as were furnished to foreign societies. The staunch
friends of the authorized version exclusively took up the

matter very warmly, especially in Scotland ;
the controversy

was carried on with much heat and acrimony ;
and (a na-

tural consequence in all such controversies) the original ac-

cusation was not allowed to stand alone. Complaints were
made of mal-practices in the expenditure of the society's
funds ; the correctness of many of the translations of the

Scriptures made under the direction of the committee was

impugned ;
and other matters were laid to the charge of the

managers of the society, all of which combined led to a se-

cession of many auxiliary societies, and weakened for a time
the authority and inlluence of the parent society. The
committee, in 1826, brought forward the following resolu-

tions : 1 . That the fundamental law of the society, which
limits its operations to the circulation of the Holy Scrip-

tures, be fully and distinctly recognised as excluding the

circulation of the Apocrypha. 2. That in conformity to the

preceding resolution, no pecuniary aid can be granted to

any society circulating the Apocrypha ; nor, except for the

purpose of being applied in conformity to the said resolution,

to any individual whatever. 3. That in all cases in which

grants, whether gratuitous or otherwise, of the Holy Scrip-

tures, either in whole or in part, shall be made to any so-

ciety, the books be issued bound, and on the express condi-

tion that they shall be distributed without alteration or ad-

dition.' Confidence has been gradually restored since these

resolutions were acted upon ; and the society is now (1835)

in a higher state of activity and prosperity than it has evet

enjoyed since its foundation.

It would have been utterly impossible for the Bible So-

ciety to extend its operations into every corner of the globe

unless its resources had been increased by the various
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branches into which it ramified. These branches have com-
municated life and tncrgy to the parent stem from the most

remote and distant
quarters.

The growth of societies whose

operations were auxiliary to those of the original institution

does not appear to have been very rapid. In March. 1805, the

first Bible association was formed at Glasgow ;
in July, an

association was formed in London; and in
April,

ISOfi, one

was formed at Birmingham. These associations had not a

separate and distinct existence, and possessed no indepen-
dent forms of government : they were simply unions of a

it* individuals whose contributions were devoted to the

parent society. In proportion as the system of which they
formed a part gathered power and influence, they neces-

sarily assumed a more important character. As auxiliary

societies, although still in connexion with their
prototype,

their functions and exertions became more individual and
local in their nature.*

The first auxiliary Bible society was established on the

23th of March, 1809, at Reading. It adopted tho regu-
lations of the parent society. On the 30th of the same
nv>nth. auxiliary societies were established at Nottingham
and Newcastle upon-Tyne. The Edinburgh Society was

'lished July 31 ; and similar institutions were formed
in East Lothian, Leeds, and Exeter, on the 4th of October,
25th of October, and 8th of December, respectively. The
fir*t auxiliary institution, established in the year 1810, was
at Manchester. An auxiliary Bible society was formed at

Kemlal on the 5th of January ; one at Bristol on the 1st of

February ; one at Sheffield on the 5th ; one at Leicester on
the 19th; and the Hull Auxiliary Society was established

April 4. Eleven of these institutions had been establishc>d

previous to the sixth anniversary of the parent society. The

public nature of the proceedings connected with the esta-

blishment of these societies occasioned (he claims and merits

of the institution to he much more generally known and ac-

knowledged ; and the formal recognition of its value and

importance, made by men of high character and influence

residing in those vicinities where local societies arose, added
to the authority and consequence with which the Bible So-

ciety began to be invested, and, with other circumstances,
tended greatly to enlarge its resources and increase the

m>i<;nitude of its operations. The formation of juvenile and
fem.ile Bible societies contributed to multiply the efforts of

the Society for the circulation of the Scriptures. By means
of those subdivisions, which were subordinate to their own
local institution, a wider sphere of action and personal in-

fluence was created, the benefit ofwhich extended throughout
the whole system. The scholars ofHolborn Sunday-school,
who contributed I/. 17. at the eighth anniversary of the

parent society in 1812, offered tho first example of the

\"iing appearing as contributors to the society. The York
Juvenile Bible Society, the first institution of the kind, was
firmed during this year, which was further distinguished by
the establishment of the first Ladies' Auxiliary Society. It

is right, however, to mention, that at New York, U. S., in
1 809, there had been formed the Young Men's Bible Society ;

knd at Sheffield, in 1805, when the existence of the British
and Foreign Bible Society was unknown to the parties, a
female association existed, whose object was the circulation
of the Scriptures.
The projector? of the Bible Society not having foreseen

the origin and progress of the auxiliary institutions, had
made no provisions for their uniform regulation ; but their

numlier had become BO considerable in 1812 that the sub-

ject was forced upon them, and in the spring of that year
an address was prepared, entitled

' Hints on the Constitu-
:md Objects of Auxiliary Societies,' the object of which

was to effect the consolidation of the auxiliary societies on a
just and uniform basis. In 1812 the objects and interests
of the Bible Society were ably promoted by the circulation
fthe folio-ring tracts : 1. 'On the Advantages of Distri-

buting the Holy Scriptures among the Lower Orders of

Society, chiefly by their ow.n agency,' by Mr. Dealtry.
. An Appeal to Mechanics, Labourers, and others, re-pec'i-

ing Bible Associations,' by Mr. Montgomery of ShellU !(!.

.1.
' On the Influence of Bible Societies on the Temporal

Interests of the 1'o.ir,' by Mr. (now Dr.) Chalmers.
f'lllowing is a statement of the annual expenditure of

i'lb'e Society, from the commencement of the institu-
tion up to the 31st of March, 1 s.i.i ;

Auxiliary loeMIri *K allowed to piirrhuMi Bilile. and Tol.imctiH nt

prim* nut ; ttwir oxobcii he (he MUM |>rn il. Kr. !>. at the local i-
j M the mecil*r of the parent luclety cnjuj iu Loudon.

.
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printing, versions of the Scriptures into the French, Basque,
Breton, Flemish, Spanish, Jewish-Spanish, Hebrew, Italian,

Romanese, German, Bohemian, Servian, Wendish, Hun-
garian, Polish, Lithuanian, Danish, Swedish, Finnish, Lap-
punese, Icelandic, Samogitian, Esthonian, Lettish, Scla-

vonian, Wallachian, Albanian, Russian, Turkish, Turco-

Greek, Tartar-Turkish, Modern Greek, Albanian, Calmuc,
Burial Mongolian, Manuchod, Modern Armenian, Carshun,
Syriac, Georgian, Turco-Armenian, and Armenian lan-

guages. In Asia it has promoted the translation and pub-
lication of the Holy Scriptures in Persian, Arabic, Singalese,
Pali, Hindoostanee, Bengalee, Sanscrit, Teloogoo, Tamul,
Malay, Mahratta, Malayalim, Orissa, Seik, Birman, Car-

narese, and several other dialects, together with two versions
of the whole Scriptures in the Chinese, a language under-
stood by perhaps one-fifth of the population of the globe.
At Madagascar the New Testament and Psalter has been

printed in Malagasse. The inhabitants of the Society and

Georgian Islands have also received versions in the Tahitian

languages. In Africa the antient church of Abyssinia has
been supplied with an edition of the Ethiopic Psalter and
the Gospels ; and the Pentateuch, Psalter, and New Testa-
ment have been printed in the vulgar dialect of Abyssinia.
Egypt has been furnished with the Psalter and the four

Gospels in Coptic and Arabic. The inhabitants of a portion
of Western Africa have received a part of the Scriptures in

the Bulloin dialect ; the aborigines of Northern Africa, a
translation of the Gospels and the book of Genesis in the

Berber: some of the tribes of Southern Africa the Gospels
in the Namacqua dialect, besides versions in the Caffre and
Sichuana. At Labrador the New Testament and Psalms
have been translated into the Esquimaux language, and
the New Testament and the book of Genesis into the lan-

guage of Greenland.
The principal translations of the Scriptures now carrying

on under the auspices, and with the aid of this society, are

in the languages of Europe, the Breton and Catalonian ; of

Asia, the Persian, the Curdish, the Ararat-Armenian, and
various dialects of the peninsula of Hindostan

;
of the South

Sea Islands, the Tahitian, Raratogna, Tonga, and the lan-

guage of New Zealand ; of America, the Chippeway, tlm

Peruvian, the Aimara, the Mexican, the Misteca, the Ta-
rasco, and Esquimaux; and of Africa, the Namacqua, the

Caffre, and the Sichuana.
Translations have been commenced in the following lan-

guages or dialects, but of the completion or publication of

these there is no immediate prospect :

Arawack (South American Indian); Ossitinian, and
Wotiak, by the Russian Bible Society ; Bugis, Macassar,
MaMivian, and Rakheng, by the late Dr. Leyden, aided by
the Calcutta Bible Society.

By the Serampore missionaries. Bhojpooree, Budri-

nathee, Bulochee, Bundelkhundee, Huriyana, Joypore, Mu-
nipoora Koonkee, Tripoora Koonkee, Kousoulee, Kucha-

ree, Kutch, Mithilee, Oodoypore, Sindhoo, and Southern
Sindhoo.

The Russian Bible Society had undertaken the printing
of the Scriptures in twenty-seven different languages previ-
ous to its suspension ; and before that event took place it

had been the means of diffusing, for the first time, 861,105

copies of entire Bibles and Testaments, or separate books

thereof, amongst the natives of that empire. The Protestant

Bible Society of St. Peteisburg is pursuing its course with

energy, though on a more contracted scale than its prede-
cessor did. During the years 1833-34 it distributed 16,908

copies of the Scriptures.
The Calcutta Auxiliary Society, which has branches at

Malacca, Prince of Wales' Island, Benares, and Cawnpore,
has put forth the following versions and editions: Cinga-
lese New Testament, Armenian Bible, Malay (Roman cha-

racter) Bible and Genesis, Malay (Arabic character) Bible

and Genesis, Hindoostanee (Nagree character) New Testa-

ment and Gospels, Bengalee Gospels and New Testament,
Tainul Genesis and New Testament, Hindoostanee Gospels
and Acts, New Testament, Pentateuch, and Old Testament ;

Teloogoo Testament, Hindoostanee and English Gospel of

St. Matthew, Bengalee and English Gospels of St. Matthew
and St. John, Acts and Epistles in Bengalee.
The Colombo Auxiliary Society, in the island of Ceylon,

hag printed the Cingalese Testament, Gospels of St. Matthew
and St. Mark, Genesis, Psalms, Proverbs, and Bible; and
Iuil<>- Portuguese Psalms.

The bible societies we still prosecuting, with unrelaxed

activity, their object of circulating copies of the sacred
writings among men ' of every nation under heaven.'
The Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge distri-

butes about 85,000 Bibles, and 75,000 Testaments annu-
ally ; and it appears that at a special general meeting of
the society, held February 10, 1834, a separate committee
was appointed for the purpose of superintending the publica-
tion, and more effectively promoting the circulation of the

Scriptures in foreign languages. Besides this, there are
other societies through whose means the Scriptures are dis-

tributed, but not to so great an extent as the last-mentioned

society, which is by many considered as possessing equal
claims on public support as the Bible Society, although its

operations are not exclusively directed to the circulation of
the Scriptures ; and it was in consequence of its alleged in-
difference to this object that the British and Foreign Bible

Society was called into existence.

(Owen's History of the Bible Society ; Reports of the
British and Foreign Bible Society.)
BIBLIO'GRAPHY. The term Bi/SXtoypa^ia was used

by the Greeks to signify only the writing or transcrip-
tion of books ; and a bibliographer (Bt/SXioypd^oc) with
them was a writer of books, in the sense of a copyist.
The French term

Bibliographie was long used to sig-
nify only an acquaintance with antient writings and with
the art of deciphering them. It is so explained, for in-

stance, in the edition of Richelet's Dictionary, published
in 1732. The term bibliographe (bibliographer) is not in
Richelet. It is given, however, in the Encyclopedie (Paris,

1751); but both it and bibliographic are still explained
only in the sense that has been just noticed. In the Dic-
tiimnaire de Trevoux, published in 1 752, we find it stated
that a bibliographer is a decipherer of antient manuscripts,
with the addition, that now-a-days the name is given spe-

cially to those who are skilled in the knowledge of books
and their editions, and who make catalogues of them.
Accordingly, in 1763, De Bure published the first volume
of his well-known work on the knowledge of rare and sin-

gular books, under the title of Bibliographie Instructive.

In his preface he employs the term as if the acceptation
which it bears in his title-page had become familiar. In

subsequent editions of the Encyclopedie (for instance in the

fifth volume of the Lausanne edition, printed in 1778) a
new article appears on the term bibiiographie, which con-

sists merely of a notice of this book of De Bure's. The
sense in which the word is used bv De Bure is now, we
believe, the only sense in which it is used by French writers,
some of whom, however, have of late employed the term

bibliologie as its substitute. We doubt whether the Eng-
lish term bibliography, which we have borrowed from the

French, has ever had any other than this signification since

its first appearance in the language ; although in Johnson's

Dictionary, published in 1755, a bibliographer is explained
as meaning both

' A man skilled in literary history, and in

the knowledge of books,' and ' a transcriber.' No authority
is quoted for either use of the word. In the later editions

of Johnson, the term bibliography is inserted, and stated to

mean ' The science of a bibliographer ;' and a bibliographer
is defined to be merely

' A man skilled in the knowledge of

books.'

Bibliography may be defined to be the science of books,

regarded simply as such. Thus limited, it excludes all

consideration either of the literary merits of a work, or of

the importance or interest of the subjects which the author

treats of, or of the truth or value of his statements, opinions,
or speculations. It comprehends the facts of the subject
and class of the work, of its authorship and subsequent his-

tory, of the number of editions it has passed through, of the

printer and publisher of each, and of its date in respect both

of time and place, of the form or size (that is, the manner
in which the sheets are folded, and also the size of the sheet,

for the old folios are often small, such as some old editions of

Bale), the quality of the paper, the number of pages, the

typographical character, the number and description of the

plates, the comparative completeness, correctness, and

rarity, and all other external peculiarities or distinctions, of

each edition. It is common to include many other things

as parts of bibliography, such as a knowledge of the history,

and even of the processes, of the arts of printing and book-

binding, as well as of the written characters of different

ages. But to give such an extension to the science is to

leave it without any limits whatever. If the knowledge of

the art of. deciphering written charactersi for instance, is to

tci
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b* held to bo a part of bibliograr!.y, then \\m bibliographer
must to- universal linguist, in s" far ut U-a-t as r<

the alphabets of all languages. If bibliography. again, is

t.. include a knowledge of the arts of printing nii<l bcok-

iHiiduiL'. why not also of those of the ranking of paper,

parchment, papyrus, and all other substances that have

v\vr lxeii UM'd'for printing or writing upon, and of the

composition and manufacture of inks and all other pig-

ments? In this way bibliography would include no incon-

siderable portion bo'th o( chemistry and botany. On the

tame principle the bibliographer might be required to have

a knowledge of everything appertaining to the arts of cutting

letters in wood and stone.

Although bibliography, in the sense to which it is now
eonlined, is a very modern term, the science of the know-

ledge of books in regard to their authors, subjects, editions,

and history, must have been cultivated from a comparatively

early period in the history of literature. Indeed an ac-

quaintance with such matters is to a great degree implied
in a general knowledge of literature, such as must have

been possessed by many persons in every age of civilization

and learning. But the study must have been more syste-

matically pursued, even in the antient world, by those

whose business it was to arrange and take charge of large

libraries, of which we know that many, both public and

private, existed in Greece, in Egypt, "at least under the

Ptolemies, in Italy, and in other countries. The principal
booksellers of those days must also have been more or less

conversant with what we now call the science ofbibliography.
Wo believe, however, that no professed treatise upon the

subject, or upon any part of it, has cither come down to us

from antiquity, or is anywhere mentioned among the now
lost productions either of Greek or Roman learning.

It is only since the invention of printing, and the conse-

quent extraordinary multiplication of books, that bibliography
has, properly speaking, assumed the form of a science, and

been developed in its principles and details in systematic
works.

In Germany, in Italy, in France, and also in our own

country, works in all the departments of bibliography have,

within the last three centuries, been produced in sueli

numbers that the mere enumeration of their titles would

make a bulky volume. We can here notice only a very
few of the most important, and that chiefly for the purpose
of illustrating the different branches into which the subject

may be divided .

The most numerous class of bibliographical works are

lists or catalogues of books ; but these are of various descrip-
tions. Even bookseller*' catalogues are to be included

under this head
;
such catalogues are collected and prizec

by bibliographers, as in many cases affording evidence both
of the prices of books and of the existence of particular
editions and copies. Some of them, from the superior rarity
of the articles which they include, or from bibliographica
notices with which they are interspersed, have a much
higher value. The Bibliotheca Anglo-Poetica, for instance

published in 1815 by Messrs. Longman and Co., is perhap!
the fullest list that exists of the earlier and rarer production!
of English poetry, of many of which it also contains in

teresting bibliographical descriptions. Under the sam<
head may be mentioned such publications as Reed's ' Biblio

theca Nova Legum Anglias' (1809), and other catalogues o

law-booksellers, in which legal works are classified accord

ing to their subjects. Among the most valuable sale cata

logucs, however, are some of those of the libraries of indi

vidual collectors; such, for example, as that of the late Mr
Roscoe (prepared by himself) and published in 1816, anc

more recently those of the libraries of Dr. Pnrr (1827) ant
of Mr. Heber (1834). Among the older English catalogues
of the libraries of private individuals, one of the scarcest is

that of the large library of Mr. Thomas Rawlinson, which
was dispersed by auction in 1 722. This catalogue was pub
bliihed in parts, and is rarely to be found complete. Raw
linson is the person satirized under the name of Tom Folio
in the 138th number of the 'Taller.' Some of the mos
celebrated of the foreign catalogues of this description are
those of the libraries of M. Citternay du Fay (8vo. 1 725), o
the Comte de Hoym (8vo. 1728), of the Abb6 Charles
d'Orleans dc Rothelin (8vo. 1746), and of M. Claude Gros
de Bozo (8.VO. 1753), all prepared by the Parisian bookseller
Gabriel Martin. There is another catalogue of the library
of M. de Bore, printed under his own care at the royal presi
in small folio in 1745, wnich it of extreme rarity, only fifty

15 ! P.

copies, it is soid, having been thrown off. DC Bure states

hat a single copy has t.ir nearly '.MO livres. In

all these catalogues- > f Martin's ll.e books are arranged in

classes according to a scheme of his own contrivance, and
an alphalH'ticul catalogue of the names of Hie authors is

_'i\en at the end. Perhaps, however, the most c.nnpre-
icnsivc and valuable catalogue thus digested that lias ever

ieen published is that entitled the' liibliolhera Bunaviana,'
r voU. 4to. Ix-ip/ig, 174S-1756, being a catalogue of the

ibrary of the Count de Hunan, drawn up by his librarian,

Jo. Mich. Franck. The divisions and subdivisions in this

catalogue are much more numerous than those in Martin's

system. The work bos the highest character for accuracy,
so f'.ir as it goes; but unfortunately it has never been com-

pleted.
Some Catalogues Raisonnet (as catalogue* in which the

nooks are thus disposed into classes according to their sub-

jects are called by the French) have also been printed of

public libraries. The greatest work of this description is

probably that of the French '

Bibliotheque Royal,' begun
in 1739, and finished in ten volumes folio in 1753. This

catalogue consists of two parts, one of tin; printed books,
and another of the manuscripts. The former was originally

superintended by the Abbes Sullier and Boudot, the other

by Anieet Mellot. The most complete catalogue of this

description in existence is understood to be that of the

library of the university of Gottingen, but it has not been

printed. (Sec an account of this Catalogue in the Quarterly
Journal nf Education, No. IV.) The best specimen of a

Catalogue Raisonne that we know of any of the more
considerable public collections of this country, is that of
the library of the writers to the Signet in Edinburgh, pub-
lished in one volume quarto in 1805. The catalogues of
the libraries of some mechanics' institutes and other private
associations have more recently been published upon a simi-
lar plan. It is to be observed that a Catalogue Raisrmne
implies something more than a distribution of the books
into so many distinct alphabets, severally headed ThcV.

History, Voyages and Travels, Novels and Romai
Poetry, Medicine, Law, &c., as we find done even in many
catalogues of circulating libraries, and booksellers' and auc-
tioneers' sale catalogues. In a Catalogue Raisnnnl, pro-
perly so called, the alphabetical arrangement of titles is

entirely dispensed with, its place being supplied by an
index at the end ;

and every work is set down in the order

pointed out by its subject, the ground over which the
author's researches or speculations extend hying at the
same time indicated as distinctly and fully as possible, not

only by the transcription of the titlc-pnge, but, when neces-

sary, by an abstract of the contents. This is especially done
in the case of publications that consist of collections of
treatises.

There are printed catalogues of most of the public col-

lections of books in this country ; but, with the exceptions
just mentioned, they are all, we believe, merely alphabets
of titles, and even as such few of them have been very care-

fully drawn up. One of the most inaccurate and deficient
is that of the printed books in the general library of the
British Museum, which was published in 1813-1819, in
seven octavo volumes. That of the Royal Library, lately
transferred to the same depository (five volumes folio, besides
a catalogue of maps, prints, &e., in one volnme, J 820-1829),
has been prepared with much greater care. There are also

excellent printed catalogues of the Harleian, Cottonian.
Lansdownc, Sloan, and Birch Manuscripts, all preserved in

this extensive national collection. The only catalogues .if

the Burney, the Cole, the Mitchell, the Egerton, and some
other collections also there, are still unprinted. Of the
Bodleian Library no catalogue has been printed since that
which appeared in two volumes folio in 1 738

;
nor any of

the library of Sion College since that published in one
volume folio in 1724; although the increase since these.

dates of both collections must have been very great. We
are not aware that there is a printed catalogue of any one
of the Cambridge libraries, except ono of that of St. Cathe-
rine's Hall, printed in 1771, and another of the Parker

Manuscripts in the library of Corpus Christi College, printed
in 1777. In Scotland a catalogue of the library of the Uni-
versity of Glasgow was published in one volume folio in
1 791. It was drawn up under the superintendence of Mr.
Arthur, Professor of Moral Philosophy, and is one of the
most correct catalogues ever printed. The example of the

University of Glasgow has recently been imitated by the
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University of St. Andrews' : the catalogue of the St. An-
drews' Library appeared, also in one volume folio, in 182G.

No catalogue, we believe, has ever been printed of the library
of the University of Edinburgh, or of either that of King's

College, or that of Marischal College, Aberdeen. Of the

library belonging to the Faculty of Advocates in Edinburgh,
by far the largest and most valuable collection in Scotland,
a catalogue, drawn up by the learned Thomas Ruddiman,
who was librarian for some years, was published in 17-12 in

folio
; and to this several supplementary volumes have since

been added.

A higher description of catalogues are those not of par-
ticular collections, but of books generally, or of certain

classes of books, arranged in reference either to their sub-

jects, their dates, their authors, or their titles.

One of the earliest attempts made to present in this way
what we may call a complete survey of printed literature

was that of Conrad Gesner, in his ' Bibliotheca Universalis,'

published in one volume folio in 1565. In this catalogue
the works are arranged according to the names of the au-

thors
; but although designated an universal library, it is

confined to books in the Greek, Latin, and Hebrew lan-

guages, which, although comprehending by far the greater

part, did not even then include the whole of literature.

Gesner, however, remains to the present day without any
successor in his vast enterprise. No subsequent work has

appeared professing to survey in the same manner the whole
field of existing literature. The nearest approach that has
been made to any thing of the kind is in the

'

Bibliotheca

Britannica' of the late Dr. Robert Watt of Glasgow, four

vols. 4to. Edin. 1824. This is a most elaborate, meritorious,
and useful work ; but, as its title indicates, it is to be con-

sidered as aiming at completeness only in regard to English
works

;
those which it notices in other languages, although

also amounting to a very large number, being professedly

only a selection. Owing also to the residence of the author

in a remote provincial town, where he was precluded from

access to many of the most valuable sources of information,
his work is neither so full nor so correct as with better op-

portunities it might have been made
;
and some additional

inaccuracies have crept into it from his not having lived to

see it through the press. With all these drawbacks, how-

ever, it is still an extraordinary monument of industry, and
a help to the student of very great value. It consists of two

parts, in the first of which the books are arranged according
to the names of the authors, and in the second according
to their subjects.

In a few cases attempts have been" made to present

catalogues of all the works written in some single lan-

guage, or by the authors of some single country. As ex-

amples of catalogues of this description may be mentioned
the 'Illustrium Majoris Britannia) Scriptorum Summarium'
of John Bale, first published in 1458 (for an account of

which see BALE) ; the ' De Academiis et lllustribus An-

glise Scriptoribus' of John Pits, the first volume of which

(the only one ever published) appeared at Paris in 4to. in

1G19; tho 'Bibliotheca Britannico-Hibernica' of Bishop
Tanner, folio, 1748; the 'Bibliotheca Belgica' of John
Francis Foppens, 2 vols. 4to. 1 739 ; and the '

Bibliotheca

llispana, Nova et Vetus,' 4 vols. folio, 1672 and 1696, of

Nicholas Antonio. Under this head also may be men-
tioned the several admirable works of John Albert Fa-

brioius, entitled the ' Bibliotheca Latina,' 2 vols. 4to. ; the
'
Bibliotheca Media) et Inlirnso Latinitatis,' 6 vols. 4to. ;

and the ' Bibliotheca Grseca,' the second edition of which,

by Harlea, published at Hamburgh in 1790-1809, is in 12

volumes, 4to. To these may be added, as works of the same

class, but of very inferior character, Dr. Harwood's ' View
of the Principal Editions of the Greek and Roman Classics,'

8vo. 1775, and Dr. Dibdin's 'Introduction to a Knowledge
of rare and valuable editions of the Greek and Roman
Classics,' which was first published in 1802, and has been

since several times reprinted.
A much more numerous class of catalogues are those of

all the books written either in some one language, or in all

languages, upon a particular department ef knowledge.
Thus we have the ' Bibliotheca Theologica,' the ' Bibliotheca

Juridica,' the ' Bibliotheca Philosophical and the
'
Biblio-

thecix Medica,' of Martin Lipenius, or the whole collected

in six volumes, folio, under the title of 'Bibliotheca Realis.

To the ' Bibliotheca Juridica' valuable supplements were
added by Scholt in 1775 and by Seckenberg in 1789, which
have increased the work to four volumes folio. One of

the Tory best of this -class of works is tho great French
work by the Pore Le Long, entitled '

Bibliotheque lii*-

torique de la France,' an account of works both printed and
manuscript on French history, the last edition "of which,
published at Paris in 1768-78, is in fire volumes folio. The
'Bibliotheca Historica' of Meusc-1, published at Leipzig in

1782-1804, in 22 volumes, 8vo., is much more extensive in
its design, comprehending both historical and geographical
works relating to all countries and in all languages. Other
works of this class are the 'Bibliotheca Magna Rabbinica'
of Julius Bartoloccius, 4 vols. fol. Rome, 1675, with tha

supplement of C. J. Imbonatus, fol. Rome, 1694; the
'

Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Historia Literaria' of Cave,
2 vols. fol. Oxford, 1740; Lake Wadding's

'

Scriptores
Ordinis Minorum,' fol. Rome, !60 (a highly-esteemed and
scarce work); Ribadeneira's 'Bibliotheca Scriptorum So-
cietatis Jesu,' fol. Rome, 1676; Le Long's 'Bibliotheca
Sacra' (an account of the editions of the Scriptures and of
the versions of them in various languages), 2 vols. fol.

Par., 1723; Humphrey Wanley's Catalogue of Saxon
Writers and their Works, forming the second volume of
Hickes's ' Thesaurus Linguarum Septentrionalium ;' the edi-

tion of the work of Van der Linden,
' De Scriptis Medicis,'

published by G. A. Mercklin in 4to. at Nuremberg in IGSfi
under the title of

' Lindenius Renovatus ;' the '
Bibliotheca

Scriptorum Veterum et Recentiorum' of J. J. Manget, 4 vols.

fol. Geneva, 1731 ; the excellent catalogue of the writers
' De Morbis Venereis' in the second volume of Astruc's
treatise on that subject [see ASTRUC] ; the ' Bibliotheca
Mathematica' of Murhard, 5 vols. 8vo/ Leipz. 1797-1805;
the '

Bibliographic Astronomique' of La Land, 4to. Paris,

1803; the 'Bibliotheque des Voyages' of Boucher de la

Richarderie, 6 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1808; Bridgman's .'Legal
Bibliography,' 8vo. 1807; the 'English Topographer,' by
Dr. Richard Rawlinson, 8vo. 1 720

;
and the '

Bibliographi-
cal Account of the Principal Works relating to English To-

pography,' by Mr. Upcott, 3 vols. 8vo. 1818, one of the
most accurate of this description of publications.

Another subdivision of this class of bibliographical works
consists of catalogues of all such hooks as have been pub-
lished up to a certain date posterior to the invention of

printing, or of those that have appeared in some particular

age, or that have issued from some particular press. Among
the most remarkable of these are Maittaire's

' Annales Ty-
pographies; ah artis inventae origine,' 5 vols. 4to., of which
the first was published in 1719 at the Hague, and the last

at London in 1741 (to this should be added the supplement
by Denis, 2 vols. 4to. Vienna, 1789); Panzer's 'Annales

Typographies ab artis inventao origine,' 1 1 vols. 4to. Nu-
remberg, 1793-1803, in which work, founded upon tho

preceding, the list of books is brought down to the year
1536; Ames's '

Typographical Antiquities, being an His-
torical Account of Printing in England from 1471 to 1GOU'

[see AMES] ; Maittaire's
' Historia Stephanorum,' 2 vols.

8vo. London, 1 709 ;
Maittaire's '

Historia Typographorum
Aliquot Parisienium,' 2 vols. 8 vo. London, 1717 ; and Rc-
nouard's ' Annales de 1'Imprimerie des Aide,' 2 vols. 8vo.

Paris, 1803.

To these works are to be added many others, which pro-
ceed upon a principle of selection. Such are tho following
A. Beyer's

' Memorise Historico-criticac Librorum Rariorum,'
8vo. Drcsd. et Leipz. 1734 ; J. Vogt's

'

Catalogus Historico-

Criticus Librorum Rariorum,' 8vo. I lamb. 1 753, and again,

improved, in 1793; S. Engel's
' Bibliotheca Selectissima,

seu Catalogus Librorum in omni genere scientiarum raris-

simorum, cum notis bibliographicis, 8vo. Bern. 1743; D.
Clement's '

Bibliotheque Curieuse, ou Catalogue Raisonne'

des Livres rares et difticiles a trouver,' 9 vols. 4to. Gottingen,
1750-60. This extensive work, in which the titles of the

books arc arranged alphabetically, comes down only to the

letter H, having been stopped at that point by the death of

the author. De Bure's '

Bibliographic Instructive, ou Trait6

de la Connoissance des Livres Rares et Singuliers, con-

tenant un Catalogue Raisonne de la plus grande partie
de ces livres precieux qui ont paru successivement dans
la Republique des Lettres, depuis 1'Invention de I'lm-

primerie,' 7 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1703-68. In 17G9 the author

published a catalogue of the library of Louis Jean Gaignat,
in 2 vols. 8vo., under the title of a supplement to hi*
'

Bibliographic ;' and in 1782 a tenth volume was added

to the work, being an index to the anonymous books

mentioned in it, which were not included in the original

index. Of the original seven volumes, the first is occu-
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pied wita tneo.o^y, the second with jurisprudence and the

sciences and arts', the third and fourth with the belles

lettres, the fifth and sixth \viih history, and the last with a

general index to the whole, in which the book* are classed

according to the names of the author*. Probably no publi-

cation has contributed so much to make the study of bib-

liography popular as this elegant and judicious perform-
ance. Even at the present day it may be recommended as

the most attractive manual of bibliographical knowledge
that has yet been produced. Notwithstanding considerable

deficiencies, and also some inaccuracies, the student will

collect from it, more readily than from any other source, a

knowledge of the titles and best editions of most, not only
of the rarest but also of the most important works that had

issued from the press up to the time of its appearance. It is

astonishing what an extent of ground the author contriu s to

go over in his limited space. The articles which he describes

amount to above 6000 in number; and, in regard to many
of them, very ample details are given. The account of the

famous American collections of De Bry, for instance, extends

to 120 pages. Osmont's Dictionnaire Typographique, His-

torique, et Critique, des Livres rares, estimes, et recherclu'-s

rii tous genres,' 2 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1768; J. J. Bawer's
' Bibliotheca Librorura Rariorum Universalis,' 7 vols. 8vo.,

1 770-91
;
F. X. Laire's

' Index Librorum ab Inventa Typo-
graphia ad annum 1500, cum notis,' 2 vols. 8vo. 1791 ; Dr.

Adam Clarke's
'

Bibliographical' Dictionary of the most
curious and useful books, in Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Arabic,

and other Eastern languages,' 6 vols. 12mo. 1803, with a

Supplement, containing an account of English translations

of the classics and theological writers, published under the

title of the 'Bibliographical Miscellany,' in vols. 12mo., in

180C ; S. Santander's ' Dictionnaire Bibliographique choisi

du Quinzicme Sidele,' 3 vols. 8vo. 1805 ; Brunei's
' Manuel

du Libraire, et do 1'Amateur des Livres,' 2nd edit. 4 vols.

8vo. 1814, a very useful work; Dibdin's
'

Library Compa-
nion,' 2 vols. 8vo. London, 1824; Goodhugh's 'English
Gentleman's Library Manual,' 8vo. 1827; Lowndes's 'Bi-

bliographer's Manual of English Literature,' 4 vols. 8vo.

London, 1 834 ;
Ventouillac's ' French Librarian,' 8vo. 1829 ;

the
'
Bibliotheca Historica Selecta' of B. B. G. Struvius, 8vo.

1 705, and greatly augmented by C. G. Buder, 2 vols. 8vo.

1 740 ; the catalogue of the principal historical writers ap-

pended to the Abbe! Lenglet du Fresnoy's
' Mfthode pour

Itudier 1'Histoire,' 6 vols. 4to. Paris, 1723-40, or that form

ing the second volume of the English translation of part of

the same work, by Dr. Richard Rawlinson, 2 vols. 8vo. Lon-

don, 1 730 ; Archbishop Nicolson's
'
Historical Libraries of

England, Scotland, and Ireland,' 4to. 1776; the 'Lett res

Mir la Profession d'Avocat, et Bibliothc'que choisi des Livres

de Droit,' of M. Camus ; the catalogue of works relating to

natural philosophy and tho mechanical arts, annexed to the

late Dr. Young's
' Lectures on Natural Philosophy ;' the late

Dr. Mason Good's '

Study of Medicine,' 5 vols. 8vo. ) 829 ;

A. Baillet's
'

Jugemens des Savans sur les Principaux Ou-
vragcs des Autcurs,' augmented par M. de la Monnoye,
8 vols. 4to. Amsterdam, 1724; Sir Thomas Pope Blount's
4 Censura Cclebriorum Auctorum,' fol. London, 1690; the

'Censura Litcraria,' of Sir Egerton Brydges, 10 vols. 8vo.

1805-09 ; Hartshornc's 'Book Rarities in tho University of

Bridge,
1

8vo. London, 1829. Under tins head also may
be noticed the learned and admirable work of D. G. Mnrlioi',

entitled
'

Polyhistor Literarius, Philosophicus, et Prac-tirns,'

first published in 1688, but the best edition of which is that

of J. A. Fabricius, in 2 vols. 4to. 1 747 ;
and the very erudite

and elaborate
' Onomast icon Literarium

'

of C. G. Sax, or

Saxius, published at Utrecht, in 7 vols. 8vo. from 1759 to

1 790, with a supplementary volume which appeared in 1 803.

There is one class of books, which, from a peculiarity by
which they are distinguished, has frequently been treated by

in bibliographical works ;
we mean the class of books

which have not the names of their authors on the title-

page. In 1690, Adrien Baillet published, not a very pro-
found, but still a curious treatise upon books of this descrip-
tion, under the title of ' Auteurs Dttguisls sous des noins

I'trungers, cmpruntcs, supposes, feints a plaisir, abrlgts,
chiffr^s, renversus, retournd ou changes d'une langago
en unc autre ;' which was afterwards incorporated in the

fifth volume of La Monnoye' s edition of the '

Jugemens des

Savans,' along with many annotations and corrections. At
the end uf this dissertation, which is divided into four parts,
is given a list of false names assumed by authors, nh their

interpretation, u far as known, which extends to between

sixty and seventy columns. A few years before the publi-
cation of Baillet's work, namely, in 1674, Vincent Plaeeius

had printed a small tract in 4 to. at Hamburg, entitled ' De
Script!* ct Scriptoribus Anonymis atquc P>eudomni> Syn-
tagma.' In 1708 this work re-appeared i.nder the superin-
tendence of the indefatigable Jo. Alb. Fabricius, and of

Mat. l>re\cr, a lawyer of Hamburg, enlarged to 2 vols. ful.

by the insertion of much new matter, and also by the addi-

tion of the following tracts upon the same subject, which
had been previously printed :

' De Noininum M
by F. Geisler, 1609, and again in 1071; 'Con''

Scriptis Adespotis, Pscudi'pi^raphis, et S

John Decker, 1678 and 168C ; and '
!'

ad Placcium, qua Anonymorum et Pscudonymonirn
rago exhibitur,' by Jo. Mayer, 1689. To the whole was
now given the title of Vineentii Placcii Theatrum Ai

inorum et Pscudonytnorum.' To this should be addc

Supplement published in 1 vol. folio, and also in .

;it ll:unburg, in 1740, by Jo. Ch. Mylius, in which is com-

Srised

a reprint of the preceding Supplement, published at

cna in 17 11, by Ch. Aug. Neuman, under the title of ' De
Libris Anonymis et Pseudonymis Schediasma. emu pi

observationes generates, ct Spicilegium ad Plarrii Thetx-

trum.' The original work, and the supplement of Mjlius,

together comprehend between nine and ten thousand a:

But of all the works in this department of bibliography,

by far the most perfect and valuable is tho ' Dictionnaire

des Anonymcs et Pseudonymes" of the late M. Barbicr, ad-

ministrator of the private libraries, first of the Emp'-mr
Napoleon, and afterwards of Charles X. of France. The
first two volumes of the first edition of this admirable work

appeared in 1806, and were followed by two more in 180'J.

The publication of a second and greatly improved and en-

larged edition was commenced by the author in 1822, and

completed by him in 3 vols. in 1824,- about a year before his

death. A supplementary volume, which he left ready for

the press, has since been published by his son. The Dic-

tionary of Barbier is confined to works in the French and
Latin languages, but of these it notices between twenty-
three and twenty-four thousand.

For further information upon the different branches of

bibliography the reader may refer to the Rev. T. H. Home's
'
Introduction to the Study of Bibliography,' 2 vols. 8vo.

Lon. 1814 ; C. F. Achard's ' Cours de Bibliographic,' 3 vols.

8vo. Marseilles, 1807; and the various publications of M.
G. Peignot: 'Manuel Bihliographiqne,' 1800; *Di<

naire de Bibliologie,' 2 vols. 1802;
'

Repertoire Bibli

phique Universe!,' 1812; 'Dictionnaire Critique ct liib-

liographique des principaux Livres condamiifs au feu,'

2 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1806; 'Repertoire des Bibliographies

Speciales, Curieuses, ct Instructives,' 8vo. Paris, 181'

M. Peignot's scholarship, however, is not equal to his real

and industry. [See the articles LIBRARY and PRINTIM; ]

BICESTER, BISETTER, BIRCESTER, or BUR-
CHESTER, a neat market-town of Oxfordshire, 54 miles

N.W. by W. from London, and 13 miles N.E. by N.

Oxford, on the road from Oxford to Buckingham, up n

a small rivulet that enters the Charwell at Islip. S

think the name of this town is derived from the Bura, winch

ID the neighbourhood; but others suppose, with

that it conies from Bernwood Forest, upon the rn.

which it was antiently seated. Bishop Kennet says that it

was originally a walled town, though no traces of the wall

now exist, and that it was built somewhere about A.D. C40

by Birinus, bishop of Caer Dor, or Dorchester, in Oxford-

shire. The place was called Caer Birin from its founder,

'and this one thing is worth the observing,' remarks Ken-

net, 'that \\liere>oever the Britains built a walled town,

they gave it the name, first or last, of the word caer,

which is derived of the Hebrew kir, and signified], in the

one and the other language, a wall ;
ami when -vexer the

English coming in found the word caer in the name of any
town, they translated it by the word Chester, or center, whii-h

was the same to them as caer to the old Britains.' By
such a process, according to Kennet, the name Caer Birin

became Hirincestre, and then by contraction Bircester, and

ultimately Hiccster, as at present. These, however, are not

the unly Vnri'i-. which havu been given to tho name ; and a

confirmation of its connexion with Birinus is derived fiom
the f.n-t that his name has undergone changes analogous to

u the initial syllables of the town'sname. There cer-

tainly seems to have lieen here in the time of Birinus a
frontier garrison of tho West Saxons against the Mercians,
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and it is likely that it might have assumed his name because
it was built by his advice and assistance out of the ruins of

Alchester and Chesterton, or because a church was built

and endowed by him. Alchester, probably a contraction of

Aid (old) chester, was a city of a square form, divided by
four streets, and appears to have been one of the garrisoned
places constructed by Plautius to secure the newly-acquired
country after his early triumphs over the Britons. The
name '

Alchester' is still retained for the site on which it

stood, and some faint traces of it may be discovered about a
mile and a half to the south-west ofTJicester ; for, although
the soil has long been under cultivation, Roman coins and
fragments of building have occasionally been discovered in

excavating.
The parish of Bicester is divided into two districts" or

townships, called King's End and Market End. The old

town of Birincester, which is believed to have been destroyed
by the Danes, stood on the west part or King's End

;

the other portion was formerly called Bury End, but re-

ceived its present name from the weekly market which was
granted in the )9th of Henry VI. This replaced or super-
seded a weekly market and an annual fair, which had been

granted at a previous period (1 Rich. II.) to the village
of Bigenhall, which then occupied the site of the present
King's End of the town. In the reign of Henry II. (1182),
Gilbert Basset, baron of Hedingdon, founded at Bicester a

religious house for a prior and eleven canons of the order of
St. Augustine. Jt was dedicated to St. Eadburg; and was
valued at the Dissolution at 1471. 2s. lOrf., according to

Dugdale. The name of the saint to whom it was dedicated
is still preserved in St. Edburg's Well in the vicinity. This
well was reputed holy until the Reformation, after which it

became choked up through long neglect; but in the dry
summer of 1G66, the head of the spring was opened and
cleansed, when a sudden and great supply of water gushed
furtli. There was a neat and much-frequented walk leading
to it from the priory and town. This was called, in a record
of Edward I.,

'

Seynt Edburg, hes grene way,' and Via
Stinctce Edburge, and is now denominated St. Edburg's
Balk. There were at least seven English saints of this

name ; this one was St. Edburg of Aylesbury.
The author of the History of Allchester, near'Burchester,

which was written ia 1622, and forms an appendix to Bishop
Kennel's book, speaks thus of Bicester as it was then :

'
It is at this day a very good market for all manner of

cattle, and well supplied with all kinds of trades. . . . Yet
in Bister I can observe nothing memorable but a fair church
for the setting forth of God's glory, and the ruins of an old

abbey, now the house of Sir Richard Blunt.' This ' fair

church
'

is a neat and commodious building, erected about

the year 1400 on the site of a former structure. It has a

lofty square tower, contains several fine monuments and old

sculptures, and has accommodation for 1200 persons. The
living is a discharged vicarage in the diocese of Oxford, of

the annual value of 23 \l. The town itself is neatly built,

consisting chiefly of houses of medium size and appearance.
It contained 2868 inhabitants in 1831, of whom 1477 were

females. The town is noted for its excellent ale. Females
find occupation in making bone lace. It also derives con-

siderable benefit from the proximity of the Oxford canal ;

but its prosperity now, as formerly, chiefly arises from its

well-attended markets and cattle-fairs. The market day is

on Friday ; and the fairs are held on Easter-Friday, first

Friday in June, August 5th, Friday after Old Michaelmas,
and two following Fridays, and the third Friday in De-
cember.

There is a charity-school, in which thirty poor hoys are

clothed and educated. It is supported by subscriptions, as-

! by the dividends on 1000/. stock, given in 1811 by Mr.
Walk?r in pursuance of his father's intention ;

out of this,

liuax'ver, 14/. is annually given to assist Sunday schools. A
school for girls has just been founded (1835), which is sup-

ported by subscriptions. The school-room, built on pur-

p ise, it, capable of containing sixty girls, the number in-

tended to be educated therein.

(Bishop Kennet's Parochial Antiquities, attempted in

the History of Amltrosden, Burcester, and other adjacent

1-nrta; Plot's Natural History of Oxfordshire ; Gough's
Camden's Britannia; Beauties of England and Wales,

&c.) .

BICETRE, an extensive building, close to the Tillage of

Gentilly, in the vicinity of Paris, now answering the purpose
of a prison, an hospital, and a poor-house. It is on an

eminence, about a mile from the Barriere d'ltalie, en the
south side of Paris, and a little to the west of the main road
from Paris to Fontainebleau.
The site of this edifice was, in the Beginning of the

thirteenth century (about 1204) the property of John,
Bishop of Winchester, in England, who built there a castle
or residence (chateau), which bore from him the name of

Winchester, from which by corruption have been derived
the designations of Vichestre and Bicestre, or as it is now
written Bicetre. In 1294, Philippe IV. (Le Bel) King of

France, confiscated the castle, and it remained for some time
in the hands of the kings, his successors. In the troubles
which agitated France during the reign of the imbecile
Charles VI., the Due de Berri, the king's uncle, was possessor
of this castle, and retired here with the Due D'Orleans in
order to concert measures in opposition to the Due de Bour-

gogne (Burgundy). Here was negociated a treaty called
the Treaty of Winchester

;
and this being violated, the vio-

lation was called the Treason of Winchester. In the disturb-
ances of this period, the castle was nearly destroyed, and
remained, as it appears, some time in a very dilapidated
state

;
the Chapter of the Cathedral of Notre Dame in

Paris, to whom the Due de Berri had, in 1416, given it

with all its appendages, not undertaking any repairs.
In 1632 Louis XIII, to whom the site of the castle had

come, erected upon the spot which that building had occu-

pied a chapel dedicated to St. John, and some buildings for

the reception of invalid officers and soldiers
;
but when his

successor, Louis XIV., erected the Hotel des Invalides, the

Bicetre being no longer required as a military invalid esta-

blishment, was converted into a branch of the Hopital
General (otherwise called La Salpetriere). It served for

the reception of the poor, of widowers, of boys whether sick

or well, and of young men who had enfeebled their consti-

tution or become diseased through debauchery. The treat-

ment of these last was very barbarous; there were only

twenty or twenty-five beds for more than two hundred

patients, and consequently from eight in the evening till

one in the morning part of them lay stretched out on the

ground, and then turning out those who had occupied the

bed for the early part of the night took their place. Besides

which, they were, by the order of the managers, cudgelled

(fustiges) before and after they passed under the treatment

of the medical attendants. Is it to be wondered at if two-

thirds of the patients died under this treatment ? This dis-

graceful system of beating continued into the eighteenth

century.
The BiceStre served for a short time for the reception of

foundlings. These were placed here in 1648, but from the

number of deaths which occurred among them they were
soon removed, as the air was considered unfavourable to

them.

Up to the time of the Revolution the hospital was very

ill-managed, and indeed continued to be so till the year
1801, when the general board of management for the

hospitals (f administration ge.nerale des hospices) was
founded. At that time patients of all classes were crowded
without arrangement, or regularity, or distinction of age,

sex, or disease; though the abuses of former years, espe-

cially the shameful disproportion of beds to patients, had
been somewhat diminished.

Since the year 1803 many improvements have been in-

troduced into the management of this poor-house and

hospital. Much has been done for the improvement of the

hospital itself, by building, repairing, enlarging, and planting
the grounds of it. Cleanliness, both in the wards and the

persons of the patients and other inmates, has been more

attended to ; and improvements, both in the quantity and

the quality of the food allowed, have somewhat ameliorated

the condition of the inmates. Those who are able are set to

work ; there are shoemakers or menders, tailors, button-

makers, straw-hat-makers, wool-combers or spinners, &c.

The sick are classified
;
each class of diseases has its ward

or wards; each patient his bed. In 1812 a new building

was erected for the insane, who are classified into the in-

curable, the quiet, the curable: each class has a floor or

other part of the building assigned to it. Insane females

have another building appropriated to them. There is

accommodation for about 800 mad patients. Those who are

furious are not chained.

The average number of persons admitted to the hospital

in ten years (1804-1814) was, on the average, 1947 per

annum; the average number of thosa who left, was 1495,
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ftml of those who died 420. Several of the inmates among
the poor attain eighty yean of age : in the ten yean just

mentioned, the lowest number of that age at any one time

was I'..', the higheit number 193.

The part devoted to the purpose ot a prison consists of six

File*

of building of several stories, with iron grated windows,

t is under the direction of the Prefecture of Police, and the

Prefecture of the department of the Seine. A company of

veterans lodged in the prison serve to maintain order. The

prison was at first intended for 400 prisoners, but during the

year 181 7 the average number of its inmates was SOU.

Previous to the year 1819, the management of this prison
was very bad ; and though several very important reforms

took place at that period, there are still many things that

want improvement. The bread of the prisoners is of a bad

quality ; and the ' canteen
'

or tap-house, kept by the

gaoler, is the source of gross corruption and oppression.
The prisoners, with the exception of those to be tried, those

condemned to irons, and the sick, are set to work : of the pro-
duce of each prisoner's labour one-third goes to the govern-
ment, one-third to the prisoner himself, and the other third

goes to form a fund for him at his discharge from the BieStre.

Two large wards, one for medical, the other for surgical

cases, form the infirmary ; there is a third ward for those who
have cutaneous diseases, and who are not counted among
the sick. There is usually about one in ten of the prisoners
in the infirmary.

This union of the prison and of the poor-house and hos-

pital in the same building is considered a great evil. (Du-
laure s History nf Paris.)

BICHAT, MARIE FRANCOIS XAVIER, an emi-

nent French anatomist and physiologist, was born Nov. 14,

1771, at Thoirotte in the department of the Ain. He was
the eldest son of Jean Baptiste Bichat, doctor of medicine,
of the University of Montpellier, and of Marie Rose Bichat.

He received the rudiments of his education at Nantua
;
and

in 1788 entered the school of St. Yrfinee at Lyons, where
he showed a peculiar fondness for mathematics. From this

seminary, while diligently pursuing the study of natural phi-

losophy, he was driven by the Revolution, and returned to

the residence of his father, under whom he began the study
of anatomy ; but his taste for mathematics predominating,
he again went to Lyons in order to prosecute his favourite

study, although, probably at the desire of his father, he at

the same time attended a course of anatomy, and regularly
visited the hospital of Lyons. Whatever may have been
the ardour with which he devoted himself to the study of

philosophy, it is certain that the facility with which he over-

came the first difficulties of practical anatomy attracted the

notice of his teachers, who, on becoming further acquainted
with him, were still more impressed with the indications he

gave of mental acuteness. Driven a second time from Lyons
by the events of the Revolution, he went in 1793 to Paris,
in order to study surgery under the celebrated Desault, at

that time the great master of the surgical art. Without a

single introduction, it is said without even a single acquaint-
ance in this city, he entered the school of Desault, and dili-

gently attended the lectures of his master. In this school it

was the practice for some chosen pupils, each in his turn, to

make an abstract of the lecture of the day, and on the next

day, at the close of the lecture, in the presence of the second

surgeon of the
hospital, this abstract was publicly read. It

chanced one day that the pupil whose turn it was to give
the abstract of the lecture of the preceding day was alwnt :

Ku-liat stepped forward from the crowd of pupils and offered

to supply nis place. His account was clear, accurate, and
full : and was delivered with extraordinary calmness and
precision. It was observed that he was

very young ; and
it was found that he had not been a pupil more than a
month. Desault, on hearing this from his colleague,

iiiry, sent for Bichat, and from his very first conver-
sation with the young man, formed such an estimate of
him that he insisted on his immediately coming to reside
with him ; and subsequently adopted him as his son, asso-
ciated him in his labours, and destined him for his suc-
cessor. Bichat continued to live with his master, in un-
interrupted friendship, until the death of Desault, which
took place in the short space of two years from the com-
mencement of their intimacy. After this event the first

care of the pupil, as the best expression of his gratitude and
affection, was to collect, arrange, and publish the works of
his master. At the same time, he opened a school for

teaching anatomy, physiology, and surgery ; dissected for

his own lectures ; carried on an extended and laborious

series of experiments on living animals : gave a course of

operative surgery, and when in the evening he returned

home exhausted with the labours of the day, instead of be-

taking himself to rcposo, he devoted the greater part of the

night to the duty of putting in order the papers and works
of his friend and master. His constitution, which was not

vigorous, received a severe shock from this excessive la-

bour; he appears to have suffered particularly from the ex-

ertion of public speaking, and in a short time his pursuits
were interrupted by an attack of hicmoptysis, or spitting of

blood.

In the confinement to his chamber which this alarming
disease imposed, he appears to have matured his views on
some of the most interesting departments of anatomy and

physiology ;
and to have sketched the plan of the works in

which those views were subsequently developed. No sooner

had his malady disappeared, than he resumed the whole of

his former occupations, which he pursued with an intensity
to the last degree imprudent, and which for his own t-ake,

and for the sake of science, is deeply to be deplored. His

days he spent in public teaching, and his nights in the

composition of his works. No entreaties of his friends, no

signs of returning disease, which again more than MI Hi

ciently indicated the danger of his course, could induce him
to moderate his labour. On the contrary, although no\r

attacked with severe and constantly increasing dyspeptic

symptoms, with a stomach scarcely able to digest any kind

of food, he spent, during the heat of summer, several hours

daily in a low and damp room, full of putrid exhalations

arising from the maceration of animal substances, the li-

entering into the composition of which he was analyzing
and studying. One day when he had been in this pla<'u

longer than usual, or when, from previous exhaustion, he

had been more powerfully impressed by its influence, he

felt giddy on leaving the room, in consequence probably of

the miasma to which he had been exposed. In this state,

on descending the stairs of the Hotel Dieu, his foot slipped
and he received by the fall a severe blow on the head. He
was taken up insensible, and was carried home with some

diiliculty ;
hut the next day, notwithstanding he was suffer-

ing under violent headache', he thought himself sufficiently

recovered to pursue his ordinary occupations, and accord

ingly began his u.ual round. In a short time, however, he

fainted from fatigue, and in a day or two symptoms of

fever came on, which soon assumed a typhoid character,

and proved fatal on the fourteenth day of the attack.

This was in the thirty-Crst year of his age ; and thus pe-
rished a youth, for he had scarcely arrived at manhood, of

extraordinary genius and energy a melancholy example of

a life which promised to be one of uncommon brilliance

and usefulness, cut short by t.he intensity of its devotion to

science.

Bichat gave an impulse to the progress of physiology,
which is still powerfully felt not only in France, hut in (

Britain, and in every other country in which the sciei

known. The idea had been suggested before his time, that the

animal Ixxly consists of a congeries of organs, and that there

are primary substances which enter in common into the

composition of the several organs ; hut he was the first, by
a systematic analysis, to reduce the complex structures uf

the body to their elementary tissues, and to ascertain the

properties, physical, chemical, and vital, which belong to

each simple tissue. This he has done to an extent, and
with a degree of completeness truly astonishing in a first

attempt, in his Anatomie Generate, a work which alono

would have given him immortality ; which, in the produc-
tion of the material that constitutes its subject matter, indi-

cates minute and laborious research, elaborate and extended

experiment, and great manual and practical skill ; and in

the general conclusions deduced and established, a truly

philosophical mind; and which, written wholly in nights

succeeding such days as were spent by him, was composed
and published in the space of a year. Scarcely had this

work, which was immediately and universally recognised
as a production of extraordinary genius, appeared, before it

was followed by his
' Anatomie Descriptive. Besides many

separate memoirs of various excellence, he likewise pub-
lished nn elaborate work, entitled

' Recherches physiolo-

giques sur la Vic et la Mort,' in which he suggested and

developed the distinction between the organic and the ani-

mal life, a distinction of scarcely less importance to the

surgeon and physician, than to the speculative and expert-
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mentalizing physiologist. It will be easily conceived that
a man who thought and acted not so much with the ra-

pidity as the impetuosity of Bichat must have fallen into

some errors in a science which was then comparatively in

its infancy. Of this he was himself not unconscious ; but
his errors are few

;
the truths he struck out and made part

and parcel of the common mind are many and great. Time
and experience would have rectified the former and added
to the latter

; would have moderated his ardour, restrained
his imagination, matured his judgment, and made him,
what so many qualities combined to render him, a truly

great physiologist. The gratitude which posterity owes him
can never be unmixed with regret. The history of his brief

but intense life is pregnant with the most impressive lessons
to the future cultivators of his science. (M. F. R. Buisson,
Precis Histnrique sur M. F. X. Bichat, Paris, 1802.)
BICZOW, or BIDSCHOW, a circle in the north-eastern

part of the kingdom of Bohemia, bounded on the north by
Prussian-Silesia, on the east by the circle of Konigingratz,
and on the west by that of Bunzlau, and occupying an area
of 981 square miles, nearly equal to that of Dorsetshire.
The northern districts of Biczow are occupied by the ' Rie-

sengebirge' (Giant mountains), on which, close upon the
Silesian borders, lies the ' Navoric meadow,' where the Elbe
takes its rise. This river flows through the northern part of
the circle as far only as Arnau, whence it takes a circuit

until it again touches the southern extremity of the circle :

the Czidlina traverses its centre from north to south, and
falls into the Elbe ;

and that portion of Biczow which lies on
the western bank of this stream has in part an undulating
surface, though it is in general level and productive. The
mountainous and larger portion of the circle is dependent
on ils forests, pastures, and manufactures for its support ;

these manufactures consist of linens, woollens, cottons, glass,
and iron : it is also the principal seat of commercial dealings.
The open and level districts in the west and south are de-
voted to agriculture. It contains nine towns, nineteen

market-villages, and 610 villages. The majority of the in-

habitants, whose numbers are estimated at 248,500 (in

1817, 204,388), are of Bohemian extraction; the few of
German descent being located near the Silesian frontiers.

The chief town is New Biczow (Navy Biczow) on the Czid-

lina, which has a church and a synagogue, and about 3900
inhabitants ; but the provincial administration has its seat
at Gitshin (Gieyn), a walled town, delightfully situated on
the same river, where the princes of Trautmansdorf possess
a handsome residence, built by Wallenstein in 1610: it has
two churches, a public school, a military seminar)', and
about 3300 inhabitants. In the north lies Hohenelbe

(Wrchlaby), in the bosom of a picturesque valley, on the

Kibe, a manufacturing town with a population of about
3000 souls, and a castle surrounded by a deep ditch

; Arnau,
lower down on the same river, has about 1430 inhabitants,

wholly employed in weaving linens and cottons ; and at the

south-western extremity of the circle lies Podiebrad, with a

castle in which invalid officers are quartered, a public school,

and about 2840 inhabitants. East of this town stands

Chlumetz on the Czidlina, with about 2620 inhabitants.

The Counts Kinsky have a handsome residence here called

Karlskron, built in the shape of a crown, to which a park
full of game is attached. In the northern part of Bic-

zow, and on a ridge of the Giant mountains, lies Neuwald
or Neuwelt, a village containing extensive glass-works, be-

longing to the Counts Harrach : it is one of the largest esta-

blishments of the kind in the Austrian dominions. Near
this spot is the ' Navoric meadow,' before referred to, whence
the Elbe soon after falls down a cataract into the frightful

abyss termed the
'

Elbgrund.'
BIDASO'A, or VIDASOA, the name of a river in

Spain, which rises in the mountains surrounding the valley
of Baztan in Spanish Navarre. It is formed of two

streams, which descend from the mountains of Achuela
an 1 Aracan in the same valley, and are united between

the villages of Erranzii and Azpilcueta, the latter situ-

ated on ils right, and the former on its left bank. While

flowing through the valley it boars the name of Baztan-

zubi, and runs with a gentle current between numerous
n';at villages situated on its banks. The stream becomes

very narrow at the Garganta or passage of Ascape, just
before reaching the village of Oronoz, situated on its left

bunk. Increased by the numerous streams which descend

from the neighbouring mountains and How into it below

a bridge on the boundaries of Baztan and Bertizarana, it

continues its course, inclining westwards, and then receives
the name of Bidasoa, a Basque word, meaning 'the way
to the West.' It then Hows due west through the valley*ofSan Estevan-de-Lerin, and after receiving fresh supplies
from the mountains which surround the district of Cinco-
Villas, changes its direction northwards, and enters the pro-
vince of Guipuzcoa below Endarrasa. It then crosses the
universidad or district of Irun, which town is at a short
distance from its left bank. At that place it forms the

boundary between Spain and France. Not far from Irun
is the small island of Faisanes or Pheasants

; after which
the river, continuing its course towards the north, and
leaving on its left bank the town of Fuenterabia (Fons
rapidus) in Spain and Andaya or Endaye in France, enters
the ocean near Cape Higuer. Its whole course, measured
upon the best maps, without reckoning its windings, ap-
pears to be from forty to fifty miles.

This river abounds in delicate fish, especially salmon,
more than 4000 of which are yearly sent to the markets of

Zaragoza, Madrid, and other places.
Within the last two centuries the Bidasoa has been the

scene of important transactions more or less detrimental to
the welfare of the people who live south of its banks. In
1R60 the Treaty of the Pyrenees was signed in the small
island of Pheasants by Cardinal Mazarin on the part of
Louis XIII. of France, and by Count Don Louis de Haro
on that of Felipe IV. of Spain. A new boundary line,
drawn at Paris by the archbishop Pierre la Mavca or

Marque, in conjunction with the Spanish commissioners,
was fixed between France and Spain, by which the latter

nation lost the whole territory of Rousillon and Conllans in,

Catalonia. The Spanish king further renounced all claims
to his dominions in the Netherlands, promised to pardon
the revolted Catalonians, recognising expressly all their

laws and privileges as perpetually inviolable, and gave the
hand of his eldest daughter, the Infanta Maria Theresa, to

the dauphin, afterwards Louis XIV., on the express con-
dition that the French king should renounce, both for

himself and his successors, all claims to the Spanish throne.

Louis accepted the hand of the Spanish princess for his

son
;
but however solemnly that treaty was celebrated, it

was violated by France, and a grandson of Louis and Maria
Theresa ascended the throne of Spain and abolished all

the privileges of the Catalonians, declared by both parties
to be inviolable. Ever since this time the cabinet of the

Tuileries has exercised over that of Madrid the influence

which it was the object of the treaty to prevent.
In 1808 Ferdinand VII. crossed the Bidasoa on his way

to Bayonne, where he surrendered to the emperor of the

French all his dominions. In January, 1823, the Duke of

Angouleme crossed that river at the head of 100,000 men,
intrusted by the sovereigns forming the Holy Alliance

with a commission to destroy the representative govern-
ment in Spain, which three years before they had solemnly

acknowledged, and the constitution of Cadiz, which, assisted

by the joint efforts of the British and Peninsular troops, had
broken the ignominious yoke that Napoleon had placed on
their necks. (See Diccionario Geograftco Histurico de

Academia; Miriano.)

BIDDLK, JOHN, styled the father of the English Uni-

tarians, was born in 1615, at Wotton-under-Edge in Glou-

cestershire, where his father carried on the trade of a

woollen-draper. Being sent to the grammar-school of his

native town, he gave such proofs of talent and proficiency
as attracted the notice of George, Lord Berkeley, who con-

ferred on him, at an earlier age than any other scholar, an
exhibition of 10/. per annum. Before he was fifteen, be-

sides a Latin oration on the death of a schoolfellow, which

was much praised for the classical purity of its diction, he

translated into English verse the eclogues of Virgil, and

the first two satires of Juvenal, which were afterwards

printed, In 1632, in his seventeenth year, he was sent to

the university of Oxford, having been admitted a student of

Magdalen Hall. Here he pursued his studies with much
success, and took his degree of bachelor of arts in 1638,

and that of master of arts in 1641. Previously to this, he

had declined an offer of the grammar-school in his native

town
; but, being now elected master of the free-school

in the crypt in the city of Gloucester, he accepted that

appointment, and performed its duties in a manner that

raised the character of the school, and made parents anxious

to place their sons under his care. His theological studies

meanwhile, were prosecuted with great ardour ;
and carry
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ing into these the same freedom of inquiry which he had
hewn in his \. >l and orailrinic.il pursuits, he

found the result of Ins investigation* so different from what
he bad expected, that he printed fur private circulation a
small tract, entitled

' Twelve Arguments, drawn out of the

Scripture, wherein the commonly received opinion touching
the deity of the Holy Spirit is clearly and fully refuted.'

Being as unreserved in expressing his doubts in conversa-

as be was free in his inquiries, he did not scruple to

declare his sentiments openly, and to assign his reasons for

calling in question the truth of many doctrine* which v. , i.-

roraraonlT believed. This freedom of speech soon .

the cry of heresy against him. His printed tract wns sur-

reptitiously obtained for the parliamentary committee, then

sitting at Gloucester, and on the information of a piv

friend, he was summoned before a bench of magistrates, and
committed to the county gaol, Dec. 2, 1645, although suffer-

ing at the time from a dangerous fever. His release, on

bail, was not obtained without considerable difficulty. At
his examination before the magistrates, he delivered u

confession of faith,' which failed to satisfy them in r

to his opinions concerning a plurality of persons in the God-
liead. From the ambiguity of this document, it is evident

that Biddle's mind was then in a state of transition from
Trinitarianism to Uuitarianism, without being quite decided
either way. Six months afterwards, Archbishop Usher had
a conference with him on the doctrine of the Trinity, with-

out being able to convince him that it was founded in Scrip-
ture. About the same time he was summoned before the

parliament, at Westminster, who appointed a committee to

inquire into his case. The course pursued in this examina-
tion was intended to involve him in a denial of the Trinity ;

but on his refusing to make any admissions relative to the

nature of Christ, as being foreign to the point on which he
was accused, he was kept in a state of suspen.se and delay
for nearly eighteen months, at the end of which time he ad-

dressed a letter to Sir Harry Vane, whose friendly inter-

ference brought the matter before the house. But the termi-

nation of these proceedings was unfavourable to Biddle,
who was committed to the custody of one of the officers oi

the House of Comm >ns, and deprived of his liberty for five

years. In the meantime the case was referred to the as-

sembly of divines then sitting at Westminster, before whom
Biddle often appeared. Their answers to his doubts only
increased his conviction of their validity, and made him feel

the importance of giving them greater publicity. For this

purpose he resolved to publish the
' Twelve Arguments,'

&c., which had only been privately circulated. This ,is

no sooner done than it raised such a spirit of opposition,
that the book was immediately ordered to be burnt by the
common hangman. Undaunted by this proceeding, in the

1C48, while yet in prison, he printed a '

Confession ol

Faith concerning the Holy Trinity according to the Scrip-
tures, with the Testimonies of several of the Fathers on this

head.' This was followed by another tract, entitled 'The
Testimonies of Ircntous, Justin Martyr, Novatianus, Tlieo-

phihis (who lived the two first centuries after Christ was

born, or thereabouts), as also Arnobiu*, Lactantiu-,

bins, Hilary, and Brightman, concerning that one God and
the persons of Holy Trinity.' The publication of these
works in succession alarmed the Westminster divines to

such a decree, that they determined upon the immediate

necessity of silencing his opinions. For this purpose they

prevailed upon the House of Commons to pass a measure

by which the punishment of death was awarded to the de-
nial of the Trinity, and to other doctrinal p >ints, besides

attaching severe penalties to minor offences. This ad, or
ordinance as it was styled, was especially aimed at Biddle;
and he must certainly have been the first victim to it bul
from an opposition which was raised to it in the army, and
this circumstance, aided by the dissensions in parliament
concerning it, caused the ordinance to remain inoperative.

nfincment continued with unabated strictness, until,
after the death of Charles, the influence of the Independent!
gaine 1 ground, and with it, under tho auspices of Cr
and Fairfax, a relaxation of the penal laws relating :

gion. Favoured by these changes, Biddle was released from
prison under certain conditions, ami retired into Stafford-

shire, where he was hospitably received into tho house of a

justice of the peace, who not only made him his chaplain
;
rorurcd him a congregation, but at Ins death left him

'.'fl li\ BivaKhaw, pro.
sident of the council, who being Informed of it, remanded

iiim to prison. Tho loss of freedom, during his long con-

Ihicmenl, was hardly a greater hardship than t

ads, who were alienated from him by the odium

upon him by the char.

ept Dr. Gunning, a.

.;d him a vi.-it while in prison. To Ins.

were now added the severest privations, in

his funds being exhausted ; but in tl.

nexpectedly relieved by some pecuniary .

which he obtained for correcting the
|

tuagint, then being printed \

'

mcnt for which he was singularly quahfii
::it with the Scriptures that he could r.

im, not only in English but in Greek, as !

the 4th chapter of the Revel, i

In IGil an act of indemnity and oblivion was pu.-scd by

parliament, which included all heretical ofleiin . To this

measure Biddle was indebted for his liberty, after a con-

finement, with a short intermission, of se\en years. The
first use that he made of his freedom was t mind
him those friends and adherents whom hi- \\ .

brought over to his opinions. They met on the I

for tiie purpose of expounding th iually
formed themselves into a society on this leading
viz. that

' the unity ol'G ! is a unity of person as well as

nature.' The members of this society wv i.idel-

md from their agreement in opinion Concerning the

unity of God and the humanity of Christ with the folio

of S'ocinus, they were sometimes denominated Sucinians.

The name which properly characterizes their fundament 1

opinion is that of Unitarian*. This was, indeed, the i

the English Unitarians. Among the early members of this

church was the celebrated Thomas Firmin, whose charities

are so highly extolled by Bishop Burnet. Another, who is

less-known, was Nathaniel Stuckey.a young man who pub-
lished a translation c,f Biddle's

'

Scripture Catechi.-ms, for

the use of Foreigners.' The publication of the two

chisnis from which these translations wen ught
the vengeance of government again upon their author. He

.:imnoned to (lie bar of the House of Coimuoi.-

on his refusal to criminate himself, was roniinilud !<

confinement in the Gate-House, while h: It, in

order t him effectually, had i that cruel

ordinance which, never having received the force of a law,
had lain obsolete. While the House wa ..ig in

this illegal mnnner, Cromwell dis.-ohcd the parliament, and
Biddle again obtained his liberty, after ten months mi.rc

imprisonment; but his buok shared the fate of his 1.

tract, being publicly burnt. Twelve m i-

elapsed after this release, when another dang
him. The doctrines advocated by Biddle bring cm'

by a considerable part of a Baptist congregation, their pas-
tor, Mr. Griffin, challenged Mr. Biddle to a public d;

sion, during which hi \ailing th(

some declaration made by him. purporting; that i

not the Most High God, lodged an information against him,
and obtained his committal to the (

from which prison he was removed to Newgate, and triid

for his life on the ordl. nst blasphemy and h-

.ducted witli such indeient h .sic and such
a total disregard to justice, that (.'rumwell himself inter-

fered, and, in order to bailie the malicious designs oft!.

secutors without seeming to jield too much to ll

lerant party, he banished Biddle
one of the Scilly Isles, with an annual s;. t'a hundred
crowns. In this state of exile he continued for ll

when the solicitation of his friends and change of circum-

stances induced the Protector to grant a writ uf /

pus, under which he returned, and no ch
i against him. he was set at li'erly. He thin l.rcamu

the pastor of an Independent congregation in London, the

duties of which nllice he faithfully diseli ! the

elevation of the Presbyterian party, liter the death .f Oliver

Cromwell, induced him to withdraw into the

the country. The sudden dissolution of that parliament

brought him again to London, wh-re he remained till the

II. The changes coiiscc(uent upon
that event involved him in new difficulties, and made him
a sufl i -.111011 with many of those who had

: >rs. Biddle tried to evade the tl -;orm
which fell upon nil who dis-cnlcd from the Episcopalian
mode of worship, now re-established, by retiring from public

duty, but his tautiou was unavailing. The little assembly
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of adherents whom he occasionally met for religious pur-
poses did not long elude the jealous notice of the magis-
tracy. On June 1, 1662, he and his friends were appre-
hended and taken to prison : they were fined in 201. each,
and he in 100/. Not heing able to pay this penalty, he was
remanded to prison, where, in less than five weeks, through
the pestilential atmosphere of the place and want of exer-

cise, he contracted a disease which terminated his life,

Sept. 22, 1662, in the forty-stventh year of his age. During
liis exile he drew up an essay to explain the Apocalypse ;

and in 1653 he published several small pieces, translated

from the works of the Polish Unitarians, among which was

Przipcovius's Life of Faustus Socinus. All his contem-

poraries describe him as a man of pure and irreproachable
life

;
and Anthony Wood, who had no great love for here-

tics, said of him, that
'

except his opinions, there was little or

nothing blame-worthy in him.' (Toulmin's Life of Biddle.)

BIDEFORD, a port, borough, and market-town, on both
sides of the river Torridge near its confluence with the Taw,
in the hundred of Shebbear, in the county of Devon, thirty-
six miles N.W. by W. from Exeter, and 180 W. by S.

from London ; in 51 2' N. lat., and 4 3' W. long. The
parish extends over the borough and manor, and contains

about 45 10 English statute acres, and is bounded on the

north by Northam, N. E. by VVestleigh, S.E. by Weare
Giffird, S. by Littleham, and W. by Abbotsham.

Bideford, sometimes, but erroneously, spelt Biddeford,
derives its name from its local position, being situated near

an ancient ford,
'

by the ford.' We have no authentic
account of it till the Conquest, when it was bestowed on
Richard de Grandavilla, or rather de Granville, a Norman
nobleman, by William the First. There is an ancient

charter granted by Sir Richard de Granville as lord of the

manor, to which unfortunatelythere is no date
;
but it appears

from Prince, and from the names of the witnesses to the char-

ter, that this Sir Richard de Granville lived in the thirteenth

century, and that in the twenty-fourth year of the reign
of King Edward the First he held one fee in 'Bytheford.'
Cainden mentions Bideford as a place of little consequence
in his time, and Leland takes no further notice of it than
to mention its bridge, which he calls a ' notable work, fairly
walled on each side.' In 1573, through the interest of

Richard Granville, Esq., Queen Elizabeth granted it a

charter, and made the town a free borough. This charter

was enlarged and confirmed by King James the First, in

the seventh and sixteenth years of his reign. Although a

borough, Bideford does not appear to have sent members to

Parliament ;
it got excused from the burden as a very

great favour, through the interest at court of the Granville

family. In 1750 the manor of Bideford was sold by some
of the descendants of William Glanville, Earl of Bath, to

John Cleveland, Esq., and is now the property of his grand

nephew, Augustus Saltren Willett, Esq., who has lately

taken the name of Cleveland. The inhabitants of this

place were not backward in the civil wars of Charles the

First : two forts were erected, one on each side of the river

Torridge, so as to command the river and the town
;
and

another was built at Appledore (a small watering-place in

the neighbourhood, lately consolidated with Bideford), which

effectually commands the entrance of the rivers Torridge
and Taw. These forts, as well as the towns of Bideford

and Barnstaple, surrendered to Colonel Digby, who com-

manded (he forces of the Royalists, on the 2d of September,
1 043 : so desperate was the struggle which preceded the

surrender, that Lord Clarendon in alluding to it says,
'
that

the swords of the Royalists were blunt with slaughter, and

that they were overburdened with prisoners.' In 1680 this

place was visited by the plague, which swept off a great
number of its inhabitants. Also about this time three old

women, whose only crimes were age and poverty, were

accused by the then nourishing and comparatively enlight-

ened inhabitants of Bideford of witchcraft and sorcery, and
were actually executed at Exeter for those offences. So
deluded were these poor wretches themselves, that on the

scaffold, either in the hopes of escaping punishment, or being

persecuted into a sort of madness, they positively confessed

themselves guilty, and acknowledged the justness of their

punishment. Till within a few years the lower classes of

Devonshire had implicit faith in witchcraft, and this is the

case, even to the present day, in many parts of Cornwall.

The governing charter is that of James the First, granted
on the 20th of December, in the sixteenth year of his

reign. The government of the town is vested in a mayor,

a recorder, seven aldermen, and ten capital burgesses,
assisted by a town-clerk, a coroner, two sergeants at mace,
sixteen constables, a beadle, a clerk of the market, a gaoler,
and a town-crier. The mayor is elected on the 21st of

September (St. Matthew's day) by the mayor for the time
being, the aldermen, and the capital burgesses. He is

appointed for one year and further until another alderman
is declared and sworn mayor. He is a justice of the peace of
the borough, and presides as chairman at the Quarter
Sessions. He is also judge of the civil court of record and
clerk of the market; his salary is 20/. per annum, but that
never covers his expenses. The aldermen are elected in
the same manner as the mayor ; two of them sit as judges
in the court of record. The recorder must be ' a discreet

man, skilled in the laws of England,' and has power to

appoint a deputy. Neither have any salary. A court leet

is held here twice a year, and a general session quarterly,
and petty session every other Monday, and at other times
when required. There is also a civil court, or court of record,
where actions, real and personal, are tried to any amount.
It is now become nearly useless, and is only opened four
times a year. The magistrates have an exclusivejurisdiction,
and their duties are exceedingly laborious. By the Hundred
Roll, temp. Edward I. it appears that formerly the lords of
the manor of Bideford could inflict capital punishment.
The town principally consists of two large well-paved

streets
; the houses in these streets are generally well

built and clean, but the rest are narrow and dirty. There is

a good supply of water, and the town is pretty well lighted.
There is a handsome bridge across the Torridge, said to

have been built by Theol>ald Grenville early in the four-

teenth century, and endowed with certain lands for its

repair*. It consists of twenty-four arches, and is 677 feet

in length. In 163S it underwent a thorough repair. The
annual revenue of this bridge, aiising from the rent of lands

given by several benefactors now unknown, and a stock of

about 650/., varies accocding to circumstances from between
300/. to 400^. In consequence of some abuses by the

trustees of the bridge estates there was a decree in Chancery
which ordered a new election of feoffees in 1G08. The
trustees are a corporation, and have a common seal : a
hall was built for their use in 1 758. There is also a good
quay, the dues of which are paid to the lord of the manor,
who pays for the lighting of it. The bridge is lighted by
the trustees. The church, dedicated to St. Mary, is rather a
fine building, originally in the shape of a cross, but it has
been considerably added to at different periods, and the

uniformity of the building luis not always been attended to.

It contains a handsomely carved stone screen and several

interesting monuments; amongst others that of Mr. John
Strange, and of three children of Mr. Henry Ravening,
who died of the plague in 1G46. Here was also buried an
Indian, brought over by Sir Richard Grenville. He was

baptized at Bideford by the name of Rawleigh, and is

entered in the parish register as ' a natif of Wyngonditoia"
(Virginia.) The living is a rectory in the archdeaconry of

Barnstaple and diocese of Exeter, of the annual net yearly
value of 033/. according to the Ecclesiastical Revenues' Re-

port, 1 835. The present patron is Lewis William Buck, Esq.
Bideford was at a very early date of considerable im-

portance as a commercial town. The weaving of silk was
introduced in 1650, and after the revocation of the edict of

Nantes in 1685 many French Protestants settled here, and
established a manufacture of cotton and silk. Wool was
also exported to Spain. Brice says that in 1759 forty or

fifty ships were employed in fetching cod from Newfound-

land, and that there was a great export of herrings. Since

that time the Newfoundland fishery has gradually declined,

and now not more than one or two ships are annually fitted

out for that purpose. The foreign trade is at present very

trilling. The principal imports are timber from North
America and the Baltic, coals from Bristol and Wales, and

spices and tobacco from the West Indies. The exports are oak

bark, which is shipped in great quantities to Scotland and

Ireland, oats, malt, and sails, cordage, and articles of gene-
ral supply to the fisheries of Newfoundland. Ship building is

carried on to a great extent ;
there are nine or ten building

yards, and several frigates were built here during the last

war. There are also several potteries, principally for the

manufacture of flower-pots. Anthracite, or culm, is found in

There is a tradition that this bridge was erected by subscriptions wised in

Devonshire and Cornwall by Graiidison, Bishop of lixeter, who granted in-

dulgences to al| who contributed lv Uw w<xk>

3 D 2
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tlio xieinity in sufficient rniantitr to IK- worked for econo-

mical patpMM. One bed passes thrmish I'm- town, iiml

then- nre to or three pils nt tin- In ad of il. The same bed

continues t > tin- c.iaM ;it (irccnuclilf, where il is worked for

burning lime. The anthracite is accompanied by foosil plants.

In ls)| Bideford contained 997 nouses and 48-16 in-

h.ihiiiinis. of whom 2169 were males, and 2677 females;

liij families were employed in agriculture, and 316 in

trade, kc. There is a free grammar-school of very anrioni

It is not exactly known when it was endowed, hut

in 1689 Mrs. Susannah Stuckley Rave the sum of 200/. to

be laid out in land, which is now let for 57/. per annum.

The salary of the master is 30/. per annum, for which lie

teaches ten boys appointed by the corporation. There is

a national school, which, according to the last report (1835),

had 117 boys and 98 girls; and also a charity- school for

writing, reading, and arithmetic : the master has a salary

of \Vl. per amium, paid by the trustees of the bridge estate.

Thu Dissenters have a school here which contains 100, and

the Methodists one with fifty scholars. An hospital was

built in the old town for twelve poor families pursuant to

the will of Mr. Henry Araory, who died in 1663. In 1810

Mrs. Margaret Newcommen left a considerable fund for

poor Dissentors in this and the adjoining parishes, ami Mr.

John Strange founded four almshouscs in 1646. The lands

of the corporation are charged with the payment of I/,

a-year to the poor of the borough, and they usually add

about 10/., which is laid out in fuel and clothing.

To the north-east of Bidcford, near the mouth of the

river Torridce, is a beach of pebbles about three miles in

length, and of considerable depth and breadth : these stones

have for many years been used for ballast and paving. The

pebbles are generally round or oval, from six to eighteen
inches in diameter, and curiously variegated with veins of

different colours. On them grows the lichen marintti, or sea

liverwort, more commonly known by the name of lavor, which

is much esteemed as a p'leasant and wholesome food. It is

often packed in pots and sent to London. Opposite this

part of the coast is Lundy Island, about five miles long
and two broad : its chief inhabitants are rabbits and wild

fowl. Although ten or eleven miles from the nearest land,

it has several springs of fresh water. According to Risdon,
it formerly had a castle on it, which was inhabited ami forti-

fied by William Moriscoe, a famous pirate, who, after being
for many years the dread of the vicinity, was executed, with

sixteen of his companions. The celebrated Sir Richard de

Granville, the friend of Sir Walter Raleigh, and the settler

of Virginia, resided at Bideford for many years after his expe-
dition. In 1591, when Vice-admiral of England, he sustained

with his single ship the most glorious and unequal conflict

recorded in naval history, against the whole licet of the

enemy, and after having repulsed them sixteen times, only
yielded when all his powder was spent. He died of his

wounds two days afterwards on board the Spanish admiral's

vessel. His own ship, reduced to a hulk, sunk before il

could get into port. Bidcford was the birth-place of the

famous Dr. Shebbeare, who was sentenced to stand in the

pillory in 1758 for his political writings. The sheriff, who
allowed him as a lavor to stand on llio pillory with n servant

in livery holding an umbrella over his head, was prosecuted
for not properly enforcing the sentence. (l,\*ons's />'"-

tii'iniu ; lifjvirt 'if I/if .Municipal Corporation Coinnus-

tionerx : AVat kim's Hislury of liidfford ; Correspondence
from HiJfford, <$*c.)

BIDLOO, GODEFROID, an anatomist, born at Am-
sterdam, in 1649; but of wluno parentage or early educa-

tion wo can iittd no record. He at first studied surgery,
which he practised with great success, and was at one time

surgeon to the forces. Afterwards lie took the desiree of

doctor of medicine, and was appointed ph\sician to William

III., king of England, by whom lie was recommended to the

curators! of the university of Leydcn so strongly, as to in-

duce them to elevate him to the professorship of anatomy
and surgery, in lii'j-i.

In 1685 he had published at Amsterdam, in one volume
folio, 105 pUtcs, representing the anatomy of different parts
of the human body, which were admirable as works of art,

bavin ngraved by Lairesse, but in many instances

were deficient in accuracy. This work was reprinted at

n in royal folio, with 1 11 plates, and again at Ulrethl
in I"")!), with a supplement. Bidloo aapUMd Cowper. nn

i-h anutonmt. "f having repimU-1 it without aeknow-

:ncnl, and with only a .iions. In this<

there was considerable truth, and Cowpcr made in reply a

very lame defence. Bidloo also carried on with much asperity
a controversy with Frederick 1!u\ *ch. w .1 nf

the errors in his works. The other writings of Bidloo are :

' De Anatomes Antiqmtato Orat:o,' Lcjdm, li.'.il: Icing
bi* inaugural discourse, when he took pofsession of the

chair of surgery and anatomy.
'

Vindiciro quarnmdam Deli-

neationum Anatomic-arum contra ineptas Animadversioncs
Fredcrici Ruysch,' 4to. 1697. 'Observation, -s de Animalculis
in Hepate Ovillo ct alionim Animaliiim detectis,' -Ho. ;

'

GuillielmusCowpcrusCrimiimLitternrii citatuscoram Tri-

bunuli Socictatii Anglic,' 4to. 17('(i; this is the work in

which he accused Cowpcr of plagiarism.
'
Excrcitationum

Anatoraico-Chirurgicnruni Decades Dute,' 4 to. 1708; in

which occurseveral important remark- :ises.
'

Opuscula nmnia Anatomico-Chirurgica edita ct inedita,'

4to., with plates, 1715.

Bidloo died in 1713, in the G4th year of bis age. lie had
a brother named Lambert, who wrote on botany ; and a

nephew Nicolas, who became physician to lYtci

BIDPAI. With the exception of the Bible there is pro-

bably no work that has been translated into so many Iftti-

guasres, and at so early an epoch, as the collection o:

which passes by the title of the Fables of Bidpai, or 1'ilpny. A
tradition very generally received attributes tn the Hindus the

first composition of this work, and recent di- ;i Ori-

ental literature have fully confirmed the truth of this report.
Fables and talcs in which animals arc intix -du< e \ a-,

actors, and in which moral principles and maxims of pru-
dence arc inculcated by example and precept, s. cm from an

early age to have been current among (lie Hindus. Several

collections of such stories, written in Sanscrit, nre still in

existence. The oldest of them, ami evidently the parent
stock of the Fables of Bidpai, is the work known in !

under the name of the Panrha Tantra, or the ' Five

Sections,' so called from its being divided into five books.

This work has been translated from the Sanscrit i:.to

the Tnmul language, and again from the Tamul into

French, by the Abbi: Dubois. An analytical account of

it, drawn from the Sanscrit original by Mr. IT. II. \\

is printed in the Transaction* of the Knyal Asiiiti

defy, vol. i. pp. 155-200. An abridgment of the Panrlia

Tantra, called the HitSpadSsa, or '

Salutary Instruction,'

has become nr.iro generally known in Knrope than the

original work. It has been translated into Knyli-h bv Sir

Charles Wilkins (Bath, 1787, 8vo.), and by Sir William
Jones (Works, vol. vi. 4to. edition): several editions of

the Sanscrit text have been published. Both the I'unrhu

Tantra and the Ili/ufvulfxa consist of prose intermixed with

poetry: the stories are told in prose, but the narrative is

constantly interrupted by sentences in verso, borrowed from
the works of nearly all the celebrated poets that preceded
the epoch of their composition. The names of the compilers
of the Panrha Tantra. as well as of the lli/iiparlfxa, are un-

known. Yishnusarman, who is sometimes called the author

of the Hili>/inili
f
xii, is only one of the principal iiiterl '

in both works, and is the narrator of the greater numbci nf

fables contained in them. The age at. which the J'anrfla

Tantrn must have been composed can. however, at least

approximatively, be determined. In tin- first bo k, ,1
|

is

sage of an astronomical work by Varahamihirii is cited,

which occurs, without variation, in the two best m.-imis-

of the original that Mr. Wils, n bad an opportunity
of

sidling: ami as it is pretty well ascertained that VarAha-
raihira wrote during the latter half of the fifth century
(.1 \iiilic Research's, vol. ix. p. .'Iti.T : Bohlcn. Dan ii/ie In-

Jim, ii. 280), it follows that tl 1'nnrfia Tuntra must lia\c,

been composed subsequently to that epoch. According to

an anlicnt tradition (recorded in the introduction to the ex-

tant Arabic and Persian editioi.s of the Fables of Bidpai, in

the Shahnamoh of Firdusi, at d by nearly every orient I

writer on the history of the S.issinide dynasty). Barx.njeh,
an eminent physician at the court of the Persian

Nnshirwan, who reigned between A.D. 531 and 570, \i-:t>d

India in searcli, it is said, of a plant which had hern re-

ported to
|

I power of re-luring dead bod--

life, and on Ins rrliirn to l'e.ia, it. stead i>f that fabulous

drug, imported into his country a translation into IVhlvi of

iociinn of stories now under our consideration. Some
circumstances to which Baron dc Sacy draws our attention

it not unlikely that Bamlyeh may have b,

Chri-lian monk. (Seethe Menn,irr prefixed (o De '

o|'(', ililali n-a Dimnnh, pp. 3fi, 37.) Certain it is
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that this Pohlvi version of the Indian tales, or rather the
Arabic translation made from it two centuries later, became
the channel through which these fables subsequently fount:

their way to nearly every other nation of western Asia am:
of Europe. The author of the Arabic translation was a

Persian, who had originally professed the religion of the

Magi, and \vas named Ruzbeh, but on his conversion to the

Mohammedan faith took the name of Abdallah ben Mocaffa.
He lived during the first half of the eighth century, and
was murdered by order of the Abbaside caliph, Mansur,
probably between the years 137 and 139 of the Hegira
(A..D. 751-756). His Arabic, translation of these fables is in

the East usually called ' the book of Calilah and Dimnah.'
It is thus designated in allusion to the names of two jackals
which act a conspicuous part in the first story of the Arabian
version, and which we recognise in the Sanscrit original
under the forms Carataca and Damanaca. (See the be-

ginning of the first book of the Pancha Tantra, where this

is likewise the first story; and the first story in the second
book of the Hitopadcsd, p. 47, edit. Schlegel'.) In the title

of a Syriae translation mentioned by Ebcd Jesu, and attri-

buted by him to Bud Pcriodeuta, the same two animals are
called t'alilag and Damnag. Every trace of this transla-
tion is no'.v lost; but if Assemani is correct in saying that
Bud lived early in the sixth century, this Syriae transition
must have been made from the Pehlvi version, or perhaps
from the Indian original itself.

The narrator of the stories is, in the Arabic version, called

Bidpai : in the Sanscrit original no name similar to this

occurs, and the explanations of it proposed by several Ori-
ental scholars do not appear to us satisfactory ; but it is cer-
tain that the name Pi/pay,\>y which the work is at pre-
sent most generally known in Europe, is a corruption of

Bidpai.
From the Arabic text of Abdallah ben Mocaffa sprung

several translations into the (modern) Persian. One of the
c irlicst into verse is attributed to Rudeghi, a blind poet who
(1 Jiii-ished during the earlier part of the tenth century. It

v.:i~ followed by a translation into prose by Narallah, who
wrote about the year 515 of the Hegira (A.D. 1121). The
most admired Persian translation is, however, that written
about the commencement of the sixteenth century, by
1 lussain Viii-z Ciishefi, and known under the title ofAnwilr-
i-Soheili ; though less exact and complete than the later

one by the celebrated vizir Abulfazl, named Ayur-i-D'unnh.
The Amciir-i-Soheili was, soon after its appearance, trans-
lated into Turkish, under the title Humayun-Nlimeh, by
AH Chelebi, who dedicated his performance to the Osmaii
sultan, Suleiman I.

The earliest translation of the work of Abdallah ben
Mocaffa into a European language is the Greek version

by Simeon, son of Seth, who flourished towards the close of

the eleventh century. S. G. Stark published it, from a

Ilimburg manuscript, in Greek and Latin, but without the

introductory chapters prefixed to the work partly by Bar-

ziiyeli and partly by Ebn MocafFa, under the title Specimen
'ntiee Indorum Veterum,&ic. (Berlin, 1697, 8vo.) The

chapters wanting in the Hamburg manuscript were edited,

:h slill incomplete, from a manuscript preserved at

Upsala, by J. Floder. (Prolegomena ad lihrum "ZTtfyaviTrig
ciii Ixi/ijXarijc, Upsala, 1 780.) It does not appear that trans-

lations into other European languages flowed from the
Greek text of Simeon.
The means by which the Indian stories first became known

to most of the nations of Europe, was a translation from the

Arabic into Hebrew, made by Rabbi Joel, a learned Jew,

probably a native of Spain, who seems to have flourished

during the twelfth century. Of his Hebrew version of the

book of Calilah and iJimnah, a single incomplete manu-
script has been preserved in the Royal Library at Paris, of

which Baron de Sacy has given an ample account in the

ninth volume of the Notices et Kxtrails des MSS. de la

BiUiotheque ilit Ifui. The Hebrew text of Rabbi Jofl was,
in the thirteenth century (probably between A.D. 1262 and
I -1 -), turned into Latin by Johannes dc Capua, a converted

Jew, who dedicated his translation to his protector, the Car-
dinal Matthew dc' Rossi (Matthscus de Rubeis). It bears
the title Dirfr.ttrrium Humane Vile, alias Parabole Anti-

quorum Sapienlum; and has been printed once, without
dato, but probably in H80. This Latin interpretation was
again translated into Spanish by Maestro Fadnque Alenian
de Basilea, under the title I'.^cnijiLirio contra Ins Kngaiins
i/ /V//>rot dfl Mundn (printed at Burgos, 1498, fol), and
into German by Count Eberhard of Wurtemberg, under the

title Beispiele der Weisen von Geschltcht zu Gexcftlerht

(printed at Dim, 1483). The Exemplurio contra los En-
ganos seems to have been the source from which A^nolo
Firenzuola drew the substance of his Discorsi degli Ani-
mali : here, however, the scenes of the several narratives
are laid in various real localities, transferred to Italy. (See
Opere di Messer Agnolo Firenzuola, Florence, 1763, 8vo.
torn. i. pp. 5-S9.) Another Italian version of these stories,
in Doni's Filosophia de' Sapienti Antichi, is little more
than a translation of the Latin text of Johannes de Capua.

In the Royal Library at Paris there is a manuscript of
another Latin translation, which was made in the year
1313 by Raymundus dc Byterris (Raimond de Beziers), by
order of Queen Johanna of Navarra, the wife of Philip le

Bel. The author says that he had a Spanish original before

him, which is now lost, but which was probably a transla-
tion from the Hebrew of Rabbi Joel.

Besides the Latin version from the Hebrew by Johannes
de Capua, there seems to have existed another Latin trans-
lation made from the Arabic, which became the source of a
translation into the Castilian language, said to have been
made about the year 1289 at the command of King Alfonso
X. of Castilia.

(See the Memoire Historique sur le lii're intitule Calilah
et Dimna, prefixed to Baron de Sacy's edition of the Arabic
text of the Fables of Bidpai, Paris, 1316, 4to., and the dis-

sertations on the same subject, and by the same authors, in

vols. ix. and x. of the Notices et Extrai/s d/-s MSS. dn la

Bibliotheque du Rni ; II. II. Wilson's Analytical Account
of the Pancha Tantra, in the Transactions of the Royal
Asiatic Society, vol. i. p. 155.)

BIELEFELD, a minor circle in the administrative circle

of Minden, in the north-eastern part of Westphalia, inter-

sected by a triple ehain of mountains, of which chalk, sand,

clay, and marl form the constituent parts : the mountains
commence near Oerlinghausen in the earldom of Lippe,
and pass from the territory of Oznaburg into this and the

adjacent circle of Halle. Cultivation is carried high up
their slopes ; and their summits, of which the Sparcnberg
near the town of Bielefeld is one of the most elevated, are

in part naked and in part crowned with woods. The circle

is watered by the Lutter and Aa, and their small tribu-

taries
;

it is one of the most thriving districts in the

Prussian dominions, as well from the extent to which the

manufacture and bleaching of linen is carried, as from its

rich growth of grain, flax, and hemp, and the numerous
droves of horned cattle which it rears. In no quarter of

ICurope is a finer description of linen-yarn spun than at

Isselhorst; iron-ware, tobacco, woollens, leather, soap, cop-
ier and copper-ware, yarns, and damask cloths, arc also

unong the manufactures of this circle. It contains an area
of about 95 square miles, and had, in 1828, 33,292 inhabit-

ants, and at the close of the year 1831, 35,346, of whom
about 32,000 were Protestants. At the last-mentioned
date its stock of horses amounted to 1277 ;

of horned cattle,

to 7349; and of sheep and goats to 4021.

Bielefeld, its capital, on the high northern road from
Elberfeld to Minden, in 52 1' N. lat, and 8 30' E. long.,
ies at the foot of the Sparenberg, on the Lutter or Lutter-

jach, in the midst of a highly picturesque country ;
it is

<=urrounded by ramparts and a broad ditch, which have been
aid out in agreeable walks. The most remarkable build-

ups in the town are the churches of St. Nicholas and St.

Wary, the church attached to the Franciscan monastery,
and the new town-hall. It possesses a gymnasium, an

irphan asylum, and infirmary, and a society of music,
nauufactures of linen and damask cloths, yarns, cottons,

ibands, soap, tobacco, iron and steel, meerschaum pipe-

"icads, &c., and extensive bleaching-grounds. Its sale of

incus and threads is estimated at nearly 80,000^. a-year.
[n December, 1831, the number of its inhabitants was 5539.

[t lies about 260 miles a little to the south-west of Berlin.

BIELITZ, a duchy of Austrian Silesia, in the circle of

Teschen, between the Vistula and Biala, and bounded on
the north-east by the kingdom of Galicia. It was a minor

sovereignty until it came into the possession of the princely
ine of Sulkoft'sky, in the year 1752, when Francis I., em-
peror of Germany, erected it into a dukedom. It is eight
miles in length, and about the same distance in breadth ;

and, inclusive of the two estates of Ernsdorf and C/cc.hovilz,

which are independent properties, it contains 1 town, 19

villages, 2 colonies, 2600 houses, and nearly 10,000 inha-

bitants, one- half of whom are Protestants, and the other

half Roman Catholics.
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BieliU. the capital of the duchy and the (eat of the ducal

administration, lies dose to the Galiciau frontier, on a

declivity at the north-western base of the Carpathian moun-

tains, and on the left bank of the Biala. It is a well-built

town, and has a spacious market-place, but the streets are

narrow: of its three churches, two are Roman Catholic,

and one U Lutheran ; the Lutherans have also two schools

here. Besides the duc*l residence, now appropriated for

the public offices, which U an antient structure with a

hands-me pork attached to it, BieliU possesses a hospital,

and an asylum for the indigent, and very considerable

woollen, kerseymere, and linen manufactures. It is the

deposit fur the rock-salt brought from Galicia fur the con-

sumption of Moravia and Silesia, and carries on an extensive

trallic in its own productions, as well as in wool and Hun-

garian wines, See. with Poland, Russia, Moldavia, and the

Austrian possessions. This town, which has been rebuilt

its total destruction by lire on the Cth June, 1808,

contains at present about 5400 inhabitants, and lies in 52

1' N. lal., and 29 55' K. long. It is connected, by a stone

bridge across the river, with the town of Biala in Galicia,

the population of which amounts to about 4000 souls, who
have risen into much attluence by the manufacture of wool-

lens, coarse linens, nails, &c.

BIELLA, a province Of Piedmont, which makes part of

the Intendenza or division of Turin : it contains 78 com-
munes and 91,000 inhabitants. It is divided by a ridge of

mountains to the north from the province of Valsesia, and liy

the river Sesia to the east from the province of Novara. To
the south it touches the province of Verce.lli, and that of

Jvrca to the west. The province of Biclla is watered by the

rivers Cervo and Elvo, which are ullluunts of the Sesia.

Biella, with "000 inhabitants, the capital of the province, is

thirty -six miles N.N.E. of Turin. It is a bishop's see, and

has a royal college for secondary instruction, and a court of

justice,
'
tribunale di prefettura,' for the whole province. It

has also manufactures of woollens and of silks. The prin-

cipal products of the soil arc corn, rice, and hemp. Silk-

worms are also reared to a considerable amount. The fields

are irrigated by canals, as in most other parts of northern

Piedmont.

BIENNE, BIEL in German, a town of the canton of

Bern, situated at the foot of the Jura mountains, and about

half-a-milc from the lake of the same name. The river

Suzc, which comes from the valley of Erguel, passes through
the town, and afterwards enters the hike. The territory of

Bienne is well adapted for the vine, and other fruit trees.

The town of Bienne, with about 3000 inhabitants, has some
cotton manufactures and some tan-yards. The language is

the Swiss-German, but most people, especially in the country
around, speak also French. The inhabitants of Bienne are

Protestants, and they have both a French and a German
church. Bienne was made a free imperial town by Rudolf
of Hapsburg in the thirteenth century, under the high do-

minion of the Bishop of Basel. It afterwards became an

ally of the Swiss cantons, and it remained as such until the

French invasion of 1798, when it was united to France. It

recovered its independence in 1814, und was then united ID

the canton of Bern. Bienne is a pleasant lit;lo town, and
the inhabitants are noted lor their sociable and hospitable

disposition. Bienne is about se\cntecn miles N.\V. of

Bern. The lake of Bienne is about ten miles long, two alul-

a-half miles in its greatest breadth, and -J 1 7 feet in its

greatest depth. It abounds with fish, especially trout. The
level of its watei- t above the sea, and several feet

lower than that of the lake of Nenrhatel. The river Zihb
or Thiele, which is the outlet of the latter, enters the 1

Bjonne at its S.W. extremity, issues out of it again t

Nidau at the opposite end, and then falls into the Aar.
The small island of Sj. Pierre, celebrated on account of

Rousseau a residence in 1 763, is in the middle of the lake
of Bienne.
BIENNIALS are plants which require two seasons of

growth to produce their (lowers and fruit; they differ from
annuals in nothing but this circumstance, perishing as soon
as their seed* arc ripened. They are usually sown about

Midsummer, when they become healthy, robust plants by
the winter, and are ready to start into rapid growth the

: year a* icon as the warmth of the returning

spri:
;' them into action.

BIESBOSt'H. or liiKSBUS, a lake or marsh situated

between the proviii'-'". of N rlh Brabant and Smith II

Its name means a 'marsh of reeds,' a term derived from tin-

great quantity of reeds that grow in it* shallower i-arU. It

was formed in 1421 by a great inundation, which was ocoa-

!>y the rupture near Dort, when the

sea rushed in and swamped a \.ist t..,. f country, ofabout 90

square miles, and swept away a numl*.! -nany
thousand persons, with a large quantity of cattle. (Biischinjr i

Geography.) It was reported that a peasant, out > t spite

against a neighbour, secretly broke a dyke opposite to the

house of the latter, near Dort, and t

than he expected, widened the breach and overflowed the

whole country. (Delicts des Pay* Bat.) The Waal and
the Maas tlow into this lake on its eastern .'.

. Mid

out of it 1-y .-everal branches, known generally In

of Maas: the widest of these branches, also

Diep, runs into the tea between the islands of i'

andGoi-ivi , by Hcllev. etsluis. The northernmost brai

the Maas, after coming out of the Bic>hoM-h. llu\v.- \,\ .

rms the river of Kntterdam and Uriel. I'.ut <if tin--

ground lost in the great inundation of 14 - 1 has :

recovered, and there are now several islands in the midst uf

the Bicsbosch which ore cultivated and inh.i

B1EVVRE, a small river of France, a tributary of the

Seine, only remarkable as passing through Paris close to

the great manufacture des (, . m, in the

part of its course, is sometimes call< . It

rises near Versailles, and its whole course does not much
1 'M miles.

BI(! A, a chariot or car drawn by two horses: called by
Suetonius (Calig. c. 19.) Bijuge curriculum. The bigu
was the most common chariot in use atnonu the K:
They had also their quadriga;, and somclim.

sept mi HiL'es, iic.. and Suetonius assures us that Nero, w lien

he was a performer in the Olympic gaino, in >

decem-jugis, a chariot drawn by ten horses coupled together.

(Suet, in Ner. c. 24.)

Pliny attributes the invention of the biga to the Phry-
gians. (Hint. Xat. lib. vii. c. 56.) Isidorus says the in-

veiuor was Ciristines the Sicyoniau. (Originei, lib. x\ii.

c. 35.)

The Roman silver coins stamped with the form of a cha-

riot drawn by two or four horses were called liiputi, ami

ijtiiulriguti. (See Pliny, Hitt. A'u/. lib. xxi. c. :i.i Henco
I. ivy (iib. xxxiii. c. -23.J uses the term argi'iituni liif-atum.

The bigati, quadngati, and victoriaii were all of equal
and differed only in the impress from which they derived

their several names. The biga was one of the emblems of

victory.

BIGAMY, in the canon law, signified either a second

marriage utter the death of the first wife, or a m;>.

with a widow. It incapacitated men for holy orders: and
until the 1st Ed. VI. c. 12, s. 1C, it was a good counterplca
to the claim of benefit of clergy. (Wooddesson's Ktnericut

Lfftiarx, i. 4'J5.)

Bigamy, by the English law, consists in contracting a
1 marriage during the life of a former husband i r

wife, and the statute 1 .lames 1. c. 11, enacts that the per-
son so otlcndinL' shall sutler death, as in cases of !.

< r,:;ir>t. i. G92, fol. cd. ir;ifi.) This
stntule make" ivrlain exceptions which it is not necessary

nas IK-OII repealed b\ 'i (n- i :< IV. <-. .'il,

s. 'J'.', and operates only with respect i committed
(in or before the :<0lh June, 1828. The statute last cited

enacts,
' That if: nv per-iii lieini: married shall marry any

other person during the life of the former hu-band or wife,

whether the second marriage shall have taken place in

England or elsewhere, such offender and any person aiding
Kin shall be guilty of felony and be punished by Iran-;

lion 1 or by imprisonment (with or without

hard labour) for a term not exceeding two years." Tim
(.Intnlc exccpts, first, any second marriage contracted

England by any other than a subject of his

J. any person whose husband or wife shall have been

continually absent durini: 1 not have
hi en known by such per-oii to li::\c li-en living within ll:at

third, a perse n divorced from the boml c<( the first

marriaiM-; fourth, on imer marriage shall have
'id by the sentence of a court of competent

jmradic
With respect to the third except ion it has ln.n d

inine'l in a case where a Sci.trh ilivnr n nttru/

1, that no sentence of nn\ <"\\t:

::li-h marrinue n rinrnln unless for grounds nil which
it Was liable to l> 'u-d in England : and that the

.

>plie to tno sentence of aspiriloal court

within the limits to which the statute extctuU.
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exception cannot be taken advantage of, if the first marriage
has been declared void only collaterally and not directly ;

or if admitting it to be conclusive, it can be shown to have
been obtained fraudulently or collusively. See, as to this

part of the subject, MA.RRIACE and DIVORCE : and as a
matter of curiosity, the trial of the Duchess of Kingston
before the peers in parliament, in 1776, for bigamy. (Ba-
con's Abridgment by Dodd, titles Bigamy and Marriage.)
BIGENERI'NA (ZooJogy). D'Orbigny's name for a

genus of those minute cephalopods which he has so well

illustrated. There are two subgenera ;
the first consisting

of the Bigenerintc properly so called, with a central opening,
and the other of the Gemmulince (D'Orbigny) with a mar-

ginal opening.
BIGGLESWADE, a market-town in the hundred of the

same name, in the county of Bedford, forty-one miles N.N.W.
from London, and nine miles E.S.E. from Bedford. It is

situated on the great road to York, near the river Ivel, over
which there is here a stone bridge. The river has been
rendered navigable to the town, by which means the town
and neighbourhood are supplied with coals, timber, and
oats. Leland described Biggleswade as having

' a good
market and 2 faires.' It has still a good market, particularly
in corn, which is one of the largest in England, held on

Wednesdays; and its fairs are now five, namely, February
14, Saturday in Easter week, Whit-Monday, August 2, and
November 8. It does not appear under what charter the

market is held, but it is probable that it was granted to some
of the bishops of Lincoln, to which see the manor was annexed

by Henry I. in 1 132. The manor was surrendered by Bishop
Ilolbeach to Edward VI. in 1527. It is now held by lease

under the crown, the king being lord of the manor.
The Jo\vn is within the jurisdiction of the county magis-

trates, who hold a petty session for the hundreds of Biggle-
swade, Clifton, and Wixamtree. The continual passage of

travellers through Biggleswade, the expenditure of the

strangers who resort to its market and fairs, and the ready
sale which the town thus obtains for its own productions,
have combined to extend the population and prosperity of

the place The parish, which includes the hamlets of

Stratton and Holme, contained, in 1831, 606 houses, with a

population of 3226 persons, of whom 1662 were females.

In the year 1785 the town sustained great damage by a lire,

which raged for some hours with great fury. Not less than

150 houses were consumed, besides corn-chambers, malt-

houses, &c., all in the centre of the town around the market-

place. The damage was estimated at 24,0001. The town

.'s, however, indebted to this calamity for its present im-

proved appearance, as the houses have been mostly rebuilt

with brick in the modern style. The parish church, which

is a handsome Gothic structure, was built in 1230. It was

formerly collegiate, and several antient wooden stalls were

remaining till 1832, when the church was thoroughly re-

paired and re-arranged, partly by the assistance of the In-

corporated Society for Repairing Churches. The living is a

discharged vicarage, in tlio diocese of Lincoln, worth 300/.

per annum. The living is a peculiar, belonging to the pre-

bendary of Biggleswade, in Lincoln cathedral. Speed men-

that there was here a college dedicated to the Holy

Tiinity, valued at 11. at the Dissolution; but as he says it

was founded in the church of St. Andrew here, Tanner
thinks that what Speed calls a college was only a chantry be-

longing to the guild of the Holy Trinity. There are several

go id inns
;
and a small manufactory for white thread lace

and edging, which affords employment to females. A llour-

uiill. worked by steam, has also been lately erected.

Sir John Cotton bequeathed, for charitable uses, the sum
of 1800/., which was received in the year 1752. It was to

be laid out in the purchase of freehold lands and heredita-

ments, and this parish was to enjoy the benefit of three-

ninths of the rents. One of these parts was to augment the

living, and the other two to be paid to a master, to be chosen

by the lord of the manor of Stratton, for teaching twelve

poor children of the parish the English tongue, writing and

arithmetic, and instructing them in the principles of the

Christian religion according to the Church of England.
When the Charity Commissioners made their report in 1 82 1 ,

the property was let for 162/. per annum, though sup-
'

to be really worth 30C/. The two-ninths applicable
to the purpose last specified amounted to 36/. a-year, which

'

l>propriated as directed by the benefactor. The children

are all boys, nominated by the lord of the manor of Stratton.

They are received into the school as soon as they arc able to

learn to write, and remain four or five years, unless the

parents remove them. The parents provide books. The
number of pupils is duly kept up, and there are numerous
applications for admission. The disadvantageous lease

expired in 1827, and the commissioners recommended
that in consideration of the great increase which the mas-
ter's salary would receive under a new lease, the trustees

should make a corresponding increase in the number of

children admitted to the benefit of the charity. The master
had usually from fifteen to twenty pay scholars, and also

instructed the boys belonging to the charity of Edward
Peake, who, in 1755, bequeathed a tenement, and a rent-

charge of 131. a-year for the instruction of eight poor boys.
Four charitable bequests for the use of the poor of this parish

produce altogether 27/. 17*. 3d. per annum.
At Stratton, a short distance south-east of Biggleswade,

as a ploughman was ploughing the land rather deep in

1770, he discovered a yellow earthen pot, containing 300

gold coins (rose nobles) of Henry VI. They were a little

larger than a half-crown piece, but, being very thin, were
not equal by twenty grains to the weight of a guinea.

(Lysons's Magna Britannia; Beauties of England and
Wales ; Fifth Keport of the Commissioners for inquiring
concerning Charities. )

BIGNONIA'CE^E, are monopetalous dicotyledonous
plants, with irregular flowers, a pod-like fruit, winged seeds

without albumen, and usually a climbing habit. They are

mostly shrubs, inhabiting the hotter parts of Asia, Africa,
and America, and unknown in Europe except in a culti-

vated state
;
some of them are trees of considerable size.

They generally are remarkable for the large size and rich

or delicate colouring of their trumpet-shaped flowers. No
sensible properties of much importance have been recog-
nised among them : one of them produces the Chico dye,
a sort of reddish feculent substance with which some of the

South American Indians paint their bodies. Several are

valuable for their timber, which possesses extreme hard-

ness. The most interesting genera are Bignonia, many
species of which are common in our gardens, Tecoma,

Catalpa, and Eccremocarpus, the three last of which will

be mentioned in their proper places.

[Bignoniacea; Bignonia lactiflora.]

_, a corolla slit open ; 2, aciip-shajjcd disk, out of which tlio ovary often

Crows, together with the style and stigma; 3, u young ovary; 4, u rij.e ).od;

5, i\ seed ; 6, nn embryo extracted from 1h infpgunients (if the seed.

BIGORRE, a district of (he south uf France, nnu of (lie

component parts of liie former province uf Gu^'i-yii'j or
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Gascony. It wa* bounded on the W. hy Bcarn, and on the

N. and K. by different districts of Armagnae, vi/.. mi tho

N. by Le Pays d Kivie.c B.I--C. on the N'.E. by 1

or A-' on the E. by Le Pays de Nebouzan and
1 in the south it was bounded

the Pyrenees serving to mark the frontier line.

The country of Bigorre i> included in the basin of tho

r, which takes its n-c in the valley of Campan in tho

southern part of the district, and flows northward through
Its length from N. by E. to S. by W. is about sixty

,
and ii- greatest breadth nearly thirty. (Map of

France in provinces by the Society for the diffuti

J KnmcleJge.) This country is very mountainous,

.ally in the southern parts; and some of the loftiest

summits of the Pyrenees are either within its frontier, or

l.tlle removed from it. It is watered by the Adour
and its tributaries, hut these are not navigable within its

borders. For an account of its cliirfate, soil, and produc-
tions we refer to PYRK'.NK'ES (IlAVTKS), DKP. OF, within the

limits of which Bigorre is now included.

The chief towns were Tarbes, the capital, on the Adour,

(pup. 9706 :) Vic-de-Bigorre (pop. 3599 for the town, 3679
for the whole commune;) Lourdes (pop. 3161 for the town,

3818 for the whole commune;) Bagnores (pop. 5633 for the

town, 7586 for the whole commune ;) Barege, St. Sever de

Ilustan, Jornac, &c. The whole district w as divided into three

p.ir:s. Les Montagues (the mountains), Li Plaine (the plain),

and Le Rustan. ' Les Montagues' were subdivided into the

valli es d'Azun, de Barege, de Campan, and dc Lavcdan.

In the time of Julms Cwsar the country of Bigorre
was occupied by the Bigerrones. a people or tribe of the

Aquitani, from whom it has derived its name. They
submitted to Crassus, the lieutenant of Ca-sar, when he

attacked the Aquitani. Pliny, who mentions them,

gives them the name of Bcgcrri ;
but they are not noticed

liy Ptolemy and the other geographers. Their capital

Tnrba, afterwards Tarvia and Tarba (now Tarbes),

called also Castruin Bigorra. There were other tribes,

who were included partly or wholly within the district

of Bigorre ; as the Tornates (people of Tournay, a town
in Kstarac, just on the border of Bigorre) and the Cam-
pini, who probably resided in and have given name to

the Vallee de Campan. These tribes of course shared the

file of their countrymen in becoming subject to the

Romans: and in the Roman subdivision of Gaul their

country was included in the province of Novempopulania.
In the fifth century, upon the downfall of the Western

Empire, Bigorre passed with the neighbouring districts

under the yoke of ihe Visigoths: and early in the sixth

century it was acquired hy the Franks under Clovis, who
had defeated and killed Alaric, king of the Visigoths.

During the troubles which marked the period of the M. , ,

vingian kings, successors of Clovis, the Gascons began to

extend themselves over the south-western parts of France,
and their leaders were created dukes of Aqliilaine. and ac-

quired possession of liigorre. In the earlier part of the ninth

century Louis le Dehonnaire, successor of Charlemagne,
"d Bigorre into a county in favour of a son of the duke

of (iascogne. This count and his posterity held the so-

vereignty of the district as feudal subjects of the king ol

France for about four hundred and seventy years. In the

latter part of the 1.1th century the country was seqneMi ro<]

and put into the hands of Philip IV. (\je Bel) king ol

France : but in 13S9 it ITM '>' Charles VI. to a de-

l ml of the former counts; and having lieen by the mar-

lia.'e of tho possessors or by other means united to Beam
and J-oix, it became part of the patrimony of Henry IV., by
whom it w as united to the crown of France.

Bill Alt (Hungar. Itihur Kiirinr/:i/e), a county of Upper
Hungary, in the province

'

Beyond tin- Tliei-s' is bounded
: by Transsylvania." It lies between 46' 28' and

-l 7 li'' NM.it., mid -j'r H/and U'2'55' E. long., and MM
tain* an area of about 4.'07 square miles, more than twice
the surface of the county of Northumberland. This popu-
lous district of Hungary is in many parts intersected hy
nwanips and foreM*. In the east it is encircled by the Car-

pathians, of which the Bihanzrgy and Csaf are here Ihe

most elevated points, and is full of forests, but in the west
urfarc is a level, covered with swamps in many quar-

ters, and for an extent of several square miles aroui.d Iv -

m.'i'ii. occupied by Ihe great S.ir I!'
Ije,

a morass formed by
the OVIT||"I!I'_' of the IWcttvo and K'irlis rivers. In this

part of Bill* arc a number of eminences, from thirty to

R I J

forty feet in height, which some assert to l>c watch-hills of

artificial con-tr\. prin-

cipal rivers in the county are the Black K!':ii-, the Rapid
and the Bcivtlvt'i. which pour dow n from the moun-

tainous district- int 'the plain country, and heini: unimpeded
by any harrier on either bank, oveillo i . cut lands
and give ri.-e 1 1 the numerous and extcn-ive m
which Bihar is distinguished. In this way the llapi I I

alone has, during the last half ccT.tury, lai '.000

.nder water, and not onh havew:

le, but the atmosphere round them h.; :en d

unhealthy. As you approach the mountain
becomes pure and salubrious. In the Vale of Korotsh,

which extends over an area thirty-seven miles in I-

and eighteen in breadth, the climate is so genial, thai

parts of Hungary are sui>erior to it in culr

ductiveness. On the whole, however, Bihar is

one of the moat fertile counties in the kingdom: it ronl

2,160,834 acres of available soil, of which 1,09'.,1JU are

under the plough, and 71,078 are laid out in viney
and it raises grain of all kinds in superabundance, particu-

larly wheat of very superior quality. \ - and fruit

are of luxuriant growth : the principal wines are white, and

some of them are much esteemed. To these must be

added large crops of tobacco. Timber abounds in the

mountainous parts of the county, but fuel is so scarce

in the low lands, that reeds, straw, and dried dung supply-

its place. Indian corn, hemp, flax, and saffron are among
the other vegetable products of this c.amty. It i-

in minerals also : gold-dust, with pieces sometimes as

large as a filbert, is obtained from the Black Kiirus, near

Vaskoll in particular ; Rczbanya produces annually
1000 marks of silver; of copper about 840 cwt. are yearly

raised, and of lead about 2 j tons
;
much iron ore and

many iron-works are found in the neighbourly d of

Vaskoll and Grosvardein ; and the road from Barod into

Transsylvania leads over a continued bed of marble for a

distance of nine miles and more. Bihar also product

bastcr, chalk, and limestone, potter's clay, porcelain earth,

fire stone, granite, petrified carbon or jet, which t

brilliant polish, coals (near Derna and Feketeto), n:,;

mineral alkalis, saltpetre, and excellent mineral wat.

which those near Grosvardein are much e-teemed. The

rearing of domestic animals, among which ho:

cattle, and swine are the chief, is canied to a .

extent; and game and fish ane plentiful. The pop
1/.

of Bihar is estimated at about 445.000 souls, giving an

average of nearly 106 per square mile: of these tie

portion of Protestants to Roman Catholics is about i

3 j, and of Protestants to Greeks about 150 to i:<s. There

is no part of the country where agriculture is not f
'llo,\o^

almost to the exclusion of the arts and manufacture- &
cepting Debreczin and Grosvardein, which are pla

lerable trade. Bihar contains one royal fr< e town,

Debreczin, the largest town in Hungary after Pc-th, with

upwards of 40,OdO inhabitants: the anticnt episc ipal

ardoin, or Nanv Barad, on the Sedes-Ki'irii-. IT ;

Kiiriis, with about 10,000 inhabitants: _'! market-towns,

460 villages, and 170 pncdia. It is divided into the live

circles of Sarcte, Szalonta, Belcnye, Vardein, and Er-

melye.
B'l.IA GANITA. [See Via* C VMTA.]
BI.IANACHUR, or B18NAGHUR (I'ijuyan,

signifying, in Sanscrit, the triumphal fortress), sometimes

called Annagoonclcy, was once a Hindu city of great im-

portance, but is now nearly uninhabited and litlle 1110:0

than a heap of ruins. It stands on both sides of tie

To imbuddra. in 16 14' N. lat., and 70 37' E. long. Tl.o

name of Annagoonduy is more generally applied to that

part cf the city which occupies the north-west hank of the

river, while the part on the opposite side retains usually tin;

name of Bijanaghur. The Toembttddra al this -]

800 yards wide, and rapid in its course : its bed i- occupied

by many granite rocks. The ri- l!y at one
en the two parts of the city, and here the.

bridge, which is in ruins, and the com-
munication is now kept up liy mean- of a ferry.

The city stands in a plain, which is surrounded by enor-

mous nia-sr- of granilc. seine of which take the form and
Hide (if lulls. In the plain there are lilv

. of granite, many of which have ii

when building the city, ihe course of tho street

iiianv pails made winding in order to avoid the f.
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The principal streets are paved with Hags of granite, am!
this stone has been very generally used in constructing
arches, and aqueducts, making pillars, and even for the
flat roofs and rafters of houses. The remains of numerous
temples, choultries (houses of accommodation for travellers),
and many other public and private buildings, exhibit the

purest style of Hindu architecture. Some blocks of granite
which have been used in the construction of these edifices

arc from twelve to fifteen fuel square; they are cut and
fitted to each other with great nicety, and considering the
want of mechanical skill among the builders, they testify
in a high degree to their industry and perseverance.
The part of the city which is situated on the south-cast

bank of the Toombuddra is, except where bounded by the

river, inclosed with strong stone-walls, or by barriers

planted by the hand of nature. The circuit of this part
of the city is eight miles, but in consequence of the inter-

ruptions occasioned by the masses of rock already men-
tioned, a great part of the inclosed area contains no

buildings. Near the western extremity, and terminating
a street ninety feet wide, running parallel with the Toom-
buddra, is a magnificent temple dedicated to Mahadcva
(the great god). This temple is surrounded by numerous
cells for devotees

; facing to the east is a pyramidal portico
about 150 feet high, and divided into ten stories. The at-

tendant Brahmins are numerous, and the establishment is

well endowed. The street which leads to this temple is

chiefly appropriated to the use of the numerous pilgrims
whn visit it at the time of the annual festival. Another
temple near the centre of the city is dedicated to Wittoba
(an incarnation of Vishnu). This establishment consists
of a group of buildings comprehending, besides the principal
place of worship, four choultries and many smaller pagodas,
the whole occupying an area of about 400 by 200 feet, and
surrounded by numerous cells. The granite columns which

support the roof of the chief temple have numerous figures
of lions clustered round them, and the entablature is orna-

mented, as well as the ceiling, with various sculptures. On
holidays, the image of the god Wittoba is exposed in a

chariot, constructed, wheels and all, of granite: this cha-
riot is elaborately_and delicately finished. The division on
the north-west bank of the river is uninhabited, wilh the

exception of a small village built near the centre with
stones collected from the surrounding ruins. A temple de-
dicated to Krishna, situated near this spot, is kept in repair,
and still used for the performance of religions rites.

The city of Bijanaghur was built between the years 133G
and 134.'!, by two brothers named Aka Hurryhur and Hurra

Hurryhur, who ruled here in succession, Aka until 13 JO,
and Bucca until 1378. The rajahs of Bijanaghur were con-

stantly involved in war with the Mohammedan rulers of the

dDeccan, and at length, in 1 564, the sovereigns of Ahmcd-
irugsur, Boeder, Golcomln, and Bejapore combined together,
and routed the forces of Ram Raja, the rajah of Bijanaghur,
on the plains of Tellicotta. The conquerors afterwards ad-

vanced upon the capital, which they took, and completely
sacked, so that it was deserted by nearly all its inhabitants.

BI.JNKE, a principality beyond the limits of Northern

Hindustan, situated on both sides of the Brahmapootra river,

and bordering on Asam to the cast, Bootan to the north,

Hungporo to the west, and the Gavrows on the south.

I'art of the lands of Bijnee are situated within the limits

of British jurisdiction, and a part consists of territory said to

be independent, but which is subject to an insignificant tri-

bute paid to the rajah of Bootan. The division north of

the Brahmapootra is called Khungtaghaut, which name is

sometimes applied to the whole principality, and that south

of the great river is called Howeraghaut.
This extensive country possesses much natural beauty,

and contains a great proportion of fertile land, but the level

<"iiintry is subject to inundation, and the government is very

b'idly administered. The inhabitants are sunk in poverty,
and the land is consequently ill cultivated. Owing to the

unsettled shite of the country, and of some of the ncigh-
IILT states, many of the cultivators do not establish

tln'in-clves in any fixed place, but always hold themselves

in readiness to withdraw, as circumstances may require,
into the English territory, Bojtan, or Asam. Rice is the

principal vegetable production. The soil is adapted for

wheat, barley, pulse, sugar-cane, and mulberry trees, but

no silk-worms, and but little of the other kinds of pro-
ductions here named are cultivated. It is customary for

many of the natives of Bijtiee to bring their wives and fa-

milies for safety within that part of the
principality which is

under British protection, while they themselves pursuo
their labours in other districts more liable to disturbance.
The authority of the British over part of Bijnee is derived

from its connexion with the Mogul emperor, to whose rights
the East India Company has succeeded. Previous to f?85
the tribute had been paid in a certain number of elephants,
which were unprofitable to the Company's government, and,
at the date just mentioned, the collector at Rungpore com-
muted this tribute into an annual money payment of 2000
rupees.

In 1701 Ilavindra Narrain, the rajah of Bijnee, was as-

sassinated, and the rajah of Bootan took upon himself to

nominate as his successor Mahindra Narrain, a relative of
the murdered chief. To this nomination the Bengal go-
vernment assented, not because of any right of nomination
in the rajah of Bootan, but because the pretensions of
Mahindra to the succession were well founded. The reve-
nue of the rajah is estimated at 162,000 rupees, but full

one-half of the rents are paid in coarse cotton clolhs, woven
by the females of the country, and a considerable loss is

sustained upon the sale of these fabrics.

Bijnee, the capital of the principality, is situated in 26
29' N. lat., 90 48' E. long. The town is surrounded by a
brick wall, built in the form of a parallelogram. Beyond
this wall is a ditch, on the outside of which is a strong
hedge of prickly bamboo. Each side of the wall contains a

gate, but when the latest account of the place was obtained,
neither of these gates was provided with doors that could be
shut. Besides the fort, which is built of brick, in which the

rajah lives with his retinue, including fifty male and seventy
female slaves, the town contains a few small brick temples,
without any attempt at magnificence; the remainder of the

buildings are nothing better than thatched huts. This town
is considered as a sort of neutral ground. To the English
the rajah represents that it is

subject
to Bootan, while the

rajah of Bhootan is told that it is English property, and
it is not considered an object of sufficient importance by
cither party to risk any misunderstanding on account of it.

BIJORE, a subdivision of Sewad, an Afghan district in

the province of Cabul. This district is described as an un-

dulating plain, about 25 miles long from E. to W., and only
li miles broad from N. to S. The soil is fertile, and pro-
duces good crops of wheat. The towns of Bijore, the capital,
and Mawagye, each contain about 1000 houses. The prin-

cipal part of the inhabitants are Afghans, but there are also

many settlers from C'affristan. The town of Bijore is in

31' 47' N. lat., 71" 14' E. long.
It was long traditionally held that this district had once
en inhabited by a tribe who were descendants from the

companions of Alexander the Great. It was said that these

inhabitants were remarkable for their personal beauty and

European complexions, their worshipping of idols, and drink-

ing of intoxicating liquors, besides the circumstance of their

language being different from that of any sin-rounding tribe.

The Emperor Baber, in his memoirs, written in the begin-

ning of the sixteenth century, tells us, that as the men of

Bijore were rebels to Islam, he put them all to the sword,
and sold their wives and children into captivity. The recent

investigations of Mr. Elphinstone <lo not tend to confirm the

tradition as to the Grecian origin of the antient inhabitants

of the district.

BILBA'O, a city in Spain, the capital of the lordship of

Biscaya. It is situated in a spacious and fertile plain on
the east or right bank of the river Nerva or Nervion, called

by the inhabitants Ibaizabal, nine miles E.S.E. of Portu-

g'alete, 4:! 15' N. lat. 2 50' W. long. The plain of Bilbao

is surrounded by high mountains, from which numerous tor-

rents descend in the rainy season. This circumstance for-

merly exposed the town to frequent inundations
;
but the

inconvenience has been of late avoided by widening the

canal, and constructing dams and other works. The plain is

very well cultivated and covered with numerous neat country
houses. The chief produce of the land is Indian corn,

chacoli or wine, chestnuts, fruits and grass. The bullocks

and nhecp which are fed in the pastures near the coast

furnish a very juicy, tender, and well-flavoured meat; the

game is excellent, particularly a bird of passage called chim-

bo, and the fish, both of the river and sea, are very delicate.

Bilbao contains four parishes, five convents of nuns, two

of monks, an hospital, and about 800 houses, substantially

built, generally three stories high. The hospital is a mag-
nificent stone building, containing 600 beds, a chapel, and

NO. 254. [THE PENNY CYCLOPAEDIA.] VOL. IV, 3 E
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an apothecary's hall, with a competent number of officers

in ,-\'. u-iit. Th ick are visited twice a-ilay by
iiii and two surgeons of the town. A cmn-

miitei- nl MMrtabla cit.zens superintend the whole. The

hospital has been built and in supported by voluntur.

11 1 cu-ry |KKr uivuhd of Bilbao lias admittance

- also a Ca*a do Misericordia, or charity-house,

supported by voluntary contributions, and superintended
of respectable indi\iduals, to provide with

food, clothing, shelter, and instruction foundlings and

orphans, or otherwise destitute children. Tin-re is a

manufactory of common earthenware connected with

Itabtiabment in which the children work. They are

s instructed, nt the expense of the house, in some
business which may be the means of procuring them an

honest livelihood. The streets are all well paved with square
flat stones on both sides, and with small round stones in

,1'ldle. Ni> carriage of any sort is allowed in them, by
which means the pavement is much longer kept in repair.

The water of the river is conducted through pipes to the

most elevated part of rtie different streets, from which it

flows through them in abundance, washing away all the

dirt, which it carries to the rivor. The market-place, si-

tuated at the eastern extremity of the town, is always

abundantly supplied. The slaughter-house, where the meat

is also sold, is a fine building of the Tuscan order situated

in the middle of the town. 1'. --'nig an abundant supply
of water from a fountain constantly (lowing, and being open
on all sides so as to permit a free current of air, there

is nothing in it to offend either the sight or the smell.

On the right bank of the river there is a wide and pleasant

promenade planted with lime-trees and oak, and lined with

many houses, gardens, and warehouses. Numerous wharfs

and strong moles are built on both banks at different places
down the river to Portugalete ;

there are two bridges over

the river at Bilbao, one very old of two arches built of

stone, and another of wood of modern construction very
solid and handsome, with one arch. The tide ascends as

high as the town, but only small vessels under sixty or

seventy tons can sail so far up the river, except with a very
full tide : the greatest part of them remain at Olaveaga,
two short miles from the town.

Bilbao is the seat of the government of the province (sec

BASQUE, BIZCAYA) and of the consulado, or tribunal of

commerce. That body has endowed schools for the gra-
tuitous instruction of the youth of the town in architecture,

mathematics, navigation, drawing, and the French and Eng-
lish languages. There is also a school where poor children

nr.^ instructed gratuitously in reading and writing, and an-

other for teaching the Latin language, both supported by
the ayuntamicnto, or common council.

The people of Bilbao are kind and hospitable ;
their

society is pleasing and easily accessible to strangers. The
women of the lower class, who are employed as carriers

and in other manly occupations, arc so robust fluu they

may be frequently seen after a day of laborious employ-
ment dancing as cheerfully as on a holiday. They are

clean and neatly dressed, and in general go barefooted.

To L'ratify the inclination of the common people for dancing,
the town pays three men, who play on the tambourine and
the provincial wind instruments at the public dances. There
u a public building for playing at ball and two for tennis,
of both which exercises the people are exceedingly fond.

There are five very pleasant fountains, a capacious and
handsome playhouse, several coffee-houses, and many shops
and warehouses, abundantly supplied with all articles of fo-

reign merchandise, which, owing to the moderate duties and
the intelligence of the people in mercantile concerns, may
be obtained as cheap as in the countries where they are
manufactured. The population of Bilbao is 15,000. Tlw
inhabitants arc employed in agriculture, commerce, and the

manufacturing of iron. The most productive iron mines in

Spain, and perhaps in the world, are those called \V
five miles from Bilbao. They produce, in general, thirty-
three per cent, without straining the ore. Tin
ulso manufactures of paper, bats, soap, leather, . ,;ii,,n

ware, and cigars. The principal articles of exportation are
wool and wheat to foreign countrici, and iron to other

parts of the Peninsula. (See Diccirtnariv GeograjJnco
in (If la .-Ini-lr

I'rll.HKKItV. a kind of berry-lii-aniig shrub, found on
the moors of Ib ountry. [Set VACCINIUM.J

BILBILIS, a Celtiberian town, in
Hispania

Turraro-

ncnsis, situated on a branch of the Il.em~ < Kbro), which is

sometimes called by the same name as the town, nioi,

qurntly, however, mentioned by the name Salo (Martial, x.

1W3. 104.) Its site is supposed in corrc*|ioiid with that ft"

the modem Calatmud, which stands near the junction of
the Xiloca with the Xalon. It was built upon an eminence.
according to Martial, in the two epigrams above qimti -d

(quos Bilbilis acri montc crcat altani Bilbilim), and
eel manufactories at this place' were celebrated in

antient times (Plin. N. II- xxxiv. 1-J; Justin, xhv. 3.;
1. iv. 55.) ; but it is known to us principally as b

been the birth-place of M. Valerius Martialis Coqu\;-
great epigrammatist. It was a municipal town, as appears
from coins nf Tiberius, inscribed M. AUGUSTA BILBILIS TI.

CAKS. in., and M. AUGUSTA iiu.nii.is TI. CAKS. v. i.. AEI.IO
SKI ANO. About twenty-four Koinan miles up the Salo

the Aqua> Bilbilitanic irgrotnntibus salutares,
' the medi-

cinal springs of Bilbilis,' mentioned in the Itinerary of An-
toninus.

[Copper, with head of Aufiului. Brit. II

[Coin of Wlbilii, copper, Brit Mm.]

BILE, an animal fluid of a greenish colour, bitter taste,

and viscid consistence. It is sometimes found as a limpid
and at other times as a turbid fluid. It is a very compound
substance, being composed of water, albumen, a peculiar
resinous principle, a portion of yellow colouring matter, and
several sails. The. principle, however, upon which its dis-

tinctive characters essentially depend is the resinous, and
the bile is therefore classed by physiologists among the

resinous secretions. According to Thenard, the composition
of the bile U as follows :

Ox bile.

Water ..... 700'

1'icromel and resin . . 84 3

Yellow matter 4'3

S ,d;i .... 4-

Phosphate of soda . . . -

Muriate of ditto . . . :\-->

Sulphate of ditto 0'8

Phosphate of lime . . ra
Oxide of iron . . .a trace.

Human bile.

Wnler .

Yellow insoluble matter
Albumen . . .

Kcsin . . .

Soda .

Salts the same as in ox bilo

800-0

1000-

2' to 10-

4''-

41-

5-6

4-5

According to Berzelius, the following is the composition
of human bile :

Water ..... 908M
Picromel .... SO'

Albumen . 3-

Soda .... 4-1

Phosphate of lime . . , <rj
( 'ommon salt . . . 3-4

Phosphate of soda with some lime . ro

IOOU'0
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The organ by which the bile is secreted is the liver. The
liver is distinguished by two peculiarities : first, it is the

largest gland in the body ; and secondly, it is provided with
two distinct sets of veins. The veins that receive the blood
from the viscera of the abdomen, that is, from the organs
more immediately concerned in the process of digestion,
unite together into a large trunk named the vena portse.
This vein penetrates into the substance of the liver and
ramifies through it in the manner of an artery ; at the same
time the liver receives a large quantity of arterial blood by
the hepatic artery. The ultimate branches of the vena
portse terminate partly in a set of vessels termed the he-

patic ducts, which contain the bile, and partly in a set of

vessels termed the hepatic veins, by which a large portion
of the blood of the vena ports) is transmitted by the ordi-

nary course of the circulation into the vena cava, the great
vein that returns the blood from all parts of the body to
the right side of the heart. [See CIRCULATION.]

This arrangement is peculiar. There is no other gland
in the body in which the disposition of the blood-vessels is

at all analogous: there is no other instance in which a vein
is sent to a gland and distributed to it in the manner of an
artery. This peculiarity has naturally led physiologists to

infer that the vein, in this case, performs the ordinary func-
tion of an artery ;

that it carries on the process of secretion,
and eliminates its product, the bile, out of venous blood.
And this inference is strengthened by the following con-
siderations:

1 . A large portion of the ultimate branches of the vena

portse terminate, as has been stated, in the hepatic ducts,
that is, the excretory ducts of the gland, or the tubes

provided for carrying away the secreted fluid after its ela-

boration.

2. The elements of which the bile is composed abound
more in the blood of the vena portso than in that of the

hepatic artery. The chief constituent elements of the bile

are hydrogen and carbon. These two elements always
abound more in venous than in arterial blood, the venous
blood acquiring them as it flows slowly along the course of
the circulation, and acquiring them the more abundantly
the slower the stream and the longer its course.

3. The distinctive character of every secreting organ is

that it receives a copious supply of blood-vessels and nerves.

Accordingly the ramifications of the vena portso receive a
much greater supply of arterial capillaries from the hepatic
artery than is observed with respect to any other vein in

the body, and a correspondingly greater supply of ganglial
or organic nerves than venous capillaries in general ; these

nerves being, as will be shown hereafter, the source whence
the blood-vessels derive their vital endowments, and are

capable of producing those complicated changes which the

blood undergoes during the process of secretion.

These considerations go far to show that the secretion of

the bile is an anomaly in the animal economy, inasmuch
as it is elaborated by a vein out of venous blood ; but there

are many eminent physiologists to whose minds they do

not appear of sufficient weight to warrant this conclusion.

Bit-hat, for instance, contends, and adduces plausible argu-
ments in favour of the opinion, that the bile is secreted from

the hepatic artery ;
and Magendie conceives that it is formed

at one and the same lime from the blood both of the vena

portte and of the hepatic artery. It is certain that cases are

on record in which the vena portas is said to have united

directly with the vena cava without going to the liver at all
;

and that, in such cases, the secretion of bile went on just
as well as when the vena portto is distributed in the ordi-

nary mode. One such case, clearly made out, would afford

a demonstration that bile is capable of being secreted by the

hepatic artery.
But whatever doubt physiologists may entertain by which

of the two great vessels of the liver the bile is secreted, the

consent is universal that the liver is the gland by which this

fluid is formed. When duly elaborated in this organ, the

bile is received from the secreting vessels by exceedingly
minute tubes, the union of which constitutes the excretory
duct of the gland, which is termed the hepatic duct. The

hepatic duct passing on towards the duodenum, which, phy-

siologically considered, is a second stomach [see DUODE-
NUM], communicates with a small membranous cyst or

bag, called the gall bladder, a reservoir for the bile. The
duct of the gall-bladder, called the cystic duct, unites with

the hepatic duct, and both together form a single tube,

termed the choledoch duct, which pierces the duodenum.

Thus the hepatic duct, carrying the bile away from the liver,
either conveys it into the gall bladder by means of the'

cystic duct, or transmits it immediately into the duodenum
by means of the choledoch duct. The bile which (lows

immediately into the duodenum is called the hepatic bile ;
that which is contained in the gall bladder is called the
cystic bile. There is a striking difference in the external
characters of the two, cystic bile being of a much deeper
colour, and much more viscid, pungent, and bitter than he-
patic bile

; but the difference in their chemical properties, if
there be any, has not been ascertained : hepatic bile, on
account of the difficulty of collecting it in sufficient quan-
tity, has not been analysed, while some portion of bile is

generally found in the gall-bladder after death. Some
physiologists, indeed, are of opinion that the gall bladder is
not passive in the reception of the bile

; that it is not a
mere receptacle for this fluid

;
that the cystic duct acts as

nn absorbent, actually selecting from the bile, as it is flowing
in the hepatic duct, its more active ingredients, which are

conveyed into the gall bladder, and retained there until
needed

; but it is more probable that the blander portions of
the bile are absorbed during its retention in the gall bladder,
and that while it remains there its elements re-act upon each
other so as somewhat to modify the character of the secre-

tion, rendering it more viscid, pungent, and bitter than the

recently secreted fluid.

From actual experiment it would appear that the secre-
tion of bile is continually going on in the living system. In
whatever circumstances an animal is placed if the orifice
of the choledoch duct be laid bare the bile is always seen
to be flowing drop by drop into the intestine. It is observed
to flow much faster during the process of digestion than
when the stomach is empty ;

and there is reason to believe

that, during the digestive process, the hepatic bile is se-

creted in much larger quantity than when the stomach is

empty, and that it is then conveyed directly into the duo-
denum. The gall-bladder fills when the stomach is empty,
and when the stomach is full the gall bladder becomes com-

paratively empty. The gall-bladder, however, is seldom if

ever completely emptied. Vomiting contributes more per-

haps than any other action of the system to the expulsion
of its contents. Magendie states that he has often found it

completely empty in animals that died from the effects of an
emetic poison.
The use which the bile serves in the economy is to pro-

duce a specific change upon the aliment, in a pertain stage
of the digestive process. The first change which the food

undergoes after it has been swallowed is the reduction of it

by the stomach into a fluid mass, the appearance of which
varies considerably according to the nature of the food.

This fluid mass is termed chyme, which when accumulated
in a certain quantity is sent from the stomach into the duo-
denum. In the duodenum the food undergoes a further

change, and is converted from chyme into the substance
called chyle. These two fluids are distinguished from each
other by specific characters. [See DIGESTION.] The bile

is the main agent in producing the change by which chyme
is converted into chyle. This is proved by a decisive ex-

periment performed by Sir B. Brodie.

This physiologist applied a ligature around the choledoch

duct of an'animal, so as completely to prevent the bile from

entering the duodenum, and then noted the effects pro-
duced on the digestion of the food immediately before or

immediately after the operation. The experiment was re-

peated several times, and the result was uniform. The

production of the chyme in the stomach took place as usual,

but the conversion of the chyme into chyle was immediately
and completely interrupted. Not the smallest trace of chyle
was perceptible either in the duodenum, or in the vessels

which take up the chyle when formed, namely, the lacteals.

This experiment is decisive as to the proper office of the

bile, which is to separate the nutritious from the non-nutrient

or excrementitious part of the chyme, and thus to form

chyle. In effecting this separation the bile itself is divided

into two parts; its coloured and bitter portion passes on

along with the excrementitious part of the chyme into the

large intestines, while its albuminous and saline part com-

bines with the chyle, is absorbed with it by the lacteals,

and is thus carried with it into the circulation. The coloured

and bitter portion of the bile which combines with the ex-

crementitious part of the chyme, and whicn, together with,

certain secretions from the mucous surface of the alimen-

tary canal, constitute the faeces, imparts to the fteculent

3 A 1
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matter ft stimulating properly, wbjcn is necessary (o excite

the action of tin- large intestines, tin- oll'n-r <>!' which is to

expel from tin; system to-- . vicmcntitious portion of the

uliment. This excrcmeniiti'Mts part oC the hue ma)
. considered as constituting B nutnr.il purge, formed

in the ranal itself, which il is to stimulate to the net of

expulsion. And accordingly when the secretion of the

l;\cr IN scanty, anil the bile docs ni)t llnw in sullicient

quantity into the duodenum, one consequence uniformly
is, tli.it 'the fjpccs are without their proper colour, ami desti-

tute i.f their natural stimulating quality : \\henre the due

action of the large intestines does not take place, and con-

stipation and a long and varied train of evils in the general

system follow.
"

Such are the nature and office of the bile, the very im-

portant secretion elaborated by the liver. But the liver is

an organ of enormous bulk, and receives an immense quan-

tity of blood; the term ' enormous' bring used fa comparison
with the size of other glands, and the term ' immense' in

t- >mp:inson with the quantity of bile secreted. Moreover,

the liver is found in animals exceedingly low in the scale of

organization, and even in these il is often of very great

magnitude. Hence it is conceived that the secretion of

bile is by no means the sole function performed by the liver.

Many physiologic s look upon it as a supplementary organ
of the lungs, assisting that organ in the depuration of ihe

blood, and, like it, eliminating from the blood its super-
tluous hydrogen and c.irbon.

' \Vhcn the venous blood

becomes loaded with hillammublc matter (hydrogen and

carbon) which cannot be discharged from the lungs, and

when, from certain causes, one of which appears to be the

increase ofcutaneous perspiration, this excess of inllammable

matter is not employed in the deposition of fat, the liver

would appear to be the organ by which it is removed. In

onLnary cases the quantity discharged is small, probably
no more than is sufficient to preserve the liver in its healthy
state, and to perform the secondary objects to which the

function is subservient; but when, from a conjunction ol

circumstances, there is an excess of inflammable matter, its

accumulation is prevented by an increased discharge ol

bile.' (Bostock's Elements tyfJtyriology, vol. i. p. 370.)

Upon the whole there is reason to believe that the changes
which the blood undergoes in the liver are threefold. 1 . Ma-
terials more or less heterogeneous and crude, absorbed by the

vena porUD, and coming chielly from the organs of digestion,

undergo, while circulating through this viscus, a PIMCCS.S o

animalization, by which the blood is better fitted for carrying
on the general functions of the system. '2. Certain consti-

tuents of the blood, either noxious in their own nature, or

injurious by the excess in which they accumulate, are here

separated from the common mass of blood, and carried out

of the system. 3. By the preceding changes, the blood cir-

culalihg through the liver is specially titled for the produc-
tion of a peculiar secretion, which performs a specific ollict

in the process of digestion.
This uultiplif it\ <.f olliees performed by one and the same

organ is in conformity with the usual operations of the ani-
mal economy, in which, while provision is made to accom
plish some purpose of primary importance by an organ
the same apparatus, or the product resulting from its action

secures some further secondary use in the system. (See
LIVER, and for a more detailed account of the nature

source, and office of the bile, consult Hostock's l\lc.m<-n!s <>/

/'tii/sinliiffi/ : Riehcrand s l-.lrnii'ntx nf y/ii/.s/-./""-!/, with
Notes by Dr. James Copland; and Mai:- in Elc-
mentaire de Phyiinftigie.)

BILEDULGORID. [See BEI.KP.]
B1LIMBI, or BLIMBING, the Malayan mine of a

species of acid fruit belonging to a genus called Avcrrhoa
It is chielly used in pickle-.
BI LIN, one of the possessions of the princes of Lobkovitz

in the must north-west part of Bohemia, close to the Oft
and Middle Mountains, is about I US square miles in super
ficial extent, with about 8000 inhabitants. The principa.
spot in this district is Bilin or Bylina, a small town of about
2500 souls, lying on the little river ISila, embosomed m a

deep valley, and distant about three miles li,,m ibe baths of

Tophi*; it has a cotton-yarn manufactory, a h;n. :

church, and a new as well as an antient castle, Ihe 01

t lining a collection of minerals, ke., and the other a labora-
t<>rv. in which artificial water*, salt*, and magnesia arc pre-

1. The environs are remarkable for a ,
- moun-

tain, called the Bilmcrstuin, which is lUrroundi

rocks ; but the place itsel!" is mo-t celebrated for iU springs,
which are of to qualities, acidulous and bitter. The

spring, an acidulous water, yields -.MM i|iiarts per hour, of

tin- heat of 12 Reaumur C.s-
1

1'ahrrnhi'iH: it IN much re-

sorted to in cases of spleen, indigestion, scrofula, gout, .Vc ,

and above C.O.umi quarts of il are annually sent to foreign
'.iris. The Bilinerstein afl'ords a nun.

well as minerals.

KILL IN CHANCERY. [Sec EQUITY.]
HIM. IN PARLIAMENT, is the nam- any

uop.,sition introduced into either house for the purpose of

jcing passed into a law, lifter which it is called an uct of

parliament, or statute of the realm. [See SIATITK.]
In modern times a bill does not differ in form from an

act, except that when first brought in it often pn -

blanks for dates, sums of money, &c., which are filled up in

its passage through the house. When printed, also, which

(with the exception only of naturalization and name lulls.

which are not printed ) it is alwaj s ordered to be, cither imme-

diately alter it has been read a first time, or at some other

early stage of its progress, a portion of it, which may adm.t

of being disjoined from the rest, is sometimes distinguished

by a dim-rent t) IK.-.
But most bills are se\eral time- printr-l

in their passage through the two houses. A bill, like an act,

has its title, its preamble, usually setting forth ll

upi.n which it professes to )>e founded, and then r-

eiiacting clauses, the first beginning with the words ' He it

enacted by the King's most excellent Majesty, by and with

the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal,
and Commons, in this present Parliament assembled, and

by the authority of the same ;' and each of those that follow

with the more simple formula ' And be it further enacted.'

The advantage of this is that a bill when made perfect by
all its blanks having been filled up, !>econies a law at once,
without further alteration or remodelling, on receiving the

royal assent.

Originally, the bills passed by the two houses were intro-

duced in the form of petitions, and retained that form when
they came to receive the royal assent. The whole of those

passed in one session were I lien, after the parliament row,
submitted to the judges, to be by them put into the

[
,

shape of a law. But it was found that in undergoing
process the acts, as passed by the parliament, were fre-

quently both added to and mutilated. Indeed a great deal

of the power of making the law was thus left in the hands
of the judges, and of the rojal authority, in so far as ;

learned personages might be under its influence. To
remedy this evil it was arranged in the reign of Henry V.,
that tiie statute roll of the session should always be diawi:

up before the parliament rose. In the following reign, that

of Henry VI., the bill came as now to be prepared in the

form of an act.

Bills are either public or private. In the introduction of
a public bill the first motion made in the House of Louis is

that the bill be brought in; but in the House of Commons
the member who purposes to introduce the hill must first

move that leave be given to bring it in. If that motion is

carried, the bill is then either ordered to be brought in by
certain members, generally not more than two. of whom the
mover is one. or a select commit Ice is appointed for that

purpose. When the bill is ready, which it frequently is as
soon as Ihe motion for leave to bring it in has been agreed
to, it is presented at the bar by one of those member-
afterwards, upon an intimation from the speaker, brought
up by him to the table. The next motion is that it i

a first lime: ami this motion is most frequently made im-

mediately afier the hill has been brought up. This being
carried, a day is appointed for considering the question that
the bill be read a second time. The second reading 1

carried, it is next moled that the bill he committed, that is',

that it be considered clause by clause either in a committee
of the whole house, or, if Ihe matter be of less importance,
in a select committee. When the committee have finished
their labours they make their report through their chairman

;

and the next motion is thai the report be received. ]!,

modifying the original clauses of the bill, it is in the power
of the committee, if they think proper, both to omit certain
clauses, and to add others. .Sometimes a bill is ordered to
be ic committed, that it may undergo further consideration,
or that additional alteration! may be made in it.

:mitl<v ha\;ng been received, the next mo-
tion is that the bill be read a third time, and when that is
i unied, there is still a further motion, that the bill do i
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When a bill has passed the House of Lords, it is sent down
to the House of Commons usually by two of the masters in

chancery, and sometimes, in the case of measures of great
importance, by one or more of the judges, who make three
obeisances as they advance to the speaker, and, after one ol

them has rend the title of the bill, deliver it to him, desiring
that it may be taken into consideration. When a bill, on
the other hand, is sent up from the Commons to the
Lords, it is sent by several members (the speaker being fre-

quently one), who, having knocked at the door of the Lords'

house, are introduced by the usher of the black rod, and
then advance to the bar, making three obeisances. The
speaker of the house, who is usually the lord chancellor,
then comes down to the bar, and receives the bill, the mem-
ber who delivers it to him stating its title, and informing
him that it is a bill which the Commons have passed, and
to which they desire the concurrence of their lordships. A
bill thus received by the one house from the other is almost

always read at least a first time ; but it does not appear to
be a matter of course that it should be so read. It then
goes again through the same stages as it has already passed
through in the other house.
The bill may be debated on any one of the motions which

we have mentioned, and it commonly is so debated more
than once. It is usual, however, to take the debate upon
the principle of the proposed measure either on the motion
fur leave to bring in the bill, or on that for the second

reading; the delails are generally discussed in the com-
mittee. Amendments upon the bill, going either to its

entire rejection, or to its alteration to any extent, may be

proposed on any occasion on which it is debated after it'luu

beui brought in. Before it is committed also certain in-

structions to the committee may be moved, upon which the
committee must act.

Aft-jr the report of the committee has been received, and
the amendments which it proposes agreed to, the speaker
puts the question that the bill so amended be engrossed ;

that is to say. written in a distinct and strong band on

parchment. In this shape it remains till it receives the

royal assent ; it is not engrossed a second time in the other
hoii.-.c. Whatever clauses are afterwards added to it are
called riders, and must be engrossed on separate sheets of

parchment and attached to it.

Bills of all kinds may originate in either house, except
what arc called money bills, that is, bills for raising money

-i_v sjxicies of taxation, which must always be brought
first i:ito the House of Commons. The Commons also will

reject any amendment made upon a money bill by the
Lords. And the Lords have a standing order (the XC., dated
'Jnd March, 1664) against proceeding with any bill for resti-

tution in blood which shall not have originated in their own
House: all such acts, and all others of royal grace and
favour to individuals, are signed by the king bei'ore being
laid before parliament, where they are only read once in

each house, and cannot be amended, although they may be

rejected. [See ASSENT, ROYAL.]
When a bill has passed the Commons and is to be sent

up to the Lords, the clerk writes upon it Soil bailie uu.r

^n^rieurs; and upon one which has passed the Lords and
is to be sent down to the Commons, the clerk of the Lords
writes S'lit bailie aiix Cummunn. I fit is afterwards passed

by the Commons, the clerk writes up>n it Les Communs
'ml nssentes. All bills of supply, after being passed by the

I^rds, are returned to the House of Commons, in which

they had originated, and there remain till they are brought
to the House of Lords by the speaker to receive the royal

it : all other bills are deposited with the Lords till

the royal assent is given to them.
A bill, after it has been introduced, may be lost either by

the royal assent being refused (of which, however, there is

I!-) instance in recent times), or by a motion for its rejection
b'ing carried in any of its stages in its passage through
either house, or by any of the motions necessary to advance
it on its progress being dropped or withdrawn. The rejec-
tion of thu bill may be effected by the motion in its favour

simply negatived, or by a counter-motion being car-

ried to the effect that the next reading be deferred till a day
by which it is known that parliament will have been pro-

rogued (generally till that day six months, or that day three

month?.), or by the carrying of an amendment entirely
(1 to the measure. The motion for carrying it forward

on any of its stages may be dropped either by the House
iiot RMembliug ou the day for which the order made re-

specting that motion stands, or simply by no member ap
peariug to make the motion. When a motion has once
been made, it can only be withdrawn by consent of the
House.

If a bill has been lost in any of these ways, the rule is

that the same measure cannot be again brought forward the
same session.

'

It however appears,' says Mr. Hatsell, in

treating of this subject in his Precedents,
' from several of

the cases under this title, as well as from every day's prac-
tice, that this rule is not to be so strictly and verbally ob-
served as to stop the proceedings of the House : it is rather
to be kept in substance than in words; and the good sense
of the House must decide, upon every question, how far it

comes within the meaning of the rule.' In fact there are
several remarkable examples of the regulation being en-

tirely disregarded. And sometimes a short prorogation has
been made merely to allow a bill which had been defeated
to be again introduced.

\Vhen a bill which has passed one house has been
amended in the other, it must be returned, with the amend-
ments, to be again considered in the house from which it

had come ; and it cannot be submitted for the royal assent
until the amendments have been agreed to by that house.
Incase of a difference of opinion between the two houses,
the subject is frequently ordered to be discussed in a con-
ference. [See AMKNDMENT.]

According to the standing orders of the House of Lords
(see Order CXCVI1I. of 7th July, 1819), no bill regulating
the conduct of any trade, altering the laws of apprentice-
ship, prohibiting any manufacture, or extending any patent,
can be read a second time until a select committee shall

have inquired into and reported upon the expediency of the

proposed regulations. By the standing orders of the Com-
mons, no bill relating to religion, or trade, can be brought
into the House until the proposition shall have been first

considered and agreed to in a committee of the whole house
;

and the house will not proceed upon any bill for granting
any money, or for releasing or compounding any sum of

money owing to the crown, but in a committee of the whole
house. No bill also can pass the house affecting the pro-

perty of the crown or the royal prerogative, without his ma-

jesty's consent having been first signified.
Private bills are such as directly relate only to the concerns

of private individuals, or bodies of individuals, and not to

matters of state or to the community in general. In some
cases it might be doubtful whether an act ought to be con-

sidered a public or a private one
;

and in these cases a
clause is commonly inserted at the end of the act to remove
the doubt. Private bills in passing into laws go through
the same stages in both houses of parliament with public
bills

; but relating as they do for the most part to matters
as to which the public attention is not so much alive,

various additional regulations are established with regard
to them, for the purpose of securing to them in their pro-

gress the observation of all whose interests they may
affect. No private bill, in the first place, can be introduced

into either house except upon a petition stating its object
and the grounds upon which it is sought. Nor can such

petitions be presented after a certain day in each session,
which is always fixed at the commencement of the session,

and is usually within a fortnight or three weeks thereafter.

In all cases the necessary documents and plans must be
aid before the house before it will proceed in the matter,
and it must also have evidence that sufficient notice in every

respect has been given to all parties interested in the mea-
sure. To a certain extent the consent of these parties is

required before the bill can be passed. For the numerous

rules, however, by which these objects are sought to be se-

cured, we must refer to the Standing Orders themselves.

An account of the principal steps necessary to be taken in

the case of the most important description of private bills,

those for enabling associations of individuals to undertake

the formation of roads, canals, and other such works, aiid

of the progress of such bills through the two houses, may
je found in the first number of the Companion to the

Neu'spaper, p. 11.

An important respect in which the passage through par-
-iament of a private bill differs from that ot a public bill is

the much higher amount of fees paid in the case of the

former to the clerks and other officers of the two houses.

Although the high amount of the fees payable on private

bills has beon the subject of much complaint, and is un-

doubtedly, in some cases, a very heavy tax, it is to be re
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memlered that lli necessary expense of earn ins the gene-
r.i!ii\ nl" such lulls through parliament must always be very
considerable, to long as the present s< ruritie-

cipitate and unfair legislation shall be iii*i*ied <m. Tlio

expense* of agency, of bringing up witnesses, an<l the other

expense* attending this making application t.i parliament
for private bill, at present often amount to iimny time* as

much as the fees. These fees, on the other hand, are con-

il to be some check upon unnecessary applications for

private Mils, with which it is contended that parliament
would otherwise be inundated. The misfortune is, that it

is not the most unnecessary applications which such a check

really tend* to prevent, but only the applications of parlies
who are pour, which may be just as proper to be attended

to as those of the rich.

BILL OK EXCHANGE, a well-known mercantile in-

strument, of great and extensive usefulness, which may be
described as a written order or request addressed by one

person to another, directing the latter to pay on account of

the former to some third person or his order, or to tho order

of the person addressing the request, a certain sum of money
at a time therein specified. In commercial language, the

person giving the direction is called the drawer of the bill,

he to whom it is addressed the drawee, and he in whose
favour it is given the payee or occasionally the remitter.

Bills of exchange are ordinarily divided into two classes,

foreign and inland ; tho former comprehend such as are

drawn or arc payable abroad, the latter those which are drawn
:// payable in England. Thus, a bill drawn in France, or

even in Scotland or Ireland, upon a party in England, or

conversely, is a foreign bill; and this, it is to be observed,
is a distinction not merely nominal, but carrying with it

important legal consequences.
At what time and by what people bills of exchange

were first brought into use is a matter of history which has
not been satisfactorily ascertained. The invention has been

variously assigned to the Jews and Lombards, as a mode
of secretly withdrawing their effects from France and Eng-
land, whence in the thirteenth century they were banished
for usury to the Florentines Hying from the sue

faction of the Ghibellines and to the Mongolian conquerors
of China. These, however, one and all, are conjectures

resting on no solid foundation. All that can be safely
affirmed is, that instruments of this kind were current among
the commercial states of Italy in the early part of the four-

teenth century, and that it is probable they were not un-
known at the close of the game century in England. It has
been commonly stated that the use of foreign bills preceded
that of inland, and the statement, when confined to Eng-
land, into which the practice was imported from other coun-

tries, is unquestionably true
;
but there seems no reason for

supposing that in the original application of the invention

any such distinction existed at all. The object to he attained
was tho facilitation of exchanges between parties resident
at a distance from each other, by dispensing with the remit-
tance of money in specie: and whether the parties were
resident in different countries or in the same, the incon-
venience would equally exist, and the remedy be equally
applicable.
The history of bills of exchange would furnish much

curious and instructive matter, as illustrative of the pi
of trade, from the simple and somewhat clumsy operations
of earlv times down to the refined and complicated systvm
of modem exchanges. Originally, as has been said," they
were employed solely as media of remittance, and the exi-

gency which brought them into use may be explained as
s: A., at Hamburg, consigned goods to B., in London,

cither in execution of an order, or as his factor for sale.

B., thereupon, being debtor to A. for the invoice amount, or
the proceeds of the sale, as the case might be, was desirous
of remitting to A. accordingly. The remittance could only
be made in money or in goods ; but A. might not want a
return cargo of English commodities, and the sending out
of specie was both inconvenient and hazardous. For, first,

was to lie procured at the money-ch;n
a ship was to lie found to carry it

; then it was to !

safely deposited on board ; an insurance was to

and advice* sent out by another vessel to A. If th

arrhi re was the unloading, carriage, ntul delivery
on the other sidu : if it were wrecked or capture.!, there was
the entire loss, when uninsured, and tho trouble of procuring
payment when insured. Now suppose (to take the simplest
case) that some third person, C., were about to take his

departure from Hamburg to London, mutual accommoda-
tion would suggest the following arrangement : A. would
deliver to I', an ojien letter addressed to B., requesting him

M('. the amount intended t<> be remitted ;
and C., on

receiving the letter into his possession, would pay directly to

A. the \aluc of it in money current at I Limbing, and
having carried it over to London would there receive t'rum B.

the sum specified. By this simple contrivance much of the

expense, and all the risk and trouble of remittance would be
saved to B.or A. ; and C., besides having a more convenient

and portable sign of wealth, would probably receive a /*>*ut,

tli.it i>. some advantage for the accommodation. Ii

however, that t . bring the machinery into opera I

things would be wanting : such as, first, the know led)

the two parties of the mutual want ; secondly,
on the part of C. that the money would be paid by B. on

presentment of the letter of request, or that in default of

payment by him he might safely look for reimbursement
to A.; and, thirdly, the assessment of the present value ot

tho letter, or, in other wonls. the determining how much
C. ought to give A. in ready money ot Hamburg for the

sum specified in the letter, to be paid at a future day in

money of England. Now one branch of this last requisite,
the adjustment of the comparative value of different

currencies, fell directly wkhin tho province of the money -

dealers, who, from their stalls or banquet at the great lairs

and marts of exchange, recem-d the name of itanquiert

(bankers), and as all persons about to remit or to proceed to

foreign countries resorted to them for the requisite coin,

they would be enabled to furnish the merchants with in-

formation as to the other particulars also, and would thus

naturally become the negotiators of this sort of exchai

But the transactions by way of letters of exchange would
have been very limited, had they depended on the occasional

coincidence of a party setting out in person to the country
to which tho remittance was to bo made. There were,

however, other cases in which the like operation might hu

made available ; for although A. might not want good* from

England in return for those shipped by him from Hamburg,
other Hamburg merchants might, and so it might happen
that at the very time of the intended remittance B. had

money owing to him at Hamburg in respect of good* so

shipped. Let it be supposed then that C., instead of setting
out in person to London, were about to remit money to B.,

it is obvious that in that case tho whole or a portion, as well

of B.'s debt to A. as of C.'s debt to B., might be extinguished

by a simple arrangement of the same kind as that before

described. 15. would write a letter addressed to C., re-

questing him to pay a specified sum to A., or, in mur
cantile phrase, would draw upon C. in favour of A. ; this

letter or draft he would remit, as payment, to A., who upon
presentment to C. would receive from him the amount, and
would give credit to B. in account accordingly.
To advance a step further, B. might not at the moment

have any debtor at Hamburg through whom the substi-

tution could be made
;
but as the trade between two coun-

tries is never, unless under unnatural circumstances, en-

tirely unilateral consisting, that is to say, solely of ship-
ments of goods on the one part, and solely of remittances of

money on the other it would happen that if B. had not,

other London merchants would have, sums of money owing
from Hamburg. When therefore the conveiuc

method of exchanges had been felt, it was natural that B.,

when desirous of remitting, should endeavour to find out

some person so circumstanced, from whom he might procure
an order upon his debtor ; in other words, that he should buy
a bill on Hamburg for remittance to A. For the reasons

before mentioned, recourse would he had for this purpose to

the money-dealers ;
and it is not difficult to conceive by w hat

steps tho business of procuring and supplying bills soon be-

came in their hands a distinct and important branch of trade.

Nor, indeed, without the intervention of such dealers,

could the system over have become extensively useful ; be-

cause although it is true, as has been - r,.l, that in the com-
mercial intercourse of two countries it seldom happens that

either is merely buyer or merely seller, it is equally iw
ie \alue of the commodities exchanged is exactly

balanced. There would r,'ii-"quently be at tunes a scarcity
of bills upon one country and an excess of those upon some
other. But as the system gradually matured itself, the

dealers through whom the exchanges were effected, would
find their advantage in adjusting the demand and supply by
sending or procuring the superfluous bills in one mar'r'et tc
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fill up the void in another : and would thus be enabled, in

general, to furnish the required accommodation on payment
of a proportionate premium.

In the meantime, the instrument of transfer, which in

this country had received the name of a bill of exchange,
assumed a concise and permanent form, and became clothed
with such properties and incidents as experience showed to

be necessary or convenient. At first, no doubt, the order
was to pay on presentment to the drawee, or as it was ex-

pressed in the instrument,
' on sight.' But, as the intervals

between drawing and presentment would necessarily be

extremely variable, it was found expedient, or it insensibly
became the practice, to fix them by a definite scale

;
and

hence probably arose what was called the usance between
two ports or countries, being, as the name would seem to

import, the period fixed by usage, at which, with reference
to the date, a bill was presentable for payment. Afterwards
these usances came to signify the periods at which the mer-
chants of any particular country or port were in the practice
of paying the bills so drawn upon them, and these customary
periods being of course universally known among com-
mercial men, the word usance soon came to signify a specific
term of days, and it was formerly therefore not uncommon,
when by agreement the time of payment was determined,
to draw foreign bills payable at one, two, or more usances.
In modern times, the more frequent practice has been to

make them payable at so many days after sight, or at so

many months or days after date. Again, in times when
money was less at command than at present, it was but rea-

sonable, that even after the maturity of the bill a short

space should be allowed to the drawee for providing the

requisite cash ; and hence it became usual to grant what
we term days of grace, which, though varying as to limits

in different communities, are in almost all recognised as

part of the law and rustom of merchants.

Originally, as we have supposed, the bill was a letter ad-

dressed by B. to C., directing him to pay A. But an ob-

vious improvement would early suggest itself, viz. that as

it might not be convenient to A. to present the letter in

person, he should have authority given him to appoint an-

other, by whom the presentment might be made and the

money received in his stead. It assumed therefore the

form of a direction to pay A., or such person as A. should
nominate and appoint, expressed with the quaint concise-

ness of mercantile phraseology, thus :
'

Pay A., or order.'

But if the letter or bill in the hands of A. were assignable,
there was no reason why it should not be equally so in the

hands of his assignee, and thus by the operation of the

words 'or order,' it obtained the character of a negotiable
instrument or sign of value, transferable from hand to hand

by a simple act of delegation apparent upon some part of it.

The form of assignment, it may be readily conceived, would

at first run in some such language as this :

'

Pay the within

to D., or his order signed A.,' and by a similar superscrip-
tion D. might in like manner assign his right to E., and E.

to F., and so on. But as the bill was of course delivered to

each successive assignee, possession was of itself a sufficient

voucher for payment, and the special superscription there-

fore was soon frequently dispensed with as unnecessary,
the assignment of the prior holder being indicated by his

signature alone. In England, and in some other countries,

it has long been the practice to write the assignment on the

back of the instrument, and it has thence received the name
of an indorsement, the form first described, in which the

assignee is named, being termed a special indorsement, or

an indorsement in full, and the mere signature of the

assignor, an indorsement in blank.

When bills were drawn payable, not as at first on sight,

but at some future day, it was natural that the first holder

who had the opportunity of doing so should, during the

currency of the specified period, shew the bill to the drawee,

and procure from him an undertaking to pay it at maturity.
If he refused, the bill was protested for non-acceptance and
ii'itire of the dishonour was immediately communicated to the

dpi-.ver. If he gave the undertaking either verbally or in

writing upon the bill or otherwise, he was said to have ac-

cepted it, and became thenceforth liable, as the acceptor, for

the amount specified. For the effect of the acceptance was

this: the drawee thereby afiirmed the right of the drawer

to call upon him for payment of the money, and he assented

ni'ircover to the transfer of the right, or, to borrow a legal

uh rase, he attorned to the holder of the order. If, there-

fore, after acceptance, he refused to pay the bill when due,

he was responsible to the drawer as having acknowledged
himself to be his debtor, and to the payee or other party in

possession in respect of his express engagement. But the
right of the holder was not confined to the acceptor; for

although, after acceptance, the drawee became the principal
debtor, to whom therefore recourse must be had iu the first

instance, yet if upon regular presentment he made default
in payment, the holder was not bound to take measures
against him alone, but might resort to all prior parties whose
names appeared upon the instrument. For as the indorse-
ment conferred the right to receive the money, it was to
be presumed that it had not been made without an equi-
valent, and it was but justice therefore that on the dis-

honour of the bill by the drawee, the holder should receive
back the value which he had given ;

and as every person,
whose signature, whether as drawer or indorser, appeared
upon the bill, acknowledged himself by the act of signing,
to have received value for the delivery of the order, it was
not unreasonable that the reimbursement should be claimed,
not merely from the party from whose hands the bill had
been received, but also from the drawer and every subse-

quent party whose name preceded that of the holder. The
result therefore was this : if the drawee paid according to
the tenor of the bill, the arrangement was complete, and all

parties were satisfied
;
but if he dishonoured it, by a refusal

either to pay or to accept on due presentment, a notification
of the dishonour was conveyed by the holder to all parties

preceding him, or to such as he thought fit to call upon for

indemnity ;
if then the drawer paid the .money, or as it was

termed took up the bill, all the other parties were exo-

nerated, and the drawer had his remedy against the drawee,
upon the bill if accepted, or upon the original consideration
in respect of which it was drawn, if the acceptance had
been refused. In like manner, whoever satisfied the bill by
payment, thereby discharged all parties posterior to himself,
and obtained a right against all who preceded him. Thus
each successive indorsee had the accumulated security of all

the parties whose signatures were upon the instrument as

acceptor, drawer, or indorser, when it came into his hands.
The party remitting a bill is by the supposition debtor to

him to whom the remittance is made
;
and after the expla-

nation just given, it will be obvious that it would be re-

quired of him to acknowledge and fix his liability by
making himself a party to the instrument. The bill there-

fore purchased by him would not be, as has been above

supposed, and as at first was probably the case, a direction

to pay the remittee, but to pay the remitter or his order
;

and hence it happens, as was said in the commencement,
that the party to whom the bill is made payable, is in mer-
cantile language sometimes called the remitter.

Bills remitted to or from places abroad are of course

iable to be lost in their passage ;
and to obviate the incon-

venience thence resulting, it became usual to draw them in
sets ; that is to say, two or more parts of each bill were

drawn, and described as the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and so on, each

containing a condition that it should be payable only while

,he others remained unpaid. But this practice of drawing
n sets is made available for another purpose. The payee

laving indorsed and paid away one part, frequently remits

mother part to some agent or correspondent at the place of

the drawee's residence, to be by him presented for accept-

ance, with a direction added, by way of memorandum, to

the bill, that, when accepted, it is to be held for the use of

the person who shall duly present the other part or parts for

jayment at maturity. The advantage of this arrangement
s obvious: if the bill be accepted, it is held, according to

:he direction, till maturity : if refused, it is protested, and
lotice is given to the drawer. Upon this protest the drawer

may be called upon to give security for the due payment of

;he bill at the expiration of its currency ; or, as occasionally

lappens, some correspondent of the drawer at the place

upon which the bill is drawn accepts it for his honour, and

thereby places himself in the situation of the original drawee,

being liable as acceptor to all parties subsequent to tho

drawer. Such an acceptance is called an acceptance supra

orotest, orfor honour, and may be made at any time during
.he currency of the bill, and on behalf of any party who is

i;ible upon it after default made by the drawee. In short,

without entering into further details, by successive modifica-

tions and improvements the letter of request has become at

ength a very useful and convenient instrument of exchange,

the operation of which as a vehicle of remittance at the pre-

sent day will be apparent from the following illustration.
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A person in I-omKm has a p:nm
.: convenience, f I DUD/. Insl

l.i an i X'-h 11

from him a bill on Paris equivalent to Unit sum
ii to l>o a-ceri.uned, or, in other MO:

what amount in Kirnch money i- ill,' lull to foe !i

In the li-liTiniii:ilion of this question ti.

'.dilation. The hill will he payable in franc*;

ho-v m:\nyfrancalhen are equal tn luoo/. By tho mint

regulation! between England and Fr.ince. I/, sterling of

iKil to 25 francs, 20 routs, which is

therefore the nominal or standard far of exchange between

th-- Mo countries. According to this si-ale then. I TOO/, in

London would he worth 2.J.200 franc;, in Pans. 15ut the par

is fixed on the supposition that the rnrrrncies of the two

count ctively are uniformly of the wci'.'ht and

purity established by the Mint, whereas not (infrequently

the coin is debased by alloy or attrition, and the relative

value undergoes a correspond ins; alteration. This devia-

tion however is well known, and may he r-L'arde 1 as com-

paratively ronstant. But there arc other circumstances

n fleet inn' tfoe ratio of value of a more fluctuating and un-

steady operation. When, for instance, any considerable

]i
<rtion of the circulating medium of either of the two coun-

tries between which the exchange is to he effected consist!

of a pnpcr currency, the standard is materially affected by

the quantity of paper in circulation. \Viilmut entering into

an exposition of the law of this variation, it is sufficient to

remark, that a redundancy of paper money has invariably

the effect of depreciating
the standard, or, in other words, of

raising the value of tho standard coin ns compared with

the same nominal sum in paper-mnm-i/. This ellect is tem-

porary only when the paper is convertible into sp.

ileina'nd ; "if inconvertible, it is both permanent and consider-

able. Thus it is well known that, at one period of the late

war. the English guinea was worth 2o*. in money, estimated

according to the value of the I/, sterling in bank notes. At

that time therefore the English pound would fall far below

the Mint standard of 3/. 17*. 10V/. per ounce, and a :

tionate effect would he produced on the rate ..!' exchange
with any other country in which the standard -.-.;; n:ain-

taincd. 'Taking, as before, the instance of France, the par

would vary, other things rcmaii "t, from -JJ francs

i'lcw'here about 19 francs, ur 1000/., in a li

and note, would buy a bill on 1'aris, not for 25,200

francs, font for about 19,000 francs only. But it is evident

that tlie same cause might be operating in a greater or less

e in France aUo, in which case the calculation would

till further complicated foy a ritmpnrimni of the dcpre-

.11 in the one country with that in the other. The va-

riation here taken for an example is of coi:rsn an extreme

, but fluctuations the same in kind, though less in de-

gree, are still of continual occurrence, and must foe carefully

taken into account in all calculations as to the price of bills.

But besides these monetary inlluenccs on the nominal

par, there are other causes in operation which materially

ailed the rate of exchange, and by consequence the price ol

bills. The accommodation of a remittance in the form of a

bill of exchange is worth a calculable sum, the maximum

being the compound of the labour, expense, and risk of tin

transmission of money in S" >
'

Sup|>oso this maximum
to be one per cent., it is evident that it is worth the while o!

the remitter to pay any sum short of Id/. tor the purchase
of a bill equivalent to IOOO/. Now the market price of bills

like that of every other commodity, is mainly dependant on

the relation of the supply to the demand, and this auuin

is primarily regulated foy the state of trade !><: ecu two

given countries. When 'the \nlue of the experts to any

country in a uivon |icriod is equal to the value of the imports
from tno same country in the same period, the trade i* said

to be b :. lanced : the bills drawn in each country upon the

other will he equal in amount, and this equilibrium con-

stitutes what is called the real par of exchange. Hut it is

obvious that this state of things c.m never actually exist, that

t is the point on each side <>f which the exchanges will con-

tinually oscillate, and at which they will never r.-t. KM-II

where, upon the avenge of year, or months, the trade i*

nearly even, there will be disturbing circumstances \\ hull

will : ip.ir.iry elf. ct
u|....i tlie . xchangos. Tin-re

will ''ly foe occasional S'-arcity and occ

Abundance of foreign bills in the inarl.i t. V.

their price
-

.
as it K ordinarily ex;.

|h<!y
i limn. At such limo to'' in:;

tint

tu. Si i

.ic of our impu !' our

. tle.-t i. f

:e left to I:

remittance-, to Trance three

uid that I'"-
1 bills in which the :

n nle would be al -iium price, that i king

doptl d. w ,ulil ! :.::lllil of all bill

r cent. Hut it is a fact, ineontcstahh .
'. that

n i-vcry tr ; llu-

xports'tn'..' upon an average, very r.carly

balanced by the value of the \vh r, in

other word-, that ultimately all commodities in'
;

paid for directly or indirectly in commodities i-xp'

;ly, therefore, the hills drawn in England up
countries, say in one vear, nearly balance the bills diavvn m
foreign countries upon England in the i

t.i take a familiar instance, although there may be a

ciency in L-nidon, to the extent of three-fourths, of hills

upon Kr.mcc, there may be an excess, in nearly the

ratio, of foills upon Belgium, and in li'

be an excess in Belgium, to the same extent, of lulls upon
l-'rance. Acting on tfoe knowledge of this fact, the London
bill-merchant by menus of his agent will buy lulls upon
Paris at Antwerp, where they are cheapest, and bring

lor sale to London, where they are dcare-t. '1

procuring, and the profit of the hill-merchant,

upon this transaction, constitute the third ehi'.u-nt in the

calculation. Supposim; then the bill !. ,' one. that

is to say, guaranteed foy nar.ies of known and i

credit, the only remaining operation is to estimate th.

count according to mercantile practice, or, in other v

the interest if 1 (it'll/, in innicy f.ir the timewhich will i

'

foefore payment of the bill; and the cou.hined result v. ill

give the bum in francs for which the bill is to be dra

the amount of bills already drawn to be given in

for 101 ()/.

The same remarks, mutatis mutandis, are applicable, if

in.-tcad of a remittance to Paris a sum of money wa> '

ed from thence; for the mode adopted would be this.

The party in London would draw a bill upon his debtor in

Paris. f..r which the exchange-broker would imnicdi

give him the value, ascertained as before, either in c,i-! ;

bills upm I^ondon, or in both ;
and although the system, as

here explained in detail, may seem, as in truth it

complexity, ytt practically tiie price, like that of every other

commodity, readily adjusts itself. In London it ;

tiee for the foill-broi. nnd to the principal mer-
chants and inquire whether they are fonve

bills. The relation of supply and demand beinu' Ur

certained, a few of the ino..t inlluential mercl

the average jirice at the Roj al Exchange; and a doc\.:

known as \\ '. tenhaH's List' contains the record i.f rates

accord i ni' to actual transactions. By the-e nu-atis th.-
-

of particular bills, varying of course according to the

of the parties to them, or, as it is generally calk-.:.

Hfx* 'if III" ;MW,, i- easily determined.
Bills of exchange are also in frequent use for the pi.

of remittance from one part of tlie United K
another. Thus the trader in Mnncl,- Bir-

mingham, who has a payment to make in London,:
bills of his customers in the country. 1 discounted

by the monied capitalists through the intervention of bill-

brokers. A tew of the London bankers also .1

the accommodation of their customers, anil the Bank of

England deals extensively in that department. The bills

lied are transmitted to the provincial banks to 1

vented at maturity for payment. Convcr cly, in tin

vincial towns the country bankers discount bills a

and transmit them to their correspondents then- lor pay-
ment. The rate of discount varies according to the demand
tor money, and the character of the particular bnN ; but it

! >m. ii|>on regular transactions-, more than four, '
.

than two and a half per cent.

Hitherto bills of excbang' :i considered, in their

primary application, as media of remittance, btr

other pui-p iy important, to which, foy nil

I, llicy have been made -ubscrvient. For,
the use and properties of hills being once understood, and
their . a More natural than

ipplied to I

A liader d --irons of puiciui ing a commodity
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for which his available funds might not enable him to

pay ready money, would tender to the seller an order for

payment on some other person, receiving or paying the

difference, as the case might bo, and making an allowance by
way of interest, or, which is the same thing in other words,

paying an extra price, in proportion to the time of the bill's

currency. To the seller this mode of dealing would obvi-

ously be better than the giving of a naked credit, as afford-

ing him an additional chance of payment, and a written

acknowledgment of his debt. Moreover, when the nego-
tiability of inland bills was admitted, they served all the

purposes of actual money, because in the same manner as
the original seller had been induced to take the order in

payment, another might be willing to receive it from him in
the purchase of other commodities ; or it might be at once
discounted or converted into cash by application to a money-
dealer, whether bill-broker or banker, in the manner which
has been already explained in speaking of remittances.
But the drawing of a bill supposes, as has been said, that

the drawee either has in his possession funds of the drawer,
or is his debtor to the amount specified in the order: it wag
therefore by an easy step that in the transactions of whole-
sale dealing it became a common practice for the seller to

draw upon the buyer, for the price of the goods, a bill payable
to his (the seller's) own order at some future day. This bill

the buyer immediately accepted, and thus in effect acknow-
ledged himself to be the debtor of the drawer to the amount
specified, and engaged to pay the holder at maturity. By
this arrangement, now very general, the buyer obtains credit
for the term at the expiration of which the bill is made pay-
able, and the seller has the advantage of a fixed day for

payment being named in the bill, and a means of pro-
curing cash if he chooses to negotiate the bill.

Neither was it an unreasonable extension of the principle
that a bill should be drawn and accepted on the faith of
funds to be received by the drawee at or before the maturity
of the draft. At the present day this practice prevails to a

great extent, and may be illustrated by a supposed case as
follows : There are established in most if not all the prin-
cipal trading ports of the world, merchants who carry on the
business of general factors or agents for sale, and whose
establishments are known among mercantile men under the
name of commission-houses. The course of dealing with
such houses is, for the most part, this : A., a manufacturer
at Manchester, consigns a cargo of cotton pieces to B and
Co., a commission-house at Mexico, for sale on his account.
The English correspondents of B. and Co. are Messrs. C. and
Co. of London. By an arrangement among these several

parties A. draws on C. and Co. for half or two-thirds, as

may be agreed, of the invoice price of the goods consigned,
and discounting the bill with his banker obtains at once an
instalment in actual money, which immediately returns into

his capital, and becomes useful in producing more goods
and creating more wealth. Ultimately, account sales are
furnished by the Mexican house, and A. again draws on C.
and Co. fur the balance, if in his favour. Annual balances
are struck between B. and Co. and C. and Co., and remit-
tances by bills for the adjustment of the account complete
the transaction. Now the advantages of this anticipatory

part-payment are obvious, more especially in the trade with
distant countries, as South America or the East Indies.

But the practice has degenerated into something of an

abuse; for it has of late been frequent with the consigners
of goods to make out invoices with prices artificially high,
and so to procure a remunerating return even from the

proportion for which they are authorized to draw in advance.
The effect is to throw upon the consignees the whole risk,

which was formerly shared between the two, and propor-

tionately to impair the steadiness and security of commerce.

Perhaps, however, if this were the only abuse of bills,

there would be little to complain of nothing, certainly, to

counterbalance the immense advantages which are derived

from them as instruments of exchange ; but, unfortunately,
of late years, the abundance of money in the English mar-
ket, and the consequent facility of negotiating paper secun-

ties, the competition of trade, and the accompanying relax-

ation of the system of credit, with other causes which will

readily suggest themselves, have given occasion to practices
which are not only a wide departure from the original pur-

poses of bills of exchange, but are most injurious to the

general interests of trade. Good bills, we have said, may
be always discounted. Accordingly, any man whose credit

is good may at any time raise money upon a bill drawn,

accepted, or indorsed by himself. If his credit bo doubtful
he may still procure cash by the same expedient, paying,
however, a premium or rate of discount proportioned to tile

increased risk. Among needy men instances are not un-
frequent of discounts procured by these means even at the
exorbitant rate of 20 or 30 per cent. But a still more com-
mon practice is the negotiation of what are called by the sig-
nificant name of accommodation bills. A trader unable to

meet his liabilities applies to a friend whose credit is better
than his own, to accept, or in some other way to become a
party to, a bill concocted for the purpose, undertaking to pro-
vide the funds necessary for paying it when due, and gene-
rally giving in return his own acceptance of another con-
cocted bill, known in the mercantile world as a cross accept-
ance. When one or more names have thus been obtained
sufficient to give currency to the bill, it is discounted, and
the money applied to the necessities of the trader. As this
bill falls due, the same operation is repeated, until the sys-
tem of expedients failing at last, as sooner or later it inevi-

tably must, the ruin of the insolvent trader himself is con-
summated, and not unfrequently draws along with it others

who, unfortunately or imprudently, may have become parties
to these unsubstantial representatives of value. Of the
more serious mischiefs of this dangerous practice, such as
the temptation to forgery by the use of fictitious names as
drawers or payees, it is perhaps useless to speak, because few
men at first seriously contemplate the commission of a
crime, but are rather drawn into it by circumstances not fore-
seen or not appreciated ;

but the reflection that it is a foolish

and improvident practice that, in addition to the loss of

credit, which, once perceived (and how can it fail to be per-
ceived?), it is sure to occasion, there is the certain expense
of stamps and higher rates of discount, and moreover a
double liability in respect of every shilling for which cross

acceptances are given may perhaps have some effect in

deterring honest men, however necessitous, from having re-
course to this fatal expedient.
The various uses to which bills of exchange are made

applicable in the great community of commerce having been
thus explained, it remains only to take a glance at their

legal incidents as instruments of contract.

In contemplation of law, a bill of exchange, as well in its

original formation as in its successive transfers, is an assign-
ment of a debt, by which the right of the original creditor

to sue for and obtain payment is transferred t ) the holder
for the time being. In such a substitution the Roman law
saw nothing objectionable ; and in those countries there-

fore which adopted the civil law for their own, the negotia-
tion of bills found no impediment. But the common law of

England had early taken up a notion, founded probably on

experience of the mischief, that the assignment of things
not in possession, such as a debt or right, being in truth the

assignment of suits at law, might be converted into an en-

gine of oppression, and refused therefore to recognize the

validity of such transfers. Bills of exchange fell within the

boundaries of this prohibition, but the reason of the prohibi-
tion did not apply; and as the operations of commerce would
have been impeded, if usages current among merchants

generally had not received the sanction of the municipal
tribunals in the several countries in which they were carried

on, the negotiability of bills, which was recognized else-

where, was of necessity admitted as part of the law of Eng-
land. It was not, however, until three centuries after the

indulgence thus shown to foreign bills, that the negotiability
of inland bills, which could not plead the same warrant of

prescription, was recognized by the courts, unless on proof of

some special custom of trade ; but expediency finally pre-
vailed, and at the present day, as well by the common law as

by the statutes of 9 and 10 Will. III. c. 17, and 3 and 4 Anne,
c. 9, they stand on the same general footing as foreign bills.

It is this assignability, vesting in the holder a right of

action against the original parties, which chiefly distin-

guishes a bill of exchange from every other form of con-

tract recognised by our law. Another and scarcely less im-

portant privilege is, tliat though a simple contract debt, and
as such requiring a consideration, or quid quo pro, to give it

legal efficacy, the consideration is presumed until the want of

it be shown. It is available therefore in the hands of a bona

fide holder, upon merely formal proof of title by the signa-
ture of the parties to be charged : that is to say, it is unne-

cessary to prove value given, unless it be first shown on the

other side that the bill is in some stage or other tainted with

an illegality, and tho bona fides is assumed until it shall be
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i to appear that the holder was, at the time of taking it,

privy to that illegality. From this rule an exception is madu
to bills given lor a gambling debt, w Inch by Salute are

even in the hands of an innocent bolder.

Uftht Partiet to a Hill. Any person, whether trader or

not, who is not under a legal incapacity to contract, may
become party to, and thereby liable upon, a bill of exchange.
Infant* and married women are not personally bound by

becoming parties, but the instrument, though inoperative as

against them may be available against others whoso names
mre upon it. A person may become party to a bill, not only

by hi* own act, but by that of his duly authorized agent
Th.' agent ought either to sign the name of his principal

without anything further, or to add to his own signature
the words '

per procuration for A. B.,' or to make it in some

way apparent upon the face of the instrument that he acts

as agent. Otherwise, though really an agent, he renders

himself
personally

liable by his signature, and exempts his

principal. Any one who assumes to draw, accept, or indorse

by procuration, knowing that he has no authority to do so,

though without any intention of committing a fraud, is,

upon default by the person whose authority is assumed,
liable, though not upon the bill as a party, yet to a special
action for deceit at the suit of a Itvnafide holder.

Eaoh member of a trading firm has an implied authority
to bind his copartners by drawing, accepting, or indorsing
bills : but this presumption of authority fails where the

holder has covinously colluded with a partner to make the

partnership funds or credit available to his own individual

purposes. The acceptance of a bankrupt partner in the

name of the firm, though after a secret act of bankruptcy
committed by that partner, is an available security in the

hands of an indorsee for value.

Of theform and other requisite! of a Ml. A bill of

exchange must be in writing, but no precise form of words
is essential to its validity. The only requisites ore that it

be an order for the payment of money simply, and not for

the payment of money and tho performance of some other

act, and that it be payable at all events, and not upon a con-

tingency, or out of a particular fund. The forms in ordinary
use ore as follows :

Form of a Foreign Bill in tett.

No, London, 1st Jan. 1835.

[Stamp]
Days after sight (or days after date, or at

usances) pay this my first of exchange, second and
third of tho same tenor and date not paid, to Messrs. A. B.
and Co., or order, ten thousand francs valuo received of

them, and place tho same to account. C. D.
Mr. E. F., Paris.

Form ofan Inland Bill.

[Stamp]

100.

London, 1st Jan. 1835.
months after date (or 'at sight,' or days

after date) pay Mr. A. B., or order, one hundred pounds for

value received. C. D,
To Mr. E. F., Castle-ttreet, Liverpool.

To take the several parts of this form in their order :

All inland bills, and such foreign bills as are drawn in Eng-
land, are liable to a duty, and must be made on paper, duly
stamped, under a penalty of SO/. Foreign bills not drawn
in England are of necessity excluded from the operation of

this statute.

For inland bills and for foreign bills drawn singly the
scale is as follows

NolB.llMlM.lftn IVMd. t
date, or W .by, tfUr uu> lb,
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The acceptance of an inland bill must be in writing on

the bill itself. A foreign bill may be accepted verbally or

by a written paper, such as a letter, not part of the bill

itself. An engagement to accept a bill not thsn drawn
is not, in contemplation of law, an acceptance.
An acceptance may be either absolute or qualified. An

absolute acceptance is an engagement to pay the bill ac-

cording to the tenor : a qualified acceptance is when a bill

is accepted conditionally ; as that the drawee will pay when
certain goods shall be sold, or when certain funds shall come
to his hands, or the like, and in this case the acceptor is not

bound until the fulfilment of the condition.

A bill may also be accepted partially, as to pay a sum
short of that for which the bill is drawn, or at a different time
or place. In all cases of a conditional or partial acceptance,
the holder ought to give notice thereof to all parties whom
he intends to hold liable on default.

An acceptance may also be qualified as to the place of

payment, but in inland bills this can only be done by the

use of restrictive words : as for instance,
'

Accepted payable
at Sir Jas. Esdaile and Co., and not elsewhere.'

If the drawee refuse or neglect to accept, any third party,
after protesting the non-acceptance by the drawee, may ac-

cept for the honour of the drawer or any subsequent party,
and such an acceptance is called an acceptance supra pro-
test, orfor honour.

Upon the non-acceptance of a foreign bill, a protest is

made by the holder, or a public notary for him. Inland
bills need not be protested, and in practice are merely
noted for non-acceptance, which itself also is a useless

form.

Notice of the non-acceptance must be given with all dili-

gence to every party to whom it is intended to resort for

payment, the want of such notice being a discharge from

liability to the drawer on the ground that he is prejudiced

by not receiving immediate information of the default, so as to

enable him to withdraw his effects from the hands of the

drawee, and to the indorsers for a similar reason, inasmuch as

their interests may be affected by the delay. If the drawer
had in truth no effects in the hands of the drawee, the
omission to give the drawer notice constitutes no objection
to the right of action as against him. Generally, the notice

must be given within twenty-four hours after the dishonour,
and each party on receiving such notice a allowed the same
interval for communicating to those who precede him upon
the bill. The notice may in all cases be sent by the post,
and it is sufficient to show that the letter containing it was
delivered into the post-office.
The death, known insolvency, or even bankruptcy of the

drawee, affords no excuse, either at law or in equity, for a

neglect to give due notice of non-acceptance ; but any party

may, by agreement, or by a subsequent admission of his

liability, dispense with or waive the notice to which he is

entitled ; and where the residence of the party is unknown,
due diligence to discover it is all which the law requires.

Of the indorsement and transfer of bills, something has

been already said. No form has been prescribed by the law
for the mode of indorsement, and in general the mere signature
of the party is sufficient. After an indorsement in full, the

holder can derive title only through the special indorsee,

whose signature therefore must appear upon the bill. An
indorsement is valid though made after the bill is become

due, but the holder in that case is entitled only to such ad-

vantages as might have been claimed by the last indorsee

before the maturity.
After payment of a part, the bill may be indorsed over

for the residue. Bills payable to bearer may be transferred

by delivery only without indorsement. An indorsement

may be restricted by the words before mentioned,
'

Pay A. B.

to my use,' or by any other expression clearly limiting the

authority to assign.
A bonaftde holder for value is not affected by the want

of title in any previous indorser ; but gross negligence in

taking a bill which has been lost or stolen takes away the

right of action against all who were parties prior to the loss.

If the holder, under such circumstances, has a right to re-

cover upon the bill, it follows that the party who has lost it

is deprived of the right. But where no claim is made from

any other quarter, he may in general, through the medium
of a court of equity, obtain payment on giving an indem-

nity ;
and it is provided by Stat. 9 and 10 Wm. III., c. 17,

. 3,
'
that in case any inland bill for value received and

payable after dote shall happen to be lost or miscarried,

within the time before limited for the payment of the samft,
fen the drawer of the said bill is and shall be obliged to

give another bill of the same tenor with that first given ;

the person to whom they are delivered giving security, if

demanded, to the drawer, to indemnify him against 'all

persons whatsoever, in case the said bills so alleged to bo
lost or miscarried shall be found again.'

If it can be shown that the bill has been actually de-

stroyed, the amount is recoverable in a court of common
law.

Of the presentmentfor payment, 8fC. The holder of a
bill is bound to present it to the draweu for payment at the
time when due, when a time of payment is specified, or
within a reasonable time after receipt of the bill when no
time is expressed. If he neglect to do so, not only is he
disabled from afterwards resorting to the drawer or in-

dorsers whose implied engagements are severally to pay
only in case of default by the drawee, and who are always
presumed to have sustained damage by such neglect on the

part of the holder but he loses also his remedy for the con-
sideration or debt in respect of which the bill was given or
transferred. As in the case of presentment for acceptance,
so in that of presentment for payment, the insolvency of the

acceptor furnishes no dispensation of presenting lor pay-
ment, as regards the drawer and indorsers; but to an action

against the acceptor presentment is not in any case a neces-

sary preliminary. If the acceptance be qualified as to the

place of payment in the manner before described, the pre-
sentment must be made at the place sospecially indicated

;

but in general, a presentment at the domicile of the drawee
is sufficient, even though another place bo named upon the
bill. The presentment ought to be made after the expi-
ration of the days of grace, which have been before adverted
to. Bills payable on demand, or whore no dny of payment
is expressed, are not entitled to days of grace.
The following is a statement (taken from M'Culloch's

Dictionary of Commerce) of the usance and days of grace
for bills drawn in London upon some of the chief commer-
cial cities.

TO. d., TO. ., d. d., d. ., d. a., respectively denote months
after date, months after sight, days after date, days after

sight, days after acceptance-
London on Usance. Days of Grace.

Amsterdam 1 m.d, 6

Rotterdam I m.d, 6

Antwerp . 1 m.d. 6

Hamburg I m.d. 12
Altona . I m.d. 12

Danzig , 14 d. d, 10
Paris . 30 d.d. 10

Bordeaux . 30 d.d. 10

Bremen . 1 m.d. 8
Barcelona . 60 d.d. 14

Geneva . 30 d.d. 5

Madrid . 2 m. s. 14

Cadiz . 60 d.d. C

Bilboa . 2 m.d. 14

Gibraltar . 1m. s. 14

Leghorn . 3 m.d.

Leipzig . 14 d. a.

Genoa , 3 m. d. 30
Venice , 3 m.d. 6

Vienna . 14 d.a. 3

Malta , 30 d.d. 13

Naples . 3 m. d. 3

Palermo . 3 m. d.

Lisbon . 30 d.s. 6

Oporto . 30 d.s. 6

Rio Janeiro 30 d. d. 6

Dublin . 21 d.a. 3

Cork . 21 d.s. 3

It should be remarked however that many of these usances

are obsolete in the strict sense of the word. The same re-

mark applies to days of grace; in Hamburg or France, for

instance, it would be destructive of credit not to pay a bill on

the very day that it becomes due. In England three days
of grace are allowed and always taken, so that bills are not

presentable for payment until the three days are expired.
In general, payment made on any part of the day on which

the bill is presented will be sufficient ; yet if payment bo

once refused, however early in that day, the bill is effectually

dishonoured by such refusal, and recourse may
be at once

had to the gther parties, Tho requisites, with respect to

3 J?2
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notice, &c. ore the mo as those which have been already
uiuU-r tlic head of presentment (or acceptance. In

untry no damages are recoverable upon inland bills

1. the party sued being liable only for the amount
rest to the day on which judgment is entered up.
i hills duly protested the expenses occasioned by
ur. a* re-exchange, postage, commission, and

provision, may be recovered under the name of damages,
and amount sometimes to a considerable sum. But neither

in this country nor in any other can compensation be claimed

by the holder tor losses more remotely consequential, as the

; travelling or the disappointment of some pro-

fitable ailventuro.

If the holder make any agreement with the acceptor for

taking a composition from him, or limiting a time within

which he will not press for payment, all the other parties

to the hill, being in the situation of sureties only, are ex-

onerated from their liability by this dealing with the

principal.

Payment should be made only to the holder of the bill ;

ami it may be refused unless the bill be delivered up. It

nal moreover and prudent to take a receipt written OD

the back. If payment be made by mistake, as upon a

forgrd acceptance, indorsement, or the like, the money so

paid may be recovered back from the holder, provided the

discovery has l>een made in sufficient time to allow the

ilar notices to be given, as in case of nun-pay incut.

The forgery of a bill of exchange or of any signature

thereto, as well as the uttering of any such forged bill or

indorsement with a knowledge of the forgery, is H felony,

punishable with transportation for life.

HILL OK HEALTH. [See QUARANTINE.]
BILL OF LADING, an acknowledgment signed usually

by the master of a trading ship, but occasionally by some

person authorised to act on his behalf, certifying the re-

coipt of merchandise on board the
ship,

and engaging,
under certain conditions and with certain exceptions, to

deliver the said merchandise safely at the port to which the

ship is bound, either to the shipper, or to such other person
as he may signify by a written assignment upon the Bill of

Lading.
The conditions stipulated on behalf of the master of the

ship are, that the person entitled to claim the merchandise

shall pay upon delivery of the same a certain specified
amount or rate of freight, together with allowances recog-
nised by the customs of the port of delivery, and known
under the names of primage and average. Primage amounts
in some coses to a considerable per centage (ten or fifteen

per cent.) upon the amount of the stipulated freight, but

the more usual allowance under this head is a small fixed

sum upon certain packages, e. <?. the primage charged upon
a hogshead of sugar brought from the West Indies to Lon-
don is sixpence. This allowance is considered to be the

perquisite of the master of the ship. Average, the claim
for which is reserved against the receiver of the goods, con-
sists of a charge divided pro rata between the owners of the

ship and the proprietors of her cargo for small expenses
i as payments for towing and piloting the ship into or

out of harbours), when the same ore incurred for the gene-
ral benefit.

The exceptions stipulated on behalf of the shipowners are

explained on the fare of the Bill of Lading, which instru-

ment is in this country usually drawn up in the following
words :

'

Shipped, in good order and well conditioned, by [John
Smith], in and upon the good ship called the [Mary], whereof
is master [Thomas Jones], now lying in the [River Thames],
and Lowid for [Hamburg]

| II I it 100 HOI I [One Hundred bags of Coffee, and
j

- l .1 7 t:u.u] 1 Seven Chests of Indigo],

narked and numbered as in the margin, to be delivered in
>od order and condition at the aforesaid port of

Urg] (the act of God, the King* enemies, fire, and
><er danger and accidents of the teat, rivert,

'linn, nf whatever nature and kind soever ex-
i unto [Messrs. Schriidcr and Co.] or their as-iLrn-,

ig freight for tin- said goods at the following rates.

Shilling and fourpcnce sterling per Hundred
lit fur the Coffee, and five-eighths of a penny sterling

i for the
Indigo], together with primage and

average accustomed. In witness whereof, I, the said master

c' the said chip, have affirmed to [four] bills of lading, all

of this tenor and dote, any one of which bills being accom-

plished, the other [three] are to stand void. Dated in

London, this [first] day of [September] 1835.
' Thomas Jones.'

In every case where shipments are made from this

country, one at least of the bills of lading must be written

upon a stamp of the value of three chili

One of the bills (unstamped) is retained by the master of

the ship, the others ore delivered to the shipper of the

goods, who usually transmits to the consignee of the goods
one copy by the snip on board which they are luden, and :\

second copy by some other conveyance. In cose the ship
should be lost, when the goods are insured, the underwrites

require the production of one of the copies of the Bill of

Lading on the part of the person claiming under the
)

of insurance as evidence at once of the shipment having
actually been made, and of the ownership of the goods.

Considerable hard-hip was experienced up to a late period
from the state of the commercial law of England as re-

garded pledges. A factor to whom consignments of goods
should be mude had full power over those goods to sell them,
with or without, or even against, the instructions of the owner.
but he had no right to pledge them, and if he did so the

owner of the goods might insist upon their restitution from the

pawnee without repaying the advances he might have made.
It was impossible to know from the terms of the document
whether the holder of a Bill of Lading was actually the owner
of the goods represented by it, or only entrusted with them
as a factor, and coses of great hardship frequently occurred,
sometimes indeed not without suspicion of collusion between
the owner and the factor. This law was defective, because
it visited upon a third party the carelessness or error of the

owner of the goods in making a false estimate of the cha-

racter of the factor whom he employed, and because, on the

other hand, it frequently compelled factors to sell goods at

an unfavourable moment, the necessity for which course

might have been averted if they could legally have given
the goods in security for an advance of money. This state

of things was remedied by the act G George IV. c. 94, the

second section of which declares
'

that any person in pos-
session of a Bill of Lading shall be deemed the true owner
of the goods specified in it, so as to make a sale or pledge-

by him of such goods or bill of lading valid, unless the

person to whom the goods are sold or pledged has notice

that the seller or pledger is not the actual and bonafide
owner of the goods.
The unavoidable practice of delivering more than one

bill of lading as an acknowledgment for the same goods
makes it necessary to protect the master of the v

against demands made for the delivery of the same in

the possible case of different copies of the Bill of Lading
falling into the possession of different persons. In such
case all that is required from the master of the ship is, that

he, acting in perfect good faith, and without any reasonable

suspicion of fraud on the part of the person first making the

demand for delivery, shall comply with the same to the p.

so first demanding the goods by the presentation of the Bill

of Lading. The property in the goods represented by a
Bill of Lading can be assigned like a bill of exchange by
either a blank or a special indorsement, and as, in the CM nt

of the first mode being used, the document might acci-

dentally fall into improper hands a fact which the master
of a ship could not reasonably be expected to discover it is

manifestly only justice thus to shield him from responsi-

bility when acting without collusion. Should he, on the

other hand, act either negligently or collusively in the

matter, the law will compel him to make good their value to

the real owner of the goods.
BILL OK RIGHTS is the name commonly given to

the statute 1 William and Mary, sess. 2, chap. '1, in which
is embodied the Declaration of Rights, presented by both

Houses of the Convention to the Prince and Princess of

Orange, in the Banqueting House at Whitehall, on the l.nh

of February, 168'.', and accepted by their Highnesses along
with the crown. The Bill of Rights was originally bronchi
forward in the first session of the parliament into which the

Convention was transformed; but a dispute between the
two Houses with regard to an amendment introduced into

the bill by the Lords, naming the Princess Sophia of

Hanover and her posterity next in succession to the crown
after the failure of issue to King William, which was re-

jected in the Commons by the united, votes of the high
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church and the republican parties, occasioned the measure
to be dropped, after it had been in dependence for two

months, and the matter of difference bad been agitated in

several conferences without effect. The bill was however

again brought in immediately after the opening of the next

session, on the 19th of October, 1689, and the amendment
respecting the Princess Sophia not having been again pro-

posed, it passed both houses, and received the royal assent
in the same shape in which it had formerly passed the Com-
mons, with the addition only of a clause inserted by the

Lords, enacting that the kings and queens of England
should be obliged, at their coming to the crown, to take the

test in the first parliament that should be called at the be-

ginning of their reign, and that if any king or queen of

England should embrace the Roman Catholic religion, or

marry with a Roman Catholic prince or princess, their sub-

jects should be absolved of their allegiance. This remark-
able clause is stated to have been agreed to without any
opposition or debate.

The Bill of Rights, after declaring the late King James II.

to have done various acts, which are enumerated, utterly
and directly contrary to the known laws and statutes and
freedom of this realm, and to have abdicated the govern-
ment, proceeds to enact as follows

'
1. That the pretended power of suspending of laws, or

the execution of laws, by regal authority, without consent
of parliament, is illegal. 2. That the pretended power of

dispensing with laws, or the execution of laws, by regal

authority, as it hath been assumed and exercised of late, is

illegal. 3. That the commission for creating the late court

of commissioners for ecclesiastical causes, and all other

commissions and courts of like nature, are illegal and per-
nicious. 4. That levying of money for or to the use of the

crown, by pretence of prerogative, without grant of parlia-

ment, for longer time, or in other manner, than the same is

or shall be granted, is illegal. 5. That it is the right of

the subjects to petition the king, and all commitments and

prosecutions for such petitioning are illegal. 6. That the

raising or keeping a standing army within the kingdom in

time of peace, unless it be with consent of parliament, is

against law. 7. That the subjects, which are Protestants,

may have arms for their defence, suitable to their condition,
and as allowed by law. 8. That election of members of

parliament ought to be free. 9. That the freedom of speech,
and debates or proceedings in parliament, ought not to be

impeached or questioned in any court or place out of parlia-
ment. 10. That excessive bail ought not to be required,
nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punish-
ments inflicted. 11. That jurors ought to be duly empan-
nelled and returned, and jurors which pass upon men in

trials for high treason ought to be freeholders. 12. That all

grants and promises of fines and forfeitures of particular

persons, before conviction, are illegal and void. ] 3. And
that for redress of all grievances, and for the amending,
strengthening, and preserving of the laws, parliaments
ought to be held frequently.'

It is added that the Lords and Commons 'do claim, de-

mand, and insist upon all and singular the premises as their

undoubted rights and liberties; and that no declarations,

judgments, doings, or proceedings, to the prejudice of the

people in any of the said premises, ought in anywise to be
drawn hereafter into consequence or example.'
The act also recognises their Majesties William III. and

Mary as King and Queen of England, France, and Ire-

land, and the dominions thereunto belonging ; and declares

that the crown and royal dignity of the said kingdoms and
dominions shall be held by their said majesties during their

lives and the life of the survivor of them ; that the sole and
full exercise of the regal power shall be only in and exe-

cuted by King William, in the names of himself and her

majesty, during their joint lives ;
and that after their de-

cease the crown shall descend to the heirs of the body of the

queen, and, in default of such issue, to the Princess Anne
of Denmark and the heirs of her body, and, failing her issue,

to the heirs of the body of the king.
The Declaration of Rights is understood to have been

principally the composition of Lord (then Mr.) Somers, who
was a member of the first, and chairman of the second, of

two committees, on whose reports it was founded. The ori-

ginal draught of the Bill of Rights was also probably the

production of his pen. In the latter especially there is very

apparent a desire to preserve in the new arrangement as

much as possible of the principle of hereditary succession to

the crown. The legislature, for instar.ee, in strong terms
expresses its thankfulness that God had mercifully pre-
served King William and Queen Mary to reign over them
'

upon the throne of their ancestors ;' and the new settlement
is cautiously designated merely

' a limitation of the crown.'
Mr. Burke has, from these expressions, contended (in his
'

Reflections on the Revolution in France') that the notion
of the English people having at the Revolution asserted a

right to elect their kings is altogether unfounded. ' I never
desire,' he adds, in repudiation of the opposite opinion as
held by one class of persons professing Whig principles,

'
to

be thought a better Whig than Lord Somers, or to under-
stand the principles of the Revolution better than those by
whom it was brought about, or to read in the Declaration of

Rights any mysteries unknown to those whose penetrating
style has engraved in our ordinances and in our hearts the
words and spirit of that immortal law.'

The Declaration and Bill of Rights may be compared
with the Petition of Rights (drawn up by Sir Edward Coke),
which was presented by parliament to Charles I. in 1628,
and passed by him into a law. (See PETITION OF RIGHT.)
BILL OF SALE, a deed or writing under seal, evidenc-

ing the sale of personal property. In general, the transfer
of possession is the best evidence of ownership, but cases

frequently occur in which it is necessary or desirable that
the change of property should be attested by a formal in-
strument of transfer

; and in all cases in which it is not
intended that the sale shall be followed by delivery, such a

solemnity is essential to the legal efficacy of the agree-
ment. The occasions to which these instruments are com-
monly made applicable are sales of fixtures and furniture
in a house, of the stock of a shop, of the good-will of a
business (which of course is intransferrable by delivery), of
an office, or the like. But their most important use is in
the transfer of property in ships, which being held in shares

cannot, in general, be delivered over on each change of

part ownership. It seems to have been from antient times
the practice, as well in this country as in other commercial
states, to attest the sale of ships by a written document ;

and at the present day a bill of sale is, by the registry acts,
rendered necessary to the validity of all transfers of shares
in British ships, whether by way of sale or of mortgage.
In general, bills of sale, being ex vi termini founded on
valuable consideration, are available against the creditors

of the seller
;
but by the operation of the bankrupt laws,

goods remaining with the consent of the true owner in the
order and disposition of the insolvent at the time of his

bankruptcy, are deemed to be the property of the latter,
and pass to his assignees to be distributed with the rest of

his effects for the benefit of his creditors. Moreover, in all

cases such a deed may be set aside on proof that it was a

merely colourable and fraudulent expedient for defeating
the claim of bond, fide creditors, and the courts of law are in

general little disposed to favour assignments of this kind,
made secretly and without the notoriety which attends the
actual transfer of possession.
BILLINGSGATE, a London market at the western ex-

tremity of the Custom-house, and the only wholesale market
for supplying the metropolis with fish. It was established

in 1699, and is held every day, except Sunday, when how-
ever mackerel is allowed to be sold. The market is so di-

vided that oysters are sold in one part and other descriptions
of shell-fish in another; red-herrings, cod, salmon, and
eels, are to be found in the respective divisions of the market

assigned for their sale. The two latter are the only kinds

sold by weight. The English rivers and coasts furnish an
almost inexhaustible supply of fish, and each season brings
its peculiar kind, such as herring, salmon, cod, pilchard,
mackerel, turbot, lobster, oyster, &c.
An article which enters largely into the consumption of the

public should be supplied under as few restrictions as pos
sible. It is partly with this view that fresh fish of all de-

scriptions, taken by British subjects and imported in British

vessels, may be imported into the United Kingdom without

report, entry, or warrant. Lobsters and turbot are admitted

free of duty, whether imported in British vessels or other-

wise. Cured fish of every kind is admitted free of duty i>

caught, taken, and cured by British subjects ;
but fish which

is taken or cured by foreigners, or brought in foreign vessels.

except turbot and lobsters, as previously noticed, are ad

mitted on payment of the following duties: oysters, pet

bushel, 1*. Gd. stock-fish, per 120, 5s, ; sturgeon, per keg,

not containing more than five gallons, 9s. The duty on
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caviare ii 11*. pet cwt. and on anchotie M. pr Ib. ; but

these articles are imported on account of merchants, and do

not find their way into this market Previous to 1829 the

duty on anchovies waa U. per Ib. ;
and in 1821, this article

produced a net revenue of C396/. Since the reduction, the

duty has averaged 13S.1/. ; and it it probable that the public
bave not fully obtained the benefits of a reduced duty.

!* are chiefly supplied by the Dutch, and the number

of ship-load* entered at the Custom-house in a year, has

varied during the last thirteen years from 59 to 83, viz. in

1*24, 83; in 1830, 69; and in 1833, the number was 61.

A duty of 13/. It. 3d. U charged on each ship-load. The

supply of foreign oysters during the last thirteen or fourteen

yean, has varied, in different years, from a few bushels to an

importation of 78,000 bushels, yielding a duty of 5846/. In

the Ova years succeeding 1823 there was not a single cargo

imported.
Tlra duties on fish amounted in 1823, on anchovies, to

4109/.; eels 796/. ; oysters 1730/. ; on all the other sorts,

6'J/.; total, 3004/. In 1833, on anchovies 147 8f. (having
in the two previous years averaged only 800/.) ; eels 956/. ;

oysters 1349/. ; other descriptions, no duty ; total, 37831.

For many years it was a heavy complaint that the supply
of Billingsgate was engrossed by a monopoly. Colquhoun,
in his '

Police of the Uiver Thames,' published in 1800, as-

serts that the fishmongers at that time possessed a direct

interest in the fishing-vessels, and kept them from market
at their pleasure. This state of things no longer exists.

The attempt to establish a second wholesale fish-market

in London, in 1834, although it has proved unsuccessful,

has doubtless occasioned some improvements at the older

market ; and under the direction of its present clerk such

regulations have been laid down for the observance of the

dealers of all classes, and what is of equal importance, have
been executed with such strict vigilance, that the public
now enjoy tho advantages of a public market to a greater

degree than at any former period. Of course great fluctua-

tions in prices frequently and unavoidably occur. The ear-

liest supply of mackerel has been sold at the rate of 7s. per
fish, or forty guineas for the first boat-load. The second

boat-load has perhaps fetched little more than one-fourth oi

this sum ; and the same description of fish has been bought
on the coast at a more advanced period of the season at the

rate of
sixty

for a shilling. Contrary winds also keep bock
vessels considerably beyond their proper time, and thug often

occasion their arrival in unusual numbers, so as to glut the

market ; but even those circumstances, which are apparently
beyond control, are rendered less frequent than heretofore. ' >v

the employment ofsteam-towing vessels, which brinx cargoes
into the market in spite of contrary winds. In tho same
manner, the supply of salmon was formerly so limited, that

only the wealthy could afford to partake of it, but it is now

brought up by the Scotch steam-boats in little more than

forty hours in such large quantities that it is sold at a price
which brings it within the reach of most of the working
classes. A few years ago the price of salmon was on an

average It. per Ib., while during the present season (1835)
it has frequently been disposed of at the same rate per Ib.

as butcher's meat ; and owing to the rapidity of the convey-
ance by steam-boats, was in a much better condition than
when higher prices were demanded. The fishing-vomit
reach Billingsgate during the night, and frequently a !!<>)

of fifty or sixty sail is lying at the landing-place. At
high-water a bell is rung, which is the signal for every
Teasel or boat whose cargo has been discharged, to remove
into tho river, in order to admit of others coming up to the
market. A small sum i* charged for tho use of a moveable

landing-place and other facilities which are afforded. Kaeh
vessel is bound to display a board, with tho description of

tho cargo painted on it in legible characters, an arrange-
ment which greatly facilitates the sale. Between the fisher-

men and the retail fishmonger there is an intermediate
class of dealers, about thirty in number, termed salesmen,
who alone occupy stalls hi the market. The fishermen con-

sign their cargoes to the salesmen, who are compelled to

fix up in a conspicuous place a statement of the kind and
mount of their stock, but they are not allowed to expose

fish for sale before the ringing of the market- bell at five

o'clock.

Fiih of the best quality is always bought up immediately
on the opening of the market by the dealers from the west
ond and those who supply the richest class of consumers.

It may perhaps be alleged that tho salesmen are so small a

jody thnt it would bo easy, by collusive net*, to render tho
market comparatively a close one

; but tho hii.-iiit-ss i trans-
irti'il with so much rapidity, and the rush of buyers is so

treat, that the opportunity for effecting a sale would quickly
lie lost, if any other principle were endeavoured to bo
acted upon than that which the wants of the retail dealer
and tho amount of the supply jointly determine. The sale

of oysters docs not begin until six o'clock, aa the throng of
such a large number of persons as are engaged in various

ways in vending this description of fish would interfere too

much with the general market. The high price of fish i* in .\

dr.Mt measure owing to the system of credit which the retail

dealer is compelled to give, the frequent losses he sustains,

and to the practice of the patronage of noblemen and gen-
tlemen being disposed of by their servants in consideration

of a heavy per (-outage. These are abuses which may be
rectified by individuals. It is of much more importance
to ascertain if the poor derive all tho advantages which

they ought from the market being abundantly supplied, as

they, in case of defective regulations or secret abuses, would
be the greatest sufferers.

The fish brought to market consists frequently of four

descriptions, viz., that of first-rate quality, that of good but

secondary quality, of inferior but not unwholesome quality,
and that which is in a state unfit for food. It is qmie.
certain, that without proper attention the last mentioned
would bo purchased by the lowost description of dealers,
and that it would be consumed by the poor. In order to

obviate this evil, inspectors were appointed on the establish-

ment of the market, but although their salaries above a

century ngo might be sufficient to compensate them for the

duties which they then had to perform, they received no
addition when their task had booome twenty-fold mori-

ons, and tho office in fart nearly sunk into desuetude. In

1832, when the public became alarmed on account of the

progress of the cholera, attention was directed to the con-

sequences which might be anticipated during the pre-
valence of such a disease from the use of unwholesome
articles of diet, and particularly of tainted fish. On the

recommendation of Mr. Goldham, the clerk of Billingsgate
market, an adequate salary was given to the fish inspectors,
and the advantages which the public derive from their la-

bours may be estimatcdby tho following statement of the

quantity of fish condemned in the course of a year as unfit

for consumption: Salmon Gfi-1, turbot fi/C, cod 1903, soles

38,300, herrings 1448, haddocks 6783, mackerel 4027,

plaice, maids, and scale 124,160, salt fish 1801, whitings

1500, brill 413, lobsters 8653, crabs 300, total 190,748 fish ;

periwinkles and wilko 437 bushels, muscles 1 5, sprats 80,
total 332 bushels

; pickled salmon 126 kits, each contain-

ing 15 or 16 Ibs.

In addition to the direct benefits arising to the public
from so much unwholesome food being prevented from getting
into the hands of the poor, the strict exercise of the duty of

inspector has destroyed several practices which aroe from
the ease with which an unwholesome cargo might be
sold. At present, instead of being brought to Billings-

gate, a cargo offish likely to become unwholesome by the
time it reaches London, is sometimes cured or disposed of

at some nearer port It formerly happened that a family
who had once or twice purchased bad fish, gave up tin

of an article which there wag some uncertainty in procuring
in a proper state

; but, in consequence of the vigilance of the

inspectors, the consumption has increased considerably.
The dishonest trader is also deprived of bis vocation ; and

though he may still sell fish in n state unfit for food, yet,
not having an opportunity of purchasing it in that state, ho

is more likely to be generally provided with a wholesome

supply than when he purchased bad fish at a low rate, and
exerted himself to dispose of it before ho commnnecd vend

ing bis stock of a better quality. The permanence of the

beneficial regulations for the sales nt Billingsgate may pro-

bably now be reckoned upon, as any relaxation would have-

the effect of throwing business into a rival market, which
could hardly fail to be created, and, if conducted on proper
principles, would put down malpractices by wholesome com-

petition,
Tho number of fishing-vessels entered at the Custom-

house, London, in the year 1834, was 4257 ; a few year
tho number was 3827. In addition, a considerable supply
of fish is brought up by vans from the various fishing towns
on the coasts of Kent. Sussex, Suffolk, and Norfolk.

BILL1TON, an island between the eastern coast of Su-
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matra and the south-western point of Borneo, in 3 S. lat.,

and 108 E. long. The south coast of Billitonis about 170
miles north of Balavia. The island is about fifty miles long
from north to south, and forty-five miles broad from east to

west, its form being nearly that of a square.
Billiton was included in the deed of cession by which the

island of Banca was made over to the English by the sultan
of Palembang in 1812. It was not thought advisable at

that time to detach any European force to take possession of

this new acquirement, and a native chief of Sumatra was
sent from Banca by direction of the governor of Java to

administer the government of Billiton in the name of the

English East India Company. The native chiefs of the
island offered considerable resistance to the establishment
of this new governor, and although he at first succeeded in

routing the insurgents and killing their leader, he was soon

compelled to return to Banca in order to get assistance.

Shortly after this time the possessions of the British in this

quarter were given up to the government ofthe Netherlands,
and it has since been thought necessary by the Dutch go-
vernor of Java to place a garrison on Billiton in order to

check the piratical practices to which the inhabitants are

addicted. Their European governors are accustomed to

employ the natives in constructing light vessels of a peculiar
form well adapted for revenue cruisers in those seas.

The inhabitants, who are said closely to resemble the
natives of Banca, are supposed not to exceed from 2000 to

3000 in number ; they cultivate rice, but not in sufficient

quantity for their own subsistence, and food is consequently
imported by them from Banca and Sumatra

;
the soil of the

island is for the most part rocky and unproductive.
Our geographical knowledge of the interior of the island

and even of its coast it very slight, and being principally
derived from the information of natives is not much to be

depended upon. A chart has been published by Major
Court, which he constructed under the instruction of the

Sumatran chief already mentioned, who had resided for

many years in Billiton before he was sent as governor by
the English authorities; from this chart it appears that

the island is well watered, the mouths of several rivers being
marked on every part of the coast.

The Malays trade hither for iron, the ore of which is

abundantly found in the island
; the metal is esteemed by

them for making the blades of their creeses. The inha-
bitants employ themselves in converting some of this

metal into nails and common tools, which are sold in the

neighbouring islands. (Court's Description nf Palembang,
Banca, fyc. ; Count Hogendorp's Coup D'CEil sur L'lle de

Java.)

BILLOM, or BILLON, a town in France, in the depart-
ment of Puy de D6me, on a small stream that flows into

the Allier; in 45 43' N. lat., and in 3 20' E. long. It

is a town of considerable antiquity, but of few claims to

notice. Before the Revolution it had a collegiate church,

among the treasures of which were said to be a drop of the

blood of Jesus Christ, and a piece of the wood of the true

cross. These relics were solemnly paraded in an annual

procession. At a very early period Billom possessed a cele-

brated school. In 1555, the Jesuits were established here

by the bishop of Clermont, and their society became very
rich. In their church was found, upon the expulsion of the

order, a picture from which a vast number of engravings
have been taken, representing' religion under the emblem
of a ship steered by Jesuits. After the restoration of the

Bourbons, the Jesuits had again (from 1826 to 1828) the

direction of the College of Billom, and seem to have mo-

delled it as a seminary for the priesthood (eeole secondaire

ecclesiastique). The population of Billom in 1832 was
4157 for the town, or 4746 for the whole commune.
BILLON, in coinage, is a composition of precious and

base metal, consisting of gold or silver alloyed with copper,
in the mixture of which the copper predominates. The
word came to us from the French. Some have thought the

Latin bulla. was its origin, but others have deduced it from

vilin. The Spaniards still call billon coin Monedadevellon.

Scaliger says the Greeks of the lower age called such money
BowXXwrgpiov (Boulloterion).

According to Boutteroue (Recherches curieusei des Mo-

noyet de France, fol. Par. 1666, p. 142), in Franco, billon

of gold was any gold beneath the standard of twenty-two
carats fine; and billon of silver all below ten pennies fine.

Boizard (Traite des Monnyes, de leur circomtances /?t de-

pendancet, 12mo. Haye, 1714, torn, i. p. 16) says that gold.

beneath the standard as far as twelve carats fine, and silver
to six pennies fine, were properly base gold and base silver ;

but that it ,was the mixture under those quantities which
made billon of gold and billon of silver, in consequence of
copper being the prevailing metal. Boutteroue however
speaks of two kinds of billon, one termed haut-billon, the
other bat-billon, according to the proportion of copper in-
troduced.

Black money, or billon, was struck in the mints of the

English dominions in France, by command of the kings of

England, for the use of their French subjects. Money of
billon was common throughout France from about the year
1200. Hardies, authorised money of Edward the Block
Prince, are also found of similar mixture. (See Pinker-
ton's Essay on Medals, edit. 1 789, vol. ii. p. 79.) It was
probably one consideration with Henry VIII. in coining
base money, that it would circulate in France to his advan-

tage. Henry VIII. and Queen Elizabeth both coined base

money, approaching to billon, for the use of Ireland.

BILLS OF MORTALITY, are returns of the deaths
which occur within a particular district, specifying the
numbers that died of each different disease, and showing, in

decennial or smaller periods, the ages at which decease took

place. When the accuracy of these returns can be de-

pended upon, facts of great importance in their actual ap-
plication to the business of life may be deduced from them.
From the mortuary tables, commenced at Geneva in 15G6,
which have been continued until the present time, it is as-

certained that at the Reformation one-half of the children
born died within the sixth year ;

in the
7

seventeeth century,
not till within the twelfth year ; and in the eighteenth cen-

tury, not until within the twenty-seventh year. Tables of
this description, extending over a long period, mark the pro-
gress of a country in wealth and happiness ; and the share
which political causes have had in producing the results which

they indicate, is a subject worthy of the highest consideration
of the statesman and politician. The Northampton Tables of

Mortality, also the Carlisle Tables, and the Swedish Tables,
have served as the chief basis on which annuities, life in-

surances, and other calculations relating to the duration of

human life, have been founded. The London Bills were com-
menced after a great plague in 1593. The weekly bills

were begun in 1603, after another visitation of still greater

severity ; and since that time scarcely any improvement
has boon introduced into the mode of making them up.
But imperfect as these documents are, there does not exist

a complete collection of them, not even in the British Mu-
seum. In London, a parish is said to be within the Bills

of Mortality when the deaths occurring within its limits

are supposed to be carried to the account of the general

mortuary tables published every year by the company of

parish clerks.
' Within the Bills of Mortality

'

is therefore

a local term, which has reference to a particular municipal
division. This division has occasionally undergone some

changes. At present it includes the City of London, the

City and Liberties of Westminster, the Borough of South-

wark, and thirty-four out-parishes in Middlesex and Surrey,
the whole containing a population of 1,178,374. The fol-

lowing parishes in the metropolis are not comprised in this

district: St. Luke's, Chelsea, population, 32,371; Ken-

sington, 20,902; St. Mary-le-bone, 122,206; Paddington,
14,540; and St. Pancras, 103,548 ; total, 293,567. In the

year in which the census was taken (1831) the number of

deaths published in the annual Bill of Mortality was '25,337,

or 1 in 46, on a population, as above stated, of 1,178,374.

Now, as the rate of mortality for Middlesex is 1 in 4 1 (Rick-,

man), it is clear that upwards of 3000 deaths occurred

within the so-called London Bills of Mortality, which
were unreported. Indeed, so irregular is the mode in

which the system is conducted, that one parish, that of

St. George, actually stated to be within the Bills of Mor-

tality, had not sent in its returns for ten years preceding
Dec. 1832. The annual number of deaths which at present

appear on the London Bills is about 26,500. Nearly 900

of these are attributed to
' unknown causes,' and about 3000

to
'

age and debility.
1 A medical analysis of the Metropo

litan Bills is given in the 'Companion to the Almanac' for

1835. The manner of procuring the returns, and their de-

fects in a medical point of view, are easily accounted for.

On the death of an individual within the prescribed limits,

intimation is sent to the searchers, to whom the undertaker

or some relative of the deceased furnishes the name and age

of the deceased, and the malady of which he died. No
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part of t\ii information is
properly authenticated, and it mny

either be true or false.* The appointment of searcher is

generally made by the churchwardens, and usually falls

upon old' women, and sometimes on those who are notorious

for their habits of drinking. The fee which these official

characters demand is one
shilling,

hut in some cases two

public authorities of this description proceed
to the inspec-

tion, when the family of the defunct is defrauded out of an
additional shilling.

'

They not unfrequently require more
tlmn the ordinary fee; and owing to the circumstances

under which they pay their visit, their demands are gene-

rally complied with. In some cases they even proceed so

far as to claim as a perquisite the articles of dress in which

the deceased died. Such are the means at present em-

ployed in collecting medical and political statistics in the

metropolis of England.
The mortuary tables of France, Prussia, Belgium, and

other continental nations, are kept in a manner which en-

sures perfect accuracy in all their details, and are founded

on medical testimony and documents of an authentic cha-

racter. This accuracy is the result of a number of formali-

ties, the compliance with which would be felt exceedingly
irksome in this country-. Still, it is to be hoped that some
svMem may soon be devised in reference to this subject,

which, founded on our national habits, and administered as

far as possible with a due regard to the general spirit and

temper of the country, may put the statesman and the poli-

tical inquirer in possession of a moss of materials of great

importance to the just comprehension of the great social

questions which may arise for their consideration.

BILMA is a place in the great African desert, or the

Sahara, situated between 18 and 19 N. lat. and about 14"

E. long. It lies at some distance east of a rocky ridge
of mountains of moderate height, which traverse the Sa-

hara from north to south ; these mountains begin on the

north in Fezzan to the south of Murzook (about 25 N.lat.)
and extend between the meridians of 16 and 13 to the

south of the parallel of Bilma. Up to this point it seems to

form an uninterrupted ridge, with a steep declivity towards
the cast. It appears to continue farther to the south, but
with considerable interruptions through Soudan, in a south-

western direction, and to join the upland of Africa in the

parallel of Sackatoo (12
3

N. lat.). This ridge, which sepa-
i ati-s thu tribes of the Tuaricks, who inhabit the western

country, from those of the Tibboos, who extend eastward
towards Egypt, may also be considered as the boundary
between the western and larger and the eastern and smaller
desert of the Sahara. [Sec SAHARA.]
To the east of this ridge, at a distance of about 50 miles

and upwards, rises a chain of isolated rocky hills, which
are most numerous between 20 and 18 N. lat.: the

country included by these two ridges forms, as it were, a

large oasis, which is called Wady Kawas. Though in some

way sheltered against the moving sands of both deserts, its

surface is mostly covered with sand, and in other places
is rocky. It contains a few patches of cultivated ground
and groves of date-trees, besides many salt-lakes : it is in-

habited by the Tibboos. Bilma, which is considered as the

capital of this nation, lies towards the southern extremity
of the oasis.

This place stands in a hollow and is surrounded by mud
walls, which, as well us the houses within it, are mean and
miserable. It owes its importance to the caravans which

pass through it on the road between Murzook and Bornou,
and still more to the salt lakes in its neighbourhood. About
two miles north of the town between low sand-hills are

several lakes, in which great quantities of very fine crystal-
lized salt is collected. The time for gathering the salt

u >t the end of the dry season, when it is taken in large
mas*e* from the border of the lakes in sheets, which
are put into bags and sent to Bornou and Soudan. A
coarser kind of salt is formed into hard pillars and likewise
sent to Soudan, where a ready market is found for it

;
a single

pillar weighing eleven pounds fetches from four to five

dollars. We are unable to form an estimate of the quantity
of salt gathered in the neighbourhood of this place for want
of information, but it must be considerable, as the Tuaricks,
who live at a considerable distance and are not the pro-
prietors of the soil, in one year carried off 20,000 bags of

salt, of which a portion was sent to Soudan for sale. As
* In NII 97 ifllt Edinburgh Review/ a plan i irtven by which, at very

iittlr trouble or riprntr. llif niotm|>uliUD UUU uf MurUlity might be reu-

dvreit jiul .it otic and valuable irgxtrrt, _

the icarcity and high price of this commodity in the interior

of Africa an- well known, ihu importance of these salt lakes

to the inhabitants of Bilma may easily be conceived. Dates
are to be had in abundance at this place, but other provi-
sions are scarce and dear, on account of the ihlliculty of

transport. (Denhara and Clapperton'g Travels; Majt uf
Berghaus.)
BILOCULI'NA (zoology), D'Orbigny's name for a genus

of minute cephalopoda ; Les Milioles of Ferrussac.

BILSTON, a market-town in the parish of Wolver-

hampton, in Staffordshire, 113 miles N.W. from }<ondon,
and about two miles S.E. from Wolverhampton. It was
until recently, accounted merely a village, and had no
market or fair ; but having risen to great importance, and

possessing a population exceeded by few towns in the county,
it obtained, in 1825, the grant of a market, held on Monday
and Saturday, and of two annual fairs, toll free, held on

Whit-Monday, and on the Monday preceding the Michael-

mas fair at Birmingham. By the Reform Bill, Bilston, with

other adjoining townships, was admitted to a participation
in the franchise of Wolverhampton, and it contributes about

500 qualifying tenements to the general constituency. The
number of houses was 2988 in 1831, when the population
amounted to 14,492 persons, of whom G99G were i'ci

Bilston extends nearly two miles in length, and is situated

upon a rising ground on the great road from London

through Shrewsbury to Ilolyhead, and that from Birming-
ham to Manchester, Liverpool and Chester. By these roads

and still more by the Birmingham and Staffordshire canal,

which passes in the immediate vicinity of the town, and its va-

rious branches, it possesses the greatest facilities for trans-

mitting its manufactures, and the heavy products of its mines
and foundries, to the eastern and western as well as northern

coasts, and to the interior ofthe country. Bilston owes all its

importance to the introduction of the iron works : it pre-

viously consisted of only a few private houses ;
but standing

in a district possessing considerable mines of coal, iron-stone,

quarry-stone, and clay, it rapidly increased in extent and

population. The town, which is irregularly built, contains

|

a due proportion of good and substantial houses in its prin-
'

cipal streets : the numerous dwellings of the people cm-
! ployed in the different works are dispersed in all directions

(

in the neighbourhood. There are numerous furnaces for

smelting iron-ore, with foundries, forges, slilting-mills,

steam-engines, and the various works necessary for the pre-

paration of iron. The town is intimately connected in interest

with Wolverhampton. Their proximity and their increasing
wealth and population render it probable that the buildings
of the two towns will soon be united. The manufacture- uf

tin, and of every kind ofjapanned and enamelled wares, with

that of iron, from nails and wire to the heaviest and bulkiest

articles, are largely carried on at Bilston. Coarse pottery
is made with the clay which is found in the neighbourhood
in much abundance. There is also here a deep orange-
coloured and almost impalpable sand, which is much used
in the casting of metals; the neighbourhood is also noted

for a quarry, the stone in which lies in twelve horizontal

layers, each of which increases in thickness from the Mir-

face downwards, so that the lowermost is about a yard in

thickness. Plot mentions a person who got from this quarry
a stone eight yards long, naturally so very even thai it

did not bevel or depart from the true level above an inch.

Cisterns, troughs, &c., are mode of the stone, some of which
is curiously streaked with black. Plot also mentions that

the grindstones dug at Bilston arc much finer than those

obtained in Derbyshire ; they arc used in sharpening thin

edged tools, as knives, razors, &c.
The town contains two churches : that of St. Leonard

was erected in 1826, in the place ofone which was built about
the middle of the last century : that which previously stood

there was erected in the reign of Henry VI., and having be-

come old and ruinous, was then taken down, with the excep-
tion of the tower. It accommodates 2000 people. The
living is a perpetual curacy, in the jurisdiction of the, dean
of Wolverhampton. the income of which is stated in the

recent returns at 635/. per annum. It is in the gift of the

inhabitants. The other church, dedicated to St. Mary, is a
handsome structure, erected in 1829, at an expense of

7223^., in the later English style: it accommodates 1400

persons, and has 956 free sittings; the minister has an in-

come of 83t. per annum. The Methodists, Baptists, and

Independents have also places of worship in Bilston. A
court of requests for the recovery of debts not exceeding Of.
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has been established in the town. There is a charity school,
in which a few boys are clothed and educated.

This town suffered a dreadful visitation of cholera in the
months of August and September, 1832, the particulars of

which have been impressively detailed in a pamphlet by its

minister, the Rev. William Leigh. It appears, that 3508

persons were affected by the disease, out of which number
742 perished in the course of six weeks. The public sym-
pathised with the inhabitants on this trying and afflicting

calamity, and no less a sum than 8536/. Ss. Id. was col-

lected in behalf of the poor surviving sufferers. A useful and
substantial building has been erected, called the '

Cholera

Orphan School,' in which 450 orphan children are educated,

part of whom, together with upwards of 100 widows, are still

receiving a weekly payment out of the fund.

At Bradley, a hamlet in the township of Bilston, there is

a phenomenon which has attracted much attention. A
fire in the earth has now been burning for more than a

century, defying every attempt which has been made to

extinguish it. The inhabitants call it
'
wild-fire.' It has

reduced several acres of land to a mere calx
;
but this calx

furnishes a very excellent material for the repair of the roads,
and the workmen in collecting it often find large quantities
of excellent alum. The surface is sometimes covered for

the extent of many yards with sulphur, in such quantities
as to be easily gathered. We are informed that the wild-fire

at Bradley is now nearly extinguished, the combustible
matter being very much exhausted. (Shaw's History and
Antiquities of Staffordshire; Plot's Natural History of
Staffordshire ; Beauties of England and Wales, vol. xiii.

;

Boundary Reports ; Communication from Bilslon, &c.)
BINCH, an old town in the province of Hainault in Bel-

gium, situated on the high road from Mons to Charleroi, about
ten miles east of Mons, and thirteen west of Charleroi.

Hindi was built in 1110, and surrounded with walls. For
a long time the Counts of Hainault were accustomed to give
it as a dowry with their eldest daughters. In the war be-

tween Henry II. of France and Charles V. in 1554, it was
taken by the former and burnt, but was soon after rebuilt.

In 1578 it was twice taken, once by the Spaniards, and
afterwards by the French under the command of the Duke
of Alencon. It was afterwards retaken by the Spaniards,
and remained in their possession until 1668, when, under
the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, it was given up to France.

Ten years later this town again came under the dominion
of Spain by the treaty of Nimeguen.

Hindi, which is built on the summit and half way down
a hill, is remarkable for the picturesque spots which lie

about it. The town is still surrounded by walls, and con-

tains 760 houses, many of them of considerable elegance.
One principal street traverses it from one end to the other.

It contains a fine square ornamented with a fountain, a

church, a college established in 1 725 under the management
of the Augustines, seven elementary schools, and an hospital.

Previous to the burning of the town in 1554, it contained a

fine castle, which was the favourite residence of Maria,

Queen of Hungary, the sister of Charles V. The re-

mains of this building at present consist of a scarp Hanked

by towers, which has been converted into a terrace prome-
nade, offering very fine views : the rest of the site of the

castle is occupied by kitchen-gardens.

Including the suburbs, La Roquette and Versailles,

Binch, in January, 1830, contained 887 houses, occupied by
1215 families, consisting of 4878 individuals, divided as

follows :

Males. Females.

Single . . . 1,376 1,503

Married . . 797 816

Widows and widowers 121 205

2,294 2,584 4,878

The town contains several manufactories. The chief

branches of industry are connected with the leather trade,

comprehending tanning, currying, and shoe-making, in

which last 400 workmen are employed. On the 16th day of

each month a fair is held for the sale of horses and cattle :

there are besides three markets in each week on Monday,
Thursday, and Saturday.

(Vander Maelin's Dictionnaire Geographique de la Pro-

vini-e df. Hainaut.)

BINDRABUND, a large antient town on the west bank
of the river Jumna, about thirty-five miles N.N.W. from

the city of Agra, in 27 34' N. lat., and 77 34' E. long.

The superstition of the Hindus has invested Bindrabund
with a high degree of sanctity, in consequence of its having
been, according to their traditions, the residence of Krishna
during his youth. Several places are pointed out as the
scenes of various exploits of the god, and many pilgrims
annually find their way hither to wash away their sins in
some sacred pools. The antient Hindu name for the town
(Vrindavana) signifies a grove of tulsi trees. Such a grove
still exists, and from having been the favourite haunt of
Krishna, has now become the resort of numerous religious
mendicants, who waste their lives there in filth and in-
dolence.

The town contains many temples, all of which are dedi-
cated to Krishna: the largest, distinguished from the rest
as the great cruciform pagoda, is remarkable for its size,
and the elaborate style of its architecture. (Hamilton's East
India Gazetteer.)

BJND WEED. [See CONVOLVULUS.]
BINGEN, a town picturesquely situated at the influx of

the Nahe into the Rhine, in that part of the grand-duchy
of Hesse (Hesse-Darmstadt), which is called '

the province
of the Rhine,' or Rhenish-Hesse : it is included in the
circle of Altzey, and lies between Mayence and Bacha-
rach in the Rheingau, at the entrance of the narrow vale
of the Rhine between Taunus and Hundsriick. The bridge
of stone leading across the Nahe into Bingen is generally
supposed to have been constructed by Drusus, the Roman
general, and the ruins of the old fort of Klopp upon an emi-
nence near tho town, stand upon the .site of the castle
known to have been built by the same 'commander. This
fort was destroyed by the French in 1039, with nearly the
whole of the town. The '

Bingerloch' that adjoins it is a
portion of the bed of the Rhine, which in former times was
an object of great dread to navigators, from the sunken
rocks that lay across it; there was then no other channel
for the passage of vessels but a very narrow one, through
which the pent-up waters were furiously whirled, with a
roar so loud as to be heard at several miles distance. The
rocks have of late years been removed by blasting, and the

passage of the Bingerloch is no longer accompanied with

any danger. On a little island not far from this spot stands
the Miiusethurm or Mauththurm, a tower or antient toll-

house, which is rapidly falling to decay. Bingen contains
about 500 houses and 4500 inhabitants, has a gymnasium
or public grammar-school, is the place of sale for the wines

produced in its vicinity, particularly on the Sdiarlachberg
(Mount-Scarlet), manufactures woollen-stuffs, &c., pos-
sesses a tannery, and carries on a brisk trallic upon the
Rhine. The average breadth of this river, between Bingen
and Coblenz, is 1GGU i'cet: its depth between Bingen and
Cauh, which lies opposite to Baciiarach, varies from six to

twenty feet ;
and at Bingen its surface is at an elevation of

235 feet above the level of the sea. Its whole line from

Bingen towards Coblenz abounds in the most varied and
romantic scenery. Bingen is in 49 55' N. lat., and 7 49
E. long.
BINGHAM, a parish and market-town in the wapen-

take of North Bingharn, Nottinghamshire, 1 08 miles N.N.W.
from London, and nine miles E. from Nottingham. The
situation of the town is rather low, in the fertile vale of
Belvoir ; but being surrounded with high grounds, all in a
state of rich cultivation, the views in the vicinity are

pleasant and extensive. From the foundations of buildings
being frequently discovered, from its giving name to the
hundred in which it stands, and from its religious establish-

ment and collegiate church, of a date nearly as old as the

Conquest, it seems that Bingham was formerly a much
more important place than at present. The market is held
on Thursday, and the fairs are on the 13th and 14th of

February, first Thursday in May, Thursday in Whitsun
week (the holiday fair), May 31st, and 8th and 9th of No-
vember. The principal are those in February, at Whitsun-
tide, and in November.
Tha town, which consists chielly of two parallel streets,

is well paved ;
the market-place is extensive, and has com-

modious shambles. The houses have been erected with
little attention to regularity ; they are generally neat, and
some of them handsome. The parish contained 372 houses
in 1831; the population was 1737 persons, of whom 906
were females. The church, dedicated to All Saints, is a

strong and heavy building, consisting of a nave and two
side aisles, badly lighted, owing in a great measure to the

upper part of the nave having been lowered, when a consi-

NO. 25G. [THE PENNY CYCLOPAEDIA.] VOL. IV. 3 O
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durable part was taken down, and the whole repaired in

ISM. The church lias a curious early English tower, and
later b,l fry-story and spire. The cornn vcr is

is, and there are the remain* of statues which liavo

orved for pinnacle*. The pier* of the church, which arc

small, hare varied foliage of excellent design and execution,

tome late early English, other* very earl? decorated. The

transepts and chancel are of later date than the nave; the

chancel, Inch is lofty, spacious, and well lighted, is joined

by a very fine arch to the body of the church. There are in

this church both early English decorated and perpendicular
windows. The church has accommodation for 800 persons j

thu living is a rectory in the diocese of York worth 1S03/. per
annum. Speed mentions a college of St. Mary in this place
valued at the Dissolution at 40/. 11*., but Dugdolo Bays

only -I', lit.; it seems to have been a guild or chantry. The
Primitive and Wesleyan Methodists have places of worship
in the town. Thomas Tcalby, gent, who died in ir.l--.

loft 100/. to the parish, one half of the interest of which was
to be employed in placing poor children at school. With
this sum and 15/. additional from other bequests, the

churchwardens bought lands, the proportion of the rents

from which applicable to the last mentioned purpose is

71. 10*. per annum, which is paid to the parish school-

master for instructing in reading ten poor children, boys
or girls, of tho parish of Bingham, who, as well as the

master, are appointed by the parish authorities. The school-

master usually affords gratuitous instruction to a few
nclilitional children, and ho has many pay scholar*. The
overage number of children Is about forty; but there

were sixty-one in the school when the commissioners
were there in 1828. The above endowment has been in-

creased by Id/, per annum, being the interest of a share

of ISO/, in the Grantham Canal Navigation, which some
inhabitant* of the town bought with the proceeds of several

plays which they acted for the benefit of the poor in the

severe winter of 1783-4. This amount was not appro-

priated to purposes of education until 1827. (Throsby's
Additions to Thoroton's Antiquities of Nottinghamshire;
Beauties of England and Wales; Rickman's Attempt, f\-c. ;

Twenty-first Report of the Commissioners for inquiring
concerning Chanties.)
BINGLEY, a market-town and parish in the wapentake

of Skyrack, in the West Riding of Yorkshire, 179 miles
N.W. from London and 31 miles W.S.W. from York. The
name signifies 'the field of Bingelor Bing,' the original pro-

prietor in Saxon times. In Domesdav it is called Bing-
Aelfia, and was one of thirty-two lordships which the Con-

queror gave to Erneis de Burun. It had then six hamlets

belonging to it. The manor afterwards went through a

great number of hands, and was ultimately bought in 1668

by Robert Benson, Esq., whose son was created Lord Bing-
ley by Queen Anne, whose descendant in the female line

is the present proprietor. The town is
pleasantly

situated

on an eminence between the river Aire and the Leeds and

Liverpool Canal. It is tolerably well built, partly of brick
nnd partly of stone, and consists chiefly of one long street,
in which the market is held on Tuesdays. The market
was granted by King John at the instance of the then pro-

prietor, William de Gant. The fairs are on the 25th Ja-

nuary and the 25th, 2Cth, and 27th of August. The parish
of Binglev at present consists of four hamlets, namely, Bing-
lev. Harden, Mickclthwaite, and Morton, the three first of
which constitute one township, and Morton another. These
hamlets provide for their own poor separately, but join in

the support of the church according to their population.
The number of houses in the township of Binglev, Harden,
an-1 Micklethwaite, was 1606 in 1831, and the population
amounted to 803G persons, of whom 4037 were females. This
w 1861 higher than at the census of 1821, and the great
increase is attributed to the extension of the worsted and
Bttin" manufactures. The population of the whole parish was

Tlic manufacture of worsted yarn is carried on to a
considerable extent in the town and neighbourhood, besides
which there are some cotton-spinning concerns, a paper
manufactory, and some trade in malt. The church dcdi-

tn Alf Soul* was given to the priory of Drax by V> ':!

lism 1'aganoll, the founder, in the time of Archbishop
Thurstan, who held the sec "f York from 111!) to 1117. It

i a plain and dwctit structure, accommodating 500 persons.
It was probably restored in thu r. i>_n of Henry VIII., which
Wliit ihe tura in whi<

of the churches of this district were enlarged and adorned.

The devout liberality of the people, which had previously
exhausted itsolf in benefaction* to monastic establishment*,
then directed itself to the improvement of the parish

ehureho*, which had been comparatively neglected. The
living is a discharged vicarage in the diocese of York. It it

m the gift of the crown, and the annual income i* estimated

at 233/. in the recent report of tho commiioner* for in-

quiring into ecclesiastical revenue* j but this is somewhat
overrated

;
the income arises principally from Barter due*.

There are also in the town chapels for the Methodist*. Bap-
ti*U, and Independent*. In tho reign of Henry VIII.
William Wooler devised certain lands, the rents to be ap-

propriated towards enabling a schoolmaster to teach grammar
within tho town of Bingley. The commissioners who in-

quired into the state of this charity in 1622 vested the power
of appointing and removing the master, and of recr

the rents, in a committee of tho inhabitants ; and decreed
that the muter, besides being competent to bring up hi*

pupils in the doctrines of Christianity, must be ' of a vir-

tuous and reformed course of conversation, no light or dis-

ordered person, and industrious and diligent in teaching,
and moderate and discreet in his correction*.' The endow-

ment, a* increased by subsequent benefactions, produced
about 37S/. per annum at the time of the commisiioners'

visit; tho income is received by the master, who also occu-

pies a good house and garden belonging to the institution ;

but the master has to pay 45/. out of the entire amount to

the poor, and gives a salary of 80/. to the usher. The net

income to the master, after paying the charities to the poor
and the usher, doe* not now exceed 2iO/. The Charity
Commissioners, who were there in 1 82fi, say,

' the present
master used to receive and educate boarders, but ha* lately
discontinued to do so. In his time the school ha* been at-

tended occasionally by between twenty and thirty free

scholars at a time, but there wero ten free scholars only in

the school at the time of this inquiry. The boys src taught
reading, writing, and account*, at a moderate charge,
and they are instructed in English and in the principles
of religion.' We are informed that from twenty to thirty
free scholars is the general number attending the school';
the circumstance of there being only ten at the time of
the Commissioners' inquiry was a rare occurrence. Tliu

school is strictly a grammar-school ; and writing and ac-

counts are only taught for the accommodation of the inha-

bitants. There is also a large national school in the town.

(Whitaker's History of Craven; Beauties of England
and Wales; Seventeenth Report f the Commissioner! for
inquiring concerning Charities; Communication from
Kinsley, &o.)
BINNACLE, an article used on board ship which con-

tains the compass. It is placed next the steersman, nd is

divided into compartments for containing an hour-glass and
a lamp. In order that the compass may remain unaffected

by any local cause, the binnacle is not put together with
nails or any iron work. Bittaole, being an abbreviation of

tho French word habitacle, a small habitation, wa* the
name formerly given to this article, and it is o called in

Johnson's Dictionary : but it is now written binnacle.
BINO'CULUS (zoology), Geoflroy, Leach : Aj,tis, Scop.,

Cuv., Litr. : f.imulits. Mull. Lam.; Monoculus, Linn.
Fabr. Of these names, Apui is that now generally ap-
plied to a genus of phyllopodou* crustaceans inhabiting
fresh-water ditches, pools, and stagnant water*. They are

gregarious and occur often in innumerable quantities.
Sometimes whole swarms are swept away by violent wind*.
and have been seen to fall like rain. The'spring and the
commencement of summer are the seasons when they are
most commonly found; and they often appear suddenly in

great numbers in accidental rain-water puddles where
never have been before seen, as well as in ponds. They
grow rapidly, feed freely on tadpoles, are all provided with

eggs, though naturalists have not as yet been able to dis-

tinguish the sexes, and some consider that they can repro-
duce the species without the aid of a second individual.

The eggs are supposed to preserve the living principle for a

long time in a dry state: and this would account for their
sudden appearance in great number* in places where a fall

of rain has formed a pool in a situation previously dry.
u-radually arrive at the perfect development of their

organs by a succession of moults. M. Valenciennes re-
marks that they are often devoured by the common wagtail,

vncric name Btltomka appears to be unnecessary,
and that given by Scopuli should be restored; the true
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Limuli form a marine genus, making a natural group of

different form and habits; Linnzeus's genus, Monoculus,

comprehends Apus, Limulus, and other crustaceans. Dr.

Leach has formed a genus (Lepidurus) of those species
which have a plate between the bristles of the tail, but, as

Cuvier thinks, unnecessarily. The species figured is Apus
productut, Latr. (Lepidurus productus, Leach ;

Monoculus

Apus, Linn.) The genus occurs in England, France, and

Europe generally.

[Apus produetua.]

BINOMIAL, in algebra, means an expression which

contains two terms, such as

a + b b ex a? x py
Any expression may be considered and used as a binomial

in any sense in which it may be said to contain two terms :

thus,
a + b + c x ex

when put in the form

(a + 6) + (e
-

e) x

is a binomial, the terms of which are a + b and (c e) x.

BINOMIAL THEOREM, by far the most important
theorem in common algebra, first announced by Newton, as

will presently appear. It is frequently called on the Conti-

nent the binonie de Newton, and is engraved on his tomb

in Westminster Abbey. In explaining this theorem, we

shall consider ourselves as writing for those who have already

such a knowledge of algebra as will enable them easily

to recognise the various expressions of which we make
use.

The binomial theorem, coupled with those preceding
theorems from which it springs, is as follows :

( 1 .) If a be denoted by a 1

, a a by c?, a a a by a8 , &c., then

g,n

a* x a" = a""*"1 = a1 * (m > n).
a"

(2.) The equations in (1 .) will hold good when the symbol
a" is considered, provided that a always signifies unity.

(3.) The equations in (1.) will hold good when negative

exponents are employed, provided that

' means -
a

i

a means -
, &c.

(4.) The equations in (1.) will hold good when fractional

exponents are employed, provided that

a' means the square root of a

a* cube root of a

a* fourth root of a &c.

and akso that

lil:ins i the cube root of a'

(fi (a") the seventh root of a*

** i
a" ,, (a"T the nth root of a"

(5.) Binomial Theorem. In all the preceding cases, that

is, whether n be whole or fractional, positive or negative,

&c.,
2 3 4

the preceding being a series of an infinite number of terms
in all cases, except only where n is a positive whole num-
ber. The pih term of the preceding expression is

n-ln-2 n-p+ 2
p _,

~2 3~ p-l
which expresses any term after the second.

(6.) The preceding series is convergent, whatever may
be the value of n, whenever x is less than 1 . If a; be greater
than 1, it is always divergent ;

but the series remaining after

any term may be expressed in a finite form, as follows :

Let V,, Va, V 3 , &c. represent the several terms of the pre-

ceding series, then all the terms after the jBth term arc an

algebraical development of a term of the form

v
[j
4- 1 \ i "T" y x) t

where 9 is a function of a?, the arithmetical value of which
is less than unity ; so that

a 4. ~,\n V -4- V -I- -t-V-t-Vi fl-J-0 ir\n~PT vt/^ V 1
~ V g T^ ( I t T

j)

~
V

j)_^ 1 \ L I VtlltJ

The preceding theorem, though theoretically necessary to

those who do not allow the use of divergent series, is of no

practical use in the determination of (1 + so)', since the de-

termination of 6 itself is the more difficult problem of the

two.

We shall now give the early history of this theorem, with

some remarks upon its demonstration.

Before the time of Vieta, no materials for its expression
were in the hands of algebraists. That writer first used

general symbols of determinate number : and in his works

\ve find the first rude cases of the binomial theorem, though
only in the results of simple multiplications, and without

the discovery of any law of connexion among the coefficients.

For instance, in his Ad logislicen speciosum note priores,
we find the following :

'
Sit latus unum A, alterum B. Dico A quad.-quadratum+
A cubo in B quater,+A quadrato in B quadratum sexies,+
A in B cubum quater, + B quad.-quadrato, sequari A + B
quad-quadrato.' This we should now express thus :

(a +6/ = a' + 4 a3 6 + 6a'2> 2 + 4afr' + b\

The coefficients of the binomial theorem, in the case of a

whole exponent, had long been derived from the method

employed in what Pascal called the Arithmetical Triangle,
and Briggs the abacus 7rayx(>rj<m>c . To trace the history of

this method would here lead us too far [see FIGURATK

NUMBERS] ;
it must suffice to say that Lucas do Borgo,

Stifel, Stevinus, Vieta, and others, all had in their possession

something from which, if we did not know that such simple
relations were difficult to discover, we should say a little

attention would have enabled them to find the first glimpse
of the binomial theorem, which, as we shall proceed to state,

occurred to Briggs.
The abacus of the last-mentioned writer above alluded to

is as follows (we have only reversed right and left) :

1 1 1 1 1 &c.

2
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of tbit work was the determination of the areas of a clans of

curves, involving a problem amounting to the determina-

tion of

from x = to x = 1

where m U a whole number. In this he deduces the alge-

braical expressions for any figurato number, but not in the

form in which Newton afterwards gave. For example, he

prefers

/ 4- 3 / + 2 / ,1 + 1 1 + 2

6
to ' '

though it appears he knew the latter form. But be con-

fined himself almost entirely to the definite integral, and
did not exhibit his results in the form of an algebraic, series.

His work is broken into propositions, after the manner of

the .indents and the simple form in which Newton after-

wards enuntiated his results docs not appear (that we can

find) in his work. It was as follows, using the notation

already adopted, or rather Newton expressed it as follows,

ami in the method of expression is the happy simplification
which led him to the binomial theorem. In the first column
is the expression of the ordinate of the curve in question ;

in the second the area included between the abscissa, the
ordiuutcs at its extremities, and the intercepted curve.

(lJF*)"

&c. Sic.

\V;ilhs had suggested that the method of determining the

area of the circle depended upon finding a mean term be-

tween 1 and | in the scries 1, f, f,, &c., made by taking
the lower sign in the preceding set, and making x = 1 (he
was considering the total areas). For the ordinate of the

circle being / \ x', the exponent of which is J, the mean
between and 1, the question reduced itself to this: If 0,

1, 2, &c., operated upon according to a certain law, (jive the

results 1, }, -fg, &c., what will ^ give when operated upon
according to the same law? This interpolation he attempt:' I.

and obtained his well known and remarkable expression for

the ratio of the circular area to the square on its diameter.

But he could not succeed in the interpolation, and as he in-

forms us himself in his Algebra, afterwards published in

1685, 'he gave it over as a thing not feasible,' one difficulty

being that he could not imagine a series with more than
one term and less than two, which it seemed to him the in-

terpolated series must have. And here the question rested

till it was taken up by Newton. The latter, in a celebrated

letter to Oldenburg, dated October 24, 1C7G, speaking of

some developments then newly discovered by Leibnitz, gives
the binomial theorem. We shall give his own words (that

is translated from the Latin). 'In tin- beginning of my
mathematical studies, when I happened to meet with the
works of our celebrated Wallis, in considering the series, by
the intercalation of which he exhibits the area of the circle

and hyperbola,' .... He then itoes on to describe what we
have already alluded to. . . .' for interpolating between these
I remarked that in all the first term .vas x, and the second
(mis were in arithmetical progr i > i . . . .that the two first

terms of the scrits to be intercalated sheuld be

T - i- *
,&c.

For tha remaining intercalations I reflected that the deno-
minators were in arithmetical progression ; so that only the
numerical coefficients of the numerators remained' to be
investigated. But these, in the alternate areas, were the

figures of the powers of the number eleven, namely II", 1 ! ',

1 1', 1 P. 1 1: that is, in the first 1
;

in the second 1,1; in
the third 1, 2. 1 ; in the fourth 1, 3,3, 1; in the fifth 1, 4,

ft. 4, I. 1 inquired, therefore, in what manner all the re-

maining figures could be found from the first two; and I

found thit if the first figure be called m, all the rest roii'.d

be found by the continual multiplication of the terms of the
formula

-0 m-J
1

X
2

m 2 m - 3

-3 X
j-X.&e.

This rule, therefore, I applied to the interpolation of the
series. And lince in the circle : t. nn U J X i-r*.

I made m - $ v. :
.

, ,,{ the

sircular segment to be

X -
-.Sic.3579

'This was my first introduction to such meditations, and
it would have gone out of my memory, had I not cast my
eyes on some of my notes a few . ... j{u t when I
had learned these 'things, I presently considered that the

term* themsehet (1 -)*, (I -**)', (1 -*")*. Sec. might be

interpolated in the same manner at the area* grneratrd
from them, and that nothing more was necessary except the
omission of the denominators 1, 3, 5, 1, &c. in the terms

expressing the areas: that is, that the coefficients of the

quantity to be intercalated (1 -x'y, or (1 -x1
)*, or gene-

rally (1 -x*)* would arise from continual multiplication of
the terms of the series,

m x
m 1 w-4m 2

"I" 4

Newton then proceeds to relate that he proved t:

operations by actual multiplication, and afterwards by ap-
plying the common rule for the extraction of roots, which

he same results. He then states that he knew the
common logarithmic series by the same method, and that

U'ing then much pleased with such investigations, he con-
tinued them until the appearance of Mercator's Lnarilft-
moter/inia; when, suspecting that Mercator had made the
same discoveries (which however was not the case) before he
(Newton) was of an age to, write, he began to care little

about prosecuting his researches.
It must be noticed that Newton had previously given the

theorem itself in a former letter to Oldenburg, dated
13, 1676, with more copious examples: the statement of it

is as follows:' The extraction of roots is much shortened

by this theorem,

(P + P Q) = P + A Q + B Q + &,..'

where A means the first term itself, B the second term, &c.
It must therefore be noticed, and similar things are com-

mon in the history of discovery, that several of those theorems
which are now among the simple consequences of the bi-

nomial theorem, were in fact discovered before it. Thus
Mercator and James Gregory had already used the logarith-
mic scries, and Newton's discovery itself was not a con-

sequence of any attempt at the general development of
(1 + .r), but of the scries for

J' (1 -
.TI)" il.r, wluch was

(between certain limits) implied in the discoveries of Wallis.
Newton gave no other demonstration of his theorem ex-

cept the verification by multiplication or actual extraction.
The theorem of Stirling (commonly called after Maclaurin)
and that of Taylor, being the general theorems of which
the binomial is a particular case, soon diverted the attention
of mathematicians. James Bernoulli first demonstrated
the case of whole and positive powers by the application of
the theory of combinations, in his treatise De .-trie Cnnjn--
tunili, published after his death in 1713. Maelai.vin. in his

fluxions, published in 1712, gave, as we consider, the first

general demonstration: for though he employs fluxions,

yet he had not, as he himself notices (page 607),
'
ma>i<

of this theorem in demonstrating the rules in the direct

method of fluxions.' In later times, when the avidity with
which the results of the modern analysis were sought be^an
so far to subside as to allow mathematicians to look ai and
discuss the grounds on which the several principles were
established, a host of demonstrations appeared, each of which
met with objectors : for it is a property of all the funda-
mental theorems of every branch of mathematics to be in-

capablo of establishment in a manner in which all shall

agree, though the theorems themselves are held indis-

putable. Among these demonstrations arc those of James
Bernoulli, Maclaurin, I.anden, Epinus, Stewart, Enler,
Lagrange, I.'Uuilicr, Manning, Woodhouse, Hutton, Bon-
nvcasile, Knight, Robertson, Creswell, Swinburne, and
Tylecotc. We shall not discuss the various objections, be-
cause they apply as much to the general doctrine of infinite

is to tlie binomial theorem in particular ; and wo
must refer the reader to TAYLOR'S THEOREM. We shall
however allude to the principal objections after we have given
what appears to us a sufficient proof of the theorem, or
rather after we have indicated the steps of such a proof.

Definition. T&y (1 + x) we mean (m and n being whole
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numbers) a quantity which, multiplied n \ times by itself,

gives (1 + x)" ;
and by the expansion of (1 + x) ", we mean

an algebraical series of powers of a: (positive or negative,
whole or fractional) which has all the algebraical properties

of (1 + x)", and which, when it is convergent, has (1 + x)'
for its arithmetical limit or sum.

Theorem 1. The well-known proof of the expansion of

(1 + x)
m

, where m is a positive whole number, giving

(1 + a;)
s = 1 + Zx + x'

(1 + x)
3 = 1 + 3X + 3 3 + a? &c.

This theorem is not absolutely necessary, as we shall see.

Theorem 2. If there be any function of a, namely, a,

which satisfies the condition

<t> (a) x (6) = (a + b)

then $ (a) must be C* where C is any quantity independent
of a.

For the condition gives

p (a) x
<t> (b + c) = <f (a + 6 + c)

or $ (a) x
<j> (b) x # (c) = <p (u + b + c) &c.

which leads (supposing b, c, &c., to be severally equal to a)
to the equations

(0a)L= <t>(na) ($ a')" = <t> (m a'), &c.

where n and m are any whole numbers, and a, a', &c., any
quantities whatsoever. Let us suppose m a' = n a, which

gives

<t> (m a!) = <t> (n a) or (<p a')
1" =

($ a)"

- f \ -
or#a' = (pa)

m
or ff a

J= (>a)

Again, the supposed universality of the first equation gives

<j, (0) x
<t> (a)

= ? (a +0 )
=

<p (a)

or f (0) = 1 : and also

?(a) x <p(-a) = ?(a a) = 1

* ( n a) =whence ? (
- a) =

fa

M> that the equation <?(na) = (p a)" is true for all values of

n: if a be = 1, this gives <p n = {?(!) }",
and <f(\) is not a

function of the general symbol n : let f (1) = C, which gives
the theorem asserted.

This theorem is the fundamental part of Euler's proof of

the binomial theorem.

Theorem 3. If the values of '.t and b may be made as

near to equality as we please, then the limit of the fraction

o" -If
T is no."' '

a b

In the case where n is a whole number, this is evident by
the well-known theorem

(a
8 - 6") (a - b) = a + b

(a> - 63) (a - b) = a + ab + 6*

(a
4 64) (a - b) = a3 + a*b + a 6* + V &c.

Let be a positive fraction, for instance, | ;
and let a = a3

,

b = /3
s
. Then a* = a*, 61 = and

a b a /3
3

a* + a/3 + /3
s

the limit of which, when a approaches to b, is 2a--3 a2
or

2 -i
-a

2 -
or-

2 3-1
or -a , In the same way any other

case may be proved.
Now let n be negative, say it ig t, where t is positive.

Then
ar-b" a-'-b-1

_ \ a'- &'

a - b a b a' If a b

of which the limit, by the two preceding cases (t being
positive), is

or" x ta'~ l
or - ta- 1 - 1 orna"- 1

Theorem 4. If (1 + x)" admit of being expanded in a

scries of whole powers of x, then that series must bo

Let

(1 +x)" = ta + f, j; + <
2 a;

8 + &c .

(1 + y)" =
*. + <,y + ^2 + &c.

+ xr - (i + vr
'

(1 + x) -
which two sides being always equal, the limits to which
they approach, as x approaches to y, are equal ; or

n (1 + x)
' = t, + 2 t, x + 3 t, x2 + &c.

Multiply both sides by 1 + x, which gives
n (1 + x)' =

t, + (2 t, + < t ) x + (3 t, + 2 <2) x + &c.
but by the original assumption

n (I + x)
" = n t + n t l x + n t^x* + &c. and

therefore <,
= nta

2 <2 if =

&c. &c.

But, making x = in the original series, we find * = (!)"= 1. Whence follows the theorem.
Theorem 5. The value of (1 + x)" is in all cases the

series above investigated.
Consider that series as a function of TV Or let

f (n) = 1 + nx , &c.

f (m) = 1 + m x + m ,r
s + , &c.

Actual multiplication will be found to give_ m + n ]

<fn X fm = 1 + (m + n)x + m + n
-- X '

or <pnx fw = ?(ra-t- m).

Or we may dispense with this multiplication by remem-

bering that since f n is (1 + x)
a and $m is (1

-j-
x}m , when

n and m are whole numbers, we must have, in that case

(Theorem !.)

<fn X <?m = (1 4- 30" +
" = P(m + n)

but the result of a multiplication does not depend upon the

values of the letters; if therefore fm and fn give tp(m + n)
when m and n are any whole numbers, they give the same
result when m and n are fractional or negative. But we do
not yet know that if m in the latter cases represents (1 +x)".
But by theorem (2.) it follows from <f m X fn = f(m + n)
that <(n is

{?>(!) }",or

\ . V
The greater part of the preceding proof is a concession to

the analytical taste of the age, which requires that synthe-
tical demonstration shall not appear in algebra. The theo-

rem is demonstrated rigorously as soon as it shall be proved
that from <fm X \n = f (m + n), it necessarily follows that

<f m is (P (1)}, and that the series above-mentioned satisfies

the equation just named. And in reading the objections
which have been made against the various proofs of tho

binomial theorem, the student must bear in mind that there

is one class of objections against the actual logic of tho pro-

cesses, and another arising out of the conventions already
alluded to. Against the demonstration of Euler, which

consists in theorems 2. and 5. of the preceding, one says
that it is

'

tentative' (synthetical would have been the proper

word) ; another that it is not '

algebraical,' meaning ana-

lytical, and assuming that algebra must be analysis. To
all of which we should reply by another question, Is it

logical ?

The last attempt to produce an unanswerable demonstra-

tion of the binomial theorem was made by Messrs. Swin-

burne and Tylecote of St. John's College, Cambridge

(Deighton, 1827). The details are much too complicated to

describe, but the general result is the expansion of (1 + x)"

to any number of terms, with a finite expression for the re-

mainder. This expression is however so complicated and

lon>', that it can be of no use, except as proved that the re-

mainder can be assigned by the ordinary operations of
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algebra. The proof is certainly, if the details be correct, of
a logical character, but it is far above the student. The
remark* on other demonstrations in the preface, though
dissenting entirely

from many of them, we should recom-
mend to the attention of the advanced student, as an exercise

in the consideration of objections. At the same time we

may recommend the remarks in Woodhouse's Analytical
Calculation*.

BIOGRAPHY, a modern term, and one indeed of only
recent introduction, formed from the Greek /3/oc (biot),
'

life,' and ypn^i) (grapfir),
'

writing,' and therefore signi-

fying literally 'life-writing'. It is that department of litera-

ture which treats of the actions and fortunes of individuals.

Biography is commonly distinguished from history by the
latter term being confined to the narration of the actions

and fortunes, not of individuals, but of the large communi-
ties of men called states and nations; but properly bio-

graphy is only a branch of history. Thus Thomas Stanley,
in the preface to his 'History of Philosophy,' observes,
' There are two kinds of history ; one represents general
affairs of state, the other gives account of particular persons,
whose lives have rendered them eminent' At the time
when this was written (the middle of the seventeenth cen-

tury) the word biography, we believe, hod not been invented.

Stanley adds,
' Homer hath given an essay of each : of the

first in his Iliads, a relation of n war between different

nations; of the second in his Odysseys, confined to the

person of Ulysses.'

Owing to this their natural connection, history and bio-

graphy are frequently combined in the same work. Indeed
it is scarcely possible to write any history of a nation, which
shall not consist, in a great part, of narratives or notices of
the acts of individuals. The life of every eminent political

character, and of every person who has been conspicuously
engaged in the conduct of any department of public affairs,

makes a portion of the history of his country. But besides

such occasional threads of biography as arc interwoven in

almost every historical composition, a more formal intermix-

ture, or association in the same work, of biographical details

with national history, has sometimes been attempted. Thus,
for example, to his '

History of the Age of Louis XIV.,'
Voltaire has added a biographical appendix of the more
celebrated writers, painters, musicians, sculptors, and other
artists who lived in France during that period. So, in

the very useful '

Synopsis of Universal History,' written in

German by J. H. Zopf, of which there is nn enlarged and
otherwise improved translation into French (5 vols. 12mo.
1810), an account of the most eminent writers of every cen-

tury is regularly added to the abridgment of political events.
In many more regular histories, such as Henry's

'

History
of Great Britain,' Lord John Russell's '

History of the Al-
laire of Europe from the Peace of Utrecht,' the progress of

literature is in a similar manner traced alongside of that of

national affairs, in distinct chapters, containing accounts of
the lives and writings of men of letters. There is indeed

scarcely any other way than this of incorporating the history
of literature with the history of political transactions; and
it will therefore be more or less resorted to whenever the
furrnor subject is thought of sufficient importance to be in-

cluded in the writer's scheme.
But biography has sometimes been intermixed with his-

tory on a more comprehensive principle. We have an ex-

ample of this in one of the divisions of the '

Encyclopaedia
Metropolitan^' which is described in the plan of the work
as containing

'

Biography chronologically arranged, inter-

spersed with introductory chapters of National History, Po-
litical Geography, and Chronology.' Here the history would

appear to be subordinate to the biography. In the ' General
Introduction' to the Encyclopaedia, which was written by
Mr. Coleridge, though much altered lioth by interpolation
and otherwise after it left his hands, it is said,

'

Biography
nd history tend to the same points of general instruction,

in two ways: the one exhibiting human principles and pas-
sions acting upon a large scale

; the other showing them as

they move in a smaller circle, but enabling us to trace the
orbit which they describe with greater precision As-

.ly the great use of history is to acquaint us with tho
nature of man. This end is best answered by the most

ul portrait; but biography is a collection of portraits.
At the same time there must bo some mode of grouping
and connc' individuals, who are thci.

great landmarks in the map of human nature. It has '

us that the most effectual mode, of attaining
the chief objects of historical knowledge will be to

;

history in the form of biography chronologically arranged.
. ...Thus will tho far greater |>ort i\ lie com.
not only in its most inti-rcstiun, but in its IIHIM philosophical
and real form ; while the rei ..-is will be intorv.

in the preliminary and conn ;<teni.' Substantially
Identical with the

plan
hero traced is that of a work, the

first volume of which appeared at Glasgow in 1833, and
which is still (1835), wo believe, in course of publication,

entitled,
' Lives of Eminent and Illustrious Englishmen, on

an original plan, comprising the twofold advantage of a

general English Biography and a History of England :

edited by G. G. Cunningham.' In his prel
this work appears to admit that its plan i> more udaj .

exhibit the popular attractions than tho scientific pn .

or most important lessons of history.
Some of the most antient literary compositions in

ence ore works of biography, or of mixed biography and

history. In the historical books of the Old Testament the

narrative of public events is everywhere intermixed with
the lives of individuals patriarchs, lawgivers, captains,

high priests, judges, kings, and other ruler* or eminent
characters. In some cases the composition is purely biogra-

phical, as the Book of Ruth.
Of professed biographical works, by far the greatest that

has come down to us from the Greeks, is thn 'Parallel

Lives' of Plutarch, written in the second century of our
cera. This work comprehends distinguished characters in

all the departments both of military and civil life. Another
collection of very small value is that of the

' Lives of Emi-
nent Greek and Roman Commanders,' written by Corneliu*

Nepos, in the reign of Augustus. There is also the work
entitled ' The Lives of the Twelve Ctcsars,' by Suetonius,
which however is necessarily in some degree of an historical

character. It is a very indigested composition, to wh:
class it may be considered as belonging. Suetonius like-

wise wrote a book of lives of celebrated grammarians, of

which some fragments have been preserved. 'They who
writ of philosophers,' says Stanley, 'exceeded the re-

in number, of whom to give a particular account will be un-

necessary, because their works are not extant, and therefore

we shall only name them: Aetius, Anaxilidos, Antigonu*,
Antisthenes, Aristoclcs, Aristomcnus, Callimachus, Clitc-

machus, Diocles, Diogenes Lac'rtius, Eunapius, Ileradid. >,

Hermippus, Hesychius, Hippobotus, Ion, Idomeneus, Ni-

cander, Nicias, Panaetius, Porrius, Plutarch, Soliou, and
Theodorus. Of almost all these (which in much to lu> de-

plored) there remain not any footsteps ; the only author in

this kind for the more antient philosophers is Diogenes
Laertius: lor the later, Eunapius. And to make the

fortune the greater, that which Laertius gives us is so far

short of what he might have done, that there is much more
to be found of the same persons dispersed Amongst Other
authors.' Diogenes lived in the beginning of the third cen-

tury. At the end of the second and beginning of the third

century we have Flavius Philostrntus, who wrote a collection

of biographies in two books, entitled ' Lives of the Sophists.'
Of single biographical sketches tho antiunts have also left

us several, most of which seem to have been originally pre-
fixed to editions of the works of the persons to whom they
relate. Thus wo have a Life of Homer attributed to He-
rodotus; and another of Plato, by Olympiodorus of Alex-
andria. Of all such single lives perhaps the most curious
is that of Apolloniusof Tyana, written in Greek by the 1'lii-

lostratus above-mentioned. An earlier life of Apollonius,
which is now lost, is said to have been written by his disciple
and contemporary Damis.

Since the revival of letters numerous biographical works
have appeared in every language of Europe. Many of these

havo been accounts of the lives of single individuals, pub-
lished either separately, or (in the case of authors) along
with tho works of the persons to whom they relate. In
some cases the writer of such a life has aimed at making
his work present a history, political, ecclesiastical, liti-ran ,

or general, of the age to which its subject bcl,

Among instances of such atti'inp: mentioned ,'iur-

tin's Life of Erasmus, Godwin'* Life of Chaucer, ami M'<
Life of Knox. As answering a similar end, though written

apparently with a lo-s particular regard to the, same c>'

may be added one of tne most amusing, and in some re-

one of the most perfect, of all biographical works,
H' Life of Johnson. Others of these single liu-> aio

autobiographies, or narratives which individuals hn\c
\\ritti-ii of their own lives. A collection of the most cele-

brated autobiographies, which it is evident must in general
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have certain peculiarities strikingly distinguishing them
from common biographical accounts, was published a few

years ago in London by Messrs. Hunt and Clarke, in 34
vole. ISmo.

Csosar's Commentaries of the Gallic and Civil Wars may
be quoted as examples of autobiographical works in antient
literature. Another example is afforded by the lost history
of his own times, also entitled Commentaries, written by the
Greek General Aratus, which Polybius mentions. [See
ARATUS.]
The collections of Lives that have appeared in modern

times have also been very numerous. Thus we have the
various martyrologies, or accounts of the lives and deaths
of the early Christian martyrs, by Ruinart (fol. Amster-
dam, 1713), by Assemani (2 vols. fol. Rom. 1748), c.

.There is also the great work of the Flemish Jesuits, Bol-

landug, Henschenius, &c., entitled
' Acta Sanctorum Om-

nium,' which was begun to be published at Antwerp in

1 6-13, and is of the enormous extent of fifty-threo volumes
lolio. The 16 volumes quarto of Tillemont's work, entitled

'Memoires pour servir a 1'Histoire Ecelesiastique de vi.

premieres siecles de 1'Eglise,' (Paris, 1693, &c.) is also in

the main a work of ecclesiastical biography. There are
also the Lives of the Fathers, by St. Jerom, and by many
succeeding writers

; the Lives of the Popes by Anastasiufi,

commonly called the '

Bibliothecary,' and by other* in later

timeg
; the Histories of the various monastic orders, which

are all in the greater part biographical ; and such works
as John Fox's ' Book of Martyrs, &c.' As examples of col-

lections of lives of the members of different artificial orders
of persons among ourselves, may be noticed such works as

Ashmole's '

History of the Order of the Garter,' the various

Peerages and Baronetages ; Wilson's 'Biographical Index
to the House of Commons,' (Lend. 1 806) ; Ward's

' Lives
of the Professors of Groham College,' Wood's Athena;

Oxonienses,' which is an account of writers educated at

Oxford, &c.
The lives of eminent statesmen, military commanders,

admirals, navigators, travellers, highwaymen, and various
other descriptions of persons, either in all countries, or in

some one country, have frequently formed the subjects of

distinct works. Boccaccio wrote a work in Latin, first pub-
lished at Ulm in 1473, in folio, entitled 'Opus de Claris

Hominibuset Mulieribus,' and in subsequent editions,
' De

Canibus Virorum et Feminarum Illustrium,' being a history
of unfortunate princes and princesses, and other persons of
eminence. A translation of this work into English verse,
from a very paraphrastic French version executed by Lau-
rent de Premierfait, was composed by John Lydgate, who
lived in the reign of Henry VI., under the title of

' The
Tragedies gathered by John Bochas of all such princes

il from their estates through the mutability of fortune

since the creation of Adam until his time.' The poem is

commonly known by the title of Lydgate's
' Fall of Princes.'

Somewhat similar to the design of this work, and indeed

confessedly borrowed from it, is that of the celebrated col-

lection of poems, first published in quarto, in 1559, with

the tkle of ' A Mirror for Magistrates, wherein may be

seen, by example of others, with how grievous Plagues
Vices are punished, and how frail and unstable worldly

Prosperity is found, even of those whom Fortune seemeth
most highly to favour.' But the narratives in the ' Mirror

for Magistrates,' are all selected from English History, from

which, as the editor in his dedication complains, Boccaccio

had omitted to take any of his examples. A new edition

of the
' Mirror for Magistrates,' which ranks so high in our

old poetry, on account of the two admirable pieces which
it contains, the Induction and the Complaint of Henry
Duke of Buckingham, by Thomas Sackville, the first Lord
Buckhurst and first Earl of Dorset appeared in 2 vols. 4to.

in 1815, under the superintendence of the late Mr. Hasle-

wood. Many biographical works have appeared, containing

exclusively the lives of females. A collection of some of the

earliest or these was published in a folio volume at Paris in

1521, under the title of 'Opera Diversorum aliquot Scrip-
torum de Claris Mulieribus ex editions Jo. Ravisii Tex-
toris.' Two of the books of Brantome's Memoires are

occupied with gallant women (Dames Gallantea), and one
with illustrious women. Menage wrote a work entitled
' Historia Mulierum Philosophorum.' There is a little book
in French, called ' La Gallerie des Femmes Fortes,' by
Pierre le Moyne, an edition of which, adorned with hand-

somely executed portraits, was published by the Elzevirs

at Le'yden, in 1660. There was published at Paris, in 3

vols. 12mo., in 1779, a '
Dictionnaire Historique Portatif

des Femmes Celebres.' Bayle (Dictionnaire, Art. '

Urraca,'
note E.) complains that writers of lives usually select only
persons of distinguished merit, and that of women espe-
cially who have been the disgrace of their sex and their

country no biographical account as far as he knew had
appeared. 'Yet,' he continues, 'it is a subject which it

would be well worth some writer's pains to handle. It

might be treated after the fashion of Plutarch
;

I mean,
that as that famous author has chosen the most illustrious"

Romans, and the most illustrious Greeks, in order to draw
parallels between them, the queens and princesses of dif-
ferent nations might in like manner be compared together,"
Such a comparison in regard to females of an opposite
character from those here spoken of, is perhaps instituted
in a work of which we know nothing more than the title,

Holberg's
' Vies Paralleles de quelques Femmes Illustres.'

The most numerous class of biographical works is that of
collections of literary biography. Of these many of the
most important are mentioned under the article BIBLIO-
GRAPHY. Among others which are not noticed there, we
may mention such works as the ' Pulcher Tractatus do Vita

Philosophorum,' by Walter Burley (the Venerable Doctor,
as he was called), 4to. Colon. 1472, a very rare volume ; the

'History of Philosophy, containing the Lives, Opinions,
Actions, and Discourses of the Philosophers of every sect,'

by Thomas Stanley, which appeared in four successive vo-
lumes in 1655, 1656, 1660, and 1662, and has since been
translated into Latin, as well as several times reprinted in

English ; the '

Historia Critica Philosophiia' of Brucker,
5 vols. 4to. Leipzig, 1741-4, and second edition, 6 vols. 4to.

1767: the 'Theatrum Virorum Eruditione Clarorum' of
Paul Freher, 2 vols. fol. Noriberg. 1688; the '

Vit Viro-
rum Eruditorum' of Melchior Adam, 2 vols. fol. Francf.
ad Moen. 1705 ; the 'Memoires pour servir a 1'Histoire des
Homines Illustres dans la Ropublique des Lettres' of J. P.

Niceron, 42 vols. 12mo. Paris, 1729-45; the 'Lives and
Characters of the English Dramatic Poets,' by Gerard Lang-
jaine, 8vo. Lon. 1698

;
the '

Biographia Dramatica' of D. E.

Baker, first published in 1764, the best edition of which
is that published by the late Mr. Isaac Reed, in 2 vols. 8vo.

in 1782 ;
the ' Lives of the English Poets,' by Dr. Johnson,

5te. Under the same head may be mentioned Vasari's

Lives of the most eminent Painters, Sculptors, and Archi-

tects,' first published at Florence in 2 vols. 4to. in 1550,
and repeatedly since with many additions

;
the Dictionary

of Artists of Pelegrino Antonio Orlandi, first published at

Jologna in 4to. in 1719, under the title of
'

Abecedario Pit-

orico ;' Horace Walpole's
' Anecdotes of Painting in Eng-

and and Catalogue of Engravers,' forming in all 4 vols.

Ito. 1761-1771; Pilkington'g 'Dictionary of Painters,' 4to.

:770, and 2 vols. 8vo. 1829; and other works of a similar

description of later date.

Of the principal collections of exclusively British bio-

graphy an account is given in the preface to the first edition

of the 'Biographia Britanniea.' The writer mentions the

Catalogus Scriptorum Ecclesise,' composed by John Bos-

an, a Benedictine monk of St. Edmondsbury, in the reign
if Henry IV. (which was never published, and of which
there are but few manuscript copies extant) ;

the ' Com-
mentarii de Scriptoribus Britannicis' of John Leland, pre-
lared in the reign of Henry VIII., but first published at

Oxford in 2 vols. 8vo. in 1 709 ;
John Bale's

'

Scriptorum
[llustrium Majoris Britannioa Catalogus,' the first part of

which was published at Ipswich, and the same year at

Wesel, in 4to. in 1549 : the first complete edition appeared
at Basel in the same form in 1557 ; the treatise entitled

De Academiis et Illustribus Angliso Scriptoribus,' by John

Pits, the first volume of which (the only one that was ever

riven to the world) was published in 4to. at Paris in 1619 ;

he 'Historia Ecclesiastica Gentis Scotorum' of Thomas

Dempster, 4to. Bonon. 1627, and of which a new edition

was printed a few years ago by the Bannntyne Club of

Edinburgh, a work of no authority, or rather indued a mere

romance
;

Sir James Ware's work,
' De Scriptoribus Hi-

berniEB,' 4to. Dublin, 1639, also translated into English, with

a continuation, in the editions of his collected works published

n 1739 and in 1764; and Fuller's 'Worthies of England,'

folio, 1662. The first edition of the
'

Biographia Britanniea,'

or the Lives of the most eminent persons who have flou-

rished in Great Britain and Ireland from the earliest ages

Lo the present times,' was begun to be published at London

n 1747, and was completed in 5 vols. folio, in 1766. Most

of the best articles in this work were written by Dr. Joun
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Campbell, the author of the Political Survey of Great

Britain ;' among the other writers were the Rav. Thomas
Brought. .11. William Olclvs. and Philip Morant, author of

the '

History of Essex.' A new and much extended edition

of the '

Bioeraphia Britannica' wus begun in 1778 by tin-

late Dr. Andrew Kippis. but was not carried farther than

the fifth volume (folio), which brings clown the alphabetical
list of names only to the letter F. This edition, beside* a

great mass of new matter collected by the laborious editor.-

is enriched by communications from Lord Hailes, I<ord

Hardwicke (the author of the Athenian Letters') ; Dr.

Percy. Bishop of Dromore ; Dr. Douglas. Bishop of Salis-

bury'; Sir William Blackstone, Isaac Reed, and several

other eminent literary persons of that time. Perhaps the

most important body of British biography that has issued

from the press, since the publication of the '

Biographia
Britannica,' is the work of the late Mr. John Nichols, en-

titled
'

Literary Anecdotes of the Eighteenth Century,' 9

Tols. 8vo. Lond. 1812-1816, with the supplement entitled

Illustrations of the Literature'of the Eighteenth Century,'
5 vols. 8vo. 1817-28. Another work of considerable value in

this department is that entitled
'
Portraits of Illustrious

Personages of Great Britain, with Biographical and His-

torical Memoirs,' by Edmund Lodge, Esq., 12 vols. 8vo.

Lon. 1823-35. This last-mentioned work is on a somewhat
similar

plan
to the ' Heads of Illustrious Persons of Great

Britain.' engraved by Houbraken and Vertue, with memoirs

by Dr. Birch, which appeared in 2 vols. fol. in 1752. Nor
ought we under this head to omit Mr. Grainger's

'

Biogra-

phical History of England,' which originally appeared in 2

vols. 4to. in 1 7C9, but which was afterwards extended by
the author to four 8vo. volumes. A continuation of Mr.

Grainger's work, in 3 vols. 8vo., by the Rev. Mark Noble,

appeared in 1806.
( )f general biographical dictionaries, the ' Dictionarium

Historico-Geographico-Poeticum,' of Charles Stephens, pub-
lished in 4to. at Geneva in 1566, two years after the death
of the author, may probably be regarded as the earliest ;

but this work, as its title indicates, contained many others

besides biographical articles. The same remark applies to

the Dictionarium Historicum, Geographicum, Poeticum,
Gentium, Hominum, &c.,' of our countryman Nicholas

Lloyd, which appeared in folio, first at Oxford in 1670, and

again, greatly enlarged, at London in 1686. A much more
extended work, of a similar description, is the ' Lexicon Unf-
Tcrsale Historico-Gcographico-Chronolosrico-Poetico-Philo-

logicum,' of Jo. Jac. Hofman ; the first edition of which, in

2 vols. folio, was printed at Bale in 1677. A Supplement,
or

'

Continuation,' as it is called, of the same extent, fol-

lowed in 1683; and, finally, the two publications were in-

corporated in a new edition published at Leyden in 4 vols.

folio, in 1698. Hofman's work may be considered as the

origin of our modern encyclopaedias. Our exclusively bio-

graphical dictionaries may be regarded as having been rather

suggested by another work which appeared about the same
time,

' Le Grand Dictionnaire Historique et Critique,' of
Louis Moreri. This work, the first edition of which appeared
in 1 vol. folio in 1673, although its contents were also very
miscellaneous, was still of a more decidedly biographical
character than that of Hofman. Of Moreri's Dictionary
there have been about twenty editions in French, the last of

which appeared at Paris in 1759, in 10 vols. folio. Upon
Moreri's Dictionary was founded the ' Great Historical, Geo-

graphical, Genealogical, and Poetical Dictionary,' printed at

London in 1694 ; the second edition of which.
'

revised, cor-

rected, and enlarged to the year 1688, by Jeremy Collier,

A.M.,' appeared in 2 vols. folio in 1701. To these a third

volume was added in 1705, containing a Supplement by
Collier, and, in a separate alphabet,

' a Continuation from
tin? year 1688 to this time, by another hand.' The whole
was afterwards rcpublishcd, with additions, in 4 vols. folio in

17J*. Meanwhile the immortal ' Dictionnaire Historique
ct Critique

'

of Bayle, originally undertaken with the view
of supplying the deficiencies and correcting the errors of

Moreri. but which, in the course of preparation, soon as-

sumed the form and character of an independent work,
i red in 2 vols. folio at Rotterdam in 1697. A second

;i, enlarged to 3 vols., followed in 1702; and a third

in 1 7 22, (t -r the death of the author, at Geneva, in 4 vols.,

the last being a supplementary volume consisting of addi-

tional articles which he had left ready for the press. The
lii-^t of the old editions of Bayle is tlie fourth, published at

Rotterdam in 4 vols. folio in I72U, under the superin-
tendence of Prosper Marclmnt, and often called the '

Regent

edition,' from being dedicated to the Regent of France,

Philip. Duke of Orleans; but an edition in 17 vols. vo.,

has recently been produced at Paris, which, from the anno-
tations it contains in correction of tin- origami text, is now
the most complete and valuable. Baj K-'s Dictionary, though
it contains only a (election of names, is almost <-\c ln-iu-ly

biographical. A very indifferent translation of it into Kun"-
li-h was published soon after the appearance of the original ;

but one much better executed was produced some -

after by Peter Des Maizeaux, in 5 vols. folio, Lon<l"ii,

1 734-7. To Bayle's Dictionary should be added the Supple-
ment to it by Chaufepie, published in 4 vols. folio at Am-
sterdam in 1 750.

The first
'

English General (exclusively) Biographical

Dictionary' appeared in 1762, in 11 vols. 8vo. 'It is un-

derstood' (says the writer of an article
' On Universal Bio-

graphies
'

in the London Magazine, No. XII. third scries)
'
to have been projected and principally written by the Kev.
Dr. Heathcote, who, assisted by the late Mr. Nichols,

brought out a second edition of the work in 1 2 vols. in 1 784.
A third edition in 1 5 vols. appeared in 1 798, under the su-

perintendence of Mr. Tooke, the author of the '

History
of Russia.' It is the last edition of this work which goes,

by the name of Chalmers's '

Biographical Dictionary,'
which, having been begun to be published in 1812. was
completed in 1817, in 32 vols. 8vo. Chalmers's '

Dictionary
is merely a hurried and tasteless compilation, and without

any pretensions to be regarded as an authority. It is a
better book however than the ' General Biographical Dic-

tionary.' of Drs. Aikin and Bitfield in 10 vols. -ito.,'l>egun
in 1799 and finished in 1815. Of our smaller English works
of this description by far the best is that by the late Mr.
John Gorton, published in 2 vols. 8vo. in 1828. This work
is executed with very superior ability.
We have as yet however no English biographical dic-

tionary at all to be compared with the great French work,
the '

Biographic Universelle,' begun in 1810 and completed
in 52 vols. 8vo. in 1828. To every article in this work the
name of the writer is affixed ; and the list of contributors,
who are in all considerably above 300 in number, comprise-,
the names of Biot, Delambre, Lacroix, Malte-Brun, Walcke-
naer, Sylvestre do

Sacy, Sisraondi, De Barante, Guizot,

Cuvier, Victor Cousin, Chateaubriand, Benjamin Constant,

Laplace. Mad. do Stael, Delille, and many others of tho
most eminent French writers now or lately living. To the
'

Biographic Universclle
'

may be added the '

Biographic
des Hommes Vivants,' in 5 vols. 8vo., or the '

Biographic
Nouvelle des Contcmporains,' in 20 vols., works of no great
authority.
BION, a name common to many Greek authors, more or

less known to the moderns. They are usually distinguished

by their ethnical names. Clemens Alexandrinus (Strom.
vi. p. 629. A.) mentions a Bion Proconnesius, who wrote an

abridgment of the work of Cadmus the historian, and he is

probably the person cited by Athcnoms (II. p. 45) : accord-

ing to Diog. Laert. (iv. 58) he was a contemporary of Phe-

rocydos of Syros.
Bion Borysthenites was a philosopher, who seems to have

belonged to nearly all the different sects in succession. He
was bom some lime near the 12Cth Olympiad, and is sup-
posed to have died about 241 B.C. Olymp. 134. 4. He is

mentioned by Strabo (i. 15) as a contemporary of Eratos-

thenes, who was born 275 B.C., and of Zeno the Stoic, who
died 263 BC. (Comp. Athenccus iv. 162. D.) His father

was a freed-man, his mother a Lacodtcmonian harlot, named
Olyrapia. On account of some malpractices in his capacity
of tax-gatherer, his father was sold with his whole family.
Bion, who was then a child, was purchased by a rhetorician.

who made him his heir, and after his patron's death he
went to Athens, where he set up as a philosopher. He w;is

first an auditor of Crates; then he turned Cynic; after-

wards he attended the lectures of Theodoras, and finally
became a disciple of Thcophrastus. He was a great jester,

and remarkable more for the point than for the good-
humour of his witticisms. (Sec Horat. Kpixt. ii. 2, fid, and
Cic. Tusctd. ii. 26.) He died at Chalcis in Eubcea. (See
Dion. Laert. iv. 46-58.)
But the most celebrated person of this name is Bion

Smyrntcus, the Bucolic poet; of whom however we know
little more than that he lived al the same time with Theo-
critus and Moschus, of whom the former mentions him
in hii poems, and the latter has written an ele^y on his

death, lie died by poison. An attempt was made many
years ago by Giovanni Vintimiglia to deprive Smyrna of

1
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the honour of his birth, and to prove that he was born in

Sicily, where he undoubtedly spent a great part of his life

(see Lorenzo Crasso* Histor'ia de Poeti Greci, p. 90) ; but
not only is his name mentioned by Moschus in connexion
with the SmyrnaBan river Meles, but we have also the

express testimony of Suidas (voc. Oeoicpiroc) that he was
born at a village called Phlosse, near that city. His longest
Idyll is a lament over Adonis; it is interesting to the

English reader from its similarity in point of subject to the
earliest of Shakspeare's poems, which however was pro-
bably suggested by Golding's translation of Ovid's Meta-
morphoses, as there does not appear to have been any trans-
lation of Bion extant in Shakspeare's time. (See Malone's

Shahspeare, vol. i. p. 381., vol. xx. p. 10.) Bion's poems
are generally published along with Theocritus and Moschus.
The best edition is that of L. F. Heindorf, Berlin, 1810.
We are not acquainted with any good English version of
Bion. There is a German translation by J. H. Voss, Tu-
bingen, 1808. Several other Bions are mentioned by Dio-
genes Laertius, but nothing is known about them.
BIPAPILLA'RIA (zoology), a genus ofmarine molluscs

established by Lamarck upon a species figured and de-
scribed in the manuscript notes of P6ron. The following is

Lamarck's definition : body free, naked, of a shape be-
tween oval and globular, terminated posteriorly by a tail,
and having at its superior extremity two conical papillae,
which are equal, perforated, and furnished with tentacula,
three of which are to be found at each opening. The
species . Bipapillaria Australis, on which the genus is

founded, was seen on the west coast of New Holland.
Lamarck places this animal next to Ascidia, which is fixed,
observing that the two openings are analogous to those of
that genus. Blainville also arranges it thus, but observes
that it is too little known to warrant any certainty that it
differs from Ascidia.
BIPES (zoology), a genus of reptiles differing from Seps,

inasmuch as that in Bipes the hind feet alone are visible,
there being a total absence of the anterior extremities ex-
ternally, though the clavicles and scapulse (shoulder-blades)
are in their proper situation, but hidden under the skin.

[See SKPS.]

Cuvier^
dlssecied one of the species (Bipes lepidopodus

of Lacepede), and found that, though its posterior and only
apparent pair of feet had the external form of two oblong
and scaly plates or processes,, the integument covered a
femur (thigh-bone), a tibia and fibula (leg-bones), and four
metatarsal, or finger-bones, but no phalanges (terminal
finger-hones). He also states that one of the lungs is less

by one-half than the-other.
This genus, an example of one of those beautiful gra-

dations by which nature glides from one type of form into

another, is intermediate between the saurians (lizards) and
the ophidians (serpents). [See CHAJ.CIDES and CHIROTES.]

* A single series of pores before the vent.

Sub-genus PYGOPUS.
Of this sub-genus, Pygopus lepidopodus (Bipes lepido-
podus, Lacepede) is an example.

[Pygopua lepidopodus.*)

Lacepede describes the body and tail of this species as

being nearly cylindrical, very slender, and a little like those

serpents called by the French Orveti, of which our common
blind-worm or slow-worm (Anguis fragilis, Linn.) is an

example ; and which, though without limbs, have some of

the rudiments of such members in the skeleton. (See
BLIND-WORM.) The upper part of the head of Pygopus
lepidopodus is covered by seven large scale-plates disposed
around an eighth, which is a little larger than the others.

Each eye u surrounded by small scaly globules. The gape
is sufficiently large, and the teeth are equal and small.

The Hat long tongue is without a notch. The auditory
orifice is near the commissure of the lips. The scales

which cover the upper part of the body are lozenge-like,
striated and small, especially those which cover the most
elevated part of the back

;
but the scales of the under part

of the belly and the tail are hexagonal and smooth, and
those of the two middle longitudinal ranks are larger than
those of the lateral ranks. There are, before the vent, ten

hollow tubercles pierced at the summit or apex (le bout),
and so arranged as to present two portions of a circle, the

concavity of which is turned towards the throat. At each

extremity of the curve formed by these tubercles is to be
seen a foot, in which no finger is to be distinguished ex-

ternally, and which is surrounded by very small scales on
its lower part, and by scales a degree less small on its

ipper surface.t

From this disposition of the scales Lacepede gave the

species its name.
The colour is greenish, varied with some very small

black blotches.

The following are the dimensions given by Lacepede.
Each foot ten millimetres long, and four broad. Length of

?be tail 320 millimetres, and total length of the animal 470.

Lacepede's observation, though he prefaces it very mo-

lestly, is well worthy of attention.
' This reptile,' says he,

like the other species of Bipes, ranks between the ovi-

parous quadrupeds and the serpents ;
it is related to the

latter by its general form, as well as by the figure, pro-

portion, and distribution of the scales, while it approaches
Our cut it taken from the plate in the Annatel du Museum, which illus-

trates Lacrpede's memoir; but Cuvier st.-ilea that LarepMe'stiyure was taken
from an individual whose tail had been broken and reproduced ; and he fur-

ther observed, that in all this class thw proportion of the tail is not to be de-

pended on ox a character.

t These paddles or umd-onrs indicate that the haunts of the animal must
1* miry places, through which such a structure of the posterior limbs would

materially assist its progression.

the former by its .auditory apertures, and by the hollow
tubercles near the anus.'

There is a Brazilian species, Pygopus r.ariocacc.a (see

Spix, xxviii. 2) ;
but Cuvier thinks that another species re-

corded by Spix (Pygopus striatus, xxviii. 1) is only the

immature state of the animal.

In the sub-genus Bipes of Merre'm, Scelotes of Fitzinger,
there is no series of pores before the vent, and the feet are

each terminated by two unequal processes or fingers. Of
this the small species found at the Cape of Good Hope,
Anguis bipes of Linnaeus, Lacerta bipes of Gmelin, is an

example. Cuvier observes, that the Gronovian or Mono-
dactylous Seps of Daudin, on which Merrem founded his

genus Pygodactylus, was only an ill-preserved individual

and that this subgenus (Pygodactylus) ought to be ex-

punged, as Merrem himself had allowed. Cuvier also

states that the Seps sexlineata of Harlan (Sc. Nat. Phil, iv.,

pi. xviii., f. 2) is only a variety of this species.
In the sub-genus Lialis of Gray, the head is elongated,

the front flat, covered with small sub-imbricated scales, and
the irides linear and vertical. The auditory opening is

oblong and conspicuous.
The body is sub-cylindrical and attenuated. The dorsal

scales are ovate, convex, and smooth. The two interme-

diate series of ventral scales are largest. There are two

feet, posterior, obsolete, and acute, furnished with from two
to three scales at the base. The vent is sub-posterior, and
the projanal scales small. The sub-anal pores are disposed
in pairs on each side.

Mr. Gray observes that this genus is very nearly allied to

Pygopus of Merrem, but may be readily distinguished from
it by the characters above given. In Pygopus, too, the head
is short, more rounded in front, and covered with regular
shields, the pupil is sub-circular, and the feet are broad,

ovate, blunt, and covered with three rows of scales. The
vent has five large oblong scales in front of it, and the sub-

anal pores form a continuous series.

Lialis Burtonis (Gray), on which the sub-genus was

founded, is of a pale ashy brown above, very minutely dotted

with black, and beneath of a pale cocoa-brown. A white

stripe passes on both sides from the upper lip above the

eyes by the nap_e, and another broader one from the upper

lip along the sides to the point of the tail. In the young-

state the lateral stripes of the neck are obsolete. The

locality of the species is New South Wales (on the autho-

rity of Dr. Mair) ;
and Mr. Gray, whose generic and specific

NO. 257. [THE PENNY CYCLOP/EDIA.] VOL. IV. 3 II
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descriptions an given above, observes, that when the epider-

mis is removed the colour is whitish, with lactescent stripe*.

Then- are specimen* in the Chatham and British Museums.

BIQUADRATIC, an algebraic term, meaning of the

fourth degree, or which contains the fourth power of any
letter. Thus, to flml the value of x in

j-
4 + 3 a 1 = r -f 100

u the solution cf a biquadratic equation.
The term means '.twice as high as a quadratic.' [See

QUADRATIC.] Among the older algebraists the fourtli

power was also denoted by the terms quadrato-quadratum,

piano ptanum, tueso/idum, zemizentic (corruption of an

Arabic word), &r. The word biquadratic is now wearing
out uf use, and it is becoming customary to say

' of the

fourth degree' instead.

BI R, sometimes written BEER, the antient BIRTHA
according to D'Anville, a town of Mesopotamia in Asiatic

Turkey, in 3C
J
59' N. lat. and 38 7' 15" E. lone., 144 miles

N.E. from Aleppo. It is situated on the side of a very

steep hill on the cast bank of the Euphrates, which is

here wider than the Tigris at Mosul, and may be loosely

said to be at least equal to the Thames at Blackl'riars

Bridge. Pooor.ke mentions some English gentlemen who
found it 2 1 4 yai ds wide in September ;

and says generally that

the bed of the river is about a quarter of a mile across, and

that only half that breadth is occupied when the water is

low. More precisely, the same English gentlemen measured
the bed, and found it 630 yards wide. This seems a medium
account: some travellers make the breadth of the river

greater, and some much less ; but it is to be considered that

in the Euphrates the volume and breadth of the water is

greatly increased or diminished with the season. The
eastern bank of the river being here steep and the western

flat, the rapidity of the current is very different on the op-

posite sides, but its general course here is slow. The depth
of course varies with the season ; but Mr. Buckingham
states that when he was there, in the month of May, it did

not seem to exceed ten or twelve feet. This has long been
the point where caravans and travellers from Aleppo to

Orfuli. Oiarbekir, Bagdad, and Persia cross the Euphrates,
the passage being effected in large boats, about forty feet 111

length by ten broad, not more than two feet high at the stern,

but not less than fifteen at the prow. There was formerly
some trade carried on by the river between this place and

Bagdad, but it has long been discontinued by this channel.
Bir is now become a place of considerable interest, as

it is the point from which it is proposed to navigate the

Euphrates by steam. Captain Chesney at first thought
that Annah was the highest point to which steamers
could attain. The water to Bir is indeed deep enough;
and it is well known at Bagdad, that some years ago heavy
ordnance from Constantinople, destined for Bagdad, was sent
down the Euphrates from Bir on kellecks or rafts, which
when heavily laden draw more water than an ordinary
steamer. Tlie obstructions arise from rocks in the river, as

mentioned by Thcvenot, and now confirmed by Captain
Chesney, who thought that to render the river navigable to

Bir, cither some of the rocks must be blasted, or some
means devised to protect the paddles from occasional con-
cussions against them, which, in places so limited, must be
almost inevitable when of the ordinary construction outside
the vessel. The means chosen to obviate this danger has
been a peculiar construction in the steam-vessels destined
for the navigation. The distance, by the river, from Bir to

Basrah is, by this officer's computation, 1143 miles. In

Mesopotamia itself the river is popularly considered to be of
the general depth of two men.

There are perpendicular cliffs within and around the
town in different directions. They are composed of a hard
chalky stone, and have furnished the material with which
the town is built. Thus the houses and the rocky slope on
which they stand present to a spectator on the opposite side
of the river a mass of glaring white which greatly distresses
the eye when the sun shines, while the fine impalpable
powder is no less annoying when the wind blows. The en-
virons are, however, very pleasant. Niebuhr considered
the town to contain 500 houses. Buckingham, a more re-

cent viiiter, says about 400, and from 3000 to 4000 inha-

bitants; but Captain Chesney gays the houses are from
1800 to 2000. There are five mo&qucs with tall minarets, a
public bath, a caravanserai, a few coffee-houses, and a

but ill-supplied bazaar. The streets are narrow, but from
the steepness of the site and the material of the buii

they are more than usually clean. Except on the side to-

wards the river, the town is surrounded by a wall of excel-

lent masonry, with towers at the angles, and pierced with

loop-holes throughout There is an old ruined fortification

in the centre of the town on a height of the rock ; and all

along the north end of the town, where a perpendicular cliff

faces the water, are the walls and towers of an antient

castle, which, though a ruin, still presents an imposing ap-
pearance. Maundrell and Pocockc mention a curious col-

lection of arms contained in this castle, such as were used
before the invention of gunpowder : among these were bows,
arrows, and slings. The cross-bows were about five

long, and nearly straight. There were many bundles of

long arrows with iron points, and others to which corabusti-

're variously attached, for the purpose of srtting fire

to the buildings of a town. The slings seemed adapt
some machine, and capable of throwing a stone ball one
foot in diameter, some of which were seen in the <

There were also large iron casques, and some coats of mail

made of small pieces of thick leather sewed together. Many
have considered these to be antient Roman weapons, and in

Pococke's opinion they certainly agree with the desrri;

of Ammianus Marccllinus ; but as there are Arabic inscrip-
tions on some of them, he concludes that they are the arms
which happened to be in the castle when fire-arms were
first invented. Niebuhr, whose visit was subsequent to

that of 1'ococke, takes no noli weapons, and

Buckingham, who heard different reports on the subject
from the inhabitants, was unable >u from personal
examination whether or not they still remained t

Bir belongs to the pashalic of Orfah ; and the local go-
vernment is administered by an aga, who has only a few

personal attendants and no troops.
The inhabitants principally belong to two tribes of Turks,

called Birk and Bashuan, who also extend five or six hours'

journey along both banks of the river downward, and are

described as a quiet and harmless people, not likely to dis-

turb the contemplated navigation.

(Pococke's Description of the East, fol. vol. ii. : Niebuhr,
Peisebeschreibung, &c., vol. ii., Copenhag. ed. ; Thevenot's

Voyage au LfVant ; Buckingham's Travels in Mttopo-
tamia; Rennell's Treatise on the Cmnparatire G/
Western Asia; Chesney's Report on the Kuj^n,
BIRBHOOM (Virabhumi, signifying, in Sanscrit, the

land of heroes') is a district in the north-western extremity
of the province of Bengal, about 24 N. lat., and 86" E.
Birbhoom is bounded on the north by the district of Bogli-
pore ; on the east by Rajshahy ;

on the south by Burdwan
and the Jungle Mahals

;
and on the west by Bogliporu and

the Jungle Mahals.
This district is hilly and in great part occupied by

jungles: its area is estimated at about 7000 square miles,
and its population at 700,000 Hindus and Mohammedans, in

the proportion of thirty of the former to one of the latter.

The principal productions of the country are sugar, rice,
and silk. Mines of coal are now profitably worked for the

supply of Calcutta, and for the use of shipping. Iron-ore
is found in strata mixed with clay. This ore contains a large
proportion of metal, but the expense of smelting it is so

great, that it cannot, at least at present, be brought into

competition in the markets of India with iron of Kn^lish

production. Notwithstanding the presence of coal, the iron

is smelted by means of wood. The forests in the n.

bourhood of the smelting-works are of great extent, and so

rapid is the power of re-production in that climate, that the

consumption of fuel is very speedily compensated!
Soory, the modern capital of the district, is in 23 54' N.

lat., and 87" 32' E. long., fifty miles south-west from Moor-
shedah.nl. This town stands on high ground, and the

country around it is open and undulating. The jnn-i
the westward offer great facilities for ilepr i the

part of several petty chiefs. The principal sufferers from
marauders are Hindu pilgrims, who proceed in great

numbers to the temple at Dcoghur. The amount of pro-

perty of which these devotees are robbed is not great, but is

nevertheless important to them on account of their poverty.
These depredations are frequently accompanied by violence,
and arc even followed by loss of life. In 1828 there oc-
curred within the district of Birbhoom ten cases of dacoity,
two of which were aggravated by the commission of mur-
der, and three were attended with wounding. In the same

usre occurred t vo cases of theft with murder, and one
with wounding; there were beside* four cases of murder
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and seven of homicide, thirty-three cases of theft and rob-

bery without personal violence, and one case of wounding
in an affray. It was computed that in these fifty-eighi
cases there were 298 persons criminally concerned, ofwhom
287 were apprehended and brought to trial. In addition to
these there were 1276 persons apprehended for minor
offences in the same year.
BIRCH TREE. [See BETULA.]
BIRCH, THOMAS, an historical and biographical

writer, was born in London, Nov. 23rd, 1 705. His parents
were members of the Society of Friends, and his father car-
ried on the trade of a coffee-mill maker, for which business
the son was designed, but the strong desire which he dis-

played for reading and study overruled this intention. On
the assurance, that if permitted to indulge in his favourite

pursuits, he would not render the change in his mode of life

burdensome to his father, he was allowed to take his own
course, and for several years he acted as teacher in different

schools. At each new engagement he endeavoured to ob-
tain introduction into a school which afforded him superior
opportunities for study ; and in all of them he sedulously
applied to the pursuit of knowledge, stealing many hours
from sleep for this purpose. His efforts were not without
success, and in his twenty-fourth year being qualified to

take orders, he was ordained in the Established Church
without having attended either of the universities, a circum-
stance at that time much less frequent than at present. He
married in the same year in which he was ordained, and lost

his wife in less than twelve months after their marriage.
Being recommended "to the notice of lord-chancellor

Hardwicke, then attorney-general, this individual never
lost sight of him, and he owed to this recollection his ad-

vancement in the church. In 1734 he was elected a fellow

of the Royal Society, and in 1 752 he became one of its se-

cretaries. In 1 753 the university of Aberdeen conferred

upon him the distinction of doctor in divinity; and he re-

ceived a similar honour in the same year from Herring,
Archbishop of Canterbury. Dr. Birch was most active and

indefatigable in his literary pursuits. Distinguished by un-
wearied industry, rather than by acuteness and discrimina-

tion, he accumulated in the course of his life a vast mass
of materials of great value to those who possess a superior

understanding without the doctor's spirit of laborious re-

search. The first work of importance in which he was en-

|ML"-d was the ' General Dictionary, Historical and Cri-

tical.' It consisted of ten volumes in folio, and included a
new translation of Bayle, besides a vast quantity of new
matter. The first volume appeared in 1 734, and the last

in 1741. In 1742 he published Thurloe's State Papers,'
in seven volumes folio. He published

' Lives of Archbishop
Tillotson, and the Hon. Robert Boyle,' in a separate form,
and edited new editions of their works ; also a new edition

of Milton's Prose Works, and the Miscellaneous Works of

Sir Walter Raleigh. In 1 744 he commenced a series of bio-

graphical memoirs of illustrious persons of Great Britain,

for a work published in folio by Mr. Howbraken and Mr.

Vertue, two artists. Each memoir was accompanied by an

engraving of the individual to whom it related. The work
was published in numbers ; the first volume was completed in

1747, and the second in 1752. In the list of his historical works

are,
' An Inquiry into the share which King Charles I. had

in the transactions of the Earl ofGlamorgan ;' 'A View of the

Negotiations between the Courts of England, France, and

Brussels, from 1592 to 1617, from original documents.'

The same volume contained a 'Relation of the State of

France, with the character of Henry IV.' In 1753 he pub-
lished

' Memoirs of the Reign of Queen Elizabeth, from

1581 to her death.' In 1760, a ' Life of Henry Prince of

Wales, eldest son of King James I.' His last biographical
work was '

Letters, Speeches, Charges, and Advices of Lord

Chancellor Bacon.' A Sermon which was preached before

the College of Physicians, in 1749, appears to be the only
discourses of his which has been printed. Besides his

multifarious labours for the press, he transcribed a great
number of volumes in the Lambeth library. He also

maintained an extensive correspondence. His biographer
remarks, that Dr. Birch's habit of early rising alone en-

abled him to get through so much work. He found time

in addition for the enjoyments of society. Dr. Birch was

killed by a fall from his horse, between London and Hamp-
gtead, Jan. 9th, 1766. He bequeathed his library and MSS.
to the British Museum, ofwhich he was a trustee. The re-

mainder of his property, amounting only to about 50C/., he

left to be invested in Government Securities, the interest to
be applied in increasing the stipends of the three assistant
librarians at the British Museum.
BIRD CHERRY, one of our native wild fruits. [See

CERASUS.]
BIRD-LIME, a glutinous vegetable product, obtained

principally from the inner bark of the holly, or from the
berries of the misletoe, but also from other plants. It is

prepared from the holly bark by bruisjng, long boiling in

water, and fermentation ; the mass is again boiled in water,
and evaporated to a proper consistence. In different coun-
tries various processes are employed.

According to M. Bouillon Lagrange (Annul, de Chim.
56-24) the bird-lime of commerce is generally impure.
When properly prepared from the holly it is of a greenish
colour ; its smell resembles that of linseed oil ; its taste is

bitter; it is adhesive, tenacious, and may be drawn out
into threads. When dried by exposure

to the air in thin

layers it becomes brown, is no longer viscid, and may be
reduced to powder ; when moistened with water its gluti-
nous property is not restored.

Water does not dissolve bird-lime, hut separate* from it

some mucilage and extractive matter, and a little acetic
acid. The alkalis dissolve it, and so does sulphuric aether

very perfectly. Dilute acids soften it, and dissolve a por-
tion ; concentrated sulphuric acid blackens and carbonizes,
while nitric acid renders it yellow, converting a part of it

into oxalic and malic acids, and separates resin and wax ;

chlorine bleaches and hardens it; alcohol dissolves some
resin and acetic acid.

When heated, bird-lime melts, swells, takes fire, and
burns rapidly, but without giving any smell similar to that
of burning gluten or animal matter.

Bird-lime differs from gluten in containing free acetic

acid, in yielding mucilage and extractive matter, in the

great quantity of resin which nitric acid separates from it,

and in its solubility in aather, and not containing vegeto-
animal matter.

M. Henry (Journal de Pharmacie, vol. x. p. 337) has par-
;icularly examined the bird-lime yielded by the berries of
.he misletoe, which differs in some respects from that of
the holly. It consists of the peculiar glutinous matter,
much wax, and gum ; chlorophylle, with salts of potash,
ime, and magnesia, and also oxide of iron. It is indeed
irobable that no two plants yield precisely the same pro-
lucts. It is stated that before use bird-lime is mixed with
a considerable quantity of oil.

BIRD OF PARADISE (zoology). With no family of

>irds has fiction been more busy than with the Birds nf
Paradise. From one fabulist to another came the tradition

losing nothing, as is usual with traditions, in its descent),
hat these '

gay creatures of the element' passed their whole
;xistence in sailing in the air, where all the functions of

ife were carried on, even to the production of their eggs
and young. The dew and the vapours were said to be their

Dnly food, nor were they ever supposed to touch the earth

ill the moment of their death, never taking rest except by
suspending themselves from the branches of trees by the

shafts of the two elongated feathers which form a charac-

eristic of this beautiful race. The appellations of Lufft-

>ogel, Paradyss-vogel, Passaros de Sol, Birds of Paradise,
and God's Birds (to say nothing of Phoenix, a name which
was applied to one of them), kept up the delusion that

iriginated in the craft of the inhabitants of the eastern

:ountries where they are found; for the natives scarcely
ever produced a skin in former times from which they had
not carefully extirpated the feet. Nor was it only the ex-

reme elegance and richness of their feathers that caused

hese birds to be sought as the plume for the turbans of

iriental chiefs ; for he who wore that plume, relying irn-

>licitly on the romantic accounts of the life and habits of

he bird, and impressed with its sacred names, believed

hat he bore a charmed life, and that he should be invul-

nerable even where the fight raged most furiously.
In vain did honest Pigafetta, who is supposed to have

>een the first who introduced these birds to the notice of

Europeans, represent them as being furnished with legs ;

n vain was the same truth attested by Marcgrave, John de

Laet, Clusius, Wormius, and Bontius (the last of whom
observes on their crooked claws, and even asserts that they

levour little birds, such as greenfinches), and referred to by

Hernandez, a fairy tale was not to be so put down. Al-

drovandus himself was deceived by the birds brought over

3H2
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in the mutilated ttatc above described, and joine<l in the
cry against poor Pigafelta. charging him with falsehood

iton, in 1657, writes thus oracularly of the birds of Pa
t u peculiar to them all to b without fee

Hough Anstotlc awrts that no bird is without feet, and
tl^etta assigns to them feet a hand breadth in length):
aria this he declares aaer Clusius had refut. -d thi- i.l.-urdit)

had stated that they had been brought to Holland
(where Jonston's book was printed) with their feet on ; ant
niter the publication of Tradescant'g catalogue, wherein arc
mentioned among the ' whole birds' of his museum 'birds
of Paradise, or Manucodiata, whereof divers sorts, some
win. some without leggs.

1

And yet this same Jonston has
no mercy on that part of the fable which asserts that they
live on dew, arc per|etually (lying, and that their eggs are
hatched in a natural cavity on the back of the male. O
a verity,' says the sage, 'they must necessarily require rest
and afe with case suspended to the branches of trees by
tho<c threads in their tail*.'

Willughby and Ray treat these nonsensical stories as
they deserve, and as was to be expected from their reputa-
tion as observers.

The high value set upon these birds awakened the cupidityand the fraud of the Chinese, who made up from parrots,
parakeets, and others, artificial birds of Paradise, so clum-
tily, however, that it is difficult to suppose that Seba, who
figures three of them in the 60th plate of his first volume,
could have been taken in by the manifest imposition ; bul
there is nothing in the text to show that his suspicion was
even excited; and this is the more extraordinary, as he
figures two of the real species (plate 38 and plate 63) with
sufficient accuracy.
Linnams, who has commemorated the fable of the want

of feet in these birds by bestowing upon the species most
extensively known the name of '

apoda,' because, as he ob-
serves,

'

the older naturalists called it footless,' says that the
food of this species consists of the largest butterflies.

1>\ the last edition of the Systema Naturte Linnajus
gives bul two species of the birds of Paradise, to which he
applies the generic name, Paradisea. These two species
are Paradisea apoda and Paradisea resia. In Gmelin's
edition the number of species is increased to eight, but one
of them is the Paradise-Grakle.

Ornithologists seem to agree in placing these birds either

among the crows (Corvidie) or in their immediate neigh-
bourhood ; and this, from the form of their beak and legs and
from their habits to which we shall presently allude, ap-
pears to be their proper place.

Vieillot has divided the Lmnaean genus Paradisea into
the following genera

1. PAROTIA.
Beak furnished with short feathers to just beyond the

middle, slender, compressed laterally, notched and curved
at the tip ; hypochondria) plumes long, broad, and loose.
Of this genus, Parotia sexsetacea, Paradisea aureaof

Gmehn, Paradisea sexsetacea of Latham, the Sifllet of
(Ton, is an example. The figure represents a male.

[Parotia

B I K

1. Loi'HOKINA.

Beak furnished with elongated feathers to just beyond
the middle, narrow above, slender, straight, notched and
bent at the tip; feathers of the nn k loin; and di -posed in
a wing-form. Of this genus, Lophorina tuperba, Paradivn
tuperba of Latham, Le tuperbt, Buflbn, is an example.

[Lophorina luprrba.]

3. ClNClNNURUS.

Beak furnished at the base with small feathers directed
forwards, slender, convex above, a little compressed at the

sides, finely jagged and bent towards the tip; hypochon-
drial feathers broad, elongated, and truncated.
Of this genus, Cincinnuna rrftiux, A. _-ia of

Linna-us, King-bird of Paradise of Petiver, who li

note,
'

brought from the Molucca Islands, and rarely to be
seen here but in the cabinets of the most curious, as with
Dr. Sloan, and in the repository of the Royal Society,' and
Le Manucode of Buflbn, is given as an example : the figure
represents a male.

a W

[Cincinnunu regiui.J

4. SAMALIA.

robust, convex above, furnished at the base with
i-lvi-t (ntben, ftrdgfal >>d laterally, jagged towards
In- tip: hypochondria] feathers, very lonr, flexible, decom-
posed, or cervical plumes moderate and stiff. Of this there
are two sections, the type being Paradisea magnified of
^atham, Lt magnijique of Buflbn.
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[Paradisea magnified.]

But perhaps the most elegant of all these birds is that
which is best known and most often seen, the Great Eme-
rald, Le graji'l emerau.de of the French, Paradisea apoda
of Linnaeus.

[Paradista apoda, mas.]

The cuts, which are taken from Levaillant, may convey
some very faint idea of the forms of these birds, whose

beauty beggars all description. Even the magnificent
works of Levaillant and Vieillot, splendid as they are, can-
not represent the vivid and changing tints of the originals,

though the former had the advantage of the pencil of

Barraband, whose drawings have all the life and truth of

portraits. To these works, and such as these, and to our

museums, those who wish to have a distinct notion of what

[Piiratlisea apiila, fern.]/

nature can produce in form and brilliancy of plumage, must
repair. With the aid of those authors who have attempted
a description in words, we shall endeavour to show the
reader how the species here figured are clad. They are all
inhabitants of New Guinea.

Parotia sexsetacea, velvety-black. Front and part of
.he top of the head furnished with small, fine, and stiff

"eathers, black and white, so as to form a greyish tuft or
crest ; each side of the head ornamented with three long
black shafts or threads terminated by a black oval

; feathers
of the nape changeable golden green ; flanks furnished with
ilack, loosely-constructed feathers, which cover the wings
and hide the tail feathers when the bird is in a state of re-

wse, but are raised obliquely when it is in the least agitated ;

eathers of the throat large, scale-shaped, black in the
centre, and bordered with iridescent green and gold ; tail-

eathers velvety with some long and floating feather-fibres ;

beak and feet black ; length ten to eleven inches.

Lophorina superba. Velvet black, iridescent with green
.ml violet

; front adorned with two little tufts of a sooty
ilack

; shoulders covered with long feathers, which, rising
upon the back and inclining backwards, clothe the bird with
a kind of mantle which partially covers the wings ; nape
and lower part of the breast brilliant changeable golden
^reen ; throat black, shot with ruddy copper-colour ; the
ower feathers longer than the others, extending on each
ide over the front of the neck and breast, and forming a

caly cuirass brilliant with a reflection almost metallic : ab-

domen, beak, and feet black; length eight inches and three-
uarters : one of the most rare, if not the most rare.

Cincinnurus regius. Upper parts ruby-red ; front and
art of the head of a beautiful velvety-orange; a small
lack patch at the internal angle of the eye ; chin of a
irilliant yellow, becoming deeper on the throat, which is

erminated by a transverse stripe of brown and a broad
jelt of metallic green ; lower parts white-grey sometimes

uingled with green ;
flanks with broad grey plumes, tra-

ersed by two lines, one whitish, the other ruddy, termi-

nating in a brilliant emerald-green; lower wing-coverts
'ellow

; tail-feathers of a red-brown, the two intermediate
eathers having their places occupied by two long, naked,
ed shafts, whose feather-fibres are rolled up at the extre-

Bity so as to form a kind of battledore (palette) pierced at

he centre, of a brilliant brownish- green ;
beak azure blue ;

eet leaden grey ; length from the end of the beak to the

tip of the tail five inches and a half.

Lesson describes the female as being reddish-brown

above, reddish-yellow below, striped with brown ; tail recti-

linear.

Paradisea magnifica. Body above of a brilliant brown,
base of the beak and front covered with short and thick

feathers of a reddish-brown ; top of the head and hinder

part of it of an emerald-green ;
a double bundle of long
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feathers cut square inserted upon the neck and the upper
part of the back ; tho first composed of narrow, raised, red-

dish feathers spotted with black towards the extremity ;

the second of longer feathers lying upon tho back of a

straw-yellow, deeper towards the end ; great wing-coverts
of a brilliant carmelito colour; quills yellow, brown in-

teriorly ; tail-feathers brown ; throat and breast mingled
green and blue ; sides of the breast brown-green ; abdomen

greenish -blue; beak yellow bordered with black; feet yel-
lowish-brown ; two shafts turned circularly and terminating
in a point, taking their origin on each side of the rump,
extend to nearly a foot beyond the tail

; length from the

end of the beak to the extremity of the tail-feathers (rec-

tricet) six inches and a half.

Paradisea apoda. Body above, breast, and abdomen,
marroon-brown ; front covered with close-set feathers of a

vekety -black, shot with emerald-green ; top of the head
and upper part of the neck, citron-yellow ; upper part of the

throat, golden-green ; front of the neck, violet-brown ; flanks

adorned with bundles of very long plumes, with loose bar-

bules of a yellowish white, slightly spotted towards the ex-

tremity with purpled red: these plumes extend far beyond
the tail-feathers. Two long horny and downy shafts, fur-

nished with stiff hairs, terminated in a point and elongated,
take their rise on each side of the rump, and extend some-
what circularly to a length of nearly two feet. Beak, horn-

colour; feet, lead-colour; length from the end of the beak
to the extremity of the tail-feathers (rectrices), thirteen

inches.

Female. Front and fore-part of the neck of a deep mar-

roon-brown; head, neck, and back, reddish-yellow : winirs

and tail of a deep and brilliant marroon colour
; belly and

breast, white ; no floating plumes.
This species, which is not so common as the little eme-

rald (Paradisea Papuetuis, Latham), inhabits the islands of

Arou, Tidor, and Wagiou, as well as New Guinea.
We owe the most modern account of these birds in a state

of nature to M. Lesson, who, though he deeply laments his

short stay at New Guinea (only thirteen days), appears to

have made the best use of his time.
' The birds of Paradise,' says M. Lesson, or at least the

emerald (Paraditea apoda, Linn.), the only species concern-

ing which we possess authentic intelligence, live in troops
in the vast forests of the country of the Papuans, a group of

islands situated under the equator, and which is composed
of the islands Arou, Wagiou, and the great island called

New Guinea. They are birds of passage, changing their

quarters according to the monsoons. The females congre-

gate in troops, assemble upon the tops of the highest trees in

the forests, and all cry together to call the males. These
last are always alone in the midst of some fifteen females,

which compose their seraglio, after the manner of the galli-
naceous birds.'

M. Lesson then gives the following extract from his jour-
nal, written on the spot. After observing that the birds of

Paradise, with the exception of two species, were brought to

the corvette. La Coquille, by tho Papuans, and that the

quantity afforded reason for supposing that these birds, so

esteemed in Europe, were singularly multiplied in those

countries, he thus continues :

' The manucode* presented itself twice in our shooting
excursions, and we killed the male and female. This spe-
cies would seem to be monogamous, or perhaps it is only
separated into pairs at the period of laying. In the woods,
this bird has no brilliancy; its fine-coloured plumage is not

discovered, and the tints of the female arc dull. It loves to

take its station on the teak-trees (Arbres de teck), whose

ample foliage shelters it, and whose small fruit forms its

nourishment. Its irides arc brown, and the feet are of a
delicate azure. The Papuans call it

"
saya."

>n after our arrival on this land of promise (New
Guinea) for the naturalist, I was on a shooting excursion.

Scarcely had I walked some hundred paces in those antient

forests, the daughters of time, whose sombre depth was per-

haps the most magnificent and stately sight that I had ever
hi-n a bird of Paradise struck my view : it Hew grace-

fully and in undulation s; tho feathers of its sides formed
an elegant and aerial plume, which, without exaggeration,
bore no remote resemblance to a brilliant meteor. Sur-

prised, astounded, enjoying an inexpressible gratification, I

t'i. V, .:'.-. tliuautdiOa, r mnncotowaln. li in apprl
to .11 lh bin It of PuullM, .u.l 11 Kud la .iju.fj at the Mo-!, TlwbWofOod. 1

devoured this splendid bird with my eyes ;
but my emotion

was so great that I forgot to shoot at it, and did not recollect

that I had a gun in my hand till it was far away.
' One can scarcely have a just idea of the Paradise-birds

from the skins which tho Papuans sell t.i the Mal>s, and

which come to us in Europe. These p< rly hunted

the birds to decorate the turbans call

them mambtfore in their tongue, and kill them dm in.

night by climbing the trees where they perch, ami -! .n.ting

them with arrows made for the purpose, and very short,

which they make with the stem (rarhis) of the leaves of a

palm (latanier). The campongs or villages of Mappia and
of Emberbakcne are celebrated for tho quantity

of bitds

which they prepare, and all tho art of their inhabitants is

directed to taking off the feet, skinning, thrusting a little

stick through the body and drying it in the smoke. Some
more adroit, at the solicitation of the Chinese merchants,

dry them with the feet on. The price of a bird of Paradise

among the Papuans of the coast is a piastre at least. \\ <

killed, during our stay at New Guinea, a score of these

birds, which 1 prepared for the most part
' The emerald, when alive, is of the size of a common

its beak and its feet are bluish ;
the irides are of a brilliant

yellow ; its motions are lively and agile ; and, in general, it

never perches except upon the summit of the most lofty
trees. When it descends, it is for the purpose of eating tlie

fruits of the lesser trees, or when the sun in full power com-

pels it to seek the shade. It has a fancy for certain trees,

and makes tho neighbourhood re-echo with its piercing
voice. The cry became fatal, because it indicated to us the

movements of the bird. We were on the watch for it, and
it was thus that we came to kill these birds ; for when a
male bird of Paradise has perched, and hears a rustling in

the silence of the forest, he is silent, and does not move.
His call is voike, voike, vnike, voiko, strongly articulated.

The cry of the female is the same, but she raise* it much
more feebly. The latter, deprived of the brilliant plumage
orthe male, is clad in sombre attire. We met with them,
assembled in scores, on every tree, while the males, always
solitary, appeared but rarely.

'
It is at the rising and setting of the sun that the bird of

Paradise goes to seek its food. In the middle of the day it

remains hidden under the ample foliage of the teak-tree,
and comes not forth. He seems to dread the scorching rays
of the sun, and to be unwilling to expose himself to the

attacks of a rival
' In order to shoot birds of Paradise, travellers who 'i-it

New Guinea should remember that it is necessary to leave

the ship early in the morning, to arrive at the foot of a teak-

tree or fig-tree, which these birds frequent for the sake of

their fruit (our stay was from the 26th of July to the !th

of August) before half-past four, and to remain motionless
till some of the males, urged by hunger, liyht upon the

branches within range. It is indispensably requisite to have
a gun which will carry very far with rfl'ert, and that the

LTuins of shot should be large; for it is very dilflcult to kill

an emerald outright, and if he be only wounded it is vcrv
seldom that he is not lost in thickets so dense that there is

no finding the way without a compass.
' The little emerald. Paradise-bird, feeds, without doubt,

on many substances, in a state of liberty. I can affirm that
it lives on the seeds of the teak-tree, and on a fruit called

amihott, of a rosy white, insipid and mucilaginous, of the

size of a small European fig, and which belongs to a tree of

the genus ficus.'
M. Lesson then goes on to state that he saw two birds of

Paradise which had been kept in a caire lor more than six

months by the principal Chinese merchant at Amboyna.
They were always in motion, and were fed with boiled rice,

but they had a special fondness for cock-roaches (l>!altrr\.

Bennett, in his
'

Wanderings,' gives the following account.

of a bird of Paradise (Paradisea apoda) which he found in

Mr. Heale's aviary at Macao, where it had been confined

nine
years, exhibiting no appearance of age

'This elegant creature has a light, playful, and graceful

manner, with an arch and impudent look; dances about
when a visiter approaches tin- rage, and seems delighted at.

being made an object of admiration ; its notes are very pe-
culiar, resembling the cawing of the raven, but its tones are

by far more varied. During four months of the year, from

August, it moults. It washes itself regularly t

ilail'y. and, after having performed its ablutions, throw* its

delicate feathers up nearly over the head, the quills of which
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feathers have a peculiar structure, so as to enable the bird

to effect this object. Its food during confinement is boiled

rice, mixed up with soft egg, together with plantains, and

living insects of the grasshopper tribe ; these insects when
thrown to him, the bird contrives to catch in its beak with

great celerity ;
it will eat insects in a living state, but will

not touch them when dead.
' I observed the bird, previously to eating a grasshopper

given him in an entire or unmutilated state, place the in-

sect upon the perch, keep it firmly fixed with the claws, and

divesting it of the legs, wings, &<:., devour it, with the head

always placed first. The servant who attends upon him to

clean the cage, give him food, See., strips off the legs, wings,
&c., of the insects when alive, giving them to the bird as

fast as he can devour them. It rarely alights upon the

ground, and so proud is the creature of its elegant dress, that

it never permits a soil to remain upon it, and it may fre-

quently be seen spreading out its wings and feathers, and

regarding its splendid self in every direction, to observe

whether the whole of its plumage is in an unsullied condi-

tion. It does not suffer from the cold weather during the

winter season at Macao, though exposing the elegant bird

to the bleak northerly wind is always very particularly
avoided. Mr. Beale is very desirous of procuring a living
female, to endeavour, if possible, to breed them in his

aviary.
' The sounds uttered by this bird are very peculiar ; that

which appears to be a note of congratulation resembles
somewhat the cawing of a raven, but changes to a varied

scale of musical gradations, as he, hi, ho, haw, repeated ra-

pidly and frequently, as lively and playfully he hops round
and along his perch, descending to the second perch to be

admired, and congratulate the stranger who has made a
visit to inspect him

; he frequently raises his voice, sending
forth notes of such power as to be heard at a long distance,

and as it could scarcely be supposed so delicate a bird could
utter

;
these notes are, whock, whock, whock, whock, uttered

in a barking tone, the last being given in a low tone as a
conclusion.

' A drawing of the bird of the natural size was made by a
Chinese artist. The bird advanced stedfastly towards the

picture, uttering at the same time its cawing congratulatory
notes ; it did not appear excited by rage, but peeked gently
at the representation, jumping about the perch, knocking
its mandibles together with a clattering noise, and cleaning
them against the perch, as if welcoming the arrival of a

companion. After the trial of the picture a looking-glass
was brought, to see what effect it would produce upon the

bird, and the result was nearly the same ; he regarded the

reflection of himself most stedfastly in the mirror, never

quitting it during the time it remained before him. When
the glass was removed to the lower from the upper perch he

instantly followed, but would not descend upon the floor of

the cage when it was placed so low
' One of the best opportunities of seeing this splendid

bird in all its beauty of action, as well as display of plumage,
is early in the morning, when he makes his toilet ; the

beautiful sub-alar plumage is then thrown out, and cleaned

from any spot that may sully its purity by being passed
gently through the bill ; the short chocolate-coloured wings
are extended to the utmost, and he keeps them in a steady,

flapping motion, as if in imitation of their use in flight, at

the same time raising up the delicate, long feathers over

the back, which are spread in a chaste and elegant manner,
floating like films in the ambient air

I never yet beheld a soil on its feathers. After expand-

ing the wings, it would bring them together so as to con-

ceal the head, then bending it gracefully it would inspect
the state of its plumage underneath. This action it repeats
in quick succession, uttering at the time its croaking notes ;

it then pecks and cleans its plumage in every part within

reach, and throwing out the elegant and delicate tuft of

feathers underneath the wings, seemingly with much care,

and with not a little pride, they are cleaned in succession, if

required, by throwing them abroad, elevating them, and

passing them in succession through the bill. Then turning
its back to the spectator, the actions above-mentioned are

repealed, but not in so careful a manner
; elevating its tail

and long shaft feathers, it raises the delicate plumage of a

similar character to the sub-alar, forming a beautiful dorsal

crest, and, throwing its feathers up with much grace, appears
as proud as a lady dressed in her full ball-dress. Having

completed the toilet, he utters the usual cawing notes, at

the same time looking archly at the spectators, as if ready
to receive all the admiration that it considers its elegant
form and display of plumage demands ; it then takes exer-
cise by hopping, in a rapid but graceful manner, from one
end of the upper perch to the other, and descends suddenly
upon the second perch, close to the bars of the cage, looking
out for the grasshoppers which it is accustomed to receive
at this time

' His prehensile power in the feet is very strong, and
still retaining his hold, the bird will turn himself round upon
the perch. He delights to be sheltered from the glare of the
sun, as that luminary is a great source of annoyance to him,
if permitted to dart its fervent rays directly upon the cage.
The iris frequently expanding and contracting, adds to the
arch look of this animated bird, as he throws the head on
one side to glance at visitors, uttering the cawing notes or

barking aloud Having concluded, he jumps down
to the lower perch in search of donations of living grass-
hoppers.

' The bird is not at all ravenous in its habits of feeding,
but it eats rice leisurely, almost grain by grain. Should
any of the insects thrown into his cage fall upon the floor,
he will not descend to them, appearing to be fearful that in
so doing he should soil his delicate plumage; he therefore
seldom or ever descends, except to perform his ablutions in
the pan of water placed at the bottom of the cage expressly
for his use.'

BIRDPEPPER. [See CAPSICUM.]
BIRDS, in Latin Aves, in Greek'*Opvt0e, Ornithes,

(whence Ornithology), a class of vertebrated, oviparous,
feathered bipeds, generally formed for flight. We say ge-
nerally, because, though their mechanism is, in its most per-
fect development, designed for enabling them to support t-heir

bodies in the air and to make progress in that medium, it

is also calculated for motion on the ground and for perching
in trees. Some families indeed are framed entirely for

moving on the ground, and others for that motion and for

making their way both on the surface of the water, and
even, for a short period, below it, without the power in

either case of raising themselves into the air.

ORGANIZATION.

Skeleton.

Skull (cranium). The first peculiarity which strikes an
observer, when comparing the skulls of birds with those of

mammifers, is the absence or sutures in the former, the

proper cranial bones being consolidated into one piece.
The skull of birds is articulated to that part of the vertebral

column called the neck by a single condyle or joint, which
is situated at the front margin of the great occipital opening
(foramen magnum), through which the brain, becoming
elongated, as it were, into the spinal chord, descends into

the vertebral column. It is this beautiful adaptation of

structure to the wants of the animal, that gives such a free-

dom of motion to the head, especially in a horizontal direc-

tion. Take, for example, the wryneck (lynx torquilla),

which, as those who have surprised the bird on the nest

will readily admit, can writhe her head round so as to look

the intruder in the face, hissing all the while like a snake
;

by this 'terrible show' many a bird's-nesting novice is

frightened away. Perfect repose in a bird seems hardly
to be enjoyed without turning back the head and nestling
the beak between the wings ; this attitude the articulation

above mentioned enables the bird to command with the

least possible effort.

The orbits are very large in proportion to the skull, to

which last the lower-jaw is joined by a somewhat square
bone (os quadratum, os carre of the French) not far from
the ear. A small bone rests on the square bone at one end,
while the other end comes against the palate. When, there-

fore, the square bone is brought forward by depressing the
lower jaw, and also by muscles adapted to the purpose, the
small bone presses up against the palate, and this raises the

upper jaw, which, contrary to the rule in the structure of

mammifers, is in birds, with but few exceptions, thus gifted
with motion.

Both jaws are completely destitute of true teeth, the want
of which is, as we shall presently see, amply compensated.
The upper-jaw is either formed of one piece distinct from
the skull and articulated with it, as in the parrots ; or it is

connected with it by means of yielding elastic bony plates,
as ia most other birds. These elastic plates admirably pro-
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tect the bill (the upper port of which may bo considered as

an elongation of the intermaxillary bones) anil the *kull

from the .-hocks of the former organ when used in pecking;

violently against hard subsume
In a few instances the upper jaw is entirely immm.iMe.

Bluroenbarh gives the rhinoceros bird and the cock <>t' the

wood (Tflni't Crogalliu} as instance*.

lionet of the neck and trunk. The upper, or, to speak
more correctly, the anterior extremities of birds are calcu-

lated for flight, and entirely useless as prehensile organs,
because the bird depends principally upon its bill to gather
its food. To give a greater freedom of action to this organ,
it was necessary, as the bones of the bock have hardly any
motion (the dorsal vertebra) being often anchylosed or im-

movably fixed by a continuation of bony secretion), that the

neck should be long; and flexible; and eminently flexible it

it. In the mammifers the number of cervical vertebra;

(neck-bones) is seven ; the cameleopard has no more, and
the elephant and whale have no less. Cuvier, indeed, ghes
the sloth nine; Thomas Bell, however, has satisfactorily
made out that the additional two are bones of the back, not

of the neck. But, in birds, Nature has made up for the

deficiency of motion in the back (a deficiency absolutely ne-

cessary to the comfortable existence of the animal, inasmuch
as the back is the point of support to the wings) by the free

grant of cervical vertebne, according to the wonts which the

peculiar habits of particular birds require. Thus the raven
has twelve neck- bones, the domestic cock thirteen, the os-

trich eighteen, the stork nineteen, and the swan twenty-
three, the largest number, it is believed, yet detected, while
the minimum amounts to ten. The articulation is so con-
trived as to produce the greatest mobility, and that the con-
trivance is complete is proved by the ability of a bird to

touch every point of its body with its bill.

The vertebrae of the back are from seven to eleven in

number. There are no true lumbar vertebra?, for they are

consolidated into one piece with the pelvis (os innominafiim)
which is elongated, broad, and simple, and does not unite

below, as in mammifers, to form what is called the sym-
physis pubis, but has the lateral portions distant from each
other. This is the general rule. The pelvis of the ostrich

forms an exception ;
for it is joined below like that of nio>l

quadrupeds. In most of the quadrupeds the rump-bone
(os coccygis) is prolonged into a truejointed tail. In birds
it never is, but is very short, although it supports the large
tail-feathers (rectricet)
Ten pairs of ribs are said to form the maximum among

birds ; these, the true ribs, are joined to the breast-bone

(sternum) by small intervening bones. The false ribs

(those which do not reach the breast-bone) have a forward
direction. There is a peculiar flat process directed upwards
and backwards attached to the middle pairs of the true ribs.

The breast-bnne (sternum), a part of the greatest conse-

quence, being the point of attachment for the most powerful
of the muscles which set the wings in action, is composed of
five pieces strongly joined together, and prolonged below
into a crest (critta) for that purpose. The greater or less

development of this crest or keel, and the greater or less

ossification of the component parts of the breast-bone, de-
pend upon the wants of the bird. Those birds whose flight
is strongest and most continuous have the crest very large,
and the breast-bone pieces very firmly cemented together,
as any one may see who will examine the breast bum- of a

hawk, or eagle, or that of a humming-bird ; while in the
ostrich and cassowary this ere-t is entirely absent, and the
breast-bone presents "a uniformly arched surface, somewhat
like that of a Highlander's target.

In the crane and in the male wild-swan there is a cavity
in the anterior part of the breast-bone for the reception of
the involuted wind-pipe (trachea). The connexion of the
wings with the trunk is managed by means of the two
clavicles, and of that peculiar fork-like clastic bone com-
monly called the merry-thought, by the French fourrhetic
and lunette (furrula). This apparatus operates as an
antagonist power to the action which would bring the wings
together in flight, did not these bones, especially the merry-
tkatukt, keep the shoulders asunder. The greater <

development of this hone depends on the exigencies of each

particular
case. In birds whose (light is long and rapid it

is strong, with the branches widely arched and carried for-
wards on the body ; in birds which do not fly at all, in the
ostrich, cassowary, and emu, for instance, the bone becomes
a mere rudiment. ' In the ostrich,' as Macartney observes,

the two branches are very short, and never united, but an-

chylosed with the scapula (shoulder-blade) and clavicle

(collar-bone). In the cassowary there .ire merely two little

processes from the side of the clavicle winch are the nidi-

menu of the branches of the fork. In the emu there are

two very small thin bones attached to the anterior edge of the

dorsal ends of the clavicles by ligaments : they are directed

upwards towards the neck, where they are fastened to each

other by means of a ligament, and have no connexion what-
ever with the sternum.'

The icing-bones may he compared with the arms or upper
extremities of man and of the monkeys. Indeed Bclon has

shown with much ingenuity, though the design lie rudely
executed by the engraver, the resemblance between the

skeleton of a bird and of a man a resemblance greater,

perhaps,
than would be expected. The following are the

bones composing the wing of a bird. The arm (os humrrh :

the fore-arm, consisting of two bones (ulna and radius) ;

the wrist (carpus), formed by two bones : the mrtacarpia,
also made up of two bones ; a thumb, or rather the rudi-

ment of one, there being but a single bone ; and two lingers.

the finger next the thumb consisting of two portions, and
the other only of one. To this hand are attached the

primaries, or greater quill-feathers ; the secondaries are

affixed to \.\\c fire-arms ; and the arm supports leathers of

inferior strength and development, called ter/iaries and sca-

pulars. The bone which represents the thumb gives rise to

the bastard quills, and along the base of the quilts ore

ranged the largest of those feathers which are denominated

wing coverts. Such is the structure of the 'sail-broad

vans' which waft the condor over the Andes.
Bones of the lower or posterior extremities. These con-

sist of a thigh-bone (femur) : leg-bones (tibia and fibula),
for there are two, though the fibula is very small, and be-

comes anchylosed to the tibia
;
one mctaiarsal bone (at the

lower end of which there are as many processes as there are

toes, each process furnished with a pulley for moving its

corresponding toe), and the toes. Of these, three generall)
are directed forwards and one backwards. This back toe,

or great toe, is wanting in some birds. In the swallows it

is directed forwards; in the climbing birds the outer toe as

well as the back toe are directed backw ards. The number
of joints is, generally, progressive ; the back toe has two,
the next three, the middle toe four, and the outer toe five

joints.
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(Skeleton of Sparrow Hawk.]
A, Cranium, or skull.

B, Cervical vertebra*.

(', Thfl dotted lines indicate the extent of the anchylosed vertebras of the
back.

l>. The caudal vertebr ; the letter is placed on the ploughshare, or rump-
bone.

K. Ribs.

F, Sternum, or breast-bone.

G, Furcula, or merry-thought.
H, II. Clavicular, or cor.-icoid bone.i > ._ ., . .,

IIV Scapula, or ihoulder.blade. J
P n toi 'e ^desman.

I, Humerus, or bone of the arm.
. K, Ulna, \ Bonus of the forearm : on the ulna is the placo of insertion

L, Radius, J of the secondary quills.

M, Mctacarpal bones, part of the haud winch carries the primary quills.

N, Phalanges of the lingers.
(I. Ilium,

)

P, Pubis, >

Q, Ischiura, j

Bones of the pelvis.

,

R, Femur, or lliigh-bonc.
o, o. Patella, or knee-pan*
8, Tibia and fibula, or leg-bones consolidated,

T, T. Os calcis, or liefl-bone.

V. V, Metatarsal, or shank-bones.

W, W, Toes.

Wing-bones in detail.

G, Outline of part of furcula. !!*, Outline of part of scapula. I, Humerus,
or bone of the arm. K, Ulna; L, Itadius, bones of the fore-arm: on the

ulna are the marks of insertion of the secondary quills.
*

*, Carpal bones, or
wrist. M, M, Metacarpal bones. M*, Thumb. N, N, N, Phalanges of the
fingers.

' The stork, and some others of the grallee (waders),' says
Macartney,

' which sleep standing on one foot, possess a
curious mechanism for preserving the leg in a state of ex-
tension, without any, or, at least, with little muscular effort.

There arises from the fore-part of the head of the metatarsal
bone a round eminence, which passes up between the pro-

jections of the pulley, on the anterior part of the end of the

tibia. This eminence affords a sufficient degree of resist-

ance to the flexion of the leg to counteract the effect of the
oscillations of the body, and would prove an insurmountable
obstruction to the motion of the joint if there were not a
socket within the upper part of the pulley of the tibia to re-

ceive it when the leg is in the bent position. The lower

edge of the socket is prominent and sharp, and presents a
sort of barrier to the admission of the eminence that re*

quires a voluntary muscular exertion of the bird to over-

come, which being accomplished, it slips in with some
force like the end of a dislocated bone.'

Muscles of Motion and External Integuments.

We will now briefly examine the means by which the
framework which we have attempted to describe is set in

motion. ' The muscles,' writes Blumenbach,
'
in this class

are distinguished by possessing a comparatively weak
irritable power, which is soon lost after death ; and by their

tendons becoming ossified as the animal grows old, particu-
larly in the extremities, but sometimes also in the trunk.'
The pectoral muscles, as we might expect from the form

of the sternum, exhibit, generally speaking, the greatest

development. They are three in number, taking their rise

chiefly from the ample breast-bone, and all being brought
to bear on the head of the arm (humerus). Of these, the

first, or great pectoral, is said, as a general proposition, to

weigh more than all the other muscles put together. Rising
from the keel or crest of the breast-bone, the merry-thought,
and last ribs, it is inserted in that rough linear elevation

which may be observed on the bone of the arm of most
birds. This bone it strongly depresses, and so produces the

rapid and powerful motions of the wing, which, acting on the

surrounding air, carries the bird forward in its flight. As an

antagonist to the great pectoral muscle, the middle pectoral,
which lies under it, and whose office it is to elevate the

wing, puts forth its tendon over the point where the merry-
thought is joined to the clavicle and shoulder-blade. This

point of junction acts as a pulley for the tendon which is

inserted in the upper part of the bone of the arm
;
and by

this contrivance the elevating power is situated on the lower

surface of the body. The third, or small pectoral, aids the

great pectoral in depressing the wing. Thus some birds

are enabled to dart away with the rapidity of an arrow,
while others soar to a height invisible to the gaze of man.
We have already seen that the pelvis is prolonged back-

wards to a considerable extent. This formation furnishes

room for the attachment of the muscles which set the pos-
terior extremities in motion, and enables them to perform
the functions of walking, hopping, swimming, climbing,
and perching. To this end there are a set of muscles
which go from the pelvis to the toes. One of the flexor, or

bending, tendons given off from a muscle which comes
from the bone of the pubis runs in front of the knee, and all

the flexors go behind the heel, so that the mere weight of

the bird will bend the toes. Any one may satisfy himself

that this operation is purely mechanical, and not the result

of muscular action, by making the experiment on a dead
bird

;
when he will find that the flexion of the knee and

heel will at once bend the toes. This admirable con-

trivance, useful as it generally is, shows itself in the most

striking manner when brought to bear on the limbs of those

birds which roost in trees. When all the voluntary powers
are suspended, such a bird enjoys the most profound repose,
and the most secure position on its perch, without an effort.

Avoiding a minute detail of the muscles which move the

jaws, of those which give that complete flexibility of neck
so necessary to this class, or of those which regulate the

movement of the tail, it will be sufficient to observe that

their adaptation to the functions required is most beautiful

and perfect.
The integuments of birds are composed of the same parts

as those of the mammifers, with the addition of feathers,

the peculiar covering common to the whole class. The
beak is covered with horn, and at its base, as in the birds of

NO. 258. [THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.] VOL. IV.-3 I
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there u a fleshy part called the cere. The lower ex-
tremities are protected above by a scaly skin, and the bottom

1 and toes b\ .1 c.ill.ius i.i .ii;':c.i!ion of the same

integument Soini', the turkey l<>r in-tanre, arc furnished
with h;iir iii ;uution. TUe !

> uilbalelv.

i mi which ihe most iportive fancy cuuld create out
ul the feathery material, and every hue that the warmest

:ialion could
picture to iLself, will bo found among them.

: a bird baa just left the egg iu covering is a downy
kind of hair, several little bundles taking their rise from one
common bulb. This is tbe origin of the future feather. A
dark cylinder goon makes its appearance, from the upper
extremity of which the sprouting feather emerges, while

the lower extremity receives the blood-vessels which supply
the vascular nourishing pulp of the barrel. When this

pulp has performed its office, and the stalk and other parts
of the feather are fully developed, it shrivels up into the

well-known substance which every one finds in a quill when
he cuts it for the purpose of making a pen. The care which
nature takes for the development of that particular part of
the plumage first which the wants of the particular bird

demand, should not be forgotten. A young partridge runs
oil' as soon as it is hatched to pick up the pupa) of the ant
(emmet's eggs as the gamekeepers eall them), which the

parent bird scratches up for it. Some time elapses before

it is necessary that it should fly ; we accordingly find that

the body froui the moment of its birth is protected with a

close-set downy covering, while all the strength i thrown

into the thighs, lens, bill, and neck. The wings are gra-

dually developed afterwards. A young thrush or a young
blackbird is hatched nearly naked, and while its body pre-

sents only a few scattered "bunches of weak downy hair-like

feathers, great progress may be observed in the formation

of the quills and other wing-feathers; because from the

habits of the bird it is necessary that it should be able to

fly as soon as it leaves the nest.

As a general rule the plumage of the cock bird far ex-

ceed* in brilliancy that of the hen
;
and in all such cases

the yoang, at first, put on the more sombre garb of the

mother. When the cock and hen are without much differ-

ence in this respect, the young have a particular distin-

guishing plumage of their own.
Birds moult or shed their feathers. The summer dress

in many species varies from that of the winter.

The mode in which the plumage changes is well de-

scribed in the Transactions of the Zoological Society by
Varrell ; and the same able zoologist has shown, in the

Philosophical Transactions, and in the Proceedings of the

Zoological Society, that the putting forth of the plumage of

the male hird is not c.mliucii to the lemale past the age
of reproduction (so many well-known instances of which
are given by Dr. Butter, John Hunter, and others), but

that the garb of the cock is assumed by those hen birds

which from malformation or disease are rendered unable to

in the continuation of the species. The following
three modes by which changes in the appearance of the

plumage of birds are produced have been pointed out by
Varrell: 1. By the feather itself becoming altered in

colour. 2. By the bird's obtaining a certain portion of new
feather* without shedding any of the old ones. 3. By an
entire or partial moult, in which the old feathers are thrown

off, and new ones produced in their places. The first two
of these changes are observed generally in the

spring,
indi-

cating the approach of tbe breeding season ; the third is

usually partial in the spring, and entire in the autumn. The
subjoined cut is explanatory of the situation of the principal

parts of the plumage, particularly those most conducive to

flight.

That the (kin and integuments of birds perform the office

of emunctory organs appears not only by their moulting,
but also by the

quantity of mealy dust separated from the

skin in many birds. The cockatoo, for instance, discharges
a quantity of white mealy dust from its akin, particularly at

pairing time, according to Blumenbach ; and Bruce, in the

appendix to his travels, gives an account of his shooting a

large bearded eagle, which, cm his taking it in his hands.
ii him with a powder which was yellow on the breast,

where the feather* were of that colour, ami brown on the

back, where the plumage was of the same hue. A heron
too which be shot is described an having a great quantity
of blue powder on the breast ami !

The glands which secrete the oil n--d by birds in preening
and dressing their plutnago are situated on the upper part

of the tail. Water-birds necessarily require a larger portion
of this protecting fluid, and accordingly we find the gland*

1 in th.it race. Reaumur u: t in that \nnety
of the common fowl which has no tail (tiuilu* fcumlutut),

.lands are absent. '1 > ii ha*

the glands situated not on the rump, hut farther lor.

Lawrence, in his translation of Blum -,itirt

Ait<ilomy,*ay*, 'I have observed in the situation winch TNMJH
mentions a pretty considerable bag with hard rallou*

and nothing glandular in iu coatn. It contained a lirnwn
and unctuous but nearly solid matter, and I could di-

no external opening ; but it had been somewhat cut before

I examined it. It cannot, I think, be very well compared
with the oil-bag of the rump.'

A. A, Primaries ; B,B, Tertwli; C. C, Uwei towrti ; I>. D. Grnlrr coverti ,

!:. !:. Dastard wing; F, P, Soipulan ; G, Upper UU-covorU ; U, OMB ^il-

cuveru; I,

Digestive Organs.

Having endeavoured to give a sketch of the frame-

work of birds, of the means by which that frame-work is

set in motion, and of the integuments which cover the

external parts, we proceed to inquire into the provision

made for the support and nourishment of tho.-e annuals.

This provision, as might be expected, is, as Cuvier ob-

serves,
'
in proportion to the activity of their life, and the

strength of their respiration.' First we have the bill, whose

horny covering in some degree answers the purpose of

teeth, and indeed it is in many instances notched so

represent them. The form of this important organ

infinitely, but with evidence of the most perfect do.-.:

each varied instance, according to the nature of the i

sary food. Thus in birds of prey it well executes the office

of a dissecting knife ; in seed-eating birds it forms a pair of

seed-crackers for extricating the kernel from the husk

which envelops it ; in the swallows and goatsuckers it is a

fly-trap; in the swans, geese, and ducks it is a flattened

strainer, well furnished with nerves in the inside for the,

detection of the food remaining after the water is strained

by that particular operation which every one must have

oi)served a common duck perform with its bill in muddy
water. In the storks and herons we find it a fish-spear :

and in the snipes and their allies it becomes a sensitive

probe, admirably adapted for penetrating boggy ground,

and giving notice of the presence of the latent worm or

animalcule. The food is transmitted from the bill through
the oesophagus into the stomach, which is composed of three

parts, viz. the crop, which is a dilatation of the (Esophagus
and lies just before the breast bone, the membranou*
stomach, {ventricule succenturii of the French), and the

gizzard. The first of these is furnished with many mucous
and salivary glands: in the next (and the structure of this

may be best observed in the gallinaceous birds) there are a

number of glandular bodies which pour out a copious secre-

tion to mingle with the food as it is ground down by tho

t'ul gizzard, which reaches its highest development in

granivorous birds. Thi* mill is rendered still more effective

by the swallowing of small hard stones by those birds with

their food, a practice which is clearly instinctive, and carried

sometimes to a great extent. In the museum of the Col-
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lege of Surgeons (London) is a large glass bottle entirely
filled with pebbles, &e. taken from the stomach of an
ostrich. The well-known experiments of conveying bullets

beset with needles and even lancets into the stomachs of

granivorous birds, with the effect of the total destruction of

those sharp instruments in a short period, need only be re-

ferred to here ; but as Felix Plater's observations have not
attained quite so much celebrity, we shall shortly mention
them. He found that an onyx swallowed by a hen was
diminished one-fourth in four days, and that a louis d'or

lost in this way sixteen grains of its weight.
In such birds as nourish their young from the crop the

glands swell very much at the hatching season, and secrete

a greater quantity of fluid than usual. In the pigeon,
which thus feeds its young, there is a spherical bag formed
on each side of the oesophagus, a specimen of which may be
seen in the museum of the College of Surgeons. It is not

improbable that the banter about '

pigeon's milk' took its

rise from this part of the (Economy of the bird.

. In those birds which feed on flesh, fish, or worms, and
which consequently do not require so powerful an apparatus,
the muscles of the gizzard are reduced to an extreme
weakness, and that organ appears to make only a part of
the same membranous bag with the ventricule succenturie.
The food being thus reduced into a sort of chyme, passes

through the remainder of the intestinal canal, where all the
nutritious parts are taken into the system, and the remainder
is at length expelled by the cloaca, where the urinary ducts
terminate, and the organs of generation are situated. It

may be worth mentioning that the liver becomes much
larger in domesticated birds than in wild ones (a propen-
sity which can be increased by artificial means, as the

gourmand who revels in his foies grog well knows), and
that the gall-bladder is entirely wanting in some birds, the

parrot and pigeon for instance. Hence, no doubt, the

saying,
' He has no more gall than a pigeon.' The pan-

creas (sweet-bread) is of considerable size in birds, but the

spleen is small.

Vital Functions and Organs of the Voice.

The heart, in this class, is of peculiar structure. Instead
of the membranous valve which is present in both ventricles
of the heart of mammifers, and in the left ventricle in birds,
the right ventricle of the heart in the latter is furnished with
a strong muscle which assists in driving the blood with greater
impetuosity from the right side of the heart into the lungs ;

a structure rendered necessary from the want of expansion
of ihe lungs in breathing consequent upon their connexion
with the numerous air-cells. The lungs are small and
flattened, and adhere to the back of the chest in the inter-

vals of the ribs, and a considerable part of the abdomen as

well as of the chest is occupied by membranous air-cells

with which the lungs communicate by considerable aper-
tures. In addition to these, a great portion of the skeleton
in most birds becomes a receptacle for air. Instead of mar-
row the larger cylindrical bones contain air, and form large
tubes, interrupted only towards the ends by transverse bony
fibres. The broad bones present internally a reticulated

bony texture, pervaded by the same fluid, communicated
from the lungs by small air-cells. The enormous bills of

the toucan and of the hornbill are supplied with air from
the same quarter. The very barrels of the quills, when
fully developed, can be filled with air or emptied at

the pleasure of the bird ; and it is thus that the voluntary
erection of the plumage in the turkey, &c., is supposed to

be in great measure produced.
The effect of this structure in lightening the body of the

bird, and facilitating its motions whether in flying, swim-

ming, or running, is obvious. Where the demand is greatest
(as in birds of the highest and most rapid flight) the supply
is largest. Thus, in the eagle, we find the bony cells of

great size, and very numerous. The section of a head of

tlie hornbill (Bucerns Rhinoceros), here represented, will

convey some idea of the structure of these air-cells.

The organs of the voice in birds bear a striking resem-
blance to certain musical wind-instruments. The larynx is

double, or rather made up of two parts : one, the proper
rimti glnftidis, situated at the upper end of the windpipe ;

and tne second, the bronchial, or lower larynx, which con-

t.iius a second rima glottidis, furnished with tense mem-
branes that perform in many birds (and especially in the

aquatics) the same part as a reed does in a clarionet or

hautboy, while the upper rima, like the ventage or hole of

the instrument, gives utterance to the note.

[Section of the head of Buceros .RAraoc,)j.j

The length of the windpipe and the structure of the lower

larynx vary much in different species and even in the sexes,

particularly among the water-birds. In the domestic or

dumb swan the windpipe is straight ;
in the male wild swan

the windpipe is convoluted in the hollow of the breast-bone

like the tube of a French horn.

The following are the conclusions of M. Jacquemin in his

paper lately read before the French Academy ;
and though

many of the facts were previously known, M. Jacquemin's
communication must be considered as a valuable addition to

this part of the subject. After observing that the air enters

not only into the lungs and about the parietes of the chest,
but that it also penetrates by certain openings (foramina)
into eight pneumatic bags or air-cells, occupying a consi-

derable portion of the pectoro-abdominal cavity, and thence

into the upper and lower extremities, he concludes, 1st,

That the pneumatic bags are so situated as to be ready
conductors of the air into the more solid parts of the body ;

and that the air, by surrounding the most weighty viscera,

may support the bird in flight, and contribute to the facility
of its motions when so employed. 2nd. That the quantity of

air thus introduced penetrates the most internal recesses of

their bodies, tending to dry the marrow in the bones and a

portion of the fluids ; a diminution of specific gravity is the

result, the true cause of which has been, in his opinion,

vainly sought in the quantity alone of permeating air.

3rd. That in birds the oxidation of the nourishing juices is

not entirely effected in the lungs, but is much promoted
also in the pneumatic bags above mentioned, for their con-

tained air operates through the membranes upon the blood-

vessels and lymphatics in contact with them ; a more com-

plete and speedy oxidation is the result. 4th. That not

only the skeleton, but all the viscera are much more per-
meable by air in birds than in any of the other vertebrated

animals. 5th. That the air-reservoirs are not always sym-
metrical, their shape and extent depending entirely upon
the form and situation of the organs among which they
occur

;
but the supply is so modified that the total quantity

received into the pneumatic bags on the right side of the

body is equal to that which enters into those on the left ;

and indeed without the maintenance of this condition the

act of flying would be impossible, and that of walking diffi

cult. 6th. That no portion of a bird's structure is imper-
vious to air ; it reaches even the last joints (phalanges) of

the wings and feet, and the last caudal vertebrae, or rump-
bones. The quill of the feathers is not excepted, as has

been sometimes asserted. 7th. That the air within the

head has a separate circulation, and does not directly
communicate with the air-pipes of the rest of the body.
8th. That in no instance does the air come into direct con-

tact with the viscera or nourishing juices, but invariably

through the medium of a membrane, however fine and

transparent. 9th. That the volume of air which birds can
thus introduce into their bodies, and the force with which

they can expel it, offers the only explanation how so small

a creature as a singing-bird (the nightingale, for example)
is able to utter notes so powerful, and, without any appa-
rent fatigue, to warble so long and so musically.

The organs of respiration in birds, as well as their sexual

organs, are the seat of the continual vibratory motions pro-

duced by cilia, discovered by Professor Purkinje and Dr.

Valentin of Breslaw, to exist as a general phenomenon over

the internal surface of those parts, and those parts only in
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tlie classes of mammifers, birds, and reptiles. Dr. Sbai |..-\
s

obscnrations confirm their discovery of this ciliary motion,

with the following modifications, viz., in the air-passages and

Fallopian tube* of mamroifors, in the air-passages of birds,

and in the mouth and throat of the batrachians ; the nega-
tive observations respecting the oviduct of the bird being
inconclusive.

Brain, Nervout Syttan, and Sentet.

We must now turn our attention to that part of the ani-

mal economy wherein resides the intelligence which directs

and regulates the whole of the voluntary powers. The
brain of birds possesses the same characters which arc to

be found in other oviparous vcrtebrated animals, but its

proportional volume is its distinguishing peculiarity ; and

this volume often surpasses the development of that organ
in mammifers. Indeed, in some birds, and more particu-

larly in some of the songsters, the brain has been said to

exceed that of roan when considered in reference to the

size of the head and of the whole body. But this assertion,

after all, involves a fallacy. The size of the eye regulates
the development in great measure ; and when we look at

the relative proportion of brain in a canary bird, we must
not forget the great lightness of the other parts of its body.
In a herring a part of the brain is as much developed in

proportion as the same part is in man. The following scale

has been given as an example of the size of the brain in

relation to that of the body :

Eagle, 1 -260th of the body ; sparrow, l-25tb ; chaffinch,

l-27th; redbreast, l-32nd; blackbird, l-68th ; canary-
bird, l-14th ; cock, l-25th; duck, l-257th; goose, l-360th

In man the brain forms from l-22nd to l-33rd of the body
in some apes, l-22nd

;
in the elephant, 1-SOOth ; in the

horse, l-400th ; in the dog, 1-lfilth ; and in the cat, l-94th

The size of the brain in birds arises principally from la

berries analogous to the corpora ftriata of mammifers, am
not from the hemispheres, which are small, smooth, am
without convolutions. The cerebellum is large, almos

without lateral lobes, and formed principally by the vermi

form process. Several parts found in the brain of mom
mifers are absent in birds, and among these are the corpui
calhtum and pom Varolii. With reference to the compara
tive size of the brain in birds, it may be necessary to say a

few words. From the days of Aristotle down to a very late

period it was received and transmitted as an axiom that man
has the largest brain in proportion to his body. The spiri

of modern investigation, however, soon discovered severe

exceptions to this rule, and destroyed the generally admittet

(inclusion. Then came Summering, to whom we owe tin

great bulk of our information on this subject, and he pre
sented us with the ratio which the mass of the brain bear

to the nerves which it gives off; a point of comparison whicl

still holds good.
' Let us,' writes Lawrence in his edition

of Blumenbach's Comparative Anatomy,
' divide the brail

into two parts ; that which is immediately connected will

the scnsorial extremities of the nerves, which receives thci

impressions,
and is therefore devoted to the purposes o

animal existence. The second division will include the res

of the brain, which may be considered as connecting th

functions of the nerves with the faculties of the mind. Ii

proportion, then, as any animal possesses a larger share o

the latter and more noble part that is, in proportion as the

organ of reflexion exceeds that of the external senses may
we expect to find the powers of the mind more vigorous and
more clearly developed. In this point of view man is de-

cidedly pre-eminent ; here he excels all other animals that

have hitherto been investigated.'
Of the five senses which are on the watch to give infor-

mation to the scnsorium, sight, smell, and hearing are most
acute in birds.

Sight. We have seen that the bony orbits arc of great
magnitude, and the organs of sight which are contained
therein are proportionably large. In the birds of prey the
orbits have the shape of a '

chalice,' says Blumenbach,
or cup used in the communion service. The cornea,

which is very convex, forms the bottom of the cup, and the

posterior segment of the sclerotica resembles its cover. This

peculiar form arises from the curvature and length of the

bony plates, which, as in all other birds, occupy the front of

the sclerotica, lying close together and overlapping each
other. These bony plates form in general a flat or slightly
convex rine ; being long and curved in the aedpitm
(hawks) they form a concave ring, which gives the whole

n i R

ycball the above-mentioned form.' Ry means of this ring
he ! u kind of self-adjusting telcM-opo, s

ake in both near and very distant obi'

[Sclerotic plain of Potfuio.]

A representation of the sclerotic plates, forming the bony
ring in the eye of the penguin (Aptenodytes), is here given.

They remind us forcibly of the eye-plates in some of the

reptiles, particularly of those belonging to the eyes of the

Enaliosaurians, or fossil marine lizards. The penguin has

to adjust its eye for vision both on land and under water.

This contrivance must greatly assist the adjustment neces-

sary for seeing clearly in such different media.

The crystalline humour is flat in birds; and the vitreous

humour is very small. The colour of the iris varies in dif-

ferent species, and in many cases is very brilliant. The

martupium, which arises in the back of the eye, and the

use of which is not very clearly ascertained, is a peculiarity
in the eye of birds. They have three eye-lids, two of which,

the upper and lower, are closed in most of the race by the

elevation of the lower one, as may be frequently seen in our

domestic poultry. The owl, the goat-sucker, and a few

others, have the power of depressing the upper eye-lid. Of
these birds the upper only is furnished with eye-lashes

generally : the ostrich, secretary vulture, some parrots, and

a few other birds, have them in both lids. But the third

eye-lid, or nictitating membrane, forms the most curi-

ous apparatus. When at rest, this, which is a thin semi-

transparent fold of the tunica conjunctiva, lies in the inner

corner of the eye, with its loose edge nearly vertical. By
the combined action of two muscles which are attached to-

wards the back of the sclerotica, it is capable of being
drawn out so as to cover the whole front of the eye-ball like

a curtain, and its own elasticity restores it to the corner in

which it rested. This, it is said, enables the eagle to look

at the sun : it may be seen in operation to much advantage
in the Great South American Eagle (Harpyia destructor)
at the gardens of the Zoological Society in the Regent's
Park.

The sense of hearing appears to be sufficiently acute in

birds, though (with the exception of the night-birds, the

owls in particular) they have no external cartilaginous ear;
and the peculiar valve, partly muscular, partly membranous,

placed at the auditory opening even in those birds, has none
of the development which generally marks the concha of

mammifprs. The peculiar arrangement of the compara-

tively loosely barbed feathers, however, round the aperture
(meatut auditorius) compensates for it ;

and this arrange-
ment may be well seen in the rapacious birds. The mem-
brane of the drum (membrana tympani) is convex exter-

nally, and the drums of both ears are connected by the

air-cells of the skull. There is neither malleus nor stapes,
and their place is supplied by a single auditory bone (ossi-

culum tiiulitii\) which connects the membranes of the drum
with ihefenestra ovalis. The Eustachian tubes terminate

in a sort of common aperture on the concavity of the palate.
The labyrinth is without a cochlea ; instead of which there

is a short, blunt, hollow bony process obliquely directed

backwards from the vestibule, and divided into two portions,
one of which end* at ihefenestra rotunda.

The sente of smelling in the majority of birds seems to be

highly developed. The olfactory nerve is given off from the

foremost part of the front lobe of the bniin, whence it passes

along a canal to the nose, and is ramified on the pituitary

membrane, which is spread over two or three pairs of bony
or cartilaginous concha; narium. The nostrils terminate in

different parts of the upper mandible in different genera;
and, according as these apertures are smaller or larger, or

more or less covered by membranes, cartilages, feathers, or

other integuments, the sense is probably more or less acute.

But no bird is without nostrils, though Buffnn asserts that

several are unprovided with them : the puffin, indeed, and
some others have them so small, and placed so closely on
the margin of the mandible, that they are not easily de-

tected.
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This sense was supposed to have reached its highest

point of perfection in the vultures and other carrion-birds.

Poets and philosophers have dwelt on the
'

delight' with

which they .... snuffd the smell

Of mortal change on earth

Sagacious of the quarry from afar.'

But, according to the experiments of Audubon (and they
were made with a species which has obtained a reputation
for great sagacity in this way), the nostrils do not seem to

have been of the least assistance to the birds in directing
them to their prey ; while the eye, even when the birds were
far above human sight, appears to have been infallible. This
conclusion has been, indeed, disputed : but the facts stated

by Audubon are very strong.
Taste. Though all birds possess a tongue, it is probable

that but few find enjoyment in the organ as ministering to

their taste, and in those it is soft, thick, and covered with

papillae. Some of the birds of prey, some of the swimmers,
and the parrots generally, have such a tongue, and there

can be no doubt that these taste food of a soft or fluid na-

ture, and select that which they like best. But in general
the tongue is horny and stiff, and appears unsuited to con-

vey such impressions, though as an organ for taking food it

becomes of the highest importance. In the humming-birds
and other honey-suckers it is a tubular pump, and in the

woodpeckers it is an insect-spear. In both cases it can be

protruded and retracted at pleasure ;
and the simple but

beautiful machinery by which this act of volition is per-

formed, is adapted with the most masterly fitness to the

motion required. Upon examining the tongue of the com-
mon green-woodpecker, we shall find that, instead of being

very long, as it is erroneously supposed to be, it is really

very short, sharp-pointed, and horny, with barbs at its sides.

Behind this lies the singular tongue-bone (os hyoidcs),

slender, and with two very long legs or appendages (crura).

This is made up of five parts, consisting of a single portion
and two pairs of cartilages. Let us suppose the tongue to

be at rest, and then the single piece lies in a fleshy sheath,

capable of great extension. To this piece the first pair of

cartilages, which are situated at the sides of the neck, are

joined, while the second pair, springing from these, run
under the integuments completely over the skull, and, ad-

vancing forwards, converge in a kind of groove, terminating

generally in the right side of the upper jaw. This second

pair, by their elasticity, become the springs which set the

whole in motion. When the organ is to be protruded, the

anterior pieces are drawn together, and enter the extended
sheath of the single piece : the tongue is thus elongated as

it were, and the bird can thrust it far forth.

[Os hyoides of woodpecker.]

The sense of touches applied to external objects, must

be, generally speaking, very obtuse in birds. Feathers,

horny beaks, and scaly skin, do not offer a satisfactory me-
dium for conveying impressions by contact. But in those

birds which search for their food in mud (ducks, for instance),

where neither sight nor smell can be of much avail, the

bill is covered with a skin abundantly supplied with sensa-

tion by nerves from all the three branches of the fifth pair,

in order that they may successfully feel about for their

hidden sustenance.

Duration of Life, Reproduction, Migration.

That the animated machine which we have endeavoured

to sketch is formed for strong resistance of decay is proved

by the very long life which many birds are known to have

attained. The evidence of this fact does not rest upon tra-

dition only, which has invested the
' annosa comix' with

such venerable length of years ; for there are not wanting
well-authenticated instances of birds which had seen out a

century ; and yet the period of incubation in no instance

exceeds a few weeks.
The continuation of the species is carried on by eggs,

which are laid in a nest more or less artificial according as

the nestling i more or less capable of gathering its own

ibod at the time of its exclusion from the egg. Of those
birds whose young possess this capability in the highest

degree, the male is, for the most part, polygamous, and does
not pair ; but among those whose helpless young depend
for some time on the parents for their sustenance, one male
confines his attentions to one female, as long at least as the
season of love, incubation, and parental anxiety endure. To
the first and second of these seasons we, in great measure,
owe that outpouring of melody which renders our groves
and gardens so musical in spring.

' There is every reason,' writes Montagu,
'
to believe it is

necessary there should be native notes peculiar to each spe-
cies, or the sexes might have some difficulty in discovering
each other, the species be intermixed, and a variety of mules

produced ;
for we cannot suppose birds discriminate colours

by which they know their species, because some distinct

species are so exactly alike that a mixture might take

place. The males of song-birds, and many others, do not

in general search for the female
;
but on the contrary, their

business in the spring is to perch on some conspicuous spot,

breathing out their full and amorous notes, which by in-

stinct the female knows, and repairs to the spot to choose

her mate. This is particularly verified with respect to the

summer birds of passage. The nightingale, and most of

its genus, although timid and shy to a great degree, mount
aloft to pour forth their amorous strains incessantly, each

seemingly vieing in their love-laboured song before the

females arrive. No sooner do they make their appearance
than dreadful battles ensue, and their notes are considerably

changed; sometimes their song is hurried through without

the usual grace and elegance ; at other times modulated
into a soothing melody. The first we conceive to be a pro-
vocation to battle on the sight of another male

;
the last an

amorous cadence, a courting address. This variety of song
lasts no longer than till the female is fixed in her choice,

which is in general in a few days after her arrival
;
and if

the season is favourable, she soon begins the task allotted

to her sex.'

We entirely agree with the writer of this animated pas-

sage, that
' Tis love creates their melody," and that the ear

is a principal guide to the hen-bird in her choice of a mate
;

but we cannot entirely exclude the eye, when we remember
what pains have been taken in most instances to distinguish
the sexes by the colour of their feathered garb, and even in

many instances to prepare a nuptial dress (plumage de

noces of the French) for the male, which fades when the

season of love has passed away.
We must not dwell here upon the wonders of birds'-nests,

their admirable structure as places of comfort and conceal-

ment, and the exquisite workmanship of some of them,
that of the goldfinch, for instance. In those snug re-

ceptacles the eggs are deposited and hatched. Then
the old birds feel all the parent within them and entirely

forget their own safety and wants in protecting and pro-

viding for their helpless nestlings. This parental love

changes the timid at once to the brave ;
for birds of prey,

cats, dogs, and sometimes even man, when he approaches
the sanctuary, are attacked and followed with angry cries.

For some time after quitting the nest this care continues,

till the nestling is able to provide for itself. Then the whole

scene changes. The young bird still lingers about the old

one, and approaches it when it finds a worm or insect, ex-

pectant of the morsel. At first the young bird is unheeded

and treated coldly ;
but if it does not take this hint and

perseveres in its solicitations, the parent, which but a few

days before would have braved a hawk or a cat in its de-

fence, and would have been content to suffer hunger rather

than have seen it without food, gives it a buffet, and thus

compels it to rely on its own resources.

Few phenomena have attracted more attention than the

migration of birds. That some of our delicate songsters,
with no great power of wing, should cross the seas periodi-

cally, returning, as they undoubtedly do, to those spots
which they have before haunted, and which are associated

in their memories with the pleasing cares of former years,
excites our admiration, if not our astonishment. As regu-

larly as the seasons of which many of them are the har-

bingers, do these little travellers visit us, and as regularly
do they take their departure. The immediate cause of

migration is no doubt to be found in temperature and food,

particularly that which is adapted for the sustenance of the

young; and the instinct of the bird accordingly leads it

from one climate to another.
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SYSTEMATIC ARRANOKMKNT ami NATURAL HISTORY.

We now approach a part of our subject nut quite so fasci-

nating ; for, in a compendious account of the writers on the

natural history of hinls, and of the systems which have
been proposed', r r.inn >t c\|> <-t to find murh amuscmont.
But without method there eannot bo science, and without

arrangement, natural hi-tory would be but a tangled chain,

nothing imp-iiri',1 indeed, but certainly all disordered. Birds

appear In have i from the earliest pc-
ruxlii. In comparatively later times we lind them mingling
in tho superstitions ofGreaM and Kmne, and it is evident

that their history and habits were familiar, not only to the

husbandman ami the augur, but to the great mass of the

people. Without such a familiarity on the part of the

Athenians, Aristophanes would hardly have ventured on
ind >dueiiiir his audience to Nt^tXoronvyia (see his play
entitled

' The Birds' ) ; nor would other poets, Grecian
and Roman, so often have referred to these animals as

well known harbingers of certain times and sc

But it remained for Aristotle, and after him Pliny, to

take up the subject philosophically. The former, in his

History of Animals, has distinguished the species, and
recorded the habits of birds with the accuracy and power
which distinguished that great observer : the latter, in the

tenth book of his Natural History has displayed much
learning, but not a great deal of originality.

In modern literature, the first writer of note on this sub-

ject is Pierre Belon. who in 1355 arranged these animals

according to their habits and their haunts. In his system
the rapacious birds form the first division, the waders the

second, the swimmers the third, and the birds which nestle

in trees or on the ground, the fourth. He was an able

zoologist and accurate observer, and has pointed out tho

comparative anatomy of birds, with reference to that of

man especially.
The third part of Conrad Gesner's '

History of Animals,'

published in 1555, consists of his treatise on birds, where
he has with some labour collected their various national

names, and referred to the writers who had noticed the

subject.
In 1599, Aldrovandus of Bologna published his ornitho-

logy. Pursuing the plan of Belon, he arranged the birds

according to their haunts and their food, adding many new
descriptions.
These three works are all illustrated with wood-cuts.
In I6">7 Jonston published his Natural History, a kind

of '

Repertorium Zoolqgicvm,' wherein all that had been
done before his time was condensed, and where every
monstrous zoological fable was perpetuated, even in the

copper-plates, which ministered to the appetites of those
who loved to see what mermen and mermaids were like, and
delighted in the sight of '

hydras and chimeras dire.'

We now approach u period wherein the reign of System
commenced ; and we owe one of the first natural arrange-
ments, if not the flr.-t, to Francis Willughby, an English
gentleman, whose System of Ornithology was edited by
our celebrated countr) man Ray, in 1678. after the author's
death. It is a work of MTV great merit. The general di-

visions are two,
' Land Birds,' and ' Water Birds.' The

land birds are further divided into those which have a
crooked beak and crooked talons, and those which have
those parts nearly straight.
The water-birds are arranged in three sections. The

first consists of waders, and those which haunt watery
places. The second of those that are of a ' middle nature,
between swimmers and waders, or rather that partake of
both kinds, some whereof are cloven-footed and yet swim ;

others whole-footed, but yet very long-legged, like the
waders:' the third is formed by the palmated birds or
swimmers.
The amc friendly office that was performed for Wil-

lughby by Ray, Dr. Derham executed for the latter, whose
itit iltthudica Arium, a posthumous work, but

entirely completed by tho author before his death, was
published by the Doctor in 1713. In this synopsis Ray
carried out and further improved Willughby's system.
Upon the work* of these KiiL'lish naturalist's rested ill

measure tho zoological svstem of l.'iimnis.

The trh. of the Swedish naturalist's Systema
Natures appeared in Pdio, at Levdcn, in I 7.')5. It col

of twelve pages, and was as Linnaeus himself says,

ipectus lantum opens ct quasi mappa geographical,' Eight

subsequent editions, in various forms, with gradually in-
' information, w

. and
in I 7"-*' I .'. i.iuth edition ( lonuc anct . i.n- ip-o,'

i- author) was sent form m MM. In t, ,, edition the
birds are arranged under the sa ire in

the twelfth and last edition, which appeared in I7t.ii. The
thirteenth edition was not the author .

The following are the orders of I

1. Accipitres. Birds of prey, proper!)
-. Picas. Woodpeckers, crows, humming-birds, king-

fishers. Sec. &c.
3. A- S .vimmers.

4. Gralloo. Waders.
6. Gallium. Gallinaceous birds (partridge and domestic

fowl, for instance).

6. Passercs. Sparrows, finches, thrushes, doves, swal-
lows, X.C. .

These orders, some ofwhich are not very natural, include
with their subdivisions 78 genera.

In 17CO appeared the system of Brisson, which divide*
birds into two great Motions. The first, consisting of those
whose toes are deprived of membranes

; the second, of :

whose toes are furnished (garnis) with membranes through
their whole length.
There are many subdivisions, under which are am

26 orders, including 115 genera. This able ornillx-

owes much of his celebrity to the minute accui

specific deaoriptions.
In 177(1 Button published the first pnrt of his work re-

lating to birds. It is marked by the snme eloquent ani-

mated stylo which adorns the rest of his Natural History ;

but much cannot be said for its arrangement, nor lor tho

justice of some of his conclusions. He seldom omits an

opportunity of arraigning Nature at the bar of his fan

some supposed defect of design, when the fault is in his

own want of perception of the end to w'hk-h that design is

directed, arising from his not being acquainted with tho
habits to which it ministers.

Scbffifter, in his Elementa Ornithofagica, which was given
to the public in 1 744, divides birds into two great fan.

Nudipedes et Palmipedes.
Scopoli (1777), in his introduction to Natural History,

divides them also into two families ; but lift takes his dis-

tinction from the arrangement of the scaly skin on the

the first division t>r Retipedes consisting of those the -kin

of whose legs is marked by small polygonal scales; the se-

cond, Scutipedes, of those the front of whose legs is covered
with segments or unequal rings with lateral longitudinal
furrows.

In 1781 our countryman Latham published his general

synopsis, and in 1787 and in 1801 his two supplements ap-

peared. In 1790, his IndexOrnitholngicus, in twoyoluroM
quarto, being an abridgment of his more extended work,
was given to the public. Separating, like Willughby and

Kay. the birds into two grand divisions, land-birds and
water-birds, he arranges them under the following orders,
which include 101 genera.

Land birdi. Watrr-lilnU.

1. Accipitres. 7. Grallso.

2. Piece. 8. 1'innatipedes.
3. Passeres. 9. Palmipedes.
4. Columhu?.
5. Gallina>.

6. Struthiones.

In I79'J M. de Lacepede published his method, arrang-
ing 130 genera under 39 orders.

In 1806 Dumeril, in his Zoologie Analyliqite, divided
birds into six orders.

The following is Bluraenbach's arrangement:
LmuJ-birHi. hirdt.

1. Accipitres. 8. Grallro.

2. Lcvirostres. 9. Anseres.
3. 1'ici.

4. Coraces.

5. P.I '.ercs.

r,. Gallium.

7. Strut hioncs.

In ]*!<> Meyer, in (he 'Almanncli dcs Oiseaux de
1' Allnma'.Mie. par MM. Meyer et Wolff,' arranged them
under . s ; and in isi 1

llli" " into seven orders, including 41

Cuvier, who in his '

Reg ne AniinM'
(1817) published the following method
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1. Accipitres. 4. Gallinae.

2. Passeres. 5. Gralla).

3. Scansores (Climbers). 6. Palmipedes.
Vieillot, whose work is dated in 1816, though it did not

appear
till 1817, distributes birds into the following five

orders

1. Accipitres. 4. Grallatores.

2. SylvicolcB. 5. Natatores.
S. Gallinacei.

Temrninck's arrangement (1815-1820) consists of the

following sixteen orders :

1. Rapaces. 9. Pigeons.
2. Omnivores. 10. Gallinaces.

3. Insectivores. 11. Alectorides.

4. Granivores. 12. Coureurs.
5. Zygodactyles. 13. Gralles.

6. Anisodactyles. 14. Pinnatipe'des.
7. Alcyons. 15. Palmipedes.
8. Chelidons. 16. Inertes.

In 1525 Nicholas Aylward Vigors, Esq. (following out
the principle adopted by William Sharp Mac Leay, Esq., in

his Hnrce Kntomologicce, a work of great learning and

deep reasoning) proposed his arrangement of birds accord-

ing to their natural affinities.
' I discovered,' says the

author, in his paper in the 1 4th volume of the Transactions
of the Linneean Society,

' as I advanced, that the larger or

primary groups were connected by an uninterrupted chain
of affinities ; that this series or chain returned into itself;
and that the groups of which it was composed, preserved in

their regular succession an analogy to the corresponding
groups or orders of the contiguous classes of zoology. I

equally detected the existence of the same principle in most
of the subordinate subdivisions, even down to the minutest,
to a degree at least sufficiently extensive to afford grounds
for asserting its general prevalence.'

Thus, if his five orders

Insessores,

Raptores, [AvKs.] Rasores,

Natatores, Grallatores,
be arranged round a common centre, the author conceives
that they would be found to be mutually connected to-

gether, and that-the plan which holds good in the general
division will be found to be confirmed on examining the
subdivisions.

The second order Insessores, for instance, he divides
into five tribes,

Conirostres,

Dentirostres, Scansores,

[INSESSORHS.J
Fissirostres, Tenuirostres,

in which he finds a similar connexion, as he also does in

the five families into which he further separates each tribe.

In the same year M. Latreille published his method as

follows :

Premiere section, les Terrestres. Deuxiemc section, les Aquatiques.

1. Ordre Rapaces. 6. Ordre Echassiers.

2. Passereaux. 7. Palmipedes.
3. Grimpeurs.
4. Passerigalles.
5. Gallinaces.

These orders include 252 genera.
The method proposed by M. de Blainville in 1815, 1821,

and 1822, and developed by his pupil, M. Lherminier, in

1*27, is founded entirely on anatomical details, and prin-

cipally upon the comparative development of the sternum.

In the method of 1827, the birds are divided into the
' Normaux,' those whose sternum is furnished with a crest

or keel more or less developed, and which have three bones

at the shoulder, distinct, and simply contiguous. This
4 sous-classe' contains thirty-four families from the first of

the birds of prey to the last of the siwmmers. The second

'sous-classe,' or the 'Anomaux,' consists of those whose

sternum is formed of two pieces originally separated, and

uniting upon the median line to constitute a bony plate of

variable form, but always without an osseous crest or keel,

or brisket, and whose three shoulder-bones are distinct in

youth, but anchvlosed in the adult. To the 'Anomaux'

belong but one family, the Cursores, comprehending the

ostrich and its congeners.
In 1828 M. Lesson published his 'Projet,' wherein ne

commences with the two great divisions 'Terrestrial' and

'Aquatic,' and distributes the birds into nine orders, founded

on the form of the toes, wings, and beak, The ninth order

consists of '

Paradoxaux,' which in place of wings are fur-
nished with anterior members armed with claws, the fingers
being surrounded by (empales dans) a membrane, and have
the body covered with decomposed and hairy featV.era*
this order contains but one genus, Ornithorhynchus ? but
to this last word the author adds a query.

In 1831 William Swainson, Esq., rejecting the quina-
rian theory above alluded to, which he had adopted in the

year 1824, proposed (in the second part of the Fauna Bo-
reali-Americana containing the birds) a new arrangement
in these terms :

'
1. Every natural series of beings, in its progress from a

given point, either actually returns or evinces a tendency to

return, again to that point, thereby forming a circle.
'
2. The contents of such a circle or group are symbo-

lically represented by the contents of all other circles in
the same class of animals ; this resemblance being strong
or remote in proportion to the proximity or the distance of
the groups compared.

'

3. The primary divisions of every natural group, of what-
ever extent or value, are THREE, each of which forms its

own circle.'

No one can read over the preceding compendium, which

only embraces, be it remembered, the more prominent sys-
tems (for many omitted names will occur to the learned,
thoseol'Barrere.Frisch, Bonnaterre, and others, forinstanoe),
without perceiving that the great aim of modern science has
been to produce the best natural arrangement. No sooner
has one method been advanced and considered, than doubts
have arisen, and another and another still succeeds. Cuvier

expressed his dissent from all the systems which he had
seen, and his conviction that the true arrangement was
yet to be sought for.

That method which, founded on an intimate knowledge of
the comparative anatomy, habits, and instincts of birds,
unites them in groups that will bear the most strict appli-
cation of those three tests, is the most likely, we may ob-

serve in conclusion, to approach the nearest to the system of

nature.

To give a list of all the writers on the natural history of

birds would be quite out of place in a work of this descrip-
tion

; we shall therefore request the reader to be content
with the following enumeration of some of the most cele-

brated authors in this department.
The ornithology of America and the West Indies has

been given by Hernandez, Marcgrave, De Azzara, Sloane,

Catesby, Vieillot, Wilson, Spix, Charles Bonaparte (Prince
of Musignano), Audubon, Richardson and Swainson, and
Nuttall.

That of Britain by Pennant, Lewin, White, Bewick, Mon-
tagu, Donovan, Selby, Mudie, and others.

That of Europe by Temminck ;
that of Germany by

Meyer and Wolff; and Charles Bonaparte has taken up
that of Italy. Gould's ' Birds of Europe' and Meyer's

'
Il-

lustrations of British Birds' are in a course of publication.
Le Vaillant has illustrated the birds of Africa, and of

other countries.

The following names of some of those who have also dis-

;inguished themselves as general authors or particular illus-

trators will readily occur to the student who enters upon
this branch of natural history : Albin, Audebert, Audu-
bon, Barraband, Bechstein, Bennett, Blyth, Brisson, Brun-

nich, Buffon, Buhle, Cuvier, Daudin, Desmarest, Edwards,

Fleming, Forster, Frisch, Gerardin, Gould, Gray, Gunther,

Hardwicke, Herbert, Houttuyn, Hunter, Illiger, Jardine,

Jenner, Leach, Lear, Lesson, Macartney, MacLeay, Mark-

wick, Meyer, Naumann, Nilsson, Nozeman, Rennie, Riip-

pell, Sabine, Savigny, Selby, Sepp, Schteffer, Shaw, Shep-
lard, Slaney, Sonnini, Spix, Stephens, Swainson, Sweet,

Syme, Vieillot, Vigors, Wagler, Wa-terton, Whitear, Yarrell.

In conclusion, it may not be uninteresting to say a word
or two upon the fossil remains of birds.

' We mi^ht have

anticipated,' writes Lyell (Principles of Geology, vol. iii.

). 1 75, 3rd ed.),
' that the imbedding of the remains of birds

n new strata would be of very rare occurrence, for their

lowers of flight insure them against perishing by numerous
:asualties to which quadrupeds are exposed during floods ;

and if they chance to be drowned, or to die when swimming
on the water, it will scarcely ever happen that they will be

submerged so as to become preserved in sedimentary depo-
sits. In consequence of the hollow tubular structure of

their bones, and the quantity of their feathers, they are ex-

tremely light in proportion to their volume, so that when
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first killed they do not sink to the bottom like quadrupeds,
hut Hoat on the surface until the carcase either rots away or

U devoured by prcdaceous unitiiaU.'

We will begin with an instance affording pood evidence

of the existence of a bird which. notwithstanding the con-

current testimony of authors, catalogues, and even speci-

mens, the latter indeed now reduced to fragments has

been considered by some the, mere creature of imagination.
M. Desjardms found, under a bed of lava in the Isle of

France, the head, breast-bone, ami huraerus of a bird, \\ Inch

C'uucr pronounced to be part of the remains of the dodo.

These bones were in the midst of others belonging to the

large existing species of land-tortoiso named Tettudo In-

dica. [See DODO.]
The hawks at the northern extremity of the rock of Gib-

raltar, among other rejectamenta of their food, drop into the

fissures the bones of small birds, which gradually become

incorporated into an osseous breccia.

Our attention is next drawn to the ossiferous caverns. In
that of Kirkdale, for instance. Professor Buckland found, in

company with the bones of carnivorous, pachydermatous,
ruminant, and rodent quadrupeds, the remains of the raven,

pigeon, lark, a small species of duck, and a bird of about
the size of a thrush.

We next come to the marine supracretaceous rocks of

the South of France, in the sands or upper strata of which
M. Marcel de Serres found the remains of birds, accom-

panied by abundant relics of terrestrial and marine mammi-
fers. reptiles, fish, some wood, and oysters and Balani.
The remains of birds also occur in the gypseous beds, and

fresh-water marls of the supracretaceous group.
But perhaps the most interesting discovery relative to

these remains was made by MM. Croizet and Jobert, who
found in the fresh-water sands, clays, and limestone in the

neighbourhood of the town of Issoire (Puy de D6me), in

company with the hones of quadrupeds, &c., the remains of

three or four birds, and also their eggs, in a perfect state of

preservation : M. Bertrand Roux, now M. Bertrand de
Doue, had previously observed their hones in the fresh-

water rocks at Volvic.

Upon the whole we may reckon nine or ten extinct

species of birds in the Eocene period of Lyell. These belong
to the birds of prey properly so called, the gallinaceous

birds, the waders, and the swimmers. Eggs of aquatic
birds occur in the Eocene lacustrine formation in Auvergne.
We arc not aware that any hones of birds have been re-

corded in strata of greater antiquity than the tertiary, with
the exception of the fragments found by Mr. Mantell in the
weald of Sussex. The so-called birds' bones of Stonesfield

are the bones of Pterodactyles. [See PTERODACTYLS.]
BIRD'S-EYE VIEW, a mode of perspective represen-

tation, which may be divided into two kinds, proper and

improper. The latter of these, the one most generally
employed, differs from ordinary perspective delineation, in

nothing else than in the horizon being taken much higher
than usual ; the horizontal line, and of course the point of

sight, is either placed above the picture, or the level of the

ground is supposed to be considerably below the base of
the picture. The objects thus shown, whether buildings or

landscape, or both combined, appear as they would do if

viewed from some lofty station, from the summit of a build-

ing, from a terrace, tower, or any other eminence ; but still

the spectator is supposed to be looking in a straightforward
direction, and the plane of the picture to be perpendicular
to the natural horizon. Consequently, only distant objects
can thus be shown, because, when looking in that direction,
a person cannot possibly see objects immediately beneath
him. He can do that only by looking down upon them :

but in a picture there can be but one instant of view, nor
can the point of sight be shifted at pleasure, by the eye
being directed upwards or downwards, so as to alter the field

of vision, and take different objects in succession. What-
ever is shown in a picture must be supposed capable of

being embraced by the eye at once; although in practice
some little degree of license in this respect is occasionally
allowable.

If it be desired (o show the objects immediately below
the spectator, so as to give a distant view of the tops of

buildings so situated, and of parts that would otherwise be
concealed from sight, recourse must l>e had to the first-

mentioned mode, namely proper bird's-eye perspective.
This is the reverse of that employed for ceiling-pieces,
termed di totlo in tu ; for as there objects are fore-short-

ened as seen from below, so in the bird's-eye they are fore-

shortened, as if viewed from above. This species of ' birdt-
i

i/i
1

'

might therefore with great propriety be distinguished by
the name of prone perspective, or looking downwards ; and
the di sotto in *, by that of supine perspective, or looking

upwards. In like manner as in ceiling perspectives, the

plane
of the picture becomes parallel to the natural horizon,

instead of vertical, so does it in a proper birft-eye view ;

with this difference, that in the former c;i- is be-

neath the picture and looking up to it; in the latter, over it,

and looking down upon it ; at least, if not exactly lu>ri-

zontal, the plane of the picture must be more or less in-

clined, accordingly as the eye is supposed to look down
more directly or obliquely ; because the jitane ofprojection
or picture must be assumed as perpendicular to the central

ray from the eye. The relative position of objects to each

other and to the picture, and of the picture to the eye, are

the same in this as in ordinary perspective, the sole differ-

ence being that of the spectator's own situation. This \\ ill

be apparent if we look into a hollow cube, or box, open cm

one side : it matters not whether it be open on one of the

upright sides, or on the top. In either case the planes or

sides perpendicular to the open side, and the one parallel to,

or facing it, will have the same perspective appearance ; only
in the one case the plane facing the spectator will be ver-

tical, in the other horizontal. In a picture or drawing this

will depend entirely upon the artist whether he chooses to

represent the plane parallel to the picture as horizontal,

that is the ground or floor, and the other planes perpendicu-
lar to the ground; or that parallel plane and two of the

adjoining planes upright, and the other two horizontal.

Again, were a hole bored through the ceiling of a lofty

room, a person looking down through it would have a per-
fect or proper bird's-eye view both of the apartment and its

furniture. Hence, it is obvious that in such representation
the floor would answer to what in the common mode of per-

spective would be the side or end of the room lacing the

spectator; also that the vertical lines of the sides of the

room, of doors, windows, legs of chairs, &c., would vanish

to some point in the line or plane passing through the eye,

exactly as the horizontal lines would do if they were seen

according to the usual position. For \inlcss the lines, in

this case intended to represent upright ones, were made to

vanish, those planes or walls would not be fore-shortened ;

and unless that were done they could not be viewed, but

the whole would be reduced to a mere plan of the room :

just as a common upright view would he reduced to a section

or geometrical elevation, if the planes representing the other

two walls with the ceiling and floor were not shown per-

spectivcly or fore-shortened. Yet, although such perspective,
or bird's-eye view, would be correct in itself, it would seem
too fanciful and unnatural, if not positively distorted, because

the objects would be shown under such very different cir-

cumstances from those according to which they are really
seen

; consequently, such kind of views would he quite un-

pictorial, and merely matters of curiosity. They might
nevertheless occasionally be found useful as explanatory

diagrams, or drawings, whenever it should be required to

show the effect of an interior, as beheld from a lofty upper
gallery, not viewed in a cross or straightforward direction,

but by looking down into the lower area of the apartment.
This prone perspective might also be applied for the purpose
of giving a map-like, yet graphic view of a group of buildings
and their locality. As a picture, indeed, such view would be

extravagant, although as a picture-map it would have some-

thing to recommend it. Even the more usual kind of

bird's-eye perspective, or view with a very elevated horizon,
is by no means the best calculated for picturesque effect,

since it brings those parts of an edifice into view which
are intended to be concealed, and otherwise greatly takes

off from the architectural effect; causing the building so

viewed to appear too much like a small model placed upon

a table.

BIRD'S-FOOT TREFOIL. [Sec ORNITHOPUS.]
BIRDS-MOUTH. [See MOULDING.]
BIRD'S NEST. [Sec LATHR*A and NKOTTIA.]
BIREN. [See ANNA IWANOWXA of Russia.]
BIRGUS (zoology), a genus of long-tailed crustaceous

animals, approaching the hermit crabs (Pagurut) esta-

blished by Leach. The following are the leading cha-

racters : Middle antcnntr having their second articulation

crested or tufted ; feet of the first pair of legs unequal, ter-

minated by pincers or knob-claws
; feet of the second and
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third pair terminated simply, in other words, by a single
nail ; fourth pair smaller and didactylous, or terminated by
two fingers, one moveable; fifth pair rudimentary, very
small, but didactylous ; carapace somewhat in the form of a

reversed heart, with the apex pointing forwards
; post-

abdomen or tail orbicular, crustaceous above, the plates

being subannular or rudiments of rings.
There are two species recorded : and of these Birgus La-

fro, Leach, Pagurus Latro, Fabr. and Lam., Cancer Latro,
Linn., Cancer crumenatus, Beurstcrabbe (purse crab) of

Rumphius is the largest. Its rostrum is terminated by a

single point. The pincers are red, the left being much
larger than the right, and both deeply toothed. The feet

of the three next pair are toothed on the edges, and marked
with undulated streaks. It is a native of Amboyna and
other neighbouring islands, where it is said to inhabit the

fissures of rocks by day, and to come forth at night to seek

its food on the beach. Mr. Cuming found it sufficiently
abundant in Lord Hood's Island in the Pacific, but there

the purse-crabs dwelt at the roots of trees, and not in holes

in the rocks. When he met them in his road, they set

themselves up in a threatening attitude and then retreated

backwards, making both at first and afterwards a great

snapping with their pincers. There appears to be a tradi-

tion among the natives that it climbs cocoa-nut trees (cocos

nucifera) in the night to get the cocoa-nuts. Linnaeus,

Herbst, and Cuvier, repeat this story, which, as Owen ob-

serves in the Proceedings of the Zoological Society for 1832

(part 2. p. 17.), is confirmed in a degree by Quoy and Gai-

mard, who relate that individuals of this species were fed

by them for many months on cocoa-nuts alone, and still

more amply by the observations communicated to him by
Mr. Cuming, who states that these purse-crabs climb the

Pandanus ndnratissimus, a kind of palm, for the purpose of

feeding on the small nut that grows thereon, and that he
saw them in the tree.

Linnaeus gives the Antilles as the locality of this purse-
crab, as well as Amboyna, and quotes Rochefort's History
of the Antilles, 1. o. 21,

'
Boursires.' In the text of Rum-

phius's Amboinsche Rariteit-Kamer, Book 1. p. 9, is a si-

niil.'.r quotation.
Neither Sloane, Browne, Hughes, nor Catesby, make

any mention of this species, nor indeed of the genus ;
and

on turning to Rochefort, upon whose authority Linnaeus
and others have evidently rested for the assertion that

puree-crabs, properly so called, inhabit the Antilles, we
think that it will appear that there is no foundation for

giving them such a locality, so far at least as Rochefort is

concerned, but that those who gave him as authority, either

read his book very hastily, or, without reading the passage
cited at all, made the quotation as soon as their eye fell

upon the word '

Boursieres,' not '

Boursires,' as it is written

in the Amboinsche Rariteit-Kamer, and also by Linnseus,
who probably copied the quotation from the Amboinsche

Rariteit-Kaner.
Rochefort's book,

' Histoire naturelle et morale des lies

Antilles de 1'Araerique,' 4to. Rotterdam, 1681, is not in the

hands of every one, and therefore we offer no apology for

giving the passage, on reading which we have ventured to

call in question the accuracy of Linnseus.

There is no mention of '

Boursires,' at the place quoted

by Linnaeus, but at I.e. 22, p. 57, the term ' Crabes Bour-

sieres,' appears not as a name for a species, but as the

name given by the inhabitants to some of the land-crabs

(Tourlouroux) when they are in a soft state, after moulting
anil before their new crust is hardened.

Speaking of some of these crabs under the name of
' Crabes peintes,' Rochefort thus proceeds :

' Ce qui est de plus considerable en ces crabes, est

qu'une Ibis 1'an, assavoir, apres qu'elles sont retournees du

vniago tie la mer, elles se cachent toutes en terre, durant

quelques six semaines : de sorte qu'il n'en paroit aucune.

Pendant ce turns-la, elles changent de peau, ou d'ecaille, et

se renouvelleut enlierenieut. Elles poussent alors do la

terre gi proprement a I'entrce de lours tanieres, que Ton

n'en appcri^it pas 1'ouverture. Ce qu'elles font pour ne

point prendre d'air. Car quand elles posent ainsi leur vieille

robe, tout leur corps est comme a nud, n'6tant couvert que
d'une pcllic-ule tendre et delicate, laquelle s'i'paissit et se

diirmt puu a peu en croute ;
suivant la soliditf de celle

qu ellos ont quittees.
' Monsieur du Montel rapporte, qu'il a fait creuser a des-

toin en des lieus ou il y avoit apparence qu'il y en eut de

cachees.
^
Et en ayant rencontre en effet, qu il trouva

qu'elles etoyent comme envellopces dans des feiiilles d'ar-
bres, qui sans doute leur servoient de nourriture et de nid
durant cette retraite : mais elles 6toient si languissantes et
si incapables de supporter 1'air vif, qu'elles sembloient a
demy mortes, quoy que d'ailleurs elles fussent grasses et
tres-delicates a manger. Les habitans des lies les nom-
ment pour lors Crabes Bourtieres, et les estiment beau-
coup. Tout aupres d'elles il voyoit leur vieille depoiiille,
c'es't a dire, leur coque, qui paroissoit aussi entiere que si

1'animal eut encore dte dedans. Est ce qui est merveilleus,
c'est qu'i peine, quoy qu'il y employast de fort bons yeus,
pouvoit il reconnoitre d'ouverture ou de fente par oft le

corps de la beste fust sorty, et se fut de'gage' de cette prison.
Neantmoins, apres y avoir pris garde bien exactement, il

remarquoit en ces depoiiilles une petite separation du costs'

de la queue, par ou les crabes s'etoient d'evelloppdes.'
' What is the more worthy of note relating to these crabs

is, that once a year, namely, after they are returned from
their journey to the sea, they hide themselves entirely in

the earth, for some six weeks, so that not one appears.
During this time they change their skin, or crust, and re-

new themselves altogether. They place the earth at this

season so dexterously at the entrance of their holes, that
one cannot perceive the opening. This they do that they
may not be exposed to the air. For when they thus throw
aside their old garb, the whole of their body is as it were
naked, being only covered by a thin and delicate skin,
which thickens and hardens by degrees into a crust as solid

as that which they have left. Monsieur du Montel reports
that he caused people to dig on purpose in those places
where there was any appearance of their lying hid, and
having met with some of them, that he found that they
were enveloped as it were in the leaves of trees, which with-
out doubt served them for nourishment and for a nest

during this retreat : but they were so languid and so inca-

pable of supporting the fresh air, that they seemed half

dead, though in other respects they were fat and very deli-

cate food. The inhabitants of the Isles call them at this

period purse crabs, and esteem them much. He saw quite
close to them their old covering, that is to say, their shell,

which appeared as entire as if the animal had been still

within. What is wonderful is, that though he employed very
good eyes, he could scarcely observe the opening or slit

whence the body of the animal had come forth, and had

disengaged itself from this prison. Nevertheless, after

having taken great care, he remarked in the empty shells a

small separation near the tail, by which the crabs had extri-

cated themselves.'

Then follows the most approved way of dressing these

land-crabs for the table, a mode which is still in practice
with little variation in the West Indies at the present day.

In a MS. entitled ' Memoires en forme de Dictionnairo

contenant I'histoire- naturelle notamment de Cacao, 1'In-

digo, le Sucre, et le Tabac, Par M. * *
*, Inspecteur pom-

la Compagnie de Chandernagor,' in the possession of a
friend of the author of this article, there is a very full ac-

count of the land-crabs (Tourlouroux) of the Antilles, and
the writer of the MS., speaking of their condition after

they have thrown off their old crusts, says
' Si on les prend

alors, on les trouve couvertes seulement d'une petite peau
rouge, tendre et mince corame du parchemin mouillt1

, elles

sont bien plus dedicates qu'en tout autre terns : on les ap-

pelle alors Crabes Boursieres.'
'
If they take the crabs

then, they find them covered only with a slight red skin,

tender and delicate as moistened parchment : the crabs are

then much more delicious than they are at any other sea-

son : they call them at that period purse-crabs' (torn. ii. p,

520). The MS. is without date, but was written after the

publication of Labat's works, which the writer quotes.
There is a smaller species (Birgus laticauda), which is a

native of the Mauritius. Birgus Latro, which grows to a

large size, is said to be excellent food when properly

prepared. It was a favourite diet with the natives of Lord
Hood's Island, but Mr. Cuming did not taste it.

There is a specimen in Room 9, of the British Museum,
case '

Crustacea,' 6 ;
and another in the museum of the

Zoological Society.
The locality of Alya scabra (see ATYA), which does

not appear to have been known to Dr. Leach, has been

given by the late Rev. Lansdown Guilding, who has stated

that they occur in incredible numbers in the mountain

streams of St. Vincent's, in company with Paleemon Cam-

NO. 259. [THE PENNY CYCLOPAEDIA.] VOL. IV. -3 K
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MM. where they are caught by the negrow in basket*, for

the market.

[Birjni Ltio.]

BIRKENFELD, a principality of Germany, which

formerly Rave its name t > a collateral branch of the duoal

house of Deux-Ponts or Zweibriicken, but now belongs to

the dukes of Oldenburg. It lies in the west of Germany,
on the left bank of the Rhine, in what is called the valley
of the Nahe, and between the principality of Lichtenberg,
the Prussian province of the Lower Rhine, and the Bavarian

circle of the Rhine. It occupies an area of about 160 square
miles, and has a population ofabout 25,000 souls. The soil

is unsuited to husbandry, its surface being covered with

forests and mountains; it possesses iron-mines, and pro-
duces a variety of semi-precious stones, such as the jasper,

agate, chalcedony, &c., which are wrought up into articles

of luxury, chiefly for exportation, and produce a return ol

12,0001. to 13.000/. a year. Considerable quantities of

stones are ground and polished, particularly at Oberstein
and Idar, and forty-one mills are employed in this branch
of manufacture. But the principal occupation of the inha-

bitants is cattle-breeding: some wine also is made. Under
the treaty of Vienna in 1815, Birkenfeld was, in 1817, trans-

ferred by Prussia to the Duke of Oldenburg. The ' Code
Napoleon,' with gome few exceptions, which render it con-

formable with the Oldenburg laws, still subsists as tin- law

of the land. Birkenfeld is divided into three districts or

bailiwicks, at the head of which is placed an Amtmann, or

high-steward. The principality derives its name from Bir-

kenfeld, a market-town on the Zimmerbarh, situated in the

Hundsriick, the range of country between the Rhine and

Nahe; it has a castle, a seminary for educating teachers

264 houses, and about 1800 inhabitants. There are two
iron-mines in the neighbourhood, and the town has very
considerable fairs for horses. Oberstein on the Nahe in also

a market-town, and hag a castle and about 1500 inhabitants,
who are chiefly employed in manufacturing articles in

semi-precious stones, and grinding and polishing them.

BIRKET-EL-KEROUN, the antient lake Mosris, a

large lake in the province of Fai'oum in middle Egypt, to

the went of the great valley of the Nile, from which it is se-

parated by the range of the Libyan mountains. [See
FAIOUH.] A canal which is a branch of the Bahr Yus-

oup, carries the waters of the Nile at the time of its rise

into the Fai'oum, through a gap in the ridge, near Benisouef
and after serving the purposes of irrigation, the superfluous
waters discharge themselves into the lake Keroun. The
lake i* in the form of a crescent, the convex part of whirl
faces the N.W., and it is bounded on that side by a ridgi

of rocks which separates it from the sandy desert. Along
Hi S.B., or concave bank, is the fertile plain of the Fai'oum

once irrigated with numerous canals and covered with vil-

ages. The present number of villages in the Fai'oum is

said not to exceed seventy. The length ..!','

one horn of the crescent to the other is above tinny n

uul its greatest breadth in the centre is about five n

The water is brackish, but it abounds with fish me,
Belzoni, and the French Description of i.m/j.t.t li is said

by Herodotus (ii. 149) that the v. . lakr v
Bowed out into the Nile for six months in the year, unit dur-

ing the other six months the waters of the Nil'
'

lake. This emission of the waters of the lake has been Mip-

posed by some to have taken place through a canal near

Tamieh, at the N.E. extremity of the lake, where the V.

accounts say there is a valley or depression in the

Jizeh. (See the account of the French engine'

ijiti'tn <l" I'Kgt/pte. Ktat tfoderne, vol. ii.) But if the
level of the lake be about 120 feet lower than the bank of

the Nile at Benisouef, as Mr. Wilkinson states it to be, the

account of Herodotus must be incorrect as applied to ihr

lake, though it would be true as applied to the canal. The

description of this lake in Herodotus is very confuse'

appears from his considering it a natural excavation. The
description in Strabo also (p. 810, Causal).) is not without its

dillieulties, though he appears to distinguish better than
Herodotus between the canals, which were an an
work, and the lake itself. (See Herodotus ; Strabo; Pliny,
v. 9, &c. : Wilkinson's Topography of Thebes.)

BIRKET-EL-MARIOUT, the lake Mareotis, or Marca
Palus of the antients, a large lake to the south of Al-

dria in Egypt, which once washed the city walls on that

side. It communicated by a canal with the Canopir branch
of the Nile. It also communicated by another canal with
the sea at Port Eunostus, or the old harbour of Alexandria.

[See ALEXANDRIA.] During the decay of that city, alter

the Arab conquest, the canals being neglected, the lake

Mareotis ceased to receive the waters of the Nile, and its

own waters gradually receded from their banks. \Vhen
Belon visited Egypt, in the sixteenth century, soon after the
Ottoman conquest, the lake had receded about two miles

from the walls of the town, but it was still a large piece ul

water, the banks of which were planted with date-trees, and
had a verdant and pleasant appearance. (Belon's TVutv/O
In the course of centuries however the lake became gradu-
ally dried up ; and when Savary visited Egypt in 1777, its

former bed was a sandy waste. In 1801, during the French
invasion of Egypt, the English army, in order to (li-

the French garrison of Alexandria, cut the narrow isthmus
which separates the bed of the Mareotis from lake Madieh
or Aboukir, when the sea-water flowed in and covered a^ain
the Mareotis to the extent of about thirty miles in length,
and about fifteen in its greatest breadth. After the

\

Mehemet AH Pasha re-established the isthmus, and re-

stored the old canal of Alexandria, which commutn
with the Rosetta branch of the Nile at Foua, and which has
been called the canal Mahmoud, in honour of the reignin<;
sultan. The depth of the lake Mariout varies from fourteen

feet in its northern part near Alexandria, to four and three

feet towards its southern extremity. To the westward the

lake forms a long shallow projection, running nearly as far

as the tower of the Arabs, and is only separated from the
sea by a narrow isthmus. (See Atlas in French Description
ofEgypt.)
B1RMA. or the BIRMAN EMPIRE, of which other

names arc Burma, Brahma, Buraghmah, Boman, Banna,
and Varma, called also the kingdom of Avn. extend-

more than one-fourth of the surface of the Peninsula

beyond the Ganges, and contains nearly the double of

the area of the British islands. According to Crawfurd,
it may be conjectured to contain in round numbers, about

184,000 square miles. But this is mere conjcciu:
northern and eastern boundaries being imperfectly known.
It is, however, certain that the most northern point of

the empire extends considerably to the north of the 271 h

parallel, and probably passes the 28th, in the country
of the Bor Khamti (Wilcox). We have still less infor-

mation respecting the portion of Upper Lao, which is subject
to the king of Ava. Berghaus, following Sir Francis

Hamilton, extends it to )00
J

E. long., in the parallel of

22 . Farther south, where the river Saluen or Saluaen divides

it from the kingdom of Siam and the English possessions
of Martaban, the eastern frontier lies between 98" and !to

K. long, dn the south, where it is bounded by the gulf of

Martaban, it extends to 15 45' lat., and on the west, where
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it borders on Aracan, it probably does not run west of 93
20' long. The length of this country from the western
mouth of the river Irawaddi to its source in the country of
the Bor Khamti, may be about 950 miles. Its width to the
south of the parallel of 24 amounts at an average to 220
miles, but to the north of it only to 180 miles. In this esti-

mation, Upper Lao is not taken into account, which, between
21 30' and 23 N. lat., extends perhaps 100 miles farther.

The Birman empire has about 240 miles of sea-coast

along the gulf of Martaban, extending from the cape of

Kj ai-kami, near the British settlement of Amherst in Mar-
taban, to Cape Negraia, the southern extremity of the Ara-
can Mountains. The whole of this coast is low, marshy,
and broken by at least twenty considerable channels of
rivers or arms of the sea.

The Birman territory is divided from the British province
of Aracan by a range of mountains called by Europeans
the Aracan Mountains, but by the natives Anaupectau-
meaw (Anupectu-mew) or the Great Western Range ;

also

Yeomadong or Romapokung Mountains. It begins at 1 6

N. lat. with Cape Negrais (Negraglia of Sangermano),
called by the Birmans Modaen, and extends in a northern
direction with a slight bend westward to the northern boun-

dary of Aracan, about 21 N. lat. The southern part of
it, extending from 16 to 18 between the Delta of the Ira-
waddi and the Gulf of Bengal, presents one continued ridge
of craggy rocks of a moderate height, whose bare cliffs of a
reddish colour generally approach so near the sea as not to

leave any intermediate level ground between them and the
ocean. This portion of the range is called by the Birmans
Modaen Garit, from the Birman name of Cape Negrais.
To the north of 18N. lat. the mountains recede farther
from the shore, and here begins the level country of Aracan
on the west, while on the east extends the valley of the
river Irawaddi. In this tract the mountains rise to a greater
height, and between 20 and 21 N. lat. the highest sum-
mits are thought to attain 6000 feet above the level of
the sea. Their western slope towards the plains of Aracan
and the Gulf of Bengal is very rapid; but to the east they
descend in a kind of terraces formed by three or four or
more lateral ridges of less height, which however pre-
sent rapid declivities on the east and west.

Three mountain-passes traverse the Anaupectau-meaw
Mountains and connect Birma with Aracan. The most
southern, called the Tongho Pass, leads from Padaong
Mew on the Irawaddi, 18 34', to Tongho in Aracan, 19 15'

N. lat. The highest point of the pass is 4692 feet above the

sea, and many parts of it are so difficult that it cannot be
travelled by beasts of burden. The eastern ridges are com-

monly covered with bamboo jungle, but on the western

declivity there are extensire forests of lofty trees. The
second pass connects Sembeghewn, in the valley of the

Irawaddi (20 40' N. lat.), with Aeng in Aracan (19 53'

N. lat.), and is called the Nairiengain Pass, from a small
stockade of that name erected on the highest part of it.

The Birmans used it as a military road to Aracan, and
had rendered it passable for beasts of burden by building

bridges over the precipices and cutting away the rocks in

many places. Before the occupation of Aracan by the

British, a considerable commerce was carried on by means
of this road. This commerce is said to have occupied 40,0.0.0

persons, but this number seems greatly exaggerated. This
road is now rapidly falling into decay, being exposed to the

destructive influence of the south-west monsoons. The
third mountain-pass begins likewise at Sembeghewn and
leads to Talak in Aracan, 20 ]0' N. lat. ; by this pass the

Birmans entered Aracan at the time of the conquest of that

country. But it seems that they did not use it afterwards,

probably because that which leads to Aeng presented less

difficulties. We have no information of any kind respecting
this road.

To the north of 21 N. lat. the mountains appear to de-

crease considerably in height, but at the same time they
divide into several ranges, running mostly north and south,

and occupying a considerable tract of country. This rugged
highland, which extends between and along the upper
branches of the Aracan river, the Surmah or river of Silhet,

and some tributaries of the Kyan Duayn, a .branch of the

Irawaddi, is inhabited by savage nations which are inde-

pendent of Birma and not subject to any of the princes

protected by the British. The principal of these tribes are

the Kookis, and on that account this countey is called the

highland of the Kookis. It has not been ascertained how

far the authority of the court of Ava extends into this

region.
Thus far the western boundary of the Birman Empire is

formed by mountain-ranges. The remainder, from 24 N.
lat. up to the Nagas Mountains, which divide it from Asam,
is bounded by the territories of the Raja of Munipoore, a

prince who has placed himself under the protection of the

British, and whose country extends eastward as far as the

Nampagna River, a branch of the Khyanduaen, which
constitutes the boundary line of the Birman Empire in
this part.
The northern extremity of Birma is again separated by

mountain ranges from the neighbouring country. The
ranges called Patkoi or Poapuo Mountains, which rise to a

great height, and the still higher Langtan Mountains,
divide it from Asam and the countries along the Upper
Brahmapootra. In the high summits, whence the Brah-

mapootra descends to the west, are also the sources of the

Irawaddi, which river may with great propriety be called the
river of Birma, as all the countries drained by it and its tri-

butaries belong to that empire, with the single exception of
the southern part of Munipoore. It has lately been ascer-

tained that no part of the Chinese empire extends so far

west as the banks of the Irawaddi. We shall, therefore, fol-

low the course of this river, and make some observations on
the countries drained by it.

The different opinions respecting the source of the Ira-

waddi, and its identity with the Zangbo-tsin of Tibet, will

be examined under the head of BRAHI^APOOTRA. Lieut.

Wilcox was informed that its source was at no great distance
from that of the Brahmapootra, to the south of it, and about

fifty miles from Manchi, a town of the Bor Khamti. The
river soon issues from the mountains, and enters a plain, or
rather an extensive valley, occupied by the Bor Khamti.
The country here forms a perfect level, partly cultivated,
and partly studded with clumps of trees and bamboos, and
intersected by a number of rivulets. The Irawaddi opposite
the town of Manchi is only eighty yards broad, and fordable.

The plain on its banks is 1855 feet above the level of the

sea.

From the country of the Bor Khamti the Irawaddi con-

tinues its southern course through three degrees of latitude

to Bhanmc'i, through countries about which we have scarcely

any information at all. It would seem that high mountain-

ranges frequently close upon it, and at other places plains
of considerable extent border its banks. Such on its western
side are the Samokhtura Mountains and the plain of Mung-
kung, extending on both sides of the Mungkung river far to

the west. The mountain-ranges are partly in possession of
the Singfos, a powerful mountain tribe which also occupies a
considerable portion of the mountains south of Asam, and

everywhere maintains its independence in the mountain-
fastnesses. The ranges which divide this portion of Birma
from the Chinese province of Yunnan seem to be exceed-

ingly rugged, and the difficulties encountered in traversing
them have always frustrated the attempts of the Chinese
to conquer the countries along the Irawaddi. From Manchi
to Bhanmo the river falls in the course of about 350 miles
1300 feet, being at the latter place only 500 feet above the

sea. This accounts for the river being unnavigable for the

greater part of that distance, except for small canoes..

Bhanmo is a place of some note, being the principal
market for Chinese goods, which are brought to this town
on horses and asses. Below Bhanm6 the river suddenly
turns to the west, but soon resumes its southern course, and
thus continues to a few miles east of Amarapoora. The
river flows in this tract through a valley of no great breadth,
the mountains inclosing it on each side, and frequently ad-

vancing to the very banks of the river, especially on the

east. Between Bhanm6 and Amarapoora the river is only

navigable for small trading boats.

Above Amarapoora the Irawaddi begins to decline to

the south-west, and from that town it runs in a western

direction for nearly a hundred, miles, as far as the mouth
of the Kyan-Duayn. With the change of the river the

face of the country is changed. Issuing from the nar-

row valley it enters a very wide one, or rather a plain.

Along its banks, and especially on the southern side, the

level country extends for many miles, in some places even

to thirty, and even then is not bounded by high mountains,

but by moderate hills, which increase in height as they

recede farther from the river. Considerable portions of this

plain are covered by the inundations of the river in the wet
3 K 2
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MUOQ. On the north side of the river the hill* arc at no

great distance from the banks, and here the ground is im-

pregnated with muriate of soda and with nitre, of which

great quantities
are extracted. To the north of these hills

U the lake of Nnndagando, which extends in length from

S. to N. above thirty miles ; the country about it presents

an undulating surface. At a considerable distance cast of

the mouth of the Kyan Uuayn river the hills cease, and

an open slightly-undulating country extends to iu banks

aad beyond them. This portion of the valley of the Irawaddi

teems to be the roost fertile and most populous part of the

Birtnan empire, and offers at the same time the most easy

communication with it* internal provinces. The Irawaddi

opens an easy access to the north as well as to the south,

and it* two greatest tributaries, the Myit-ng<! and the

Kyan-Duayn, with the provinces lying east and north-west

of' the valley. The seat of government has for a long I inn-

beer, fixed in this central part of the empire, and here are

the four capitals, Ava, Amarapoora, Sagaing (Zogain), and

Monchabo.
The Myit-ng6. or '

Little river' (so called in comparison
with the Irawaddi), which is named by Sir F. Hamilton
the Mringngaen, rises in the Chinese province of Yunnan,
and runs a little to the west of south, ncarlv parallel with

the Irawaddi, probably for more than three hundred miles.

In this course it drains an elevated but wide, fertile, and

well-peopled valley, in which its waters are employed to

irrigate the cultivated lands. Arrived at the parallel of

Ava, where it is still about eighty miles from the capital,

it suddenly turns to the west, and continues generally in

that direction to its mouth. Near its entrance into the

Irawaddi it divides into two branches, of which the eastern

retains the name of Myit-nge : the western is called

Myit-tha. On the island formed by these two branches of

the Myit-ng, the present capital of the country, Ava, is

built, more especially near the mouth of the eastern or prin-

cipal branch, which at this place is from 150 to 200 yards
broad and very deep. It must be considered as the proper

port of the capital, and a considerable number of war-boats

are always stationed there.

Having given an account of the former capital, Amara-

poora, under that article, we shall here insert a short de-

scription of the present capital, Ava, and the antiunt

capitals of Sagaing and Monchabo.
Ava is called by the natives Angwa, meaning a fish-pond,

because the town'was erected on a place where such a pond
had formerly been. This name has been corrupted by the

Hindus and Malays into Awa, and by Europeans again into

Ava ; but in all public writings it bears the name of Ratna-

poora, or the City of the Pearl.

Ava consists of the inner town or city and the outer town.

The city occupies the north- east angle of the whole, and
extends nearly up to the mouth of the Myit-iige' river. The
outer town lies to the south-west of the city. The whole is

surrounded by a brick wall fifteen and a half feet high and
ten feet in thickness, with innumerable embrasures about
the distance of five feet from each other; on the inside of

the uall there is thrown up a bank of earth, forming an

angle of about forty-five degrees. The ditch round this wall

is inconsiderable, and during all the dry season fordable in

every part. The Myit-nge on the east face forms a con-

siderable defence on that side. The city is enclosed by a

separate wall, which is better constructed thau that of the

I.UL'I- town. The ditch on the south and west faces of it is

;ils'> broader and deeper and not fordable ; the east side is

defended by the Myit-ngi, and the north by the Irawaddi.
It is mostly occupied by the palace of the king, the Rung
d'hau. or hall of justice, the Lut d'hau. or council chamber,
the arsenal, and the habitations of a few courtiers of dis-

tinction. All these buildings are situated in a square,
which is surrounded by a strong well-built wall about

twenty feet in height ; and on the outside of this wall and
at no great distance is a teak-wood stockade of the same
height as tin- wall.

The circumference of Ava round the walls and excluding
the suburbs, i* about five miles and a half. In general the
houses are mere huts thatched with grass. Some of the

dwellings of the chief* are constructed of planks, and tiled ;

there are probably in all not half a doien houses constructed
of brick and mortar. Poor as the houses are, they are
scattered over the extensive area of the place, and some
large quarters arc, indeed, wholly destitute of habitations.
There are in the town eleven markets or bazars, composed
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of thatched huts and sheds, but well supplied with commo-
dities, at least with reference to the wants and habits of the

people. Paltry as the town is, it has a splendid and im-

posing appearance at a distance, winch it oi-> u the great
number of temples, all surmounted by lull, w'n.ie. or gilded

spires.
The town of Ava, which twice before had ! .pltal

of the Birman empire, became so a third time in IM-J-J, and
must therefore be considered as a new town. This accounts

for its small population, which Crawfurd estimated in

at only 23,000 inhabitants.

The town of Sagaing, or Zakkain, which w as once the

scat of government, is situated on the opposite side of the

Irawaddi, directly fronting Ava. The river is at this place
1050 yards wide. On the river face the town has a brick

wall, which extends for about half a mile: the height of

this is not above ten feet; but it has a terre jil< iin: parapet,
and embrasures, like the wall of Ava. On the land side

there are no defences whatever. The town extends along
the Irawaddi more than a mile and a half, but its depth
towards the hills is very inconsiderable. It consists of

mean houses thinly scattered among gardens and orchards.

On the site of the town and its environs then- arc innume-
rable temples, ruinous, old or modern, which give it a

striking appearance from a distance.

Moksobo, commonly called by Europeans Monchabo, is

about fifty-two miles from Ava in a north-west direction,

and at no great distance from the western shores of the lake

of Nandagando. It is a walled town, and still a pi

considerable traffic and population. In 1756 Alampni, the

founder of the present dynasty, who was a native of the

place, made it his capital, and gave it the Pali name of

Rntna sinha, or
' the pearl lion,' or lion of pearls.

Below the town of Ava the Irawaddi is a majestic river,

whose breadth in some places extends to four miles and

upwards, but it is commonly divided into many channel^ by

sandy and uninhabited islands, which arc inundated when
the water of the river rises to its greatest height. Near the

place where the river declines to the south-west begins an
extensive island, called Ala-kyun or

' middle islands,' which
extends for many miles to the confluence of the Kjati

Duayn with the Irawaddi. It is the largest of all the islands

in the river, high and not exposed to inundation, and con-

sequently well cultivated and inhabited. Opposite this

island on the eastern bank of the Irawaddi is the town of

Yandabo, where the peace was concluded between the.

Birmaiis and English in 1826.

The Kyan Uuayn, by far the largest of the tributaries

of the Irawaddi, drains an immense country, its further

branches rising in the Patkoi Mountains and the Samo-

khtura, where these two chains meet the hangtan Moun-
tains. The numerous streams which descend from llu-M-

ranges unite in a country called Hukhung, which, according
to our imperfect information, seems to be a large plain en-

closed on all sides by mountains, but fertile, and offering

extensive tracts for colonization. Hukhung lies between

26 and 27 N. lat The river formed in this plain n<

the name of the Tenui, and passes afterwards through a

nearly unknown mountainous country in a narrow vale, till

near 23 N. lat. it enters a wider valley, and unites with

the Narepagna, which latter, for the greatest part of its

course, constitutes the boundary line between liirma and
the kingdom of Munipoore. After this junction the coun-

try on the river begins to resemble an undulating plan

pccially on the eastern banks of the river, which is here

called the Ningthi. On the western batiks the country be-

longs to Munipoorc, and is much more hilly, and in somo

parts even mountainous. South of 24 N. lat. Birma ex-

tends on both banks of the Ningthi, which is here increased

by the waters of the Kongba, or river of Munipoorc, which
comes from the west. This latter river runs nearlj parallel
to the Ningthi for about 200 miles from noilh to M nth. but

then, suddenly turning to the east, breaks through the chain

of the Uanghii Hills and unites with the Ningthi. After
this junction the river begins to he called Kyan Duaui,
and to the west of it, at no great distance from its banks,
rises a range of hills, the Uanghii Hills, or Gnambean-
'1"M/, which are of moderate height, but very barren and
bleak. The level country on its eastern banks cxtcn
a considerable distance, is in general well peopled, and con-

tains extensive tracts of cultivated ground. It is bounded
eastward by an undula'.ing country, which hilly

only near the banks of the lake of Nandugando. The K\ an-
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Duayn in the wet season is a considerable river, but in tbe

dry season its mouth is not more than 200 yards wide. The
whole of its course probably exceeds 600 miles.

From its confluence with the Kyan Duayn the Irawaddi

continues, in general, ;ts south-western direction, but with
numerous bends on both sides, to the neighbourhood of Sem-

beghewn, where it turns to the south, and continues in that

direction to the town of Padaong Mew. Hence it runs to

the south-east, and after a few miles passes the promontory
of Kyaok-ta-ran, and enters the low countries which form
its delta. This promontory constitutes the boundary be-

tween the antient kingdoms of Ava and Pegu. The popu-
lation, which north of it consists principally of Birmans, or

Mranmas, is to the south of it almost entirely composed of

Talains and Karians. In this part of its course the river

sometimes expands to a width of three or four miles, and at

other places it narrows to 600 or 800 yards. At the more
narrow places it is commonly very rapid, and the navigation
is also rendered difficult in the dry season by numerous
shoals and a few ledges of rocks which traverse the bed of

the stream.

The valley of the Irawaddi, south of its confluence with
the Kyan Duayn, to the town of Melloon (south of 20 N.
lat.), is, in its general aspect, hilly, and very uneven, but
the hills rise to no great height, at least not near the river,

and are in many places separated by tracts of flat country,
which in some places are extensive and well cultivated.

South of Melloon the hills approach nearer the river, and
often form its banks. They are in most places covered with

forest-trees of considerable size, among which teak-trees are

frequent. Cultivation is confined to the narrow flat tracts,

which here and there separate the hills from the river.

The most remarkable place in this part of the valley of

tho Irawaddi is Pughan or Pagham Mew (north of 21 N.

lat.), which, according to Birman chronology, was the seat

of government for above 1 200 years. It contains the most
remarkable and interesting remains of antiquity in th

Birrnan dominions. The ruins extend for at least eight
miles along the bank of the river, and occupy frequently a

depth of three or four miles. In this space the number of

temples is quite surprising. They are of all sizes, and in

various states of preservation. Some have been restored,
and are still used as places of worship ; others are tole-

rably complete, though neglected ; but many are mere
ruins, and a considerable number are heaps of mouldering
brick.

Farther to the south (about 20 30' N. lat.) the eastern

banks of the Irawaddi offer a remarkable natural phe-
nomenon, the famous wells of petroleum, which are situated

near a village called Re-nan-khyaung, about three miles

from the banks of the river. The wells, which are stated

to be about 300 in number, occupy altogether a space of

about sixteen square miles. The country here is a series of

sand-hills and ravines. The hills are either covered with a

thin soil, or altogether bare, the trees, which are sparingly
scattered over them, not rising beyond twenty feet in height.
The pits from which the petroleum is obtained are artificial

perpendicular shafts, commonly from 200 to 250 feet deep,
the greatest depth not exceeding 300. At the bottom of

the pits the liquid seems to boil ;
but whether from the

emission of gaseous fluids, or simply from the escape of the

oil itself from the ground, is not yet determined. The oil

is drawn from them by common earthen pots. When taken

out of the well it is of a thin, watery consistence, but thickens

by keeping, and in cold weather it coagulates. It has a

pungent, aromatic odour. Immense quantities of this oil

are annually consumed in the Birman empire. It is used

for the purpose of burning in lamps, and smearing timber

to protect it against insects, especially the white ant, which
will not approach it. The quantity exported to Coromandel
and the Malay peninsula is trifling.

The country near the petroleum wells is also remarkable

for its petrified wood and its fossil bones. The petrified

wood is abundantly scattered over the whole country be-

tween Prome and Ava. It is commonly beautifully silici-

fied, and displays most delicately the structure and fibres of

the living plant. The fossil bones are confined, as it seems,
to the neighbourhood of the town of Wesmasut, at no great
distance from the petroleum wells. They are imbedded in

the sandy hills, and consist principally of the remains of

mastodons, alligators, deer, and the rhinoceros.

The most important place on the Irawaddi, between the

mouth of this river and the capital of the Birman empire, is

Prome (about 18 50' N. lat.), called by the Mohammed-
ans Pron, whence the European name derives its origin
the Birmans call it Pri (pronounced Pyi). It is a thriving
town, and contained in 1827, shortly after the war, upwards
of 10,000 inhabitants. This place, or rather one lying
about six miles to the east of it, is reported to have been
the most antient seat of the Birman government, at an
epoch which begins some centuries before the Christian era.
The ruins of the antient town consist of a broad, earthen
wall, of a quadrangular form, from five to six feet in height.
The area contains no relics of antiquity, and is overgrown
with trees.

The promontory of Kyaok-ta-ran, which forms the south-
ern extremity of the valley of the Irawaddi, is the eastern

extremity of one of the offsets of the Aracan mountains.

Nearly opposite to it rises another chain of hills of very
moderate elevation, which, however, in its progress to the
east increases in height, and forms a range which is visible

at a distance of fifty miles and upwards. The higher por-
tion of these mountains, called the Galladzet Mountains.
extends in an eastern direction probably to the banks of
the Setang river. Nothing is known of this range but its

geographical position ; nor are we better acquainted with
the country extending to the north of this chain up tj the

capital of the empire, and occupying the central parts of the
southern portion of Birma, between 18 and 22 N. Ut., and
the rivers Irawaddi and Saluen. It is supposed to be a

country of secondary and tertiary formation, and to consti-

tute a kind of uneven table-land of very moderate elevation.

As far as our information goes, it has 'in general a very
sterile soil, consisting mostly of sand or gravel, and is very
thinly inhabited. Perhaps the valleys along the rivers

form an exception. The hills, which cover the whole sur-

face, and are commonly low, rise to a considerable height in
a few places. A conical mountain, called Poupa, several
miles to the east of Pughan, is thought to attain an eleva-

tion of above 5000 feet. Crawfurd thinks that the ranges
visible from Ava to the south-east exceeds the mountains of
Aracan in height; and Sangermano states that the Ka-
rians, who inhabit the neighbourhood of Tongo or Taunii,
have been able to maintain their independence against the
Birmans in their mountain-fastnesses

;
whence we may

infer that this portion of the Birman territories contains ex
tensive mountain-ranges.
The southern portion of the Birman empire is a low, level

country, without any hills. It comprehends the Delta of

the Irawaddi, and all the extensive tract which spreads from
its eastern branch to the banks of the Setang river. Ha-
milton estimates the southern line of the Delta at 135, the
western at 145, and the eastern at 113 miles. It contains
more than 10,000 square miles, and is considerably larger
than the Delta of the Nile. The country east of it may
extend over a tract of nearly the same area

;
and thus this

level country contains considerably more than 20, 000 square
miles.

The Irawaddi enters the low lands near 1 8 N. lat., where
it throws off a great number of branches of various magni-
tudes, watering an immense extent of country, and affording
a convenient internal navigation, to which there are few

parallels in any country. Many of these branches reunite

and divide again. The river falls into the sea by fourteen

different channels. The three principal are Bassein, Dalla,
and Rangoon, or Syrian. The Bassein river, also called

Anank Khiaun, that is, western channel, forms an excellent

harbour near the island of Negrais (called by the Birmans

Haingri Kyun, and by Sangermano, Negraglia), and is

navigable for vessels of considerable burden up to tho town
of Bassein ;

farther upwards it is only navigated by the river

barges, and this navigation extends in the dry season (from

November to May) only to Lamena or Lemena. Higher
up it is a trifling stream, nearly dry, anil all water con-

nexion with the main river is interrupted ;
but after the

rains it becomes again navigable for the river barges. This
channel branches off from the main river south of My-
an-aong.

After having thrown off the Bassein river on the right, the

Irawaddi continues to flow in a southern direction, but with

numerous windings, and sends off many smaller branches.

At nearly the same distance from the sea and the place where

the Bassein channel branches off, is the second great branch

of the Irawaddi, at the village Yangain-chain-yah, the river

hero dividing its waters between the Dallah and Rangoon
channels. The Dallah channel forms near tho sea nume-
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rou wide branches, but they are not navigable, on account

of the bar* before their embouchures. The Rangoon or

Syrian channel, which is also called the A*iae Khiaun. that

,M-t.-rn channel. flows off nearly in an eastern direc-

tion, mill affords in all season* an uninterrupted navigation
into the main river, being from 80 to 150 yards across, and

rally three or four fathoms deep, which, however, on

some shoals lessens to two and a naif fathoms. At the

i au-r the depth on these shoals is said to be not more

than five feet ; and hence Crawfurd infers, that the whole

rise of the water in the river amounts to ten feet. The ad-

vantages which this branch of the Irawaddi offers for naviga-

tion have concentrated on its shores, especially at th<

of Rangoon, all the maritime commerce of the Binnaii

empire. [See RANGOON.] In the dry season the titles

ascend the branches of the river to the place where the two

principal branches meet at the village of Yangain-chain-

yah, but in the wet season they are observable in the Ran-

goon channel only as far as the village of Panlang, which is

many miles farther down.
The distance from Rangoon to Ava along the river, ac

cording to Colonel Wood's map, is 446 miles
; according to

Symes, 500; and according to the Diana's log-book, 540.

At the height of the freshes, a war-boat, proceeding day
and night, has been known to go from Ava to Rangoon in

tour days. In the dry season, a war-boat, proceeding in the

same manner, will go from Rangoon to Ava in eight days,
ami in the rainy season in ten.

The Delta of the Irawaddi, as far as the tide reaches, is

covered with a thick forest of moderate-sized trees, sparingly

interspersed with some grassy plains. As soon as the tides

, the character of the vegetation is greatly altered.

The country is covered with a tall rushy grass (a species of

sa<-charum), among which are scattered trees from twenty to

sixty feet high, without any underwood. The appearance
of inhabitants and cultivation is extremely scanty. Here
and there, on the immediate banks of the river, are a few

villages of Talain fishermen ;
and farther off are the Karian

villages, somewhat more numerous, and with a few patches
of rice-culture. As the banks of the river are a foot or two

above the level of the surrounding country, this circum-

stance might betaken advantage or for watering the lane

to a great extent But irrigation is neglected, and the

country is covered with innumerable pools, which are often

so extensive that they might be called lakes. In the pro-
\ince of Bassein alone, 127 of these lagunes were counted

at the time when it was occupied by the British. In the

northern district of the Delta, especially north of Hcn/a-

dah, the cultivated portion of the country is much more con-

nble, and here the water of the river is used for irri-

:ig the rice-grounds.
The country which extends to the eastward of the Delta

is to be of the same description. It is drained by the

Pegu river and the Setang. The Pegu river, which is callec

liy ihe natives Bagoo Kioup, or '

Pegu Rivulet,' has its source
in the Galladzct hills, and unites with the Rangoon branch
of the Irawaddi three miles below the town of Rangoon. It

ugable only a few miles to the northward of tin.' towi

i I I'( t;u, which advantage it owes wholly to the action of the

tide. In ti.r fuir season it is almost dry at low-water. The
Sctung has its sources near the 20th parallel, and runs

southward the whole of its course, till it empties its wa!ir

into the northernmost angle of the Bight of Martaban. This
river, where it is of great breadth, is rather a considerable

arm of the sea than a river. Beyond the reach of the lidos

it is an inconsiderable stream ;
and even as low down as

tin? town of Tongo it is only navigable for boats. Its mouth
is confined by sand-banks, and is liable to a dangerous bore,
which renders its navigation impracticable for large vessels

and difficult for vessels of all descriptions.
That portion of the Birman empire which extends along

the western banks of the Saluen river is almost entirely
unknown. It seems to be more mountainous than the

coun; .< middle course of the Irawaddi, but to con-
t.in lo tracts.

Of . r that portion of Birma which extends on
the left hank of the Saluen river, between the Chinese

province of Yunnan and the kingdom of Siara, we have so
!.;(': information, that we only know it to be a mountainous

country, whi'-li however contains some fertile and cultivated

tract- id'ing the courses of the rivers. It seems to be rich

in metallic wealth.

We conclude our description of the Birman Empire with
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a short notice of the Saluen river, which forms the eastern

xnindary-line between it and Sunn, and the British pro-
vince of Martaban, for between 500 and 000 miles. The
Saluen, or Thaluen, called also Sanluen, rises in the east-

ern districts of Tibet, in the country of ihe N'.u or >

vnd its up[>cr course is called by l UianL'. It

afterwards passes through the Chines.- province of Yun-
nan, where it is named the Lou-kiang. Continuing its

southern course, it leaves China, and divides ihe province of

Upper Lao from the remainder of the Birman territories,

and afterwards forms the boundary between Simn and Mar-
taban on one side, and the Birman empire on the other.

This river is remarkable for the small number of large bends,
and for not forming a delta, as i the case with all larger
rivers in this part of the world. It is likewise :

gable: vessels of moderate si/e can only come up t

town of Martaban, and with dilh'cnlty and danger. Small

boats may ascend as far as Ka Kayet, at the confine:.'

the Yunzalaen river; but farther to the north the naviga-

tion in the wet season is entirely interrupted by numerous

eddies, rapids, and cataracts. About twelve miles north of

the town of Martaban, a creek, called the Kadachaong,
leads from the Saluen to the Setang, and another channel

hence to the Pegu river; so that there is an inland water

communication between the Saluen and the Bassein branch
of the Irawaddi, a direct distance of more than 'JOO miles.

Near its mouth the Saluen is divided into two branches by
the island of Balu, which is about twenty miles in length,
and about half that extent in average breadth : it is :

for its groat fertility in rice. The southern branch of the

Saluen, between the island of Bain and the new settle-

ment of Amherst, is seven miles across, and the wider of

the two.

The climate of such an extensive country, which extends

over twelve degrees of latitude, must, of course, vary very

greatly. We are, however, acquainted only with a small

portion of it. The greatest difference observed is that

which prevails between the low country at the southern ex-

tremity and the valley of the Irawaddi before it branches off

into different channels. In the lowlands the south-west

and north-east monsoons divide the year between them, and
hence there are only two seasons, the wet and the dry.
From the end of April or the beginning of May, to the end
of July, or during the south-west monsoon, violent rains

pour down nearly without intermission; and at the 1

ning, as well as at the end of this period, the rains are

accompanied with tremendous thunder and lightning, and
with violent winds. These rains are followed by an un-

settled state of weather, which continues to the end of Oc-
tober or the beginning of November. But from this time to

April the season is perfectly dry, except the month of Feb-

ruary, in which a little rain sometimes falls; but it is very

gentle, and never continues for several days. In the

mornings however thick fogs are frequent in October and
November.

In the valley of the Irawaddi and the adjacent hilly coun
tries three seasons are observed, the cold, the hot, and the

The cold season, which may be called the winter,

though it never freezes nor snows, prevails during the two
months which precede the winter solstice and the two which
follow it. The air is dry, the nights and mornings chilly,
and the heat ofjlhe day very moderate; but mists ;n

qucnt in November and December. This is the most plea-
sant part of the year, and the season of the harvest of rice,

grain, and pulse. The transition from cold to heat is very
sudden. In March and April it is often very hot, and the

heat continues to the month of July. In May main
shod their leaves, but they are instantly clothed with new
ones. During the season of the heat the climate of the

low lands is less warm than the valley, because the rain di-

minishes the heat. In the valley a little rain falls in May
or the beginning of June, and this rain is called the first

rain
;
but sometimes the rains do not come on, and even

when they are abundant, they do not continue long
enough to change the temperature very much. During
the hot season the clouds are curried by the south-

west monsoon between the two ranges of mountains
which enclose the valley of the river to the hilly country
adjacent to it on the north, where the moisture contained in

them descends on the mountains which divide the Birman

Kmpire from Asam, and |wurn down to the valley of the

Irawaddi in torrents and streams, which cause the river to

rise and to inundate, the lower tracts on its banks during
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the months of June, July, and August. In some place
the difference of the lowest and highest water-mark is no
less than thirty-two feet. After tlu first rains in May, twi

months and a half follow in which not a drop of rain fall

in the valley of the Irawaddi. The second or great rain:

begin in the middle of August, and last to the end of Octo
her. They are generally heavy, but it sometimes happens
that these second rains do not come at all, or are not suffi

ciently plentiful, and in such anevent scarcity is the natura

consequence. Such a disaster never occurs in the low
lands. During the second rains the river rises and falls

several times ; but in general the waters are not entirely
drained off before the end of October, in which month the
fair weather becomes settled, and the agricultural labours

begin, as well on those fields which have only the advantage
of the rains as on those annually inundated by the river,

which, by its deposits, renders the soil more fertile.

The thermometer ranges in the low lands between 55
and 90, rarely passing these two extreme points, but more

frequently the latter than the former. In the valley of the
Irawaddi it descends lower in the cold season and rises higher
in the hot, occasionally to 94 and upwards.
We are unacquainted with the climate of the northern

mountainous districts, except that of the country of the Bor
Khamti, at the most northern extremity of Birma, which
was visited in 1827 by Lieutenant Wilcox, who states that
after rain the thermometer fell five or six degrees, when
the air was delightfully clear, and the sky partially co-

vered with clouds. Within three or four days the atmo-

sphere thickened, and the thermometer regained its highest
range, when it became excessively close, till another storm
reduced the heat. In the morning at sunrise the range
was from 72 to 78 in the shade, and at the hottest time
of the day from 84 to 94. The nights were comparatively
cool and pleasant. The observations were made in the

month of May. From the 15th of October to February, the

weather is clear and dry; the remainder is perfectly un-
certain. The heavy rains set in about the 15th of June,
and continue to the 15th of September.

Gold is obtained in Birma by washing in some rivulets, and
is said to exist more abundantly in Lao. But the produce is

not equal to the consumption, which is considerable, espe-

cially for gilding ;
and a considerable quantity is imported

from China. Mines of silver, copper, and tin exist in a dis-

trict situated on the confines of China, not far from Bhamno,
and called by Hamilton, Boduaen ; by Crawfurd, Bor-twang.
They are worked by the Chinese. Lead and antimony are

said to exist abundantly in the mountainous country of

Upper Lao, where they are worked, and the produce of the

mines is brought to Ava. But in general the metallic riches

of the country are much neglected. Iron, however, is got in

several places, but though the ore is good, the produce is

indifferent, owing to the ignorance of the natives.

Of precious stones, those of the sapphire family and the

spinelle ruby are chiefly found. They are found at two

places not far from each other, called Mogaut and Kyat-
pe'an, about five days' journey from the capital, in an
east-south-east direction. The stones are obtained by dig-

ging and washing the gravel in the beds of rivulets or small

brooks. The varieties said to exist are the oriental sap-

phire, the oriental ruby, the opalescent ruby, the star ruby ;

the green, the yellow, and the white sapphire; and the

oriental amethyst. Noble serpentine or green-stone, is

found in most of the upper branches of the Irawaddi, and

exported in considerable quantities by the Chinese to their

own country, where it is used for rings and amulets. The
Uru, a branch of the Kyan-Duayn, produces a stone the

nature of which is not known, but for which the Chinese

pav a large price. [Wilcox.]
Mines of amber are found on the branches of the Kyan-

Duayn, and in the vicinity of the BhammY They seem to

be abundant, from the circumstance of the unwrought ma-
terial being very cheap at Ava. Coal seems to be plentiful,

but it is not used. Limestone exists in great abundance

in the mountains near the capital ; and at a place called

Sakyin, about forty miles above Ava, on the eastern bank
of the Irawaddi, statuary marble is worked, which Mr.

Chantry considers equal to that of Carrara.

Nitre, natron, and culinary salt are found in many of the

arid and calcareous tracts in the upper provinces, and chiefly

in the neighbourhood of the capital. Natron, in an impure
state, is used by the natives instead of soap, a preparation
with which they seem to be unacquainted. Salt is extracted

from some lakes in the upper provinces, especially near
Monchabo, and from the sea-water in the lower provinces.
Among the vegetable productions of the Birman forests

the teak holds the first place. It is not found in the low
alluvial lands to which the tides reach

; but in the high
lands beyond their influence, it seems to be very generally
dispersed throughout the country. The forest of Sarawadi,
situated on the boundary-line between the low and high
lands, furnishes nearly the whole of what is exported to

Bengal, Madras, and other countries. The teak of Ava is

considered less durable than that of the coast of Malabar
when employed in naval architecture; but it has been
determined by careful experiments, that it is stronger,
and therefore fitter for gun-carriages and machinery. The
second timber-tree is the Hopaea odorata of large size, and
very abundant in the lower provinces, where it is used
in boat-building, and the common canoes are often made
of an entire tree of it, hollowed out. Another valuable
timber-tree is the Heretiera robusta, called in India

soondry, which grows in great quantities and of a large
size on the sea-coast, and everywhere within the influence
of the tides. In the upper country have been found seven
new species of oak, many of them fine forest-trees, of which,
the timber promises to be useful. No trees of the pina
family have been discovered. The bamboo grows every-
where in the forests, and in the lower parts of the country
it grows to an astonishing height and thickness ; some will
measure one foot and a half in diameter, and are large
enough to form the principal pillars of a house. The Mi-
mosa catechu, which affords the terra jdponica, or catechu,
rises to the height of thirty and forty feet, and is found ge-
nerally in the upper and lower countries. The drug is ob-
tained by boiling the wood cut down into chips, and in-

spissating the produce. This article is much used in the
country and largely exported, particularly to Bengal. The
Birman forests yield also the varnish which is generally
used in the fabrication of the lacker ware ; the best cornes
from the country of the Shans, and especially from Upper
Lao. From the forests of the same country is obtained a
arge quantity of stick lac, of excellent quality.
The following are the objects of agriculture in Birma :

rice, maize, millet, wheat, various pulses, palms, sugar-
cane, tobacco, cotton, and indigo. In the valley of the Ira-
waddi two crops of rice are generally obtained, and occa-

sionally three ; the best during the periodical rains, and the
others through means of artificial irrigation. The return is

seldom above fifteen or twenty-fold for the seed. In the
3elta and tie adjacent alluvial countries, only one crop is

;ot, immediately after the rains, which frequently yields
ifty and sixty-fold. Maize and millet are cultivated in the

u'gher lands as winter-crops ; but neither produces in such
abundance as in other countries ; maize, at the utmost one-

mndred-folii for the seed. Wheat is only grown in the

leighbourhood of the capital, but though it yields from forty
o sixty- four-fold, and in the worst soil from ten to twenty-
bur-fold, its cultivation is not much extended, because the
Jirmans prefer rice. The pulses most commonly cultivated

are the Phasenlus max, the Dolichos Bengalensis, the Ci-
cer arietinum, and the Arachis, or earth-nut. The Sesa-
mum Indicum is very generally grown throughout the

upper provinces, its oil being used in cookery as a substitute

"or butter; and for the lamps, where petroleum is high-
rieed.

Tea is cultivated in a district, about ten days' journey
north-east of Ava, but it is not used as in China and with
us. The Birmans eat the leaves pickled, with oil and gar-
ick

; they consume an immense quantity of this article.

Cocoa and areca palms are not frequent ;
but the palmyia

r Borassus flabelliformis, forms immense groves in t,he-

alley of the Irawaddi. Its wine, when inspissated, gives
a cheap but impure sugar, which is universally *on-
umed, partly like that of the cane, and partly for the pre-
paration of a strong liquor. The sugar-cane forms also an

bject of agriculture, but to a small extent : the only use
made of it is to eat it in its crude state.

Excellent tobacco is grown in the higher lands. Cotton
s cultivated in every part, but more especially in the higher
ands. There are two species of cotton, one red, which is

lot frequent, and is the most esteemed. The white species is

he Gossypium herbaceum ; its product has a fine and silky

exture, but a short staple. At the market of Dacca, to

which large quantities are brought, it :'etches a higher price-

han the ordinary varieties of Indian cotton. Indigo is like
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wue generally cultivated, but both the culture and manu-
facture arc rude, and the produce is unfit for exportation.

In the upper province* a specie* of Crotalaria is cultivated

for cordage : in the southern provinces the rattan is the

principal substitute for hemp.
Little attention is paid to gardening and horticulture.

The young shoot* of bamboo, wild asparagus, the succulent

stems of a variety of aquatic plants and uncultivated arums,
are gathered and brought to market. Few vegetables are

cultivated. Our common potatoes, peas, carrots, cabbages,

turnips, mustard, cresses, radishes, &c., are not known.
Others are little attended to, as melons, cucumbers, the

egg-plant, pumpkins, yams, sweet potatoes. Onions are

frequent in the mountainous tracts towards the north, and

especially in Lao, whence they are imported into the other

provinces. Capsicum and the betel pepper arc carefully
cultivated.

Fruit-tree* are numerous, but also much neglected.
The most common are the mango, the orange, the pine-
apple, the custard-apple (Psidium pomiferum), the jaccax
or jack -fruit, the papaya-fig (Carica papaja), and the plan-
lain. A species of mango, called the Marian, bears a small

fruit, about the size and shape of a greengage, and is

much cultivated and prized by the natives, although little

palatable to a European. It is found only in the lower pro-
vinces, where also the pine-apple grows in great perfection,

though it is inferior to that of the countries lying nearer the

equator. The durian (Durio) and mangostin (Gardnia
tinniifostana), do not grow in Birma. Sangermano enu-
merates among the vegetable productions of Birma, pepper,

, and a species of nutmeg of an oval shape, and larger
but less aromatic than those of the Moluccas.
The domestic animals are the ox, the buffalo, the horse,

the hog, the dog, and the cat ; goats and sheep are only kept
as rarities, and a few asses are brought from China. The
camel is not known. Both oxen and buffaloes aie of a large
size, and extensively used for domestic purposes ; the buffalo

is confined to agricultural labour, and tUe ox to burden
and draught. The oxen are generally of a reddish-brown

colour, rarely black, and seldom or never of the light or

white grey which is so general in Northern India. Before

carriages they run at a quick pace. The horses arc small,

rarely exceeding thirteen hands high, and are never used
as beasts of burden, nor for draught, their only use being
for tbc saddle. Hogs are only useful as scavengers, and
are not taken care of, except at Rangoon, where they are

1 for the consumption of foreigners. Dogs are ex-

tremely frequent, and rove about without belonging to any
body. The cats, like those of the Malays, have only a short
tail, and are excellent mousers.
The wild quadrupeds are the elephant, rhinoceros, hog,

doer, oxen, and buffaloes, the bear, otter, tiger, leopard, with
wild and civet eats. The elephant is very numerous in
the lower provinces, where it often enters tlie rice-fields

and causes great damage. It is not used ns a beast of
burden, and only the royal family are permitted to mount
it. Accordingly, only few nre tamed ; tlu: king has a
small number of white elephants. The rhinoceros with a

single horn is numerous in the lower provinces, but probably
less so than the elephant. Both are hunted by the Karians.

Stags and deer lire found in immense lierds ; and one

species is nearly as large as an ox. Oxen and buffaloes are
found in a wild state in the forests. '1'lie royal tiger, the

spotted leopard, ami several specie* of cats are numerous.
'
It is remarkable, that none of the car.iine tribe, so frequent

in the neighbouring country of Hindostan, are, ns far as is

known, to be found within the Birtnan dominions. There
are neither wolves, jackals, foxes, nor hyenas ; and this

zoological feature is said to extend to all the countries <>1

tropical A.ia lying east of Bengal.' [Crawfurd.] Hares of
a small size occur in the upper provinces. Monkeys, differ-

ing in size, shape, and colour, are numerous; especially
.ilong the water-courses of the Irawaddi in the Delta. The
orang-outang is found in the great forests which lie between
the city of Pcgd or Bag<\ and Tongo or Tanau.
Of poultry a few common fowls and ducks only are reared.

UH arc very numerous in the woods of the lower pro-
vince-. and nf fine II a unir. The junule fowl is generally spread

I-.
1

country, anil two aperies of pheasants are numerous
in the lower province- I

1

: us abound everywhere, espe-
cially the wild ones of a green colour. There are also

partridge*, quails, eese, ducks, mid snipes. Parrots are

numerous, and catLic great damage to the fruit-tree*.

Esculent swallows' nests are gathered on some small rocky
islands in the neighbourhood of Cape Negrai-. ami <-\\

to China. Many of the land-birds are distuiL-uislu .1 1 y tin-

brilliancy of their colour. Tin- leathers of the l-Uieja,
used in China to ornament the dresses of ceremony ol li.e

Mandarines. [Crawfurd.]
Ki-h are plentiful in the Irawaddi, especially in the ch.-.n-

nels of the Delta, where immense quantities of pressed lih

or Ngapi are prepared. These pressed I. .ie a

main article of the diet of the Birmans. In -

the fish is mashed and pounded, and this description

rally consists of prawns. In the coarser sorts tl

fish are entire, half putrid, half pickled. They are all fel;d

and offensive to Europeans.
Lizards arc numerous, and some species are used a*

food: one of them especially, called padat, is not in-

to a fowl. Alligators arc met with in the channels of

the Delta, where the water is brackish, and in many
places where it is perfectly salt. Land and water-

tortoises are found in several places, but especially in great
abundance on the Bassein branch of the Irawaddi.

the large island of Negrais is another island, called the

Island of Turtles, where these animals are taken in im-

mense numbers, and carried to Pegu and Bengal. They
are of great size, and sometimes weigh 500 pounds. Farther

up is a sand-bank, on which the tortoises deposit their

in such numbers as to be sufficient for the supply
great portion of the empire. These eggs are sent by boat*

to Bassein and Khngoon, and hence distributed over the

country.

Throughout the whole country, but more especially in

the upper provinces, nearly every species of serpent is

used for food, after the head has been cut off. Leeches are

a great nuisance
;
some are as large as small eels, and

inliict fearful wounds on the buffaloes, which are fond of

bathing in the rivers. A species of red ant is eaten, fried,

or with the ngapi; and a worm, which in the lower pro-
vinces is found in the heart of a shrub, is considered Mich a

delicacy, that every month a great quantity is sent to the

capital to be served up on the table of the emperor; it is

eaten either fried or roasted. [Sangermano.]
Bees are wild in the woods, and in such abundance that

wax forms a staple article of commerce.
The nations that inhabit the eastern and south-eastern

countries of Asia seem to belong to one race, if we may
judge from their physical constitution. They are di>t.n-

guished by a short, squat, robust, fleshy figure, and by
feature* very different from those of Europeans. The
face is somewhat in the shape of a lozenge, the forehead

and chin being sharpened, while at the cheek holies it is

very broad. The eyebrows project very little, and the eyes
are very narrow, and placed rather obliquely in the head,
the external angles icing the highest. The no,.- is very
small, but has not, likt that of the negro, the appearance of

being flattened. The apertures in the nostrils, which in

the European are straight and parallel, in them are nearly
circular and divergent; for the septum nuriiim. being much
thicker towards the face, places them entirely out of the

parallel line. Their hair is black, coarse, lank, and abun-
dant. Even in the warmest climate the people have not

the deep hue of the negro or Hindoo.
If we may judge from the languages which are spoken in

the Biruian territories, the inhabitants are divided at least

into five nations, some of which comprehend many tribes.

Crawfurd states that eighteen different tribes or nations
had been enumerated to him. Wileox, in his attempt to

reach the sources of the Irawaddi, found in the most northern

corner of the kingdom seven dialects spoken in \n

only one day's journey from one another, nnd dillem

much that the inhabitants of one could not be undi :

by those of another village. He also found that the lan-

guages of the Bor Khamti, of the Singfos. and of the

Kunungs, were entirely distinct from one another.

The Birmans, who call themselves Mranntas (pronounced

Myanmas) or Brahmas (pronounced Kyahmas), occupy Urn

centre of the empire, between I H and '2-2' or 23
J

N. lat., and
extend from the Aracan mountains to the Saluen river.

The languages spoken by the Vo or lo, and those of the

Kyain and Karens, are only dialects ol the liirinaii language.
The Yo inhabit the hilly country extending west of the

Danghii hills to the mountains of the Kookis: we know
very little of them. The Kyains. who call them*-

K .'iuun, arc the inhabitants of the Aracatl mountains, but
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many of them have settled in the valleys on the west of the
Irawaddi

; they are a peaceful industrious tribe, who cul-

tivate the ground and weave cloth of cotton and silk. The
men and women tattoo their faces all over, in lines mostly
describing segments of circles. The Karens or Karians
live partly intermixed" with the Peguans in the Delta of the

Irawaddi, where they call themselves Play, and are the most
industrious cultivators of the soil. They occupy also the

hilly and mountainous country on the upper branches
of the Setaing, near Tongo, where, according to the state-

ment of Sangermano, they have preserved their inde-

pendence. Other Karens are found on the banks of the
Saluen north of Martaban, as far as the mouth of the
Junzalaen.
The Peguans, who at no distant time formed an inde-

pendent and powerful nation, seem at present not to be very
numerous. They are called Talains by the Birmans, and

By themselves Moan : they occupy nearly exclusively the
low country between the Delta of the Irawaddi and the
Saluen river. In the Delta itself they are mingled with
the Karens, but form the greater part of the population.
The Shans are the most numerous nation of the penin-

sula beyond the Ganges ; they call themselves Tay. This
nation is dispersed over nearly one half of the Birman
empire, and all the tribes inhabiting the kingdom of Siam
and Lao belong to it. In Birma four tribes of Shan are

distinguished : the Lowa Shan occupy Upper Lao, the

Tay-yay, called by the Birmans Mrelap-shan (pronounced
Myclapshan), live on the western banks of the Saluen,
and extend north of Amarapoora to the hanks of the Ira-

waddi, and even on the country to the west of that river.

Their country is called Ko-Shan-pri (pronounced Ko-sang-
pyi), or the nine provinces of Shan. The country to the
north of them is inhabited by the Tay-Loong, called by the

Birmans Casi-Shan ;
the Bor Khamti, visited by Wilcox, are

only a smaller tribe of these Casi-Shan. Another numerous
tribe of the Shan extends on both sides of the Kyan-
Duayn up to the boundary of Munipoore, and the inhabit-

ants of the last named country are likewise Shans. The
Shans inhabiting the country along the Kyan-Duayn are

called by the Birmans Kathu or Casi.

In the northern parts of the empire the tribes of the Shan

appear to occupy only the plains and larger valleys. The
mountains and the upper valleys are in possession of two
numerous races of mountaineers, the Singfos and the Naga.
The Singfos inhabit the mountains which skirt the Irawaddi
on both sides and extend northward to the vale of the

Brahmapootra in Asam. The Naga tribes are dispersed
over the extensive mountain.-districts between the upper
branches of the Kyan-Duayn, and as far as the boundary
of Asarn. They seem to belong to the same nation which,
under the name of Kookis, occupies the country between

Munipoore and Chittagong. The Singfos and the Naga
live in a state of independence.
The Birmans are greatly inferior to the Hindoos in civili-

zation, and still more so to the Chinese. Like the Talains

or Peguans, they tattoo or stain the skin with an indelible

tint, but this practice is confined to the men. Not to be

tattooed is considered a sign of effeminacy, and there is no

one who is not tattooed more or less. They bore the lobe of

the ear, making a very large and unseemly aperture, into

which a gold or silver ornament is put, or a piece of wood,

or roll of paper. If the aperture is not occupied, a man
or woman, after smoking half a cigar, thrusts the re-

mainder into the ear for future use. They consume large

quantities of tobacco in the form of cigars ; and also much

betel, which they mix with the areca nut, lime, and a little

tobacco.

Their dress, though upon the whole not unbecoming, is

much less so than the flowing and graceful garments of the

western nations of India. Too much of the body is left

naked, and the fabrics worn are comparatively coarse and

homely. Umbrellas, which are in general use among all

rlasses, are among the principal insignia of rank or office.

The colour of the dress of the priests i* yellow, and it would

be deemed nothing less than sacrilege in any one else to

use this colour.

The Birmans are very uncleanly in their food. They eat

all kinds of reptiles, lizards, iguanas, and snakes ; and, as

their religion forbids them killing animals for food, they

generally eat those which have died of disease. Venison is

the only meat permitted to be sold in the markets. The

killing of a cow is punished with peculiar severity.

The Birmans are of a gay character, and fond of amuse-
ments, which are principally chess, music, the exhibition of
fire-works, and some kinds of dramatic representations.

Their progress in the useful arts has not been great. All
their cotton fabrics are coarse and high priced, and
British piece-goods are imported in considerable quantity.
Silk articles are coarse and high-priced, but durable.
All the colours given to these fabrics are fugitive, espe-
cially those of the cottons. Coarse and unglazed earth-
enware is of very good quality, and cheap. Those known
in India under the name of Pegu jars often contain
180 gallons; but the Birmans are unacquainted witli the
art of making any kind of porcelain. Their iron manu-
factures, which are always coarse and rude, consist of

swords, spears, knives, scissors, and carpenters' tools.

Muskets, or rather matchlocks, are made at Ava, and the
best tempered swords are imported from the country of the
Shans. Brass ware is not much used, lacquered ware

being chiefly substituted for it. The manufacture of this

ware is very much extended, and in this the Birmans display
invention and taste, but the best description is imported
from Lao. Gold and silver ornaments are manufactured
at the capital : some are good, but in general the jewellery
is clumsy and rude, and inferior to that of India.

In Birma, as among other nations which have embraced
the religion of Buddha, education is in some degree attended
to. It is a kind of religious duty in the priests to instruct

youth. The monasteries are the only schools, and the

priests generally the only teachers. Education is entirely

eleemosynary : the children even live a.i the kyaongs, and
the parents only make occasional presents to the priests.
The children are instructed for about six hours in the day
in reading, writing, and the four common rules of arithmetic.

There are few persons who do not know how to read, and
not many who do not write. The girls are instructed by
the nuns, or female priestesses, in reading, and some also in

writing, but that is less general.
Like the other Hindu-Chinese nations the Birmans have

two languages and two alphabets, the vernacular and the

foreign, or Pali. In the Birman language all the words not
derived from the Pali are monosyllables, and even the poly-

syllabic words derived from this source are pronounced
as if each syllable were a distinct word. There is no in-

flexion of any part of speech. Relation, number, mode, and
time are all expressed by prefixing or affixing certain par-
ticles. Some roots of this language may be converted into

nouns, verbs, or adjectives by a similar simple contrivance.

The Pali alphabet is very little used, even in their religious

writings, for which they have recourse to the vernacular

alphabet
The literature of the Birmans consists of songs, religious

romances, and chronological histories, of which the second

class occupies the principal rank. The Budd'hist religion,
as it exists among the Birmans, does not appear to differ

materially from that practised in Ceylon, Siam, and Kam-
tioja. Among the Birmans neither the Christian nor the

Mohammedan religion has made any progress.
In Birma there is no census of the population, and ac-

cordingly there are no exact data for ascertaining the

amount. There is consequently a great difference in esti-

mating the number of inhabitants. Symes carried it to

upwards of fourteen millions, which Cox reduced to from six

to seven millions ; and Crawfurd, who has been at great

pains in collecting information on this subject, docs not

rate the population of the Birman empire higher than

four millions, or about twenty-two inhabitants to a square
mile.

The sovereign of Birma, who is called Boa, is lord of the

life and property of all his subjects. The country and people

are at his entire disposal, and the chief object of government
is his personal honour and aggrandizement. No class of

inhabitants possesses hereditary rights except the Taubwas,
or Saubwas, who are the tributary princes of some of the

subdued nations. Among the Birmans themselves there is

no hereditary nobility. The first officers are appointed and

dismissed at a nod, and neither their titles, rank, nor offices,

and very often not even their property, can descend to their

children. Any subject can aspire to the first office in the

state, and such offices in reality are often held by persons

of very mean origin.
In Birma there is no vizier or prime minister; but t

king has two councils, a public and a privy one, through

which the royal order* are issued. The first is called the

NO. 260. [THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.] VOL. IV. 8 L
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lut'-d'hau, from the name of the boll in which the bu

is Iran-acted, and consist* commonly of four officers, called

wun-t<yis, who have the right of deliberating and of vetting,

and four of less rank, called wun-dauks, who do not de-

liberate or vote; there are also eight secretaries, called

sare'-d'hau-gyis. The privy council consists likewise of four

officers, called atwen-wuns, and thirty secretaries. \Vhat-

manales directly from the king is first discussed in

thf privy council and then transmitted to the lut'-d'hau.

Kcir internal administration the country is divided into

provinces, these into townships, the townships into districts

and the districts into villages and hamlets, and every one

of these divisions has its political head. The governor of a

province is called ruyo-wun, his first officer re-wun, who is

his deputy, and then follow the ak'hwon-wun, or collector ~f

taxes, and the akaok-wun, or collector of customs.

The Birmans have no standing army, nor is there any
distinction between the civil and military classes, or between

civil and military employments. As the sovereign is con-

sidered the lord of all his subjects, every male adult is

obliged to become a soldier. In case of a war, all persons
able to bear arms are brought together through the agency
of the local officer*, by an order of the lut'-d'hau ; and they
serve under the same leaders as when dwelling in their own
districts or

townships.
The troops have no regular pay, but

are armed and fed at the public expense. An army thus

composed cannot be long kept together, and a defeat or dif-

ficulty is almost sure to disperse them. This accounts fur

the sudden disappearance
of the numerous armies which the

Birmans opposed to the British at the beginning of the

last war. The Birmans, however, would be good soldiers

if they were well disciplined and armed ; but at present they
are unable to withstand a European force. In their last

contest with the English they displayed a good deal of skill

in the construction of field-works, but they seldom knew
how to defend them.

In Birma there is no land-tax; but the sovereign, being
considered as the lord of all the inhabitants, assigns
the labour of the peasants or cultivators to his favourites

and public officers instead of stipends and salaries, or

appropriates them to the expenses of public establish-

ments, such as the war-boats, the elephants, &c. Those
to whom the townships or villages are aligned in this

way assess the cultivators at their discretion, usually by
levying a kind of capitation-tax, which, according to circum-

stances, is taken either in money, in kind, or in services.

This manner of taxing the country is exceedingly oppres-
sive, and whenever such high persons are in favour at court,
the cultivators have no resource against oppression but to

abandon the lands, and to take refuge in some other

place. Hence the decay of established towns and villages
and the rise of new ones is a thing of yearly occurrence.

The lords of the land make yearly offerings to the king,
and it is supposed that these offerings amount to one-tenth
of the income derived from the grant. These offerings con-
stitute one of the principal sources of the kind's revenue.
The remainder arises from a tax on the petroleum, the

ngapi, salt, and teak-timber, besides the customs (>n Ilie

merchandise exported and imported, the former paying five

per cent., and the latter ten per cent. Crawfurd thinks
that the whole revenue of tlw) king does not exceed '.'5.000/.

per annum. But his expenses are still less, as no public
officer receives any fixed money salary. The

principal officen
are paid, as already stated, liy a-signmcnts of land, or, more

ily, by an assignment of the labour and industry of a
(liven portion of the inhabitants ; and the inferior ones by

perquisites, and irregular emoluments. Money there-
fore Is seldom paid out of the royal treasury, unless for (lie

personal gratification of the sovereign. In extraordinary
cases, as for instance if a war be undertaken, an extraor-

dinary contribution is levied on the people.
The circulating medium consists, for small payments, of

lead
;
in the case of larger ones, of gold and silver, and chiefly

of the latter; but there is no coin of any of these metals.
The money must be weighed and generally assayed at every
payment. Silver may be considered as the standard, and
gold is about seventeen times as dear. Lead lliiciua;

cording to its market value. The
weighing and assaying

of the metals, which is done by a class of broker-,

poe'-za, causes nn expense or loss of two and a half per
cent, at every disbursement.
The commerce carried on in the interior of the country is

considerable, the different portions of the empire producing

several things which are not found in others. The inha-

bitants of the sea-coast and the lower country take to the

capital and the upper provinces rice, salt, ngapi, dried fih,

and foreign commodities. The Shans briny to A\.i

and silk stuffs, some raw silk, varnisii. -nry, bee-
wax, lacquer ware, swords, gold, lead, and tin : and take in

return the articles brought from the lower
\

cially salt, ngapi, and dried fish. Ava sends to the lower

provinces petroleum, saltpetre, lime, paper, lacquer ware,

cotton and silk fabrics, iron, cutlery, gome brass-ware,

catechu, palm-sugar, &c.
The internal commerce is much facilitated by the easy

water-communication, especially in the lower country, where

the numerous branches and channels of the Irawaddi, to-

gether with the Pegu river and the Setaing, render the

transport of commodities so easy that roads are nearly un-

known. The hilly country north of it possesses the-

vantages only so far as it approaches the Irawaddi or Kyan-
Duayn. In this part roads are numerous, and the UK n

travel for security in caravans, as in other parts ul

The trading vessels used on the Irawaddi for the transport
of commodities are commonly small, not exceeding ten or

fifteen tons burden ;
but larger vessels are also used, some

of which may be 100 tons.

The foreign commerce of the Birmans is limited to that

with China, carried on over land, and to that with the na-

tions who visit the ports of the country. The traffic with

China is considerable, and entirely carried on by the Chi-

nese, who come in great numbers to the annual fairs of

Bhanmo and Midc. Bhanmo is situated on the banks of

the Irawaddi, and seems to be a considerable place. M
a small town about six miles to the north-east of Ava.
This traffic resembles that between China and Russia at

Kiachta and Maimatchin. The caravan arrives at Ava iu

the beginning of December, and is stated to be six weeks
in travelling from Yunnan. The commodities are br

on small horses, mules, and asses. The princip;.
is at Bhanmo, and few traders only come to Ava. The
articles imported from China are copper, orpiment or

yellow arsenic, quicksilver, vermilion, iron pans, i

wire, tin, lead, alum, silver, gold and gold-leaf, earthen-

ware, paints, carpets, rhubarb, tea, honey, raw

velvets and raw silks, spirits, musk, verdigris, dry :

paper, fans, umbrellas, shoes, wearing apparel, and a few

live animals. The largest article of import is raw silk,

which is worked up in the manufactures of the country.
TXe exports from Birma consist of raw cotton, ornamental

feathers, esculent swallows' nests, ivory, rhinoceros and
deer horns, sapphires, and noble serpentine, with a small

quantity of British woollens. Raw cotton is by far the

most considerable article. The average amount is stated

to be not less than 14,000,000 Ibs. The whole amount of

the export and import trade with China is estimated at

from 40U.OOO/. to 709,0001.
The navigation of the Birmans does not generally ex-

tend bejond the Gulf of Bengal. The places visited by
their vessels are Chittagong, Dacca, and Calcutta in Ben-

gal ; Madras and Masulipatnam on the const of >

inandcl ; and the Nicobar Islands, and a few places in Su-
matra. Many foreign \

.Iy British, American,
and Chinese, \ isit the harbour of Rangoon. The articles ex-

ported seaward are teak-wood, terra Japonica or catechu,
stick-lac, bees-wax, ivory, raw cotton, orpiment, gold,

-

rubies, and sapphires, with horses. Tiie most important
article is teak timber, which is principally carried to Calcutta.
Raw cotton goes to Dacca, and is used in the fabrication of
the fine muslins.

The principal articles imported at Rangoon arc cotton

;<K>ds, British, Bengal, and Madras; British woollens;
iron, steel, quicksilver, copper, cordage, borax, sulphur, gun-
powder, saltpetre, fire-arms, coarse porcelain, English i

ware, opium, tobacco, cocoa and ureca nuts, sugar and

spirits. After cotton piece-goods the most important ar-

ticles are areca and cocoa-nuts. The value of the i

piece-goods was estimated in Is-.'-J at 282.000/. Crawlurd
thinks that the value of all the imports of Rangoon is not
over-rated at 300,0001. a year, and that the ex|v>rts may be
taken at the same amount. [See RANGOON.] B;I

formerly was a place of considerable tratlic, and some Ku-
ropean nations had factories established there, but since the
foundation of Rangoon it has lost all its commercial im-

portance.

(Symes's and Crawfurd's Embassiet to Ava; Cox's
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Notes; Sangermano, Description of the Burmese Empire
(this work exists only in an English translation, which was
published in 1834 by the Translation Society of London) ;

Wilson's History ofthe Burmese War; Hamilton, m Asiatic.

Researches and Edinb. Philos, Journal; Wilcox, in Asiatic

Researches; Maps of Berghaus of Hinterindien and Asam;
of Wilcox in Asiatic Researches, xviii.)

BIRMINGHAM, a large commercial and manufactur-
ing town in the county of Warwick, and hundred of Hem-
lingford; it occupies a narrow peninsular projection of the
north-western portion of the county, which is hounded on
the north and south by the neighbouring counties of
Stafford and Worcester. It is in 52 59' N. lat., 1 187 W.
long., 102 miles in a straight line N.W. of London, and by
the nearest road 109 miles. It is 79 miles 8.E. of Liver-

pool, and the same distance N.N.E. from Bristol, both in a

straight line. Birmingham is written Brymyncham in the

letters-patent of Edward VI. by which the free-school was
founded.
The parish of Birmingham, though extending on the

north and west to a considerable distance from the town, is

smaller than the agricultural parishes in the neighbourhood.
It is bounded on the east and north-east by the parish of

Aston, in Warwickshire ; on the south by that of Edlgbaston
in the same county ;

on the west and north-west respectively,
by those of Harborne and Handsworth, both in the county
of Stafford. The parish is in form an irregular quadrangle,
elongated east and west. It is about eight miles in circuit,
and contains, according to late surveys, 2810 acres. The
antient church, dedicated to St. Martin, is not far from the
south-eastern boundary of the parish. The town at present
covers the whole eastern half of the parish, and extends its

lines of building to a considerable distance into the parish
of Aston. Many of the inhabitants also find, in the conti-

guous portion of the parish of Edgbaston, pleasant resi-

dences, at an easy distance from the crowded and com-
mercial part of the town.

Birmingham is situated near the centre of England, and
in its vicinity we find the water-shed which separates the
streams that belong to the basin of the Trent from those
which belong to the basin of the Severn. The river Rea,
a remote branch of the Trent, is about 310 feet above high
water in the Thames at London taken at a point close to

Birmingham. The surface of the ground is varied, the
streets generally lying on a declivity, which facilitates the

cleansing of the town, and contributes to its general health.

The prevalent geological character of the neighbouring
country is the new red sandstone, with beds of clay and

gravel superimposed. It has been asserted that coal exists in

the immediate neighbourhood, but this is questionable. The
middle of the parish of West Bromwich seems the boundary
of the accessible beds of coal, beyond which, in this direc-

tion, the strata are greatly disturbed
;
and the coal, if it

exist here, appears from late trials to lie at an immense

depth.
The soil in the vicinity of the town is ofindifferent qua-

lity, but the ample supply of manure, and the value of every

open space of ground, induce such a system of culture as

renders it highly productive. Large plots of ground in the

immediate environs have been long divided by their pro-

prietors into small gandens, which are let at the rent of one
and two guineas per annum. Many of these are occupied

by artizans, and have been productive of great benefit, both

in respect of the vegetables they have yielded, and the

healthful exercise derived from their cultivation. This ap-

propriation of the land is however fast diminishing, owing
to the rapid increase of the town.

Birmingham has from a remote time been a market-

town, and to a certain extent the seat of manufactures.

Being situated at a moderate distance from the Stafford-

shire mines of iron, which were unquestionably worked

at a very early date, and placed in a district which was

distinguished as woody (the northern or Arden division

of Warwickshire), it offered great facilities for smelting
the ore of iron, which, before the introduction of the

steam-engine, could only be effected by means of char-

That this was the fact, was noted by William Hut-

ton, the first historian of the town, in his description of a

very antiest furnace which was still worked when he wrote,

in 1780, and near to which rose what he calls
' a mountain

of cinder,' the refuse of the operations of smelting, which,

according to the then existing scale of increase, must have

taken at least a thousand years to accumulate. The iron being

prepared on the spot, it is natural to suppose that a colony
of artificers would settle here, and that they would early
acquire skill in the use of the material. During the Hep
tarchy, the manor appears to have been a possession which
gave dignity and consideration to its holders, who resided at
a castle or mansion near the cluster of buildings which
formed the nucleus of the present town. But it does not

appear that in
'
antient times

'

Birmingham attained to any
degree of splendour. The only religious establishment of

any considerable antiquity within the precincts, the priory
of St. Thomas, if founded before the reign of Edward I.,

must originally have been of small size, as nearly all the,

lands which are known to have belonged to it were granted
in that reign by the neighbouring proprietors.

Though the seat of industry and the simpler mechanical
arts, the progress of Birmingham was for many centuries
slow, and its productions, from the difficulty of transit,
circulated within a limited district. In the sixteenth cen-

tury Leland speaks of the place as
'

a good market-town,'
of which ' the beauty' was one principal street, of a quarter
of a mile long. It was inhabited by

'

smiths, that use to

make knives and all manner of cutting-tools; and milny
lorimers that make bitts, and a great many nailers.' A
place thus characterized by the industry and ingenuity of
its inhabitants waited only for more favourable circum-
stances to increase its wealth. This change appears to have
taken place in the seventeenth century, when, on the re-
storation of Charles II., a fondness for metal ornaments
was introduced from France, where the pxiled king and his
adherents had long resided, and Birmingham took the lead
in the manufacture of the glittering trifles which the taste
of the age demanded.

Among other causes which favoured the progress of the
town may be mentioned the operation of the Corporation
and Five Mile Acts, and other arbitrary laws. The conse-

quence of these enactments was the ejection from cities and
boroughs with chartered privileges of many individuals,
who settled in this comparatively inconsiderable town, and
brought with them the capital and the industry which
enabled them to seize on the advantages presented by its

locality.

Except the parish church of St. Martin, Birmingham
contains no edifices, either public or private, of greater an-

tiquity than the black and white half-timbered houses of
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, which are nume-
rous in the older part of the town, in the suburb of Deritend,
and in the line of street which Leland describes as forming
' the beauty' of the place.

Birmingham has not been the scene of any important
historical events. It continued, from the time of the Hep-
tarchy, in the possession of the Saxon family on which it

conferred a name, whose members long paid
'

homage,
suit, and service,' at the command of the Norman con-

queror, to the lord paramount, who resided at Dudley
Castle. In the reign of Henry VIII. the last De Birming-
ham was ejected from his inheritance by the conspiracy of
John Dudley, afterwards Duke of Northumberland. (See
the narrative at some length in Dugdale's Warwickshire.)
After the attainder of this nobleman, the manor lapsed to

the crown, and was given by Queen Mary, in 1555, to Tho-
mas Marrow of Berkswell, in the county of Warwick. It

has since, by purchase and marriage, changed hands several

times, and now belongs to Christopher Musgrave, of Fox-

coat, in the county of Sussex. But the most important

portion of the manorial rights, the market-tolls, were pur-
chased a few years ago by the commissioners of the Street

Acts, and are held by them for the benefit of the town.

In the year 1643 the even course of events was inter-

rupted by the civil wars. The inhabitants of Birmingham,
as it appears from Clarendon, had been by no means back-

wcn-d in the expression of their opinions on the important
occurrences of the reign of Charles I., and had taken a de-

cided part on the popular side by seizing the royal carriages
and maltreating the attendants, and by supplying large
numbers of sword-blades to the parliamentary troops, while

they refused to execute orders given by the commissaries of the

royal army. Accordingly, when Prince Rupert, the neph'ew of

the king, was sent with a body of 2000 men to open a com-

munication between Oxford and York, his progress through

Birmingham was resolutely opposed, and a sliarp skirmish

took place, attended by the loss of several lives on both

sides, and the destruction of a considerable portion of the

town by fire. A spot of ground near the entrance from Ox-
3L9
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ford received,' and has since borne, the name of Camphill ;

a name which still indicates the place where the prince

halted the night before he forced his passage through tin-

town. Three short pamphlets were published on the occa-

tion, two of them by writers on tho parliamentary side, and

one by a royalist gentleman. They severally give a minute

though somewhat confused account of the affair, each being

coloured, as might be expected, by the prejudices of the

writers.

At the close of the eighteenth century occurred the tre-

mendous explosion of party spirit which has been since

known under the name of
' the Riots.' On this occa-

sion the motives and opinions of those who rejoiced in

the dawn and progress of liberty in France were so far

mistaken and misrepresented, that when, on the 14th of

July, 1791, a party of respectable inhabitants met to cele-

brate the anniversary of the destruction of the Bastile, a

mob was excited to break the windows of the hotel where

the festivity was held. Emboldened by the impunity which

attended this outrage, the assailants, in rapidly increasing

numbers, proceeded to acts of more extensive destruction.

The Unitarians had been for some time objects of dislike

and suspicion
from their known freedom of opinion ; and

among them Dr. Priestley, who resided in Birmingham, as

minister of one of their congregations, was, from the uncom-

promising language of his writings, especially obnoxious.

Tho two meeting-houses of the Unitarians, the house of

Dr. Priestley, and the residences of several of his personal

friends, were accordingly the objects of attack, and were de-

stroyed by firo, or otherwise greatly injured and plundered
in the course of the night of the 14th of July and the two

following days. Among the loss of valuable property which

attended these acts of popular fury, none was so greatly
to b* lamented as that of the library and laboratory of Dr.

Priestley, in which were accumulated in MSS. the records

of the labour of years, the facts collected during a life of

industrious observation. These valuable MSS. were wan-

tonly destroyed, scattered, and irrecoverably lost. The ar-

rival of military aid, tardily afforded, at length dispersed
the pUmderers, and restored tranquillity ;

but the effects of

bitterly-excited party feeling long remained perceptible in

the various circles of the town.

The simple form of municipal government which existed

when Birmingham was an obscure village has never been

changed, though the forms of manorial authority have gra-

dually adapted themselves to the demands of an increasing

community. The authorities are the constables and a

headborough, assisted by other otticers, whose duty it is to

superintend the weights and measures, and to examine into

the quality of articles of food offered for sale : they are all

appointed annually by the jury called by the bailiff of the

manor, and assembled in court leet. During the long-con-
tinued non-residence of the lords of the manor, the bailiffs

have gradually assumed an importance to which their actual

official duties did not entitle them. They have long had
the precedency in public meetings and on various occasions ;

and under the provisions of the late Reform Bill, which con-

ferred the elective franchise on Birmingham, the high and
low bailiffs are named as the returning officers.

Birmingham, from the nature of its staple employments,
lay, till lately, under the stigma of blackness and dirt ;

but the improved processes, and the great change in tin-

nature of its manufactures, with the excellent arrange-
ments of the commissioners of the Street Acts, tend, espe-

cially in the newer parts, to remove these grounds of re-

proach. Its general aspect is that of a place suddenly and

greatly improved ; the streets lately altered or erected are

wide, and the buildings ore good. Many of the public
edifices arc substantially built, in a style highly creditable

to the taste of the
people.

Among the public buildings the most prominent are

those adapted to religious worship. Till the commence-
ment of the latl century there was only one church in Bir-

mingham, thai of St. Martin's, which was erected at a very
early date, and is still standing, but is disguised externally

by
a covering of bnrkwork, and internally by coalings ef

plaster,
and numberless ornaments of dubious charade..

The spire, which is of lofty elevation and good propor-
tions, is still unchanged. St. Philip'* church, built in

17111, is correct and elegant in its proportions and orna-

ments, and adorned with an enriched tower of considerable

height, surmounted with a dome and cupola.
Of the other places of worship belonging to the Esta-

blished Church which have been since erected. St. Mary's,
St. Bartholomew's, St. Paul's, St. James's, Ashtod, and St.

John's and Trinity, Deritend, are chapel* oi MM; t hrist

Church, St. George's, St. Peter's, and St. Thomas'o, are

churches in their respective parishes parcelled < iM Imin the

entire parish of Birmingham. This division, however, does

not extend to the parochial assessments, which arc levied

uniformly through the whole original paush.
The chapels of the various denominations of Dissenters

are forty-five in number, and in several instant

marks of superior taste.

Till within a very few years Birmingham had no public

buildings of any pretensions to skill in design : but latterly

the commissioners and other superintending bodies have

shown a laudable desire to beautify the town l>\ cmp'-
the best architects. The town-hall is a magnificent build-

ing of the Corinthian order, the proportions of which are

taken from the temple of Jupiter Stator at Rome. Tie

tcrior is of a grey marble brought from Anglesea: th

treme length of the building is 1G6 feet, the breadth !<>l,

and the height 83. The interior length of the hall i-

feet, the width 65, and the height 65. It contains a line

organ, said to be the most powerful in Europe, and i-

for the great music festivals and for public meetings. The

market-hall, lately erected in the High Street, is an ex-

tensive stone building, well arranged, with vaults beneath

for storing goods; it is one of the finest Mructim s til the

kind in the kingdom. The public office, where tin- |x>lice

sittings of the magistrates are held two day* in each wt-.uk,

and where the business of the commissioners of the Street

Acts and other public bodies is transacted, is a large and

well-conducted establishment, at the back of which is the

town prison.
The old grammar-school has been taken down, and a

magnificent building in the middle Gothic stxle is now

(1835) erecting on the old site, which has been enlarged

considerably by purchasing some adjoining premises. The
school, when completed, will undoubtedly be one of the

finest buildings of the kind in England. It will contain ;

very large school-room with cloisters under it. a la rye room

for a library, and spacious accommodation for the head

master and usher.

The buildings which belong to the Public Institution*

and Joint Stock Companies also present in many instance*

handsome fronts ; as the Theatre, the Society of Arts, the

Libraries, the Banking Companies, and the News Room.
The beast-market is near the site of the antient manor-

house of Birmingham, and on the ground formerly occupied

by its moat. A cemetery has lately been made near the

Wolverhampton road, similar to that at Kcnsall Green.

London.
For domestic purposes a plentiful supply of water ha*

always been attainable at Birmingham by digging below

the prevailing beds of gravel and sand; but in the higher

parts of the town the water thus obtained is of the quality
called hard ; so that many persons have found employment
and subsistence by conveying in wheel-carriages and in

portable vessels the better water from the lower situations,

where there are public pumps of soft water. The incon-

venience attendant on this mode of supply has, however,

induced the establishment of a water-company, whose reser-

voirs and forcing engine are placed at some distance from

the town on the LichQeld road, and which at a moderate

charge distribute an abundant supply of excellent water to

all parts of the town.

Birmingham has for many years been lighted with

Of the two companies, one is seated near the town
;
the other

has its establishment at West Bromwich, a distance of six

miles
;

in this latter case the coal is burnt near the spot
where it is procured, and tire gas is conveyed by pipes through
the intervening distance. The vicinity of the mining dis-

trict, and the consequent necessity of finding a mode of tran-

sit for great masses of heavy material, as well as the bulk und

weight of many of the articles of manufacture, curlj led to

the construction of navij-able canals in different directions

from the town, as from a centre, towards the principal points of

commercial distribution. The original canal, which commu-
nicated with the collieries, was inconveniently narrow, and

very winding in its course. These defects have been remedied

bv opening a new line of canal, executed under the direc-

tions nl Mr. Telford, which by wide and deep cuttings
avoids the necessity of the ascending and descending chain

of locks, which impeded the former communication. This
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canal is also remarkable for the grand proportions of the

bridges of masonry and of iron, which cross the deep excava-
tions. Birmingham will soon be the centre of extensive

railway communications in different directions. That will:

London is now (1835) in progress.
Camden, who travelled through England in the sixteenth

century, a few years after Leland, says of Birmingham, in

his
'

Britannia,' that ' most of the inhabitants be smiths ;'

to which Bishop Gibson, in his edition of Camden, pub-
lished in 1 722, adds,

' and other artificers in iron and steel,

whose performances are greatly admired both at home and
abroad.' The editor was, however, scarcely correct if he
meant it to be understood that the manufactures of the
town were in his time confined to iron and steel goods.
Various fancy articles in other materials were then regu-
larly made, and the manufacture of brass goods had com-
menced. The use of this valuable compound metal has

continually increased during the last hundred years, and the
talent of the designer has been tasked in the invention of

new forms, and in the adaptation of classical models to the

purposes of modern domestic comfort and ornament. The
introduction of the stamp especially, which was first applied
to the multiplication of copies of smaller wares, as buttons,

buckles, and cloak pins, and which was at length adapted,
by increasing its power, to the production of large forms,
has caused the greatest change in this branch of manu-
facture. The process of casting, though preferable for

many articles, is tedious: the forms require considerable

repairing and finishing after they leave the sand, and the
metal is necessarily so thick as to be for many purposes in-

conveniently heavy : but the stamp brings up the work on
the die, on light rolled sheet metal, so that the most intri-

cate and involved patterns are executed with the greatest

precision ; and by the ingenious application of separate

parts, the work of the carver and gilder, in large decorative

pieces of scroll and foliage, is successfully imitated.

In plated wares the style and form were long deficient in

grace, but the taste and spirit of Messrs. Boulton and Watt
were instrumental in improving the forms of the articles

usually produced ;
and an increasing familiarity with antient

models, and with the flowery and playful style of the age
of Louis XIV..continues to give new impetus to this manu-
facture. The introduction of the new mixture called Albata,
or British plate, will also, by its superior durability, increase

the use of that material in domestic articles, superseding to

a great degree the use of spoons, knives, and forks, plated
on steel, which have hitherto been made in large quantities.
In these manufactures also the stamp is extensively used,
assisted by the chasing tool and hammer for ornaments of

low relief.

The founding of iron is rapidly improving and extending
itself. A comparatively few years ago the principal cast

articles of this material were heavy kitchen articles, grates
and stoves

;
but increased care in the selection of the metal,

and a desire to produce elegant forms at a cheap rate, has

caused cast iron articles to be manufactured of small size

and of light and tasteful patterns, which, when coloured by

bronzing, almost equal the more expensive brass wares
;

and in hollow vessels such perfection in thinness and light-

ness is attained, that the use of beaten copper is almost

forgotten.
The manufacture of guns was introduced at the com-

mencement of the last century, and has been carried on to

an immense extent ;
a total of nearly 5,000,000 of fire-arms

were supplied from Birmingham between the years 1804

and 1818 inclusive, to meet the demands of government and

of private trade. A proof-house, under the conduct of a

master, wardens, and trustees, has been established by act

f parliament, where the fabric of all guns and pistol barrels

is tried by a heavy charge : all those which sustain the ex-

plosion receive a stamp, to counterfeit which is felony ; and

to sell such barrels without the stamp U punishable by

heavy fines.

Buttons and buckles, so far as they are articles of orna-

ment, almost took their rise in Birmingham, and this town

witnessed all the fluctuations of these manufactures, from

the small plain buckle, and the horn or bone button coated

with metal foil, through all the capricious and almost innu-

merable varieties of form and ornament which prevailed

during the age of powder, embroidery, and gold lace, or which

the still more fantastic taste of foreign markets demanded.

At length the buckle has been completely supplanted by

hoe-strings, and the button, except where the taste of foreign

countries demands otherwise, ig generally worn with a well
gilt but plain or slightly ornamented surface. The deno-
mination of ' The toy-shop of Europe,' given to Birmingham
by Burke, was correct at the time, but the extensive appli-
cation of powerful median ical forces has now raised the
character of the staple productions of the place. All articles
of metallic ornament, such as polished steel toys, gold and
gilt jewellery, chains, snutf-boxes, &c. are still manufactured,
but not to such an amount as to form a characteristic part
of the industry of Birmingham.
The quantity of silver used in the manufacture of pen-

cil-cases, boxes, chains, thimbles, &c., and in the numerous
fittings and mountings attached to glass and other wares, is

considerable, and an Assay Office is established in the town,
where all articles in this metal being above 5 dwt. are ex-
amined, and if found to be of the proper standard, are
marked with the government stamp. The quantity of silver

used in the manufactures at Birmingham is about 3000
ounces weekly, or 150,000 ounces per annum.

Japanning, in all its varieties, is another extensive branch
of manufacture. It commenced with the varnished boxes
and small articles, which were coarse imitations of the
Oriental toys, but was gradually improved by John Taylor,
who gave elegance to the devices on the surface

;
and still

further by Baskerville, who introduced the light and highly
polished but firm and durable papier mache, which he
adorned with paintings in a style before unknown. This
branch of industry has called forth great talent

;
and some of

those who have taken rank among the pointers of their age
have commenced their career by executing the ornamental

designs on the trays and waiters of Birmingham. Articles
of this kind are susceptible of great elegance, and when pro-
duced in perfection are beautiful specimens of the pictorial
art.

Glass-making has long been carried on in Birming-
ham. This manufacture is not now confined, in its higher
Jrancb.es, to cut vessels for the table, nor to the spark-
ing diips which decorate girandoles and chandeliers; but
;he glass for the latter purpose is cast into forms of scrolls,

foliage, busts, and well-formed complete figures of small size-,

with a degree of boldness hitherto unknown, and is rendered

susceptible of all the variety of form which a metal could

take
;
while the lathe and cutting-tool give it a perfection of

surface which imparts a delicacy and a brilliancy attainable

n no other material.

An apparently trivial article, the steel-pen, has latterly

frown into such extensive use as to form a considerable
jranch of manufacture. The price has been perpetually

diminishing, and the article itself, at the same time, conti-

nually improving. The principal manufacturer of steel-pens

employs 250 individuals, and consumes annually upwards
of forty tons of fine sheet-steel, each ton of which will make
nearly 10,000 gross of pens. Supposing the whole work of
:he other manufacturers in the town to equal that of this

ndividual, it will give a total of 800,000 gross, or nearly ten
millions of steel-pens, annually made in Birmingham, be-
sides the large numbers made at Sheffield and other places,
This manufacture was first established in Birmingham
about the year 1821, before which time the article was
scarcely known in the market. Shortly after this date-

they sold for 12*. per dozen, but the price rapidly fell to 2.
)er dozen, or M. 4s. per gross. The increasing facilities of

>roduction, and the consequent abundant supply, added t*
he competition of the numerous manufacturers, has since

.gradually sunk the price of well made 'three-slit pens'
down to 1 *. per gross, while commoner articles are made at a
irice very much lower.

The cutlers, lorimers, and makers of wrought nails, who
.11 Leland's time formed the bulk of the industrious popula-
:ion of Birmingham, have thus been gradually driven away
)y the increasing demand for articles requiring more taste;

and skill in design and execution. Agricultural and ma-

nufacturing steel and edge tools, including files and saws^

are however still made, and a number of new manufactures

save been introduced during the last half century, which

owed their origin to the facilities afforded by the newly
created mechanical forces, that gave a spur to invention by
almost insuring its success. Among these are wire-drawing,

cut-nail, screw, and pin manufacturing. Fine turnery

would naturally arise from the increasing use of the lathe.

Die-sinkers, modellers, and designers were required by those

who used stamps and casting-moulds ; and engravers were

culled for to represent in the books of pattern^ exhibited by
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the merchants the forms of the numerous articles prepared

by brass and iron-founders and other manufacturers. Artists

in these several lines have been thus drawn to the place,

and the art* themselves are cultivated to a degree of perfec-
tion before unknown out of the metropolis.
The establishment of gas companies gave an impetus to

the manufacture of tube* of various descriptions, as well

as to the taste of the designer in forming graceful combina-
tions for the introduction of the new and beautiful light into

shops and houses.

Some branches of the cotton manufacture have been lo-

calized in Birmingham, such as those of webbing for braces

and girths, cords, lines, &c., probably on account of the fa-

cility with which the requisite machinery could be procured.
The umbrella trade arose from the demand for the brass

furniture of these useful contrivances; which led to an at-

tempt to execute orders for the article complete.
In the nail manufacture, as carried on in Birmingham,

machinery is used by which well-formed nails are cut

out of sheet-iron, with a rapidity which leaves far behind

the swiftest motion of the muscles in snipping paper with
scissors. Kails thus cut receive by powerful pressure well

formed heads, while a happy application of chemical science,

in annealing, gives them a tenacity which almost rivals

the productions of the fire and the hammer. A more de-

sirable object could, indeed, be hardly conceived than that

of finally superseding by improved methods the slavish

labour of the nail-block, which still employs, at a rate of

wages hardly sufficient tu support life, from 20,000 to 30,000

persons in the neighbourhood of Dudley and other places
on the north-west side of Birmingham.

Screws are also formed with beautiful precision without

heat, and by a series of mechanical contrivances which re-

move the severity of the labour, and render the attention

and superintendence of women and children nearly suffi-

cient,

The machine used for the making of button-shanks is

another of those aids to human industry in which the most
intricate motions, regularly repeated, are successfully imi-

tated. A single revolution of the machine cuts the suitable

length from the wire, bends it into its proper curves, and
gives to its extremities the flattening which is necessary to

lix the shank to the surface of the button.

Of the more ponderous apparatus that of the rolling-
mills is the most interesting. In these a vast force is

necessary, in order, by simple compression, to dilate into

a long and thin sheet the bar or ingot of metal. The
action of the steam-engine, the source of motion, the rapid
revolution of the large and heavy lly, almost baffling the

eye in its efforts to follow its course, and the perpetual whirl
of the rollers elongating the hard material presented to

them, altogether give to the stranger a striking example of
the wonderful power and almost endless application of the
force of steam. Steam-engines are now very numerous in

Birmingham, the number being about 110, and the total

power, technically expressed, is nearly that of 2000 horses.
In fact, steam-power is an article produced in great quan-
tities for sale. A person who conducts a small manufactory
in the vicinity of a principal steam-engine, willingly pays a
certain sum as rent in order that he may be allowed to

bring into his building a revolving shaft to give motion to

his range of lathes, as the work executed by each man is

much increased if he be relieved from the labour of turning
the wheel.

Every condensing steam-engine of moderate size pours
forth a constant stream of hot water, now suffered to runoff to

, sufficient to keep constantly heated to 100 a tank
lur containing from 1000 to 2000 cubic feet. A very-

trifling outlay would, from such a source, form a system of
warm-baths surpassing in the abundant supply of water, and
in the price at which it could be obtained, the most splendid
bathing establishment* of imperial Rome. The luxury of

m-l>:itli might be thus enjoyed at a cost consistent
with the means of persons in every class. The use of such

would give to the working man, soiled and exhausted
with tlic labours of the. day, a feeling of healthy enjoyment
of which at present he lias no conception, and' woiili
him forth in a fit condition for enjoying rational recreation,
or for profiting by those means of instruction which arc
offered to him l>y the various existing institutions. (See
BtrMtMfAsM ana Us I'trintty, by W. Hawkes Smith, pt. i.,

p. 15, l.<m<lon. C. Tilt, IH:M.)

The principal staple machines of the workshops are the

stain]), the press, the lathe, and the draw-bench. Th
stamp and press are used to multiply copies of a given form

engraven on a die, or to cut out pieces of metal of similar

size and shape : the former, by the sudden blow of ;.

MMOding Weight ;
the latter, by tlie gradual but nun

fectivc descent of the die, urged by a screw worked round

by a long and loaded arm.

The hahr is well known as the instrument used in turn-

ing, or producing, by the action of a sharp chisel or cut'

tool on the rapidly revolving material, correctly cir.

forms ; and it is most extensively in use in smoothing and

polishing the various metallic wares. An ingenious addi-

tion renders the lathe applicable to the production of avml
form;'.

The action of the draw-bench is to elongate a piece of

metal, while an equable thickness i-. pn-ciu-.!. by forcibly

drawing it through a small hole in a steel-plate. Thi-> is

not only useful in the wire manufactory, but also in the

lengthening of tubes ; in regulating the surfaces of \

cylindrical and other continuous figures, as the bodies of

candlesticks, pencil-cases. Sic. ; and in giving uniform

folds, or moulded curves to strips of metal for various pur-

poses.
With these few contrivances to assist the file, the hammer,

and other hand-tools, the skilful workman produces the in-

finitely varied fabrics of ornament and utility for which the

town is so much celebrated.

It is not difficult to obtain access to most of the manu-
facturing establishments in Birmingham, and the visilur, in

the course of his researches, is equally delighted by the

power and precision of the machinery employed in

branches, and by the ingenuity of hand which is still required
in others.

The working population of Birmingham has rapidly in-

creased within a few years, and now composes the great
bulk of the inhabitants. A reference to the parochial ac-

counts shows, that out of a total of 30,600 assessments,
) 6,000, or a large half, arc composed of those which are rated

at jf. per annum and under ; and 8060, or more than ano-
ther fourth, from 5/. to 8/.

Education. Charities. In the ' Twentieth Report of

the Commissioners for Inquiring into Charities' (dated 1'Jth

July, 1828), 114 folio pages ore devoted to the charities

of Birmingham. We avail ourselves of this to give some
account of the establishments for education.

Free Grammar-School. The Free Grammar-School was
founded and chartered by Edward VI., in the fifth year

|

of his reign,
'
for the education, institution, and in-

: lion of boys and youths in grammar.' Tho government nf

j

the school and the management of the revenues were \

I in twenty discreet and trusty men of the town and parish,
who were in the first instance nominated by the crown, but
were empowered to fill up the future vacancies which might
occur in their own body. They were constituted a body
corporate, with power to have and receive of the king or

others lands and other possessions for the purposes of the

charity. The school was then endowed by the king with
the property of the dissolved religious establishment called

the Guild of the Holy Cross, which was to be held in

common soccage at a rent of 20. per annum. Th.
vernors were to nominate the masters, and, in concur-

rence with the bishop of the diocese, were from time t.i

time to make written ordinances for the government of

the school. It would be tedious to recapitulate the minor
details in the history of this establishment, und we shall

therefore merely describe its state in 1828; only pre\ ;

mentioning that since 1676 a sum has been M-I apart to

furnish exhibitions at Oxford or Cambridge, lor scholars

chosen from the more advanced pupils of li.

amount appropriated to this purpose, and the number of the

exhibitions, have been altered from time to time: but since

1796 the number has been ten, at 35/. each. The succes-

sive regulations made by the governors appear \

rally to have been framed with the view of adapting tint

establishment as nearly as possible to the changing <

of the community. The income of the charily c-lati-s,

winch consist of numerous houses and other buildn

the town, erected for the most part under building 1

granted for long terms of years, and of pasture -gr-

and gardens adjacent to the town, amounted in fsJ7 to

.'t.'tl-l/. 14s. \d. ; and it was then calculated that, through the

expiring of leases, it would become about 9000/. by the year
1840, nd about ll.OOO/. by 1850. The actual income
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(1835) is about 4000/. The income was thus appropriated
in the year mentioned :

. s. d.

Salaries, &c. .... 1393 15 10

Branch schools . . . 370 1 10

Exhibitions . . . . 315

Secretary and law charges . 433 12 8

Repairs and improvements . 126 18 3

Taxes, &c 155 5 9

Balance against the charity from pre-

ceding year . . . . 114 9 2

Total . . . 2909 3 6

The funds of the charity ha*-e been applied to the main-
tenance of a grammar-school and other schools in the town
of Birmingham. The smaller schools have amounted to

eight: six for the instruction of boys in the English lan-

guage (in one of which drawing was also taught), and two
for the instruction of girls in reading, knitting, and sewing.
In 1827 all but one of these had been discontinued, in con-

sequence of the question which had arisen concerning the

validity of some of the statutes, and in consequence of the

proceedings in Chancery on the subject. The governors
however continued to exercise the privilege of sending sixty
children to the national school in Pinfold-street, in lieu of
a ground-rent of 15/. payable to them by the trustees of that

institution.

The proceedings in Chancery alluded to above commenced
in 1824 ; and in July, 1825, anorderwas made by the master
of the rolls, directing an inquiry, by a master in chancery,
into the state of the property, and the propriety of rebuild-

ing the school-house, and also directing the preparation of

a scheme for the future establishment of the school. This
order was confirmed by the vice-chancellor in January, 1828;
and in March, 1829, the master made his report and pre-
sented the scheme, which was varied, amended, and con-

firmed by a Chancery decree, dated June 7, 1830. The
scheme provided, among other things, that in the said

grammar-school tha learned languages shall be taught,
and be conducted by a head-master and usher, with an as-

sistant to each. That a master to teach writing and arith-

metic should also be appointed by the governors, at a yearly

salary of IQOl. That the head-master and usher should
have taken at least the degree of M.A. of Oxford or Cam-
bridge, and be members of the Church of England and in

holy orders, but to hold no ecclesiastical office requiring
them to perform m person weekly parochial duty. That the

salary of the head-master should be 400/. per annum, ex-

clusive of the rents and profits of certain lands, for which
however the governors are empowered to compound ; and
that of the usher 300/. per annum : each of them to be also

provided with a house free of rent and taxes. That the

master and usher should each nominate his own assistant,

subject to the approval of the governors, and that the salaries

of such assistants should be 200/. per annum each ; and in

case of the master or usher not filling up a vacancy within

three months of its first occurring, then the governors alone

to appoint such assistant. That no boy should be admitted

into the school under eight years of age, or who is unable to

write and read English, nor any boy continue in the school

after having attained the age of nineteen. That boys not

sons of inhabitants of Birmingham or adjacent places shall

pay such sums for their education as the governors shall fix.

That ten exhibitions of 50/. a year each should be founded

for the grammar-school boys going to Oxford or Cambridge,
two exhibitioners to be elected in one year, and three in the

following year, and so on alternately : the exhibitions to be

held for four years, but residence during terms to be indis-

pensable. That an annual visitation be held, and an ex-

amination of the boys take place, as to their proficiency in

learning,
' and whether they appear to be instructed and

well-grounded in the fundamental principles and doctrine

of the Christian religion ; provided nevertheless that no boy
shall be subjected to such examination if the parents or

guardian of such boy shall in writing state to the examiners

that they object to that part of the examination.' That the

governors should have power, with the advice of the bishop
of the diocese, to provide a library for the use of the school,

and to establish a system of rewards for eminently deserving

boys in or quitting the school. Exceptions were filed to this

report, which were overruled, and the report confirmed. In

April, 1830, the master's report was presented, recommend-

ing the rebuilding of the school-house, and Showing the in-

creasing value of the property. This report also stated
that it would be of great benefit to the inhabitants (of Bir-

mingham) if a school were established for the education and
instruction of boys in modern languages, the arts, and sci-
ences ;' and '

that the governors conceived that it would be
for the benefit of the said town of Birmingham, and not pre-
judicial to the objects of the said charter (f. e. to the old

grammar-school), to apply a portion of the said surplus re-
venue of the said charity to support a school of the descrip-
tion last mentioned.' The better to carry the above reports
into effect, an act was obtained in August, 1831, regulating
the grammar-school according to the scheme just detaileif,
with the exception of limiting the number of boarders to be

respectively taken by the master, usher, and assistants, which
had been fixed by the scheme at thirty, twenty, and ten, to

eighteen, twelve, and four
; any future assistants not to be

allowed to take any boarders, and the governors to have no
power to increase the number of boarders to be taken by the
master and usher. It is enacted also that the new school
for teaching modern languages, the arts, and sciences, shall
be regulated by a scheme to be approved of by the Court of

Chancery, upon a petition to be preferred by the governors ;

and the governors are empowered to purchase a surrender
of certain leases in order to erect the school-house, mastere'

houses, and other erections for the purposes of the said
school. Also power is given to the governors, and they are

required within eight years from the
passing of the act, to

appropriate a sum not exceeding 4000/. for the establishing
of four schools for the elementary education of the male and
female children of the poorer inhabitants of Birmingham,
and to nominate masters and mistresses with such salaries,

payable out of the rents of the charities, as they may think

expedient. In case of there being any surplus remaining,
or hereafter accruing, such surplus to be applied, under (ho
direction of the Court of Chancery, in '

improving, en-

larging, extending, or increasing the said free grammar-
school, the said new school for teaching the modern lan-

guages, the arts, and sciences, and the said elementary
schools, or either of them, or for promoting the objects of
the said respective schools.' An abstract of the accounts of
the income and expenditure is to be annually published in

some newspaper printed and published in Birmingham ; but
no alteration is made in the appointment of the governors,
who remain self-elective, subject to certain qualifications.
We have elsewhere mentioned that the building of these
schools is in progress.

Blue-coat School. This school was founded in 1722, dy
subscription among the inhabitants, assisted by a grant of
a site for the school and some surrounding land from Lord

Digby, the Bishop of Lichfield and Coventry, and others.

The property, as augmented by subsequent bequests of

lands, and premises, and money, produced 1029/. in 1827,
of which 1731. 16*. arose from investments in the funds,
other moneys having been invested in land. Adding to

this annual subscriptions and collections, and casual bene-

factions, the whole income exceeds 2000?. The greater part
of this amount is annually exhausted by the current ex-

penses of the school, at which about 160 children of both
sexes are instructed in reading, writing, and arithmetic, and
the principles of the Christian religion as professed by the

Church of England, and are entirely clothed, lodged, and
boarded. The institution is under the management of a
committee of the subscribers. A number of children, vary-

ing from ten to twenty, are also kept in this school, under
the charity of George Fentham, a mercer of the town, who by
will, dated 1690, left property now producing about 308/. per
annum, a proportion of which was to be applied to teaching

poor children, male and female,
'
to know their letters, spell,

ind read English,' and to putting them out as apprentices.
The trustees pay to the Blue-coat school l\l, per annum
for the board and lodging" of each child, and allow to the

master and mistress of the school a gratuity of 10/. for their

additional trouble. These children are fully clothed once a

year : they leave the school at the age of fourteen ;
and if

opportunity offers, they are apprenticed (without premium).
Piddock's charity. The rents and profits of a farm, be-

queathed by William Piddock, became applicable in 1763,

to the schooling, apprenticing, or otherwise to the benefit,

of poor boys of the parishes of St. Martin and St. Michael.

The farm now lets at 45/. Previously to 1820, the trustees

used to contribute 30/. per annum to the Madras school of

the town, in consideration of being allowed to place sixty

children therein ;
but a debt having been contracted in re-
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building the premise* in 1820. none of the proceeds were

in 182' applicable to this purpose. It was expected that

the charity would airain become
operative

about this time.

Ann Crovlry's Charity. Under the will of this lady,

with an addition afterward* made by Mrs. Srott, 6/. is paid

to a school-mistress for instructing, at her own house in Bir-

mingham, ten girls sent by the trustees, to read, sew, and

knit : and a further sum of five guineas is disposed of in the

purchase of cloth and worsted, for the girls to work up into

clothing for their own use.

Protcitant Distenters' Charity-tchool. This school is

situated in Park-street, where it has been carried on for

many years. It originated in and is still principally sup-

ported 'by voluntary contributions, with the addition of lega-

cies and other casual benefactions. There i* no land be-

longing to this charity, except that on which the school-

house stands.

Sunday-schools were early established in Birmingham,
and they are now supported by

the congregations of all the

religions sects', both in the Establishment and among the

dissenters, and not less than 16,000 children are constantly
in course of receiving at these seminaries the humble but

useful portions of elementary knowledge which they are

capable of bestowing. Twenty day-schools, including the

Blue-coat School and nine Sunday-schools, are connected

with the National School Society. In the former there were

1664 boys and 1813 girls, in March, 1835 ; and in the latter

1050 boys and 735 girls. (Report of the National Society,

1835.) A charity-school, attached to the Established Church,
maintains nearly 200 children of the two sexes

; another,

called the Dissenting Charity School, receives 50 girls.

There are several schools on the plans of Lancaster and

Bell, and infant-schools which receive pupils between the

ages of two and six ; and an excellently managed school for

the deaf and dumb, where nearly 50 of these unfortunate

individuals are instructed, and rendered capable of useful-

ness and enjoyment. An extensive and well-conducted

parochial asylum for the infant poor provides for upwards of

400 children, who would be otherwise destitute, and who are

judiciously educated, and taught early to spend a portion of

their time in useful and profitable labour.

Several useful institutions for intellectual improvement
are supported principally by individuals of the working
classes. Among these is a well conducted Mechanics' In-

stitute, not so numerous in its list of members as might
be expected in such a place, but zealously supported. This
institution gives class instruction in writing, arithmetic,

mathematics, drawing, and the languages, under able

tuition; and it contains a well selected library of 1200
volumes. A weekly lecture is given on subjects connected
with science, art, history, and general literature.

The Artizans' Library was founded at the commence-
ment of the present century, and is supported by small quar-

terly subscriptions. It consists of 1500 volumes.
The Social Union for improvement and recreation is of

late date. It consists entirely of persons of the working
elates, and its members meet at fixed times, and alter-

nately hear lectures and join in conversation, or enjoy
musical and other entertainments.
The effort* of the Temperance Societies are also felt in

Bininn.'!i:im. Large numbers enrol themselves in these

institutions, and numerous instances arc weekly produced
of persons who, urged by the considerations presented to

them, have succeeded in forsaking their habits of vicious

indulgence.
Sick clubs and benefit societies are of old establishment

;

but many of them have been proved by experience to be
founded on erroneous calculations, and nearly all are ren-
dered -eJes, by the condition of holding their meetings at

the public house, where the members are induced to lay
out money in drink. This radical defect is now in course
(if iciiMYiil by the recent establishment of Provident So-

M on true principles, which meet for despatch of busi-

ne*s at the vestry-rooms of various places of worship, or
other place* unconnected with needless and prejudicial ex-

penditure. All fcueh institutions, supported and managed
totally or principally by the working people thcmvKe-,
whether directly devoted to education or not, are peculiarly
valuable as tending, each in its own way, to give them
habits of frugality, knowledge of business, and to elevate
their general character.

There arc in Birmingham numerous charitable institu-

tions, which arc well managed and liberally supported.

Among these may be named the General Hospital, whose
Tumi* are assisted by the celebrated triennial musical fes-

tivals, now held in the town-hall ; the Dispensary ; a society
for the suppression of Mendicity ; a Magdalen Institution ;

and a great variety of minor associations for supplying
clothing and other comforts to the necessitous poor.
The upper and middle circles of Birmingham arc a highly

improved and intellectual community. Great Mtmtion is

paid to the cultivation of literature and the fine art-. Be-
sides circulating and other minor libraries, there are two

principal public collections of books, the Birmingham Li-

brary, containing 16,700 volumes, and with 560 subscribers

of one pound per annum ;
and the New Library, containing

4000 volumes, and with 360 subscribers. There are also

many reading societies, in which the new publications cir-

culate among the member*. In New Street arc the rooms
of the Society of Arts for the exhibition of pictures by an-

tient and modern artists. Concerts of a hi^h order of

excellence aro given, and the exhibitions of the Society of

Arts are of the very first class. A botanical and horticul-

tural society has been formed whose gardens are on an
extensive scale ; and the school of medicine presents advan-

tages second only to those of the metropolis. A philoso-

phical institution is liberally supported, and there is also a

spacious and well supplied news and reading-room.

Population of the parish of Birmingham . 112,000
,, of the suburbs, connected with

the town but in the adjoining parishes . 8,000

Total 120.0UO

Comparative state in 1815 and 1831.

1815 Population 78,000 Assessments 247,050
1831 112,000 281, fill

Increase per cent. 50 12|

State of the elntely peopled divisions.

Value of IU,l
Parishes. Extent in properly per Total Population

ere*. ' nv. value. per nere.

St. Phillip's 118 9145 1,080,000 13fi

St. Mary's 130 7075 329,000 136

St. Peter's 1-43 5172 740,000 104

Extent of the entire parish, 2810 acres. Average popu-
lation, 41 to an acre.

Assessments.

Under 5 per annum
16.000J

<* *?* f

Total Assessments 30,600

Local lii.ru/inn, at annually paid.

Rates paid by

Poors'-ratc

ClnwA.

3,190

n.

8,400 3,700

Tutnli.

'14,000

23,000

32,400 10,900 3,700 67,000
A mount of a rate of 1 s. in the pound i'7t>oo. (Commu-

ni'-ation from Birmingham.)
BIROSTRI'TES, in zoobgy, a fossil to which Lamarck

has given the generic name at the head of the article. He
has placed it under his family Hiutixtft, a family which, as

Mr. G. Sowerby observes (Genera No. 11.), might be struck

out; for there can be hardly any doubt that Lamarck has
misconceived or misplaced the genera of which it is com-

posed. G. Sowerby, from an examination of the cast of the

inside of the shell, expresses his conviction that nirmtritet

ought to be placed next to Dicrrat, or at least in the same

family with Chama and Dicrra*, inasmuch as it accords

very nearly with those shells in its internal characters.

The following is Lamarck's description of this singular
fos-il. Shell composed of two pieces or valves, which do not

unite by the edges of their base, one enveloping the other,
and the dorsal disk of each being elevated into a nearly

straight cone slightly arched within. These horn-shaped
valvrs arc unequal and diverge obliquely under the form of

a very open V. It seems as if one valve came out of the
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base of the other, and it is always the shortest that is en-

veloped.
Birostrites inccquilobus is the only species which La/r

marck records.

The reader who wishes to follow the steps by which na-
turalists have arrived at their conclusions as to the true
structure of these fossils may consult the '

Description de

plusieurs nouvelles Especes d'Orthocfiratites, par M. Picot
de Lapeyrouse,' (Erlang, 1781, folio) ; the elaborate ' Essai
sur les Spherulites,' by M. Charles Des Moulins, in the
first volume of the 'Bulletin d'Histoire Naturelle de la So-
ci<:te Lineenne de Bordeaux' (1826), where he proves that
the genera Spheerulites, Radiolites, and Birostrites, are
identical

;
and above all, the acute '

Observations sur la Fa-
mille des Rudistes,' by M. Deshayes, in the ' Annales des
Sciences Naturelles,' (1828). M. Deshayes, admitting the
soundness of the views of M. Des Moulins as to the identity
of the three last-mentioned genera, rejects the theory of
that naturalist, who proposes to place them as a class inter-

mediate betw.een the Tunicatti and Acephala ; brings for-

ward additional evidence to show, that Birostrites is iden-
tical with Sph&rulitcs (its nucleus in fact), and that there
are two very large and lateral muscular impressions, a pow-
erful hinge, and a ligament of a force equivalent to the
thickness and extent of the valves. M. Deshayes concludes

by declaring his opinion of the inutility of Rudistes as a

family, characterized and placed as it was, and adds that of

the three genera which remain, the Spherulites and the

Hippurites approach very closely to the Chame?, in which
situation they will form a well characterized small family
or group. Calceola, he observes, having a greater relation-

ship to Crania than to any other genus, might be without
inconvenience comprehended in the family to which the

latter belongs, viz. the Palliobranchians of Blainville, or

the Brachiopods of Lamarck and Cuvier.

BIRR, or PARSONSTOWN, in the King's County
in Ireland, situated in the parish of Birr and barony of

Ballybritt, on the Birr or Comcor river, close to its con-
fluence with the Little Brusna, a considerable stream

flowing westward from the Slieve Bloom mountains to the

Shannon. It lies in 53 7' N. lat., and 7 51' W. long. ; sixty-

eight Irish, or eighty-seven English, miles from Dublin. The
parish contains, according to the Down Survey, 4995 acres,
3 roods. Birr is not a borough town : the only parliament in

which it has ever been represented was that of James II. in

1689. From its central situation it has been distinguished

by the title of Umbilicus HibernicE, or navel of Ireland
;

and a hollowed stone used to be shown here as the identical

spot referred to by the appellation, which is as old as the

time of Girald Cambrensis. Parsonstown is at present the

authorised name of the place, and seems to have been re-

cognised as such occasionally since 1621 ;
it has, however,

been known as Birr since the middle of the sixth century,
when Brendan, a disciple of Finian of Clonard, founded the

monastery here, which first distinguished it from its sur-

rounding localities. Birr is also the name most commonly
in use, as well as that best known in history. During the

ninth century, the most disastrous in early Irish annals,

Birr was considerable enough to afford frequent spoils, both

to the contending native factions, and to their common in-

vaders the Danes. In 1 162 it was burned down, and before

the beginning of the next century was granted by Henry II.

to Theobald Fitzwalter, Pincerna Hiberniee, ancestor of the

great Irish house of Butler. Its original possessors had
been the chiefs of Ely O'Carrol, in which territory it is

situated, and they disputed the tenure so successfully with

the new proprietors and their lessees, that, after frequently

changing hands, as the forces of either party prevailed,

Birr, along with the surrounding district, came at length by

royal patent into the possession of William O'Carrol, chief

of Ely O'Carrol. in 1557. But the native owners soon for-

feited their hardly-vindicated title ;
and in 1G12, Ely O'Car-

rol, being confiscated anew, was made shire-ground, and

-cd of to British undertakers by James I. Sir Lau-

rence Parsons, a gentleman of good family from Norfolk,

became the new proprietor in 1620. The castle was then

standing, as also the neighbouring hold of Ballybritt ;
both

of which had probably been erected by the early conquerors.
On the first plantation of Leix and Ofaly, Birr had been

considered as lying in Munster, nor does it seem to have

been included in the King's County until after 1G04. In

the hands of Sir Laurence Parsons, however, it soon attained

to the eminence of a county town, and became important as a

.

stronghold of British interest thenceforth to the Revolution,
of 1G88. Many new streets were built during his time

;
he

added Hankers and a barbican to the castle ; and it appears by
inquisition that at his death there were in the town five water-
mills. When the civil wars broke out in 1641, Birr Was held
for the English by its proprietor and governor, Captain Wil-
liam Parsons, but after a rather severe siege he was obliged
to surrender to General Preston for the Catholic Confe-
derates in 1642, and they in turn were dispossessed by
Ireton for the Parliamentarians in 1650. Captain Parsons,

having ultimately sided with the popular party, was restored

to his wasted estates two years after, and the town of Bin-

seems to have recovered so rapidly from its disasters as to

have become a place ofsome note again before the restoration.

Some of the merchants issued their own coinage during
these times ; and in 1682 the woollen manufacture, which
was for a long time afterwards the staple trade of the

town, was introduced. In the succeeding wars of 1689, Sir

Laurence Parsons, being suspected of disaffection, was
directed by the government of James II. to render his castlo

of Birr to his own agent, one Oxburgh, who had raised a

royalist troop of horse, as it is said, out of the rents of his

employer, and now enjoyed the rank of colonel in the army.
Sir Laurence, standing upon terms, was adjudged guilty off

high treason, and condemned accordingly ; but successive

reprieves delayed the execution of the sentence until the
next year, when the battle of the Boyne gave him his liberty,
and restored him once more to the possession of his estates.

Birr castle had still tb endure another siege by Sarsfield,
but was so well defended by Sir Laurence's lieutenants in

his absence, that the Irish broke up their batteries after the
first day's cannonade. The town and castle were then

occupied by William's army, and by them surrounded with
earthen ramparts.
The quarter-sessions of the peace are held here, and in the

sessions-house is also held on the first Monday in every
month the Court Baron of the manor, before a seneschal
nominated by the Earl of Rosse. Five officers of health
are appointed annually, whose province extends as well

to the cleansing of the streets and general purification of

the town as to the superintendence of its establishments
for the relief of the sick. The chief object of architectural

interest in Birr is the castle, the residence of the Earl of

Rosse, built upon the site of the old tower held by tho

O'Carrols, and still embracing some of the walls battered

by Sarsfield's cannon : here are some curious tapestries, and
a few good pictures ;

but Birr Castle is mainly distin-

guished by an observatory, amply furnished with the best

astronomical apparatus, added by the present Lord Oxman-
town, eldest son of the proprietor. The great telescope is

said to be larger than the famous one of Herschel.- The
new church is a rather fine-looking building, in the Gothic

style, with a tower 100 feet high: the whole cost was
about 8000/. The old church has gone to ruin, and in

1826 was quite dismantled; the old chapel is also in a very

decayed state, but the new Roman Catholic chapel is a hand-
some Gothic structure of cut stone, with a spire 124 feet in

height : the first stone of the foundation was laid by Lord
Oxmantown in 1817, and Catholics and Protestants sub-

scribed with equal liberality to the erection : the chapel is

dedicated to Saint Brendan. The court-house, jail, and ex-

cise-office are in the chief street ;
Duke Square, in their

vicinity, is ornamented with a column about fifty feet high,

supporting a statue of the Duke of Cumberland, raised by

subscription in 1747 to commemorate the battle of Culloden.

Here are a mendicity-house, a fever-hospital, and a dis-

pensary, supported by voluntary subscriptions and county

presentments. There is also a charitable association for

the relief of distressed housekeepers. Birr contains from

thirty to forty streets and lanes, and has three bridges over

the Birr and Brusna rivers. Its population in 1821 was

5106 persons, and in 1831 amounted to 6594 : but, as tho

adjoining villages of Seffin, Crinkle, Ballindam, and Bally-

loughnane lie so close as almost to constitute suburbs, the

place at large is in reality much more populous. Birr was

formerly a town of some manufacturing importance, but

the woollen trade has yielded to distillation, which has la

terly been its chief support as a commercial town. The

linen trade has also been encouraged, but the situation of

Birr is not likely to admit of much commercial prosperity,

as it lies too far from the Shannon to benefit by water-

carriage, and is still so near other towns possessing that

advantage, as to prevent its becoming an independent inland

NO. 2G1. [THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.] Vol. IV.-3 M
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KUket. The barracks, luilt to accommodate 8000 men, lie

bout half a mile from Iho town, and have M\I\ acres of

land attached for holding reviews. The mendicity free-

scbooU are supported partly by subscription and the libe-

rality of the Earl of Rosso, and partly by the government.

There were, in 1824. in the town and suburbs, 20 schools of

various kinds ;
und in the parish of Birr at large, 3 1 schools,

educating about 600 moles and 400 females. There is a

public reading-room, but no regular library. The neigh-

bourhood is rich and well cultivated, and the gentry and

proprietary in general resident.

('1/ie Picture of Parsonstoten (privately printed, Dublin,

1826); Slatit. Sum. of King's County; Archdall's Mv-

nast. Hib. ; Calendar of Inquisitions for Leinster ; Ap-

fmlif to Second Report of Commissioners of Education ;

Pcttigrew and Oulton's Dublin Almanac and General Re-

gister of Irelandfor 1835 ; Communiaditsn from Ireland.)

BISCA'CHO. [See LAGOSTOMYS.]
BISCAY, BISCA'YA, or VIZCA'YA, LORDSHIP

OF, one of the Basque provinces in Spain. For the ety-

mology of the name sec BASQUE, which appears to be the

name word : thus the inhabitants of the three provinces are

indifferently called Vizcainos and Bascos. The !crdship of

Visoaya extends from 42' 55' to 43 30' N. lat., and from

2 30' to 3 25' W. long. : it is bounded on the north by
that part of the ocean called the Bay of Biscay, on the south

by Alavaand Old Castile, on the east by Guipuzcoa, and

on the west by Old Castile. The territory is occupied by
mountains, with numerous narrow valleys and well-culti-

vated plains between them, which give the country a singu-

larly pleasing aspect, both for the agriculturist and for the

lover of the picturesque. Some of the mountains appear like

several hills heaped upon one another, such as that of Gor-

veya, which is reckoned to require five hours' walking to

reach the top. On its summit is a large plain, which fur-

nishes abundant pasture to cattle during the summer months.

Near Durango there are other mountains, or rather large

masses of calcareous rocks, naked, and of very difficult

ascent. Near the bar of Portugalete is the lofty Serrantes,

an immense natural pyramid, which points out to sailors

the entrance of the port, and which Bowles considers to be

an extinct volcano. There are other mountains, which ter-

minate in bare points^of calcareous rocks, yet have a very

easy slope, ;uv well cultivated, and covered with neat farms.

There are some round lew hills, which are inhabited, and

well cultivated to tho summit.
The soil rests in general upon rock of different kinds, some

of which rises above it in immense masses of sandstone, cal-

careous rocks, or pure marble. The marble is nearly black,

with white spots and veins. Several torrents descend from

the mountains, which in the rainy season have a full stream,

but in summer arc almost dry. The coast is very abrupt
and deeply cut in different points, through which the sea

penetrates to a considerable distance inland, forming rias

and ports for fishing-boats and small trading vessels. The
principal of these ports are, from east to west, Hca, Berrneo,
1'lcncia, and Portugalete.
With the exception of the arable land and the bare

summits of the highest mountains, the province is covered

with natural or artificial woods of wild holly, arbutus,

and oak. Where the soil is not deep enough for raising

Urge trees, it is covered with argumas, or furze, and
several species of erica, or heath. The lower parts of the

mountains are planted with oak and chestnut. Apple-trees

grow in every part of the province almost without cultiva-

tion. Cherry-trees grow to the size of a large elm, and
the peaches are among the best in the peninsula. There
are several

species
of pears, two of currants, and several

varieties of figs and walnuts. Strawberries are indigc-
BOUS in Biscay ; those that grow wild in the woods arc

not very large, but when cultivated in the neighbourhood
of Bilbao they are of the best in Europe. The kitchen

vegetables are excellent and plentiful, particularly onions,

hich_are very large and sweet. In the territory of Bil

bao, Ordufia, and tho Encartaciones, very good muscat
and white table grapes are cultivated ; and likewise the
common grape, of which the Biscayans make their

rharolf or wine. Some of the vines are high and planted
by the side of the road, or near the farms

; hut tho g:

part of them are low vines, rising between three and lour

feet above the ground. The chacoli is one of the products
which gives rooit profit ;

but as the municipal authority
fixes the price for tale, and absolutely prohibits the intru

duction of any other wine while it lasts, t

attends to tho quantity and not the qu i .he
makes. Bowles savs, that if the ^

and the winD to ferment < H would be a

sparkling wine little inferior to i-hump.v
The soil of Biscay is in general <.'. . although

from time immemorial the farmers have mixed it wil

careous earth U> render it lighter and more fertile, it is

only by great labour that it is rendered products
tober the earth in the plain is dug up in largo clods and left

till the spring in that -state, when it is broken to
]

planted with Indian corn, pumpkins, and scarlet-rum

Thi> crop is gathered in October, when whea'

cutting which, in the following August, the soil i-

and produces only grass for the cattle. The labour on Iho

low hills is different
;
in July and August, the tui!

and formed into heaps, which being hollowed are filled

dry brushwood and burnt. The ashes and burnt earth are

then strewed about. The three first years ll

abundant crops of wheat, in the fourth year tin y sow it

with rye, and in the fifth with llax ; afterwards, it is left for

pasture-ground.
All the province abounds with game. The partri

and quails are exquisite. There are also wild do-,

and woodcocks. The chimbo, a very delicate bird i ,

sage, arrives at Biscay in August, and remains there till the

end of October. Hares are not very abundant ;
but deer

and wild rabbits are plentiful. Wolves are very rare, and it

is still a greater rarity to find a bear, but fox Mil'ul

everywhere. The oxen of Biscay are small but sluing, and

give a very juicy and well-flavoured meat. There ai<

goats, and a few'shcep. The sea and rivers alwund in deli-

cate fish, not inferior in flavour to that of Asturias and

Galicia.

Biscay is very rich in minerals : the most common is iron,

which is found in almost every part of the province. The
richest mine, and that which contains the most malleable

metal, is that of Somorostro. Every body U allowed to dig
out the ore, to take any quantity he pleases, and to transport

it where he pleases, without paying any duty. A hundred

pounds of ore produce from thirty to thirty-five pounds of

iron.

The population of Biscay is reckoned by Miiiano (1826) at

132,000 inhabitants, and by Malte Brun at 133,000, distri-

buted in one city, twenty towns, seventy anteiglesias, and
ten valleys or republics. The only city in the provn,

Ordufia, and the principal villa or town is Bilbao, the capital
of the province ; but the whole province appears one large

town composed of isolated farms, a certain number of which

form a parish with a church in the centre. The houses are

in general two stories high ; the ground-floor is used for

the cattle, cellaring, and the implements of agriculture- ; the

first floor is occupied by the family, and in the second the

grain and fruits are preserved. Every house has an oven,

a kitchen-garden, an orchard, and a certain portion of arable

land and woodland. In former times, the houses were

built of stone to the first lloor, and the second of wood, but

at present they are all of stone, floored with wood. It

is the greatest rarity to sec a ruined house, while new
ones are often built. Tho greatest part of the farms are

cultivated by their owners, who are called crhrjuuimc,
that is, lords of the house, in possession of whose family

they have been from time immemorial, ns every I

considers it a disgrace to sell the patrimonial house. In ge-

neral, the name of the family exposes the situation or

other circumstance ofthe house ;
hence tho names, ICclialuze,

Goicochea, Goycnecho, &c. In this, as in all the noill.crn

provinces of Spain, are found those old edifices called t>>

from the founders of which the antient nobility (!<-

These buildings are of very simple construction, ilanked !>y

strong towers: at present very few of them exist. Tho

greatest part ofthem have been destroyed in times of civil dis-

cord, and others have been altered to suit the convenience and
comfort of the owner rather than please his vanity. Tho
owners of these houses are called Parientcs May-ores, and

are by all their relations considered as the head* of their re-

spective families. Some of these families were the founders

of the churches, have received the tithes, and appointed the

ministers to serve in them, from a time which was said to

iinemorial, five centuries ago. Beyond this pm
and the influence which their riches may give them, they

possess no other, nor are they considered as superiors by

any other independent although poorer farmer. The earlv
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education which the people give to their children at home
is more calculated to harden their bodies than to develop
their mental faculties

;
but at a later period they send them

to colleges, where they receive the necessary instruction.

The daughters, even of the richest persons, are employed
in all the menial labours of the household, and pride them-
selves on their skill in these matters. Bowles says, that

when he visited that country he imagined himself trans-

ferred to the patriarchal age ;
and adds,

' Whoever seeks

native simplicity, health, and real happiness, will un-

doubtedly find these blessings in these mountains
; it is in

them that he will find in general a people, if not opulent,

really contented, true patriots, and not servilely submitting
to the powerful. Every one possesses something ; and, in

general, it is considered disgraceful to be a beggar.' Although
things have greatly altered since Bowles's time (1 780), it is

not rare to find families who still preserve the simplicity of

manners here described. >

The climate of Biscay is in general damp and cold, but
so salubrious, says Bowles, that if it were not for the dis-

eases which the people contract from excessive eating during
their festivals, physicians would be almost useless. Al-

though they drink in proportion, it is a very rare thing to

see a Biscayan drunk. [For the history, government, and

language of the Biscayans, see BASQUE.]
Pedro el Cruel, having been expelled from Spain by his

brother Enrique, sought assistance from the gallant son of

Edward III. of England, known by the name of the Black

Prince, and promised him, among other favours, the lord-

ship of Biscaya, if he restored him to the throne. After the

battle of Najera, in which the allied forces conquered the

Castilian troops, Pedro sent his minister Ayala with the

agents of the Black Prince to Bilbao, but the Biscayans
refused to admit a foreign prince for their lord. Some
historians say that the refusal was the effect of the secret

intrigues of Pedro, a thing which his character renders not

improbable.
(Minano ; Diceionario Geogrdfico de laAcademia ; Bowles's

Introduction a la Hislona Natural, y a la Geograjia
Ffsica de Espaiia.)
BISCAY, BAY OF, is that portion of the Atlantic

Ocean which washes the northern coasts of Spain, and
divides them from the western coasts of France. Its open-

ing, which is directed to the N. W., is very wide: the two

extreme points, Cape Ortegal (about 8 W. of Greenwich)
and the isle of Ushant (called by the French Ouessant), at

the western extremity of France, are upwards of 400 miles

distant from each other. From the opening the bay gra-

dually becomes narrower, the coast of France trending to

the S.E., while that of Spain continues nearly in a due

eastern direction ;
but even at the innermost extremity be-

tween the mouth of the Bidasoa, the boundary river between

Spain and France, and that of the Sevre Niortaise, it is

still upwards of 200 miles wide. A line drawn from S. Jean
dc Luz, situated at the western extremity of the Pyrenees,
to the middle of another which unites Cape Ortegal with

the isle of Ushant, would measure somewhat less than 400

miles, which is the length of the gulf.
The shores which enclose this bay vary greatly in cha-

racter. Beginning with Cape Ortcgal, and continuing along
the whole of the coast of Spain as far as the mouth of the

Bidasoa and the western extremity of the Pyrenees, they
are rocky and elevated, sometimes rising to several hundred

feet, and cut by numerous short inlets, which in several

places form excellent harbours. This rocky coast extends

\ipwards of 300 miles. The shores of France present a

different aspect. From the Bidasoa to the Gironde, upwards
of 150 miles, they are sandy and low, lined by an uninter-

rupted series of sandy downs, by which numerous lakes are

separated from the sea. There is not a single harbour on

all this coast except those formed by the embouchures

of the rivers Adour and Gironde; the Bassin d'Arcaehon,

which lies nearly at an equal distance from each, is hardly

accessible to fishing-boats. To the north of the Gironde the

shore continues to be low, but instead of being sandy it is

marshy, and at no great distance from the beach a fine-

slightly undulating country commences. The marshy

ground is in general firm and cultivated, or used as pas-

ture ;
but it is in some places intersected by salt pools, from

which immense quantities of salt are procured not only

fir the consumption of France, but also for exportation.

This coast continues as far as the
bay

of Morbihan and the

p -niinula of Quiberon, about 200 miles. The remainder of

the French coast along the Bay of Biscay," about 120 miles
in length, is rather high, but commonly of very mode-
rate elevation, and only rocky in a few places. In this part
there are several good harbours.
No islands nor rocks occur along the coast of Spain, nor

along that of France south of the Gironde. But to' the
north of this river there are some considerable islands at no
great distance from the shore. Such are the isles of OK-ron
and R6, which form the harbours of Rochfort and La Ro-
chelle, and those of Noirmoutier and Bouin, all of which
are rather low and marshy. The rocky island of Dieu or
D'Yeu lies farther off from the shore. This part of the coast
is lined by several shoals, but is free from rocks. West of
the bay of Quiberon the islands are smaller but more nu-
merous, and the rocks frequent. The most considerable
islands are Belle Isle and the rocky and almost inaccessible
Ushant.
The rivers which run into the Bay of Biscay on the shore

of Spain have a short course, originating commonly twenty
or thirty miles, and perhaps never more than forty miles,
from the coast, so that here the basin of this gulf extends
only a short distance inland. But it is otherwise in France :

the waters from more than half the surface of France find
their way to this part of the ocean, and the uppar course of
the Loire is fully 200 miles distant from the sea to which its

waters descend. Besides the Loire and its numerous tri-

butaries, the Bay of Biscay receives the waters of the Ga-
ronne, by means of its wstuary, called the Gironde, and some
rivers of less magnitude, as the Adour ngar Bayonne, the
Charante near Ruchefort, the Sevre Niortaise, opposite the
isle of Re, the Vilaine to the east of the bay of Morbihan,
and the Blavet below Orient.
The commerce carried on in the harbours of the Bay of

Biscay is considerable. Spain, however, furnishes only a
small portion of the exports, owing to the height of the
mountains which divide its numerous and excellent har-
bours from the plains in the interior of the peninsula, and
the difficulty and expensiveness of the transport of heavy
commodities. From the inland provinces only wool is

brought to the ports of Santander and Bilbao
; the produce

of the coast itself is not considerable, and consists chiefly of
fruits. But more than half of the products of the soil of
France, and nearly the same portion of its manufactures,
are exported from the harbours of Bayonne, Bourdcaux,
La Rochelle, Nantez, Vannes, and Orient

; and great quan-
tities of foreign merchandise are received by the same
way.
The navigation of this part of the ocean would be easy

and safe on account of the great width of the bay and the
absence of rocks and shoals, if its waters during strong
western and north-western winds were not extremely agi"
tated, and formed into high, short, and broken waves : on
this account it is nearly as much feared by navigators as
the Cape of Good Hope. This effect is probably mainly
produced by the peculiar form of the bay. Its wide opening
allows at once an immense volume of water to be brought
into it by the western winds, to which at its innermost ex-

tremity it opposes a long, regular, unbroken line of coast,

running nearly parallel to the opening of the bay, and
throwing back all the volume of water which is cast upon
it. Such immense masses of water pushed towards the
centre of the bay with great force must necessarily disturb
its surface to a considerable depth. This agitation of the

bay is probably sometimes increased by the current which
runs along the whole of its shores. This current, like that
which is called by Major Rennell the North African or Gui-
nea Current, originates, as it seems, in the sea north-west
of Capes Finisterre and Ortegal, and is commonly very sen-
sible at both of these points, running sometimes twenty-six
miles per day, at a distance of fifty miles and upwards from
the shore. It continues along the northern coast of Spain
to the east, then turns northward and north-westward along
the shores of France, and when it arrives at the point where
the Bay of Biscay and the British Channel join, it shoots
across the mouth of the latter, brushing and sometimes en-

closing the Scilly Islands. It then bends farther west, and
approaches the coast of Ireland between Cape Carnsore and
Cape Clear, whence it bends to the south-west and south,
till it joins the North African current, performing a com-
plete rotation between Spain, Franco, Ireland, and the At-
lantic Ocean at large. This current is hardly perceptible
after a long interval of moderate winds

; but after hard and
continual gales from the west, it is felt in considerablu

3M2
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strength at the ficilly Island* and the southern coast of

Ireland, and causes on both points considerable loss of life

and property, when vcscU have been carried out of their

way by it, and thick weather prevent* their setting them-

selves right by an observation. This branch of the North

African current is called Renncll's Current, in honour of

idefitigable geographer. (Kcnnell's Investigation of
'irrrnts in the Allintif 0-

BISCH\V1LLER. or BISCHWEILLER, a town in

I-'r.imv, in the department of Bas Rhin (Lower Rhine), on

tin- right or south bank of the Moder, a small feeder of

the Rhine. Its distance from Paris by the road is pro-

bably about 2T6 miles. It is in 48 '1C' N. lat., and 7 5'2'

ng.
This town is not fortified : it has a church situated on a

small elevation, at the foot of which is the castle surrounded

by n moat. (Expilly.) The trade of the town is consider-

able. Some years since it consisted in the preparation of

madder, beating hemp, founding in copper and iron, and

making bricks, tiles, and pottery, clay for which, of an excel-

lent quality, was procured in the environs. (Enryrhptdie

Methodique.) Of late years some of these branches of

manufacturing industry seem to have been superseded or

eclipsed by the increase of weaving. The looms of Bisch-

willcr now produce cloth for soldiers' clothing, linsey-woolsey,

bed-ticking, and worsted gloves : woollen-yarn is spun ;

hemp and madder are still cultivated ; and ropes, oil, and

leather are made. Iron was formerly procured in the neigh-

bourhood, but we are not aware whether the mine is now
worked. Poat has been lately dug. The population in

1832 was 5927.

BISCUIT (German, Zireibiich; Dutch, Scheepsbe-
tcfiuit ; Danish, Skibstvebak ; Swedish, Skeppsbrod ;

French, Biscuit ; Italian, Biscotto, Galetta ; Spanish,

Rizrocho, Galleta ; Portuguese, Biscotto ; Russ, Bort,

Ssucher; Latin, Panit Biscoctus Nauticus), a kind of

bread made usually in the form of flat cakes, in order to

insure their being deprived of moisture in the baking:
which circumstance is necessary for preserving them fit for

use during the continuance of long voyages. The use of this

kind of bread on land is indeed pretty general as a matter

of luxury ; but at sea, biscuits are an article of the first ne-

\ , since bread in the more ordinary form in which it is

used on shore would speedily become mouldy and unfit for

food.

The name biscuit is evidently derived from the nature of

the processes to which this kind of bread was formerly sub-

jected. The two bakings then used are no longer found ne-

cessary, but the name, although thus rendered inappropriate,
has been continued.

The same name is applied, inappropriately also, to several

articles made by confectioners, such as sponge biscuits,

Naples biscuits, &c., the form and composition of which it

does not appear necessary to describe any further than by
saying that they are sweetened with sugar, and that they

>t reduced by baking to the state of dryness which has

been mentioned as a necessary quality of biscuits in their

ordinary form. Many other kinds of fancy biscuits are

indeed made to which this quality is given, and which are

sweetened and variously composed so as to gratify the palate.

Our description of biscuit-making will be confined to that

kind which forms a principal part of the food of seamen,
:uid which is for that reason usually known as ship-bread or

biscuit.

When intended for this use, biscuits are most commonly
made of the meal of wheat from which only the coarsest

bran has been separated. It is hardly possible to be too

particular in the selection of meal for this purpose, since

any damage to which it may have been subject, either before

or after being ground, would prevent biscuits, however

carefully made, from keeping sound for any length of time.

The preparation of sea-biscuit is carried on as a substantive

branch of business in almost every port to which vessels

resort which are engaged in trading with distant countrn >.

The largest biscuit-manufactories nre those maintained

by government for supplying the navy. The scale upon
which these are carried on is such as to make it of great

importance to introduce into the process every simplicity

compatible with the goodness of the articles, and attempts
have, with this view, been made from time to time, in order to

lessen the amount of labour in the establishments. It docs

not appear that these attempts can have been very suc-

cessful, bince the process DOW used in the great bakehouse

at Deptford is identical !ih that employed there forty

years ago, and winch is as follows:

Meal and water U-in^ mixed together in proper,

necessary for giung the due degree uf consistency to the

dough, it is kneaded in the follow r : The dough
is placed upon a wooden platform, about MX feel square,
fixed horizontally a few inches abo\e the floor of the '

house, and against the wall. A wooden roller, or staff, five

inches in diameter, and eight feet long, has one end

by means of a staple and eye to the wall, at a convenient

distance, at the middle of that side, which is a.

wall, above the level of the platform, and its other

hangs by two feet the outer edge of the platform. II

a certain play by means of the staple and eye, this roller can

be made to traverse the surface of the platform, and when
the dough is placed upon it, the roller is used so as t<> 1

it by indenting upon it lines radiating in a semi

from the staple.. To perform this kneading prod
seats himself upon the overhanging end of the roller and

proceeds with a riding motion backwards and for.

through the semicircular range until the dough is suffi-

ciently kneaded.
In this state the dough is cut by large knives into slices,

which are subdivided into small lumps, each sufficient for

making a biscuit. In moulding i i lumps which

is done by hand, the dough undergoes a further

kneading, and at length receives the form of the biscuit.

The men who thus fashion the dough make two of

cakes at the same time, working with each hand inde-

pendently of the other. When this part of the work is com-

pleted, the two pieces which have been simultaneous!) pre-

pared arc placed one on the other and handed over t-i

another workman, by whom the two together are stampi d

with a toothed instrument, the use of which is to allow the

equable dissipation of moisture through the holes from all

parts of the biscuit during the baking. The 1

then separated by another workman, who places them

particular spot of a small table standing close to Die mouth
of the oven, so that each biscuit can be taken up in its turn

without the necessity of his looking for it, by the man who

supplies the oven. The office performed by this in

that of chucking the biscuits in succession upon the

which is held by another man whose business is to an
them in the oven. This peel is a flat thin board, B

inches square, which can, by means of a long handle, be
slidden over the floor of the oven, so as to deposit and ar-

range the biscuits thereon. The greatest nicety is required
on the part of the man who thus chucks the biscuits on the

peel, and he could not perform this evolution with the

necessary degree of precision, if he were at any tune obliged
to withdraw his eye from the peel in search of the hi

The oven is by these means supplied at the rate of seventy
biscuits in one minute.

The mouth of the oven is necessarily open during the

time of its being charged; the heat is therefore gnalcr
at the beginning than at the end of that operation, and
besides this, the biscuits first deposited are of course a

longer time exposed to heat than the rest. To remedy the

larity that might be thus occasioned, the pieces of

dough are gradually and regularly made of smaller bulk,
so that the effect of the cooler oven during a shorter lime is

equalized.
\\hen sufficiently baked, the biscuits arc placed in the

warm atmosphere of rooms (which are well ventilated), over
the ovens, and remain there until perfectly dry. In this

state it is found that only one hundred and two pound* of

biscuits are procured from one hundred and twoh<
|

of meal.

BISCUIT, in pottery, is a term used to denote porcelain
as well as the commoner kinds of earthenwares al a certain

stage of the manufacturing process. To render them fit

for most purposes, it is necessary that earthcnu ares should
bo covered with a glaze, which is a vitreous coating.
hence arises the necessity for subjecting them I

action of heat in furnaces. The first baking is nece

in order to preserve the shape and texture of the
]

i

since in these respects they would IK- altered through thr

absorption of the water from the glaze, which must be used
in a fluid form. Neither would it be possible, for the same
reason, to apply painting, or to transfer printed patten
their surfaces in the green state, i. f. previously to firing.

.Her this first baking, and previous to the appli<

of the glaze and of embellishments, that these wares receive
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the name of biscuit, which is given from the resemblance

which they bear in colour and apparent texture to ship-

bread. The second firing is necessary in order to vitrifv

the glaze, and to bring out the metallic colours which are

used for embellishing earthenwares.

The heat of the first oven must be at least equal to that

employed for the vitrification of the glaze, and for this rea-

son : as soon as that degree of heat to which earthenwares
have been already subjected is passed, a further degree of

shrinking occurs, which would occasion the glaze to crack

and peel off, an effect which will not be produced by a repe-
tition of the degree of heat that has been once applied. It

is a property of clay to contract when subjected to any de-

gree of heat greater than it has previously borne but short

of the point of fusion, and to continue at that same state of

contraction at every other temperature which is not above
the degree of heat to which it has once been subjected,
and by which its actual state of contraction has been pro-
duced.

Earthenware in the state of biscuit is permeable to water,
which however it imbibes without undergoing any altera-

tion of texture. This quality fits it for being used in the

cooling of fluids, which effect is produced through the rapid

evaporation from the outer surface. (Lardner's Cabinet

Cyclopeedia, vol. xxvi.)
BISHAREEN is the common name of several tribes

which inhabit the mountain desert between the valley of
the Nile and the Red Sea. The tribes comprised under
this name are masters of the desert lying between the Wady
Naby (about 21 N. lat.), to the mouth of the Atbara or

Tacazze (about 18 N. lat.); but they are also found to the

north ofWady Naby, where they are mixed with the Ababde
tribes, to whom the country north of Wady Naby is con-

sidered to belong. To the south some of the Bishareen
tribes are met with as far as Massuah or Massowa (16 N.
lat.) on the Red Sea, and here they are mixed with their

southern neighbours, the Hadendoa.
In their manner of life they are Beduins, though evi-

dently not of Arabian origin. In winter they pasture their

camels and sheep on the mountains near the Red Sea, where
the rain produces plenty of herbage in the beds of the winter

torrents ;
but in summer, when the grass is dried up in the

desert, they are obliged to descend to the Nile to feed their

cattle on the herbage along the banks of the streams.

They live entirely upon milk and flesh, much of which

they eat raw. A few of them occasionally visit Derr or

Assouan with senna, sheep, and ostrich-feathers ;
the ostrich

is common in their mountains, and their senna of the

best kind. In exchange they take shirts and dhurra, the

grains of which they swallow raw as a dainty, and never

make it into bread.

Several of the Bishareen, though Beduins, do not neglect

agriculture. They repair to the banks of the Atbara imme-

diately after the inundation to sow dhurra and kidney-beans,
and remain there till the harvest is got in, when they return

to the mountains.

They are a good-looking race of people, resembling the

Ababde. Their women are rather handsome, of a dark-

brown complexion, with beautiful eyes and fine teeth ; their

persons are slender and elegant ; they mix in company with

strangers, and are reported to be of very depraved habits.

The dress of both sexes consists only of a dammour shirt.

Their encampments consist of several long irregular rows

of tenls, formed of mats made of the leaves of the doum-

tree. As the Nubian sheep and goats do not furnish the

inhabitants with the necessary materials for tent-coverings

of wool or goats'-hair, like the eastern Beduins, their place

is supplied by mats.

The Bishareen are constantly armed. Their youths make

plundering excursions as far as Dongola, and along the

route to Sennaar, mounted upon camels of a breed superior

to any other that exists between the shores of the Mediter-

ranean and Abyssinia. They fear none but the Ababde,

who know their pasturing places in the mountains, and

often surprise their encampments. They arc addicted to

drunkenness and pilfering, and are described as treacherous,

cruel, avaricious, and revengeful. They are all Mussul-

mans, but they observe none of the rites prescribed by the

Koran. Though kind, hospitable, and honest towards each

other, they shew none of these virtues towards strangers;

and their want of hospitality is adduced as a proof that they

are not of Arabian origin, which is likewise evident from

their language.

Scarcely any of them understand the Arabic language,
except those who visit the neighbouring trading places'Towards the frontier of Abyssinia they understand the
Abyssinians, who however are said to have greater diffi-

culty in understanding the Bishareen. The r language,
are probably derived from the same source, like many
others of the numerous dialects which prevail towards tho
northern frontier of Abyssinia. (Burckhardfs Travels in
Nubia.)
BISHOP, the name of that superior order of pastors

or ministers in the Christian church who exercise su-
perintendency over the ordinary pastors within a certain
district, called their see or diocese, and to whom also be-
longs the performance of those higher duties of Chris-
tian pastors, ordination, consecration (or dedication to reli-

gious purposes) of persons or places, and finally, excommu-
nication.

The word itself is corrupted Greek. "EiriaKcnros (episcopos)
became episcopus when the Latins adopted it. They intro-
duced it among the Saxons, with whom, by losing something
both at the beginning and the end, it became piscop, or, as
written in Anglo-Saxon characters, Bijceop. This is the
modern bishop, in which it is probable that the change
in the orthography (though small) is greater than in the
enunciation. Othei modern languages retain in like man-
ner the Greek term slightly modified according to the pecu-
liar genius of each, as the Italian, vescovo; Spanish, obispo ;
and French, evcque; as well as the German, bischof ; Dutch,
bisschop ; and Swedish, bishop.
The word episcopus literally signifies

/
an inspector or

superintendent;' and the etymological sense expresses
even now much of the actual sense of the word. The
peculiar character of the bishop's office might be ex-
pressed in one word superintendency. The bishop is

the overseer, overlooker, superintendent in the Christian
Church, and an exalted station is allotted to him corre-

sponding to the important duties which belong to his office,
It was not, however, a term which was invented purposely
to describe the new officer which Christianity introduced
into the social system. The term existed before both among
the Greeks and Latins to designate certain civil officers

to whom belonged some species of superintendency. (See
Harpocrat. or Suidas in voc. i-n-iaKowof.) Cicero (ad Att.,
lib. vii. ep. 11) speaks of himself as appointed an tirioKOTroe
in Campana.

It has long been a great question in the Christian Church
what kind of superintendency it was that originally belonged
to the bishop. This question, as to whether it was origi-
nally a superintendency of pastors or of people, may be
briefly stated thus : Those who maintain that it was a su-

perintendency of pastors challenge for bishops that they are
an order of ministers in the Christian Church distinct from,
the order of presbyters, and standing in the same high
relation to them that the apostles did to the ordinary minis-
ters in the church ; that, in short, they are the successors
and representatives of the apostles, and receive at their
consecration certain spiritual graces by devolution and trans-
mission from them, which belong not to the common pres-
byters. This is the view taken of the original institution
and character of the bishop in the Catholic Church, in the

English Protestant Church, and we believe in all churches
which are framed on an episcopal constitution. Episcopacy
is thus regarded as of divine institution, inasmuch as it is

the appointment of Jesus Christ and the apostles, acting in
affixirs of the church under a divine direction. There are,
on the other hand, many persons who contend that the

superintendency of the bishop was originally in no respect
different from the superintendency exercised by presbyters
as pastors of particular churches. They maintain that, if

the question is referred to scripture, we there find that bishop
and presbyter are used indifferently to indicate the same
persons or class of persons ;

and that there is no trace in the

scriptures of two distinct orders of pastors ; and that if the
reference is made to Christian antiquity we find no trace of
such a distinction till about 200 years after the time of the

apostles. The account which they give of the rise of the
distinction which afterwards existed between bishops and
mere presbyters is briefly this.

When in the ecclesiastical writers of the first three cen-
turies we read of the bishops, as of Antioch, Ephesu-s, Car-

thage, Rome, and the like, we are to understand the pres-

byters who were the pastors of the Christian churches in

those cities. While the Christians were few in each city,
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one pulor would U luflicient to discharjre every pastoral

duty among them ; but when the number increased, or

when tlie pastor became enfeebled, assistance would bo

required by him, and thu other presbyter* would be intro-

duced into the city and church of the pastor, forming a kind

of council around linn. Again, to account for the origin of

diocese* or rural district* which were under the sui>eiin-

icndcncy of the pators. it was argued that it was tin

w Inch first received Christianity, and that the people in the

country place* remained for the most part heathen* or pagans
i from pagui. a country village) after th<

Christianised; but that nevertheless efforts were con-

Lly being made to introduce Christian truth into the

Ullages around the cluuf eities, and that whenever favour-

able opportunities were presented, the- chief piutor of the

iiiy encouraged the erection of a church, and appointed
some presbyter either to reside constantly in or near to it,

visit it when his services were required, though still

residing in the city, and then- assisting the chief pastor in

,.mistratioii3. 'The extent of country which thus formed

a diocese of the chief pastor would depend, it is sup,

mi the civil distributions of the period ;
that is, the d

ui' the bUhops of Snisniu, or any other autient city, would
be the country of which the inhabitants were accustomed
t.i look to the city for the administration of justice, or in

general to regard it as the seat of that temporal authority
to which they were immediately subject.

All this is represented as having gone on without any

infringement on the rights of the chief pastor, of whom
there was a regular series. Lists of them are preserved in

many of the more antient churches, ascending, on what may
he regarded sufficient historical testimony, and with few

breaks in the continuity, even into the second and first cen-

turies. Bishops are however found in churches for which
this high antiquity cannot be claimed. In these cases they
ore supposed to he either in countries which did not fully

receive Christianity in the very earliest times, or that the

bishops or chief pastors delegated a portion of that superior

authority which they possessed over the other presbyters to

the presbyter settled in one of the churches which was

originally subordinate. This is supposed to have been the

origin of the distinction among the chief pastors of bishops
and archbishops, there being still a slight reservation of

superintendency and authority in the original orer the newly
created chief pastors.

If this view of the origin of the episcopal character and
be correct, it will follow that originally there was no

essential difference between the bishop and the presbyter,
and also that the duties which belong to the pastor of a

Christian congregation were performed by the bishop. But
i the increase of the number of Christians rendered

;ints necessary, and this became a permanent institu-

tion, then the chief pastor would divest himself of those

simpler and easier duties, which occasioned nevertheless a

great consumption of time, as a matter at once of choice

nnd of necessity. Having to think and to consult for other

that which was peculiarly ins own, and
to an -

.,ly to schemes for the protection or exten-

sion ho would have little time remaining fur

nixing, preaching, baptizing, or other ordinary duties :

: nd especially when it was added that he had to attend coun-

riu, nnd even was called to assist and advise the temporal
in the civil and ordinary affairs of state. Whan

Christianity, instead of being persecuted, was countenanced
mid encouraged by the temporal authorities, it was soon

perceived that the bishop would be a very important auxi-

liary to the temporal authorities; while in ages when few
i ecclesiastical persons had any share of learning, or

what we call mental cultivation, it is manifest that the high
talc, for the performance of the duties of which

much di-ri'rimient and much information were required,
1

necessarily be filled by ecclesiastics, who might be

;td, as we know to hare been the case, to unite spi-

ritual pro-eminence with their high political offices. The
Lord High Chancellor of Kngland was always an eccle-

, and generally a bishop, to the time of Sir Thomas

Mojje.
in the reign oi Henry VIII.

'1 lie functions which belong to the bishop are in all coun-

<rie same. We shall speak of them as they
Hi in the Knulish Church. 1. Confirmation, when children

on the threshold of maturity ratify or confirm the engage-
ment entered into by their sponsors at baptism, which is

done in the presence of a bishop, who may be understood

in this ceremony to recognise or receive into the Christian

church the persons born within his diorete. 2. Ordination,
or the appointment of

|
aied by him properly quali-

fied, to tin- ollico of dcanm in tin- ehu- rw'anls of

ter-or priest. 3. Cons. lim lluy
nru

appointed
to ih<> oilier of bishop. :. u, or con-

secration of cdifn Kir the per! -tia

services or of ground set apart for religious p\.

especially for the burial of the dead. :>. Admin:-'

the effects of persons deceased, of which th , ib,.

proper guardian, until some person 1: bim
a right to the distribution of those effects either ;;

nf the will of the deceased. 6. Adju
lion in questions respecting matrimony and divorce. 7. In-

stitution or r.illati'in to vacant churches in b.

H. Superintendence nf tin- conduct of the several
]

.'.si, , r, in

bis diocese, in respect of morals, of residence, and of the

\:cy and proper performance of the public i

the ihurcli. And, !), Excommunication; and, in the case
of ministers, deprivation and degradation.

These arc the most material of the functions which have
been retained by the Christian bishops, or, if we adopt
the theory of apostolic succession, which hare from the

beginning been exorcised by them. To these it remains to

he added, that in England they are the medium of com-
munication between the king and the people in rctpect
of all affairs connected with religion ; and that they are an

important constituent part of that great council of the realm
which is called parliament.
Whatever kind of moot, assembly, or council for the advice

of thu king there was in the earliest times of the Knglish
monarchy, the bishops were chief persons in it. The ch

of the early Norman kings usually run in the form that

they are granted by the assent and advice of the bislx

well as others ; and when the antient great council became
moulded into the form of the modern parliament, the hi-

wcre seated, as we now see them, in the Upper House. It

is argued that they bit as barons [see BARON], but the

writ of summons runs to them as bishops of such a
;

without any reference to the temporal baronies held by them.
Down to the period of the Reformation they were far from

being the onh ecclesiastical persons who had seats among
the hereditary nobility of the land, many abbots and priors

having been summoned also, till the houses over which they

presided were dissolved, and their ollice thus extinguished.
Henry VIII. created at that time six new bishoprics, and

gave the bishops placed in them seats in the same assembly.
But before the nation had adjusted itself in its new position,
there was a powerful party raised in the country, who main-
tained that a government of the church by bishops was not

accordant to tlie primitive practice, and who tougOl to bring
back the administration of ecclesiastical affairs io the

in which there was an equality among all ministers, nnd
where the authority was vested in synods and a

Churches upon this model had been formed ai (i; nova and
in Scotland; and when this party became predominant in

iriiament of 1642, a bill w: ! removing the

bishops from their scats, to which the king gave a reluctant

and f.reed assent. It was soon followed b\ an entire dis-

solution of the Episcopal Church. At the Restoration thin

act was repealed, or declared in valid, and theBnglilh bi

-nee had seats in the House of Lords. Tlu y form
the Lords Spiritual, and constitute one of the three .

of the realm, the Lords Temporal and the Commons (the

'.(0 being the other two. Out of tin u the

question, now laid at rest, whether a bill has passed the

HoiiM' in a constitutional manner, if it has happened that

no Lord Spiritual was present at any of its stages. When
the House becomes u court for the trial ui irgrd
with a capital offence, the bishops withdraw, it being held

unsuitable to the character of ministers of mercy and peace
to intermeddle in affairs of blood.

For the execution of many of the duties, belonging to their

high function they have ollicers, as cb iudges, and
ollieials, who hold courts in the bishop's name.
The election of bishops is supposed by those who regard

the order as not distinguished originally from the common
prcsl.ytor, to have been in the people who constituted the

Christian church in the city to winch they were called;
afterwards, when the number of Christians was greatly in-

d, and there were numerous assistant presbyters, in

the presbyters and some of the laity conjointly. But after

a time the presbyters only seem to have possessed the right,
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and the bishop was elected by them assembled in chapter.
The nomination of such an important officer v?as however
an object of great importance to the temporal sovereigns,
and they so far interfered that at length they virtually ob-

tained the nomination. In England there is still the shadow
of an election by the chapters in the cathedrals. When a

bishop dies the event is certified to the king by the chapter.
The king writes to tho chapter that they proceed to elect a
successor. This letter is called the conge d'elire. The king,
however, transmits to them at the same time the name of

some person whom he expects them to elect. If within a
short time they do not proceed to the election, the king
may nominate by his own authority ;

if they elect any other

than the person named in the king's writ, they incur the

severe penalties of a prcemunire, which includes forfeiture

of goods, outlawry, and other evils. The bishop thus elected

is confirmed in his new office under a royal commission,
when he takes the oaths of allegiance, supremacy, canonical

obedience, and against simony. He is next installed, and

finally consecrated, which is performed by the archbishop or

some other bishop named in a commission for the purpose,
a>sisted by two other bishops. No person can be elected a

bishop who is under thirty years of age.
Most of the bishops in England are amply endowed.

Their churches, which are called cathedrals, (from cathedra,
a seat of dignity,) are noble and splendid edifices, the un-

impeachable witnesses remaining among us of the wealth,
the splendour, and the architectural skill of the ecclesiastics

of England in the middle ages. The cathedral of the

Bishop of London is the only modern edifice.

For other information on this subject, see ARCHBISHOP
and ARCHDEACON.

Biihops in par/ibus. This is an elliptical phrase, and is

to be supplied with the word Infidelium. These are bishops
who have no actual see, but who are consecrated as if

they had, under the fiction that they are bishops in succes-

sion to those who were the actual bishops in cities where

Christianity is extinct. Syria, Asia Minor, Greece, and
the northern coast of Africa, present many of these extinct

sees, some of them the most antient and most interesting
in the history of Christianity. When a Christian mission-

ary is to be sent forth in the character of a bishop into a

country imperfectly Christianized, and where the converts

are not brought into any regular church order, the pope does
not consecrate the missionary as the bishop of that country
in which his services are required, but as the bishop of one of

the extinct sees, who is supposed to have left his diocese

and to be travelling in those pails. So, when England had

broken off from the Catholic Church, and yet continued its

own unbroken series of bishops in the recognized English
sees, it was, for Catholic ecclesiastical affairs, divided into

ditricts, over each of which a bishop has been placed, who
is a bhhnp in partibus. Thus, Dr. Baines, the actual

bishop of the western district, is the bishop of Siga, an ex-

tinct African see. When, in the time of King Charles I.,

Dr. Richard Smith was sent by the pope into England in

the character of bishop, he came as bishop of Chalcedon.

The English church has not adopted this plan ;
but the

bishops who have been sent to Nova Scotia, to Quebec, and

to the East and West Indies, have been named from the

countries placed under their spiritual superintendency, or

from the city which contains their residence and the cathe-

dral church.

Suffragan bishops. In England, every bishop is, in cer-

tain views of Ins character and position, regarded as a

suffragan of tha archbishop in whose province he is. But

the suffragan bishop is rather to be understood as a bishop
in parlibus, who was admitted by the English bishops
before the Reformation to assist them in the performance of

the duties of their office. When a bishop filled some high
office of state, the assistance of a suffragan was almost es-

sential, and was probably usually conceded by the pope, to

whom such matters belonged, when asked for. A cata-

logue of persons who have been suffragan bishops in Eng-
land was made by Wharton, a great ecclesiastical anti-

quary, and is printed in an appendix to a Dissertation on

bishops in partibus, published in 1784 by another distin-

guished cburch-antiquary, Dr. Samuel Pegge.
At the Reformation, provision was made for a body of

suffragans. The act 26 Henry VIII. c. 14. is expressly on

this subject. It authorises each archbishop and bishop to

name a suffragan, which is to be done in this manner: he

is to present the names of two clerks to the king, one of

whom the king is to select. He was no longer to be named
from some extinct see, but from some town within the
realm. Six and twenty places are named as the seats

(nominally) of the suffragan bishops. They were these
which follow :

Thetford, Shaftesbury, Bristol, Cambridge
Ipswich, Molton, Penrith, Pereth,
Colchester, Marlborough, Bridgewater, Berwick,
Dover, Bedford, Nottingham, St. Germains,
Guilford, Leicester, Grantham, and the

Southampton, Gloucester, Hull, Isle ofWight.
Taunton, Shrewsbury, Huntingdon,

This was before the establishment of the six new bishop-
rics.

Very few persons were nominated suffragan bishops under
this act. One, whose name was Robert Pursglove, who had
been an abbot, and who was a friend to education, was
suffragan bishop of Hull. He died in 1579, and lies in-
terred in the church of Tideswell in Derbyshire, under a

sumptuous tomb, on which is his efligy in the episcopal cos-
tume with a long rhyming inscription presenting an ac-

count, curious as being contemporary, of the places at which
he received his education, and the ecclesiastical offices which
in succession he filled.

Boy-bishop. In the cathedral and other greater churches,
it was usual on St. Nicholas-day to elect a child, usually
one of the children of the choir, bishop, and to invest him
with the robes and other insignia of the episcopal office

;

and he continued from that day (Dec. 6)f to the feast of the

Holy Innocents (Dec. 28), to practise a kind of mimicry of
the ceremonies in which the bishop usually officiated, more
for the amusement than to the edification of the people.
The custom, strange as it was, existed in the churches on
the continent as well as in England. It may be traced to

a remote period. It was countenanced by the great eccle-

siastics themselves, and in their foundation they sometimes
even made provision for these ceremonies. This was the
case with the archbishop of York in the reign of Henry
VII., when he founded his college at Rotherhara. Little

can be said in favour of such exhibitions, but that they
served to abate the dreariness of mid-winter. Much may be
found collected on this subject in Ellis's edition of Brand's

Popular Antiquities, vol. i. pp. 328-336. The custom
was finally suppressed by a proclamation of Henry VIII.
in 1542.

BISHOPRIC is a term equivalent to diocese or see, de-

noting the whole district through which the bishop's su-

perintendency extends. The final syllable is the Anglo-
Saxon mce, region, which entered in like manner into the

composition of one or two other words.

In England there are two archbishoprics, and twenty
bishoprics : in Wales, four bishoprics ;

the Isle of Man forms
also a bishopric, but the bishop has no seat in the English
parliament.
The basis of the present diocesan distribution of England

was laid in the times of the Saxon Heptarchy. At the

Conquest there were two archbishoprics and thirteen bi-

shoprics, viz. :

Canterbury, Rochester, Hereford,

York, Salisbury, Covntry and Lichfield,

London, Bath and Wells, Lincoln,

Winchester, Exeter, Norwich,
Chichester, Worcester, Durham.
The first innovation on this arrangement was mixda by

King Henry I., who, to gratify the abbot of the antient

Saxon foundation at Ely, and to free him from the super-
intendence of the bishop of Lincoln, in whose diocese he

was, erected Ely into a bishopric, the church of the mo-

nastery being made the cathedral. He assigned to it as its

diocese the county of Cambridge and some portion of Nor-

folk, perhaps as much as had formerly been comprehended
within Mercia, for we have no better guide to the exact

limits of the antient Saxon kingdoms than the limitations

of the antient dioceses. This was effected in 1 1 09.

The second was in 1133, near the end of the reign of

Henry I., when the see of Carlisle was founded. The dio-

cese consists of portions of the counties of Cumberland and

Westmoreland, perhaps not before comprehended within

any English diocese.

No other change took place till 1541, when King Henry
VIII. erected six new bishoprics, facilities for doing so

bcnng afforded by the dissolution of the monastic establish-

ments, which placed at the king's disposal large and
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splendid churches, and great estates, out of which to make
a provision for the support of the bishops. These v..-r,-.

1. Oxford, having for its diocese the county of Oxford,

which had previou-.lv been included wilhilt the diocese of

Lincoln ; 2. Peterborough : this diocese was also taken out

of that of Lincoln, and comprises the county of Northamp-
ton and the greater portion of Rutland. 3. Gloucester,

having for its diocese the county of Gloucester, which had
been previously in the diocese of Worcester. 4. Bristol,

to which the city of Bristol, nnd the whole county of Dorset

heretofore belonging to the diocese of Salisbury, were as-

signed. 5. Chester : to this a very large tract was assigned,

namch . the county of Chester, heretofore part of the diocese

of Lichfield and Coventry, and the whole county of Lan-
caster, part of Cumberland, and the archdeaconry of Rich-

mond, all of which were before in the diocese of York : and
6. Westminster, the county of Middlesex, which before had

belonged to the diocese of London, being assigned to it as

its diocese. This last bishopric however soon fell. In
about nine years, Thirlby. the first and only bishop, was
translated to the see of Norwich, and the county of Middle-
sex was restored to the diocese of London.

Since the year 1341, no change has taken place in the

diocesal distribution of England. There was at first no

proportion among the dioceses
; some, as those of York and

Lincoln, being of vast extent, and others, as Hereford, Ro-
chester and Canterbury, small. The change which has
taken place in the population of different parts of England
has heightened the irregularity in respect of the burthen of

these sees. The revenues are not in any degree proportionate
to the extent or population in the diocese, as they consist

for the most part of lands settled upon the sees, often in

times long before the Conquest, the revenues from which

vary greatly, according as the lands have lain in places
toward which the tide of population has been directed, or

the contrary.
No change appears to have taken place in the distribu-

tion of Wales into four bishoprics ; those of Bangor anil

St. Asaph in North Wales, and of St. David's and Llandafl'

in South Wales.
From the Report of the Commissioners appointed by his

Majesty to inquire into the Ecclesiastical Revenues of
l.n^la.nd and Wale*, published in 1835, we abstract the fol-

lowing return of the revenues of the English sees. The
bishoprics are arranged under the archbishoprics to which

they respectively belong. For the number of benefices,

population, &c., of each see, see BKNEFICK.

CANTERBURY
London .

Winchester .

St. Asaph .

Bangor . .

Bath and Wells
Bristol

Chichcster .

St. Davids

Ely .

Exeter
Gloucester .

Hereford

Ni't Income.

19.182
. 13,929

11,151

6,30 1

4,464
5,946

2,351

4,229
1.897

. 11,105

2,713

2/.16

Lincoln .

Llandaff .

Norwich
Oxford .

Peterborough
Rochester

Salisbury .

Worcester

YORK .

Durham .

Carlisle .

Chester .

Sodor and Man

Nat Income.

. 4,542
9-24

5,395
2.648

3,103

1,459

. 3,939
6,569

. 12,629

19,066

2,213

3,26 1

2.5J5Lichfield and Coventry 3,923

The bishops of London, Durham, and Winchester, rank
next to the archbishops : the others rank according to pri-

ority of consecration.

While the church of Scotland was episcopal in its consti-
tution it had two archbishoprics, St. Andrew's and Glas-

and eleven bishoprics, to which, as late as 1633, a
twelfth was added, the bishopric of Edinburgh. In the
other thirteen sees there is a long and pretty complete cata-

of bishops, running up to the ninth, tenth, eleventh,
or twelfth centuries. The eleven anticnt bishoprics were
those of

Aberdeen, Caithness, Galloway, Ross,
Argyle, Dumblane, Moray,
Bnehfn, Dunkeld, Orkney,

and the Isles, or Sodor, a sec which was formerly within
the superintcndency of the bishop of Man.

the Uevolut.on, the Presbjteri.in churrh of Scotland
was acknowledged as th<- national church : but there
an episcopal church in Scotland, the members of wlii

there in the character of dissenUis.

Before the late changes in the Irish esta iheiv

four archbishopi Main
of the latter hnd K-en formed 1

.-.Inch

had been effected.at different epochs. At the tune of the

late act, by which many were to be extinguished cm thu

death of the existing bishop, there were in the province of

Armagh Meath and Clonmacnoise Down and
Connor, Kilmore, Dromore, Raphoe, and 1 '

Dublin Kildare, Ossory, and Kerns and Kcighlin.
Casfiel Limerick. Cork and Ross, Waterford and Lis-

moro, Cloyne, and Kdlaloc and Kilfenora.

Tiiiim Klphin, Clonfert and Kiltnacduauh, and Killala

and Action ry.

Of these, by the act of 3 and 4 Will. IV. c. 37, the archi-

episcopal diocese ofTuam was to be united to that of Ar-

magh, and that of Cashel to Dublin; but the two suppressed

archbishoprics are in future to be bishoprics. The diocese

of Dromore is to be united to that of Down and Connor :

that of Raphoe to Derry; Clogher to Armagh: Elphin to

Kilmore
;

Killala and Achonry to Tuam and Ardan'n :

Clonfert and Kilmacduagh to Killaloe and Kilfenora : Kil-

dare to Dublin and GUndelagh; Lcighlin and Ferns to

Ossory ; Waterford and Lismore to Cashel and Etnly ; Cork
and Ross to Cloyne. The diocese of Mcath and Clanmac-

noise, and that of Limerick, remain unaltered. The arch-

bishoprics arc reduced to two, and the bishoprics to ten.

One archbishop and three bishops represent the Irish

Church in the House of Lords. They are cbanL'ed e\> ry

session according to a system of rotation by which all sit in

tuni.

The bishopric of Man is traced to Gcrmannc, one of the

companions of St. Patrick, in the fifth century : hut there
are many breaches in the series of bishops from that time
to the present. Sodor, which is supposed to he a Danish
term for the western Isles of Scotland, was under the same

bishop till the reign of Richard II., when the Isle of Man
having fallen under the English sovereignty, the Inland*

withdrew themselves, and had a bishop of their own. The
nomination of the bishop was in the house of Stanley, earl

of Derby, from whom it passed by an heiress to the Mur-

ray s, dukes of At hoi. This bishopric was declared by an
act of 33 Henry VIII. to be in the province of York.
The Isle of Wight is part of the diocese of Winchester :

and the Isles of Jersey and Guernsey, with the small

islands adjacent, are in the diocese of London.
In the colonies, where there are churches dependent on

the English episcopal church, bishops have been conse-

crated and appointed to the several places following : namely,
Nova-Scotia, Quebec, Jamaica, Barbadoes, Calcutta.

The pope is the bishop of the Christian church of Rome,
and claims to be the successor of St. Peter, of whom it is

alleged that he was the first bishop of that church, and
that to him there was a peculiar authority assigned, not

only over all the inferior pastors or ministers of the church,
but over the rest of the apostles, indicated to him by the

delivery of the keys. The whole of this, the foundation of

that superiority which the bishop of Rome has claimed over
all other bishops, has furnished matter of endless contro-

versy; and it does not appear that there is any su;

historical authority for the allegation that St. Peter did act for

any permanency as the bishop of that church, or for the MX
or seven persons named as successively bishops ofthat church
after him. It seems more probable that the superiority en-

joyed by that bishop at a very early period over other bishops
(which was not universally acknowledged, and strenuously

opposed by our own Welsh bishops) resulted from his po-
sition in the chief city of the world, and the opportunities
which he enjoyed of constant access to those in whom the

chief temporal authority was vested.

Both the eastern and western churches were framed in

an episcopal form and order. The sees ere very numerous ;

far too many to be introduced within the limits to which
w. must confine ourselves.

BISHOP S CASTLE, a borough and market-town,
with a separate jurisdiction, but locally situated in the

hundred of Pnrslow, county of Salop ; 144 miles N. W. by
W. from London, and 19 miles S.W. from Shrewsbury.
The local limits of the borough are extensive, comprising
a circuit of uboiit fifteen miles, and being from three to four

miles in width in all direction-;. It stands on the declivity
of a lull near a stream of the river Clun, and is irregularly
built. The mass of the houses have rather a mean ap-

::<c, being of uuhcwu stunc, with thatched roofs;
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but there are several very good houses in detached situ-

ations. The place derives its name from a castle belonging
to the Bishops of Hereford, which formerly stood here,
and was generally their country residence. It has long
been demolished, but its site may still be traced, and part
of it, probably of the keep, now forms the bowling-green
of an inn. The town is an old corporation, and received from

Queen Elizabeth the privilege of sending two members to

parliament, which it continued to do until it was disfran-

chised by the Reform Bill. The town has had three char-

ters, the first from Queen Elizabeth, the second from James
I., and the last from James II. These charters vest the

local government in a bailiff, a recorder, and fifteen capital

burgesses. The borough magistrates hold a quarter session,
the business of which is very trifling ;

the bailiff is also em-

powered to hold petty sessions whenever occasions require :

and there is also a civil court of record, which has cogni-
zance of all suits where the sum in dispute does not exceed
20/. The town-hall, a plain brick building, erected in 1 750,
includes a prison for criminals, and another for debtors.

The market-house is a handsome edifice of stone. The
market is held on Friday, and the fairs on February 13th,

Friday before Good Friday, Friday after the 1st of May,
July 5th, September 9th, 'November 13th. All these are

cattle-fairs except that in May, which is the pleasure fair,

and that in July, which is a wool-fair. The market and
the fairs are much resorted to by the Welsh, which is

a great benefit to the place. The parish contained 388
houses in 1831, and the population was then 2007, of whom
1124 were females. The population of the borough alone

was 1 729. The church, dedicated to St. John the Baptist,
is a fine old structure, with a square embattled tower, sur-

mounted by pinnacles. It is chiefly in the Norman style ;

but having been burnt in the parliamentary war, it was
afterwards" restored without sufficient attention being paid
to the original character of the architecture. It has accom-

modation for 1 000 persons. The living is a vicarage in the

diocese of Hereford, with an annual net income of 3501.

The free school at Bishop's Castle was founded by Mrs.

Mary Morris, in grateful remembrance of her first husband,
John Wright, Esq. By her will, dated in 1785, she

directed that 1000/. should be paid to the bishop, the interest

of which was to be applied to the education of fifty children,

half of them boys, to be instructed in reading, writing, and
arithmetic ;

and the other half girls, to be instructed in read-

ing, writing and plain sewing. She also gave 200^ for

the building of a school. The bishop is visitor and trustee

of the school, the property of which now consists of \598l.

13*. three per cent, consols. The interest amounts to

47 1. 19*. 2rf., of which 471. is paid to the schoolmaster.

There are about thirty girls instructed free on this founda-

tion ; the schoolmaster's wife instructs them in needlework

at the schoolhouse, in the afternoon, and the master

teaches them reading, writing, and accounts with the boys
at the market house in the morning. There are fifty boys
in the school, of whom twenty-five are taught free on the

foundation ;
the rest are pay scholars, with the exception of

ten, who are taught by an annual donation of 21/. from

Lord Powis's family and the members for the town. The

master takes all children who apply, and places such as he

thinks proper on the list of free scholars. There is no other

National or Sunday school in connexion with the Esta-

blished Church, but the several dissenting congregations

have schools in connexion with their chapels.

(Camden's Britannia ; Magna Britannia ; Beauties of

England and Wales ; Twenty-fourth Report on Cha-

rities ; Reports on Municipal Corporations.)

BISHOP'S STORTFORD, a parish and market-town

in the hundred of Braughin, county of Hertford, twelve

miles E.N.E. from Hertford, and twenty-six miles N.N.E.

from London. The place derives its name of Stortford from

its situation upon the river Stort, and the prefix, from its

having been, even from Saxon times, the property of the

bishops of London. Domesday Book records that the Con-

queror gave the town and castle of Stortford to Maurice,

bishop of London ;
if so, as Salmon remarks, he gave

no more than he had previously taken, for the same

document mentions that William, the last bishop but one

before Maurice, had purchased this manor of the lady

Eddeva. The same authority states that the property was

then worth eight pounds per annum, but had been worth

ten in the time of the Confessor. The small castle, which

stood on an artificial hill, is said by Chauncey to have been

built by William the Conqueror to protect" the trade of the
town, and to keep it in subjection at the same time.
Salmon, however, thinks that it existed before the Con-
quest, and was merely strengthened and repaired by this

king. It was called Waytemore Castle, and stood in a
piece of land surrounded by the Stort. It would seem that
the site had at a previous period been occupied by a Roman
camp, as some Roman coins of the lower empire have been
found in the castle gardens. It appears to have been re-

garded as a fortress of some consequence in the time of

King Stephen, and the empress Maud endeavoured, but
without effect, to prevail upon the bishop to exchange it

with her for other lands. King John caused the castle to

be demolished in revenge for the active part which Bishop
William de St. Maria took against him in his difference

with the pope, this prelate being one of the three who
placed an interdict upon the kingdom. When the pope
triumphed over the king, the latter found it necessary to

give the bishop his own manor of Guildford, in Surrey, to

atone for the demolition of this castle. ' The castle hill,'

says Salmon,
' stands yet for a monument of King John's

power and revenge ; and the bishop's lands remain a monu-
ment of the pope's entire victory over him.' It seems that

some of the outbuildings and other parts of the castle were

standing in the seventeenth century, and indeed some very
small remains are still existing. The bishops continued to

appoint a custos, or keeper, of the ' Castle and Gaol' of

Stortford till the time of James I. The last who made use
of the prison was Bishop Bonner, in the time of Queen Mary,
who kept convicted Protestants in its deep and dark dungeon.
Quit-rents for castle guard are still paid to the see of Lon-
don from several manors adjacent to Bishop's Stortford.

We are disposed to concur with Salmon in consider-

ing that the town more probably arose from the castle,

than the castle from the town, as Chauncey supposes.
Here, as in many other cases, the castle seems to have
formed an inducement for people to settle in the neighbour-
hood, as it offered a place of safety to which they could
retire with their moveables in time of danger. It must
have became a place of some consequence at the time that

King John demolished the castle, for that king, in order

to make it independent of the bishop, erected the town
into a borough, with power to the commonalty to elect their

own officers for the local government, and to return two
members to parliament. This new constitution held until

the 14th of Edward III., when the bishop was restored to

his usual privileges in the place, as he had before been to

his lands, and the town was thenceforward relieved from

the necessity of making returns to parliament. The town
is now within the jurisdiction of the county magistrates,
who hold a petty session here once a fortnight.

Bishop's Stortford is built chiefly on the western side of

the Stort, where it extends up the slope of a hill from the

river. It consists of four principal streets, or properly two
lines of street, in the form of a cross. There are some good
inns, and many houses of the better class. The church,
dedicated to St. Michael, stands upon elevated ground, 'as,*

says Salmon,
' those dedicated to that Saint generally do,' and

consists of a nave, chancel, and aisles, with a fine
lofty

tower

at the west end. Chauncey was inclined to think it must
be a church of Saxon erection, because the figures of King
Athelstan and Edward the Confessor were in the windows

about thirty years before his time ; but later inquirers ac-

quiesce in the determination of Salmon, who says the

painted glass may have been taken from some earlier

structure, but that the church itself has no appearance of

being older than the time of Henry VI. The church was

partly rebuilt in 1820, and now accommodates 2000 persons.

The living is a vicarage in the diocese of London in the

gift of the precentor of St. Paul's, and has an annual net

income of 419^.

A fresh impulse was given to the prosperity of Bishop's

Stortford in the last century, by means of a canal which

was completed in 1769. The surrounding district being
fertile in corn, the trade of the place is chiefly in malt and

other grain, considerable quantities of which are sent by the

river or by the canal, the banks of which arc furnished with

convenient wharfs and quays. This trade, with a silk mill

which has been established here, affords the principal employ-
ment to those who are not immediately engaged in supplying

the wants of the other inhabitants. The market is held on

Thursday, and there are three annual fairs, respectively

held on Holy Thursday, Thursday after Trinity Sunday,
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and the 10th of October. A very superior market-In HIT

wa erected in 1828 by means of funds raised in nhaiv* ol

100/. each. It sUnd* at the point where the two principal

lines of street intersect each other. Its front is in the Ionic

style, and it has a semicircular area with a colonnade sup

ported by iron pillars. Besides the parts appropriated to the

common traffic there is a large hall used as acorn-exchange,
over which is an assembly-room, a coffee-room, and a cham-

ber for the magistrates. The parish, which comprehends 3080

cres, contained 803 houses in 1831, when the population

was 3958, of whom 2068 were females.

The town contains a public library and several book so-

cieties. There is a National School, supported by voluntary

contributions, in which 200 boys and 1 00 girls receive in-

struction. There was formerly a free grammar-school in

the place, the history of which is very obscure. Chauncey
mentions that in 1579 a Mrs. Margaret Deane, of London,

left 5/. per annum in fee towards the erection of a free

school. He says nothing more about this establishment

unii!, further on in his list of benefactors to the town, he

says,
' Among these benefactors I may well mention ray

honoured master Mr. Thomas Leigh, who raised a fair

library for the use of the school in the town, from whence
I was sent to the University of Cambridge : it was an ex-

cellent nursery that supplied both universities with great
numbers of gentlemen who proved eminent in divinity,

law, and physick, and some in matters of state. He obliged

divers of those gentlemen to present books to the school at

their departure, wherein their names are recorded and remain

to posterity.' Sir Henry Chauncey wrote in I 700, and was

then advanced in years. Salmon, who wrote twenty-eight

years later, states that when Dr. Tooke became master of

the school, about twenty year* previously, 'its reputation
was then in ruins;' but he bestirred himself to restore its

efficiency, and succeeded. He got the gentry of Hertford-

shire and Essex, and those who had been educated at the

school, to contribute their pecuniary aid. A new school-

house was erected in the High Street ; it was a square
structure supported upon arches, and contained three rooms,

that in front was the grammar-school, and as large as both

the others, of which one was the library and the other a

writing-school. The market-place and shops were under
the arches. ' Dr. Tooke,

1

says Salmon,
*
raised it to a great

degree of fame, as the living numbers of gentlemen sent by
him to his own and other colleges attest, and considerably in-

creased the trade of the town by such a beneficial concourse.'

The following is the amount of the information which Car-

lisle gives concerning the fate of this establishment. ' The
grammar-school of Bishop's Stortford no longer exists . the

whole establishment, together with the ichool-house, is in

ruins. The library, which is considered a scarce and valuable

collection of books, is deposited at the vicarage, but they
also are going to decay.' (Chauncey's Historical Antiquities
nf Hertfordshire; Salmon's History of Hertfordshire;
Cough's Camden't Britannia ; Carlisle's Endowed Gram-
mar Srtinnlx ; Heantift nf England and Wales, &c.)
BISHOP'S WALTHAM. a parish and market-town in

the lower half of the hundred of the same name, which lies

in the Portsdown division of the county of Southampton ;

sixtv-two miles S.\V. byW. from London, and ten miles
E.N\E. from Southampton. It lias iinmemorially been the

property of the sec of Winchester, whence the affix
'

Bishop's.'

Domesday describes it among the lands of the see in

Hampshire, and says that it was held in demesne, and had

always belonged to the bishopric. It was then, ait formerly,
usessed at twenty hides, but there were actually thirty. It

was in the time of the Confessor worth 3 1/., was afterwards
worth \0l. 10*., but WHS then worth 30/. There were seventy
villagers and fifteen yeomen, employing twenty-six ploughs :

there were seven servants ; and Radulphus, a pnest, held
two churches belonging to the m;mor, with two hides and a
half. There were three mills which paid 171. 6d. Lcland

speaks of Bishop's Waltham as ' a praty townlet. Here
the bishop of Winchester hath a right ample and goodly
maner-place, motid about, and a praty brooke running hard

by it. The maner-place hath ben of many bishops build-
ing: most

part of the three
parts

of the lease court was
htiildid o 1

'

brick and timbre by Bishnn Langten ; the residcw
of the inner part in all of stone.' 1 he brook mentioned is

the small river II amble, the source of which is about a mile
from the village, and passes through a piece of water which
is described as having been a large and beautiful lake, half
a mile long and a furlong broad ; but it is now deprived of

this character by the growth of rushes and the encroach-
ments of the noil. The bishop'* castle, mentioned by Iceland,
WM originally built by Bishop Henry de Blois, brother of

King Stephen ; but much of the grandeur which it ulti-

mately attained is attributed to the architivlurul ta-.li- of

William de Wykeham, whoso favourite residence it was,
and who there terminated his active life at the age of

eighty. The great hall in the second or inner court was 65
Sect in U iiuih. -7 in breadth, and 25 high, and was lighted
by five Inrge windows of magnificent proportions. The castle

was demolished during the civil wars by the parliamentary
nrmy under Waller; and tho ruins, which COIIMSI of the

remains of the hall and of a square tower, are now mantled
with ivy. The park in which it stood has since

verted into farms. The town is chielly remarkable for the

neighbourhood of this castle. It has however a trade of

some activity in leather, of which it sends large quantu
Guernsey, London, and the neighbouring fairs

; there is

also some business in malting. Its market is held on

Friday ; and there are fairs on the second Friday in May,
July 30th, and the first Friday after Old Michaelmas-day.
The parish contained 438 houses in 1831, when the popu-
lation amounted to 2181 persons, of whom 11 15 were
females. The church, which is dedicated to St. Peter,
accommodates 1100 persons. The living is a rectory, with
a net income of 915*. per annum, in the diocese of Win-
chester, tho bishop being patron. There is an endowed

charity school in the town founded by Bishop Morley, who
endowed it with an annuity of 10/.

;
tin- Mini has been

augmented to 38/. by subsequent benefactions, and now
provides instruction for thirty-six boys. There are also
two national schools in the town, containing together eighty-

boys
and as many girls.

Waltham forest, in this vicinity, was in the early part of
the last century infested by a formidable and resolute gang
of deer- stealers who called themselves 'hunters,' but were
more generally known by the name of the ' Waltham
Blacks,' because they blackened their faces in their pre-
datory enterprises. They are mentioned by this name
in the act of parliament which was passed against them,
and which was therefore, as well as from its extreme

severity, called the Black Act. This act declared more
deeds to be felonies than had ever before been compre-
hended in a single statute. On this account, when Bishop
Hoadly was advised to re-stock Waltham Park, he refused,

observing that 'it had done mischief enough already.'
(Lcland's Itinerary ; Cough's Camderit Britannia ; War-
ner's Collections for the History of Hampshire ; Beautif\

f England and Wales, <f-c.)'

BISHOP WEARMOUTH. [See SUNDKRLAND.]
BISIGNA'NO, a small town in the province of Calabria

( 'lira, in the kingdom of the two Sicilies, situated on a hill

near the right bank of the river Crati, about thirteen mile*
N. of Cosenza, and about three miles from the high road to

Naples. Bisignuno (fives the title of Prince to the i<

sentutive of the family of Sanseverino, one of the oldest fa-

milies of the kingdom of Naples, which once possessed
territories in this district.

BISLEY, a parish and market-town in the hundred of

Bisley, county of Oloucesu r. <>\ miles W. In ,\. from
London, and 9 miles S.K. from Gloucester. This large
parish is from - to -' miles in cin-unilerence. and compre
hends about 6000 acres, the greater part of which is high
ground, with steep hills and narrow valleys. The sn ..

the hills present inclosed arable lands, interspersed with

cop-cs, and the valleys are mostly kept for pasturage, and
are watered by many rivulets, which form the Stroudwatrr
River. Bisley, Challbrd, and other hamlets in the parish,
are chielly inhabited by persons employed in the woollen
manufactures; and many fulling and dressing mills arc
erected in different parts of the parish. On tin- establish-

ment of the woollen manufactures the parish received large
additions to its population, and the new inhabitants esta-
blished themselves upon the waste lands. Such lands were

formerly very extensive. It appears from Holmshed
when the commons were given to the poor by Roger Mor-
timer, Earl of March, in the time of Edward III. .they corn-

led i-jno acres. In 1730, although the commons
were much reduced then by inclosures, they comprehended
700 acres, but they have since undergone further reduction

l>y additional inclosures.

In the Domesday Survey the manor of Biselege,' in the
Hundred of '

Biseleie,' is described among the lamia of Earl
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Hugh, whose brother Robert held this manor of him. It

was rated at eight hides. We count ninety-one persons enu-

merated in this statement as holding property, or attached

to the property, and who may be considered as equivalent to

as many families. The enumeration comprehends, among
others, two priests, twenty villeins, twenty-eight bordarii,
translated '

yeomen' by Kennett, and twenty-three persons

paying a rent of 44*. and two sextaries of honey. There
were five mills of 16*. value, and a wood of 20*., and eleven

burgages in Gloucester yielding 66rf. The manor had been
worth 24/. per annum, but was then worth only 201. The
singular circumstance of two quarts of honey being speci-
fied as an annual rent, induces Bigland to hazard a conjec-
ture that the parish derived its name from Bees; but a pre-
vious historian, taking into account the woody character of

the district, which character was probably more prevalent
at a former period, thought it not unlikely that the name is

a compound of Bois, a wood, and leaz, a lea or pasture.
Soon after the Domesday Survey the manor of Bisley

came to the crown, and in the time of Edward I. it passed,

by marriage, to the Mortimers, afterwards earls of March.
It continued in that family for nearly three centuries, de-
volved to Edward, Duke of York, afterwards Edward IV.,
the heir-general of that family in the female line. From
that time it remained attached to the crown, with little in-

terruption, until it was given by James I. to the Marquis
of Rockingham, who sold it to Dr. Masters, since which it

has remained exclusively in private hands, and has several

times passed by sale from one family to another.

Bisley is little more than a village, although considered as

a town since the grant of a weekly market and two annual
fairs by James II. The market-day is Thursday : it is but
little frequented, and may be considered almost extinct.

The fairs for cattle, &c., on May 4 and November 12, are

however of considerable importance. The population re-

turns do not give any account for the town separately from
the parish, which, in its large extent, comprehended 1480

houses in 1831, with a population of 5896 persons, of whom
3090 were females. The village, which stands partly upon
the acclivity of a hill and partly in the valley below, consists

of irregular streets, and has not many houses of good ap-

pearance. The church, dedicated to All Saints, is spacious,
and may be called handsome ; and, being placed on an

eminence, i a very conspicuous object. It consists of a

nave and two aisles, and is considered to have been built, at

least in part, about the time of Edward IV. Bigland calls

the steeple
' a clumsy obelisk,' but says it is useful as a

land-mark. The church was re-pewed in 1771, when a

fresco painting, in very lively colours, and about ten feet

square, representing St. Michael subduing the fallen angels,
was discovered against the north wall, but it was immedi-

ately defaced. The church contains some interesting monu-
ments, among which one in memory of a crusader, with his

effigies in armour, attracts particular attention. The church

accommodates 1200 persons. The living is a vicarage in

the diocese of Gloucester, in the gift of the crown, and has

a net income of 527/. In the churchyard there stands an

antient octagonal stone cross. It appears to have been

erected over a deep well, into which a man fell and was

drowned, in consequence of which the churchyard was placed
under an interdict for three years, during which time

the inhabitants were obliged to carry their dead to Bibury
for interment. Mr. S. Lysons, in his Antiquities of Glou-

cestershire, thinks, from the style of ornament, that this

cross was erected in the thirteenth century. It is now sur-

mounted by an antient stone fount, which was removed

from the church when it was new pewed.
There are church lands at Bisley which have from time

immemorial formed the estate of the parish. The proceeds
amount to about 100/. per annum, a portion of which is ap-

propriated to the support of what is called the ' Free School,'

the master of which receives out of it 13/. 14*. as his salary.

He is allowed to take some day-scholars, and is also the

master of the Blue-coat School, founded by the will of John

Taylor (dated in 1 732), who bequeathed lands, at present

producing 55/. 10*. per annum, for the education and cloth-

ing of ten boys. The additional salary of the schoolmaster

from this source is twelve guineas per annum. The two

establishments are taught together in a commodious school-

room, standing on ground belonging to the parish. The
children are taught to read and write, and are instructed in

the Church catechism.

The canal by which the Thames and Severn are united

passes through this parish ;
and near the border of it, at Sap-

perton, enters a tunnel two miles and five furlongs in length.
It is lined with masonry, and arched over at top, with an in-
verted arch at the bottom, except at some few places, where
the solid rock being scooped out renders it unnecessary.
The summit level of the Thames and Severn canal at Sap-
perton tunnel is 376 feet above low water-mark at London.

(Bigland's Collections relative to the County of Glou-
cester ; Rudder's History of Gloucestershire ; Rudge's His-

tory of the County of Gloucester ; Lysons's Collection of
Gloucestershire Antiquities; Beauties of England and
Wales; Reports on Charities ; Phillips's General History
of Inland Navigation.)
BISMUTH ORES. The minerals in which this metal

constitutes the principal ingredient are comparatively few
in number; and of these only two species are of any im-

portance in a commercial point of view, namely, the native

bismuth, and its sulphurets. The general characters of

these minerals are the following : Before the blow-pipe they
are readily fused and reduced to a metallic state, the regulus
itself gradually subliming if the flame be continued, leaving
on the charcoal an orange-yellow areola, which however

may readily be made to disappear in the deoxidizing flame.
When the metallic regulus is fused in an open glass tube,
a yellowish-white sublimate is obtained, and the regulus
itself becomes covered by the fused oxide, which while hot
is of a dark brown colour, but assumes a yellow tint on

cooling. These minerals are all of them soluble in strong
nitric acid, the solution yielding a white/precipitate on being
dropped into water. They are known and described by
mineralogists under the following names : Native or Octa-
hedral Bismuth, Bismuth-ochre, Prismatic Bismuth-glance,
Needle-ore or Acieular Bismuth-glance, called by Phillips
Plumbo-cupriferous Sulphuret of Bismuth

; Tellurbismuth,

formerly known by the name of Molybdan silver. Native,
or octahedral Bismuth, is sometimes found crystallized : the
observed forms are the octahedron, the tetrahedron, and
combinations of the latter with the dodecahedron, which

produce the shape seen in the accompanying figure.

The faces marked o belong to the tetrahedron and those
marked with d to the rhombic dodecahedron. The edge
between the faces o is therefore 70 32', between the faces

dl20, and in the edges of combination between o and
d 144 44'. These crystals are generally very imperfect,
and the faces rough and uneven

; they possess a perfect

cleavage parallel to the faces of the octahedron. The hard-

ness varies from 2 to 2'5
;
the specific gravity from 9'6 to

9'8. The crystals are opaque, possess the metallic lustre,
and the fresh fracture presents a reddish silver white, but
the surface is usually tarnished owing to partial oxidation,
and presents a variegated appearance of grey, red, and blue
colours. They may be considered as presenting us with
the metal bismuth in a pure state, the only foreign matter

being traces of arsenic. The occurrence of crystals is

somewhat rare, this mineral being usually found in feathery
and arborescent forms, and also in dentiform concretions in

veins traversing gneiss, mica, and clay-slates, where it is

usually accompanied by ores of silver, cobalt, nickel, and
iron. It is found at St. Colomb and Botallack mines in

Cornwall, and at Carrock in Cumberland, but in much
greater abundance in the mines of Saxony and Bohemia, at

Johann-Georgenstadt, Annaberg, Altenberg, Schneeberg,
and at Joachimsthal, from whence the greater portion of the

bismuth of commerce is obtained. It is also found at Beiber

in Hainau, at Liiling in Carinthia, and in the Sophia mine
at Wittichen in Fiirstenberg.
The bismuth-ochre is a rare mineral, which occurs massive

and disseminated. It is of a straw-yellow, passing some-

times into a light yellowish grey. Its specific gravity is

4'36, and its chemical constitution

Bismuth .... 89'87

Oxygen .... 10'13

It usually contains small quantities of arsenic and oxide of

iron as impurities. Its known localities are St. Agnes,
3N 2
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Cornwall : Schnccbera and Johann-Georgen*tadt in Saxony ;

and Joachimsthal in Bohemia.
HISMUTH-GLANCE. This mineral occurs in four-sided

prisms of unknown dimensions, but it is stated by Phil-

lips to have angles about 91 and 89. It is further cha-

racterized by its metallic lustre, and lead-grey approach-
it);; ttMt-gNJ* colour, and from its possessing a perfect

je in the direction of the short diagonal, and one less

perffct in the direction of the base. According to Mohs
the hardness if between 2 and 2'5, and the specific gravity

6-549. It also occurs massive of n granular composition,
or columnar, the individual* being long and straight, and

aggregated in various directions. According to the
analysis

of H. Rose of a specimen from Reddarhyttan, it is thus

composed :

Sulphur . . 18-49 . . 1872
Bismuth . . 81-51 . . 80-98

which denotes a compound expressed in the notation of

Berzclius by Hi.

Before the blow-pipe sulphur is first driven off, which is

followed by a sublimate having the odour of tellurium,

and afterwards the characters arc the same as those of the

other minerals of bismuth.
The other minerals will be found described under the

names of Needle-ore and Tellurbismuth ; but it may be as

well to state, that according to Berzelius, there exists another

sulphuret of bismuth, composed of one atom of each of its

constituents, a mineral found in the Gregers Klack, Bisp-

bcrg, which has hitherto been considered as pure bismuth.

BISMUTH, a metal mentioned by Agrieola about 1529,

but first shown to be a peculiar one 'by Stahl and Dufay :

this metal generally occurs native, sometimes combined
with sulphur, but rarely with oxygen, in Saxony, Bohemia,
and Transylvania. Bismuth is of a reddish white colour,

its lustre is' considerable, and its structure lamellated: it is

so brittle as to be easily reducible to powder, when cold ; its

density is 9'83, which by cautious hammering while warm

may be increased to 9'88 ; it melts at 462 according to

Daniell, at 476 by Dr. Irvine's experiments, while Mr.

Crichton, jun. makes its fusing point 497. At a high tem-

perature this metal is volatilized, may be distilled in close

Is, and solidifies in foliated crystals; if it be merely
melted in a crucible and cautiously cooled, it crystallizes in

well-defined cubes.

Bismuth as met with in commerce is not pure, for it ge-

nerally contains iron and arsenic, and probably tome ottier

metals ; in order to purify it, it is to be dissolved in nitric acid,

the solution is to be decomposed by water, and the preci-

pitate, after being boiled in a solution of soda, is to be mixed
with black llux, and moderately heated in a crucible.

Oxygen and Bismuth, combine in at least two propor-
tions, forming the protoxide and peroxide. When this metal
is heated to whiteness in the air it takes fire and burns with
an obscure blue (lame, and is converted into a yellow pow-
der, which is the protoxide of bismuth, composed of

1 equivalent of metal . . .71
1 do. of oxygen . . 8

1 do. protoxide , . "9

When the steam of water is passed over ignited bismuth
the metal is not oxidized, and consequently the water is not

decomposed by this process. The best method of preparing
the protoxide is to dissolve the metal in nitric acid, to dc-

romposc the solution by water, and calcine the precipitated
ubnitralc in a crucible. The resulting oxide is of a straw

colour, is insoluble in water, but readily dissolved by acids,

and is the only oxide of this metal which forms salU with
the-.n. Neither potash nor soda nor their carbonates dis-

solve this oxide, nor does ammonia, but the carbonate
takes up a little of it.

of Ritmuth is obtained by heating the prot-
oxide with a solution of chloride of lime or soda ; the
ebullition must be continued for a considerable time. The
oxide nf liisrniith assumes at first a fine ochre yellow colour,
and at length it becomes deep brown; it is then to be well
washed, and in order to separate any protoxide which may
remain, it i* to be treated with cold nitric acid, diluted with
nine parts of water

;
this it to be added in excess, to prevent

the formation of tmbnitratc of bismuth
; it is then to be

washed, at first with weaker acid, then water, and to be
Uricd by a gentle heat. The peroxide thus prepared is a

heavy deep brown powder, strongly resembling peroxide of

lead; when heated to about 600 it is decomposed, oxygen
gas if evolved, and yellow protoxide of bismuth remain*.

It forms no compound with any arid
;
from muriatic acid it

evolve* chlorine, by hydriodic acid it is converted into a fine

brown iodide, and the liquor become* yellow, owing to the

presence of free iodine ;
other acids, under various circum-

stances, evolve oxygen from it. The fixed alkalies and
ammonia produce no effect upon it ; the loss of weight inch

it suffers by being merely heated shows that it is composed of

2 equivalents of metal . . . l .:

3 do. oxygen . . .24

equivalent . . 166

or it may be regarded as a sesquioxide, composed of 7 1 = 1

eq. metal-fl2 = 14 eq. of oxygen.
According to Berzelius there exists also a suboxide of

this metal, but it is most probably a mere mixture of tin-

protoxide and the metal.

Chlorine and Bismuth combine in two proportions at

least. The protochloride may be obtained by dissolving the

protoxide in concentrated muriatic acid, and evaporatiiu

liquor to the point of crystallization. This salt is colourless

and volatile, so that it may be distilled ; it was formerly
called butter of bismuth ; when heated it flows like oil, but

it solidifies on cooling. This compound may also be prepared

by heating one part of powdered bismuth with two parts of

perchloridc of mercury ;
the results are protochlorides of

both metals. It is composed of

1 equivalent of metal . . .71
1 do. chlorine . . 35

equivalent . . 106

When a neutral solution of nitrate of bismuth is poured into

a concentrated solution of common salt, a subchloride of

bismuth is precipitated or probably an oxychloride ; it was

formerly employed as a cosmetic under the name of magis-

tery of bismuth. Its exact composition has not been de-

termined.

Fluorine and Bismuth form a fluoride which is soluble in

water and which precipitates during evaporation in the state

of a white powder.
Bromine and Bismuth combine to form the bromide when

the metal in powder is heated in the vapour of bromine in

a long tube closed at one end ; excess of bromine must be

employed ; the combination is effected without any evolu-

tion of light. Yellow vapour arises and condenses on the

sides of the tube, and the compound remains at the bottom
of it. The yellow vapour probably contains less bismuth than

the more fixed bromine, which appears to be composed of

1 equivalent of bromine, . . 80
1 ditto bismuth, . . 71

equivalent 151

This bromide is of a steel grey colour, and fuses at about

392, when it becomes of a hyacinth red colour, but it returns

to the grey on cooling ; by exposure to the air it absorbs

moisture and is rendered yellow ;
a large quantity of water

decomposes it, and there is formed a sub-bromide of bis-

muth, which separates, while hydrobrornic acid combined
with a little oxide of bismuth remains in solution.

Iodine and Bismuth readily combine with the assistance

of heat, when the metal is finely powdered ; this iodide has
a deep orange colour : it is insoluble in water, but is dissolved

by potash : it is probably composed of

1 equivalent of iodine . . . 126

1 ditto bismuth ... 71

equivalent . . . 197

When a solution of chloride of bismuth is gradually

dropped into a weak solution of iodide of sodium, a chesmit co-

loured precipitate is formed, which appears to bo a subiodidc.

Sulphur and Bismuth occur in combination and crys-
tallized at Reddarhyttan in Westmanland, and they very

readily combine and form a sulphuret which has a metallic

lustre and a crystalline texture; it is not very fusible, and
its density is 7'501. Sulphuretted hydrogen throws down
black sulphuret from the solutions of this metal, ami alcn

converts its oxide into sulphuret. Sulphuret of bismuth
is composed of

1 equivalent of bismuth . . . 71

1 ditto sulphur . . 16

equivalent
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Phosphorus and Bismuth have but little affinity for each

other : when phosphorus was dropped into melted bismuth
the metal appeared to suffer but little alteration : it was

found, however, when tried with the blowpipe, to yield evi-

dent traces of phosphorus, though not amounting to more
than about four per cent, and this was probably mixed and
not combined. Phosphuretted hydrogen gas throws down
a black phosphuret of bismuth from solutions of the metal.

No compound of bismuth and carbon or boron is known.
Selenium and Bismuth unite with the evolution of a slight

degree of heat ; this seleniuret is of a silver-white colour and
metallic lustre ; its texture is crystalline and it melts at a

red heat.

Bismuth and the other metals combine to form alloys,
and it frequently renders the metal with which it unites

more fusible.

Potassium and bismuth form an alloy ;
it may be prepared

directly ; or indirectly by calcining bismuth with bitartrate

of potash ;
when this alloy is put into water hydrogen is

evolved, potash is formed and dissolved, and bismuth re-

mains in fine powder. Sodium forms a similar alloy with

bismuth
;
for arsenic it has but little affinity, but combines

with antimony and tellurium in all proportions.
Newton's fusible metal is composed of eight parts of bis-

muth, five of lead, three of tin; this alloy melts at 212.
Rose's alloy is fetill more fusible

;
it is made of two parts

bismuth, one lead, and one tin
;

it ftises at about 201.
Bismuth combines with copper to form a pale red brittle

alloy ; it forms also a brittle compound with silver, and it

has been proposed as a substitute for lead in refining silver ;

it is said to form a more fluid oxide, which penetrates the

cupel more readily than that of lead, and may also be used

in smaller quantity.
With mercury bismuth forms a very fluid alloy ; it ren-

ders the following metals brittle by combination : tungsten,

palladium, rhodium, gold, and platina.
Bismuth and acids combine to form salts of bismuth

;

the nitrate is one of the most important and most easily

obtained, because a part of the acid being decomposed it

yields the oxygen requisite to render the metal soluble in

the remaining acid.

When nitric acid is only moderately diluted it acts with

great readiness upon bismuth ;
much nitric oxide gas is

evolved, and a colourless solution of nitrate of bismuth is

procured, which by cautious evaporation yields deliquescent

crystals composed of

1 equivalent of acid .... 54

1 ditto oxide bismuth ... 79

3 ditto water . . . . 27

equivalent . . . .160
This salt, as well as the solution which yields it, is decom-

posed by water, a sub-nitrate being thrown down which is

directed to be prepared in the London Pharmacopoeia under

the name of bismuthi subnitras; it is a trisnitrate com-

posed of one equivalent of acid + three of oxide.

Sulphuric acid, neither concentrated nor dilute, acts upon

bismuth unless heat be employed, and then the strong acid

is decomposed with the evolution of sulphurous acid gas ;

there are formed in this process a small quantity of a super

and subsulphate of bismuth, neither of which is applied to

any use.

Carbonate of bismuth is a white tasteless powder pro-

cured by adding an alkaline carbonate to the solution of the

nitrate ;
it appears to be a tris-carbonate, and is applied to

no use.

Most of the salts of bismuth are colourless, and they are

generally decomposed by water; ferrocyanate of potash

gives a white gallic acid an orange yellow, and sulphuretted

hydrogen a black precipitate when addud to solutions of

bismuth ; copper and tin, when put into solutions of b=

muth, throw down this metal.

Bismuth is principally employed for the purpose of making
fusible alloys and as an ingredient in solders. It is often

called in the arts tin-glass.

BISMUTH, MEDICAL USES OF. Bismuth taken

into the stomach in the stateofa metal produces noeffect upon

the human system. It is therefore in the form of one of its

preparations that it is employed as a medicinal agent; and

for this purpose the subnitrate, called also the magistery of

bismuth, and also, incorrectly, the white oxide of bismuth, is

generally preferred. This is a white powder, sometimes in

lumps resembling chalk, inodorous and tasteless. It is in-

soluble in water, and but slightly soluble in the juices of
the stomach, a circumstance which accounts for its limited

sphere of action
;
hence its employment is almost entirely

confined to affections of the stomach itself. In large doses,

however, it is undoubtedly poisonous, and produces vomiting,
with small pulse, faintings, and even death, the stomach

exhibiting erosions and signs of inflammation. Even its

external application is not free from danger, for the cosmetic
termed pearl while, or Spanish white, which is subnitrate

of bismuth, when applied for a length of time to the face,

causes nervous twitchings, and finally paralysis. Subni-
trate of bismuth is considered a tonic, and in nervous pains
and cramps of the stomach it is decidedly antispasmodic.
In what is termed gastrodynia, either given alone, or with

one grain of opium, it is in general more efficacious than

any other means in speedily removing the pain. It is also

sometimes useful in pyrosis, especially if complicated with

affections of the pancreas. In this case it is advantageously
combined with rhubarb. Extract of hops is also an appro-

priate vehicle for it. Being insoluble in water it can never
be administered in that vehicle.

Its employment has been proposed in hysteria, tetanus,
and intermittent fever, but its utility is very slight when
the cause of these diseases is remote from the stomach. In
case of an overdose, tea, white of egg, or milk, are the best

antidotes. As pearl white is blackened by sulphuretted

hydrogen, the face of those who employ this cosmetic is

blackened by the use of the Harrowgate or other sulphureous
waters. /
BISNAGHUR. [See BIJANAGHUR.]
BISON (zoology), the name of a subgenus of the genus

bos, ox, comprehending two living species, one of them

European, now become very scarce and verging towards

extinction ; the other American, and, notwithstanding the

advances of man, still multitudinous.

EUROPEAN BISON.

A good deal of difference of opinion has thrown some

obscurity over this species. Pennant, in his British Zoo-

logy, after stating his belief that the antient wild cattle

of our island were the Bisontes jubati of Pliny, thus

continues :
' The Urus of the Hercynian forest, de-

scribed by Ctesar, book vi., was of this kind, the same
which is called by the modern Germans, Aurochs, I. e.

Bos sylvestris.' Now let us look at Csesar's description.
' These Uri are little inferior to elephants in size, but are

bulls in their nature, colour, and figure. Great is their

strength and great their swiftness, nor do they spare man
or beast when they have caught sight of them. These,

when trapped in pitfalls, the hunters diligently kill. The

youths exercising themselves by this sort of hunting are

hardened by the toil
;
and those among them who have

killed most, bringing with them the horns as testimonials,

acquire great praise. But these Uri cannot be habituated

to man or made tractable, not even when young. The

great size of the horns, as well as the form and quality of

them, differs much from the horns of our oxen. These,

when carefully selected, they ring round the edge with

silver and use them for drinking-cups at their ample feasts.'*

Though there are parts of this description applicable to

the European bison, there is one striking character which

forbids us to conclude that Csesar's Urus was identical with

it. A glance at the European bison will convince us that

it never could have afforded the horns whose amplitude
Coesar celebrates. In the Archeeologia, vol. iii. p. 15, it is

stated that the Borstal horn is supposed to have belonged
to the bison or buffalo. That it might have belonged to a

buffalo is not impossible, but that it did not belong to a

bison is sufficiently clear from the following description.

'It is two feet four inches long on the convex bend, and

* It is not improbable that the large horns (v<ri(l(uti xi{*T) of the oxen

*; Vfirut r?ui x; T!TTff ') A choe was probably about a Sallon.

He also mentions the custom of surrounding the lip of
such^drmking-cutm

with a rim of gold or silver (?i !/'*>! nflffyf""'' "*' X.C"""T">-

The whole pasi.ge, where he observes that ox horns were the pri.u,tiv<

ing-cups (nil rtunu; Xiycrz; rut Ki^n y frui vtna), whence

horns of Bacchus and the worship of thai deity under the form of a bull, is

worthy of attention with reference to the next note.

Herodotus (vii. 26) records the Macedonian wild oxen With exeedmg large

horns (0.i, iyv,t, ru, T* *iji* um^tyuf'M IrTl).
These wild oxen

were probably Cuesar's Uri. .
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twenty-three inches on il 19. The inside at the

Urge end it throe inches diameter, being perforated there
so as to leave tho thirl.m -- .mly of half an inch for about
three inches deep ; but farther in it is thicker, being not so

much or so neatly perforated.' Such a horn might indeed
h.ive cr>mnod the head of Caesar's Unit, n species which we
believe with Cuvier to be extinct: and it will be no unin-

: mg investigation to inquire what
species

or variety
afforded some of those antient horns which bore so promi-
nent a part in many of the old conveyances.*

II A ing endeavoured to demonstrate that Ceesar's Urua
was not the European Jtiwn, we proceed to show that the

common ox and the latter, so far from being derived one
from the other, are descended from two distinct species

equally antient, ami which have existed in our climates at

epochs more or less distant and perhaps at the same lime.

Daubeuton, Cuvier, and Gilibert have, we think, sufficiently
! th:-. From them it appears that the Aurochs or

European Bison has fourteen pairs of ribs, while the ox has
but thirteen, and tho< the legs of the aurochs are more
slender and longer than those of the ox and true bufl'alo.

The European bison, moreover, has but five lumbar verte-

brae, while the other oxen, with the exception of the Ame-
rican bison, which has only four according to Cuvier, pos-
sess six.

' The front of the common ox,' says Cuvier,
'
is flattened,

and even in a small degree concave ; that of the aurochs
'is rounded into convexity (bombe), though rather less than
that of the buffalo. It is square in the ox, its height being
nearly equal 1 > its breadth, taking for its base an imagi-
nary line between the orbits. In the aurochs, with the

same mode of measurement, it is much broader than it is

hijh, in the proportion of three to one. The horns are

attached, in the ox, to the extremities of the most elevated
salient line of the head, that, namely, which separates the

occiput from the front
; in the aurochs this line is two

inches further back than the root of the horns. The plane
of the occiput makes a sharp angle with the front in the ox

;

this angle is obtuse in the aurochs, and lastly this quad-
rangular plane of the occiput, as it i in the ox, represents
a hall' circle in the aurochs.'

The figures here given were taken from the skull of the

European Bison or Aurochs in the museum at Paris.

ihods of transferring inheritance* in use with
, iii. p. I, ct BCII/,,

' was that of conreylnif
nrin Pee, or in S,-i

j,.:iirr>

'Amangsl
our ancestors,'
them liy .1 liorn

films, abbot ofCroyUud, |i... he burn amongst thine -

whereby land! were rUM-\e<t in ihe c,

Tib words are too
rDarjpbl> occasion. " Conferebantur

etiam |.rimo mult.i p : ij.tu V el charta. tamum cum
dumiut gladin, \.-l yal-'fi, \vl r<rnn,\el crateri* ; ft plurima t'-m-in.'in.i mm
calcari, cum

strigili,
cum ami. et uonnulia cum sa^'itu." At tirit, says

Inigulpliui, speaking of llic Conqueror's time. many estate* v

by bare word of mouth, without any writing or charier, onU liy the hud's
word, or helmet. tr Hum, or LMIII; and many tenements by a spur, a

<i lx>w, and home liy an arrow.'
Tlic- following arcounl of the Bontal horn il given in the tliinl vc

tht flrcfi*<>li*)ta.
Kdward thf Confessor had a royal palace at Brill, or iln-hul, in Ducks to

which he often retired fcir thr pleasure of huntini: in his forest of Hernno<l.
Tills for-st, it ii said, as raurh Infested by a iid tmai. ohirh .. at last
slain by one N ifcl, a hunUnuin, : ''i- kinj,' ;

and fur the reward th<- kinc n\f to him one hyde of UnHe. railed I >

ant a wood r.rlle.l Ilulewoi'.e. with the custody of the fiitent of Bnnwood, to
1...M to him and his heirs per annni cornu. qnod est charla pnedicta foresM.

liljinol hum as all along preserved by the lords of BorsUl under tlie

i horn, and is now ( 1773) in thf poMeuion of John Aubrey,
Ksq , son and In ir of Sir Thomas Aubrey, Bart., to whom this estate has do-
eended without alienation or forfeiture, from U-f.ire Ihe r<m<|uesl to the
present time, by several hein female from Ihe family of Nii'd to thai of Au-
brey. (ArrHmlogil, ill. 15.)
Of still more antient date is the Pusey horn (Archtfol. vol. iiiO.'a real ox-

li'Tli two feet i.ne half iur! ; uniferenca in thr largest i

fool. In the middle nine Inehn one-tiurth, at the small end two inches one-
ll.urth.' f) a ring of silver (fill that girt it was the following Inscription :

'

Kynjj Knowde (Canute*) ffeve Wyllyam Pewse
This home to bolde by thy loud.

1

Ilu^lr-horn ill orrnr in every one as bring derived from (</ or Imnla.
Tkus Johnsoti, word 'bugle, bugle-horn,' write*' from buTCn, Saxon, to

tteod. Jiinnit: fn-t:i Ii ; r<il.T, I^it-. a heifer. Skinner; fiom buiile, the bonnsus,
:> uttinl that the term of the bea<t should lie

,i]>pl:i>d
In the

id ..n!,.i.,,d Joluixm writes 'old IV (MUM, bM, le>
A linll in llampthite i, railed a bttglr.'

Chaucer thus writes In his Frankeleins Tale,'

The bitter fro.t with Ilw slidder rain*

Destroyed hath the itreene in every yen).
Janus sit by tb< Ire with douhle herd.
And driuketh of hisbugle I- in.- the uiue,
llcCum him nUint lirawne of the tusked slo.'

It is worthy of note that Littleton, word Mson. rails that beMt a Inujle
We are well aware that many of these antient hora*> that al Turk affords a

AM example wet* of iron and richly carted; but we bare selected the li>
haras abort described because they clearly Moxed la sow auimal ut tl.e

genus hi, though certainly not to the European bison or aurochs.

[Prtillicofthi- tamo.)

But this must have been a younjf animal, as will be seen
from comparing the representation of its skull with that of
the patriarch that died at Schiinbrunn.

[Skull of old European Bison.fr ml vw

(Pronlt ..I Iht lame.)
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The distinctions, however, are not confined to the skele-

ton, for the tongue of the aurochs is blue, according to

Gilibert, who thus points out, in addition, the following
external differences :

' The hairs of the cow are stiff and sessile upon the skin
;

those of the female Bison are soft and make an obtuse

angle. In the cow they are uniform ;
in the Bison there

are two kinds, as in the beaver, one kind short and yellow,
the others longer and of a blackish chesnut. The longest
are at the bottom of the neck near the shoulders, and those

of the male are fourfold longer than those of the female.

There are still longer ones under the lower jaw and neck,
and those of the front limbs descend to the mid-leg, and
sometimes to the feet. They are all soft and woolly ; along
the nape to the hump there is a succession of sub-erected

hairs
; but upon the back and hinder parts the hair is short,

which makes those parts appear delicate in proportion to

those of the ox. The tail descends to the hock, and is

furnished with long and thick hairs towards the extremity.
In summer the aurochs loses the greatest part of its long
hair, and then has an entirely different aspect, but it only

gets the short hair by little and little, and its skin is never

naked. It is the hair of the summit of the head particu-

larly that gives out an odour of musk, especially in winter
;

but this odour is lost by degrees in the domesticated state.

The hair of the males is blackest, and that of tho front is

longer and more curly ;
the odour is strongest in them, but

the horns are small in both sexes. The thickness of the

hi<le of the aurochs is double that of a common bull's hide.

The individuals which have been observed alive showed a

great antipathy to the common cattle.'

There can be little doubt that the Bison jubatus of Pliny

(book viii. c. 15, and xxviii. c. 10), which he seems to dis-

tinguish from the Urus, was the European Bison at Aurochs ;

and though in the fifteenth chapter of the eighth book he

mentions the tradition of a wild beast in Pa?onia called a

Bonatut, after he has dismissed his Bisontes jubati, and

with every appearance of a conclusion on his part that the

Bonatut and Bison were not identical, his own description,

when compared with that of Aristotle, will leave little doubt

that the Bison jubatus and Bonasui of Pliny and others,

the Bovoa-ooc or Eovaaoy of Aristotle (for the word is written

both ways), and the B;<TUV of Oppian,* were no other than

the European Biton, the Aurochs (Auerocha) of the Prus-

sians, the Zubr of the Pules, the Taurus Paonius, &c. of

.lonston and others, I'Aurochs and le #wia*sof Buftbn, Bo*

Uru* of Boddaert, and Bo* Bonasus of Linnseus.
.

r Bison Europa'us.;

Cuvier^ considers it as certain that this animal, the

largest, or at least the most massive of all existing qua-

drupeds after the rhinoceros, an animal still to be found in

some of the Lithuanian forests, and perhaps in those of

Oppian'i lively description of these) indomitable Bisons,.with their thick

Mekl and shaggy manes
<f,t,fx).im xxirm pii (Tuftcda*

llko t "ose

lioni (CyneRet. 2. 159, et q.) cannot be mistaken.

Moldavia, Wallachia, and the neighbourhood of the Cauca-
sus, is a distinct species which man has never subdued

; nor
do we think that any one who takes the trouble to consider
the evidence on which Cuviev's conclusion was founded will
be of a different opinion. Following out this subject with his
usual industry and ability, that great naturalist goes on to

state (Ossemens Fossiles) that if Europe possessed a Urus,
a Thur of the Poles, different from the Bison or the Aurochs
of the Germans, it is only in its remains that the species
can be traced; such remains are found, in the skulls of a

species of ox different from the aurochs, in the superficial
beds of certain districts. This Cuvier thinks must be the
true Urus of the antients, the original of our domestic ox,
the stock perhaps whence our wild cattle descended

; while
the aurochs of the present day is nothing more than the
Bison or Bonasus of the antients, a species which has never
been brought under the yoke. [See Ox and URUS.]

This antient species is fast following its extinct congener
the Uruf. Pallas observes, that it is remarkable that the

aurochs does not exist in any of the vast forests of Russia
and Northern Asia, whence (if it had penetrated therein)

hardly any thing could have eradicated it. As late as the

reign of Charlemagne it was not rare in Germany, but the

range of the species is now nearly confined to the moun-
tainous country between the Caspian and Black Seas.

Cuvier, in the first edition of his ' Ossemens Fossiles,'

considered the fossil skulls of oxen found in Europe as be-

longing to the aurochs, and those of Siberia as the crania of

an extinct species ; but, in his last, he declares tliat he has

recognized both as the skulls of the same species, and opens
the question. These skulls, though they differ scarcely in

anything from those of the aurochs, he inclines to think
the remains of a different species. He gives the portrait of

a cranium in the Museum at Paris, here copied,*

[Skull of suppose-! Ibssil Aurochs. Fr< nt view.]

1'iolile of the samp.]

so like, as he observes, to the living aurochs, that the most

practised eye can scarcely distinguish it ;
but so fresh that

he seems to think it recent, and that it owes its fossil ap-

N.B. The crania figured in this article are all taken from Cuvwr's 'Otie-

mens Fossiles.'
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pearanea to its having been much weathered. Ly*H states

that the bone of the bison have been found at North Cliff,

in the county of York, in a lacustrine formation, in which

all the land and fresh-water shells, thirteen in number, can

be identified with species and varieties now existing in that

county. [See Ox.]

AMERICAN BISON.

We have seen that the European Bison has fourteen

pairs of ribs, while the common ox has but thirteen ; the

specific difference of the American Biton is marked by its

having fifteen ribs on each side. Thus, in the Bisons, the

supplementary ribs spring from the anterior lumbar verte-

bra, or rather from vertebras which are lumbar as far as

regards their situation, but dorsal when considered in rela-

tion to their functions. The contour of the skull has much
in common with that of the European species, but its de-

velopment, and indeed that of the wnole frame, is much in-

ferior in the female. Beneath is represented the skull of a

young female American Bison,

[Skull of >oung fcnate American Bison. Front view.]

and we shall at once M-V how tame and weak its
chiselling

is when compared with that of the old male.

[Proltlr of th umaj

The American Bison has many poinU of similarity with

the Aurochs. In both we have the huge head, and the

lengthened spinous processes of the dorsal vertebra for the

attachment of the brawny muscles that support and wield

it. In both we have the conical hump between the shoul-

ders in consequence, and the shaggy mane in all seasons ;

and each presents a model of brute force, formed to push
and throw down.

[ Uiton American!!'. Pcmalei. A bull in tlie diiunev.

;4ku11 of vM mil* Amnku Binn. final tic*.] [Iliwn Anmiruui. A liull.'
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This is the Taurus Mexicanus of Hernandez, who gives
a wood-cut of the beast, but not a good one, the Taureau

Sauvage of Hennepin, who also gives a figure of it, not
better than that of Hernandez, and probably a copy from
it, the Buffalo of Lawson, Cateshy, &c., of" the Hudson's

Bay traders, and of the Anglo-Americans generally ; the
Bison of Ray and Pennant, Bos Americanus of Gmelin,
American Wild Ox or Bison of Warden, Peecheek of the

Algonquin Indians, Moostoosh of the Crees, and Adgiddah
of the Chippewayans, according to Dr. Richardson.
Pennant says, 'in America these animals are found in

the countries six hundred miles west of Hudson's Bay ; this

is their most northern residence. From thence they are

met with in great droves as low as Cibole (N.B. on the au-

thority of Purchas), in lat 33, a little north of California,
and also in the province of Mivera in New Mexico

;
the

species instantly ceases south of those countries. They in-

habit Canada to the west of the lakes
;
and in greater

abundance in the rich savannas which border the river

Mississippi, and the great rivers which fall into it from the

west, in the Upper Louisiana. There they are seen in

herds innumerable, promiscuously with multitudes of stags
and deer during morning and evening, retiring in the sultry
heats into the shade of tall reeds, which border the rivers

of America.'

Joseph Sabine, in the appendix to Franklin's Narrative,

says that they are abundant in all parts of North America,
wherever the progress of cultivation has not interfered with

their range, and that they are extremely numerous on the

plains of the Saskatchewan river. They are also found, he

observes, though less plentifully, in the woods as far north

as Great Slave Lake. The most northern situation in which

they were observed by Captain (now Sir John) Franklin's

party was Slave Point, on the north side of the lake. In
the same work it is stated, that the natives say that the

Wood Buffaloes, as they are called, are larger than those of

the plains, but the difference is not material.

Dr. Richardson, in his Fauna Boreali-Americana, gives
the following compendious history of the geographical range
of the American Bison :

' At the period when Europeans

began to form settlements in North America, this animal

was occasionally met with on the Atlantic coast ; but even

then it appears to have been rare to the eastward of the

Apalachian mountains, for Lawson has thought it to be a

fact worth recording, that two were killed in one season on

Cape Fear River.* As early as the first discovery of Canada,
it was unknown in that country, and no mention of it

whatever occurs in the Voyages du Sieur de Champlain
Xaintongeois, nor in the Nova, Franyia of De Monts, who
obtained the first monopoly of the fur trade. Theodat,

whose history of Canada was published in 1636, merely says
that he was informed that bulls existed in the remote western

countries. Warden mentions, that at no very distant date,

herds of them existed in the western parts of Pennsylvania,
and that as late a the year 1766 they were pretty numerous

in Kentucky ;
but they have gradually retired before the

white population, and are now, he says, rarely seen to the

south of the Ohio, on the east side of the Mississippi. They
still exist, however, in vast numbers in Louisiana, roaming
in countless herds over the prairies that are watered by the

Arkansa, Platte, Missouri, and upper branches of the Sas-

katchewan and Peace rivers. Great Slave Lake, in lat. 60,
was at one time the northern boundary of their range ; but

of lat years, according to the testimony of the natives, they
have taken possession of the flat limestone district of Slave

Point, on the north side of that lake, and have wandered to

the vicinity of Great Marten Lake, in lat. 63 or 64. As far

as I have been able to ascertain, the limestone and sand-

stone formations, lying between the great Rocky Mountain

ridge and the lower eastern chain of primitive rocks, are the

only districts in the fur countries that are frequented by the

bison. In these comparatively level tracts there is much

prairie land, on which they find good grass in the summer,
and also many marshes overgrown with bulrushes and

carices.t which supply them with winter food. Salt springs

Tho following, we presume, is the passage in Lawson to which Dr. Hi

i h.ir.Non alludes :
> II (i. e. the buffelo, as Lawson prints if) seldom appears

amonrst the English inhabitants, nil chief haunt being ill the land of Meiti-
. "9t I have known some

ling the ledges of vast
atipfi, which is, for the most part, a plain country; yet 1 have known some

kill J on the hilly part of Cape-Fair-River, they passing the ledges of vast

mountains from Uiu said Mesrituippi \trSuru they can eormi m-ar u.' Opposite
to this paragraph is the following marginal note: 'Two killed one veav in

Virginia at Apjwtmaticks,' meaning, we suppose, on the Appomattox, a branch

of the James River. (See Lawson's Hiltury of Carolina, p. 115.)

t Carex it the Dame of a genus of Cyperaceae, a family of plants nearly

allied to the graues.

and lakes also abound on the confines of the limestone, and
there are several well-known salt-licks, where bisons are sure
to be found at all seasons of the year. They do not frequent
any of the districts formed of primitive rocks, and the limits
of their range to the eastward, within the Hudson Bay
Company's territories, may be nearly correctly marked on
the map by -a line commencing in long. 97 on the Red
River, which flows into the south end of Lake Winipeg,
crossing the Saskatchewan to the westward of Basquiau
Hill, and running from thence by the Athapescow to the
east end of Great Slave Lake. Their migrations to the
westward were formerly limited by the Rocky Mountain
range, and they are still unknown in New Caledonia, and
on the shores of the Pacific to the north of the Columbia
river, but of late years they have found out a passage across
the mountains, near the sources of the Saskatchewan, and
their numbers to the westward are said to be annually in-

creasing. In 1806, when Lewis and Clarke crossed the
mountains at the head of the Missouri, bison-skins were an
important article of traffic between the inhabitants on the
east side and the natives to the westward. Farther to the

southward, in New Mexico and California, the bison appears
to be numerous on both sides of the Rocky Mountain chain.'

Before we describe the habits of the American bison, thu
modes of hunting it, and the uses to which the several parts
of the animal are put, it may be well to give some idea of
the vast wildernesses where it roams in unrestrained free-

dom. We know not how to convey this idea better than in

the words of Washington Irving, who 'possesses the magic
art of converting the reader into a spectator of the scene de-
scribed. In his Tour on the Prairies, the following pano-
ramic views are presented to us :

' After a toilsome march of some distance through a

country cut up by ravines and brooks, and entangled by
thickets, we emerged upon a grand prairie. Here one of
the characteristic scenes of the " far west" broke upon us,
an immense extent of grassy, undulating, or, as it is termed,

"rolling" country, with here and there a clump of trees

dimly seen in the distance like a ship at sea, the landscape
deriving sublimity from its vastness and simplicity. To the

south-west, on the summit of a hill, was a singular crest of
broken rocks, resembling a ruined fortress. It reminded
me of the ruin of some Moorish castle crowning a height in

the midst of a lonely Spanish landscape. To this lull we
gave the name of Cliff Castle.

' The prairies of these great hunting regions differed, in

the character of their vegetation, from those through which
I had hitherto passed. Instead of a profusion of tall flower-

ing plants, and long flaunting grasses, they were covered
with a shorter growth of herbage called buffalo-grass, some-
what coarse, but, at the proper season, affording excellent

and abundant pasturage. At present it was growing wiry,
and in many places it was too much parched fur grazing.

' The weather was verging into that serene but somewhat
arid season called the Indian summer. There was a smoky
haze in the atmosphere that tempered the brightness of the

sunshine into a golden tint, softening the features of the

landscape, and giving a vagueness to the outlines of distant

objects. This haziness was daily increasing, and was attri-

buted to the burning of the distant prairies by the Indian

hunting parties. We had not gone far upon the prairie be-

fore we came to where deeply-worn footpaths were seen tra-

versing the country. Sometimes two or three would keep
parallel to each other, and but a few paces apart. These
were pronounced to be traces of buffaloes, where large droves

had passed.' p. 1 53.

Turn we now to a more refreshing scene :

' About ten

o'clock in the morning we came to where this line of rugged
hills swept down into a valley, through which flowed the

north fork of the Red River. A beautiful meadow, about

half a mile wide, enamelled with yellow autumnal flowers,

stretched for two or three miles along the foot of the hills,

bordered on the opposite side by the river, whose banks were

fringed with cotton-wood trees, the bright foliage of which

refreshed and delighted the eye, after being wearied by the

contemplation of monotonous wastes of brown forest.

' The meadow was finely diversified by groves and clumps
of trees, so happily disposed that they seemed as if set out

by the hand of art. As we cast our eyes over this fresh and

delightful valley, we beheld a troop of wild horses quietly

grazing on a green lawn about a mile distant to our right,

while to our left, at nearly the same distance, were several

buffaloes, some feeding, others reposing and ruminating

No. 263. [THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.] VOL. IV. 3 O
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among the high rich herbage, under the shade of a clump
of cotton-wood trees. The whole had the appearance of a

broad, beautiful tract of pasture-land, on the tkicbljr-ofna-
mented estate of some gentleman-farmer, with his cattle

grazing about the lawns and meadows.' p.

The American male bison, when at its full size, is said to

weigh 2000 Ibs , though 12 or 14 cwt. is considered a good
t in the fur countries. Dr. Richardson gives eight

feet and a half as its length, exclusive of the tail, which is

twenty inches, and upwards of six feet as its height at the

fore-quarters. The head is very large, and carried low ; the

eyes are small, black, and piercing ; the horns are short,

small, sharp, set far apart, ibr the forehead is very broad,

and directed outwards and backwards, so as to be nearly
erect, with a slight curve towards the outward pointing tips.

The hump is not a mere lump of fatty secretion, like tli it of

the zebu, but consists, exclusive of a deposit of fat, which
varies much in quantity, of the strong muscles attached to

the highly-developed spinous processes of the last cervical

and firt dorsal vertebra), forming fit machinery for the sup-

port and movement of the enormous head. The chest is

broad, and the legs are strong ; the hind parts are narrow,
and have a comparatively weak appearance. The tail is

clothed with short fur-like hair, with a long, straight, coarse,
blackish-brown tuft at the end. In winter the whole body
is covered with long shagged hair, which in summer falls

off, leaving the blackish wrinkled skin exposed, except on
the forehead, hump, fore-quarters, under-jaw, and throat,

where the hair is very long and shaggy, and mixed with
much wool. Catesby observes that on the forehead of a

bull the hair is a foot long, thick and frizzled, and of a

dusky black colour, that the length of this hair, hanging
over their eyes, impedes their (light, and is

frequently
the

cause of their destruction, but that this obstruction of sight
is in some measure supplied by their good noses, which are

no small safeguard to them. A bull, says he, in summer,
with his body bare and his head muffled with long huir,

makes a very formidable appearance. In summer the

general colour of the hair is between dark-umber and liver-

brown, and lustrous. The tips of the hair, as it lengthens
in winter, are paler, and before it is shed in summer much
of it becomes of a pale, dull, yellowish-brown. In the fe-

male the head is smaller, and the hair on the foreparts is

not so long as it in in the male.

Congregating in vast herds, these animals are said to

cover the wide-extended savannahs of the more southern
districts of the north for miles in extent.

' Such was the

multitude,' say Lewis and Clarke, speaking of an assem-

blage of bisons as they crossed the water,
'

that although
the river, including an island over which they passed, was a

mile in length, the herd stretched, as thick as they could swim,

completely from one side to the other.' The same travellers,

speaking of another of these grand spectacles, say,
'
If

it be not impossible to calculate the moving multitude which
darkened the whole plains, we are convinced that 20,000
would be no exaggerated number.' Catesby, after stating
that they range in droves, feeding on the open savannahs

morning and evening, says that in the sultry time of the

day they retire to shady rivulets and streams of clear water

gliding through thickets of tail canes. Dr. James had an

opportunity of observing them on such occasions, ami he
thus describes their march: 'In the middle of the day
countless thousands of them were seen coming in from every

quarter to the stagnant pools ;' and in another place he

says, that their paths arc as frequent, and almost as conspi-
cuous as the roads in the most populous parts of the United
But
The bisons, in truth, are a wandering race, the motives

of their restlessness being, cither disturbance by hunters
or change of pasture. After the fire has cleared the prairie
of all the old herbage, the delicately tender grass which

springs up in the room of the old wiry bents that fed the

Jlame, offer* the most grateful food to the migratory bisons :

such spots arc well-known to the hunter as points of attrac-

tion to these animals. In the winter, when the snow lies

deep over the variation, they scrape it away with their feet
! at the grass.
;-'-e and terrible are the fights among the bulls in the

rutting season, and perilous is the condition of the man who
then approaches them. For the greatest part of the year
the bulls and cows live in separate herds ; but at all seasons,

according to Dr. Richardson, one or two old bulls generally
accompany a large herd of

These powerful beast* are in general shy, and tly from

the face of man till they are wounded ; they then become

furious, and pursue their enemy with the must vindictive

spirit, as we shall presently see ; but we must first say a

word or two on some of the different mode* of hunting
them. Du Pratz and Charlevoix give several particulars of

the chace of these animals by the Indians. If the ritle be
u seil the hunter is careful to go against the wind, for the

sense of smelling is so exquisite in the Inson that it will

otherwise get *cent of him and piecipitately retire. If he

gets within rifle-distance, he is careful so to take his aim
that the beast may drop at once, and not be irritated by an

ineffectual wound.
But the great hunting is, or rather was, somewhat after

the manner of the Scottish
'

tinchel.' A great number of

men divide and form a vast square. Each band sets fire to

the dry grass of the savannah where the herds are feeding.
When the affrighted beasts perceive the fire approaching
on all sides, they retire in confusion to the centre of the

square, where the bands close upon them, and kill them as

they are huddled together in heaps without hazard
; 1 500

or 2000 beeves have been given as the produce of such an

expedition.

Captain (now Sir John) Franklin gives us the following
information. After stating that the Stone Indians are so

expert with the bow and arrow that they can strike a very
small object at a considerable distance, and shoot with sulli-

eient force to pierce through the body of a buffalo when
near, he thus describes a buffalo or bison pound :

' The buffalo pound was a fenced circular space, of about

a hundred yards in diameter ; the entrance was banked up
with snow, to a sufficient height to prevent the retreat of

the animals that once have entered. For about a mile on
each side of the road leading to the pound, stakes were

driven into the ground at nearly equal distances of about

twenty yards ;
these were intended to represent men, and

to deter the animals from attempting to break out on cither

side. Within fifty or sixty yards from the pound, branches

of trees, were placed between these stakes to screen the

Indians, who lie down behind them to await the approach
of the buffalo. The principal dexterity in this species of

chase is shown by the horsemen, who have to manoeuvre
round the herd in the plains so as to urge them to enter the

r- ad way, which is about a quarter of a mile broad. When
this has been accomplished, they raise loud shouts, and,

pressing close upon the animals, so terrify them that they
rush heedlessly forwards towards the snare. When they have

advanced as far as the men who are lying in ambush, they
also rise, and increase the consternation by violent shouting
and firing guns. The affrighted beasts having no alter-

native, run directly to the pound, where they are quickly

despatched, either with an arrow or gun. There was a tree in

the centre of the pound, on which the Indians had hung
strips of buffalo ncsh, and pieces of cloth, as tributary or

grateful offerings to the Great Master of life
;
and we were

told that they occasionally place a man in the tree to sing
to the presiding Spirit as the buffaloes are advancing, who
must keep his station until the whole that have entered are

killed.'

The same author further proceeds as follows :' Other
modes of killing the buffalo are practised by the Indians
with success

;
of these, the hunting them on horseback

requires most dexterity. An expert hunter, when well

mounted, dashes at the herd, and chooses an individual

which he endeavours to separate from the rest. If he suc-

ceeds, he contrives to keep him apart by the proper manage-
ment of his horse, though going at full speed. Whem\rr
he can get sutlicicntly near for a ball

toj penetrate the

beast's hide he fires, and seldom fails of bringing the

animal down; though, of course, lie cannot rest the piece

against the shoulder, nor take a deliberate aim. On this

-ei\ i.-c the hunter is often exposed to considerable danger
Irom the fall of his horse in the numerous holes which the

badgers make in these plains, and also from the rage of the

buffalo, which, when closely pressed, often turns suddenly,

and, rushing furiously on the horse, frequently succeeds in

wounding it, or dismounting the rider. Whenever the

animal shows this disposition, winch the experienced hunter
will readily perceive, he immediately pulls up his horse :u,d

goes off in another direction.' The reader will find some
animated description* of such encounters in 'The Tour on

the Prairies,' before alluded to.

'When the buffaloes are on their guard,' a* Captain
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Franklin observes,
' horses cannot be used in approaching

them
;

but the hunter dismounts at some distance and
crawls in the snow towards the herd, pushing his gun
before him. If the buffaloes happen to look towards him he

stops, and keeps quite motionless, until their eyes are
turned in another direction ; by this cautious proceeding a
skilful person will get so near as to be able to kill two or

three out of the herd. It will easily be imagined this

service cannot be very agreeable when the thermometer
stands 30 or 40 below zero, as sometimes happens in

this country.'
This chase of the bison is not unattended with danger,

'

for,' says Catesby,
' when wounded they are very furious,

which cautions the Indians how they attack them in open
savannahs, where no trees are to screen them from their

fury. Their hoofs, more than their horns, are their offensive

weapons, and whatever opposes them is in no small danger
of being trampled into the earth.'

Dr. Richardson, in his ' Fauna Boreali Americani,' ob-
serves that the bisons are less wary when they are
assembled together in numbers, and that they will then
often blindly follow their leaders, regardless of, or trampling
down, the hunters posted in their way.' He further states

that, though the gait of these animals may appear heavy
and awkward, they will have no great difficulty in over-

taking the fleetest runner, and gives the following account
of the determined violence with which a wounded bison
assails its enemy :

' While I resided at Carlton-house,'
writes Dr. Richardson,

' an accident of this kind occurred.

Mr. Finnan M'Donald, one of the Hudson's Bay Company's
clerks, was descending the Saskatchewan in a boat, and
one evening, having pitched his tent for the night, he went
out in the dusk to look for game. It had become nearly
dark when he fired at a bison-bull, which was galloping
over a small eminence, and as he was hastening forward to

see if his shot had taken effect, the wounded beast made a

rush at him. He had the presence of mind to seize the

animal by the long hair on its forehead ag it struck him on
the side with its horn, and, being a remarkably tall and

powerful man, a struggle ensued, which continued until his

wrist was severely sprained, and his arm was rendered

powerless; he then fell, and after receiving two or three

blows became senseless. Shortly afterwards he was found

by his companions lying bathed in blood, being gored in

several places, and the bison was couched beside him,

apparently waiting to renew the attack had he shown any
signs of life. Mr. M'Donald recovered from the immediate

effects of the injuries he received, but died a few months
afterwards. Many other instances might be mentioned of

the tenaciousness with which this animal pursues its re-

venge ;
and I have been told of a hunter having been de-

tained for many hours in a tree by an old bull, which had

taken its post below to watch him. When it contends with

a dog, it strikes violently with its fore-feet, and in that way
proves more than a matcli for an English bull-dog.'

The same writer says, that the favourite Indian method of

killing the bison is by riding up to the fattest of the herd on

horseback, and shooting it with an arrow ;
and he speaks

of the imposing spectacle which is afforded when a large

party of hunters are engaged in this way on an extensive

plain, and of the skill and agility displayed by the young
men on such occasions. The horses, it appears, seem to

enjoy the sport as much as their riders, and are very active

in eluding the shock of the animal, should it turn on its

pursuer. It should be remembered, on such occasions, that,

when the bison runs, it leans very much first to one side for

a short time, and then to the other, and so on alternately.

Dr. Richardson also confirms Captain Franklin in the

assertion, that the most generally practised plan of shooting

the bisons is by crawling towards them from to leeward,

and that in favourable places great numbers are taken in

pounds.

Though the risk of the chase be considerable, the reward

is great; for there are few animals that minister more

largely to the wants and even to the comforts of man than

the American bison. The horns are converted into powder-
llasks ;

the hide, which, according to Catesby, is too heavy
for the strongest man to lift from the ground, is very va-

luable, and is used for a variety of purposes. Purchas re-

lates, that in old times the Indians made the best of targets

of it
;
and Catesby says that they make their winter moc-

casins of it also, but that, being too heavy for clothing, it is

not often put to that use. Others, however, assert that the

Indians dress the skins with the hair on, and clothe them-
selves with them, and that the Europeans of Louisiana
(Louisiana, in the older sense of the term before the pur-
chase of it by the United States in 1803) use them for
blankets, and find them light, warm, and soft. Dr. Ri-
chardson confirms the latter account, for he says in the
work above quoted,

' The fine wool which clothes the bison
renders its skin- when properly dressed, an excellent blanket

;

and they are valued so highly, that a good one sells for
three or four pounds in Canada, where they are used as

wrappers by those who travel over the snow in carioles.'
Thomas Morton (in his New English Canaan, Amsterdam,
1637,) observes, that '

their fleeces are very useful, being a
kind of wolle, as fine almost as the wolle of the beaver, and
the salvages do make garments thereof.' Catesby says that
the Indians work the long hairs into garters, aprons, &c.,
dyeing them into various colours

; and, according to Pen-
nant, the hair or wool is spun into cloth, gloves, stockings,
and garters, which are very strong, and look as well as
those made of the best sheep's wool. Pennant further says
that the fleece of one of these animals has been found to

weigh eight pounds, and quotes the authority of Governor
Pownall for the assurance that the most luxurious fabric

might be made of it. This assurance, it appears, was far
from groundless, for Dr. Richardson informs us that the
wool has been manufactured in England into a remarkably
fine and beautiful cloth; and that in the colony of Osna-
boyna, on the Red River, a warm and durable coarse cloth
is formed of it. ^
The flesh of a bison in good condition, says the author

last quoted, is very juicy and well-flavoured, much resem-

bling that of well-fed beef. Others describe it as bearing
the same relation to common beef that venison bears to

mutton. The tongue, when well cured, is said to surpass
that of the common ox as a relish. All concur in the praises
of the delicious hump, rich, savoury, and tender. This is

the fleshy part that covers the long spinous processes of the
anterior dorsal vertebrae, and is called bos by the Canadian
voyagers, and wig by the Orkney men in the service of the
Hudson's Bay Company, according to Dr. Richardson, who
says that much of the pemmican used by the voyagers
attached to the fur companies is made of bison meat, pro-
cured at their posts on the Red River and Saskatchewan :

he adds, that one bison-cow in good condition furnishes
dried meat and fat enough to make a bag of pemmican
weighing ninety pounds.
The fat bulls yield a great quantity of tallow

;
and Du

Pratz records that a hundred and fifty pounds weight have
been procured from a single beast. Pennant says that
these over-fed animals usually become the prey of wolves,
for, by reason of their great unwieldiness, they cannot keep
up with the herd

; and, on the authority of Du Pratz, gives
the following account of their sagacity in defending them-
selves against the attacks of their fierce persecutors
' When they scent the approach of a drove of those ravenous

creatures, the herd flings itself into the form of a circle :

the weakest keep in the middle, the strongest are ranged on
the outside, presenting to the enemy an impenetrable front

of horns : should they be taken by surprise, and have re-

course to flight, numbers of the faltest or the -weakest are

sure to perish.' Dr. Richardson, however, speaking of the

numerous wolves on the sandy plains which, lying to the

eastward of the Rocky Mountains, extend from the sources

of the Peace and Saskatchewan rivers towards the Missouri,

says, that there bands of them hang on the skirts of the

buffalo herds, and prey upon the sick and straggling calves,

but that they do not, under ordinary circumstances, venture

to attack the full-grown animal. As a proof of this he

adds, that the hunters informed him that they often saw
wolves walking through a herd of bulls without exciting the

least alarm, and that the marksmen, when they crawl to-

wards a bison for the purpose of shooting it, occasionally

wear a cap with two ears, in imitation of the head of a volt,

knowing from experience that they will be suffered to ap-

proach nearer in that guise.
The grisly bear is one of the most formidable enemies of

the American bison
;

and the strongest bull goes down
before him. [See BEAR.]
The Indian is too wild in his habits to submit to the

fetters which an attempt to domesticate animals would im-

pose upon his liberty ;
a child of the wilderness, he depends

on his bow or his rifle for his subsistence, and wanders free.

It is not, therefore, surprising that no attempt should have

3O2
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been mailc by the aboriginal inhabitants to reduce the bison

to obedience. Catesby. however, says that thee animals

have been known to' breed with tame rattle that were be-

come wild, but that the calve* being o too, were neglected,
and though,' he continues, it is the general opinion, that

if m-laiming these animals were impracticable (of which no

trial has been made), to mix the breed with tame cattle

would much improve the breed, yet nobody has had the

curiosity nor have given themselves any trouble about it.'

Pennant states that the experiment has been made, and

that it has failed, for he thus writes in his Arctic Zoology-

Attempts have been made to tame and domesticate the

wild bison, by catching the calves and bringing them up with

the common kind, in hopes of improving the breed. It has

not yet bean found to answer : notwithstanding they had the

appearance for a time of having lost their savage nature,

yet they always grew impatient of restraint, and, by reason

of their great strength, would break down the strongest

inclosure, and entice the tame cattle into the corn-fields.

They have been known to engender together, and to breed ;

but I connot learn whether the species was meliorated by
the intercourse.

A very One American bison bull was shown a few years

ago in this country as the '

bonassus,' and under that name
found its way into the epilogue of the Westminster Play as

one of the wonders of the day. It was afterwords pur-
chased by the Zoological Society of London ; but it had been
enfeebled by confinement and disease, and died soon after

the Society .became possessed of it. The Hudson's Bay
Company supplied its place by presenting a young cow,
which has lived for some years in its present quarters at

the Garden in the Regent's Park.

BISSA'GOS, THE, or BIJUGA ISLANDS, lie on the

west coast of Africa, between 11 40' and 1 50' N. lat., and
15 30' and 16 30' W. long., opposite the mouth of the

river Bulola or Rio Grande. They form a group of about

twenty islands, enclosed by a reef. Most of them are in-

habited, but some are nearly bare rock, and only visited oc-

casionally. The largest, Marshi, is above fifteen miles long.
The islands Carachc, Corbele, Cazegut, Gallinas. Orango,
Canyabac, and Bulama are much smaller. On Bulama the

English formed a settlement in 1 792
;
but it was abandoned

in 1793, on account of its unhcalthiness.

These islands, which are of volcanic origin, have an
excellent soil, composed chiefly of decomposed lava and

vegetable matter. They are mostly covered with wood, but
there are some natural savannahs, and a few clear spaces,

affording ample pasturage for innumerable elephants, deer,
buffaloes, and other wild animals. The inhabitants culti-

vate some maize, and have plantations of bananas and

palms; but their chief wealth consists of cattle and goats.
It is remarkable that the hippopotamus is found in the
straits which divide the islands of Canyabac and Bulama
from the continent; there is no fresh-water river within
several miles.

The inhabitants, called Bijuga, are a warlike and trea-

cherous people, as Captain Beaver learned by experience.
They are always armed, generally with a musket, knife-

dagger, spear, and sometimes a sword. The women do the
Inbourof domestic economy, except that the males climb
the palms to get the calabashes for collecting the palm-
wine, and bring them away. The men attend only to hunt-

ing and fishing : they frequently rob when they can find

their way across to the main. The two sexes eat separately.

(Life of Captain Heaver, by Smyth ; and Capt. Belcher,
in the Journal of the. Gener. Society.)

BISSEXTILE, or BISSEXTUS DIES, the name given
in the Roman Calendar, after its reformation by J. Caesar,
tn the intercalary day which was inserted every fourth year
between the 94th and 25th of February. The 24th of' Fe-
in nary was expressed according to the Roman reckoning,
sexto Calcndas Marti!,' i. c. the sixth day before the Ca-

lends, or first of March. When the intercalary day was in-

serted, it was also called ' sexto Calendas Martii ;' and as
the name was thus repeated, this day was called the bissex-
tw diet, or the sixth day twice over. In legal reckoning as
to the birth of a child, the 24th and following day in the
bissextile year were considered m the Roman law as one
day. (See Dig. I. tit. t. :t ) In Greek, this day was called

)t<fio\<fu>t i;/i''ii. which signifies the same as "inter

day. By the statute 21 Hen 111., the bissextile day and
the day immediately preceding were to be considered le-

gally as one day (computetur dies ille ct dies proximo pre-

cedent pro uno die). At present February has twenty-nine
davs in leap jcar. [See ^ EAR.]
BI'STON (entomology), a name given by Dr. Leach to a

genus of moths of the family Geomttrider. The principal

distinguishing characters of this genus are as follows :

Palpi short, and three-jointed ; antenna; rather long, and

distinctly pectinated in the males, each joint being furnished
with a ciliated branch, and these branches longest on the
central joints (in the females these branches are wanting,
or nearly so); body thick; wings present in both sexes,
not very thickly covered with scales, and hence slightly

transparent, especially in the females. The larva has ten

legs, and is elongate, cylindrical, and tuberculated, and has
the head more or less notched in front

;
it assumes the pupa

state underground at the roots of trees.

There appears to be an analogical resemblance between
these moths and the Notodonlidee, their larvae showing
that they are not otherwise allied. The imago state of the

species however may be distinguished by the different tex-

ture of the wings, and structure of the antenna;.

Three species of this genus have been discovered in this

country : B. prodromaria, the oak-beauty ; H. betulariut,

the pepper-moth ; and B. hirtarius, the brindled-beauty.
The first of these has the antenna) Inpert mated to the

apex, and the two latter have the antenna? simple at the

apex, in the males:
B. prodromaria

has the wings of an ash colour, or ap-

proaching to white, finely sprinkled with black : each of the

upper wings has two transverse bent fasciae of a brown co-

lour, more or less margined with black, and the under wings
have one fascia of the same description. When the wings
are expanded it measures from an inch and a half to two
inches in width.

The caterpillar feeds upon the oak, poplar, &c. The
moth is rare, but is found in the month of March in the

trunks of oak trees in the neighbourhood of London and
elsewhere.

B. betulariui has received the name of pepper-moth
from its being of a white colour, and, as it were, peppered
with black almost uniformly over the win us.

This moth is about the same size as the last, and is not
uncommon in the month of June in woods near Jxmdon,
and in other parts. Its caterpillar feeds upon the oak,

willow, poplar, elm, &c.
B. hirlarius is of a brown colour, dotted with grey, with

three or four transverse, black, bent lines on each wing,
and a whitish fascia near the hinder margin : it is common
amongst poplar and lime-trees, and is about an inch and
three quarters in expanse. In the females the wings have
a greenish hue.

BISTORT. [See POI.YOONUM.]
BISTRE, a brown pigment made from the root of differ-

ent kinds of wood, but that of beech is preferred by some
who have given directions for making it.

In the 'Handmaid to the Arts,' vol. i. p. 176, the follow-

ing process is recommended: Put the soot of any wood (of
beech when it can be procured) into water, in the propor-
tion of two pounds to a gallon, and boil them for half an
hour. Then, after the fluid has stood some time to settle, but
while it is yet hot, pour off the clearer part from the earthy
sediment nt the bottom ; and if on standing any longer it

form another earthy sediment, repeat the same method
;

but this should be done only while the fluid remains hot.

Evaporate the fluid to dryness; and what remains will be

good bistre, if the soot was of the proper kind. It is then
mixed with a little gum-water and made into small cakes.

According to Dr. M'Culloch, bistre is a very variable

article, and is often unfit for use, and he concludes from his

experiments, that this is owing to its too nrar alliance to tar,
and hence the disagreeable gumminess which it frequently
possesses. He has proposed a process for removing the
defects which he has pointed out, by preparing it from the

pilch of distilled wood. (Trans. Geiil. N"
. vol. li. p. 1.)

liLSTRMV. (BESZTERCZE, B1DEKE). a circle in

Transylvania, bounded on the mirth by Hungary and on
the east by Galieia : it contains an area of about 1200 square
miles, rather less than that of Gloucestershire, and the po-
pulation, which in 1791 amounted to 55,000, is at present
about 107,500. It lies at a considerable elevation above the
level of the sea, and the larger portion of it is covered with
the Carpathian mountains. The principal river by which
it is watered is the

'

Greater Szamos,' which rises within the
borders of the circle below Mounts Wurful-Omului and Lo-
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padna, and receives the Szalva, near the town of that name.

Among the minor streams are the Golden Bistritz. which

springs from the Kiihhornel and falls into the Screth this

stream brings down gold-dust; and the Great Bistritz,
which flows from Mount Piatra Dorni and joins the Sza-

mos, not far from the town of Bistritz. The climate, parti-

cularly in the more elevated districts, is inclement; and
even in the vale of Rodna strawberries do not ripen until

the month of August. The principal products of this circle

are grain, fruits, vegetables, llax, wine, and large quantities
of timber. Cattle are but partially reared

;
on the other

hand Bistritz abounds in game and fish, and contains gold,
silver, lead, iron, salt, garnets, chalcedonies, magnetic -stone,

marble, lime, fire-stone, magnesia, and a few mineral waters.

The circle is divided into two minor circles, and contains
one town and fifty-five villages. The town of Bistritz (or

Besztercze), a free royal town, on the river of the same
name, is called by the Saxon settlers, who constitute the

majority
of the population in these parts,

'

Nosen,' or
'
Ndsenstadt.' It is situated in a long and delightful valley,

and has three gates of entrance, two suburbs chiefly tenanted

by Wallachians, a Protestant church within the walls,
and a Protestant gymnasium, a Roman Catholic church
and two schools, two hospitals, a monastery of Minorite

friars, and one of Piarists, about 800 houses, and 6000 inha-
bitants. The environs produce wine ; potashes are made
here

;
and the town has large cattle-fairs. Near it are

the remains of an antient castle, once the residence of the

illustrious family of the Hunyads. 47 5' N. lat., 24 32'

E. long.

BITHY'NIA, a country of Asia Minor, including part
of the Turkish district of Khodavendkiar and the peninsula
of Khodjaili. We cannot exactly determine the antient

boundaries, for it is uncertain whether the Mariandyni are

to be included in this country. If not, Bithyniawas bounded
on the west by the river Rhyndacus, on the east by the

river Sangarius, or Sagaris, on the north and north-west

by the Euxine and the Propontis, and on the south by

Phrygia and Galatia. It had the advantage of an exten-

sive line of sea-coast, indented by two deep bays, the Cian

and the Astacene. Xenophon, who was in the country pro-

bably more than once, describes the part along the Euxine
in the neighbourhood of Calpe as covered with inhabited

villages, and fertile in every kind of natural produce except
olives. (Anabas. vi. c. 4, $ 5, 6.) Dionysius Periegetes

(v. 793) also says that the Bithyni inhabited a fertile coun-

try (Xnrapijv yftova vauraovai). Mr. Kinneir found it a

beautiful and romantic country, abounding in vines and

forests; and Mr. Browne (Walpole's Turkey, ii. 108) speaks
in the highest terms of the plenty which prevailed near

Brusa when he was there. The forests consist principally

of oak, occasionally intermingled with beech, chestnuts, and

walnuts. But this country, one of the most interesting in

Asia Minor, is yet comparatively unknown. In the southern

part, the immense mass of Olympus, at the base of which

Brusa stands, occupies a large part of the country, and in-

cludes between two of its branches the extensive plain of

Brusa. The summit of Olympus is a grey granite; the

sides are marble. Still farther to the west two branches of

Olympus form the boundary of the extensive basin of Lake

Apollonna : one of these branches, the eastern, separates

the basin of this lake from the plain of Brusa. The northern

part of Bithynia, which consists of the peninsula, is occu-

pied by a chain of hills running westward from the banks

of the Sangarius, and terminating on the channel of Con-

stantinople. Between this range and the lake of Iznek, the

antient Ascania, is a plain country which contains the

lake of Sabanja or Nicomedia. From Gueve, where there is

a fine bridge over the Sangarius, to Sabanja, the country is

described as an alluvium, with sand and small hills of sand-

stone : from Sabanja to Ismit (Nicomedia) a plain, with

sand and forests : the rest of the line to Scutari through

Gebizc is mainly calcareous rock of different kinds. The

basin of Lake Ascania appears to be bounded on the south

by one of those branches of Olympus which enclose the

plain of Brusa, and on the north by the high land which

fills up the promontory between the Astacene and Cian

gulfs : the maps mark the Lake Ascania as communicating

by a stream with the Cian gulf; but our maps of this coun-

try are not to be trusted. The Sangarius, which probably

formed the eastern boundary of Bithynia, Hows through an

immense plain which spreads out S.W. of Gueve : before it

enters the Euxine it traverses the high lands which occupy

the northern peninsula and terminate at the channel of

Constantinople. (Fontanier, Voyages en Orient.)
The principal cities in this district were Astacus on the

gulf of Astacus, which was founded at the beginning of the
seventeenth Olympiad by the Megarians, who were after-
wards joined by some Athenian settlers

; Calchedon, or
Chalcedon (Bekker, Anec. iii. 1207; the coins have the
former: see Eckhel, Doctr. Num. ii. p. 411), opposite to

Byzantium, was also founded by the Megarians (Olympiad
26, 2), and was the birth-place of the great sophist Thrasy-
machus

;
Prusa ad Olympum, now called Brusa, or Broussa,

was founded, according to Pliny, by Hannibal, according
to Strabo by a Prusias who lived in the time of Croesus

;

it was the capital of the Ottoman Empire before the capture
of Constantinople, and is still one of the most flourishing
towns of Anatolia. Of its warm baths some are chalybeate
and others sulphureous ; they were celebrated in antient
times (Athenaeus, 43, a) and are still much used. [See
BRUSA.] Cius, founded by the Milesians, and restored by
Prusias after its destruction by Philip in B.C. 203, was by
him called Prusias

; Nicsea, on the Lake Ascania, is cele-

brated as the birth-place of Hipparchus the astronomer
and Dion Cassius the historian

;
and Nicomedia, founded

by Nicomedes I., B.C. 264, was the birth-place of Flavius
Arrianus.

The earliest inhabitants of Bithynia seem to have been
the same with those of the neighbouring districts of Mysia
and Phrygia (Horn. Iliad, B. 812, N. 792) ; they were called

Bebryces. But we have positive information that they were
afterwards conquered or displaced by a Thracian immigra-
tion from the European side of the Propontis (Herod, i. 28,
vii. 75) ; the invading tribe was called the Thyni, or Bithyni,
and there is reason to believe that they were intimately
connected with a European race of that name (Xenoph.
Anab. vii. 2, 22), although it is the opinion of a learned
writer that the word must be understood in a geographical,
not an ethnographical sense. (Philol. Mas. i. p. 1 1 2.) They
appear to have had chiefs of their own from the earliest

times, who held a subordinate authority, even under the
Persian government. Thus Dydalsus and Boteiras reigned
between the commencement of the Peloponnesian war and
376 B.C. (Clinton, Fast. Hel. iii. p. 411, n. c.) Bithyniawas
conquered by Croesus, and passed with the rest of his domi-

nions into the hands of the Persians. When Darius divided

his empire into twenty satrapies (Herod, iii. 90-95) the Bithy-
nians formed one with the Asiatic Hellespontians, Phrygians,

Paphlagonians, Mariandynians, and Syrians, and were rated

at 360 talents. This satrapy was called the Dascylian, from

Dascylium, the residence of the satrap on the Propontis.

[Vespasian. Copper. Brit. Mus. 235 grains.]

The following is a list of the satraps drawn up by Dr. Arnold

(on Thucyd. viii. 5) : Mitrobates (Herod, iii. 120), Oroetes

(iii. 127), and Olbares (vi. 33) in the reign of Darius I.;

Megabates and Artabazus, the son of Pharnaces (Thucyd.

i. 129), in the reign of Xerxes ; Pharnaces (Thucyd. u. 67,
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vi.) in th reign of ArUxerxe* Ixmgimanus ; and Pharna

bazus, the ton of Pharnaces, in the reign of Darius Nothu*

Bilhynia was taken tram the Persians by Alexander tin

Great, but his general, Calantus, was defeated by Bag

the ton of Botciras, a native prince, and Bithynia became at

independent state.

Mr. Clinton (Fatti HeUeniri, &c.. Append, c. 7, p. 410

baa made such a complete collection of the passages ii

aniieni writers relating to the kings of Bithynia. that

cannot do better than refer our readers to his work for al

particulars respecting the hi.story of this district during thi

period in which it had a separate existence. BBS wa
succeeded in 326 B.C. by his son Zipcetes, who c.irriei

on a successful war with Lysimachus, and founded tin

city Ziputtion. His eldest son, Nicomedes I., came to

the throne about 278 B.C. His succession was dispute*

by his brother Zyboetes, and he called in the Gauls to

support bis claim ; who also seem to have assisted his son

Zeilas in recovering his inheritance from his step-mother
Etazeta. Zeilas or Zelas (not Zielas, as Clinton writes it.

reigned till about 228 B.C., when he was succeeded by his

son, Prusias I. This prince is described as a man of cou

rage and activity, and indeed gained his name of the lame
from a wound which he received while mounting a scaling
ladder at the siege of Heraclea ; but his memory is in some

degree tarnished by his connexion with the death of the

great Hannibal, who sought refuge at his court. Hanniba
died in 183 H.C., and Prusias II. probably came to the throne

in 1 80 H.C., or thereabouts. He married the sister of Per-

seus, king of Macedon, between whom and the Romans he
endeavoured to mediate. (Liv. xliv. 14.) He visited Rome, 167

B.C., along with his son, Nicomedes, by whom he was mur-
dered, 149 B.C. Little is known of Nicomedes II. He was

applied to for succours during the Cimbrian war by Marius
and died probably in the year 91 B.C. His son, Nicomedus
III., was expelled by Mithridatcs, but was restored by tin.

Romans, and expelled again, 88 B.C. At the peace in 84

B.C., he was a second time restored, and, dying in 74 B.C.,

be left his kingdom to the Romans as his heirs.

Bithynia as a Roman province is thrown quite into the

shade till the time of Trajan, when Pliny the younger pre-
sided over it, and from his epistles we derive a good deal ol

information respecting its condition at that time. In the

division of Augustus it was one of the Proconsulares Pro-

vincice, i. P., one of those which were left to the senate and
the people (Dio. 53, 12, Strabo, i. 17, Tacitus, Annul, xvi.

18) ; but Pliny's appointment was due to his intimacy with
the Emperor, with whom he corresponded familiarly on the

affairs of the province. He found near Nicomedia a foss

commenced by a king of Persia probably for the purpose of

irrigating the neighbouring lands, and he endeavoured to

induce the emperor to turn it into a canal between the lake
of Nicomedia and the sea : Trajan seems to have been in-

clined to adopt his suggestion. (Epist. x. 50, 69.) In his

46th Epitt. 1. 10, he asks Trajan for an '

aquilex' to com-
plete the aqueduct commenced by the Nicomedians, and

appears in general to have been a great benefactor of the

province.
It was on the plain of Nicooa that the Sultan Solyman

cut to pieces the army of Peter the Hermit, and its prox-
imity to Constantinople has made this district the scene of
manv important events in modern history.

BlTON, a Greek writer about the time of Archimedes.
A work by him on the construction of catapultco (*arniri>ni
ro\iuutuv Offaviav jcarajrtXruciJr) is extant, in the collection

of Thevenot.

BITONTO, a town in the province of Bari, in the king-
dom of the two Sicilies, with a population of about 4000 in-

habitant*. It lies on the road from Canosa to Bari, twelve
miles W. by 8. of Bari, and about seven miles from the
nearest point of the Adriatic coast. The country around is

very fertile. [See BARI.] Bitonto is the antient Butuntum
or Butuntus of the Antonine Itinerary. It is known in

modern history for a battle fought near "it, 25th May, 1734,
between the Spaniards, commanded by the Duke of Monte-
mar, and the Austrian*, commanded by the Prince of
Bclmonte. The Spaniards won the battle, which gave them
the possession of the kingdom of Naples, where the Bourbon
dynasty was thus established. Montemar was created by
King Charles Duke of Bitonto. (Holla. Storia (t Italia )

. BITTER PRINCIPLE. When indigo and some other

.vegetable products are acted upon by nitric acid a substance
>s produced, which, before iU properties had been accurately

examined, was called, on account of its taste, bitter prin-

ciple. This is now, however, known to be a peculiar acid,

and is called earbarotic or nitropienc arid, and will be men-
tioned hereafter under the former name.

Besides this artificial
product,

there exist a vast number
of vegetables, most or all of which are used in medicine,
that contain bitter extractive matter, and from which a

peculiar bitter principle may in many cases be separated :

thus gentian root yields a crystallizable and extremely
bitter matter

;
but it has not been ascertained that t

the only bitter contained in this root ; it i* called gen-
tianine; that of senna is termed catharten, of colon mli.

colocynthcn, &c. These and others of the same class will

be mentioned under their respective letters.

BITTERSPAR. Considerable uncertainty will be found
to exist in the use of this term in the various mineral

works, owing to a very close connection existing between the

carbonates of lime, magnesia, protoxides of iron, manganese
and zinc, and the compounds which these carbonate* form
with one another. There is consequently gome difficult) in

determining the precise limits which divide one species from
the other. According, however, to the most general a< capta-
tion it must be considered as denoting the crystallized
varities of Dolomite, and therefore its essential chemical

constitution may be considered as containing one equivalent
of carbonate of lime united with one equivalent of carbonate
of magnesia, which expressed in symbols is

Ca c + Mg o

That exactly the above compound should rarely m-cur, is,

from what we know of the principles of isomorphism, no

longer a matter of any surprise, since either of the elements

may be partially replaced by the other, or by the proto\i.K->
of manganese and iron, which is indeed usually the case.

On the supposition of the above composition, 100 parts
should be found to contain

Of Carbonate of lime .... 5-T3

Carbonate of magnesia . . . 45'7

while the analysis of varieties from Tyrol by Klaproth give
the composition thus

Carbonate of lime . . . 54' 18 . .52
Carbonate of magnesia . . 45*82 . . 45
Carbonate of iron and manganese o . 3

100 100
The quantity of iron and manganese is, however, at times

much greater, Bcrthier having obtained as much as 14 per
cent, of the former, and six of the latter. Particular atten-

tion is requisite to distinguish this species from calcareous

spar, carbonate of lime, on the one hand, and magncsitspar
or talcspar, the carbonate of magnesia, on the other, two

species to which the bitterspar is most nearly allied, and
between which it is situated, not only in its chemical con-

stitution, but in almost all of its other properties. Tims
for example they are all three cleavable in directions parallel
to the faces of a rhombohedral, the ngle in the obtuse

edges of which in the purest specimens
OfCalcsparis . . . 105 5'

Bitterspar . . .106 15'

Talcspar . . . 107 22'
[n the general character of the crystals also the bittrrspnr is

intermediate between the other two : tor while in calespar
we find an almost infinite variety of forms and combinations,
with a most decided tendency to the recurrence oftli'

idcd regular prism, and a remarkable complexity and

.ariety of shapes, talcspar on the contrary is as remark-
ible for its simplicity, the faces of its cleavage rhombo-
icdron being the only ones which have as yet ever been
>hserved to occur in this mineral. Bitterspar, on the con-

rary, holds as it were a mean between these two extremes,

iresenting us, in addition to the planes of the cleavage
rhombohedron, the faces of the first ohtusrr, and first and
ic-cond acuter rhombohedron, together with the planes trun-

ating the terminal angle; the two acuter rhombohedion
occur alone as well as that of cleavage. The principal c.im

>inations arc seen in the accompanying figure, where the

'aces marked E represent the plane truncating the terminal

angle, R the cleavage and its second neuter: the faces R
are frequently not present. The crystalline faces, par-
icularly those of the cleavage rhombohedron, are fre-

liiently rounded, by which the crystals assume the
arm of a lens. In hardness it is also situated between

alwpar and talcspar, its number being 3'5 to 4, while
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calcspar is 3, and talcspar 4 to 4'5. The specific gravity is

2'8 to 3. It is sometimes colourless, but frequently presents
tints of pink, yellow, brown and green, derived from the

presence of iron and manganese. It possesses various

degrees of transparency, and has a somewhat pearly lustre,
whence it has been called pearlspar.
BITTER SWEET. [See SOLANUM.]
BITTERN (zoology), Botaurus (Brisson), a subgenus of

the family of herons, or Arde'idee. The following are the
characters which principally distinguish the bitterns from
the rest of the family : Bill strong, about as long as the

head, compressed, and higher than it is broad ; mandibles

equal in length, the upper being rather the deepest, and

slightly curved from the base to the point ; edges of both
mandibles somewhat incurved, very sharp, and finely ser-

rated towards the point. Legs, as compared with those of

others of the family, rather short. Neck also comparatively
short, covered on its sides and front with long loose feathers

which can be erected at pleasure, and on the back (of the

neck) with down, the long loose feathers of the side meeting
behind and covering the downy part in certain attitudes, as,

for example, when the bird pusses through the reeds and
rushes.

The bitterns comprehended under Bonaparte's subgenus
Botaurus are widely diffused, but, being solitary birds,

haunting wooded swamps or reedy marshes, where they

generally lie hid all day, and coming forth to feed at night,

they are seldom seen. There are several species of Bona-

parte's subgenus, and of these the Night Heron, or Qua
Bird (Ardea Nyciir.orax, Linn., Nycticorax Kuropceus,

Stephens), is found both in the old and new world. Bona-

parte notes it in his Specchio Comparative as common in the

spring and autumn near Rome, and in Philadelphia during
the summer. It has been shot in England; and there are

not wanting those who assert that it has been recognised in

all the quarters of the globe. Le Vaillant states that he saw
it in Africa. It occurs in the catalogue of birds which were

collected on the Ganges, between Calcutta and Benares,
and in the Vindhyian Mountains, between the latter place and
Gurrah Mundela, on the Nerbudda, by Major James Frank-

lin, and in Colonel Sykes's catalogue of birds observed in

the Dukkun (Deccan). [See NYCTICORAX.]
As an example of the subgenus, the Common Bittern, or

Bittour, Botaurus steltaris, Steph., Ardea stellaris, Linn.,

Ur.ceUo lepre and Trombutto of the Italians, Rohrdommel
of the Germans, and Butor of the French, may be taken.

The provincial English names of Mire-drum, Bull of the

Bog, &c., will occur to many of our readers as being indi-

cative, in common with some of the foreign ones, of the

bellowing or drumming noise for which the bird is so

famous. This deep note of the '

hollow-sounding bittern' is

exerted on the ground at the breeding season, about Feb-

ruary or March. As the day declines he leaves his haunt,

and, rising spirally, soars to a great height in the twilight.

Willughby says that it performs this last-mentioned feat in

the autumn,
'

making a singular kind of noise nothing like

to lowing.' Bewick says that it soars, as above described,

when it changes its haunts. Ordinarily it flies heavily,
like the heron, uttering from time to time a resounding cry,

not bellowing, and then Willughby, who well describes the

bellowing noise of the breeding-season, supposes it to be the

night-raven, at whose 'deadly voice' the superstitious way-
farer of the night turned pale and trembled. '

This, without

doubt,' writes Willughby,
'
is that bird our common people

call the night-raven, and have such a dread of, imagining
its cry portends no less than their death or the death of

some of their near relations ; for it flies in the night, answers

their description of being like a flagging collar, and hath

uch a kind of hooping cry as they talk of.' Others, with

much reason, consider the Qua-bird, above-mentioned (which

utters a loud and most disagreeable noise while on the

wing, conveying the idea of the agonies of a person attempt-
ing to vomit), to be the true night-raven.
The food of the bittern consists, for the most part, as

might be suspected from its haunts, of aquatic animals.
Pennant says that frogs are its principal food, adding,

' not
that it rejects fish, for small trouts have been taken out of
its stomach.' In Graves's British Birds it is stated that in
one dissected in 18 11, the intestines were completely full,

containing the remains of four eels, several water-newts, a
short-tailed field-mouse, three frogs, two buds of the water-

lily, and some other vegetable substances.

The rude nest of the bittern is generally formed of reeds,

sticks, &c., on some '

tump,' to use Montagu's expression,
in a reedy marsh or well-clothed rushy moor, and contains
four or five pale-green eggs. The time of incubation is

about twenty-six days.
In the palmy days of falconry the bittern afforded the best

of sport. We find it mentioned in the '

Flights to the field,

called great flights.'
' There is yet,' says Turbervile,

' another kinde of flight to the fielde, which is called the

great flight, as to the cranes, wild geese, bustard, birde of

Paradise, bittors, shovelars, hearons, and many other such
like.' Accordingly we find it protected by the severe penal-
ties of the stat. 25 Hen. VIII. c. 11, confirmed by stat. 3

and 4 Edw. VI. c. 7. One year's imprisonment, and a for-

feiture of 8rf. for each egg, was the punishment awarded for

those who destroyed or took away the eggs of the '
bittour.'

When the hawk had ' bound with' the' bittern and brought
it down, it was the duty of the falconer to make in apace to

rescue her, by plunging the bill of the bittern into the

ground, to prevent injury to the hawk; for when wounded
the bittern is not daunted, but lies watching his opportunity
to dart his spear-like bill at his enemy as soon as he comes
within his reach, and, as he generally aims at the eye, he
should be approached with the greatest caution. The mo-
dern sportsman should beat for these birds with pointers or

very close-hunting spaniels ;
for they are moved with as

much difficulty as a jack-snipe, and, like that bird, will

often lie till they are almost trodden on, rather than take

wing.
The bittern was well known to the antients, and there

can be little doubt that it is the anripias, asterias, (ipuciof,

erodius,) of Aristotle. (Hist. Anim. hook ix. c. xviii.) In
the same chapter its sluggishness, and the fable of its ori-

gin from slaves metamorphosed into birds are mentioned.
Aristotle observes further that the 0wi? especially strikes at

the eyes; and in the edition of Belon (1557), 'enrichy de

quatrains,' we find the following verse below the figure of

the ' butor :'

' En un Butor Phoix, pour sa paresse
Fut par les dieux change diviiiument,
In pnresstmx aussi comnmnvment,
Est (lit Butor, pour son peur d'alegresse.*

The flesh of the bittern was formerly in high esteem (in

the reign of Henry VIII. it was valued at I*.), nor is it de-

spised in the present day ;
when well fed, its flavour some-

what resembles that of the hare, nor is it rank and fishy,

like that of some of its congeners. The long claw of the

hind toe is much prized as a tooth-pick, and, in the olden

time, it was thought to have the property of preserving the

teeth.

A paragraph in the last edition of Pennant, signed J. L.,

written probably by Latham, states that this bird '
is said to

inhabit the greater part of Africa; and is certainly found

on the coast of Barbary, at the Cape of Good Hope, and
also in India and China.' Selby observes that its geogra-

phical distribution
' seems confined to Europe, extending

nearly to the confines of Asia
;'

but it was in the collection

formed in the neighbourhood of Trebizond by Keith E.

Abbott, Esq., and presented to the Zoological Society by
that gentleman. Colonel Sykes notes it as rare in Dukkun
(Deccan), and Mr. Gould as inhabiting the three continents

of the Old World. In England inclosure and drainage
have made the bittern a very scarce bird, and its capture is

no longer an ordinary event.

In size the common bittern is less than the common
heron, being about two feet and a half in length. The bill

is about four inches long, brown above, greenish below
;

irides yellow : feathers on the crown black, shot with green,
those of the hinder part of the head, neck, and breast long
and loose ; general colour of plumage dull, pale yellow, va-

riegated with spots and bars of black
;

tail short ; legs mo-
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derate, pale-green ; toe* and claws long and slender, middle

claw serrated on the inner edge, most probably to aid it in

securing its slippery prey.

[llolanrus

BITTERS, a collective term applied to those vegetable
substances the most prominent sensible quality of which is

bitlernesi.
'
Bitterness,' says Dr. Cullen,

'

is a simple per-

ception that cannot be defined, but must be referred to a
matter of experience in which mankind arc commonly
agreed.' It was at one time attempted to refer this quality
to an hypothetical principle, which was termed bitter prin-
ciple ; but it was soon perceived that substances having a

bitter taste were indebted for it to very different sources.

In the progress of science this term was limited to such
natural non-azotized substances as possessed the general
character of extractive, which was designated bitter ex-

tractive, and subdivided into mild bitter, sharp bitter, and
narcotic bitter extractive. More recently, the pure non-
azotized substances, to which many plants arc indebted for

their bitterness, have been obtained separately, and even

crystallized, such as gentianine, salicine, &c. But bitter-

ness is not confined to vegetable substances destitute of

azote, but is possessed by many alkaloids, into the composi-
tion of which azote enters, such as quinia, strychnia,
brucia, &c. As some of these constitute valuable medicinal

agents, as well as the non-azotized substances, it seems

improper to adopt a chemical arrangement of these articles

as the foundation of our observations. Any bitter sub-
stance taken into the mouth produces instantly a sensation

which on the first trial is seldom relished, but to which the

taste soon becomes reconciled, so that most persons can con-

tinue the use of bitter longer than sweet substances. This

impression on the organs of taste seems to have little general
effect beyond causing a secretion of saliva in most indi-

viduals, and it is not till they reach the stomach thut they

produce much effect. Upon the mucous membrane and
muscular fibres of the stomach, as well as upon the neigh-
bouring glands associated with it in the function of diges-
tion, especially the liver and pancreas, they produce a very
decided effect. Gummy matter, which forms a considerable

portion of most vegetable food, does not easily submit to the
action of the digestive organs, but frequently passes through
the intestines very little changed. But when associated
with bitter extractive it is soon digested, and yields a large

quantity of nourishment. Saccharine matter or sugar is

not, when existing alone in vegetable food, adequate to the

support of the animals which feed upon it, but they be-

come plump and healthy if any bitter matter exist in the

plants along with the sugar, or if they have access to other

plants almost exclusivity Uiier, to which they eagerly
resort. Where there is a deficiency of bitter matter, and
the food is of a very watery kind, such a* grows in wet

pastures, the cattle suffer from various diseases, especially
from the rot.

That bitters develope and heighten the vitality of the
stomach seems clear, and in popular language they are

called stomachics. But they also cause an increased secre-

tion of the juices of the stomach essential to digc-tiun, and
also of the bile and pancreatic juice. The secretions are

also improved in quality, and when previous!)

may even be diminished in quantity, as a greater i

of firmness and tone is imparted to the whole intestinal

canal, by which hasty and imperfect secretion is pic\n,i, <!.

The beneficial effects of this improved condition of the

stomach are extended to the rest of the system by two

means, the first, sympathy, which is speedy in its action ;

the second, more slow, being the result of the improved
blood obtained from better digestion being distributed

through the system. The nature of sympathy is little

understood, but the effects of that disposition or consent of

parts to act in concert or harmony, which physiologists
have agreed to term sympathy, are sufficiently manifest.

The stomach has been called the centre of sympathy, from
its influence upon" every organ of the body, and of m <*{

organs of the body upon it, according to their respective
condition. But by a well-ascertained law of the system the

sympathies of the stomach are greatest with those parts
the constituents of which arc similar to its own : hence
mucous surfaces and the muscular fibres throughout the
whole body participate in its changes more extensively
than other parts. Hence by improving the state of the
stomach and intestinal canal every muscle and every artery,
for they as well as the heart are muscular tubes, acquire
an increased tone, by which the elasticity and energy of the

system is greatly augmented. By the improved digestion
of the food, a better kind of blood containing more ti brine

and red particles is circulated, and conveyed to every part
of the body, by which not only better materials are supplied
to the glands, out of which to form the secretions, but from
which a firmer and better llesh is deposited ; and thus the

individual finds his strength much increased. The nervous

system likewise partakes of the benefit, and the mind is in

general clear and active.

Such being the common effect of the use of bitters, some
writers regard them as synonymous with tonics; but as
all tonic medicines are not bitter, such, for example, as

arsenic, this view cannot be taken, though many of the
most valuable tonics are bitter. They have tin* property in

common with most tonics : that their continued use seems
to impair the power of the stomach, and leave it in a state

of greater weakness than at first. Hence their employment
should only be temporary, to raise the powers of digestion
when they have been enfeebled by previous disease or ex-
cessive fatigue. There exists another reason for caution
in their use : they have a great tendency to increase the

quantity of blood, both by augmenting the appetite, owing
to which more food is taken, and from which a more nutri-

tive and stimulating chyle is extracted, by which a plethoric
state of the blood-vessels is induced, and all the attendant
evils brought about. These cautionary remarks apply as

well to malt liquors as to those bitters unassr.riatcd with

any nutritive matter which are only employed as medi-
cines. The full and often bloated habit of body of those

who daily consume a large portion of strong ale or porter
siilliciently demonstrates the consequences of such indul-

Besides, hops possess, like many other bitters,

more or less of a narcotic principle, so that the purest beer

produces an injurious effect on the brain, if taken in con-

siderable quantity. The sleepiness which follows its use
shows this, as well as the fate ot those who are addicted to it.

4 In seven cases out of ten, mall-liquor drunkards die of

apoplexy or palsy.' A very moderate use, during dinner,
of a beer not containing so much nutritious matter, or too

much hop, is allowable to most persons, but it should be

thoroughly iciiiientrcl and purified, and not be hard or stale.

I'ersinis naturally of a full habit of body should carefully
avoid the stronger ale* and porters. These remarks do not

apply to the medical employment of strong ales as a tonic

or restorative during convalescence from acute diseases, as

few agents so speedily recruit the exhausted |x>wers, or re-

place the wasted llesh of the sufferer, Neither are they in-
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tended to prohibit mothers while nursing from making a

moderate use of them, since at that time there is a domain

upon the system for an extraordinary quantity of high!)
nutritive blood, and the infant generally removes any super-
fluous quantity ;

but an excessive use of very strong beer
is not less hurtful to the mother than the child.

Bitters may be advantageously employed by the inha-
bitants of cold and damp regions to prevent the action ol

these causes of disease. These agents generally injure the

function of digestion, hoth by their immediate action on the

skin, and also, from abstracting the animal heat, on the
nervous system : hence the prevalence of intermittent fevers

or agues in such districts. Now these may be warded oft

by maintaining a healthy action of the digestive organs and
of the skin. Some preparation of a pure bitter, such as

gentian, or of an aromatic and bitter united, such as chamo-
mile with sweet flag-root, or infusion of milfoil or yarrow,
may be had recourse to for this purpose ;

hut if there he
obstruction of the liver with ague-cake, which is the en-

larged and hardened spleen, dandelion, having beef-tea

poured upon it, and used as a soup, is preferable, in which

way it is extensively employed by the Dutch. The Swiss

peasant, inhabiting high stations on the Alps, which are

almost constantly wrapped in a thick and penetrating mist,
uses a spirit distilled from gentian, called 'bitter snaps.'
In the West Indies, where languor of the system, with
weakness of the digestive organs, is produced by the ex-
cessive heat, the appetite is restored and the stomach invigo-
rated by taking before dinner a few drops in a glass of

water, of Stoughton's elixir, which is made of gentian, ser-

pentaria, orange-peel, and sweet flag-root; and in America,
the infusion or tincture of serpentaria is sometimes taken

every morning in damp aguish situations to prevent inter-

mittents. Such employment of bitters, within certain limits,
is wise and proper.

During spring and autumn, when the sources of inter-

mittent fevers are most abundant, the use of such bitters as

those above mentioned would be very serviceahle in the case

of weak and feeble persons residing in aguish districts ; but
there may be weakness of the digestive organs, and general

debility, accompanied with a state of stomach which forbids

the employment of bitters or any other tonic. Inflammation
of the stomach, from its slightest to its most intense degree,
is always attended with a sense of weakness, which prompts
many persons to betake themselves to hitters or other sti-

mulating articles, which never fail to aggravate the dis-

ease. Such cases demand a widely opposite course of treat-

ment.
There is another malady to which feeble persons are sub-

ject, the evils of which are much lessened by the use of

bitters. Worms are rarely developed except in persons with

impaired digestion, in which case bitters form, along with pro-

per dietetical means, the most appropriate instruments of

cure. [SeeANTHKLMiNTics.] Much diversity ofopinion exists

with respect to the propriety of using bitters by persons sub-

ject to gout. Of late years the once famous Portland gout-

powder has fallen greatly into disuse, partly because a more
certain remedy has been discovered, and partly because one

of the charges brought against it had some foundation in

truth. It was said to cure the gout, but in a short time to

carry off the patient hy apoplexy. Now such a result was

certainly the indirect effect of this tonic powder ; for, as by
the immunity from paroxysms of gout, which the use of it

for a time conferred upon the patients, they were enabled

to indulge their increased appetites, a plethoric state of the

system was brought on, which in many cases induced apo-

plexy, in which disease gout has a tendency to terminate.

This powder consisted of serpentaria, gentian, germander,
and lesser ccntaury.
Where the disposition to gout is very strong, some of the

most experienced practitioners condemn the use even of ale.

Still it must lie allowed that many persons who have no dis-

po-ition to excessive indulgence in the good things of the

table, have such slow and troublesome digestion as to render

tonic and aromatic stimulants useful ; but it is best to unite

these with some gentle laxative, by which the plethoric ten-

dency is lessened. For this purpose, orange-peel, rhubarb,

and magnesia, united in equal portions, form a fitting com-

bination. Gout and stone in the bladder are so closely allied,

and the means which are useful in repelling them are so

similar in many instances, that they are naturally treated of

together : the origin of both is depraved digestion. In full

livers this is accompanied with deficient secretion of urine,

and a tendency to the formation of lithic acid, by which red
gravel is voided. Here bitters with alkalies are eminently-
useful, such as quassia with lime-water, or colchicum with
magnesia. In very feeble persons, and also after the long
continuance of the lithic acid diathesis, and the irritation or
a stone in the bladder, an opposite state prevails, viz., an
alkaline state of urine, in which it is excessive in quantity,
pale, and on standing some time becomes covered with an
iridescent pellicle, or lets fall a white, generally amorphous,
sediment. In such a case bitters are extremely useful,

especially infusion of quassia with phosphate of iron, or in-
fusion of quassia with nitric acid

;
the extract of Arclosta-

phylos Uva Ursi (bear-berry).
'Ill phthisis pulmonalis bitters are sometimes of service,

such as the bear-berry and the Iceland moss (Celraria
Islandica), in which the hitter principle should be re*
tained.

In some cases of diarrhoea, from loss of tone of the intes-*

tines, bitters arc of the greatest service, provided no inflam-

matory condition of the mucous membrane exist, such as

quinia, infusion of cusparia, or even strychnia, perhaps
the most intensely hitter substance with which we 'are

acquainted.
The most eligible form for exhibiting bitters is in powder

or infusion, but where the taste is objected to, an extract

may be given formed into pill. Decoction is a bad form,

especially for aromatic bitters. Aromatic principles fre-

quently conceal the disagreeable taste of bitters.

BITU'MEN, a Latin word used by Tacitus, Pliny, and
other Roman writers. A considerable number of combus-
tible mineral substances are sometimes arranged under the
head of bitumens; but their properties vary greatly in somu
respects, as, for example, with regard to solidity, fluidity,
and colour. The term bitumen is however usually applied
to two varieties, namely asphaltum, a harder one, already
treated of, and a softer kind called elastic bitumen, which
we shall now describe. As to other bituminous bodies, see

HATCHETINE, MALTHA, NAPHTHA, and PETROLEUM.
Elastic bitumen, sometimes called fossil caoutchouc, is a

rare mineral product, which has hitherto been found in
three places only: 1st. in the Odin mine, near Castleton
in Derbyshire, in a secondary limestone, accompanied by
asphaltum, calcareous spar, fluor, blende, galena, and

pyrites ; 2dly. in a coal-mine of Montrelais, a few leagues
from Angers in France, it occurs among quartz and calca-

reous crystals, in the veins of grit of the coal formation
;

3dly. in a coal-mine near South Bury in Massachussets,
United States.

Elastic bitumen possesses the following characters : it is

brown, or blackish brown, and translucent in small portions
it is soft and elastic like caoutchouc, but sometimes it is as

bard as leather : it has the property like caoutchouc of

effacing pencil marks. Its density varies from 0'9053 to

T233. It fuses readily, and at a higher temperature it

takes fire and burns with a sooty flame : it sometimes
leaves l-5th of its weight of ashes, composed chiefly of

silica and peroxide of iron. If the Derbyshire elastic bitu-

men be subjected to distillation, it yields acidulous water,

and volatile oil, resembling that of naphtha in smell : the

oil is neither acid nor alkaline, slightly soluble in alcohol,

jut readily so in Bother ; after the distillation of the water

and oil, a brown viscid mass remains in the retort, which
s insoluble in water or alcohol, but is dissolved by sother

ind by potash. If the distillation be longer continued, an

empyreumatic oil resembling that of amber is obtained,

and a black shining coal remains.

When the elastic bitumen of Montrelais is similarly

treated, there is obtained a yellow, bitter fetid oil, which is

ighter than water and insoluble in alcohol, but it dissolves

n the alkalis.

Elastic bitumen swells when put into oil of turpentine or

of petroleum ;
collier and oil oi' turpentine when boiling

extract a kind of soft resin from the English and French

jitumen, and this remains after the evaporation of the

solvent : this resin is of a brownish-yellow colour, is bitter

and inelastic
;
its weight is nearly half that of the bitumen

employed.
It is but slightly soluble in alcohol, but readily in potash-

_t is inflammable, and burns with a smell of petroleum
that portion of the bitumen which is insoluble in the cother

and oil of turpentine, is a grayish dry mass, resembling

paper ;
it burns with difficulty, and carbonizes; potash dis-

solves only a part of it. If alter separating these two print-

NO. 264. [THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.] VOL. IV.-3 P
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ciplet, they are mixed together, the bitumen docs not regain
iu elasticity.

Concentrated sulphuric acid dooi not net upon elastic

bitumen; but when long boiled with nitric acid it yields

resin, tannin, and a little nilroperic acid. According to

the analysis of M. Henry, jun., the elastic bitumen con-

sist! of

Eaflldi. French.

Carbon . . . 62*250 58'2GO

Hydrogen . , 7 '496 4-890
Azoic . . . 0-154 0-104

Oxygen . . . 40-100 36-740

100' 100'

Benelius remarks, that the difference in the quantity of

hydrogen in these specimens is so considerable, that it is

surprising their properties are not more dissimilar.

BITUMENS, MEDICAL USES OF. Though the sub-

stances popularly termed bitumens, in the most extensive

use of the term, differ, jis stated above, yet as in medical

writings the term is restricted to certain forms of these,

a slight notice of their uses and modes of action may
here be most appropriately introduced. In this limited

sense bitumens comprise naphtha, petroleum, maltha, and

asphaltum, which are all transition states of the samo

tiling ; viz., from naphtha the most fluid, to asphaltum the

most solid. These appear to be all mixtures in different

proportions of naphtha (strictly so called, naphtha montumi),

paraffiue, krcosote, acetic acid, and of some substance

which easily becomes black by the action of the air. The
chiefconstituent principles are carbon and hydrogen. They
may be considered miueral-empyreumatic oils, and in their

action on the human system they are similar to balsams

and resins. Their sphere of action does not seem to extend

beyond the spinal chord and ganglionic system ; they do

not affect the brain or its nerves, except indirectly in case

of an over-dose, through the vitiated and imperfectly decar-

bonized blood. The functions dependent for their perfection
on the nerves of organic life are more powerfully affected by
these agents than by any other empyreumatic oil. The se-

cretions of the mucous membranes, of serous membranes
:md glandular structures, as well as the skin, are promoted
by their influence. The process of absorption is also in-

creased, and a more copious secretion of urine takes place

They are better suited for slight and chronic affections ol

the nerves of organic life, than for acute or violent disorders

of them. They have been employed in loss of power
cramps, and chronic affections of a nervous but obscure

nature ; also in affections of the mucous membranes of the

lungs, when balsamic medicines are proper, such as humic

catarrh, and some of the forms of asthma arising from ner-

vous debility.
Likewise in similar affections of the bladder, such as

atony of that organ, and loss of power of its sphincter
muscle, cutarrhus vesicee, $-c. They have also been usei

in gouty and rheumatic affections, especially when these
threaten to terminate in stiffness or loss of power. Lastly
they have been employed as a remedy against worms, espe-

cially the tape-worm, in which their efficacy is increased hi

combination with assafuetida. Externally they are used a:

embrocations in rheumatic and gouty affections, and also to

allay cramps and spasms. They are also serviceable as an
external application to chilblains and some other ulcers re

suiting from an imperfect circulation and low degree o
nervous power.

Their employment would be very improper during any
inflammatory state of the system, or increased sensibility o
the nerves. An over-dose is decidedly poisonous, causing
general excitement, tremblings of the limbs, cramps, con
vulsions, laborious respiration, a venous state of the blood

great debility, and death : or recovery may take place, if b)
means of respirarhn and a copious secretion of bile anc

urine, the blood can be freed from its excess of carbon
Even after a favourable issue appears likely to occur, deatl

may take place at the end of two or three days. A very
large dose may very speedily cause death. [See KREOSOTK
PAHAFPINK. PBTROLKUM.J
BIVOUAC (written also BIHOUAC. BIOUAC), is

term in military tactici probably derived from the German
verb beteachen, or

beyinachrn, signifying to watch over : i

WM originally applied to the strong parties of cavalry- whicl
were posted beyond the lines of intrenrhment in order l

watch the motions of the enemy, and prevent any attemp

to approach the army by surprise ; and, because the soldiers

bus employed passed tin- m-lu in llieoprii air, the terra

was subsequently used to denote iiu- condition uf any body
f troops when in the field, and not regularly encamped
under tents.

Formerly, no army served during a campaign without

>cing well provided with every material necessary fur its

>rotcctioii from the inclemency of the weather; but, since

he Revolution, the French soldiers have, except uii u I.

occasions, dispensed with tents. At the periods iu which

military operations were suspended, they were quartered in

towns and villages; and while on active service, they hud

only the occasional cover afforded by such buildings as hap-
iened to be situated in the district which they occupied. In

ill their great expeditions they remained au bir-muc, as it was
called ; and the rapidity of their motions was due, iu a .

measure, to their freedom from the impedimenta with which

armies were formerly encumbered. The important suc-

cesses which so long attended the armies of Franca
no doubt, the cause of their example, in this respect, being
followed by their opponents.
The carriage of an extensive tent equipage is necessarily

attended with serious inconvenience on any change ol

lion, but the removal of this evil must, it is !' uivd,

complished at the expense of the comfort ami health

soldier. During the summer season, and in tho south of

Europe, it may be indifferent whether or not the nu i.

the night under a roof; and indeed in those dmiuu-
in the summer season the open air may be pn 1'crrcd : but

the cold winds and rains which are so frequently Htparianced
in the spring and autumn in northern climates must induce

painful and dangerous diseases, which render the men at

an early period of their service unfit for the active duties

of war.

To lessen the severity of the bivouac, fires are kept \\\>

during the night with wood obtained 1'rom the neighbouring
forests or villages : the arms being piled along the line, the

troops place themselves in their rear in groups, each about

its proper fire, which is lighted in any convenient situation,

the men sitting or lying upon straw if it can be procured,
and endeavouring to shelter themselves from wind or rain

by means of boughs planted in the ground, or by boards

formed into a roof, according to circumstances. The bivouac

of an army making a rapid retreat before an enemy is that

in which the most disastrous consequences follow, both to

the soldier and to the
people

of the country along the line

of march ; a complete disorganization of the army too often

takes place, and lamentable excesses are committed by
men suffering the severest distresses from hunger and fa-

tigue. In this state the soldier not only takes from the

peasant what is requisite to satisfy his own necessities, but

wantonly destroys every article of property which he cannot

carry away ; fruit trees are cut down, growing corn trampled
under foot, and houses are demolished or set on fire to give

cover or warmth by night. The retreat of the French army
from Moscow will be for ever remembered as an example
exhibiting every species of misery which can be inflicted

and suffered under the consequences of a rash and ill-

planned expedition.
When a position is to be occupied for several days, it may

happen that the men find means to construct rude huts for

their protection with such materials as are at hand : and, in

an extremely inclement season, they are usually cantoned
in such towns or villages as arc in their neighbourhood.

They then light their fires in the streets, in gardens, or in

barns; certain spots having been previously appoint
alarm posts, about which, on signals being given, the dif-

ferent corps may assemble in order to form the line of battle,

and act immediately as circumstances may require. Per-

manent cantonments for the winter are of this nature, and

they are secured against surprise by outposts constantly
maintained at proper distances about them.

BIXA, a West Indian genus of plants, which pi

substance called Arnotto, and gives its name to the natural

order BIXINE* ;
a small group in the vegetable kingdom,

principally characterized by having numerous lr

stamens, "fruit with parietal placenta-, and leaves marked
with transparent dots. The only species of any general
interest cither in the genus or natural order is the /f/.ra

'tin, a native of the Malayan Archipelago, but now
i xtremuly common in the West Indies, where it is cultivated

in rieh moist soil by the sides of rivers.

This plant forms a small tree with deep-green, shining,
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heart-shaped leaves, and clusters of purplish flowers, which
are succeeded by capsules of a heart-shaped form, covered

with stifflsh bristles, and opening into two valves which con-

tain, attached to their middle, a number of seeds covered

with a soft, sticky, vermilion-coloured rind. It is the

[Bixa Orellana.]

1, a flower seen from beneath ; 2, a petal ; 3, an ovary with style and stigma ;

4, a seed cut vertically, showing the embryo ; 5, a ripe fruit.

latter which furnishes the arnotto of commerce. Accord-

ing to Fee, this substance is obtained by heaping up the

seeds in water for several weeks or months, and afterwards

pressing them, when the colouring matter separates and is

afterwards precipitated in the water. Or the pulp is sepa-
rated by washing and maceration, and the colouring matter

precipitated by the aid of an acid, and caught upon fine

sieves. Independently of the use of arnotto for staining
cheese and butter, the Indians paint their persons with it,

and thus, it is said, destroy the subcutaneous vermin with

which they are infested. It acts as a purgative taken in-

ternally ;
but its reputed powers as an antidote to the poison

of the cassava are imaginary.

BIYSK, BUSK, or BISKAYA-KREPOST, the chief

town of a circle of the same name in the Siberian province

of Tomsk, and the principal fortress of the Kolyvan line of

defences: it is situated upon the Biya, not far from its

junction with the Katunya,
and contains about 2100 inha-

bitants. It lies, according to Stein, in 52 30' N. lat., and

84 50' E. long. The Biya (a word signifying master) Hows

out of Lake Telezkoe or Altin-Nor, i. e. the Golden Lake,

in the province of Kolyvan, and, after a course of about 140

miles, forms a junction with the Katunya (wife or woman),
and is thence designated the Ob for the remainder of their

united course. The sources of the Biya lie in Soongary, a

Chinese province in Mongolia.
BIZA HI, PETER, a considerable poet and historian

of the sixteenth century, was born at Sasso-ferrato, near

Ancona, in Umbria or Spoleto, within the estates of the

Church. He was one of those who, having embraced the

doctrines of the Reformation, were forced to leave their

native country to escape the cruelties which followed on the

establishment of the Inquisition in the Popedom. After

spending some time at the court of London, he went to

Scotland, where he was honourably received by Queen Mary

and the Earl of Murray, who had then the chief direction
of the government. Bizari informs us that Mary presented
him with a chain of gold ; and he has addressed one of his
works to that princess. (Varia Opusc. fol. 28 A.) At what
time he was in Scotland does not precisely appear ; but in a
poem inscribed Ad Jacobum Stuardum Scoticum, he cele-
brates the victory which that nobleman gained over the
Earl of Huntly, in such terms as to lead to the inference
that he was then in Scotland. (Ibid. fol. 93 A.) The battle
of Corrichie, in which Huntly fell, was fought in October.
1562.

Andrew Melville, the celebrated Scottish reformer, when
at the University of St. Andrew's, was introduced to Bizari,
who expressed his high opinion and warm regard for him in
a dodecastichon of elegant Latin poetry, which, with several
of Bizari's minor poems, is inserted in Gruter's Delicice
Poetarum Italorum.
Mackenzie (Lives of Scots Writers,.vol. iii. p. 99), and,

after him, Chalmers (Biographical Dictinnanj), have con-
founded Bizari with a person whom they describe as Peter
or Patrick Bissat, Bisset, or Bissart, born and educated in

Scotland, and afterwards professor of the canon law in the

University of Bologna, and the author of ' P. Bissarti opera
omnia, viz. Poemata, Orationes, Lectiones feriales, et lib. de

Irregularitate,' Venetiis, 1565. Chambers (Biographical
Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen, vol. i. p. 209, Glasgow,
1835) follows his predecessors in their blunders, and gravely
tells us that the said Peter or Patrick Bissat or Bissart was
' a descendant of Thomas Bissat or Bissart, who was Earl of
Fife in the reign of David II.' Now it is true that in that

reign the widowed Countess of Fife espoused a Sir Thomas
Bysset, who thereupon had a charter from the crown of the
earldom of Fife, to be held by him and his heirs male
through the countess, but the knight died without such
issue.

Bizari was the author of several works of merit : 1 .
' Varia

Opuscula,' containing various tracts and speeches, and two
books of poems, published at Venice in 1565. 2.

'A History
of the War in Hungary, with a narrative of the principal
events in Europe from 1564 to 1568,' Lyons, 1569 : this

work was afterwards translated by the author from the

Italian, in which it first appeared, into Latin, and published
in 1573. 3.

' An Account of the War of Cyprus between
the Venetians and Selim of Turkey,' in Latin, Bale, 1573 ;

Antwerp, 1583. 4. 'Epitome Insignium Europse Histori-

arum,' Bale, 1573. 5.
' Annals of Genoa, from 1573 to

1579,' published in Latin at Antwerp the latter year. 6.' Rei-

publicse Genuensis leges novaa, nunc in lucem editao,'

1 576 : this work was reprinted by Graevius in his '

Thesaurus

Antiq. Halite,' torn. i. ; as was also 7.
'

Dissertatio de
Universe Reipublicse Genuensis statu et administratione,'

Antwerp, 1579. 8.
' A History of Persia,' in Latin, 1583 ;

in speaking of which, Boxornius calls Bizari '

gravissimum
rerum Persicarum scriptorem.' 9. Giacobilli, in his '

Catal.

Script. Prov. Umbriso,' makes mention of another work of

Bizari's, entitled
' De Moribus Belgicis.'

(See Mazzuchelli, Gli Scrittori d Italia, torn. iv. p. 1 295 ;

Tiraboschi, Storia della Lilteratura Italiana, torn. xi.

p. 1009; Verdier, Bibl. Francoise, torn. v. p. 236 ; Diet.

Univ. Historique; and M'Crie's Life of Melville, vol. i.

pp. 1C,, 17.)

BLACK. [See COLOURS, or LIGHT.]
BLACK-JACK, a name by which zinc-blende is com-

monly known to the English miners.

BLACK LEAD. [See PLUMBA'GO.]
BLACK PIGMENTS. [See CARBON; CHARCOAL,

ANIMAL.]
BLACK, JOSEPH, a physician and an eminent che-

mical philosopher, was born in France on the banks of the

Garonne in the year 1728. His father, John Black, who
resided chiefly at Bordeaux, was a native of Belfast in

Ireland, but of a Scotch family, as was also his mother.

In the year 1740, when he was twelve years old, Joseph
Black was sent to Belfast, that he might have the benefit

of a British education, and six years afterwards he was
sent to the University of Glasgow, where he continued

his studies with great assiduity and success, devoting his

attention chiefly to physical science. Having chosen the

profession of medicine, he went to complete his medical

studies to Edinburgh in 1750 or 1751, having previously
had the advantage of attending Dr. Cullen's lectures on

chemistry at Glasgow. This science, in which he was des-

tined to act so important a part, strongly excited his atten-

3P2
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tion, ami ho punued it experimentally with groat vigour

and commensurate succeM.

The chemical subject which teems first peculiarly to have

excited his attention was connected with his profession as a

physician, and is thus detailed by Dr. Robison in the preface

to Dr. Black's
' Lectures on the Elements of Chemistry :'

'
It was the good fortune of chemical science that at this

time the opinions of professors were divided concern -

ing the manner in which certain lithontriptic medicines,

and particularly lime-water, acted in alleviating the excru-

ciating pains of the stone and gravel. The students usually

partake of such differences of opinion, and are thereby ani-

mated to more serious study, and science gains by their

emulation. This was a subject quite suited to the taste of

young Mr. Black, one of Dr. Cullcn's most zealous and in-

telligent chemical scholars. It was indeed a most interest-

ing subject, both to the chemist and the physician. All

the medicines which were then in vogue, as solvents of the

calculous concretion, resembled more or less the lapis in-

fernalis, and the common ley of the soap-boilers, two sub-

stances so terribly acrimonious, that in a very short time

they will reduce the firmest and most solid parts of the

animal body to a mere pulp. Therefore, while they were

powerful lithontriptics they were hazardous medicines, if in

unskilful hands. AH of them seem to derive their efficacy

from quick-lime, and this derives its power from the fire.

Its wonderful property of becoming intensely hot, and even

sometimes ignited, when moderately wetted with water, had

long engaged the attention of chemists. It was therefore

very natural for them to ascribe its power to igneous matter

imbibed from the fire, retained in the lime, and communi-
cated by it to alkalies and other substances, which it renders

go powerfully acrid. Hence undoubtedly arose the denomi-

nation of causticity, given to the quality so induced. I see

that Mr. Blank had entertained the opinion, that caustic

alkalies acquired igneous matter from quicklime. In one

memorandum he hints at some way of catching this matter

as it escapes from lime, while it becomes mild by exposure
to the air, but on the opposite blank page is written

' No-

thing escapes, the cup rises considerably by absorbing air.'

A few pages after this, he compares the loss of weight sus-

tained by nn ounce of chalk when calcined, with its loss

when dissolved by spirit of salt. Immediately after a me-
dical case is mentioned which I know to have occurred in

November, 1 752. From this it would appear that he had
before this time suspected the real nature of these sub-

stances. Ho had then prosecuted his inquiry with vigour :

the experiments with magnesia arc soon mentioned.

These laid open the whole mystery, as appears by one
other memorandum :

' When I precipitate lime by a com-
mon alkali there is no effervescence : the. air quits the
alkali for the lime, but it is not lime any longer, hut c. c. c.

It now effervesces, which good lime will not.' He had now
discovered that the terrible acrimony of these powerful sub-
stances is their native property, and not any igneous pro-

perty derived from the lime, and by the lime from the fire.

He had discovered that a cubic inch of marble consisted of

about half its weight of pure lime, and as much air as would
fill a vessel holding six wine gallons, and that it was ren-

dered tasteless and mild
by

this addition, in the same
manner as oil of vitriol is rendered tasteless and mild in the
form of alabaster, by its combination with calcareous earth.'

Having thus most satisfactorily proved to what the caus-

ticity of lime and the alkalies was owing, he made it the

subject of his inaugural thesis, which he entitled
'
J)e Acido

a cibis orto, ct do Magnesia.' This occurred in 1754, when
the degree of doctor of medicine was conferred upon him by
the University of Edinburgh. In the following year he

published his '

Experiments on Magnesia, Quicklime, and
other Alkaline Substances.' In this the views which had
been hut little more than indicated in his thesis were de-
tailed at greater length, and the whole subject more fully

developed.
Dr. Black's experiments and opinions respecting caus-

t.i considerable discussion; and they were
;.illy attacked by Dr. Meyer of Osnnburg, who had

published a considerable volume on quicklime, in wliidi lie

professed to explain all the phenomena by the action of an

gue, formed in the lime during calcination, and
consisting of igneous matter in a certain inexplicable com-
bination with other substances. Though tln.-t work was
replete with injudicious experiments and incorrect reason-

ing, it gave Dr. Black considerable uneasiness
, and without

adding any fresh experiments, ho answered and refuted all

the objections which had been urged against him.
In I 7iG, Dr. Cullcn having removed to Edinburgh, Dr.

Black was appointed professor of anatomy and lecturer on

chemistry in the University of Glasgow, where lie continued
till 1 766, when he was appointed to the chemical chair in

Edinburgh. Between the years 1759 and 1763 he matured
the speculations on heat which hail for a long period occa-

sionally occupied his thoughts. Bocrhaave has recorded nn
observation made by Fahrenheit, that water would become

considerably colder than melting snow, without freezing,
and would freeze in a moment if disturbed, and in the act

of freezing emitted many degrees of heat This notice seems
to have supplied Dr. Black with some vague notion that the

heat received by ice during its conversion into water was
not lost, but was contained in the water. The cxpern:

by which Dr. Black demonstrated the existence of what he
termed latent heat in bodies, are extremely simple and
of execution. He remarks ('Lectures,' vol. i. p. 119) that
'

melting ice receives heat very fast, but the only etV>

this heat is to change it into water, which is not in the least

sensibly warmer than the ice was before.' A great quantity
therefore of the heat, or of the matter of heat, which c.

into the melting ice, produces no other effect but to give it

lluidity, without augmenting its sensible heat; it appears to

be absorbed and concealed within the water, so as not to be
discoverable by the application of a thermometer.'

' In order to understand,' he continues,
'
this absorption

of heat into melting ice, and concealment of it in the v.

more distinctly, I made the following experiments: The
plan of the first was, to take a mass of ice, and an equal
quantity of water, in separate vessels of the same size and

shape, and as nearly as possible of the same heat, to sus-

pend them in the air of a warm room, and by observing
with a thermometer the celerity with which the wai

heated or receives heat, to learn the celerity with which it

enters the ice; and the time necessary for mcltinir the ice

being also attended to, to form an estimate from these two
data of the quantity of heat which enters into ice during
its liquefaction.' He exposed in the same room a

|

quantity of water frozen into ice, and an equal quantity of

water at 33, and as the result of the experiment he stales.
' that it was necessary that the glass with the ice receive

heat from the air of the room during twenty one half-hours,
in order to melt the ice into water, and to heat that water
to 40 of Fahrenheit During all this time it was receiving
the heat, or the matter of heat, with the same celerity (very

nearly) with which the water-glass received it during the

single half-hour in the first part of the experiment. For,
as the water received it with a celerity which was diminish-

ing gradually during that half-hour, in consequence of the

diminution of difference between its degrees of heat and
that of the air ; so the glass with the ice also received heat

with a diminishing celerity, which corresponded exactly
with that of the water-glass, only that the progression of
this diminution was much more slow, and corresponded to

the whole time which the water surrounding the ice re-

quired to become warmed to 40" of Fahrenheit. Tlie whi.V

quantity of heat therefore received by the ice-glass during
the twenty-one half-hours was twenty-one times the quan-
tity received by the water-glass during the single half-hour.
It was therefore a quantity of heat which, had it been
added to the liquid water, would have made it warmer by
(40-33)X21, or 7x21, or 147. No part of this heat how"-

ever appeared in the ice-water, except 8: the remaining
139, or 140 had been absorbed by the melting ice, and
were concealed in the water into which it was changed.'
He then mentions that another obvious method of melting

ice occurred to him, in which it would be still more easy to

perceive the absorption and concealment of heat, by the
action of warm water. For the details of these very simple
yet most satisfactory experiments, we must content our-
selves with referring to Dr. Black's 'Lectures,' Tol.i. p. 123,
In page 157 of the same volume he proves that in the case
of boiling the heat absorbed docs not warm surrounding
bodies, but converts the water into vapour, and he adds,

'

in

both ca-es, considered as the cause of warmth, we do not

perceive its presence: it is concealed, or latent, and I gave
it the name of latent heat.' It was indeed by Dr. Black's
doctrine respecting the nature of steam that Mr. Wall
led to his great improvement* in the steam-engine, a sulli-

cient proof, if indeed proof were required, of the immense
importance of his discoveries.
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Philosophical Transactions' for 1775 contain a short

paper by Dr. Black, giving an account of some experiments,
showing that recently-boiled water begins to freeze more

speedily than water that has not been boiled, and he ex-

plains the cause of its so doing. The only other paper
written by Dr. Black was published in the second volume of

the 'Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh.' It

is an analysis of trie Geyser and Rikum springs in Iceland,
in which he found a considerable quantity of silica.

Dr. Black was never married. He died on the 2Gih of No-
vember, 1 799, in the seventy-first year of his age. Dr. Ro-
bison (Preface to Lectures, p. Ixii.) says,

' As to the manner
in which Dr. Black acquitted himself in his public character
of a professor, I need only say that none contributed more

largely to establish, and support and increase the high cha-
racter which the University of Edinburgh has acquired. His
talent for communicating knowledge was not less eminent
than for observation and inference from what he saw. He
soon became one of the principal ornaments of the Univer-

sity ; and his lectures were attended by an audience which
continued increasing from year to year, for more than thirty

years. It could not be otherwise. His personal appear-
ance and manners were those of a gentleman, and peculiarly

pleasing. His voice in lecturing was low, but fine
;
and his

articulation so distinct, that he was perfectly well heard by
an audience consisting of several hundreds. His discourse

was so plain and perspicuous, his illustration by experiment
so apposite, that his sentiments on any subject never could

be mistaken even by the most illiterate ;
and his instruc-

tions were so clear of all hypothesis or conjecture, that the

hearer rested on his conclusions with a confidence scarcely
exceeded in matters of his own experience.'
BLACK-ASSIZE, the name given to a fatal assize held

in 1577 in the old town-hall of Oxford, situated at that time
in the yard of the castle. Holinshed and Stow make par-
ticular'mention of it in their Chronicles, but the best account

of it is in Anthony a Wood's History and Antiquities of
the University, published by Gutch, 4to. Oxford, 1796, vol.

ii. p. 1 88, when noticing the trial of one Rowland Jencks, a

book-binder, for sedition. He says
' The assizes therefore

being come, which began the 4th of July, and continued

two days after in the court-house at the castle-yard, the said

Jencks was arraigned and condemned in the presence of a

great number of people to lose his ears. Judgment being

passed, and the prisoner taken away, there arose such an

infectious damp or breath among the people, that many
there present, to the apprehensions of most men, were then

smothered, and others so deeply infected that they lived not

many hours after. The persons that then died,' he adds,
' and were infected by the said damp, when sentence was

passed, were Sir Robert Bell, baron of the Exchequer; Sir

Nicholas Barham, sergeant-at-law ;
Sir Robert D'Oyley,

the bigh-sheritf; Hart, his under-sheriff; Sir William

Babyngton, Robert D'Oyley, Wenman, Danvers, Fetiplace,

and Harcourt, justices of the peace ; Kerle, Greenwood,

Nash, and Forster, gentlemen ;
besides most of thejury, with

many others that died within a day or two after. Abore
600 sickened in one night, as a physician of Oxford (Georg.

Edrycus in Hi/pomnematibus suis in aliquot libros Fault

Mginetcc, edit! Lond. 1588, lib. 2) attested; and the day
after, the infectious air being carried into the next villages,

there sickened 100 more. The 15th, 16th, and 17th days
of July sickened also above 300 persons, and within twelve

days' space died 100 scholars, besides many citizens. The
number of persons that died in five weeks' space, namely
from the 6th of July to the 12th of August (for no longer
did this violent infection continue), were 300 in Oxford, and

200 and odd in other places : so that the whole number that

died in that time were 510 persons, of whom many bled till

they expired. Some,' Wood says,
'
left their beds, occa-

sioned by the rage of their disease and pain, and would beat

their keepers or nurses, and drive them from their presence.

Others ran about the streets and lanes in a state of phrenzy,
and some even leaped headlong into deep waters. The

physicians tied, not to avoid trouble,' he says,
' but to save

themselves and theirs.' The heads of houses and doctors

almost all fled ; and there was not a single college or hall,

but had some taken away by this infection.
' The parties,'

Wood says,
' that were taken away by this disease were

troubled with a most vehement pain of the head and sto-

mach, vexed with the phrenzy, deprived of their understand-

ing, memory, sight, hearing, &c. The disease also increas-

ing, they could neither eat nor sleep, nor would suffer any

attendants to come near to them. At the time of their
death they would be very strong and vigorous, but if they
escaped it, then they were to the contrary. It spared no
complexion or constitution, and the choleric it chielly mo-
lested. That which is most to be admired is, that no women
were taken away by it, or poor people, or such that admi-
nistered physic, or any that came to visit. But as the phy-
sicians were ignorant of the causes, so also of the cures of this
disease.' Holinshed says that no child died of this infection.

It seems more than probable that the distemper which
arose on this occasion, was a fever originating in the poi-
sonous condition of the adjoining gaol, where the prisoners
had been long, close, and nastily kept. Wood mentions a
similar event at Cambridge, at the assizes held in the castle
there in the time of Lent, 13 Henry VIII., A.D. 1521, where
the justices, all the gentlemen, bailiffs, and most who re-
sorted thither, took such an infection, that many of them
died, and all almost that were present sickened, and nar-
rowly escaped with their lives.

Father Sanders (in his book De Schismate Angl. lib. iii.),

noticing the black-assize of Oxford, called it
'

ingens mi-
raculum,' and ascribed it as a just judgment on the cruelty
of the judge for sentencing the bookbinder to lose his ears.
A contemporary account of the black-assize is given in a

letter from Sergeant Fleetwood, recorder of London, to Lord
Burleigh, dated 30th July, 1577, printed in Ellis's Original
Letters Illustrative of English History (second series, vol.

iii. p. 54) ; and another contemporary Account, in Latin,
from the Register of Merton College, wife communicated to

the Royal Society by professor Ward in 1758, and is printed
in the Philosophical Transactions for that year, vol. 1. part
ii. p. 699.

(See also Holinshed's Chron. edit. 1587, vol. ii. p. 1270
;

Stow's Annals, edit. 1 63 1 , p. 681 ; and Pointer's Antiquities
and Curiosities of Oxford, 8vo. Lond. 1749, p. 171.)
BLACKBIRDS (zoology), the English name for birds

of the first tribe of the genus Turdus, Linn., belonging to
the fifth family (Les Turdusinees) of Cuvier's second order
(Les Passereaux), according to Lesson's arrangement.
But the term Blackbird is more exclusively applied in

England to that well-known native songster, Merula vul-

garis of Ray, Turdus Merula of Linnaeus, the Schwarz-
drossel and Schwarze Amsel of the Germans, Merle of the

French, Merla and Merlo of the Italians, and KOTTV<J>OC, or

Koaav^og (cottyphus or cossyphus), of the antient Greeks.
The Blackbird is too well known to require a description ;

but a word or two on the subject of its habits may not be

misplaced. There are not wanting those who praise the

song-thrush at the expense of the blackbird, alleging that,

though the former commits depredation in our fruit gardens
in summer, it makes amends by its destruction of the shell-

snails (Helices aspersa et nemoralis), whereas the black-
bird is a most notorious fruit-eater, without any such redeem-

ing quality. That the thrush does this service is most
true

; but it is not less true that the blackbird is particu-

larly fond of the shell-snails, which it devours in the same
way with the thrush. In truth, small slugs and shell-snails,
to use the expression of a garden labourer, form ' the chief
of its living,' while the thrush is equally fond of fruit in the
season

;
but the plumage of the thrush is in its favour, and

it is often pecking away at the fruit without being seen.
When disturbed it glides away without noise ; but the
blackbird's sharp cry of alarm as it escapes generally strikes

the ear, if its black coat and yellow bill have not arrested

the eye. Thus much in justice to the blackbirds; for we
know of instances where a war of extermination has been

waged against them, while the thrushes have been held
sacred.

Early in the spring the blackbird begins to build its nest.

A thick-set hedge-row, an insulated close bush, a low ivied

tree, are all favourite places. Moss, small sticks, root-

fibres, are the materials, with an internal coat of mud-plaster,
over which is a lining of fine dry grass. Four or five eggs
of a bluish-green, variegated with darker markings, are here

deposited. Aristotle (book v. c. 13.) observes, that it lays

twice, and Buffon says that the first deposit ranges from
five to six eggs, but the second only from four to five. The

early season at which it begins to lay is often so cold as to

destroy the first brood; moreover, the leafless state of the

hedge or bush at that period makes the nest an easy prey
to the school-boy.
The blackbird is in general shy, but there are exceptions

to the remark,
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In the spring of 1629 we saw a hen blackbird sitting on
her neat in the camellia-house belonging to Messrs. Lod-

diges at Hackney. It was built in a camellia close to the

walk
;
so close, that a passer-by might have touched the

bird ; but there she sat, and, undisturbed by the crowds who
were attracted to the view of the noble and luxuriant collec-

tion in full bloom, there she safely hatched and brought up
her youn-j.

Iii the spring of 1834 a pair of blackbirds built their nest

in a faggot-pile close to the door of a kitchen-garden in the

parish of Sunbury, Middlesex, where the garden-labourers
were passing all day long wheeling manure into the garden,
&c. The nest was built among some dead thorns there piled

up, so low that the passer-by could look into it, and was very
much exposed: but the parents, notwithstanding the cu-

riosity of spectators, brought up their nestlings. This was
a late brood ; and as many early nests had been taken in

the neighbouring hedge-rows, it is not impossible that the

birds, disappointed of their first brood, might have been
driven to choose a spot nearer the house for security.

Albinos sometimes occur among these birds.* Several
instances are recorded: the following from 'London's

Magazine' (No. 43, p. 596) is one of the latest. In 1829
a blackbird's nest, containing four or five young ones, was
found at Rougham, near Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk.

One of the young ones differed in colour materially from
the rest. Its eyes were red, its bill was yellow (which is

not usual in very young blackbirds). The nest was not
taken till the young were fully Hedged. On attempting to

capture them, two or three made their escape; the white-

one was safely caught.
* * * The red-eyed bird afterwards

me nearly or wholly white, and it still retains this co-

lour.' In the British Museum there is a female of a dusky
white or cream-colour, with Yorkshire for its locality.
H. Bruce Campbell, Esq., lately presented a male en-

tirely white to the Zoological Society, in whose garden at

the Regent's Park it is now (1835) living. It was found in

June, 1832, at Belsthorpe, Nottinghamshire. There were
two other young ones in the nest, the plumage of which, as

well as that of the parents, was of the ordinary colour.

Bechstein, in his interesting little book on cnge-birds,

says,
' the white variety is very well-known ; there is, bo-

sides, the streaked, the black with a white head, and the

pearl gray.' The same author gives the follow i;

of the musical properties of the blackbird in confinement.
' Its voice is so strong and clear, that in a city it may be
heard from one end of a long street to the other. Its me-

mory is so good, that it retains without mixing them several
airs at once, and it will even repeat little sentences. It is a

great favourite with the lovers of a plaintive, clear, and mu-
sical song, and may in these respects be preferred to the

bullfinch, whose voice is softer, more lluto-like, but also

more melancholy. The price of these two birds, if well

taught, is about the same.'

Ring-blackbird, Meruht torquata,' Ring-ouzel or
Amzel of Ray, Merle au collier of the French, Merulo Al-

i of the Italians, Ringamsel, Ringel Amsel and Jtinn-
I of the Germans, Tttrdut

torqiiutus. Linn., Merle <i

pftufnm blunt- of Buffon, is a periodical visitant, and. r n-

trary to the habits of its congcnrrs, such as the Field-fare
and Red-teing, arrives in spring, seeking the mount
and stony down-districts of Great Britain, where it breeds.
The nest and eggs very much resemble tliose of the

blackbird in size and colour, and arc generally placed in

some bush or grass-tuft among the heath, and about the

rocks, on a shelf or in a cleft. When its young are hatched
it has no longer the shy character which, at other seasons,
renders it so difficult to be approached ;

for it then Li

apparently bold, drawing the attention of the observer by
loud cries and extravagant gestures, in order to lead him
away from iu nest. On the

approach of autumn it retires

southwards, and about the end of October leaves us for

warmer climates. In Sweden, France, and Germany it is

common. Bechstein gays, 'though it traverses the whole of

Europe, it builds only in the north.' Tcnuninck speaks of
it as rare in Holland. We liave searched in vain for it in
Prince Bonaparte'* Specchio C'umparativo but in Ray's

ArlaMU (book ix. thj>. 1.) mtntk.u> the l,|t<. T.rWy rXii,
obtenrtBf that In die it it equal to tlie black, nud that iu role* U u>

aam, ' ll ftiyit,, It,, ;,;,,, HM> I ?.n ra;<-A*ri !!,..' Mr
add*, that It li band in A rr ,.!,-.. i, Ki>AX Tr.t A;)M, and i<

elM. Vam,<lf n Jhrtfcd (liouli Hi.).Mjri lhal white blackbird! ne non
'a public at Rome, with jairoU, &c.

Willughby (book 2, p. 195.) there is the following pas-

sage. 'In a bird that I dc-<-ritd at Rome, the edges of

the prime feathers of the wings, as also of the covert fea-

thers of the head and wings were cinereous. The ring also

was not white but ash-coloured. I suppose this was cither

a young bird or a hen.' Montagu speaks of it is breeding
in some parts of Wales, on Dartmoor in Devonshire, and
near the 1-and's End in Cornwall, as well as in the north
of England and Scotland. The same author pays, that lie

has received it from the mountainous parts of Ireland. We
have seen it on Dartmoor in the breeding season ;

and in tin-

spring of 1829 several were seen and somes hot ne;ir Bristol.

In the catalogue of Dorset birds, Ring-ouzels nre said to

appear in Portland (whrro they are called Michaflmat

blackbirds) when on their autumnal and spring flights.

Slaney says,
' Mr. White gives an account of hi-

of these birds in Hampshire, in October
;
and we lia\<-

them near the Isle of Thanet, probably on their return

southward after rearing their young. They are said to

breed on Dartmoor, and in the Peak of Derbyshire : and
we have observed them among the heath on the Welch
mountains in July.' Sir W. Jardine speaks of their depre-
dations when they descend to the gardens from the moun-
tains previous to their migration to winter quarters, nnd
sa\s that they are known to the country people under the

title of ' mountain blackbirds.'

Buffon observes, that they appeared in small flocks of

twelve or fifteen, about Montbard in Burgundy in the be-

ginning of October, seldom staying more than two or three

. and that the least frost made them disappear : but

at the same time he states, that Klein declares that the

birds had been brought alive to him in the middle of

winter, and that though they very rarely inhabit the
i

of temperate Europe, M. Salerno asserts that their nests

have been found in Sologne and in the forest of Orleans.

Pennant, who gives them the name Mvyalchen y i:

referring to Caraden, among his synonyms, says
'

Ring-
ouzels inhabit the Highland hills, the north of England, and
the mountains in Wales. They are also found to breed in

Dartmoor, in Devonshire, in banks on the sides of streams.

I have seen them in the same situation in Wales, very cla-

morous when disturbed.' He further observes, 'The
of their retreat is not known ; those that breed in Wales
and Scotland never quitting these countries.'

Latham, in a note to the last edition of Pennant savs,
' This species is met with in the warmer and the colder

regions, as well in Africa as Asia
;
but does not inhabit

either Russia or Siberia, though it is seen in Persia about

the Caspian Sea.'

Buffon also gives it a wide geographical distribution.

[Mrrtil

The King-blackbird at l\inx-iiiizrl, is larsor than the

common blackbird. l.^iiL'tb. including the t.nl, abmit ten
i half. Rill blackish-brown

an inch long, Kid yellowish at the base of the lower man-
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dible ; the irides chestnut-brown, and the legs dark-brown
The following is Selby's description of the plumage :

'

Uppe
parts of the body black, the feathers being margined with
blackish-gray. On the upper .part of the breast is a large
crescent-shaped gorget of pure white ; the rest of the unde:
parts black, margined with gray. Greater wing-covert
deeply marginated with ash-gray. Tail black.
The plumage of the female bird is more clouded with

gray, and the pectoral gorget is much smaller, and cloudet
ith reddish-brown and gray. In the young females this

gorget is not visible
; and in the young males it is of a red-

dish-white.
1
Varieties are sometimes found similar to those of the

blackbird.

Bechstein after remarking on the striking resemblancem the gait, in the motion of the wings and tail, and in the
call of the ring-blackbird, with those habits as manifested
in the common blackbird, thus speaks of its song :

'
Its

voice, though hoarser and deeper, is nevertheless more har-
monious and agreeable. It is so weak, that a redbreast may
overpower it. It continues singing at all times, except when
moulting. It will live in confinement from six to ten
years.'

There are other European species of the tribe, such as
Turdus saxatilis, the rock thrush, and Turdus cyaneus, the
blue thrush, but they are not recorded as having been ob-
served to frequent the British islands. Cuvier observes
that the foreign species which approach the European
blackbirds are Turdus Manillensis, Turdus Eremita, Tur-
dus varius, and Myiothera Andromeda.
The American blackbirds, so destructive of the young

maize-crop, are of a different race. [See QUISCALUS.]BLACK BONNET (zoology), one of the names of the
reed bunting. [See BUNTING.]
BLACKBURN, a market-town and township, and, under

the Reform Act, a borough, in the hundred, deanery, and
parish of Blackburn. It is 209 miles N.W. by N. of Lon-
don, 23 miles N.N.W. of Manchester, 12 miles N.W. by
N. ofBolton, 15 miles N.N.W. of Bury, 10 miles N.E. of

Chorley, and 8 miles W.N.W. of Haslingden.
The parish of Blackburn is very large, extending nearly

fourteen miles in length, and ten in breadth. It contains
fifteen townships and eight chapelries, viz., Blackburn,
Cla> ton-le-dale, Cuerdale, Lower Darwen, Dinkley, Eccles-
liill. Little Harwood, Livesley, Mellor, Osbaldeston, Pleas-

ington, Ramsgrave, Rishton, Wilpshire, and Wilton, town-

ships; along with Balderston, Billington, Over Darwen,
Great Harwood, Salisbury, Samlesbury, Tockholes, and
Wallon-le-dale, Chapelries. This district is only a small

part of the hundred of Blackburn, whose boundaries are
marked by the hundred of Amounderness on the north-

east, by the Darwent and the hundred of Leyland on the
west, and by the hundred of Salford on the south. It

comprises four whole parishes, Blackburn, Chipping, Rib-
chester, and Whalley, and parts of Bury and Metton, alto-

gether containing eighty townships. This hundred contri-

butes 302 men to the county militia
; and the inhabitants

pay nine parts in every hundred to the county rate.

All this division of the county of Lancaster, originally a

wild and barren tract of country, was bestowed by William
the Conqueror on Ilbert de Lacy, whose descendants and
followers obtained portions of it, and derived from them their

titles. Some of the names of these antient gentry are pre-
served in a curious book, a copy of which is in the college

library at Manchester, entitled ' The Visitation of Lanca-
shire, made anno 1567, by William Smith Rouge Dragon.'
Among others are Houghton, of Houghton Tower

;
Osbal-

deston, of Osbaldeston; MaweH, of Great Merly; andTalbot,
of Salbery. The manor of Blackburn passed from the
De Lacies through several successive proprietors, till it be-

came the property of the first Lord Fauconberg by mar-

riage, whose descendant, Thomas Viscount Fauconberg,
it with all its rights in 1721 to William Suddell,

Henry Fielding, and William Baldwin, Esqrs., for 8650/.

Dr. Whittaker, the historian of this district, states that

there was a castle at Blackburn in former times, occupied

by the Roman-British chiefs, and subsequently by the

Saxons, but no vestige of it remains, and the site itself is

only known by tradition. Camden, in his description of

this place, speaks of it as a ' noted market-town ;' while

another writer (Bloom), whose account refers to nearly a

century later, describes it has having
' a great weekly

market for cattle, corn, and provisions, on the Monday.'

The town of Blackburn is situated near the centre of the
parish, on the bank of a brook, called, in Domesday Book,'

Blacheburne,' but whih has now no particular name.
It is sheltered by a range of hills, which stretch from
the north-east to the north-west as far as Billinge HilL
Like most other towns of the same antiquity it is irregu-
larly built ; and until lately the streets were badly paved
and lighted. Under the operation of a police act, which
provides for the paving, lighting, watching, and cleansing
the streets, many improvements have taken place, and
others are in a state of progress. The introduction of gas
has been very beneficial to the town, and it is probable that
the inhabitants will soon discover the advantage of procuring
a better supply of water.
The police regulations in this town are very defective.

Having no municipal government, the duties of preserving
the public peace devolve upon irresponsible persons : and a
sort of supreme authority is vested in two officers, annually
elected, called high-constables, one for the higher and the
other for the lower division of the hundred. The parochial
concerns are managed by a select vestry.
The town of Blackburn depends entirely on trade for its

prosperity. As far back as 1650, one particular article of
the staple trade of the county was produced here with better
success than in any other place, which gave it the name of
'
Blackburn checks,' a species of cloth consisting of a linen

warp and cotton woof, one or both of which being dyed in
the thread, gave to the piece when woven a striped or
checked appearance. This fabric was afterwards superseded
by another, 'the Blackburn grays,' so called because the
materials of which it was composed were not dyed, but sent
to the printers unbleached, or as it is technically described,
in the gray state, in order to liave the patterns stamped
upon them.

In the history of those improvements by which the ma-
nufacture of cotton has been brought to its present state of

perfection, it would appear that several of considerable im-
portance owe their discovery to the ingenuity and talent of
natives of this town. Among the rest, the invention of the
crank and comb, for taking the carding from the cylinder of
the carding-engine, undoubtedly belongs to James Har-
grave, a working carpenter. His patent was one of the
earliest that was taken out for the construction of the spin-
ning-jenny.

But, for a long period, the chief article manufactured
inre was calicoes, for which the Blackburn weavers were
celebrated. This branch of trade is now transferred to
the power-looms, and the remnant of hand-loom weavers
are chiefly employed, at the present time, in making low-
>riced muslins. A considerable section of the working
community are engaged in the mills, which are increasing
to such an extent, that nearly 200,000 spindles are at work
n the town and its immediate vicinity, yielding an average
of between 60,000 and 70,000 Ibs. of yarn weekly.
The annual amount of manufactured goods is estimated

at more than two millions and a half sterling ;
but on com-

>aring this estimate with the production of neighbouring
owns, it must be observed that a much greater quantity of
'loth passes through the hands of the Blackburn weaver for

lie same amount of remuneration, than will go into the
ooms of those districts where a heavier and more costly
loth is produced.
The commerce of the town has every advantage of water

arriage, by means of the Leeds and Liverpool canal, which
lasses the outskirts of the town, opening to the inhabitants
a direct communication between the eastern and western
eas. The continuity of the coal-beds on the southern side

)f the town atfords fuel at a very reasonable rate. On the
lorthern side of the district, lime of an excellent quality is

ound in great abundance.
'

There are no public edifices in Blackburn, except those
which are used for religious worship. Tho parish church,
3t. Mary's, in the archdeaconry of Chester, is of very antient

oundation, having been built and endowed before the Nor-
man Conquest. This structure was taken down and rebuilt

n 1819, upon the site of the old grammar-school; and in

831, a few years after it was finished, the new edifice was

>artially destroyed by an accidental fire : it is again re-

tored, and is much admired for its architectural beauty,
The living is in the gift of the archbishop of Canterbury,
vho is rector. The vicar of the church holds the presenta-
ions to all the chapelries of the parish, of which there are

ight, but he derives no benefit from their revenues, Be-
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St Mary , there are three other churches belonging
to the establishment, viz., St. John's, St. Peter's, and St.

Paul's. The last was formerly in Lady Huntingdon's con-

nexion, but the minister and congregation having con-

formed, it was consecrated a few years since by the bishop
of the diocese. One of the other two, St. John's, was en-

tirely built by subscription ; and St. Peter's is chielly in-

debted for its erection to the parliamentary grant. The
1:11: places of worship are ten in number. Baptists,

Independents, Roman Catholics, and Methodists, have

each two chapels ; and the Friends and Swedenborgians one
each.

Among the public institutions for the purposes of educa-

tion, the free grammar-school may be mentioned first. It

was founded and endowed, in consequence of a petition to

that effect from the inhabitants, by Queen Elizabeth,
'
f >r

the education, management, and instruction of children and

youths in grammar,' nnd to have one master and one usher.

The present income is reported at 120/. It. 4d., consisting
of lands and buildings, which have rather decreased in

value. The endowment has however been augmented by
benefactions from other sources. The general management
of the school and the appointment of the masters is

in fifty governors, who fill up vacancies as they occur. The
charter describes the school as '

free to all the world,' though
the number in it never exceeds thirty, and these have to

pay a small fee to the master annually at Shrove tide. In
1819 the old school-house was taken down to make room
for the new church, when a neat stone building was erected

near St. Peter's church, in the architectural style of Queen
Elizabeth's time.

There is also a charity-school for girls, founded by a be-

nevolent individual of the name of Lcyland, in which ninety
girls are clothed, and instructed in reading, sewing, and

knitting. The national schools are attended by SOU chil-

dren of both sexes. To most of the places of worship Sun-

day-schools are attached, and very considerable attention is

paid to the instruction of the poor. The number of children

who are receiving some education in this way amounts to

nearly 5000. Religious knowledge is also diffused through
the Bible Society, the Society for the Promotion of Christian

Knowledge, and the London and Wesleyan Missionary So-

cieties, who have all auxiliary branches in this town. Poli-
tical and general information is circulated by means of two

newspapers, the 'Gazette' and the 'Alfred.' The Inde-

pendents have an academy here, under the direction of

proper tutors, for the education of young men of their deno-
mination for the ministry. A horticultural society, which
is in a flourishing state, has a tendency to diffuse a taste for

useful pursuits. A savings bank has been open ever since

1818, in which the deposits have been very considerable.
There is a general dispensary, established in 1823, partly

supported by voluntary contributions, and partly by assist-

ance from tlie parochial funds. The Ladies' Society for the
relief of lying-in women, and the Stranger's Friend Society,
are maintained by the subscriptions of the benevolent. So-
ck-ties for sickness and funerals are very numerous among
the working classes, nnd well conducted.

There are no other public buildings except a small
theatre ; and a cloth-hall on one side of Fleming-square', fur

the sale of woollen cloths, at the fairs, which arc held on
Easter Monday, on the llth and 12th of May, and on the
1 7lh of October. There nre also fortnight fairs on Wednes-
day, continuing from the first week in February to Michael-
mas, for horned cattle. Monday was the antient market-

day in Blackburn, but in 1 774 the markets began to be
held on Wednesday and Saturday, and have continued to
be so held to the present time. The market is well sup-
plied with all kinds of vegetables and provisions suitable
fur such a population, but the want of proper accommodation
for them is a subject of just complaint both among buyers

Hers.

The population of Blackburn has kept pace with the ex-
tension of the cotton trade. In 1770 it only amounted to

5000; in 1801 it had increased to 11,980; in 1821 to

,n; and in the census of 1831 the population was re-
turned at 27,091. During the name period, a very
derahle increase took place in its dependencies, which ad-

ween 1SU1 and Ivtl from 21,651 to 32,700.
Two of the southern townships of the parish, Over and

Darwen, now form, under tin: influence of the <

manufactures, a town of considerable size, comprising 9639
inhabitants, and containing two new churches, which have

been recently erected, besides several other places of worship
established by the dissenters. About l-l 7th of the population
of this parish are engaged in agriculture ; about 1- 14th are

in professions or unemployed, anil the remainder are occu-

pied in trade, manufactures, or handicraft. The borough
sends two members to parliament.

(Wbittaker's History qf Whallty ; Baincs's History <\,

Lancashire; Pigot's Directory ; Communication/mm Lair

BLACK-CAP (zoology), the common English name fo

the black-cap warbler ; dt-r AKnch of theGenu.ui-
d ttte noire of the French, Caponera gentile of the Italians

Atricafrillaot Aldrovandus, Cutrucaatricapilla of Hrisnon

MotariltaalricapiUaant} Motacilla moschita of Ginelin (the

latter being the female), and Sylvia atricapilla of Latham
and of BccksUiin.

[Sjlvla atrteaplUa: ml<-.>

' Of all the birds,' says Sweet,
' that reside in, or visit the

British islands, there is none that can come up to the pre-
sent for song, except the nightingale, and by some persons
it is more admired than even that bird. Its arrival in this

country is generally about the first week in April, and the

earliest that I ever saw was on the 25th of March. They
leave us again about the end of September, sometimes a

straggling one may be seen at the beginning of October ;

the latest I ever saw in a wild state was on the 15th of that

month. When it first arrives in this country its chief food

is the early ripened berries of the ivy, and where tln>

there the black-caps are first to be heard singing their me-
lodious and varied song. By the time the ivy-berri

over, the little green lame of the small moths will be getting

plentiful, rolled up in the young shoots and leaves: this

then is their chief food until the strawberries and cherries

become ripe; after that there is no want of fruit or berries

till their return, and there is no sort of fruit or berry that is

eatable or wholesome that they will refuse. After they have
cleared the elder-berries in autumn, they immediately leave.

us.'

Nor is Sweet singular in his eulogy. All agree in praising
its melody. In Norfolk, and in other places in Great Hi ituin,

it is called the mock nightingale; and indeed, like the

nightingale, it continues its song far into the night. Bcch-

stein, who has paid so much attention to the song of birds,

says that it rivals the nightingale, and that many persons
even give it the preference.'

'

If,' adds that author, it has

less volume, strength, and expression, it is more pure.
and flute-like in its tones, nnd its song is perhaps more

varied, smooth, and delicate.'

This fruit-eating warbler is one of the ficc.duta- so much

prized under the name of beccafica, though, as Beelist in

well observes. e\ei\ ta-te 1 lit that of the palate must be

\cd if this charming bird is caught for the table. Its

fondness for ivy-berries seems to have been noticed in Italy,

where it is permanent, and thence probably is deme i

of its Italian names, rajinnrrti </></< n;. The difference of

plumage in the males and females, and in the young birds,

which resemble the females, may possibly throw some light

on the opinion which Wfllughby thus mentions: ' The
anticnls report,' writes Willughby,

' that the black-caps
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in the beginning of autumn, are changed
into Jicedulce, or beccafigos, by the mutation of their voice

and colour
;
from whom, till I be assured by experience, I

must crave leave to dissent.'

There can be little doubt that Willughby had in his

mind that passage in the 49th chapter of the 9th book of

Aristotle, where the latter, speaking of the changes of birds,
states that the beccafieos (avieaXiSic) and the black-caps
(fu\ayic6pv<poi) are changed into each other. Indeed, Wil-

lughby thus heads his chapter on the black-cap:
' The

Black-cap : Atricapilla seu Ficedula, Aldrov. ; called by Ihe
Greeks SurnXif et MtXayxopvipos ; by the Italians, Capo
Negro.' The passage in Aristotle may be thus freely
translated :

'

And, in like manner, beccafieos and black- caps, for

these too are changed into each other. The bird is a becea-
fico at the commencement of autumn, and a black-cap at

the decline of that season, and the only difference is in their

plumage and their voice. That they are the same birds

may be seen by observing them before the change is com-

plete, and when they are neither one nor the other.'

Pliny too appears to have had this passage in his view,

though he does not acknowledge it, when he wrote (lib. x.

cap. 29),
' Alia ratio ficedulis. Nam formam simul colo-

remque mutant. Hoc nomen non nisi autumno habent,

postea mclancoryphi vocantur.'

Belon (ed. 1555, folio) makes the bulfinch the avca\ie
and /ifXayicopv^oe of the Greeks, and beccafighi of the Itali-

ans, naming it also atricapilla ; but in a subsequent edition,
'

enrichy de quatrains' (small 4to. 1557), the Greek, Latin,
and Italian names identifying it as a ficedula, as well as

the name atricapilla, are omitted ; and the bird appears with

the provincial synonyms of the bulfinch. In other instances,

in that of the very next bird for example, the Greek and
Latin names given in the folio edition are retained.

Upon the whole, there is reason for coming to the con-

clusion that our blacVcap is the bird alluded to by Aristotle.

Ray seems to have been of this opinion, for he thus records

it in his Synopsis: 'Atricapilla sive ficedula, Aldrov.;
ffvaa\is et juXay/ciipu^oc, Graocis ;

the black-cap.'
It occurs frequently in the greater portion of Europe,

through the northern and eastern parts of which it is widely
diffused. Temminck says that it is rare beyond the Apen-
nines and Pyrenees. Bonaparte notes it as permanent
and common near Rome.
The male black-cap is nearly six inches in length, and

ab.int four drams and a half in weight. Upper part of the

head black; back of the neck ashy brown; upper parts
of the body grey, with a greenish tinge ; quills and tail

dusky, edged with dull green ; breast and belly light ash-

colour
; legs and feet bluish-grey, or lead-colour; bill brown :

iri'li's dark hazel.

The female is of larger size
;
the crown of the head is of an

umber-brown or rust-colour; and the plumage generally is

darker, and more inclining to greenish than it is in the male.

The plumage of the young when they leave the nest re-

sembles that of the female.

Gardens, orchards, and thick hedges are the favourite

haunts of the black-cap ; and there, among brambles and

nettles, or in some low bush, its nest is built. Dry stalks

of goose-grass and a little wool, lined with fibrous roots, and

frequently with a few long hairs, with now and then a little

moss on the outside, form the structure. Four or five, some-

times six, eggs of a reddish-brown, weighing about thirty-

five grains, mottled with a darker colour, and sometimes

dotted with a few ashy specks, are then deposited. Pennant

speaks of a nest which he discovered in a spruce fir. Tem-
minck mentions the hawthorn-bush as the most frequent

place.
The black-cap in a state of nature is with difficulty seen

when singing, at which time it seems to take pains to scerete

itself. White, however, who saw it in this act, says that,

while warbling, the throat is wonderfully distended.

In captivity it seems to be a great favourite, not only from

its song but from its attractive qualities. Even in a state

of nature it is a mocking-bird, and, when caged, it soon

learns the notes of the nightingale and canary. The female

is also, but in a limited degree, a songster.

Bechstein speaks of the striking affection which it shows

for its mistress :

'
It utters a particular sound, a more tender

note to welcome her ; at her approach he darts against the

wires of his cage, and by a continued fluttering, accompanied
with little cries, he seems to express his eagerness and gra-

titude. A young male, which I had put in the hot-house
for the winter, was accustomed to receive from my hano.
every time I entered a meal-worm

;
this took place so regu-

larly, that immediately on my arrival he placed himself near
the little jar where I kept the meal-worms. If I pretended
not to notice this signal, he would take flight, and, passing
close under my nose, immediately resume his post ; and this
lie repeated, sometimes even striking me with his wing, till

I satisfied his wishes and impatience.'
The bird under consideration must not be confounded

with another soft-billed black-cap, Sylvia melanocephala of
Latham, MotaciUa melanocephala of Gmelin, which, accord-

ing to Temminck, only inhabits the most southern parts of

Kuropo, such as the south of Spain, Sardinia, and the Nea-
politan States. He says that some pairs of these were killed

by M. Natterer at Algesiras and near Gibraltar. This again,
says Temminck, may be easily confounded with a third,

Sylvia Sarda of Marmora, which is very common in certain
districts of Sardinia, but not found in others. Temminck
adds that it probably also lives in the kingdom of Naples,
and in Sicily. The males of both these last are about five

inches long.
BLACK-CAPPED TOM-TIT. [See TITMOUSE.]
BLACK-COCK (zoology), one of the English names for

the heath-cock, the male of the black game or black grouse;
Der Birk-hahn of the Germans

; Coq de brw/ere a queue
fourchue, Coq de bois, and Faisan bruyant (Belon), of the

French; Gallo di monte, Gallo cedrone, Gallo selvatico,
Gallo alpestre, Fasan negro, and Fnsiafio alpestre of the
Italians

; Orrfugl of the Norwegians ; Tetrao seu urogallus
minor of Willughby and Ray ; Tetrao tetrix of Linncous ;

and Lyrurus telr/.r of Swainson. The female is called a

grey hen, and the young are named poults* a term which
is applied to the black game generally on the borders of

Hampshire and Dorsetshire.

Lyrurus tetrix.]

This noble bird, whose plumage when in full beauty has

defied all pencils save that of Edwin Landseer, the only

painter who has given a true idea of it, is now the largest of

its race in the British islands, of whose fauna it is one of the

principal ornaments. It is, says Temminck, more widely

diffused over the central parts of Europe than the caper-

cailzie (Tetrao urogallus) ; or the rakkelhan, Temrainck

(Tetrao medius, Meyer. In Germany, France, and Hol-

land, it is tolerably plentiful : in the northern countries, such

as Denmark, Sweden. Norway, and Russia, it abounds.

This is nil old name for Hie blai-lt-gnma. Thus Turbervile (161 1) write!.

I f your goshiuvkc l-e once a good partrMgar, beware that you let her not Ike

the puut or the feasuut.'

NO. 2C5. [THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.] VOL. IV. 3 Q
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Of flic southern counties of England, Hampshire, Dorset-

shire. Somersetshire, and Di-vonshiro possess t and now
and then it is teen in tho heathy parts of Sussex and Surrey,
la the New Forest, and the wild heaths un the borders of

ll.iinp*hire and Dorsetshire, HI tin- neighbourhood of Wirn-

borne, it is perhaps more common Iban it ii anywhere else

in the south. Tho Quantocks, and some other uncultivated

tracts in Somersetshire, and Dartmoor and Sudgemoor in

-lure, are its headquarters in those counties; but it

is comparatively rare.

.Staffordshire has it sparingly, and Northumberland plen-

tifully.

In the Highlands of Scotland the black-cock is abundant,
and it is found in some of the Hebrides. In North Wales
it occurs sparingly, where it is strictly preserved.

Pennant says that some had been shot in Ireland, in the

county of Sligo, where the breed was formerly introduced

out of Scotland, but expresses his belief that, at the time he
v> r.'te, they were all exterminated. Some may be seen in

aviaries, in the Zoological Gardens in the Regent's Park
for instance; but they languish in confinement, and all at-

tempts to domesticate them have failed.

Sclby's account of the haunts and habits of the black-

cock in a state of nature is so good, that wo shall give it in

Ins own words :

* The bases of the hills in heathy and mountainous dis-

tricts, which are covered with a natural growth of birch,

alder, and willow, and intersected by morasses clothed with

long and coarse herbage, as well as the deep and wooded

glens so frequently occurring in extensive wastes, are the

situations best suited to the habits of these birds, and most
1'avourable to their increase. During the months of autumn
and winter the males associate, and live in Hocks, but sepa-
rate in March or April; and, being polygamous, each indi-

vidual chooses some particular station, from whence he drives

all intruders, and for the possession of which, when they are

numerous, desperate contests often take place. At this

station he continues every morning during the pairing sea-

son (beginning at day-break) to repeat his call of invitation

to the other sex, displaying a variety of attitudes, not unlike

those of a turkey-cock, accompanied by a crowing note, and
one similar to the noise made by the whettine of a scythe.
At this season bis plumage exhibits the richest glosses, and
the red skin of his eyebrows assumes a superior intensity of

colour. With the cause that urged their temporary separa-
tion their animosity ceases, and the male birds again asso-

ciate, and live harmoniously together. The female deposits
her eggs in May ; they are from six to ten *

in number, of a

yellowish-grey colour, blotched with reddish-brown. The
nest is of most artless construction, being composed of a

few dried stems of grass placed on the ground, under the

shelter of a tall tuft or low bush, and generally in marshy
spots where long and coarse grasses abound. The young of

both sexes at first resemble each other, and their plumage
is that of the hen, with whom they continue till the autumnal
moult takes place ; at this timo the males acquire {he garb
of the adult bird, and, quitting their female parent, join the
societies of their own sex. The food of tho black grouse,

during the summer, chiefly consists of the seeds of some

species of Juncut, the tender shoots of heath, and insects.

In autumn, tho crowberry, or crawcrook (Einjielrum ni-

ffrum), the cranberry (Kacrintum oxycocciis], the whortle-

berry (Vaccinium vitit Iiltca), and the trailing arbutus

(Arbutus uva ursi), afford it a plentiful subsistence. In

winter, and during severe mid snowy weather, it cats the

tops and buds of the birch and alder, as well as the embryo
shoots of the fir tribe, which it is well enabled to obtain, as
it is capable of perching upon trees without difficulty. At
this season of the year, in situations where arable land is

interspersed with the wild tracts it inhabits, descending into
the stubble ground*, it feeds on grain.'

Colonel Hawker (Inttructions to Young Sportsmen)
mentions a very good day's black-game shooting on the
manors of Hamprcaton and Uddens near Wiraborne, on the
25th of August, 18:25, when, according to his account, Mr.
John Ponton of Uddens House and himself saw eleven
brace of poults, and killed eight brace, but not one old cock
did they see all day. Colonel Hawker's excellent hints for

getting at these and other birds, founded, as all such hints
of his are, upon a practical knowledge of the habits of the

objects of his pursuit, show the advantage to be derived by

According to Temmiock, the egfi KHHnm amount to Un, and occunlius
lu Numun, lu riilm.

the sportsman from an acquaintance with natural history

especially that part of U which i, rumcnant with the habits

of annuals.

i [Lyrurus tetrix, fern. ]

Linnoous says that the young are brought up upon gnats.

Swainson, in his system, places the bird as the first sub-

genus (Lyrurus) of his aberrant group of Tetraonidce.

That the black-cock was known to the antients there is

little doubt. Aristotle, in the first chapter of his sixth book,
where he is speaking of the nidiflcation of birds, says, that
' those which are not strong of flight, such as putriogai and

quails, do not lay in nests (properly so called) but on tho

ground, merely collecting together materials (rXijv) : so also

do the larks (copuftc) and the tetrix.' At the end of tho

chapter he says,
' But the tetrix, which the Athenians call

ourax, neither makes its nest upon the bare ground nor yet

upon trees, but upon low plants (iiri roTc xa/'
a< 'A l"C 0''

T

answering to Temminck's description
' Niche dans les

bruyeres ou dans les buissons;' to Selby's
' Under tho

shelter of a tall tuft or low bush, generally where long and
coarse grasses abound ;' and to Graves's ' On any <lr>

or heath, without any appearance of a nest, but most g

rally in the midst of a high tuft of heath.' This tetrix, th.-n,

which the Athenians called ourax, was not improbably "iir

black-cock.

Pliny's description (cap. xxii. lib. x.)
' Dccet tctraonas

suus nitor absolutaque nigritia, in supcrciliis cocci rubor'

looks very like our bird, though the passage HIM in- in his

chapter on geese, and so it struck Bclon. The tctraoncs

mentioned in company with the peacocks, guinea-fowls, and

pheasants, in chap. xii. of Suetonius (in Calig.), were pro-
bably the same.
The flesh of tho black grouse is much esteemed. The

different colour of the flesh of the pectoral muscles mu*t
have struck everyone. The internal lajcr, which is re-

markably white, is esteemed the most dclicnii- portion.
Bclon goes so far as to say that the three pectoral nu
have three different flavours : the first that of lieef, the next
that of partridge, and tho third that of pheasant.

Male. Weight of a fine specimen about four pounds ;

bill dusky black; irides hazel; head, neck, breast, hack,
and rump, glossy black, shot with steel-blue and purple;

eye-brows naked, granulated, and of a bright vermilion n <1 ;

belly, wing-coverts, nnd tail, pitch black; secondaries tip|x>d

with pure white, and forming with the neighbouring coverts

a band across each wing; under tail-coverts pure white;

legs furnished with hair-like feathers of a dark-brown,

* Tun hen u rcfKKntol too largo ill proportion lu the cock.
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speckled with gray ; toes pectinated ; tail black the exte-
rior feathers bend outwards, and are much longer than those
in the middle : this arrangement gives the singular curva-
ture and forked shape to the tail which distinguishes the bird.

Female. Weight about two pounds ; general colour fer-

ruginous, barred and mottled with black above, paler below,
with dusky and brown bars ; under tail-coverts white,
streaked with black ; tail orange-brown, speckled with black,

showing a slight disposition to be forked, tipped with grayish
white.

No person is permitted to kill, destroy, carry, sell, buy, or
have in his possession, any heath-fowl, commonly called

black-game, between the 10th of December and 20th of

August. The limitation in the New Forest, Somerset, and
Devon, is greater, being from the 10th of December to the
1st of September.

HYBRIDS.
There have lately occurred some well authenticated in-

stances of hybrids bred between the common pheasant and
the gray hen

;
but before we enter into the history of "these,

we must call the attention of our readers to the celebrated

bird sent by Lord Stawell to White for his inspection, and
thus described by the latter in his '

Selborne.'
' The shape, air, and habit of the bird, and the scarlet

ring round the eyes, agreed well with the appearance of a
cock pheasant ;

but then the head and neck, and breast and

belly, were of a glossy black
;
and though it weighed three

pounds three ounces and a half, the weight of a large full

grown cock pheasant, yet there were no signs of any spurs on
the legs, as is usual with all grown cock pheasants, who have

long ones. The legs and feet were naked of feathers, and
therefore it could be nothing of the grous kind. In the

tail were no long bending feathers, such as cock pheasants

usually have, and are characteristic of the sex. The tail was
much shorter than the tail of a hen pheasant, and blunt and

square at the end. The back, wing-feathers, and tail were

all of a pale russet, curiously streaked, somewhat like the

upper parts of a hen partridge. I returned it with my ver-

dict that it was probably a spurious or hybrid hen bird, bred

between a cock pheasant and some domestic fowl. When
I came to talk with the keeper who brought it, he told me
that some pea-hens had been known last summer to haunt

the coppices and coverts where this rnule was found.'

After stating that Mr. Elmer of Farnham, the famous

game painter, was employed to take an exact copy of this

curious bird, the note in White proceeds thus :
' N. B. It

ought to be mentioned that some good judges have imagined
this bird to have been a stray grous or black cock ; it is,

however, to be observed that Mr. White remarks that its

legs and feet were naked, whereas those of the grous are

feathered to the toes.

To this Markwick appends the following suggestion :

'

May not this hybrid pheasant (as Mr. White calls it) be a

bird of this kind : that is, an old hen pheasant, which had

just begun to assume the plumage of the cock ?'

We had always understood that this bird was in tne

possession of Lord Stawell, and some recent inquiries

tended to corroborate our opinion ;
but the Hon. and Rev.

W. Herbert says, in a note to the description above given,
'

I saw this curious bird stuffed in the collection of the Earl

of Egremont at Petworth, and I have not the slightest hesi-

tation in pronouncing that it was a mule, between the black

cock and the common pheasant. I did not entertain the

slightest doubt on the subject : Mr. Markwick's suggestion

that the bird may be an old pea-hen is very weak. He

might as well have said an ostrich. Neither in size, shape,

nor colour had the bird the least affinity to a pea-fowl. I

can also most positively assert that this bird was not, as

suggested in a note (p. 343), a hen pheasant, with the

feathers of a cock. Such birds are well known to me, and

it noways resembled them. To Mr. White's description of

the bird above, where he says that the back, wing-feathers,

and tail were somewhat like the upper parts of a hen par-

tridge, I scratched out at the time the words " somewhat

like," and wrote in the margin
" much browner than," and

with that correction I believe Mr. White's description to be

quite correct.' (White's Selborne, edit. 1833.)

Notwithstanding Mr. Herbert's positive opinion that this

bird was a mule between the black cock and the common

pheasant, Mr. Yarrell, whose clear views of such subjects

are well known, and who stated at the Zoological Society's

meeting on the 31st of May, 1833, that the hybrid grouse

of White's Natural History of Selhonie is believed to be

a young black cock having nearly completed his first moult
still adheres to his statement, and we agree with him.We now come to undoubted cases of hybrids arising from
a mixture with the gray hen.
At a meeting of the Zoological Society on the 24th of

June, 1834, Mr. Sabine called the attention of the meeting
to a specimen of a hybrid bird between the common phea-
sant, Phasianus Colchicus, Linn., and the gray hen, Tetrao
tetrix, Linn., which was exhibited. Its legs were partially
feathered

; it bore on the shoulder a white spot ;
and its

middle tail-feathers were lengthened. Mr. Sabine stated
his intention of entering at some length into the history of
hybrid and cross animals in connexion with his description
of this bird, which was bred in Cornwall. This bird was a
male
On the 12th of May, 1835, at a meeting of the same

society was read ' Some account of a hybrid bird between
the cock pheasant, Phasianus Colchicus, Linn., and gray
hen, Tetrao tetrix, Linn., by Thomas C. Eyton, Esq. The
paper, which was illustrated by the exhibition of the pre-
served skin of the bird, and also of a drawing made from
it, proceeded as follows :

' For some years past a single gray hen has been observed
in the neighbourhood of the Merrington covers, belonging
to Robert A. Slaney, Esq., but she was never observed to
be accompanied by a black cock, or any other of her spe-
cies. In November last a bird was shot on the manor
adjoining Merrington, belonging to J. A. Lloyd, Esq., re-

sembling the black game in some particulars, and the

pheasant in others. In December another bird was shot in
the Merrington covers, resembling the former, but smaller ;

it is now in my collection, beautifully preserved by Mr.
Shaw of Shrewsbury.

' The hybrid bird in my possession, which is a female,

may be thus shortly described :

' Tarsi half-feathered, without spurs, of the same coloin-

as in the pheasant; bill resembling that of the pheasant
both in colour and shape ;

irides hazel ; crown and throat
mottled black and brown; neck glossy black, with a tinge
of brown

; breast of nearly the same colour as that of the
cock pheasant, but more mottled with black

;
tail of the

same colour as in the gray hen
; centre tail-feather longest ;

under tail-coverts light brown.
' The plumage of this bird is very curious, as some parts

of it resemble either sex of both black game and pheasant.
'
I had an opportunity of examining the body after it was

taken from the skin, and of comparing it with the black

game and the pheasant.
' The following are some remarks which I made on its

anatomy :

'
Left oviduct very imperfect ; the ovaries very small ; the

eggs scarcely perceptible, and very few in number.
' The sternum approaches nearer to that of the black

grouse than of the pheasant ; but the bone is not so mas-

sive, the anterior edge of the keel is more scolloped, and
the bone between the posterior scollops is not so broad as in

the black game.
' The osfurcatorium is that of the pheasant, being more

arched than in the black game, and having the Hat process
at the extremity next the sternum broader.

' The pelvis is exactly intermediate between the two,

having more solidity, and being both broader and longer
than in the pheasant ;

but resembling that of the pheasant
in having the two processes on each side of the caudal ver-

tebra, which serve for the attachments of the levator mus-
:les of the tail.

' The subjoined table shows some comparative measure-

ments between the hybrid bird in question, the cock phea-
sant, and the gray hen.
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BLACK FOREST. [See SCWVARZWALD.]
BLACK or DOM INK 'AN FRIARS, an order of mcn-

dicanu whoso founder was Si. Dominic, a Spaniard, born at

i -m-ruga, a small town in the diocese ofOsma in Old

Castile, about A.D. 1 1 "0 (sea the Hist, tics Ordres Afonas-

tiqufs, torn. iii. p. 1'Js), and not us Tanner (A'c/iV. Mouiut.

edit. Nasmith, prof. p. xiii.) savs, in 1070. His real name
was Dominic do Guzman. Ho died in 12-21, and was

canonized by Pope Gregory IX. in l.J.'i.

These friars were called Dominicans from their founder ;

Preaching Friars, from their ollice to preach, and convert

Jews and heretics (sec Lit. Pat. 8 Edw. I. m. 23; and 14

Edw. II. p. l,m. 16); Black Friars from their garments;
and, in France, Jacobins, from having their first house in

that country in the rue St. Jacques at Paris.

Their rule, which \vas chielly that of St. Augustine, was

Approved by Pope Innocent 111. in the Latcran Council,
A.IJ. 12IJ. i>y word of mouth; and by a bull from Pope
Honorius III., A.D. 121G. They were known, however,
earlier than this; for Rymcr in his Fasdera, torn. i. p. 137,

has printed n license or permission addressed from Pope
Innocent III. to King John of England, A.D. 1204, for such
Dominicans and Franciscans, who might accompany the

king in going beyond sea, to ride, the rules of their order

obliging them to travel on foot.

Thirteen of these Dominican friars, according to Reyner
(Apostolat. Benedictin. in Angl. torn. i. p. 101), including
u superior, came into England A.D. 1221, for the purpose
of establishing their Order in England, when Stephen
Langton, then archbishop of Canterbury, giving his ap-

proval, they were allowed to settle, and fixed their first

house at Oxford in that year. (Reyner, ut supr. ; see also

Wood's Hist, of Oxford, p. 62 ; N. Triveti, Chron. p. 176.)

The Black Friars at London was their second house : origi-

nally placed near where Lincoln's Inn now stands, but re-

moved about 1279 to some place near Castle Baynard, where
the parochial district still bears the name of the Order.

At the time of the dissolution of the monasteries under

Henry VIII. there were fifty-eight houses of Dominicans in

England and Wales. Tanner, who did not find them all

out, reckoned the English houses only at forty-three.
Tanner says

' There were nuns also of this order, but I

think none in England; for, though Thomas Lord Wake
intended to have brought some of them hither, and had the

king's license for it, yet he seems not to have done it.'

{Notit. Monatt. ut supr.) The nuns of Dartford in Kent
however are believed to have been for some time of this

Order. King Edward III., in his letter to the bishop of

Rochester, concerning his intended foundation of that house,
calls it

' une Maison des soeres de 1'Ordre de Prccheurs.'

(See Thorpe's Registrum Roffense, p. 312.)
Stevens has given an elaborate account of the origin of

the Dominican Order, from the Histoire des Ordres Monas-
tique*, already quoted, followed by a catalogue of the most
celebrated men of English birth among the Black Friars who
were writers. Amongst these Robert Kilwarby, afterwards

archbishop of Canterbury and a cardinal of the Roman
Church, who died in 1280; Nicholas Trivet, the historian,
who died in 1328 ; aud Robert Holcot, who died in 1349,
u:c the most distinguished.

Stevens, in his Appendix, vol. ii. pp. 369, 370, has also

preserved the following instruments illustrative of the gene-
ral history of this order in England. The first two, from

King Richard II., forbid the granting of any degrees in

the universities to apostate brothers of the Dominicans.
(.Put. 14 Ric. II. p. i. m. 16, A.D. 1390, Rym. Feed, old edit.

torn. vii. p. 690
;
and Put. 21 Ric. II. clau's. 21 Ric. II. p. 1,

in. 20, Rym. Fud. torn. viii. p. 8, A.D. 1397.) The third,
from the game king (Pat. 23 Ric. II. claus. 23 Ric. II. m.
2, d. Rym. /'<;/. t.mi. viii. p. 87, A.D. 1399), i.s in vindication
of the Dominicans and other mendicants from malicious

charges. The fourth is the license granted by Pope Inno-
cent III., allowing them to ride, already mentioned. These
deed* are reprint."! in the last edition of Dugdale's Moruis-
ticon, vol. vi. pt. iii. pp. 1482-1484.' In the same volume,
t>p. 148 3- 1500, there are accounts and notices of fifty-eight
houses of Black Friars formerly existing in the different
counties of England and Wales.
BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE, one of the six magnificent

bridges built over the Thames within the cities of London
and Westminster, and the third in point of date. The
bridge takes its name from the circumstance of a monastery
of Black Friar* having existed near its site. The north

ond of tin 1

bridge, which i situated in the city of I./mdon,

occupies what was formerly Hie in. mill ol' llu -Fleet ditch ;

the south end is situated in the borough i.f Snmliw.uk.
This structure, which was built by the late Robert Mvliu-,
consists of nine elliptic*] uiclie>. \'which th<- < cnlral ;uv!i

is 100 and the side arches 70 feet span. The whole length
u 1035 feet. The breadth of the carriage
and the footways 7 feet each. On the cutwaters uf the

piers are two Ionic columns supporting an entablature, on
which is a platform forming a projecting n<vs : and .

on a blocking course is a massive balustrade, which with tho

entablature of the columns is carried along the whole extent

of the bridge. The greatest height of the bridge from the
level of the caissons on which the piers are laid to t.

of the balustrades is about 70 feet. The road-way i.-

stecp, the inclination being in some (dace.. 1 in Iti. The
first stone is stated by Pennant to have been laid on the

30th of October, 1760, but according to the 'Narrative'

hereafter quoted, on the 31st. Though the bridge i

to have been completed about the latter end of the j ear

1768, it was not entirely finished until 1770; and the ap-

proaches and embankments, which were very extensive and
attended with great difliculties, were carried on for several

succeeding years.
From a Narrative referred to in the report of the com-

mittee to the common-council of London, dated May 1 I,

1784, we learn several facts connected with the building of

Blackfriars-bridgc, which, as they are not generally known,
it may be well to give here in a condensed form.

The city undertook to open a new bridge while the im-

provements of the old London-bridge were being carried on.

A report was made by a committee of the common council

in ) 754, and a design by Mr. Dance, the surveyor to the

city works, with an estimate amounting to ISa.UJO/., ex-

clusive of the approaches and the expense of piln
In 1756 successful application \\as made to parliament,

and a grant of a reversionary toll, with power to borrow

160.000/. upon the credit thereof, were obtained : and t\\ clve

aldermen and twenty-four common-councillors were subse-

quently appointed to carry the act into effect.

On account of the scanty means of the city, and probably
the dillicully of raising money, it being war time, it was a

matter of consideration whether the bridge should be of wood
or stone, or both. A public proposition was eventually
made for u loan of 144.000/., and the subscribers were to

have the city seal for their security. This proposition w-as
so eagerly embraced, that in seventeen days the whole of
the subscriptions were filled up ; and 1 'J.OOO/. was eventually
added to the fund, from the fines levied on those who re-

fused to serve the office of sheriff. To diminish tli

penscs, the committee acted without fee or reward, and by
their prudent economy, 12,8061. 1*. 6d. was added to the

general fund. The bridge was advertised as open for com-

petition ; and the drawings and models were scut in on the
4th Oct. 1 759.

An objection being made to the elliptical form of the
arches in the design presented by Mr. Mylnc, as defi-

cient in strength and stability, the objection was dirrctod

to be laid before eight competent gentlemen. In 17(i(l

these gentlemen determined in favour of Mr. Mylnc. The
form of his arch was iheii considered not only best adapted
to the navigation at all limes of tide, without raising the

carriage-way to an inconvenient height, but also tmidi
stringer than the semicircular arch constructed in the
common way, whilst at the same time its great width ren-

dered fewer piers necessary. Mr. Mylne was accordingly
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chosen surveyor on the 27th of February, 1760. The
foundations of the piers were piled, to guard against a failure
like that which occurred in one of the arches of Westminster
bridge; but the caissons on which the piers are laid are

considerably distorted. The bridge was placed as near as

possible at right angles to the stream of ebb and flood.
The bridge itself cost 152.840/. ; but before it was opened

a temporary way for passengers was carried across the
arches, by which 17572. was added. The total expense was
however so much increased by the embankments and ap-
proaches, that it was estimated in 1 76G at 232,1 851. 12s. tid.,

and amounted in the end to nearly 300,OOOl. The shares
were about the same time bought up by government, and
the bridge made free to the public by the removal of the
toll which had been placed on it.

The soft nature of Portland stone, of which the bridge is

built, and its unfitness for water-works, will satisfactorily
account for the decay of the piers and cutwaters, as well
as of many of the arch-stones. The attention of the city au-
thorities having been called to the dilapidated state of the

bridge, Messrs. Walker and Surges, engineers, were em-
ployed to survey it, and from their report, read at a common-
council held on the 25th of April, 1833, it appeared, that
the works above low water would cost 60.000/. repairing,
and 30,000^. would be required for piling, coffer-dams, and
securing the foundations. The foundations were examined
by means of Deane's patent helmet, and a full detail of the
state of the works is given in the report.
An act of parliament was immediately applied for and

obtained, and the works of repair begun, under Messrs.
Walker and Burges's direction, early in the following sea-
son. In these the chief object has been to protect the
foundations from the effects of the increased depth and
scour of the river in consequence of the removal of old
London bridge, by a casing of piles round the piers, covered
with masonry ; and generally to restore the decayed parts
of the superstructure. The architectural character of the

bridge has not been materially interfered with, the only
alterations contemplated being that the cutwaters are to be
widened and made higher, and to be built of granite ; the
columns are to be shortened, which will improve them, as

they are now higher than the rules of architecture admit;
and the present balustrade removed, and a plain parapet
substituted.

Great ingenuity has been displayed in the method of

restoring the defective arch-stones. The aperture to be
filled up being wider at the back part than the front, causes

difficulty in efficiently repairing arches so dilapidated ; for

although a few stones may be repaired in an indifferent

manner, and may not affect the stability of the structure,

yet, when a fourth of the whole soffit has to be replaced, as
has been done in the Surrey arch, it is of the greatest im-

[Cut showing the plan of the cutwater restored. The doited line shows'
' the decay of the stone to that margin.]

When it is necessary to replace a stone high up in the
arch (for instance, a part of the key-course), as the ping
which connects the two thicknesses lies horizontally and
cannot fall into its place, the workmen are obliged to bore a
small hole from the chamfer to the back, of the large hole in
the thickest stone, through which the'y pass another cord
which is fastened to the other end of the plug.t A small
groove is made in the beds of stone to protect the strin"-
while the wedge stone is driven home, which being done,
it is only necessary to loose one cord and pull the other, and
the plug is immediately brought into the hole in the other
stone. By this means the two stones are so connected that
it is impossible for one to come out without the other. The
annexed sections of the stones will make this more intel-
ligible.

portance that each stone which is inserted should do the

duty of the one which was originally there. This object is

attained by the plan adopted.
The broken or decayed parts of the arch-stones are gene-

rally cut out to the depth of fifteen inches. After the old

work has been properly prepared, the space is filled up with
two stones or thicknesses instead of one. The one first laid,

which we will call the lower stone, is thicker at the back
than at the front by rather more than the difference of the

heights of the front and back part of the whole course of

which it is a part. Suppose the course to be fitted in is

two feet five inches high in front, and two feet six inches

at the back, the lower stone is made one foot five inches

high on the face, and one foot six and a half inches at

the back. The other stone will then require to be thinner

behind than before, and in the case supposed will be twelve

inches in front and eleven and a half behind ; or, in other

words, it is a stone wedge fifteen inches deep, with a draught
of half an inch, which, when driven back, causes the two
thicknesses to take a bearing with the old work.

In the centre of the bed of this upper stone a hole is

bored, into which, previous to its being driven, is put a cir-

cular stone plug, tapering from the middle towards each

end; to this plug a cord is attached, which passes through
a hole drilled from the chamfer outside to the upper part
of the large hole, where it is fastened to the top of the stone

plug. By this means the plug is kept steady during the

operation of driving. When the upper stone has been

driven into its place, the cord is loosened, and the plug falls

half its length into a hole, which has been made to receive

it, in the lower stone. >

j
is

Figure A shows a stone just ready to be driven to its

place ; 1 is the wedge in which the plug a is kept steady
by a cord which comes through a hole to the chamfer,
and is made fast round a piece of wood at 2 ; 3 is the
other half already set, with its hole 4 to receive the plug
when 1 is driven home

; 5 is a weight (most commonly a
mason's chisel) which keeps the cord tight that is attached
to the end of the plug marked a, by which it is drawn into
the hole 4. Figure B shows a stone finished, with the plug
drawn into the hole of the stone which was first set. Soft
mortar is then forced through the hole b so as to fill up the
whole of the space round about the plug, which being thus
imbedded, it is impossible for it to move.
To ascertain if the plug is in its proper place, a piece of

iron with a joint is passed into the hole bored from the

upper chamfer, which, if it enter into the hole, proves that
the plug is in its proper place. If the plug cannot be got
in, which rarely happens, the upper piece of stone has to
be cut out again.

In each of the piers there will be nearly 10,000 cubic
feet of granite. Four dams in all are to be formed. The
quantity of timber in that round the fifth pier is about
30,000 cubic feet, the sheet-piling consisting of half timbers.
The approaches to the bridge on both sides are intended
to be improved by being made less steep. The cornice

line, which is now very irregular, is to be altered so as

to be flatter than at present. It was proposed to widen the

bridge, but this project has been abandoned, from a wish to

preserve the columns, which, however beautiful they may
be in themselves, are not of that value which the proposed
alteration would have been to the public. (Narrative re-

ferred to in Ike Report of the Committee to the Common
Council, 14th May, 1784,'MS. ; Report of Common Coun-
cil on Blachfriars Bridge Embankment and Surrey Roads,
1784, MS.; Pennant's London; Report to the Common
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Cotmeil from the Committee appointed in relation to

Blackfrian Bridge, pretexted 25/A April, 1833 ; Plant,

Elfrationi, and Section* of the Machinei and Centering
uted in erecting Blackjriart Bridge, drawn and engravrd

by R. Baldwin, Clerk of the /for*, 7 large folio plates,

London, 1766.) Two fine folio prints, showing the cen-

tering of the arches, executed under the superintendence of

Mr. Mylne, were published in 1 764 and 1 766, one engraved

by Hooker, the other by Piranesi. There is also an eleva-

tion of the bridge, published by Taylor, London. The ori-

ginal drawings for the bridge, and papers connected with iu

history, are in the possession of a private gentleman.
BLACKHEATH, the name of a hundred in the lath

of Sutton-at-Hone, county of Kent. This hundred is called

in Domesday Book the hundred of Grenviz, or Greenwich,
but it did not long retain this denomination, for we find it

called by its present name in the 7th of Edward I., the

king being then lord of it. The hundred contains the fol-

lowing parishes : so much of Deptford as lies in Kent ;

Greenwich ; Charlton ; Woolwich ; Eltham ; Lee ;
Lewis-

ham; and part of Chislehurst. The fine elevated heath

which gives name to the hundred adjoins to the south of

Greenwich, in which parish it chiefly lies, although it also

extends into those of Lewisham, Lee, and Charlton ; being
about one mile and a half in length from east to west, by
three-fourths of a mile in breadth from north to south. The
direct distance of its nearest part from St. Paul's, London,
is five miles S. E. There are several fine prospects from
different parts of this plain, which, together with its elevated

situation, has occasioned a great number of elegant villas

to be erected upon it. Its name of Blackheath is derived,

as some consider, from the appearance of the soil, or, as

others think, from its bleak situation. The last conjecture
of course assumes that black is a corruption of bleak. On
this heath is dug a kind of gravel, which is much in re-

quest for making garden-walks. The Roman road from
London to Dover is supposed to have crossed Blackheath

nearly in the same direction with the present road. Dr.

Plot says that its course appeared very plainly in his time ;

but the surface of the heath has been so much altered of.'

late years that little or no trace of such a road can now be
discovered. Many Roman antiquities have however been
found on the edge of the heath, particularly in that part
nearest to Greenwich ; and some tumuli or barrows of large
dimensions still exist.

In the early part of the eleventh century the Danes
(whose fleet lay off Greenwich) appear to have remained

encamped for some time at Blackheath, whence they made
excursions into the interior of Kent, committing dreadful

ravages wherever they went. In one of these excursions

they spoiled the city of Canterbury, and carried away the

archbishop (Alphege), whom they detained for several

months in their camp, and in the end slew, on his refusing
to pay a large sum of money as a ransom. In 1831 Wat
Tyler, Jack Straw, and John Ball, remained for some time

encamped on the heath with their numerous adherents.
Jack Cade occupied the same position twice in 1450 ; and
in February the following year, the king was met on the

same spot by a large body of Cade's followers in their shirts,

who craved his pardon on their knees. The same king
(Henry VI.) in 14S2 encamped upon Blackheath while.

preparing to withstand the forces of the duke of York
(afterwards Edward IV.). In 149T the Cornish rebels,
headed by Lord Audley, pitched their tents on Blackheath,
where Henry VII. gave them battle, defeating them with

great slaughter, and taking prisoners their chiefs, who were
afterwards executed.

Besides these melancholy occurrences many costly pa-
ints and joyous meetings have boon held upon Black-
ith, in consequence of its being customary for the lord

nayor and corporation of London, and sometimes even for

the king and court, to
proceed

so far in order to give the

meeting to illustrious foreigners from the continent, or to

other great or popular personages who had been absent.
ThusIIi iiry IV., about the end of 1400,meton Blackheath,
in great state, the emperor of Constantinople, Michael
PtUBologus, who came to solicit his assistance against tho
Turkish sultan, Baja/et. II ,ii,.T proceeded the lord mavor
and aldermen of Ivwdun, with MO citizens attired in scarlet,
with red and while bonds, on Nov. nth, 1415, to meet thrir

victorious monarch on his return from France after tin-

battle of Agincourt, and from hence conducted him to the

metropolis with loud acclamations. Tho next year the

geanu
heath.

same parties proceeded ngtun lo Blackheath to meet tho

emperor Sigiamnnd, who came to mediate a peace between
France and England, and was escorted by the citizens to

Lambeth, where he was net by the king. In 1474 the

municipal authorities clothed in scarlet, and 500 citizens in

murrey gowns, met Edward IV. on Blackheath on his re-

turn from France. In the reign of Henry VIII. (1577) a
solemn embassy from France, consulting of the admiral of
France, the bishop of Paris, and others, with 1200 persons
in their train, were met hero by tho lord admiral of I

land, with a brilliant retinue of above 600 persons. In ih,

same year Cardinal Campejus arrived in England as 1.

from the pope, and was received with preat pomp and

mony by the duke of Norfolk and a great number of pre-
lates, knights, and gentlemen, who conducted him to a

magnificent tent of cloth of gold, where he put on his cardi-

nal's dress, edged with ermine, and rode on in much
to London. This procession was however greatly m\w
in splendour by that which, in January. 1540-1, attended
the meeting between Henry VIII. and Anne of (.".

which took place on the heath, where a magnificent tent

had been pitched for her reception. The king, who was at

Greenwich, proceeded through the park to meet her, and
afterwards conducted her to Greenwich, where they were
married. Besides the immediate retinues of the king and

princess, and nearly all the female nobility and other ladies,

there were present 1200 citizens and others clad in velvet,
with chains of gold.
There are two episcopal chapels in Blackheath, one in the

parish of Lewisbam, and the other in the <-xtr;iparochial dis-

trict of Kidbrook. Adjoining to the heath on the t

Morden College, founded by Sir John Morden, aiTurkcy
merchant, for the support of decayed merchants, for whose
benefit, among all the benevolent establishments of London,
no provision had previously been made. Sir John creeled
the college in his own lifetime. It is a spacious brick struc-

ture, with two small wings, having corners and corniees () f

stone. The buildings form an inner quadrangle, surrounded

by a piazza : and there K a chapel adjoining, together with
a cemetery, for the members of the college. Over the front

are the statues of Sir John Morden and his lady, and the

hall contains their portraits, and that of Queen Anne. Sir
John died in 1708; but the foundation did not enjoy tho
full benefit of his bequest until the death of his lady in

1721. The property which produced about 1200/. per annum
several years since, now produces about 5000/. The govern-
ment of the institution is vested in seven trustees, proprie-
tors of India Stock, who nominate the pensioners, and ap-
point the treasurer and chaplain. The salary of both otli. ,-rs

is 50/. per annum, besides tho foundress' endowment lor

the chaplain, which at present yields him nearly 700/. a

year; and they have both apartments in the college, where

they as well as the pensioners must reside, except in case of

sickness; but no other persons may reside or lodge on the

premises. The pensioners, -who are about forty in number.
must be upwards of fifty years old. Each of them receives

5/. per month, and has a convenient apartment ; but they nil

take their meals together at a common table. Their ex-

penses in medicine, coals, candles, washing, and attend-

ance, are defrayed from the funds of the college. The
original endowment has been somewhat enlarged by addi-

tional benefactions.

Blackheath has two proprietary schools for boys, and
there are several small schools supported by the resident

gentry. (Hasted's //wrory of Kent ; Ly sons' s Kic </

London, &c.)
BLACK JACK, a name by which zinc-blende is com-

monly known to the English miners.
BLACK LEAD. [Sec. PLUMBAGO.]
BLACKLOCK, THE REV. THOMAS, D.D., a divino

of the Established Church of Scotland, and a wrii.

poetry, was born at Annan, in 1721. Before he w.

months old he lost his sight, and it was partly to this mis-
fortune that he owed his future distinction. Being pre-
cluded from the usual enjoyments of youth, hcinibibt.il a

stronger love of learning, which his father, who was a
tradesman of an intelligent mind, took pains to gratify by
reading to his son the works of the best authors. His
fit her did not possess the means of giving his son a liberal

in, but notwithstanding this disadvantage his intel-

: progress was \ery rapid, and tho mental concentra-
tion which his loss of sight occasioned became habitual

to him. At an early age he acquired some knowledge of
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the Latin language from his more fortunate companions
who attended the grammar-school, and in his twelfth year
he produced verses which indicated considerable talent.

When he had reached his twentieth year his sister was
united to a man above her own rank of life, and young
Blacklock now enjoyed the advantage of mixing with more
intelligent society. His father's death, which occurred not

long afterwards, appears to have affected him in an extra-

ordinary degree. During his life he had exerted himself in

the most tender manner to prevent his son from feeling
the utmost extent of his privation ; and by never suffering
him to go out of his sight without a guide, he had unfor-

tunately encouraged a timidity of disposition to which, under
different management, he would most probably have been a

stranger. In a poem entitled ' A Soliloquy,' written after

the death of his father, Blacklock expresses himself with
much feeling, but with piety and resignation, on his helpless
condition. Having been introduced to Dr. Stevenson, a

physician of Edinburgh, this gentleman was so much struck
with Blacklock's talents that he offered to take upon him-
self the charge of his education

;
and in consequence of

this liberality he commenced his studies at the Edinburgh
Grammar School in 1 74 1, but they were interrupted in 1 745

by the Rebellion, when he returned to his friends at Dum-
fries. He had in this interval made gratifying progress,
had published a volume of poetry, and having been intro-

duced to the family of the lord provost, whose wife was
a native of France, be had acquired the French language
during the intercourse to which it led. When affairs had
resumed their ordinary course, he returned from Dumfries,
where he had advantageously spent his time in the society of

individuals of more than ordinary intelligence and acquire-
ments, and continuing his studies for six years longer,
made himself master of the Greek, Latin, and Italian lan-

guages. He was, in addition, a proficient in music, of

which he was particularly fond. In 1754 a second edition

of his poems was called for, and a 4to. edition was published
in London by subscription in 1756, when David Hume and
Mr. S pence, professor of poetry at Oxford, particularly ex-

erted themselves to promote his interests.

Having completed his studies at the University, he was
licensed in 1759 as a minister of the Gospel. In 1762 he
married, and immediately after was ordatned minister at

Kircudbright in consequence of a crown presentation. Owing
however to the hostility of his flock to this mode of church

patronage, and also to the style of his preaching, which was
too refined and philosophical for uncultivated tastes, he

gave up the living after having held it two years amidst cir-

cumstances very painful to his sensitive mind. The small

annuity which he accepted in its place was scarcely suffi-

cient for his support, and in retiring to Edinburgh in 1764,
he opened his house for the reception of a few young gen-
tlemen as boarders, to whose studies and improvement he
directed his attention with much success. In this posi-
tion he continued for twenty-three years, until 1787, when
the state of his health induced him to withdraw from these

duties. He died after about a week's illness July 7, 1791.

The degree of Doctor of Divinity had been conferred on him
in 1766 by the University of Aberdeen.
In private life Dr. Blacklock was distinguished by the

great mildness and gentleness of his disposition, which not

even the nervous irritability to which he was subject could

affect, by his ardent love of knowledge, and by the simplicity
and modesty of his character. Singular as it may appear, his

poems abound with faithful descriptions of natural scenery.
Dr. Blacklock himself could not account for this ;

and having

put it as a question,
' How shall we account for the same

energy, the same transport of description, exhibited by those

on whose minds visible objects were either never impressed,
or have been entirely obliterated?' he confesses his in-

ability to reply to it satisfactorily. This anomaly has since

been explained by Professor Alison in his '

Essays on

Taste,' Essay 2, chap. 3.

Dr. Blacklock was. not only a poet but a writer on philo-

sophy and theology. The following is a list of his works :

' An Essay towards Universal Etymology, or the Analysis
of a Sentence,' 8vo. 1756. 'The Right Improvement of

Time,' a sermon, 8vo. 1760.
'

Faith, Hope, and Charity

Compared,' a sermon, 1761. '
Paraclesis, or Consolations

deduced from Natural and Revealed Religion,' in two Dis-

sertations ;
the first supposed to have been written by Cicero,

now rendered into English ; the last originally composed by
Thomas Blacklock, D.D, 1767.

' Two Discourses on the
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Spirit and Evidences of Christianity,' translated flora the
French, and published in 1768 without his name. A
Panegyric on Great Britain,' a poem, 8vo. 1773. ''The
Graham,' an heroic poem, in four cantos, 4to. 1774. In
1 793 a posthumous edition of his poems was published bv
Mackenzie, author of the ' Man of Feeling,' with a Life o'f

Blacklock. In addition to Spence and Mackenzie, the life
of Blacklock has been written by Dr. Anderson and Mr.
Gordon. [See BLIND, EDUCATION OF THE.]
BLACKMORE, SIR RICHARD, a physician, poet,and miscellaneous writer, was the son of an attorney at

Corsham, Wilts, and was horn about the year 1650. In
his thirteenth year he was sent to Westminster School,
whence he proceeded to Oxford, where he remained thirtttn
years. After this it is said that he was for some timo
employed as a schoolmaster. He then made a tour on
the continent, in the course of which he took the degree
of M.D. in the University of Padua. On his return to

England he was chosen Fellow of the Royal College of

Physicians, and commenced practice in the metropolis.
His attachment to the principles of the Revolution pro-
cured him the appointment of physician to William III.,
and he was for some time one of the court physicians in Iho

succeeding reign. He wrote several medical treatises, none
of which are in any way remarkable, except perhaps one
on the small-pox, in which, unfortunately for his profes-
sional fame, he combated the practice of inoculation. He
also published an historical work :

' A true and impartial
History of the Conspiracy against King William in 1695.'
The numerous poems which he wrote are now nearly for-

gotten. His ' Prince Arthur,' an heroic poem in ten books,
reached a third edition in 1696. The following year he
published

'

King Arthur,' another heroic poem in twelve
books. Both these poems were published in folio. Besides
the above, he wrote '

Eliza,' a poem in ten books, also

printed in folio ;

' the Redeemer,' a poem in six books; and
'

King Alfred,' a poem in twelve books. Dr. Johnson re-
marks that ' the first of his epic poems had such reputation
as enraged the critics ; the second was at least known enough
to be ridiculed

; the two last had neither friends nor ene-
mies.' In 1700 he published

' A Paraphrase on the Book of
Job, and other parts of Scripture ;' in 1716, two volumes of
'

Essays ;' in 1718, a '

Collection of Poems,' in one volume ;

and in 1 721,
'A new version of the Psalms of David, fitted

to the Tunes used in Churches.' In a paper addressed to
the king, and signed by the two archbishops and fifteen of
the bishops, this work was strongly recommended on account
of its

'

agreement with the original Hebrew, and its clear-
ness and purity of English style.' In 1721 and 1725 he
wrote in opposition to Arianism; and in 1728 he published
a work entitled

' Natural Theology, or Moral Duties con-
sidered apart from Positive

; with some observations on the
desirableness and necessity of a Scriptural Revelation.'
The '

Accomplished Preacher, or an Essay upon Divine

Eloquence,' was published at his express desire after his

death, which took place October 8, 1 729.

Never perhaps was any writer the object of such general
attack by his contemporaries as Sir Richard Blackmore.

Nearly all the wits of his day seem to have joined in this

confederacy. One topic of abuse against him was tnat he
lived in Cheapside, whence he was sometimes called ' the

Cheapside Knight,' and ' the City Bard.' Sir Samuel Garth
addresses him as ' the merry poetaster at Sadler's Hall in

Cheapside.' He was considered, par excellence, as the poet
of dullness. In spite of these railleries he continued to put
forth his ' heroic poems,

1

which display little art either in

their plan or composition, and as little imagination. His

professed object being
' to engage poetry in the cause of

virtue,' he seems to have imagined that the graces of

language were unworthy of his attention. The age had

begun to show strong symptoms of distaste for the bulky
folios and heavy writings of a preceding period ;

nnd this

tendency Sir Richard himself had pointed out in one of

his
'

Essays,' where he remarks that ' even voluminous

romances, the delight of the past age, are no longer de-

manded, but lie by as neglected lumber in the shops, while

short novels and tales are become the common enter-

tainment of those who are pleased with fictions of that

nature." Yet he must have imagined that his works would

be exempt from the consequences of this revolution ; and,
confident in his own powers, he continued his course, re-

garding the attacks of his opponents with comparative equa-

nimity. The intention of his
'
Satire upon Wit

'

was to
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castigate the authors of works of an immoral tendency, and

he Wok this opportunity of retaliating on hi* assailants. He

always reprehended with severity the license of the M.ij:.-,

inn!, though no Puritan, lamented the licentiousness which

the Restoration. It was probably this course,

. than the alleged dullness of his writings, that occa-

sioned the ridicule of the day to bo so strongly directed

against hi:. The '

Creation,' a philosophical poem, is not

undeserving of commendation; indeed there are severul im-

portant iMtittOlluJi in its favour. Addisuii states that it

undertaken with so good an intention, and executed

with so great a mastery, that it deserves to be looked upon
as one of the most useful and noble productions in our

English verse.' Dr. Johnson, in his
'

Life of Blackmore,'

iliat if he had written only this poem it 'would have

transmitted him to posterity among the first favourites of

the English Muse.' At a later day, Cowper, although he

confesses that Blackmoro has '
written more absurdities in

verse than any writer of our country,' acknowledges that
' he shines in his poem called the " Creation."

'

Since this

opinion was expressed this poem has been gradually sink-

ing into the neglect which Blockmorc's other writings ex-

perienced much sooner.

In November, 1713, Sir Richard commenced a periodical

paper, called the
'

Lay Monk,' which appeared three times

a week. He was induced to undertake this publication
from a belief that he could do good by it; but it only
reached forty numbers. It may be mentioned to his credit

that the purity of his private character was never once

called in question by his most bitter critics. His temper
was serious, and he was a firm supporter of what he con-

sidered the interests of virtue and religion.

(Johnson's /tre* of the Poets; Cowper's Letters ; Biog.

Brit.)

BLACKNESS, situated in the parish of Caniden in

Linlithgowshire, is a small sea-side village, on the south

hank of the Forth, four miles east of Borrowstonncss, live

of Cjueenst'erry, and about eighteen miles west from

Edinburgh. Blackness appears to have been a Roman sta-

tion ;
a stone with an eagle on it, and a Vespasian of gold

have been found there, with numerous axes, pots, and

several vases, evidently Roman. Blackness at one time

was the port of Linlithgovv. Blackness Castle, which stands

on the point of a small peninsula projecting from the vil-

lage into the Frith of Forth, was the principal state -prison

in Scotland during the reign of James VI. At the union of

Scotland and England, Blackness was one of the four forts

agreed to be kept up in Scotland. It is now garrisoned by
a master-gunner and barrack-master, and the defences are

scarcely worth notice, consisting merely of a wall with a few

port-holes and two irregular lolty towers.

(Sir Robert Sibbald's History, Antient and Modern, of
the Sheriffsdome of Linlithgow, $-c. Kdin. 1710; Chalmers'

Caledonia, vol. i. Lond. 1807; Chambers' Gazetteer, Edin.

1 832 ; East and West Views, and Plan rif the Castle of

Blackness, King's Library, British Museum ; Sinclair's Sta-

tistical Account of Scotland, vol. i.
;

Sibbald's Theutrum

Scotiee; Sibbald's Portus, Culonice, ct Castella Romano,
&c. Edin. 1811; Sibbald's Historical Emntiries concern-

ing the Roman Monuments and Antiquities in the North
Pirrt of Britain, $*. Edin., 1707.)

BLACKPOOL, a watering-place on the coast of Lan-

cashire, between the (estuaries of the Ribble and \Vv re, is

a village and chapelry in the township of Layton with War-

breck, in the parish of Bispham, and in the hundred of

Araounderness ; 4 miles S.W. of I'oulton, miles W.N.W.
of Kirkham, 18 miles W.N.W. of Preston, 27 miles S.W.
of Lancaster, and 235 miles from London. The dark

peaty-coloured pool, from which its name is derived, is at

the south end of the village, near a house called Fox Hall,
once the residence of the Tyldcsleys, but now a farm-house.

The situation of Blackpool gives it many advantages
over the other watering-places along the same coast. Its

elevation above the sea at low water is considerable, but in

MM ln/n tides the spray is thrown against the buildings
that run along the parade. On a favourable day. the pro-

montory of Fumes*, the Cumberland hills, and the moun-
tains of North Wales ore distinctly visible, and at times

the Isle of Man may be seen.

The tide does not recede from the shore, opposite the vil-

lage, more than half a mile ; when it comes in, if accom-

panied with wind, the furco of the waters 19 to great that

it has been found necessary to make an artificial barrier of

stones against the bank to prevent its being undermined.
The inroads upon the hiizh clay cliffs that lie northwards of

the village towards Norbreck, also in the parish of H>pham,
.-how the encroachments of (lie -ia in this direction, (in

the other side of the a-stunry of the RibMc, near Southpnrt,
the contrary operation is g"im: forward, 1. ,:ions

of sand being made there. The extent of these encroach-

incnts in the neighbourhood of Blackpool cannot be <!.

ascertained. Tradition states that a 1 , which is

standing upon the sands above half a mile from the shore,

called Penny Stone, marks the spot where a public-1.

formerly stood. However this may be, it is certain that the

high tides occasionally wash down considerable portions of

the banks. The old road to Bispham has long disappeared,
and parts of the new road are rapidly following it.

Blackpool is recommended to visitors by the fine hard

sands, and by the healthy bracing air, which however ,

keen for persons labouring under some complaints. Many
of the native inhabitants attain a great age. The shell

banks on the north side of the village are large and

numerous, and afford, along with an immcn-e 1111111'

the more common sorts, marine specimens not found in

any other locality. The clay and marl which compos,

heights north of Blackpool, after falling down and I

rolled about on the pebbles, form a kind of pudding, v.

when hardened by the salt water and the air, become^ a

stone, and is often used for gate-posts by the farmers.

The hotels are large, and occupy commanding situa-

tions facing the sea. In the same line with them, for

about a quarter of a mile, is a number of lo:

chiefly for the accommodation of visitors, forming a long
but irregular range of buildings in front of the sea, al the

distance of about a hundred yards from the edge of the

steep bank that keeps oil" the tide. On the water's edge of

this hank is a broad terrace-walk, which forms the

promenade of the place, between which and the- house

road for earn
An episcopal place of worship was erected here in 1 s-Jl .

which is under the parochial jurisdiction of Bispham. There

is also a free-school, where thirty boys are educated on the

system of Dr. Bell. For the accommodation of 1 1

a news-room, a coffee-room, and a library, arc open daring
the season.

The whole of the adjacent country, which is within the.

district called the Fylde, is one of the richest parts of the

county of Lancaster. No trade is carried on in the vu

but those persons who are not engaged in attending upon the

visitors find employment in the fishing-boats, or in the

fields. The population of Blackpool is about 800, exclusive

of visitors, who, at the height of the season, amount to 800

or 1000 more.
BLACK ROCK, in the barony of Half Rathdowne and

county of Dublin in Ireland, is pleasantly situated about mid-

way upon the railroad lately completed between Dublin and

Kingstown. Black Rock has long been a favourite watering-

place, but the increased facility of communication i-

hkcly to give the advantage to situations farther down the

bay. The town has not latterly been on the increase, though
at present (1835) it is improving.
BLACKROD, a chapelry and cjtisidcrable manufactur-

ing village in the parish of Bollon-lo-Moor : it stands on tin-

edge ofsome elevated ground, above the river DuugUs, which

forms its boundary on the N.E. and N.W., about half a

mile from the main road between Bolton and Chorley,
within two miles of Horwich, seven miles of Bolton, and
five miles of Chorley.
Few of the inhabitants have been employed in agricul-

ture for many years. In the census of 180 1, out of li.J.i

persons, 1551 belonged to families c-nuagcd in manufactures,

and the proportion appears to be rather mcrea-cd than di-

minished ir. favour of trade by the returns of 183 1, when the

population was 2591 persons. The people are employ ed either

in hand-loom weaving, or at the print and bleach-works in

the adjacent village of Horwich. There are no cotton-mills

or power-looms in the place. Nankeen.; were formerly the

chief article of manufacture, but latterly many oth-r mil t

cloth have been introduced, and are as much woven as the

staple article.

Blackrod is a place of great antiquity, being the site, as

some suppose, of the Roman station named Coccium by
Antoninus, and llifriiiliiniim\>y Ptolemy: Rigodunum how-

ever seems more likely to be Ribchester on the Ribble.

The roads from it are visible in all directions, and the names
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of several villages are a memorial of their former existence
There is a curious natural phenomenon near Harley Hall
at the western end of the township, in what is called the

Burning Well, from which a vapour rises, which by the

application of fire will produce a considerable flame. The
lower part of the township, called the Red Moss, has never
been brought into cultivation, nor have any attempts been
made until lately to drain it. Experiments are now being
tried, by means of a machine propelled by steam, to effecl

such a drainage as will restore the whole tract of land, con-

sisting of upwards of a hundred acres, to the purposes of

agriculture.
The town presents little that is interesting ; the houses

are irregularly built in one long street, and generally of a
mean appearance. The church, the only place of worship,
except a chapel belonging to the Wesleyan Methodists, is

an antient structure dedicated to St. Catherine, at the north
end of the village. The living is a perpetual curacy in the

gift of the vicar of Bolton, in the deanery of Manchester,
and in the archdeaconry and diocese of Chester.
There is a free grammar-school, in which 100 scholars

are educated. The income is returned at UOl. 4.S., besides
which there are three exhibitions to Pembroke College,
Cambridge. This school was originally endowed in 1568,
by John Holm, who left property of the value of 81. per
annum to the school, and 51. per annum for the maintenance
of a scholar at the College of St. Mary, now Pembroke
Hall, Cambridge, which property yields at present 80l. per
annum. An estate which was bequeathed to the school by
Elizabeth Tildesley of Bedford lets now for 1 20A a year.
A fair is held at Blackrod annually, on the first Thursday

after the 12th of July, for toys, small wares, &c. There is

no market ; the inhabitants attend either Bolton or Chorley.
A petty sessions is held once a fortnight at Horwich, where
cases of a trifling nature are heard, but the more important
business connected with the township comes before the
bench of magistrates at Bolton. (Baines's History of Lan-
cashire ; Communication from Lancashire.)
BLACK SEA, THE, is said to have received its present

name from the Turks, who, being accustomed only to the

navigation of the Archipelago where the numerous islands

and their convenient ports offered many places of refuge in

case of danger, found the traversing of such an open ex-

panse of water, which is subject to heavy storms, very

perilous, and accordingly they expressed their fears by
the epithet

'

black.' Partly on the same account, and

partly because the shores of this sea were occupied by very
uncivilized and barbarous nations, the antient Greeks first

called it djt voy (dxenas, inhospitable) ;
but afterwards, when

the art of navigation had been so far improved that they
no longer feared the dangers to be encountered in navigating
it, and had succeeded in establishing numerous colonies on
its shores, they changed its name from dZivog to ivZivos

(euxenos, hospitable). This unsatisfactory explanation of

the name, like many others of the kind, must be attri-

buted to the fondness of the Greeks for turning every

foreign name into one that had a resemblance to some term
in their own language, and consequently thus became sig-

nificant. The Greeks sometimes called this sea simply
Pontus, or the sea.

The Black Sea divides the southern provinces of Russia

from Anatolia or Asia Minor, and extends in length nearly
700 miles between 28 and 41 30' E. long., and 41 and
46 40' N. lat. Its breadth on the west between the mouth
of the Dnieper and the opposite shore near the Bosporus
is nearly 400 miles

;
in the middle, where it is narrowed

by the projecting peninsula of the Crimea, the narrowest

part hardly exceeds 160 miles, but farther east it enlarges

again to 300 miles, which width however decreases towards

its eastern extremity. The space which it occupies is cal-

culated by German geographers at upwards of 180,000

square miles. It is therefore smaller than the North Sea

(260,000 square miles), but larger than the Baltic (160,000

square miles).
The Black Sea is connected with the Sea of Azof by the

straits of Yenikale or of Kaffa, and with the Archipelago
and the Mediterranean by the Bosporus, the Sea of Mar-

mora, and the straits of the Dardanelles. By the first it

receives the drainage of a part of Southern Russia, and by
the second it sends off the surplus waters which are not

lost by evaporation.
With the exception of the Whang-Hai (or Yellow Sea)

there is probably no purtiou of the ocean which receives the

drainage of a greater extent of country than the Black Sea.
By far the greatest part of its basin belongs to Europe.
This portion may be indicated by lines drawn from Con-
stantinople to the sources of the Inn, thence to those of the
Dnieper, and then to those of the Medwidiczs, a branch of
the Don rising near Saratow. From Saratow the boundary
runs near the banks of the Volga, and approaching the
shores of the Caspian Sea at the sources of the Manish,
terminates at the eastern extremity of the Black Sea. The
countries included by these lines, all of which modern geo-
graphers consider as belonging to Europe, occupy an area

exceeding 860,000 square miles, and consequently nearly
one-fifth of the whole surface of this division of the globe.
This extensive surface is drained by numerous large rivers,

among which are the Danube and the Dnieper, the largest
rivers of Europe, if we except the Volga. That part of
the basin of the Black Sea which is considered as lying
in Asia, probably contains somewhat less than 100,000
square miles, and runs from the eastern extremity of the
sea along the river Rion or Fas (the Phasis of the antients)
up to its source. Hence it follows nearly a straight line,
drawn south-west to the most southern branch of the Kizil
Ermak (the antient Halys). From this place the boundary
line runs in a north-western direction between the sources
of the Bujuk Minder (Meeander of the antients) and of the
Sakaria (Sangarius), and following at a small distance the
shores of the Sea of Marmora, terminates on the Bosporus,
or straits of Constantinople. /
As the basin of the sea comprehends 960,000 square

miles, and its surface contains only 180,000 square miles,
it follows that each square mile of its surface receives the

drainage of five and one-third of a square mile. This will
account for the small degree of saltness of its waters. Their
specific gravity, compared with that of fresh water, is 1142
to 1000. The water of the Atlantic is 1288 ; but it contains
more salt than the water of the Baltic, the specific gravity
of which is only about 1039 or 1042.
The shores of the Euxine present a very varied aspect.

From the Bosporus eastward the coast is rather low as far as

3ape Baba, though the hills are never far from the coast.
From Cape Baba to Cape Karempi (Carambis), and hence
;o Sinup (Sinope), and even to the mouth of the Kizil

Ermak, the high lands advance close to the shore : then
'ollows a low shore, which extends as far as Cape Yasoun
(the Jasonium of the Greek geographers), the formation of
vhich is ascribed to the alluvions of the three rivers, the
iCizil Ermak, the Casalmak, and the Tharmeh, which empty
hemselves into the sea within these limits. To the east of

Dape Yasoun, up to the mouth of the Rion, and hence to

Anapa, to which place the western extremity of Mount
Caucasus extends, the coast is alternately low and high,
the offsets of the mountains which enclose the sea at no
*reat distance advancing frequently to the very shores.
The shores of the island of Taman, which on the east

advances to the straits of Yenikald, are very low and

marshy. But though the peninsula of Kertch, which forms
he op|>:isite shore of the straits, rises into considerable eleva-

:ions, the coast continues low and sandy as far as the town of
iaffa. West of Kaffa however the mountain-range of the

Yaila rises to a considerable height, and skirts the shore to

Sevastopol, so that in some places it rises to some hundred

eet, especially to the east of Sevastopol. The remainder
of the shore, as far as the mouth of the Danube, is low and

sandy, and continues so to Mangalia (about 44 N. lat.)

north of Cape Shabla, where the western offsets of the

Balkan Mountains approach the sea. Here the shore be-

:omes rocky, but does not rise so high as between the port
)f Varna and Cape Emineh. South of this cape the rocky
shore continues to the straits of Constantinople, but rises to

a moderate height only in a few places.
The navigation of the Black Sea is neither difficult nor

dangerous : it is almost entirely free from islands and rocks.

!n its whole extent there is only one small island, called

Han Adassi, uninhabited, and lying under 45 15' N. lat. at

a considerable distance from the western shore. Rocks never

occur except near Cape Kerpen, about sixty miles east of

the Bosporus ;
nor are shoals frequent. They are only found

near the straits of Constantinople ;
also near Sinup, and

at the mouth of the Dnieper, of which the first, called the

sands of Domusdere, extend three miles, gradually deep-

ening. In all the other parts the Black Sea is rather deep,
,he bottom of it not having been found by lines of 120 and

140 fathoms, except towards the coast, where at a distance

NO. 266. [THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.] VOL. IV.-3 R
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of two or three miles it rariea from twenty to thirty fathoms,

and in many places, at off the mouth of the Danuto, the

soundings decrease w gradually and exactly, that the dis-

tance from the ihore may be known by sounding! within

half a mile. It is remarkable, that ex.u-tly in this part of

the Black Sea a shoal is placed by Polybius, which, as he

says, extends for more than a thousand stadia in length,

and on winch vessels often ran aground by night. But

Arrian, in his 'Periplusof the Euxine,' does not mention u,

and we must, for this and other reasons, suppose that Poly-
bius was misinformed.
Storms are not uncommon, but they arc never of long

duration. The sea is however short and troublesome, more

especially
about the entrance of the channel of Constanti-

nople. In summer the prevailing winds blow from north-

east and north, but in the sea these winds are more vari-

able than in the channel itself, where they are almost con-

stant during the whole summer, and ships sometimes lie

here wind-bound for three months. These northern or

north-eastern winds extend as far as the island of Tenedos
in the Archipelago. In autumn, winter, and spring, the

winds are often southerly and various.

Another disadvantage to navigation arises from some of

the northern ports being frozen up from the end of Decem-
ber or the beginning of January to the end of February or

the beginning of March. This is always the case with the

ports between the Crimea and Odessa. The harbour of

Odessa is not often frozen up, but the navigation is ren-

dered unsafe during a considerable time by drift ice. Kaifa

is open and safe all the year, though the straits of Yenikald

are completely frozen over, and the navigation of the sea of

Azof is impracticable during the whole winter. Sevastopol
and the other ports of the Crimea aro never frozen.

By far the greatest quantity of water is received by the

Blaek Sea at its north-western corner, where the Dnieper,
Bog, Dniester, and Danube fall into it. Most of the coun-
tries through which these rivers run are covered for three

or four months of the year with snow ; and in spring-time
all the moisture which has descended on them durins: the

winter, and has been preserved in a solid state, sudilenly
dissolves and descends in the channels of the rivers with

great velocity and in an immense volume. It then produces
a very rapid current along the western shores from the

mouth of the Dnieper to the channel of Constantinople :

this current always exists, and is strong, especially in

summer, during the prevalence of the northern and north-

eastern winds. The accumulation of the waters towards
the straits of Constantinople is so great, that the Bosporus
is not able to carry off all of it, and a portion is pressed
against the coast of Anatolia, where it gives rise to another
nrrent running eastwards, as to which however it is not cer-

tain whether it is constant or not. llennell recognizes the
s of this current in the alluvions between the mouths

of the rivers Kizil Ermak, Casalmak, and Tharmch, and

again in the peculiar form of the island of Tainan. He is

inclined tu think that a current runs round the whole of
the Black Sea with varying degree of velocity, and at no
izr.-at distance from the shore.

Harbours are numerous, and many of them good. The
principal arc Burgas and Varna, south of the mouth of the

Dumb*: Kilia, on the northern arm of that river ; Akhier-
raan or Akerman, on the icstuaiy or Liraan of the Dn
Odessa, Oc-zakow, Nicolaief, Chcrson, and Kinburn, on the

Bog and Dnieper, and their common ncstuary : in the

Crimea, Eupatoria or Koslow, Sevastopol, Balaclava, and
Cafla. The harbours round the eastern shore, as Anakria,
Kpi, Poti, Batumi, are not known because they arc not
visited. On the coast of Anatolia arc the harbours of Rizo,
Trebizond, Tcreboli, Kerasun, Satusun, Sinup, Ineboli,
Erekli, and Kerpen.
The Black Sea was navigated at an early period by the

Greeks. The discovery of the channel which leads to it

from the Arrhipclago is probably indicated by the fable of
He41e and I'limus ; and the first voyage to it, in the expe-
dition of Jason. It is not unlikely that some dispute ru-

ng the free navigation of the Black Si i;a\e rise to

the Trojan war, because Ilium was so situated that it could
hinder vessels from entering the straits of the Dardanelles,
At a later period the Greeks, and m-irc especially the

Ionian Greeks of Miletus, formed numerous establishment!

along its shores from which they e.\p>rte,l slaves,

and corn in great quantities. T the Crimea and
the region near the Borysthenes exported large quantities

of jrrnin to Athens and the Peloponnesus, which trade wo
find mentioned in Herodotus (vii. 1-1") us existing :it tho
time of the invasion of Xerxes, B.C. 480. Under the Ro-
mans the shores of the Euxine became pretty well known,
and a '

Periplus,' or Kind of survey, of this sea U among
tho works attributed to Arrian. In the times of the H\ -

zantine emperors, Constantinople drew from it a consider-
able part of its provision; and in the twelfth century
the Genoese formed some establishments on its north-
eastern coast, and carried on a very active comin
land with India. But when Constantinople wa taken by
the Turks, the commerce and navigation of the Black
Sea were nearly annihilated, their ]whcy being aver

permitting foreign vessels to pass the straits of Constanti-

nople. Thus the Black Sea remained closed to the

taring nations for two centuries. But when the northern
shores had fallen into the hands of the Russians, they
wished to procure a free trade to the ports of the Mediter-

ranean, and they obtained their object in the peace of

Kontshak Kainardge. Though the Russians then:

were not ablu to derive any great advantages from the

free commerce, the inhabitants of the Greek islands 1

to navigate the Black Sea under Russian colours: and
from that date the Greeks began to acquire wealth and a
desire for liberty. Up to the present time the number of

! Greek vessels is by far the greatest in this sea. Tl.i

port the corn, hides, timber, iron, and furs of Russia, and

I import wine, fruits, and the manufactures of England and
France. Between the northern and southern shores of the
Black Sea the commercial intercourse is not great : the pro-
duce of the Anatolian shores, which consists of grain, timber,
and copper, not being in demand in Russia, which ex
the same commodities.
We do not find any notice of any considerable fishery

being now carried on in the Black Sea, except at the entrance
of the straits of Yenikalc, where a considerable number
of sturgeons are taken. The great depth of the sea and
the want of sand-hanks and shoals account for the absence
of fisheries. Slrabo (p. 320, Casaub.) describes the pclanns

nig from the Mtcotis, the sea of Azof, in shoals, and
following the coast of Asia to Pharnacea and Traj
(Trebizond). The chief fishery was about Sinope (Sinup)
and Byzantium, which latter town derived considerable

wealth from tho fishery. [See AZOF.]
Some modern geographers have supposed, that at a very

remote period the desert country which cMen !> between
the Sea of Azof and the northern part of the Caspian
was covered with water, at which time the Black .Sea and
tho Caspian were united. As this hypothesis is sup-
ported by very strong arguments, we shall examine it

under the head of CASPIAN SKA.
(Strabo. p. 124, &c., Casaub. ; Rennell On tjn <

live Geography of Western Asia; A Co" // f
the Commerce and Navigation of the Rlttck 6

1805; and Captain Jones's Travels through Russia.)

BLACKSTONE, SIR WILLIAM, an English judge,
is best known as the author of ' Commentaries i>n the

'

of England.' He was born in London, July 10th, 1723, a
few months after the death of his father, who was i

mercer; he had also tho misfortune to lose his mother at

an early age. His education was carefully superintended
by an uncle, who sent him, when about seven years old,
to the Charter-house, where at the end of five years he
was placed on the foundation. At the age of fifteen he
was at the head of tho school; and in his sixteenth year
he removed to Pembroke College, Oxford. Havin-

i the law as his profession, he entered the ,V

Temple, on which occasion he wrote the verses entitled
' the Lawyer's Farewell to his Muse,' which were printed in

y's Miscellany. He had displayed some abilil)

writer of small pieces, and also bad obtained a gold ;

for verses on Milton. In 1743 he was rle, t, a fellow

of All Souls College, Oxford, and three years afterwards

was called to the bar. After an experience of seven yarn
in the Courts at Westminster, during which he discovered
that his talents were not calculated to ensure him any very
eminent professional rank, he withdrew to his fellowship
at Oxford, intcndinu ' ^ academic life. In 17'1'J

order of Wallingford, Berks, on the

resignation of his uncle.

A tho University of Oxford did not afford fueilitie, for

studying the principles of the English constitution and
laws, he resolved upon supplying the deficiency by a course
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of lectures. This course opened in Michaelmas Term, 1 753,
and was so well received, that it was repeated with additions

for a number of years. The advantage of rendering such a

course of lectures permanent being fully demonstrated, a

gentleman named Viner left by will a provision for this

purpose. In J 758 Blackstone was appointed the first Vine-
rian professor ;

and from the assiduity with which he dis-

charged the duties of the situation, he attracted a large class

of students. Among his hearers was Jeremy Bentham,
then sixteen years of age, and resident at Queen's College,
Oxford. According to his own account, even then Bentham
did not share in the almost universal applause bestowed
on the lectures. (See Bentham's Preface to the second
edition of the Fragment on Government, London, 1823.)

Having been requested to read his lectures to the Prince
of Wales, Blackstone declined the honour, as he did not
think himself at liberty to break his engagements with his

class at Oxford ; however, he sent copies of many of the

lectures to be read to the young prince. Bentham also

states, on the authority of Lord Shelburne, that ' the lord

introduced the lecturer (to the king), and made the mo-
narch sit to be lectured : so he himself told me.' To this

no doubt Blackstone mainly owed his future promotion.

Having been engaged as counsel in a contested election

(for he occasionally practised), the right of copyholders to

vote came under his consideration, which circumstance led
him to publish his opinions on this question. He denied
their right, and the enemies of popular privileges being
fclad to find themselves thus supported, the consequence
was an act of parliament taking away the franchise from
this description of electors.

The popularity of his lectures, together with the publica-
tion of a new edition of the ' Great Charter and Charter of

the Forest,' accompanied by an historical preface, prepared
the way for his return to the law courts in the metropolis,
where he was soon engaged in extensive practice. He
entered parliament in 1761, and sat for Hindon. The mi-

nistry of Lord Bute marked their approbation of his con-

duct, by granting him, in 1762, a patent of precedence to

rank as king's counsel, and by appointing him solicitor-

general to the queen in the following year. He had pre-

viously declined the office of chief justice of the Court of

Common Pleas in Ireland. About this time he married

Sarah, eldest daughter of James Clitheroe, Esq., of Boston-

house, Middlesex, by whom he had nine children, seven of

whom survived him. As he lost his fellowship by marriage,
the Earl ofWestmoreland, then chancellor of the University
of Oxford, appointed him principal of New Inn Hall : a

year afterwards he resigned this appointment, as well as

the Vincrian professorship.
The first volume of the ' Commentaries on the Laws of

England' was published at Oxford, in 1765. The other

three volumes appeared not long afterwards. The work

called forth an anonymous pamphlet, entitled
' A Frag-

ment on Government,' the author of which was the late

Jeremy Bentham. Dr. Priestley also made a fierce attack

on sonic of the opinions which the work contained, relative

to offences against the doctrines of the established church.

On the question
' whether a member expelled was or was

not eligible in the same parliament,' the opinions which

Blackstone expressed in the House of Commons being
deemed contradictory to his writings, he was attacked in

a pamphlet, understood to be written by one of the mem-
bi-rs. He defended himself in a pamphlet, which 'Junius'

noticed in his
'
Letters.' With Priestley and '

Junius,' and

the author of the '

Fragment on Government,' as his oppo-

nents, the ministry of the day (Lord North's) naturally

became his protectors and continued their favours towards

him. In 1770 he was offered the situation of solicitor-

general, which he declined. He was then made one of

the justices of the Court of Common Pleas. The motto

which he chose for the rings distributed on such occasions

wag ' Secundis dubiisque rectus.' Previous however to his

patent being passed, Mr. Justice Yates expressed a wish

to retire from the Court of King's Bench into the Court

of Common Pleas, an arrangement to which Sir W. Black-

stone, from motives of personal regard, at once consented.

Four months afterwards, on the death of Mr. Justice Yates,

ho removed to the Court of Common Pleas ;
a change

which Bentham says was very agreeable to Blackstone, who

found his position as puisne judge on the same bench with

his
'

scorning and overpowering Chief (Lord Mansfield)

exceedingly uncomfortable. He sat in the Court of Com-

mon Pleas till his death, which occurred Feb. 14th, 1780,
from a dropsical complaint.
As a judge, Sir William Blackstone had a great respect

for the usagss and formalities which surround the bench,
and he strove to impress others with the same feeling. His
political sentiments were of the class called moderate. He
disliked the contentions of parties, and one of the conse-

quences of his elevation, on which he most congratulated
himself, was his removal from the House of Commons,
'

where,' as he used to observe, 'amidst the rage of contend-

ing parties, a man of moderation must expect to meet no
quarter from any side.' His talents for business were very
superior; and some offices which he had undertaken at the

University he discharged with great advantage to the in-
terests of those concerned. He kept his own accounts with

rigorous exactitude. His brother-in-law, who drew up a
memoir of his life, which is prefixed to the '

Reports
'

pub-
lished after his death, says that ' he was an excellent ma-
nager of his time, and extremely rigid in observing the
liour and minute of an appointment.' It may be stated, on
the same authority, that in private life he was a cheerful

and facetious companion ; a faithful friend; an affectionate

husband and parent ; economical, but at the same time cha
ritable and generous. He was severe to those less strict

than himself in the observance of the ordinary duties of life
;

and as he advanced in years, his temper, which was some-
what irritable, was rendered worse by a nervous affection.

Bentham says, that he ' seems to have had something about
him which rendered breaches with him' not difficult.' This
'

something,' to judge from an anecdote (told in the preface
to the second edition of the '

Fragment'), was a very con-
siderable idea of his own importance. The university of
Oxford contains several memorials to his honour. In 1784,
a beautiful statue by Bacon was erected in All Souls Col-

lege, and in one of the windows of the chapel belonging to

this college are placed his arms. His portrait was presented
to the picture-gallery by the scholars on the Vinerian foun-

dation.

The 'Commentaries' have been edited by Coleridge,
Archbold, Williams, Chitty, Christian, and Lee, each of the
six editions in four volumes 8vo. with notes. They have
been abridged by Curry, and also by Gifford, published in

the form of letters in one volume 8vo., and ' elucidated' by
Jones. With the exception of Burn's '

Justice,' perhaps no
law book, and few books of any kind, have had a sale equal
to that of the ' Commentaries.'

(Life of Sir W. Blackstone, by Clitheroe
; Life, by Tho-

mas Lee, Esq.)
On the appearance of the fourth volume of Blackstone's

' Commentaries,' Dr. Priestley published some remarks on
those passages which related to the dissenters. The pam-
phlet is dated Leeds, July, 1769. The passages which

Priestley selected for his animadversions were in the

chapter entitled 'Of Offences against God and Religion,'

p. 50 ;

' These penalties were framed .... poison the minds
of the people;' and p. 52. . . 'Both papists and protestant
dissenters, &c. . . but have never yet been able to exe-
cute.' (See first edition.) The pamphlet of Priestley is

written with great acrimony and considerable vrgour. He
exposes in a pointed manner the slovenly style and illogical

language of Blackstone, and the singularly perverted view

which he gives of the historical origin of the difference

between the church and the dissenters. But Priestley's
views of religious obligation, as expressed in this pamphlet,
were hardly consistent with the duty of civil obedience, as

strictly and truly understood (see pp. 18, 19, of his pam-
phlet) ;

and in his notions of what he calls
' the natural rights

of mankind,'
' the natural rights of man, when once he is

entered society,' and in his invectives against the Catholic

religion (p. 46.), he showed that he had not more enlarged
and correct views of the nature of civil society, and not

much more real tolerance than the author of the ' Commen-
taries.'

' The Reply' of Blackstone (dated Wallingford, 1769)

is in a calm and moderate, but feeble tone, and forms a

curious contrast with the vigorous argument and somewhat

scurrilous invective of Priestley. The commentator admits

that one of the passages animadverted upon is
' somewhat

incorrect and confused;' but declares that his views towards

the dissenters are very different from what Dr. Priestley im-

putes to him, first, by assuming that he (Blackstone) quoted
with approbation the statute of 9 and 10 Will. III. (directed

mainly against those who deny the doctrine of the Trinity),

which statute Blackstone quoted simply without either ap-
3R2
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probation or disapprobation ; and. secondly, by omitting to

Hiote the passages that followed, in which the aullior of the

mciitaries' asserts, among other things, 'that the sin of

sebum, as such, is by no means the object of temporal roer-

ci.m and punishment.' Dr. Priestley,' says Blackstonc,
' hath attributed to me the adoption of those principles
whirh I oiil> uurant to mention historically, as the causes of

tin- l.iws which I condemn.' In fact, Blackstone's looseness

of st)!o and confusion of the proper subject of hi*
' Com-

mentaries,' positive law, with all other subject* that arc

anv way related to it, laid him justly open to censure ; but

P -tli-y. though an acute and ingenious controversialist,

neither detected the real source of the lawyer's confusion,

nor cleared the ground for a fair discussion of the matter. On
one leiral point, Priestley, both in his original pamphlet and

in a subsequent one, entitled An Objection, $c. considered

r I. 'irl in. 1770), has the advantage, when he combats Black-

-tone's doctrinu derived from the act of union with Scot-

hind, 'that any alteration in the constitution of either the

Church of England or Scotland, or in the Lilurpy of the

Church of England, would be an infringement of those

fundamental and essential conditions, and greatly endan-

ger the union.'

Several of these obnoxious passages were modified or cut

out in subsequent editions of the
' Commentaries.' (See a

note on the pamphlets of Doctors Priestley and Furncanx

ngainst Hlackstone, in Bcntham's Preface to his Frag-
ment an Gori'i-iunent.)

It would take more space than we can spare, to express
in the briefest terms the eulogiuros that have been pro-
nounced on the 'Commentaries.' Sir W. Jones says they
are '

the most correct and beautiful outline that ever was
exhibited of any human science.' Niebuhr (Roman Hist.

vol. i. p. 320. RIIR!. Transl.) has dignified the author

with the title 'great' 'That great writer, Blackstone.' It

is sufficient to quote the testimony of one editor to the same
effect, which may be taken as that of all

'
It has been

said that this work, for a single production, is the most
valuable which has ever been furnished to the public by
the labour of any individual,' and '

to the truth of this pro-

position' the editor <Mr. J. Chitty)
'

assents.'

The number of testimonials in favour of the ' Commen-
taries' is doubtless much greater than the number which
can be quoted against them. The weight of opinion per-

haps lies on the other side. A short notice of Bentham's

Fragment on Government' is necessarily connected with
the history of the ' Commentaries ;' and Bentham's rea-

sons, if they were good for any thing then, are equally
good now. (A Fragment on Government ; being an Exa-
mination of irhal is delivered on the subject of Govern-
ment in general in the Introduction to Sir If. IHack-
tlone's Commentaries, with a Preface, London, 1776. Se-
cond edition, 1823.)

In the admirable Preface to his 'Fragment,' Bentham
clearly points out the fundamental error of Blackstone,
the source of his endless oonfusiorr. 'There are two cha-

racters,' ho says,
' one or other of which every man who

Amis any thing to say on the subject of law may be said

to take upon him ; that of the expositor, and that of the

censor. To the province of the expositor it belongs to

explain to us what, as he supposes, the law is; to that of

the censor, to observe to us what he thinks it ought to be.

Of these two perfectly distinguishable functions, the former
alone is that which it fell necessarily within our author's

province to discharge.' These two provinces Blackstone
has confounded all through his work : he continually mixes

up with his exposition of what the law is, the reasons why
it is so ; and as the reasons frequently appear not the best
in the world, it often happens that the absurdity of the law,
which, if

simply
stated by itself, would have been regarded

DS a fact ana nothing more, is surpassed by the absurdity
of the reason given for it. Hence arises, as Bentham re-

marks, the continual use of the words for, because, since,

by Blackstonc. '
I must own,' says Bentham, ' that 1 h.ive

been ready to grow out of conceit with these, ii-clul little

particles for, bn-nii\>; viice, and others of that fraternity,
iv.iiii seeing the drudgery they are continually put to in
these " Commentaries.' The appearance of any of them is a
sort of warning to me to prepare for some tautology, or some
nliMirdity : for the same thing dished up over again m the

shape of a reason fur itself: Or for a reason which, i!' a

distinct one, is of the same stamp as those, we ha.

seen.' The instances to which Benthara refers arc a fair

specimen of the whole work, and two or three will serve for

illustration as well as a larger number, which may easily

be collected from almost evi
'

Burglary cannot M
committed in a tent or booth ererieil in a market l.ui : though
the owner may lodge, therein: fur the law regards thus

highly nothing but permanent edifices : a house, or church,
the wall or gate of a town ;

and il is the folly of the owner
to lodge in no frail a tenement' ' There needs no formal

promulgation to give an act of parliament the force of a law,
as was necessary by the civil law with regard to the empe-
ror's edicts : because every man in England i-. in jwlzment

of law, party to the making of an net of
parliament, bemij

present thereat by his rejiretentative.' Tne law, according
to the 'Commentaries,' first says that a man is present

v.

he is not and cannot be, and then, according to a general

principle, turning this fiction into a fact, very properly con-

cludes, that as the man was present when the law was
made, it is quite unnecessary to give him any further notice

of it. The observation about the emperor's edicts is of the

same stamp : the emperor, the sovereign and maker of all

law, was obliged by the law, that is, by himself, formally to

promulge his edicts. (Sec H/achstone, i. C8. Chilly's edi-

tion, where he himself quotes the Code to prove that the

emperor was the sole maker of law ; see also Bentham's

Preface, note on the ubiquity of the king, and the conse-

quences that follow, according to Hlackstone, from this

attribute. This note is a good specimen of the admirable

humour of Bentham.)
This kind of objections applies to every part of the ' Com-

mentaries : the author has not kept to his province of stating
what law is, but continually goes out of his way to

reasons which are not required nor wanted. (See an in-

stance in the chapter on the Law of Descents, in the short

paragraph beginning
' \Ve arc to reflect,' Jscc., ii. p. 211,

Chilly's ed., which the utmost attainable degree of confu-

sion pervades ; the remark on the policy of allowing a man
to devise his lands by will, ii. p. 374 ; and the remark on
the 'piety of the judges,' ii. 375.) Blackstone is only cx-

eusable for mixing up his reasons with his law, when he

traces the bislory and historical causes of a law ; and even

here, and in all matters that belong to the constitutional

history of the country, he has long since been pronounced
to be very far from profound by very competent ju>

His illustrations derived from the Roman law, which are

not unfrequent, are not always pertinent, and sometimes
not correct. His learning, though not wanting in surface,

was evidently deficient in depth.
But it is the introductory part of Blackstone's 'Commen-

taries,' consisting of fourchapters, which contains the matter
that is the special subject of the remarks in the '

Fragment on
Government.' In the first chapter of the '

Fragment,'
the writer discusses the passage in Blackstone beginning
' The only true and natural foundations of society," . . to . .

'
define their several rights and redress their several wrongs.'

It is only necessary for a man to read this passage atten-

tively, to discover that it contains no exact meaning at all,

and that if it did contain a meaning, that meaning would be of

no use for the object of the ' Commentaries.' It is observed

by Bentham, and correctly, that the author, in the pa-
referred to, uses the term society in two different senses : in

the first part of the passage, it means government, and cer-

tainly can mean nothing else, if the whole is to have a con-

sistent meaning. In the second part of the passage society
means something which preceded government, that is. a

society which preceded the society mentioned in the first

paragraph ; but what this prececVnt society is, we arc not
told. It cannot be government, as in the first paragraph it

is. If it does mean anything, it means what Blackstone
has called in the first paragraph a stale ofnattin'. which
.'In/I 1 he further declares never existed. Blackstone in this

same passage ridicules the notion of an original contract,
which however may very well have been a lact for any
reason that he gives to the contrary. Again, he says that

'
in

nature and reason an original contract must always he un-
derstood and implied, in the very act of associating together :'

and to complete the whole he asserts (p. 5.'.) that in a
certain case, referring to our own government,

' The legis-
lature would be changed,' he says,

' from that which teas

originalI
if set up by the general consent and fundamental

act of society.' The following remark of Bentham bi idly
and pointi -lly

states the exact character of the whole of
-tone's Introduction, though applied by the writer

;!y to the two paragraphs referred to: 'Throughout
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the whale of it, what distresses me is, not the meeting with

any positions, such as, thinking them false, I find a diffi-

culty in proving so : but the not meeting with any positions,
true or false (unless it be here and there a self-evident one),
that I can find a meaning for. If I can find nothing posi-
tive to accede to, no more can I to contradict. Of this latter

kind of work, indeed, there is the less to do for any one

else, our author himself having executed it, as we have
seen, so amply.'
In the last edition of Blackstone, published in 1829

(Commentaries, &c., with copious notes by Thomas Lee,

Esq., of Gray's Inn, Barrister at Law), the life of Black-
stone prefixed to the first volume terminates with the fol-

lowing extract from the Preface to the '

Fragment :'
' He

(Blackstone) it is, in short, who, first of all institutional

writers, has taught jurisprudence to speak the language of
the scholar and the gentleman : put a polish on that rugged
science : cleansed her from the dust and cobwebs of the
office : and if he has not enriched her with that precision
that is drawn only from the sterling treasury of the sciences,
has decked her out, however, to advantage, from the toilette

of classic erudition : enlivened her with metaphors and
allusions : and sent her abroad in some measure to instruct,
and in still greater measure to entertain, the most miscel-
laneous and even the most fastidious taste.' This some-
what dubious praise Bentham gave to the author of the

'Commentaries,' that he might not, while 'exposing the
author's ill deserts, be backward in paying homage to his

various merits.' But to do full justice both to the author of

the ' Commentaries' and the author of the '

Fragment,' it will

be necessary to continue the citation of the panegyric one
short paragraph further, with which the compliment con-

cludes. ' The merit to which, as much perhaps as to any,
the work stands indebted for its reputation, is the enchant-

ing harmony of its numbers : a kind of merit that of itself

is sufficient to give a certain degree of celebrity to a work
devoid of every other. So much is man governed by the

ear.' We do not find any other reference to the '

Fragment
on Government

'

in this last edition of Blackstone (we have

only examined the notes on the Introduction) than the first

part of the panegyric to which we have supplied the con-

clusion. If any student has bewildered, or is still bewilder-

ing himself with trying to find out a meaning in Black-
stone's Introduction, in threading a labyrinth to which there

is no clue, he may probably find the solution of his diffi-

culties in the five chapters of Bentham's 'Fragment.'
This little work, in which the utmost severity of reason-

ing is united with the greatest imaginable felicity and per-

spicuity of expression, with the happiest and most playful

humour, and the most pointed sarcasm, without the ap-

pearance of ill-nature, is still further recommended by the

sincerity with which every line in it is stamped. It is not

difficult to understand why this corrective to Blackstone's

absurdities only reached a second edition in 1823.

It remains briefly to notice, and more briefly than the im-

portance of the subject demands, the arrangement of the

matter of law in Blackstone ; for with the facts of law as

stated by him we have little to do. The work as far as it

goes is useful ;
at least, on this point there is not so much

difference of opinion. In Blackstone's chapter on the ' Abso-

lute Rights of Individuals,' we have his fundamental defini-

tion of law, which, coupled with his views contained in

the Introduction, will sufficiently account for the confusion

that prevails in numerous passages. (See vol. i. p. 133, and

indeed the whole of the chapter entitled
' Of the Absolute

Rights of Individuals.') In this chapter he says that the
'

primary and principal objects of law are rights and wrongs.'
'

Rights
'

he subdivides into,
'

first, those which concern and

are annexed to the persons of men, and are then called

jura personarum, or the rights ofpersons ; or they are, se-

condly, such as a man may have over external objects or

things unconnected with his person, which are styled jura

rerun, or the rights of things.' He divides wrongs into

private and public, the foundation and the nature of which

division must be sought in those writers who adopt it. (See

Blackstone, i. 1 22, &c.) In his division of his matter into

these great heads, and the subdivision of these heads into

their several parts, Blackstone followed the Analysis of Hale,

though, so far from improving upon it, his division and ar-

rangement are very much inferior. His method is styled

by 1'rofessor Austin, 'a slavish and blundering copy of that

very imperfect method which Hale had roughly delineated

in his short and unfinished "Analysis." From the outset to

the end of his "
Commentaries," he blindly adopts the mis-

takes of his rude and compendious model : missing inva-
riably, with a nice and surprising infelicity, the pregnant
but obscure suggestions which it proffered to his attention,
and which would have guided a discerning and inventive
writer to an arrangement comparatively just.' (See Austin's
Outline of a Course of Lectures on General Jurispru-
dence.)
The singular confusion in Blackstone's notion of the

rights of persons and things is rendered still more apparent
by comparing the 1st chapter of vol. ii.

'

of Property in

General,' with the beginning of chap. 2. of the s'ame

yol ii., where he comes to speak of the division of property
into things real and personal, according to the system of

English law. He borrowed the terms (rights of persons and
things) from Hale's '

Analysis,' who however has used them
in a sense far less objectionable than that of Blackstone.
BLACKSTONE CANAL, in the United States, extends

from Worcester in the centre of the state of Massachusetts,
in a S.S.E. direction to Providence in Rhode Island. It

follows, in the greater part of its course, the valley of the
Blackstone river, from which it derives its supply of water.
Its entire length is forty-five miles

;
its breadth at the

surface is thirty-five feet, and at the bottom eighteen feet :

the depth of water is four feet. The fall, from the summit
at Worcester to tide-water at Providence, is 45T61 feet,

The canal has forty-eight locks, eighty feet long by ten wide.
It was formed by a company incorporated by charters of the
Massachusetts and Rhode Island legislatures, and was com-

pleted in 1828 at a cost of 600,000 dollars. (American
Almanacfor 1833.)
BLACKWALL.' [See LONDON.]
BLACKWATER, the principal river of the county of

Essex, called also the Pant and Freshwell in the early part
of its course. It has its source near Debden, in the north-

east part of the county, on the borders of Cambridgeshire,
and, after a winding course through Booking and Coggeshall,

approaches Witham, and receives the stream which passes

through that town
; then, flowing south-east, it unites with

the Chelmer at Maldon, after which it widens and forms
the extensive aostuary to which it gives the name of Black-
water Bay, by which it enters the German Ocean. The
course of the river, including its chief bends, is about forty-
five miles ; but the direct distance between its source and
the sea does not exceed thirty miles. This bay is celebrated

for its oysters, called Walfleet oysters, which Camden con-

jectures to be those which, according to Pliny, supplied the

Roman kitchens, to which Mucian gives the third rank
after the Cyzicenian oysters, which he describes as '

larger
than the Lucrine, and sweeter than the British ;' and which,

finally, Ausonius calls
'
wonderful.' In high tides the

waters cover a large tract of country at the mouth of the

Blackwater river. Whence it derived its name is net

known. '

But,' says Camden,
'

Ptolemy calls it Idumanus,
which signifies the same, Ydu being black in British.'

(Gough's Camden's Britannia ; Beauties of England
and Wales, fyc.)

BLACKWATER, the chief river of the county Cork, in

Ireland, rises on the confines of Kerry, and flows west-

ward by Mill Street, Mallow, Lismore, and Cappoquin ;
it

thence runs southward to the sea, which it enters at Youg-
hall, between the counties of Cork and Waterford. The
Blackwater is not navigable to any considerable distance

above its sostuary at Youghall, but the loss of carriage

arising from its rapidity is counterbalanced by the gain of

immense water-power which it affords to the rich corn coun-

try on its north bank. On the south its course is bounded

by a continuous chain of lofty mountains. Beginning from

the west, the highlands of Muskerry (the old Slieve Logher)
run into the Boghra range, and these again are continued

by the chain of the Nagles, which bound the valley to the

borders of Waterford. The river's chief feeders come

from the more open country on the opposite bank : these

are the Alia, the Awbeg (the
'

gentle Mulla' of Spenser),

the Puncheon, and the Araghlin. The scenery all along
is highly beautiful and picturesque, and a recent tourist

has lately pronounced the descent of the Blackwater from

Mallow to Lismore equal to that of any other river of

its size in Europe. It is celebrated for salmon, although
its fish have not so fine a flavour as those of the neighbour-

ing Lee. This is the river to which Spenser (whose castle of

Kilcolman stands near its junction with the Awbeg) alludes

in the lines
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DMT AnUuff. thai .,r 11.. KnfUiluMn
I. etlM UUckw.t.t.-

(Statistical Survey of the Co. Cork; Ingli*' Inland in

1834.)
BLACKWATER, a river of tlio county Armagh, in Ire-

land, runs in a north-easterly direction from the confine*

.in- an 1 Fermanagh, and Hows by Blackwator town

and Charlcmont into the 8outh-wcstem extremity of Loch

Ne.mh. IN ancient name was Avon More, or tho great

river, a title merited only by comparison with the smaller

ttreami of the district, 'The Armagh Blackwatcr is not

remarkable for anything except its historical importance,
as having long been the boundary between the jurisdic-

tion of the English Pale and the independent country of

the Tyrone O'NeilU. To restrain these turbulent chief-

tain*. Sir John Perrot, in 1584, after passing through their

territory on an expedition into O'Kane's Country (now

Londonderry county), first proposed the erection of a fort

which might command the puses into Armagh, and keep
ill's neighbouring places of Dungannon and Benburb

in chock. It was the planting of this garrison which

proved the proximate cause of Tyrone's great rebellion ; and
as tho most important battle gained by the Irish during
that insurrection was fought in the immediate vicinity, the

Hlackwater derives considerable interest from this circum-

stance. O'Neill made this fort the bone of contention ; it

w.i^ on account of violences committed by its garrison that

he justified his first rising in arms as in his private quarrel,
ami it was taken and retaken again and again before he

finally compromised his loyalty to the queen. At length,

however, in 1598, Captain Williams, the warden, being

closely pressed by a powerful force of the Irish under

O'Neill, O'Donnell, and Maguire, Marsha] Bagnal marched
to his relief at the head of a well-appointed army. A con-

siderable proportion of the soldiers were Irish in the queen's
pay, and with them many of the young native nobility. Of
these the most distinguished was the queen's Reilly,
sirnamed Maelmurry Dhas, or the Handsome. This force

in point of numbers was inferior to the insurgent army, but

in discipline and equipment much superior. They marched
from Armagh before daybreak, and early in the morning
the action commenced. O'Neill had intrenched himsell

behind a shallow stream llowing through a marsh ;
tin-

place was called Athbury, or tho yellow ford, from the colour

of the soil. Being approached through woods and narrow

passes, it gave the Irish advanced guard an opportunity
of galling the English march for half an hour before they
got upon the plain. Here O'Neill had employed a stratagem
similar to that of Bruce at Bannockburn : the ground was
set thick with covered pitfalls, and the men at arms charging
across the open fields were at once thrown into confusion.

But, in spite of this check, tho English passed the ford, and
drove their antagonists to their trenches. The artillery was
now brought up, and still, notwithstanding the bursting o!

a field-piece and the explosion of a powder cask, the assail-

anU had again the advantage. Marshal Bagnal, at the
head of his nidi, charged over the levelled breast-work,
and neither O'Neill nor O'Donnell, though distinguished
leaders, and fighting at the heads of their respective
names, could maintain their ground. The victory now
soemcd won, when Bagnall received a shot in the head which
killed him instantly, and the clans returned to the conflict

O'Neill himself led his galloglasses to the charge: the Eng-
lish, disheartened by the death of their leader, gave way ;

tin; Irish pushed their advantage, and drove them back

upon the ditch ; here they got entangled in the trenches,
and the rout became general ; the slaughter was very great,
and multitudes were trodden to death. Few of the English

-cd the ford. The Irish historians attribute the pre-
servation of those who did escape to the loyalty of O'Reilly
who covered the retreat, and was almost left alone on the
field before ho fell. The victory was complete : Armag
and the fort of Blackwater surrendered next day, and the
remnant of the English army returned to Newry. The

-\i loss is estimated at from 1500 to 2500 men, with
all tho baggage, ammunition, and artillery. It may seem
that undue importance is attributed to an action' when
i

..nip:ir;ilively few were engaged on either side; bu
among the potty skirmishes of that desultory war up
to this time, Athbury is by fur the most worthy of the
name of battle, and it* effects were so important that
\n lesi than three months, there were thirty thousan(
men in arms in various parts of thu country against

he queen. The confiscations of the counties toon after

ed to the colonizing i.f Tyrone with men who no longer

required the maintenance of a garrison for their control, and
the fort went to decay. Blackwatcr town is now an incon-

siderable place, but has a good linen market, ami i- in

the centre of a rich and flouncing district.* (Cox's Hit-

tory qf Ireland; O'Sullivan's ///'/. Citthul. Hib. Com-
oetid.)

BLACKWELL, THOMAS, was born at Aberdeen in

1701. His father was one of the niin inters of that city, and
filled at the same time the office of principal of Marischal

College. After having taken the degree of A.M. in the

University of Aberdeen, at the age of seventeen, and i

appointed by the crown professor of Greek in the Marischal

College in 1723, he succeeded his father as principal in

17.18. In 1752 tho degree of LL.D. was conferred upon
him. He had the merit of introducing an improved system
of education into Marischal College, and before his death

had the gratification of witnessing its success. An ac-

count of this plan was printed by direction of the college

authorities.

Blackwell is allowed to have been a man of considerable

acquirements, but he often rendered himself ridicule;

his pedantry and affectation of universal knowledge. He
was well versed, according to the learning of that day, in tin-

Greek and Latin writers, and was acquainted with the princi-

pal languages of modern Europe. His habits were studious

and retiring, but he rather courted the acquaintance of men
of superior reputation. He was abstention* to a degree pro-

judicial to his health. Being allliuled with a consumptive
disease, he left Aberdeen in the month of February, 1 757,

with a view of trying tho effect of a change of air, but he

died at Edinburgh in the following month.
The following is a list of his works :

' An Inquiry into

the Life and Writings of Homer,
1

1 735.
' A Key to the

Inquiry, containing a translation of the numerous Greek,

Latin, Spanish, Italian, and French notes in the original

work,' 1736. 'Letters on Mythology,' 1748.
' Memoirs of

the Court of Augustus,' 3 vols. : the first was published in

1753, the second in 1755, and the third, which is incom-

plete, was published in 17G4, after his death.

BLADDER, THE, of urine, or vesica urinaria, so called

to distinguish it from the gall-bladder, is a musculo-mem-
branous bag or pouch, which serves as a temporary i

voir for the urine ; it communicates with the kidneys by
means of the ureters, and opens externally by means of the

urethra.

The urinary apparatus is confined to tho red-blooded

classes of animals, all of which have kidneys, whilst some
orders and genera have no urinary bladder. In quadrupeds
the bladder is of a pyriform shape, and is completely sur-

rounded by the peritonoBUm or serous lining of the abdomen ;

and it .may be taken as a general rule, that it is bma'.'.er,

stronger, and more muscular in carnivorous than in grami-
nivorous animals : in the latter it is almost membranous,
and in some of them is particularly large.

In tho whole class of birds there is no urinary bladder,

and the ureters open into the cloaca, a musculo-membranous

bag, which takes the place of the rectum, bladder, and

uterus, and serves as u reservoir for the solid excrements,
the urine, and eggs. Tho urine in these animals dilutes the

fa-ces and forms the carbonate of lime, which constitutes the

basis of the shell. The urinary bladder exisU in several

genera and species of fishes. In the human subject, tho

bladder is placed in the pelvis, or basin, immediately behind

the symphysis pubis and before the rectum, or terminal por-
tion of the intestines, in the male ; but it is separated from it

in the female by the uterus and vagina. Its form and rela-

tions vary according to the age of the individual. In infancy
it is of a pyriform shape, and is contained almost entirely in

the abdomen, thus resembling its permanent condition in

quadrupeds. At this period it may be considered as

sisling of three portions, the narrow tapering part, or m-i-k,

the upper rounded portion, or jundui (sometimes

lUinniil), and tho intermediate portion, or //</</// : but as the

pelvis expands, the bladder gradually subsides into it and

undergoes a remarkable change of form. Thus, in the adult

There are three other HUrkwatcn : om- in tln> county of Meath, \vhicli

njKW* K'-li,, uii-1 ulU ittln tin; Boyoe at Naran ; lUHttu.T in tin- ruiinty of

:.nln,h fall* into tin* &hannun north of Laneftboruugh ;
'" i!

in tlio county f Wrxfonl, which ir.iclir* the goa at Bannow 11. i\. Thu
<iamc il takcu from thu onlin.iry appcaranct of deep

o SuUitati. in tiii. algnnokin uf that near Armagh, lias tin*

[e 'Vel quod uln- :

\t lnci<li et purii turli'lior fluit, velpaMage
' Vrl (|IUM| ulus lu-inii fluviU luculii ct purii turhi'tiur fluit

quod >|>ri Augli Bigru et ailvono Marie ad ilium u>l>e lijoa cuolukraut.'
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its figure is that of a short oval, compressed at the fore and
back part ;

its lower surface subsides on the rectum, and

expanding forms what is termed by anatomists the has

fond of the bladder. This change of form is dependent not

only upon the enlargement of the cavity in which the

bladder is contained, but also upon the weight of the fluid

which it habitually sustains, and thus in advanced age it is

more deeply sunk in the pelvis than in the middle periods
of life. In the female its transverse diameter is greater
than in the male, in consequence of the antero-posterior
diameter of the pelvis being encroached upon by the uterus.

Its capacity varies in the different periods of life ; and, as a

general rule, it may be said to increase in proportion as the

individual advances in years, and to be greater in females
than in males. Its capacity is modified in different in-

dividuals by their habits and the natural exercise of its

functions. It is more particularly changed by disease :

thus, from the effects of long-continued irritation, it may be
reduced to such a state that it will not contain more than a

few drops of urine
;
and on the contrary when, from any

cause, its contents cannot be duly evacuated, it may be dis-

tended so as to contain many quarts of urine, and occupy a

large proportion of the abdomen. Its ordinary capacity may
be estimated at a pint and a half.

Fig. 1.

[The Ureters, running from the kidneys to the bladder.]
a Aorta, b Bifurcation, c Alxlomiiml musclos turned down, d The Rectum

out and tied, e Bladder. // Ureters, g g Kidneys.

Fig. 2.

/
3 A / #
[Side view of the Bladder of an adult male.]

n I'nlK*s. It Sacrum, c Recti muscles, d d Rectum, e IJladder. / Vas
ilt'fVn'iis. g Ureter, h Vesicula seminalis. i Prostate gland, j Urethra.

ft h k Peritonaeum, reflected from rectum upon bladder, thence upon the recti

muscles.

The direction of the bladder is oblique, being inclined

somewhat forwards and upwards ;
in proportion to the degree

of distension the obliquity is increased, in consequence of

the neck being fixed. It ia retained in its position by two

lateral ligaments, one on each side, and an anterior liga-
ment

;
the lateral ligaments are prolongations of the/<wem

iliaca, which, passing down into the pelvis, assumes the

name of fascia pelvica, and becomes identified with the

prostate gland and side of the bladder ; the anterior liga-

ment is double, and it is formed by the fascia transversalis,

which, passing down behind the symphysis pubis, is reflected

upon the upper surface of the prostate gland ;
from the

point of reflection two strong fasciculi of fibres pass to the

anterior surface of the bladder. These ligaments arc some-

times called the proper ligaments of the bladder to distin-

guish them from certain folds of the peritonaeum, sometimes
called false ligaments. As the bladder is peculiarly inte-

resting in a surgical point of view, anatomists have endea-
voured to describe it precisely, and with this view they
have divided it into six regions or surfaces, an anterior,
a posterior, two lateral, a superior, and an inferior.

The anterior surface, in the collapsed state of the organ,
lies behind the symphysis pubis, with which it is connected

by loose cellular tissue
;
when distended, the bladder rises, and

its anterior surface comes in relation, or in contact, with the
recti muscles of the abdomen. The posterior surface is

covered by the peritonaeum, which in the male is reflected

upon it from the rectum, in the female from the uterus and
vagina : it is then reflected from the sides of the bladder to

the iliacfossa ; at the points of reflection it forms folds,
one on each side and two posteriorly : these have been im-

properly described as ligaments, for instead of- confining
the bladder they serve rather as provisions to facilitate its

expansion.
The lateral regions are partially covered by the peri-

tonaeum
; running along them we find the umbilical arte-

ries, or their remains, in both sexes, and the vasa deferentia
in the male. The superior region, or fundus, is partially
covered by the peritonaeum, which is reflected thence on to

the inner surface of the recti muscles : it has a fibrous cord
attached to it termed the urachus, which lies between the

peritonaeum and the recti muscles, and being accompanied
by the remains of the umbilical arteries, extends to the um-
bilicus, where it becomes identified with the abdominal
aponeuroses. This fibrous cord appears to be useful in re-

taining the bladder in its situation, for never in the human
subject, except in certain cases of malformation, which aro

very rare, does it present the form of a canal, such as it is

found to be in the young of certain quadrupeds, in which
it is the medium of communication between the bladder and
a bag, or sac, termed the allantoid.

The inferior region, or bos fond, is the most important in
a surgical point of view. It has no precise lines of demar-
cation laterally, but is bounded before by the prostate gland,
behind by the peritonasum, which is reflected upon the pos-
terior surface of the bladder. Attached to it we find in the
male the vesiculoo seminales and the vasa deferentia, which,
in converging to the prostate gland, leave between them a

triangular space, where the bladder is only separated from
the rectum by a considerable quantity of fatty cellular

tissue containing many vessels, principally veins : this rela-

tion of the bladder to the rectum explains many circum-
stances respecting their particular diseases. In the female
this region rests on the vagina, which separates it from
tha rectum. We have seen that the anterior and in-

ferior regions of the bladder are left completely uncovered

by the peritonaeum, a fact which is of the utmost import-
ance to the surgeon, for in consequence of it he is enabled
to perform operations on these regions without injuring
this membrane, which when wounded in any operation
places the life of the patient in a hazardous state, in

consequence of the rapidity with which inflammation ex-
tends along it.

The neck, or constricted portion of the bladder, is com-

pared to a truncated cone, longer at the sides and below
than above. In infancy, owing to the position of the blad-

der, its direction is oblique ;
for a similar reason it is hori-

zontal in the adult : it differs in structure from the rest of
the organ. The neck, which is formed of a somewhat
fibrous whitish substance, is the connecting medium between
the bladder and the urethra. Its posterior part rests on the
rectum

;
its anterior is surrounded, at least below and at the

sides, by the prostate gland, which is peculiar to the male,
and is composed of an aggregation of mucous follicles, dis-

posed so as to form three lobes, one on each side of the

neck of the bladder, and one below called the middle lobe,

which forms a slight projection into the opening of the

urethra.

The bladder, like the other hollow viscera, is composed of

three layers, or coats, united to each other by cellular tissue ;

these coats are the peritoneal or serous, the muscular, and
the mucous. The peritonceal coat has been already de-

scribed as investing only a portion of the organ ;
it is united

to the muscular coat by cellular tissue, which is extended
over the whole of the latter, being however thinner under
the peritonaeal coat than elsewhere. The muscular coat has

been described by some anatomists as a distinct muscle
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under the name of detrutor vrintf : it is composed of pale

fibres interlacing in all direction*; three distinct !

have been described, but it is sufficient for all useful pur-

poses to nay, that the superficial fibres are directed in the

course of the axis of the bladder ; that at the sides they are

more and more oblique ; and that the more internal fibres

assume a circular direction as they approach the neck of the

bladder, so that some anatomists have descnl>ed them in

this part as a distinct muscle, under the name of sphincter
.

. This reticulated structure of the muscular coat

en ihles the bladder to contract so perfectly as to expel

every drop of its contents.

When the bladder is much distended, the muxeular coat

liccomcs attenuated to such a degree, that it is ditlicult to

distinguish it from cellular tissue. Sometimes its fibres

become so much cnlarued from the effects of long-continued
irritation and overaction of the origin, that they form pro-

jecting lines or columns under the mucous coat ; this ap-

pcnrancc of the bladder is designated by the French / 'exxie

ii chlorines. The mucous membrane is occasionally pro-
truded between these columns, forming sacs, or. pouches, in

which urinary calculi are sometimes lodged ;
these calculi are

t hen said to be encysted or sacculated. The muscular coat is

united to the third, lost, or mucous coat by a distinct layer of

cellular tissue, to which the term nervous or vascular coat

i> -mnctimes improperly applied. The mucous coat, or lining
of the bladder, belongs to that division of the mucous mem-
branes, denominated genito-vrinary : it not only line* the

bladder, but is prolonged upwards along the ureters into the

kidney, and downwards along the urethra; it is of a palo

rose-colour, is smooth when the bladder is distended, and

corrugated when it is empty ; it secretes a viscid fluid termed

mucus, which protects it from the acrimony of the fluid

with which it is constantly in contact. Three openings are

seen in it, two situated posteriorly, about an inch and a half

from each other, which are the openings of the ureters
;
and

one anteriorly, which is the opening of the urethra. Extend-

ing from the openings of the ureters to that of the urethra

are observed two prominent lines, which are formed by'mus-
cular fibres elevating the mucous coat : these lines form the

sides of a triangle, the base of which is an imaginary lint-

drawn between the openings of the ureters ; the apex is at

the urethra. The space thus marked out is denominated

the trigone vesicate: it is paler than the rest of the internal

surface of the bladder, is possessed of peculiar sensibility,

and is smooth in the contracted as well as in the distended

condition of the bladder.

The two prominent lines which form the sides of the

trigone vestcaie, according to Sir C. Bell, are distinct

muscles, the muscles of the ureters. They have their fixed

point or origin at that prominence or tubercle existing at

the inferior surface of the urethra, which has been already
described as formed by the middle lobe of the prostate, their

insertion or movcable point being at the opening of the

ureters. Their use is to assist in the contractions of the blad-

der, to support and close the mouths of the ureters, and to

preserve the obliquity of these canals by drawing them
down during the contractions of the bladder. The tubercle,
whence these muscles are supposed to take their origin, is

termed the luette or uvula vesicee : but these terras ore more

particularly applicable to it when enlarged and diseased. It

then forms a prominent tumour at the orifice of the urethra,
:u'!* the part of a valve, and becomes a troublesome cause
of retention of urine.

The arteries of the bladder arc derived from the internal

iliac and its branches ; its veins empty themselves into the

internal iliac vein : these vessels arc most abundant about
its neck and bas fond. The lymphatics follow the course
of these vessels. The nerves are of two kinds, the one
derived fiom the sacral plexus of the

cerebro-spinal sys
tern, the nerves of animal life; the other derived from the

Inpuastttc plexus of the sympathetic, the nerves of or-

g.inii: life.

The secretion of the urine is performed by the kidneys ;

it is constantly going on, and does not exhibit those alter-

nations of action and r< -|..>M- observable in the oilier secret -

ingot-gulf. Tim rapidity with which certain diuretics arc
eliminated with the urine has induced several physiologists
t i imagine that lluids are conveyed from the stomach to

tin' bludder by a more direct route than the circuitous one
f
absorption

and of the circulation. Hut no ducts or chan-
nel* which could answer thi-, purpose have 1 n discovered,
nor is their existence necessary, for it is calculated that

1000 ounces of blood circulate through the kidneys in the

pace of an hour; and if only a tenth part of this be sepa-
rated by the kidneys, 100 oun< i pounds and a

quarter, may be given out in this short spare of time. It is

not however improbable that the lymphatic-, inn) convey
lluids directly from the stomach to the bladder.

The urine being secreted, dribbles along the ureters, and
its descent is probably aided by the contr.ietihu

tubes and the impulse iif the neighbouring arteries. It drops
into the bladder and gradually distends it, but it is pre-
vented from regurgitating into the ureters in omseqi..
of these tubes taking an oblique course between the i

cular and mucous coats before they perforate the hittc

the urine accumulates, these tubes are more and more

d, and the obstacle to rcgurgitation is increased : l.ut

the column of urine descending along the meters, Ix-mg

higher than that contained in the bladder, is not prevented
from entering into it.

When a sullicient quantity of urine is accumulated in the

bladder, varying according to the degree of irritability of

the organ, a general uneasy scn-alion is produced, and a

more particular one referred to the trigone vesicate; the

diaphragm and abdominal muscles are called into action,

the resistance of the neck of the bladder is overcome (the

sphincter, if we admit its existence, relaxes), the muscular

fibres of the bladder contract, and are able without further

assistance to evacuate every drop of its contents.

Congenital malformations of the bladder are not unfrc-

quent. Morgagni describes a case in which it was ol' a

}>rismatic
form, another in w Inch it was of double its natural

ength, and another in which the fundus was as large u
bas fond. Haller observed it much uinl jiermaneiith
stricted at its body. Sometimes the bladder is altogether

wanting, in which eases the ureters open either into the

rectum, as into the cloaca of birds, at the pubes, or imme-

diately into the urethra. But a more frequent malforma-
tion is that, where the inferior portion of the recti mi

being imperfect, and the anterior wall of the bladder defi-

cient, the posterior wall is protruded, and forms a red

fungous-like tumour above the pubcs. This tumour pre-
sents two orifices which are the mouths of the ureters, from
which the urine constantly dribbles; this species of mal-

formation is peculiarly interesting, as it has enabled phy-

siologists to determine the manner in which the urine d

into the bladder. In some rare cases of imperforatioii of the

urethra, the urine, being prevented from escaping by this

canal, has dilated the urachus and escaped at the um-
bilicus or navel. M. Deschamps, IIOWVUT, imagines that

all the cases which have been described as dilatations of

the urachus are not in reality such, but that the muscular

coat of the bladder having given way in some point, the

mucous coat has been protruded or extended by the pressure
of the urine, has followed the course of the umbilical cord,

and then burst at the umbilicus. Cases are on record of

individuals who have had more than one bladder. Thus,
Blassius describes a case in which it was double. Mollinetti

found in a female whom he dissected live kidneys, five

ureters, and five bladders. It sometimes but rarely hap-
pens, that the bladder is divided into cells, but 1

of malformation in all probability is not congenital. The
bladder is liable to inflammation, which may invade the

totality of the organ or its coats separately ; and this may-
be acute or chronic. When the mucous membrane is in-

flamed, the organ becomes exceedingly irritable, and there

instant call to discharge its contents. In coliseum -m >

of inflammation, ulcers, gangrenous spots, and indurations

of different kinds may be produced, and its secretion may be

increased and altered : to this state the term catarrh of the

bladder is applied. Sometimes the parictcs of the bladder

become exceedingly thick. The mucous membrane some-
times is found in a varicose stntc : it sometimes gives origin

to cysts of different kinds, and fungous growths, which latter

are found more particularly in old people; sometime-

it protrudes through the muscular coat and forms hermit.

Many cases are on record in which worms have been dis-

charged from the bladder. The bladder is sometimes p'.i-

: 1 through the inguinal or femoral canals, forming a

hernia of the bladder, or cystocele, which is always readily

distinguished from other hernia! by the regular diminution

of the swelling when the urine is passed.
Various accidents and diseases may prevent the bladder

from evacua ntenN, in which case the organ be-

comes inordinately distended, and unless relieved, the dis-
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tension increases, inflammation ensues, a spot mortifies,
the urine escapes into the abdomen, and death is speedily
thc result. Such is the process by which the bladder re-

lieves itself, and it never, under such circumstances, is

lacerated or burst, as it is'ordinarily said to be
;
such a result

is never produced except by direct violence. With respect
to these cases of retention of urine, there is a fact which
never should be lost sight of, viz. that after the third day
or so from the date of the retention, the urine, as it descends
from the kidneys, is evacuated from the bladder in small

quantities. At this period the bladder is distended as
much as possible, and the case may be mistaken for one of
incontinence of urine, though it is, as we have seen, one of
retention. If under these circumstances a catheter cannot
be introduced, the only means left for relieving the patient
is puncturing the bladder, which may be effected through
the perinseum, through the rectum, or above the puhes ;

the bladder, as we have seen, is not covered by the perito-
naeum in these regions. But the most important disease to

which the bladder is liable is the formation of urinary cal-

culi or concretions in it. When they are present and not en-

cysted they produce intense suffering ;
and as medicines

possess no certain power over them, the ingenuity of sur-

geons has been exercised in order to devise means of re-

moving them. These means are reducible to three : when
small, they may be extracted through the urethra by a pair
of forceps, invented for the purpose : when larger, they may
be reduced to pieces so small as to pass away with the urine,
or they may be removed by cutting into the bladder ; to the
former method the term Lithotrity, to the latter that of Li-

thotomy is applied. [See LITHOTRITY and LITHOTOMY.]
BLADDER-NUT. [See STAPHYLEA.]
BLADDER-SENNA. [See COLUTEA.]
BLADENSBURG. [See WASHINGTON.]
BLA1N, a small town in France in the department of

Loire Inferieure (Lower Loire), on a cross road i'rom Ploe'r-

mel and R('don to Ancenis and Angers. It is in 47 30' N.
lat., 147' W. long. The town is on the north or right bank
of the little river Isaac, which Hows into the Vilaine. The

population in 1832 was 4899 for the whole commune. There
is an hospital for the poor. Blain was the birth-place of

the Due de Rohan, chief of the Protestant party in France
in the reign of Louis XIII., and one of the most remarkable
men of his day.
BLAIR-ATHOL. [See ATHOL.]
BLAIR-GOWRIE, a parish and borough of barony

(l. e. a borough governed by a bar,) in Perthshire, Scotland,
is situated four miles from Cupar Angus, and about fifteen

from Perth. The southern part of the parish lies in the

beautiful valley of Strathmore : it is about eleven miles long
from south to north, and in some places eight miles broad,

but the breadth is very irregular. The village is on the

south side of the Ericht, which divides it from the village
of Rattray. It lies on the east side of a range of hills, at

the northern boundary of the valley of Strathmore; and
when seen from these, the windings of the Ericht, gene-

rally hidden but occasionally coming into view, have the

appearance of a number of lakes scattered over the plain.

Blair-Gowrie was made a borough of barony by a charter

from Charles I. in 1634.

There are the remains of several Druidical temples in

the parish. At the back of the manse, in 1796, there was a

mote-hill or circular mound, where, it is said, Earl Gowrie

held his regality courts. There are also some cairns, in one

of which when opened a small stone coffin was found at

the bottom ;
and many tumuli run through the parish.

Not far from the village, commanding a fine view of Strath-

more, is Newton House, built somewhat in the style of a

cast'.e, on the foundation of the old house, in a vault of which

many gentlemen were saved while it was burned down.

Two modes of catching salmon are practised on the Ericht

at this place. One is by poke-nets : Towards twilight,

the fishermen throw into the stream near the Keith Falls,

where it runs through deep narrow channels among the

rocks, large quantities of black mould, until the water

becomes muddy. Nets in the shape of pokes or bags are

then put into the narrowest parts of the stream, and in them

the salmon are caught. The other method is by pikes or

pol^s with sharp points, and iron hooks at the end of them,

with which the fishermen, on a dark night, strike the fish

the moment they are attracted to the surface by the glare

of torches held from the rocks above the dark parts of the

stream.

The village consists of one principal street, which winds
irregularly to the Bridge of Ericht, and from which almost
all the other streets branch off. There is a good town-house
lately built

; and an apartment in the principal inn is occu-
pied as a reading-room. The parish church is a new and
handsome building, placed high on the side of a hill at the
back of the village. There are two dissenting meeting-
houses : the Antiburger Meeting-house, conveniently situ-
ated near the town-house ; and the Congregational Chapel
in William Street, at the south end of the village. They
are capable of containing nearly 400 persons each, and the

parish church may seat about 1000. The town is governed
by a baron baillie. It has a post-office. There are several

thriving manufactures carried on in the place. The annual
value of the real property in the parish as assessed in April,
1815, was 6206/. ; and the population in 1831 was 3644.
It has three annual fairs.

The clergyman's stipend, as fixed by a decreet of the
Court of Teinds in 1 79 1, is five chalders of grain (two-thirds
of meal and one-third of bear), with 45l. sterling of money,
and 51. for communion elements. The glebe contains nine
and a half acres, of which four and a half are good soil.

In the parish school, English reading, writing, arithmetic,

book-keeping, and mathematics are taught. The whole
emoluments of the teacher, exclusive of a free house, did not

exceed, in 1796, 'ill. a year. There are several private
schools in the village.
The poor's fund arises from the interest of a small stock,

the collections at the church doors, the dues of the mort-
cloths, and the rents of the seats in the galleries of the
church. It is of course variable in amount.
(From communications with Blair-Gowrie; Sinclair's

Statistical Account of Scotland, vol. xvii. ; Chambcrs's
Gazetteer ; Chalmers's Caledonia ; Comparative Account
of the Population of Great Britain ; Enumeration Abstract

of Population Returns, fyc.)

BLAIR, HUGH, D.D., a divine of the Church of Scot-

land, was born in Edinburgh, April 7, 1718.- He was
educated at the University of Edinburgh, and took his de-

gree of A.M. in 1739. In 1741 he was licensed to preach,
and was soon after appointed to the living ofColessie in

Fifeshire. In 1743 he was appointed second minister of the

Canongate Church, Edinburgh; in 1754 he was presented
to the ministry of Lady Tester's Church, Edinburgh ;

in

1 757 the University of St. Andrews conferred upon him the

degree of D.D.
;
and in 1 758 he was removed from Lady

Yester's to be one of the ministers of the High Church,
which is what is called a collegiate charge, or one in which
the duties are divided between two clergymen. He was
indebted to his merits alone for this success. While at

the university he had been a diligent student. In

going through an extensive course of reading he made
abstracts of the most important works, in order to rendei-

his acquaintance with them more intimate and accurate.

To aid and methodise his historical reading, he and a few of

his fellow-students constructed chronological charts, in

which they arranged the principal historical facts which

they met with in the course of their studies.

An '

Essay on the Beautiful,' which he wrote while a

student, was regarded as highly creditable to his taste and
abilities. His advancement having lightened his profes-
sional labours, he was enabled to bestow more time on lite-

rary pursuits ;
and accordingly having prepared some lectures

on '

Composition,' he read them to classes in the university,
with the permission of that learned body. In 1762 the

king erected and endowed a professorship of rhetoric

and belles lettres in the University of Edinburgh, and ap-

pointed Dr. Blair, in consequence of his approved qualifica-

tions, regius professor, with a salary of 701. The 'Lectures'

were first published in 1 783, when he resigned the profes-

sorship. On the controverted question of the genuineness
of Ossian's poems, he published, in 1763, a '

Dissertation,'

in which he supported their claims to originality. He was

intimately acquainted with Macpherson, and his opinions
seem to have been in some degree influenced by his par-

tiality for the man, whom he thought incapable of im-

position.
The career of Dr. Blair as a divine was marked both by

its success and usefulness. By the time he had attained his

fortieth year he was called upon to discharge one of the most

important ministries in the church, and for the long space
of forty-two years he was considered one of its greatest

ornaments. Notwithstanding his popularity as a preacher, he
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bad nearly reached his sixtieth year bo fore he could be in-

duced to publish volume of his sermons. When however

it appeared, it wa received with an extraordinary degree of

favour, although Mr. Strahan, the publisher to whom Dr.

Blair had sent the manuscript, discouraged its publication ;

but the opinion of Dr. Johnson having been requested, he
wrote to Mr. Strahan, stating that he had perused the

sermon which had been forwarded to him with more than

approbation.' The sale was so rapid and extensive, that the

original sum paid for the copyright (1007.) was voluntarily
doubled by the publisher ; and :H)0/. were offered for the

. olume. It is stated that Dr. Blair was paid at the rate

of 600/. for each of the subsequent volumes. The fifth

volume, which was published after Blair's death, consists of

discourses written at different times ; but it was carefully

prepared for the press a little before his death in the

eighty-second year of his age. In 1780 a pension of 200/.

a year was conferred on him by the king, which he enjoyed
till his death.

Dr. Kluir did not possess a strong constitution, and to-

wards the latter part of his life he was unable to fulfil his

duties in the pulpit; but his intellect was unimpaired to the

last, and his large congregation had still the benefit of his

M-rvices as their friend and advisor. His counsel was

sought not only by those around him, but it was frequently
solicited from distant places, in which the benevolence of his

disposition had been made known by his published dis-

courses.

He married his cousin, Catherine Bannatine, daugh-
ter of a minister of Edinburgh, in April, 1748, and had two

children, a son who died in infancy, and a daughter whom
he lost in her twenty-first year. Mrs. Blair died a few years
before her husband.

Dr. Blair's literary reputation rests upon his ' Sermons
'

and his
'

Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres,' both of

which have enjoyed a long period of popularity. The ser-

mons appeared at a time when the elegant and polished

style, which is their chief characteristic, was less common
than at present ;

and to this merit, such as it is, they chiefly
owed their success. They are still read by many people
with pleasure, on account of their clear and easy style, and
the vein of sensible though not very profound observation

wliieh runs through them; but they have no claim to

be ranked among the best and most solid specimens of

sermon-writing which our language contains. The ' Lec-
tures

'

have not been less popular than the '

Sermons,' and
have long been considered as a text-book for the student.

They are however exceedingly feeble productions, and
show no intimate acquaintance with the best writers antient

and modern; nor do they develop and illustrate, as a

general rule, any sound practical principles. The following
remark by Dr. Whately, archbishop of Dublin, impliedly
contains a just judgment of their merits. Alluding to

Dr. Campbell's 'Philosophy of Rhetoric,' he obsenc-. '

I
1

is a work which does not enjoy so high a degree of popular
favour as Dr. Blair's, but is incomparably superior to it, not

only in depth of thought, and ingenious original research,
but also in practical utility to the student.'

(Finlayson's Life of Dr. W,n'r. prefixed to his Sermons.)
BLAIR, JOHN, a relative of Hugh Blair, and well

known as the author of a valuable set of chronological
tables, went to London for the purpose of improving his

fortune, and was at first engaged as teacher in a school. In
1754 he published 'The Chronology and History of the

World, from the Creation to the year 1753, in fifty-six

tables, by the Rev. John Blair, LL.D. 1

This work wa de-
dicated to the Lord Chancellor Hardwickc. In the following
year he was elected F.R.S., and in 1 761 F.A.S. A second
edition of his '

Chronology' appeared in 1768, to which were
dded maps of antient and modern geography. In Sep-

tember, 1757, he was appointed chaplain to the Prinec.-s

Dowager of Wales, and mathematical tutor to the Duke of

York, and in 1701 to a prcbcndal stall at Westminster.
Six days afterward*, the vicarage of Hinckley, Leicester-

shire, having become vacant, he was presented to it by tin-

dean and chapter of Westminster ; and he obtained a dis-

pensation to hold with it the rectory of Burton Coggles,
I .Inshire. In 1763 he attended his

pupil,
the I hike

of York, on a continental tour, during which they visited

France. Italy,
K

I Portugal, and returned home
after about a year's absence. He reci ive.l -e\er.d other

- of church preferment, beside* those above mentioned.
His death took place June 24, 1782, A course of his Lec-

tures on tlie Canons of the Old Testament, and a small
volumo entitled ' The History ofGeography,

'

were published
after his death.

BLAIR, ROBERT, author of a poem entitled 'The
Grave,' wag born in the year 1699. Few particulars are
known respecting him. His father was one of the ministers
of Kdinburgh, and chaplain to the king ; and after securing
to his son the advantages of a liberal education at the uni-

versity he sent him to the continent for his further improve-
ment. On the 5th January, 1731, he wag ordained inr
of Athelstaneford, where he spent the remainder of his life.

He had by his marriage a daughter and five sons, one of
whom became solicitor-general for Scotland. He appears to

have been in easy circumstances, was fond of gardening.
and had a taste for botany ;

and these pursuits, to'.'.

with a correspondence which he maintained mi snvntilir

subjects, engaged much of the time which was not required
for the performance of his ministerial duties. In the pulpit
he is said to have been serious and earnest. Watt

Doddridge honoured him with their esteem : he submitted
his poem to them, and in a letter to the latter states that it

was written before his ordination. Watts signified his appro-
bation of this production, and offered it to two booksellers,
who however both declined undertaking the publication.
Bluir seems to have anticipated the reception which it would

meet, and attributed it to the serious nature of the subject.
He had however endeavoured to conciliate public favour, for

he says, in his letter to Doddridge
' In order to make it

more generally liked, I was obliged sometimes to go cross
to my own inclination, to make it go down with a licentious

age which cares for none of these things.' It has been usu-

ally asserted that
' The Grave' was not printed until

the author's death, hut the editor ofChalmers'* /)'/ -;. r-.ij.htcal

Dirtidiian/ has stated that he had seen a copy which was

printed in London in 1743.
' The Grave' is written in a

striking and vigorous manner, and has always been most

popular among persons of an uncultivated taste, pos.-i

some strength of mind, and a serious disposition. With
the exception of a short piece written in memory of Mr. Law,
one of the professors of the University of Edinburgh, 'The
Grave

'

is the only production of Blair's which we possess.
The author died of a fever, February 4, 1746, in the .17th

year of his age. Home, the author of '

Douglas,'
him in his living. (Anderson's Lives qf Scottish Poets.)
BLAISE HILL is one of a chain of antient forii

which may be traced along the southern part of the vale of

the river Severn, beginning at the Somersetshire Avn,
and extending upwards of forty miles in a north-easterly
direction, and so situated as to be capable of communicating

ana, the ramparti; I b the ditcbcj ; e e, t)u ancient entrance!; t, Ktnn.
wntou I1U1 ; t, the entrance to the modern alia.
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with each other by signal. Blaise Hill, which was a strong
military post formed and occupied by the Britons, rises on
the south-west above the village of Henbury, which is five

miles north-north-west of Bristol. The entire hill is occu-

pied by the camp, the area of which covers the summit, and
on the declivities are the ditches and ramparts. The hill,

which is conical, is apparently sixty feet high above the
level of the field on the north-west, but much more above
the valley on the south-east, where it is so precipitous as to

be impregnable. The extent of the area from the rampart
on the south-west to that on the north-east is about three
hundred and twenty-four yards; the breadth is about a
hundred and ten yards, and it contains probably from four
to five acres. The sides of the hill are shaped into three

ramparts (a a a), and two ditches (b b), as delineated in the

plan and section (Fig. 1 and 2.) The ditches and ramparts
are not complete all round towards the precipice : on each
side they gradually decline into the general slope of the
hill

; but whether they have been levelled or were never
finished does not appear. There are two entrances (c c), one
on the north-east, and the other on the south-west, each

winding through the ramparts and up the steep ; this whole

path is in the neighbourhood called the fosse-way ; it is

wide enough to admit one carriage, and in some parts still

retains a covering of pitched stones. From the summit of
the hill may be seen Kingsweston Hill (rf), distant more
than a furlong, Clifton Down, Knoll, Oldbury.Old Sodbury,
Westridge, and Drakestone, which are the sites of seven of

the fortresses ; the others are Elberton, the Abby (which is

a piece of ground conjectured to have formerly belonged to

an abbey), Bloody Acre (situated in Lord Ducie's park at

Tortworth), Bury Hill (about a mile from Winterbourne),
Burril Camp, near Dyrham (where there is a deep and

perfect ditch and a steep bank, which cross a point of the

hill which is too steep to need any defence), Horton,

Uley Bury (which is one of the most remarkable of the

whole, and contains thirty-two acres within trenches), Broad-

ridge Green, Painswick Beacon (said to be nearly the

highest point of the Cotswold Hills), Church Down, High
Brotheridge, a hillock at Witcombe, Crickley Hill, Leck-

hampton Hill, Clee Hill, and Breedon Hill. (Seyer's Me-
moirs of Bristol ; Atkyn's Gloucestershire ; Bigland's
Gloucestershire ; Fosbroke's Gloucestershire, Beauties of
England and Wales; Arch&ologia, $c.)

BLAISOIS, LE, the district of which Blois was the chief

place. [See BLOIS.]
BLAKE, ROBERT, was one of the most intrepid and

successful admirals that have adorned the British navy.
He was born in August, 1598, at Bridgewater in Somerset-

shire, a sea-port town, where his father exercised the busi-

ness of a merchant. He was educated at the free-school of

that place until he was of age to be removed to Oxford, where
ho became successively a member of Alban Hall and
Wadham College. Blake was of a studious turn, yet fond of

field-sports and violent exercises ;
and his first biographer

reports a piece of scandal against him, not noticed, we be-

lieve, by Clarendon or other contemporaries, that he was

given now and then to stealing swans, a species of game,
so to call it, then much esteemed, and protected by severe

laws. (Lives, English and Foreign, 1704.) We may infer

that he had a fair share of scholastic learning, from his

having stood, though unsuccessfully, both for a studentship
at Christchurch and a fellowship at Merton College ;

not

to mention Clarendon's testimony that
' he was enough

versed in books for a man who intended not to be in any

profession, having sufficient of his own to maintain him in

the plenty he affected, and having then no appearance of

ambition to be a greater man than he was.' He returned

to Bridgewater when he was about twenty-five years old,

and lived quietly on his paternal estate till 1640, with the

character of a blunt bold man, of ready humour, and fearless

in the expression of his opinions, which, both on matters of

politics and religion, were opposed to the views of the court.

These qualities gained for him the confidence of the Pres-

byterian party in Bridgewater, which returned him for that

borough to the short parliament of April, 1640. The speedy
dissolution of that assembly (May 5) gave him little oppor-

tunity of trying his powers as a debater ;
at least we do not

find it recorded that he ever spoke. In the long parliament
of November, 1640, he did not sit.

On the breaking out of the civil war he entered the par-

liamentary army, but as to the time or the capacity in which

he began to serve we have no certain information. In

1643 he held the command of a fort at Bristol, when that

city was besieged by the royalists. Having maintained
his post, and killed some of the king's soldiers after the

governor had agreed to surrender, Prince Rupert was with
difficulty induced to spare his life, which, it was alleged,
was forfeited by this violation of the laws of war. He served
afterwards in Somersetshire with good repute; and in 1644
was appointed governor of Taunton, a place of great im-
portance, as being the only parliamentary fortress in the
west of England. In that capacity he gave eminent proof
of skill, courage, and constancy, in maintaining the town

during two successive sieges in 1645. It is recorded that
he disapproved of the extremities to which matters were

pushed against Charles I., and that he was frequently heard
to say that he would as freely venture his life to save the

king's, as he had ever done to serve the parliament.
In February, 1649, Colonel Blake, in conjunction with

two officers of the same rank, Deane and Popham, was ap-
pointed to command the fleet ; for the military and naval
services were not then kept separate and distinct as in later

times. For this new office Blake soon showed signal capa-
city. On the renewal of war after the king's death, he was
ordered to the Irish seas in pursuit of Prince Rupert, whom
he blockaded in the harbour of Kinsale for several months.
At length, being pressed by want of provisions, and threat-

ened from the land, the prince made a desperate effort to

break through the parliamentary squadron, and succeeded,
but with the loss of three ships. He fled to the river Tagus,
pursued by Blake ; who, being denied' permission by the

king of Portugal to attack his enemy, captured and sent
home several richly laden Portuguese vessels on their way
from Brazil. He finally attacked and destroyed the royalist
fleet, with the exception of two ships commanded by the
Princes Rupert and Maurice, in the harbour of Malaga,
in January, 1651. Both of these actions appear, at first

sight, to be breaches of international law. For the latter

a valid plea may be found, since it is alleged that Ru-
pert had destroyed British shipping in the same harbour.
For the former the best excuse is the unsettled state of re-

lations between the parliament and the court of Portugal ;

but Blake's creed seems to have been that, in maintaining
the supremacy of the British flag everywhere and at all

hazards, he could hardly do wrong a doctrine which has

always been too palatable to the national vanity of the

English. These services were recompensed by the thanks
of parliament, together with the office of warden of the

Cinque ports ; and in March of the same year, Blake,

Deane, and Popham were constituted admirals and generals
of the fleet for the year ensuing. In that capacity Blake
took the Scilly Islands, Guernsey, and Jersey from the

royalists, for which he was again thanked by parliament ;

and in the same year he was elected a member of the coun-
cil of state.

In March, 1652, Blake was appointed solo admiral for

nine months, in expectation of the Dutch war, which did in

fact break out in the following May in consequence of Van
Tromp, the Dutch admiral, standing over to the English
coast, and insulting the English flag. Blake, who was then,

lying in Rye Bay, immediately sailed to the eastward, and
fell in with the" Dutch fleet in the straits of Dover. A
sharp action ensued, May 19, which was maintained till

night, to the advantage of the English, who took one Dutch
man of war, and sunk another. The Dutch retreated under
cover of the darkness, leaving the honour of victory to the

English. The States did not approve, or at least disavowed

the conduct of their admiral, for they left no means untried

to satisfy the English government ;
and when they found

the demands of the latter so high as to preclude accommo-

dation, they dismissed Van Tromp, and placed De Ruyter
and Cornelius De Witt in command of their fleet. Mean-
while Blake took ample revenge for their aggression. Ho
made a number of rich prizes among the Dutch homeward-
bound merchantmen, which were pursuing their course

without suspicion of danger ;
and when he had effectually

cleared the Channel he sailed to the northward, dispersed
the fleet engaged in the herring fishery, and captured a

hundred of the herring busses, together with a squadron of

twelve ships of war sent out to protect them. On the 12th

of August he returned to the Downs, and September 28th

the hostile fleets again came to an engagement, in which

the Dutch rear-admiral was taken, and three other of their

ships were destroyed. Night put an end to the action, and

though for two days the English maintained the pursuit, the

3 S 2
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li.-litncts and uncertainty of the wind prevented them from

gain closing with the enemy, who escaped into <

After this battle, the <lrul'iiciir <>IV detachments on ilinVr. -at

ervice* reduced the Knj'.ish licet in the Channel to forty

sail. With thi f<>rcc Blake lay in the Downs, when Van

Trump again stood over to the English coast with eighty

men-of-war. Blake's, spirit was too high for him to decline

tin' b.ittlc, even ugainht these odds; an net of
imprudence

for which he suffered severely. An action was fought off the

Goodwin Sands, November 29. Two of his ships were

taken, and four destroyed ;
the rest were so much shattered,

that they were glad to run for shelter into the Thames. The
Dutch remained masters of the narrow seas; and VnnTromp,
in an idle bravado, sailed through the Channel with a broom

at his mast-head, to intimate that he had swept it clear of

English ships. However, neither the nation nor the admi-

ral were of a temper to submit to this insult, and great

diligence having been used in refitting and recruiting the

fleet, Blake put to sea again in February, 1653, with eighty

ships. On the 18th he fell in with Van Trorap, with nearly

equal force, escorting a large convoy of merchantmen up
the Channel. A running battle ensued, which was con-

tinued during three consecutive days: on the 20th the

Dutch ships, which, to suit the nature of their coast, were

built with a smaller draught of water than the English, ob-

tained shelter in the shallow waters of Calais. In this long
nnd obstinate fight the English lost one man-of-war, the

Dutch eleven men-of-war, and thirty merchantmen ; but

the number killed is said to have amounted to 1 500 on each

side, a loss of life of most unusual amount in naval battles.

Blake himself was severely wounded in the thigh.

Another great battle took place on the third and fourth

of June, between Van Tromp and generals Deane and

Monk. On the first day the Dutch had the advantage : on

the second Blake arrived with a reinforcement of eighteen
sail, which turned the scale in favour of the English. Bad
health then obliged him to quit the sea, so that he was
not present at the great victory of July 29 (the last which

took place during this war), in which Van Tromp was
killed , but out of respect for his services, the parliament, in

presenting gold chains to the admirals who commanded in

that battle, gave one to him also. When Cromwell dis-

solved the long parliament and assumed the office of Pro-

tector, Blake, though in his principles a staunch republican,
did not refuse to acknowledge the new government. Pro-

bably he expected to find the administration more energetic ;

and he is reported to have said to his officers,
'
It is not our

business to mind state affairs, but to keep foreigners from

fooling us.' He sat in the first two parliaments summoned
by the Protector, who always treated him with great respect.
Nor was Cromwell's acknowledged sagacity in the choice

of men at fault when he sent Blake at the head of a strong
fleet into the Mediterranean in November, 1654, to uphold
the honour of the English Hag, and to demand reparation
for slights and injuries done to the nation during that stormy
period of civil war, when internal discord had made others

daring against English vessels. Such a mission could not
have been placed in better hands. Dutch, French, and

Spaniards concurred in rendering unusual honours to his

Hag. The Duke of Tuscany and the Order of Malta made
compensation for injuries done to English commerce ; and
the piratical states of Algiers and Tripoli were terrified into

submission, and promised to abstain from further depreda-
tions. The Dey of Tunis alone resisted, but was speedily
forced to conclude peace on satisfactory terms. These trans-

actions occurred in the spring of 1655.
On the breaking out of war between Spain and England

in 1656, Blake took his station to blockade the Bay of Cadiz.
At this time his constitution was greatly impaired, inso-
much that in the expectation of speedy death he sent home
request that some person proper to be his successor might

be joined in commission with him. General Montague was

accordingly sent out with a strong squadron. But in the

following spring that officer returned home in charge of
gome valuable prizes laden with bullion, and Blake was

again left alone in the Mediterranean, when he heard that
a Spanish plate fleet had put into the island of Teneriffe.
He immediately sailed thither, and arrived in the road of
Santa Cruz, April 20th. The bay was strongly fortified,

with a formidable castle at the entrance, and a chain of
mailer forts at intervals round it. There was also a con-
ideruble naval force, strongly posted, the smaller vessels

being placed under the guns of the forts, and the galleons

strongly moored with their broadsides to the sea: insomuch
that the Spanish governor, a man of courage and ability,

felt perfectly at ease as to the security of h: The
master of a Dutch ship which was lying in the hail on

less satisfied, and went to the govern* , r.

quit the harbour, for
'
I am sure,' he s-aid,

'
that liuke will

presently be among you.' The governor made a confident

reply,
'

Begone if you will, mid let Blake come if he <i

Daring was the last thing wanting: nor did the udminil

hesitate, as a wise man might well have done, at

real difficulties of the enterprise in which he was abc

engage. The wind blowing into the bay, he sent in Captain

Stayner with a squadron to attack the shipping, ]..

others in such u manner as to take off, and as tar ;>

sible to silence the fire of the castle and the forts, and him-

self following, assisted Stayner in capturing the gall

which, though inferior in number, were superior in si/c and

force to the English ships. This was completed by two

o'clock in the afternoon. Hopeless of being able !>

the prizes out of the bay against an adverse wind and a still

active enemy, Blake gave orders to burn them, and it is

probable that he himself might have found some dilli

in beating out of the bay under the fire of the cattle, which

was still lively, when on a sudden the wind, which had

blown strong into the bay, veered round to the s .'

thing, says the earliest writer of our admiral's life, not

known in many years before), and favoured his rctirn

it had favoured his daring approach. Of this, the mo-t
remarkable and the last exploit of Blake's life. Claren-

don says,
' The whole action was so incredible, that all men

who knew the place wondered that any sober man, with

what courage soever endowed, would ever have under!

it, and they could hardly persuade themselves t> believe

what they had done
;
while the Spaniards comforted them-

selves with the belief that they were devils and not men
who had destroyed them in such a manner. So much a

strong resolution of bold and courageous men can bring to

pass, that no resistance or advantage of ground can disap-

point them; and it can hardly lie imau'iied how small a

loss the English sustained in this unparalleled action, not

one ship being left behind, and the killed and wounded not

exceeding 200 men ; where the slaughter on board the

Spanish ships and on shore was incredible."

For this service the thanks of parliament were voted to

the officers and seamen engaged, with a diamond ring to

the admiral worth 500/. Blake returned to his old slation

off Cadiz; but the increase of his disorders, which wire

dropsy and scurvy, made him wish to return to England,
a wish however he did not live to accomplish. He died as

he was entering Plymouth Sound, August 17, Ki-"r. His

body beinj' transported to London, was buried with great

pomp in Westminster Abbey, at the public expense. After

the Restoration it was disinterred, and, with the bones nt'

others who had taken part with the Commonwealth, was
removed to St. Margaret's churchyard.

Blake was of a blunt and singularly fearless temper,

straightforward, upright, and honest in an unusual degree.
He seems never to have sought his own advancement by
any underhand means, and his pecuniary integrity was tin-

impeached. He left his paternal estate unimpaired, but

notwithstanding the great suras which passed through his

hands, it is said that lie did not leave 500/. behind him of

his own acquiring. His temper was liberal, and his be-

haviour to his sailors most kind. Clarendon gives the fol-

lowing account of his character :

' He was a man of private
extraction, yet had enough left him by his father to give

him a good education;
* * * of a melancholic and sullen

nature, nnd spent his time most with good fellows, who
liked his moroseness, and a freedom he used in inveighing
against the license of the time, and the power of the court.

They who knew him inwardly discovered that ho had an
anti-monarchical spirit, when few men thought the govern-
ment in any danger.'

' After having done eminent scnice
to the parliament, especially at Taunton, by land, he then

betook himself wholly to the .sea, and quickly made himself

signal there. He was llw lirst man that declined the old

track, and made it manifest that the science might be

attained in less time' than was imagined, and despi-ed th"sr

rules which had long been in practice to keep his ship and
men on! nl' danger, which had been held in former times a

point nfgrc.it al'ility and cireiu.i-peclion. as if the principal
art requisite in the captain of a ship had been to be sure to

come safe home again. He was the first man w bo brought
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the ships to contemn castles on shore, which had been

thought ever very formidable, and were discovered by him
to make a noise only, and to fright those who could be rarely
hurt by them. He was the first who infused that propor-
tion of courage into the seamen, by making them see whal

mighty things they could do if they were resolved, and

taught them to fight in fire as well as upon water
; and

though he has been very well imitated and followed, he was
the first that gave the example of that kind of naval

courage, and bold and resolute achievements.'
Clarendon's History, Heath's Chronicle of the Civil

Warn, and the Memoirs of Whitelock, Ludlow, and other

contemporary authorities, will furnish accounts of the nume-
rous battles which we have only mentioned. The earliest

memoir which we know to exist of Blake is in Lives, Eng-
lish and Foreign, London, 1 704. There is also one by Dr.
Johnson. The account here given is taken, with some
curtailment and a few slight corrections, from that pub-
lished in the Gallery ofPortraits, vol. 5.

BLANC, LE, a town in France in the department of

Indre, in 46 39' N. lat., 1 3' E. long. It is on the river

Creuse, and on a cross-road which branches off from the

high road from Paris to Limoges, towards Poitiers. The
river Creuse divides the town into two parts, called the

upper and lower town. This river is not navigable, but
serves, as the older topographers tell us, to float timber and
staves, which are thrown in and re-assembled at a place
lower down the stream. There is a castle in the upper town ;

and previous to the Revolution there were two religious
houses in the lower town. At the same period there were
three parish churches in the whole town. The population
of Le Blanc in 183-2 was 3617 for the town, or 4804 for the

whole commune. The Dictionnaire Universel de la France

(1804) assigns to it a manufactory of woollen yarn, and a

considerable pottery.
Le Blanc is the capital of an arrondissement, which had

in 1832 a population of 56,6 1-1. The territory around the

town is sterile, and covered with wood ; it yields however
some wine of a fair quality. A good deal of iron is smelted
in this district. The neighbourhood is remarkable for the

immense number of pools, the fish from which form an
article of trade at Le Blanc. Game and poultry are also

abundant.

BLANC, MOUNT, in the system of the Alps, is in the

dominions of the king of Sardinia, on the boundary-line
between Savoy and Piedmont; it extends from S.W. to

N.E. between 45 46' and 45 57' N. lat. In this direction

it may have a length of about thirteen miles ;
its breadth

varies from five to six miles.

This enormous mass of primitive rock rises far above

the line of perpetual congelation, and descends with great

steepness and to a great depth on the N.W. and S.E. ; the

valleys, which bound the mountain on these sides, being

only between 3000 and 4000 feet above the level of the sea.

The valley to the north-west consists properly of two val-

leys, those of Montjoie and of Chamouny, which are sepa-
rated by a lateral branch of the mountain for some distance,

but afterwards join one another. The valley of Chamouny
is the larger, and the place to which travellers commonly
resort to have a view of the Mount Blanc, or to ascend it :

the village of Chamouny, or the Prieure, which is nearly in

the centre of the valley, is 3403 feet above the level of the

sea. The valley to the south-east of the mountain mass,

called the Valley of Entreves, consists properly of two val-

leys, which lie in the same direction, and open one into

the other, which takes place nearly at equal distances from

the extremities of the mountain-mass. The lowest point of

this valley is Cormaggior, situated 3900 feet above the level

of the sea.

The southern extremity of the mountain is both united

to and separated from the high mountain-range which ex-

tends in a southern direction to the very shores of the Medi-

terranean sea, by the Col de Seigne. This mountain-pass,
the highest part of which is -below the point of eternal snow,

rising only to 8083, unites the Valley of Bonneval in Savoy
with the Valley of Entreves in Piedmont, and presents one

of the grandest views of the Mount Blanc.

The northern extremity of the mountain is connected

with the high range which, running to the east, separates

Wallis, or the Valais, from Piedmont ;
and with another

which, extending in a north-western direction, divides Savoy
li-.iTii Wallis, and terminates at no great distance from the

Lake of Geneva, From the former range it is separated by

the Col de Ferret, or Ferrex, a mountain-pass, 7764 feet
above the sea, which connects the valley of Ferret, or Ferrex,
with that of Entreves. From the range of mountains ex-

tending to the Lake of Geneva, the Mount Blanc is divided

by the Col de Balme, which unites the valley of Chamouny
with that of Trient in Wallis, and rises to 75~52 feet.

The whole mountain mass enclosed between the valleys
and these three mountain-passes probably rises to upwards
of 1 0,000 feet, and as in this parallel the snow-line does
not extend beyond 9000 or 9300 feet, it probably is about
1000 feet above it. It is consequently all covered with
snow, except in a few places where the steepness of the
rock does not allow the snow to lie. The upper surface is

extremely irregular, and a considerable number of rocks
rise from it, which, from their resemblance to pyramids or

steeples, are called aiguilles, or needles.

Towards its southern extremity this extensive mass of
rocks rises to its greatest elevation in that mountain pin-
nacle properly called Mont Blanc, whose summit attains
the height of about 14,748 feet above the sea, in 45 41'
52" N. lat. and 6 44' 22" E. long. When seen from the
north or south, it presents the form of a pyramid, descend-

ing nearly perpendicularly to the south. When seen from
the N.E. or the valley of Chamouny, it resembles the back,
of a dromedary, and is called by the inhabitants of that

valley Basse de Dromedaire.
Near it rises the Aiguille de Goute to the height of

12,204 feet. Farther to the N.E. the Aiguille du Midi at-

tains 12,854 feet, and its neighbour, the' Aiguille de Geant,
1 3,902 feet. Still farther to the N.W. stands the Aiguille
d'Argentier, 13,400 feet high, and to the west of it the

Aiguille de Dru, 12,460 feet. The most northern and
lowest is the Aiguille de Tour, whose summit is only 11,036
feet above the level of the sea. There are still more of these

peaks, but they have not been noticed by travellers.

Mount Blanc exhibits all the grandeur of the Alps on a
large scale. High tapering pyramids covered with eternal
snow

;
extensive fields of ice, split to a great depth by wide

cracks
; glaciers of green colour descending from its sides

between bare dark-coloured perpendicular rocks, and skirted

by forests of fir ; and grottoes formed in the masses of eter-

nal ice, in addition to all the other varieties of mountain

scenery, attract great numbers of curious and scientific tra-

vellers. [See CHAMOUNY.]
The first mention made of Mount Blanc does not go back

a century. If we are not mistaken, this mountain was first

noticed by our countryman, Richard Pococke, who, in his
travels to the East, being struck by its extraordinary height
and appearance, described it in his account of the glaciers
of Switzerland. Nearly fifty years elapsed after Pococke's

description before it was ascended, for the first time, by Dr.
Paccard and James Balma, with great difficulty and danger,
in August, 1786. A year afterwards Saussure succeeded
in reaching the summit, where he remained for five hours,
and made a great number of observations. The pulse of
the whole company, which was composed of twelve persons,
beat with extreme quickness, and all of them felt great
thirst and exhaustion, without any desire to take food. The
colour of the sky was dark blue ; the stars were visible in

the shade; the barometer sunk to 16 inch. 1 line, while at

Geneva it stood at 27 inch. 1 line
;
the thermometer indi-

cated in the shade + 26i, and in the sun + 29, whilst

at Geneva it was + 87 of Fahrenheit. Water consequently
froze even when exposed to the sun. Since Saussure's

ascent Mount Blanc has been ascended at least twenty
times, but no very important observations have been made
since that date.

BLANCHARD (aeronaut). [See BALLOON.]
BLANCO, CAPE, on the west coast of Africa (20 46'

26" N. lat., and 1 7 4' 10" W. long.), is the western extremity
of a rocky ridge, which extends eastward into the Sahara
to an unknown distance, and is called Jebel el Bied, or the

White Mountains, probably from their colour. The cape
itself terminates in a rocky but low point, which bends to

the southward, and forms with the shore a spacious harbour,

called the Great Bay. A few miles farther south is another

harbour, the bay of Arguin, which is by many considered as

the extreme point to which antient navigation extended.

Cape Blanco is remarkable in more than one respect.

The coast to the north of it, as far as Cape Geer, the western

extremity of the Atlas Mountains, is rocky, but of very mo-
derate elevation (near Cape Blanco from sixty to eighty feet),

except at a few places, as at Cape Laguedo, Cape Bojadnj-,
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and Capo Noon, but it is very little broken, and contains

only a lew harbour*. 1 bin it the more to be regretted, as

this coast is one of the most dangerous on the globe, the

tea and the winds combining to the destruction of the

tailor. Though nearly the wholo of this coast lies within the

sphere of the trade-winds, they do not extend to the shore

itself; but, to a distance of about ISO miles and upwards, a

western wind always prevails. This is naturally enough
attributed to the sands of tbo Sahara, which, when heated

to a high degree, ratify the superincumbent air, which con-

sequently rises, and the deficiency thus produced is chiefly

supplied with fresh air from the sea. by which a continual

western wind along the shore is produced. The sea along
the whole coast is likewise in continual motion to a dis-

tance of ISO or 180 miles, and this current runs likewise

cast, or very little to the south of east, and points nearly to-

wards the land. In consequence of these combined causes,

many vessels are lost on this shore, and the crews fall into

the hands of tribes who are among the most cruel and bar-

barous on the globe.
South of Cape Blanco, or rather of the Bay of Arguin, the

shores are low and sandy as far as Cape Verde, and even to

the mouth of the Rio Grande. Here the current is more
favourable to navigators, as it runs along the shore, or rather

in a south-western direction, the north east trade-wind pre-

vailing at the same time, especially south of Cape Mirik.

But here also there are no harbours between the Bay of

Arguin and the mouth of the Senegal.
The rocks of which Cape Blanco consists arc composed of

a mixture of calcareous and siliceous sandstone, in linos of

stratification dipping southerly in various inclinations, some
ns much as IS". Its summit is partly covered with sand-

hills, blown from the desert by the winds, and partly with

rocky eminences. With the exception of the sandhills which
are of recent formation, the whole surface is covered in the

most extraordinary manner with shells of all dimensions
and species, which'are still found in the Great Bay. These
shells are in a perfect state of preservation, and have evi-

dently not been used as food.

The Moors who wander about the neighbouring desert

seldom visit this place, and only in small numbers at a

time; but boats of 100 to ISO tons burden resort to it

from the Canary Islands, and carry on a lucrative fishery.
Frc^h water is found about four or five miles north of the

Cape. (Capt. Belcher, in the Journal nf tfii> tii'ngraphical
'if. vol. ii. : Kennell's Investigation nf the Currents;

and Jackson's Account of Morocco and Titubuctoo.)

BLANDFORD FORUM, also called BLANDFORD
CHIPPING, or MARKET BLANDFORD, a parish and
market-town in the hundred of Pimperne, county of Dorset;

ninety-two miles S.W. from London, and sixteen N.E. from
Dorchester. Nine parcels are mentioned in the Domesday
Survey, under the common name of Bleneford, or Blane-
ford ; five of these are small, and were doubtless small

manors included in some of the greater. Four Blandfords
remained distinguished in after times, namely, Blandlbrd

Forum, Blandlbrd St. Mary, Blandlbrd Bryanston, and

Long Blandlbrd, now Langton. In the reign of Richard I.,

the then Earl of l^eicester mortgaged it for 4S2/. fi*. 8d. to

Aaron, a Jew of Lincoln, whose estates being ~n/, d by the

king, this manor, among others, was put into the roll for the

king's use. Not long after however, the Earl procured a

discharge under the seal of Aaron for 240/. C*. 8t/., and

dying very rich, his estates were divided between his daugh-
ters. It passed through several female heirs, who by mar-

riage carried it into various noble families, until it I

the property of John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, by mar-
nh Blanche, daughter of the Earl of Lincoln. When

the duke's son became King Henry IV., the estate was
united to the crown. Henry V. granted it, with other

manors, jointly to Henry Clucheley, Archbishop of Can-

terbury, and to his uncle, Henry Beaufort, Bishop of Win-
After this the manor reverted to and remained

in the crown until Kdward IV. bestowed the wholo on his

brother, the Duke of'Gloucester, afterwards Kirhaid III.

From this period the accounts of the descents of the manor
are contradictory : part of it appears to have been dependant
on the principal manor of Kingston Lacy, and the remainder
has either liccn given t or has liecn purchased by the cor-

poration. Blandlord is called n burgh in old record;,: Imt
it never sent mrnil>er t :it more than twice,

namely, in the .13rd of Edward I. and the J.'nd of Kdward
HI. The town received its charter of iiKvr|H>ratiun as a

free borough from James I., which conferred on it new
liberties, and confirmed those which it had immeraorially

enjoyed. Under this charter the town has U-cn governed
by a bailiff and six capital burgesses.
The town had a market very early : for we find that in

1 II iry III. a precept was directed to the sheriff that the

market at this place, which hail pn 1 i a

Sunday, should I henceforward he held on Saturd

that time Saturday has accordingly been the market-day.
A fair also was granted so early ax 35 Edward I .

now three fairs, chiefly for horses, cattle, and cheese, held

on March 7, July 10, and November 8. It is by
markets and fairs, and by the resort of travellers and the

neighbouring gentry, together with the races annually held

in July or August on a neighbouring down, that tin

is chiefly supported. Hlandford was in former times i

for its manufacture of band strings, but that article falling
into disuse, attention was paid to the manufacture of .

lace, and until the beginning of the last century the

point-lace in England was made at Blandlbrd : it was valued

at 30/. per yard, and was considered to he equal, if not supe-
rior, to that of Flanders. After this had also declined, the

making of shirt-buttons was the only manufacture which
became of much importance in the town ; this is principally
carried on by women and children, and is still considerable,

though not so extensive as in former times. At pre-cnt
Hlandford is one of the neatest little towns in the \

England, and it is increasing every year in extent and

population ; but it is not lighted, nor is there any general
watch for the borough and town. In 1831 the parish
tamed 528 houses, with a population of 310!), of whom 1703

were females. Of this population the town contains 99 parts
out of 100.

Blandford is situated in one of the finest tracts of pasture-
land in the kingdom. 'Pasturage only,' sa)s Mr. Matoii,
'is seen in this part of the county, which, from the multi-

tude of cows fed on it, may truly be called "a land (lowing
with milk.''

'

The town stands on a bend of the Stour,
which flows on both the south and west sides of it. The
river, which is here of considerable width, is crossed by
a bridge of six arches. The town owes its present neat

appearance to the fires by which it has been repeatedly de-

vastated. It was burnt in Camden's time, and afterwards

rebuilt in a more handsome manner than before ; and it

was again partially destroyed by fire in 1676 or lii 77, and

again in 1713. But the greatest calamity of this kind

occurred in 1731, when the town was desolated by an almost

general conflagration, in which all the public buildings,
and all but forty dwelling-houses were consumed. Four
hundred families were thus deprived of their homes : and
the total amount of the loss is stated by different authorities

at from 84.000/. to 100.000/. The neighbouring towns and

parishes promptly assisted the sufferers with provisions ai;d

money; and sixty barrackswere built ot b *rdi and thaiched

for the temporary accommodation of the poorer sort. Next

year an act was passed for the rebuilding of the town, and
it was ultimately restored to more than its former neutne.-s.

The streets are regular, and well paved, and the houses
built uniformly with brick. The town-hall is a neat build-

ing of Portland stone, supported on Doric columns, with a

regular entablature : within this building there is ;i pump,
a marble panel over which hears an inscription commemo-
rative of the lire. This is dated in 1760, and describes the

town as then having risen 'like a plucnix from its ashes, to

its present nourishing and beautiful condition.' The church,
dedicated to St. Peter and St. Paul, was completed in

on the ruins of that destroyed by fire. It is a neat building
in the Grecian style, consisting of a chancel, body, tw

aisles, and a tower eighty feet high, surmounted by a cupola.
The church is built with a greenish-coloured stone, but the

windows, door-cases, and ornaments ure of Portland stone.

It cost .ti'liu/. The interior, which is very neat, contains

some handsome monuments, and accommodates 1000 per-
sons. The living is a vicarage in the diocese of Bristol,

with a net income of 167/.

There is a free school adjoining the church. When or

by whom it was founded is not known : but the aii"in

author of a description of some placi s in Dorsetshire in

mi then here a school of glcat fai.:

which one Millar, ' reputation and lean

. who was a native ol

town, is said to have received the early part of his edui

in this school. The endowment is very small, the chief
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part of it being a proportion of a bequest made in 1621 by
William Williams, who left 30001. to be laid out in lands,
the proceeds to be applied for sundry charitable purposes,
among which was 51. per annum to enable the schoolmaster
of Blandford to afford instruction to

' four poor men's children

apt for learning.' This cannot however be considered a
free grammar-school, as the present master pays a rent of
101. a year for the school-house, and is under no obligation
to teach gratuitously any of the children of the town. There
is another* inefficient free-school at Blandford. It was ori-

ginally founded at Milton Abbas, six miles from Blandford,

by the abbot of Milton, in the year 1521 ;
but its efficiency

was nullified by an act of parliament which, in 1 785, trans-

ferred the school to Blandford, in spite of the opposition of

the feoffees of the school. No children have been sent to

the school for education since its removal.

ArchbishopWake founded a blue-coat school, and endowed
it with 1616/.,for the instruction and clothing of twelve boys.
In 1698 Robert Rideout bequeathed 50/. to the parish; and
John Bastard, in 1768, gave 600/., a part of the annual pro-
duce of both which sums is applicable to the purpose of

teaching poor children to read. For a town of its size Bland-
ford has a large amount of charities, consisting in alms-

houses, and sums left for apprenticing boys, and for sup-
plying the poor with bread, clothing, and alms.

Besides Archbishop Wake, already mentioned, Blandford

gave birth to Dr. Lindesay, who was primate of Ireland at

the same time that Wake was primate of England. To
these we may add Bruno Ryves, D.D., who, during the civil

war, started the early newspaper called Mercurius Rusticus,
and who assisted in the Polyglott Bible

; Christopher Pitt,

the translator of Virgil ; and Thomas Creech, who suc-

cessively translated Lucretius, Horace, and Theocritus.

(Hutchins's History of Dorset, 2nd edit.
; Maton's Obser-

vations on the Western Counties; Carlisle's Endowed
Grammar Schools ; Municipal Corporations' Reports, &c.)

BLANK, GILBERT, an eminent physician, was the

fourth son of Gilbert Blane of BlaneBeld, in the county of

Ayr, in Scotland, at which place he was born on the 29th of

August, 1749. Being intended for the church, he was sent

to the university of Edinburgh ;
but during his attendance

there certain conscientious scruples induced him to abandon
his original intention, and to devote himself to the study of

medicine. In the prosecution of this branch of science he

showed such ardour and industry as acquired for him the

notice not only of his fellow-students (among whom as a

member of the Speculative Society and Royal Medical So-

ciety he greatly distinguished himself), but also of Dr.

Robertson, the principal of the university, of Dr. Blair, and
Dr. Cullen. After obtaining his degree of Doctor of Medi-

cine he was recommended by Dr. Cullen to Dr. William

Hunter, at that time the most eminent teacher of anatomy
in London, and in high estimation as a physician. Through
his instrumentality Dr. Blane was appointed private physician
to Lord Holdernesse. This appointment introduced him to

the notice of many distinguished individuals, and among
others, to Lord Rodney, who nominated him his pri-

vate physician, in which capacity he accompanied Lord

Rodney, when in 1780 he assumed the command of the

squadron on the West Indian station. In the course of

the first engagement every officer being either killed,

wounded, or employed, Dr. Blane was intrusted by the

admiral with the duty of conveying his orders to the officers

at the guns, and in one of these dangerous missions lie was

slightly wounded. As a reward for his services on this

occasion, and on the recommendation of Lord Rodney, he

was instituted at once, without going through the subordi-

nate grades, to the high office of physician to the fleet.

In the execution of his duties he was unremitting, and ex-

erted himself most beneficially in preserving the health

and efficiency, as well as in promoting the comfort of the

seamen, on that sickly station. He was present during six

engagements under his friend and patron Lord Rodney,
and of the battle of the 12th of April, 1782, he gave so

animated an account in a letter to Lord Stair, that his nar-

rative was published. He remained on the West Indian

station till 1783. Soon after his return to England he em-

bodied the results of his experience, and also many of the

conclusions drawn from the returns of the surgeons of the

ships, in a volume, which he published in 1783, entitled

Observations on the Diseases of Seamen, 8vo. London. This

work has several times been reprinted, with enlargements
and improvements.

As his appointment was of a nature to preclude his being
allowed hall-pay, a unanimous application was made by all
the officers who had been on the West Indian station to
the Admiralty to bestow upon Dr. Blane some reward

; and
accordingly a pension was granted him by the crown, the
amount of which was subsequently doubled, on the recom-
mendation of the Lords of the Admiralty.
In the course of his residence in the West Indies he fre-

quently met the present king, William IV., then Duke
of Clarence, serving as a midshipman in Lord Rodney's
fleet. Dr. Biane obtained the favourable regard of his

Royal Highness, and upon determining to settle in London
as a physician, he was by the influence of the Duke of
Clarence appointed physician extraordinary to the Prince
of Wales. In 1 785 he was elected physician to St. Thomas's
Hospital, in his canvass for which he was greatly assisted

by Lord Rodney. About this time he was appointed one
of the commissioners of sick and wounded sailors

; and in
1795 was placed at the head of the Navy Medical Board.

During the time that Earl Spencer was first lord of the

admiralty, Dr. Blane, seconded by that nobleman, was
enabled to effect the introduction into every ship of the use
of lemon-juice, as a preventive and cure for scurvy. This
measure has had the beneficial effect of almost completely
eradicating scurvy at sea, and has done more to keep up
our naval force in a state of efficiency than any other
measure. [See ANTISCORBUTICS.] Dr. Blane zealously
directed his attention to improve the condition both of the
men engaged in the service, and of the medical officers

whose duty it was to superintend their health. He caused
regular returns or journals of the state of health and disease
to be kept by every surgeon in the service, and forwarded

periodically to the Navy Board. From a careful examina-
tion of these returns, he drew up several dissertations
which were read before the Medico-Chirurgical Society, in
whose transactions they were subsequently published.

In 1786 he was elected a fellow of the Royal Society,
who appointed him to deliver the Croonian Lecture in
1788. He selected for his subject 'Muscular Motion,' his
treatment of which evinced the extent and variety of his

knowledge as well as the originality of his mind. It was
printed in 1791, 4to., and reprinted in his Select Disserta-

tions, London, 1 822, of which a second edition appeared in
two volumes, 1834. An essay on the '

Nardus,' or spikenard
of the ancients, was published in the Transactions of the

Royal Society, vol. 80, in the year 1790. During the scarcity
in 1 799 and 1 800, he published an '

Inquiry into the Causes
and Remedies of the late and present Scarcity and High
Price of Provisions, in a Letter to the Right Hon. Earl

Spencer, First Lord of the Admiralty, &c., dated 8th Nq-i

vember, 1800 ; with Observations on the Distresses of Agri-
culture and Commerce which have prevailed for the last

three years, by Sir Gilbert Blane, Bart., F.R.S,, Physician
to the Prince Regent, 8vo.' This tract was first published
in the end of the year 1800, without the author's name ;

but a second edition, with considerable alterations and addi-

tions, was printed exclusively in the '

Pamphleteer' in 1817,
vol. ix. No. xvii., of which some impressions were issued

separately.

Having attained great eminence as a physician, and his

private practice becoming very extensive, he resigned his

office of physician to St. Thomas's Hospital. He re-

corded some of his observations made during the period of

twenty years that he held that situation, in a dissertation

on the Comparative Prevalence and Mortality of different

diseases in London, which was published in the Transactions

of the Medico-Chirurgical Society, and reprinted in his.

Select Dissertations.

The last public service on which he was employed
was on a professional mission to inquire and report on the

cause of the sickness of the army in Walcheren in 1809 ;

and to Northfleet, to report on the expediency of establish-

ing a dock-yard and naval arsenal at that place in 1810.

His great merit and public services were rewarded by the

title of a baronet conferred upon him in 1812; he was also

appointed physician in ordinary to the Prince Regent in the

same year.
In 1819 he published Elements ofMedical Logic, which

in a few years went through several editions. Of all his

writings, this is calculated to be the most permanently and

extensively useful, his other productions mostly referring to

subjects of temporary interest. His observations on the

diseases of seamen however must always be worthy the at-
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tenlive pernsal ofall who arc designed for that branch of tlio

public gen-ice. In J821 lu- suffered se\erely fr.>m un attuck

otprurign lenilit, from the harassing irritation of which he

could only obtain relief by the use of opium ; and as the

disease never completely left him, he acquired a habit of

consuming a quantity of that potent drug, equal to what any
of the opium-eaters of the East can lake. In 1826 he was
elected a member of the Institute of France. His zeal for

the improvement of the naval medical service continued

unabated to the last years of his life, and in 1829, with

the sanction of the Lords of the Admiralty, he founded a

prize-medal for the best journal kept by the surgeons of

his Majesty's navy. In 1830, on the accession of Kinir

William IV., he was nominated by his former royal ship-
mate first physician to his Majesty. His last appearance
before the public was as the author of a pamphlet, entitled

n'urning to the British Public against the alarming ap-

proach ofthe Indian Cholera, 1831. His later years were

spent in retirement from professional labours, and in the

revision of his Select Dissertations, the second edition of

which he lived to see published. He died on the 'Jfith of

June, 1834, in the 85th year of his age. As he was always

greatly esteemed and respected by the medical officers of

She navy, he was assiduously attended during his last

illness by a distinguished surgeon belonging to that branch
of the public service, who had served under him, Mr. Cope-
land Hutchinson, from whose biographical sketch of Sir

Gilbert Blane many of the above statements are taken.

The career of Sir Gilbert Blane was long, and marked

throughout by zeal for the mitigation of the evils attendant

upon war and a sea life, as well as the relief of the sufferings
of his fellow-creatures in every condition. Animated In

higher motives than that of obtaining the favour of fashion-

able circles, he neglected the little arts which recommend

many to the attention of the great, and may fairly be consi-

dered to have gained the station which he obtained by the

diligent cultivation and exertion of his solid talents. Few
members of his profession, whether exercising it in the

public service or in private life, have stronger claims on the

lasting gratitude of the country.
BLANK VERSE, verse without rhyme, or the conso-

nance of final syllables. Of this species is all the verse of

the antient Greeks and Romans that has come down to us.

But during the middle ages, rhyme, however it originated,
came to be employed as a common ornament of poetical

composition, both in Latin and in the vernacular tongues of

most of the modern nations of Europe. In the fifteenth

century, when a recurrence to classical models became the

fashion, attempts were made in various languages to reject

rhyme, as a relic of barbarism. Thus, Homer's '

Odyssey'
was translated into Spanish blank verse by Gonsalvo Perez,
tile secretary of state to the Emperor Charles V., and after-

wards to Philip II. Warton, in his '

History of English

Poetry,' observes also that Felice Figliucci, in his admirable
Italian commentary on the ethics of Aristotle, entitled
*
Filosofia Morale sopra i libri dell' Ethica d' Aristotile,' not

only declaims against the barbarity of rhyme, and strongly
recommends a total rejection of this Gothic ornament to his

countrymen, but enforces his precept by his own example,
and translates all Aristotle's quotations from Homer and

Euripides into verse without rhyme. Figliucci's commen-
'tary was published in 1551. Warton afterwards observes
1 In the year 1528 Trissino published his " Italia Lilx-rata

di Goti," or
"
Italy Delivered from the Goths," an heroic

poem professedly written in imitation of the "Iliad," with-

out cither rhyme or the usual machineries of the Gothic ro-

mance. Trissino's design was to destroy the tfrsa rima of

Dnitp. We do not however find, whether it be from the

facility with which the Italian tongue falls into rhyme, or

that the best and established Italian poets wrote in the
stanza, that these effort* to restore blank verse produced
any lasting effects in the progress of the Italian poetry.'
Tin- statement is allowed to stand unconnected in the last

edition of Warton; but in fact Trissino's poem was not

published till it appeared in three volumes, the first printed
at Home in 1547, and tlio second and third at Venice in

1548. (See DC Hnrc. BibKograpMe /.</ 1 iirtire, iii. 678,
679.) The '

Italia Liberata' is stated by the biographers of
Trissino to have been begun in 1.125. Another work in

blank verse by the same writer, however, his tra-." dv nl
1

'Sofonisba,' celebrated an the first regular trap-dy v.-Inch

appeared in the Italian language, was printed in 1.V2I.

the catalogue at the end of Riccoboni's Histoire du T/,

Italifn.) It was first represented at Rome ;.i 1515. In
15IC the tragedy of

'

Rosinnnda.' al>o in blank \erse, by
Tris.in.i's fiiend, Rueellai, was rented at F...icnce r

ICfl of Pope l.co X., and was printed at S., i.na in

In a work entitled an '

lli-t-n. .,1 Mem .:r on Italian

Tragedy,' by Joseph Cooper Walker ( Itu. I.otid. 179'J), there

is a short paper on the origin of blanl. I

language. (Appendix, No. 3, pp. XX. xxiii.), in which the
author observe- that Trissino, though the first Italian writer

who used blank verse in long works, and accordingly i.

ni-ed both by his contemporaries and hi.s countn

generally as the first who introduced it into their p dry, is

not, strictly speaking, to be considered as its inventor. Not
to speak of the occasional specimens of blank \i rse which
are to be found interspersed in the works of Boccaccio and bis

contemporaries, there is a blank verse poem, called the

'Canticodel Sole,' written by St. Francis, the founder U"

the Franciscans, in the beginning of the thirteenth century.
This poem, however, it seems, was thought to be in ;

till its metrical character was detected by the critic ( 'n seini-

heni in his 'Istoria della Volgar Poesia,' a work published
towards the end of the seventeenth century.

In the French language, in like manner, various writers
have one after another attempted to write Averse without

rhyme. Amon" those who are said to have composed in this

fashion are Jodelle and De Bail', who were two of the cele-

brated Pleiad of poets that adorned the age of Francis I. and
Charles IX. (Sec Pasquier, Recherches sur /a 1'ranre, liv.

vii. chap. xii. ; and Baillet, Jugemens dcs S-u >.;/>, tmn. iv

pp. 9-1 and 124, edit, of 1725.) Afterwards Nicholas Kapin,
who lived in the reign of Henry IV., repeated the

attempt, and, in the opinion of the Cardinal du Perron, with
more success than De Baif. (Sec Baillet, torn, iv p. 15.1.)

Still more recently French blank verse was written by De
la Motte le Vayer, in the age of Louis XIV. None of these

attempts however have had the effect of reconciling the
French ear to this mode of composition, and it is probable
that there is something adverse to it in the genius of the

language.
The first English blank verse ever written appears to

have been the Translation of the First and Fourth I'

of the /Eneid, by Lord Surrey, which was printed in 1657
under the title of ' The Fourth Boke of Virgill, intreeting
of the Loue betwene ALncas and Dido; translated inio

Englishe, and drawen into straunge metre.' Lond. without

date, 4to. 1557, along with the second Book; but which
must have been written at least ten years before, for

Surrey was executed in 15-17. Surrey most probably bor-

rowed the idea of this innovation from the Italians : but Dr.
Nott is of opinion that he could not have seen Trissino'.s

poem, already mentioned, as it was not printed till after his

death, though written many years before. Ascham, in his
'

Schoolmaster,' expressly commemorates this translation of

Surrey's as the first attempt to write English veise without

rhyme. 'The noble Lord Thomas, Earl of Surrey,' he
'

first of all Englishmen, in translating the fourth book of

Virgil, and Gonzalvo Perez, that excellent learned man, and

secretary to King Philip of Spain, in translating the VI) ISM
of Homer out of Greek into Spanish, have both by good
judgment avoided the fault of rhyming.'

' The spying,' he
adils, 'of this fault now is not the curiosity of Engli-h eyes,
but even the good judgment also of the best that write in

these days in Italy.' The first who imitated Surrey in tin-

new kind of verse which he had introduced was, according
to Warton, Nicholas Grimoald, or Grimaldc, some of

poetical compositions were first printed in the same volume
MI which Surrey's translation from Virgil appealed. 'To
the style of blank verse exhibited by Surrey ,' says Warton,
'he added new strength, elegance, and modulation. In 1 1n-

disposition and conduct of his cadences, he often approaches
to the legitimate structure of the improved blank verse.'

The next thirty years may be said to have naturali/cd the
new mode of versification in the language. The first thea-

trical piece which appeared in blank verse was Lord (sack-

ville's tragedy of '

Gorboduc,,' otherwise called the tragedy of
' Fcrrcx and Porrcx,' which was acted m tin- hall of

the Inner Temple in 1561, though not printed till 1565.
Then followed George Gascoipi> ! of'Joi
which was acted at Gray's Inn in l.'iGC. In 157C the same
author published a poem in blank verse, entitled

'

Steel

Glass.' In l.'iT'i appealed George Pecle's blank verse tru-

gndy of
' David and Bethsabe.' In 1588 was published

Askc's poem, in the same form of versification, entitled
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1 Elizabetha Triumphans.

' A Tale of Two Swans,' a blank
Terse poem by William Vallans, appeared in 1590; and
'

Hieronymo,' another tragedy without rhyme, had also been
acted before that year. So that when Shakspeare began to

write for the stage, as he is supposed to have done in 1591,
he may be said to have found blank verse already familiar
to the publie ear as the legitimate form of dramatic poetry.
(See Warton's History of English Poetry, section xl., and
the notes to the edition of 1824. See also section x. of the
Dissertation by Dr. Nott on 'The State of English Poetry
before the Sixteenth Century,' prefixed to his edition of

Surrey's Poems, 1815.)
It is curious that Sir Philip Sidney does not mention

blank verse in his treatise entitled ' The Defence of Poesy,'
which must have been written after several of the pieces we
have mentioned above had appeared. Sidney died in 1586,
at the age of thirty-two.

' Now of versifying,' he says,'
there are two sorts, the one antient, the other modern ;

the antient marked the quantity of each syllable, and ac-

cording to that framed his verse; the modern observing
only number, with some regard of the accent, the chief life

of it standeth in that like sounding of the words which we
call rhyme.'

'

Truly,' he afterwards adds,
*
the English,

before any vulgar language I know, is fit for both sorts ;'

and then he goes on to show its superiority to the Dutch
(that is the German), the Spanish, the Italian, and the
French, resting his argument entirely, in so far as the three
last-mentioned tongues are concerned, on its alleged greater
variety of final rhymes. In a preceding part of the treatise
he expressly mentions the tragedy of Gorboduc, making it

an exception to the rudeness of all the English plays he
had seen, as being 'full of stately speeches, and'well-

sounding phrases, climbing to the height of Seneca his

style, and as full of notable morality, which it doth most

delightfully teach, and so obtain the very end of poesy.'

Notwithstanding the examples thus set, the employment
of blank verse was almost confined to the drama for the

greater part of the seventeenth century. Drayton, and
Daniel, and Phineas Fletcher, and Davenant, all in that
interval wrote long poems, and all in rhyme. Even dra-
matic composition had, after the Restoration, in the hands
of Dryden and others, begun to revert to that form. At
length in 1667 appeared the ' Paradise Lost,' and vindi-
cated the capabilities of blank verse by the noblest exem-
plification of it the language yet possesses. In an adver-
tisement prefixed to the second edition of this poem, printed
in 1668, Milton, professing to give

' a reason of that which
stumbleth many why the poem rhymes not,' says,

' The
measure is English heroic verse, without rhyme. . . . This

neglect of rhyme is so little to be taken for a defect, though
it may seem so perhaps to vulgar readers, that it is rather
to be esteemed an example set, the first in English, of

antient liberty recovered to heroic poem from the trouble-

some and modern bondage of rhyming.' He allows, how-

ever, and indeed urges the fact in vindication of himself,
that ' some both Italian and Spanish poets of prime note

have rejected rhyme both in longer and shorter works, as

have also long since our best English tragedies.'
For the last century and a half blank verse may be said

to have been recognised as the only legitimate form for the

higher species of dramatic composition in our language.
' Aristotle observes,' says Addison (Spectator, No. xxxix.),
'
that the Iambic verse in the Greek tongue was the most

proper for tragedy, because at the same time that it lifted

up the discourse from prose, it was that which approached
nearer to it than any other kind of verse. For, says he, we

may observe that men in ordinary discourse very often speak
Iambics without taking notice of it. We may make the

same observation of our English blank verse, which often

enters into onr common discourse, though we do not attend

to it, and is such a due medium between rhyme and prose,

that it seems wonderfully adapted to tragedy. I am there-

fore very much offended when I see a play in rhyme ;
which

is as absurd in English, as a tragedy of hexameters would

have been in Greek or Latin.' Muny long moral and de-

scriptive poems, as well as shorter pieces of the same class,

have also within this period been composed in blank verse
;

but here it can only be said to hold a divided empire with

rhyme. It is to be observed, that unless we are to include

a few attempts to imilate the hexameters, pentameters, sap-

phics, adonics, and other measures of Greek and Roman

poetry, the use of blank verse has almost been confined in

English to the common heroic line of ten syllables. The

attempts that have been made to reject rhyme in our ctherf
measures have all been failures, in so far as regards tlio

establishment of the principle, however much the beauty of

particular poems composed upon that system, such as Col
lins's

' Ode to Evening,' may have been admired.
The German probably, of all the languages of modern

Europe, admits the greatest variety of blank verse mea-
sures. From the practice of modern German poets, it would
appear that any species of verse which may be used in that

language with rhyme, may also be used without it. In the
German translations from Greek and Roman poets we find

every species of antient metre successfully imitated, and
of course without rhyme. That which approaches nearest
to, or rather is identical with, our ten-syllable blank verse,
is also much used, as in the following example :

Per blinde Grcis erhub sich alsobald,
Wahlt* eiuen'Text, t-rklart' ihn.wamlt' ihn an,
Ertnahnte, warnte, strafte, triistele

So herzlieli, (lass die ThriiDen mildiRlich
Him niederflosseu in den grauen Bart. KosEtJARTEN.

The expression
' blank verse' looks like a French phrase :

but we observe that French writers speak of it as one of

English invention. (See the article
' Vers Blancs' in tlio

Encyclopedie.) Johnson, in his Dictionary, explains
' blank'

here as meaning
' where the rhyme is blanched or missed;'

and he quotes as his oldest example of the use of the ex-
pression the following sentence from Shakspeare :

' The
lady shall say her mind freely, or the blank verse shall halt
for it.' According to Mr. Park, in a note 'to Warton's 'His-

tory of English Poetry,' vol. iv. p. 241, the poet Daniel, in
his 'Apology for Rhyme,' published in 1603, appears to

designate what we now call blank verse by the expression
single numbers. The Italians call blank verse verso sciolta,
that is, loosened or untrammelled verse.

BLANKENBURG, a principality in the north of Ger-

many, belonging to the dukes of Brunswick, and lying in
the region of the Lower Harz ; it is bounded on the west

by the Hanoverian and Prussian dominions, on the north
and south by Prussia, and on the east by Prussia and
Anhalt. This principality contains about 144 square miles,
or somewhat less than the county of Rutland. In its

northern parts it is well cultivated, but the southern dis-

trict, which lies among the Harz mountains or adjacent to

them, is full of forests; it contains, however, valuable iron

mines and quarries, particularly of marble, and rears much
cattle. It is the personal property of the dukes of Bruns-
wick, into whose possession it came in the year 1590, as a

lapsed fiefand earldom, and is estimated to produce a yearly
revenue of at least 20,0001. It was created a principality
of the German empire under the name of the principality
of Brunswick-Blankenburg, in the year 1707. It contains

two towns, four market villages, and fifteen other villages,
and about 12,000 inhabitants; and is now included in the

circle of Blankenburg as part of the Brunswick territory.
This circle, which has an area of about 1 94 square miles,

comprehends the three bailiwicks of Blankenburg, Hasscl-

felde, and Walkenried, in which are three towns, four

market villages, and twenty-three villages and hamlets,
with a population of about 19,000 souls.

Blankenburg, the chief town, is situated on the Harz, at

an elevation of 732 feet above the level of the German
Ocean, and is crossed by the rivulet which bears the same
name as the town. The principal public buildings are a

gymnasium, a female school, school of industry, three

churches, a town-hall, an hospital, and a factory for the de-

posit of the iron, marble, and dye-earths raised in the sur-

rounding districts. Upon the Blankenstein, a rocky height
1038 feet above the level of the sea, and close to the town, is

situated the ducal palace of Luisenburg, in which there are

270 apartments, a large collection of paintings, and other

objects of note. Immediately below lies the ' Devil's Wall'

( Teufelsmauer), a long and almost unbroken line of sand-

stone cliffs, of the wildest and most grotesque forms, on the

back of the Heidelberg group of hills
; they run from north-

west to south-east, and spread as far as Ballenstadt in,

Anhalt-Bernburg. About half a mile from the town also

stands the lofty and romantic Regenstein, on the summit
of which are the ruins of a spacious castle, entirely hewn
out of the rock, besides a number of caverns, and the

splendid colossal rock called the
'

Rosstrappe.' Blanken-

burg contains about 400 houses, and 3200 inhabitants ;
and

is between nine and ten miles from Halberstadt, in 51 47r

N. lat., and 10 57' K. long. Much mining is carried on i

NO. 2C8. [THE PENNY CYCLOPAEDIA.] VOL. IV. 3 T
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it* neighbourhood, particularly at 1! . land pu the Bode,
where there tre iron works, ami mills for working porph) ry,

BLANTYKK, n parish in tlie middle ward of Lanark-

shire, seven miles cast from Glasgow, and bounded on tin-

cast by Hamilton, oti tin- west by C'umhushtng, and on the

south :<1 and Kilbride. It stretches along the

south bank of the Clyde for
nearly two miles and a half,

and iu greatest length from the Haugh op|>osite Calder-

bridge to its most southern point is about five miles and a

half. The parish is low and sheltered, and hence its name

Blantyre, which in Gaelic means 'a warm retreat' From
the church in the middle of the parish to the Clyde, the

ground is almost a plain, covered with small inclosurcs,

which are surrounded by belts of planting ; and from the

Clyde to the southern boundary the soil is, by gradations,

sandy clay, loam, moss. Iron-stone is found on the banks
of Calderwater, which divides this parish from Kilbride.

On the top of a high rock which rises up from the Clyde,
stand amidst trees the picturesque remains of the priory of

Blantyre, nearly opposite to Bothwell Castle, which crowns
the bold and lofty bank on the other side of the stream. It

was of the order of Canon Regulars of St Augustine, and
must have been founded before the year 1296, for at that

time ' Frere William, priour de Blantyre, was a subscriber

to the Ragman's Roll. (Prynne, p. 663.) King Alexander
II. annexed the parish church and its property to the priory.
At the Reformation the priory was demolished ; and in

1 595 Walter Stewart (afterwards Lord Blantyre), the lord

Srivy

seal of Scotland, was made its commcndator by King
ames VI. The patronage and church property of the

parish are still in the hands of his descendants.

The
village

of Blantyre is on the road from Hamilton to

Kilbride. The population of the parish in 1831 was 3000,

chietly occupied
in weaving and at the cotton mills

;
15 per-

sons were then employed in iron-stone mines and 27 in

quarries.
The manse was built in 1 773 ;

it is not known when the

church was erected. The glebe consists of about 12 acres,

and the stipend in 1792 was 56 bolls of meal and barley,
and 53/. 6*. Sd. in money. At that time there was a slock

of about 200/., out of the interest of which, and the weekly
colleciions at the church, the poor were supplied. The parish
schoolmaster had then no house or garden attached to his

office
;
his salary was only 6/,, and the whole income of the

school was worth about 20f. per annum.
(Sinclair's Statistical Account of Scotland, vol. ii.

;
Enu-

merationAb&tract of Population Returns, vol. ii.
; Chambers s

Gazetteer nf Scotland ; General View of the Agriculture
of the County of Clydesdale, by John Naismith, Brentford,
1 794 ; Practical Observations upon divers Titles of the

Law of Scotland, commonly called Hope's Minor Prac-
tichs ; to which is subjoined an Account of all the Religious
Houses that were in Scotland at the time of the Reforma-
tion, written by Sir Thomas Hope of Craighall, sometime
advocate to King Charles I., Edin. 1 7.S-4.)

BLAPS (Fauricius), a genus of insects of the .-

Ileieromcra and family Mcla.vmia (f.atrfille): the principal

generic characters are, antenna) with the two basal joints

short, their breadth equalling their length, the third joint

long, exceeding that of the two following together; the

three following joints are longer than broad
; the remaining

joints nearly round, excepting the terminal one, which is

round at the base and acuminated towards its extremity ;

maxillary palpi with the terminal joint flattened, and whrn
viewed from above or beneath somewhat hatchet-shaped :

thorax broad, sides rounded, posterior margin straight: ab-

domen oblong-ovate, exceeding the thorax in width : elytra

generally soldered together, incurved so as to embrace the

sides of the abdomen, more or less acuminated towards the

apex, and prolonged to a point at the apex.
The species of this genus arc tolerably abundant, and fre-

quent dark, damp situations, such as the caverns in rocks, &c.
In this country there are only two well-authenticated species,
B. obtuta and /?. mwtitaga, the latter is very common in

our kitchens and cellars (in company with the cock,

the fornii-r is much less abundant; it is occasionally found
with H. mortisapa.

Both species are of an obscure black colour, and about

three-quarters of an inch in length. As Ii. mortisaga is a
well-known common species, wo will merely mention the
character* di-tnigui-hing the rarer one from ii. The first

striking difference is the superior breadth in u 1,1 u tit : the

iiitenntc an- sli itrr. the fourth, t'll'ih, and sixth joints are

scarcely longer than broad (while in /(. in<irtntig,i their

englh is marly double the breadth): the th. .

Hinder angles rounded (in nmrtitaga they are acute): tho

re much shorter in proportion, and the elytra are dis-

tinctly punctured.
There are many curious and interesting facts relating to

- of this genus, for tho most part to be found i:i l\

and Spcncc's Introduction to British Entomology, to which

we refer our readers.

a, niani oliliiM, rather above llic natural lize. t. An uitenua ofUK .uii

magnified.

BLASENDORF, or BALASFALVA, a circle in tho

county of Lower Weissenburg or Alben in Austrian Trans-

sylvania, containing, besides the town of its name, fifteen

villages. Balasfalva or Blasendorf, the chief place of the

circle, and a large market-town, is the residence of tho

Graco-Roman Catholic- bishop of Foguras, and lies at tho
confluence of the two Kockels, in 46 9' N. lat., and V..:

E. long. It possesses a theological and philosophical semi-

nary for Grsoco-Cathohcs, a Roman Catholic school for edu-

cating teachers, a Greek monastery of the order of St.

Basil, two Gncco-Catholic churches, a Protestant church,
and a gymnasium. Population about 4200 souls.

BLA'SPHEMY (in Greek j3Xa<r^q/iia, blasphemia'), a

crime marked for public punishment in the laws of must
civilized nations, and which has been regarded of such

enormity in many nations as to be punished with death.

The word is Greek, but it has found its way into the English
and several other modern languages, owing, it is supj
to the want of native terms to express \vitli precision and

brevity the idea of which it is the representative. It is,

properly speaking, an ecclesiastical term, most of which
are Greek, as the term ecclesiastical itself, and under this

letter, B, the terms >,n/>ti\m, l>il>I<; and Inxhnp. This has
arisen out of the scriptures of the New Testament having
been written in Greek, and those of the Old having in re-

mote times been tin- better known in the Greek translation

than in the original Hebrew.

Blasphemy is a compound word, of which the second pnrt

(]>hp-m) signifies to speak : the origin ol tin- lir-t part (li/n.\)

is not so certain; it is derived from ftXAirra {blapto), to

hurt or strike, according to some. KtMliolo<_r ically there-

fore it denotes speaking so as to strike or hurt : the using
to a person's i;\<v reprnachful and insulting exprc^
(But others derive the first part of the compound from

flXdt. See Passow's Schneider.) In this general way it is

used by Greek writers, and even in the New Testament : as

in 1 Tim. vi. 4,
' Whereof cometh envy, strife, railings, evil

surmisings,' where the word rendered '

railings
'

is in the

original 'blasphemies.' In Eph. iv. 31, 'Let nil bitterness
and wrath, and anger, and clamour, and evil -speaking l<e

put away from you,' where 'evil-speaking
'

represents ihc
'

blasphemy
'

of the original. In a similar passage, Col.

iii. H, the translators have retained the 'blasphemy' of the

original, though what is meant is probably no more than

ordinary insulting or reproachful speech. Thus ;i!>> m
Mark vii. 22, our Saviour himself, in enumerating various

cul dispositions or practices, mentions ' an evil eve, blas-

phemy, pride, foolishness,' not meaning, as it seems, more
than the ordinary case of insultinii spe,

Blasphemy in this sense, however it is to be avoided as

immoral and mischievous, is not marked as crime ; ami its

suppression is left to tho ordinary influences of morals and

religion, and not proudtd tor by law. In tliis si-nsc indeed

the word can hardly be said to be naturalized among us,
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though it may occasionally be found in the poets, and in

those prose-writers who exercise an inordinate curiosity
in the selection of their terms. But besides being used
to denote insulting and opprobrious speech in general,
it was used to denote speech of that- kind of a peculiar
nature, namely when the object against which it was di-

rected was a person esteemed sacred, but especially when
against God. The word was used by the LXX to represent
the 77p of the original Hebrew, when translating the pas-
sage of the Jewish law which we find in Leviticus xxiv.
10-16

;
this is the first authentic account of the act of blas-

phemy being noticed as a crime and marked by a legislator
for punishment :

' And the son of an Israelitish woman,
whose father was an Egyptian, went out among the children
of Israel, and this son of the Israelitish woman and a man
of Israel strove together in the camp: and the Israelitish

woman's son blasphemed the name of the Lord, and cursed.

And they brought him unto Moses, and they put him in

ward, that the mind of the Lord might be showed them.
And the Lord spake unto Moses saying, Bring forth him
that hath cursed without the camp, and let all that heard
him lay their hands upon his head, and let all the congre-
gation stone him. And thou shall speak unto the children
of Israel saying, Whosoever curseth his God shall bear his

sin, and he that blasphemeth the name of the Lord he shall

surely be put to death, and all the congregation shall cer-

tainly stone him ; as well the stranger, as he that is born
in the land, when he blasphemeth the name of the Lord,
shall be put to death.' It is said that the Hebrew com-
mentators on the law have some difficulty in defining ex-

actly what is to be considered as included within the scope
of the term '

blaspheme' in this passage. But it seems from

the text to be evidently that loud and vehement reproach,
the result of violent and uncontrolled passion, which not

unfrequently is vented not only against a fellow mortal

who offends, but at the same time against the majesty and

sovereignty of God.

Common sense, applying itself to the text which we have

quoted, would at once declare that this, and this only, con-

stituted the crime against which, in the Mosaic code the

punishment of death was denounced. But among the later

Jews, other things were brought within the compass of this

law : and it was laid hold of as a means of opposing the in-

fluence of the teaching of Jesus Christ, and of giving the

form of law to the persecution of himself and his followers.

Thus to speak evilly or reproachfully of sacred things or

places was construed into blasphemy. The charge against

Stephen was that he ' ceased not to speak blasphemous
words against this holy place and the law' (Acts vi. 13) ;

and

he was punished by stoning, the peculiar mode of putting to

death prescribed, as we have seen, by the Jewish law for

blasphemy. Our Lord himself was put to death as one

convicted of this crime.
'

Again the high priest asked and

said unto him, Art thou the Christ, the son of the blessed ?

And Jesus said, I am ; and ye shall see the Son of Man
sitting on the right hand of power, and coming in the clouds

of heaven. Then the high priest rent his clothes and said,

What need we any further witnesses? Ye have heard the

blasphemy : what think ye ? And they all condemned him

to be guilty of death.' (Mark xiv. 61-64.) It was manifest

that there was here nothing of violence or passion, nothing
of any evil intention essential to constitute such a crime,

nothing, indeed, but the declaration of that divine mission

on which he had come into the world, and of which his

miracles had been the indisputable signs.

There are some instances of the use of the term in the

New Testament, in which it is not easy to say whether the

word is used in its ordinary sense of hurtful, injurious, and

insulting speech, or in the restricted, and what may be

called the forensic sense. Thus when it is said of Christ

or his apostles that they were blasphemed, it is doubtful

whether the writers intended to speak of the act as one of

more than ordinary reviling, or to charge the parties with

being guilty of the' offence of speaking insultingly and re-

proachfully to persons invested with a character of more

than ordinary sacredness : and even in the celebrated pas-

gage about the blasphemy against the Holy Ghost, it appears

most probable from the context that blasphemy is there

used in the sense of ordinary reviling, though the object

against which it was directed gave to such reviling the

character of unusual atrocity.

Among the canonists, the definition of blasphemy is

made to include the denying God, or the asserting anything

to be God which is not God, anything, indeed, in the
words of the Summa Angelica, voce '

Blasfemia,' which
implies 'quandam derogationem excellentis bonitatis ali-

cujus et praicipue divinee ;' and this extended application of
the term has been received in most Christian countries,
and punishments more or less severe have been denounced
against the crime.

In our own country, by the common law, open blasphemy
was punishable by fine and imprisonment, or other infamous

corporal punishment. The kind of blasphemy which was
;hus cognizable is described by Blackstone to be '

denying
the being or providence of God, contumelious reproaches of
our Saviour Christ, profane scoffing at the Holy Scripture,
or exposing it to contempt and ridicule.' (Commentaries,
3. iv. c. iv.) All these heads, except the first, seem to

spring immediately from the root-sense of the word blas-

phemy, as they are that hurtful and insulting speech
which the word denotes. And we suspect that whenever the
common law was called into operation to punish persons
guilty of the first of these forms of blasphemy, it was only
when the denial was accompanied with opprobrious words
or gestures, which seem to be essential to complete the true

crime of blasphemy. Errors in opinion, even on points
which are of the very essence and being of religion, were re-

ferred in England in early times to the ecclesiastics, as falling
under the denomination of heretical opinions [see HERESY],
to be dealt with by them as other heresies were. There is

nothing in the statute book under the word blasphemy till

we come to the reign of King William III. In that reign
an act was passed, the title of which is

' An Act for the more
effectual suppressing of blasphemy and profaneness.' We
believe that the statute-book of no other nation can show
such an extension and comprehension as is given in this

statute to the word blasphemy, unless, indeed, two statutes of
the Scottish parliament, which were passed not long before.

The primitive and real meaning of blasphemy, and we may
add of profaneness also, was entirely lost sight of, and the
act was directed to the restraint of all free investigation of

positions respecting things esteemed sacred. The more

proper title would have been,
' An Act to prevent the inves-

tigation of the grounds of belief in Divine revelation, and
the nature of the things revealed;' for that such is its ob-

ject is apparent throughout the whole of it :
' Whereas many

persons have of late years openly avowed and published
many blasphemous and infamous opinions contrary to the
doctrines and principles of the Christian religion, greatly

tending to the dishonour of Almighty God, and may prove
destructive to the peace and welfare of this kingdom
wherefore for the more effectual suppressing of the said

detestable crimes, be it enacted, that if any person or per-
sons having been educated in, or at any time having made
profession of the Christian religion within this realm, shall,

by writing, printing, teaching, or advised speaking, deny
any one of the persons of the Holy Trinity to be God, or

shall assert or maintain that there are more gods than one,
or shall deny the Christian religion to be true, or the Holy
Scriptures of the Old and New Testament to be of divine

authority,' &c. These are the whole of the offences com-

prised in this act. The penalties are severe : disqualifica-

tions; incapacity to act as executor or guardian, or to receive

legacies ;
three years imprisonment. (Stat. 9 Will. III. c. 35.)

The writings alluded to in the preamble were not, in any
proper sense of the term, blasphemous. They were, for the

most part, we believe universally, the work of sober-minded
and well-disposed men, who, however erring they might be,

were yet in the pursuit of truth, and seeking it in a direction

in which it is especially of importance to mankind to find

it. To prevent such inquiries by laws such as these is most
unwise and injurious. There can be no solid conviction

where there can be no inquiry. In a statu where laws like

this are acted on (happily, in this country, it is become a

dead letter), Christianity can never have the seat she ought
to have, not only in the affections, hut in the rational and
sober convictions of mankind. What we mean however at

present to urge is, that the title of blasphemy in this sta,-

tute is a palpable misnomer. The delivery either from the

pulpit or the press of the results of reflection and inquiry

applied to the divine authority of the Holy Scriptures, or

of any particular book included within that term, to the

claim of Christianity to be a divine institution, or to the

claim of the doctrine of the Trinity to be received as part
and parcel of Christianity, can never be regarded as in itself

blasphemy or profaneness, however in particular instances it

3T 2
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way sometime* be accompanied by expressions which may
bring tlie individual using them wilhin tho scope of a

charge of blasphemy. It is remarkable that Blackstone,

who i not one of an over-liberal school, in his chapter on

offences against God ami religion, does not treat of this

Btatute in the section headed Blasphemy, but under other

bead*.
We are surprised that such a statute could have been

passed so near our own time ;
still more that such a title

should have been prefixed to it. We have to add, that

as to its main provision it remains in force. But in 1813,

the number of persons who openly avowed that they did

msidcr tho doctrine of the Trinity as possessed of

sufficient support from the words of Scripture, when truly

interpreted,
to deserve assent, having greatly increased,

and large congregations of them being found in most of

the principal towns, several clergymen also of undoubted

respectability, learning, and piety having seceded from

the church on the ground that this doctrine as professed
in the church was without sufficient authority, a bill was
introduced into parliament to relieve such persons from

the operation of this statute, and it passed without opposi-
tion. This act, which is commonly called Mr. Smith's Act,
after the name of the late Mr. William Smith, then member
for the city of Norwich, by whom it was introduced, is

slat. 53 George III. c. 160.

The legal crime of blasphemy and profaneness is made

by this statute of King William something entirely dif-

ferent from the crime when considered with reference to

religion or morals. Few persons will charge any guilt

upon a man who, in a course of philosophic investiga-

tion, is brought at last to doubt respecting any of the great

points of religious belief, after an investigation pursued
with diligence, and under a sense of the high importance
of the subject. Such a charge would be the result of bigotry
alone, ana would have no corresponding conviction in the

heart of the person thus accused. Yet such a person may
be morally guilty of blasphemy. He is morally guilty, if

! suffer himself to be led to the use of gross and oppro-
brious expressions, such as arc shocking to the common
sense and common feeling of mankind, and abhorrent to

the minds of all philosophic inquirers, and all persons who,
in the spirit of seriousness, are seeking to know the truth

in respect of things which are of the last importance to

them. Whoever acknowledges the existence of God, and
that there is a stream of providences and dispensations,
common and extraordinary, proceeded and proceeding from
him, and yet speaks of him, or still more to him, or of
and concerning them, in the language of affront, or other-
\vi-i- indeed than with a feeling of reverence correspondent
to the dignity and awfulness of the subject, cannot be held

morally guiltless : and when there is no such admission,
there is at least a decency to he observed in treating or

speaking of them, which will be observed by all who have

upon their hearts any spirit of seriousness, or any just re-

gard for the peace and welfare of society.
At the same time it must also be admitted that a certain

fp-edoni must be allowed in respect of the manner in which
uons referring to sacred subjects are treated. All

things are not really sacred which many agree to call so.

The term sacred mny bo made to cover any opinion however
absurd, and witchcraft and the popular superstitions have
sometimes taken shelter under it. It would scarcely ho
denied that it was lawful to attack opinions of this class,
even though the mind of a nation wns not sufficiently en-

lightened to discern the absurdity of them, with any wea-
pons, even those of insult and ridicule ; and that though
the cry of blasphemy might be raised, yet that at the bar
of sound reason such a person, so fur from being justly
chargeable with so odious a crime, might be one who was
rendering to the world the most essential service, by setting
the absurdity of the opinion in that clear light in which il

admitted of being placed, and thus attracting to it the eyes
of all observers. But opinions which have better pretension
to be called sacred may not improperly be treated with a
Certain freedom that to those holding them shall be offen-
sive. Very strong things in this way have been said

i-t the doctrine of transubstantiated by Protestant
writers, who have nut lnrcn regarded by their fellow-Pro-
testants as doing more than setting nn erroneous opinion
in its true light, though the Komnn Catholic has no
doubt read the blasphemy, as lie would call it, with hor-
ror. So tho Almighty Father, as he appears in the

of Christian faith which is called Calvinism, has by some
been represented in charnrti i-- which, to the sincere be-

IH-MT in that system, cannot but have been ae.-ouul.d

blasphemous; while by those who hold the -\-iem to

rest on a mistaken interpretation of Scripture it ha- l-rn

held to be no more than the real character in whii h that

system invests him. There is in t.u-i, when t,

is regarded as one of morals rather than of law, a /<-

and a positive blasphemy. That is blasphemy to one which
is not so to another. And this should teach all persons
a forbearance in the application of so odious a term. Strung
and forcibje expressions have had their use. Satire ami
ridicule may reach where plain argument would not go :

but it behoves every man who ventures on the use ol i

weapons to consider the intention by which he is inlluciici-d.

to look upon himself as one who is a debtor in an <-

manner to the truth, and who has to satisfy himself that he

aims at nothing but the increase of the knowledge and the

virtue and happiness of soci>

BLAST, BLASTING. [See MINING.]
BLAST-FURNACE. [See IRON.]
BLA'TTID.-E, a family of insects of the order Ortlu.p-

ttra. Distinguishing characters : tarsi five-jointed, the un-

der wings folded longitudinally only, head hidden by the

thorax ; body oval or rounded, and depressed ; antenna1

long
and thread-like, and composed of a great number ulM-i y
minute joints ; palpi long; thorax large, slightly coin ex,

'

generally broader than long, and as it were a shield, cover-

ing the head and base of the wing cases, which latter are of

a parchment-like nature, and ramified with nerves: one

elytron laps over the other ; the posterior extremity of the

abdomen is furnished with two conical articulated appen-
dages; legs furnished with spines.
The Blattidto are extremely active voracious insects,

some species apparently eating almost any thing that comes
in their way. Mr. Stephens enumerates se\ en specie* in-

digenous to this country, and four that are not strir; i

among the last mentioned, the well-known and trouhh
cockroach (B/atta orientalis) may be enumerated. It is said

to have come originally from Asia, but on this point there

is some little doubt; the nocturnal habits and ra\a .

this species are too well known to need description. The
male in its mature state has wings extending only half the

length of the body ; the female has only rudimentary w

her eggs, which are about sixteen in number, are dep
enclosed in an oblong, nearly cylindrical, but slightly com-

pressed case, with an elevated serrated edge on one side :

this at first is of a whitish colour, but after a little tini.

comes brown and of a firm nature ; the female carries this

case about with her at first, fixed to the abdomen by a gum-
like substance ; from this asylum the young make their

escape by emitting a lluid which softens a part of the

case.

The species of this family have been divided into two

genera by Lalreille; Blatla and Kahcrlac (a name UM -d

for the IJlatta.' by the American colonists), the latter divi-

sion including those species in which the females are ap-
terous (of which the B. orientalis forms a type), and the
former those in which both sexes possess wings.
The number of exotic species of this tribe is very great ;

the indigenous species oft his country are : H. (i< rnnmint,
ptillfns, ptrtpietlfafit, Paiizfri, nigripet, livitta, palli-lii,
and Liijijianira ; most of these are comparatively small,
and are found in woods

;
the last-mentioned species i- |

swarm in the huts of the Laplander-, where it commit- great.

havoc, and, in conjunction with Silpha / <// ;;"i.-,;, has li.cn

known to devour their whole supply of dried lish in a single;

day. (See Kirhy and Spenco's Introdurlion tn Uritish En-

tomology, and for a description of the English species, Ste-

phens's UlutlrottOiU <>f Hrituh Entomology.)
BLAVET, a river in France, rising in the mountains

of the antient Bretagne (Brittany) at the part where the
two ridges of the Monts d Arrce and the Montagues Noires
(Black Mountains) unite to form the chain of the Mcnez
Mountains. Its course is nouth-cast to Pontny, where,
having been swelled by several tributary streams, it becomes

Me ; and, turning to the south-west, passes Hcnnebon
and I.orient, and falls into the Atlantic at Port Louis, oppo-
site the He do Groix. Its course is probably not much
above seventy miles, but it is navigable for half its length.
Its source is in the department of Cotes du Nor-1, but the

L'realcr part uf its course is in the department of Morbihan.
was a small town called Blavut near the mouth of the
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fiver, but it went to decay upon the erection of the town of
Port Louis close by in the reign of Louis XIII.
BLAYE, a town in France in the department of Gironde,

and on the north-east or right bank of the river Gironde.
It is probably about 370 miles from Paris, S.W. by S.,

through Chartres, Tours, Poitiers, AngoulSme, and Bar-
bezieux ; it is 33 miles N. of Bordeaux. It is in 45 T
N. lat., 40' W. long.

Blaye existed in the time of the Romans. It is men-
tioned in the Itinerary of Antoninus under the name of
Blavium or Blavutum, and in the Theodosian Table, and by
Ausonius under the name of Blavia. (D'Anville, Notice
de. I'Ancienne Gaule.) In the middle ages the position of

Blaye and its military strength caused it to be the subject
of contest between the dukes of Gascogne and Aquitaine,
at the time when these duchies existed separately. At a some-
what later period Blaye with its territory was erected into
a county, and was held, as a fief under the dukes of Guienne,
by a younger branch of the family of the counts of Angou-
leme. In the religious wars of the sixteenth century, Blaye
was taken in 1 568 by tho Calvinists, who committed great
excesses. After this it fell into the hands of the party of
the League, and was besieged in vain in 1593 by the army
of the king, Henry IV., under the command of Marcchal
de Matignon.
The town is divided into two parts, the upper and lower

town. The upper town is built upon a rock : it is fortified

with four large bastions and other works of defence, and is

surrounded by a wide and deep ditch : this upper town is

sometimes called the citadel of Blaye. In it is an antient

castle. The lower town, which seems to have been originally
a suburb of the upper town (from which it is separated by a

small river, into which the tide Hows), is the residence of the

merchants, who have their store-houses there. The port is

frequented by foreign ships, and by smaller vessels from

Brctagne (Brittany), which come here to take in a cargo of

the wines of the district. By an old ordinance of Louis XI.,
which long continued in force, vessels coming to Bordeaux
were obliged to land their cannons at Blaye. The exports
are chiefly wine, brandy, oil, soap, resin, fruit, and timber.

A considerable quantity of corn is also shipped here, brought
from the neighbouring departments, or the produce of some

very fertile marshes near the town, which were drained in

the early part of the last century. Vessels coming from

Bordeaux take in provisions at Blaye.
There were at Blaye, before the Revolution, two abbeys,

one of Benedictines, and one of the order of St. Augustin ;

but the societies were extinct, and the revenues held '
in

commendam '

(en commende). In the church of the abbey
of the Aiicustinians was the tomb of King Caribert, whom
writers state to have died in the year 570 ; but whose death

(if he be, as is likely, Caribert, king of Aquitaine, brother

of Dagobert I., see Biographie Universelle) should rather

be placed in 631.

The river Gironde at Blaye is very wide. Piganiol de la

Force (Nourelle Description de la France) states that it is

1900 toises (equal to two miles and a quarter) across. Other

authorities make the width as much as two leagues, or

nearly six miles, but this is an exaggeration. The passage
was not, therefore, thought to be sufficiently protected by
the guns of the fortress of Blaye and those of the Fort

Medoc on the opposite bank. In consequence a fort of four

bastions and other batteries, the works of which were formed

of earth and of turf, was, in 1689, erected on a small islet

in the mid channel. In the centre of this fort of earth a

handsome tower of masonry was constructed. This fort is

called Pate de Blaye, and is considered to render impracti-

cable any attempt upon Bordeaux by the river.

Blaye has an agricultural society and a theatre. Its

population in 1832 was 3322 for the town, or 3855 for the

whole commune. Many pilots reside here, who conduct

vessels into and out of the Gironde, the navigation of which

is much disturbed by shifting sands. It is the capital of an

arrondissement comprehending 732 square miles, or 463,480

acres, and having in 1832 a population of 56,406. This ar-

rondissement is subdivided into four cantons, and thirty-

seven communes or parishes.
BLAZONRY, the art of delineating figures and devices

in their proper colours or metals, on armorial shields : also

Hied to express the hatching of the same, according to their

different colours, by the engraver*. Du Cange says the

etymology of this word is uncertain. (Glossar. edit. Paris,

1733, torn. i. p. 1202.) Richelet soys that some have de-

rived it from the German llasen,
'
to praise,' a sense however

in which this word does net appear to occur
; others from

the same word signifying to sound a horn, because the
heralds at tournaments sounded a horn when they pro-
claimed the arrival of a combatant. (Dictionnaire de
la Langue Franfoise, fol. Lyons, 1759, p. 311.) Junius
gives the English to blaze abroad as its origin.

Allowing the mere invention to the Germans, says Dalla-
way, the splendid aid that heraldry receives from the art of

blazonry is unquestionably the property of the French alone.
Theirs are the arrangement and combination of tinctures
and metals, the variety of figures effected by the geometrical
positions of lines, the attitudes of animals, and the gro-
tesque and almost inexplicable delineations of monsters.

Dallaway, as well as other writers, consider that the tourna-
ments held with such magnificence towards the end of the
tenth century, under the auspices of Hugh Capet, were in-

troductory of the more general usage and assumption of
arms. (Compare Dallaway's Inquiries into the Origin and
Progress of the Science of Heraldry in England, pp. 8, 9 ;

Gough's Sepulchr. Monuments of Great Britain, vol. i. p.
cxxx. : Edmondson's Heraldry, pref.)

BLEACHING, the process by which certain animal and
vegetable products, and especially such as are used as arti-

cles of clothing, are rendered white. The principal substances
of the animal kingdom which are subjected to the operation
of bleaching are wool and silk

; those of vegetable origin
are chiefly cotton and flax. These bodies contain a quantity
of colouring matter, which though natural to them is not
an essential constituent; it appears also that the colouring
matter is more readily acted upon by chemical agents, and
suffers decomposition with greater facility, than the animal
and vegetable matters with which it is mixed. On these ac-
counts it is removed by operations producing little or no
injurious effect upon the texture or durability of the articles

from which it is separated; and thus not only is their

beauty increased, but they are fitted for the reception of
the colours of the dyer and the ornamental designs of the

calico-printer.
The process of bleaching is one of unquestionable an-

tiquity, and more especially in Egypt, where white linen
was used as clothing. Of the Egyptian processes nothing
is known with certainty ; they were probably tedious and

imperfect ; consisting perhaps of little more than exposure
to air, light, and moisture. (See Plin. xix. 1 . on flax.)

Until within a century the art of bleaching was scarcely
known in Great Britain, and it was usual to send the
brown linen manufactured in Scotland to Holland to be
bleached. The Dutch method consisted in steeping the
linen for several days in a solution of potash, which was

poured upon it boiling hot ; the cloth was then removed,
washed, and afterwards put into wooden vessels containing
butter-milk, for nearly a week. This operation being over,
the cloth was spread upon grass, and exposed to light, air,

and moisture for some months
;
the cloth sent from Scot-

land to Holland was generally kept there for half a year.
One of the earliest improvements made in this tedious pro-
cess after bleaching was performed in this country, was pro-

posed by Dr. Home of Edinburgh, who introduced the use
of water acidulated with sulphuric acid, instead of the sour

milk previously employed: by this substitution a great

saving, especially of time, was effected, for the sulphuric
acid was as effectual in one day's application, as the sour

milk in six or eight weeks.

Until the year 1787 little further alteration was made in

the process of bleaching. But a most important improve-
ment was effected in it in consequence of the discovery

by Scheele, a celebrated Swedish chemist, of what he
termed dephlogisticated marine acid, about the year 1774;
this substance was afterwards called oxymuriatic acid, but

is now known by the name of chlorine gas. The property
which this gas and its solution in water possess of destroy-

ing vegetable colours, suggested to Berthollet the idea

that it might be advantageously employed in bleaching,
and might essentially shorten the process. In the year
1785 he read a paper before the Academy of Sciences at

Paris, which was published in the ' Journal de Physique'
of the same year. In this paper he mentions that he had
tried this gas in bleaching cloths, and with a perfectly suc-

cessful result: in the following year he published another

paper on the subject, and showed the experiment to Mr.

Watt, who first introduced this method of bleaching prac-

tically into England. About the same time Mr, Thomas
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Henry of Manchester was actively engaged on the same

ubjcct. Indeed, these gentlemen appear to have unre-

servedly described to each other the progress of their ex-

periment*, and to them l*long the chief merit of introduc-

ing the new mode into the neighbourhood of Glasgow, and

into Lancashire. By the application of this method, ai

much bleaching i* a* well performed in a few hours, and
in a space of a hundred yard* square, as on the old process
would have occupied weeks of exposure upon a hundred
acres of land.

Chlorine was first used in the state of simple solution in

water ; afterwards, in order to lessen its destructive action

when used in too concentrated a state, it was proposed to add

potash to it This compound however was not found to

answer the purpose ;
hut in the year 1798, Mr. Tcnnant of

Glasgow took out a patent for a liquid compound of chlorine

and lime ; the patent however was set aside. The following

year he took out another for impregnating dry hydrate of

lime with chlorine gas ; this invention was not contested,

and the chloride of lime, generally known hy the name of

bleaching-powder, is now almost universally employed, espe-

cially in the bleaching of cotton : it is a compound which
answers the purpose with economy, celerity, and safety.

[See CALCIUM and its compounds.]
The colouring mutter of cotton, flax, and hemp, is inso-

luble in water, and appears to be of a resinous nature : it is

partially dissolved by heated solutions of lime and potash,
or soda ; and by their use, and the application of a solution

of bleaching-powder and dilute sulphuric acid, the colouring
matter which is not dissolved is destroyed. Cotton is more

readily bleached than flax or hemp, and these more readily
than wool : indeed this lost-mentioned substance, as well as

silk, is generally bleached by the fumes of burning sulphur,
or sulphurous acid gas, after they have been properly
cleansed. Straw and feathers are also bleached by sul-

phurous acid gas. Wax is generally deprived of its colour

by mere exposure to air, light, and moisture.

With respect to the theory of bleaching it may be ob-

served, that the action of lime and the alkalis, potash and

soda, appears to be that of mere solvents ; they probably
dissolve the colouring matter without effecting much
alteration in its properties. The actions of atmospheric air

and chlorine seem to be similar to each other, and very
different from that of lime and the alkalis : the oxygen of

the air aided by the action of light and moisture apparently
combines with and destroys the colouring matter ; and the

chlorine decomposing water, one portion of it forms muriatic

acid with its hydrogen, and another portion with its oxygen
probably gives rise to a compound of easy decomposition, the

nascent oxygen of which acting like that of the air, though
more powerfully, produces the same oxidizing effect upon
the colouring matter, but more perfectly, and in a much
shorter period.
That water is necessary to the action of chlorine upon

vegetable colouring matter is shown by immersing dry
colouring matter in the dry gas, in which case no deco-
loration whatever is effected, but it ensues immediately
on the introduction of water. The bleaching of rags for

paper-making is effected by the agency of chlorine. Paper
also, when written on or printed, may be bleached by the

same means.
There are some operations in which the removal of

colour is hardly referrible to the process of bleaching;
such for example is the decoloration of sugar, which derives

its colour, not from any natural cause, but the partial

decomposition effected by heat. This is removed by wli.it

is usually termed animal-charcoal or ivory-black : this

powerful decolorant is also used in gome chemical opera-
tions for the same purpose. [See CHARCOAL, ANIMAL ;

and SUGAR.]
BLEAK. [See LK.VCISCUS.]
1! I.KCHINGLEY, a parUh and town (formerly a markot-

town and borough) in the hundred of Tanridge, in the county
of Surrey, twenty miles S. of I^nndon. The parish compre-
hends 5250 acres. Hume was formerly comprised in it. hut
was made a distinct parish in the reign of Queen Amu-.
The soil in the upper part of the parish, in which the town
is situated, consists of chalk, stone, gravel, and sand ; tin-

lower district is of clay. The town itself stands near the
if the chalk-hills which run through the county. At

the time "f the Domesday Survey, the manor (called then;

Blachingelei) was in the i*>ssession of Richard de Tollbridge,
carl of Clare. It seems, from the way in which the mutter is

there stated, that this earl united into one manor what had

formerly been three. Tho whole had been worth 13/. per an-
num in the time of the Confessor, afterwards St., and to

Richard was then worth 12/., bcsidei that 'his men
'

I.. Id i >

the value of 73*. 4rf. It is probable that these '

men,' whose
names arc given, (Odin, I,i;m<;i, and I' ( I.T.I ],-.,.

above the rest of the inhabitants, and that li their

descendants the burgesses were chosen to serve for this place
in

parliament when the Commons came to be suimu
This event took place in the 23rd of Edward III., since

which date the town uninterruptedly sent incmbi-rs to the
House of Commons, until the Reform Bill came into <

tion, when the borough was disfranchised. The bnilifl' of

the manor was retuming-officer, until it was detenmi
a resolution of the House of Commons in the P-IL-II of

James I., that the bailiff had no concern in the election.

After that the place continued to present tin; singularity of

an election without a returning-officer, or rather without

any person having an exclusive right to the oflicc. \Vhen

provisions, &c. were taken for the king's house, this town
and Home were bound to furnish wood and coals, being on
the borders of the woody country ; but for many years pre-

viously to 1616 they had been excused from this obligation,

through the interest of the Earl of Nottingham, lord of the

manor. They had been so long excused that, when called

upon, the inhabitants were unwilling to execute the sen iee :

the matter was compromised by the Board of Green Cloth

giving up the arrears, which were 100 loads of wood, and
30 loads of coal, on their undertaking to perform the service

in future. A weekly market was formerly held here, but
has long been discontinued. Two annual fairs are still held,
on June 22nd and November 2nd ; to the latter (which, as

well as the elective franchise, was granted by Edward I.)

great numbers of horses, hogs, and lean cattle are brought
from Scotland and Wales. The number of houses amounted
to 208 in 1831, when the population was 1203, ofwhom 547
were females. The inhabitants are chiefly employed in

agriculture.

A castle formerly existed at the western extremity of the

town, on the brow of a hill. A piece of wall was stiil stand-

ing in Aubrey's time (1673); but only the foundations can
now be discovered. It is not well known when or by whom
it was built ; probably by Richard de Tonbridge : init it is

certain that it belonged to his descendant, Gil!>crt do Clare,
earl of Gloucester. This noble joined the disaffected barons
in the reign of Henry III., and commanded a division of

their forces at the battle of Lewes, in 126-1. The king's
forces destroyed his castle at Blechingley, in revenge of the
active part he had taken in this contest. The anticnt

manor-house, called
'

Blechinglev Place,' stood in Brewer-
street. Here resided Edward, duke of Buckingham, who
was beheaded by Henry VIII. Some of his conversations

here with his chancellor and Sir George Nevil were uivm
in evidence on his trial. It has long been pulled down,
with the exception of the porter's lodge, which has been
turned into a farm-house.
The church, dedicated to St. Mary, is a large and hand-

some old building, in the early English si\li> ol architecture.

It consists of a nave, with a south aisle nnd a double

chancel, and a north transept called Ham Chapel. The
nave is divided from the chancel

by
a pointed arch, and

from the south aisle by clustered pillars support ing lour

pointed arches : the two chancels are separated by two
similar arches. The south chancel is entirely occupied hy
a magnificent monument of the first Sir Robert Clayton
and his lady, with their whole-length figures in white marble.

Hiivinn been lord mayor of London, he is represented in

the insignia of that office. Ho was father of the city at his

death, and had been for thirty years one of its representa-
tives in parliament. He raised himself from a very low
condition of life, and died in 1707. Dryden has made him
figure rather uncnviably in his Absalom and Achitophel ;

but the justice of the satire is in this instance disputed.
The low square embattled tower contains cL'ht IH IK, and
was formerly surmounted by a lofty spire, which rose seventy
feet above tfie battlements ; it was supposed to contain 200
loads of oak timber, and was covered with shingles. It was
burnt down in Ifior,, and never since rebuilt. The church
affords accommodation for fiOO persons. The living is a

rectory in the diocese of Winchester, with n net income of

88 I /. Near the church there is a charity-school, founded in

Ifi33 by Thomas Evans. Cor the instruction of twenty poor
boys of the town. The founder endowed it with thirty acres.
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of land ih the adjoining parish of Nutfield, and a house ant

garden for the master were afterwards bequeathed b'

Mr. Bostock of Tanridge. The property produces some

thing more than 20/. a year, which continues to be appro
priated according to the directions of the founder. Then
are eleven almshouses at Blechingley, and some smal
charitable donations for the benefit of the poor. (Aubrey's
Natural History and Antiquities of Surrey; Salmon's

Antiquities of Surrey; Manning's History and Antiq. oj

Surrey, fyc.)

BLE'DIUS, a genus of insects of the order Coleoptera
and family Stenidce. Generic characters: antennas will:

the basal joint very long, the remaining joints bent at ar

angle with the first ; maxillary palpi with the second anc
third joints large, terminal one slender

;
mandibles armec

with a tooth internally towards the apex ; body elongate anc

cylindrical ; head furnished with two tubercles or spines ;

thorax armed with a horn in the males ; legs short, the four

anterior tibiae broad and flat, having numerous spines on
the external part ;

tarsi four-jointed.
The Bledii appear to be peculiar to the sea-coast, where

they burrow in the wet clay or sand near pools of water, by
means of the spined anterior tibiae above described ; they
are gregarious in their habits. Three species have been
discovered in this country, all of which are of a black colour,
with the wing-cases more or less red.

Blediui tricornis, in the male sex, has two short horns
on the head, and one long smooth horn proceeding horizon-

tally from the front of the thorax. Length about 3-12ths
of an inch.

H. Taurus, in the male, has two long and slender horns
on the head

;
the thoracic horn is pubescent at the apex ;

about the same size as the last.

B. Ruddii has short acute horns on the head, and the

thoracic horn pubescent at the apex ; it is rather less than
the two foregoing.
BLEEDING, the operation by which blood is removed

from the body, with a view to the prevention and cure of

disease. Bleeding is either general or local. General

bleeding is practised when the object is to lessen the whole
mass of the circulating blood ; local, when the object is to

lessen the quantity in some particular part of the body.
General bleeding consists either in opening a vein (vene-

section), or in opening an artery (arteriotomy). Vene-

section, the most common mode of abstracting blood, is a

simple operation, and in skilful hands neat, elegant, and
safe ; but in unskilful nands dirty, bungling, and exceed-

ingly unsafe: it is always performed with a lancet. Various

means are employed for the removal of blood from parti-

cular parts of the body ; such as cupping-glasses, the sca-

rificator, the division of visibly distended vessels with a

lancet, and leeches. The mode of performing the operation
of venesection and arteriotomy is fully detailed in the com-

mon books on surgery, where the requisite precautions are

pointed out. It is only necessary to add here, in reference

to local bleeding, and more especially to the application of

leeches, that when there is a difficulty in making leeches

fix readily on any particular part, they may often be made
to do so at once, by first cooling the part with a cloth dipped
in cold water, or by moistening it with cream or milk, and

then confining the leeches in the proper situation under a

small glass. It should be borne in mind, that these ani-

mals are cold-blooded, that heat is highly injurious to them,
and that handling them with the warm hand, or keeping
them long out of water in a heated room, totally unfits them

for the performance of their office. Great fatigue to the

patient, great aggravation of his disease, and even the loss of

life itself, sometimes result from the ignorant and unskilful

manner in which attempts are made to apply leeches. In

the diseases of infants and children especially, in which ge-

neral bleeding can rarely be employed, the preservation of

life constantly depends on the efficient application of

leeches.

It is scarcely one time in a hundred that the physician

finds a single person in a family who has the slightest notion

of the proper mode of performing this service to the sick.

It would be wonderful indeed were it otherwise, when the

education of women, in reference to the entire class of sub-

jects the knowledge of which is necessary to qualify them

for the performance of their duties as nurses and as mothers,

is universally and wholly neglected.

The conditions of the system which require the abstrac-

tion of blood, and the benefit which the removal of it is

capable of effecting, will be better understood after reading
the account of the blood. [See BLOOD.]
BLEIBERG, or BLEYBERG, on the Drave, a market-

town of Upper Carinthia, at present comprehended in the
circle of Villach, in the Austrian kingdom of Illyria, and at
the foot of the Bleyberg, or Lead Mountain, to the south-
west of the town of Villach. It is the seat of one of the
Austrian mining departments, and its neighbourhood con-
tains valuable quarries of white and variegated marbles,
copper, and lead

;
indeed the lead here raised is es-

teemed the puiest in the Austrian dominions, and is in

high repute in the east of Germany, Italy, and the adja-
cent countries. There are six principal and forty minor
shafts in full work, which produce annually between 1700
and 2000 tons of metal. These, together with the copper
mines and the production of about eighty tons of red lead,

employ eight works in breaking the ores, &c., nineteen
in washing, and twenty-one in smelting. The town of

Bleiberg being composed of five villages, spreads over a con-
siderable surface : it contains one Catholic church, a Pro-
testant place of worship, about 600 houses, and about 3700
inhabitants.

BLE'MUS, a genus of insects of the order Coleoptera
and family Harpalidai. Generic characters: head almost
as large as the thorax, the portion joining the anterior

part of the eyes distinctly elevated ; antenna) very long ;

palpi with the terminal joint somewhat conical and rather

acute; labium slightly notched in front; thorax consider-

ably narrowed posteriorly ; body elongate and rather de-

pressed, wings ample ;
the joints of the anterior tarsi of the

male dilated.

About six British species of this genus have been disco-

vered, the largest of which does not exceed 3-1 2ths of an
inch. All the species are of a pale-yellow or ochre colour,

having more or less of a bluish shade on the disc of the

elytra, excepting B. consputus, which, although generally
placed in this genus we do not consider as strictly belong-
ing to it. Blemus fasciatus, which may be considered the

type of the genus, is rather more than 2-12ths of an inch
in length, and of a pale-ochre colour, with a blue-black
Fascia crossing the elytra. This beautiful little species has
been found near London, and in various other parts ; but,
[ike all the species of this genus, is rather scarce.

BLENDE, a name particularly given to zinc-blende, but
most commonly used by mineralogists as denoting an order
which in the system of Professor Jameson of Edinburgh
contains the following genera : Manganese-blende, Zinc-
jlende or Garnet-blende, Antimony-blende, Ruby-blende.
The word is probably derived from a German verb (used only
n combinations) signifying to mix: the term ' blende'

signifies a mineral which contains no ore in fact a pseudo-
alena.

BLENHEIM, or BLENDHE1M, a village on the

Danube, not far from the town of Hochstiidt, in the circle

of the Upper Danube in Bavaria. The population of this

ilace and its environs is about 1500 souls. It was the
scene of Marlborough's great victory on the 13th of August,

[ 704, when, at the head of the British troops, aided by
Prince Eugene and the Imperialists, he totally defeated the
French and Bavarian forces under Marshal Tallard. The
marshal himself and 12,000 of his troops were taken pri-
soners

;
and his artillery and bagjjage fell into the hands of

.he conquerors. At Blenheim in Bavaria also the Austrians
were defeated by the French in the year 1800.

BLENHEIM PARK, the name of an extra-parochial
listrict in the county of Oxford, seven miles N.W. from
hat city, and sixty miles W.N.W. from London, containing
seventeen houses in 1831, with a population of eighty-three
>ersons. The district inclosed by walls comprehends about
!700 acres, and is said to be upwards of twelve miles in

circuit. It is a demesne-appendage to Blenheim House,
vhich was erected at the public expense for the duke
)f Marlborough in the reign of Queen Anne, when par-
iament voted 500.000/. for the purpose, in testimony of

he public gratitude for the services which he had rendered

the nation. The queen enhanced the value of this gift

iy adding the grant of the honour of Woodstock, an antient

iroperty of the crown. Although apparently intended as

1 general acknowledgment of the duke's services, the victory
ver the French and Bavarians near the village of Blen-

leim, on the Danube, on the 2nd of August, 1 704, is that

o which the grants had more especial reference, and from

vhich the place takes its name. It was enacted that on
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_.,' anniversary of the victory at Blenheim ' the inheritors

of the duke's honour* and titles should render at Windsor
to her Mau-sty. lu-r heir* and successors, one standard or

colours, with three lleurs-de-lU painted thereon, in aequit-

tani-e for all manner of rents, suits, and services due to the

crown.' Notwithstanding the liberality of parliament, the

money \oti"l was inadr(iuato to complete this noble strur-

lure. 'and largo additional sums were expended by the

family for the purpose. The architect was Sir John Van-

burgh. Every person has not been able to study the works

ut this distinguished, man, hut every one remember* the

satirical epitaph.
I.!.- hravy on him wrlb. for lie

I-aiil mauy a hrvy load on tlicc ;'

and hence most unscientific visiters came to examine the

mansion at Blenheim with a. predisposition to assign it a

ponderosity and massiveness ill suited to a domestic struc-

ture. It is certainly not a light building;
'
but,' says Mr.

Brewer,
' the palace appears to he august rather than pon-

derous, and it would perhaps be diiiicult to show how so

extensive a pile could be less weighty without losing essen-

tial disinity.' Dr. Mavor, in his detailed description of

Blenheim, had many years before expressed a similar

opinion :

' He (VanburKh) deserves very considerable ap-

plause for his judgment in a circumstance which has prin-

cipally exposed him to the censure of pretended critics ; he
has rendered this structure characteristic and expressive of

its destination. Its massy grandeur, its spacious portals,

and its lofty towers, recall the ideas of defence and security ;

with these we naturally associate the hero for whom it was

erected, and thus find it emblematic of his talents and

pursuits.' It was a remark of Sir Joshua Reynolds that

no architect understood the picturesque of building so well

as Vanburgh ; and in the opinion of Mr. Brewer, Blenheim
House might be adduced in proof of the accuracy of this

observation. This writer, speaking with a particular re-

ference to the grand northern front of the edifice, charac-

terizes the whole display as august and impressive.
' The

eye," lie says,
' without taking leisure to examine the various

features which conduce to the result, is at once struck by a

combination productive of unspeakable grandeur.' lie

allows however that on a more minute examination, sharp-

sighted and captious observers will not be without grounds
for objection.

' Such will point to elevations which hesitate

between cupolas and towers, and properly are neither. They
will direct the eye to the central compartment and observe,

that, if measured with the lateral portions of the edifice, it

will be found to want height though by no means deficient

in weight. These objections may hold good when the critic

examines Blenheim as an architectural dniu-iiig, but when
it is viewed as a building, we discover so much sublimity of

effect, that little disposition remains to analyze the sources

whence gratification is derived.' This result is no doubt

owing to what the same writer calls
' the consummate skill

in the perspective of architecture possessed by the designer.'
The spot on which the mansion stands is remarkably well

chosen, being sulliriuiitly elevated to display the structure

to great advantage, without detracting from its comparative
magnitude. The local guides and minute descriptions ex-

patiate upon the alternate grandeur and beauty of the ap-

proaches, and the admirable arrangement of the spacious

.grounds in which the castle stands. Omitting this, we ob-

serve that the usual entrance to the grounds from Woodstock
is through a triumphal arch or gateway, with two posterns.
This was erected by Sarah, duchess of Mirlbotoogh, in

memory of her husband. It is of the Corinthian order, with

both fronts alike, and contains a Latin inscription on the

side next Woodstock, and a translation on the other side.

At some distance in front of the palace a fine piece of water,

partly river, partly lake, which winds through a deep valley,
is crossed by a very stately bridge of stone, the effort of

which is particularly good, as it unites t .vo hills and gives
consistency and uniformity to the scene. The centre arch

of this bridge is 101 feet in span. Beyond this bridge, on a
incnce in the middle of a line lawn, is

placed a tinted Corinthian pillar, KiO feet high, which is

surmounted by a statue, in a Roman dress and triumphal
attitude, of the conqueror whose glory all things hrn- were-

designed to commemorate. The side of the nede-tal in \t

the house is covered with a long inscription, describing the

duke's public services. It is believed to have been written

by Lord Bolingbrukc. The other three sides of the pedestal
are inscribed with acts of piulumcnt declarative of the sense

which the public entertained of Marl borough'* merits, to-

gether with an abstract of the entail of his estates and
honours on the descendants of his daughter*.

In the general view the bin
1

. :'.lenheim House

occupy three sides of a parallelogram, open to the north, to

expose the north front of the main or state building, while

the east and west sides form wings, als.i with courts, which
contain domestic offices, stables, and a chapel, and from
which there are colonnades leading to the principal floor of

the house itself. The principal or northern IVout of this has

already been generally characterized in slating the impres-
sion which the view of it conveys. It is a noble piece uj

architecture, in a mixed, original style, extending 3 is feet

from wing to wing, and highly enriched, particularly in the

centre. Mr. Carter, who was certainly not < ien-

dcr praise where praise was not due, concurs hilly in the

approbation with which our pi. .uhonties have

spoken of this magnificent specimen of Sir John Vanburgh's
talents. We take, with some verbal alteration, part of his

description of this front, as given in No. ecru, of a series

of papers contributed by him, in a long seru ^ of vi

the ' Gentleman's Magazine :' 'In the centre of the five

divisions of the house is the hall; a llight of steps with

pedestals conduct to the portico with Corinthian columns
and pilasters ; double height of doors and windows, a pedi-
ment enclosing armorial bearings; above this an attic

story, having breaks, window*, and pediment, the last sur-

mounted by tiers of balls with foliage, &c. T'

us, left and right, are run out in line by Corinthian

pilasters, circular-headed windows, &c. in two stories, sur-

mounted by entablature and balustrade : the sweeping aug-
mentations are in two stories, the first with Doric coli;;

circular and square-headed windows, with entablature and
balustrade above. The third divisions, right and left, ad-

vance considerably by means of the sweeping augmenta-
tions: they are in two stories, with the ground rusticated,
circular-headed windows, and an entablature, the frieze

having a series of scrolls. Here the chimneys, as attics,

are most imposingly introduced in one great pedestal with

open arches, pilasters, parapet, and ball-ornamented fun h-

ings. The windows to the ground-story are circular. Ti:e

general terrace, with its several (lights of steps, sided by
pedestals and vases, afford a fine introduction to the eleva-

tions. On the introductory colonnade from the wings to

the house are vases and military trophies ; there are trophies
also on the pedestals of the portico, statues on the entabla-

ture of the first story of the sweeping augmentations, as

also on the second pediment and balustrade uf the centre

division."

The south or garden front of the building has a less florid

character than that we have noticed in detail. It has five

divisions corresponding with those of the grand front, but

tho breaks do not advance much beyond the general lino.

In the centre, a (light of steps here also conducts to a por-
tico with Corinthian columns and pilasters, but without a

pediment. It was originally intended that the entablature

should sustain an equestrian statue of Marlborough, but
instead of this it bears, with appropriate military emblems,
a colossal bust of Louis XIV., taken from the gates of

Tonrnay.
We must refer to architectural works for descriptions of

the other elevations, and to the local
' Guides' for accounts

of the magnificent interior, with ils painted ceilings by
Thornhill, La Guerre, and Hakewill; ils sculptures, its

tapestry, and its splendid collection of pictures, ennlaiiiiiig

specimens of the works of almost every eminent master of

every school.

( Brewer's 0.rfi>rJ*?iirr in nenutifx ifr./i^lmid iiiid IJ'ulfi ;

Mavor' s Blenheim (iiiide; ( 'arlcr's .[n-hitectural I/niura-

tii'H in (!' >i/!i'iiiin/\ M,::;:i,;i>ii\ vol. Ixxxvi.)

BLK'NMl'S (Ilf''H>iii:\- ; French, }!,:i-ri,.<'.\), a genus of

fUhes of the section Acanthopterygii and family Gobioid;o

-v) : both the Greek and the French names have

applied to this genus, from the mucous matter with which
dies of tlicac fishes are covered. They mnv be

distinguished by their having the ventral fin placed before

the pectoral, and containing generally but two rajs. The
is short and rounded; teeth l.ng and slendei-.

placed in a single row : body long, compressed, smooth, and
one d"r.-:il fin, which extends nearly tho

whole length of the back : they have no air-bladder.

The species ol this genus are small, live in shoals, but not

in great number* : th< \ are very active and tenacious, ef life,
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and frequent rocky coasts, where they may often be foun
in the pools of water left by the tide, hiding themselve
among the weeds and in the crevices of the rocks.
The genus Blennius of Linnaeus, in Cuvier's Regne Ani

mat, is divided into the following subgenera: Myxodes
Salarias, Ctinus, Cirrhibarba, Muramoides, Opistogna
thus, and Zoarcus ; which will be noticed under the prope
heads. At present we confine ourselves to the Blennies
properly so called, of which, according to Mr. Yarrell
we have five species frequenting our coasts. The first, B
Mnntagui (Montagu's Blenny), is generally of an olive

green above, spotted with pale-blue shaded to white
; belly

white, pectoral fins spotted with orange. The head, viewed
laterally, forms an obtuse angle in front, and is furnisher
with a transverse conic or angular fimbriated crest. The
dorsal fin has thirty rays, pectoral twelve, ventral two, ana
(which extends from the vent to the tail) eighteen, and the
caudal (which is rounded) fourteen. It is found on the
south coast of Devon.

[Blennius ocellaria.]

B. ocellaris (the ocellated Blenny, or Butterfly-fish) is

scarcely three inches long, the head is rounded, the part
anterior to the eyes very short, and above the eyes two
slender fimbriated appendages are situated ; body elongate,
dorsal fin extending from the back part of the head to the
tail, and consists of twenty-six rays, of which the first is

considerably longer than the rest, the nine following dimi-
nish in length to the eleventh, which is shortest, the twelfth

nearly double the length of the last, from this the remaining
rnys gradually increase in length to about half-way, and
then decrease towards the tail

;
a large dark-brown spot

extends from the sixth to the ninth ray. The pectoral fins

have each twelve rays, ventral two, anal seventeen, and
caudal eleven. The body is of a pale-brown colour, varied
with patches of a deeper hue

;
the pectoral and ventral fins

arc darker than the others. This species frequents the
coast of Devonshire and elsewhere, but is not common.

B. gattorugiae (the gattoruginous Blenny) is about five

or six inches in length ;
it is elongate, rather robust ante-

riorly, the forehead slopes considerably from the posterior

part to the anterior ;
the head is grooved between the eyes,

and furnished with two branched membranes situated just
above the eyelids, the dorsal fin extends from the back part
of the head to the tail, the central part is very slightly nar-

rower than the rest. The fins and body are of a dark red-

dish-brown colour, the belly and hinder portion of the former
is of a paler brown. The dorsal fin has thirty-three rays,
the pectoral fins are broad and rounded, and have each

fourteen, the ventral fin two, and the anal twenty-three ;

the tail is slightly rounded, and has eleven rays. It has

been found in Poole Harbour and other parts : not common.
B. pholis (the Shanny). In this species all the rays of

the dorsal fin are nearly of equal length, except the eleventh

and twelfth (which are short) ;
the number of these rays is

thirty-one, pectoral thirteen, ventral two, anal nineteen,

caudal eleven
;
the colour is very variable, but consists of

shades of brown. B. pholis may however be readily distin-

guished from any of the known British species by the ab-

sence of the appendages on the head.

B, palmicornis (the crested Blenny). This species may
be known by its elongated even shape, the uniform length
of the rays of the dorsal fin, the form of the tail (which has

the external rays shortest, the others increasing in length
to the middle, thus being somewhat lanceolate in shape),
and the four appendages of the head which are all fimbri-

cated; two of these appendages are placed one ovei each

rye, and connected by a transverse fold of skin ; behind

these are placed the other pair, which are of a larger size ;

the fin rays are, dorsal fifty-one, pectoral fourteen, ventral
three, anal thirty-six, and caudal sixteen.

This species appears to be very rare on our coasts. (SeaYarrell s History ofBritish Fishes.)
BLE'PHARIS, in Entomology, a subgenus allied to

Mantis^ belonging to the order Orthnptera.
BLE'PHARIS, a genus of Acanthopteryginus fishes

which according to Cuvier belongs to the seventh family of
that tribe, called Scomberoides. They may be distin-
guished by their having long filaments to their second
dorsal, and to their anal fin rays, ventrals much prolongedthe spines of the first hardly piercing the skin

; body "ele-
vated, the

profile
with the ordinary degree of curvature.

BLE'PSIAS, a genus of
Acanthopterygiuus fishes, be-

longing to the section having hard cheeks. Of this genusbut one species (Villosus) is known, which belongs to the
Aleutian Islands. Generic characters: head compressed,
cheeks mailed, fleshy barbels under the lower jaw, gillswith five rays ; one dorsal fin divided into three unequal
lobes

; ventral fin very small.

BLE'SOIS, LE, the district of which Blois was the capi-
tal. [See BLOIS.]
BLETHI'SA (Bonelli), a genus of Coleopterous insects, bysome authors associated with the family Harpalidce, and by

others with the Elaphridfe. It is our opinion that the former
classification is more correct, and that the latter family is irot
a natural one. Generic characters : head large, eyes slightly
prominent, mandibles obscurely toothed: palpi with the two
terminal joints of equal length, the terminal rather ovate,
truncated at the apex ; mentum emarginate anteriorly, the
emargination with an obscure bifid lobe

; antenna) short,
the three basal and base of the fourth joints naked ; thorax
rather short, rounded at the sides

; elytra elongated, very
convex and impressed with numerous small excavations;
anterior tarsi of the male with four slightly dilated joints.
Of this beautiful genus but one species has been found in

his country, Blethisa multipunctata ; and apparently only
wo others are yet known on the continent. The species
ust named frequents marshy situations, and is often found
:rawling upon willow-trees

;
it is about half an inch long,

and of a rich bronze or brassy hue, by which characters,
combined with the numerous indented points on the elytra,
t may easily be distinguished.
BLIGH, WILLIAM, the commander of the ship Bounty

at the time when she was piratically seized in the South
Seas.

The description given by Captain Cook of the bread-fruit
nd edible fruits of various descriptions in the South Sea
slands induced a number of the West India merchants
o take measures for introducing them into the West India
olonies. On the advantages likely to result from such a de
ign being strongly represented to George III., orders were
riven to prepare a vessel for the purpose. The arrangements
'ere superintended by Sir Joseph Banks, who christened
he vessel' the Bounty.' Bligb, then a lieutenant, who had
Iready sailed with Cook in those quarters, was appointed
o the command, and sailed from Spithead for Otaheite on
he 23rd December, 1787. On the 26th of October follow-

ng they reached their destination, and remained at the
sland until April 4th, 1789, the crew enjoying the most
nreserved intercourse with the natives during the whole
f this long period.
Lieutenant Bligh, in his journal dated March 31st, says,

To-day all the plants were on board, being in 774 pots, 39

ubs, and 24 boxes. The number of bread-fruit plants was
015, besides which we had collected a number of other
lants

;
the avee, which is one of the finest-flavoured fruits

n the world; the ayyah, which is a fruit not so rich, but of
fine flavour and very refreshing ; the raltah, not much

nlike a chestnut, which grows on a large tree in great
uantities

; they are singly in large pods, from one to two
nches broad, and may be eaten raw or boiled in the same
manner as Windsor beans, and so dressed are equally good ;

lie orai-ab, which is a very superior kind of plantain.'
lie whole were under the care of competent persons chosen

y Sir Joseph Banks. Laden with these valuable plants
lie vessel proceeded on her voyage to Jamaica. On the.

norning of the 28th of April the captain was seized in his

abin, while asleep, by Mr. Christian, who was the officer of

:ic watch, and three other individuals ;
his hands were tied

ehind him, and he was threatened with instant death
'

he gave the least alarm. The mutineers then brought
im on deck in his shirt, and gave orders for the boat to be
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lowered. Thoe pel-tons also who wore supposed to be well

affe. .1, or on whom they could nut reckon, were

the ship. They were allowed to

twine, canvass, lines, sails, cord.igc. a. twenty-eight gallon

cask of water, anil one of them got 1 JO Ibs. of bread with

a small quantity of rum and nine, and also a qi.

and ;i i>ut no map, ephcmeris, or sextant. It was
- intention to turn them adrift in a crazy boat of

MTV small dimensions, but he was
prevailed upon to let thorn

have the launch instead, which, though affording better ac-

commodation, was not at all adapted for navigating the open
sea, especially a* their own weight, together with their slender

stock of i- brought the gunwale almost to the

water's edge. Lieutenant Bligh w as put into the boat last,

after he had fruitlessly endeavoured to restore the mut netTS

t.i a sense of their duty. He states in his journal that,
' After having undergone a great deal of ridicule, and been

kept for some time to make sport for these unfeeling

\vretehes, we were cast adrift in the open sea.' The most

able of the ship's company, to the number of twenty-five,

were in possession of the Bounty ;
the remainder, nineteen,

including Bligh, were left to struggle with cold and hunger
in an open bout deeply laden and some thousands of miles

horn any hospitable shore. They were near the island of

Tofoa at the time of leaving the ship, in 19 S. lat., 184 E.

long. ;
and they landed, in order, if possible, to increase

their stock of provisions, but a sudden attack by the natives

compelled them to embark without obtaining more than a

trilling quantity of bread-fruit, plantains and cocoa-nuts.

Their whole stock of provisions for nineteen persons con

of 150 Ibs. of bread, 32 Ibs. of pork, six quarts of rum, six

bottles of wine, and 29 gallons of water. They caught
on their voyage a few sea-birds, and spent a few days

among the coral islands off the coast of New Holland,
which enabled them to get a comparatively comfortable

meal or two of oysters, clauis, and dog-fish, and relieved

them from the fatigue of being constantly in the same posi-

tion in the boat, and enabled them to enjoy good rest at

night. Their hungry condition and the selfishness which

ry engendered may be understood, when one of the

crew confessed afterwards that during one of their excur-

sions he hud separated from his companions, and having

caught nine boobies, he devoured the whole of them him-

self in a raw state. On the 1-lth of June they arrived at

Timor. They had reached this island in forty-one days
sifter leaving Tofoa, having in that time run by tin

distance of 3618 nautical miles with scarcely anything to

support life, without shelter from the weather, and without

the loss of a single man. To the prudence, firmness, and
scamanlike qualities of Bligh their safety may be chiefly
ascribed. After remaining a couple of months at ConpaiiL',
the capital of Timor, they obtained a schooner, in which

they reached Batavia Road on the 1st of October. Lieu-

tenant Bligh proceeded as soon as possible to England,
where he landed March 14th, 1 790. Twelve only of the

companions of his perilous voyage to Timor succeeded in

getting to their native country; five died; and one, wJio

was left behind, was never heard of afterwards.

The relation of the treatment which Lieutenant Bligh had

experienced, and of the hardships which he had encountered,

highly excited the public sympathy. He was again sent out

to the South Seas, and was completely successful in con-

veying to the West Indies a supply of the bread-fruit plant.
He was also promoted to the rank of commander, and
the Pandora frigate, Captain Edwards, was sent out to Ola-

heite, for the purpose of
apprehending

the mutineers. The
Pandora reached this island March 23rd, 1791, where
fourteen of the mutineers were found, who were appre-
hended and kept on board in irons. As to the Bounty, it

appeared that she had in the first instance been ta!

the island of Toobouai, where the mutineers determined

upon forming a settlement ;
but quarrels among them-

selves and disputes with the natives determined them upon
leaving the island, and proceeding to Olaheite, which they
reached on the 6th of June. Here they did not remain

long, but having taken on board 312 hogs, 38 goats, 96

fowl*, a pig, and a cow, a large quantity of bananas, and
'1 an addition of eight men, nine women, and seven

boys, they sailed on the 1'Jth of June, and arrived for the

second time at Toobouai, June 2Cth. Here they recom-

menced their labours to effect a settlement ; but the quarrels

among themselves soon became more inveterate than !

and many of the natives who had attempted to resist their

wanton aggressions were shot. AH spirit of co-operation
was entirely g >nc, and it was at last determined once more
to return to ' where those who were di*|> ><cd might

rest be at liberty to proceed elsewhere with

the Bounty. They accordingly left Toobouai for the last

time on the 15th of September, and arrived at Otahcitc on
the 20th of September (1789). Here sixteen !' the

cd upon leaving the ship, and the remainder of the

mutineers, nine in number, sailed on the night of September
21st, in search of another asylum. There wire a]

Otahcit.in men and twelve women. Out ot ;

who were left at Otaheite, one had been shot l>y UMM
the party, and the natives had stoned the murderer to death.

The Pandora therefore only took home for trial fourteen

individuals. On the 8th of May, 1791, the Pandora left

Otaheite, and, after an ineffectual search of several months.
with a view to discover the place of Christian's retreat an"!

the fate of the Bounty, she was wrecked on the 2'Jth August
on the coral rocks near New Holland, when four of the mu-
tineers and thirty-one of the ship's company lost their lues.

The survivors, consisting of eighty-one of the crew and
i 'Hirers of the Pandora, and ten of the mutineers of the

Bounty, proceeded in four open boats to Timor, which they
reached in sixteen days. Captain Edwards, ol the Pan-

dora, finally reached Spithcad with his prisoners on the 19th

of June, 1792.

On the 12th of September following a court-martial was
assembled at Portsmouth, under the president'
I! i.il, i.irthe trial of the ten surviving mutineers, and on the
18th they delivered their verdict. Four ol them were ac-

quitted, and six were found guilty and sentenced to death,
of whom two were recommended to mercy. On the -Jlth

of October the king's warrant was received at" Portsmouth,

ordering the execution of three out of the four men who
were condemned without recommendation, and granting a

respite to the fourth ; the other two received a full pardon,
one of whom, a young midshipman named llcywond. after-

wards honourably distinguished himself in the service. The
man who was respited subsequently received his majesty's
pardon.

It was much disputed at the time whether the mutiny
of the Bounty was occasioned by the harsh conduct of

Bligh, or whether the mutineers were seduced from their

duty by the prospects of a life of ease and pleasure in

the delightful islands of the South Seas. During their

stay at Otaheite they had been exposed to temptations
which must have had some influence on their future

duct. Experience too had taught them, that solitary de-

sertions would subject thorn to certain punishment, as the

chiefs had been compelled to give up all runaways. The
only mode of effecting their purpose (if their object was
to settle in some of the islands) evidently was to make
themselves masters of the ship. On the other hand, it

is certain that Bligh's conduct was ol'ien coarse and arbi-

trary, and that both officers and men fell indignant at his

treatment of them. His character also appears in an ex-

tremely unamiablc light, in a letter which he wrote to the
alllicted mother of Hoywood. Bligh's reply to her in-

- consisted of some six or eight lines only, in which
he adds to a mother's distraction by representing her
son's ' baseness as beyond all description.' To the youth's
uncle lie expressed himself in a letter as follows :

'
1 very

much regret that so much baseness formed the character of
a young man I had a real regard for, and it will -give mo
much pleasure to hear that his friends can bear the loss of

him without much concern.' This was before the court-

martial was held. Heywood was not in the secret of the

mutineers, and his error consisted in not endeavouring m
leave the ship along with his commanding officer. 'I

is the best reason for believing that the mutiny was not the
result of a maturely, formed conspiracy, but that 'the plot
was conceived and carried into execution between the hours
of four and eight A.M. of the 29th of April.' (Miimhulft
\nr<il A'/":,- '"7/iy, art. Heywood.) The two or three pre-

ceding days Bligh, in the united capacities ofcommander and

purser, had acted in a manner more than usually arbitrary.
In 18()f> Bligh was appointed governor of New South

Wales, where his acts appear to have been extremely
tyrannical, anil his use of the powers vested in lr.ni most

impolitic and even illegal. (See Wentworth's iflatinlii-nl,

//n/nririi/, anil Political Description oj AV> X-mt/i Hull's,
duct became at length so unbearable, that

on the 26th January, 1808, he was arrested by order of the
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other civil and military officers of the colony, and his govern-
ment was thus summarily terminated. The excesses with
which he is charged by Wentworth are of the most shameful
and atrocious character, and ought to he taken into account
in forming our estimate of his conduct on board the Bounty.
(See Wentworth's second edition, p. 203, and the note.)
Bligh died in December, 1817.

Nothing was heard of the Bounty until 1809, when an
American vessel touched at the island which Christian had
selected as a retreat. For an account of this interesting
settlement see PITCAIRN'S ISLAND.
The mutiny of the Bounty has partly been made the

subject of one of Lord Byron's poems, entitled the '

Island,'
which contains many passages of great beauty.

See Narrative of the Mutiny on board H. M. S. Bounty,
written by Lieutenant W. Bligh ; Minutes of the Proceed-

ings on the Court- Martial, with an Appendix, by Edward
Christian, brother of Fletcher Christian. To this publica-
tion Lieutenant Bligh replied with great calmness, in a

pamphlet entitled An Answer to certain Assertions, fyc.
He rested his defence

' on the testimony of others," and on
the written orders issued during the voyage.

' These testi-

monials, I trust, will be sufficient to do away any evil im-

pression which the public may have imbibed.' He has not

accompanied them by any remarks,
'

lest,' he adds,
'
I might

have been led beyond my purpose, which I have wished to

limit solely to defence.' The account of his voyage to the
South Seas was published in 4to., pp. 264, London, 1792,
and contains charts, engravings, and a portrait of Bligh. A
popular account, entitled 'The Eventful History of the Mu-
tiny and Piratical Seizure of H. M. S. Bounty : its Cause
and Consequences,' forms one of the volumes of the

'

Family
Library.' Murray, 1831.

BLIGHT, a popular name for any kind of pestilence
which affects cultivated plants by curling up or destroying
their leaves and blossoms, or by giving them a yellow sickly

appearance, or by covering certain parts of them with un-

natural colours. To a term thus loosely applied no precise

meaning can be assigned ;
for the effects to which it relates

are produced by causes of totally different kinds. The attacks

of insects, especially of the aphis, produce a curling in leaves,

and a stoppage of growth ;
those of the eriosoma, tubercles

upnii the branches, and loose cottony tufts; caterpillars

spread their nets from branch to branch, destroying all they
meet with

;
cold dry winds in the spring, or sharp night

frosts at the same period, cause an appearance of scorching ;

and finally the ravages of numerous parasitical fungi, some
of which are superficial and others intestinal, are the origin
of much that is popularly called blight. The attacks of in-

sects form a subject which it is the business of the entomo-

]"L'ist to explain. Blight from the attacks of parasitical

fungi will be explained under the head of MILDEW; that

which is produced by meteorological influences may find a

brief notice in this place.

Nothing can be more absurd than the explanations of this

malady as given by many writers on gardening, nor any-

thing more simple than it is in reality. One person talks

gravely of its being caused by certain transparent flying

vapours, which may sometimes take such a form as to con-

verge the sun's rays like a burning-glass. The fact appears
to be this : when a plant first produces its young branches

and leaves, all the new-born parts are tender and succulent,

nml part with their fluid matter with rapidity until the

solidification of the recently -created tissue has taken place.

To enable this function to be performed regularly and with-

out interruption, it is necessary, l.that the air should be in a

certain state of humidity, or the perspiring parts will lose

their aqueous particles too fast ; and, 2. that the tempera-
ture should not be low enough to destroy the tissue by rup-

turing its sides, or by any other cause. Suppose these con-

ditions to be maintained without interruption, leaves and

branches gradually become fully formed, and no blight

appears ;
but if, as frequently happens in this country, the

air is rendered extremely dry by the prevalence of easterly

winds, the young parts perspire with such rapidity that the

loss thus occasioned cannot be made good by the roots, and

the consequence is that the tissue becomes dried up and

scorched as it were, or at all events is brought into a more

or less diseased condition. Such is blight properly so called,

if that term can be considered applicable to any particular

form of disease. It will be obvious that the only remedy
for this, after it has occurred, will be the restoration of the

atmosphere to the necessary state of humidity, or to a suffi-

ciently equable temperature. For this, artificial means can
only be employed upon a limited scale, and perhaps the only
practice which is ever attended with much advantage is fre-

quently washing the blighted plants with a syringe. It has
by some been recommended that wet litter should be burned
to the windward of large tracts covered with blighted plants,
and it has been supposed that the smoke thus produced will

remedy it by destroying insects, its imaginary cause
; but if

any effect is ever obtained from such a practice, it is not by
the destruction of insects, but by the interposition of a canopy
of smoke at night between the plants and the sky, by which
radiation is stopped, and the severity of the cold diminished.

Blight is often used to designate the mischief done by
those insects which are destructive to vegetation ; and con-

sequently many insects of various genera and even orders
must be included under this common denomination. It is

not our intention however to describe the habits of all these
various species, as they will be found under their respective
heads : at present, we shall confine ourselves to the history
of one species only, which has been carefully observed by
Mr. Lewis, and -which will be found in detail, in the first

number of the Entomological Society's Transactions. As
this history is a satisfactory explanation of the sudden ap-
pearance of certain insects infesting the apple, hawthorn,
and other trees, it is hoped that the vulgar idea of blight
breeding in the air, and coming with the wind, will, in a

great measure, be refuted.

If the branches of the apple or hawthorn (particularly
the young branches) be carefully examined during the
winter months, certain little round and slightly convex

patches will be found. These patches are rather less than
the sixth of an inch in diameter, and generally attached to
the underside of the branches : each of these little patches
is the work of a small white or lead-coloured moth, studded
all over with black spots (Yponomeula padella, the small

ermine), and consists of a number of eggs (deposited in
the month of June) covered with a glutinous substance,
which is at first of a pale yellow colour, but by being ex-

posed to the weather soon becomes dark, and thus closely
resembles the branch. The eggs hatch early in the Au-
tumn, and the larvse remain confined within this covering
during the winter, at which time, if the case be opened, about
a dozen or more of these little larvae, which are of a yellow
colour, may be distinctly seen by means of a lens of very
moderate power. As soon as the trees begin to put forth

their leaves, the larva; make their escape from the covering,
and as they are yet very feeble, and cannot eat the epider-
mis of the leaves, and require protection from the weather,

they mine into the leaves, where they subsist upon the

parenchyma only. When their little frames are grown
stronger, so that they are able to bear the inclemencies of

the weather, perhaps also some particular state of the at-

mosphere being favourable,
'

they make their way out, and
the anxious gardener, who has hitherto only observed the
brownness of the leaves, caused by the mining, but which
is by him attributed to the withering blast of an easterly

wind, is astounded when he perceives myriads of caterpillars

swarming on the trees, and proceeding with alarming ra-

pidity in their devastating course. The fact of their mining
sufficiently explains the reason of this sudden appearance :

it shows how one day not a single caterpillar may be visible

on the trees, and the next, they may be swarming with
larvas of so large a size as to rebut the idea of their having
been recently hatched.' The webs we so often see covering
the branches of apple-trees, and the hawthorn of the hedges,
are the work of the little caterpillar above mentioned ;

which after a time becomes of a lead-colour spotted with

black, and when full grown spins an oblong white cocoon,
within which it turns to the pupa, and shortly after the

moth hatches : this takes place generally in the month of

June.
The aphides, or plant lice, are likewise great pests to

the gardener (see APHIS). It may be observed, however,

that as each infested plant has its peculiar aphis and as

the aphides are quite as numerous (if not more so) when
the plants are covered with a glass as when they are ex-

posed, it is absurd to imagine that blight is bred in the

air (the vulgar notion), and brought to these plants by the

wind. Certain winds may be more favourable than others

for hatching the young, which however are undoubtedly

deposited on the plants by the parent insect.

BLIND, INSTRUCTION OF THE. Blindness per-

haps meets with more general sympathy than any other

3 U 2
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calamity. Our most beautiful and correct perception* are

derived through thu medium of sight ; the wunt therefore

of such a medium is an evil li>r which no other posses-
sion can compensate. Hence it is t!i n we at first consider

the blind as an unfortunate race, whose conceptions must
not only be confined to that narrow sphere in which they
live and move, but, as far as a knowledge of external objects
i* concerned, must be limited to that imperfect acquaint-
ance which is obtained by the sense of feeling. Looking
however further into the subject, we find that the sense of

hearing is constantly communicating knowledge to a blind

person which help* him to analyse and compare: from

\\hirh he draws inferences, and arrives at conclusions more
IT loss correct; that constant experience enables him to

modify any false impressions which he may have received ;

that association, memory, and other powers of the mind are

active ; that the senses of smell and taste are continually

(Miitributing some small additions to his stores of know-

ledge, and that, by these united means, he may become
well-informed on subjects of ordinary discourse, though
labouring under a disadvantage at first appearance insur-

mountable. The self-education of a child born blind com-
mences as soon after its birth as that of one who sees

;
and

if parents in such cases would give themselves trouble in its

instruction, instead of looking upon their case as one of

despair, they would be amply rewarded by the improve-
ment, surpassing all expectation, which their child would
make. They would find little difficulty in communicating
to him the names, shapes, and many other particulars of

objects: and indeed language, with the exception of some
classes of words denoting colour, or other qualities, which
can only be known by means of sight, might be as perfectly

conveyed to him as to the child possessing all its senses.

They would find that they could give correct ideas of num-
l*rs to a large amount by means of tangible objects, and of

still larger numbers by analogy ; that they could also give
ideas of time, space, distance

;
so as to impress him with

correct notions of the earth, its size, inhabitants, productions,
climates ; the occupations, the pleasures, and the pains of

mankind. All this is knowledge of a useful and pleasing
kind, and many parents would become highly int'

in such a work ; they would soon find that they might pro-
ceed still farther, and enable their blind child either to

attain a certain degree of perfection in some mechanical

art, or, by educating his higher faculties, train him to occupy
a more intellectual and important station.

The parent who reasons and acts thus upon his child's

calamity will be supported and animated by the knowledge
that he is supplying by his own attention the defect of na-

ture, and that he is educating his child to fulfil important
duties with the same pleasure to himself that others have
who possess a more perfect organization, and that he is pro-

viding a most etiicicnt check to listlessness and mental

torpor.
The ear has been happily called ' the vestibule of tho

soul,' and the annals of the blind who have become illus-

trious confirm the remark, for they show that few intellectual

studies are inaccessible to them. It has even been
and has received a kind of universal assent among those
who have associated much with them, th.it in certain

branches of study they have a facility which others rarely

possess. The blind appear to have immense advantages
over the deaf: their intercourse with the outward world,

by means of speech, is more direct, and consequently more

rapid, and their knowledge of passing events is equal to

that of mankind generally. The deaf and dumb see in-

deed all that passes within their immediate sphere, but

owing to the circuitous mode of communication which they
have to adopt, they can know little beyond it, and enter

very partially into the spirit of passing events. In addi-
tion to this, finding that they do not always understand

perfectly, nor guess rightly, their temper becomes impatient,
and their countenance acquires an anxious or irritable ex-

pression, which is sometimes mistaken for cleverness. \\ e

know of no deaf persons who have attained to any great
degree of eminence, even under circumstances favourable to

the development of their powers ; but with regard to the blind,

they
have enriched the arts, the sciences, and literature by

their successful pursuits, and not {infrequently under circum-
ititices of extraordinary difficulty. Viewing both
rliswtofmen as devoid of education. dependent upon them-
selves for support, and for the enjoyment of life, Ibe blind are

physically greater objects of compassion than the deaf, be-

cause, without peculiar modes of education suited t<> their

privation, they cannot obtain a livelihood
;
but so far as hap-

is dependent upon knowledge, ami from this source

romcof the purest enjoyments arise, they an- ncuilv n a level

with ordinary men. Through th- ear they can acquire 1

of the highest order, and cunnot remain long in any
company of their fellow-men without becoming in

grce wiser. The case of the deaf is tl;e reverse ot this : tln-v

are not physically so dependent as the blind : h;i\ inn tl

vantage of sight, they may apply then nd acquire
the simpler imitative arts, and thus earn a sul>>i-

but mentally they are little above brutes : they can know

nothing of the things around them, they feel thcmselve

pressed and degraded among men; the language, the

customs, the enjoyments of society, where these? rise higher
than what seems to exist among the more perfect animals,
are to them unknown, and by them unregarded : and it

requires only a small amount of reflection to perceive that

an uneducated deaf person is not morally responsible for his

conduct
Our object in making these remarks, and the comparison

with which we have opened this subject, are not designed to

show that the blind are less in need of education than the

deaf and dumb; we are advocates for education in its fullest

extent among all clashes, but more particularly among per-
sons who labour under impediments so distressing as those

we have mentioned. Our advice would be to educate such

persons as highly as possible, to impro\e especially
faculties which they appear to possess in a superior i!

to mankind generally ; but not to waste time and labour in

endeavouring to instruct them in arts in which the) can

never attain to an equality with persons who possess the

full enjoyment of their senses.

In this and in other countries some attention has been

paid to alleviate the sufferings and diminish the ignorance
of the blind; the hand of pity has been extended to lead

them into society, and the voice of sympathy has Wii heard

by them in the midst of their darkness. Asylums in several

parts of Great Britain have rescued a few from a life of list-

lessness and anxious care, who have been instructed in

various arts with the view of wholly or partially relieving

them from dependence on their friends, their parishes, or the

temporary bounty of the benevolent. Still, from all the in-

quiries which we have been able to make, we do not think

that sufficiently well-directed and persevering efforts have

been used to raise them to that intellectual standard to

which those may and should reach who are cut off from so

many of the pleasures arising from external impressions.

Enough has been accomplished to assure us that other im-

provements might be effected, not indeed enough to show-

all the defects of the plans which have been pursued, nor

perhaps to suggest a system which might be regarded as

complete and in all its parts practicable. It has been

proved that blindness is no insurmountable obstacle to the

acquisition of knowledge; but the evidence of this fact has

not led to a proper system in the establishments which have
been formed for the reception of the blind; that in conse-

quence asylums have been provided rather than inttitutiotlt

places of abode, rather than places for instruction. \V here

instruction has been professedly an object, the attempt has
been to make the blind perform works to excite the wonder
of visitors, rather than to confer any essential benefit upon
the blind themselves; or they have been trained to execute

works, which it would be irrational to suppose they could

ever perform with the same cxaciij, us who see.

Many of these fallacies in their education were probably
derived from the French schools, in which they once pre-
sented a more prominent feature than they do at the pre-
-':it time.

It is invariably found that persons who are deficient in

one sense exercise those that are left to them more con-

stantly, and for this reason more accurately ; for the

are improved or educated by rx< rcisc. The exquisite fine-

ness of touch nnd smell in the blind, the quickness in the

eye of the deaf, the accuracy with which a seaman discovers

a distant vessel long before it is discernible to the unaccus-

tomed eye of a landsman, and the acutcncss of sight, hear-

ing, ami smelling in many savage tribes, are all to ho re-

ferred to the same cause, namely, the constant excrc.

those organs. Those persons who are deprived of one or

other of their senses will, to a great degree, supply the
Icii. iciicy by the aid of those which they still retain. Hear-

ing and touch are especially cultivated by the blind ; by thu
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first they recognise speech, and the endless variations and
modifications of sound

; by the second they become ac-

quainted with the external form of objects. The chief art
of the instructor of the blind therefore consists in supplying
through an indirect medium those ideas of which his pupi'
cannot obtain a conception through the ordinary channels :

and in doing this he will act wisely to ascertain what ideas
on kindred subjects his pupil possesses, whether such are
true or false, and by what process he became possessed ol

them
; to become, in fact, the pupil of his pupil ; to draw forth

the stock of knowledge already attained in order to form a

ground-work on which to proceed with his future instructions.
The mode which would probably first occur to a teacher

in the intellectual education of the blind would be lessons
delivered orally, illustrated by such analogies as would en-
able them to follow their teacher, taken if necessary from
objects appealing to their senses. At first they would ad-
vance by slow degrees in comparison with pupils who see,
but this very slowness would be accompanied by a sureness
which would amply repay the pains taken to make the
lessons understood. It is" a fault in ordinary schools that
the first steps are taken too rapidly, and one advance too

quickly follows upon a former. Such schools might derive
a useful lesson from the methods used in the instruction of
those who are deprived of one or other of their senses.
From oral instruction, the transition to a palpable language
is natural. Accordingly, we find that the invention of
characters in relief was among the earliest measures taken
for instructing the blind. In the first attempt thus made,
it is worthy of remark, for a reason which will presently
appear, that the letters chosen were those of the Illyrian or

Sclavonian alphabet modified. This alphabet was doubtless

preferred on account of the square form of the letters, which
it was thought would make them more obvious to the touch
than ours. (Essai sur flnstnictian des Aveugles, fyc., par
le Docteur Guillie, p. 134, 2nde edition.) It is somewhat
singular that the principle of square or angular letters was
abandoned, as

'

not offering greater advantages than com-
mon characters ;' in the present day their superiority seems
to be acknowledged in the advantages which Gall's trian-

gular alphabet possesses over all others, but of this invention
we shall soon speak more fully. Moveable letters were
afterwards invented, which were placed on small tablets

of wood, and were made to slide in grooves, on a similar plan
to some of the toys whic'li are made for the purpose of in-

ducing children to learn their letters, spelling, &c. It was
with similar letters that Usher, archbishop of Armagh, was

taught by his two aunts who were both blind ; lout this

process was found defective for teaching blind persons.
Muveable leaden characters were afterwards cast for the

use of the blind, by Pierre Moreau, a notary of Paris, but

the work was attended with difficulties and expenses which
lie was not prepared to encounter. Large pin-cushions
were also brought into use for the blind, on which the cha-

racters were figured with '
inverted needles.' Perhaps the

relief caused by the heads of pins would have been more

eligible. Various other attempts were made in wood and
metal till the time of Hau'y, who invented the art of print-

ing in relief for the blind. The latest improvements in this

art are those of Mr. Gall, of Edinburgh (to whom we have

referred), whose triangular alphabet when printed in strong
relief can be rapidly read by persons whose tactile powers
are less delicate than those commonly possessed by the

blind. We give the shape of this alphabet, and regret we
cannot show the relief; but we think we may assert that

it is superior to every invention of this kind which has yet
been produced, and deserving of every encouragement, till

it is proved by experience, either that alphabetical charac-

ters are needless for the blind, or that stenography, or some
olher art yet to be discovered, offers greater advantages.

Mr. Gall's Alphabet.

> I W V Vx I *- m

The art of printing for the blind is yet in its infancy ; the
refined sense of touch which they possess, together with a
desire, which we are glad to see increasing, to render them
in as great a degree as possible independent of a teacher,
will probably lead to improvements beyond our present an-
ticipations. We have seen books printed in the above
alphabet, which may be read by seeing persons with perfect
ease, and we are surprised that it has not been more generally
adopted. In France and in America the ordinary-shaped
letters are used. In the former country the types are very
similar to those called Script; the letters are set upright, and
they are much widened, to render them more obvious to the
touch. In America, a part of the gospel of St. Mark has
been printed in embossed letters, and in the early part of
the present year (1835) a handsomely bound copy of this

work was transmitted from the Pennsylvania!! Institution
for the Blind, and presented to the Liverpool Blind Asylum.

Mr. Gall, of Edinburgh, has printed in his alphabet the
whole of the gospel of St. John, and also six elementary
books. Though the appearance of his works has been pro-
tracted by unexpected difficulties and disappointments, it

may be hoped that they will now be soon brought into

extensive use, and made serviceable, as it has been proved
they can be, in supplying the wants of that class fur

whom they were provided. Alphabets for the blind have
also been invented by Mr. Hay, a blind man, who is

a teacher of languages in Edinburgh, and by Dr. Fry,
of Type-street, London. Mr. Craig, of Edinburgh, has
either invented an alphabet, or modified one of the ex-

isting ones. In addition to these attempts to supply a desi-

deratum so long felt, an ingenious string alphabet was
contrived a few years ago, by David Macbeath, a blind
teacher in the Edinburgh School, in conjunction with Ro-
bert Milne, one of his blind companions. The following is

their description of this invention :

' The string-alphabet
is formed by so knotting a cord, that the protuberances
made upon it may be qualified, by their shape, size, and
situation, for signifying the elements of language. The
letters of this alphabet are distributed into seven classes,
which are distinguished by certain knots or other marks ;

each class comprehends four letters, except the last, which

comprehends but two. The first, or A class, is distinguished

ay a large round knot ; the second or E class, by a knot

projecting from the line; the third or I class, by the series

of links vulgarly called the 'drummer's plait;' the fourth

or M class, by a simple noose; the fifth or Q class, by a
noose with a line drawn through it

;
the sixth or U class,

jy a noose with a net-knot cast on it ; and the seventh or Y
lass, by a twisted noose. The first letter of each class

denoted by the simple characteristic of its respective
class

;
the second by the characteristic and a common knot

close to it
;
the third by the characteristic and a common

tnot half an inch from it
;
and the fourth by the charactcr-

stic and a common knot an inch from it. Thus, A is

simply a large round knot; B is a large round knot with a
common knot close to it ; C is a large round knot with a

common knot half an inch from it
;
and D is a large round

tnot with a common knot an inch from it, and so on.' The

alphabet above described is found by experience to answer

:ompletely the purpose for which it was invented. In the

Glasgow Asylum, the greater part of the gospel of St.

Vlark, the 1 1 9th Psalm, 'and other passages of Scripture
and history have been executed in this alphabet. The
snotted string is wound round a vertical frame, which re-

volves, and passes from the reader as he proceeds.
This alphabet reminds us of the Quipos, or knot-records

of Peru, in which the history of their country was recorded

,ong before the discovery of America by the Spaniards. Their

quipos were formed of the intestines of animals, and there

is a similar diversity in their symbols with that in the string-

alphabet of which we are speaking. An account of these

quipos was published in London in 1827. They were pur-
chased by Alexander Strong for ten pounds, from a person
who bought them at Buenos Ayres.

In further explanation of the string-alphabet the in-

ventors say,
' It must readily occur to every one that the

employment of an alphabet, composed in the manner which

lias been explained, will ever be necessarily tedious
;
but it

should be borne in mind that there is no supposable system
of tangible figures significant of thought, that is not more

or less liable to the same objection. The inventors are

aware that among the different methods by which people

at a distance might be enabled to hold mutual intercourse,
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The String-Alphabet.
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through the medium of a language addressed to tho touch,

there are some that would doubtless he more expeditious
than theirs ; hut they flatter themselves that, when all the

advantages and disadvantages of each particular method
are duly considered, the plan which they have been led to

adopt will appear, upon the whole, decidedly the best. There
(MM scarcely be any system of tangible signs, which it would

be less difficult either to learn or to remember; since a

person of ordinary intellect may easily acquire a thorough

knowledge of the string- alphabet in an hour and retain it

for ever. Yet the inventors can assure their renders that

it is impossible for the pen or the press to convey ideas

with greater precision. Besides the highly important pro-

perties of simplicity and accuracy which their scheme

unites, and in which it has not been surpassed, it possesses
various minor, nor yet inconsiderable advantages, in which
it is presumed it cannot be equalled by anything of its

kind. For example, its tactile representations of articulate

sounds are easily portable the materials of which they are

meted may always be procured at a trifling expense
and the apparatus necessary for their construction is ex-

tremely simple. In addition to the letters of the alphabet,
there have been contrived arithmetical figures, which it is

hoped will be of great utility, as the remembrance of num
bcrs is often found peculiarly diflicult. Palpable commas,
semicolons, &c. have likewise been provided to bo used,

when judged requisite. The inventors have only to add,
that sensible of the happy results of the invention to them-

selves, and commiserating the fate of thc-ir fellow-pri.oners

of darkness, they most earnestly recommend to all intrusted

with the education of persons deprived of sin lit carefully
to instruct them in tho principles of orthography, as the

blind being in general unable to spell is the chief obstacle

to their deriving, from the new mode of signifying thought,
tho much-wanted benefit which it is designed to extend to

their melancholy circumstances.'
We entirely agree in the views here taken of the string-

alphabet ; as an auxiliary to the blind in the acquh*
and application of language, and in the absence of a tan-

gible writing on paper, we think no invention is superior
:> it, nnd we should he glad to have seen it in more common
ue among the blind in our recent inquiries at various

institutions. The advice to instruct the blind carefully in

.spelling is important, fur if this acquirement bo not made,
they cannot communicate by lan^uaue with their fellow

men otherwise than orally. To those blind persons who
lia\<- lived together in institutions, and formed friendships
which they wih to continue when scparad-d by distance,
tho string-alphabet offers a mode of correspondence as per-

fect as our pen, one too which may he intrusted to ordinary

persons to convey without any probability of the communi-
cation being deciphered.

David Macbeath, one of the inventors, died suddenly, at

the age of forty-two, in November, 1834 ;
he had been con-

nected with the Edinburgh Asylum, as pupil and teacher,
for twenty-five years. His inventions for leaching were nu-

merous, and applicable to instruction in music, arithmetic,
and mathematics. His string-alphabet was fully described

in the 'Edinburgh Philosophical Journal,' some years ago.
He conducted the public examinations of the Edinburgh
pupils, where he never failed to excite the interest and
attention of those present towards the objects of his solici-

tude. One of his pupils is at present a teacher in the

Glasgow Asylum, and two others are similarly employed in

America.
In the infancy of tho art of teaching the blind, r.

music was invented, in order that they might he enabled to

acquire their lessons independent of a master. This inven-

tion is at present little used, for the constant practice of

those who pursue this branch of study is a continual exer-

cise of the memory, and they are able to learn vcr\ lung

pieces by the ear alone. \Ve may here mention the inven-

tion of Don Jaime Isern, the object of which is to enable a
blind composer to transfer his thoughts to paper in the

usual music, il notation, without the necessity of employing
an amanuensis. For this invention the law silver medal
of the London Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manu-
factures, and Commerce was yiven to Don J. Isern in l*-17.

There is a full description of it, with illustrative en

ings, in vol. xlv. of the 'Society's T. .-.' In the

\iilume there is an interesting communication on the

subject of types for the blind, by Mr. O. Gibson of I?:i i

ham. Phi*commonnation is connected with various imvn
lions which we have had the pleasure of inspecting, and of

which wo shall give a short account, referring our readers

who desire to be made perfectly acquainted with the inven-

tion to the work above mentioned. Mr. Gilisoifs aim has

been to supply the blind with a modi! of writing and Keeping
their own accounts. ' A cube of wood, or of nnj other con-

venient material, the size of which will depend on the delicacy
of touch in each blind person, is to have raised on one side

of it a letter, or figure, or stop, in the manner of a printer's

type. On the opposite or lower side of the cube is a repre-
sentation of the same character as is on the upper side, but

i ol needle-points inserted into the wood. If therefore

a piece of paper be laid on a cushion, or surface of felt, and
the type be pressed down, the points will enter the paper,
and lo'rm on the uudcr surface of it a raised or embossed
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representation, by the projection of the burs where the points
have penetrated, and this embossed character may be distin-

guished, and consequently read by the touch.' In its out-
ward appearance, the whole apparatus of Mr. Gibson forms a
small piece of cabinet furniture. When the top is thrown
open an even surface of cushion presents itself. Upon this

there is a Hat piece of mahogany about an inch broad, which
can be moved from one notch to another, to any part of
the desk. This is for the letters to lie against, like the com-
posing-stick of a printer. The letters he uses are a com-
position of tin and lead

; the upper surface is elevated so
that he can distinguish the letter, and the under surface has
inserted in it needle-points of the shape of the letter on the

upper surface. In writing the Lord's Prayer, after the

paper is placed, he takes O out of its division, and puts it at
the beginning of the line, then U, then R, gently pressing
each letter down, as he puts it next the preceding one. At
the end of a word he inserts a small mahogany space, and
proceeds till his performance is complete ; whether it be a

copy of any thing which he wishes to make, or an original
piece of composition. It will be observed that, by putting two
or more pieces of paper underneath his pointed types, copies
will be multiplied. The letters are in small divisions, which

occupy side-drawers in his printing cabinet. The use of
this machine implies more knowledge than the uneducated
blind possess, as they must know how to spell. However, it

is a part of its object to teach spelling. For this communi-
cation to the London Society for the Encouragement of

Arts, &c., Mr. Gibson was presented with the gold Vulcan
medal of the Society. Another of Mr. Gibson's inventions,
which has not been made public, may be here noticed. It

forms a drawer of the cabinet above-mentioned, and is in-

tended for working the rules of arithmetic. This Mr. G. calls

his slate. It is divided into rows by elevated slips of wood,

along which the figures are to slide. Like the types they
are formed of metal, but have no needle-points underneath.
We have seen him perform examples in multiplication and
other rules by this apparatus, which is simply and beauti-

fully conceived. It is obvious that all the elementary opera-
tions in arithmetic may be performed by it, and that by the

union of this and the writing apparatus, a blind person may
write his own letters, and keep his own accounts. We
have dwelt upon the subject of reading and writing for the

blind, feeling that they are deserving of all the importance
which can be attached to them. We return to the early
methods pursued in this art.

Embossed maps and globes for teaching geography would

naturally be suggested to those persons who were engaged
in teaching reading to the blind by raised figures. M.

Weissembourg, a blind man of Mannheim, appears to have
been the first person who made relief-maps ; up to which
time the instruction given to the blind on geography was

j

merely oral. Various methods for producing maps of this

character were employed, but at first without success
;

after

a time however the chief difficulties were conquered, and a

process which is minutely described by Dr. Guillic has sup-

plied all the maps which have been in use at the Parisian

institution to the present time. The map of a country is

pasted upon thick pasteboard, a wire is then bent round the

curves of the coast, and along the courses of the rivers
;
these

wires are fastened down, and a second map in every respect
similar to the first is pasted over it

;
when this is pressed, the

windings of the wire will be easily traced by the touch. It

is stated in the ' North American Review,' No. Ixxx., that an

improvement has been made in the manufacture of maps
for the blind, which 'consists in having a metal plate en-

graved with all the lines, elevations, boundary-marks, posi-

tions of towns, &. ;
from this plate impressions are struck

in pasteboard, which produce a perfect embossed map.' It

has sometimes occurred to us that the geographical reliefs

of Kummer, of Berlin, might be rendered useful in the

instruction' of the blind. The wider a useful invention can

be spread, the cheaper it will be afforded. There is a short

notice of Kummer's reliefs in the first Number of the
'

Quarterly Journal of Education,' p. 190.

Palpable methods have also been adopted for making the

blind acquainted with different branches of astronomical

knowledge, and, in addition to raised maps of the heavens,

various ingenious instruments have been contrived to further

their progress in the science of astronomy. The application

of such apparatus to the purposes of teaching has been at-

tended with encouraging success. We shall detail some of

the methods pursued in teaching arithmetic when we speak

of the Edinburgh Institution, where the well-known inven-
tion of Dr. Saunderson has been so much improved that,

by its means, any operation may be readily performed. For
a description of the original invention, which was the
united work of Dr. Moyes and Dr. Saunderson, we refer to
the article

' Blind
'

in Refes's Cyclopedia, or in the Ency-
clopaedia Britannica. By the improvements which we
shall describe, it will be seen how greatly the simplicity of
the contrivance has been increased. Previous to these tan-

gible methods of teaching arithmetic the blind were in-

structed on this subject orally, the process on their part being
entirely mental. A publication of late years, which is in-

tended exclusively for the blind, is of a higher character and
aim than any that have preceded it, though not one which
will generally be considered as equal to many of those men-
tioned, in point of utility. The work to which we allude is an

elementary treatise on mathematics by the Rev. William
Taylor of York, called 'The Diagrams of Euclid's Elements
of Geometry, arranged according to Simpson's edition in an
embossed or tangible form, for the use of blind persons who
wish to enter upon the study of that noble science,' York,
1828. As a means of leading to the acquisition of a science
for which some blind persons have shown a predilection, we
welcome the appearance of this beautifully-executed work,
and we hope that the blind generally who show a superior
aptitude for the exact sciences, even though instructed in a

degree at the public expense, will have all the advantages
which works like Mr. Taylor's aided by good instructors can
confer. '

Several centuries ago the blind were sufficiently taught
to show that the privation under which they labour is no
considerable obstacle to high attainments. Manual helps
were contrived by some of the earliest learners to assist

them in obtaining various kinds of knowledge ;
but it would

be more curious than useful to trace the progress of the art

during its infant state. It will be enough for us to refer to

the period when public interest was excited, and when
public beneficence promised to confer enduring advantages
on those whom accident or disease had deprived of sight.
The instruction of the blind, as an art, is of very modern date,
and all the improvements which have been effected on the
earlier methods are the work of our own days. The blind,
as a body, can scarcely be considered as having derived much
benefit from the means which have been taken to ameliorate
their condition. Several causes have contributed to prevent
the diffusion of that experience which has been found suc-
cessful. Among these may be mentioned the want of a
union of purpose and principle among those persons in

whom the management of asylums has been vested, the
distance of the various asylums from each other, the small
number of such establishments, and an ignorance of the fact

that so large a number of the blind are intermingled with
our seeing population. But there is reason to hope that

some of these causes will not exist much longer. Within
the past year two new institutions have been announced in

populous districts of our own country, and several abroad ;

and two of our older asylums are extending their benefits to

a greatly increased number of objects.
Institutions of a philanthropic tendency have frequently

originated with members, individual or collective, of learned
societies

;
and such societies have lent their assistance and

patronage to various efforts for advancing the condition of

mankind, and removing the obstacles to improvement. The
attempts of M. Haiiy to systematize a plan for the education
of the blind are the first which are deserving of especial
notice. His methods were submitted to the Academy of

Sciences of Paris, where they received all the encourage-
ment he looked for. The commissioners chosen to report upon
the means which he proposed to employ suggested to the

Academy not only to bestow its approbation upon M. Haiiy,
but also to invite him to publish his methods, and to assure

him of their readiness to receive from him an account of his

future progress. It appears that many of the plans recom-

mended by Haiiy in his
'

Essay on the Education of the

Blind' were not so much his own inventions as adaptations
of the ingenious contrivances of individuals of different

ages, and in different countries, who had preceded him in

this benevolent work. The celebrity of certain blind indi-

viduals, partly the result perhaps of pains-taking teachers,

and partly of their own highly-gifted minds, had reached

the ears of Haiiy. By a happy exercise of benevolence and

talent, aided by that enthusiasm without which the greatest
labour is ineffectual, he formed the outline of a system of
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instruction, which required only time, and the modification*

whirh discover themselves in every course of rational

teaching, to be brought into successful operation. He
I to make the si-use of touch do that for the blind

which thu Ablif" do 1 K|f hail made the sense of night <lo

for tho deaf and dumb. He wished to see the fingers of the

blind employed in reading written language, and for this

purpose he invented the noble art of printing in relief, which

will hand down the name of Valentine Haiiy with honour

to posterity, llaiiy offered to instruct gratuitously the blind

children who wore under the care of the Philanthropic So-

arty. He commenced his instructions in 1784, and taught
his pupils reading, writing, arithmetic, geography, composing

types, and printing. In 178G public exercises were performed

by the pupils ut Versailles, in the presence of the king ; these

exercises excited much astonishment, and there seemed to

be little doubt of the stability and success of the undertak-

ing. Large funds were subscribed, and the school was
filled with pupils ;

but the commencement hod been made
on a scale too extensive for its regular maintenance, the

warmth of popular feeling cooled, and as the institution was

unsupported by government, Haiiy never enjoyed the fruits

for which he had toiled. His school was not however suf-

fered to fall entirely ;
it was taken up by the Constituent

Assembly of the Revolution, and has since been supported
at the expense of the government. The establishment of

which we are speaking is the School for the Young Blind

at Paris.

Previous to the time of M. Haiiy no success had been
obtained in the art of printing for the blind, though it had
been attempted in a variety of ways, and by different per-
sons. Letters were engraved in wood, not cut in relief, but

in the ordinary manner of wood-cutting. The configurations

of tho letters were found to be difficult to trace, possessing
none of the advantages which letters in relief afford. We
have mentioned Pierre Moreau's plan, and the cause of its

having been forsaken. Haiiy's was a bolder invention

than any other offered to the public. Not only has it never

been superseded, but from it have arisen all the modern

attempts to teach the blind reading by means of relief-cha-

racters. An objection has been made to the use of relief-

characters which deserves attention, that the fingers of

children soon level the uneven surfaces. Gall's experi-
ments (see page 83 of his work) appear to have been quite
successful in providing a remedy for this evil. He says
that his relief-letters

'

may, upon a hard table, be rubbed by
the fingers for any length of time, and with any degree of

pressure and speed, without the slightest deterioration ; they
may even be violently beaten on a board, with the fleshy

part of the closed fist, and the relief will remain as perfect,
and will stand out as prominently as ever.' He also sug-
gests, as children sometimes, when learning their letters,

tear the reliefs with their nails, that for the sake of economy
the letters shall be taught in the first instance from thin

metallic plates. Haiiy had the satisfaction to see his system,
so far as it had been carried into effect, extended to other
countries. He formed an institution at St. Petersburg,
having been summoned thither by the emperor; he also

formed one at Berlin. Thus, though the zeal which had
been excited at Paris by his first operations was beginning
to relax, Haiiy had the pleasure of seeing similar institu-

tions arise in other cities in Europe and attract so considerable

a share of patronage as to give promise that his art would
not ho forgotten.
There are at Paris two celebrated institutions for tho

blind. The more ancient of these is the Hopital Royale des

Quinse Vingti, founded by St. Louis in 1260, for the re-

'i-|iiiun of such of his soldiers as had lost their sight in the

Kast. At its first establishment it consisted of blind and

seeing persons, the latter being the conductors of the
fiiriiier. As its name indicates, it receives fifteen tcore, or
three hundred blind persons. This noble asylum continues,
as it was originally placed, under the government of the

grand almoner of France. To obtain admission it is neces-
that applicants be blind and indigent; they are ad-

mitted from all parts of the kingdom, are lodged in the

ho.pital, and receive twenty-four sous (about a shilling) a

day fur their food anil clothing. No instruction is afforded

to the inmates of the (Juinzt I'm^ls ; some of them, how-
OX.T, execute works, which, for their ingenuity, attract and

\e attention.

Tho other Parisian establishment for the blind is the

Institution Royale (hi Jeunet Aveuglet, of which Haiiy

was the founder. It contains about a hundred young per-
sons of both sexes, who are maintained an<l educated at

the expense of the state for eight years. 1'axing pupils
are al>o admitted. Some particulars respecting tl.i* institu-

tion appeared in the North American H
of which. We shall make use ;

and though we do not adopt
all the conclusions of the writer, son. 'iggesti.ins

there made are deserving of the attentive consideration of

all persons who feel an interest in the moral and intellectual

improvement of the blind.
1 The institution for tho young blind is intended solely

for their education, and none but children betwien ten and
I fourteen years of age are admitted : there are one hundred
! of these interesting beings in the establishment, and a

I more delightful spectacle cannot be imagined than a view

|

of its interior. You see not there tin- li-il. ss, helpless

;
blind man dozing away his days in a chimney nook, or

j
groping his uncertain way about the house ; but you hear

i
the hum of busy voices you see the workshops filled with

j

active boys, learning their trades from others as blind a*

themselves you see the school-room* crowded with

i listeners taug'ht by blind teachers. When they take their

books you see the awakened intellect gleam from
1

smiling faces, and as they pass their fingers rapidly

the leaves, their varying countenances bespeak the van ing

emotions which the words of the author awaken : when thu

hell rings they start away to the play. ground- run along
the alleys at full speed, chose, overtake, and tumble eaeli

other about, and shout, and laugh, and caper round, with

all the careless heartfelt glee of boyhood. But a richer

treat and better sport await them: the bell again strikes,

and away they all hurry to the hall of music ;
each one

brings his instrument, and takes his place ; they are all

there the soft flute and the shrill file the hautboy and

horn the cymbal and drum, with clarionet, viol, and \iolin ;

and now they roll forth their volume of sweet sounds, and

the singers, treble, base, and tenor, striking in with

harmony, swell into one loud hymn of gratitude and joy,
which arc displayed in the rapturous thrill of their voices,

and painted in the glowing enthusiasm of their counte-

nances.'

The writer of the article referred to laments that

appearances of happiness and usefulness are deceptive ;
that

real advantages are not conferred
;
that with all this display

which carries away the heart and the feelings of the super-
ficial spectator, comparatively little good is done, u> may be

discovered by the more constant and accurate observer of

the methods pursued, who will ascertain that a far less

amount of benefit accrues to the inmates than might bo

expected from the extensive means of usefulness

in such an institution. It is stated that not one in twenty,
at the expiration of the time spent in learning, eight .

is able to earn his own livelihood. These failures are attri-

buted to various causes, the chief of which is one that has

tended to wither the fair promise of many an institution in

our own country. The North American Reviewer says,
' We looked in vain for the improvements which ought to

have been made in the apparatus of Hau'y, during the thirty

years which had elapsed since his death : we looked in vain,

for none existed. A narrow and illiberal jealousy : an at-

tempt at secrecy and reserve met our endeavours to examine
the nature of this apparatus ;

and when we inquired whether
some obvious and simple changes m:ght not be made t>-r

tho better, we were repelled by the sapient and reproving
answer, that surely if any improvements could have tVeti

made, such great and good men as the Abb Haiiy and his

successors would not have overlooked them.' Independently
of this spirit of illiberality, there seem to be other causes of

failure, as fatal to the efficiency of the institution, thonuh
not so offensive to the inquiring stranger. All tho pupils
have to spend a certain number of hours every day in study,
and also a certain number of hours in handicraft employ-
ments. Thus, if a person have a peculiar turn for somo
branch of mechanics, no provision is made to allow him to

cultivate such talent. If another possess the faculty for

learning languages, or for mathematics, he is not allowed

to follow such inclination; but he must devote himself for

a stated portion of every day to the acquisition of somo
handicraft trade. All are expected to study music ;

' and
if they have no car at all for it, they must study it without

an ear.' Another fault is tho change of employments 1o

which the pupils are subjected : thus a few months aro

given to muking whips, a few months to weaving, a lew
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months to netting, &c.
; so that in learning one art, the

boy forgets the one which had preceded it, and while a su-

perficial knowledge is acquired of several trades, excellence
is not attained in any one. How much better than this
would it be to allow those who have a talent for the higher
intellectual studies to pursue them, and to become teachers
of those branches of learning in which they excel

;
to direct

the mechanical tact and inclination of others, so as to make
it an available means of subsistence, by educating it to

perfection ; and in all cases to regard the dispositions, the

capabilities, and the genius of a pupil, before deciding
whether he shall be a weaver or a mathematician, a musi-
cian or a maker of baskets ;

and such decision being formed,
to let the education of the pupil be pursued with a direct

tendency to gratify his wishes, and thus to enable him to

earn his future support in a manner pleasing to himself.
The manual labours which arc taught in the Parisian insti-

tution (see Dr. Guillie's Essay) are knitting, spinning, net-

ting, making purses, list shoes, list carpets, woollen-plush
shoes, whips, bottoming chairs, rope-making, basket-making,
and straw, rush, and plush mat-making. These are the
inferior kinds of labour, and consequently the worst paid ;

there is therefore the greater necessity that the blind work-
man be skilful in his art, that he may the better enter into

competition with those who see, in obtaining a livelihood.

~\\e have already expressed an opinion that the blind who
have good talents should be educated to become teachers,
and we believe they would succeed in the office, and thus
become valuable members of society.
The first British Asylum for the Blind was established at

Liverpool in the year 1701. This institution has hitherto

been liberally supported by annual subscriptions, by legacies,
and by donations. It derives an income of 3001. per year
from the chapel which is attached to it, and a still larger
sum from the payments made by the friends of the pupils,
or by the parishes to which they belong ; during the year
] 834 it received for articles manufactured by the inmates
of the asylum nearly 1 GOO/., but the produce of these labours

does not assist the funds of the establishment. The instruc-

tion of th a blind in manual labour seems to be the primary
oliject with the directors of the institution. The trades

which are taught are those of basket-making, rope-making,
weaving, shoemaking, sewing, knitting and platting sash-

line. The most profitable of these arts is the rope-mak-
ing ; the locality of the institution contributes to the ad-

vantages derived from this trade. The sugar-houses re-

quire so vast a supply of cordage, that it can scarcely be

furnished in a sufficient quantity. The next most profitable
labour is the weaving of carpets, lobby-cloths, and bear-

rugs. Masters possessing sight are regularly employed in

teaching the various trades; the reasons why the institu-

tion derives no pecuniary advantage from the extensive

labours carried on are sufficiently obvious when the ex-

pense of experienced masters is considered, the waste of

materials by the labourers who are chielly learners, and

their quitting the asylum when they can earn enough to

maintain themselves.

The total number of persons who have been received into

this asylum from its commencement to the publication of

the report (December, 1834) from which this portion of our

article is derived, was 929. Some very interesting details

are given in the same document on the causes of the cala-

mity under which the pupils labour, so far as could be

ascertained by the officers of the institution.

Liverpool Institution, total number received 929.

Totally. Partially. Total.

Blind from their birth 49 28 77

smallpox . .165 42 207

inflammation . .174 108 282

cataract . .34 78 112

external injury . 47 27 74

defect in the optic nerve 60 43 105

imperfect organization 2 8 10

Lost their sight at sea . . 8 1

by gradual decay . 4

after fever . 7 2

after measles . 5

after hooping cough
after convulsions .2 3 5

from causes not men-
tioned or imperfectly described 14 12 20

572 357 929

From the reports of the Liverpool Asylum, as well as
from others which \ve have seen, the blind seem to be
pretty equally scattered in all parts of the kingdom. Of
the 929 persons who have been inmates of the Liverpool
Asylum, 1G2 have belonged to Liverpool, 218 to other
parishes in Lancashire, and 549 to distant parts of tlio

kingdom. A large proportion of the income of the institu-
tion is derived from Liverpool and its vicinity. The blind
of that district have therefore a just priority of admission.
There are 10G pupils in the Liverpool Asylum; 23 were
admitted in 1834, and 28 left. Among those thus admitted
the youngest is twelve years old, 1 8 are between twelve and
twenty, and 5 are between twenty and thirty years old.
The ages of the 28 who left are not given in the report.
Most of those who have completed their education receive
a gratuity of from two to five guineas when they quit the

asylum, which sum is intended to assist them in procuring
a few tools and materials for commencing the trades they
may have been taught. This provision is both benevolent
and wise ; for there are numerous cases which come under
the notice of the directors where poverty accompanies the

deprivation of sight, and where, consequently, the instruc-
tion imparted would be of no practical benefit were not
some means afforded of making it available to provide for
their common necessities.

The intellectual cultivation of the blind is not made an
object of any great importance at the Liverpool Asylum.
The observances of religion appear to be regularly regarded ;

prayers are read in the cbapel morning and evening, and
the chaplain attends twice in each week to teach the cate-
chism. The inventions used for the instruction in reading
and writing appear to be known to some of the officers con-
nected with the establishment, but no arrangements for

their introduction seem to be contemplated. The penal
discipline by which the good order of the institution is

maintained consists chiefly of privations from music and
holidays, and occasionally, in the case of junior male pupils,
of corporal punishment, which is always inflicted in the

presence of the other male pupils : in such cases the birch
rod is used. The masters with sight are for basket, rope,
and shoe making, and weaving ; and those without sight, lor

music. The work-mistresses are for basket-making, platting
sash-ropes, knitting, and sewing. The salaries and gra-
tuities for the year 1834 were as follow : to the superinten-
dent and his wife, 283/. 10*.

;
to the wardrobe keeper, 1\l.

to the master weaver, 701. 5s. ; to the master roper, 7(ll. &s. ;

to the master basket-maker, 70/. 5*. ; to the master shoe-

maker, 70/. 5*.
;

to the singing master, 7Ul.
;
and to the

music master, 90/. 10$.

In the year 1792 au asylum for the blind was established
in Edinburgh. The benevolent Dr. Blacklock, who resided
in that city many years, bad long anxiously wished that
such an establishment should be formed for the education
of those persons who, like himself, were deprived of sight.
He mentioned his wishes to his friend Mr. David Miller,
who was also blind, and was himself an eminent example
of what might be effected under the influence of early and

judicious instruction. In the year mentioned, it was deter-

mined by Mr. Miller and the Rev. Dr. David Johnston, of

Leith, that an attempt should he made to provide an asylum,
and means were taken to call public attention to the oliject.

Mr. Miller communicated with the Abbe Haiiy, and in

many ways rendered important services during the infancy
of the institution. The chief end. in the formation of the

contemplated asylum, next to imparting ordinary instruc-

tion (orally, it is presumed), and imbuing the minds of the

objects with religious truth, was to place them under such

superintendence as should train them in those trades in

which the blind ' are best fitted to excel;' at the same time

rewarding them for their labours according to their pro-

gress and proficiency. In later years the directors of the

asylum have extended their views, devoting increased at-

tention to the intellectual culture of the pupils ;
but still

the main object appears to be that of training them to

habits of manual labour. The economical character of

the Edinburgh Asylum must be a striking feature to all

who compare its expenditure, considering the amount of

good it accomplishes, with that of similar institutions. We
have frequently heard of the excellent management of the

public charities of Edinburgh ;
but in none is such manage-

ment more visible than in this. In 1806 the directors

formed a separate establishment for females, and since that

time they have opened a school for the instruction of the

270. [THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA.] VOL. IV.-3 X
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young blind. It is by early training only that the blind, in

common with other*, can IKS brought
under an effectual

menial nml moral discipline. By giving instmctinn to the

\oung in the hijrher departments of knowledge, and by thug

_- the intellectual character to the elevation of which

it is capable, we are of opinion the directors will discover

that the arts in which the blind are best fitted to excel are

nut the ordinary mechanical trades, to which, in our British

institutions, and too generally abroad, all higher considera-

tions have been sacrificed. Why are not their mental

power*, which are unaffected by their physical calamity,
cultivated? Such cultivation will qualify them for occupa-
tions in which they may succeed as well as those who pos-
sess the advantages of sight. The enlightened policy of

the directors of the Edinburgh Institution has
placed

them
in the first rank among the benefactors of the blind : their

school for the young is a most interesting section of their

establishment :" and it may be hoped that many of its pupils
will be trained to higher occupations than those of basket-

making, weaving, &c. We do not anticipate that all the

blind can bo exempted from manual labour, any more than
that all other men are fitted for employments requiring a

high degree of intellectual vigour, and acquirements which
even the greater portion of mankind are unable or unwilling
to make : but we do not hesitate to allinn that the blind

have been systematically trained in arts in which they never
can enter into competition with seeing persons ;

and that

they have not been sufficiently educated in that kind of

knowledge in which they might have become at least us

perfect as those who possess all their faculties. The former

part of our proposition is allowed by the directors of the

Edinburgh Asylum, who say that 'when they (the blind)
heroine, as skilful workmen as their circumstances a hint,

they still labour under a disadvantage unknown to others.'

An argument which might with great propriety be used to

enforce the advantage of mental cultivation in preference to

manual dexterity, is the loss invariably attendant on the

manufactures carried on at the asylums. It appears to us
from our examination into the expenses of different esta-

blishments, that the more extensive the scale on which the

manual arts are conducted, the greater the losses, from
waste of materials, a succession of learners, &c. On the
score of cheapness therefore it is desirable that such opera-
tions should be confined within as narrow limits as may
seem prudent, and that intellectual education should be ex-
tended as widely as the talents and qualifications of the

pupils will allow. Instead of the accounts of such institu-

tions showing so great an amount of positive losses, we
should not only see this item reduced, but find the pupils

qualified for a sphere of usefulness superior to any which

they cnn ever roach by any attainable degree of dexterity in

manual occupations.
In the Edinburgh Asylum, the whole machinery seems

to be of a high order ; the devoted attention of the different

officers in visible in the discipline and happiness of the in-

mates, and there can be no doulit that the institution is

effecting great good. The young blind are instructed in re-

citing the scriptures, in spelling, in grammar, in vocal ami
instrumental music, in reading, by means of the sen

feeling ; in writing, arithmetic, mathematics, history, geo-
graphy, and astronomy. The means l>y winch instruction in

these various branches is conveyed have been mentioned : in

all institutions of this nature they must be generally tin-

varying perhaps in some of their details. Several of the me
chanicul contrivances for conveying -eicntific knowlci!

the pupils, are the inventions of Mr. Johnston, the secn-tary

(nephew of Dr. Johnston, who was named a.s one of the

founders of the institution), in conjunction with 1'r

Wallace, a gentleman who is deeply interested in all that con-

cerns the institution. An orrery, a cometnrium, and raised

maps of the heavens, all so constructed as to convey informa-
tion by the touch, while the reasoning powers are at the

same time addressed, are among the inventions of i

gentlemen. The map of the \vorld is described as comprising
'the eastern and western hemispheres, represented on cadi
side of a circular board. The land is made rough, the seas,

lakes, and rivers smooth. Towns are represented by small

pins. Mountains arc lidgcd, and boundaries simply i

Degrees of latitude are marked round the edge of the

of longitude along the equator, which is raised above the
surface of the earth. The orrery represents the orbits of
the planets by brass circles, and the planets themselves
are shown by spheres indicative of their relative dimen-
the spheres slide upon the brass orbits. The ecliptic exhi-

bits raised figures of the signs of the zodiac, the degr
the circle, and the days of the month, all tangible, and

adapted to the learner who has to depend upon touch for his

impressions. The arithmetical board has been much im-

proved at the Edinburgh school. It is 16 inches by 12,
and contains 400 pentagonal holes with a space of a

quarter of an inch between each. The pin is simply a

pentagon with a projection at one end on an angle, and on
the other end on the side. Being placed in the board, with :i

corner projection to the left upper corner of the board, it re-

presents 1 ; proceeding to the right upper corner it is 3
;

the next corner in succession is 5 ; the next 7, and the last 9.

In like manner the side projection, by being turned to the
sides of the hole, progressively gives 2, 4,6, 8,0. The size of

the pentagon, and a drawing of the pin, showing the projec-
tions on the side and angle, are given with the hoard below.

The Arithmetical Board.

1 8 5 9 2 4 ii..,.-

By the use of this board the pupils may be carried to any
extent in arithmetical knowledge, and make their calcula-
tions with as much satisfaction as those who see. We have
the testimony of Dr. Cnillie, that the blind study the exact
sciences under great advantages, and with remarkable suc-

cess ; but we cannot agree with the doctor that the blind,

ny more than let dair-voyam hove a natural disposition
for mathematical studies. The eminent success of Saun-
derson, Moves, Cough, and others, afford sufficient proof that

blindness is no great impediment to such pursuits ; there may
possibly be some advantages consequent on the degree of
abstraction which appears necessarily to accompany blind-

ness. On this supposition however wo do not lay much
tress, because we cannot admit that there is naturally any
compensative principle by which men who labour under one

defect or deprivation are enabled to exercise the powers
which are left to them with greater accuracy than others
who have no such deficiency. If a seeing person would
cultivate his sense of feeling to the same extent as the

blind, his perceptions of touch would be as delica'

those of the blind man. It is not probable that so relined a

cultivation will ever be- tested by experience, as it would

require a greater degree! i;f philosophical curiosity than we
ever witnessed or heard of, and be attended with a longer
and more painful effort than we think any one \\onld volun-

tarily undergo for the sake of making the experiment.
Of the Edinburgh A>ylum we have only to add, that from

its admirable management it may be inferred that there
e\i-ts bnth ition and the capability, so far as its

managers are concerned, to make it all that could be wished
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as an establishment for the blind, but it is matter of much
regret that it is maintained with the greatest difficulty.
The asylum for the blind at Bristol was instituted in

1793; respecting its history up to a very recent date littl

is known to the writer. Its committee appears not to havi

contemplated any operations on a very extensive scale til

within the last few years. It was founded as an '

Asylum
or School of Industry,' and its chief support seems to have
been derived from legacies, donations, and payments on
behalf of pupils. Its benefits have been extended to nearl'
200 persons, most of whom, the reports state, have returnee
to their homes, able and willing to support themselves
Thirty-three pupils are at present in the asylum; 'the
females are boarded and lodged in the house, and the males
who have not friends are boarded in decent and sober fami-
lies in the neighbourhood of the asylum.' This institution
is open to blind persons from every part of the kingdom
the present pupils are from various counties in the wesi
f England. In consequence of a great augmentation o

the funds by two legacies which were left to the institution
in the years 1829 and 1830, an act of incorporation was ob-
tained in 1832; it having been considered by the trustees
in whom the above-mentioned legacies were vested, that
thus placed

' under the protection of legislative control," the
permanence of the asylum would be secured, and its useful-
ness extended. A new building is about to be erected
in the Gothic style of architecture, of which it is intended
that a chapel shall form a prominent feature. Abou)
an acre and a half of ground, eligibly situated, has been
purchased for the purposes of the

proposed edifice, in which
accommodations are to be provided for eighty or a hun-
dred pupils. The trades which have been hitherto intro-
duced are those which are pursued in other asylums for
the blind

; and the pupils remain under instruction until

they are qualified to support themselves by their labour.
With the increased prosperity of this asylum the com-

mittee have resolved to increase its usefulness. Having
meditated the immediate introduction of plans for the in"
tellectual improvement of the blind, they mention arith-
metic, geography, and the mathematics, as sciences which
are found to be accessible to them, and particularly in-

viting in some instances. It appears that in effecting the
improvement of the pupils of this asylum, oral instruction
is chiefly to be depended upon, with doubtless all the help
which models and raised diagrams can supply ; the means
of imparting the requisite knowledge of reading and writing,
as a foundation for more important acquisitions, and as ren-

dering the blind in great measure independent of masters,
were not sufficiently evident to the committee at the time
when the improvements in the system were resolved upon,
though in their report (1834) the committee express san-
guine hopes that on these important subjects

' some method,
combining distinctness with simplicity and cheapness, will
in time be discovered.' How soon these hopes were to be-
come, to a certain extent realized, will be seen from the fol-

lowing notice which appeared in the 'Bristol Mirror' at the
commencement of the present year (1835). 'In our city
the blind are now taught to read" with the most simple cha-
racters that can be invented, and with great facility. The
complete success of the experiment has been witnessed at
the Asylum for the Blind, and at various other places,
where lectures have been given explanatory of the system.
The characters are employed not only for reading but like-
wise for writing, arithmetic, and music

; and they are so

simple, that to any book for the blind, not more than half
the number of types are required that are necessary to print
the same for those who are blessed with sight.' Should the
event prove as successful as is intimated in the above an-

nouncement, and so great a barrier to the improvement of
the blind be removed, it will be desirable that the different
institutions should unite their exertions, and set apart a
common fund to supply their pupils, as well as other blind

persons, with so powerful an auxiliary to their progress in

knowledge. In reply to our inquiries respecting this in-

vention, we hare ascertained that the characters employed
are stenographic, and that they are produced in relief on
a paper similar to Gall's. The alphabet is composed of
thirteen simple characters, and thirteen formed from the
roots of these with a crotchet-head to each. There are ten
double letters from the same roots, distinguished also by
the crotchet-head : these also represent the nine figures anil

the cypher, whether used as numerals or ordinals. In all

thirty-six characters are employed. The advantages at-

tending the use of stenographic characters seem to be in
the saving of types, paper, and labour, thus materially
diminishing the cost of books for the blind. The disadvan-
tages attending the system we are speaking of appear to
consist chiefly in the confusion which the learner must feel
in having but one character employed in several offices, as
in the double letters, numerals, and ordinals, and in the
necessity that every person should be a stenographist who
communicates with the blind by writing. These difficulties
are not very great for persons to overcome who have never
been accustomed to a written language. The friends and
correspondents of the blind may readily avail themselves of
the simple stenography which Mr. Lucas, of Castle Street,
Bristol, has invented. The blind may employ types to com-
municate with their friends

; and it is our opinion that a
substitute for relief letters, for all occasions where great per-
manency is not requisite, may be found in characters boldly
written with viscid ink on common writing-paper and sanded
while wet.

The manner in which the characters of Mr. Lucas are

employed may be seen in the following commencement of
St. John's Gospel, only that we give the extract in Roman
letters instead of using the stenographic characters,

t gospl b st jon, chap : 1.

in t bgini ws t \vrd a t w ws w g, a t w ws g. t sam ws n
t bgini w g. 1 thins wr mad b hm, a wo hm ws nt athin
mad tht ws mad. in hm ws lif a 1 1 ws t lit f mn.

It will be observed that the repetition'of numerous letters
is avoided

; particles are represented in most instances by
their initial letter, and when a word, having been once men-
tioned, recurs immediately, or frequently, it is represented
by its initial letter also.

The ' School for the Indigent Blind' in Lqndon was esta-
blished in 1799 by four gentlemen of the metropolis, Messrs.
Ware, Bosanquet, Boddmgton, and Houlston. At first the

pupils were few, and it did not attract any extraordinary
share of public attention. About eleven years after its

formation, the patronage of the public enabled the mana-
gers to take on lease a plot offreehold ground in St. George's
Fields, opposite to the end of Great Surrey Street, where
suitable buildings were erected, within which the institu-

tion is still carried on. An act of parliament was obtained
in 1826, which invests the committee with all the rights
and privileges of a corporation, and they then purchased
the freehold of the ground on which the buildings had been
erected. These buildings having been found insufficient

for the purposes of the establishment, the committee havu

ately purchased an adjoining plot of ground, upon which
a new and enlarged building is now being erected. In 1800
there were only fifteen persons in the asylum : the present
number of inmates is 112, fifty-five males, and fifty-seven
females. During thirty-three years 186 persons have been

returned to their families enabled to provide either wholly
or partially for their support. The inmates are '

clothed,

aoarded, lodged, and instructed.' It is understood that the

number of persons taken into this asylum is about to be

augmented, and that 100 of each sex will eventually be

admitted. The funds of the charity are ample. The re-

ceipts have seldom exceeded the expenditure. In addition

to its annual subscriptions, donations, and legacies, it pos-
sesses a funded capital amounting to about 60,000/. besides

other available property. The articles manufactured by
he females are, for sale, fine and coarse thread, window-

sash-line, and clothes-line, fine basket-work, ladies' work-

jags, and other ornamental works in knitting and netting ;

or consumption by the pupils, knitted stockings, household

inen, and body linen. The occupations of the males are

making shoes, hampers, wicker-baskets, cradles, rope-mats,
me mats, and rugs for hearths and carriages. These, articles

ire sold at the institution, and it is said that the window-

ash-line is highly approved of by builders of the first emi-

nence. The sale of articles manufactured during the year
832 produced 1345/.

' Some of the pupils are also in-

tructed in music, and are qualified for the situation of an

rganist in any church or chapel, and they are also in-

truded in reading and writing.' (See Account of the

School for the Indigent Blind for the year 1832.) The
nformation which we have collected respecting this insti-

ution is chiefly derived from the. publication above re-

erred to. Little is said in that publication on the sub-

ect of intellectual education, and that little cannot be aatis-

actory to those who know how capable the blind are of a
3X2
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high degree of mental cultivation. The truth is that the

institution is only a school of industry that seven or eight

hours daily are devoted to manual labour, and that the

improvement of the mind is only attended to between

working hour* and at meals. The pupils are most

fully iiistrurted in thu principles of the Christian religion,

and the chaplain to the institution attends three times at

the least in e\ery week for thai purpose. An attempt has

been made to teach reading and w nting. but has been in a

great degree abandoned, from the unwillingness of the pupils

to receive instrueti.ni. In (Jail's 'Origin ami Progress of

Literature for the Blind,' a work replete with curious investi-

gation and interesting details, a report is given of the inlro-

duetion of the arts of reading and writing into the London

Asylum in June, 1831 ; from which report it appears that

these arts were commenced under the most promising aus-

pices, and it is certainly matter of regret that with ample
funds, and every other auxiliary, these branches ofinstruction

have not been continued. We extract from Mr. Gall's report
details showing the success and also the peculiar

dilliculties attending the experiment :

' The pupils in your
institution may, for the purposes of this report, be divided

into two classes : viz. those who could read before they lost

their sight, and those who have been blind from their in-

fancy, or who have never been acquainted with letters.

In teaching those who had previously some knowledge of

reading, the nature of the alphabet was first explained to

them, and its near approximation in form and principle to

the common Roman alphabet was pointed out. They were

then made to feel the letters in their order, which they
learned to distinguish and name in a very short time. The
first pupil who was tried on the boys' side of the institution

mastered the alphabet in fifteen minutes
;
and the first

who was tried on the girls' side mastered it in ten. This

last pupil during her first lesson, which did not exceed an

hour and a quarter, learned both to read and to write. And
so perfectly was this done that, on the same afternoon,

she, without assistance, and while alone, wrote a letter to a

young lady, the daughter of one of your committee, who
had been present during her first lesson. This letter could

be easily read by the writer herself, and was also very easily

deciphered by the person to whom it was sent, although

previously unacquainted with the alphabet.
'

I n teaching those who had previously been unacquainted
with reading, the process was of course more tedious, and of

a different kind. The difficulties which congregate around
an adult in beginning to learn to read are more numerous
than is generally supposed ;

and with the blind adult who
has never seen the manner by which the art of reading is

carried on by means of an alphabet, this must more Mr

pecially be the case. One of your pupils (No. 101)

thought that the word "
w-i-1-1" as she i'eit it, should he

pronounced
"

all ;" that "
v-e-r-y" should be "

thy ;" and
that "

a-n-y" should be "my". Another (No. 112) could

not comprehend how the same letters should not always
be the sign of the same word, in whatever order they
were placed. When it was explained thitt the characters in

the alphabet were but the signs of certain sounds, and that

the letters b-a-d, which indicated the word "
bad, and which

she had just before read, would make quite another word,
and indicate an entirely different sound if transposed into

d-a-b,' she expressed some surprise, and endeavoured to

comprehend it. When asked what sound she thought
would be likest the rapid pronunciation of the letters d-a-b,

she considered for a little, and then said that she thought
it might be the word "

stick.'' Being able to read all the

letters, her hand was put for the first time upon the word
"
Adam," and she was asked what word she thought these

letters would make ? She accurately read and repented all

the letters in their order, and after considering a vvh,,<

she thought they would make the word "book." The letters

f-r-o-ra she thought should be "
the," and in many similar,

instances showed how erroneous were her previous ideas of
the nature of the art of reading. This girl has, however,

already acquired a pretty good idea of the powers of tin-

letters, and reads her first book accurately and well.' (Gall's
Lilrruturr fur I/if Wind, pp. 1 25, 126.)

It is iinjxissihlu not to regret that an experiment so full

of interest, which could not have been carried forward with-

out eliciting some new and curious results, should have
been discontinued. The asylum of which v<> are now speak-
ing is too confined in its operations, e-|>c<-i.dly when we
consider its wealth, its situation in the metropolis of our

country, and its consequent means of diffusing knowledge.

among a solitary portion of our fellow-beings, of sending
forth intelligence of its successful experience to other coun-

trie-. and ol becoming a guide and model for our own pro-
vincial institutions. The committee are OMpOWered by
their charter, as well as by the live-laws of the chanty, to

form regulations for the internal management of tin

poratioti, and for the instruction and moral discipline of the

pupils,' and it is to be hoped that an enlightened and a

liberal policy will cause them to introduce the branches of

knowledge which have been successfully taught eUewbere
into their institution generally, or that a school for the

intellectual, moral, and religious improvement of the

young blind will soon become a part of their establishment.

The committee must receive credit for the good feeling
which pervades the 'account' they give of their trust, from

the tone of which it is by no means hopeless that some
ameliorations of the nature suggested may be brought
about. They say 'it is perhaps difficult to point out any
two situations in life more opposite to each other than the

condition of a blind person with his faculties benumbed by
sloth, and his spirits depressed by the consciousness of his

infirmity, and that of the same individual engaged in regu-

lar employment, and knowing that he contributes, by In*

daily occupation, to the comfort of the family of which he

forms a part.' This contrast might be pursued, and the

same person might be viewed uninstructed, devoid of intel-

ligence, without a ray of the brighter kinds of knowledge

enlightening his mind ; shrouded not only in physical dark-
'

ness, but also in ignorance of the ordinary laws of nature

the constitution of man the manifold arts and inventions

of civilized life: and again, he might be seen highly culti-

vated, in the possession of a certain amount of knowledge,
exercising those mental powers which he enjoys in common
with his fellow men, his well-stored mind visible in the.

animated expression of his features, and his voice ai-kni.w-

ledging in eloquent language his participation in the lofty

views of the philosopher and the Christian.

The blind are inquisitive on all subjects, and they will

acquire knowledge if it be made accessible to them. In

company with an educated blind person.it is common to

forget his infirmity, so loth is he to allow conversation to

relax, and so apposite are his allusions to subjects upon
winch it would at first seem that vision only could have
afforded him information. In some cases affectation may
lead to such display, but we can testify that such an affect a-

]

tion is not displeasing to the hearers, who cannot but con-

sider by what a cost of attention and by what intricate

mental operations such ideas have been acquired. But
much must be directly communicated ; and in the absence

of books, lectures on scientific subjects, and constant inter-

course with educated persons, will perhaps assist more than

any other expedient in furnishing the inquiring blind man
with the knowledge which he desires.

' He could never of

himself have found out that there are such bodies as the sun,
the moon, and stars

;
but he may be informed of all the noble

discoveries of astronomers, about their motions, and the laws

of nature by which they are regulated.' (Kcid's if/i/i/iri/.)

The '

Hospital and School for the Indigent Blind
'

ol

wich was originally established in the year 1805, first for that

city, and subsequently (as the condition of receiving a

donation) for the county of Norfolk also; but its doors have
been opened to other parts of the kingdom since the

y
ear

1819. The blind in the more elevated sphere of society

appear not unfrequently to have been the first benefactors of

their more indigent brethren. Mr. Tawell, a blind gentleman
leading in Norwich, first called the attention of that city and
its neighbourhood to the wants of the blind, and with a mu-
nificence commensurate with his zeal, he purchased

' a large
and commodious house, with an adjoining garden of three

acres in extent,' which he offered as the basis of the institu-

tion. A similar example of liberality has been manifested

in the outset of an establishment for the blind at Boston,

Massachusetts. [See BOSTON.] In May, 1833, Colonel IVi-

Kins gave his mansion, land, buildings, ice., valued at 30,000

dollars, as a permanent institution for the blind at Boston.

To this gift a condition was wisely annexed, that 50,000
dollars should be raised as a fund for the institution b

the 1st of June, in order that it might rest on a permanent
Inundation. Considerable exertions were forthwith made,

i'.ly by the ladies of Huston ; the money was rai-ed

within the appointed time, the pupils were removed from

l heir former domicile in the following December, and there

appears to be every prospect that the institution, under

Dr. Howe's care, will become highly useful.
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The plan of the Norwich Asylum was to unite a school for
the young with an hospital for the ageO. It designed to
admit the young pupils at the age oftwelve years, and to keep
them in the school till they should have attained a suffi-

cient knowledge of some trade, as far as this could be ac-

complished within three years, but under no consideration to

keep them longer than that time : some however have been

kept longer. With
respect

to the aged, the rules express
that none shall be admitted who have not attained the age
of sixty-five years. It appears from the account of the
institution published up to the end of 1833, that from the
establishment of the institution to that date, 1 53 pupils had
been admitted and 48 aged persons: 77 had been dis-

charged qualified to work for themselves; 12 had proved
incapable of instruction; 4 had left the asylum without
leave, 13 had been discharged for irregularity, and 16 at
their own request: 43 had died, and 36 remained on the
books. The expenses seem to have averaged about 11 OOl.

per annum, and the income about equalled the expenditure.
We looked earnestly through the account of the Norwich

Asylum published in 1819, to find some rule relating to

the intellectual education of the pupils, but none appears.
In answer to our inquiries, we have to state that the
sole occupation of the pupils is manual labour, with the

following exceptions : the pupils are taught psalmody ;

they sing in parts, and many of them play on instruments :

they perform of an evening for the amusement of the pa-
tients, and also to visitors. Some of the blind form the
choir of a neighbouring parish church. The secretary reads

morning and evening prayers, and every evening reads

aloud portions of the Bible and of history, for instance, the

History of England. The principles of such an institution

cannot be commended
; they tend practically to inculcate that

we live only to produce the means of supplying our animal
v ants. The manual labour schools of the United States may
teach the directors of such establishments a very useful

lesson. There, learning is a recreation which follows se-

verer toils; and surely, in our own countiy, where manual
labour is less valuable, a portion of time might be set

apart for inculcating those duties which man, as a social

being, has to perform, and for exercising and improving
his rational powers.
The asylum for the blind at Glasgow was founded by

John Leitcb, Esq., who was himself partially blind
;
he

bequeathed 50001. towards opening and maintaining the

institution. Nearly eighty blind persons have been ad-

mitted since it was opened in 1828 to the commencement of

the present year (1835), and there are at present fifty indi-

viduals, of whom thirty are adults, enjoying the benefits

of the asylum. It depends for support upon legacies,

donations, and the sale of its manufactured productions.
The treasurer of the asylum, Mr. Alston, has published
a short statement of the employments of the pupils and
the internal arrangements of the asylum, from which the

condensed view here given is derived. The alphabet,

spelling, and exercises on the string- alphabet are among
the first auxiliaries used in the communication of know-

ledge. Oral instruction is also an important feature in

this part of their education, which is modified under the

various forms of lectures, dialogues, and catechetical exa-

minations. The works performed by the pupils of this

asylum are similar to those of others, but there appears to

be" a greater variety of articles. The superintendent pur-

chases the raw material for the manufactures and keeps an

account of the work each person performs, from which a

statement of their earnings is made, and they are paid

every Saturday. The male adults are allowed the same

rate that other workmen have for the same kinds of work
;

if a man can make five or six shillings a week, he receives

that sum for his weekly wages. At the end of every four

weeks a statement of his earnings is made up from the

work-book, and whatever he has earned over that sum is

paid to him, and also an additional shilling a week as a

premium upon his industry. If the amount which he

ought to earn be not earned, or if the work be bad, no pre-

mium is allowed. At the monthly settlement some of

them will have several shillings to receive in addition to

their regular wages and premiums. Since the adoption of

this regulation it has been found that a marked improve-

ment has taken place both in the quantity and quality of

work produced. A few elderly females are placed upon
the same system ; they work in the institution, but reside

at their own homes. Females generally, above the age of

eighteen years, are admitted as day-workers ; they dine at

the asylum and receive regular weekly wages ; their apart-
ments are separated from those of the males, and no inter-
course is permitted. Boys and girls from ten to sixteen
years of age reside in the house, and in addition to attend-
ance on their classes, they are taught to perform light
works suitable to their age, till old enough to be removed
into the regular workshops. The girls and female adults
are under the superintendence of a matron, who also has
the management of the sales. Several of the blind men
are employed in calling on the customers of the asylum to
deliver goods and to solicit orders. It is common for adults
who reside in distant parts of the city to go to and from
their employment without a guide, and no accident has
ever happened to any of them.
There are three asylums for the blind in Dublin. The

oldest of them, Simpson's Hospital, was opened in 1781 ;

it was founded and endowed by a merchant whose name it

bears, who was himself subject to a disorder of the eyes,
and was also a martyr to the gout. The design of the hos-

pital is to provide an asylum for blind and gouty men, the

preference being given to those of good moral character, who
have formerly been in affluent circumstances. About fifty

persons partake of the benefits" of this charity. It was incor-

porated in 1799, and its income is about 3000/. per annum.
The Richmond National Institution for the Indigent

Industrious Blind is supported by subscriptions and dona-
tions

;
it was opened in 1809; the inmates, who are all

indigent, are instructed in the trades, ordinarily taught to

the blind. At present the institution contains forty men
and youths, who are lodged, maintained, and clothed there.

The Molineux Asylum is supported by subscriptions, by
the profits of a chapel, and by charity sermons; it is solely
for the reception of females, who are admitted at all ages.
Those above fifty have here a permanent abode. The
younger section of the establishment are lodged, clothed,
and fed

;
and for a certain number of years receive instruc-

tion in those employments by which it is intended that

they shall earn their living. This asylum was opened in

1815, in the mansion of Sir Charles Molineux, Bart. This

family has been among its most liberal benefactors.

In addition to the institutions which we have mentioned,
two others are in the course of being established in the
north of England. One of these is the Yorkshire Asylum
for the Blind, which opened in October last (1835), at

York. At the first election, candidates between the ages
of twelve and fifteen only were admitted

;
and it is intended

that the charity shall be confined as much as possible to

young persons. Its design is
' not so much to provide main-

tenance for the blind, as to give them such instruction as

may help them to gain a livelihood for themselves, attention

being at the same time paid to their moral and religious
instruction : their friends or parishes therefore contribute

towards their support whilst they are in the institution.'

Those persons only are admissible who have lost their sight
to such a degree as to be able at most only to distinguish

light from darkness those who have a capacity for instruc-

tion those who are free from any dangerous or communi-
cable disease and those who are free from vicious habits.

The Rev. W. H. Vernon Haroourt, canon residentiary of

York, is actively engaged in forwarding the objects of this

institution, which is partly supported by donations and sub-

scriptions, and partly by payments on behalf of the pupils.

The Rev. William Taylor, mentioned as the author of the

tangible Euclid, is its superintendent, and persons of expe-
rience from the Edinburgh Asylum fill the situations of in-

structor and matron.

The second new establishment in progress for the blind

is at Manchester. An endowment of 20,000/. was left in

the year 1810, for the purpose of supporting an asylum for

the blind, at or in Manchester, by the will of Thomas Hen-
shaw, Esq., formerly of Ohlham. Nearly 10,000/. have

been subscribed by the inhabitants of Manchester for the

purchase of land, and for erecting a suitable building, as no

part of Mr. Henshaw's endowment can be appropriated to

either of these purposes. An eligible plot of land in the

vicinity of the Botanic Garden has been taken by a com-
mittee formed for effecting the objects proposed, and there

is every prospect of an institution rising up worthy of the

noble endowment of its first benefactor. At present nothing
is known upon the views of the committee as to what kind

of education the blind should receive. Various opinions are

held by the subscribers to the building-fund ; some think a

mere asylum all that is necessary ; others, that trades should

be taught, as at Liverpool ; and, others again, that their edu-
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i should comprehend, ni far M
possible,

all that is ex- .

d in that term. The last is tlw view which we have

taken of the instruction of the blind thranctwot this nrtidi-.
j

In addition to the systems of physical education which

are followed in the asylums of which we have spoken, tho

following general observations on the treatment of the

blind from Dr. Blacklock, in the '

Encyclopedia Britnnnica,'

are so just, that they cannot fail to recommend themselves

to all who are interested in the practical application of plans
tor their benefit From the original dawning of reason

and spirit, the parents and tutors of the blind ought to in-

culcate this maxim, that it is their indispensable duty to

excel, and that it is absolutely in their power to attain a

liiL'li degree of eminence. To impress this notion on their

minds the first objects presented to their observation, and
the first methods of improvement applied to their under-

standing, ought to be capable of being comprehended with-

out difficulty by those internal powers and external senses

which they possess. Not that improvement should bo ren-

dered quit* easy to them, if such a plan were possible ; for

all difficulties which ore not really or apparently insuperable

heighten the charms and enhance the value of those acqui-
sitions which they seem to retard. But care should be

taken that these difficulties be not magnified or exaggerated
by imagination ; since the blind have naturally a painful
sense oftheir own incapacity, and consequently a strong pro-

pensity to despondency continually working in their minds.
' For this reason parents and relations ought never to be

too ready in offering their assistance to the blind in any
office which they can perform, or in any acquisition which

they can make for themselves, whether they are prompted
by amusement or necessity. Let a blind boy be permitted
to walk through the neighbourhood without a guide, not

only though he should run some hazard, but even though
he should suffer some pain. If he have a mechanical turn,

let him not bo denied the use of edge-tools ; for it is better

that he should lose a little blood, or even break a bone, than

be perpetually confined to the same place, and thus debi-

litated in his frame, and depressed in his mind. Such a

being can have no employment but that of feeling his own
weakness, and becoming his own tormentor ; or perhaps
transferring to others a portion of the malignity and pee-
vishness engendered by the natural, adventitious, or ima-

ginary evils which he feels. Scars, fractures, and disloca-

tions in his body are trivial misfortunes compared with

imbecility, timidity, or fretfulness of mind. Besides the

pernicious effects of inactivity in relaxing the nerves, and

consequently in depressing the spirits, nothing can be more

productive of discontent, envy, jealousy, and every mean
and malignant passion, than a painful impression of de-

pendence on others, and of our insufficiency for our own

happiness. This impression, which even in its most im-

proved state will be but too deeply felt by every blind man,
is redoubled by that utter incapacity of action superinduced
by the officious humanity of those who would anticipate or

supply all his wants, prevent all his motions, and do or pro-
cure everything for him without his own interposition. It

is the course of nature that blind people, as well as others,
should survive their parents; and it may likewise happen to

them to survive those who by the ties of blood and nature
are more immediately interested in their happiness. But
when they come to be dependent on tho world, such exi-

gencies as they themselves cannot meet will be but coldly
and languidly supplied by strangers. If their expectations
be high, their disappointments will he the more sensible :

their de*irci will often be resisted, seldom fully gratified;
and even when their requests are granted, the coin

will sometimes be so ungraceful as to deprive it of the cha-
racter of kindness. For those reasons, we repeat, that in

the training of a blind man it is infinitely better to direct

than to supersede his own exertions. From the time he-

can move and feel, let him be taught to supply his own
wants; to dress and to feed himself; to run from place to

place, either for exercise or in pursuit of his own amuse-
ments or avocations.

' In these excursions, however, it will be proper for the

parent or tutor to superintend his motions at a distance,
without seeming to watch over him. A vigilance too ap-
parent may defeat its own object, and create in a mind na-

turally jealous a suspicion of its originating in some inte-

inotivi*. Rut, on the other hand, wli.-n dangers are
obvious and great, those who are intrusted with the <

the blind will find it neither neoes- -

]>'-<lient to

make their vigilance a secret. They ought then to acquaint

their pupil that they arc present with him, and to interpose
f'ir his prcscrvati in whenever his temerity renders it i.

siiry. But object* of a nature lens noxious, which may givo
him some pain without any permanent injury or nn.ii

may by design be thrown in his way, providi that

the doMgn lie industriously concealed, for his own
rience of their bad effects will prove a much more eloquent
and sensible caution than the abstract and frigid counsels

of any monitor whatever.
' When the season of childish amusement baa expired,

and tho impetuosity of animal spirits has abated, tin

will probably observe, in the whole demeanour of hi* pupil,
a more sensible degree of timidity and precaution, and his

activity will then require to be stimulated rather than re-

strained. In this crisis exercise will bu found requisite to

preserve health and facilitate the vital functions, us well as

for the mere
purpose of recreation ; and of all kinds of

cise, riding on horseback will be found by far the most

eligible and advantageous. On such occasions, bov.

care must be taken that the horses employed be neither <.,-

pricious or unmanageable ; for, on the docility of the animal
which ho rides not only the safety but the confidence of

the blind will entirely depend. In these expeditions, whe-
ther long or short, his companion or attendant ought to be

constantly with him; and the horse should be taught either

to follow its guide, or be conducted by a leading rein. Next
to this mode of exercise is walking. If the constitution be

tolerably robust, let him be taught to encounter
situde of weather which the human constitution cm endure
with impunity. And when the cold is so intense, or the

elements so tempestuous, as to render air and e\<

abroad impracticable, there are methods of cvic^e within

doors, which, though not equally salutary, are still highly
eligible. The dumb-bells, the bath-chair, or spring-'
and the common swing, have been particularly rec'nu-

mended for this purpose ; and as each affords ai

exercitation, any of them may be had recourse to at
pie;:

The number of blind men who have become distinguished
is large. The histories of many of them will

under their names in this work. The table given op;
has been drawn from various sources, but rhielly from the

A'.v.v;// of Dr. Guilltf, on the Instruction of the Hlind : from
the Biography of the Blind, a 12mo. volume of 300

|

by James Wilson, himself a living inMancc of the in:

tual efforts of which the blind are capable ; and from the

first volume of the Pursuit of Knowledge under Diffi-

culties in the Library of Entertaining Knowledge. In addi-

tion to those included in our table, many others might
have been named of minor celebrity, who filled a sphere of

usefulness in their day, and many are still living in thi> and
in other countries, whose perseverance and success may teach
a useful lesson to some future age. We cannot forbear to

name James Holman, who became blind when a \oung man,
and whose published travels round the world h.ive excited

very general curiosity and interest. Nor should \vo omit to

mention Alexander Kodenbach, 'a member of the Belgian
Chamber of Deputies, and one of the must conspii
actors in the late revolution,' who forms one of the prin-

cipal supports of the democratic party, and who '

often makes
the Chamber ring with his original and eloquent speeches.'
The acquirements and the labours of the individuals in-

cluded in this table would alone be sufficient to uive

them celebrity even had they laboured under no pi
defect. The knowledge of what they accomplished may,
in some measure, enable the teacher to ascertain what are

fit studies for the blind, and by showing him what ha>

done, to encourage him in his difficult undertaking. Tho
instruction of persons who are under so much greater dis-

advantages than ordinary pupils requires more than ordi-

nary patience and encouragement. The iuguiiuity which
a teacher must exercise is almost beyond : : lie

requires als Knowledge of a high degree, especially a

knowledge of human nature under this peculiar allliclion.

In every country there ought to be at least one normal
school, where teachers may be trained for the instruction

of the blind. A simple way of effecting such a pur
would be for the government to allow to one establishment,
which shall first be aseertaiii-d to be a sU]ieiior one in its

management and results, such an annual grant of money
us shall enable it to retain several young men as assUtant-

trachers, who shall be ready to supply vacancies which

occur, and to take charge of newly-established institutions.

'Ibis kind of assistance would, perhaps, be the mostvali

encouragement which a government could afford. It
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in the America* A**alt tf Education. Captain H.isil Hall.

MII , usit. d the Hartford Asvlum, also gives some nr

ing particulars rcs|>ecting Juli* Brace in l.ts Tun-eli in

Nortk
ii! tlu> -t.ii:-tics of the blind we have no very accurate

information. Their proportion to the whole population
varies from local causes: in Kgypt 1 in 300 are supposed
to be blind: in Knglatid not more than 1 in louo, but

this (jives a large aggregate. As improvable beings they
call for educatio uring under a serious organic
defect they demand our sympathy and benevolent i

is our duty In support institutions for their education, and

to encourage those inventions which have been found in

any way adequate to their wants. The important work of

James Gall on the On^in nml Progrett <;/ Liti-rnture/or
the Blind supplies a vast variety of useful information on

the subject.
BLINDAGE (called also BLIND), is a military Imild-

iiiL'. consisting usually of stout timbers, to secure troops,

stores, or artili.

In fortresses, when regular casemates have not been con-

structed for the protection of the ammunition and provisions,
or of the soldiers, while not employed in active di;

vered buildings of a temporary nature are formed foi

purposes at, or previously to, the commencement of a siege.

The simplest are such as are made against the side of

some strong wall within the place, or, which is preferable,

against the revetment of the counterscarp, in a dry ditch, on

any of the front-, not exposed to the fire of the enemy.
These inclined blindages consist, when timber is plentiful,
of thick beams placed close together, and leaning against

the wall so as to make with it an angle of -15 degrees, one

extremity of each resting on a sleeper laid in the ground :

in other cases the beams are placed at intervals from each

other; over them are laid horizontal joists close togc-thcr,

and the whole is covered to the required thickness with

fascines and sods when they can be procured ; the entrance

is at one extremity of the building. This kind of blind-

age is also constructed to cover a man while employed in

piercing the escarp wall of a rampart, in order to form a

breach in it by the explosion of a mine.
A blindage is sometimes formed independently of any

wall, by planting the timbers in the ground in inclined po-
sitions so that their upper extremities meet together in a

ridge, by which means the building resembles the roof of a

house, and the whole is covered with fascines and sods.

But generally an area is inclosed by a wall made of strong

palisades planted vertically in the ground, the roof being
formed of timbers disposed horizontally and close together,
above which conies the bed of fascines and earth. For a

small magazine the inclosing wall may consist merely of

gabions filled with earth
;
the area being covered as before.

A blindage is said to be bomb-proof, when, from the

thickness of its roof, it is capable of resisting the shock of

loaded shells; and splinter-proof when merely capable of

securing persons within it against the fragments resulting
from the explosion of such shells.

The French give the name of blindage to any building
already existing in a fortress, when a shell-proof covering
has been made to it in place of its proper roof: this cover is

obtained by placing great girders over the interior, and over-

laying them with joists :uid rarlh. It is recommended that

the walls, when not sullicicnllv strong, should be cut down
to a convenient height, and covered as before. On the ex-

terior of the building leaning blindages may be formed as

abcivo described, and sometimes the whole of the exterior

walls is protected in the same manner except at the in-

tended entrances, which ore generally opposite to the piers
between the doors and windows, where some of the in-

clined timbers are omitted: but occasionally the walls and
re merely strengthened and supported by shoar.s or

inclined props firmly fixed below in the ground, and above
jainst the extremities of the girders. For these

kinds of blindages such buildings should be selected as have
their lengths in the prut) ihlc direction of the enemy's lire,

to moid t'ncir being too much exposed.
To I the artillery on the ramparts of a

lortress, shell-proof blindages arc formed, by planting in the
ig puhsadcs vertically on each side of tli-

from the interior slope of th parapet to tli .<. ;I|H>UI

eighteen feet from thence, nrross the tcrr^plcm or upper
-nrUce of the rampart: and R roof is made \v ith timlx-rs.

which also cover the embrasure as far as six feet from its

neck, or interior extremity. These blindage* are open to-

wards the rear, and the guns fire through the embrasure*
as usual. It has also been recommeiu:

age in the thickness of the parapet itsch

vered with timbers, fascines, and earth : the. 11

side should be open, but the exterior mav i i.\ a

number of stint timbers placed horizontally, so as to :

a wall four feet (luck, through which the embrasure* may
be cui like tin' portholes of a ship.

In the attack of fortresses, when the trenches of the be-

siegers become subject to a plunging lire Iroin the

t'uey .ire protected by blindages : these are funned by I

rectangular frames of timber vertically along the two side*

of the trench, and placing similar frames across the t

so as to rest on the upper extremities of the former ; the

roof frames carry a laver of fascim s, which is covered with

earth or raw hid.

Blinded trenches of this kind were formerly much
by the ; i protect their descent into the ditches of

I'm tilled towns; one of tins kind wii- executed by the French
for that purpose when they besieged Daiizig in 1813.

BL1NDNKSS. jSee KYK.]
BLIND-WORM (zoology), the English name for a

species of the third subgctius of the lumily of Aiifumltf,
les Orvetg of the French, and the genus Angui* <! I.in-

n;eu-. This family have; a bony head, their teeth and

tongue resemble those of the lizards distinguished by the

name of Seps, and they have three eyelids : they are, in

short, as Cuvicr observes, so to speak, Seps-lizards without

feet. [See SKPS.]

[Head of Blind-worm.]

Before we enter into a description of the reptile whose
name stands at the head of this article, it may not be unin-

teresting to trace the steps by which nature, leaving the

form of the lizards, arrives at that of the snakes. Proceed-

ing in the lizards from Srps to Bipet, from liijwx to Chttl-

cicles, and from Chalcides to Chirntes, forms almost insen-

sibly becoming more and more serpentine, she arrives at the

.liifftiiiitr or Snakes, which may be said to form the con-

neeiing link between the lizards and the true serpents. [See

SKRPKNTS.] These Anguidee are characterized externally

by imbricated scales which cover them entirely . Thei

according to Cuvier, tour suhgcm-ra : in the three first of

which are to be found, under the skin, the rndinie

some of the bones of the anterior extremities and of the

pelvis. In the last suhgenus there is no vestige uf such

bones, nor of a sternum (breast-bone).
\\e will give a slight sketch of these subgenera. and so

endeavour to convey to the reader the place which the

blind-worm is supposed to occupy in this graduated
In the first of these subgenera, I'Mm/ojius of Merreni (the.

ScheltopusiAs, see SCHKLTOPUSIK), the tympanum or drum
of the ear is visible externally : nn each side of the vent

there is a small prominence, which is the rudiment of :\

femur (thigh-bone), and this bone is attached to a true pel-
vis hidden beneath the skin. The anterior extremities are

scarcely marked by an external fold hard to be seen, and
there is no humerus (arm-bone) within. One of the lungs

iourth part less than the other.

The second subgenus, Ophitawntu (snake-lizard) of i

din, has many points of resemblance with the Scheliopu-
siks, but there is no appearance of posterior extremities or

limbs. The tympanum, however, is still visible, and tin-

leave a fold on each side of the trunk. The small

lung is about one-third of the size of the large one.

OPHISAURUS.]
In the third subgenus (.Angui* of Cuvier), under which

the blind-worm is arranged, not only is there no appearance
of any limbs externally, but even the tympanum is hidden

under the skin : the maxillary teeth are compressed and

hooked, but there are no palate teeth. The body is enve-

loped in small imbricated s<-a].-. and there is no fold at tin?

side. One of the lungs is less than the other by one-half.

Such are the characters of the Orrcts properly so called.

Thc.se tl. .era have still an imperfect pelris*,

: tlli> imjinf.
.

:

'rafila Im (xMtariorexInBitjr ud Dot a rudtMlary p.

.1 huCiyplopoda,*
l.uicly u[ (>i>hHlj.ini having the rudiment! of a foot concealed uudci lti ikiu,
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email sternum, or breast-bone, a shoulder-blade and a cla-
vicle (collar-bone) hidden under the skin.
But these bones are absent in the fourth subgenus,

Acontias (Javelin-Snake) of Cuvier : for though this sub-
genus resembles the others in the structure of the head and
of the eyelicls, there is neither breast-bone, nor shoulder-
bone, nor pelvis, but the anterior ribs are united one to the
other beneath the trunk by cartilaginous prolongations.
Cuvier states that he observed one moderate-sized lungand one very small one. The teeth are small and conical,
and Cuvier thinks that he has perceived some on the palate.
{See JAVKIJN-SNAKE.]
To return to our blind-worm, which belongs to the third

of these subgenera, and is common throughout Europe. Its

length varies from about eleven inches to somewhat more
than a foot, and instances have been given of its attaining
luore than double that length. The eyes are small (whence
one of its names), and the irides are red. The head is

small, the teeth are minute and numerous, the neck is

slender, and thence the body enlarges, continuing of equal
bulk to the tip of the tail, which ends bluntly, and is as long
as the trunk, or body part. The scales are very smooth,
shining, of a silvered yellow on the upper parts, and dusky
beneath : the sides are of a somewhat reddish cast. Down
the back extend three black lines, which change with age
into different series of black specks, and at length disappear.
The general colour of the back may be described as cine-

reous, with somewhat of a metallic lustre, and marked with
very fine lines of minute black specks. The dusky belly
and the reddish sides are marked like the back.
The blind-worm feeds on earth-worms, insects, &c. ; and

the slowness of its motion has obtained for it another of its

names. Though perfectly innocuous, it has the character of

possessing the most deadly venom, and is persecuted accord-

ingly. Pennant quotes Dr. Borlase as assisting this idle

and groundless notion, by mentioning a variety of this serpent
with a pointed tail, and adding, that he had been informed
that a man lost his life by the bite of one in Oxfordshire.

Now, if the serpent that bit the man in Oxfordshire had a

pointed tail, it could not have been a blind-worm
;
and if the

story of the death be true, he most probably lost his life by
the bile of a black or dusky viper, as Pennant suggests.
[See VIPER.] The country people still hold this harmless

reptile in utter abhorrence, and wage an exterminating war

against it : but the reader may be assured that the ' blind-

worm's stinj;' exists only in imagination. The animal ii;

very brittle. Laurenti and others assert that, when captured,
it throws itself into such rigidity that it sometimes breaks
in two. A smart blow with a switch divides it ; and from
this fragility Linnaeus gave it the specific name which it

still retains. Cuvier is of opinion that the Anguis eri/x of

LmiiHMis is only a young blind-worm, which has the dorsal

lines well marked, and that the Anguis clivicus, which
Daudin makes an Kryjr, is nothing more than an old blind-

worm with a truncated tail. The Blind-worm or Slow-
ironii of the old English authors, is the Long Cripple of the

Cornish, according to Borlase, Ormsla and Koppar-Orm of

the Fauna Suecica, L Orvet of Lacepcde, Blindtschleiche of

the Germans, Anguis fragilis of Linnaeus. It brings forth

its young alive, and it is said twice a year, in the seasons

of spring and autumn. ^

The author of the article on the Ophidians in Griffith's

Cuvier, where much valuable information is to be found,

gays that
'

by the aid of its muzzle it excavates holes in the

earth three or four feet in depth, and conduits describing
difl'urent circuits and having several issues.' The same
author mentions its concealment of itself during rain and

the season of frost, and says that it does not cast its old

skin until towards the month of July. The general opinion
is (and we think it well founded) that the blind-worm is the

Ceecilia of the Latins, and the ru0Xw>(/ and
rv^\lvoq

of the

aiitient Greeks, names given i:' allusion to its supposed
blindness, and that it was sometimes called Kw0ie on ac-

count of its assumed deafness. Belon considers it to be the

serpent called Taphluti, Tephliti, and Tephlini by the mo-

dern Greeks. Columella (de Re Rustica, 6. c. 17), following

the opinion of its deleterious nature, says that its poison is

fatal to oxen, and that the cure is the flesh of storks, because

they devour this serpent. Upon the principle, we suppose, of

counteracting one poison by the application of another, a The-

riaca, or poison-antidote, made from the harmless blind-worms

(coeciliit) and the Theriacal water was used as a sudorific

gainst the pestilence. But enough of these absurdities.

BLISTER, a term used to express a bladder or vesicle
raised upon the skin by the application of some external
irritating substance, and also to denote the external applica-
tion itself by which this effect is produced. The term vesi-

catory is also frequently given to the external application.
The substance usually employed as a vesicatory is the powder
of the Spanish fly. [SeepANTHARiDES.] The powder of thfi

cantharides is mixed with lard and wax, so as to produce a
plaster of tolerably firm consistence, which is spread on
leather and applied to the part for the space generally of
from ten to twelve hours. The first effect of the appli-
cation of the blister-plaster to the external skin is to

produce a sense of tingling and heat
;
this is followed by

redness, commonly attended with pain, and subsequently
there takes place an elevation of the cuticle into a vesicle
or bladder, which contains a fluid resembling the serum of
the blood. On the evacuation of this fluid the redness con-
tinues for some time ; the serum gradually thickens, and at

last is changed into a whitish curdly substance under which
new cuticle is formed, though occasionally the serum is

converted into proper purulent matter, the blistered part

successively contracting, until the whole wound is healed;
The effect of the application of a blister is the production

of a true inflammation over the whole surface of the skin
with which the plaster is in contact. The effusion of a
serous fluid from the excited capillary vessels of the skin is

one of the ordinary phenomena of inflammation. The
formation of the bladder or vesicle is occasioned simply by
the elevation of the cuticle from the true

7
skin, by the fluid

poured out from the cutaneous capillary vessels. The in-

flammation induced by the blister is the effect of a powerful
stimulus applied to the cutaneous blood-vessels and nerves:

The extent of the inflammation is usually confined to

the surface in actual contact with the blister; it is com-

paratively rare that any degree of irritation is commu-
nicated to the general system ;

and yet the relief afforded

is often so great, that the effect appears disproportioned to

the cause, a small external inflammation mitigating or

removing an extensive and severe internal inflammation.

Much discussion has taken place as to the principle on
which this relief is afforded, and the real mode in which
tho blister produces the benefit observed to result from

it is not clearly understood. It is certain that the chief

benefit results in the state of what is termed local inflamma-

tion, that is, when the inflammatory action is confined to a

single organ or to a part of an organ. In order to under-

stand the true nature of the change effected in the part re-

lieved, it is obviously necessary to understand the true na-

ture of inflammation. [See INFLAMMATION.] It may be

here stated that in inflammation artificially induced with

a view of observing the phenomena that take place in this

process, the blood-vessels of the part inflamed are seen to

enlarge and to become preternaturally distended with

blood, while the motion of the blood in such vessels is either

very much retarded or ceases altogether. The knowledge
of this fact enables us to understand, in some measure, the

action of a blister. The application of a powerful stimulus,

such as that caused by the Spanish fly, in the neighbour*
hood of vessels relaxed and over-distended with blood, re-

lieves such vessels by depriving them of a portion of their

blood, and by consequently removing the state of over-dis-

tention. For the stimulus applied to the skin determines a

large quantity of blood to the cutaneous vessels under the

influence of the vesicatory ;
this blood is derived from the

blood-vessels of the parts in the immediate neighbourhood
of the vesicated skin from the blood-vessels of the inflamed

part among the rest ; and the blood-vessels of the inflamed

part being relieved from the preternatural quantity of blood

that distended them, return to their healthy action.

Another reason has also been assigned for the relief

afforded by the application of blisters. It is observed that

when a morbid action exists in any part of the body, it may
sometimes be removed by exciting a morbid action of a

different kind in the same or in a neighbouring part. It is

assumed that two morbid actions of different kinds cannot go
on in the same part at the same time ;

hence the surgeon and

physician, when they observe diseased action going on in a

particular part of the body, induce, as near to that part as

possible, another action of a different kind, frequently with

the effect of lessening or altogether stopping the former

morbid action. Now one of the instruments most commonly

employed to excite this new action is the blister, and the

excitement of such action, on tlie principle just stated, i

NO. 271. [THE PENNY CYCLOPAEDIA.] VOL, IV.-3 Y
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conceived to be one mode in which tho blister, as a general

remedy, proves beneficial.

But whatever be their mode of operation, tho fact is cer-

tain that blisters often prove more extensively beneficial

than could have been anticipated from t lie limited surface

on which they act, and from tho \ery slight discharge they
induce. Though, as already stated, they are most bene-

ficial when the inflammation is seated in a particular organ

or in part of an organ, yet they are by no means without

advantage in cases in which tho system is generally and

deeply involved; but then benefit eau only be obtained

from them after bleeding, purging, and other evacuants

have lessened or subdued the general action of the system.

In this case they often complete and render permanent the

benefit derived from the preceding remedies.

For tho reason already assigned, they are most commonly
employed (after remedies that act powerfully

on the general

system) in pneumonia (inflammation of the lung) ; in gas-

tritis (inflammation of the stomach) ;
in hepatitis (inflam-

mation of the liver); in phrenitis (inflammation of the

brain), and so on : but there are diseases of tho nervous

system in which they are decidedly useful, as in spasmodic
affections attended with pain but without inflammation ; in

the paroxysms of angina pectohs and of spasmodic asthma ;

in epilepsy, catalepsy, hysteria, paralysis, &c.

Benefit is sometimes derived from tho application of blis-

ters through their immediate and direct action as stimulants,

chiefly in full habits, in which languor is the consequence
of over-distention. In these cases they excite the wliole

system, and produce an exhilarating effect. A gentleman
once highly distinguished at the bar, and of brilliant con-

vivial powers, always applied a blister when he wished to

shine in either sphere, and the effect was produced as soon

as the warmth in the part began. Many persons, even

though they feel acutely the pain produced by blisters, de-

clare that the relief from the previous languor counter-

balances all their sufferings.
The application of a blister is sometimes successfully

employed as a means of directly lessening pain. The ex-

citement of one pain diminishes another : hence the relief

afforded in tooth-ache and other painful affections. Al-

though in general blisters relieve more pain than they give,

yet in some irritable skins and in some irritable states of

the system, they produce occasionally extreme excitement

and suffering. By the previous employment of the appro-

priate remedies for soothing the irritable state of the system,
the beneficial effect of blisters may be obtained even in

constitutions thus predisposed to irritation from the operation
of this remedy, which constantly produces good or bad

effects just as its application is well or ill timed. One pain-
ful affection occasionally induced (strangury) is effectually

relieved by an anodyne injection thrown into tho rectum,

consisting of four or six ounces of thin tepid gruel, with

thirty or forty drops of laudanum.
BLISTER-BEETLE. [See CANTHARIS.]
BLOCK (German, Bttcke; Dutch, Blohhen; Swedish,

Skeppt-block ; French, Poulie ; Italian, Bozelli; Spanish,
Motones; Portuguese, Moutoes ; Russ, BloM), an instru-

ment generally made of wood, but sometimes of iron. It is

chiefly employed in the rigging of ships to give facility to

the raising or lowering of the masts, yards, and sails, and

for such other purposes as require and admit of the applica-
tion of the pulley a block, as used on board of ships, being

simply a pulley in the greater part of its modifications.

One description of blocks, to which the name of dead-eyes
has been given, is not a pulley, being unprovided with

heaves. These dead-eyes are used for setting up and

fastening tho shrouds and other standing rigging of the

ship, while sheaved blocks are used for the running rigging.
The more usual form of blocks of both descriptions is that

of an oval spheroid, flattened at opposite sides. Dead-eyes
are made out of one piece of wood, pierced with the requisite
number of holes, through which the standing rigging is

passed; and single-sheaved blocks are made up of three

distinct parts, viz., tho shell, tho sheave, and the pin which
ervcs at an axis round which the sheave revolves. Some
block* are made with two, and others with three, and even
four sheaves, which all revolve on tho same pin or axis, and

consequently parallel to each other, in separate chambers
formed for that purpose in the shell of tho block.

The construction of blocks would seem to bo a very simple

operation, such an any man accustomed to work in wood
could perform with facility and accuracy ; but this in practice

s not found to be the case, as the parts must be fashioned

and fitted together with the greatest possible accuracy, iri

order to insure their easy working when put together a

circumstance of considerable importance in the management
of a ship. For this reason, block-making has long formed

a substantive branch of manufacture, and it carried on cither

by itself, or in conjunction only with ma&t-maki:
The vast number of blocks constantly required for the

use of the English navy and the merrantilu marine of this

country may be understood from the fact, that upwards of

1400 blocks of all sorts are needed for fitting one ship <>f 71

guns, while for smalli lihmigh the sires maybe
different, the number will not materially vary from what is

here stated. It was therefore long a matter of considerable

moment to devise means for simplifying the mode of manu-
facture, and thus diminishing the cost. In the year 1781 a

large manufactory was established on the river Itchen at

Southampton by Mr. Taylor, who had secured a patent for

an improved method of making shearcs, and who further

adapted machinery for cutting the timber and shaping tho

shells of the blocks. Mr. Taylor so far succeeded, that he

was enabled for some time to supply all the blocks required
for the use of the navy. A few years

after the expiration of

his patent, machinery was introduced into the dock-yard at

Portsmouth, and the government undertook the manufacture

for the navy, with the double object of economy as to the

cost, and of being independent of any individual forthe supply
of an article of first necessity for the equipment of ships.
About this time (1801) Mr. Brunei succeeded in com-

pleting a perfect working model for constructing both the

shells and sheaves of blocks. This model being submitted

to the inspection of the Lords of the Admiralty, the inven-

tion was at once adopted by government, and Mr. Brunei
was engaged to superintend the construction of the requisite

machinery upon a scale sufficiently large for making blocks

to supply the whole naval service of the country. The

completion of this machinery occupied nearly six years, and
was not brought into full operation until September, 1808,
since which time it has been found to work without re-

quiring any alteration, and is attended only by workmen
of the ordinary description.
The machinery in the Portsmouth Dock-yard is put in

motion by a steam-engine of thirty-two horse power, tho

work performed by which consists of various laborious pro-
cesses in addition to moving tho block-machinery. By
means of this latter, the shells and sheaves of blocks are

cut of all the requisite sizes, and finished with a degree
of precision which is found in itself to be of great ad-

vantage, since the shell or the sheave of anyone block, of a

given size, will fit, and may be at once adapted to any other

sheave or shell, of the same size, without requiring any ad-

justment. It is found that with this machinery ten men
can perform the work that previously required one hundred
and ten men for its completion, and can easily finish, within

the year, 140,000 blocks of various sorts and sizes, the value

of the work performed being not less than 50,0(Hi/.

As a reward for his ingenuity, and for his services during
six years in superintending the construction of the ma-

chinery, Mr. Brunei received from government 20,00u/., a
sum exceedingly moderate when it is considered that tin-

annual saving to the public by means of his invention

amounted every year, during the continuance of the war, to

a sum at least equal to the whole compensation.
The great importance, in a national point of view, of this

invention, Js such, that, in order to guard against the con-

sequences of any accident happening to the machinery at

Portsmouth, during a time when the fitting of a fleet might bn

in progress, duplicate machinery has been constructed in the

Dock-yard at Chatham, and is kept in constant readiness

for action, although hitherto it has not been wanted.

BLOCKADE, LAW OF. Whenever a war takes place,
it affects in various ways all states which have any con-

nexion with the belligerent powers. A principal part ac-

cordingly of the science of international law is that which

respects the righto of such neutral states. For obvious

reasons this is also the most intricate part of the subject.
There a here a general rule, namely, that the neutral ought
not to be at all interfered with, conflicting with a great

variety of exceptions, derived from what is conceived to bo
the right of each of the belligerents to prosecute the ob-

ject of annoying its enemy, even though (within certain

limits) it inflicts injury upon
a third party. In the first

there 13 to be settled the question, of what these limits
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are. It evidently would not do to say that the belligerent
shall not be justified in doing anything which may in any
way inconvenience a neutral power ; for such a principle
would go nigh to tie up the hands of the belligerent alto-

gether, inasmuch as almost any hostile act whatever might in
this way be construed into an injury by neutral states. They
might complain, for instance, that they suffered an incon-
venience, when a belligerent power seized upon the ships of
its enemy that were on their way to supply other countries
with the ordinary articles of commerce. On the other hand,
there is a manifest expediency in restricting the exercise of
the rights of war, for the sake of the protection of neutrals,
to as great an extent as is compatible with the effectual

pursuit of the end for which war is waged. Accordingly it

has been commonly laid down, that belligerents are not to
do anything which shall have a greater tendency to incom-
mode neutrals than to benefit themselves. It is evident
however that this is a very vague rule, the application of
which must give rise to many questions.

It is by this rule that publicists have endeavoured to de-
termine the extent to which the right of blockade may pro-
perly be carried, and the manner in which it ought to be
exercised. We can only notice the principal conclusions to

which they have come, which indeed, so far as they are

generally admitted, are nothing move than a set of rules

fashioned on positive international morality (that is, so

much of positive morality as states in general agree in re-

cognizing) by judicial decision. Accordingly perhaps the
most complete exposition of the modern doctrine of blockade

may be collected from the admirable judgments delivered

during the course of the last war by Sir William Scott (now
Lord Stowell), while presiding over the High Court of Ad-
miralty, which have been ably reported by Dr. Edwards and
Sir Charles Robinson. A very convenient compendium of

the law, principally derived from this source, has been given

by Mr. Joseph Chitty in his work entitled A Practical Trea-

tise on the Law of Nations, 8vo. Lond. 1812. The various

pamphlets and published speeches of Lord Erskine, Mr. Ste-

phen, Mr. Brougham, Mr. Alexander Baring, Lord Sheffield,

and others, which appeared in the course of the controversy

respecting the Orders in Council, may also be consulted with

advantage. To these may be added various articles in

volumes xi. xii. xiv. and xix. of the Edinburgh Review,

particularly one in volume xix. pp. 290-3 1 7, headed Disputes
with America, written immediately before the breaking out

of the last war with that country.
The first and the essential circumstance necessary to

make a good blockade is, that there be actually stationed at

the place a sufficient force to prevent the entry or exit of

vessels. Sir William Scott has said (case of the Vrow Ju-

dith, Jan. 17, 1799),
' a blockade is a sort of circumvallation

round a place by which all foreign connexion and corre-

spondence is, as far as human power can effect it, to be en-

tirely cut off.' Such a check as this, it is evident, is abso-

lutely necessary to prevent the greatest abuse of the right

of blockade. The benefit accruing to a belligerent from

blockading its enemy's ports, by which it claims the pri-

vile"e of seizing any vessel that attempts to touch or has

actually touched at such ports, and the inconvenience

thereby inflicted upon neutrals, would both, without such a

provision, be absolutely unlimited. In point of fact, belli-

gerents have frequently affected, in their declarations of

blockade, to overstep the boundaries thus set to the exercise

of the right. France, as Mr. Brougham has shown in his

speech delivered before the House of Commons, 1st April,

1808, in support of the petitions of London, Liverpool, and

other towns, against the orders in council, has repeatedly

done so both since and previous to the Revolution. She did

so in 1739, and in 1756, and also in 1796, in 1797, and in

1 800. But in none of these instances were her pretended

blockades either submitted to by neutrals, or even to any

considerable extent attempted to be enforced by herself.

There can be no doubt that no prize court would now con-

demn a vessel captured for the alleged violation of any such

mere nominal blockade. It has however been decided

that the blockade is good although the ships stationed at

the place may have been for a short time removed to a little

distance by a sudden change of wind, or any similar cause.

The second, and only other circumstance necessary to

constitute a blockade which the prize-courts will recognize,

it, that the party violating it shall be proved to have been

aware of its existence.
' It is at all times most convenient,'

Sir William Scott has said in one of bis judgments (see case

of the Rolla in Robinson's Reports),
'
that the blockade

should be declared in a public and distinct manner.' There
ought to be a formal notification from the blockading power
to all other countries. Nevertheless this is not absolutely
required, and a neutral will not be permitted with impunity
to violate a blockade of which the master of the vessel may
reasonably be presumed to be aware from the mere notoriety
of the fact. Sir William Scott however has said that,
whereas when a notification has been formally given, the
mere act of sailing with a contingent destination to enter
the blockaded port if the blockade shall be found to be
raised, will constitute the offence of violation, it might be
different in the case of a blockade existing defacto only.
With regard to neutral vessels lying at the place where

the blockade commences, the rule is, that they may retire

freely after the notification of the blockade, taking with
them the cargoes with which they may be already laden ;

but they must not take in any new cargo.
The offence of violation is effected either by going into the

place blockaded, or by coming out of it with a cargo taken
in after the commencement of the blockade. But vessels
must not even approach the place with the evident intention
of entering if they can effect their object. It would even

appear that a vessel will render itself liable to seizure and
condemnation if it can be proved to have set sail with that

intention. In such cases however it must be always diffi-

cult for the captors to make out a satisfactory case.

After a ship has once violated a blocka.de, it is considered
that the offence is not purged, in ordinary circumstances,
until she shall have returned to the port from which she

originally set out ; that is to say, she may be seized at any
moment up to the termination of her homeward voyage. If
the blockade however has been raised before the capture,
the offence is held to be no longer punishable, and a judg-
ment of restitution will be pronounced.
The effect of a violation of blockade to the offending party

when captured, is the condemnation usually of both the

ship and the cargo. If however it can be shown that the

parties to whom the cargo belongs were not implicated in the
offence committed by the master of the ship, the cargo will be

restored. It has sometimes, on the contrary, happened that

the owners of the cargo have been found to be the only
guilty parties, in which case the judgment has been for the

condemnation of the cargo, and the restitution of the ship.
If a place, as generally happens in the case of maritime

blockades, be blockaded by sea only, a neutral may carry
on commerce with it by inland communications. The
neutral vessel may enter a neighbouring port not included
in the blockade with goods destined to be carried thence
over land into the blockaded place.
When a place has once been notified to be blockaded, 9,

counter notice should always be given by the blockading
power when the blockade has ceased. The observance of

this formality is obviously conducive to the general con-

venience, but there are of course no means of punishing a

belligerent for its neglect.
In this country a blockade is ordered and declared by the

king in council. It is held however that a commander of a

king's ship on a station so distant as to preclude the go-
vernment at home from interfering with the expedition ne-

cessary to meet the change of circumstances, may have au-

thority delegated to him to extend or vary the blockade on
the line of coast on which he is stationed. But the courts

will not recognize a blockade altered in this manner within

the limits of Europe. It appears to be necessary for the

sake of the public convenience that the power of declaring
a blockade should, as far as possible, be exercised only by
the sovereign power in a state

;
but it would perhaps be

going too far to insist that it should in no circumstances be

delegated to a subordinate authority. This would seem
to be something very like interfering with the internal ar-

rangements of states.

Some very important questions connected with the law of

blockade were brought into discussion in the course of the

late war by the Berlin decree of Bonaparte and the orders

of the British king in council.

The Berlin decree, which was issued on the 21st of Nov.

1 806, declared the whole of the British islands in a state of

blockade, and all vessels, of whatever country, trading to

them liable to be captured by the ships of France. It also

shut out all British vessels and produce both from France

and from all the other countries then subject to the au-

thority of the French emperor. By a subsequent decree,
3 Y2.
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toon after in aid of this, all neutral vessels were re-

quired to carry what were called letter* or ccrliCtr.r

origin, that is,' attestations from the French consuls of the

port* from which they hod set out, that no part of their cargo
was British. This w us the revival of an expedient w Inch

h<l been first resorted to by the Directory in 1796.

There can be no question as to the invalidity uf this

blockade, according to the recognized principles of the law

of nations : the essential circumstance of a good blockade,

namely, the presence of a force sufficient to maintain it, was

here entirely wanting. And it is proper also to state that a

certain representation of the nature of the decree, much in-

sisted upon by some of the writers ami pamphleteers in the

course of the subsequent discussions, with the view of miti-

gating iis absurdity and violence, that is to say, that it was

never attempted to be enforced, is now well known not to

have been strictly correct Many vessels of neutrals were

actually captured and condemned by tlie French courts, in

conformity with it, during the first few months which fol-

lowed its promulgation.
The first step in resistance to the Berlin decree was taken

by Great Britain on the 7th of January, 1S07, while the

Whig ministry of which Mr. Fox had been the head was

still in office. i>y an order in council subjecting to seizure

all neutral vessels trading from one hostile port in Europe
to another with property belonging to an enemy. This

order however is said to have been extensively evaded
;

while, at the same time, new efforts began to be made by
the French emperor to enforce the Berlin decree. It is ad-

mitted that in the course of the months of September and

October, 1807, several neutral vessels were captured for

violation of tiiat decree; that a considerable alarm wa> c\-

cilcd among the mercantile classes in this country by these

nets of violence : that the premium of insurance rose
;
and

that s'MUL' suspension of trade took place. (See Kdin.Iiev.

vol. xiv. p. -142. Sic.) It is contended by the supporters ot

the British orders in council, that the effect of the Berlin

decree upon the commerce of this country during the

months of August, September, and October in particular,
wa> most severely felt. (See Mr. Stephen's Speech.)

In these circumstances the British government, at the

head of which Mr. I'erccval now was, issued further orders

in council, dated the 1 1th and 21st November, 1807. These
new orders declared France and all its tributary states to be

in a state of blockade, and all vessels subject to seizure

which were either found to have certificates of origin on

board, or which should attempt to trade with any of the

parN of the world thus blockaded. All neutral vessels, in-

tended for Fiance or any other hostile country, were or-

dered in all cases to touch" first at some British port, and to

pay custom dues there, after which they were, in certain

cases, to be allowed to depart to their destination. In all

cases, in like manner, vessels clearing out from a hostile

port were, before proceeding farther on their voyage, to touch
at a British pirt.
The predicament in which neutral countries were placed

by this war of edicts was sufficiently embarrassing. The
ctie.'t of the recent British orders in council is thus distinctly
Stated by a writer in the Edinburgh Review, vol. xii. p. 229 :

' Taken in combination with the Berlin decree, they interdict

the whole foreign trade of all neutral nations; they prohibit

rxcrything which that decree had allowed ; and they enjoin
those very things which are there made a ground of confis-

cation.'

By a subsequent decree, issued by Bonaparte from Milan
on the 127 th of IXrcmbe.r, 1SU7, the British dominions in

all quarters of the world were declared to be in a state of
blockade, and all countries were prohibited frorii trading
with each other in any articles produced or manufactured
in the parts of the earth thus put under a ban. Various
additional orders in council were also promulgated from
time to time, in explanation or slight modification of those
last mentioned.

It is assertc.1 by tne opponents of this policy of the British

government, that the result was a diminution in the course
of the following year of ilie foreign trade of this country to the
extent of fourteen millions sterling. It is even contended
that, but for some counteracting causes which happened to

operate at the same time, the falling off would have been
nearly twice iw ercat. (See Klin. KIT. vol. xiv. p. .| fj, &c.)
The principal branch of trade affected was that with

America, which was at this time the only great neutral

power in exigence
; and which in that capacity had, pre-

vious to the Berlin decree, been an annual purchaser at

British manufactures to a large amount, partly lor homo
consumption, but lo a much larger extent lor u
the Continent. Both the Americans, therefore. MM the

various parties in this country interested in this export ir.ide.

exclaimed loudly against the edicts of the two beihucrenl

powers. It appears that the American go\ eminent, on ap-

plication to thai of France, obtained an assurance, w Inch

was deemed satisfactory, though not in an official form, that

the Berlin decree would not be put in force against Ann
v

; but when this was urged as a sufficient reason lor

the revocation of the English orders in council, the English

government refused to pay any attention to it, maintaining
that America should insist upon a public renunciation ot the

obnoxious French decree.

The subject was brought before parliament in Marcli,

1808, by motions made in both houses asserting the illegality
of the orders in council. On the 1st of April the merchants
of London, Liverpool, and other towns, who had petitioned
for the repeal of the orders, on the ground of their injurious

operation upon the commercial interests of the country, were
heard at the bar by their counsel, Mr. Brougham, whose

speech, as has been already mentioned, was afler arils pub-
lished. The result was, that ministers consented to the

institution of an inquiry into the effect of the orders, in the

course of which many witnesses were brought forward both

by the petitioners and by the ministers in support of their

respective views. But no immediate result followed, cither

from this inquiry, or from a motion made in the II

Commons on the Gth of March, 1809, by Mr. \Vliitbreuil,

declaratory of the expediency of acquiescing in the proposi-
tions made by the government of the United State-.

On the '2Gth of April however a new order in council was

issued, which, it was contended by the opponents of the

p. .lic\ hitherto pursued, did in fact amount to an abandon-
ment of the whole principle of that policy. On the pretext
that tii / state of circumstances, so for as the Continent ..-

concerned, had undergone a complete change by the insur-

rection of the Spaniards, the blockade, which had formerly
extended to all the countries under the authority of France,
was now confined to France itself, to Holland, to part o(

Germany, and to the north of Italy ;
and the order which

condemned vessels for having certificates of origin on board
was rescinded. On the other hand, the interdict against

trading with the blockaded ports was apparently made more
strict and severe by the revocation of the liberty formerly
yiven, ill certain cases, to neutral vessels to sail for an

enemy's port after having first touched at one in Great
Britain. Upon this point however some important modifica-
tions were made by subsequent orders. A system w as intro-

duced of licensing certain vessels to proceed to hostile ports
after having first touched and paid custom-dues at a British

port : and this was eventually carried so far. that at lust the

number of such licences granted is said to have exceeded
16,000.

The position however in which America was still placed
was such as almost to force her to go to war either with

England or France. In this state of things, in the spring
of 1812 a vigorous effort was again made by the opposition
in parliament to obtain the entire removal of the orders m
council. In the Lords, a motion was made by the Marquis of
Lansdowne on the 28th of February for a select committee
of inquiry into the effect of the orders, but was negatived
by a majority of 133 to 71. On the 3rd of March a similar

motion made in the Commons by Mr. Brougham was also
. (1 by a majority of 216 to 144. On the 3rd of April

however an order of the prince regent in council appeared
in the '

Gazette,' revoking entirely the former orders in so

far as regarded America, but only'on the condition that the

uox eminent of the United States should also revoke an
order by which it had some time previously excluded British

armed vessels from its ports, while it admitted those of
France. This conditional revocation being still considered

unsatisfactory, Lord Stanley, on the 2Sth of April, moved
in the ( '..MIIIIOH- for a committee of inquiry into the .-.il.jeet

generally, anil the discussion ended by ministers giving their

assent to the motion. Many witnesses were in consequence
examined, both by this committee and by another of the

Lords, which sat at the same time, having been obtained <.n

the .'.ill ot May on the' motion of Earl Fitzwilham. When the
examinations had been brought to a close, Mr. Brougham,
on the ICth of June, moved in the commons, that the

crown should be addressed to recall or suspend the ordeis.
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unconditionally. At the termination of this discussion
ministers intimated that they were prepared to concede the

question : and accordingly, on the 23rd of the same month,
an unconditional suspension of the orders, in so far as
America was concerned, appeared in the '

Gazette.' By
this time however the government of the United States had
declared war, on the ground, as is well known, not only of
the orders in council, but of other alleged acts of injustice

on^the part of the British government.
The policy of the British government in issuing the

orders in council of November, 1807, was maintained by its

opponents to be wrong, on the double ground that it Was
both inexpedient and not warranted by the principles of the
law of nations. On this latter head it was argued that no
violation of international law by one belligerent power could

'ustify the other in pursuing a similar course.
The question, like all others connected with the law of

blockade, appears to be one which must be determined
chiefly by a reference to the rights of neutral powers, as re-

gulated by the principle already stated, namely, that no
neutral power shall be annoyed or incommoded by any war-
like operation, which shall not have a greater tendency to

benefit the belligerent than to injure the neutral. In this

case the benefit which the British government professed to

expect from its retaliatory policy, which was the excitement
of a spirit of resistance to the original French decree both in

neutral countries and among the people of France them-
selves, was extremely problematical from the first, and
turned out eventually to be wholly delusive. On the other

hand, the injury to neutrals V.MS certain and of large amount,
tending in fact to interdict and, as far as possible, to put a stop
to the entire peaceful commercial intercourse of the world.

The orders in council were sometimes defended, for want
of better reasons, on a very peculiar ground, namely, on that

nf the pecuniary advantage which the country derived from
the captures made under them, from the increase of port
dues which they occasioned, and from the revenue obtained

by the licensing system.
In resting the justification of the orders in council upon

the ground of their expediency, their defenders of course con-

tended that they were essential to the effective prosecution of

the war, and that we wore therefore justified in disregarding
the injury which they might indirectly indict upon neutrals.

It was anticipated, as we have observed above, in the first

place, that the pressure of their operation would excite both

the American government, and even the inhabitants of

France themselves, and of the various countries of Europe
subject to the French emperor, to insist upon the revocation

of the Berlin decree. But the effect anticipated was not

produced. Neither the people of France, nor of any other

portion of Bonaparte's empire, rose or threatened to rise in

insurrection on account of the stoppage of trade occasioned

hy the edicts of the two belligerent powers ; and America

went to war, not with France, but with us, choosing to re-

serve the assertion of her claims for wrongs suft'ered under

the Berlin decree to another opportunity, while she deter-

mined to resist our orders in council by force of arms. But

secondly, it was contended that the policy adopted by the

orders in council was necessary to save our commerce from

what would otherwise have been the ruinous effects of the

Berlin decree. This argument, also, if its validity is to be

tried by the facts as they actually fell out, will scarcely ap-

pear to be well founded. The preponderance of the evi-

dence collected in the course of the successive inquiries

which took place was decidedly in favour of the representa-

tions made by the opponents of the orders, who maintained

that, instead of having proved any protection or support to

our foreign trade, they had most seriously embarrassed and

curtailed it. The authors of the orders themselves must

indeed be considered to have come over to this view of the

matter, when they consented, as they at length did, to their

entire repeal.
In the actual circumstances of the present case, the con-

venient interposition of America, by means of which British

manufactured goods were still enabled to find their way in

large quantities to the continent in spite of the Berlin decree,

would seem to have been the last thing at which the go-

vernment of this country should have taken umbrage, or

which it should have attempted to put down. As the French

ruler found it expedient to tolerate this interposition, in open

disregard of his decree, it surely was no business of ours to

set ourselves to cut off a channel of exit for our merchandise,

to fortunately left open when nearly every other was shut.

BLOCKADE. This consists in surrounding a fortified

place by a cordon of troops, in order to prevent supplies of
provisions or warlike stores from entering, and to compel the
garrison to surrender from famine or the failure of their am-
munition. The generality of the antient sieges were block-
ades, and two of the most memorable in Grecian history
were those of Platcea and Pydna. The former lasted two
years, and is remarkable for being the first of which any
connected details have been given. Pydna, in which city
Olympias had taken refuge, was closely invested by Cas-
sander both by sea and land, and did not surrender till the

garrison had suffered the utmost extremity of famine.
When fortresses are situated on rocky eminences, whose

sides are steep by nature, or can be made so by human
labour ; when they are approachable only by narrow passes,
and the surrounding country is unfavourable for the execu-
tion of the works required in carrying on a regular siege,
their reduction is most conveniently effected by a blockade,
because they can be masked by a corps of troops not so nu-
merous as to diminish materially the strength of the army
in the field

;
and their garrisons, being necessarily small, are

unable to attempt any serious enterprise.
In Europe however nearly all the old fortresses of this

kind have been suft'ered to go to ruin, the smallness of their

garrisons rendering them wholly useless
;
and therefore,

since the end of the seventeenth century, blockades have
been much less frequent than they were before that time.

During the continuance of the war which was carried
on by the Germans and Venetians agauist the Turks, and
which ended with the peace ot'Carlowitz in 1698, several

places were taken from the Turks after having been long
invested; it was thus that, in Hungary, the fort of Agria
and the towns of Mongatz and Great Wuradin were taken,

by the Imperialists, and that in the Morea, the Venetian
general obtained possession of Napoli cli Malvasia.

Fortified towns may be blockaded when means are want-

ing to execute trenches and ricoohetting batteries
;
and when

besides the place is known to be incompletely furnished
with the neiessary stores, and to contain a numerous popu-
lation within its walls. In such circumstances it may rea-

sonably be expected that the place will in time be surren-

dered, particularly if it be the seat of an extensive commerce,
or if the inhabitants should be disaffected to their govern-
ment. The loss occasioned by the stoppage of the usual
channels of trade, the discomfort arising from being confined
within the fortifications

;
and chiefly, the distress brought

on by the scarcity, and consequently the high price of the-

necessaries of life, never fail to produce dissatisfaction and.

even tumults among the citizens ; and in the end the com-
mander of the place is generally compelled by clamour, or
induced by solicitation, to comply with the wishes of the

people and to deliver up his charge to the enemy.
In the establishment of a blockade, the outposts of the:

garrison are first driven as near as possible to the place, and
bodies of troops consisting of one or more companies, or

even battalions, are disposed in convenient situations before

all the accessible fronts : these are also strengthened at in-

tervals by redoubts containing artillery, and if the place is

on the sea-coast, a naval armament watches it on that side.

Corps of cavalry and infantry are made to occupy any vil-

lages on the several roads by which it may be attempted to

throw supplies into the place ; advanced posts also, each

consisting of a few men, watch the town closely, and main-
tain the communications between the different divisions of

the blockading corps, by which means any movement of the

garrison may be immediately discovered.

The blockading corps should also be supported by a re-

serve, established at a greater distance from the place ; and
in the event of a convoy approaching with succours for the

garrison, the commander of the blockading army sends for-

ward one or more battalions from those posts which lie

nearest to the road by which the convoy is to arrive. These

engage the convoy and prevent it from entering the place,
while other troops from the neighbouring posts oppose those

of the garrison, if the latter should make a sortie in order to

favour the operations of the succouring corps.
On the other hand, in order to counteract as much as

possible the efforts of the enemy, all persons who cannot be

rendered serviceable in the defence, or who cannot lay in a

sufficient supply of provisions for their support during th<;

probable continuance of the blockade, are sent out of the

town ; the necessary quantities of provisions and military
stores are provided, and secured in casemates or shell-proof
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blindage*, if * bombardment it apprchendod, and the con-

sumption of every article is carefully ecoromized. The

garrison should keep the field as long as possible, disputing
with the enemy every spot winch ho may endeavour to

occupy, and destroying every thing which may afford him
cover : sorties should be made whenever a hope of success

presents iUelf without risking the loss of many men, and

every other means should bo taken as long as possible to

prevent the enemy from establishing bis posts, or forming
redoubt* about the place.

In 1 757 the King of Prussia blockaded Prague, a po-

pulous city, and garrisoned by 60,000 soldiers; the invest-

ment continued MX weeks, during which time all the ave-

nue* were occupied and several engagements took place.
The history of the late Peninsular War affords however
one of the best examples of reducing a fortified town by a

blockade, in that which the Duke, then the Marquis, of Wel-

lington, caused to be established about Pampeluna in 1813.

Tins town had a garrison consisting of more than 4000

men, while the British array could spare neither troops nor

artillery sufficient to ensure its surrender by a siege. Nine

strong redoubts, each capable of containing a garrison of

200 or 300 men, with some field-pieces, were constructed on

commanding heights, at from 1200 to 1500 yards from the

place, and served to repel every sortie from thence, while
the rest of the blockading force was quartered in the neigh-
bouring villages, or bivouacked beyond the range of the

artillery of the fortress. Buildings near the latter were
barricaded and formed strong advanced posts ;

the roads
were blocked up as usual, and small field-works covered
the guards of the army. The blockade continued three
months ; and when Marshal Soult advanced to the relief of
the town, notwithstanding that the British troops in concen-

trating themselves to oppose him were necessarily drawn

away from the posts which they occupied, yet the precau-
tions used were such, that no communication could take

place between the garrison and the French army, though
the latter was almost within sight of the ramparts.

(See Lallemand, Traite des Operations Secondaires de la

Guerre ; Jomini, Traite des grandes Operations Afilitaires ;

Colonel Sir J. T. Jones, Journals of Sieges in Spain.)
BLOCKHOUSE (also written BLOCKHAUS), among

military edifices is, as the name implies, a building con-
structed chiefly of timber ;

if alone, it constitutes an inde-

pendent fort
; if formed in the interior of a field-work, it

becomes a retrenchment or reduit, and serves to protect the

defenders from the inclemency of the weather when the
work is occupied during a considerable time, or to prolong
the defence when the work is attacked

; and, after it is

taken, to enable the garrison to obtain a capitulation.
When the blockhouse is to be employed only as a re-

trenchment, its plan is generally a simple rectangle, and its

walls consist of a single row of piles, placed upright in the

ground ; these arc pierced with loop-holes, at the distance
of three feet from each other, in order that the building may
lx> defended by a fire of musketry from within. The roof is

formed by laying timbers horizontally across the inclosed

area, and covering them with fascines and earth. The
covering materials, when the work is intended to be bomb-
proof, must bo at least four feot thick, since the shells fireil

from field-howitzers penetrate into earth nearly to that

depth. The entrances, when formed in the walls, are pro-
tected by inclined blindages, or by palisades, planted close

together in their front, and pierced with loop-holes ;
but

occasionally the entrances are in the roof, and access to them
i-. then obtained by means of ladders.
The interior breadth of the building may be about eighteen

feet, in order to allow a passage between the two rows of

bedsteads: these are placed with their heads to the side
walls, and serve as stages on which the men may stand to
lire through the loop-holes when the latter ore much ele-

il,o\e the Moor.

Reduiti of this kind arc nearly indispensable in situations
commanded by height*, when consequently the interior of
tne

|,rnuip:il work is so subject to the plunging flrcs of the

enemy, that the defenders could not (it herwise find shelter,
and then the side-walls should be thick enough to resist a fire

of artillery. In other circumstances it would be advisable

that the parapets of the principal work should conceal th

u-'iuit from the view of the enemy; for which purpose the

roof of the latter should be kept as low a* possible : und, in

I his case, in order to afford sufficient height in the interior,

which should not be less than eight leet, it may be in cowiarjr
to sink the floor below the level of the natural ground.

In a mountainous country the blockhouse possesses great
advantages over an ordinary field-fort, inasmuch as the in-

terior of the latter would be incessantly ploughed up by the

fire of artillery directed into it by the enemy from the sur-

roumlinn heights. Here then the blockhouse may with pro-

priety lie constructed as an independent work; its plan may
have re-entering angles, or be in the form of a cross, in

order to allow the faces to be defended by flanking I!

musketry from within ; and the walls may be thick enough
to resist the shot from nine-pounder guns. For this p\.

they must be made by planting parallel to each other, at

the distance of three or four ieet, two rows of strum: piles,

those in each row being close together, and the interval

between the rows being filled with earth up to the height of

the loop-holes, which should now be immediately under the

roof of the building. The roof must bo made shell-proof a*
before ; but it has been recommended, when the work is in a

overlooked by the enemy, and when its breadth will permit,
to have the piles forming the side-walls long enough I-

above the roof, and, either alone, or with a mass of earth

behind them, to serve as a parapet.
To prevent the enemy from setting fire to the blockhouse,

it should be surrounded by a ditch
; part of the earth ob-

tained from thence should be raised against the building as

high as the loop-holes, in order to strengthen it exteriorly,
and the rest may be thrown beyond the counterscarp, to

form there what is called a reverse glacis.

Any area inclosed for the purposes of defence by piles or

palisades, or by logs of timber horizontally disposed, but
without a roof, and defended by loop-holes and machicola-

tions, is sometimes called a blockhouse; more generally,
however, such constructions are called stockades, under
which word they will be described.

(See Bousmard, Kssai General de Fortification ; Dufour,
Memorial pour /r.v Trarani (If Guerre ; Macauley, Captain
J. S., Treatise on Field Furtificutinn.)
BLOCKING-COURSE. [See ENTABLATURE.]
BLOEMAART, ABRAHAM, an historical painter, was

born at Gorcum in 1567, but resided principally at Utrecht.
His father practised architecture and sculpture. Ho pos-
sessed originality and feeling, but was a complete mannerist.

making nature subservient to his own peculiar style. Some
accounts say that he never travelled ; but others, perhaps of

better authority, state that he spent at least above ten years
at Paris. Still his advantages from travelling were not

great, and this circumstance must have conduced to keep his

genius cramped, and have prevented his acquiring a correct

taste. Thus he has painted historical pictures in which the

figures are as large as life, which shows that he had the am-
bition of doing something great ; but the costume is still

Dutch, no matter what the subject may be. This error has
indeed been committed by other painters, both before and
since his time, in the highest departments of the art; though
certainly it is a more unfortunate blunder in Holland than in

Italy. He acquired however considerable skill in the prac-
tice of his art. Besides historical pioture* he also executed
some landscapes, which have been admired, and he was not
a stranger to the etching needle. His works have remained
almost entirely in his native country, and are chiefly at Am-
sterdam. There are pictures of his in some of the churches
at Brussels and Mechlin. He died in 1647, according to

some accounts, but others say 1657, There are engraving*
of his works very spiritedly executed by Bolsw crt.

Abraham left four sons, two painters and two engravers .-

according to other accounts, only three sons. Cornelius, the

eldest, was an engraver, and is said to have introduced certain

improvements in the practice of his art, giving a softer edge
to his shadows than his predecessors. The accounts of Bloc-

niaart and his sons are exceedingly confused and contra-

dictory. In some particulars we have followed /let L'-ri H

der aoorlucht. Nederland. en eenige Hnngduittche Scfiil-

dert, Sic., door K. Van Mander; J. de Jongh's ed. 1764. .

END op VOLUME THE FOURTH.
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